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INTRODUCTION

I compiled the bulk of this list in my free time during the year I taught English to officers of the
Saudi Arabian National Guard and lived at Camp Vinnell, north of Riyadh, between King Fand
Stadium and Janidriyah. I compiled it for pleasure, and because it was of great practical help to
me in the classroom. It's real value, however, may be in holding up authentic English--as
opposed to the contrived, trivial book English we so often find ourselves teaching--as the battle
flag we carry into our classrooms each working day.

How I use this compilation to help me teach vocabulary in the classroom

My advice for any teacher wishing to use this list to help him or her teach vocabulary is quite
simple.

1. Look up the word you're teaching on this list.
2. Teach any collocations that seems useful.

Let's say it's Day W, Period X, Book Y, Lesson Z, and I'm introducing talk (noun). Of course, I
can say something like, "talk, you already know the verb, this is the noun." And, of course, the
text introduces the word in some manner, and may even recycle it once or twice later. I can have
a student who already knows what the word means give the Arabic translation to his classmates.
That's fast and easy for a word that isn't considered a problem, and keeps me on schedule, but is
it enough? I don't think so. It's up to me to make the word vivid and to get my students to use
and remember it. First I'll look up talk in this list and select some modifiers I suspect my Saudi
military students will be interested in. I'll write them on the board in the following format:

peace
pep
pillow
ransom
shop
trash

heart-to-heart
man-to-man

small
secret

talk(s)

Thereafter, I'll take a few minutes to talk to my students about the collocations, explaining and
using them, asking questions, and answering theirs. In Saudi Arabia, I know my students will
understand and like the idea of a heart-to-heart talk, be titillated by the idea of pillow talk, and
perhaps be slightly uncomfortable with the idea of a man-to-man talk, as rank is very important
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to them and directness can be unpleasant and impolite. Trash talk will delight them, as they enjoy
bantering.

I'll then ask my students if they can think of any collocations I haven't included and praise them
lavishly for their contributions. At this point, I almost always see students scribbling the
collocations down in the margins of their books or in their notebooks, unbidden.

Of course, a simple list like this does not do everything a good vocabulary teacher should do. If I
am teaching talk, I will also write the frame have a talk with sombody about something on the
board and try to elicit sentences from my students like, "I had a talk with my father last night
about money." While have is often the verb for talk, I would be remiss if I didn't point out that
for pep talk the verb would probably be give or receive, and for small talk it would be make.

I will also point out to my students that talk fits the "event" frame for words with duration and try
to elicit from them sentences using start, finish, last and during like the following:

The peace talks started on Monday
The peace talks ended on Wednesday
The peace talks lasted (for) two days
During the talks, they talked about the future of Jerusalem.

Or let's say I'm responsible for teaching eye. I can point to my eye and say the word and ask how
many eyes I have, and what color they are. I like to do more. In Saudi Arabia and many other
countries, there are people who believe in or have heard of people possessing the evil eye, and
that is something we can talk about. My students will understand the expression, "turn a blind
eye towards something." I will praise the Bedouin for their eagle eyes, which will please many,
as the eagle is highly regarded in their culture, although comparing a person to an animal is
always problematic. "The Bedouin sees everything and forgets nothing," I will say, and this
always elicits approval. "Her eyes are like the moon on the 15th of the month," is a stock phrase
from Arabic poetry. One carried-away student, wishing to add a simile, astonished me by saying,
"She has eyes like a cow!" He was crestfallen when I told he would get slapped if he ever said
that to a Western woman. Of course, he was referring to eye color and size. Some things just
don't translate well.

Next, consider a word like English. Again, I'll teach this word in the usual way and say, "English
is a language." But English is also a productive modifier. In fact, it is as a modifier that the
word most often occurs in out text. When I teach the word, I quickly write it on the board in the
following format:
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teacher
lesson
test

English course
class
school
language

Again, I will talk with my students, explaining and using these words, asking questions and
answering theirs, and ask them if they can think of any words to include on the list and praise
them lavishly for their contributions.

Words for school subjects introduced in the same lesson follow the same pattern, so I can make
listening completion sentences like the following:

(T) Mr. Stockdale isn't a math teacher. He's an *
(Ss) English teacher!
(T) This isn't a math course. This is an *
(Ss) English course!
(T) On Wednesday, last period, we don't have a math test. We have an *
(Ss) English test!

Listening-completion sentences are great, of course, because listening is an important skill my
students will need for the listening-comprehension portion of their tests.

Finally, consider a word like rainproof Again, the book introduces the word and provides a
simple definition and minimal context. Unfortunately, the book does not provide further
examples of words with the suffix proof No worries. This compilation provides plenty.

bulletproof bombproof childproof crashproof
cycleproof escape-proof fireproof flat-proof
foolproof moisture-proof rainproof shatterproof
soundproof stab-proof thomproof waterproof
weatherproof

Again, all I do is to select a few examples from the list, write them on the board, explain and use
the words, ask and answer questions, and invite the students to add to the list. Saudi Arabian
military men are naturally interested in bulletproof bombproof and shatterproof and stab proof
might raise a question. Prison guards wear stab proof vests during cell extractions, which are
often videotaped.
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Providing content for short talks on subjects I don't know much about or for experiences I've not
had or forgotten

People naturally have varying interests. I can talk animatedly to anyone for hours about my
favorite sport, kayaking, or my favorite place, Graham County in Western North Carolina, but if I
had to give a short talk about outer space, I might be at a loss. This compilation helps. Referring
to the entries for space (outer), space shuttle and space station gives me things to talk about that
I might not otherwise have thought of. Like the problem of space sickness, for instance. Or
space junk.

Just as people have varying interests, so too have they had varying experiences. Not all teachers,
for example, have been married. Again, this list can help. By glancing at the collocations with
marriage and wedding, a single teacher should be able to talk easily and comprehensively about
the experience. To take another example, few teachers have ever been to prison. A look at the
list of collocations for prison, however, will no doubt activate much knowledge from films and
books. What strikes me, looking at the list, is how a prison is a microcosm of the world at large.
For example, there's a prison doctor and prison gym and hospital and even a prison band!
Looking at the list, I also see there are different kinds of prison with different levels of security
and different populations of people. Of course, prisons may be quite different in other countries,
and this will come out as the students talk about prisons.

Also, people can simply forget experiences they've had, particularly if the experience occurred
long ago. I've reached the age when I simply don't remember much of high school, for example.
Looking over the list of collocations for school and high school, I remember that I never had
much high-school spirit, don't remember what our school colors were, and had totally forgotten
that I not only ate but scrubbed pots and pans at our high school cafeteria. I do remember our
high-school gym, with its gleaming waxed floor, bleachers that folded into the wall, and its
trophy case. But then, I'm a Hoosier. Thankfully, one dismal collocation had not yet entered the
language when I attended school: school massacre. Who can forget Columbine? I'll never forget
sitting in a little park next to the Tukaseegee River in Bryson City and reading about it in the
newspaper. Where were you when you heard about it?

For me, introducing new vocabulary is a wonderful opportunity not merely to teach, but to learn
from my students. When I introduce village here in Saudi Arabia, I know I will hear from men
who actually come from villages. I will ask students if their village has a village well, or if a
particular person is known as the village gossip! When the students understand that I am really
interested in village life, they open up and contribute to the list.

Speaking of villages reminds me of the time I stopped in Rumah, a village north of Riyadh.
While looking down one of the great grated village wells on the edge of a sand-filled, bone-dry
riverbed, I was startled by the small birds that came flying up out of its cool dark depths.
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What we teach versus what we don't teach

When I use this compilation to help me prepare for daily lessons, I am always struck by how
interesting real language is. Take the words capital and country. Like most teachers, I
automatically think of capital in terms of statements like "Riyadh is the capital of Saudi Arabia"
and questions like, "What is the capital of Morocco?" Referring to this list, however, I see that
"capital" is commonly used in a booster-ish, chamber-of-commerce sort of way--Franklin, North
Carolina, the Gem and Mineral Capital of the World!--or to rate a city in some category, usually
negative--the murder capital of the U.S., the terrorism capital of the Arab World, etc.. Just the
other day, I heard a couple teachers talking about places in California, and one teacher mentioned
that such-and-such a city billed itself as the garlic capital of the world. You probably know its
name. It's the same with country. I'm so used to teaching statements like "Saudi Arabia and the
United States are countries" that I forget we can also talk about bear country, wine country,
wheat country or cattle country.

Or consider signature. We generally think of signature as the unique way a person signs his
name on a piece of paper, but a glance at the collocations for that word shows us that a missile
can have a signature, too. Of course, you wouldn't ask a missile for its autograph! When we
think of balloons, we usually thing of the ones that float in the air, but you can also insert one in a
vein. We generally think of parents and cousins in terms of kinship, but what about a chemical
cousin or a parent company? Who in this area of the world can forget the mother of all wars?

If a student asked you out of the blue what history meant, how would you define the word?
"Well, history is what happened before, in the past...I believe the Arabic for it is..." When we
think of the word, we usually think of world history, to include ancient history. But we can use
the word to talk about things that are much closer to home and more personal, like family history.
The doctor will be most interested in my medical history, the court in any history of violence I
may have, and a creditor in my payment or earnings history. These collocations don't naturally
spring to mind, though they seem perfectly natural when we hear them or encounter them in
speech or in a text. This list provides plenty of them for instant access.

As I suggested above, when I talked about prison, collocations like the ones found on this list
allow me to give an expanded analysis of words that my students ask me about, or that occur in a
text, but only in a single context. For example, let's say a student asks me about the word guy.
I'd probably say, "Well, a guy is a man...it's just another word for man. It's generally used by
younger people." After a quick examination of collocations on this list, however, I can tell my
students more: people who do jobs for us and whom we don't really know are often referred to as
guy: delivery guy and by analogy, "the guy who cleans / delivers / picks up / paints etc. Or guy is
used by young women to refer to their boyfriends: my guy, "I gotta great guy," etc. Or guy can be
used with an adjective to describe a person socially: he's a wild and crazy guy, a fun guy, a creepy
guy, or as an archetype: he's a mean guy, cruel guy, smart guy, good guy, bad guy, etc.

Examining collocations from this list, I realize that I often neglect the animal world for the
human, and vice versa. For example, a census is usually thought of in terms of people, but you
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can also take a census of moths and butterflies. Don't ask me how a moth or butterfly can fill out
a form! Most people think of community in terms of people, but we can also speak of
communities of plants and animals. In our texts population usually refers to people, but it is also
used to refer to animals. On the other hand, I am accustomed to teaching egg in reference to
chickens, in spite of the fact people throughout the world are intensely interested in the latest
advancements in human fertility and reproduction.

I also can't help but noticing the continuing usefulness of words and collocations relating to the
natural world and to more-traditional ways of life that are still used to express modern concepts,
such as brand, path, and footprint, etc. Students who brand camels, walk paths and study the
footprints to see who has been along before them don't have any problem with collocations like
brand name, career path or the concept expressed in a sentence like, "The battalion leaves a big
footprint." In fact, those students probably find those sorts of collocations more expressive and
satisfying than the native speaker who has lost their original meaning. In our curriculum we
teach kid in the sense of child, but I always enjoy pointing out that the word can also refer to a
baby goat. My students from rural and agricultural backgrounds always find the ambiguity of
"the kids are playing outside" interesting and amusing. And, more importantly, familiar.

Likewise, collocations referring to myths, legends, superstition and childhood still persist: last
night's soccer match was an epic game! The continuing saga of... Of course, none of our adult
students believe in giants, giants are from childhood storybooks! And yet, we can refer to Coca-
Cola as the beverage giant, and eBay as an online auction giant. We can refer to a game show's
monster ratings... An educated adult would probably scoff at the idea of ghosts inhabiting a
ghost town. And yet, is there anyone, from any culture, who hasn't looked out across the desert
or sea at night, or looked up at the stars, and not wondered about the mysterious lights they saw?
The word ghoul, by the way, comes from the Arabic. Algol, the eclipsing binary in the Perseus
Constellation which increases and decreases in brightness over a period of time, thus seeming to
wink, means, "The Ghoul." Don't be alarmed, but it wheels overhead at some time on most
nights.

Teaching collocations can mean the difference between a student merely learning a vocabulary
item (usually in translation) and actively using the word in normal speech. Consider direction.
In the curriculum I teach, that word is introduced in the exemplary phrase, "North, south, east and
west are directions." Like the other teachers in my school, I turn my back to the students, face
the blackboard, and point to the ceiling. "What direction is this," I shout. "North!" the students
roar. I point down, I point to my right, I point to my left, I flap my arms as though I am waving
planes off the deck of an aircraft carrier as the students shout directions. While it is important
that students know the names of the four cardinal directions, it is just as important that they know
the main collocating adjectives for direction, which would be...you guessed it, the right direction
(versus the wrong direction). By the way, I wouldn't embark on an off-road trip in the desert
without at least two trucks equipped with GPS receivers and companions who possessed a good
sense of direction! My point is, when we teach direction, we should teach collocations like this
direction, that direction, the right direction, the wrong direction and sense of direction. At a
minimum, I would want a student to be able to say, "This is the wrong direction."
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Life and language change, which is a real complication for a teacher such as myself, who, for a
number of years now, has been aging two days for every one spent in the classroom. In the past,
when I taught address, I would mention the street address, street number, city, state, zip, etc.
Nowadays, I must remember to teach e-mail address. A reference to an engine nowadays is as
likely to refer to a search engine (computers) as to something dirty that you can lose a finger in if
you're not careful. When I teach window, I must remember to mention Windows, as a computer-
savvy student slyly reminded me one day. Teachers who look up words on this list before
teaching them will often be surprised by the collocations they find. They are all natural and often
high frequency and aren't mentioned simply because whoever created the text didn't consider
them.

Students always seem to sense when language is natural, as opposed to the contrived and trivial
language they get fed from their text. I have seen students poring over the English on candy-bar
wrappers, soft-drink cans and the even the tags on clothing! They perk up when I give them
good, natural collocations, and, unbidden, write them down. I think it is because natural
language reflects the world, and learners are interested in the world, not just the book, even
though we all understand it is our common goal to get through the quizzes and tests successfully,
so we can keep our administrators happy.

Vocabulary versus grammar, lists and sets

Most curriculums spend far too much time on grammar at the expense of vocabulary. Consider
need (verb) and need (noun), for example. In my curriculum, both words are introduced in the
same unit, but the verb is highlighted and the pattern need + to + verb is stressed. The
curriculum makes the students create an endless series of sentences like "I need to buy a
toothbrush," "I need to go to the store," etc. with the emphasis on putting "to" before the verb.
Every once in a while I find myself reminding my students that need is also a noun, and writing
"wants, needs, desires" on the board. Every person has needs, there are basic human needs, and
these needs are worth discussing! Look up want and need and needed in this compilation and
you will find collocations of real value and interest to talk about with your students.

Best is another good example of a word that is introduced as grammar (irregular superlative) but
is more meaningfully taught as a vocabulary item. In the curriculum I teach, the students must
produce endless sentences like, "Ali's score was good, Sami's score was better, but Fahad's score
was the best." Students don't seem to be interested in the lesson until I write "my best friend" on
the board, and we start talking about our best friends, as opposed to...you guessed it! Our worst
enemies! In Saudi Arabia, I enjoy mentioning the saying, "A man's best friend is his dog." This
literally flabbergasts my students who have grown up in a culture with completely different
attitudes towards animals and pets and where comparing a person to an animal of any sort can be
a deadly insult. And this reminds me of a story.

I once had a student, small of stature, who was hitting his larger friend, and the situation seemed
about to get out of hand. "You're feisty," I told him, to gain his attention. When he asked me
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what feisty meant, I told him to look it up in the big English-Arabic dictionary in the Warrant
Officer's room, thus separating him and the other young man. I was quite pleased with myself
over how I had handled a potentially disruptive situation until the student and the Warrant
Officer both paid me a visit. Unfortunately, the dictionary they had consulted, printed in an Arab
country, had no entry for feisty, but did list the noun. You don't know what a feist is? Neither
did I, nor did I feel very good, as a teacher and native speaker, having to admit ignorance of my
own language in order to keep my job!

Just the other day, I had to teach ordinal numbers, first one to twelve, and then, after a few pages,
from twelve up to 100. The students glumly accepted it as their lot, as did I. For practice, they
had to read a list of random dates. We were soon through it and on to other things. It was only
later that I consulted this work, to see what we might have talked about for first. Among other
things, I found: first car, first child, first date, and first name. Of course, it would not be
culturally appropriate to talk about a first date in Saudi Arabia; on the other hand, a man here can
take a second wife! In many other countries students, thought, learners would seize on frames
such as: my first date was with... on my first date we... I have witnessed taciturn guys turn
oratorical given the chance to talk about their first car. By the way, do you know the names of
the months that are also used as first names?

Or take a set like the names of the months. Here in Saudi Arabia, Ramadan is the name of the
month during which Muslims neither eat nor drink all day long. I used to feel sorry for my
students during this time, particularly when the month occurred during the blazingly hot summer,
until they told me about how much they enjoyed Ramadan nights, when they stay up at night,
eating, drinking and socializing with family and friends. That is a collocation that, along with its
associations, is now indelibly impressed into my mind. As I said, my students taught it to me,
and I thank them for it. Ramadan nights...

Many collocations are arbitrary

The way words collocate with other words often distinguishes words that otherwise might be
considered synonyms. In the curriculum that I teach, for example, earth and world are presented
as synonyms. And yet we don't say,. "the largest mosque in the earth" or "the largest airport on
world." Nor do we talk about the horrors of "Earth War II," the death toll from the latest
"worldquake" in Japan, or how the Saudi Arabian soccer team might do at the next "Earth Cup!"
On the other hand, we can (but too often don't) speak about the Muslim world or the world under
the sea (or, as an excited student once shouted out in class: "Sea World!"). This list provides a
selection of collocations for both earth and world and other words, like land and ground and guy
and individual, that have similar meanings but occur with different sets of collocations.

A response to commonly voiced criticisms

Some teachers disparage lists, especially the lists of unrelated single words the students often
carry about in their pockets and pore over in class before major tests, instead of paying attention
to the lesson at hand. "Students have got to learn how to figure words out from context," those
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teachers say. "They've got to learn how to use a dictionary. It's not important that they
understand every word, anyway. Besides, what are they going to do when there isn't a teacher
there to help? What's a list for, anyway? The best way to forget a word is to write it down."

It is certainly not my intention to give my students a list of unrelated words and then tell them to
memorize them while I sit at my desk, drink coffee and compose an e-mail to a friend back
home! As I have explained above, I use these lists to help me teach vocabulary, to make
vocabulary vivid, to provide common collocations that are neglected by the text and that I might
not otherwise be able to recall in the stress of the day, to expand my students' vocabularies, and
to use the language to talk about things that relate to our lives. While this list concretely helps
me prepare for teaching vocabulary, I still have to teach grammar and do the million and one
other things a teacher does in the ordinary course of a day, including trying to make my
supervisor happy. And, of course, I must stay on schedule.

Some teachers say it is wrong to "waste class time" on a vocabulary word that is introduced later,
or isn't even in the curriculum. Let's say the book introduces hide (verb), and I mention that hide
and seek is a children's game. Some teachers will object that seek is not in the curriculum. To
them all I can say is, it can be explained quickly (look for, try to find). In fact, it seems stupid to
teach hide without relating it to look for and find, no matter what the curriculum does. In my
experience, students don't find a collocation like hide and seek burdensome, they find it
interesting. While it is true that a collocation might include a new vocabulary item which may or
may not be introduced later in the curriculum, it is just as likely that the collocation will reinforce
a previously learned vocabulary item. Besides, the teacher can select which collocations she or
he chooses to writes on the board. Is hide and seek childish? Yes, but a heat-seeking missile
sure isn't.

Some teachers say, "Noticing collocations in context is more important than listing them." To
this I heartily and completely agree, but how do we get students to notice collocations in the first
place? A good way is by the procedure outlined from the very start of this introduction. By
listing and calling attention to collocations, we get students to start noticing what comes before
and after words. Students presented with collocations in this manner will have no problem
organizing words into the kind of notebook Michael Lewis advocates in his book, Implementing
the Lexical Approach, Putting Theory into Practice (LTP, 1997). In effect, this list provides
content for his collocation boxes.

What is context, really? This is an important question. Do our texts, with their watered-down
unauthentic texts and oftentimes-trivial dialogues, really provide context?

I don't think so. I believe context is the sum total of our freely shared knowledge, wisdom and
experiences brought to bear on the matter at hand, whether it's trying to operate or fix a piece of
equipment or learn a language. That's what a class is. It's always easy to identify the burnt-out
teachers in any particular school. They're the ones who, for whatever reason, have stopped
sharing and stay strictly inside the book instead of trying to relate the material to their lives, and
the lives of their students.
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Context provided by exemplary phrase

Good exemplary phrases are treasures that make talking about a word easy and natural. If you
look up neutralization in this list, you will find "neutralization or removal of land mines." This
is a good exemplary phrase, as a land mine is clearly negative in value, by neutralizing it we
prevent it from working (exploding and maiming or killing someone), and to neutralize it we do
not necessarily need to remove it. Or take the word portable. In this list, you will find the
sentence, "the IMP portable mine detector weights 7 kilograms." This is a good because it
reinforces the idea that portability depends on weight, and that weight can be expressed in
kilograms. The exemplary phrase for bartender is simply "bouncers, bartenders, cocktail
waitresses." This is good, as it places "bartender" with the people she or he usually works with.
For crawl, you will find the phrase, "crawl, walk, run sequence (military instruction)." This is
particularly nice, as it includes a series. Have you heard of such a phrase in respect to
instruction? I hadn't.

As I compiled this list, I developed a real appreciation for good useful exemplary phrases.
Unfortunately, not all suggest a dramatic scene like the following:

a fraternity member shoots a pledge at a keg party (fraternity)

or are as curious as this one:

women in Chicago require bigger bra sizes (bra)

or just downright startling:

the Irish are sex-obsessed (obsessed)

To my mind, a superior exemplary phrase might do one of six things:

First, it might provide a teacher or student with a high-frequency collocating verb. If you look up
argument in this list, you will find exemplary phrases or sentences that contain such verbs as
support, deliver and make. For computer skills, you will find develop, improve, require and
learn. We all know that we must teach collocating verbs for nouns, or our students will not be
able to use the nouns in speech. Remember direction? If you don't tie that noun with a verb, a
person can't say, "We're going in the wrong direction."

Second, an exemplary phrase might provide a variety of modifiers (adjectives, nouns, complex
modifiers), not for complexity's sake, but simply to show students that complex modifiers, like
the familiar adjectives, say something about the head noun.

traditional mountain crafts (crafts)
an intensive six-month review (review)
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a vast computerized data-monitoring system (system)
an underground anti-slavery movement (movement)

Third, a good exemplary phrase might provide examples, a description, a parts-whole
relationship, a category word or some other context useful for thinking about the word.

a white riverscape of rock and plunge pools (riverscape)
a control panel with hundreds of knobs and switches (panel)
bicycles, fishing rods, and other sports gear (gear)
the pros and cons of bachelorhood (bachelorhood)
fill out a subscription form for a magazine (magazine)

Fourth, the exemplary phrase might provide a related but contrasting term, which I sometimes
indicate by versus:

binge drinkers versus light drinkers (drinker)
dump bombs versus precision munitions (munitions)
retention bonuses versus hiring bonuses (bonus)
traditional books versus e-books (book)
cotton socks versus wool socks (socks)

Fifth, the exemplary phrase might signal a larger, related issue:

coal mining, funding cuts, and safety concerns (safety)
big-city anti-blight programs and abandoned buildings (abandoned)
underage drinking and traffic accidents, crime (drinking)
airport signage and runway incursions (runway)
the organized tour group and mass travel (tour)

Sixth, a good exemplary phrase might contain related vocabulary in a series:

power outages, water shutdowns and phone disruption (power)
fishing boats, tugs and barges (boat)
ammunition, body armor and survivalist gear (body)
breathing, blood pressure and body temperature (body)
book knowledge, wisdom and experience (book)

I particularly like that last one! The best exemplary phrases go beyond merely identifying to
suggest a topic that can lead to a discussion: For example, the phrase "farm animals, grazing at
midday," presents a pretty picture. But the phrase, "rescuing abandoned and abused farm
animals," can lead to discussion. It makes me think of the donkey hospital in Cairo. How should
people treat farm animals? What business is if of the government or the police? What
constitutes cruelty to animals? Do animals have feelings? These are things I enjoy talking about
with my students.
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Speaking of animals, whenever I introduce the modal can (ability), I always ask my students,
"Can a camel swim?" and then take a short break while the debate rages. I'll never forget the
student who pronounced that, whereas it was possible an Egyptian camel could swim, he was
quite certain a Saudi one couldn't! I just recently read an article about this in a magazine.
Apparently, almost every animal is instinctively able to "dog paddle" and can swim after a
fashion for a bit, even a human baby! The only animals that are sure to drown in deep water are
apes and giraffes. Giraffes, due to their shape, sink like knives. I have no idea what's up with the
apes! When I was a boy, I used to swim a horse across a lake. Bareback. You've got to hang on
tight to the horse's mane when it comes out of the water, particularly if the bank is steep.

a camel race

In western North Carolina, when people talk about racing, they are usually referring to cars,
specifically stock cars. In Saudi Arabia, racing might very well refer to camels, the kind that
goes on in at the great cultural-heritage festival of Janidriyah ever year in north Riyadh, just a
couple mile's walk from Camp Vinnell.

The mind naturally thinks of camel as a thing, a noun. You can ride a camel, a camel has a long
neck, a camel has a hump, a camel is an animal, etc.

Yet camel can is used quite productively as a modifier: a camel rider; a camel track; a camel
breeding program; a camel saddle, etc.

Almost any noun you can think of can be used as a modifier: pencil (pencil sharpener); chalk
(chalkboard); paper (paper clip); room (room number); name (nametag).

In this compilation, uses of the noun as a modifier are provided first under the entry. You will
find a phrase like camel track entered under camel and also entered under track. That way, if you
are teaching camel, the collocation will be available to you, and you will also find it if you ever
have to teach track. Along with plenty of other collocations for track and camel, of course.

a racing camel

Of course, we can modify most words with adjectives, a noun or complex modifiers that can
include any part of speech. In this part of the world, a good racing camel can sell for as much as
a million dollars.

camels, sheep and goats

English is full of collocations like "bread and butter" and "salt and pepper." I tell my students
they are "husband and wife" words, because it's hard not to think of one without the other. The
nice thing about these collocations is that they associate related vocabulary in the learner's mental

4
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lexicon. All the teacher needs to do to activate these collocations is to consider the nouns he or
she will teach that day, attach and before and after the word, and see if anything springs to mind.

(1) camel(s) and

(2) and camel (s)

(and )

For the first slot, camels, sheep and goats comes to mind. The second slot makes me think of
Bedouins and their camels.

Just the other day, I had to teach parts of the body, including muscle, bone and skin. I paused
briefly to describe how a victim of famine might be described as skin and bones. I could tell by
the way my students looked at me and one another that the juxtaposition of the words struck
them.

Once identified and discussed, collocations with and make excellent listening-completion
sentences. The teacher begins the sentence, and the students complete it:

Children like to play hide and *
Mr. and Mrs. Archer are husband and *
Science advances through a process of trial and *
The gap is widening between rich and *
Children must learn the difference between right and *

Likely completions are seek, wife, error, poor and wrong.

In this compilation, a collocation like husband and wife appears as an entry under husband and
also under wife. In other words, if you look up husband, you will encounter it, and if you look up
wife, you will encounter it. In addition, you will find a list of collocations with and / or in
Appendix 1.

the eyelashes of the camel

Of is a relationship-signaling word that serves to associate related vocabulary in the learner's
mental lexicon. All the teacher needs to do is to consider the nouns he or she will teach that day,
attach of before and after the word, and see if anything springs to mind.

(1) of (a) camel

(2) camel of

We can talk about the eyelashes, hump and feet of a camel. We can't really go in the other
direction and talk about "the camel of....(something)" but with other words its quite possible.
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Collocations with of often indicate a parts / whole relationship:

the roof of the house
the mouth of the cave
the trunk of the car
the foot of the mountain
the bank of the river

And of is commonly used with unit nouns:

a loaf of bread
a bushel of apples
an act of violence
sheets of paper
rounds of ammo

Collocations with of can sometimes be restated with or without an apostrophe:

the organizers of the event
the event's organizers
event organizers

Once identified and taught, collocations with of make excellent listening-completion sentences.
The teacher says the sentence, and the students complete it:

Things are going badly. We are on the brink of *.
You can get business information at the chamber of *
For sacrificing himself for his comrades, he received the Medal of *
I bought my wife a bouquet of *
In the military, complaints must go up the chain of *

Likely completions are disaster, commerce, honor, flowers and command.

In this compilation, a collocation like bouquet of flowers appears as an entry for bouquet and as
an entry for flower. In other words, if you look up bouquet, you will encounter it, and if you look
up flower, you will encounter it. In addition, you will find a list of of collocations in Appendix 2.

an easy-to-ride camel

A little word that is often found binding certain modifier collocations together is to. Sometimes
to separates two nouns that are the same, or two nouns that are different.

surface-to-surface (missile)
surface-to-air (missile)
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To can come between an adjective and a verb:

easy-to-understand (lesson)

Or to might separate an adverb / preposition and a noun:

down-to-earth (guy)

Once identified and taught, collocations with to make excellent listening-completion sentences.
The teacher says the sentence, and the students complete it:

The streets were crowded this morning. Traffic was bumper to *
Will the volcano erupt? I don't know, it's hard to *
Do you need to cook this? No, it's ready to *
Is he rich? Yes, he's quite well to *
Is this the latest program? Yes, it's quite up to *

Likely completions are bumper, predict, eat, do, and date.

In this compilation a modifier like up to date has its own entry. In addition, you will be directed
to it if you look up up or date. And a selection of collocation with to appears in Appendix 3.

Kashm Al An (the Camel's Nose)

At the National Guard English Language School, all of the classrooms have a view of the
Camel's Nose, an unusual rock formation at the end of a long ridge that resembles a camel's nose
and which gives the name to this area of north Riyadh. The firing range is out in that direction
and sometimes during the course of the lesson the windows of our school rattle from the
explosions.

Much language can be created with the apostrophe (the X's Y). All the teacher need do is attach
an apostrophe to a noun and see what springs to mind.

a camel's

We can talk about a camel's nose, eyelashes, feet, color, size, weight, age, price, pedigree, etc

If you look up father in this compilation, among the entries you will find father's life, father's
death, father's relatives, and father's footsteps. I particularly like the last collocation.

Like of, collocations with the apostrophe can express a parts-whole relationship:

the cave's mouth (cave)
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an elephant's back (elephant)
the computer's keyboard and touchpad (computer)
the escalator's steps (escalator)
the river's bank (river)

The last example, the river's bank, could just as well be expressed as the bank of the river or the
riverbank.

Once identified and taught, expressions like these make excellent listening-completion sentences.
The teacher says the sentence, and the students complete it:

I took a ride on the elephant's *
I fell asleep on the river's *
My father was a teacher, and I hope to follow in his *
When you ride an escalator, be sure and hold on to the escalator's *
We are very proud of our company's *

Likely completions are back, bank, footsteps, handrail, and reputation. Variation is to be
expected and can be discussed.

In this compilation, a collocation like company's reputation is entered under company and also
entered under reputation. In other words, if you are look up company, you will encounter it, and
if you look up reputation, you will encounter it.

camels, sheep, goats and / or other / similar livestock

The frame X and other Y is also very useful for categorizing words. How would you fill the
following slot?

camels, sheep, goats and other

To my mind, possible completions might include livestock or desert livestock.

A frame like this can be used to create excellent listening-completion sentences. The teacher
says the sentence, and the students complete it:

muscle spasms, weakness, rapid shallow breathing and other *
reduce the public's exposure to lead and other *
Mike Tyson, Tiger Woods and other *
bicycles, fishing rods, and other *
radar, jet planes and other advanced *

Possible completions are symptoms, toxins, sports figures, sports gear, and weapons. Variation
is to be expected and can be discussed.
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In this compilation, an expression like lead and other toxins would appear under lead and also
under toxins. In other words, if you look up lead, you will find it, and if you look up toxin, you
will find it.

camels and their care

An interesting variation is the frame X and its / their Y. How would you fill the slot?

camels and their

Possible completions include: care, health, keepers, habitat, and importance.

Or how would you complete the following slot?

census data and their

One possible answer is use. Other answers might include collection or analysis. Or how about
interpretation? All these answers are worthy of being discussed in the classroom. Frames like
these, associate vocabulary in the learner's mental lexicon. Or, to put it another way, why on
earth teach data but not interpretation?

Again, a frame like this can be used to create excellent listening-completion sentences. The
teacher says the sentence, and the students complete it:

nursing aides and their *
the river and its *
fitness trainers and their *
war and its *
sorcerers, witches and their *

Possible completions are high turnover rate, surrounding low-lying area, exercise programs,
devastating effects, and magic spells. Variation is to be expected and can be discussed.. For
example, we might just as well think about nursing aides with respect to their responsibilities
(duties), schedule, etc.

fodder for camels

For is a relationship-signaling word that serves to associate related vocabulary in the learner's
mental lexicon. All the teacher needs to do is to consider the nouns he or she will teach that day,
attach for before and after the word, and see if anything springs to mind.

(1) camel (s) for
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(2) for (a) camel

We can talk about fodder, a saddle and pasturage for a camel. Going in the other direction, we
can talk about camels for milk, meat and racing.

Sentences with for make excellent listening-completion sentences. You say the sentence, and let
the students complete it:

a breeding ground for *
There will be a free health screening for *
Everybody should know the risk factors for *
She gave him a prescription for *
a massive police manhunt for *

Student completions will show considerable variety: a breeding ground for viruses / germs /
hate; a free health screening for diabetes / blood pressure; risk factors for suicide / cancer I
AIDS I stroke; a prescription for tranquilizers / pain pills / Ritalin / sleeping pills; a manhunt for
the escaped convicts I the murderer I the criminal. Variation is to be expected and can be
discussed.

In this compilation, a phrase like prescription for tranquilizers would appear under prescription
and also under tranquilizer. In other words, if you look up prescription, you will encounter it,
and if you look up tranquilizer, you will encounter it. A short selection of collocations with for
appears in Appendix 4.

a one-hump camel

It was an honor to teach Saudi National Guardsmen, as the National Guard was the first military
force to respond to the Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia and fought at the Battle of Kafje. In fact,
one of my students, Dhafer Al-Asmari, was almost killed there--by friendly fire from an
American plane! How's that for a collocation: friendly fire! I spent the war in the Al-Khobar-
Dammam-Dhahran area, with the Patriot-Scud battle going on overhead and for a few years after
had a recurring nightmare and an exaggerated startle response. Who can forget that one-
hundred-hour war?

Nouns are commonly modified by a number. Can you think of ways to fill the following slots
with numbers?

a break
a quiz
a limit
a run
a apartment
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Most people will come up with phrases such as a 5-minute break, a 50-item quiz, a 2-drink limit,
a 6-mile run, and a 2-bedroom apartment. Diligent students will point out the rule for plurals
gets broken, and they will just have to get over it.

In this compilation, you will find plenty of number modifiers.

a black camel

Most adjective-noun partnerships the students get in their books, particularly at the lower levels,
are contrived and trivial: "That plane is fast, the other one is slow," "That car is old, the other
car is new," etc. As usual, the stress is often grammatical: the order of adjectives, adjectives after
linking verbs, adjectives versus adverbs, the comparison of adjectives, etc.

In this compilation, you will see more adjectives that are used to categorize words, often in
relation to another word or words: a hot shower versus a cold one; a military school versus a
civilian one; local, municipal, state, federal (domestic) or international government, etc.

You will also find that many adjectives, like heavy, old, wrong and hot, are not always used in
the senses we teach. A heavy drinker or smoker may or not be overweight; my old neighborhood
does not refer to its age, but to the fact I used to live there; the wrong crowd may still be able to
give the right answer to a math problem; and hopefully you won't get burned if you call a
telephone hot line.

Interestingly, adjective-noun collocations sometimes occur in adjective twins or triplets, as the
following examples show:

I was in the wrong place at the wrong time
I was in the right place at the right time
we're dealing with real people, with real lives, and real unhappiness
I did the wrong thing. Hung with the wrong crowd, made the wrong choices.

a heavily laden camel

I have included adverb + past participle modifiers of the type "dimly lit room," "beautifully
written book" and "genetically engineered crops." Of the three examples, the first is the most
temporary, creative and descriptive, while the third feels like much the strongest collocation.

Once identified and taught, these constructions make excellent listening-completion sentences.
You say the sentence, and the students finish it:

Unprotected sex results in the spread of sexually transmitted *
Poor food and lack of recreation are frequently heard *
We learned about it from a highly placed *
How did they find it on the ocean floor? With a remotely operated *
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Valium is a widely prescribed *

Likely completions are diseases, complaints, source, submarine, and tranquilizer. Variation is to
be expected and can be discussed.

In this compilation, adverbs like dimly and participles like lit are entered alphabetically. The
construction will also be found with its head noun: if you look up cockpit, you will encounter
dimly lit cockpit.

raise, buy, sell, ride, slaughter, butcher a camel

While I did not enter noun-verb collocations in this work, some noun-verb collocations can be
gleaned from the exemplary sentences and phrases. As I have said previously, teaching verbs for
nouns is extremely important and must not be overlooked in teaching vocabulary.

going into battle

Consulting this compilation and using our heads, let's consider the word book (although we could
just as easily consider the word bomb or business).

A CAMEL RACE. Using book as a modifier, we can talk about: a book advance, the book
business, a book buyer, a bookcase, Oprah's book club, a book collector, book critics, a book
deal, a book editor, a book fair, book knowledge (versus wisdom and experience), a bookmark,
book project, book report, book review, the book room, book royalties, book sales, and
bookseller, bookshelf, bookshop, bookstore, and book version (versus the online version).

A RACING CAMEL. As there are different kinds of camels, so there are different kinds of
books: address books, advice books, checkbooks, chess books, comic books, condolence books,
cookbooks, diet books, guest books, guide books, logbooks, the phone book, photo books, phrase
books, record books, reference books, reservations books, rule books, scrapbooks and textbooks.

Getting more complex with the modifiers, we can speak of military-history books, hardback
books, nonfiction books, self-help books or best-selling books. How about a must-buy book?

CAMELS, GOATS, AND SHEEP. Books and magazines. Books, magazines and newspapers.

THE EYELASHES OF THE CAMEL. A shelf of books, a library of books, a collection of
books, a roomful of books. Going the other way makes me think of a book of poems, a book of
essays, a book of lists, the Guinness Book of Records.

AN EASY-TO-RIDE CAMEL. Book to book? No. Cover to cover is what we've looking for
here. Or easy to read. Difficult to put down. Hard to understand or grasp.
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THE CAMEL'S NOSE. Putting an apostrophe on book, we can talk about the book's title, author
and publisher. The book's forward, introduction, table of contents, length. The book's
illustrations, organization, theme, message, purpose and value. The book's price. The book's
availability and audience.

CAMELS, SHEEP, GOATS AND / OR OTHER / SIMILAR LIVESTOCK. Books, magazines
and other library / reading / published materials. Books and other printed media?

CAMELS AND THEIR CARE. Books and their ideas. Books and their authors. Books and
their role in culture. Books and their preservation. Books and their audience.

FODDER FOR CAMELS. Books for school (schoolbooks), books for entertainment, books for
instruction (instructional books), books for college, books for the coffee table (coffee-table
books). Going the other way reminds me you need an audience and a publisher for a book. A
shelf for books (a bookshelf). At our school, we have a large storage room for books. Angelo
Corva runs it, on top of his regular teaching load, the saint.

A ONE-HUMP CAMEL.. A 500-page book. A 1,200-page-long book. An 80-dollar book.

A BLACK CAMEL. A good, wonderful, interesting, dull, exciting, thoughtful or confusing
book. A long or short book. An expensive or cheap book. Some people buy and sell rare books
or used books. Nowadays, we are seeing more e-books (electronic books as opposed to bound
books).

A HEAVILY-LADEN CAMEL. A beautifully, clearly or poorly written book, a handsomely
designed book, a recently published book, a superbly edited book, a wonderfully illustrated book,
a well organized book, a clearly written book, etc.

RAISE, BUY, SELL, RIDE, SLAUGHTER, BUTCHER A CAMEL. Well, obviously, read.
But before you can read a book, you will need to buy, borrow or perhaps check it out (from a
library). It's not a good idea to steal it. And don't forget, once you start it, you may or may not
finish it. And when you finish it, what do you do then? You might discuss it with a friend, for
starters. And after that? You might sell it, put it on the bookshelf, lend it to a friend or donate it
to the library. I usually give my books away. Otherwise, I just lose them with all the moving I
do. Hopefully, nobody will burn or censor a book.

The most natural way to think of verbs is to think in terms of a series: first, acquire a book.
Second, read it. Third, dispose of it.

I would just like to take a moment to talk about a category of verbs I call "outcome" verbs. A
good example is try. If you try to do something, two things can happen: you succeed, or you
fail. If you fail, two things can happen: you can try again, or you can give up. If you try again,
two things can happen... It is easy to show these outcomes on the board as branches using
arrows. These verbs create instant frames for controlled conversation: "What did you try to do?"
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"I tried to climb a mountain." "Did you succeed?" "No, I failed." Did you try again, or did you
give up?" "I tried again." "And did you succeed?" "Yes, I did." The important thing in teaching
an "outcome" verb like try is associating it in the learner's mental lexicon with succeed, fail, try
again, and give up. Or, to put it another way, why on earth teach try and not also teach succeed,
fail, try again and give up? How can the user actually use a word if he doesn't know other,
related words?

When I teach the word book, I always mention the frame: a book by somebody about something
and try to elicit sentences like, "I read a good book by Najib Mafooz about life in Cairo."

Clearly there is a lot of language connected with this one word book. Clearly, all possible
collocations could never be listed, much less memorized, acquired and used. And just as clearly,
all that is known about a word can't be taught immediately by the busy teacher responsible for
covering a certain number of pages every day. And yet, over the course of a program, we
teachers do have a chance to reveal to our students the chunks of language that make up our
native-speaker competence. All we can do is try, and try again, and never give up! If we can
give our students an eye and an ear for language like this, they will start noticing it on their own.
And then they won't need us. Which is wonderful, because, unlike us teachers, our students get
to return to the normal world, and resume a normal life when they graduate.

A word about concordance programs, text corpora, e-texts and traditional books

Anyone with a computer, a concordance program and access to large bodies of text (text corpora)
can create their own list of collocations. There are several problems, however. First, many
teachers and most students don't have computers, or access to one. Many places in the world
don't have electricity, clean water, security and enough to eat, much less Internet access.
Second, the working teacher is busy and has a limited amount of time to prepare. And why
should every teacher look up words, when one could do it for all? Third, not all corpora are good
for all words. One corpus might provide many hits for a word like government but be completely
useless for a word like skateboard, or any collocations relating to board sports, for that matter.
Fourth, the trend now is for the owners of large text corpora to make them available only on a
pay-per-use basis. Education, like almost everything else everywhere, is business. A beggar has
more access to money and support through charity than a teacher has through his or her school,
company or professional organization, in spite of the fact that education is perhaps the best way
to save people from a life of begging. When it comes to support and encouragement, the
working teachers, particularly those unassociated with a university who work for private
companies overseas, are like the Vietnam-era marines forced to rummage through the base
garbage dump for food and equipment. There it is.

An electronic version of a work like this is absolutely no substitute for a cheaply produced
traditional bound version that students and teachers can acquire, carry around and refer to. I hold
out hope that a philanthropist or courageous publisher will step up and make printed copies of
this work available to all who might find it useful.
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I pay my respects to...

I would like to pay my respects to those teachers who have had a special, lasting effect on me,
beginning with Oliver "011ie" Oesch, my Latin and history teacher at West Lafayette High
School in Indiana. At Indiana University there were Dr. Jelavich and Dr. Kaplan in the History
Department, and Murray Sperber and Scott Saunders in the English Department. Like many
teachers, I've been greatly influenced by Michael Lewis and the Lexical Approach, John Sinclair
and the Cobuild Dictionary, Beth Levin and her book English Verb Classes and Alternations, and
empowered by Michael Barlow's Monoconc concordance program. Of course, my first teachers
were my father and mother. I must also pay my respects to Norm Vetter, the most humane
teacher I ever met, who died of a heart attack not long after returning home from the Gulf.
Semper fi, Norm! I would also like to acknowledge Michael Otier, who got me excited about
vocabulary in the first place. And I would like to thank you, the inhabitants of Graham County,
Western North Carolina, who were kind enough to accept me while I revised and expanded this
work. Your dignity, pride, strength, resilience, old-fashioned values and your respect for
individuality, privacy and education were a great source of comfort, strength and encouragement
to me.. Ironically, Graham county is one of the places in the U.S. where people know what a
feist is. The local hunters use them to hunt bear and boar.

Of course, this compilation owes most to my students, past, present and future, particularly the
ones here in Saudi Arabia and the members of the Saudi National Guard. Thanks for your
genuine Bedouin hospitality, warmth, affection, encouragement, and camaraderie. Thanks for
your interests, enthusiasm, curiosity, unending questions but most of all your trust.

Oh carry my bones to the desolate zones
Where the camels carry their loads.
And bury me high, that I might espy,
Your camps on the sands down below!
And when you pass by this place that I lie,
Please, cry out my name to me!
For, although I'm in bliss, I already miss,
The long trips in your proud company!

Joseph Stockdale
Camp Vinnell
Kashm Al An
(The Camel's Nose)
North Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
2000
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abandon

abandoned

abandonment

abatement

abbreviated

abdominal

easy-to-abandon (see easy-to-abandon)

abandoned boats
abandoned buildings

abandoned car
abandoned factories
abandoned house
abandoned property
abandoned shops

leaking battery acid into the bay
issues surrounding vacant and ;
big-city anti-blight programs and
bomb-disposal experts investigated s
empty lots, , warehouses (Manchester)
set up an observation post in an
taking a wrecking ball to s
food left behind in (volcanic eruption)

abandoned boxcar homeless men staying in an
abandoned concrete bunkers
abandoned warehouse s and freeway underpasses

abandoned military base the with rows of collapsing barracks (Russia)

abandoned and abused (m) rescuing farm animals

long-abandoned

child abandonment

fear of abandonment

abatement company

asbestos abatement
lead abatement
noise abatement

abbreviated form
abbreviated version

abdominal cavity
abdominal discomfort
abdominal distention

(see long-abandoned)

charged with (left baby at hospital)

soothing the child's

hire an to remove lead paint

four libraries will close for
(encapsulating or removing lead paint)

(see noise abatement)

we will put it in here at least in an
in some in the report

gun-shot wounds penetrate the
chest pain, dizziness, nausea, (panic attack)
pneumonia can lead to an ileus, and fever
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abduction

abiding

ability

abdominal enlargement
abdominal examination
abdominal exploration
abdominal infection
abdominal injuries

abdominal organs
abdominal pain

abdominal procedure
abdominal (CT) scan
abdominal tenderness
abdominal trauma

abdominal wall

cessation of menses, (pregnancy)
a careful is necessary

for penetrating trauma (abdominal GSW)
urinary tract infections, s (infections)

from explosions;
trauma patients with penetrating
injuries to both solid and hollow (blast)
, mood shifts, migraines;

and cramping (ectopic pregnancy)
any emergency carries a risk of infection

and patients with appendicitis
patients with tetanus may present with
common causes of blunt are car accidents;
victims of penetrating
the distance between the and steering wheel

abdominal blast injuries

abdominal bloating
abdominal cramping
abdominal breathing

attempted abduction

law-abiding

, pain on defecation, bleeding (constipation)
, general malaise, weight loss (giardiasis)

may indicate spinal cord injury

two women have reported s

(see law-abiding)

ability of (local, state, and federal) agencies improve the to respond...
ability of dogs this unique (to detect odors of explosives)
ability of pilot the to fly at night or perform contour flying

applicant's ability
body's ability
computer's ability
heart's (pumping) ability
patient's ability
goat's ability

English-language ability

inability

fighting ability
reading ability
pumping ability

the to succeed (college)
the to tolerate thin air (climbing)
the to calculate
support her
an assessment of the to understand...
the to balance on its hind legs

failed to acquire

(see inability)

disparity in size, strength, and
improve their
an inflatable balloon to support her heart's
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able

weight-bearing ability assess range of motion as well as (ankle)

decreased ability
impaired ability
limited ability

academic ability
cognitive ability
mental ability
physical ability
remarkable ability
unique ability

able-bodied

leading to to oxygenate blood (emphysema)
to relax and receive as well as eject blood

the US has only a to help

or athleticism or musicality
impaired judgment, and decreased
(see mental ability)
regardless of
she has shown a j to...
this of dogs (to sniff out explosives)

(see able-bodied)

do-able (see do-able)

able acceptable (see acceptable)
(we can ... it) adjustable (see adjustable)

affordable (see affordable)
attributable (see attributable)
detectable (see detectable)
disposable (see disposable)
foreseeable (see foreseeable)
inflatable (see inflatable)
injectable (see injectable)
marketable (see marketable)
non-renewable (see non-renewable)
notable (see notable)
noticeable (see noticeable)
preventable (see preventable)
publishable (see publishable)
questionable (see questionable)
quotable (see quotable)
readable (see readable)
recordable (see recordable)
renewable (see renewable)
retractable (see retractable)
reusable (see reusable)
searchable (see searchable)
sustainable (see sustainable)
unacceptable (see unacceptable)
undetectable (see undetectable)
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0

able-bodied

abled

abnormal

abnormality

abnormally

abnormally elevated

unpredictable
unsustainable
usable

(see unpredictable)
(see unsustainable)
(see usable)

able-bodied men the flow of

able-bodied seaman an

disabled
enabled

(see disabled)
(see enabled)

abnormal (vaginal) bleeding episodes of

blood abnormalities other tests can pick up
dream abnormalities symptoms include dry nose and

liver function abnormalities monitor for by measuring AST and ALT

anatomical abnormalities
common abnormality
chromosomal abnormalities
congenital abnormalities
developmental abnormalities
menstrual abnormalities
mental abnormality his

the possibility of must be entertained
the most reported is a ...(medical)

and spontaneous abortions
of the hip joint

secondary to abuse or incest
or vaginal discharge
made him likely to attack (pedophile)

abnormally elevated (see abnormally elevated)

abnormally high (see abnormally high)

abnormally elevated blood pressure a pregnant patient with

abnormally high abnormally high amylase

abortion abortion clinic
abortion complications
abortion debate
abortion doctor

abortion drug
abortion foe
abortion issue

the presence of bile or

(see abortion clinic)
brought to the hospital with
the
on trial for killing -- David Gunn;
a Web site listing the names of s;
violence against s and their patients
the RU-486
s rally in Jefferson City
his adroitness on the (politician)
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abortion patient
abortion policy
abortion procedures
abortion provider

abortion protesters
abortion provider
abortion rate
abortion request
abortion rights

abortion counseling

abortion-related

abortion and prayer

first-trimester abortion
late-term abortion

antiabortion
self-abortion

induced abortions
self-induced abortion
legalized abortion

drug-induced abortions

complete abortion
incomplete abortion
septic abortion
spontaneous abortion

surgical abortions
therapeutic abortion

nonsurgical abortions

number of abortions
politics of abortion
proponents of abortion
stigma of abortion

the typical of today
s of the last eight years
the most common and safest
80 percent of U.S. counties have no ;
a militant organization that targets js
free-speech rights of
80 percent of U.S. counties have no
js in Japan are half that of the U.S.
committees to rule on --s
(see abortion rights)

public money and abortion or

(see abortion-related)

issues like in the schools

spontaneous
a type of

(see antiabortion)
(see self-abortion)

spontaneous and
historical findings may include miscarriage,
he would try to end most (politician)

surgical abortions versus (RU-486);
are hardly hassle free (RU-486)

treatment of a patient with a (spontaneous)
fetal demise, , ectopic pregnancy, empty uterus
potential complications include
syphilis can cause s and stillbirths;
the most common complication is

versus drug-induced abortions
may be indicated in cases of fetal demise

access to (the morning-after pill)

in France, the has dropped
the -- are complicated
the
the abortion pill may lesson the
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abortion clinic

types of abortion

spending for abortion

abortion clinic

the bill sought to ban some

he opposed federal

their campaign against s

abortion-clinic incidents

abortion-related abortion-related deaths

abortion rights abortion, rights

about

about-face

above

abortion-rights advocates
abortion-rights foes
abortion-rights groups
abortion rights groups
abortion rights movement

about-face

turnabout

talked-about

roundabout

about-face

above average
abovedeck
aboveground
above-normal

above-mentioned

above and beyond

above and beyond above and beyond

above average

abovedeck

above average

above-average game

abovedeck container

inquests into

he supports

and abortion-rights foes
abortion-rights advocates and

versus anti-abortion groups
a scholar of the

(see about-face)

(see turnabout)

(see talked-about)

(see roundabout)

the brass did an

(see above average)
(see abovedeck)
(see aboveground)
(see above-normal)

(see above-mentioned)

(see above and beyond)

goes the call of duty (customer service)

temperatures have been well

an (football)

the onions are in six s
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aboveground aboveground nuclear testing
aboveground swimming pool s

above-mentioned above-mentioned officers the

above-normal above-normal temperatures more and below-normal rains

abridged abridged report each gave her an

abrupt abrupt departure he apologized for his
abrupt onset an of fever is associated with...

absence absence of (human) companionship the simple
absence of gravity the causes muscular atrophy (space travel)
absence of a (time) requirement we applaud the

long absence her coming back after her

absentee absentee ballots the from abroad (election)

absentee ownership ranches managed locally with

absorbed self-absorbed (see self-absorbed)

absolute absolute control businesses will no longer have
absolute lie that is an

absorber shock absorber your knees are your 's

absorbing shock-absorbing (see shock-absorbing)
sound-absorbing (see sound-absorbing)

abundant abundant evidence supported the conclusion that... (trial)

abuse abuse cases as many as 10% of involve burns

abuse of alcohol the use and
abuse of authority there is no evidence of
abuse of drugs the (sports)
abuse of (law-enforcement) power
abuse of the supplement GHB

abuse or incest developmental abnormalities secondary to
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

abuse or neglect

alcohol abuse

barbiturate abuse
child abuse
church abuses
cocaine abuse
drug abuse
elder abuse
inhalant abuse
privacy abuses
referee abuse
solvent abuse

substance abuse
supplement abuse
tobacco abuse
toluene abuse

expense account abuse

childhood abuse

human-rights abuses

mental health evaluation

child-abuse-prevention

alleged abuse

suspected abuse

chronic (solvent) abuse
domestic abuse
emotional abuse
financial abuse
further abuse
physical abuse
psychological abuse
sexual abuse
verbal abuse

victims of

a psychiatrist specializing in ;
drug and ;
campaigns against at colleges
an increase in among high school seniors
(see child abuse)
have read or heard about past
intranasal
(see drug abuse)
physicians are required to report
volatile , as in 'bagging' or 'huffing'

abound on the Internet
I hope that will be taken more seriously
suspected of ;

is a popular practice around the world
(see substance abuse)
(see supplement abuse)
COPD is often secondary to

or glue sniffing is widespread

5
the search for evidence of

abuses regulations on preventing

(see child-abuse-prevention)

the s described in your article;
s of street children in Guatemala
victims of alleged or

neurological effects of
a woman with a history of depression and
physical abuse, , financial abuse, neglect

is misuse of an elder person's money
subject himself to
brutal he had suffered as a child

is conduct that causes mental anguish
is defined as nonconsensual intimate contact

charged with of a university lawyer
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abused

abuser

abusive

acts of abuse
diagnosis of abuse
documentation of abuse
episodes of abuse
evidence of (child) abuse
history of abuse
incident of abuse
manifestation of abuse
reports of abuse
result of abuse
risk of abuse
signs of abuse
stress of abuse
substances of abuse
suspicion of abuse
victims of abuse

reporting of abuse

risk for abuse
trigger for abuse

use and abuse

abused drugs
abused elders
abused partner
abused person
abused women

most commonly abused

less able to defend themselves against
documentation is important in a
photographic (hospital)
buying gifts after

the search for
some children had a documented
an
treating the physical

and other problems
anti-social behavior as a
those with disabilities are at an increased

may be blatant or subtle (elder abuse)
crisis counseling to deal with the
a screen for may be considered (hospital)
venereal disease in the elderly raises
children are becoming

due to greater by women

women are at a greater when...
low income or stress may be a

the of alcohol

, such as alcohol, amphetamines, narcotics
underestimating of the number of
the wants to believe the promises...
the may feel there is no options but to...
local programs for

(see most commonly abused)

abandoned and abused (m) rescuing farm animals

barbiturate abuser
solvent abusers
toluene abuser

eN,

intravenous drug abuser epidural abscess in

chronic abuser

abusive behavior

pneumonia in the (intravenous drug abuse)

are s escalating? (abuse);
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academic

abusive conduct
abusive parents
abusive partner
abusive relationship

academic achievement
academic conference
academic eligibility
academic history
academic integrity
academic performance
academic preparation
academic pressure
academic probation
academic record

academic research
academic world

academic task force

academic-industrial

academic (person) fellow-academic

academic-industrial

toward elderly people
involving parents or coaches

he had been taken away from
place brochures out of sight of an
this was not an

areas where is not valued
an
low grades lost him his
her supposedly outstanding (imposter)
(see academic integrity)
(see academic performance)
languages, , in-country experience

and peer pressure in schools
dropped out after being placed on
s, work experience, credit records
a good
corporations now invest in
the close-knit Polish

a new on education

(see academic-industrial)

hasn't enhanced his standing among --s

academic-industrial complex today's complex

academic integrity academic integrity policy

academic performance
academic performance

academy

strict s

athletic and ;
boost in failing schools

academic-performance committee the

athletic and academic (m) performance

Academy Award

Fire Academy
Fire Academy (m)
police academy

(see Academy Award)

Chicago's ;
students drag heavy water hoses

(see police academy)
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military academy the school's beginnings as a

training academy officer recruits at the (corrections)

Academy Award Academy Awards the designer dress she wore to the ;
the acceptance speeches at the

Academy Awards ceremonies in the front row at the

Academy Awards broadcast the

Academy Award-winning (see Academy Award-winning)

(see also Oscar)

Academy Award-winning
Academy Award-winning movie an
Academy Award-winning writer the

accelerant

accelerated

accent

accelerant pattern you could see the (arson)
accelerant trail the led into her bedroom (arson)

accelerated pace

mountain accent
reservation accent
street accent

American accent
Australian accent

accented British-accented
Spanish-accented

acceptable acceptable alternative
acceptable behavior

acceptable level
acceptable risk (m)

acceptable solutions
acceptable therapy

achieving the desired outcome at an

in her eastern-Tennessee
with a heavy, singsong
she's got this heavy (female in jail)

neither has picked up an (English immigrants)
he first heard her when...

(see British-accented)
(see Spanish-accented)

this (drug dosage) is an for adults
children learn the limits of ;
kids who assume acts of violence are (media)
reduce to an
commanders and staffs define levels;
the distance is 235 meters (antitank mine)

to ground tactical problems (air commander)
orogastric lavage is (hospital)

acceptable negotiated solution that could be a reasonable,
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acceptance

accepted

access

acceptable degree of risk
acceptable way of living

unacceptable

acceptance speech

the mission can be executed with an
rather than affirm celibacy as an

(see unacceptable)

a humble ;
the s at the Academy Awards;
her 1993 Nobel Prize

acceptance of (church) doctrine

public acceptance
social acceptance

accepted conduct
accepted level
accepted policy
accepted practice

accepted protocols
accepted wisdom
accepted treatment

widely accepted

access code
access fee
access issue
access point
access road
access route

emergency access
Net access
public access
public's access
river access
wireless access

wheelchair access

Internet access

a member's

the question is of the idea
lying about one's background and

cheating is woven into the fabric of
if the pollutants exceed s
it certainly isn't a departure from
dodging photos has become an ;
he did something outside (police)
use one of the for oral tapering (medication)
the regarding his career is that...
the (for breast cancer) since 1890

(see widely accepted)

keys or an (for a combination lock)
s to play online games
ties back into the that came up
new s to the highway
a parks-department vehicle pulls up on an
lines of communication and s

breaks in the guardrail for (interstate roads)
from mobile providers

(see public access)
industry lobbying & the to information
promote conservation, and boating safety

to the Internet is the future

sued for not offering

send mail from any computer with ;
as wireless becomes commonplace;
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accessible

accessory

accident

high-speed access

top-access

limited-access

easy access
Easy Access
immediate access
independent access
private access

24 hour access

easy-to-access

around-the-clock access

handicapped accessible

least accessible

dog accessories
fashion accessory

home accessories
vacation accessory

accident form
accident investigator
accident scene

accident rate
accident site

accident victim

accident prone

accident-plagued

public (computer terminal at airport);
making high-speed available and affordable

to the Internet

(see top-access)

(see limited-access)

to birth control
(sign above door on Hertz Bus, airport)

he wants to a shelter
to all production records

to account information

(see easy-to-access)

easy, private

the playground will be

(see least accessible)

like raincoats and rubber boots
phones as s as well as tools;
Asian boyfriends are the of the moment
buying
cameras are an essential

State Police s include driver fatigue category
's concluded that...
s tend to be initially chaotic;
pronounced dead at the
jet skis have resulted in an alarming
at the (sunken submarine);
when he reached the (car crash)
cancer patients and s;
the has four grown children

(see accident prone)

(see accident-plagued)
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avalanche accident
bike accident
car accident

freak accident

kitchen accident
system accident
traffic accident

coal mine accident
jet ski accident
motorcycle accident
playground accidents

car-deer accident

childhood accident

scuba-diving accident

nonhighway accident

8:15 accident

boating accident
caving accident
climbing accident
launching accident
parachuting accident
sailing accident
skiing accident

fly-fishing accident
snowboarding accident

the chance of an during the Olympics
auto and 's
insurance payouts from a ;
--s are more common in the north
it was a (child killed by crib);
it was a , completely unpredictable
claims that they died in a (India)
contributing to an eventual ""
died in a ;
s remain a leading cause of death

Ukraine's frequent --s
victims of --s
paralyzed because of a
dog bites and

an effort to prevent s

he was burned in a

a--

deaths from s

no one was injured in the

jet skis account for 40 percent of all --s
s are known to happen
her husband was killed in a
loss of this module in a (space station)
injuries from a serious military
the Atlantic's worst in over forty years
a 1997 ; died in a

broke his leg in a
a broken wrist suffered in a

aggressive-driving accidents a 60 percent increase in
drunk-driving accidents teen deaths from have dropped
drunken-driving accident the state's most gruesome s

toy-caused accidents are due to a fault in the toy
snowmobile-related accident between 1992 and 1997
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accidental

accidentally

accidentally fired

accident-plagued

accident-prone

acclaimed

accomplished

accomplishment

toy-related accident

fatal accident
gruesome accident
industrial accident
latest accident
major accident
minor accident
possible accident

s are not due to product flaws

a
a (drunken driving)
steam bums most often occur in s
the (involving nuclear weapons)
following is a chronology of s (subs)
s and construction zones
maintenance can prevent a

hit-and-run accident a

chance of an (avalanche) accident the during the Olympics
explanation of the accident gave an
impact of accidents
scene of an accident
string of accidents
time of the accident

accidental discharge
accidental fire
accidental injury
accidental pregnancy
accidental release

accidentally fired

accidentally fired gun

accident-plagued 195

accident-prone
accident prone

acclaimed composer

widely acclaimed

easily accomplished

past accomplishments

chemical companies and the potential
pleading no contest to leaving the
Russian subs have been involved in a
a U.S. Navy ship was nearby at the

we were concerned about an (pistol)
js versus arson fires
js are the leading cause of death
the fear of
an of anthrax in Sverdlovsk in 1979

(see accidentally fired)

children killed by --s

has been the scene of...

you're
for those who are

s (music)

(see widely acclaimed)

(see easily accomplished)

many people embellish (jobs, self-esteem)

bowling accomplishmentstheir many
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account (version)

confidence-building accomplishment a

account of the battle a vivid (Iwo Jima)
accounts of bravery he heard from...(wildfire firefighters)
account of the family this brief is intended to...
account of (slaves') desire a bracing -- for freedom

police account
press accounts

eyewitness account

conflicting accounts

vivid account

blow-by-blow account

account (bank, etc.) account balance

account executive
account number

bank account
brokerage account
expense account

money-market account

e-mail account
email account

online account
overseas (bank) account

checking account
trading account

according to a
letters and

according to 5;
historians have neglected s

naval sources gave of whether...

a of the battle (Iwo Jima)

give him a

names, Social Security numbers and 's;
pay bills, transfer funds and check s
(see account executive)
their and other pieces of information (banks)

(see bank account)
I have opened an on-line -- at DLJdirect
(see expense account)

offer s which pay interest

I'd rather lose an eye than lose my
with 25 million active s

expects the number of s to soar
investigators found $1 million in his

(see checking account)
customers can open their own online s

interest-bearing (checking) account permits

active (email) account
joint account

with 25 million s
he and his wife hold a
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$400 million-plus account a

number of (online) accounts expects the to soar

account executive account executive a hot-shot S;
doing well as an for Bell Atlantic

account-executive ranks the

accountability accountability issue so that the gets addressed
accountability system he has supported this

today's buzzword is accountability

accountable criminally accountable he must be held (medical malpractice)

accounting accounting firm he went to work for an in New York
accounting practices misleading in the marketplace
accounting system instituting a centralized

accreditation press accreditation he produced a from...

accumulated accumulated debt his father covered his son's
accumulated research the of the past thirty years reveals...
accumulated wisdom can be lost in a few decades;

the of experts in disaster-related fields

accumulating accumulating evidence despite the of...

accumulation accumulation of snow a season-long

season-long accumulation a of snow

accuracy accuracy of target designation question the (military)
accuracy of folk wisdom the

accuracy of a (tank) weapon system can reduce the

range, caliber, accuracy and variety the of warheads for rocket systems

confession's accuracy casts doubt on the

the guiding principle of journalism is accuracy
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accurate

accusation

accused

accusing

ache

aching

achievement

achieving

accurate armaments
accurate characterization
accurate drawing
accurate (rifle) fire
accurate map
accurate picture
accurate statement

accurate forecasting

inaccurate

series of accusations

accused murderer
accused official

wrongly accused

accusing finger

backache
headache
heartache

precision-guided missiles and other
an of the survey data
the first of snowflakes
killing the enemy with
in some instances, js may not be available
present an of the current boom (economy)
it wasn't an

is the goal of the weather report

(see inaccurate)

following a earlier this year

evidence against an
the js were not found guilty

clear the in long-closed cases

it's easy to point an

he had seen his doctor about a
(see headache)
deaths and resentments and s

fever, sweats, fatigue, and aches (Brucellosis)

aching pain

career achievement
student achievement

dull , pallor...

bolstered by all her s
recording evidence of

lifetime achievement (see lifetime achievement)

crowning achievement it was his (scientific discovery)

mountaineering achievement Alex Lowe's js (climbing)

academic achievement areas where is not valued
remarkable achievement the land-mine treaty was a

education and achievement single-sex

high-achieving (see high-achieving)
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acid (caustic)

acid (music)

acid-house

acidic

acid rain

acid-washed

acid bath
acid burns
acid rain

delayed upper GI bleeding may occur in
(see acid rain)

acid-washed (see acid-washed)

battery acid
stomach acid

acid-house (see acid-house)

abandoned boats leaking into the bay
your stomach and intestine linings and

acid-house was underground music

acidic foods reflux disease and s

acid rain was poisoning lakes and killing fish;
a research project to study

cause of acid rain sulfur dioxide, a major

acid-washed jeans T-shirts and

acknowledgment acknowledgment of pain culture plays a role in a person's
acknowledgments of slavery public in the past

acorn

acoustic

acquaintance

public acknowledgment s of slavery in the past

acorn boom
acorn count
acorn crop

acorn year

easily crushed acorns

acoustic music (m)
acoustic sensor
acoustic signature

acoustic earmuffs

mice are enjoying the
the robust of 1997
the summer after a bumper ;
the size of an
1994 was a really good

she's a fast-rising star on the scene
the must be above ground (Hornet mine)
reducing the of our submarines

soft foam earplugs and

acquaintance kidnapping --s versus stranger and family kidnappings
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acquired

acquisition

acquittal

acre

childhood acquaintances recall him as a gawky, unpopular boy

circle of acquaintances his came to include...

acquired taste a love of rug fragments was an

hospital-acquired (see hospital-acquired)

acquisition systems airborne jammers can degrade (military);
particular attention is given to avoiding enemy

acquisition of captives report your through MP channels (military)
acquisition of informationlegal limitations on the on civilians
acquisition of tularemia contact with rabbits is associated with the

acquisition of (14,000 acres) woodlands federal

acquisition and engagement
acquisition and tracking (m)

acquisition and air defense (m)

land acquisition
target acquisition

target by popping up in altitude
frequencies of enemy systems

disrupt hostile systems

the state has budgeted $20 million for
S, area assessment, and poststrike recon;
fix enemy to enhance by attack helicopters
reconnaissance, surveillance, and ;
visual and sensor

federal acquisition of 14,000 acres of woodlands

piles of acquisitions floor-to-ceiling

$20 million for acquisition of 14,000 acres of forest

mode of acquisition botulism is grouped according to the

development or acquisition the of weapons of mass destruction

acquittal rate

acre-feet

per acre

s are not noticeably lower (for rape)

(see acre-feet)

increased wheat yields by 100 percent
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three-and-a-half-acre a triangle
five-acre the garden (France)
seven-acre a mall to make shopping easier
ten-acre a farm
25-acre a lake
fifty-acre staked a claim to a plot of land
hundred-and-seventy-eight-acre a orchard
three-hundred-and-twenty-two-acre a "campus"
500-acre a j spread; a grass fire

acre-feet acre-feet of water provide Mexico with 1.5 million

1:5 million acre-feet provide Mexico with 1.5 million of water

acrid acrid smoke most of the victims were killed by

acrobat circus acrobat got his start in show business as a

act (show biz) comedy act his improvising, and his
family act a weakness for s

act (other)

second-act (see second-act)
third-act (see third-act)

tough act their father is a to follow

5-act (see five-act)

jazz quartets, klezmer bands and other acts '

act of atonement in a solemn
acts of abuse less able to defend themselves against
act of courage upon seeing his
act of (diplomatic) defiance in an
act of disloyalty excluded from the party for this (England)
act of God her death wasn't an "" (medical malpractice)
act of heroism he never spoke publicly about his
acts of kindness he showed love and compassion through many
act of love the looks a lot like an act of violence
act of selflessness his (threw himself onto a grenade)
acts of (extraordinary) valor he performed numerous acts of (war)
acts of vandalism please report (public lands)
acts of violence controlling the random
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acting (actors)

act of (complete) self sacrifice in a valiant , he jumped on grenade

act of firing

Privacy Act
sex act
terrorist act

juggling act

isolated act
unprecedented act

cowardly act

deliberate act
extraordinary act
heinous act
heroic act
indecent acts

numerous acts
random act
selfish act
solemn act
symbolic act
valorous act

hard-to-get act

he saw a sniper in the at them

(see Privacy Act)
during the
a string of s;
an apparent that killed...

trying to build a team is a hard (basketball)

this is an that will be dealt with
in an of diplomatic defiance

killing women and children is a (war);
it was a despicable and (terrorism)
the explosion was a
an ordinary man who performed an (war)
people who commit 's (John W. Hinckley, Jr.)
one after another by the thousands (W.W.II)
military law defines as...;
pleaded guilty to ' with a child
he performed of extraordinary valor (war)
controlling the 's of violence
he would perform another (suicide)
in a of atonement
a simple, (raising flag on Iwo Jima)
this saved the life of the radio operator (war)

ditch the (relationships)

freedom-of-information act Argentina has no act
Freedom of Information Act the Act of 1974

consequences of his acts
string of (terrorist) acts

acting career
acting class
acting debut
acting family
acting gig
acting lessons
acting performances

proof that a defendant understood the
a

she is considering an
his --s with Strasberg
he makes his early next month (film)
she had grown up in a nomadic
she started landing s
she has no on her resume
plot turns, notable scenes, (films)
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acting (other)

action (mechanical)

action (other)

acting talent

long-acting
short-acting

action guard

bolt-action

action flick
action hero
action movie
action plan

action-packed
action-filled

class-action
combat action
community action
emergency action
enemy action
enforcement action
government action
mob action
police action
wave action
yesterday's action

counteraction

after-action

non-stop action

adults-only action

delayed-action

crowd-stirring action

much-imitated action

aggressive action

I would use all my --s

(see long-acting)
(see short-acting)

trigger guards versus s (firearms)

(see bolt-action)

Hollywood --s
Asian actors and --s
twenty years of --s
design your and begin implementing it

(see action-packed)
(see action- filled)

(see class-action)
to destroy or repel the enemy

(see community action)
if we need to take
none had been wounded by (military)
no had been taken
individual sacrifices or
thugs, crime and (Kosovo)
a from a traditional war

gouged away his resting place
in view of by the Supreme Court

(see counteraction)

(see after-action)

3 minutes of (boxing)

acting like a kid can lead to (sex)

(see delayed-action)

the -- in a cockfight occurs...

a

the --s of the air cavalry allow...
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action-filled

action-packed

activation

activated

active

affirmative action
appropriate action
decisive action
disciplinary action
extreme-action
fast action
further action
helpful action
heroic action
hostile action
immediate action
legal action
live-action
military action
responsible action
tactical action
terrorist actions

heroic and decisive action

talk-versus-action

attempt to abolish in university admissions
we will take
by his heroic and , he saved the lives...(war)
the Marine Corps has taken against...
(see extreme-action)
only can save them (victims of heart attacks)
we'll go back to the U.N for
that was not a (arresting dissidents)
by his in risking his life to save his comrades
the first female sailors killed in
a life-threatening condition calls for
examine the case for possible (malpractice)
(see live-action)
(see military action)
reducing the budget was a very
stop firing and all
individuals may be planning against...

by his , he saved the lives of six soldiers

(see talk-versus-action)

contingency planning and action

consequences of his actions he never looked at the
we thought the best was to...
buck passing to excuse their (pollution)
he'll outline a
a

course of action
lack of action
plan of action
sequence of actions

action-filled space walk

action-packed narrative

immediate activation

pressure-activated
prong-activated

trip-wire-activated

granular-activated

active-duty

an

the book has an

of disaster plans (bombing)

(see pressure activated)
(see prong-activated)

(see trip-wire-activated)

(see granular-activated)

(see active-duty)
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active-duty

activism

activist

active ingredient
active interest
active (social) life
active role
active volcano

active cancer trial
active email account

active line of storms

the 's (in sunscreens)
he took an in...
I had friends and an
take an in maintaining your health
's, old-growth tropical rainforest (Dominica)

the NCI lists 1,500
with 25 million s

this very (weather report)

active and aggressive (m) conduct reconnaissance to the front, flanks

radioactive

interactive

geologically active

active-duty military

active-duty personnel
active-duty troops

(see radioactive)

(see interactive)

(see geologically active)

resigning from the ;
the 244,000-man of 1933
five hundred and eight hundred reservists
medical care for , their families, and retirees

active-duty service members
active-duty service obligation

1.37 million
their

gay (civil rights) activism the primary focus of (marriage)

civil rights activism

anti-slavery activism

environmental activism

gay activists
movement activists
student activist

animal-rights activist
animal rights activist
animal welfare activist
labor union activist

the primary focus of gay

face persecution in Mauritania for

he preached the gospel of

he's been dubbed a reactionary by
insist on...

workers told s

--s and fur coats
s oppose killing stray dogs
biomedical scientists and s
s argue that...
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activity

civil rights activist

antiabortion activist
anti-noise activist
anti-rape activist
anti-slavery activist
antitobacco activist

antinuclear activist

anti-grazing activist
antismoking activist

tree-sitting activist

activities and locations

bird activity
cult activities
earthquake activity
espionage activities
family activity
gang activity
group activities
guerrilla activity
hurricane activity
kids' (Internet) activities
leisure activities
militia activity
research activities
sports activity
storm activity
student activities
surveillance activities
test activity
volunteer activity

s sounded the alarm bells

a verdict against s
an
s have made some progresss
s argue that...

one of India's best-known s

s (livestock)
health advocates and s

Julia "Butterfly" Hill, the

injuries specific to certain (rappelling, kayak)

devoid of
be on full alert for
such clues as
in terms of its (Russian)
a wholesome

is on the wane
numerous
cholera here, there

is cyclical
set restrictions on their
curtain work and
where there was
grants are crucial for of many faculty
glasses limited her
a period of increased along the coast
(see student activities)
mail interception, wiretaps, and
wandering eyes and other suspicious
do religious or s

dive club activities
leisure-time activities the ten highest-ranked s
noise abatement activities people seeking help with
woodland activities outdoor adventures and

special operations activities directed by Presidential authority
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actor

after-school activity
backcountry activity
outdoor activities

Internet activities

neo-Nazi activity

smuggling activity

freediving activities

controlled activities
increased activity
prohibited activities

schools with no resources or s
canyoneering, like any ...
my friends and I favor

set restrictions on their kids'

combat a wave of

an increase in (the Coast Guard)

encourages children to attend

detained for involvement in

prostitution-related activities at the huge market

antisocial activity
diplomatic activity
muscular activity
physical activity
sexual activity
social activity
suspicious activity
un-American activity

a tremendous amount of on Bosnia
to increase heat production (chills)

remain indoors and minimize (smog)
(see sexual activity)
a room for meetings and
report any , individuals or vehicles (terrorism)
accusing him of s

suspicious (test-taking) activity

events and activities check the Web site for (city festival)

face-to-face (social) activity TV vs. s

amount of (diplomatic) activity a tremendous
flurry of activity hearing a in the next room
kinds of activities those which generate high wages

devoid of (bird) activity

basketball, football, or other sports activity
golf tournaments or other outdoor activities

injuries during
lightning and

actor-comedian admirers of the popular (Martin Lawrence)
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actress

acute

ad

added

character actor
lead actor
stage actor

box-office actor

best-actor

movie actress

struggling actress

singer-actress

best-actress

model-turned-actress

acute appendicitis
acute diarrhea
acute (pulmonary) edema
acute fever
acute (health) hazard
acute injury
acute onset
acute pain

acute (lower back) pain
acute (allergic) reaction
acute (drug) withdrawal

acute and delayed (m)

(see advertisement)

added concern
added potential

added safety margin

value-added

no-sugar-added

I always wanted to be a
the 's (movie)
he was both a film and a

a

(see best-actor)

a television star as well as a

a 30-year-old

(see singer-actress)

(see best-actress)

(see model-turned-actress)

patients with
cases of from Rotavirus

causing her lungs to fill with fluid-
evaluating an adult with an
village drains posed 's
imaging of s to the wrist and hand
the of pain in older or very young patients

often has a specific cause;
treating emesis that results from

the probable cause of death was an
diagnosed with

management of allergic reactions

an is the scale of the project
open fractures have for infection

bottled oxygen gave us an

(see value-added)

(see no-sugar-added)
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addict

addiction

additional

additive

chess addict
crack addict
drug addict
heroin addict
movie addict
TV addict

hard-core addict

tanning addicts

bonefishing addicts

the Internet is great for s
she became a
a European
a
an adolescent
I love TV, I'm a total

reduce the number of s

tanning beds spawned a generation of

hard-core yachtsmen and

prescriptions for addicts heroin became legal

number of (hard-core) addictsreduce the

cigarette addiction
cocaine addiction
heroin addiction
nicotine addiction
substitute addiction
Valium addiction

additional advantage
additional evidence
additional problem
additional question

if you're trying to snuff a
there has been a decrease of
tried to help him kick his
treated like alcoholism or
drinking soda pop was his (alcohol)
recovering from both alcoholism and

an is the system's versatility (military)
the FBI searched his home for any
an j is that...
an important is whether...

Additional (Long Term) Parking (airport sign)

gasoline-additive

address (location) address book

campaign address
domain address
return address
source address
Street Address

E-mail Address

(see gasoline-additive)

writing materials and ;
they went through his

the following Web site is its
assigning and managing Internet s
the on one of the packages
the s of the incoming data packets

(on a form)

(on insurance form)
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address (speech)

adequacy

adequate

adhesive

Internet address s, also know as domains...

forwarding address gone out of business without leaving a

fixed address no headquarters, no

permanent address for years he had no
secret address he was hiding with friends at a
temporary address we can mail the notice to your (post office)

change of address (see change of address)

public address (see public address)
radio address Clinton said in his weekly
welcome address deliver a to a new class of recruits

farewell address George Washington's

welcoming address the mayor will give the conference's

televised address his claim, in a S, that...;
the President's to the nation

nationally televised address a

inadequacy (see inadequacy)

adequate resources he pledged they will get (firefighters)
adequate (retirement income) security ensure folks have
adequate sleep
adequate (trunk) space
adequate speed

exercise, balanced meals, and
taxicabs should have
for a ship with and sea room

inadequate (see inadequate)

adhesive-backed (see adhesive-backed)

adhesive-backed adhesive-backed label an

Adirondack Adirondack-style (see Adirondack-style)

Adirondack-style Adirondack-style log house Wenner's

adjacent adjacent terrain information about the designated route and all
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adjoining

adjustable

adjusted

adjustment

administered

administration
(drugs)

administration
(other)

adjoining table

adjustable (nozzle) width

inflation-adjusted

well-adjusted

adjustment of restraints

adjustment period
adjustment problems

proper adjustment

NPS-administered

talking to people at the s

four s

(see inflation-adjusted)

(see well-adjusted)

proper in motor vehicles

she's going through an now
70% of children have at school

of restrains in motor vehicles

(see National Park Service-administered)

administration of atropine nerve agent poisoning requires
administration of the drugs review the (medical malpractice)

aggressive administration overly of potentially toxic antidotes
immediate administration nerve agent poisoning requires atropine
improper administration the of clindamycin (medical malpractice)
oral administration versus inhaled or sublingual routes (drug)

overly aggressive administration of potentially toxic antidotes
too rapid administration she might have died from a of clindamycin

route of administration determine the proper dose and

administration building
administration official

business administration
city administration
education administration
school administration
Truman Administration
Veterans Administration

as she waited in the
s acknowledge

(see business administration)
trying to get along with the
a master's degree in from Arkansas State
a letter to the
the instituted "loyalty tests"
a nursing home

Aeronautics and Space Administration the National (NASA)

design and administration the of a multi-laboratory study
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administrative administrative details she proved adept at the
administrative leave he was placed on (a policeman)

administrative and logistical (m) assistance from... (military)

administrator city administrator he was a longtime
systems administrators as sift through the traffic (Internet)

admired

admission

human-resources administrator a
network administrator programmers and --s

deeply admired
most admired
much admired

admissions criterion
admission fee
admissions office
admissions policy
admissions requirement
admissions season
admission system
admission ticket

admission to a hospital

fall admission
spring admission
summer admission

(see deeply admired)
(see most admired)
(see much admired)

eliminate SAT scores as an
there isn't even an (county fair)
went to the (at a college)
the university's --s and affirmative action
the S.A.T. as an
the most competitive college ever
colleges have adopted new s
the price of --s will help the organization

with advanced symptoms

500 students accepted
The university has offered to students
sees advantages to

college admission given an advantage in j;
affirmative action in s;
ethnicity and gender considerations in --s

university admission abolish affirmative action in --s

weekday admission will be $5 for adults

undergraduate admissions the director of

dean of admissions the waived the application fee
director of (undergraduate) admissions the

tickets (are required) for admission no
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adolescent

adopt

adopted

adoption

adoptive

adrenaline

adrenaline-pumping

ads

adult

late-adolescent-age

consent-to-adopt (m)

adopted sister

older child adoption

adoptive parents

adrenaline junkie
adrenaline surge

adrenaline-pumping

(see late-adolescent-age)

the couple signed forms

her

s, age two and over...

versus biological parents;
under the loving guidance of

s who risk life and limb (sports)
they experience the

(see adrenaline-pumping)

adrenaline-pumping (adventure) sports

(see advertisement)

adult's beds
adult cancer
adult content
adult daughter
adult dose
adult entertainment
adult facilities
adult film
adult goat
adult-level
adult life

adult lives
adult magazines
adult material
adult prisons
adult privileges
adult product
adult size
adult supervision
adult themes
adult-use

infant deaths in (co-sleeping)
(see adult cancer)
(see adult content)
his , Karen...

for prophylaxis: 250-500 U IM (tetanus)
(see adult entertainment)
more kids are being sent to (crime)
parents who take their children to s
s and young kids
(see adult-level)
nearly every day of his he...;
he has spent most of his climbing
it does have to do with our s
sex shops and (porn)

and pay-to-view (E-porn on Internet)
put offenders as young as 14 in
teenagers and (sex, drink, etc.)
shopping for sexy --s online is easy, discreet
about 75% -- (an animal)
no ; the importance of proper (of kids)
, strong language or violence (TV warning)
(see adult-use)
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adult cancer

adult content

adult entertainment

adultery

adulthood

adult volunteer
adult world

adult factory workers

adult-onset

adulthood

adults-only

consenting adults
working adult

wage-earning adult

mentally disabled adults

hard-to-fit adults

children and adults

teachers of adults

parent or other adult

adult cancer

adult-cancer studies

adult content

finding s is a challenge (Girl Scouts)
beyond the children's room into the

spouses of

(see adult-onset)

(see adulthood)

(see adults-only)

sexual activity between
wages of every in the U.S.

--s

live in a group home

and younger children (gas masks)

seat belt utilization for

a with an alcohol problem

the myriad of very different Ps

increased participation in

on the radio

adult content industry the drives the Internet
adult-content site s (E-porn on the Internet)

adult-entertainment company s (E-porn on the Internet)

adult-entertainment Web site the company's --s

episode of adultery

adulthood

a long-past

fewer than 20 percent reach ;
defied the odds and survived to ;
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adult-level

adult-onset

adults-only

adult-use

advance (money)

advance
(time / space)

initiate her into (Brazil)

adult-level (ESL / EFL) teachers

adult-onset diabetes

adults-only action

adult-use shop

book advance
cash advance

second-highest advance

advance notice
advance guard
advance order
advance party
advance team

rebel advance

advance (improve) advance for humankind

advanced

treatments for

acting like a kid can lead to (sex)

an (= a porno store)

living on s and foundation grants
I took out --s on my credit cards

the in publishing

its obligation to give him (judicial)
as the , the platoon finds the enemy and and...
it can get s (for the new plane)
an (of a platoon)
an made up of...;
s had set up two tents (climbing)

damage caused by the

what an it would be

advances in (tumor) biology recent
advances in (computer) technology
advances in (wheeled vehicle) technology

advances in vaccine research

women's advances

major advance
recent advances
technological advance

advanced age
advanced course
advanced disease
advanced purchases
advanced stage
advanced symptoms

pioneered major (Walter Reed)

in the 1980s

pioneered s in vaccine research (Walter Reed)
in tumor biology

such s are being retrofitted

in view of the defendant's
some of the Army's --s
does the drug work against
getting discount rates for
a more of the disease (melanoma)
admission to a hospital with
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advancement

advancing

advantage

advanced weapons radar, jet planes and other

advanced breast cancer could help prevent in high-risk women
advanced stealth technology
advanced weapons system s are not necessary for biological warfare

advanced training have come to the school for

more advanced (see more advanced)
technologically advanced (see technologically advanced)

advancement of (cancer) therapy the

career advancement the pressure to perform for

hoped-for advancement educated for reasons of

advancing age signs of his

advantage of the defense the should be factored into... (military)
advantage of this method the main is that...
advantage of the process the is that...
advantage of surprise despite the (a battle)

advantages and disadvantages some possible options followed by

cost advantage
information advantage

key advantage
price advantage
range advantage
mobility advantage
safety advantage
survival advantage
visibility advantage

home field advantage

marked advantage
unexpected advantage

additional advantage
best advantage

the of unmanned systems (military)
no one has an (stock exchange);
give our soldiers an over potential adversaries
Vodaphone has s over the competition
any of a Web-only machine vanished
exploit our over the enemy (military)
the squadron possesses a significant over...
the of better brakes
those arriving at the ER the fastest enjoy a
use of night vision devices to gain a

we had the

key terrain can afford a to either combatant
never let the enemy gain an (military)

an is the system's versatility (military)
the enemy will use terrain to their own
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advantageous

advent

adventure

competitive advantage
decisive advantage
distinct advantage
full advantage
greatest advantage
good advantage
major advantage
main advantage
positional advantage
psychological advantage
strategic advantage
tactical advantage
technological advantage
unfair advantage

position of advantage

advantageous position

more advantageous

advent of managed care

adventure capital
adventure company

adventure game
adventure guru
adventure race
adventure sports
adventure travel

childhood adventures

outdoor adventures

spirit of adventure

adventure travel adventure travel

determining the of any given company
smoke on target may provide a for attacker
the digitized aviation force has some s
flight profiles take -- of terrain (military)
this is one of their s (aerial mine laying)
the ability of soldiers to use terrain to
the of the perimeter defense is...(military)
the -- of this method is that...
minefields can give defenders a
attacking downhill may give the enemy a
opponents exaggerate an incident to get a
the element of surprise is a major
despite the --s our armed forces might have...
athletes who take steroids have an

use maneuver to achieve a (military)

they moved to a more to return fire (war)

(see more advantageous)

with the ...

Interlaken, the of Europe
an Interlaken ;
plans to start his own in Nepal
an (console games)
the magnum opus of Ray Jardine
the Raid Gauloises, the granddaddy of s
adrenaline-pumping
(see adventure travel)

a sad little book about their

and woodland activities

the

has grown;
has become big, big business;
and the travel market

adventure travel company the owner of his own
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adventurous

adversary

adverse

adverse event

adventurous spirit

less-adventurous

adversary (TBM) force

potential adversaries
regional adversaries

adverse effects
adverse-event
adverse reaction

adverse event report

adverse reaction adverse reaction

advertisement
(and ad)

adverse-reaction report

ad campaign
ad revenue

she's an

(see less-adventurous)

reduce the operational flexibility of the

give soldiers an information advantage over
missiles give Libya the capability to reach

report to the F.D.A.
(see adverse-event)
(see adverse reaction)

418 s (diet supplement)

monitoring of s is inadequate;
smoky air can cause s in asthmatics;
she appeared to have had an to a drug

--s filled out by manufacturers

a splashy
$6,300 in monthly

ads for a (boxing) tournament .

ads for escort services

personals ad
print advertisements
radio ad

Internet ad

billboard ad
sports-bra ad

full-page ad

on-line advertisement

want ads

I went on a date with a guy from a
the book had been promoted in
made a TV appearance plus s;
heard a for a local boxing tournament

TV, radio and s pitched to students

made radio and s
she appeared in a series of s

took out a in the New York Times

had no idea what an might look like

(see want ad)
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advertising

advice

adviser
(or advisor)

classified advertisement

help-wanted ads

advertising agency
advertising campaign

advertising community
advertising dollars
advertising expenses
advertising jingle
advertising pages
advertising revenue
advertising slogan
advertising time

cigarette advertising
consumer advertising
recruiting advertising

online advertising

advice book

advice on (air) travel

advice on parenthood

advice on child-rearing

the promised "$75,000 +..."

Web site job listings and

hired a hip
commissionedan ;
a long-planned
in the , reactions have been mixed
control of
marketing and during Christmas
that absurd

were down overall (magazine)
brought in $2 million in
"Ford Tough" and similar s
buying for the 2000 Olympics

the new wave of
these magazines are tools for
$300 million it spends on

is tomorrow's revenue stream

an by...

offers articles and parenthood

advice of a (single) movie reviewer

advice for the noise-weary

expert advice
marital advice
sex advice

don't rely on the

he can give you ...
did they trade
online sites offer expert

trouble-shooting advice

dorm advisor
company adviser
drug advisor
freshman adviser

she went to a for advice (college)
while serving as (Vietnam)
the White House
she goes to see her (college)
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advisory

advisory group

advocacy

advocate

resident adviser

domestic-affairs adviser
foreign policy advisor
national-security advisor

US advisors

economic advisors
legal advisor
senior advisers
technical advisor

a entered her room (college)

Bush's chief
did the President overrule his own 's
the called the State Department

and trainers (military)

the President's are reviewing options...
s review sensitive areas of special operations
national security meetings with his (President)
he is the before and during the mission

liaison elements, planning support, advisors, and technical experts

Advisory Committee
advisory panel
advisory group
advisory information

consumer advisory
health advisory
travel advisory
travelers' advisory

Parental Advisory

advisory-group official

advocacy group

advocacy organization

gay advocacy (m)
patient-advocacy

the on Immunization Practices
an said on Thursday (medical)
(see advisory group)
provide or other needed assistance

--s may soon be needed
the F.D.A. issued a on St. John's-wort
the State Department has issued s
display some sort of

Explicit Lyrics (cassette tape)

the said...

an against universal vaccination;
a gay rights ;
the Washington-based , AIDS Action
the nation's largest gay and lesbian

groups have fought charges that...
(see patient-advocacy)

advocates for battered women

computer advocates
gun advocate
homeless advocates

technology advocate

like to point out that...
s and gun opponents

have long maintained...;
and shelter residents

questioned the 's claims
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aerial

wilderness advocate Aldo Leopold's career as a

abortion-rights advocate s and foes
air-power advocate s
animal-rights advocate s
children's-rights advocate where s were heading

are against harsher sentencesjuvenile advocates
rail-trail advocate
student-rights advocates

Internet privacy advocate

boating advocates

antismoking advocate

s

s
fear the deal

to the chagrin of --s

family-planning advocates

tough-on-crime advocate

aerial attack
aerial delivery
aerial detection
aerial dimensions
aerial fire
aerial inspection
aerial observers
aerial photographs
aerial platforms
aerial reconnaissance
aerial screen
aerial threat
aerial vehicle
aerial video

aerial resupply

aerial checkpoint
aerial mine warfare

aerial covering force

aerial refueling

worry about...

S
the threat from by theater missiles
if supplies are received by
concealment from
the battlefield includes an
when adjusting (attack helicopter)
he later made an of the area (volcano)
prevent detection from , sidelooking radar

of positions should be taken (military)
identify friendly and threat earlier (military)
battlefield air interdiction, , and airlift
rotating aircraft to sustain an (military)
all-altitude protection from (military)
an unmanned (UAV)

shot by a PNG TV station shows...(volcano)

emergency of fuel is accomplished using....

(ACP)

mobile DCA air assets function as an ;
an to break up attacking aircraft formations

when required, aircrews will conduct
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p

E.

aerial and ground (m) protection from observation (concealment)

aerial delivered (see aerial delivered)

aerial delivered aerial delivered minefields the emplacement of (Volcano)

aero

aerobic

aerobic (see aerobic)
aerodynamic (see aerodynamic)
aeromedical (see aeromedical)
aeronautics (see aeronautics)
aerospace (see aerospace)

aerosol (see aerosol)

aerobics center --s, video parlors, music clubs
aerobic exercise --s such as calisthenics

water aerobics I take two days a week

anaerobic and aerobic (m) contaminated with bacteria (uterus)

aerodynamic aerodynamic lift sustained flight through
aerodynamic systems ballistic and that can strike other countries

aeromedical aeromedical transport consider if trauma center is distant

ground or aeromedical (m) transport (for severely injured victim)

aeronautics Aeronautics and Space (m) the National Administration

aerosol aerosol attack after an , remove clothes and wash (BW);
during a mycotoxin (BW)

aerosol cloud methods to detect a biological (BW)
aerosol generator s on small boats, trucks, or cars (BW)
aerosol route all agents are highly infectious via the (virus)
aerosol spray biological agents may be disseminated by

anthrax aerosol
plague aerosol

infectious aerosol
liquid aerosol
respiratory aerosol

following exposure to an (BW)
if they have been exposed to a

Y pestis could be inhaled as an (BW)
CWAs are deployed as either s or vapors (BW)
the virus is transmitted by or direct contact
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aerospace

affair

affected

affiliated

affinity

affinity group

affirmative

affirming

inhalation of aerosol

aerospace company
aerospace industry

business affairs
family affairs
love affair

student-affairs

domestic-affairs
extramarital affair

state of affairs

Western-wear-only affair

affected area

affected land

mine-affected

commonly affected
directly affected
heavily affected
marginally affected

university-affiliated

affinity group

affinity group

mobile affinity groups

affirmative action

life-affirming

in the lung following (C. burnetii);
pneumonic plague may occur from s

Boeing, the world's biggest
the Chinese is developing new UAVs

his mom is handling his (basketball)
a description of family relationships and
a with mountaineering;
America's with the automobile;
their is long over
(see student-affairs)

(see domestic-affairs)
he had had an

this was an odd

tickets to the are $100 a head

running water is unavailable in the ;
health authorities advise everyone in s
claims it has cleaned up most of the

(see mine-affected)

(see commonly affected)
(see directly affected)
(see heavily affected)
(see marginally affected)

(see university-affiliated)

(see affinity group)

s are small, semi-independent units

flying squads-- (Seattle)

attempt to abolish in university admissions

(see life-affirming)
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it

I

affliction lung affliction

affordable

African

affordable housing
affordable housing (m)
affordable price

a common in premature babies

a lack of is an issue
an shortage (Austin)
pants, skirts and jackets at s

African-American (see African-American)
African elephant (see African elephant)
African (conservation) organization two --s

African-American African-American exodus of s;
Africans and 's

African-American experience
African-American music
African-American program
African-American studies
Afro-American studies

the

head of the
the larger field of
Harvard's -- program

African-American working people

African elephant African elephant populations poaching slashed

Afrikaans-language Afrikaans-language press the has been sympathetic to...

Afro

after

(see African)

after-action
after-Christmas
after-dinner
aftereffect
after-hours
afterlife
afternoon
afterplay
after-school
aftershock
after-tax
afterwork

aftermath

morning-after

(see after-action)
(see after-Christmas)
(see after-dinner)
(see aftereffect)
(see after-hours)
(see afterlife)
(see afternoon)
(see afterplay)
(see after-school)
(see aftershock)
(see after-tax)
(see afterwork)

(see aftermath)

(see morning-after)
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after-action

before-and-after (see before-and-after)

year-after-year (see year-after-year)

happy-ever-after (see happy-ever-after)

after-action report an

after action review (m) the (AAR) process and unit training

after-Christmas after-Christmas (clearance) sale

after-dinner

aftereffect

after-hours

afterlife

aftermath

afternoon

an (store)

after-dinner drink an
after-dinner speech the annual round of , (politics)

worst aftereffect the

after-hours classes provide for lagging students
after-hours club an (drinking)

after-hours shooting an

afterlife in the

aftermath of the (car) crash his demeanor in the immediate
aftermath of (natural) disasters relief efforts in the
aftermath of a (terrorist) incident in the j, the military may...
aftermath of the (sexual) revolution in the
aftermath of a storm newscasters covering the
aftermath of violence

.
management of the immediate

aftermath of the killings in the immediate

immediate aftermath in the of the killings;
management of the of violence (hospital)

afternoon edition
afternoon nap
afternoon paper
afternoon performance
afternoon rains
afternoon session

the (of a newspaper)
take an to get recharged
the s (newspapers)
they did give an
the arrival of the
put in an ' of trading;
at the S of the conference
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afterplay

after-school

aftershock

after-tax

afterwork

again

age (suffix)
(noun)

afternoon newspaper noon newscasts and --s

afternoon public ceremony an that may include the President

afternoon fishing trip

spring afternoon
summer afternoon

Sunday-afternoon

an

on a chilly
a brisk stroll on a

(see Sunday afternoon)

picture-perfect (autumn) afternoon on a

early-afternoon
midafternoon

afterplay

after-school activities
after-school clubs
after-school programs

(see early-afternoon)
(see midafternoon)

versus foreplay (sex)

schools with no resources or

after-school tutoring program

aftershock sequence

small aftershock

after-tax earning
after-tax profits

afterwork beer

born-again

on-again, off-again

anchorage
baggage
bandage
blockage
bondage
brokerage
coverage

an

an from this event... (earthquake)

a shook dust into the sky

an

(see born-again)

(see on-again, off-again)

(see anchorage)
(see baggage)
(see bandage)
(see blockage)
(see bondage)
(see brokerage)
(see coverage)
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dosage (see dosage)
drainage (see drainage)
leakage (see leakage)
leverage (see leverage)
linkage (see linkage)
orphanage (see orphanage)
outage (see outage)
package (see package)
passage (see passage)
percentage (see percentage)
postage (see postage)
seepage (see seepage)
signage (see signage)
spillage (see spillage)
stoppage (see stoppage)
shortage (see shortage)
stockage (see stockage)
storage (see storage)
stowage (see stowage)
tentage (see tentage)
tonnage (see tonnage)
usage (see usage)
voltage (see voltage)
wastage (see wastage)
wreckage (see wreckage)

age (suffix) footage (see footage)
(distance) yardage (see yardage)

mileage (see mileage)

age (people) age barrier no j, no height bar, no gender gap
age discrimination (see age discrimination)
age group the fastest-growing ;

the girls were competing in the same

age-appropriate (see age-appropriate)

age-based (see age-based)
age-related (see age-related)
age-restricted (see age-restricted)

age of consent the for intercourse in Mississippi
age of onset the average of breast development
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age (periods)

age of sixteen utterly world-weary by the

age, income, race, and other sociodemographic factors

cartoon-age
college-age
recruit-age
retirement age

school-age
teenage

underage

advancing age

drinking age
voting-age
working age

childbearing age

advanced age
set age

average age
middle age
minimum age
old age
old-age
real age
reproductive age

late-adolescent-age

trick-or-treating age

coming of age

signs of age

(see cartoon-age)
(see college-age)
(see recruit-age)
reaching -S;
only five years away from
an increase in the
(see school-age)
(see teenage)

(see underage)

signs of his

before they'd even reached the legal
(see voting-age)
raised the minimum to 16 (Brazil)

a typical woman of

in view of the defendant's
there is no when children are old enough to...

the of onset of breast development
now that we've hit
(see minimum age)
I'm not afraid to die of (a climber)
an home
she lied about her
women of and abortion

(see late-adolescent-age)

every child of

(see coming of age)

age of blockbusters (films)
age of information appliances

the modern
the coming
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age (things)

age-appropriate

age-based

aged

age of quiz shows

age of moviegoing the

age of (fiscal) belt-tightening in an

the golden of the 1950s

computer-age
ice age
information age

machine-age

Internet age

cyber age

(see computer-age)
(see ice age)
the is sweeping society;
a new business model for the ;
privacy concerns in the
(see machine-age)

in the rapidly changing

civic responsibility in the

coming age the
emerging (technological) age

golden age
modern age
technological age

the
the
the

of information appliances
a glimpse into the future of the

of quiz shows of the 1950s
of blockbusters (films)

future of the emerging

future of the (emerging) technological age a glimpse into the

age ring

age-old
ages-old

age of the bruise

car's age
survey's age

age-appropriate

age-based ratings

teen-aged

middle-aged

--s on a tree

(see age-old)
(see ages-old)

coloration and the

your
the data is valid despite the

make sure the TV show is

letter notations or rating systems (TV)

(see teen-aged)

(see middle-aged)
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age discrimination

agency

agenda

late-middle-aged

age discrimination claim

agency's position

collection agency
conservation agency
disaster agency
photo-agency
space agency
Space Agency

spy agency
state agency
talent agency
translation agency
weather agency

egg-donor agency
law-enforcement agency

vital records agency

advertising agency
betting agency

anti-doping agency

federal agency
international agency
international (anti-doping) agency

(see late-middle-aged)

$3.2 million to settle s

the was based on a survey

s and consumer debt
state and regional s
(see disaster agency)
(see photo-agency)
the as well as dozens of scientists
members of the European ;
an astronaut from the Japanese ;
NASA and the Russian
America's largest
child-support s
opened a new last year
she even set up a to support her boys
the NWS, the federal government's

signed up with ans
head of D.C.'s

hired a hip
Ladbrokes, the British

an international

summer jobs at s
s and nonprofit groups working to...

an

ability of (local, state, and federal) agencies improve the to respond
head of the agency

agendas of corporations the research

education agenda
research agenda

set the
a presentation of a ;
the --s of universities and corporations

rural development agenda as part of this
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agent (person)

agent (other)

presentation of a (research) agenda a

agent recruitment

case agent
customs agent
intelligence agent
travel agent

law-enforcement agent

counterintelligence agent

shipping agent

heavily armed agents

double agent
federal agent

chances of success in (CIA)

star 's fabricated reports (CIA)
undercover s investigating...
a career with the K.G.B.
I call Kaitlin, my

a heavily armed team of s

the veteran FBI was arrested for spying

a at a firm in Oak Creek, Wisconsin

a team of

I
secrets that included names of s (spy)
s fired tear gas canisters

team of (law-enforcement) agents a heavily armed

Agent Orange (see Agent Orange)

chemical agents
disease agent
nerve agent

mustard gas, sarin and other
childhood exposure to s
(see nerve agent)

biological warfare (BW) agent measures can be taken against s
chemical warfare agents (CWAs)

incapacitating agent the possibility of a nonlethal (military)
masking agent athletes use s to hide the presence of drugs

short-acting agent barbiturates are grouped into long-acting and s
long-acting (and short-acting) agents barbiturates are grouped into

allergic agents
anticonvulsant agent
antidiarrheal agents
biological agent

biological agent (m)

come from a variety of sources
the of choice is magnesium sulfate

decrease the frequency of diarrheal stools
the use of s is not a new concept;
most aerosolized s will not penetrate skin
the vulnerability of American cities to attacks
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P.

lethal agents include cyanides, nerve agents (chemical war)

chemical and biological agents it is hard to detect the first use of ;
allied forces faced the threat of

combination of agents many sunscreens employ a

plague, anthrax, syphilis, and other agents exposed victims to

Agent Orange Agent Orange jungle sprayed with (Vietnam)

Agent-Orange-related (see Agent-Orange-related)

Agent Orange-related
Agent Orange-related illnesses (Vietnam War)

age-old age-old battle
age-old (ethnic) hostilities
age-old rivalries

the against assimilation

between local neighborhoods

ager teenager (see teenager)

age-related age-related macular degeneration

age-restricted age-restricted environment bars are 's

ages-old ages-old (jurisprudential) question an

aggravated aggravated circumstances allowances made for (murder)
aggravated-sodomy (see aggravated-sodomy)

aggravated-sodomy aggravated-sodomy charge the burglary and s

aggravating aggravating factors such as fleeing arrest, previous convictions;
mitigating factors versus (murder trial)

aggressive aggressive action the s of the air cavalry allow...
aggressive administration overly of potentially toxic antidotes
aggressive aid patients are given primary or , depending on...
aggressive (proactive) approach we've taken an
aggressive (and repeated) attempts at reduction (dislocations)
aggressive attitude media violence and s, values and behavior;

General Rose will take an (Bosnian War)
aggressive behavior and killer bees
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aggressive (pulmonary) care ICU admission and
aggressive (skin) care admission to a burn unit for
aggressive (airway) control patients may fail to respond to
aggressive correction of the underlying problem (stress ulceration)
aggressive (further) (deficit) cuts additional would be...
aggressive decontamination and supportive care (a poison)
aggressive (water loss) effort Chicago's 's
aggressive enemy disengaging from an
aggressive evaluation of the appendix is warranted in this group
aggressive (and prompt) intervention (medical patients)
aggressive (airway) management supportive care may include
aggressive (wound) management admitted to a burn unit for
aggressive maneuver a defense using is the best way...(military)
aggressive (child-abuse-prevention) program establishing s
aggressive reconnaissanceactive and to the front, flanks, and rear
aggressive rehabilitation helps reduce morbidity (ankle fractures)
aggressive resuscitation and transfer to an ICU
aggressive (airway and ventilatory) support is important
aggressive (crystalloid) therapy administer to patients with...
aggressive (fluid) therapy early and in the unstable patient
aggressive tactics annoying venders with
aggressive treatment even minor illness deserves (psychiatry)

aggressive follow-up an

aggressive driving (see aggressive driving)
aggressive (local) patrolling to intercept the threat (military)

aggressive and prompt (m) intervention (medical patients)

more aggressive (see more aggressive)
overly aggressive (see overly aggressive)

passive aggressive (see passive aggressive)

active and aggressive (m) conduct reconnaissance to the front, flanks
early and aggressive (m) restoration of blood, oxygen (hospital)
reckless, aggressive, deceitful, and impulsive (m) behavior

aggressive driving aggressive driving on our nation's roads

aggressive-driving accidents a 60 percent increase in

agility tactical agility is first of all a mental state (military)
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aging

aging-related

ago

agonizing

agreed

agreed-upon

agreement

aging houses
aging parents
aging population

aging process

aging-related

aging-related diseases

decade ago
years ago

quarter-century ago

two years ago
10 years ago
100 years ago
12,000 years ago
130,000 years ago

long-ago

owners of
how best to care for
Spain's will begin decreasing

as the catches up with baby boomers

(see aging-related)

home-care costs arising from

started her research career a
thirty-odd

a

the problem came to light
it would have been a rare event

the kind of class warfare common
the tallgrass prairie of
the previous warm period started

(see long-ago)

agonizing choices medical technology creates
agonizing (health-related) issues America faces
agonizing moment he recounts every (poor job interview)

agreed-upon (see agreed-upon)

agreed-upon methodologyan methodology;
agreed-upon procedures departures from procedures

behavior agreements uniforms, and a longer school day
confidentiality agreement the company asked him to sign a
gentleman's agreement he had violated a not to...;

violated a longstanding between owners
reciprocity agreement a plan to work out s
rental agreement thereby ending your
resignation agreement an attorney negotiated the for him
settlement agreement the senior executive negotiated a

apartment-rental agreement two references on his
arms-control agreement an effective
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agriculture

agro

ahead

aid (help)

binding agreement

roaming agreements

widespread agreement

unfair agreement

near-universal agreement

sign of agreement

agriculture official

food-crop agriculture

sustainable agriculture

agro- chemicals

go-ahead

aid bag
aid donor
aid group

food aid

public-aid
relief aid
sleep aid
state aid

first-aid

outpouring of aid

climbing aids
hearing aid

need-based aid

desperately needed aid

no has been reached

it has with 66 countries (phone)

there is that...

can a court refuse to enforce an

there is

no

s in the region

ecologically sound

help farmers move towards (Africa)

sun coffee requires more

(see go-ahead)

the platoon medic carried his
no issue has raised more anxiety with s
the Atlanta-based CARE

needed ;
delivering throughout the winter
(see public-aid)
truck convoys of
adverse reactions to melatonin, a
New Jersey cut to school districts

(see first-aid)

prompted an

bark-damaging like spikes
a tiny flesh-colored in his right ear

(for college)

suspend billions of dollars in
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aide (or aid)
(person)

AIDS

AIDS-era

aggressive aid
financial aid
foreign aid
generous aid

patients are given primary or , depending on...
need-based college
the request for
many countries offered (earthquake)

amount of aid the kind of aid and for Russia
(truck) convoys of (relief) aid they blockaded
kind of aid the and amount of aid for Russia

key aides
teacher's aid
top aides

nursing aide

nurses and aides

kill the terrorist bin Laden and his
a and mother of four

have been subpoenaed (president)

a wheeled him to dialysis;
protect s from injuries

the (at a psychiatric hospital)

security detail and other aides as his waited

AIDS deaths
AIDS cases
AIDS epidemic
AIDS-era
AIDS experts
AIDS lobby
AIDS pandemic
AIDS patient
AIDS policy
AIDS prevention
AIDS problem
AIDS specialists
AIDS summit

AIDS prevention center

AIDS or other illnesses

diagnosis of AIDS
effects of AIDS
management of AIDS

AIDS-era melancholia

life expectancy is down due to
the majority of occur in adults 25-44 years
the ongoing significance of the
(see AIDS-era)

individuals associated with the
since the early part of the
you are presented with an
shaping fair and effective
the classroom as a tool for
a comprehensive study of the

convene soon for an

setting up an in Moscow

patients who are immunosuppressed due to

1-2 years following
the projected
the medical

with an
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ailment back ailment
knee ailment

serious js in the future
he has overcome the s that plagued him

leukemia and other ailments exposure to radiation caused

aim strategic aims application of military capability in support of

aimed well-aimed (see well-aimed)

air (mail) airmail (v)

second-day air with U.P.S. she'd get it by Tuesday

air (aircraft) air ambulance the only chance for survival is by
air ambulance (m) patients may require transport
air assault (see air assault)
air campaign (see air campaign)
air-cargo (see air-cargo)
aircraft (see aircraft)
aircrew
air defense (see air defense)
airfare enough money to buy home
airfield the would be a key objective;

restoring or building bridges, roads and s
Air Force (see Air Force)
airframe vibrations in the plane's
air guard in a convoy 's observe sectors of sky for enemy
air journey he made a record-breaking
airlift (see airlift)
airline (see airline)
airliner the charred shell of an S;

as new-generation --s dominate aviation
air link the best js between the Americas
airman
air mission (m) the briefing (military)
air mobility provide tactical of supplies, personnel
airplane (see plane)
airport (see airport)
air power (see air power)
air raid (see air raid)
air show the Army parachutists perform at s
airspace closed the over the area
air space the is under FAA control
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air (other)

airspeed parameters such as and altitude
air strike (see air strike)
airstrip in a town where there was an
air support calling in is not an option;

land forces' requests for
air target weapons fire only at s identified as hostile
air terminal any small in the United States
air tour after an of some clear-cuts (logging)
air traffic (see air traffic)
air transport consider if trauma center is distant;

the copters can be configured for (military)
air travel advice on ;

ease fears about the safety of
air war (see air war)

air-sea (see air-sea)

airborne
air-launched

air-to-air

air-to-surface

air or ground (m)
air and gunfire(m)
air and missile

(see airborne)
(see air-launched)

(see air-to-air)

(see air-to-surface)

an avenue of approach is an route
request both naval support
(see air and missile)

antiair (see antiair)
counterair (see counterair)

midair (see midair)

surface-to-air (see surface-to-air)

airless (see airless)

air bag
air bubble
air conditioner
air emissions
air filter
air hole
air leak

(see air bag)
carbonated beverages or beer contain s
(see air conditioner)

of toxins by chemical companies
s mounted high atop their hoods
the crew punched an into the container
my brakes locked up from an
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air and missile

air leakage
air lock
air mattress
air pollutants
air pollution
air pressure
air quality
air supply
airtime
airwave

airway (breathing)

air-condition (v)
air-cool (v)

air conditioning
air-handling

airborne
air-conditioned

airtight

air of authority
air of superiority

night air

midair

on-air

polluted air

clean-air
fresh air
hot-air
open-air

air and missile defense

preventing continued (collapsed lung)
(see air lock)
he crashed on an in the den
the six major tracked by the EPA
rush-hour traffic and appalling
the changed so rapidly
concern about the park's
cutting off their with tape
precious
rudeness has polluted s;
a license to use the public s
the doctors could traumatize the

(see air conditioning)
(see air-handling)

(see airborne)
(see air-conditioned)

(see airtight)

you'll carry an
he detected an

the warm

(see midair)

(see on-air)

, contaminated groundwater

(see clean-air)

(see hot-air)
(see open-air)

(see air and missile defense)

air and missile defense
(and AMD) (Note: analyzed as air- and missile-defense (m))
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air assault

air bag

air and missile defense the rules of engagement (ROE) for

air and missile defense (AMD) ammunition stockage of
air and missile defense assets friendly (military)
air and missile defense battle rapid fusion of data to fight the ;

to effectively plan and fight the ;
the and the possibility of fratricide

Air and Missile Defense Command the Army (AAMDC)
air and missile defense communication the aspects of
air and missile defense equipment is too specialized to support...
air and missile defense missions the execution of in modern warfare
air and missile defense operations planning and execution of
air and missile defense requirements corps (military)
air and missile defense soldiers
air and missile defense systems
air and missile defense units

special training programs to train
jamming and degrading
the will not be using its equipment

air and missile defense coordination of the area of operations
air and missile defense planning and unity of effort
air and missile defense protection maneuver affords a measure of
air and missile defense synchronization of the area of operations

air and missile defense weapon systems all may be involved
AMD weapon system the capabilities of

theater air and missile defense operational control as it relates to

friendly air and missile defense the enemy's ability to suppress

capabilities of AMD the capabilities of weapon systems

demands for air and missile defense must be flexible to meet the

rules of engagement (ROE) for AMDthe

(see also air defense)

air assault troops a brigade of

air bag the car is equipped with an ;
a passenger-side ;
the greater use of seat belts and s
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air-bag deployment

seat belts and air bags the greater use of

use of (seat belts and ) airbags the greater

airborne (troops) airborne units designated as light, , rapid deployment

airborne attackers
Airborne Brigade 173d
Airborne Division 101x`

airborne (air assault or special operations) forces
airborne insertions specific operations such as
airborne operations
airborne (and ground) sensors (military)
airborne troops the ability of threat air to deliver
airborne unit it has been designated as an

airborne (aircraft) airborne moments after it was (a plane)

airborne jammers can degrade acquisition systems
airborne objects air-defense artillery tracks
airborne radar forward-looking and sidelooking
airborne (warning and control) system (AWACS)

airborne aircraft diverting from other missions

airborne, ground, and ship (m) system applications
airborne, land based, and shipboard (m) systems

airborne (other) airborne

airborne antigens
airborne Brucella
airborne disease
airborne dissemination
airborne pathogens

virus particles become

and allergic asthma
a gas mask should protect against
an like tuberculosis

of large numbers of spore (anthrax)
used as a biological weapon

air campaign air campaign when the began

air-campaign commander the commander
air campaign plan an air operations center (AOC) directs the

enemy air campaign if the main effort of the enemy is to...
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p

lesson of the air campaign a

air-cargo air-cargo restrictions

air-conditioned air-conditioned (city) bus --s
air-conditioned (community) centers s
air-conditioned office in the
air-conditioned terminal entered the (airport)

unairconditioned (see unairconditioned)

air conditioner air conditioner he turned on the

window unit air conditioners sold out of s

air conditioning air conditioning

air-conditioning

classrooms with no ;
greater use of ; unplug the ;
turn off the and open the windows

the on the ship had failed;
the was quiet (at the hotel);
complaining about the

air conditioning business those in the
air-conditioning equipment
air-conditioning installer a heating and

aircraft aircraft the landed

aircraft carrier
aircraft hanger
aircraft signature
aircraft speed
aircraft stalls
aircraft's target

(see aircraft carrier)
an
ensure that the will be minimized
, outside wind speed
early-warning systems and
the vehicle may be the (military)

aircraft ejection seat a rocket-assisted
aircraft's maintenance log there is no notation in the
aircraft's tail number the as registered with the FAA

aircraft, artillery, missile dispense mines by or a ground dispenser

antiaircraft (see antiaircraft)
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aircraft carrier

air defense
(and AD)

combat aircraft
enemy aircraft
military aircraft
strike aircraft

can rapidly refuel and rearm simultaneously
the skies are full of enemy
fears about the safety of the that crashed
the key , the B-2 bomber

Air Force aircraft fire support may come from United States
Air Force fighter bombers field artillery, US , and attack helicopters

airborne aircraft diverting from other missions

oddly shaped aircraft people have seen mysterious lights and

tactical aircraft emplace minefields anywhere by ;
enhance the survivability of (in combat);

may be used to suppress or destroy targets

strategic and tactical aircraft

the overhead compartment of an aircraft problems find space in
traces of (three) aircraft radar stations noted

vehicles, aircraft, sensors, and weapons are affected (desert sand)

nuclear-powered aircraft carrier a

air defense is essential

air defense artillery
air defense assets
air defense control
air-defense forces

(ADA)
within the corps and theater area

the network (ADC)

air (and missile) defense (m)
air-defense force
air defense locations
air defense operations
air defense protection
air defense sensors
air defense sites
air defense system
air defense umbrella
air defense units
air defense weapon
air defense zones

reloading (AMD) launcherss
known enemy
activities relating to

must be provided
data from intelligence and
U.S. attacks on Iraqi
the entire
air cover or an is necessary
prevent attack by friendly
the Stinger man-portable

established for the protection of key assets
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aire

Air Force

air-handling

air-launched

air-defense headquarters
air defense network Yugoslavia's
air defense weapon systems defeat, deceive, or disrupt hostile

enemy air defense

forward area air defense
short range air defense

suppression of (SEAD)

(FAAD)
(SHORAD) is a family of weapon systems

high-to-medium-altitude air defense

active AD
passive AD

(HIMAD)

destruction of threat aircraft is
avoiding detection is

acquisition and air defense (m) disrupt hostile systems

(see also air and missile defense)

billionaire
concessionaire
Legionnaire
millionaire
questionnaire

Air Force

Air Force Base
Air Force officer
Air Force officials
Air Force recruiter

Air Force aircraft
Air Force honor guard

Royal Air Force

(see billionaire)
(see concessionaire)
(see Legionnaire)
(see millionaire)
(see questionnaire)

tactical air support from the

Charleston , S.C.
the air liaison officer (ALO) is an

assured the public
an had sex with high school students

fire support may come from United States
an transferred the caskets

(Britain)

Army, Navy, and Air Force military units of the
Army, the Navy or Marine Corps, the Air Force elements of the

air-handling system the building's

air-launched (precision-guided) munitions air-to-surface missiles are
air-launched weapons will probably be fired at maximum range
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airless

airlift

airline

air lock

airport

air power

air-launched cruise missile

airless reaches

airlift

tactical airlift

airline analyst
airline club
airline customers
airline industry
airline mechanics
airline reservations

low-cost airline
no-frills airline

ranking of airlines

air lock

air-lock door

airport directory
airport hangar
airport logo
airport services
airport service (m)
airport signage
airport zone

airport warehouse

12th-busiest airport

smoke-free airport

brightly lit airport

air power

air power advocates

on B-52s

the of space (outer space)

she was readied for to a civilian hospital

MAC provides in support of the force

finance specialists, js and pilots (planes)
first-class passengers and members
sell aircraft parts to its
campaign contributions by the

can download manuals

Spirit, a
one of a handful of s

on-time aids travelers

this was a supply

a large

do you have an (map)
a brightly lit in Redding
Park-Ride vans bearing the

include an executive conference center
airlines, concessionaires and companies

and runway incursions
planes keep a distance of 3 miles in js

his job, at an

the nation's

Logan is a (sticker at airport)

a

first use of in peacetime
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air raid

use of air power

air-raid shelter

air strike air strike

airstrike

airtight airtight seal

air traffic air traffic controller
air-traffic controller

air-traffic-control

air-traffic-control air-traffic-control field

air war air war

air-war headquarters

air-sea air-sea rescue team

air-to-air air-to-air missile

air-to-surface air-to-surface missile

aisle aisle seat

snack-food aisle

center aisle

alarm alarm bells
alarm clock
alarm system

burglary alarm
fire alarm
smoke alarm
stall alarm

three-alarm

first in peacetime

s
ordered up an ;
call in s on ground targets
Indian s

an

repeated inquiries from s
s had cleared the skies

(see air-traffic-control)

the

the against Serbia

had to radio in to the

an (copter and divers)

an

s
relaxing in his (plane flight)

salt-rich offerings in the

Easter merchandise is in the

civil rights activists sounded the

state-of-the-art s

middle-class homes sport --s
s in the high school were ringing so loudly
they were awakened by a at 4:30 a.m.
clear air turbulence set off a (plane)

(see three-alarm)
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alarming

six-alarm

false alarm

alarming letter
alarming news
alarming prediction
alarming proportions
alarming question
alarming rate

most alarming

(see six-alarm)

after a , here it was (Nobel Prize)

a woman wrote an to her school board
the most lately has been...
the is striking because...
the sex trade has reached
this may raise plenty of s
bad service drives away diners at an

(see most alarming)

Albanian-language Albanian-language newspaper

album

alcohol

photo album
studio album

alcohol abuse

alcohol ban

alcohol consumption
alcohol impairment
alcohol intake
alcohol level
alcohol problem
alcohol sales

alcohol treatment
alcohol use

alcohol-related

alcohol poisoning

alcohol-free

alcohol and tobacco

alcohol and other drugs

blood-alcohol

the

leafing through his
his previous sold 60,000 copies (music)

a psychiatrist specializing in ;
drug and ;
campaigns against at colleges
the city announced an for large parades;
the Yakima's (on tribal lands)

and rowdy behavior at soccer games
in cases of severe
questions attempting to quantify
the j, around five or six percent
a parent or other adult who has an

should be limited at games;
the Yakimas forbid (American Indians)
(see alcohol treatment)
their opinions on and abuse

(see alcohol-related)

killed by

(see alcohol-free)

eBay has banned sale of (Web auction site)

the abuse of correlates with domestic violence

(see blood-alcohol)
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alcohol-free

alcoholic

anti-alcohol

rubbing alcohol

(see anti-alcohol)

dab on your pimples

commonly ingested alcohol

'drug-and-alcohol

drugs and alcohol

abuse of alcohol

alcohol-free toner

Alcoholics Anonymous
alcoholic drink

chronic alcoholic

alcoholism family alcoholism

chronic alcoholism patients with

history of alcoholism the patient's raises concerns of...

alcohol-related alcohol-related causes he died of , in 1969

alcohol-related driving offense an

alcohol treatment alcohol treatment

alcohol-treatment program an

isopropyl alcohol is the second most

(see drug-and-alcohol)

the use of are prohibited on the river

the use and

s (cosmetics)

(m) an meeting
he ordered me an

some s may have a near-normal mental status;
a who killed two people while driving drunk

children exposed to or alcohol abuse

alert alert for (cult) activities

heat alert
smog alert

code yellow alert

"Stage 3" alert

be on full

declared a for the weekend
the ozone reading triggered a ;
LA suffered through 120 days of s

s (school drill for shots fired)

smog emergencies require a
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algae

alibi

alignment

all

increased alert

full alert

24-hour alert

state of alert

be-on-the-lookout alert

algae bloom

alibi witness

precise alignment

all-animal
all-civilian
all-corners
all-female
all-girl
all-news
all-night
all-nighter
all-purpose
all-race
all-road
all-sky
all-star
all-terrain
all-time
all-tournament
all-volunteer
all-weather
all-white

all-consuming
all-encompassing
all-knowing

all-around
all-out

military units were put on

be on for cult activities

Global Response Center will go on

a heightened

issued a for the vehicle

huge s in the Gulf of Mexico

twelve --s

a direct line of sight for '- (space station)

(see all-animal)
(see all-civilian)
(see all-comers)
(see all-female)
(see all-girl)
(see all-news)
(see all night)
(see all-nighter)
(see all-purpose)
(see all-race)
(see all-road)
(see all-sky)
(see all-star)
(see all-terrain)
(see all-time)
(see all-tournament)
(see all-volunteer)
(see all-weather)
(see all-white)

(see all-consuming)
(see all-encompassing)
(see all-knowing)

(see all-around)
(see all out)
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all-over (see all-over)

all-American (see all-American)
all-important (see all-important)
all-new (see all-new)
all-powerful (see all-powerful)

all-or-nothing (see all-or-nothing)

all-but-forgotten (see all-but-forgotten)

all-too-brief (see all-too-brief)
all-too-common (see all-too-common)
all-too-familiar (see all-too-familiar)
all-too-foreseeable (see all-too-foreseeable)
all-too-obvious (see all-too-obvious)
all-too-perfect (see all-too-perfect)

all-you-can-eat (see all-you-can-eat)

all-expenses-paid (see all-expenses-paid)

over-all (see over-all)

tell-all (see tell-all)
be-all (see be-all)

free-for-all (see free-for-all)

all-American all-American generosity their
all-American (good) looks

all-animal all-animal epic

all-around all-around student an

all-but-forgotten all-but-forgotten (vaccine) contaminant the

allegations allegations of... when defendants make torture

all-civilian all-civilian (police complaint) review board an

all-comer all - comers (high school) tournament the first
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all-consuming

alleged

all-consuming

alleged abuse
alleged incident
alleged massacre

alleged killings

alleged co-conspirator

alleged price fixing

all-encompassing all-encompassing

allergic

all-encompassing passion

allergic agents
allergic asthma
allergic diseases
allergic reaction
allergic response
allergic symptoms

allergic and toxic (m)

allergic to an antibiotic
allergic to the medicine
allergic to penicillin

allergic to shellfish

penicillin allergic (m)

allergic reaction allergic reaction

delayed allergic reaction

acute allergic reaction
severe allergic reaction
minor allergic reaction

the job was

the s described in your article
do you know anything about the
the near the Korean village (Korean War)

the of unarmed refugees (Korean War)

12 other s

an investigation into

he wanted something simple but ;
the excitement was so that...

an intense, passion

come from a variety of sources
is associated with a history of allergic diseases

a family history of
(see allergic reaction)
true s to gamma globulin are extremely rare
it is used for the symptomatic relief of (drug)

responses to arthropods

patients
unless the patient is
a patient describes herself as

patients who are

patients may use erythromycin

bee stings cause an ;
patients reporting an to penicillin

management of acute and s

probable cause of death was an
anaphylaxis refers to a in which...
antihistamines may be used to treat s
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allergy

acute and delayed allergic reactions management of
immediate or delayed allergic reactions treatment of

allergy trigger

all-expenses-paid all-expenses-paid trip

alley (street) alley fight
alleyways

Blood Alley
Death Alley
Silicon Alley
tornado alley

asthma and the effect of pets or other s

an to Microsoft headquarters;
an to Israel

an eye-gouging
a network of ; s clogged with rubbish

Death Alley, , that's what they call it (highway)
, Blood Alley, that's what they call it (highway)
the dot corn companies of (NYC)
spring in (U.S.)

garbage-piled alley a

alley (bowling) bowling alley a

all-female all-female academy
all-female team

all-girl all-girl band she formed an
all-girl school proponents of s

alliance business alliance announced a new
peer alliance kids who form dangerous s

the first s from the early 1800s
an

all-important

all-knowing

all-new

all-news

American-led alliance the

university-industry alliances and conflicts of interest

dynamics of (their) alliances the power (Hollywood)

all-important (copper oxide) layers
all-important line the
all-important war the

all-knowing narrator

all-new (Boeing) 717s

all-news radio

an

the first of 50

an item on WCBS

the
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all night all-night (dance) club s on the island of Ibiza
all-night party an
all-night session an
all-night (convenience) store an
all-night vigil an

all-nighter all-nighter pulled an

all-or-nothing all-or-nothing event an

allotted allotted time he rarely took all of his

all-out all out worked to make the deadline
all-out he coached

all-over

all-powerful

all-purpose

all-out effort an
all-out sprint an
all-out war an

all-out sealift an

all over (adv) looked for her missing key

all-over tan an

all-powerful commander an of Stalin's guard

all-purpose answer
all-purpose guide
all-purpose structure

the best
popular s like Fodor's
an

all-race all-race elections (South Africa)

all-road all-road (all-weather) HMMWV the is suitable for rough terrain

ails overalls he wore mud-caked bib

all-sky all-sky map an (astronomy)

all-star All-Star roster replaced Mike Piazza on the (baseball)

all-star ambulance chasers
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all-terrain

all-time

all-too-brief

all-too-common

all-too-familiar

all-too-foreseeable

all-too-obvious

all-too-perfect

all-tournament

all-volunteer

all-you-can-eat

all-weather

all-white (race)

almond

almost

almost-final

alone

all-terrain vehicle s (see ATV)

all-time favorite
all-time high
alltime list
all-time low

an
the murder rate reached an in 1980
her time was second best on the (sports)
at an

all-time leading scorer the state's (basketball)

all-too-brief period

all-too-common exception can't ignore the s
all-too-common problem itchy privates is an

all-too-familiar type an

all-too-familiar sense of resignation an

all-too-foreseeable result the

all-too-obvious lights the

all-too-perfect boy an

all-tournament team he was named to the (basketball)

all-volunteer force the draft versus an

all-you-can-eat buffet s
all-weather capability s
all-weather route an

all-weather HMMWV the all-road, -- is suited to rough terrain

all-white jury

almond tree

almost-final

almost-final version

stand-alone

he was convicted by an

under an

(see almost- final)

we're frantically handing out s

(see stand-alone)
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along

alphabet

alpine

already

already-successful

altercation

sing-along

alphabet

alphabet reform

world's (14) alphabets

Arabic alphabet
Cyrillic alphabet
Greek alphabet
Latin alphabet

alpine area
alpine resort
Alpine village

Alpine ski slope
alpine winter route

already-successful

(see sing-along)

the Georgians created one of the world's 14 s

the underway in Azerbaijan

the Georgians created one of the

the
reading in the
the ancient
(see Latin alphabet)

the s serve as pastures during summer
the of Davos (Switzerland)
went on a shooting spree in a small

5
a classic (climbing)

(see already-successful)

already-successful efforts its to reduce working hours

altercation-related (see altercation-related)

road rage altercation a ended in one death

altercation-related altercation-related injuries are more frequent in inner cities

altered

alternate

alternate-side

computer-altered
gene-altered

genetically altered

alternate location
alternate route
alternate-side

primary and alternate (m)

alternate-side parking

(see computer-altered)
(see gene-altered)

(see genetically altered)

the marines were directed to move to an
use the if patrol makes contact with enemy
(see alternate-side)

routes to and from the objective (military)
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alternating alternating current

alternative

altitude

aluminum

alternative-health (m)
alternative source

alternative high school

acceptable alternative
better alternative

versus direct current (electricity)

leafing through magazines
find s of income

it is an official New York City

this (drug dosage) is an for adults
until somebody comes up with a

cost-effective alternative a

altitude limit
altitude sickness

altitude of 33,000 feet

altitude, speed and path

plume altitude

cruising altitude

high-altitude
maximum altitude

middle-altitude

high- and low-altitude

speed and altitude

aluminum-bodied
aluminum-skinned

aluminum-bodied aluminum-bodied van

aluminum-skinned

alumni

always-colorful

amateur

aircraft are subject to strict weight and s
pills to prevent (Ladakh)

the flight left its cruising

the mission profile includes (helicopter)

information about (volcanic eruption)

the flight left its of 33,000 feet

(see high-altitude)
pilots calculate their ;
the is dependent on weight (planes)
(see middle-altitude)

(see high- and low-altitude)

causing it gradually to lose (space station)

(see aluminum-bodied)
(see aluminum-skinned)

an

aluminum-skinned telescope an eye-catching

alumni magazine

always-colorful parade

amateur paleontologist

a recent article in the Harvard

in the -- (Gay Pride parade)

he is a doctor and
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amazing

Ambassador

ambulance

ambush

amazing fact
amazing period
amazing story
amazing thing

here's an about X you might not be aware of
this of sustained growth
some of the most js (told by veterans)
ant that's the ...

amazing role model an

most amazing (see most amazing)

Clinton-appointed Ambassador the new,

ambulance crew
ambulance service
ambulance team

an responded to a call at...
the reservation has no
members of the

ambulance response time could mean longer js

air ambulance the only chance for survival is by
air ambulance (m) patients may require transport

fully stocked ambulance it allows s to get back into service quickly

ambush coordinates
ambush mission
ambush patrol
ambush plan
ambush point
ambush site
ambush team
ambush technique
ambush zone

ambush kill zone

ambush and raid

area ambush
enemy ambush
enemy ambush (m)
night ambush
point ambush

reached the
a gunman on an
took charge of the platoon's
developing his (category, type, and formation)
steep grades and S-turns make good s (roads)
the patrol got to the
having the forward s hold their fire until...
squads use appropriate js
streets can be highly effective js (warfare)

in the

the two types of combat patrol missions are

platoons conduct s on trails, streams
to protect the platoon from s
analyze route recon info for likely sites
his platoon was deployed in a (Vietnam)
in a j, deploy to attack in a single kill zone

counterambush (and reaction) forces
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amendment

amenity

antiarmor ambush
pre-dawn ambush

stay-behind ambush

gangland-style ambush

outlying ambush

L-shaped ambush
squad-sized ambush

deliberate ambush
far ambush
hasty ambush
near ambush

well-planned ambush

planning an (armor-killer team)
three were killed in the

squads for flank guards, s, rear security

in a

s (versus the principle ambush)

the is used at a bend in a trail, road, stream
the platoon leader may establish a

a is conducted at a specific time
in a S (beyond hand-grenade range)
a platoon or squad conducts a when it...
in a (within hand-grenade range)

a

signs of an ambush watch for (military)
success of his ambush how dismounted enemy will affect the

kill zone for an ambush don't leave tracks in the (military)

assault or ambush the location for the
raids and ambushes special-purpose attacks include (military)

initiation and conduct of the ambush instructions concerning the

crime bill amendment the 1994
victims'-rights amendment 30 states have 's

balanced budget amendment the

First Amendment (m) it is a violation of my rights

letter of amendment he presented a -- to his agency's contract
version of the amendment a revised

magnet and amenity waterfronts are a for downtown development

a performing arts center and other amenities (Austin)
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America

American

America's homeless

mid-America

gay America

programs to help

(see mid-America)

a spokesman for

late-twentieth-century America

corporate America

parts of America
side of America

American Indian
American life
American mythology
American standards
American-style

American Book Award

American-built
American-designed
American-educated
American-funded
American-led
American-made
American-raised
American-sponsored
American-trained

all-American
anti-American
inter-American
non-American
un-American

African-American
Asian-American
European-American
Japanese-American
Korean-American
Mexican-American
Polish-American

in

selling database software to

one of the most beautiful
the pitiless

(see American Indian)
the war forever changed (W.W. II)
cars, wandering loneliness, love (music)
Georgia is a small country by
(see American-style)

(see American Book Award)

(see American-built)
(see American-designed)
(see American-educated)
(see American-funded)
(see American-led)
(see American-made)
(see American-raised)
(see American-sponsored)
(see American-trained)

(see all-American)
(see anti-American)
(see inter-American)
(see non-American)
(see un-American)

(see African-American)
(see Asian-American)
(see European-American)
(see Japanese-American)
(see Korean-American)
(see Mexican-American)
(see Polish-American)
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American Book Award
American Book Award-winning (see American Book Award-winning)

American Book Award-winning
American Book Award-winning memoir the

American-built American-built she's (boat)

American-designed American-designed reconstruction was largely

American-educated American-educated linguist an

American-funded American-funded army the

American Indian American Indian sites anthropologists have excavated

Americanism anti-Americanism (see anti-Americanism)

American-led American-led alliance the alliance
American-led globalization

American-made American-made products

American-raised American-raised artist an Irish-born,

American-sponsored
American-sponsored peace conference an peace conference

American-style American-style cheerleaders with ;
American-style innovations one of his was...(business)

American-trained American-trained Atlacatl Battalion

ammo (see ammunition)

ammonia ammonia levels his shot way up

the elite,

ammunition ammunition bearer the digs a one-man fighting position
(actual) ammunition can waterproof s

ammunition carousel rounds in the belly-mounted (enemy tanks)
ammunition consumption arrangements must be made to sustain ;

may be high (sustained suppressive fires)
ammunition convoy s receive fully accompanied MP security
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ammunition dump in a magazine, or at an ;
installations and facilities (fuel and js, etc.)

ammunition magazine a bomb ignited the ship's forward
ammunition package js are prepared in the rear area...
ammunition pouches training in storing hand grenades on
ammunition procedures supply points are set up using authorized
ammunition requirements coordination of ;

identify normal daily
ammunition shipments ammunition officers for into division sectors;

adjustments to scheduled
fuel-storage tanks and facilities (military)

for corps units
ammunition storage (m)
ammunition support
ammunition transportation (m) having their own support available
ammunition vehicle captives can be evacuated on empty s;

space s at 100-meter intervals

ammunition resupply the platoon sergeant begins coordination for

ammunition supply point (ASP)
ammunition transfer pointauthorizes Class V issue by the

ammunition handling and inspection procedures

ammunition for the (crew-served) gun (HMMWV)

ammunition, casualty, and equipment (ACE) (m) provide reports to...
ammunition and fuel consumables, such as ' (military resupply)
ammunition, food, water, and medical supplies be sure the platoon has
ammunition, rations, water, and communications gear

artillery ammunition
blank ammunition
chemical ammunition
mortar ammunition
Patriot ammunition
plastic ammunition

expenditures of tank and rises in the desert
training with , plastic ammunition

contained a high explosive has a yellow band
hand grenades and
high tonnage will be stocked in ASPs
training with blank ammunition,

tank (and artillery) ammunition the expenditure of in the desert
tracer ammunition he fired through the jungle canopy

tank and artillery ammunition
the expenditure of may be increased (desert warfare vs Europe)

air and missile defense (AMD) ammunition stockage of --
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small arms ammunition (for individual weapons)

on-board ammunition when the is set off (K-Kill, tank)

exploding ammunition despite the intense heat and , he... (copter)

damaged or misfired ammunition a dud pit for

aviation ammunition
live ammunition
nuclear ammunition

is usually issue at an aviation supply point
soldiers firing had wounded...

supply points (NASPs)

non-nuclear ammunition

7.62 mm ammunition 16 crates of
40-millimeter ammunition the MK19 GMG's is fired...

amount of ammunition report the expended
boxes (or pallets) of ammunition
crates of ammunition 16
demand for ammunition strained by the for ammunition
expenditure of ammunition the will vary far more (desert warfare)
pallets of ammunition boxes or (military)
rounds of ammo an assault rifle, a pistol, and 1,000
shortage of ammunition if an emergency occurs, the corps can use...
stockage of (air and missile defense (AMD)) ammunition
supplies of ammunition may become depleted
types of ammunition firing of certain may be restricted by supply

boxes or pallets of ammunition
mix and quantity of ammunition the right to the right place at the...

security for the ammunition providing ' during ground movement

equipment and ammunition its large cargo area holds (HMMWV)
equipment, ammunition, and gear all is loaded on the vehicles
firearms and ammunition eBay has banned sales of (online auction)
fuel and ammunition for the employment of aviation units
personnel, ammunition, supplies, and essential equipment status of
petroleum, oils, lubricants (POL), and ammunition supplies of
supply and ammunition (m) ' shelters, sleeping or resting shelters
weapons and ammunition decide what are needed

food, medicine, weapons, ammunition, or other items of military use
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ammunition (other) ammunition for critics provide

amnesty amnesty application De Kock's (South Africa)
amnesty decree releasing prisoners following an

amoral

amount

amnesty for terrorists there would be no held in Britain

amoral escapade a limited-audience,

amount of (diplomatic) activity a tremendous
amount of aid the kind of aid and for Russia
amount of ammunition report the j expended
amount of attention the story received an enormous
amount of (hallway) chatter a fair (at work)
amount of work an ever-multiplying

amount (of ammo) expended report the
amounts spent a statement listing check numbers and

ever-multiplying amount an of work

recommended amount taking five times the (sports)

fair amount
maximum amount
tremendous amount

a of hallway chatter (at work)
the the port could handle
a of diplomatic activity on Bosnia

ever-larger amount invest s

amphetamines amphetamines, cocaine or other drugs uses (domestic violence)

traces of amphetamines were found in his body

ample ample rainfall the area has had

ample warning signs there were -- (psychotic breakdown)

amusement amusement park (see amusement park)

amusement park amusement park part museum, part ;
s are cashing in on the Halloween season

amusement park water slide a river is not an
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anal

analgesic

analysis

analyst

anaphylactic

anarchist

anarchy

anatomical

anatomy

anal fissure
anal intercourse

oral-anal

oral analgesics

hemorrhoids or --s
and HIV

(see oral-anal)

prescribe (e.g., acetaminophen)

analysis of a (subject) area a detailed

character analysis
intelligence analysis
terrain analysis

cost-benefit analysis

detailed analysis
final analysis
nutritional analysis

incessant
this will create difficulty for our

for ground operations (military)

doing a ;
the project flunked a

a of a subject area
I think in the , it is likely that...
a of the two dinners indicates...

analysts' earnings estimates

intelligence analyst
studio analyst

airline analyst

American --s revised their estimates
the for ESPN2's Friday Night Fights

finance specialists, --s and pilots (planes)

electronic commerce analyst an

national-security analyst a

anaphylactic shock a violent systemic shutdown known as

anarchist rally at an in Portland

warfare, anarchy, and ethnic cleansing that engulfed the region

anatomical abnormalities

anatomy course

female anatomy

the possibility of must be entertained

--s at the morgue

ethnographic study of --
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ancestor

anchor (ship)

anchor (person)

anchorage

ancient

ancient-looking

and

andro

andro-based

anecdotal

anemia

anesthesiologist

angel

angel-faced

ancestors' courage
ancestor's grave
ancestors' heritage
ancestors' land

lands of their ancestors
portraits of his ancestors

anchor line

anchorage

CNBC anchor

winter anchorage

favorite anchorage

ancient (Chinese) custom
ancient history

ancient monument
ancient statues
ancient (British) tradition

ancient-looking

ancient-looking tree roots

their during the war
he visited his and placed a headstone
blacksmith was part of his
they should respect our

they were forced to leave the (Nez Perce)
a room filled with

we head down the (diving)

(see anchorage)

the fast-talking

here was a favorite

his (on the river)

the of concubinage
they included social history, and...;
it was (a previous girlfriend)

the destruction of in Afghanistan
an is under fire (fox hunting)

(see ancient-looking)

(for a selection of collocations with and, see Appendix 1)

andro-based

andro-based supplements

anecdotal evidence

sickle cell anemia

(see andro-based)

the makers of (sports)

versus reliable statistics

she had

supervising anesthesiologist the -- at the operation

angel-faced

angel-faced child

(see angel-faced)

the who fibs
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angelic angelic-looking

angelic-looking angelic-looking boys

anger anger management

anger and frustration

growing anger

grief and anger

anger management anger management

anger management class

angle (base) rectangle
triangle

angle (other) angle of flight

camera angle
slope angle

45-degree angle

sharp angle
eccentric angle

angry

(see angelic-looking)

(see anger management)

we have so much (a native Hawaiian)

a toward the accused (murder trial)

the still runs strong (murder)

recommended for him

the judge ordered him to attend

(see rectangle)
(see triangle)

insects constantly alter their

s, lighting strategies (films)
and avalanche danger

a

the submarine is lying at a
the of the property line

angry calls and death threats
angry demands that I get in touch with him (dating)
angry employee an fatally shooting co-workers
angry individual s enter public buildings with guns
angry question a volley of s
angry (out-of-control) rebel the (teenage personality type)

angry-looking

angry and emotional

angry-looking angry-looking man

angst-ridden

(see angry-looking)

people are going to be really

an

angst-ridden young musician with s
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animal animal attack
animal bite
animal bones
animal's cage
animal charity
animal death
animal experiment
animal-feed
animal's fur
animal-growth
animal life
animal-protection (m)
animal rabies
animal rights
animal science
animal shelter
animal shipment
animal studies
animal tissue
animal tissue (m)
animal trials
animal welfare (m)
animal-welfare (m)

animal blood bank

farm animal

laboratory animal
land animal
research animals
stray animal

all-animal

domesticated animal
stuffed animal

warmblooded animals

the possibilities of a savage
many s go unreported...
tests on stone tools and burned
the boy reached into the
auctioned off to benefit 5
if any unusual --s occur
s showed...
(see animal-feed)
pollen or other plant material in the
(see animal-growth)
the variety of plant and is incredible

groups
60% of all documented occurs in raccoons
(see animal rights)
earned a degree in
4 million dogs end up in s
labs that have received 5
the will be conducted on dogs
the use of for medical purposes
plastic and condoms aren't recommended
high doses killed baboons in
biomedical scientists and activists
an coalition

the nation's four national s ship blood...

s, grazing at midday...;
rescuing abandoned and abused --s
rats, mice and birds make up 95% of s
the largest

all too often live under cruel conditions
(see stray animal)

(see all-animal)

s versus their wild forebears
scooped up an armful of s

genetically altered animals

rabid animal

have one aorta

exposure to brain tissue or CFS of a (rabies)
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animal-feed

animal-growth

animal rights

animated

ankle

small animal

sacrifice of an animal

plants and animals

dog, cat or other animal

animal-feed store

animal-growth promoters

animal rights

animal-rights activists
animal rights activists
animal-rights advocates
animal rights groups
animal-rights people

animated discussion
animated short

computer-animated

ankle bracelet
ankle dislocation
ankle fracture
ankle joint
ankle injury

ankle-length
ankle region
ankle splints
ankle sprain

ankle deep

fractured ankle
injured ankle
sprained ankle

birds and s find food and cover

the is a tradition (for Eid Al-Adha)

the park has a diverse collection of ;
the area's unique communities of ;
the rare at Devil's Courthouse

if a has bitten a pediatric patient

hormones used as

and fur coats
opposed killing stray dogs

under pressure from

engaged in while sipping tea
live-action and s (short films)

(see computer-animated)

their silver s tinkling (India)
reduction of an
the most common
rehabilitation to regain strength of
out of action with an j;
s and sports and recreational activities
(see ankle-length)
pain in the

are commercially available
s are classified into 3 grades

(see ankle deep)

he suffered a
elevate to reduce swelling and pain
wrapping a
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ankle deep

dominant ankle the is more like injured than the nondominant

dislocation of the ankle

ankle deep

ankle-deep water in

ankle-deep emergency leak an

a warehouse in pigeon droppings

ankle-length ankle-length jumpers

annals

anniversary

announcement

annals of exploration the most haunting story in the
annals of (language) history Hebrew is unique in the

annals of snowboarding a landmark feat in the (Mt. McKinley)

anniversary dinner where the was held

anniversary of the (nation's deadliest) disaster the 100th
anniversary of the murder the fifth

anniversary of the (deadly) bombing Saturdays one-year

wedding anniversary

one-year anniversary

first-anniversary
fifth anniversary
25th-anniversary
thirtieth-anniversary
thirty-fifth anniversary
100th anniversary

asked her the date of their

Saturday's (bombings);
our was coming up (relationship);
he would have celebrated his with...(job)

(see first-anniversary)
(see fifth anniversary)
(see twenty- fifth-anniversary)
(see thirtieth-anniversary)
on the of the Gideon decision
the celebration of the of his birth;
this is the of the nation's deadliest disaster

two-hundredth anniversary the

six-month anniversary he spaced on your (relationship)

celebration of the anniversary the

announcement of the (research) contract the
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announcer

annoyance

annual

merger announcement
security announcement
surprise announcement

in the wake of the
this is a (airport)
after Fidel's

loudspeaker announcements guided the pilgrims (Haj)
public-service announcement s touting the military

wake of the (merger) announcement in the

fight announcer Michael Buffer, the (boxing)

public address announcer the (at a college-basketball game)
P.A. announcer the at the Dream Classic (basketball)

play-by-play announcer the

now-and-then annoyance tension headaches are s

annual convention
annual examination
annual gathering

annual growth
annual incidence

staged its in Charlotte, NC
she missed several s (child with pacemaker)
an (of architects);
the largest of Muslims (Haj)
near-double-digit
the of human anthrax has steadily declined

annual (Gay Pride) parade the (New York City)
annual pilgrimage they've made the for 12 years (sports);

Muslims performing the (Haj)
annual report (see annual report)
annual survey conducts an (of the snowpack)

annual award dinner
annual budget skirmish
annual career day
annual dog show
annual family reunion
annual float trip
annual homicide total
annual honor roll
annual merit raise
annual mosquito survey
annual peer review
annual refugee quota
annual rush meeting

the (golfing)
subject to s
during the at the regional high school
the Asheville Kennel Club held its
at our
an
the District's has plunged
on its of worthy Canadians
4 percent s for salaried workers
the state's
teachers would be subject to
the country's total of 12,000
the at Delta Kappa Epsilon
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annual report

annulment

anonymity

anonymous

another (noun)

another (det)

answer

annual wind speed the average

annual drug-cost increases
annual prescription-drug sales $16 billion in

annual Christmas party at her

annual dancing procession
annual funding battle
annual marching season
annual training conference

the in Echternach
js on Capitol Hill
the (Protestants in North Ireland)
the battalion's

annual storytelling festival (Ireland)

annual Thanksgiving weekend celebration the
annual Thanksgiving weekend football showdown its

biannual (see biannual)

annual report in its most recent to stockholders

company's annual report a "going concern" warning in the

most recent annual report in its to stockholders

annulment proceeding the bride has begun js

condition of anonymity speaking on (government official)

anonymous call
anonymous letter
anonymous person

she received an (prosecutor)
the allegations in the were unfounded
an contacted the district attorney

Alcoholics Anonymous (m) an meeting
Gamblers Anonymous (m) Monday meetings of the local chapter

another's distress

another part

answer key

quiz answers

the ability to respond to

forces facing the enemy in of the zone

using js to correct students' responses

cheaters transmit via pager
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answered

answering

multiple-choice answer

definitive answer
easy answer
final answer
obvious answer
quick answer
right answer
simple answer

fill-in-the-blank answer

battle for answers
search for answers

in search of answers

unanswered

answering machine

answering machine answering machine

ant

anthem

anthrax

if the s are given in ascending order

could find no to what caused the crash
there are no s (to a political problem)
is that your (television quiz show)
the didn't make sense (disease)
it's the S, but not for the long term (shortage)
there is no
there is not one to solving the problem

the usual s

the one last battle, the (Agent Orange)
the should start with...

to their kids' sleep problems

(see unanswered)

(see answering machine)

left a message on the

answering-machine message

ants or other bugs

fire ants

national anthem

anthrax aerosol
anthrax attack
anthrax bomb
anthrax case
anthrax infection
anthrax threat
anthrax toxin
anthrax vaccination
anthrax vaccine

anthrax outbreak

human anthrax

an message

hallucination of ' crawling over the skin

can make life miserable

the country's

following exposure to an (BW)
should an be confirmed (bioweapons)
the British tested on Gruinard Island
6,500 s and 100 fatalities
measures to prevent ' include vaccination
Fairfax man accused of
the s, like many bacterial and plant toxins
(see anthrax vaccination)
questions about the

the Sverdlovsk of 1979

the annual incidence of has steadily declined
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anthrax vaccination

cutaneous anthrax
gastrointestinal anthrax
inhalational anthrax
meningeal anthrax

the treatment of has been oral penicillin
begins with nonspecific symptoms of...
has a mortality rate approaching 100%
has a very poor prognosis

8,500 liters of anthrax Iraq produced for use during the Gulf War

cases of anthrax in 1958, 100,000 occurred worldwide
diagnosis of anthrax difficulty in achieving timely microbiological
incidence of (human) anthrax the annual has steadily declined
release of anthrax an intentional by a bioterrorist in a US city;

an accidental in Sverdlovsk, Soviet Union
strains of anthrax most naturally occurring are...
use of anthrax as a biological warfare agent

antibiotics for anthrax FDA-approved
treatment for anthrax penicillin is the first-line , unless...

plague, anthrax, syphilis, and other agents exposed victims to

anthrax vaccination program the Pentagon's mandatory

anthropology anthropology department chairman of the

anti antiabortion
antiair
anti-alcohol
anti-Americanism
antiarmor
antibacterial
antiblight
antibody
antibusiness
anticancer
anticoagulant
anticollision
anticonvulsant
anticrime
antidepressant
antidevelopment
antidisturbance
anti-drug

(see antiabortion)
(see antiair)
(see anti-alcohol)
(see anti-Americanism)
(see antiarmor)
(see antibacterial)
(see antiblight)
(see antibody)
(see antibusiness)
(see anticancer)
(see anticoagulant)
(see anticollision)
(see anticonvulsant)
(see anticrime)
(see antidepressant)
(see antidevelopment)
(see antidisturbance)
(see anti-drug)
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anti-establishment (see anti-establishment)
antifog (see antifog)
anti-foreigner (see anti-foreigner)
anti-gang (see anti-gang)
antigay (see antigay)
anti-government (see anti-government)
anti-gun (see anti-gun)
antihistamine (see antihistamine)
anti-homosexual (see anti-homosexual)
anti-immigrant (see anti-immigrant)
anti-immigration (see anti-immigration)
anti-Judaism (see anti-Judaism)
anti-litter (see anti-litter)
anti-mine (see anti-mine)
anti-missile (see anti-missile)
anti-nausea (see anti-nausea)
anti-noise (see anti-noise)
anti-rape (see anti-rape)
anti-Semitism (see anti-Semitism)
anti-slavery (see anti-slavery)
antitank (see antitank)
anti-tax (see anti-tax)
antiterrorist (see antiterrorist)
antitheft (see antitheft)
antitobacco (see antitobacco)
anti-Vietnam (see anti-Vietnam)
anti-violence (see anti-violence)
anti-virus (see anti-virus)
antiwar (see antiwar)

antiaircraft (see antiaircraft)
anti-child-labor (see anti-child-labor)
anti-death-penalty (see anti-death-penalty)

anti-G (see anti-G)

antilock (see antilock)
antifreeze (see antifreeze)
antitamper (see anti-tamper)

anti-clotting (see anti-clotting)
anti-doping (see anti-doping)
anti-grazing (see anti-grazing)
antihacking (see antihacking)
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antiabortion

antiair

antiaircraft

anti-alcohol

anti-American

anti-Americanism

anti-lynching
anti-rolling
antismoking

anti-cockfighting

anti-American
antibacterial
antibiotic
anti-competitive
antidiarrheal
antidiuretic
anti-malarial
antinuclear
antipersonnel
anti-psychotic
antireligious
anti-scientific
antisocial
antiviral
anti-Western

antiabortion activists
antiabortion fanatics
anti-abortion forces
antiabortion movement
antiabortion violence
anti-abortion zealots

anti-air warfare

anti-aircraft artillery
antiaircraft fire
anti-aircraft fire
antiaircraft weapon

anti-aircraft artillery site

anti-alcohol program

anti-American sentiment

anti-Americanism

(see anti-lynching)
(see anti-rolling)
(see antismoking)

(see anti-cockfighting)

(see anti-American)
(see antibacterial)
(see antibiotic)
(see anti-competitive)
(see antidiarrheal)
(see antidiuretic)
(see anti-malarial)
(see antinuclear)
(see antipersonnel)
(see anti-psychotic)
(see antireligious)
(see anti-scientific)
(see antisocial)
(see antiviral)
(see anti-Western)

a verdict against
stir up

the
escalating

have committed murder

(AAW)

fired on planes

the ' wasn't accurate
an

they targeted

heads the tribe's program

would be strengthened
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antiarmor

antibacterial

antibiotic

antiarmor ambush
antiarmor mine

planning an (armor-killer team)
a command-detonated placed in the kill zone;
the remote (RAAM) utilizes a SFF warhead

antiarmor weapons systems place tanks and on avenues of approach

antibacterial soap scrub your feet with (smelly feet)

antibiotic combination
antibiotic prophylaxis
antibiotic treatments

antibiotics for anthrax

antibiotic-resistant

oral antibiotics
IV antibiotics

oral or topical antibiotics

s may be required (contaminated wounds)
patients with chronic illness should receive

for syphilis and gonorrhea

FDA-approved

(see antibiotic-resistant)

give one dose of IV antibiotics and start
give one dose of and start oral antibiotics

a brief course of

prescription for antibiotics get a (urinary tract infection)

course of (oral or topical) antibiotics a brief

antibiotic-resistant antibiotic-resistant microbes s
antibiotic-resistant staph infection a type of

antiblight

antibody

antibusiness

anticancer

anti-child-labor

anticipated

anti-clotting

antiblight program

rabies antibodies

anti-business

anticancer treatment

anti-child-labor initiative

much-anticipated

big-city s

can be detected (from previous vaccination)

he was too stridently

an

create an (Brazil)

(see much-anticipated)

stronger-than-anticipated (see stronger-than-anticipated)

anti-clotting drugs like aspirin
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anticoagulant

anti-cockfighting

anticollision

anti-competitive

anticonvulsant

anticrime

anti-death-penalty

antidepressant

antidevelopment

antidiarrheal

antidisturbance

antidiuretic

anti-doping

antidote

oral anticoagulants patients that are taking

anti-cockfighting bill an (Oklahoma)
anti-cockfighting campaign the chairman of the (Oklahoma)
anti-cockfighting crusade successful s in Missouri and Arizona
anti-cockfighting lobby the (in Oklahoma)

anticollision beacon flashing its
anti-collision equipment an alarm from on-board (plane)

anti-competitive practices the company used

anticonvulsant agent
anticonvulsant therapy

anticrime bill
anti-crime program
anti-crime legislation

the of choice is magnesium sulfate
repeated or prolonged seizures indicate

an
Giuliani's

anti-death-penalty groups churches and

anti-depressant medication

antidepressant side effects include nausea, nervousness...

top-selling antidepressant Lilly's

Prozac or other antidepressants

antidevelopment fight the

antidiarrheal agents decrease the frequency of diarrheal stools

antidisturbance devices munitions that have
antidisturbance (and antitamper) features a munition with (a mine)

antidisturbance and antitamper (m) features (a mine)

antidiuretic effect Oxytocin has an intrinsic

anti-doping agency international (sports)

chemical-warfare antidoteatropine, a
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anti-drug

anti-establishment

antifog

anti-foreigner

antifreeze

anti-G

anti-gang

anti gay

anti-government

anti-grazing

anti-gun

antihacking

antihistamine

anti-homosexual

anti-immigrant

anti-immigration

anti-Judaism

anti-litter

anti-drug efforts
anti-drug laws
anti-drug propaganda

Columbia's
tough
simplistic

anti-establishment views prison terms strengthen

antifog navigational equipment aircraft

anti-foreigner backlash led to an

antifreeze methanol is found in paints, , moonshine

antifreeze requirements are the same (desert vs temperate warfare)

anti-G suit an

anti-gang units

anti-gay persecution and even violence

anti-gay advocacy organization the nation's largest
antigay Web site a minister runs a virulently

anti-government sentiment anti-tax and

anti-grazing activists (livestock)

anti-gun litigation
anti-gun campaigns communities have created

antihacking education program fund an

oral antihistamine an epinephrine auto-injector and ' (anaphylaxis)

anti-homosexual jokes he was a target for

anti-immigrant movementhis movement

anti-immigration campaign s have attracted support

Christian anti-Judaism reflect a

anti-litter program initiated an
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antilock antilock brakes (for autos)

anti-lynching anti-lynching legislation

anti-malarial anti-malarial drugs have been in short supply

anti-mine anti-mine coalition the
anti-mine campaigner --s

anti-missile

anti-nausea

anti-noise

antinuclear

antimissile battery
antimissile system
anti-missile test

an Army Patriot
Israel is developing a more advanced
the has drawn close attention

anti-nausea drugs , painkillers

anti-noise activist
anti-noise group
anti-noise initiative
anti-noise momentum
anti-noise sentiment

successful --s
has launched some --s
the appears to be growing

is growing

antinuclear activist one of India's best-known --s

antipersonnel mine antipersonnel mine 110 million --s in the ground
anti-personnel mine four s

anti-personnel mine exports or imports
AP minefield the UMZ can launch an AT or
antipersonnel mine production (see antipersonnel mine production)

blast AP mine

fragmentation AP mine

the M14 mine is a low-metallic, ;
a injures through the direct blast effect
a creates casualties from shrapnel

M14 AP mine the is a low metallic blast mine
MI 6 AP mine the is a bounding fragmentation mine
M18AI antipersonnel mine the ' (Claymore)

bounding-fragmentation AP mine the M16-series mine is a

artillery-delivered antipersonnel mine (ADAM)
prong-activated AP mine a
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trip-wire-activated AP mine a

production of anti-personnel mines
stockpiling of anti-personnel mines
transfer of anti-personnel mines
use of anti-personnel mines

the
the
the
the

stockpile of antipersonnel mines Ukraine's

antipersonnel mine production
antipersonnel mine production facility de-commissioning of s

anti-psychotic anti-psychotic drug ten milligrams of an every day

antique

anti-rape

antireligious

anti-rolling

anti-scientific

anti-Semitism

anti-slavery

antismoking

antisocial

antique dealer
antique show
antiques store

pinball antique

anti-rape activists

antireligious

anti-rolling device

anti-scientific extremes

Nazi anti-Semitism

anti-slavery activism
anti-slavery activists
anti-slavery movement

antismoking activists
antismoking advocates
antismoking campaign
anti-smoking campaign
antismoking ordinances

antisocial activity
antisocial behavior
anti-social behavior

bought three Clovis points from an
flea markets, garage sales, and s
the where I had bought the rug

prized s sell for $5,000

have made some progress

his letters are

an

a recent article on

persecution in Mauritania for
activists

an underground

health advocates and
to the chagrin of

an campaign
the begun in the 1980s
cities and towns with

as a result of abuse
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antitamper anti-tamper device

antitank

antitank mine

anti-tax

antiterrorist

antitheft

antitobacco

anti-Vietnam

anti-violence

antiviral

anti-virus

anti-war

anti-Western

anxiety

antitank mine
AT mine
antitank weapon

anti-tank minefield
antitank minefield

anti-tank mine
AT mine
AT mine (m)

blast AT mine

M19 AT mine

anti-tax sentiment

antiterrorist measures

antitheft device

antitobacco activists

anti-Vietnam

anti-violence rally

antiviral prophylaxis

anti-virus program

anti-war demonstrators
anti-war disruptions
anti-war protest
anti-war protestors

anti-Western sentiment

anxiety attack
anxiety disorder
anxiety level

an

(see antitank mine)
(see antitank mine)
small arms, s, Claymore mines, grenades...

s and World War II
a standard

one , four anti-personnel mines
an produces a M-Kill or a K-Kill

emplacement in urban, industrial areas

the M15 is a blast

the is a low-metallic, square-shaped mine

s (for autos)

argue that...

he was (opposed to the war)

organizers of an in Birmingham

triple is indicated (possible HIV infection)

update and run your regularly

an

as ran high in the Arab world

he was suffering bad 's
's are the most common mental illness
my was mounting...
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anxiety-provoking

anxious

apart

apartheid

apartheid-era

apartment

anxiety-provoking

performance anxiety

public anxiety
public's anxiety
separation anxiety

growing anxiety

chronic anxiety
extreme anxiety
intense anxiety
social anxiety

(see anxiety-provoking)

and low expectations;
stage fright and

has taken a firm hold (mad-cow disease)
politicians rushed to allay the
dogs left alone are prone to

with , he watched...

may require psychotherapy and anxiolytics
found him in a state of

over your health can stem from...
the emotional vulnerability and (weddings)

state of (extreme) anxiety found him in a

depression and anxiety they feel all year long
depression or anxiety (battered women)
fear and anxiety reduce the (buying a car)

apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety... (alcohol withdrawal)

anxiety-provoking

anxious inquiries

breed apart

apartheid-era

apartheid-era atrocities

apartheid-era henchman

apartment block
apartment building
apartment complex

apartment door
apartment-rental

basement apartment

entertaining and

Christian bulletin boards were filled with

made them a (W.W. II veterans)

(see apartheid-era)

a showcase of (South Africa)

a notorious (South Africa)

poplar-shaded streets lined with s
a pre-war brick
giant state-owned 5;
found her dead in her bed in an ;
a bustling on Via Taranto
knocked on the
(see apartment-rental)

a in the north Bronx
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apartment-rental

apathy

apology

apoplectic-faced

Appalachian

apparatus

apparel

apparent

studio apartment
tenement apartment

one-bedroom apartment
two-bedroom apartment

third-floor apartment

off-campus apartment

well-located apartment
family-sized apartment

living in a basement in Brooklyn
her mother's fifth-floor on Tremont

lives in a
the key to a

a

security guards inspect locks at s

a sunny, snug,
a

un-air-conditioned apartment

cramped apartment

furnished apartment

I sat in an apartment

no room for wasted space in Sophie's

a small, above a garage

apartment-rental agreement two reference on his

apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety...(alcohol withdrawal)

voter apathy

letter of apology an elaborate ' was written

long-sought apology a

apoplectic-faced man an

Appalachian Mountains this lovely portion of the (Tennessee)

suction apparatus

apparel company
apparel retailer

apparent cause
apparent effort
apparent injury
apparent motive

a with a plastic nozzle

Nike, the largest in the U.S.
the world's largest on-line

the of death was anaphylaxis
in an to protect her feelings
neither suffered any --s
no signs of forced entry, no (murders)

apparent (medical) problem there was no
apparent reason they were murdered for no j;
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apparent success
apparent victim

apparent terrorist act

appeal (plea) appeals court
appeals process

appeal (like)

appearance (person)

he punched him for no
given your in this...(foreign affairs)
an was... (cancer from radiation tests)

an that killed...

a federal panel ruled...
the kept grinding onward;
the is becoming more difficult;
there is no formal in cases like his

appeals for their preservation (statues in Afghanistan)

clemency appeal
television appeal

death penalty appeal
death-penalty appeal
tobacco industry appeal

post-conviction appeal

last-ditch appeals

automatic appeal
international appeal
unnecessary appeal

time limits on appeals

need time to prepare the
s for their daughter's return

s
an end to frivolous s
another to the young

in a

the U.S. Supreme Court turned down

death row inmates receive an
s have been launched by NGOs (volcano)
s and overturned convictions

states place stringent

end to (frivolous death-penalty) appeals

sex appeal
television appeal
tobacco's appeal

mass-market appeal

broad appeal
little appeal

clean-shaven appearance

an
her girl-next-door
s for their daughter's return
the ads actually enhance

serious scholarship and (book)
sun plantations hold for wildlife

Phil's
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personal appearance lack of attention to detail regarding

on the basis of appearance society's discrimination

appearance (things) appearance of a functioning system the

tear drop shaped appearance the full bladder has a

appearance (show) appearance onstage the next night

TV appearance made s plus radio ads

final-four appearance four straight s (basketball)

late-spring appearance the pitcher's s

public appearance she looks amazing at every (film star)

appearing late-appearing (see late-appearing)

appendectomy emergency appendectomy underwent an

appendicitis suspected appendicitis patients referred for

acute appendicitis patients with

appendix

cause of appendicitis the primary
diagnosis of appendicitis the should be reconsidered
incidence of appendicitis peaks in the late teens
possibility of appendicitis the
presentation of appendicitis the clinical is notoriously inconsistent
treatment of appendicitis nonsurgical

ruptured appendix he died of a

enlarged appendix
inflamed appendix

CT scan reveals an with thickened walls
the normal appendix versus an

evaluation of the appendix aggressive is warranted in this group
obstruction of the appendix this typically follows
location of the appendix due to the
position of the appendix variations in the

appetite appetite suppressant Reductil is an ;
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appetizer

apple

apple-cheeked

apple-size

appliance

local appetite

sexual appetite

loss of appetite

goat-cheese appetizer

apple cider
apple harvest
apple orchard
apple sales
applesauce
apple-size
apple tree

apple-cheeked

bushel of apples

apple-cheeked young man

apple-size scar

appliance-registration

the was pulled off the market;
the health dangers of the

the for skateboarding

my boyfriend has a very low

try the and the roast chicken

, onion, and salt
in November, after the
passed through s

collapsed overnight
natural, no-sugar-added
(see apple-size)
on the ground under an

(see apple-cheeked)

helped himself to an apple from a

an

a terrible,

(see appliance-registration)

information appliances the coming age of
kitchen appliance flying-saucer-shaped s

household appliance loud s

housework-related gadgets and appliances

appliance-registration
appliance-registration card

applicable

applicant

applicable fees

applicant's ability

job applicant

fill out s

change to a larger box and pay the

the to succeed (college)

qualified --s who are disabled;
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application
(for sth)

application
(computer)

application (use)

applied

appointed (time)

appointed (person)

visa applicant

wait-listed applicant

application card
application fee
application form
application process
application requirement
application window

s and job offers
evaluations of s

s
an (for a post office box)
the dean of admissions waived the
sent away for an
the
s and procedures
a second will be opened

application for Post Office Box or Caller Service (form)

amnesty application
college application
grant application
job application

patent application

citizenship application

De Kock's (South Africa)
(see college application)
misrepresented his progress on s
he filled out several s;
you shouldn't lie on a
universities generated 4,800 s

foreign nationals complete their s

credit-card application fill out a
MasterCard application a

Web-based applications if take off...
Web-hosted applications

application of (combat) power ROE guide the tactical

tactical application ROE guide the of combat power

applied science as the line between basic and dissolves

appointed time arriving at the

court-appointed (see court-appointed)

(see well-appointed)

clinic appointment immobilize his shoulder until his

follow-up appointment instruct patient of date and time of their

appointed (other) well-appointed

appointment
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appreciation

approach
(movement)

missed appointments (health care)

back-to-back appointments

appreciation for (basic) research

music appreciation

growing appreciation

basic appreciation
sincere appreciation

approach route

bridge approaches

landing approach

dismounted approaches

too-rapid approach

avenue of approach
avenues of approach

approach (golf) approach shot

approach (strategy) prevention approach

laissez-faire approach

news-driven approach
public-health approach

wait-and-see approach

and obligations

an

bring a piano into the classroom to teach

a for basic research

a for basic research
words cannot express our to...

have riflemen and grenadiers cover enemy s

the dozer fills craters, prepares (military)

made an unsuccessful

machine guns cover (military)

the of the Osprey caused the crash (aircraft)

position guns on the most likely dismounted j;
mounted and dismounted

he hit an over the green (golf)

must take a to underage hackers

the unit cultivated a (psychiatric ward)

the channel adopted a more
a to combating AIDS

doctors advocated a

take-no-prisoners approach the to justice

go-slow approach

aggressive approach
cautious approach

a to missile defense

we've taken an
his to this unforgiving sport (climbing)
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approaching

appropriate

approval

approved

conservative approach
global approach
intellectual approach
proactive approach
relaxed approach

fast-approaching

appropriate action
appropriate authorities
appropriate intervention
appropriate memorial
appropriate protocols
appropriate punishment
appropriate response
appropriate steps
appropriate time

there is wisdom in this
it is time a is taken to the issue of...
his dry, to legal issues
we've taken a
he's taking a (to his new coaching job)

(see fast-approaching)

we will take
evacuate the area and call the (terrorist bomb)
organizing the
a much more would be a living memorial
with rape, follow on physical examination
counseling along with (teens)
be ready with the
take to reduce your vulnerability (terrorism)
we will contact them at the

appropriate funeral honors

appropriate staffing level

age-appropriate

inappropriate

approval process
approval ratings

father's approval
job-approval

final approval

prior approval

respect and approval

seal of approval

ADA-approved
NATO-approved
U. S .T.A.-approved

provide

the hospital is at an

(see age-appropriate)

(see inappropriate)

creeping quietly through the
the president's have dipped

how did you seek your (daughter)
(see job-approval)

give to a proposed shopping complex;
the FDA gave to a... (drug)
no is needed to write to a prisoner

earning their (child speaking of parents)

a kiss on the cheek was the mob's S;
he gave me that grin of his, and that was his

an toothpaste
a arrangement

whites (tennis clothing)
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newly approved (see newly approved)

approximate approximate time establish the the injury was sustained

April mid-April filed suit in
late-April charge in

aptitude aptitude-measurement (see aptitude-measurement)

aptitude-measurement
aptitude-measurement test an

aquatic aquatic life waters too polluted to support
aquatic plants bog and native to the Southeast

Arab Arab hospitality they will be accorded genuine (Iraqi official)
Arab neighbors our best allies are Iraq's
Arab women problems share
Arab world known as Ali to his friends in the

Arab bashing (see Arab bashing)

Arab bashing Arab bashing rising tide of in America

Arabic Arabic-English (see Arabic-English)
Arabic-speaker the instructor, an ...

Arabic alphabet the

Arabic-English Arabic-English dictionary the

arboreal arboreal hammock s and other tree gear

arc arc of the (hand) grenade ensure the projected is clear of obstacles

projected arc ensure the of the hand grenade is clear

arcade shopping arcade the of his hotel

arch archway the graceful s and terraces

archaeological archaeological evidence the shows...
archaeological finds said to be evidence of...
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archery

architectural

architecture

archive

area

archaeological preserve
archaeological site
archaeological test
archaeological treasure

archery set

architectural firm

architecture degree
architecture department
architecture firm

architecture-as-art

museum's archives
state archives

discussion-group archive

video archive

home for the archive

area mike
area hospital
area resident
area store

areas for families
area for those

area, zone, and route

three-block-long area

assembly area
Avalanche Area
barracks area
border area
burn area
cargo area
desert areas
disaster area

the nation's largest (Mesa Verde Park)
nature trails and
dates were established by standard s
the fire spared s (wildfire in park)

his fifteenth-century

they run an in Miami

finishing up her
the School of Design's
the that designed the Metro system

not everyone wants

family papers and the
poring over and deed records

a (Web site)

(see video archive)

a proper final

an that gathers sound overall
pronounced dead at an

are told to conserve water
an

seating for families
an assembly those waiting for cabs (airport)

the three types of reconnaissance patrols are

a

Taxi Starters provide an for all patrons
Next Five Miles (road sign)

urban combat skills are trainable in a
historically vulnerable s
wash the , debride any open blisters, and...
the (of a plane)
lack of terrain features in vast, open
declared a drought j;
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epidemic area
family area
Fee Area
growth area
necropsy area
passenger area
picnic area
play area

policy area
radiation area
rear area (m)
rest area
sales area
search area
storage area
subject area
target area

technology area
Tucson-area
visitor area
wilderness area

work area

roadless area

ground transportation
minefield area

earthquake area

majority-Muslim area

high-risk area
low-risk area
wildlife area

disaster-prone area
hurricane-prone area

rescue workers were able to reach s
people living in s should be vaccinated
put the TV and computer in the

Read Instructions Carefully (park)
tennis is not a
a Level 4
in the of our blue van
alcohol is permitted in 's (National Park)
a inside Landover Mall;
the only for the children was...
the main --s of the federal government

(sign on submarine)
move from a base (military)
the last before the Ohio line
step inside and visit our
headed south and west in the
specimen and evidence s
a detailed analysis of a
your throwing position and the (grenade);
use terrain to mask approach to the S;
approach, deliver munitions, and exit the
joint projects and investments in key s
(see Tucson-area)
arriving at the spacious
raising awareness for a local S;
national parks, wildlife refuges, 5
contamination spread through s

millions of acres of s in national forests

area proceed to the (airport)
the number of mines divided by the

known hurricane or s

the of Kashmir

residents of s (for hurricanes)
residents of s (for hurricanes)
a state-owned

development in s
the most s of South Florida
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run-off area

Changing Area
dining area
gathering area
holding area
parking area
playing area
seating area
sleeping area
smoking area
shopping area
staging area

visiting area
waiting area

fastest-growing area
low-lying area

affected area

confined area

designated area

developed area
flooded area
inhabited area
isolated area
neglected area
Restricted Area
secluded area

unsecured area
wooded area

built-up area

fenced-in area
fenced-off area
roped-off area

grass and gravel traps in the s (motor racing)

Infant (sign at airport)
a large, enclosed at the end of the ship
the West Curb is the main for taxis (airport)
EPW s (enemy prisoner of war)
found in a
the stadium has a larger than...
's for families
don't cook near the (camping)
designated s are located outside (airport sign)
in a crowded Tokyo
a Level 3 ;
Peshawar served as the key;
the bombing of barracks and s
she was in the
he sat in the clinic

making it the of the country
the river and its surrounding

running water is unavailable in the ;
health authorities advise everyone in s
growing millions of chickens in s;
elephants in a relatively
prostitution is allowed in s (Hungary);
receptions will be held in a for each college
runoff from s
30,000 refugees from the
protect --s (from wildfires)
the tourists were robbed in an
vaccine research is another
Stop Do Not Enter (sign)
the three went jogging in a ;
the attack occurred in a dark,
if you leave a vehicle in an (car bombs)
near --s

on the edge of the s of the suburbs;
military operations in --s (MOBA)
a -- the size of Central Park
the
a -- in the middle of the ballroom
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1

1 )

crime-ridden area in two s of Indianapolis
fog-shrouded (Balsam Gap) area the helicopter crashed in the
storm-ravaged area looting has plagued s
war-torn area drilling for oil in this

worst-hit area in the (flooding)

densely wooded area isolated, s
heavily defended area a
significantly contaminated area s
sparsely inhabited area the plane flew over s

alpine area the s serve as pastures during summer
crowded (Tokyo shopping) area in a
fragile area expand farming into unsuitable for it
immediate area begin the search in the
inaccessible area hunters travel these once
inner area the ship sat in an of the harbor
mountainous area it is a (Austria)
natural areas reintroducing rare plants into
operational area provided aerial attack in an ;

placement of troops into an j;
terrain in the

rectal area blood vessels in the (hemorrhoids)
remote area warn tourists to be careful in s
tribal area on the Pakistani-Afghan frontier

's (North West Frontier Province of Pakistan)
urban area similar (architectural) projects in js;

misery and deprivation in s;
combat in js breaks into small-unit battles

vast areas controlling passes closes off to an attacker;
of virgin forest have been penetrated

coastal and marine areas a deterioration of

edge of the (built-up) area on the 's of the suburbs
maps of the (operational) area should be obtained (military)
search of the area police conducted an intensive
uses of this area all other are prohibited (boating access area)

arena sports arena the new Staples Center ;
new s are dens of luxury;
a luxury suite at a
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mental health arena

legislative arena

argument (trial) prosecution arguments

closing argument

opening argument

inflammatory arguments
oral arguments

argument (dispute) long-running argument

heated argument

public argument

arid arid (desert) soil

semi-arid

arm (body)

arm (other)

arm (weapon)

arm muscle
armband
armchair (m)
armpit

arm-wrestle (v)

arm wrestling
arm-wrestling (m)

armful

heavily muscled arms

distribution arm
robot arm (m)

political arm

(see arms)

in the

they would lose this battle in the

to support

his at the trial;
Clarence Darrow delivered an 11-hour
ready to make the government's

the prosecutor's (trial)
the court heard

a about what it means to...

the s in their bar

he had an ugly, with his father

the

(see semi-arid)

the tone of an j, the curve of a lip
the men wore cloth --s

generals with 20-20 hindsight
pulled it up to my s

did he a rival...;
his brother loved to

beat him at
challenge him to an match

(see armful)

Disney's , Buena Vista (movies)
the shuttle's operator

the group's
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armaments

Armani

accurate armaments

disarmament

Armani suit

Armani-clad
Armani-suited

Armani-clad Armani -clad

Armani-suited

armed (weapons) armed forces
armed guard
armed services
armed threat
armed troops

precision-guided missiles and other

(see disarmament)

an

(see Armani-clad)
(see Armani-suited)

precisely groomed and ,...

Armani-suited industrialist an

armed bodyguards

nuclear-armed

far-better-armed

extravagantly armed
heavily armed
well-armed

armed (limb) bare-armed

armful

arming

armor

an up-close view of the
two s usually fly on the flight
reducing the size of the
protect the Canal from any kind of

lined the road

he was accompanied by

(see nuclear-armed)

(see far-better-armed)

(see extravagantly armed)
(see heavily armed)
(see well-armed)

(see bare-armed)

armful of (stuffed) animals scooped up an

arming sequence

armor-piercing

body armor

enemy armor

thickness of the armor

the and the delivery speed selection (mines)

(see armor-piercing)

ammunition, and survivalist gear;
his torso was protected by
antitank weapons to defeat

the (tank)
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armored

armored car

armored vehicle

armored car
armored limousine
armored vehicle

(see armored car)
a cavalcade that includes three js
(see armored vehicle)

armored car guard an helped rob his own truck

armored vehicle --s like the Abrams tank

armored vehicle-launched (see armored vehicle-launched)

armored vehicle-launched
armored vehicle-launched bridge an (AVLB)

armored vehicle-launched (mine clearing) line charge a

armor-piercing

armory

arms (weapons)

armor-piercing round

National Guard Armory

arms caches
arms control
arms dealer

arms market

arms-merchant
arms race
arms sales
arms scandal

arms buildup

combat arms (m)
firearm
sidearm

supporting arms

long arms (weapons)

small arms
nuclear arms

call to arms

an

the New York

rebel strongholds and
(see arms control)
the biggest ;
illegal government support for the billionaire
an located next to the food stalls;
a rocket launcher costs $1,000 at the
(see arms merchant)
the and mutual misunderstanding
a comprehensive look at
accusations about his role in the

weapons changed and js took place

engineer and units
(see firearm)
the lieutenant wore a

(see supporting arms)

handguns vs (rifle or shotgun);
shootings in rural areas often involve
(see small arms)
(see nuclear arms)

he answered his (war)
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arms control arms control we need

arms-control agreement an effective
arms-control debate the
arms-control lobbyist s
arms-control inspection team

arms merchant arms merchants' networks

army Army Band
Army brat
army command
army convoy
Army deserter
army friends
Army generals
Army journalist
army mate
Army modernization
Army officer
Army records
army recruits
army scientist
army soldiers
army-style
army surplus
army unit

Army Parachute Team
Army personnel rolls

army-sponsored

Army of God

guerrilla army

standing army

American-funded army

army-sponsored army-sponsored violence

a United Nations

, terrorist groups

the U.S. played "In the Mood" (ceremony)
he grew up in Texas and Germany as an
introduce separate s
attacks on s
an named...
his visited him regularly
a group of retired
a five-month stint as an
his s
savings can be channeled into
hold high-ranking s responsible
cited indicating...
a new study found that ...
s are working on...

raided a militant hideout
(see army-style)
there is plenty of (tanks)
--s loyal to him

the Golden Knights
he has been dropped from

(see army-sponsored)

the underground extremist group, the

the of Kosovo Albanians

why the nation needs a large

the
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army-style

aroma

aromatherapy

around

army-style green sweater

aromatherapy

aromatherapy candles

around-the-clock

shoot-around
turnaround
wraparound

all-around

in his

(see aromatherapy)

lavender- and lilac-scented

(see around-the-clock)

in pre-game s (basketball)
(see turnaround)
(see wraparound)

(see all-around)

around-the-clock around-the-clock access easy, private
around-the-clock morphine he went on

arousal

arranged

arrangement

array

around-the-clock bargaining

sexual arousal

arranged marriage

prearranged

hastily arranged

funeral arrangements

security arrangements
travel arrangements

when takes place, the labia...

many couples in s
child marriages and s

(see prearranged)

(see hastily arranged)

discussed her ;
assisted them with the j;
handling the
ensure ongoing are appropriate

had yet to be made

tie-in arrangements promotional (movies / businesses)

ongoing (security) arrangements ensure are appropriate

logistical arrangements
special arrangement

have you made any sort of yet
you can make a with the postmaster;
--s may be made for group meals (Inn)

array of weapons systems Russia exhibits a vast
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arrest (law)

arrest (stop)

arresting

arrival

photo array

dazzling array

vast array

arrest rate
arrest warrant
arrest record

arrest and conviction

burglary arrest
crack arrest
drug-arrest
gun arrest
house arrest

selected his picture from a (police)

the of human behavior

Russia exhibits a of weapons systems;
there's a of networking opportunities (MIT)

juvenile s are misleading
issued an for Miller
a former Marine with no ;
the detectives reviewed his

information leading to the of the person

noting the
the 200 or so s they make in a year
(see drug-arrest)
when s are made
a number of ministers are under j;
has been held under ;
he was released to

marijuana-related arrest 600,000 s nationwide in 1995

immediate arrest

news of his arrest

warrant for his arrest

cardiac arrest

self-arrest

arresting officer

the victim's safety and the of the perpetrator

the shocked the hockey world

the FBI issued a federal fugitive

sudden

(mountaineering)

the

arrival of the (afternoon) rains the

impending arrival

scheduled arrival

imminent arrival

despite her

half an hour before the train's

confirm the details of his
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arrived

arriving

arrogance

arrow

arrowhead

arrow-shaped

arsenal

arsenic

confirm the details of his arrival

newly arrived

arriving flights

culture of arrogance

arrowhead

arrow-shaped

straight arrow

arrowhead

arrowhead show

arrow-shaped

arsenal of (bomb-making)
arsenal of weapons

gun arsenal

nuclear arsenal

arsenic murder

arsenic poisoning

arsenic-contaminated
arsenic-tainted

levels of arsenic

(see newly arrived)

(airport directory)

managerial neglect, a (federal agency)

(see arrowhead)

(see arrow-shaped)

she didn't drink or do drugs, she was a

fossils, bones, and s

collectors and dealers at

Puff adders' heads are

components an
the killer carried an

enormous --s

the world's third-largest ;
factory workers who built America's

North Carolina's 's;
we have an

father had died from

(see arsenic-contaminated)
(see arsenic-tainted)

high in drinking water pose cancer risks

arsenic-contaminated
arsenic-contaminated water

arsenic-tainted arsenic-tainted wells villagers who drew water from
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arson

arsonist

art

arsenic-tainted groundwater 22 million Americans drink every day

arson fire

arson and vandalism

suspicion of arson

professional arsonist

art book
art dealer
art editor
art exhibit
arts festival
art form
art gallery
art historian
art history
art-house
art museum
art project
art room
art school
art student
art studio
art supplies
art teacher
art world

art training

accidental fires versus s

the of three luxury homes

four teenagers arrested on

paid a to burn down the restaurant

hard-to-find s
going to become an
Playboy's first
visit our sales area, and reference library
summer concerts, --s, holiday celebrations
all s; the rise of movies as an
shoe shops, jewelry stores, and s
he is an
five hundred years of
(see art-house)
hangs out at an
students work on an every day
the was turned into a computer lab
occurred to him to go to
two --s
an
spend money on
I think he'd make an excellent
(see art world)

his formal consisted of...

art of (combination) punching he mastered

art of truth-telling

arts and crafts

tattoo art

great art
liberal-arts
martial arts
visual arts

the

booths with vendors selling

and sign painting

great cities have --s
(see liberal-arts)
(see martial arts)
philanthropic support for the
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artery

artery-clogging

art-house

article

artifact

artificial

performing arts (m)

state-of-the-art

lost art

artery-clogging

blocked arteries

a center and other amenities (Austin)

(see state-of-the-art)

ball handling is a (basketball)

(see artery-clogging)

the flow of blood around in the heart

cholesterol-choked artery clog up like a

coronary-artery

heart, arteries and veins

artery-clogging LDL

art-house film

(see coronary-artery)

how the work

an
articles for the (climbing) journals in his

magazine article
news article
research article

he recalled having read a about...
a ' about new DNA technology
had published js

newspaper article a wonderful ;
old js and police reports

co-author of an article he is the on...
version of (my) article the Internet

artifacts of (Western) culture a storehouse for great (British Museum)

slave artifacts , like leg shackles and wrist irons

great artifacts a storehouse for of Western culture

storehouse for (great) artifacts a of Western culture (museum)

artificial camouflage
artificial flower
artificial grass

can be used (military)
numerous arrangements of s
injuries such as "turf toe" on
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artillery

artificial ingredients
artificial reef
artificial snow
artificial wall

artificial tent platform

artillery ammunition
artillery attacks
artillery battery
artillery bombardment
artillery fire
artillery piece
artillery range
artillery shell
artillery site
artillery support

artillery-delivered

tank and artillery (m)

air defense artillery

anti-aircraft artillery

aircraft, artillery, missile

the introduction of for scents
s versus natural reefs
the events were held on
giving a climbing demonstration on an

the portaledge is an (climbing)

expenditures of tank and rises in the desert
Croat on houses in the east
target s offering resistance
kept up its of Grozny
he directed around them
thousands of s
live within of the North Koreans
1,500 tank, mortar and s
they targeted anti-aircraft s
he requested tactical air support and

(see artillery-delivered)

expenditure of ammunition rises in the desert

(ADA)

fired on planes

dispense mines by or a ground dispenser

artillery-delivered artillery delivered mine emplacing 's on top of the advancing enemy
artillery-delivered (antipersonnel) mine (ADAM)

artist

artillery-delivered minefields (military)

scam artist
tattoo artist

mainstream artist

makeup artist

recording artist

s on the phone, muggers on the street
a in Elizabeth, New Jersey

touring with such s as the Chieftains

Leslie Lopez used...

a night-club performer and

American-raised artist an Irish-born,
Irish-born (American-raised) artist an
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artistic

arts

art world

as

asbestos

asbestos-free

ascending

ascent

ash

most honored artist

forensic artist

artistic greatness

(see art)

art world

art-world politics

as-yet

architecture-as-art
business as usual
Serb-as-victim

Graham was the in modern dance

a who has worked with the FBI;
the facial reconstruction was done by a

he had all these dreams of

the

a comment on

(see as-yet)

not everyone wants
advertisers insist it will be
the myth

nation-as-misunderstood-victim of the

asbestos abatement
asbestos dust
asbestos exposure

asbestos-free

asbestos-free

ascending order

four libraries will close for
health risks from inhaling
the disease was caused by

(see asbestos-free)

that school is

answers given in

ascent of a (8,000-meter) peak the first (Annapurna)

first ascent

second-fastest ascent

winding ascent

ash column
ash fall
ashfall

he made a five-day of Gurney Peak;
the of an 8,000-meter peak (Annapurna)

then the (of a mountain) ever

a of the Col de Marie-Blanque (bicycling)

the is 2 km high (volcanic eruption)
s (from volcanic eruption)

(from a volcanic eruption)
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ash-blond

ashen-faced

Asian

Asian American

asked

asking

aspect

ash plume
ashtray

ash-blond

wood ash

ash-blond hair

ashen-faced

ashen-faced official

Asian-American

Asian boyfriend

Asian-American men

s from the two volcanoes
cigarette butts and s

(see ash-blond)

they were smeared with

with

lying , she looked terrified.;
her husband looked down at her, .

(see Asian American)

's are the fashion accessory de jour

born in the United States;
the media's image of

Asian-American community the has gotten used to...

unasked

frequently asked
oft-asked
seldom-asked

asking price

aspect of their life

aspect of boxing matches

show business aspect

neglected aspect

critical aspect
difficult aspect
emotional aspects
international aspect
legal aspects

(see unasked)

(see frequently asked)
(see oft -asked)
(see seldom-asked)

the of $145 million;
he can't afford Randy's

almost every other (besides sexual aspect)

the show business

the 's of boxing matches

storing of grenades is a of training

the most in making a diagnosis is...(anthrax)
the most of diagnosing smallpox is...
the of the trip would be difficult
an to the problem (pollution)
lightning injuries and their medical and
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asphalt

ass

assassin

assassination

assault

medical aspects
unique aspect

of chemical and biological warfare
a of GHB-induced coma is violent agitation

completely neglected aspect a is...

asphalt lot the crowd in the
asphalt platform

gravel-and-asphalt (see gravel-and-asphalt)

drag food across the dark

bad-ass (see bad-ass)
hardass (see hardass)
wise-ass (see wise-ass)

pain in the ass it's a (doing the job right)

death squads and assassins (South Africa)

assassination attempt to help foil s
assassination conspiracy the victim of an
assassination plot participating in an against...
assassination squad a member of an that targets...

kidnapping or assassination (m) a attempt by...

assault rifle
assault weapon

an , a pistol, and 1,000 rounds of ammo
(see assault weapon)

assault of the (enemy) defenses undertook a singlehanded

assault or ambush the location for the

air assault
helicopter assault (m)
shower assault
strangulation assault

counter assault

enemy bunker assault
enemy trench assault
workplace assault

human wave assaults

(see air assault)
during a combat mission
's were a daily occurrence (prison)
women are victims of more frequently than...

his rallied his fellow soldiers

Figure 3-9, (assault of an enemy bunker)
Figure 3-9, (assault of an enemy trench)
serious s in private industry

launched by the determined enemy
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third-degree assault

determined assault
dismounted assaults

domestic assault
final assault
previous assault
savage assault
sexual assault
urban assaults

disorderly conduct and

launched a on the heavily fortified village
the M16 is used to defeat

75% of s reported to law enforcement
the , when a soldier closes with the enemy
89% of victims reported s (domestic violence)
led his men in a against enemy emplacements
(see sexual assault)
5-10% of involve strangulation or ligatures

counts of assault two ; first- degree manslaughter
evidence of (sexual) assault examine the patient for
result of an assault injury as the
time of the assault male partners intoxicated at the

assault weapon assault weapons

assault-weapon ban

assay tumor assay

assed

assembled

smart-assed
flat-assed

a crime bill that includes a ban on

an
labs involved with s

(see smart-assed)
(see flat-assed)

partially assembled (see partially assembled)

assembly (things) assembly line (see assembly line)

assembly of a (next-generation) space shuttle

missile-assembly (see missile-assembly)

space station assembly would resume

assembly (people) assembly area Taxi Starters provide an for all patrons
assembly hall in the church's large vaulted

village assembly at the first after my election

freedom of assembly freedom of speech,
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assembly line assembly line

assertion

assessment

assembly-line production
assembly-line worker

strong assertion

assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment
assessment

cycle
development
experience
expert
instrument
integrity
items
measurement
methodology

assessment panel
assessment practices
assessment program
assessment results
assessment standards
assessment system
assessment team
assessment techniques
assessment technology
assessment test

assessment tool

Henry Ford's timesaving

of hogs and turkeys
an

the source for this (of innocence) is a...

there will be a three-year
difficulty in any type of
in my which is with teacher exams
he is our on this committee
the development of improved s
ensuring
more of those kinds of
focused on an
the range of other s;
there are a lot more powerful 's out there
who is heading the
as part of their own s
various state s
because Title I are mandated
we also mention the in here
part of a comprehensive
(see assessment team)

that people think are desirable
make the argument for the based on...
an to actually measure...;
in the top half of our mental ability
is there an that is built in

assessment of the problem provide an
assessment of (manpower) requirements an (military)
assessment of the terrain likely avenue of approach based on his

curriculum assessment
damage assessment
disease-assessment
literacy assessment
mathematics assessment
performance assessment
risk assessment

student assessment

broader assessment information,
what's the so far
(see disease-assessment)
research on reading and
the next criticism of the was that...
(see performance assessment)
the public's s are badly skewed;
they compute a series of s
(see student assessment)
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bomb damage assessment will the President mention
classroom assessment used more for instruction or

large-scale assessment expands the notion of what a is
state-wide assessment We've done a with our algebra test

fourth-grade assessment our
eighth-grade assessment unimportant and trivial for an

1999 assessment there is a

reading assessment the dominant view in ;
this is a bigger issue in the

informed assessment more sober or s
standardized assessment when they came out with the

performance based assessment centered around
standards-driven assessment having a

psychological assessment I was there for (psychiatric hospital)

15-minute assessment and perhaps a

state-by-state assessment within the

beginning-of-the-year assessment this is a

assessment team assessment team so the is looking at that

assessment team's recommendation they wait for the

asset asset forfeiture the proceeds from an

asset-intensive (see asset-intensive)

intelligence assets citing the erosion of
tank assets attached infantry or (military)

air defense assets within the corps and theater area

air and missile defense assets friendly (military)

counterintelligence assets ARSOA has no organic deployable
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asset-intensive

assigned

assignment

assistance

assistance-oriented

assistant

stolen assets

logistical assets

income and asset (m)

asset-intensive company

assigned seat

British-assigned

job assignment
math assignment
work assignment

homework assignment

general-assignment
mindless assignment

assistance-oriented

emergency assistance

operational assistance

billions of dollars in

utilizing main supply routes are vulnerable

guidelines must be met in order to qualify

investors don't like s

we took 's in the grandstand

(see British-assigned)

I'm gonna give you your
write out equations for s
class schedules and s

s, piano lessons;
forgot to write his name on a

(see general-assignment)
it's just a (for school)

(see assistance-oriented)

from around the world

fire support and provided to combat elements

administrative and logistical assistance from... (military)

offers of assistance after resisting Western (Russia)

41

assistance-oriented program an

assistant guide

assistant coaching

research assistant
teacher's assistant

teaching assistant

s work with more experienced guides

(see assistant coaching)

some of his s
I became friendly with the

s are often grad students
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assistant coaching assistant coaching position an entry-level

assisted assisted reproduction
assisted suicide

doctor-assisted
officer-assisted
physician-assisted
rocket-assisted

medically assisted

assisted suicide assisted suicide

associated

association

assumption

assurance

asthma

astronaut

methods of
(see assisted suicide)

(see doctor-assisted)
(see officer-assisted)
(see doctor-assisted)
(see rocket-assisted)

(see medically assisted)

the court's decisions on

assisted-suicide ban an
assisted-suicide debate the and end-of-life care
assisted-suicide law an

associated injuries
associated problem

hormone-associated

assess possibility of
if you don't want to deal with the s

(see hormone-associated)

associations for freedivers

neighborhood association

Telemedicine Association

false assumption

long-held assumptions

quality-assurance (m)

asthma attack

allergic asthma

space station astronauts

quarters for astronauts
risk for astronauts

s in Tucson

the director of the American

in this case that's a

challenge about...

the hospital was conducting a thorough review

s are a symptom of lung inflammation

is associated with a history of allergic diseases

report illnesses

living
the increased lifetime cancer s
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astronomical

astronomy

near-astronomical (see near-astronomical)

astronomy club s throughout the United States
astronomy magazine Sky and Telescope, a top

astronomy textbook a series of s

astronomy-themed (see astronomy-themed)

astronomy-themed astronomy-themed T-shirt s and caps

as-yet as-yet unspecific ambitious and

asylum asylum seeker visitors, refugees, s

at

atheist

athlete

athletic

at-large
at-risk

(see at-large)
(see at-risk)

stay-at-home (see stay-at-home)

atheist group an

star athlete
top athletes
women athletes

scholar-athlete

high-school athlete

elite (American) athletes

athletic budget
athletic competition
athletic director
athletic field

athletic injury
athletic performance
athletic talent

a top student, a j, and a caring girlfriend
the world's

of the nineties

won the trophy as the college's top

2.2 million female s

science is helping

he had no (college)
choking and the drama of
he was hired to coach and serve as the
an expansive ;
an enticingly groomed ;
winning and losing on a college
the physician evaluated a patient after an
academic and
this is a team with a lot of

athletic and academic (m) performance
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athletically

athletically built

athletics

Atlantic

at-large

atmosphere

atoll

atom

atomic

atonement

at-risk

atrocity

athletically built

athletically built

high-school athletics

love for athletics

cross-Atlantic
mid-Atlantic
trans-Atlantic

at-large talent

earth's atmosphere
party atmosphere
work atmosphere

cloistered atmosphere

supportive atmosphere

layer of our atmosphere

coral atoll

atom bomb

atomic bomb
atomic weapons

(see also nuclear)

atonement for their sins

act of atonement

at-risk people

atrocity story

apartheid-era atrocities

(see athletically built)

both men were good-sized and

an embarrassing event in

he recalled his sister's

(see cross-Atlantic)
(see mid-Atlantic)
(see trans-Atlantic)

heading towards them

the
a had taken over
a notorious for backbiting

she felt secure within the (psychiatric ward)

this (psychiatric hospital)

the innermost

Kitawa is a tiny

the Manhattan Project to build the

B-29s dropped the two js
there were no aboard (submarine)

seeking (Haj)

in a solemn

js during the First World War

a showcase of (South Africa)
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full-fledged atrocity a would be difficult to ignore

atrophy muscle atrophy and amputations

brain stem atrophy a head CT may show (toluene abuse)

cerebral cortex atrophy j, cerebellar degeneration (toluene abuse)

cerebellar atrophy cerebral cortex and (toluene abuse)

muscular atrophy the absence of gravity caused (space travel);
immobilization can cause (hip fractures)

optic atrophy may appear (permanent blindness)
testicular atrophy is common in chronic alcoholics

attached no-strings-attached (see no-strings-attached)

attachment e-mail attachment sent as an

emotional attachments working with animals, you form

attack attack mode
attack party
attack's peak
attack submarine
attack wave

she is in a real
support for the raiding or (military)
during the (computer vandals)
a nuclear-powered
the main

attack of snow blindness he got a terrible attack of

attacks on the symbols May Day and of capitalism

attacks against (Biblical and tourist) sites

aerosol attack

animal attack
anthrax attack
anxiety attack
asthma attack
bomb attack
cluster attacks
computer attack
dog attack
enemy attack

after an j, remove clothes and wash (BW);
during a mycotoxin (BW)
the possibilities of a savage
should an j be confirmed (bioweapons)
he was suffering bad s
s are a symptom of lung inflammation
s on civilians
it should be used for short-lasting (headache)
the target of the U.S. s
10-20 people killed each year from s (US)
ignoring the continuing , he began...
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flank attack
gas attack
grenade attack
ground attack
heart attack
missile attack
mortar attack
panic attack
reprisal attack
revenge attack
rocket attack
shark attack
suicide attack

surprise attack

rocket and mortar attack

counterattack
cyber-attack
cyberattack

nerve-gas attack

biological agent attacks
biological warfare attack
hot pursuit attack

prevent the enemy from conducting s
he was disabled in a in World War I
subjected to an intense and accurate
his platoon was subjected to a heavy
a on board a plane with a defibrillator
potential 's from North Korea
under a heavy enemy rocket and
I had had --s since I was 12
s on one group by the other
Serbs fled in the face of s by Albanians
the camp came under a heavy enemy
waters in which there are more --s
the Israeli army, on alert for s in Israel...;
he'll receive a martyr's burial for his
a on an unsuspecting victim

they came under a heavy enemy

(see counterattack)
s on Yugoslavia's air defense network
a on a transportation or electrical grid

in a 1995 ' on the Tokyo subway

the vulnerability of American cities to
information indicating a is imminent

--s across the border

biological warfare agent attack indications of possible

bombing attack
impending attack

aerial attack
biological attack
heavy attack
vicious attack

NBC attack

hit-and-run attack

denial-of-service attack

refugees fleeing the s
informing his command post of the

the threat from -- by theater missiles
military troops exposed to a
subjected to s by a numerically superior enemy
a Viet Cong element launched a which...

based on the likelihood of

the rebels mount almost daily --s

a method known as a -- (Web);
computer vandals launched s
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attacker

attempt

attempted

attendance

momentum of the attack he spurred the dwindling (battle)
possibility of a (savage) (animal) attack the
target of the attack
viciousness of the attack police were shocked by the (hate crime)

target for (air) attack supply points can expect to be a

airborne attacker s
identification of her attacker the

assassination attempt
launch attempt
rebel attempt
rescue attempts
robbery attempt
suicide attempt

summit attempt

to help foil s
NASA called off tonight's
a to break out of Grozny
severe storms which have hampered
the assault began as a
never recovered from his ;
last year, 500,000 people made 's;
ingesting liquid lye in a
the team was preparing for its

kidnapping or assassination attempt a by...

world-record attempt

landing attempt

misguided attempt
repeated attempts

aggressive (and repeated)
final attempt
honest attempt
second attempt

attempted abduction
attempted murder
attempted robbery
attempted suicide

attendance figures
attendance requirement
attendance rolls

in his most recent

circled for another (aircraft)

among the many s to...
more aggressive and at reduction (dislocation)

attempts more at reduction (dislocations)
he fired a poor shot in his (competition)
it was an to figure out what had happened
a at circumnavigating the Earth (balloon)

two women have reported s
serving time in a juvenile facility for
shot to death during an
an estimated 4-12 per cent of s are successful

actual won't be available for months (films)
never imposed an on the orchestra
as high school -- swelled
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attendance rule

church attendance
movie attendance
school attendance

attendant (person) flight attendant

gas station attendant

parking-lot attendant

parking attendants

attendant problems

attended parking

trial attendees

attendant (other)

attended

attendee

attention attention-deficit
attention span

attention-grabbing

attention of jurors

attention for a (pet) cause

media attention
press attention

priority attention
world attention
world's attention

loving attention

renewed attention

close attention
constant attention

new s for orchestra members

belief in the afterlife is up, as drops
weekly average is about 27 million

has dropped

s, pilots or airline executives

two s were robbed

a--

at the stadium

the industry, and its j, will grow

long term is available (MARTA / Atlanta)

when the lunch break came, streamed out

(see attention-deficit)
students exhibit unusually long s;
are our s shriveling;
limited --s

(see attention-grabbing)

a prostitute gripped the

seeking

as arsons have declined, so has
there will be constant ;
the unwelcome flurry of
other symptoms that deserve are...
focus on family planning
the is focused on the plight of...

no one paid such to us (psychiatric ward)

on the fifth anniversary of the murder

she pays to her children's studies
she enjoyed her mother's
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attention-deficit

attention-grabbing

attic

attitude

attorney

extra attention
immediate attention
insufficient attention
maximum attention
medical attention
particular attention
special attention
unwelcome attention

amount of attention
center of attention
lack of attention

hungry for attention

attention-deficit disorder

blonds often get
we have issues that need our

to detail
timed his public statements to get
30 sailors had been flown to Germany for

should be paid to...
he started to pay to her (wallflower)
try to protect their children from

the story received an enormous
he enjoys being the

to detail (personal appearance);
he will suffer from the (ex-politician)

parents or sympathy abuse their kids

, hyperactivity

attention-grabbing antics
attention-grabbing flourish
attention-grabbing royal

attic floor

can-do attitude

take-charge attitude

wait-and-see attitude

laid-back attitude

5
an

dragged across the

the major's

her boss was impressed with her

a prevails;
with large buyers taking a attitude

a

consequences-be-damned attitude this

aggressive attitude media violence and s, values and behavior;
General Rose will take an (Bosnian War)

careless (laid-back) attitude a
popular attitudes a change in

attorney compensation the state limits state-funded
attorney error the government is not responsible for s

attorney-client (see attorney-client)
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attorney-client

attraction

ATV

auburn

auburn-haired

auction

auction site

audience

defense attorney
trial attorney

the court-appointed
North Carolina s; the defendant's

court-appointed attorney his ; a

low-bid attorney
personal-injury attorney

attorney-client privilege

city's attractions
tourist attraction

sexual attraction

ATV

ATV trail

contract systems that rely on --s
a number of prominent s

he cites in refusing to discuss...

the are concentrated near its center
walks past major s;
hotels, restaurants, --s, roads

the eyes are central to

an

I stayed close to the s

three-wheeled All Terrain Vehicle s (ATVs)

auburn-haired

auburn-haired woman

auction block
auction hall
auction house

auction merchandise
auction site

online auction (m)

auction site

online auction site

audience's dreams
audience gratification
audience participation

(see auburn-haired)

an

the yacht will be taken off the
rare antiques at an
every major museum, collection, ;
s like Sotheby's and Christie's

I had recently bid on
(see auction site)

the giant, eBay

the charges $24.95 a month;
sell their services on ' eBay

started his own

an empathy for the (films)
one of his crucial lessons in came...
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audio

audiocast

audit

auditorium

audience questions
audience reaction

captive audience
core audience
debate audience
mass audience

professional audience
studio audience
target audience
television audience

test audience

teen-age audience

their replies to

he is my
there's a waiting for his next film
discussed it with a
a ' looking for entertainment;
a sense for what a wants to see (films)
the paper is intended for a narrow
interviewing dieters in front of a
the
marketing expertise, and a national ;
a national watched the siege unfold
women in s loved him (films)

the show has a significant

opening-weekend audience their --s (movies)

ecology-conscious audience
tech savvy audience

audiocassettes

audiocast

audiocast of...

audit team

tax audit

auditorium door

auditorium-sized

multipurpose auditorium

an
CNET's (Web)

fifteen video- and --s on the shelf

(see audiocast)

a live Internet the game

the said...

a legal dispute or a

waiting outside the

(see auditorium-sized)

shops, cafes and s (British Museum)

seven-hundred-seat auditorium drew a good crowd to the

auditorium-sized auditorium-sized room bigger, s

auditory auditory hallucination driven to kill by these s
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augmentation breast augmentation , breast reduction

August August recess as the approaches on Capitol Hill

mid-August filed suit in
late-August charge in

aunt doting aunt a to a gaggle of nieces and nephews

authentic authentic-sounding (see authentic-sounding)

authentic-sounding authentic-sounding namestwo

auspicious auspicious time she found her interest at an

author author's royalties the and the director's royalty

authorship (see authorship)

book's author the

poet-author Cuba's independence hero and revered

co-author Kinsey and his --s;
as a of a recent article

coauthor (v) who ed the first paper on...

celebrated author the of "Born Free,"

frequently cited author industry researchers are s

left-of-center author a

(see also writer)

authoritarian authoritarian rule he is trying to impose

authority authority figure outlaws make s angry;
the within the family

authority of a (substitute) teacher he has all the (slur)

health authorities according to local S;
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authorized

authorship

auto

auto (self)

autoerotic

autograph

automated

immigration authorities
prison authorities
state authorities
water authority

advise everyone in affected areas to...
may not intervene effectively

judges, j, drug-abuse experts
send data back to
local s must report contaminants

law-enforcement authorities talking to authorities

leading authority

negotiating authority

appropriate authorities
local authorities
parental authority

abuse of authority
air of authority

Authorized Personnel

a on cheating;
the world's s on space

to get the he needs to continue...

evacuate the area and call the (terrorist bomb)
contact immediately (signs of terrorism)
teenagers rebel against

there is no evidence of on my park
you'll carry an

Only (sign);
Only Beyond This Point (sign)

authorized representative only you or your listed j may...(post office)

unauthorized

pride of authorship

(see car)

autograph
automobile

autoerotic

autoerotic hanging
autoerotic injury

autograph-seeker
autograph seeker
autograph session

automated teller

(see unauthorized)

the

(see autograph)
(see car)

(see autoerotic)

s are becoming more prevalent

there weren't many s out
s stopped him on the street
have to drag her away from s

(see automated teller)
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automated warehouse

automated teller automated teller machine

automatic automatic appeal
automatic door
Automatic Faucet
automatic greaser
automatic payment
automatic teller
automatic weapons

automatic recount

automatic braking system
Automatic Sliding Door

semiautomatic

automatic teller automatic teller machine

automatic weapons automatic weapons

a modern, ;
$1 billion on vans and s

a global leader in s;
there can be a fee for using an

death row inmates receive an
between parking spot and

Place hands under Faucet to Operate
s keep the machine's parts lubricated
banks and s
(see automatic teller)
(see automatic weapons)

an under Florida law (elections)

the train didn't have an
(sign on door at airport)

(see semiautomatic)

sailors wait to use the

employing mortars, j, and hand grenades;
opened fire with

automatic-weapons fire (see automatic-weapons fire)

automatic-weapons fire

heavy automatic weapons fire encountered ' from an enemy force

automobile

autopsied

autopsy

barrage of automatic weapons fire came under a heavy
hail of automatic weapons fire he charged through a
pop-pop-pop of automatic-weapons fire the
volume of (small arms and) automatic weapons fire a heavy

(see car)

autopsied brains

autopsy report

diseased sections of the

falsified s;
--s and photos of crime scenes;
lighting, bullet trajectories, s
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autumn

avocado

availability

available

avalanche

autopsy results

autumn leaves

late-autumn

avocado tree

condom availability
condom availability (m)

parking availability

available information
available transport
available trials

available prison cells

space-available

readily available

avalanche accident
Avalanche Area
avalanche-awareness
avalanche barrier
avalanche catastrophe
avalanche control
avalanche country

avalanche damage
avalanche danger
avalanche death
avalanche debris
avalanche education
avalanche fatality

avalanche fence
avalanche hazard

avalanche path

have started to fall

(see late-autumn)

s in El Choco National Park

many parents support in school
schools with programs

(at Atlanta Airport)

national security limits available info...
try to use ' unless there are many captives
make doctors more aware of

criminal defendants and

(see space-available)

(see readily available)

the chance of an during the Olympics
Next Five Miles (road sign)

(see avalanche-awareness)
the French repaired and built new s
its own during the 1998-99 season
(see avalanche control)
hiking or skiing in j;
tempt fate in ;
help the public to be safer in
$15 million to repair
going into mountains when the is high
(see avalanche death)
their teammates frantically dug in the
(see avalanche education)
's are rising steeply;
28 's per year;
only two s in 62 years
s and deflection dams
controlling s on the roads;
a good track record of predicting high
began to search the (for lost climbers);
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avalanche risk
avalanche safety
avalanche rescue
avalanche research
avalanche researcher
avalanche season
avalanche safety
avalanche survival
avalanche terrain
avalanche victim
avalanche warning

avalanche forecaster

avalanche starting zone

avalanche forecasting
avalanche-triggering

early avalanche warning

devastating avalanche

second avalanche

series of avalanches

avalanche-awareness
avalanche-awareness course

the runout zone of an
has been minimized in ski areas

(see avalanche safety)
s and body-recovery searches
carrying out and education efforts
he told s
one of the deadliest s on record
(see avalanche safety)

depends on the efforts of survivors
exceedingly dangerous
probe poles to locate the s
(see avalanche warning)

s at the Utah D.O.T

in potential s

(see avalanche forecasting)
(see avalanche-triggering)

(see early avalanche warning)

a series of s in the Alps

rescue workers were hit by a

record snowfall created a

occasionally teaches s

avalanche control avalanche control a 105mm recoilless rifle used in

avalanche-control program using military ordinance in --s
avalanche-control techniques tried-and-true

avalanche death avalanche death Colorado has led the nation in s

avalanche death spiral the -- is likely to continue
avalanche death toll the in the U.S. was 32

avalanche education
avalanche education everybody gets some basic
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avalanche education program supports a variety of s

avalanche forecasting
avalanche forecasting center regional backcountry ;

Forest Service money for s

avalanche safety avalanche safety a two-week course in

avalanche safety coordinator for the Winter Olympics

avalanche-triggering
avalanche-triggering mechanism snowmobiles are an

avalanche warning avalanche warning weather forecasters issued an

avalanche warning Internet site the nation's was revamped

avenue (city) Avenue C

avenue (other)

average

she had it done in a tattoo parlor on

avenues of palm and cottonwood trees

Exchange Avenue
Lexington Avenue (m)
River Avenue

Second Avenue
Fifth Avenue

the old railroad depot on
the express at rush hour (NYC subway)
the elevated train on

in a rented room on
the entrance hall;
exhaust-shrouded ;
snow-shrouded

one-way avenue a

avenue of approach position guns on the most likely dismounted ;
avenues of approach mounted and dismounted (military)

avenues for (tank) movement identify the most likely

legal avenue
likely avenues

pursue all reasonable s
identify the most for tank movement

average age the of onset of breast development

average childhood she describes what she recalls as an
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average-sized

averse

aviation

aviation safety

aviator

avid

average-sized

above average
below-average

state average

grade-point average

batting average
scoring average

average-sized bedroom

risk-averse

aviation ammunition
aviation buff
aviation combat (m)
aviation expert
aviation maintenance
aviation officials
aviation rules
aviation safety

(see average-sized)

(see above average)
(see below-average)

its unemployment rate is 12.8, twice the

the of black students;
lowered her grade-point average

the leader in (baseball)
his has jumped 10.9 points to...(basketball)

one

(see risk-averse)

is usually issue at an aviation supply point
model airplanes for s
command, ground combat, and elements
small-plane pilots and s
the Internet is reshaping

banned...
two planes impounded for violating
(see aviation safety)

special operations aviation

naval aviation (m)

aviation safety record

is an integral part of special operations

the USS Lexington is now a museum

the Army's

special operations aviators Army aviators who have qualified as

avid collector
avid cyclist
avid garners
avid paddler

avid book collector
avid rock climber

avid whitewater rafter

he's an of space memorabilia
co-owner of Liberty Bicycles and an

are hooked on computer games
both are s (kayakers)

an (first editions)
he's also an

an from California
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avidly

avidly awaited

avoidance

avoiding

awaited

awakened

awakening

award

(see also enthusiast, buff)

avidly awaited

avidly awaited guide

violence avoidance

way of avoiding

avidly awaited
long-awaited
widely awaited

half-awakened

reawakening

awards celebration
award ceremony
awards ceremony

award committee
award dinner
award shows
awards show

award-winning

Academy Award
Book Award
damage award

Grammy Award

malpractice award

customer service award

(see avidly awaited)

an
violence prevention,

joking can be a serious issues

(see avidly awaited)
(see long-awaited)
(see widely awaited)

(see half-awakened)

(see reawakening)

an honoring rap stars
the (Nobel Prize)
following the (Venice film festival);
at the (Wimbledon tennis)
the issued no prize that year (books)
the annual (golfing)
picking out designer dresses for
the March 27 (Academy Awards)

(see award-winning)

(see Academy Award)
the American
s are set by judges and juries;
the token $100
(see Grammy Award)

s and lawsuit settlements (doctors)

he received a (taxi industry)

lifetime-achievement award a

American Book Award
best actress award

(see American Book Award)
she won the (Screen Actors Guild)
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recording-industry awardstrophies and

award-winning award-winning director the
award-winning microbiologist an

awareness

away

awe

awe-inspiring

awesome

awestruck

awful

award-winning Broadway musical the Broadway musical

avalanche-awareness
mine awareness

mine awareness (m)
pedestrian awareness (m)
public awareness
safety awareness

getaway
giveaway
runaway
Tow Away (m)

straightaway

going-away

home and away

awesome

awe-inspiring

awestruck

awe-inspiring

awe-inspiring mess

(see avalanche-awareness)
the objective of is to save lives (military);
soldiers must be trained to think
an effective program normally requires...
creating a campaign (San Francisco)
(see public awareness)
heads-up planning and constant

(see getaway)
(see giveaway)
(see runaway)
(see Tow Away)

skids the length of the front

(see going-away)

the team plays the same game at

(see awesome)

(see awe-inspiring)

(see awestruck)

the deities were ;
none more than the royal tombs

an

awe-inspiring floating parade an ("tall ships")

awesome (people) skills

awestruck

awful behavior

her

given his
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awkward

awnings

ax

5
B.A.

B-list

baby

awful feeling
awful news
awful thing

most awful

awkward position

shop awnings

ice ax
ice-ax

B.A. degree

(see B-list)

baby blanket
baby boom
baby-boomer
baby boy
baby face

baby fat
baby food
baby formula
baby girl

baby monitor
baby pictures
baby product
baby showers
babysitter
baby stroller
baby talk
baby teeth

baby's brain development
baby's parents' names

he left me with this that... (dating)
hear the (plane crash)
I did the most ...

(see most awful)

he has been put in an

beneath

a short-shafted
saved 3 comrades with his belay

women awarded s

a yellow-and-white
(see baby boom)
(see baby-boomer)
two healthy s
the lean build, , and curly hair;
a full beard to hide his

and innocence
and clothes

a batch of
to feed my wife and ;
she gave birth to a
a can alert you to sounds of distress
as she looks at
(see baby product)
birthday parties, and christenings
(see babysitter)
people with s can shop easily in the store
spoke to him in

versus permanent teeth

lead affects a
the , their occupations, births...
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baby boom

baby-boomer

baby-faced

baby product

babysitter

bachelor

bachelorhood

baby-longing
baby trafficking

baby-faced

baby smooth

blue-eyed baby

crybaby

day-old baby

shaken-baby

breast-fed babies
formula-fed babies

newly delivered baby

(see also infant)

baby boom

baby-boom generation
Baby Boom generation

baby-boomer president

baby-faced fighter
baby-faced teen

baby product

baby-product commercial

babysitter

bachelor's degree
bachelor party

bachelorhood

follies of bachelorhood

given my enduring ,...
involved in

(see baby-faced)

creamy cleansers that keep skin

a

an insecure, unhappy

a

(see shaken-baby)

formula-fed babies versus
versus breast-fed babies

a

a small followed the 1973 war

the
the

the

the
a

children's furniture and s

a

money to pay for a

those who had a
the before the wedding

(see bachelorhood)

the
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back (body)

back (other)

pros and cons of bachelorhood the

backache
back ailment
back belt
back board
backbone
back brace
back condition
back injury
back malady
backpack
back pain
back problems

back researcher
backslap

back specialist
backstabber
back sufferer
back trouble

backbreaking
backpacking

elephant's back
horseback

gracefully curved backs

bad back
lower back
sore back

back burner
backcountry
background
backlash
back pay

back roads
back seat
backstage

he had seen his doctor about a
serious s in the future
's, worn in occupations with heavy lifting
she was placed on a (victim of car crash)
they are the of his political party
she has worked in a since 1977
a like scoliosis
how workplace --s occur
the causes and cures of s
(see backpack)
(see back pain)
I had and car problems;
treatments for common
leading Gunnar Andersson
welcomed with a ;
swapping greetings, handshakes, , embraces

Richard Deyo

while a exercises...
the puzzle of

(see backbreaking)
(see backpacking)

at the height of an
(see horseback)

he has a
(see lower back)
Sampras has a (tennis)

puts a pot on the (electric stove)
(see backcountry)
(see background)
(see backlash)
he was reinstated with (teacher);
laid-off state workers want their
he drives on the
(see back seat)
(see backstage)
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back streets
back tax
backwater
backwoods
backyard

backup

back-to-back
back-to-basics
back-to-nature
back-to-school

back-and-forth

back-of-the-envelope

comeback
cutback
drawback
feedback
flashback
money-back
paperback
quarterback

outback

brushed-back
scaled-back
slicked-back

hardback

back-and-forth back-and-forth

back-and-forth flights
back-and-forth games

backcountry backcountry

backcountry activity

(see back streets)
(see back tax)
(see backwater)
(see backwoods)
(see back yard)

(see backup)

(see back to back)
(see back-to-basics)
(see back-to-nature)
(see back-to-school)

(see back-and-forth)

(see back-of-the-envelope)

(see comeback)
(see cutback)
there are many s to...
(see feedback)
recurring nightmares and s
(see money-back)
(see paperback)
(see quarterback)

(see outback)

(see brushed-back)
(see scaled-back)
(see slicked-back)

(see hardback)

after some about why...

high-scoring,

they were traveling the ;
with record numbers of people in the -S;
climbing into harm's way in the

canyoneering, like any
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backed

background

backcountry areas
backcountry boom
backcountry enthusiasts
backcountry hikers
backcountry navigation
backcountry recreation
backcountry skiers
backcountry trail

backcountry but system

unpatrolled backcountry

the has had deadly consequences
increase awareness among
a stopover for
a compass for
the Forest Service and

and climbers
explore s in a remote desert area

one of the most popular s

the Rockies' dangerous,

dangerous (unpatrolled) backcountry the Rockies'

adhesive-backed
government-backed
military-backed
state-backed

(see adhesive-backed)
(see government-backed)
(see military-backed)
(see state-backed)

United States-backed (see United States-backed)

N.R.A.-backed (see National Rifle Association-backed)

low-backed
straight-backed

(see low-backed)
(see straight-backed)

background comes from a good

background briefing before we begin the on today's event...
background check pass a ;

fingerprint matching and --s
background investigation details of the FBI ;

came up during the FBI investigation
background music no emotional prompting from

dive background not everyone starts with a
family background drew them out about the

job candidates' backgrounds companies who check uncover...

educational background health history, , ambitions, interests
good background comes from a
racial background among members of all --s
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backlash

racial, socioeconomic, and religious backgrounds members of all

backlash there has been a

back-of-the-envelope
back-of-the-envelope calculations

backpack

back pain

backbreaking

backpacking

back seat

backstage

back streets

back tax

backpack he clutched his j;
uniformed schoolchildren with s

book-filled backpack children with s

water-storage backpack a two-gallon,

back pain afflicts millions;
seek help for

back pain sufferer
back-pain sufferer

can help 5
1 in 3 s

chronic back pain if you have

backbreaking labor
backbreaking shift

backpacking trip

back seat

back-seat driver
back-seat window

a coal miner's capacity for
after a (at a nursing home)

join a with the Sierra Club;
extended s with his family

in the of my car;
reach into the

a driver
the

backstage the dressing rooms at the Beacon

back streets he frequented the

back-street love affair a

back taxes he does not believe he owes the

back-tax total a -- of...
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bacteria cavity-causing bacteria in the mouth

bacterial

back to back

back-to-basics

back-to-nature

back-to-school

anaerobic and aerobic bacteria

bacterial diarrhea
bacterial disease
bacterial infection

antibacterial

contaminated with (uterus)

signs of acute
transmission of viral and s
septic shock due to

(see antibacterial)

back-to-back appointments and obligations

back-to-back snowstorms crippled by

back-to-back national championships won

back-to-basics standards rigorous new

back-to-nature movement a prodigious

back-to-school shopping

backup (traffic) backup

backup (computer) backup

backup
(replacement)

backwater

backup medium

back up

backup heater
back-up pilot
back-up profession
back-up replacement

safety backup

10-day backup

backwater

remote backwater

lists help parents in budgeting

motorists have grown accustomed to js

have js on disks (computers);
restore it from a (computers)

the most common is a 3.5-inch disk

he called for a

canned food, batteries and -js
a
a
a

there are so many js

new oil tanks hold a

in 1831, Southhampton County was a

Darien remained a
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backwoods

backyard

bacteria

bacterial

bad

rural backwaters
swampy backwater

in long-ignored s
guides his boat into a swampy

backwoods (tax-free) moonshine

backyard

back-yard party

bacteria level

drug-resistant bacteria

bacterial prophylaxis

bad-ass
bad (anxiety) attack
bad back
bad blood
bad breath

bad case
bad character
bad check
bad (policy) choice
bad decision
bad dream
bad (home) environment
bad example
bad guy (m)
bad idea
bad influence
bad judgment
bad (table) manners
bad news
bad publicity
bad reputation
bad service
bad-sex
bad things
bad weather

bad-talk-show

outside, a few livestock graze in the

the s lasted till four a.m.

beach closings because of high 's

, or "superbugs"

irrigation, debridement, , and wound closure

(see bad-ass)
he was suffering s
he has a
the between them grew only worse
the facts about ;
temporary versus chronic
I had a of poison ivy
not to associate with people of (parole)
(see bad check)
an ever-tightening vice of s
she made some pretty s in her life
the whole thing is like a
kids who come from a
smoking in front of children is a

cases (a cop speaking of drug trade)
it seemed like a in 1982
he considered her mother a
naivete and
eating with your mouth open is
five days after I heard the
in an ill-fated attempt to avoid (bribe)
psychiatric hospitals acquired an unjustly

drives away diners
in the file
if we made lists about the we've done
(see bad weather)

(see bad-talk-show)
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bad-looking (see bad-looking)

bad-tempered (see bad-tempered)

bad-ass bad-ass coach Mike Teti

bad check bad check passing a

bad-check charge a
bad check charge convicted on s

badge badge of honor she wore his scorn as a

bad-looking bad-looking Robert is not

badly badly equipped (see badly equipped)
badly healed (see badly healed)
badly needed (see badly needed)
badly skewed (see badly skewed)

badly equipped badly equipped guerrillas

badly healed badly healed wounds

badly needed badly needed (hard) currency Turkey could earn millions in
badly needed (natural) gas

badly skewed badly skewed the public's risk assessments are

badge radiation-monitoring badge a dosimeter, a

bad-talk-show bad-talk-show banter

bad-tempered bad-tempered controversy this

bad weather bad weather battling and blocked roads

baffling

bag

bad-weather emergency shelters Iv

baffling illness s among gulf-war veterans

bagmen and drop-off points

bag of diamonds accidentally threw away a (Taiwan jeweler)
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bagel

bagful

bag of ice
bag of (bird) seed

bagful

remember to bring home a
a

(see bagful)

aid bag the platoon medic carried his
air bag (see air bag)
body bag helicopters hoisted s from the site (disaster)
camera bag rummaged for a lens in my
doggie bag s with the eatery's logo
duffel bag the in the closet
evidence bag the s from his case (crime)
garbage bag carried the s;

placed drugs in 's
garment bag the luggage tag on the
grocery bag she fished out an empty plastic ;

I wrapped both arms around my
handbag she didn't carry a
lunch bag sipping coffee, hanging on to s
plastic bag in those s
sandbag (see sandbag)
trash bag a plastic
Ziploc bag we put each artifact in a

shopping bag three big coolers and two s;
buttercup-yellow s

bagel bakery
bagel shop

bagful

baggage (actual) baggage claim
baggage handler

s and bread bakeries
I made out for a

eating cookies by the

(airport directory)
American Airlines 's;
a from the Detroit airport

baggage-handling (see baggage-handling)

carry-on baggage all checked and is subject to search...

checked baggage Federal rules for ;
passengers with

unattended baggage will be removed (airport)
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baggage (other) baggage of marriage

religious baggage

baggage-handling baggage-handling reports

bagged bagged garbage

bail bail hearing

bait live bait
live-bait (m)

bake bake sale

baked home-baked

bakery

baking

balance

balanced

fresh-baked
half-baked

freshly baked

bakery truck

bagel bakery
bread bakery

baking pan
baking powder

balance of power

account balance

bank balance
trade balance

minimum balance

balanced budget (m)
balanced diet

racially balanced

the (gender, religion, culture, etc.)

the historical, cultural and (of marriage)

on-time records and (airlines)

only may be placed in dumpsters

awaiting a

the pike go for the or the decoy
a j vending machine

a fourth-grade

(see home-baked)

(see fresh-baked)
(see half-baked)

(see freshly baked)

he was struck by a

's and bread bakeries
bagel bakeries and s

grease a
, soda, and salt

there's a shift in the (relationships)

names, Social Security numbers and s;
pay bills transfer funds and check s
pay bills, s, monitor credit-card spending
control the

some books require a (checking account)

the amendment
a might not be on the menu

(see racially balanced)
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bald (hair)

bald (mountain)

bald-headed

bale

bald-headed

mountain bald

bald-headed martinet

bale of hay
bales of (burley) tobacco

hay bale

70-pound bale

ball (sports) ball control
ballgame
ball handler
ball movement
ballpark

ball (event)

ball (other)

ball handling

baseball
basketball
football
golf ball
game ball
pinball
soccer ball
volleyball

Ping-Pong ball

bowling ball

ballroom

ball of flames

fireball

mothballs
snowball

(see bald-headed)

s, highland bogs, forest floors

a

he grew up lifting (on a farm)
moving 70-pound

furrowed fields, --s

moving --s of burley tobacco

exquisite (soccer)
piracy is a different .
he became a superb (basketball)
the arts of shooting, cutting and (basketball)
a family outing to a ;
the greatest of all, Fenway (baseball)

(see ball handling)

(see baseball)
(see basketball)
(see football)
(see golf ball)
carrying the
(see pinball)
(see soccer)
(see volleyball)

the sound of a -- being volleyed back and forth

(see bowling ball)

(see ballroom)

a Concorde airliner crashed in a ;
we saw a large (pipeline explosion)

as the expands (nuclear blast);
a swept through the cabin (plane crash)
you smell like
attacked him with --s
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wrecking ball

oddball

ballad folk ballad

ballast ballast tank

ballet classical ballet

ball handling ball handling

ballhandling skills

ballistic missile ballistic missile

taking a to abandoned properties

(see oddball)

the tragedy we feel listening to a

use the sub's to refloat it

carrying on the tradition of

he believed was a lost art (basketball)

used their to deceive

both countries have s;
s are not terrain dependent;
--s fly straight from launch point to objective

ballistic missile submarine a nuclear-powered

theater ballistic missile s (TBMs) are surface-launched missiles

intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM)
medium-range ballistic missile s (MRBMs) (1,000 to 3000 km)
short-range ballistic missile s (SRBMs) with ranges up to 1,000 km

submarine launched ballistic missile 's (SLBMs)

intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)
tactical ballistic missile

balloon (actual) balloon-toting
balloon-borne

helium balloon
research balloon

helium-filled balloon

Iraq used --s to intimidate its neighbors

(see balloon-toting)
(see balloon-borne)

fly to the edge of space using a high altitude
NASA rejoiced at the launch of a giant

NASA managed to loft a first two weeks ago

high-altitude (helium) balloon fly to the edge of space using a
hot-air balloon a

inflatable balloon insert an to help the heart's pumping ability
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balloon (other) balloon pump angioplasty, coronary bypass, or intraaortic

trial balloon his office floated a flurry of s (baseball)

balloon-borne balloon-borne telescope a for observing microwaves

balloon-toting balloon-toting crowd the cheering,

ballot ballot sheets recounts of (election)

paper ballot traditional s or computer terminals

mail-in ballot absentee and ballots are still being counted

absentee ballots the from abroad (election)
bilingual ballots a critic of bilingual education and

previously missing ballots discovered in a locked box (elections)

temporarily lost ballots legal action because of the (election)

ballroom ballroom dancing in the

club ballroom the

grand ballroom this is the

ballroom dance
ballroom dancer

a studio
Jim Bouton, pitcher and

ballroom dancing (see ballroom dancing)

ballroom dancing ballroom dancing school a family-run

ballroom dancing competition circuit the

bamboo bamboo forest
bamboo grove
bamboo but
bamboo pole

craggy mountains with s
we emerged from dense --s
he crouches in a
under a plastic sheet propped up by s

bamboo-munching (see bamboo-munching)
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bamboo-munching bamboo-munching panda a

ban ban list sheep from the countries not on the

ban on BASE jumping National Park Service's BASE jumping

ban on double parking a

ban on logging and road building a

ban on the sale of ivory enacted a

ban for poaching

alcohol ban

Mine Ban
test ban
trade ban

assault-weapon ban
land mine ban

hunting ban

cockfighting ban

assisted-suicide ban

two-year ban

effect of the ban

banana banana plantation

band (spectrum) bandwidth

broadband

band (thing) armband
hairband
headband
wristband

a one-year hunting

the city announced an for large parades;
the Yakima's (on tribal lands)
135 countries have signed the Treaty
(see test ban)
since the on ivory was implemented

an
sign and ratify the

a one-year for poaching

the survived until 1963 (Oklahoma)

an

a

the intended served no purpose

the endless s of Honduras

(see bandwidth)

(see broadband)

the men wore cloth s
wearing s
adjusted the on my miner's helmet
acupressure s that apply pressure
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band (music)

rubber band secure it with a

wedding band took off her

band concert free outdoor s
band member five 's visited a local club
band practice I see kids across the road at

Army Band the U.S. played "In the Mood" (ceremony)
bar band when he was sitting in with a
boy bands are popular in England
grunge band s
hair band the s of the 80s
prison band on a makeshift stage, the plays
rock band British s of the Thatcher era
steel band Jamaican --s

high school band he had played in the

all-girl band she formed an

hip-hop band a

marching band director of the

big band swing dancing and --s;
his father played a saxophone in s

local bands the popularity of the

director of the (marching) band ".

band (other) band of rustlers a in the badlands (cattle) (North Dakota)

bandage elastic bandage an to stabilize the fracture site

bandaged bandaged hand showed up at work with a

heavily bandaged (see heavily bandaged)

bandanna sweat-stained bandanna a tattered,

banded brown-banded (see brown-banded)

banditry highway banditry kidnappings, assaults and -- (Kosovo)
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bandwidth

bandy-legged

bang

banged

banged-up

banjo-toting

bank (money)

bandwidth

bandwidth capacity

bandy-legged

bandy-legged man

slam-bang

big bang

banged-up

banged-up right knee

banjo-toting appearance

bank account
bank balance
bankcard
bank customer
bank executive
bank guard
bank investigator
bank loan
bank restrictions
bank robber
bank staff
bank statement

bank teller
bank vault

bank's Web site

bank safe-deposit box

town bank
World Bank

worldwide bank

measures how much data can pass

A.T.& T. is doubling its

she was

a

(see slam-bang)

he wanted to go out in a (suicide)

(see banged-up)

a

in s

(see bank account)

pay bills, s, monitor credit-card spending

protecting parking spots for s
a retired
a 36-year-old
concealed conflicts of interest from s
he took out a to buy...
the act scaled back some
police are on the lookout for a
no need for , no need for paper
when his came;
canceled checks with each month's
the looked up
walking into a

by computer from your

secured in a

as I came out of the
(see World Bank)

a-

1
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bank (other)

bank account

banked

banker

banking

Internet bank

Internet-only bank

bank fishermen

blood bank

data bank
fog bank
food bank

riverbank
river bank
river's bank
snowbank
stream bank

walled banks

bank account

overseas bank account

bank account fees

banked turn

investment banker

banking habits
banking scene
banking system

online banking
on-line banking

full-service banking

e-banking

js are challenging bricks-and-mortar rivals

Europe's first

they are waders,

js and hospitals;
screen the blood in ;
the nation's four national animal js ship blood
(see data bank)
saw the plane fly into a
a added 2,000 pounds of food;
drop off extra food at a
on the
soil samples from the
drew everyone to the
on the street, in a
meadows, s or lake shores

the river won't overflow its

electronically deducted from his ;
she emptied her

$1 million in his

regular

36-degree 's (auto racing)

her husband was an

people are reluctant to change their
in the rapidly changing
restore health to the

is the wave of the future
the development of ;
the growth in banking

airport services include

a poll found users were not flocking to
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bankruptcy

banning

banquet

baptized

bar (alcohol)

bar (no alcohol)

bar (thing)

bankruptcy code
bankruptcy protection
bankruptcy sale

mine-banning

banquet room
banquet table

Catholic-baptized

bar band
bar brawl
barmaid
bar owner
bartender

beer bar

city's bars
gay bar
gay-bar (m)
neighborhood bar
singles bar
sports bar

smoke-filled bar

mini-bar
minibar

standing-room-only bar

full bar

dimly lit bar

string of bars

coffee bar
snack bar

bar code

the ' has been modified
filed for from creditors
he bought the newspaper at a

(see mine-banning)

in the great of Stockholm's Town Hall
a long

(see Catholic-baptized)

when he was sitting in with a
a suspect in a on the Miami campus
an attractive night-club dancer or
tensions between s and residents
(see bartender)

a second-floor

move the closing time of the to 4 a.m.
he is accused of opening fire at a
murder charges in a shooting
at a
the or the church social
a

the

s filled with booze (hotel room)
a and a relaxing whirlpool tub (lodge)

the smoke-filled,

you can nibble munchies at the

a sleek,

on Saturday night, my friends and I hit a

Italy has at least 150,000 s
found a S, ordered a large soda

a sophisticated you print on envelopes;
retail s allow companies to track products
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barcoded (see barcoded)

sandbar s in the Red River

second-lieutenant's bar the twenty-four-karat-gold

bar (barrier) height bar no age barrier, no j, no gender gap

(see also requirement)

bar (lawyers) bar exam (see bar exam)

barcoded barcoded label a that is scanned electronically (post office);
a for every package (post office)

bar exam

barbecue

bar exam he took the Florida ;
the results of the came out today

bar-exam results called for the

barbecue grill s going, beer flowing...
barbecue restaurant a fight outside a 24-hour

family barbecue
patio barbecue

Cypriots prefer s
the s of her childhood

weekend barbecue s on their front lawns

Fourth of July barbecue every year we throw a huge

barbed barbed stinger the of the bee
barbed wire (see barbed wire)

barbed wire barbed wire they climbed through the ;
topped with

barbed-wire-topped

barbed-wire fence a

barbed-wire-topped (see barbed-wire-topped)

barbed-wire-topped fence the high
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barber

barbiturate

bare

bare-armed

bare-bones

barber's chair
barber shop

barbiturate abuse

bare-bones
bare-dirt
barefoot
bare hands
bare-knuckle

bare-armed
bare-breasted
bare-chested
bare-walled

bare-armed

bare-bones budget
bare-bones statement

bare-breasted bare-breasted

bare-chested bare-chested

bare-chested men

bare-dirt bare-dirt yard

barefoot

bare-knuckle

barely

barefoot boys
barefoot children

bare-knuckle politics
bare-knuckle skills

barely controlled

barely break-even level

barely controlled barely controlled chaos

bare-walled

a
movie theaters and s will close

an increase in among high school seniors

(see bare-bones)
(see bare-dirt)
(see barefoot)
rescuers labored with their to rescue...
(see bare-knuckle)

(see bare-armed)
(see bare-breasted)
(see bare-chested)
(see bare-walled)

girls walking in their summer dresses

a
a listing check numbers (bank)

they were

walked around

the tract house with its

a dozen
, garbage-strewn streets, cracked sidewalks

(see barely controlled)

bare-walled conference room

bargain (buying) bargain-basement

a windowless,

(see bargain-basement)
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bargain-priced (see bargain-priced)

bargain (other) plea bargain settlements and s;
a in a drug case;
under the terms of the

bargain-basement bargain-basement price at a

bargain-priced bargain-priced stocks

bargaining around-the-clock bargaining

barge barge channel the $2 billion project created a
barge traffic on the Red River
bargeway the crusade for a on the Red River

fireworks barge on one of the s

baring breast-baring the last case of took place...

barn barn dance an old-fashioned
barnyard (see barnyard)

barnlike (see barnlike)

hay barn s and fences

barnlike barnlike building

barnyard barnyard moved the goslings to the

barnyard story a

barnyard-variety (see barnyard-variety)

frozen barnyard walk across the

barnyard-variety barnyard-variety chickens

barracks barracks area
barracks mate

urban combat skills are trainable in a
the beating death of a

barrackslike (see barrackslike)
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barrackslike

barrage

barred

barrel

barrel-chested

barreled

barren

barricade

barrier

field barracks

open-bay barracks

naval barracks

bombing of barracks

barrackslike structure

barrage of (hostile) fire
barrage of combinations

no-holds-barred

barrel-chested

garbage barrel

barrel-chested

double-barreled
short-barreled

barren landscape

barren and rocky (m)

police barricades

barrier island
barrier methods
barrier reef

age barrier
avalanche barrier
class barrier
language barrier

noise barrier
sound barrier
safety barrier

obstacle courses, , and tents

an (military)

a chilly room in an old

the and staging areas

a

he disregarded the directed at him
he reshaped his nose with a (boxing)

(see no-holds-barred)

(see barrel-chested)

the forever-burning

Smith, who is

(see double-barreled)
(see short-barreled)

in this seemingly

the plain at sunrise

TV cameramen formed a line behind (trial)

s shield the mainland
of contraception include the female condom

the ship threaded her way through the

no , no height bar, no gender gap
the French repaired and built new s
--s are deepening cultural and racial ones
removing the to an equal education;
despite the , we became friends
installing --s along highways
plans to build a next to the projects
install median --s on dangerous highways;
styrofoam --s for every track (auto racing)
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1

bartender

base (military)

security barrier
terrain barriers
traffic barrier

a pop-up (antiterrorism)
Army aviation can overcome
no 5 or flashing lights (train crossing)

soundproof barrier plastic to make s

pop-up (security) barrier a (antiterrorism)

human barrier they linked arms and formed a across the road

mines, obstacles, and barriers located all in the zone

glass ceilings and other barriers barring women

bartender bouncers, --s, cocktail waitresses

base camp
base closures
base defense
base defense (m)
base gate
base perimeter
base security

base closings

his platoon was sweeping a suspected enemy
part of nationwide
combat support for
plans, coordinates, and supervises operations
a few minutes' walk from the main
share sector efforts on the
help you predict threats to

the many s (military)

off-base (see off-base)

Combat Base Vandergrift , A Shau Valley (Vietnam)
fire base the was constantly subjected to heavy attack
military base an abandoned with its collapsing barracks
military-base (m) closings
patrol base a -- is set up when patrol halts for extended time
platoon base set up a temporary as a rally point
support base convoys from the to the combat forces

command, control, and support base a -- (special forces)

Air Force Base Charleston , S.C.
Fire Support Base Ripcord, Republic of Vietnam
Military Police (MP) base when you set up an -- on its own...

submarine base guarding nuclear weapons at the
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base (sports)

base (other)

rear area base

operating base
staging base

forward operating base

unneeded base

logistic base
logistics base
main (operating) base
operational base

baseball
base hit

home base

third-base

base camp
baseline
base mine
base mount

base of fire

base of a gully
base of a hill
base of information
base of tooth
base of the tower
base of teeth
base of users
base of the waterfall

base for a (solar) panel

move from a to a lunch site (military)

main (MOB) (military)
a training or for extremist elements;
the area is used as a for extremists;
an intermediate or a forward staging base

a (military)

the closing of s (military)

a storage facility ora
(MOB) (military)

special forces s;
advanced (AOB);
forward (FOB)

(see baseball)
lined a clean into left field (baseball)

became for the rest of his career;
tired of not having a , she...

(see third-base)

he turned back toward (mountaineering)
(see baseline)
the first layer places a on the ground
a single launch tube with a (SCATMINEs)

units must establish a ;
a squad moves to and establishes a ;
a is placed on an enemy force
the steep snow slope at the
the mines may roll to the (military)
commanders need a solid to... (military)
gingival bleeding at suggests fracture
explosives at the were detonated
bleeding from the gum at suggests fracture
develop a strong for its products (AOL)
the pool at the

the truss will serve as a (space station)
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BASE

baseball

client base
customer base
database
fan base

land base
research base
sustainment base
tax base

user base

Windows users base

training base

static base
strong base

BASE jump
BASE jumper

BASE jumping

baseball

minor-league baseball

baseball bat
baseball cap
baseball card
baseball field

baseball park
baseball player
baseball scout
baseball team

baseball-mad

Baseball Hall of Fame

how to build up your and other business tips
Amazon's biggest asset is its
(see database)
her is huge;
the ' is dying (boxing)
the on which Venice is built...
a South Pole
undeveloped theaters don't have a (military)
shifting the ;
the needed to improve roads;
contribute to the nation's
he built Hotmail's

Microsoft and its

returning to their in Houston (astronauts)

platoon HQ can operate from a or vehicles
develop a of users for its products (AOL)

a from El Capitan (in Yosemite)s
in Yosemite;

the National Park Service's ban on

when he coached

played

grabbed a
key chains, s, cheap plastic toys
a collection of s
the high school;
's in Cleveland and Denver
designing and building 'ss
a for the Colorado Rockies
a from a Catholic university

(see baseball-mad)

the
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baseball-mad baseball-mad Habaneros

based (city) Detroit-based
Manhattan-based
Moscow-based
New York-based

based (other) age-based
andro-based
church-based
citizen-based
computer-based
dollar-based
evidence-based
faith-based
gender-based
ground-based
home-based
image-based
knowledge-based
land-based
lead-based
market-based
merit-based
need-based
net-based
oil-based
pen-based
petroleum-based
race-based
reality-based
research-based
satellite-based
seniority-based
technology-based
track-based
text-based
water-based
Web-based

keyboard-based
railroad-based

11

the crowd of (Cuba)

one unhappy staffer
a group
a coach at a sports club
a animal behaviorist

(see age-based)
(see andro-based)
(see church-based)
(see citizen-based)
(see computer-based)
(see dollar-based)
(see evidence-based)
(see faith-based)
(see gender-based)
(see ground-based)
(see home- based).
(see image-based)
(see knowledge-based)
(see land-based)
(see lead-based)
(see market-based)
(see merit-based)
(see need-based)
(see net-based)
(see oil-based)
(see pen-based)
(see petroleum-based)
(see race-based)
(see reality-based)
(see research-based)
(see satellite-based)
(see seniority-based)
(see technology-based)
(see track-based)
(see text-based)
(see water-based)
(see Web-based)

(see keyboard-based)
(see railroad-based)
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baseline

basement

bash

basher

bashing

basic

steam-engine-based

broad-based

broadly based
culturally based
digitally based

baseline study

basement apartment
basement door
basement fire

(see steam-engine-based)

(see broad-based)

(see broadly based)
(see culturally based)
(see digitally based)

tedious s

a in the north Bronx
a palm print near the
fought the

basement studio apartment living in a in Brooklyn

basement meeting room in the of the church

bargain-basement
catchment basin
church basement
theatre basement

(see bargain-basement)
I traversed right, exploring the
shows in coffeehouses, s, and small theaters
in the

sub-basement (see sub-basement)

beer bash granted an entertainment license for a j;
$21,000 in damages as a result of the

birthday bash Elton John's

China basher spy hysteria on the part of s
"Ellen"-basher where are all the s of last year?

Arab bashing
gay-bashing
Islam bashing
man bashing

(see Arab bashing)
(see gay-bashing)
(see Islam bashing)
(see man bashing)

basic appreciation a for basic research
basic assumption a of snow science was wrong
basic (avalanche) education everybody gets some
basic (eye) exam
basic facts

have a
aware of the of the situation;
there was no dispute about the of the case
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basis

basket

basic fee s for first-class delivery
basic question he's driven to answer one about...
basic (eligibility) requirements lieutenants who meet the
basic research a basic appreciation for ;

a growing appreciation for
basic rule there is one j; don't touch anything (SCUBA);

remember this for telling east from west
basic science basic science versus applied science
basic story the of the movie is...
basic subscription (m) the charge (mobile phone)
basic weapons of warfare for the individual soldier

basic training for military recruits
basic training (m) female recruits in a company

basics of (computer) hacking to learn the

back-to-basics (see back-to-basics)

basis of appearance
basis of their race

cash basis
test basis

society's discrimination on the
consideration on the (affirmative action)

vendors would deal with him only on a
bonuses were introduced on a last year

daily-rate basis hired on a
first-name basis have been on a

daily basis we are approached for donations on a

permanent basis her privileges would be revoked on a

need-to-know basis the project operated on a strict (biowarfare)

case-by-case basis each request is reviewed on a S;
will be considered on a

fee-for-service basis self-employed doctors work for patients on a

first-come, first-served basis a

basketball (see basketball)

rice basket the Mekong Delta, Vietnam's rice basket
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111

basketball

fast-break basket

go-ahead basket

basketball

basketball camp
basketball champion
basketball clinic
basketball coach
basketball court

basketball drills
basketball family
basketball glory
basketball history
basketball hoop
basketball player
basketball practice
basketball program
basketball season

basketball star

basketball statistics
basketball talent
basketball team
basketball writer

basketball coaching staff

leading to a (basketball)

the on a driving layup (basketball)

plays

AAU --s in Las Vegas and Long Beach
5
attend a in Las Vegas
Indiana s; .a high-school
dribble up and down a ;
the outdoor s have trash, broken bottles
running and doing
he comes from a
photographs from his days of
the most dominant player in
under a
the best-known
her parents pick her up after
he ran one of the best --s in the state
during the height of the ;
the end of a dominated by...;
her final
Len Bias was a ;
the Michael Jordan
get during the game
whose
(see basketball team)
one of the --s for the Times

the at the school

basketball, football, or other sports activity injuries during

college basketball

college basketball (m)

Division I basketball

pickup basketball

three-on-three basketball

the best scorer in ;
the most superstitious player in

junkies and the NCAA tournament

one year of

the culture and language of

lace up his high-top sneakers for some
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basketball team basketball team captain a solid student and

bass bass-fishing (see bass-fishing)

bass-fishing bass-fishing tournament a on the Red River

bat (animal) bats, skunks, foxes and dogs can be sources of rabies

bat (sports)

bath

bathing

bathroom

bathtub

fruit bat s near the cave's mouth;
upside-down s

rabid bat he received vaccination shots after a bit him

baseball bat grabbed a

bathhouse s, rest stops or other pickup venues
bathrobe a
bathroom (see bathroom)
bath towel a fluffy white
bathtub (see bathtub)
bath water let's not throw the baby out with the

acid bath the
blood bath most analysts predict a
birdbath a
bubble bath slide into a with your honey
sponge bath gave s and spooned applesauce;

she gave me soothing s 4

bathing suit wet s;
laying out clothes and shopping for a

sunbathing discretion and nude 1

bathroom floors were filthy
bathroom mirror the
bathroom pass a student with a (high school)

women's bathroom in the of a casino

bathtub a

bathtub drowning drowning and young children
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0

baton

battalion

battered

battered women

battery (energy)

battery (military)

battery (other)

battery-powered

riot baton

battalion perimeter

rapid-reaction battalion

enemy battalion

battered wife
battered women

carrying a

he was leading them toward the when...

other battalions

a furious counterattack of an

runaways or s
(see battered women)

recession-battered (see recession-battered)

battered-women's shelter a rape-crisis and

advocates for battered women

battery acid
battery change
battery life

battery-powered

car battery
starter battery
storage battery

flashlight battery

main battery

artillery battery
Patriot battery

counterbattery

antimissile battery

battery of tests

battery-powered toy

abandoned boats leaking into the bay
she was overdue for a (pacemaker)
laptop users list as their No. 1 complaint

(see battery-powered)

buying a
able to operate using the (spacecraft)
the spacecraft's main

a plastic bag containing s

the space station's six s

target s offering resistance
deploy the to South Korea

(see counterbattery)

an Army Patriot

the doctor will give him a ;
I was given a (psychiatric ward)

the s are a fire hazard
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batting

battle

battery-powered pacemaker

battery-powered PSA

batting average
batting cage
batting gloves
batting practice

battle cry
battle drill

battle fatigue
battlefield
battle flag

battlefront
battleground
battle group

battle lines
battle pennants
battle plan
battle planner
battle readiness (m)
battleship
battle's site
battle tactics
battle tank
battle zone

battle-weary

battle-making

the first

the PSA (personal satellite assistant)

the leader in (baseball)
the (baseball)
when he began to strap on his (baseball)
a Toronto Blue Jays (baseball);
shagging flies, taking (baseball)

practice methods of communication during s;
the lead squad executes the to react to contact;
a is a collective action rapidly executed

(see battlefield)
the Confederate ;
the state's flying of the Confederate

the moved north;
ships from the USS George Washington
the were drawn (metaphor)
flags and snapped in a crisp breeze
create a to address the problem
the force commander and s
this requires a plan

the hundreds of acres of the
logistics,
it has the longest gun of any
the world's many s

(see battle-weary)

to see as an extension of diplomacy

battle for answers the one last battle, the (Agent Orange)
battle for the championship their (basketball)

battle against (entertainment) violence a turning point in the

court battle
custody battle

a long-running
he was the object of a fierce
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battlefield

development battle
epic battle
gun battle
night battle
visitation battle

on the losing side of s
their s for championship crowns (sports)
there was a running
during an intense
s involving grandparents

air and missile defense battle

long-running battle

funding battle

pitched battle

precisely executed battle

urban battle

long, hard battle

age-old battle

rapid fusion of data to fight the ;
to effectively plan and fight the ;
the and the possibility of fratricide

the over the rights of ...

annual s on Capitol Hill

s followed (Georgia)

the location and status of tunnels in s

it's been a really for me (cancer survivor)

the battle against assimilation

account of the battle a vivid (Iwo Jima)
object of a (fierce custody) battle he was the
rigors of battle the tank must hold up to the

day in, day out battle

battlefield

battlefield conditions
battlefield medicine
battlefield obstacles
battlefield role
battlefield success
battlefield survival

battlefield training

tomorrow's battlefield

modern battlefield

a with beavers

a valiant warrior on the

troop locations and
major advances in vaccine research and
tank traps and other deadly
the Saudi's (in Afghanistan)

(see battlefield survival)

for journalists

the ever-changing threats of

combat power on the
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battlefield survival

battle-weary

Bavarian

Bavarian-style

bay

bayfront

BBC

be

beach

battlefield-survival skills

battle-weary residents

Bavarian-style

Bavarian-style inn

bayfront

open-bay

crescent-shaped bay
island-strewn bay

bayfront park

BBC World Service (m)

be-all

be-on-the-lookout

soon-to-be-homeless

soon-to-be-demolished
soon-to-be-filled
soon-to-be-married
soon-to-be-released

not-to-be-wasted

training in

a group of residents

(see Bavarian-style)

the

(see bayfront)

(see open-bay)

a narrow road that runs along the
an

a

listen to the radio

newspapers were the and end-all

(see be-on-the-lookout)

(see soon-to-be-homeless)

(see soon-to-be-demolished)
(see soon-to-be- filled)
(see soon-to-be-married)
(see soon-to-be-released)

(see not-to-be-wasted)

consequences-be-damned (see consequences-be-damned)

husband-to-be
mom-to-be

would-be

wanna-be

beach encampment
beachgoer

a week in Mexico with my
(see mom-to-be)

(see would-be)

(see wanna-be)

the head hippie a the
Cape May attracts s, sailors, and fishermen
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beacon

beaded

beak

beak-nosed

beaker

beam

beamed

bean

bear

beach haven
beachhead

beach house
beach party
beach towel
beach umbrella
beach vacation

beach closings

soiled beaches
uninhabited beach

white-sand beach

emergency beacon

glass-beaded

beak-nosed

beak-nosed facial type

laboratory beaker

high beams

low-beamed

bean field

jelly bean
soybean

bear country
bear cub
bear-density (m)
bear habitat
bear hugs
bear poacher
bear population
bear sightings
bear story

an isolated and unpopulated
one of five s seized by the Allies;
secure the port as a for inland ops
in a renteds
an American-flag
people passed by with --s
spring-break 's

because of high bacteria levels

clean up the (after an oil spill)
hundreds of miles of s

a thin band of s

the ship's hydrostatic never activated

(see glass-beaded)

(see beak-nosed)

the long-faced,

plastic 's

(see high beams)

(see low-beamed)

in the s

his grandfather's love of s
(see soybean)

how you camp in
the weighed about 20 pounds
a study conducted last month
almost all the county is
she's the one who dispenses
Ray Hillsman, Oregon's most notorious
the growing is spreading throughout...

have become more common
Ray always had a to tell
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beard

bearded

bearer

bearing

beast

beat

beaten

beater

bear tracks

cave bear
mother bear
teddy bear

black bear (m)
dead bear

number of (black) bears

ginger-red beard

close-cropped beard
neatly trimmed beard

bearded dragon

full-bearded

ammunition bearer
pallbearer

childbearing
interest-bearing
weight-bearing

silver- and lead-bearing

beasts of burden

beat cop

beat-down
beat-up

drumbeat
heartbeat

beaten track

weather-beaten

buzzer beater

there are all over the place

a fossil skull of a giant
the slaying of a and her cubs
a on the pillow

record numbers of sightings
many people came to view the

the in the state has increased

a

a
he is fifty, with a

we keep and raise s from Australia (reptile)

(see full-bearded)

the digs a one-man fighting position
(see pallbearer)

(see childbearing)
(see interest-bearing)
(see weight-bearing)

(see silver- and lead-bearing)

goats are used as in the Himalayas

began his police career as a in Brooklyn

they beat her up--a Brick City
(see beat-up)

s filled the gym
a strong ; breath and would stop

he doesn't hesitate to go off the

(see weather-beaten)

a in overtime (basketball)
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beating

beat-up

beautiful

beautifully

wife beater

beating death

fare-beating
wife-beating

buzzer-beating

beat-up car

beat-up suitcase

beautiful land
beautiful parts
beautiful student
beautiful view

beautiful penmanship

small-is-beautiful

beautifully composed
beautifully crafted
beautifully sculpted
beautifully wrapped
beautifully written

s, child abusers and others...

this last brutal of a gay soldier

violations such as
drunken husbands, and the

(see buzzer-beating)

a

a

a (Montenegro)
one of the most of America
a --
a into the valley below

he had

(see small-is-beautiful)

(see beautifully composed)
(see beautifully crafted)
(see beautifully sculpted)
(see beautifully wrapped)
(see beautifully written)

beautifully composed
beautifully composed action

beautifully crafted beautifully crafted objects

beautifully sculpted

beautifully wrapped

beautifully written beautifully written book

(film)

beautifully sculpted (fourth-century) Greek bowl

beautifully wrapped package

beauty beauty competition
beauty magazine
beauty pageant

a

a

my boyfriend gave me a

a is held each year
fashion, celebrity and s
(see beauty pageant)
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beauty products

beauty queen
beauty standards

natural beauty

beauty pageant child beauty pageant

beaver

beaver control

beauty pageant contestant
beauty-pageant ladder
beauty-pageant winner

beaver control
beaver dam

beaver control program

bed (sleeping) bed check

bed rest
bedroll
bedroom
bedside
bedsore
bedspread
bedtime

bedridden

bed-wetting

bed and breakfast

bunk bed
deathbed
hospital bed

parents' bed
shelter bed
water bed

queen-size bed

cars, and insurance;
drugs, vitamins, and health and
who was herself a
by today's

help preserve the of the place

have never been to s

a
she began to move up the
a disgruntled

(see beaver control)
two s

put $1 million into a

while prison officials do a ;
he was observed during routine s (jail)

on complete

(see bedroom)
(see bedside)
suffered from s
tablecloths, napkins, and s
(see bedtime)

(see bedridden)

drugs used to treat

(see bed and breakfast)

s against the whitewashed walls
on her ; lying on his
lying heavily bandaged in a S;
the total number of s in the city
I wanted to sleep in my
the city's 1,300 's are almost always full
with its shag carpets, s, and...

a side table, a
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110-bed the shelter (for the homeless)

bed (other) bedrock the of safety

creek bed crossing a shady
flower bed clear turf for a
lake bed a dry ; old s
railbed disused s converted to hiking trails
riverbed stones rolling down the
roadbed in the grass beside the
seabed the geologically active Mediterranean
streambed the dry j;

emplacing mines in a or a river (military)
tobacco bed check their s
vegetable bed the four acres of s

sea-grass bed s
flatbed (see flatbed)

tanning bed the advent of s in the 1980s

hotbed the region has been a of revolt

bedecked jewel-bedecked (see jewel-bedecked)
silver-bedecked (see silver-bedecked)

Bedouin Bedouin shepherd a Jordanian offers his livestock for sale

bedridden bedridden he was and semiconscious;
he was

bedroom bedroom a

bedroom door outside her sister's ;
her sports a "Don't Enter" sign

bedroom window tapping on my woke me up

guest bedroom slept in the the night before

average-sized bedroom one

upstairs bedroom an
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one-bedroom
two-bedroom

(see one-bedroom)
(see two-bedroom)

bed and breakfast bed-and-breakfast inn owns a
bed and breakfast owners don't like the booking service

bedside

bedtime

bee

beef

beef-jerky

bedside a nurse records vital signs at the

bedside table on the
bedside vigil kept a despondent

bedtime story reading them a

bee farmer he's a professional
bee hive honey in a
bee-keeper farmers and s
bee sting he had over 200 s
bee stinger a should be removed immediately
bee venom

bees and wasps the venom of

bees and other pollinating insects

honeybee grasshoppers, dragonflies, s
killer bee aggressive behavior and s
queen bees selecting from the most productive colonies

African bees European bees versus
European bees versus African bees

colonies of (African) bees
stinger of the bee the barbed
swarm of bees a

beef cattle and dairy cattle
beef-jerky (see beef-jerky)
beef sample tests found a contaminated with E.coli

ground beef (see ground beef)

beef-jerky wrapper throwing s on the floor
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p

been

beer

has-been written off as a ;

beer bar a second-floor
beer bash granted an entertainment license for a ;

$21,000 in damages as a result of the
beer can s floating downstream
beer hall from to tattoo parlor
beer keg hurling s against the wall
beer party those at the destroyed the house

beer-drinking
beer-swilling

violations such as public
(see beer-swilling)

beer-and-wine (see beer-and-wine)

afterwork beer an

world-famous beer this (Budweiser)

sodas, beer, and milk are not good substitutes for water

beer-and-wine beer-and-wine store a

beer-swilling beer-swilling brother his

before beforehand I can't go see them

before-and-after (see before-and-after)

never-before-seen (see never-before-seen)

before-and-after before-and-after pictures among the

beginner beginner's luck it was a case of

beginning beginning of the end it was the
beginning of our relationship he cheated on me at the
beginning of the year (see beginning of the year)

school's beginnings the as a military academy

humble beginnings he had worked his way up from

beginning of the year
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behaved

behavior

beginning of the year

beginning-of-the-year

best-behaved

well-behaved

behavior agreements
behavior modification
behavior standard

consumer behavior
criminal behavior
defendant's behavior
dog behavior
gang behavior
herd behavior
human behavior
male behavior
police behavior
problem behavior
student behavior

classroom behavior
rock-star behavior
teenage behavior

dating behavior
marketing behavior
shopping behavior

risk-taking behavior

abusive behavior

acceptable behavior

aggressive behavior
antisocial behavior
awful behavior
bizarre behavior
criminal behavior
deviant behavior

at the

assessment this is a

(see best-behaved)

(see well-behaved)

uniforms, and a longer school day
rehabilitation or (jail)
several schools have strict s

consumer values and
working in the field of
the

and gang behavior
dog behavior and
investors are succumbing to
the dazzling array of
norms constraining
complaints about are down
a program to modify (in dogs)
disagreed over whether is improving

the of her students
standard
current statistics about

scripts and stereotypes that guide
tobacco firms haven't changed their
tools to record our

is as old as...

are 's escalating? (abuse);
toward elderly people

children learn the limits of ;
kids who assume acts of violence are (media)

and killer bees

given his
his on the night of the slaying
working in the field of
teenagers and
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behavioral

behind

disrespectful behavior
erratic behavior
good behavior
inappropriate behavior
odd behavior
past behavior
polite behavior
rude behavior
sexual behavior

rude or
he can get his under control
served two years, released for
at the root of teenagers'
this isn't the first bit of on her part
I regret my
the rules of and cell phones, beepers

the brain and
standard (rock-star) behavior
subsequent behavior
suicidal behavior
violent behavior

volatile behavior

his reinforced the tags (cocky, disrespectful)
intentional violence can result in depression,

during contact sports;
17 warning signs for
despite his on the court (basketball)

self-destructive behavior getting them to give up

reckless, aggressive, deceitful, and impulsive behavior

array of (human) behavior the dazzling
field of (criminal) behavior working in the
limits of (acceptable) behavior children learn the
range of (human sexual) behavior the normal
risks of his behavior he was aware of the (asking questions)
rules of (polite) behavior the and cell phones, beepers
signs of (violent) behavior 17 warning

changes in behavior

behavioral factor
behavioral therapy

behind-the-back
behind-the-scenes

stay-behind

come-from-behind

behind-the-back behind-the-back pass

behind-the-scenes behind-the-scenes

unpredictable (dogs in response to babies)

medication versus (psychiatric disorders)

(see behind-the-back)
(see behind-the-scenes)

(see stay-behind)

(see come-from-behind)

s, and high arching lobs

a of world hegemony
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being

belay

belief

believe

believer

bell

behind-the-scenes controversy
behind-the-scenes negotiations
behind-the-scenes role
behind-the-scenes strategist

fraught with
failed

his

behind-the-scenes lobbying months of

human being

well-being

ice-ax belay

belief system

groups' belief

common belief
delusional belief
popular belief
traditional belief

make-believe

like-minded believers

bell tower

bell-bottomed
bell-shaped

alarm bells
church bells
doorbell
school bell

diving bell
warning bell

dumbbells

bell-bottomed bell-bottomed character

the genome, the genetic code of the

(see well-being)

saved 3 comrades with his

their s are no less valid

promote the that...

it is a that head lice will infest a room (untrue)
s that the young man related to him
contrary to , not all guys want...
their is that the bones...(Dolgans)

(see make-believe)

a group of established their own church

by a shell-pocked

(see bell-bottomed)
(see bell-shaped)

civil rights activists sounded the
were rung throughout the country

the rang
at the ring of the 3 p.m.

the is supplied with power, heat, air
spiraling suicide rates sound a

do a series of squats with 5-pound

a boorish
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bell-shaped

belly

belly-up

belongings

below

bell-shaped flowers

belly button (m)

belly-up

belly of a tank

belly-up

personal belongings

below-average
below-normal
below zero

the

I've had a ring since I was 15

(see belly-up)

the slug punches a hole in the

plenty of excuses to go

combs, toothbrushes and other

(see below-average)
(see below-normal)
(see below zero)

below-average below-average intelligence

below-normal below-normal rain

below-normal rainfall

below zero below zero

above-average temperatures and

struggling through a year of

temperatures fell to 16

below-zero temperatures are unusual in November

belt beltway

belt-tightening

back belt
chain belt
fan belt
farm belt
leather belt
money belt
rubber belt
radiation belt
seatbelt
web belt

under his belt

six-inch-wide belt

six growth corridors and three s

recent years of corporate ;

--s, worn in occupations with heavy lifting
rubber belts can be replaced by s
lug nuts, tampons, s, cigarette butts
Louisiana's
put his shoes and at the temple gate
$500 missing from his
s can be replaced by chain belts
the --s of earth
(see seatbelt)
with a serving as a tourniquet (military)

he had one expedition to Gasherbrum II

a
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bench

bend

benefactor

benefit

bench conference

bench press (v)

granite bench
park bench
team bench
workbench

bend in a trail

bend of a river

riverbend

sharp bend

memorial's benefactors

benefit concert

benefit of the doubt

benefits of exercise

at a with the lawyers

how many pounds can you ?

a memorial in the park
recycled plastic for s and speed bumps
sitting behind the
sitting at a wooden (rug weavers)

a sharp , road, or stream (ambushes)

the patrol came under fire as it rounded the

50 miles of serpentine js

a in a trail, road or stream

the have raised $57 million to date

his before Princess Margaret (singer)

I decided to give him the ;
we want to give them the
she is dubious about the

benefits of (economic) growth the

benefits of establishing eye contact the

benefits to the well-to-do

benefit for (cancer) research
benefits for veterans

charity benefit
cost-benefit
death benefits
disability benefits
education benefits

fringe benefits
marriage benefits
retirement benefit
tax benefit

attend a
education

at s and balls
(see cost-benefit)
employee claims for
he was denied and insurance claims
the military will give ;

for veterans
employers are increasing
300-plus traditional controlled by the state
better js
s one got for giving money to charity
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benign

bent

bent-over

unemployment benefit

expected benefits
proven benefit

great benefits
questionable benefit

benign neglect

bent-over

bent-over old folk

be-on-the-lookout be-on-the-lookout alert

berg

berry

best

iceberg

late-ripening berry

best-actor
best-actress
best advantage
best answer
best approach
best bet
best-case
best chance
best course
best-director
best (foreign-language)
best friend
best hope
best indicator
best (career) move
best-picture

fight for s

the should outweigh the risks (medicine)
to day, no to these agents has been seen

, a pension plan
this treatment may be of

the atmosphere was one of (psychiatric ward)

(see bent-over)

issued a for the vehicle

a large

cherries and s

(see best-actor)
(see best-actress)
the enemy will use terrain to their own
the
the s to cancer treatment
your is to always do a warm-up
(see best-case)
they have the to win... (basketball)
we thought the of action was to...
a award

film the at the Oscars
my
my was to...
the of danger is... (abuse)
one of the s I ever made
the category;
seen two of the nominees (Oscars)

best (basketball) program he ran one of the in the state
best meat
best place
best remedy
best route
best (subway) route

low prices, fresh produce, the in town (store)
the for a firearm is a gun safe
a good mousing cat is the (mice in stable)
selecting the (military)
what's the from X to Y
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best-actor

best-actress

best-behaved

best-case

best-covered

best scorer
best-seller
best shape
best shot
best shot (chance)
best (folk) singer
best source
best strategy

best way

best-selling

best-behaved
best-covered
best-educated
best-kept
best-known
best-laid
best-loved
best preserved
best supplied

best-ever
best ever

second-best

personal best

best-actor award

best actress award
best-actress Oscar
best-actress prize

best-behaved child
best-behaved students

best-case scenario

best-covered war

the in college basketball
(see best-seller)
she is in the of her life (a tennis player)
position weapons to ensure the (antiarmor)
the guys have given it their
some of the city's best s (Asheville)
long-renowned as the ...
the is to approach the problem directly;
his would have been to withdraw
the to follow your natural body clock
botanical gardens offer one of the s to...

(see best-selling)

(see best-behaved)
(see best-covered)
(see best-educated)
(see best-kept)
(see best known)
(see best-laid)
(see best-loved)
(see best preserved)
(see best supplied)

Chile's World Cup showing
that film was the !

(see second-best)

(see personal best)

a

won the (Screen Actors Guild)
Meryl Streep won the for...
Cannes's

the I know
the

then the is...

the in history
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best-educated best-educated families the

best-kept

best known

best-kept secret one of the city's s

best-kept corporate secret the js

best known he was for his lucid essays
the of the rightists

best-known landmark
best-known soccer player

the state's
the

best-known basketball player the

best-known antinuclear activist one of India's s

best-laid best-laid plan the js

best-loved best-loved film one of America's js

best-preserved best preserved part one of the most beautiful, js of America

best-seller best-seller a by...
it was not a

best-seller list The New York Times
it reached the js

bestseller list s
top best-seller among the s at the store

best-selling best-selling book s
best-selling car it has become the world's
best-selling (how-to) guide a
best-selling issue the (magazine)
best-selling item the js

best supplied best-supplied city the richest, s in the country

bet best bet your is to always do a warm-up

better better alternative until somebody comes up with a
better place we can make the world a
better judgment he cause me to act against my
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better-funded

better-known

better-looking

better organized

better-paying

betting

beverage

beyond

bi

better-looking
better-paying

better-funded
better-known
better organized

(see better-looking)
(see better-paying)

(see better-funded)
(see better-known)
(see better organized)

ours-is-better-than-yours (see ours-is-better-than-yours)

far-better (see far-better)

better-funded defense lawyersthe case for

better-known opponent important fights against s

better-looking building

better organized

better-paying work

better-paying manufacturing jobs

one of the s

they became

betting agency
betting line
betting shop
betting window

beverage giant
beverage machine

iced coffee beverage

carbonated beverage

above and beyond

bicycle
bipartisan

biannual
bilingual (m)
bipolar

rejected for

Ladbrokes, the British
no s have been posted (boxing match)
the smaller s along the Vegas strip
a sign posted near the s (sports book)

the Atlanta-based (Coca-Cola)
water fountain and are located at...

1.6 million Americans drink an

s or beer contain air bubbles

goes the call of duty (customer service)

(see bike)
(see bipartisan)

(see biannual)
(see bilingual)
(see bipolar)
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biannual biannual gathering the of heads of state

bias gender bias against its female faculty

racial bias allegation of (police)

bib bib overalls he wore mud-caked

bible bible study (see bible study)

bible-quoting (see bible-quoting)

bible of sports the on the Internet (Internet site)

bible-quoting bible-quoting son his

bible study bible study taught s in prison;
Bible study regular prayer services and

biblical

bicycle

bid

bidder

bidding

Bible-study class a
bible-study group s
Bible-study group s
biblical events
biblical figures
Biblical times

(see bike)

, such as Paul's conversion
such as Saul and David

just as he did in

bid price the includes no medical costs

exoneration bid they considered fighting his
summit bid a blizzard-wracked ;

10 days later, on the brink of another

low-bid (see low-bid)

qualified bidder the state had two s to create the system

low bidder state officials chose SMI as the

bidding war a had begun for exclusive photo rights
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bifurcation plume bifurcation was visible (volcanic eruption)

big big band (see big band)
big bang he wanted to go out in a (suicide)
big bore it's a (film)
big-budget (see big-budget)
big business , Third World elites, and the poor
big-city (see big-city)
big day it cast a shadow over her (wedding)
big deal drunk driving is a (versus not important);

he doesn't make a of it (Loch Ness sighting)
big-ego (see big-ego)
big fight have never been in a before (boxing)
big-game (see big-game)
big honor it would be a to work for him (scientist)
big house (see big house)
big-league (see big-league)
big loser those who hung onto the stock were s
big losses and dwindling capital (Internet company)
big mistake but it could be a if...
big moment when the arrives (spearfishing)
big-money (see big-money)
big-name (see big-name)
big night (see big night)
big one could this be the (earthquake);

until '98 he had never won the (Daytona)
big orders customers thronged to the market with (sheep)
big picture (see big picture(view))
big-picture (see big picture (movies))
big profits the firm could earn
big regrets do you have any about your life
big-scale (see big-scale)
big-screen (see big-screen)
big shot (see big shot)
big success the new sports section became a
big thing that was a for us (brother's happiness)
big time (see big time)

big breakup anyone who's survived a (couples)

big-eyed (see big-eyed)
big-hearted (see big-hearted)
bigmouthed (see bigmouthed)
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big band

much-too-big

big band

big-band era
Big Band-style

Big Band-style Big Band-style dance

big-budget

big-city

big-ego

big-eyed

big-game

biggest

big-budget hit
big-budget monster

big-city orchestra
big-city politics
big-city school

big-ego artist

big-eyed children

big-game expert
big-game fish
big-game trophy

biggest asset
biggest bass
biggest (murder) case
biggest (aerospace) co
biggest (arms) dealer
biggest event
biggest market

(see much-too-big)

swing dancing and s;
his father played a saxophone in s

the of the 1940s
(see Big Band-style)

a

as
g
race has receded froms
so many s

offered the a toy

a
catching and releasing
5
Amazon's is its customer base
the wins the prize money
the

rnpany Boeing, the world's
the
Family Day was the prison's
the world's for cell phones

biggest meteor crater the
biggest hurdle my emotional recovery would be my
biggest proposal the of his governorship
biggest (unresolved) question the concerning him is...
biggest (souvenir) store owns the in West Virginia
biggest thrills one of the in my career was ...(auto racer)
biggest (health) worries five of the biggest young women have

biggest bookseller the nation's

biggest downside the
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big-hearted

big house

big-league

big-money

bigmouthed

big-name

big night

biggest e-commerce site

biggest trading house

second-biggest

big-hearted

big house prison

big-league politician

big-money enterprise
big-money game
big-money trade

bigmouthed

big-name actors
big-name act
big-name performer
big-name player

big night out

big picture (view) big picture

big picture (movies) big-picture business

big-scale

big-screen

big shot

big time

big-scale project

big-screen television

the -s on the Net

the - on Wall Street

(see second-biggest)

one of 30 "-s" (built 1870-1930)

a

casinos and other -s
today's
-s

'-S

a -
-s

embarking on a - (social)

it's not important in the

in the - (movies)

the first of many -s

closed captions on their -s

big-shot (Hollywood) director a

children of big shots

big time

big-time (adv)

big-time assassin

and university admissions

plunged into the greed frenzy of the -;
he hit the

cost the team

a
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bike
(and bicycle)

bike friendly

biker (bicycle)

biker (motorcycle)

biking
(and cycling)

big-time conduit
big-time athlete

big-time asshole

bike accident
bicycle chain
bicycle corridor
bike design
bicycling enthusiast
bicycle lane
bike lane
bicycle messenger

bike path
bicycle ride
bicycle riders
bike route
bike shop

bicycle friendly

exercise bicycle
mountain bike (n)
mountain bike (v)

stationary bike

bicycles, fishing rods,

bicycle friendly

mountain biker

avid cyclist

biker movie

biking injury
biking tour
biking trip

cycling and running

a

a

auto and 's
clean a
a series of marked s in the city
significant leaps in
s and bicycle lanes
s on city streets
transportation plans include more s
taxicabs, s...;
a and drug courier
funding to build a 2.5-mile
a short along the Cowboy Trail

must comply will all traffic regulations
miles of s, from paved roads to goat paths
train stations and --s

(see bike friendly)

we pedal furiously on s
traverse it on a
he also s and climbs rock faces

he spends hours riding a

and other sports gear

make Asheville more

started out as a

co-owner of Liberty Bicycles and an

a called "The Wild Angels"

dog bites; --s
a of Vietnam (bicycle)
on a

going through a regimen of Tae Bo,
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bikini

bile-green

bilingual

bilingual education

mountain-biking
mountain biking

bikini top

bile-green quilt

bilingual ballots
bilingual education
bilingual instruction
bilingual program

is one way to see the desert
, skateboarding, scuba diving

girls in s and cutoffs

a

a critic of bilingual education and
(see bilingual education)
12 percent of Latinos are still in (California)
older students who went through s (Spanish)

bilingual-education theorist a and professor of education

pros and cons of bilingual education the
critic of bilingual education a and bilingual ballots (voting)

bill (currency) marked bills

one-dollar bill
five-dollar bill
10-dollar bill
50-dollar bill
hundred-dollar bill
one-hundred-dollar bill

bill (to be paid) bill-paying

electric bills
grocery bill
phone bill

water bill

car-repair bill
homeowner's bill

cooling bill

bill (legislation) crime bill
energy bill
language bill

$80 in to buy crack cocaine

a
a
a
a
a stack of s
a

(see bill-paying)

saving consumers billions in
$600-a-month s
dead cats, s, Pepsi bottles;
pay the heating and s
pay for the project with higher --s

a
a property-tax cut and s

cut your by half

the 1994 amendment
presenting his ' to Congress
any will face tough odds

1
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drug-control bill an omnibus
juvenile-crime bill a should crack down on gangs and guns

anti-crime bill an

spending bill s to pay for government operations

intelligence-spending bill an

anti-cockfighting bill an .(Oklahoma)

N.R.A.-backed bill two in Colorado

thirteen-hundred-page (health-care) bill a

bill (other) billboard they dismantled a

"bill of rights" a proposed passenger (airlines)

handbill distributing s at street fairs

billiard billiard room a third-floor

billing billing rates business consulting and
billing system a new was brought on line

billion billionaire (see billionaire)

billion-dollar (see billion-dollar)

billions of dollars losses could run into (earthquake)

multibillion (see multibillion)

billionaire billionaire arms dealer illegal government support of the

software billionaire thirty-year-old software s

billion-dollar billion-dollar-per-year (see billion-dollar-per-year)

half-a-billion-dollar (m) the debt

one-and-three-quarter-billion-dollar (m) a bond issue
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$4 billion a fortune

$6-to-10-billion (m) a increase

two-billion-seven-hundred-million-dollar (m) a writeoff

billion-dollar-per-year
nine-billion-dollar-per-year (m) a operation

bill-paying bill-paying
bill paying

bin

binding

binge

electronic promises to be a big deal
low or no fees for

online bill paying problems have stalled

top-access bin s
binding agreement no has been reached

non-binding (see non-binding)

EPW bindings preparing , first aid kits, and litters (MPs)

binge drinker 20 percent of students are frequent s;
the number of s has remained steady;
js versus light drinkers

binge drinking the spread of school cheating and

drinking binge a led to the senseless killing
eating binge alternated js with bouts of starvation
hiring binge the of the 1990s

bio biochemist (see biochemist)
biodiversity (see biodiversity)
biofuel (see biofuel)
biohazard (see biohazard)
bioinformatics (see bioinformatics)
biometrics (see biometrics)
biosciences (see biosciences)
biosphere (see biosphere)
biostatistics (see biostatistics)
biotechnology (see biotechnology)
bioterror (see bioterror)
bioterrorism (see bioterrorism)
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biochemist

biodiversity

biofuel

biography

biohazard

bioinformatics

biological

biotoxin
biowarfare
bioweapons

biomedical

biodegrade (v)

(see biotoxin)
(see biowarfare)
(see bioweapon)

(see biomedical)

tossed on the compost heap to

Nobel Prize-winning biochemist a

biodiversity

loss of biodiversity

in defense of

the

environmentally friendly biofuels like ethanol

official biography

biohazard team

an attempt to compile a kind of

lead a

contaminated biohazard Danger Used Needles (on disposal box)

bioinformatics

biological agent

biological agent (m)
biological attack
biological incidents
biological mother
biological parents
biological roots
biological terrorism
biological weapons

biosciences, , biotechnology

the use of s is not a new concept;
most aerosolized s will not penetrate skin
the vulnerability of American cities to attacks
military troops exposed to a
a preparedness program to respond to (BW)
children raised by their
children living with both
little info about the of the disorder
the threat of
(see biological weapons)

biological warfare (see biological warfare)

chemical and biological (see chemical and biological)

nuclear, biological, and chemical

biological warfare biological warfare

biological warfare agent

(see NBC)

(BW)

measures can be taken against s
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biological warfare agent (m)
biological warfare attack
biological warfare capability
biological warfare protection
biological warfare situations

biological warfare training

indications of possible attack...
information indicating a is imminent

offensive s
the vaccine is used for
forces may become exposed in

chemical- and biological-warfare
(see chemical- and biological-warfare)

biological weapons biological weapons include organisms or toxins;
a treaty outlawing

biologist

biology

biomedical

biometrics

biological weapons event
biological weapons program
biological weapons use

wildlife biologist

marine biology
tumor biology

biomedical scientists

biometrics

biometrics company
biometrics' day
biometric devices

indications of a possible event include...
the US ended its offensive in 1969
history is replete with examples of

s approached the island

local students
recent advances in

and animal welfare activists

, the statistical analysis of anatomical data

dozens of will be competing for attention
may finally have come
identify people by physical characteristics;

various kinds of

combination of biometrics

biometric-related

a for increased security

(see biometric-related)

biometric-related biometric-related hardware and software Sales of amounted to...

biosciences

biosphere

biostatistics

biosciences

biosphere

biostatistics

bioinformatics, biotechnology

unsustainable demands on the

a professor of epidemiology and
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biotechnology

bioterror

bioterrorism

biotoxin

biowarfare

bioweapon

biotechnology company
biotechnology industry

bioterror event

bioterror planning

bioterrorism

bioterrorism

lethal biotoxin

biowarfare program

bioweapons

bioweapons-analysis

more than 1,000 s
the

preparations for a S;
plan for a possible
involved with

(see bioterrorism)

it's an incident of

BTX-one of the most s known

Iraq had a

they gather intelligence involving ;
an Army expert on s

(see bioweapons-analysis)

bioweapons-analysis
bioweapons-analysis section the C.I.A.'s

bipartisan

bipolar

birch

bird

bipartisan effort

bipolar disorder

birch smoke

bird activity
birdbath
birdcage
bird cage
bird's-eye
bird's nest
bird seed
bird specimen
bird watcher
bird-watchers

birdlike

bird watching

the drug war became a

, depression

blue-gray clouds of hang in the icy air

devoid of
a
shoebox-sized s
locked his professor in a walk-in
(see bird's-eye)
a
a bag of
the number of s he collected
my fellow --s
, cyclists, horse riders and canoeists

(see birdlike)

(see bird watching)
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birdlike

bird's-eye

bird watching

birth

birth control

sea bird
songbird

early-bird
exotic bird

birdlike chest

bird's-eye view

bird watching

bird-watching tour

birth certificate
birth control
birth date

birthday
birth defect
birth family
birth father
birthmark
birthmother
birthplace
birthrate
birth record
birthweight

childbirth

natural birth

out-of-wedlock birth

date of his birth

birth control

birth-control debate
birth control method

oil has killed more than 6,000 s
large flights of across the Gulf

(see early-bird)
hoping to spot an (Dominica)

a sheet pulled up over his thin,

a from the plane

others came for j;
hiking, , horseback riding

a ten-day

his name was on the
(see birth control)
the column of s;
your address and
(see birthday)
could cause s
living in foster care away from their s
children living with a stepmother and
he had a on his...
the de facto and hands-on mother
Fidel's (Cuba)
(see birthrate)
property records, marriage and s
(see birthweight)

the relative safety of

versus a Caesarian

s;
divorce and s

the

easy access to ;
the costs of contraceptives or

the passion of the of the sixties
before you consider any , see a doctor
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birthday

birth-control pill the

costs of (contraceptives or) birth control the

birthday bash
birthday cake
birthday card
birthday party

Elton John's
a slice of her ; there were two s
the was two feet long
(see birthday party)

birthday party surprise birthday party she threw a for him

birthrate

forty-third-birthday party at the she'd thrown for herself

birthrate 's are increasing by 3.8% each year
birth rate --s were highest during November;

colleges will suffer from declining 's;
low --s among American Jews

birthrate decline the world's continuing

birthweight low-birthweight (see low-birthweight)

bit knife-and-fork bit the camera zoomed in on the

bite bite mark the police noted a on his shoulder;
acute s may contain assailant's saliva

bite wound risk of contracting rabies from a

bite-sized (see bite-sized)

bite and scratch (see bite and scratch)

animal bite many --s go unreported...
cat bites are often punctures
dog bite there are substantially more s than cat bites

--s average more than 4 million a year
dog bite (m) patients with wounds
fight bite lacerations on knuckle suggest a (human)
frostbite (see frostbite)
human bite antibiotic treatment for a
insect bite diagnosis and treatment of s
mosquito bite summer picnics and s;

the virus is contracted through s
rat bite (m) fever (streptococcus moniliformis)
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scorpion bite
snake-bite
sound bite

spider bite
tick bites

sea snake bite

puff-adder bite

provoked bite
unprovoked bite

defensive bite

bite and scratch bite and scratch wounds

bite-sized

biting

bitten

bitter

bite-sized piece

biting cold

biting incident

rat-bitten

hard-bitten

used it to counteract s
(see snakebite)
the perfectly provocative ;
declaiming well-rehearsed s
prescribed aspirin for a

and tularemia

80% of s fail to produce envenomation

the

s are more common (cats and dogs)
provoked bite versus

thoroughly wash all s

he cut the meat into s

once the arrives

despite another (dog and baby)

(see rat-bitten)

(see hard-bitten)

bitter (international) controversy despite the (oil project)
bitter disappointment he proved to be a (a judge)
bitter end she maintained her innocence to the
bitter (late-night) negotiationsafter
bitter winds from Manchuria
bitter (Balkan) winter the

bitter fact of life car-jacking is a

bitterly bitterly worded (see bitterly worded)

bitterly worded bitterly worded introduction a

bivouac bivouac tent a tiny pitched on an airy ledge

biz show-biz (see show business)
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bizarre bizarre behavior his on the night of the slaying

bizarre-looking (see bizarre-looking)

bizarre-looking bizarre-looking they were

black (color) black bear (m) record numbers of sightings
blackboard (see blackboard)
black cloth (see black cloth)
black diamond (see black diamond)
black-frame (see black-frame)
Black Knights the Robbinsville (high-school football team)
black magic arrested for practicing (Saudi Arabia)
black mark the case put a on the city (a murder)
black market (see black market)
black sheep (see black sheep)
black-studies (see black-studies)
black-tie (see black-tie)
black veil clad in a black head-to-toe dress and a

black (race)

blackout (see blackout)

blacksmithing (see blacksmithing)

black-necked (see black-necked)
black-garbed (see black-garbed)
black-rimmed (see black-rimmed)

black-and-gray (see black-and-gray)
black and red (see black and red)
black-and-white (see black-and-white)

coal-black (see coal-black)
jet-black (see jet-black)
pitch-black (see pitch-black)
raven-black (see raven-black)

green-and-black (see green-and-black)
white-and-black (see white-and-black)

black groups distrust between the two
black majority (see black majority)
black music (see black-music)
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black population the country's (South Africa)
black power hearing the message of
black suspect the treatment of s and white suspects

black-on-black (see black-on-black)

black-inhabited (see black-inhabited)
black-led (see black-led)
black-operated (see black-operated)
black-owned (see black-owned)

black-white (see black-white)

black-owned-and-operated (see black-owned-and-operated)

blacks and other minority racial groups

majority-black (see majority-black)

part-black (see part-black)

black-and-gray black-and-gray hair

black and red black-and-red-plaid (see black-and-red-plaid)

black-and-red-plaid
black-and-red-plaid logger's shirt a

black-and-white black-and-white the earliest photos are all

black-and-white movie s
black-and-white photo a framed
black-and-white TV a
black-and-white unit a (police car)

black-and-white snapshot a small snapshot

blackboard blackboard computers will be as common as Ps

blackboard eraser heaving a in your direction

black clothe black-cloth-draped (see black-cloth-draped)

black-cloth-draped black-cloth-draped fire engine a
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black diamond double-black-diamond (see double-black-diamond)

blackened smoke-blackened (m) lungs

black-frame black-frame glasses his

black-garbed black-garbed guards

black-inhabited black-inhabited home every church, business and

black-led black-led boycott a

black majority black-majority city in s

black market dollar-based black market the flourishing

black music black-music business the

black-necked black-necked crane Bhutan's rare

black-on-black black-on-black crime

black-operated black-operated taxi company the

blackout (power) blackout s left millions in the dark

blackout (person) blackout he'd suffered a (drinking)

shallow-water blackout (breath-hold diving)

black-owned black-owned they were

black-owned taxi company the

black-owned-and-operated (see black-owned-and-operated)

black-owned-and-operated
black-owned-and-operated soul-food restaurant

black-rimmed black-rimmed glasses

black sheep

the great

black-sheep brother invite the to the wedding
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blacksmithing blacksmithing - was part of his ancestors' heritage

black-studies

black-tie

black-white

bladder (human)

bladder (other)

blade

blacksmithing book sketched in two old -'s
blacksmithing shop he has set up his own forge and

black-studies program

black-tie dinner

black-white dating

bladder cancer
bladder catheter
bladder fullness
bladder infection
bladder pressure

bladder emptying

gall bladder

empty bladder
full bladder

the blossoming of -s

a-

and marriage

the study is focused on
an indwelling -' (body)
a sensation of - or lower abdominal discomfort
she thought she was getting a
a pressure transducer to monitor - (body)

urinary tract infections due to incomplete

when he had his -' removed

an - if required for optimal imaging (body)
the - has a tear drop shaped appearance

bowel or bladder (m) - problems

spasms of the bladder urinary analgesics relieve pain, discomfort,

shape and size of the bladder the -j, uterus, vagina and cervix

bowel or bladder (m)

fuel bladders

blade-thin

propeller blades
razor blade

fever, weight loss, cough, and - problems

use of cans or - should be considered (military)

he was

gigantic - (on wind towers)
the stainless-steel -j;
give them the razor, sell them the - (business)

mine-clearing blades tank-mounted - or rollers

roller-blade (v) as he -ed through Central Park
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blame

blank

blanket

blast

blast-fragmentation

tank-mounted (mine-clearing) blades

11- or 12-inch blade

blame game

blank ammunition

fill-in-the-blank

point black

blanket guarantee
blanket statement

baby blanket

blast area
blast-fragmentation
blast injury
blast (AP) mine
blast (AT) mine
blast wave
blast wave (m)
blast wounds
blast zone

blast-resistant

blast-related

bomb blast
grenade blast
grenade's blast
mine blast

car bomb blast

full-blast

concussion of the blast
site of the blast

(MCBs)

the knife had an

what he did is what matters, not the (trial)

training with , plastic ammunition

(see fill-in-the-blank)

(see point blank)

is that a that...
it is a that is just not right

a yellow-and-white

when the enemy is in the mine's
(see blast-fragmentation)
(see blast injury)
the M14 mine is a low-metallic,
the M15 is a
the effects of a on human tissue
shock after injury is caused by...
hospitalized with shrapnel and
the of Mount St. Helens (a volcano)

(see blast-resistant)

(see blast-related)

survivors of the
absorbing the at the cost of his life (war)
he smothered the with his body (Vietnam)
small vehicles are overturned by a

's in Riyadh were caused by foreigners

(see full-blast)

though stunned by the ' (mortar round)
the memorial at the
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blasting

blast injury

blast-related

blast-resistant

blaze

blazing

bleached

bleached-blond

bleacher

bleaching

bleary

blast-fragmentation warhead AP SCATMINEs utilize a

blasting caps

blast injury

blast injury patients

abdominal blast injuries
intestinal blast injuries
primary blast injury

pulmonary blast injuries
secondary blast injury

tertiary blast injury

blast-related injuries

blast-resistant

blaze of glory

trailblazing

multimillion-dollar blaze

rapidly spreading blaze

cause of the blaze
dozens of blazes

trailblazing

bleached-blond

bleached-blond hair

bleacher seating

coral bleaching

bleary-eyed

explosives, , fuses, detonation cord

closed-space explosions, occurring in water

often come in large groups (hospital)

patients with
a is caused by blast overpressure on tissue;
a affects air-filled structures, i.e. lungs, ear;
patients with
a is caused by flying objects;
s often include penetrating wounds;
s include shrapnel wounds
flying through the air and striking something:

miscellaneous encompass all other injuries...

it is

he went out in a (Custer)

(see trailblazing)

a at a ski resort (arson)

the park was closed by a (wildfire)

investigators had not determined the
in one of (wildfires in Montana)

(see trailblazing)

(see bleached-blond)

a woman with

the studio has -- for 200 along one wall

global warming is causing

(see bleary-eyed)
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bleary-eyed

bleeding

blend

blight

blighted

blind

bleary-eyed they entered, j, carrying coffee...;
emerging ;
passengers grow and irritable

bleeding episodes pain associated with
bleeding gums red, swollen, tender or (mouth)

abnormal (vaginal) bleeding episodes of
heavy bleeding painful cramping and (abortion pill)
internal bleeding a terrifying episode of
profuse (vaginal) bleeding
rectal bleeding causes of
vaginal bleeding profuse ; episodes of abnormal

GI bleeding admission for treatment of
gastrointestinal bleeding painless lower

amount of bleeding
extent of bleeding
onset of bleeding

typically is massive
rectal examination determines the

typically is sudden, painless...
presence of (GI) bleeding rectal examination determines the
rate of bleeding identify the
risk of bleeding an increased
site of bleeding identify the
source of bleeding identifying the

presence and extent of bleeding rectal examination determines the

blend of (leadership) skills his j, management skills, and know-how

insect blight

antiblight (m)

exotic blight

blighted neighborhood

blind date
blind eye
blind side
blind spot

in the forests about Tel-Aviv

(see antiblight)

destruction caused by js and pests

the city's js

another , older, partly bald
officials were bribed to turn a
fire team approaches the bunker from its
a caused by macular degeneration;
deserts can produce s (radio signal strength)
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blindness

B-list

blizzard

blizzardlike

blizzard-wracked

bloated

bloating

block (city)

duck blind

half-blind

blindness and deafness
blindness and death

river blindness
snow blindness

B-list of (NBA) stars

blizzard-wracked

blizzardlike

two-day blizzard

blizzardlike conditions

blizzard-wracked summit

refugee-bloated

abdominal bloating

blockbuster
block party

block-long

two-block

block (barrier) block minefield

blockage

nerve block
roadblock

sunblock

crouching in the reeds of his

(see half-blind)

chronic CNS sequelae include (toluene abuse)
methanol ingestion may result in

malaria, , dengue fever
he got a terrible attack of

why is he still on the

(see blizzard-wracked)

(see blizzardlike)

after a dropped 38 inches of snow

people woke to

bid a (climbing)

(see refugee-bloated)

, pain on defecation, bleeding (constipation)

(see blockbuster)
a

(see block-long)

(see two-block)

one Volcano aircraft can lay one

(see blockage)

intercostal s provide pain relief
stopped at a ; at the S;
manning --s
sandwiches, and water;
use a strong on lips, eyes, ears, nose
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block (chunk) block ice
block-ice (m)

block (structure)

block (other)

blockade

blockage

blockbuster

blocked

blocker

blocking

blocks of ice

cement-block (m)

cinder block

cinder-block (m)
wood-block (m)

rock-hard block

apartment block
auction block
celiblock

cell block

signature block

road blockade

blockage

coronary-artery blockage

new blockage
substantial blockage

blockbuster

blockbuster writer

blocked arteries
blocked roads

blocked carotid artery

junk-mail blocker

content-blocking
noise-blocking

lost out to home refrigerators
the old companies

factories produced 300-pound

ugly Socialist-era buildings;
houses with tin roofs, outhouses and...

the walls were gray ;
two-by-fours and s
headed down the hallway
printed with traditional designs

a of frozen soil

poplar-shaded streets lined with s
the yacht will be taken off the
in the same high-security j;
escort officers get to leave the
screams echoed through the

sign and date in the (form)

a set up by farmers

steep grades, sharp curves, snow blockage

because of severe

(trees blown down, disable vehicles)
tests showed in a main coronary artery

the modern age of s (films)

such s as...

the flow of blood around in the heart
battling bad weather and

neck surgery for a

a

(see content-blocking)
(see noise-blocking)
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block-long

blond

blonde

block-long screen

ash-blond
lemon-blond
pineapple-blond
reddish-blond

bleached-blond

green-eyed blonde

blood (actual) blood abnormalities
blood-alcohol (m)
blood bank

blood cell
blood-cholesterol
blood circulation

blood clot

blood collector
blood count
blood deficit
blood disease
blood disorder
blood donation
blood donor
blood drive
blood drops
blood evidence
blood flow

blood function
blood group
bloodhound
bloodline
blood loss
blood pressure
blood product
blood protein
blood pressure

a - of fencing...

(see ash-blond)
(see lemon-blond)
(see pineapple-blond)
(see reddish-blond)

(see bleached-blond)

a 24-year-old - (Miss USA)

other tests can pick up -
(see blood-alcohol)
-s and hospitals;
screen the blood in -;
the nation's four national animal -js ship blood
(see blood cell)
(see blood-cholesterol)

to the gut;
he has problems with his
small -s;
small -js lodged in his lungs
the area's biggest -
an updated graph of his -js
the threat of a
he suffered from a
the rare
with -js steadily falling
volunteer -'s
space and time for -js
a trail of - led away from the bodies
- led to a murder charge against...
-, wound healing, and anesthesia;
drugs augment both coronary and cerebral
-'5

the right -
-s searched the area (abducted woman)
as far as -s are concerned
caused heavy
(see blood pressure)
the supply of -s
scarce --s
(see blood pressure)
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blood relative grandparents and other s
blood safety and supply
blood sample 23 percent of the s they tested
bloodstain found a
blood stain s in the office
bloodstream drift through the
blood substitute s
blood-sugar (see blood-sugar)
blood supply the usable will drop;

shuts off the
blood thinner we put him on a to prevent more clots
blood-thinner Ginkgo is a
blood transfusion reliant on s;

the hardships of his regular s
blood test show up in his s;

four (bicycle) riders failed a
blood tube slides and --s
blood vessel (see blood vessel)

blood-freezing
blood typing

(see blood-freezing)
conventional serology, or

blood-borne (see blood-borne)
blood-colored (see blood-colored)
blood-drenched (see blood-drenched)
blood-soaked (see blood-soaked)
bloodstained (see bloodstained)

blood-red
bloodthirsty

(see blood-red)
(see bloodthirsty)

blood-to-blood (see blood-to-blood)

blood and blood products blood banks ship across the country

red-blood-cell
white-blood-cell

donated blood

flow of blood
pool of blood
shortage of blood
trail of blood

(see red-blood-cell)
(see white-blood-cell)

clinics are set up to take

the around blocked arteries in the heart
a on the stairway landing
a for critically ill animals
officers followed a to a vacant house
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blood (other)

blood-alcohol

blood-borne

blood cell

blood-cholesterol

blood-colored

blood-drenched

blooded

blood-freezing

blood pressure

blood-to-blood

flesh and blood

blood bath
blood feud

blood money

blood and tribe

lifeblood

bad blood

blood-alcohol level
blood alcohol level

blood-borne contact
blood-borne illnesses
blood-borne infection

blood cell

red blood cell
white blood cell

blood-cholesterol level

transmitting Hepatitis C through contact

(see flesh and blood)

most analysts predict a
a might last for generations;
caste warfare, lawlessness, vendettas, s
the family refused (Saudi Arabia)

organized along the principles of

the river is the of the community

the between them grew only worse

a 0.17 level
set a national standard for 's at .08%

in a

a

dead s

(see red blood cells)
(see white blood cells)

children with high 's

blood-colored volumes

blood-drenched crime scene the (workplace shooting)

cold-blooded
full-blooded
hot-blooded
red-blooded
warmblooded

(see cold-blooded)
(see full-blooded)
(see hot-blooded)
(see red-blooded)
(see warmblooded)

blood-freezing suspicion a

blood pressure cuffs
blood-pressure medication the various s I was taking
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0

1

blood-pressure monitor a

elevated blood pressure a pregnant patient with abnormally

high blood pressure (see high blood pressure)

blood-red blood red light the
blood-red nails

blood-soaked blood-soaked decades after

bloodstained bloodstained document a
bloodstained room in the

blood-sugar blood-sugar level

bloodthirsty bloodthirsty zeal

blood-to-blood blood-to-blood contact

blood vessel blood vessel

blood-vessel wall

walls of blood vessels

bloody bloody diarrhea
bloody history
bloody (mine) strike

yeast can flourish when 's are high

the of revisionist history

punctured a

s

abdominal cramping and
the Angola conflict has a long and

in Harlan County, Kentucky

bloody fingerprint an unidentified taken from the taxicab
bloody pillowcase a from her room

long and bloody (see long and bloody)

bloom algae bloom huge --s in the Gulf of Mexico

blooming early-blooming (see early-blooming)

blossom unfolding blossoms the of the fruit trees

blossoms of the fruit trees the unfolding

blow blow-down the leveled tens of thousands of trees
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blow-by-blow

blower

blowing

blown

blown-up

blowup

blue

blowup

blow-by-blow

crushing blow
devastating blow

final blow
major blow

blow-by-blow account

leaf blower

mind-blowing

blown bridge

blown-up

full-blown

flyblown
windblown

blown-up middleweight

blowup

blue-chip
blue-collar
bluejeans

bluish

blue-eyed
blue-jeaned

blue-and-white

cobalt-blue
navy-blue
ocean-blue
slate-blue

(see blowup)

(see blow-by-blow)

a string of s to this community
loss of the coral reefs would be a

they saw the confrontation as the (firing)
loss of the reefs will be a to the environment

give him a

(see leaf blower)

(see mind-blowing)

main supply route obstructions, like s or...

(see blown-up)

(see full-blown)

(see flyblown)
(see windblown)

a

s of their nude photos

(see blue-chip)
(see blue-collar)
his outsized scuffing the deck

(see bluish)

(see blue-eyed)
(see blue-jeaned)

(see blue-and-white)

(see cobalt-blue)
(see navy-blue)
(see ocean-blue)
(see slate-blue)
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sky-blue

bright-blue

blue-and-white blue-and-white-striped

(see sky-blue)

(see bright-blue)

(see blue-and-white-striped)

blue-and-white-striped
blue-and-white-striped shirt a

blue-chip

blue-collar

blue-eyed

blue-jeaned

blues

bluish

bluish-gray

blunder

blunt

boar

board (people)

blue-chip stock

blue-collar culture

blue-eyed

blue-eyed baby

blue-jeaned look

rhythm-and-blues

bluish-gray

bluish-gray suit

police blunder

blunt injuries
blunt language
blunt (abdominal) trauma

blunt-talking

wild boar (m)

board member

boardroom

board-certified (m)

editorial-board
job board
promotion board

s sank Friday (stock market)

they were and blond

a

a

jazz, rap, disco,

(see bluish-gray)

a

a affected the trial

caused by vehicular crashes, altercations...
saying things about the government in

common causes of are car accidents

(see blunt-talking)

the area was crisscrossed by paths

a of several organizations;
one -- said
(see boardroom)

(see board-certified)

an member
online s
a general officer
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board (sports)

board (games)

board (info)

review board

safety board
safety board (m)
school board

selection board

internal-review board

zoning board

board sailor
board-sport (m)

boardsailing

kiteboard
kneeboard
sailboard
signature board
skateboard
snowboard
surfboard
wakeboard

board game

billboard
blackboard
bulletin board
chat board
display board
message board
whiteboard

board (other) boardwalk

back board
dashboard
keyboard

the at Cornell;
a special of experts;
complains to a civilian about police
the has determined the flight's altitude;

investigators pore over records
a meeting of the ; the ;
policies set by states or local js
policies that have governed Army s

the voted to...

the approved the plans

in the universe

(see kiteboard)
(see kneeboard)
(see sailboard)
in 1991 Burt got his first (snowboarding)
(see skateboard)
(see snowboard)
(see surfboard)
(see wakeboard)

commercial js simulating war;
a Trivial Pursuit-like j;
we would play s

they dismantled a
(see blackboard)
(see bulletin board)
js let eBaysians share tips and gossip
the Dow Jones News Service
squabbles erupted on online-investor s
meetings around a (at work)

on the

she was placed on a (victim of car crash)
check under the for tampering (car bomb)
(see keyboard)
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board-certified

boarded

boarded-up

boarder

boarding (room)

boarding (sports)

boarding (other)

boarding school

boardroom

boat

shipboard (m)

switchboard
washboard (m)

onboard

cutting board
drawing board

sounding board

board-certified doctor

boarded-up

boarded-up window
boarded-up building

skateboarder
snowboarder

boardinghouse

boarding school

kiteboarding
skateboarding
snowboarding

Boarding Pass

boarding school

boarding-school boy

boardroom

boardroom table

boat deck
boathouse
boat launch

pictures of life and his shipmates;
AEGIS is a totally integrated weapon system
(see switchboard)
driving down a road

(see onboard)

transfer meat to a
also on the is...;
another section of the bike path is on the
she is his most important

a

(see boarded-up)

5
grim housing estates, s

(see skateboarder)
(see snowboarder)

placed in a private ;
placed him in a state-run
(see boarding school)

(see kiteboarding)
(see skateboarding)
(see snowboarding)

s, Identification Check, Upgrades (airport)

educated in English 5;
Native Americans were shipped to s

a turned business-school student

in the

a

below the is the bridge deck
down at the
an RV parked near the
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boatload
boat people thousands of
boat ride a 20-minute from Key Largo
boatyard their hulls are made in s

boat-shaped (see boat-shaped)

41

dragon boat (see dragon boat)
gunboats they use
iceboat (see iceboat)
lifeboat passengers tried to escape in s
powerboat
riverboat traveled upriver on a
riverboat (m) six flashy new casinos (Shreveport)
rowboat a
sailboat (see sailboat)
squirt boat rafts, canoes and (kayaks)
steamboat s couldn't compete with trains

4
steamboat (m) since the ' era
towboat
tugboat
tug boats two from the port of Rabigh were dispatched

oil recovery boat ' were sent to the area (a spill)

fishing boat s, tugs and barges

flotilla of (local) boats a responded (to a sinking ship)
registry of the boat the was not immediately known

launching and recovery of boats (boating access area at park)

(see also ship, freighter)

boater iceboater (see iceboater)

boating boating accident jet skis account for 40 percent of all --s
boating advocates fear the deal
boating channel too far out of the s
boating enthusiast flyfishermen, s and hikers
boating equipment utilize appropriate , including PFDs
boating safety promote conservation, river access and

iceboating (see iceboating)
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whitewater boating

private boating

boat-shaped boat-shaped space

bob bobsled

bobsled bobsled competition
bobsled team

bobsledding women's bobsledding

bodied able-bodied
aluminum-bodied
heavy-bodied
soft-bodied

body (human) body's ability
body armor

body bag
bodybuilder
body cast
body cavity
body-cavity (m)
body clock
body contact
body count
body fat

body fluid

bodyguard

body image
body language

body louse
body lotion
body map
body parts

dam releases to assess potential for

commercial rafting versus

a

(see bobsled)

the first women's Olympic
the U.S. men's

they are among the youngest duos in

(see able-bodied)
(see aluminum-bodied)
(see heavy-bodied)
(see soft -bodied)

the to tolerat6 thin air (climbing)
ammunition, and survivalist gear;
his torso was protected by
helicopters hoisted s from the site (disaster)
looks like a
on complete rest in a
keeping her hands out of the ;
a hand scanner versus a search
the best way to follow your natural
maintain with him (after sex)
the in Vietnam (Vietnam War)
having their measured;
leptin plays a role in regulating
s from the victim (crime);
the condom blocks exchange of s
accompanied by gun-toting s;
he was accompanied by armed s
a warped and poor eating habits
Cole's is priceless;
the worst sort of to show a gorilla
the -- (Pediculus humanus corporis)
eau de parfum, a , and body wash
document marks of abuse on a -- (hospital)
human corpses or ;
corpses and strewn about the area;
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body position
body punch
bodypuncher
body recovery
body-recovery (m)
body rhythms
body search
bodyshot (m)
bodysurfer
body temperature
body type
body wash
body weight

body's stress response

bodysurf (v)

body-building (m)
bodybuilding (m)
body painting
body piercing

body-sized

bodies of victims

human body
victim's body
women's bodies

mind-body

charred bodies

fully clothed body

parts of his body

out-of-body

mind and body

vocabulary for specific
people are unaware of their or pains
he threw hard 's
he's boxing's best
they felt they were on a (cave rescue)
avalanche rescues and searches

vary from person to person

a brutal one-punch stoppage

breathing, blood pressure and
a link between and fertility
eau de parfum, a body lotion, and
pharmacological manipulation of

beta-blockers blunt the

a gym
abuse of the supplement GHB

and temporary tattoos are the rage
kids with multiple s

(see body-sized)

relatives identified charred

what happens to the in space
the police are still searching for the
plastic surgery and

(see mind-body)

relatives identified of victims (plane crash)

her was found 19 days later

injuries to his right hand and other

(see out-of-body)

laughter is great therapy for the
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recovery dive for the body a of a woman

body (other) body shop a (autos)

body of knowledge Catholics and a new (science)
body of law a to deal with cyberspace
body of literature a growing suggests that...(psychology)
body of the mine moisture may have entered the igniter or
body of research the on juveniles in adult prisons
body of water between these two (Black, Caspian Seas);

rivers, lakes, streams, or other

student body she is president of the (high school);
racial hostility within the

student-body (m) the secretary (high school)

antibody (see antibody)

governing body the sport's (Sumo wrestling)
negotiating body discussion within international s

investigative body several s pored over the documents

body-sized body-sized trough a

boggling mind-boggling (see mind-boggling)

boiling boiling point the water needs only to reach the

boiling water pour enough over figs to cover

bold bold claim this (alternative suspect as murderer)
bold move it was regarded as an unusually

bologna bologna sandwich he had a and water for dinner (jail)

bolt bolt-action (see bolt-action)

nuts-and-bolts (m) courses .

bolt-action bolt-action .22 our guide's old
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bomb bomb attack
bomb blast
bomb casing (m)
bomb crater
bomb damage (m)
bomb explosion
bomb's flight
bomb squad
bomb sweep
bomb threat

bombproof

bomblet

bomb disposal

bomb-building
bomb-making
bomb - sniffing
bomb-throwing

anthrax bomb
atom bomb
car bomb

car bomb (m)

dump bomb
mail bomb
pipe bomb
terrorist's bomb
truck bomb (m)

remote-control bomb

unguided bomb

partially assembled bomb

GPS-guided bomb
laser-guided bomb

atomic bomb

s on civilians
survivors of the

materials and other forms of shrapnel (blast)
a water-filled
will the President mention ' assessment
primary blast injury after a in a civilian bus
GPS signals can control the
a member of the
ID checks, police checkpoints and s
the newspaper received a

(see bomblet)

(see bomb disposal)

(see bomb-building)
(see bomb-making)
(see bomb-sniffing)
(see bomb-throwing)

the British tested on Gruinard Island
the Manhattan Project to build the
set off a huge ;
a powerful that exploded
one of the worst attacks;

blasts in Riyadh were caused by foreigners
s versus precision munitions
the makings of a
made several 's
168 people were killed by a
a 1996 explosion in Saudi Arabia

detonated a that set the vehicle on fire

5
explosive materials and 's

planes can carry more s
clouds can render s useless

B-29s dropped the two 's
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bombardment

"dumb bombs" air-to-surface missiles vs
nuclear bomb (see nuclear bomb)

1,000- and 2,000-pound bombs

dusk-to-dawn bombardment after the

bomb-building bomb-building instructions his Website offered
bomb-building specs a military-training manual with

bomb disposal bomb-disposal expert

bomber bomber pilot

suicide bomber

bombing

bomblet

bomb-making

bombing attacks
bombing campaign
bombing case
bombing pause
bombing range
bombing run

bombing of barracks

embassy bombings
embassy bombings (m)
fire-bombing (m)
hotel bombings

s investigated suspicious packages

the eldest of four sons of a

an LTTE detonated explosives

refugees fleeing the
an allied
the Oklahoma City
there would be a after two days
his plane crashed on a
likened the devastation to a B-52

the and staging areas

the in Africa
no connection to the case
the Allied of Dresden
a spate of in Havana

high-altitude bombing

deadly bombings Saturdays one-year anniversary of the
future bombings those letters threatened -- (of abortion clinics)

anniversary of the bombing on April 19, the fifth
series of bombings received orders to carry out a

NATO bomblet explosives experts detonate a

bomb-making components
bomb-making instructions
bomb-making material

an arsenal of
the CD-ROM has elaborate
smuggling -- into the U.S.
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bomb-sniffing

bomb-throwing

bonanza

bond (stock)

bond (other)

bondage

bonding

bone

bomb-sniffing dog s at O'Hare Airport

bomb-throwing revolutionaries

stock bonanza

commercial bonanza

bond rating (m)

bondage

family bond
neighborhood bonds

stepparent-stepchild bond

virtual bondage

bonding experience

Slav-bonding

bone crack
bone degeneration
bone density

bone fracture
bone fragment
bone growth
bone marrow
bone mass
bone scan
bone tumor
bone weakness

bone-breaking
bone-crunching
bone jarring

bonefishing (m)

boneheaded

the s handed to American CEOs

a potential medical breakthrough and a (drug)

firms

(see bondage)

the was relatively fragile
family ties and (South Boston)

bolster the

guest workers held in

describes it as a

It took a lot of

revealed a
muscle spasms, tendon tears,
areas of decreased (osteoporosis);
the absence of gravity reduces (space)
the risk of on a space mission
look for in vagina (open pelvic fracture)
pediatric patients whose is not yet complete
(see bone marrow)

drugs that decrease
a helps determine this diagnosis
brain tumors and s

from osteoporosis

(see bone-breaking)

(see bone-crunching)
(see bone-jarring)

hard-core yachtsmen and addicts

(see boneheaded)
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bone-breaking

bone-crunching

boned

bone-thy

boneheaded

bone jarring

bone marrow

bone-white

bonfire

bonnet

bone-dry
bone-white

bone of the face
bones of the foot
bones of the forearm

animal bones
backbone

bare-bones
broken bones
long bone (m)

fossilized bones

26 bones

bone-breaking labor

(see bone-dry)
(see bone-white)

mandible is third most fractured
10% of all fractures occur in the 26
fractures of both

tests on stone tools and burned
they are the of his political party

(see bare-bones)
can be splinted
injuries included traumatic amputation (blast)

and tusks

the foot consists of and numerous joints

in Siberia

bone-crunching handshake

high-cheekboned

bone-dry hole
bone-dry slope

a

(see high-cheekboned)

an enormous,
a

boneheaded there's something likably about...

bone-jarring dirt track a (auto racing)

bone marrow aplasia Complete has been reported (mustards)
bone-marrow cancer he died of (from radiation tests)
bone marrow damage these mycotoxins can cause
bone marrow depression if signs of occur...
bone marrow infection anemia from blood loss or (mycobacterium)
bone marrow suppression concern about GI bleeding, anemia,

bone-white salt flat

bonfire

mine bonnet

a

a at Texas A&M

the uncovered mine or UXO is marked with a
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bonus

booby

bonus miles earn 12,000 (ad)

retention bonus js versus hiring bonuses

signing bonus js and more vacation time;
recruiters offering big s

signing bonus (m) millions of dollars in money

booby prize a
booby trap (see booby trap)

booby-trapped (see booby-trapped)

booby trap booby-trap (v) houses have been mined and ed

enemy booby trap realizing that he had activated the

electronically operated booby trap an

bombs and booby traps gunmen,

land mines and booby traps sweeps through houses looking for
mines and booby traps indicators of the presence of (buildings)

booby-trapped booby-trapped (jungle) trails s
book book advance living on s and foundation grants

book's author the
Book Award the American
book business in the there are two kinds of hits
book buyer a ought to be able to browse
bookcase floor-to-ceiling s
book club Oprah Winfrey's
book collector an avid (first editions)
book critic the lead of the Washington Post
book deal a potential
books editor the magazine's
book fair a church group planning its next
book knowledge , wisdom and experience
book-length (m) (see book-length)
bookmark
book project a consultant on the
book report s, short stories, other English projects
book-review (m) the Los Angeles Times' ' section
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book royalties money from freelance work and
book sales nearly doubled
bookseller the nation's biggest ;

the history lists of trade s;
on-line s could not meet the demand;
NetLibrary, an electronic

bookshelf
bookshop
bookstore (see bookstore)
book version the vs the online guide

booklet (see booklet)
bookmobile camels serve as s in Kenya

book-buying (see book-buying)
bookselling (see bookselling)
book signing (see book signing)

book-filled (see book- filled)
book-lined (see book-lined)

book of essays his most recent

books and other publications printed (versus e-books)

address book writing materials and s;
they went through his

advice book an by...
art book hard-to-find s
checkbook keep her under lock and key;

inside her purse were her and wallet
chess book my first was Chess the Easy Way
comic book (see comic book)
condolence book sign 's
cookbook recipes from s
diet book the authors of s
guestbook a memorial with an online
guest book the cabin has a
guidebook (see guidebook)
Handbook the first Girl Scout seems outdated today
history book new ninth-grade s point out...
logbook on a fresh page of the (boat's) ;

catch my up (trucker)
phone book look it up in the
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photo book a called Brother Wolf
phrase book I went out and bought a Greek
record book --s of big-game trophies (animals)
reference book it is between a and a travel guide
registration book the ranger station's
reservation book I check the for tonight (restaurant)
rule book I looked deep into the --s;

--s (for football)
scrapbook looking through his
sports book the --s at major casinos
textbook (see textbook)
visitor's book I signed the (Kamikaze memorial)
yearbook picture is missing from the ;

schedules, team --s, instructional videotapes

military-history book --s crowding the shelves
paperback book the size of a

hardback book first-day sales of s by such authors as

nonfiction book the century's hundred greatest --s

self-help book s
parenting book s
best-selling book s
bound books
printed books
unfinished book

the printed word, , and e-books
versus e-books

a note he wrote for an

beautifully written book a
handsomely designed book a
recently published books
superbly edited book

electronic book ways to make --s more readable
e-book the popularity of s;

the printed word, bound books, and --s
rare book (see rare book)
traditional book s versus e-books

book-buying book-buying habits the of Washingtonians
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book-filled

booking

book-length

booklet

book-lined

bookselling

book signing

bookstore

boom

book-filled backpack

booking service

book-length diatribe
book-length study

test booklet

children with s

the online charges commissions (hotels)

a
a

the s are kept in a secure storage area

handsomely printed booklet a

book-lined study

bookselling business

book signing

book-signing ceremony

bookstore

town bookstore
chain bookstores

secondhand bookstore

main bookstore

boom town

boom and bust

acorn boom
baby boom
land boom
oil boom
poultry boom
rubber boom
tech boom

paddle sports boom
railroad boom

a

chains have taken over the

at a recent in northern California

a

a

Mary Gay Shipley ran the ;
the big that have taken over

I buy nonfiction in --s

the campus's (Harvard)

in that Silicon Valley

(see boom and bust)

mice are enjoying the
(see baby boom)
led to a in Tucson
but with the collapse of the
the amounts to a steady livelihood
Brazil's
the impact of the

the of recent years
the
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boom and bust

boomer

booming

boost

booster

boosting

boot

backcountry boom the has had deadly consequences

emerging boom the in workplace injuries

hiring boom while the current is on
housing boom to accommodate the

sonic boom window glass shattered by a

boom-and-bust cycle this
boom-and-bust (military-aircraft) industries

baby boomer (see baby boomer)

booming (drug) business trying to end the
booming economy higher tax revenues due to the
booming popularity the of the movement on campuses

booming technology industry Virginia's

booming biotech and computing industry America's s

funding boost

much-needed boost

booster inoculation

rocket booster

circulation-boosting

boot camp

combat boots
jungle boots
rubber boot

cowboy boot

ostrich-skin boot
snakeskin boot

the program has received a

the show gave a to ABC

giving s every 10 months

solid-fueled s

(see circulation-boosting)

(see boot camp)

wear out quickly in rocky desert terrain
the ventilation holes on
pulled on 's

a flannel shirt and --s;
black ostrich-skin s

black ss
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boot camp

waterproof boot

calf-high boot
hip-high boots
knee-high boots

hiking boots

boot camp

boot camp brutality
boot-camp experience
boot-camp program

a padded jacket, cap, and s

a pair of old s
in

swapping sneakers for

training with him is like

hearings on the reported
the
the state's is under fire

boot-camp-style (see boot-camp-style)

boot-camp training eleven weeks of

boot camp for (juvenile) delinquents the state's

Army boot camp
Maryland boot camps
state's boot camp

the rigors of
juvenile offenders in s
the for juvenile delinquents

rigors of (Army) boot camp the

boot-camp-style boot-camp-style coach this hardass

booth

border

drink booth
phone booth
telephone booth
tollbooth
toll booth

broadcast booth

border area
border clash
border confrontation
border controls
border guard

border issues
border police

helped by manning the (charity event)
step into a
as he stood in the
a is called a "cashbox" (trucker's lingo)
working in a on a Manhattan bridge

luxury suites, the press box, , dugout

historically vulnerable s
in a raw
exercise greater caution in their
an elaborate system of was devised
military radar used by U.S. 5;
he bribed the s to let him leave...

involving the two cities
paying off traffickers and -- alike
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bordered

bore (cylinder)

bore (other)

boring

born

border post
border security
border town

border flareup

border crossing

land border

minefield borders

U.S.-Mexican border

cross-border

sensitive borders

heavily fortified border

red-bordered

large-bore

big bore

boring meeting

born-again

Cuban-born
Haitian-born
Irish-born
Italian-born

first-born
island-born
native-born (m)
newborn

natural-born
well-born

the at the Jordan River
place minefields should be threatened
the sleazy aspect of Mexico's s

a war, skirmish or a

has clogged the main from Macedonia

illegal goods entering over this with Turkey

continues the survey pattern to determine the

the

(see cross-border)

keep him away from (Saddam Hussein)

the sealed, (DMZ--Korea)

(see red-bordered)

(see large-bore)

it's a (film)

before going into his

(see born-again)

(see Cuban-born)
(see Haitian-born)
(see Irish-born)
(see Italian-born)

(see first-born)
(see island-born)
(see native-born)
(see newborn)

(see natural-born)
(see well-born)
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born-again

borne

borrowed

borrowing

bosomed

boss

botanical

both

bottle

born-again Christian
born-again conservative

airborne
balloon-borne
blood-borne
food-borne
helicopter-borne
insect-borne
mosquito-borne
snow-borne
waterborne

borrowed time

consumer borrowing

full-bosomed

boss's office

crazy boss

Botanical Garden

both arms
both (biological) parents
both sides

both sets of grandparents

bottle cap
bottleneck
bottle opener

a
a

(see airborne)
(see balloon-borne)
(see blood-borne)
(see food-borne)
(see helicopter-borne)
(see insect-borne)
(see mosquito-borne)
(see snow-borne)
(see waterborne)

we're living on (a space project)

has risen almost 50 percent

(see full-bosomed)

walking into the

coping with a

the North Carolina comprises 600 acres

I wrapped -- around my grocery bag
children living with

educators on of the computer debate

were at the hospital

(see bottle cap)
s on interstates and state highways
the cap was removed using a

bottle of champagne my mom wanted to open a
bottle of (her favorite) perfume he brought her a

aspirin bottle
champagne bottle
liquor bottle
milk bottle
shampoo bottle
soda bottle

open the
empty s and other trash
cigarette packs and --s
cream at the top of the
s, toothpaste tubes, yogurt cartons
a two-litre
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bottle cap

bottled

bottling

bottom

bottomed

bottom level

bottom line

bottom-rung

boulder

supplement bottle
vodka bottle
water bottle

plastic bottle

bottle cap

twist-off bottle cap

bottled brands
bottled oxygen
bottled water

bottling plant

bottom level
bottom-line
bottom-rung

river bottom
rock bottom

top-to-bottom

bell-bottomed
cane-bottomed
flat-bottomed

near-bottom-level

bottom line

bottom-line profits
bottom-line issues

bottom-rung job
bottom-rung workers

boulder-choked
boulder-covered

s often don't have child-proof caps
s and car parts littered the yard
they grab for s

fruitopia, 20-oz s (airport vending machine)

s, stamps, Pez dispensers...

the

we spend millions on (of water)
gave us a safety margin (mountaineering)

lack of fluoride in

a new soft-drink

(see bottom level)
(see bottom-line)
(see bottom-rung)

a section of
he was a person who had hit

(see top-to-bottom)

(see bell-bottomed)
(see cane-bottomed)
(see flat-bottomed)

(see near-bottom-level)

e-tailers might operate with a better ;
the is you're saying the news story is wrong;
the is to avoid hypoxia;
until you have people's signature on a

she landed a there (TV station)
in plants, behind counters

(see boulder-choked)
(see boulder-covered)
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boulder-choked

boulder-mounted (see boulder-mounted)

boulder-choked Cheoah River

boulder-covered boulder-covered hill

boulder-mounted

boulevard

bouncing

bound (to)

bound (in / by)

boulder-mounted plaque

waterfront boulevard

"Bouncing Betty" (m)

college-bound
eastbound
homebound
northbound
southbound
westbound

westward-bound

Brooklyn-bound
Manhattan-bound
Queens-bound
Russia-bound
Saturn-bound

boundless

bound books

clothbound
duty bound
hidebound
homebound
honor-bound
House-bound
ice-bound (m)
leather-bound
muscle-bound
snowbound
tradition-bound

wheelchair-bound

the in western North Carolina

s
they read the (Kilmer Forest)

Havana's

a mine is a nondirectional fragmentation mine

(see college-bound)
(see eastbound)
(see homebound (to))
(see northbound)
(see southbound)
(see westbound)

(see westward-bound)

(see Brooklyn-bound)
(see Manhattan-bound)
(see Queens-bound)
(see Russia-bound)
(see Saturn-bound)

(see boundless)

the printed word, , and e-books

(see clothbound)
(see duty bound)
(see hidebound)
(see homebound (at))
(see honor-bound)
(see house-bound)
(see ice-bound)
(see leather-bound)
(see muscle-bound)
(see snowbound)
(see tradition-bound)

(see wheelchair-bound)
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boundary

bounds

boundary line

(see bounds)

forms the between the U.S. and Russia

boundary of the minefield areas outside the
boundaries of the minefield identify the exact

park boundary on arrival at the

minefield boundaries attempting to locate ;
mark and lanes

exact boundaries identify the of the minefield

bounding bounding-fragmentation (see bounding-fragmentation)

bounding-fragmentation
bounding-fragmentation (AP) mine the M16-series mine is a ;
bounding-fragmentation minethe wedge-shaped ADAM is a

boundless

bounds

bountiful

bouquet

bout

boutique

boundless enthusiasm he didn't share his

commonsense bounds within

out-of-bounds (see out-of-bounds)

bountiful (petroleum) reserves Azerbaijan has

bouquet of flowers she was presented with a

Valentine's Day bouquet send a to his girlfriend

bouts of (incapacitation) depression I have had several
bouts of starvation alternated eating binges with
bout of torture after experiencing another (Vietnam War)

elimination bout
preliminary bout

in the seventh round of an (boxing)
the 1995 case was a (antitrust)

history-making bout her four-round, (boxing)

boutique hotel hip s are a recent trend
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bow (front)

bow (curved)

bow (arrow)

bowel

bowhead

bowl (dish)

bowl (sports)

bowl-cut

bowling

bow section
bow wave

rainbow

bowhead

bow season

crossbow

bowel injury
bowel movement

bowel obstruction
bowel surgery

bowel or bladder (m)

bowhead-whale (m)

bowl haircut

bowl-cut
bowl-shaped

fishbowl
nut bowl
sugar bowl
water bowl

the freighter's was towed out to sea
the of an overtaking ship

(see rainbow)

(see bowhead)

the start of

set the ascent rope with a shot from her

diagnosing
the wateriness of the ;
straining during the (hemorrhoids)
reports that it caused in infants
adults with a recent history of

fever, weight loss, cough, and problems

the well-being of the population

black hair hung around his head in a

(see bowl-cut)
(see bowl-shaped)

his office was a
the s on the coffee table
the at the bar
the cat's

mixing bowl in a combine...

beautifully sculpted bowl a

Pro Bowl
Super Bowl

bowl-cut bangs

the National Football League's
(see Super Bowl)

a sportive mustache,

bowling alley a
bowling accomplishmentstheir many
bowling ball (see bowling ball)
bowling buddy received a letter from one of his s
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bowling career
bowling center
bowling game
bowling industry
bowling lane
bowling memorabilia
bowling population
bowling treasures
bowling world

women's bowling

bowling ball bowling ball

bowling ball design

bowl-shaped bowl-shaped city

box boxcar
box office

concentrating on her
an eight-lane west of Cincinnati
focus more on her
the supported the tour
he's pretty crafty on the s
a collection of
misconceptions about the
the Webers' home is a trove of
in the , he is perceived as a ...

promote ;
hoped that would take off

the dynamics of a are quite complex

and production

in this

some homeless men staying in an abandoned
(see box office)

boxes (or pallets) of ammunition

box of cornflakes
boxes of note cards

boxes or pallets

cereal box
cigar box
console box
control box

dialog box
drop box
game box
glove box
jewel-box (m)
jury box
lunchbox
mailbox
press box

a and scrambled eggs
three s and 2 sheets of paper

of ammunition (military)

reading the back of js
a containing his shaving things
the next-generation js (console games)
rust has eaten holes in metal .s;
the metal casings around s can corrode
close this when download completes
Federal Express has 34,000 s
the PC was never meant to be a
loose change scavenged from the
a star cluster
seats in the back row of the
what goes into their --s (school children)
left a note in his (in front of home)
the glassed-in ;
luxury suites, the , broadcast booth, dugout
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boxing

box office

shoe box
toolbox

cardboard box
post office box
safe-deposit box

in-box

e-mail box

shrink-wrapped box

royal box

boxing business
boxing earnings
boxing exhibition
boxing fan
boxing hero
boxing legend
boxing lessons
boxing license
boxing match

boxing opponent
boxing promoter
boxing show
boxing skills
boxing tournament
boxing tragedy

professional boxing (m)

(see shoebox)
he located the

from the she took...
(see post office box)
secured in a bank

in your e-mail S;
a universal on the Web

jamming our s with ads

s

the Duke was in the (Wimbledon)

fighting for respect in the
building a house with his
put on a
I'm a
the Julio Cesar Chavez

Muhammad Ali
his workout routine includes , yoga...
Tyson may lose his for the last time
promoting s;
the show business aspects of a
Mexico is an important supplier of s
the famous , Don King
Radio City Music Hall's first
Loi Chow showed virtually no
heard a radio ad for a local
Carver's death was a preventable

the end of his career

box-office actor a
box-office disappointment this (a film)
box-office dollars
box-office failure it was a
box-office gross
box office gross
box-office numbers
box office revenue

overall s were $7.46 billion (movies)
lives and dies by the (films)
a 2% increase in (movies)
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boy

box office ticket sales the No. 1 movie studio in

cut of the box-office theaters get a thirty-per-cent (movies)
King of the Box Office Disney for ri Straight Year

boyfriend (see boyfriend)
Boys' Home the Waldo Burton (for disadvantaged kids)
Boy Scout (see Boy Scout)
boy wonder installed as a
boy wonder (m) the programmer who founded Netscape

boyhood (see boyhood)

boys and girls seventh-grade

baby boy two healthy s
busboy the (at a restaurant)
country boy I'm just a S;

an easygoing from Kentucky
cowboy (see cowboy)
drummer boy joined Company C as a ' (Civil War)
farmboy the story about the
frat boy the muscle-bound
neighborhood boy the father was a she'd dated
paperboy from to journeyman printer
poster boy (see poster boy)
schoolboy he's a

teen-age boy

I

I

1

a I

boarding-school boy a turned business-school student

barefoot boy a dozen s
old-boy (see old-boy)

seventh-grade boy 's and girls

intelligent-looking boy an

brown-eyed boy
fair-haired (white) boy
hotheaded boy
sweet-tempered boy

a
a
he's a
a
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mentally handicapped boys

well-brought-up boy these s

one-day-old boy a
15-year-old boy two --s

boycott customer boycotts manufacturers' fears of
tourism boycott the NAACP approved a ;

the NAACP-led of South Carolina
tuna boycott a two-year led to "dolphin-safe" tuna

boyfriend boyfriend a letter to her
her wise-ass

mother's boyfriend his
trophy boyfriend Asian men are the next ""

then-boyfriend with her , Gerald

Asian boyfriend s are the fashion accessory de jour
current boyfriend she met her ' when she went boxing
new boyfriend the charm bracelet was a gift from her

boyhood boyhood shining paragons of American (scouts)

boyhood dream he fulfilled his of sailing...
boyhood hero my , Buffalo Bill

1 boyhood home police traveled to his

Boy Scout Boy Scout his days as a

bra bra size women in Chicago require bigger

p
bra-less (see bra-less)

sports bra stripping down to her
sports-bra (m) she appeared in a series of ads

push-up bra s and silicone inserts

Wonderbra (see Wonderbra)

brace back brace she has worked in a since 1977
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brain dead

squirrel brains

autopsied brains

sex on the brain

he ended up ;
declared him ;
pronounced her

the regional practice of eating (Kentucky)

diseased sections of the

not that men need help getting

brain-damaged brain-damaged they are

brainer

brake

braking

bra-less

branch (tree)

brain-damaged inmate
brain-damaged patient by studying --s

brain-damaged newborn son her

no-brainer Priority Mail is a (post office);
the choice was a

antilock brakes

squeal of brakes

braking system

bra-less

palm branch
tree branch

branch (other) branch library

brand

branch of government

brand identity
brand inspector
brand loyalty

brand name
brand recognition

(for autos)

the (train)

the train didn't have an automatic

slicing carrots,

the is a symbol of...
--s snapped and flew through the air;
s and roots

or any other

judges constitute a third

such intangible qualities as
s and cattle rustlers (North Dakota)

and quality;
is the foundation for success

(see brand name)
Amazon's and customer base grow;
stores which lack
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brand new

brand of humor

cattle brand
cigarette brand
name-brand
tea brand

cable-TV brand

(see brand new)

he has a sarcastic

the 200-year-old and rustlers (North Dakota)
Virginia Slims, a
(see name-brand)
s like Lipton and Brooke Bond

one of the top ' s (Nickelodeon)
consumer-electronics brands

high-end brand
top-quality brand

off-brand

bottled brands

youth-oriented brand
newly-approved brand

global brand

branded (product) branded drug
branded goods
branded marketers

brand name

brand new

brand name

Playskool brand name

well-known brand name

brand-name drugs
brand-name power
brand-name product
brand-name selection

brand new

brand-new car
brand new discipline

s like Hilfiger
5
(see off brand)

we pay millions on (of water)

the new, from L'Oreals
the Barbie Doll is a $2 billion

generic drugs versus s
the increasingly competitive world of

like Britain's Virgin Group

the Disney relationship to promote its
s and references to celebrities;
s and model numbers of products;
Hasbro's

when 's go public

five common
companies with power
a generic medication and a
(on shopping bag for Ingles Food Store)

it was ; He's my assistant. .

a
a
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brand-new weapon -s

brass brass faucets produce - that were virtually lead-free

brass-studded (see brass studded)

brass-studded brass-studded door a

brat Army brat he grew up in Texas and Germany as an

brave brave man it took a - to stand up to the government
brave (young) man a - who made the ultimate sacrifice (soldier)

bravery incredible bravery awarded the Medal of Honor for his

accounts of bravery he heard - from...(wildfire firefighters)

profound sense of duty, bravery, and willingness to accept risk his

brawl bar brawl a suspect in a - on the Miami campus

breach security breach a series of -s on the Internet;
the CIA's handling of the

breacher Minefield Breacher the Explosive Standoff (ESMB)

bread bread bakery bagel bakeries and -,s
bread crumb a family of ducks got a few -s

breadwinner (see breadwinner)

bread-and-butter (see bread-and-butter)

corn bread pies, cakes and

home-baked bread buttered -

loaf of bread a -

bread-and-butter bread-and-butter model the company's -

breadwinner breadwinner when the - gets sick
the family's only -
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break (time)

chief breadwinner the role of
principal breadwinner the sisters were the js

role of (chief) breadwinner the

Christmas break
cigarette break
holiday break
lunch break
sleep break
tea break

going home again after (college)
we were taking a outside
closed the school early for the
after the
js of as long as 45 minutes
lunch, s, and quitting time

school-holiday break teachers on s

scheduled break quick rests during their s

sorely needed break

break (surfing) point break
reef breaks

The Point, Puerto Rico's best (surfing)
a series of (surfing)

classic breaks like Pipeline and Malibu (surfing)

break (advantage) tax break their owners can qualify for 's

break (other) breakdown (see breakdown)
break even (v) he can't
break-even (m) a barely level
break-in a
breakout (see breakout)
breakthrough research --s have reduced the cost;

might lead to s in medicine;
hoping for a in the murder case

breakup (see breakup)

breakage (see breakage)

pipeline break s or sewage treatment plant failures
water main break a ; s skyrocketed

outbreak (see outbreak)

fast-break (see fast-break)
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breakage

breakdown

breaker

breakfast

breaking

breakout

make-or- break (see make-or-break)

breakage rate the - for condoms is low if used properly

breakdown a - in equipment

breakdown lane I tried to stop in the

computer breakdown
family breakdown
system breakdown

c-
all the horror stories about
attributed the accident to -S;

stress-induced breakdown a
Halcion-induced breakdown a

nervous breakdown a
psychotic breakdown a Halcion-induced

codebreaker World War II -s
code-breaker the code-makers are ahead of the --s
rule breaker these men are -s

breakfast meeting in a July 8

bed and breakfast (see bed and breakfast)

breaking news - in the middle of the night (TV)

backbreaking (see backbreaking)
bone-breaking (see bone-breaking)
code breaking electronic surveillance and -;

Cold War research into
groundbreaking (see groundbreaking)
pathbreaking (see pathbreaking)
record-breaking (see record-breaking)

late-breaking (see late-breaking)

breakout he helped plan the -

epic breakout the Marines' - from Chosin (Korean War)

origin of the breakout help determine the - (Ebola virus)
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breakup

breast

breast cancer

breasted

breakup of the industry the
breakup of his (parent's) marriage
breakup of a (long) relationship

court-ordered breakup it's

weathered the
the

big breakup anyone who's survived a (couples)

breast augmentation
breast development
breast buds
breast cancer
breast engorgement
breast enlargement
breast examinations
breast implants
breast milk

breast pump
breast reduction
breast tissue

breast-feed (v)

breast-baring
breast-feeding

breast-fed

budding breasts

full-blown breasts

breast cancer

breast-cancer patient

breast-cancer rates
breast cancer research

bare-breasted
double-breasted

, breast reduction
the average age of onset of

and pubic hair
(see breast cancer)
signs of pregnancy include
cessation of menses, morning sickness,
including pelvic and
Mentor have been the preferred choice
the sharing of and wet nursing;
measuring levels of chemicals in mothers'
she wheeled in a (maternity)
breast augmentation,
in normal

a woman ing her baby

the last case of took place...
(see breast-feeding)

(see breast-fed)

and pubic hair

by the age of nine, she had breasts

could such a virus be a factor in ;
prevent in high-risk women

5
Japanese women and
$1 million to

(see bare-breasted)
(see double-breasted)
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breast-fed

breast-feeding

breath

breath-hold

breath-holding

breathing

breast-fed babies

breast-feeding

breast-feeding advocates believe...

breast feeding and ovulation

formula-fed babies versus

versus bottle-feeding a baby

breath odor
breath test

breath-hold

breath-holding
breathtaking

bad breath

deep breath
foul breath
last breath

shortness of breath

breath-hold dive
breath-hold (safety) diver

breath-holding diver

breathing equipment

breathing exercise

breathing machine
breathing problem
breathing room
breathing tube

fire-breathing

abdominal breathing

dentists can measure with a halimeter
he declined the

(see breath-hold)

(see breath-holding)
(see breathtaking)

the facts about ;
temporary versus chronic
he took s and closed his eyes

is created at the back of the mouth
watching their (execution by lethal injection)

patients often complain of ;
and wheezing

a record 155-foot
two s descend...

the world's deepest

asked for (viruses);
the world's deepest dive unaided by ;
a breath-hold dive without
qi gong, the use of s;
we practice our s (expectant mother)
place him on a
developed s
provide to consider the options
take the out of his mouth

(see fire-breathing)

may indicate spinal cord injury
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breathtaking

bred

breed

breeder

breeding

breeding ground

breeze

brewing

briar

briar-choked

bribe

bribery

labored breathing

start-and-stop breathing

breathtaking speed
breathtaking view

city bred

purebred
thoroughbred

breed apart

goat breed

dog breeder

breeding ground
breeding patterns

breeding practices
breeding program
breeding stock

captive-breeding

and tachypnea

this , called sleep apnea...

with
a front porch with a of the mountains

she was an urban product. , city raised...

(see purebred)
(see thoroughbred)

made them a (W.W. II veterans)

choose the right

calling hundreds of s in the tri-state area

(see breeding ground)
human beings once had seasonal j;

that keep the gene pool restricted
poor (overbred dogs)
a for camels
looked on his wife merely as good

(see captive-breeding)

breeding grounds for mosquitoes
breeding ground for rodents
breeding ground for viruses

sea breeze

crisp breeze

brewing magnate

briar-choked

briar-choked woods

bribe money

bribery scandal

the puddles are
the houses are a
the Internet is a

s kept its summer weather temperate

flags and battle pennants snapped in a

Arthur Guinness, the

(see briar-choked)

through

their pockets bulge with

a
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brick bricklayer --s and businessmen
brick patio a
brick structure a handsome prerevolutionary

brick-faced (see brick-faced)

brick-and-mortar (see brick-and-mortar)

mud-brick (see mud-brick)

red-brick (see red-brick)

brick-and-mortar brick-and-mortar competitor their s (e-commerce)

brick-faced brick-faced man a

bridal bridal registry was a means to acquire the basics

bride bridesmaid s and the maid of honor

bride burning and enforced seclusion in purdah

third bride a 70-year-old Emirati took a

bride and groom the wedding day belongs to the

bridge (structure) bridge approaches
bridge demolitions
bridge pier

the dozer fills craters, prepares (military)
an obstacle scheme with road craters, (war)
the five stone s

bridge and its approaches check the for mines, booby traps

bridge, fording site, bypass site key terrain feature ( j) (military)
bridges, overpasses, underpasses, culverts inspect all (military)
bridges, road intersections, mountain passes key (military)
bridges, roads, and airfields restoring or building (military)
bridges, tunnels, and the like danger areas, such as (military)
bridges, tunnels, steep grades, sharp curves, defiles (military)

bridges, tunnels, and other route features -- (military)

footbridge had a over its private moat;
the over the highway
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snow bridge
stone bridge
suspension bridge

railroad bridge

Golden Gate Bridge

overlooking bridge

blown bridge
covered bridge

I stepped over a fragile
an old
a

linked by s to the mainland;
a single-track across the river

the red towers of the

sentries at the entrance to draws and on s

main supply route obstructions, like s or...
a over a stream

armored vehicle-launched bridge

critical bridge
key bridges

an (AVLB)

s, roads, and road junctions (military)
, road intersections, and mountain passes (war)

dimensions of bridges military load classifications and limiting

infrastructure, roads, bridges restore some of the (Bosnia)
choke points, bridges, tunnels identify and other...(military)

bridge (game) bridge tournament

bridge (other) bridge-building

bridge of nose

land bridge

bridle

brief (short)

earned extra money by playing in s

sought to resolve issues through

your hairline, , and chin

an Ice Age ;
between the Caspian and Black Sea is a j;
the Isthmus of Panama is also a

cross that bridge we will and that decision will be made

bridle path horses on the

brief (graveside) ceremony a
brief form prospective customers fill out a (car)
brief halt a downpour brought a to the festivities
brief illness he died after a
brief marriage he drifted through a series of jobs and a
brief (mainstream) popularity the of folk music
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brief relationship
brief (disco) revival

brief checkup

all-to-brief

brief (papers) briefcase

friend-of-the-court brief

briefing briefing materials
briefing room

debriefing

brigade

bright

crew briefing
Friday briefing
mission briefing (m)
press briefing
security briefing

air mission briefing

background briefing
update briefing

final (update) briefing
formal briefing

course of action briefing

brigade of troops

medium-weight brigade

rapid deployment brigade

Airborne Brigade

bright-blue
bright-green
bright-orange
bright-pink

a left her pregnant
the of the 1990s

a (at the hospital)

(see all- too - brief)

pulled a sheaf of papers from her

s written by Ivy League universities

reproduce for handout
in secure s at SHAPE headquarters

(see debriefing)

mission planning and (military)
announced at the
aircrews adhere to parameters
in s all week...
coordinate for a thorough by the US Embassy

ensure the op is conducted according to the

before we begin the on today's event...
a key event for the information flow is the

before departure, a is given (military op)
it was not a (government)

present a detailed to the theater CINC/SOC

the new

the Army's new brigades

173d

(see bright-blue)
(see bright-green)
(see bright-orange)
(see bright-pink)
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bright-blue

bright-colored

bright-green

bright-orange

bright-pink

bright-red

bright-yellow
bright-red

bright-colored

diamond-bright

bright-blue eyes

bright-colored skirts

bright-green field

bright-orange ball

bright-pink milkshake

bright-red flag
bright-red face

bright-yellow bright-yellow tape
bright-yellow hat

brightly brightly colored
brightly lit

brightly colored

brightly lit

brightness

brilliant

brilliant-red

brimmed

(see bright-yellow)
(see bright-red)

(see bright-colored)

(see diamond-bright)

in

on the

two s

a

s
with s;

with
a

(see brightly colored)
(see brightly lit)

brightly colored animals and flowers she paints

brightly lit airport
brightly lit backdrop

brightly lit airport hanger

brightness range

brilliant hacker
brilliant job
brilliant (new) plan
brilliant-red
brilliant scientist

brilliant-red flower

floppy-brimmed

a
a

a in Redding

a print with a hundred-to-one

he is a (computers)
who did such a
a to...
(see brilliant-red)
she's a who...

s
(see floppy- brimmed)
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bring bring-your-pet-to-work (see bring-your-pet-to-work)

bring-your-pet-to-work
bring-your-pet-to-work day pet insurance and s

brink

brisk

British

British-accented

British-assigned

British-inflected

broad

broadband

brink of confrontation
brink of disaster
brink of extinction

he urged them not to push Iraq to the
had them on the
brought many animals back from the

brink of (another) summit bid 10 days later, on the (climbing)

brisk stroll

ultra-brisk

British royal family

a on a summer afternoon

(see ultra-brisk)

the doings of the

British Broadcasting Corporation (see BBC)

British-accented
British-assigned
British-inflected

(see British-accented)
(see British-assigned)
(see British-inflected)

British-accented English he spoke with impeccable (a Swede)

British-assigned sector

British-inflected English

broadcast
broadcaster
broadband
broad spectrum
Broadway

broad-based
broad-shouldered

too-broad

"broadband" service

the

formal,

(see broadcast)
(see broadcaster)
(see broadband)
(see broad spectrum)
(see Broadway)

(see broad-based)
(see broad-shouldered)

(see too-broad)

to provide

broadband communications systems the of the future
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broad-based

broadcast

broadcaster

broadcasting

broadly

broadly based

broadbased rural development

broadcast

broadcast booth
broadcast media
broadcast television

broadcast network

radio broadcast

Oscar broadcast

a

(Africa)

luxury suites, the press box, , dugout
newspapers, magazines,
the rise of

s and cable networks have age-based ratings

the United States-backed ;
they listened to the

he remembers the difficulty of the first

Academy Awards broadcast

nationally syndicated broadcast

on- and off-line broadcaster

public-service broadcasting

the

radio station picked up his

the BBC and

broadly based (see broadly based)

broadly based council
broadly based decision

broad-shouldered broad-shouldered

broad spectrum broad-spectrum efficacy

Broadway Broadway director
Broadway hit
Broadway musical
Broadway play
Broadway producer
Broadway show

a
a

in his thirties, and strong;
a tall, white man

it has against gram-negative organisms (drug)

the most successful since...
he chalked up about a dozen s
the award-winning
he decided to do a
the
in their brilliant

Broadway understudy a

Off Broadway (see Off Broadway)
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brochure

broken

broken-down

broken-hearted

broker

brokerage

brokered

bronze

Brooklyn

Brooklyn-bound

brothel

brother

Off Off Broadway

recruitment brochures
tourist brochure

broken bones
broken home
broken limbs
broken promise

broken-down

broken-hearted

broken-down pickup

broken-hearted man

brokerage

power broker

Web brokers

brokerage account

second-largest brokerage

family-brokered

bronze medal
bronze originals
Bronze Star

Brooklyn-bound

Brooklyn-bound traffic

neighborhood brothel

brother's life

(see Off Off Broadway)

according to its (FBI)
a new, Spanish-language j;
British s

can be splinted
the family's past includes s
four operations and two (rancher)
the Lakers' to Rice (basketball)

(see broken-down)

(see broken-hearted)

a

a

(see brokerage)

s and decision makers;
arranged a deal with --s from other states

it maintains the top spot among

I have opened an on-line at DLJdirect

making it the

(see family-brokered)

earning a at the Olympics
copies of lost
he earned a with the 10th Mountain Division

(see Brooklyn-bound)

a --

a breakthrough that would save his
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brotherhood

brought

brown

brown-banded

brown bag

brown-eyed

brown-haired

brownish

brownout

brotherhood

half brother
little brother

(see brotherhood)

he and his s (Saudis)
I was going to have a

black-sheep brother invite the to the wedding

brotherhood of firefighters
brother of submariners

well-brought-up

brown bag

brownish

brownout

brown-eyed
brown-banded
brown-haired
brown-skinned

walnut-brown

gray-brown
greenish-brown

dark-brown
light-brown

brown-banded roach

brown bag lunches

brown-eyed boy

brown-haired girl

brownish-skinned

brownout

the
the

(see well-brought-up)

(see brown bag)

(see brownish)

(see brownout)

(see brown-eyed)
(see brown-banded)
(see brown-haired)
(see brown-skinned)

(see walnut-brown)

(see gray-brown)
(see greenish-brown)

(see dark-brown)
(see light-brown)

the

at a preschool

a

a

(see brownish-skinned)

sweltering heat, severe droughts, s
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brown-skinned brown-skinned guys

brownish-skinned olive- or brownish-skinned (see olive- or brownish-skinned)

browser Internet browser Microsoft's j, Internet Explorer

Web-connected browser any on any computer

browsing

bruise

brunt

easy-to-use browser

browsing habits

a free,

"cookies" record info about a user's (Web)

bruises, welts, lacerations, rope marks, burns (elderly abuse)

cuts and bruises

age of the bruise

brunt of the damage

brush (vegetation) brushfire
brush fire

brush-clearing

brush (implement) paintbrush
toothbrush

brushed-back

brushed-back hair

brutal conflict

brutality of the crime

police brutality (m)

boot camp brutality

bubble bath

air bubble

brushed

brushed-back

brutal

brutality

bubble

fourteen people were treated for (tornado)

coloration and the

Nagoya bore the (flooding)

like an L.A.
a burned seven luxury homes

set out to master and fence-building

a can of water and a
a

(see brushed-back)

straight,

another casualty of the

he reminded jurors of the s

cases

hearings on the reported

slide into a with your honey

carbonated beverages or beer contain s
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dot-corn bubble the

buck buck-toothed (see buck-toothed)

bucket buckets of money retailers have spent on their (Internet) sites

plastic bucket (n) women with s waiting in line for water

buck-toothed buck-toothed laugh a

bud breast buds and pubic hair
taste buds add more wine if your tell you to

Buddha standing Buddha the world's tallest (Afghanistan)

Buddhist Buddhist monk hewn out of a cliff face by s (statues)
Buddhist statues the destruction of in Afghanistan

budding budding breasts and pubic hair

buddy buddy film comedy, drama, , caper
buddy list s, streaming video
Buddy List has me on his (AOL)
buddy system in remote areas, use to prevent cold injury I
buddy team (see buddy team)

college buddy a pair of s

ex-prison buddy js, joined by the experience of...

bowling buddy received a letter from one of his s
climbing buddy with a
fishing buddy his neighbor and

old buddy how about it, , is this true or not, or what

buddy team buddy team part of a , fire team, and squad (military);
the grenadier and a rifleman form a ;
all at once, in js, or one soldier at a time;
one provides rear security for the squad

buddy team (m) their leaders and members (soldiers)

two-man buddy team js (military);
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budget

member of the buddy team a provides overwatching suppressive fire

budget cap
budget cuts
budget cycle
budget deficit
budget document
budget numbers
budget process
budget projections
budget proposal
budget request
budget reserves
budget skirmish
budget surplus

budget shortfall

budget overruns

budget-conscious

defense budget

family budget
library budget
prosecutor's budget
starvation budget

shoestring budget

bare-bones budget

training budget

balanced budget (m)
proposed budget

cash-starved budget

athletic budget
big-budget
low-budget

spend that money outside the s
discussion about and planning
military s
the true extent of the
the will be printed
I'm not at liberty to give you the at this time
we'll do that through the
the need to meet
the administration's for the next fiscal year
$37 million to fight computer crime
states with the largest in 20 years
subject to annual s
js and other general treasury money

in a time of js (universities)

growing have already hurt NASA programs

(see budget-conscious)

the military has advocated bigger s;
he wants to increase the
a disciplined
the money will go into the
the
scientific agencies on s

with only a

a

has increased its

the amendment
its of...

s
he had no (college)
(see big-budget)
(see low-budget)
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budget-conscious

Budweiser

buff

buffalo

buffer

buffet

buffoon

bug (insect)

bug (virus)

reduction of the budget a

research-and-development budget a

budget-conscious parents

six-pack of Budweiser

aviation buff
film buff
history buff

silent film buff

(see also enthusiast, avid)

buffalo grass
buffalo trail

mud-splattered buffalo

buffer zone

buffet table

all-you-can-eat buffets

horse-toothed buffoon

bug killer

bug-catching
bug-killing

bug-eyed

lightning bug

ants or other bugs

computer bug
Love Bug

they stopped for a

model airplanes for s
js in search of quality cinema
he is a

the theater is run by a

and tall cornstalks
s crossed the human trail

js jostled their way...

he proposed a S;
proposed a or a fence

I sidled over to the

the

Dursban Pro was the most popular

(see bug-catching)
(see bug-killing)

(see bug-eyed)

the 's would be blinking

hallucination of crawling over the skin

he created a that caused millions in damages
the Love Letter virus or the (computers)
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bug-catching bug-catching device

bug-eyed bug-eyed

bug-killing bug-killing vapors

build buildup

builder bodybuilder
muscle builder
nation-builder (n)

shipbuilder

building (structure) building code

building inspector
building manager
building material

building-materials (m)
building permit
building practices
building project

building superintendent

buildingwide

administration building
apartment building
campus building
concrete building
customs building
public building
storage building
tenement building

a

on cocaine
singing

emitted by chrysanthemums

(see buildup)

looks like a
GHB is used as a and relaxant
would-be s;
our early-nineteenth-century -js
s could design stealthier ships

limit construction and strengthen 's;
recent changes to the s in Virginia
s had expressed concern
the was throwing everyone out
collecting cow dung for and fuel;
s are stacked chest-high
a supplier
he applied for a
more efficient
the average ;
banks are pulling the plug on major s
a let the cops into the apartment

(see buildingwide)

as she waited in the
a prewar brick
guilty of planting two bombs in js
the third floor of a drab
a with a tall wire fence (Turkish border)
invasion of s by armed individuals
a school
s in the shadows of skyscrapers

earthquake-proof buildingthe sheriffs department is in an

outbuilding (see outbuilding)
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barnlike building

Smoke-Free Building

abandoned buildings

boarded-up building

stadium-sized building

high-density building

This is a (airport sign)

issues surrounding vacant and

grim housing estates, s (Manchester)

labored in hot, s

oversize, s

handsomely renovated building a

tall building construction workers framing a

five-sided building the (the Pentagon)
16-sided (multicolored) building a (Holland)

sides of buildings

building (making) confidence-building
confidence building
confidence-building (m)
bomb-building
kayak building
boat-building (m)
body-building (m)
bodybuilding (m)
bridge-building
coalition-building
confidence-building (m)
endurance-building (m)
fence-building
fire building
road building

shelter building
trust-building (m)
team building

overbuilding

buildingwide buildingwide policy

murals covering the

my first look wasn't
after several years of (Middle East)
reunification will require measures
(see bomb-building)
a new book on
25,000 jobs in the industry
a gym
abuse of the supplement GHB
sought to resolve issues through

is hard
a accomplishment

effects
set out to master and brush-clearing
backcountry skills like , shelter building
, logging and commercial agriculture;
a ban on in the national forest
backcountry skills like fire building,

exercises at a ropes course
promotes athleticism, competition and

the city suffered from

aS
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buildup arms buildup
sediment buildup

built

built in

built-up

bulk

bull

bullet

unexpected buildups

built-in
built-up

American-built
German-built
Indian-built
purpose-built
Soviet-built

custom-built

built-in handle
built-in incentive
built-in obsolescence
built-in sink

built-up area

built-up neighborhood
built-up room

bulk freighter

bulk of your time

bulldozer
bull elephant
bullhorn
bull market

bullheaded

pit bull

bullet fragments
bullet holes
bullet's impact
bullet track

js took place
the lake suffers from sediment

of carbon dioxide (space station)

(see built in)
(see built-up)

(see American-built)
(see German-built)
(see Indian-built)
(see purpose-built)
(see Soviet-built)

(see custom-built)

its (a computer)
stock options provide a incentive
a obsolescence
a sink

on the edge of the s of the suburbs;
military operations in js (MOBA)
a
a

a leaves a port

why do you spend the

s and other pieces of heavy equipment
they brought in even larger --s
charged with operating a without a permit
spectacular stock debuts in this

(see bullheaded)

(see pit bull)

patients with bullets or within body cavities
in the walls

the would have detonated the bomb
injuries may extend a distance from the
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bulletin

bulletin board

bulletproof

bullet train
bullet trajectory
bullet wound

bulletproof

bullet-marked

police bullets
rubber bullet
stray bullet

high velocity bullet

hollow-tipped bullet

rubber-coated bullet
teflon-coated bullet

sixteen-bullet (m)

9-mm bullet

lighting conditions, s, autopsy reports
a in a man's skull

(see bulletproof)

(see bullet-marked)

died in a hale of
tear gas and s
a neighbor who had been hit by a

s cause fractures and soft tissue damage

s
soldiers who used teargas, s and live rounds
a

the two officers emptied their clips

survive an encounter with a

fragmentation of the bullet injury is also caused by on impact

bulletin board

news bulletin
radio bulletin

(see bulletin board)

she could listen to s
she heard about it in a

two-and-a-half-minute bulletin

on-line (Christian) bulletin board

bulletproof divider
bulletproof glass
bulletproof (Daimler) sedan
bulletproof vest
bullet-proof vest
bulletproof window

read a (TV)

were filled with inquiries

a

his
police wore s
police officers at times wear s
a

bull-headed bull-headed (Pakistani) father a

bullock bullock cart s and wobbling bicycles
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bullying

bump

bumper

bullying tactics

speed bump

bumper crop
bumper sticker

superior marketing and ;
standing up to these

recycled plastic for park benches and s;
s on winding streets

the he is expecting (grain)
display a ; I saw a that read...

bumper to bumper (see bumper to bumper)

bumper to bumper bumper to bumper the traffic became

bumper-to-bumper (or powertrain) warranty a

bun whole-wheat bun on a

bunch bunch of (my) friends I went to the beach with a
bunch of questions that person asked me a

bundle bundles of cash cops found in the truck (bank robbery)

bundled bundled-up (see bundled-up)

bundled-up bundled-up four-year-olds

bungee bungee jumping looked like a fad;
, river rafting, canyoning

bunk bunk bed s against the whitewashed walls

bunker bunker complex an enemy force located in a well-entrenched
bunker mentality he's created a (Super Bowl)

bunker-type (see bunker-type)

command bunker
concrete bunker
enemy bunker
enemy bunker (m)

s and other critical targets
abandoned s
he crawled directly in front of an

assault (assault of an enemy bunker)

mutually supporting bunkers his men destroyed over 100 (battle)
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bunker-type

buoy

burden

burdensome

bureau

bureaucracy

burgeoning

burger

camouflaged bunker
concealed bunker
fortified bunker (m)

well fortified bunker (m)

firing port of the bunker

sandbags for bunkers

heavy automatic weapons fire from s
heavy machine gun fire from a
heavy fire from a position

an enemy force entrenched in positions

throws or pushes the grenade into the

filling

bunker-type emplacements engaging with grenades

dive buoy

burdensome

burden of guilt
burden of proof

burden of paperwork

burden of the past

government's burden
tax burden

federal-tax burden

financial burden

beasts of burden

burdensome

Census Bureau
credit bureau
farm bureau

school bureaucracy

burgeoning population

hamburger

jet skiers buzzing s

(see burdensome)

they shared a
the is on the FDA to show...

the on researchers

future generations won't suffer the

easing the in winning convictions
the local on the mall store

the share of the would rise...

reducing the s on patients

goats are used as in the Himalayas

if the upcoming changes prove too

the projects that...
report information about you to a
lobbyists for , power plants, steelmakers

paralyzing

s and exploding production

(see hamburger)
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burglar

burglary

burglar alarm nobody owned a

burglary alarm
burglary arrest

burial (people) burial detail
burial insurance
burial mound
burial sites

middle-class homes sport s
noting the

a member of the
the exclusive right to sell
a Neolithic
the desert environment can affect 's

martyr's burial he receive a for his suicide attack
mass burial (m) dig and fill sites (military)

burial (other) mine burial is extremely difficult in frozen ground

buried buried treasure the s beneath Rome's streets

long-buried (see long-buried)

burlap burlap sack he wrapped a around my head

burn burn area
burn care
burn center
burn depth
burn edema
burn extent
burn injuries

burn management
burn patient
burn specialists
burn surgeon
burn unit
burn victim
burn wounds

wash the , debride any open blisters, and...
adequate is essential
the patient requires transfer to a

is described as first, second, or third degree
the development of

and second-and third-degree burns
thousands of people will suffer ;
a ward that specializes in
antibiotics are a mainstay of
management of the
electrical burns require treatment by
burns evaluated by a or plastic surgeon
transfer to a is indicated
a who has inhaled toxic fumes
many will be nursing

burner (see burner)

burnout (see burnout)

burn extent and depth based upon

acid burns delayed upper GI bleeding may occur in
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chemical burns
cigarette burns
contact burns
flame burn
flash burn
inhalation burn
lightning burns
steam burns
superficial burns
thermal burns
windburn

full-thickness burn
high voltage burn

first-degree burn
second-degree burns
third-degree burns

second- and third-degree

slash-and-burn

contaminated burn
controlled burn

critical burns
deep burns
electrical burns
electrical burn (m)
major burns
minor burns
serious burns
severe burns
significant burns

fires and burns

care of burns
cause of burns
management of burns
source of the burn
treatment of burns

management of thermal, electrical, and
fingernail scratches, and rope burns (abuse)

come from direct contact with a hot object
flash burns are a subset of
a will singe hair, a contact burn will not
any patient suspected of having an
electrical or

most often occur in industrial accidents

resulting from electrical flashes
he suffered from (on the climb)

third-degree burns, also referred to as s
a

involves only the epidermis

burns preventing infections in

(see slash-and-burn)

rinse the with CuSO4 solution
staff members to a of the area

refer patients with to a regional burn center
if there are (lightning victim)

produce heat injury
an eleven-year survey of injuries

have a significant risk of mortality
should be cooled with running tap water

lightning injuries seldom have
(i.e., third-degree burns)

victims with

deaths from have declined since the 1960s

specialists in the
abuse as a in children
the contaminated with white phosphorous
remove victim from the
1 million Americans seek ED
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burned burned-out (m) (see burned-out)

burned-out burned-out canyons the
burned-out cars ;
burned-out homes

burner back burner puts a pot on the (electric stove)
front burner putting the environment on the (election)

burning burning desire the to be the best (basketball)
Burning Man (m) the festival (US)

bride burning and enforced seclusion in purdah
flag burning a constitutional ban against
house-burnings slayings and (Kosovo)
oil-burning (m) phasing out virtually every furnace
wood-burning (m) a fireplace

forever-burning (see forever-burning)

burnout burnout three key factors contribute to

tennis burnout and teenage rebellion

burnt burnt-out (see burnt-out)

burnt-orange (m) (see burnt-orange)

burnt-orange burnt-orange manila folder a

burnt-out burnt-out husk a

burst burst fracture shatter outward, causing a (cervical vertebra)

bursts of electricity laser weapons require huge
burst of fire he was hit by a from an enemy bunker
burst of (superheated) gases a

burst of gunfire after treating the men wounded by the initial

burst of (high-pitched) screaming a

final burst
huge burst

mortally wounded, he was able to fire a
laser weapons require s of electricity
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bus

busful

bush

initial burst
rapid burst
short bursts
single burst

treating the men wounded by the of gunfire
the rifleman fires s (trench)
the soldier enters the bunker, firing
a or short course of oral steroids

busboy the (at a restaurant)
bus depot the was hit by NATO
bus driver the didn't check the bus before leaving
buses (plural)
bus ride he was tired from his long
bus schedule a
bus shelter vandalism to s
bus station near the
bus stop bars, js, and shopping malls
bus terminal (m) restroom
bus tour a one-hour
bus transportation for students
bus trip after their long

busful (see busful)

charter-bus (m)
city bus
Courtesy Bus
school bus

shuttle bus (m)
tour bus

a small company
board air-conditioned s
s (sign at airport)
on his children's ;
seat belts on s

service to and from the stadium
from the windows of the ;
s and rental cars come and go

touring bus in the converted

chartered bus we filed out of the into a luxurious hotel

air-conditioned (city) bus board js

Trucks and Buses All Keep Left (sign)

train, bus, and taxi a thousand-mile journey by across Turkey

busful of (Delaware parrot) lovers a

bushfire
bushmeat

started a
driving the demand for (African wild game)
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bushel

busiest

bush war

coffee bush

bushel of apples

second-busiest
seventh-busiest
twelfth-busiest

business (selling) business administration
business affairs
business alliance
business card

business community
business cycle
business day
business deal
business decision
business development
business district
business empire
business executive

business experience
business era
business faith
business fare
business figure
business interests
business jet
business journalism
business license
business logic
business magazine
business mail
business model
business page
business partner
businesspeople
business plan
business practices

the fierce, undeclared (South Africa)

fostering the growth of the js

helped himself to an apple from a

(see second-busiest)
(see seventh-busiest)
(see twelfth-busiest)

(see business administration)
his mom is handling his (basketball)
announced a new
his ;
a with a home telephone number
many in the e-commerce
economic fluctuations and s
may request one within three s
angry about a failed
like many dubious js
Cisco's vice president of
the town's small
his place in the family's
government officials and --s;
gives lectures to s;
a typical American
with 15 years of
(see business era)
they put their in a dying technology
a 3 percent increase for leisure and s
one major
American oppose the embargo
it had received flight clearance for a
a lot of is mere market cheerleading
paying a fee for a
there's also a cold-eyed
lists compiled by --s
separate your from your personal mail
(see business model)
feats we read about in the --s
his father's

who travel a great deal
his -- met with skepticism
the company's were not to be trusted;
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business press
business prosperity
business purposes
business relationship
business school
business-school (m)

business sense
business setting
business-size
business strategy
business success
business suit
business support
business tip
business travelers
business trip
business talent
business world

business network

business-mad

business-financed
business-oriented
business-related

business-to-business
business-to-consumer

business as usual

book business
chicken business
clothing business
company business
delivery business
ecstasy business
family business

illegal monopolistic
if you read the
the Republicans and
a Japanese man visiting Maryland for
he had a with the company
resistance to the idea of a
a boarding-school boy turned student;
a case study
environmental consciousness and good
mobile phones in s
(see business-size)
the key to his
remarkable s
a conservative and a tie
might scare away
how to build up your client base and other s
roaming charges and (cell phones)
he was on a
he traces his to...
does the really need Harvard;
a menace to the ;
the world of Washington and the ;
the he inhabits

a of rowers and former rowers

(see business-mad)

(see business- financed)
(see business-oriented)
(see business-related)

(see business-to-business)
(see business-to-consumer)

advertisers insist it will be

in the there are two kinds of hits
farmers and others in the
I worked in the for six years
had to go out on
reinvent the
trying to end the booming
assisted his father in the ;
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fashion business
furniture business
games business
garment business
movie business

music-business (m)

news business
oil business
restaurant business
retail business
show business
slave business
travel business

the question of succession in the
like his colleagues at the top of the
a small
the $7 billion (console games)
the
people in the ;
an American in the
a ' phenomenon;
the world of midtown Manhattan
in the competitive
the Texas
both had found success in the
the city's oldest (a particular store)
(see show business)
kept the afloat
the hottest company in the

e-business (m) commissions for transactions

cell-phone business pushing for a place in the
venture-capital business a veteran of the

e-commerce business allows us to launch new s faster
e-commerce business (m) many in the ' community

multimillion-dollar business the company is now a

cutthroat business a

antibusiness (see antibusiness)

plumbing-supplies business her dad owned a successful

boxing business fighting for respect in the

bookselling business
data-mining business
landscaping business

big business
lucrative business

routine business
small-business (m)

chains have taken over the
the
I have a

S, Third World elites, and the poor
the more of corporate software;
people smuggling is a
the next two calls were (sheriff)
the city's owners
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solid business

surge in business

head for business

a

the drug dealers enjoyed the

he didn't have much of a

gravel- and asphalt business a solid

(see also firm)

business (other) stage business

order of business

business administration
business administration should be taught;

he decided to major in

business era

his and his contributions to scripts

their spacewalk was the top

business-administration course

business era a new

business-financed business-financed group a

business-mad

business model

business-oriented

business-related

business-size

business-mad

business model

a case study in

Hanoi is brash and

s can be patented;
the hasn't been fully defined

business model for the information age introduced a new

e-tail business model maybe s aren't working

efficient business model a much less
new business model introduced a for the information age

business-oriented lunch is

business-oriented group a

business-related dining

business-size envelope a stamped self-addressed
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business-to-business
business-to-business purchasing
business-to-business commerce
business-to-business model the

business-to-consumer
business-to-consumer model the

bust (boom) oil bust the js of the eighties

boom and bust (see boom and bust)

bust (breasts) bustline fuller, firmer, sexier

buster blockbuster (see blockbuster)

busy busy intersection the car burst into flames at a ;
pedestrians at s

busywork with most of the gone
busy work he didn't believe in

but

butt

butter

butterfly

all-but-forgotten (m) (see all-but-forgotten)

butt pat js, and high fives

butt-shaped (see butt-shaped)

butt of jokes he's bothered by being the

cigarette butt tampons, plastic drink tops, fan belts, s
headbutt 's can cause fatal injuries
rifle butt they shoved js in our backs

butterfly (see butterfly)

peanut butter
peanut-butter (m)

living on bagels and
eating sandwiches;

crackers

peanut-butter-and-jelly (m) sandwiches

butterfly collection the at Harvard's Museum of...

monarch butterfly children dressed as js
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button

button-down

button-style

butt-shaped

buy

buyer

buying

buzz

button-down

button-style

belly button (m)

button-down shirt

(see button-down)

(see button-style)

I've had a ring since I was 15

s
button-style pointing device

butt-shaped mark

drug buy

where-to-buy

pay-per-view buy

book buyer
coffee buyer
impulse buyer
panic buyer

green -coffee buyer

eight-dollar-ticket buyer

first-time buyer

buying power

book-buying

buzzword

buzz-generating

the

a

a crack pipe, a street , a motel crack party

(see where-to-buy)

set a record of 1.25 million 's (boxing)

a ought to be able to browse
s have been scouring the hills
the spendthrift and the
panic sellers and s

the

the typical (Friday-night film)

Ford's new car has attracted many 's

their collective can drive prices down

(see book-buying)

today's is accountability

(see buzz-generating)

buzz-generating buzz-generating conference the many s

buzzer buzzer beater

buzzer-beating

a in overtime (basketball)

(see buzzer-beating)
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buzzer-beating buzzer-beating shot

BW

by

a shot

buzzer-beating three-pointer another

(see biological warfare)

bypass
by-product

byway
byword

bygone

by-the-pound

passers-by

drive-by
standby

play by the rules

fly-by-night

nearby

blow-by-blow
case-by-case
county-by-county
hour by hour
play-by-play
second-by-second
semester-by-semester
side by side
state-by-state
step-by-step

death by vehicle (m)

four-by-four
two-by-four
14- by 100-meter

(see bypass)
a of her power;
may be a of...
public s
Siberia became a for cruelty

(see bygone)

(see by-the-pound)

(see passers-by)

(see drive-by)
(see standby)

their ability to of society (criminals)

(see fly -by- night)

(see nearby)

(see blow-by-blow)
(see case-by-case)
(see county-by-county)
(see hour by hour)
(see play-by-play)
(see second-by-second)
(see semester-by-semester)
(see side by side)
(see state-by-state)
(see step-by-step)

she is facing a misdemeanor charge

he got into a dirt-smeared
(see two-by-four)
it clears a path (in a minefield)
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bygone

bygone era

bypass (body)

bygone era

hallmarks of a bygone era
relics of a bygone era

by-pass surgery

heart bypass

double-bypass
triple-bypass

multiple-coronary-bypass

bypass (other) bypass site

minefield and the bypass

by-the-pound price

goodbye (m)

by-the-pound

bye

byte

C

cab

cabaret

gigabyte
terabyte

cabdriver
cab fare

livery cab

livery cab (m)
taxicab

pedicab

yellow cab

cabaret dress

(see bygone era)

quaint
quaint

many Americans undergo

operations involving

(see double-bypass)
(see triple-bypass)

(see multiple-coronary-bypass)

bridge, fording site, (military)

the orientation of the

the price is

a note

(see gigabyte)
(see terabyte)

a
a three-dollar

his relative had a j;
driving a is dangerous
the slaying of a driver
s, bicycle messengers...

a three-wheeled

individually owned s

her fragile, glass-beaded chiffon 's
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cabaret entertainer
cabaret performer

cabin (aircraft) cabin depressurization

cabin (dwelling) log cabin
mountain cabin

hunting cabin

cabinet (object) file cabinet
gun cabinet
kitchen cabinet
security cabinet
storage cabinet

filing cabinet

cabinet (people) cabinet meeting

cable (transmission) cable line
cable service
cable TV

cable (wire)

cable (message)

cable TV

cable network

cable financial network

cable news stations

fiber-optic cable

underground cable

cable car

recently released cables

cable TV bill
cable-TV brand
cable-TV channel

gave Bette Midler her start as a
a late-midlife comeback as a

in case of at high altitude

built js on King Island in 1926
take us to our

they found a on the way back

at the steel , gathering folders
a boy broke into his father's
new s
gun vaults and s
a gun safe or a locked ;
house keys versus the key to a

unlocked a

after chairing a

fiber-optic s transmit digital data
I won't be changing my existing
(see cable TV)

on the financial-news ;
broadcast networks and s

I watch CNBC, one of the js

weather coverage has increased on the

ten million miles of ;
underground

avoid damaging and disrupting phone service

a will zip sightseers up the mountain

opened my monthly
one of the top s (Nickelodeon)
the executives of a
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cache

cadaver

cadaver-sniffing

café

cafeteria

cafeteria-style

caffeine

cage

cake

caked

calcium

calculate

arms cache

cadaver-sniffing

cadaver-sniffing dog

neighborhood café

Internet café

cafeteria-style

company's cafeteria

high-school cafeteria

cafeteria-style restaurant

caffeine jolt

animal's cage
birdcage
bird cage
rib cage
rib cage (m)
shark cage

walk-in cage

batting cage

chocolate cake
chocolate-cake (m)

birthday cake

freshly baked cake

mud-caked (m)

calcium supplements

hard-to-calculate

rebel strongholds and s

(see cadaver-sniffing)

investigators took s

at one of her favorite s

s in Macedonia and Albania

(see cafeteria-style)

after lunch in the

food-service jobs in s

a'
give you a

the boy reached into the
shoebox-sized s
locked his professor in a walk-in
a spear through the (animal)
he suffered a injury in training (boxing)
she would not use a (marathon swim)

a tawny eagle in a

the (baseball)

asked for her recipe

a slice of her ; there were two s

(see mud-caked)

producers of

(see hard-to-calculate)
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calculated

calculation

calendar

calf

calf-high

calf-length

caliber (rank)

caliber (firearms)

calculated risk
calculated use

well-calculated

probability calculations

firefighters learn to take s
the regime's of...;
terrorism is the of unlawful violence

(see well-calculated)

the took just seconds (computer)

back-of-the-envelope calculations

computer calendar

trial calendar

Islamic calendar

calf-high
calf-length

calf-high boots

calf-length skirt

championship-caliber
college caliber

writing of his caliber

.22-calibre (m)
.25-caliber (m)
.32-caliber (m)
.38-caliber (m)
.50-caliber (m)
.380-caliber (m)

as s flip over to 2000

the case was put on the

the holy month of Ramadan on the

(see calf-high)
(see calf-length)

a pair of old

a blouse with a

(see championship-caliber)
(see college caliber)

travel is rare

a , single-shot Marlin rifle
a Lorcin pistol
a cheap pistol
hollow-point rounds for a revolver
his machine gun
a Davis pistol

range, caliber, accuracy and variety the of warheads for rocket systems

call (phone / radio) call center

call-in

conference call

the for the toll-free number;
the tech-support staff at the

(see call-in)

he set up a
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emergency call
phone call
telephone call
radio call

pay-phone call
satellite-telephone call

911 call

wake-up call

incoming call

repeated calls

cold-call (v)

anonymous call
local call
numerous calls
personal calls
urgent (phone) call

call (appeal) calls for democracy
call for help
call for jihad
calls for revenge

call (decision)

call (other)

call of duty
call of the wild

call to arms

judgment call
umpire's call

call-up

cat call
distress call

dispatchers got a second
(see phone call)
making scores of s
made no s in the final minutes;
when he heard the "shots fired"

outgoing s from a prison
daily --s in the Arab world

tapes of the victims' s;
responding to the first

the hotel failed to give him a

let you forward your 's

also did not return

ing doctors from his parents' basement

she received an (prosecutor)
a courtesy phone for s is located at...
he made to the police (false tips)
minimize from work
tell him you got an (bad date)

universal and human rights
that night they got a (climbing)
his out-and-out
rival families would issue

above and beyond the (customer service)
the

he answered his (war)

a that went the wrong way
parents began brawling over an (T-ball)

(see call-up)

cope with obnoxious s
the ship put out a
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called

caller

calibrated

call-in

calling

call-up

caloric

calorie

camel

house call

wake-up call

close call

final call

so-called

caller ID

mystery caller

unknown caller

precisely calibrated

call-in contest
call-in show
call-in viewer

calling card
calling pattern
calling plan

turkey-calling (m)

cold calling

call-ups

military call-up

caloric intake

calorie consumption

high-calorie

camel rider
camel track

a company doctor who made js

this death is a

it was a (mountaineering);
the aircraft had a with another plane;
I had a lot of s (fugitive from the law)f
once again, for flight... (airport)

(see so-called)

he checked the device nightly

police were contacted by a

avoid giving js important information

(see precisely calibrated)

a radio station during a
a show
a

a prepaid and a pay phone
mobile operators can trace s
telephone companies and their s

a contest

isn't any fun (auto dealership)

he had brief from four NBA teams (sports)

a

increase fluid and in cold weather (frostbite)

average has declined

(see high-calorie)

three s
on the s of the Arab world;
the lies on the outskirts of Dubai
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camera

camel racing

racing camel

the ancient sport of ;
is a popular sport

sheikhs pay $1 million for a

breeding program for camels a-

sheep, goats, cattle and camels are sacrificed at Eid Al-Adha

camera angle
camera bag
camera crew

camera gear
cameraman

news cameras
security camera
space camera
surveillance camera

television camera
TV camera
video camera

--s, lighting strategies (films)
rummaged for a lens in my
a from a production company;
he and his tried to film...
food, paddling and
a former Disney

declaiming sound bites to the
four s placed in the cafeteria
the new wave of commercial s
capture it on a ;
installing s around housing projects;
js in public places
mothers screaming at the
before js and newspaper photographers
a high-definition

video surveillance camerathe FBI put a in his backyard

waterproof camera

underwater camera

on-camera

s that are fit for kayaking

the would be watching for the monster

(see on-camera)

expensive-looking camera the man dropped an

hidden camera

police-monitored camera

s and tape recorders;
used js to film packaging of old meat;
s used to expose insurance frauds

funding for s

interior- and exterior-mounted camera 's
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camouflage

camouflaged

camp (sports)

camp (other)

digital camera

state-of-the-art camera

camouflage discipline
camouflage fatigues
camouflage nets
camouflage system
camouflage technique
camouflage uniform

shot a lot of pictures with a

s
maintain continuously (military)
a man in

across the top of the (railroad) cut
improvising versus the use of s
platoons use proper and move with stealth
German and American s

camouflage and concealment effective natural ;
desert techniques;

training (military)

camouflage and noise and light (m) employ effective discipline
camouflage, noise, light, and radiotelephone (m) discipline
camouflage, noise, and light (m) enforce discipline

minefield camouflage inadequate in urban terrain is a problem
woodland camouflage the coloring of the ETLBV is

artificial camouflage can be used (military)
excellent camouflage the scorpionfish and stonefish have
inadequate (minefield) camouflage in urban terrain is a problem
natural camouflage effective and concealment

evidence of camouflage , such as withered vegetation, signs of cutting

concealment, deception, and camouflage use whenever possible

camouflaged bunker heavy automatic weapons fire from s

well camouflaged (see well camouflaged)

sports camp
tennis camp

basketball camp

training camp

camp counselor

a six-week
sending a ten-year-old to

AAU 's in Las Vegas and Long Beach

three weeks of (football)

assaulted and overpowered their s
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campfire
campground
camp's perimeter
campsite

base camp

boot camp
church camp
death camp
internment camp
labor camp
migrant camp
mountain camp
refugee camp
summer camp
summer-camp (m)

terrorist camp

Girl Scout camp
slave-labor camp

homeless camp

fishing camp

training camp

campaign (politics) campaign address
campaign-finance (m)
campaign issue
campaign money
campaign promise
campaign-reform (m)
campaign slogan
campaign staff
campaign stop

campaign trail

campaign treasury
campaign worker

(see campfire)
(see campground)
he moved around the directing fire (war)
140 js; makeshift s;
you may have six people per (National Park)

he turned back toward (mountaineering);
return to (military)
(see boot camp)
a week-long summer
the Nazi s
a Japanese-American during W.W. II
the most notorious of the early --s
those growing up in s (U.S.A.)
marching between two 's
volunteer his services in the s
selecting a for kids
a scene;
camp officials and consultants
--s in southern Afghanistan

several summers of roughing it a --s
survivors of the Nazi

js are springing up by the Platte River

head to a new ;
other s in the bay
terrorist --s in Afghanistan

the following web site is its
reform sways few voters

emerging as the hottest
funneled his way
despite a
coverage of the saga
wrote a for herself
the came to realize
more questions at every ;
cancelled his s
he plugs along the ;
the 2000 presidential
Gore will have exhausted his -- by then
the party's candidates and s
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campaign
(public health)

campaign spending set records in fund-raising and

election campaign the and the election vote

landmine treaty campaign the (to ban land mines)

carefully developed campaigna
carefully run campaign
perfectly planned campaign

a
a

vaccination campaign a by UNICEF

antismoking campaign an
anti-smoking campaign the begun in the 1980s

pedestrian awareness campaign creating a (San Francisco)
public awareness campaign 5 (child prostitution)

anti-gun campaign communities have created 's

campaign ad campaign a splashy
(business)

publicity campaign books announced with huge 's

on-air campaign the company's first (on TV)

advertising campaign has commissioned an
marketing campaign a $100 million

campaign campaign of air strikes a six-week-long
(violent)

air campaign
terror campaign

(see air campaign)
during their three-month ;
extremists have waged a ruthless ;
a horrific rebel

ethnic-cleansing campaign the

bombing campaign an allied

six-week-long campaign a of air strikes

campaign (other) campaign of mass gatherings launched a national (Cuba)
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camper

campfire

campground

camping

charm campaign
independence campaign
neighborhood campaign
propaganda campaign
resistance campaign

disinformation campaign

slum-clearance campaign

Sudan's
Gandhi's (India)
a against the proposed tower
are now waging a , claiming that...
led a 10-year, nonviolent

engaged in a cynical

the ill-fated s of the 1950s

counter-narcotics campaign the in Colombia

fundraising campaign
letter-writing campaign
poisoning campaigns

billion-dollar s
the

to eradicate prairie dogs

recycling campaign a citizen-based

anti-immigration campaign s have attracted support

anti-cockfighting campaign the chairman of the (Oklahoma)

national campaign launched a of mass gatherings (Cuba)

registered campers entry to the campground at night is limited to

campfire men sitting in a circle around a ;
s are permitted in fire grates (National Park)

campfire story --s, hunting tales, mountain lore

campground on the river and in s;
we walk up the beach back to the

check in at the (National Park)

--s are first-come, first-served...

campground office

family campground

camping companion
camping experience
camping trip

camping and fishing

a ' and his closest friend
harking back to their first
the school had a

spending the weekend -- along the river
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campus

can (modal)

can (object)

canal

campus building
campus fraternity
campus group
campus library
campus police (m)
campus security
campus tradition
campus visit

college campus
university campus

guilty of planting two bombs in s
the hardest-partying of the s
student funding for s
their college's
a report
Florida has been a leader in
a 90-year (bonfire)
s by Lady Bird Johnson elicited protests

on a again
on s

off-campus (see off-campus)

three-hundred-and-twenty-two-acre "campus" a

can-do (see can-do)

all-you-can-eat (see all-you-can-eat)

can opener a G.I.

can of coffee
can of tuna
can of water

a vacuum-packed
a
a and a paintbrush

ammunition can waterproof s
beer can s floating downstream
garbage can drove into a near the driveway;

if we thrOw and miss the
gas can a
paint can a couple of half-empty s
spray can paint from a
trash can set fire to a

orange-soda can I landed an , full of silt and sand

vacuum-packed can a -- of coffee

canal channel
canal corridor
canal system
Canal Zone

two ships in a
rail trails, 5
Mexico has both s and pyramids
crossing from Panama City into the ;
live-fire training in the jungles of the
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canary

canary-yellow

canceled

cancellation

cancer

canal towpath

Panama Canal

shipping canal

101-mile canal

canary-yellow

old s

the

a disused

the (Suez Canal)

(see canary-yellow)

canary-yellow climbing jacket he wears a

canceled check

flight cancellations

hundreds of cancellations

delays and cancellations

cancer case
cancer center
cancer conference
cancer death
cancer's decline
cancer doctor
cancer incidence
cancer patient

cancer-patient (m)
cancer remission
cancer research
cancer researcher
cancer risk
cancer scare
cancer specialist
cancer survivor
cancer therapy

cancer treatment
cancer trial

cancer-causing

s and monthly statements (bank)

and delays are becoming routine

a weekend marked by (airline)

record rainfall forced flight

thousands of s have been prevented
an officially designated NCI
presented her data at a in New York
20,000 fewer s occur

is attributable to...
trials are managed by dedicated s
the NCI's database on
in one study of s;
s lead longer and healthier lives
routine costs
a
(see cancer research)
12,000 s across the country
the increased lifetime for astronauts
dealing with a (cluster at public school)
breast cancer and 's
conversations with s
surgical procedures and s;
the advancement of
the best approaches to
the NCI lists 1,500 active s

(see cancer-causing)
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cancer-producing

cancer free

cancer clinical trials

adult cancer
adult-cancer (m)
bladder cancer
brain cancer
breast cancer
kidney cancer
liver cancer
lung-cancer (m)
prostate cancer
skin cancer
skin-cancer (m)

bone-marrow cancer

childhood cancer

anticancer

slow-developing cancer

spread of cancer

treatments for cancer

war on cancer

cancer-causing cancer-causing chemical

cancer-causing genes

cancer-producing cancer-producing substance

(see cancer-producing)

she is and doing well

patients enrolled in

the myriad of very different s
increased participation in studies
the study is focused on
died after a battle with
(see breast cancer)
treatments for his
bladder, skin, lung, kidney and (arsenic)
a fifty-year-old man in a trial
to try to cure
melanoma, the most lethal form of
the sun and cases

he died of (from radiation tests)

the long-term survival rates for

(see anticancer)

certain --s

there was no obvious distant

Richard Nixon began America's

cancer research cancer research

cancer-research tool
cancer-research journal

airborne, 's;
companies exposed people to

s
to advance

the virus became a widely used
one of the world's leading --s

promising (new) cancer research funding to
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new cancer research funding to promising

benefit for cancer research attend a

candidate (politics) candidate's personnel file the is reviewed

party's candidates

talked-about candidate

candidate (job) job candidate

candidate (degree) doctoral candidate

candle candlelight

candlelit

aromatherapy candles

scented candles

candlelight candlelight ceremony
candlelight march

candlelit candlelit proposal

can-do can-do

candy

can-do attitude
can-do mentality

candy shop
candy store
candy wrapper

cyanide-laced candy

hard candy

the and campaign workers

the most s (politics)

s post their resumes on the Internet;
companies who check --'s backgrounds

a New York University

(see candlelight)

(see candlelit)

lavender- and lilac-scented

she's really into

the university will hold a to remember...
the they soon would make

a (marriage proposal)

she was energetic and relentlessly

the major's
the of space enthusiasts

like kids in a
a stocked with Fizzing Whizzbees
the crackling noise of a

killed his son with

individually wrapped

individually wrapped (hard) candy
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cane

cane-bottomed

canine

canister

canned

canning

cannon

canoe

canoeing

canopy

cane-bottomed

sugar cane (m)
sugarcane (m)

cane-bottomed chair

canine rabies

canister fire

mine canister
oxygen canister

tear gas canister

50-towel canister

canned food

canning jar

home canning

(see cane-bottomed)

their wheat and fields flattened
fertilizer from the fields

a-

worldwide, is still epidemic

he directed against the enemy

the M87A1 is prepackaged with 6 AT mines
5
federal agents fired s

heavy-duty hand cleaner towels come in a

, batteries and backup heaters

--s with screw-top metal lids

an introduction to ;
a kitchen scale is essential for

cannons, rockets, and missiles can provide fires...

tank cannon

canoe livery
canoe outfitter
canoe trip

dugout canoe

whitewater canoe

mid-canoe

open canoe

canoeing river

canopy trees

weapon systems such as the are affected

a on the rivers
remembering a he made with his father

a (Papua New Guinea)

Nolan Whitesell pioneered the design of s

(see mid-canoe)

rafts, s and kayaks

a good

dense shade from
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funeral canopy

shady canopy
triple-canopy

he stepped beneath the

under a of oak and cypress trees
(see triple-canopy)

canopied triple-canopied (see triple-canopied)

canteen canteen water they drank the last of their

Cantonese Cantonese-speaking (see Cantonese-speaking)

Cantonese-speaking
Cantonese-speaking (ethnic) Chinese a

canvas canvas strap a hanging off the back of a dump truck

canyon canyon entrance s drop away
canyonside (see canyonside)

desert canyon s of rock and sagebrush
river canyons rugged mountains, desert badlands and (US)
slot canyon the s of the Southwest (canyoneering)

Grand Canyon Dinosaur National Monument and the

canyoning canyoning disaster the Saxeten River
canyoning trip a two-hour

canyoneering canyoneering route s that can be done
canyoneering trip a technical

canyonside canyonside perch from a outside Riyadh

cap (wear) shower cap a plastic

baseball cap key chains, s, cheap plastic toys

cap (other) bottle cap (see bottle cap)
budget cap spend that money outside the s
gas cap the (of a vehicle)
kneecaps they measure everything, even your

blasting caps explosives, , fuses, detonation cord
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capable incapable (see incapable)

capability capability or sustainability changes that affect his operational

incapability (see incapability)

sensor capabilities the robust of the OH-58D KW (aircraft)

all-weather capabilities

decision-making capability impairment of s

operational capability a demonstration of 's

tactical and logistical capability use the s of other services

characteristics and capabilities live-fire demos show mine

capacity capacity crowd a (at an athletic event)

capital (center)

defense capacity determination to strengthen our
human capacity such determinations lie beyond
road capacity traffic exceeds in many urban areas
storage capacity for intercepted Internet traffic

bandwidth capacity A.T.& T. is doubling its

carrying capacity the park's sustainable for elephants is...

rated capacity prisons are operating above their

high-capacity
near-capacity

adventure capital
execution capital
murder capital
smog capital
terrorism capital

(see high-capacity)
(see near-capacity)

Interlaken, the of Europe
in Texas, the nation's
the of the U.S.A.
the EPA rates Houston as the nation's
made Khartoum the of the Arab world

live music capital Austin is the of the USA

gem and mineral capital Franklin promotes itself as the of the world
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capital (city)

capital (money)

drug-producing capital the of the world

capital city

German capital

thousand-year-old capital

investment capital
venture-capital (m)

in the of Tbilisi (Georgia)

bombers took off to raid the (WW II)

the

the ability to raise a lot of
a veteran of the business;

firms
so

capitalism

capitalization

capsule

captain (ship)

captain (other)

caption

dwindling capital

foreign capital
international capital

Internet capitalism

symbols of capitalism
triumph of capitalism

market capitalization

capsules of Ecstasy

escape capsule
rescue capsule
time capsule

captain of a (slave) ship

sea captain
ship captain

captain of the team

co-captain

basketball team captain

closed caption

big losses and (Internet company)

raise interest rates to attract
ultravolatile, deregulated

the triumph of

May Day and attacks on the
the

companies with a of $16 trillion

allegedly selling a thousand

the submarine's internal
a tried to reach the submarine
a containing items...

the

straits named after js
js and ship pilots

the

he was of the team

a solid student and

displaying s on their big-screen TVs

4
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captive captive audience
captive status

captive-breeding

acquisition of captives

transport for captives

captive-breeding captive-breeding program

capture capture team

captured

car (not auto)

car (parts)

captured soldier

boxcar
cable car
freight car
observation car
passenger car
passenger-car (m)
rail car

restaurant car
sleeper car

subway car

dining car

car battery
car engine
cars' lights
automobile part
automobile-parts (m)

auto parts (m)
car phone
car radio
car seat
car trunk

car windshield

he is my
report and request transport, rations (EPWs)

(see captive-breeding)

report your through MP channels (military)

arrange through company HQ

a

professional s dart animals;
the rhino led the on a 3-mile chase

exchanged for the s

some homeless men staying in an abandoned
a will zip sightseers up the mountain
the powder arrived in js (train)
we sit in the (of the train)
a (train)
2.8 crashes per 100 million miles driven
s carry corn to feed more chickens;
a flatbed
the director of the (train)
the on the train

the new s (New York City)

I wandered down to the (train)

buying a
rebuilds js
the effectiveness of and brakes
needs some s
an factory;
a supervisor in an store
an store
called him on his
I listened to him on the

s crammed with supplies

left a threatening note on her
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car (moving)

car (people)

trunk of the car

car's path

moving car
passing car

speeding car

oncoming car

control of the car

auto enthusiast
automobile mechanic
cars' occupants
car owner
car thief

car salesman

car (problems!) car accident

car bomb

car bomb (m)

car chase

car crash
auto fatalities
car fumes
auto insurance
car loan
car problems
car repairs
car-repair (m)
car theft
car trouble

car-jacking
carjacking

the child was found dead inside the

a deer stepped into the

leaping from a motorcycle to a
beer cans were thrown at me from s;
between js, a silence fell...
threw an illegal firearm from the

in front of s

I hit the brakes and lost (motor racing)

as an ' and part-time racer
worked as a
the truck crushed the
some s don't do maintenance
he was a runaway and a

I was training to be a

insurance payouts from a ;
--s are more common in the north;
my sister was in a terrible
set off a huge ;
a powerful that exploded
one of the worst attacks;

blasts in Riyadh were caused by foreigners
a cross-country j;
run-by killings, sneak-up killings, --s
you see js every day

caused by sleepy drivers
mixing with acrid construction dust

you can buy over the Web
credit unions and --s
I had back problems and
dentist visits and
a bill
burglaries, shoplifting, and s
these fellows here are having

is a bitter fact of life
--s and armed robbery;
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1.

1

carjack (v)

carsick

car-deer

gas-guzzling car

disabled car
mangled car
stolen car
stolen-car (m)
wrecked car

control of the car

car (ownership) car loan
car-rental

car (company)

company car
parents' car

corporate fleet car

leased car
stolen car
stolen-car (m)

abandoned car
rental car

automaker
automobile company
car designer

auto industry
automobile-industry (m)
car lot
carmaker
auto show

the April 1998 ;
caught up in s and kidnappings

he tried to a nurse

(see car-deer)

s
their was struck from behind
firefighters cut through the roof of the
driving a
a ring
a junk yard of s

I hit the brakes and lost (motor racing)

credit unions and --s
(see car-rental)

--s and rental cars
teenagers driving their

s usually have high mileage

s coming off long-term contracts
driving a
a ring

bomb-disposal experts investigated s
(see rental car)

the world's second-biggest (Ford Motor)
s make elaborate presentations...
American 5;
the most influential on the planet;
the previous generation of s
in the
the average -- executive in Detroit
trying to sell cars on the
s could create...
this year's Detroit
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car (pooling)

car (age,
condition)

car (working)

car (power)

car (racing)

automobile dealership

concept car
today's car

car-pool (v)

car-pool (m)
car-pooler

car pooling

car's age

secondhand car

certified car

disabled car
junked car
used car

used-car (m)
wrecked car

beat-up car

two-to-four-year-old car

patrol car

police car
police-car (m)

armored car

the local

it is what designers call a
js versus projected models

the kids to school

lanes
s, farmers, stay-at-home moms

promote by offering inducements

your

's at an Acura dealership

s are inspected and reconditioned;
a can cost $1,000 extra
their was struck from behind
the immigrants slept in s
two-, three-, and four-year-old s;
the latest model s
independent lots
a junk yard of s

a

well-maintained js

shot as he got out of his ;
he flashed the spotlight of his
's with blue lights flashing
he kicked out a window

(see armored car)

fuel-cell-powered auto produced js
gasoline-and-electricity-powered car a hybrid

auto racing their love of

race car
stock car

a
(see stock car)
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I car (other) car keys

caramel

caravan

carbohydrate

carbon

car magazine
car ride
car wash
car trip
car wax

automobile-related

demo car
dream car
family car
luxury car
muscle car

passenger car
Passenger Car
passenger-car (m)
sports car
sports car (m)
street car

three- or four-car (m)

best-selling car

first car

light-caramel-colored

slave caravan

carbohydrate drink

carbon emissions
carbon fiber
carbon-fiber (m)
carbon monoxide (m)

hydrocarbon
radiocarbon

drop their in a bowl;
she took out her ;
I grabbed the
design journals and s
their first
the DeVille was still dripping from the
the Palm III is good for long --s

and carburetor cleaner

(see car-related)

--s driven by dealership employees
they got their for thousands less
buckle up in their
luxury villas and s
--s and free concerts;
Plymouth's 1970s-vintage --s
--s on a train

Pick-Up (area to pick up passengers)
2.8 crashes per 100 million miles driven
a

engines
s and race cars

a garage

it has become the world's

his

(see light-caramel-colored)

the last big trans-Saharan ' arrived...

a I keep in my water bottle

mandatory reductions of

a convex diaphragm
home detectors are available

(see hydrocarbon)
(see radiocarbon)
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carbonated

carburetor

carcass

card (greeting)

carbonated beverage

carburetor cleaner

horse carcass

birthday card
Christmas card
sympathy card
thank-you card
greeting card

card (playing) card game

playing cards

wild card

card (boxing) fight card

round-card (m)

undercard

card (trading) baseball card

trading cards

card (inserted) security card
time card

keyless entry card
room-key card

card (computer) sound card

card (other) cardboard (m)
card catalogue
card number

application card
business card

s or beer contain air bubbles

car wax and

where the s were hung

the was two feet long
s and letters
he brought her a rose and a
she did receive a
(see greeting card)

a dispute erupted during a

, books and a bird's nest

Saddam Hussein is a

the evenings (boxing);
a typical Saturday night in tank towns
strippers moonlighting as girls (boxing)

(see undercard)

a collection of s

comic books and

a and sensor
s were not being kept

Harvard issued s for dorms
her was in his pocket

a , plug-ins, a CD-ROM

from the box she took...
the old in shiny oak drawers (library)

an (for a post office box)
his ;
a with a home telephone number
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car-deer

cardiac

credit card (n) (see credit card)
draft card a n the 1960s
green card they married so that he could get a
identity card women aren't allowed their own s
library card a
meal card a (for a college cafeteria)
note card three boxes of s and 2 sheets of paper
phone card (see phone card)
postcard (see postcard)
report card parents will get their that show...;

he brought home a B-average
union-card (m) names, Social Security and numbers

appliance-registration card fill out s
product registration card surveys, s
video-display card a computer with an up-to-date

tear-out card just fill in the two-part (for post office box)

calling card a prepaid and a pay phone

military identification card counterfeit s
social security card a

frequent-shopper card the discount that a offers

car-deer accident an effort to prevent s

cardiac arrest
cardiac patient

sudden
s suffer from dysfunctions of the heart

cardiologist eminent cardiologist an

cardiovascular cardiovascular testing program after an initial

care caregiver (see caregiver)
caretaker (see caretaker)

caregiving

careworn

carefree

good at

(see careworn)
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cared for

career

care and treatment

care of burns
care of relatives

burn care
child care
day care
emergency care
eye care
foster care
hair care
health care
home-care (m)

skin care

mental health care

loving care

managed care

aggressive (pulmonary)
aggressive (skin) care
further care
good (health) care
immediate care
intensive care
oral care (m)
palliative care
personal care (m)
prenatal-care (m)
proper care

psychiatric care

quality of care

well-cared-for

career achievement
career advancement
career change

procedures for the of prisoners (military)

specialists in the
the children are in the

adequate is essential
and other work expenses

(see day care)
an accident requiring
call your local professional
living in away from their birth families

products such as shampoo
(see health care)

products;
costs from aging-related diseases

admission to a burn unit for aggressive

Medicaid is paying less for

reserved for bark canoes

(see managed care)

care ICU admission and
admission to a burn unit for
instruct them to seek if symptoms recur
proved at reasonable cost
management of elderly abuse, including
(see intensive care)

products such as mouthwash, toothpaste
for the terminally ill

Unilever markets foods, home and products
a measure
getting can be difficult (rural health care);

of the remains of deceased soldiers
a Federal judge committed him to

the at the end of life

(see well-cared-for)

bolstered by all her
the pressure to perform for
a that involved a pay cut
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career choice how will they make a
career conflicts career conflicts, divorce rates...
career criminal some men and women truly are s
career crisis advising each other on s
career day the annual at the regional high school
career development alter or hamper
career earnings over $5 million in (a golfer)
career field many military s have women in them;

11 --s recently opened to women
career ladder moving up the (military)
career move one of the best --s I ever made
career offender the dangerous, the violent, the --s
career path a ; clear-cut --s
career performance this is her so far (a movie)
career-prospects his
career suicide they have decided to risk
career track I didn't take the traditional
career winnings he has set the record for (golf)

career intelligence agent a with the K.G.B.

career-high
careerwise

career-ending
career-ruining

(see career-high)
(see careerwise)

(see career-ending)
(see career-ruining)

career-oriented (see career-oriented)

career in the (nursing) field
career in the (software) industry

a --
a

career in law enforcement wants to pursue a

career as a (wilderness) advocate Aldo Leopold's

film career
husband's career
movie career
police career
research career

left her TV show to pursue a
a sacrifice to her
in his , things have not gone all his way
began his -- as a beat cop in Brooklyn
started her a decade ago

pro football career during a 13-year
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acting career
bowling career
coaching career
racing career
sailing career
writing career

filmmaking career
moviemaking career
record-setting career

she is considering an
concentrating on her
his 35-year (football)
ending his
one of the surest ways to end a
a live chat about her wildly successful

his peaked in the early sixties
Spielberg says of Nichols's
a (basketball)

professional boxing career the end of his

war-shortened career

collegiate career
military career
musical career
professional career
remarkable career

after a as an editor at... (W.W.II)

the finally match of his (wrestling)
after a brilliant medical and
his began when he was eighteen
retiring after a 13-year (tennis)
after a (a football coach)

climax of my career covering Haj is the (a journalist)
end of their career they wait until the to lash out
high-water mark of his career it was the (sports)
rest of his career became home base for the
thrills of my career one of the biggest was when...( auto racing)
turning point of her careerit was the

at this point in his career even at this

career-high career-high 20 points he scored a (basketball)

career-oriented career-oriented soul-searching he did some

career-ending career-ending knee injury after he suffered a

careerwise careerwise helped me

careful careful efforts the taken to get things right
careful look prison officials are taking a at security
careful review the issue of X deserves

careful medical history do a (for juvenile delinquents)
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carefully

carefully codified

carefully combed

carefully developed

carefully engineered

carefully groomed

carefully planned

carefully run

carefully regulated

carefully textured

carefully trimmed

carefully worded

carefully written

caregiver

carefully codified
carefully combed
carefully developed
carefully engineered
carefully groomed
carefully planned
carefully run
carefully regulated
carefully textured
carefully trimmed
carefully worded
carefully written

(see carefully codified)
(see carefully combed)
(see carefully developed)
(see carefully engineered)
(see carefully groomed)
(see carefully planned)
(see carefully run)
(see carefully regulated)
(see carefully textured)
(see carefully trimmed)
(see carefully worded)
(see carefully written)

carefully codified news practices ABC's

carefully combed hair

carefully developed campaign

carefully engineered structure

carefully groomed shrubbery

carefully planned murder

carefully run campaign

carefully regulated

carefully textured narrative

carefully trimmed mustache

carefully worded questions
carefully worded story

carefully written speech

nuclear waste sites are more

caregiver
care-giver the child as
care giver mentally ill children and their s
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careless careless (laid-back) attitude

caretaker

careworn

cargo

caring

carnival

carousel

carpal

carpal tunnel

carpet
(and rug)

careless driving
reckless driving

caretaker

animal caretakers

wages of caretakers

a

he was charged with
charged with

his believed...

s

retarded people and their caretakers

careworn how pale, haggard and he looked

cargo area the (of a plane)
cargo hold the (of a plane)
cargo plane a Russian
cargo ship a crew member on a Colombian
cargo (and troop) transport provide

air-cargo

hazardous-cargo (m)

(see air-cargo)

cracking down on violations (planes)

oceangoing (American) cargo

caring person
caring relationship

carnival celebrations
Carnival revelers
carnival ride

ammunition carousel

carpal tunnel

carpal tunnel

carpal-tunnel syndrome

carpet center
carpet city

all

she had been a very
a between doctor and patient

Panama canceled in two provinces
as jammed Rio de Janeiro
s and live entertainment

rounds in the belly-mounted (enemy tanks)

(see carpal tunnel)

the median nerve enters the hand via the

suffering from

Konya is one of the great s in the world
Ushak, another important
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(oriental)

carrel

car-related

car-rental

carriage

carried

carrier

carry

carpet dealer
rug district
rug fragments
rug market
rug merchant
carpet sample (n)
rug shop
carpet store

carpet salesmen

court carpet
prayer rug

throw rug

mass-produced carpet

antique rug

library carrel

one of these s
carpets on sale in the in Manhattan
a love of was an acquired taste
Mehmet follows the closely
there are thousands of s in Turkey
we sat on s
a visit to a (oriental carpets)
owner of a

the streets were filled with

a Persian or an Indian
next to the bed was a green fringed ;
a from the nearby mountains;
an eighteenth-century Mudjur

cheap made-in-Mexico s

large, 's of thick pile (oriental carpets)

s and kilims to sell to dealers

college students in their 's

automobile-related injuries

car-rental agency
car-rental company

horse-drawn carriage

mosquito-carried

crude carrier
disease-carriers
freight carriers
letter carrier
mail carrier
ore carrier

aircraft carrier
sickle-cell carrier

carry-on

as
the coffin was placed on a

(see mosquito-carried)

VLCCs: the very large s (ship)
known to be
railroads became
give the form to a clerk or (post office)
a for the United States Postal Service
s in storms (ships)

a nuclear-powered
he wasn't a

(see carry-on)
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carry-on

carrying

cart

carton

cartoon

cartoon-age

cartridge

carved

carver

carving

right-to-carry

carry-on baggage
carry-on luggage

carrying capacity
carrying case

disease-carrying
placard-carrying

bullock cart
food cart
grocery cart
luggage cart

shopping cart

milk carton

cartoon -age
cartoon editor

color cartoon
gag cartoon
girlie-cartoon (m)

cartoon-age children

ink cartridge

hand-carved

lavishly carved
starkly carved

leather carver

carving knife

mountain carving

(see right-to-carry)

all checked and is subject to search...
found a fake grenade in his

the park's sustainable for elephants is...
the computer needs no

(see disease-carrying)
(see placard-carrying)

--s and wobbling bicycles
s that flight attendants wheel
pushing a outside the Wal-Mart

and locker assistance (airport)

in a ;
s from local grocery stores

a

(see cartoon-age)
the very hands-on

his oft-reprinted s;
the is a single-image composition

magazines

parents of

an or surge suppressor (computer)

(see hand-carved)

(see lavishly carved)
(see starkly carved)

a distinctive talent among western s

a

Crazy Horse is the largest in the world
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leather-carving (m) he keeps up his skills

case (container) bookcase floor-to-ceiling s
briefcase pulled a sheaf of papers from her
display case specimens end up in a collector's
glass case the body dwells in a in a museum
guitar case he bought a to carry the rifle in
memento case a big glass (in the den)
pillowcase a bloody ' from her room
suitcase a beat-up ;

a large, soft-sided, wheeled

11,

case (other)

I

I

carrying case the computer needs no

wall-mounted case s hold...

case agent
case file

case law
case officer
case-officer (m)

case report
case study

caseworker

case-oriented

case-by-case

cases of anthrax
cases of malaria

star s fabricated reports (CIA)
he dug through the old s (police);
names in the ' (police)
referencing specific ' on the topic
the exact number of s is classified (CIA)
judging the ' corps (CIA);

performance evaluations (CIA)
the reliability of its s (drug reactions)
a in business-administration courses;
a business-school
her ;
parents, s, probation officers

(see case-oriented)

(see case-by-case)

in 1958, 100,000 occurred worldwide
occur in some areas of the US

case of mistaken identity argued a

cases of (very) early puberty in girls are on the rise
case of poison ivy I had a bad
cases of sexual assault medical interventions in are focused on...

in case of (cabin) depressurization at high altitude
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anthrax case
abuse case
cancer case
criminal case
drug case

divorce case
gun case
marijuana case
murder case

prosecutor's case
rabies cases

trophy case

death-penalty case

embassy bombings case
child-support case
prisoners' rights case
product liability case
sex crime cases
skin-cancer case

bad guy case
high-profile case
sexual harassment case

missing-person's case

AIDS cases
DNA case

bombing case
cheating case

headline-generating case

confirmed case
isolated case
reported case

6,500 s and 100 fatalities
as many as 10% of involve burns
thousands of 's have been prevented
applying DNA to long-settled 's
a plea bargain in the ;
attorneys who specialize in s
's are being reviewed
s have declined
land seized in a
the biggest ;
the JonBenet Ramsey ;
high-profile --s
disputed the
bats are responsible for most in the US;
dog-related ; bat-related
down a tiled hall from the gym is a -- (school)

the only in U.S. history...;
complex s
no connection to the
unemployment benefits and all --s
his job was to work on s
punitive damages in a
investigators assigned to
the sun and s

--s (a cop speaking of drug trade)
a involving sex
asking for a delay of the

it had been treated as a

the majority of occur in adults 25-44 years
attacked the prosecution's

the Oklahoma City
those who pursue s at schools

such --s

--s of foot-and-mouth disease
's are sensationalized (medicine)
the s have involved babies...
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case-by-case

long-closed case
thoroughly investigated

bad case
best-case
classic case
strong case
weak case
worst-case

worst-off case

one-in-a-million case

open-and-shut case
rape-and-murder case

number of cases
rash of cases

case-by-case basis

case-oriented cage-oriented approach

cash cash advance
cash basis
cash crop
cash crunch
cash deposit
cash dollars
cash flow
cash-flow (m)

cash grant
cash horde
cash payment
cash-prize (m)
cash rebate
cash register

cash reward
cash register
cash reserve

clear the wrongly accused in s
case

I had a of poison ivy
(see best-case)
a of being in the wrong place at the wrong...
the government had a (espionage arrest)
they had a (prosecution in murder trial)
(see worst-case)

those s

the that might happen

it wasn't an
5

the of infections can be expected to increase
a occurred in Puerto Rico (early puberty)

each request is reviewed on a ;
will be considered on a

an individual,

I took out s on my credit cards
vendors would deal with him only on a
this continent's s
the agency found itself in a
made regular --s at the bank (drug money)
preferring to hoard under the mattress
concern about the company's
the situation;
he may have problems
has awarded s
the company has a of $18.9 million
eligible to apply for the one-time
a promotion called Wingo
has offered s to new subscribers
(see cash register)

the new software is delivering s
(see cash register)
it had $41 million in s
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cashier

cashing

cash register

cash-short

cash-starved

cash-strapped

casing

casino

cash-starved
cash-strapped

(see cash-starved)
(see cash-strapped)

cash-short (see cash-short)

cash for the (photo) rights

flash cash

dollars in cash

bundles of cash

store cashier

check-cashing

he always had plenty of - on hand

cocaine and a thousand -

cops found - in the truck (bank robbery)

she is a

(see check-cashing)

cash register the -s in the gift shop;
NCR started by making -s

cash register drawer pulled a knife when she opened the

cash register, adding machine, and typewriter the

cash-short Russians

cash-starved budget

cash-strapped Vietnam
cash-strapped (Russian)

bomb casing (m)
shell casing

casino city
casino's profits
casino town

riverboat casino

cybercasino

pre-casino

whether the - can come up with their share

-'S

space agency the

materials and other forms of shrapnel (blast)
-s where the snipers were stationed

the fight crowd relocated to -s
$180 million of the
Reno, a

six flashy new -'s (Shreveport)

online customers would enter the

(see pre-casino)
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cassette

cast (manufacture)

cast (throw away)

cast (body)

audiocassettes

cast iron

sand-cast

cast-off

body cast
plaster cast

cast (announce) newscast

broadcast

forecast

webcast

audiocast

caste

caster

caste distinctions
caste dynamics
caste elders
caste etiquette
caste group
caste reform
caste society
caste violence

caste warfare

caste-related

farming caste

slaveholding caste

high-caste
higher-caste

broadcaster
forecaster

fifteen video- and s on the shelf

(see cast iron)

(see sand-cast)

(see cast-off)

on complete rest in a
made a of his nose

(see newscast)

(see broadcast)

(see forecast)

(see webcast)

(see audiocast)

determine her status her whole life
its were rigid and omnipotent
the slowly filed out

specifies what she may eat
a member of a (India)
women's rights and
America as a

in India leaves 34 people dead

, lawlessness, vendettas, blood feuds

(see caste-related)

a member of an upper

the 's

(see high-caste)
(see higher-caste)

(see broadcaster)
(see forecaster)
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caste-related

casting (theater)

casting (fishing)

casting (suffix)

cast iron

castle

cast-off

casual

casualty

newscaster
weathercaster

caste-related battle
caste-related violence

casting choice

inspired casting

casting technique

sportscasting

forecasting

cast iron

cast-iron pipes
cast-iron skillet
cast-iron stove

thirteenth-century castle

fire-damaged castle

cast-off wife

cast-off rail corridor

casual conversation
casual fan
casual sex

casualty figure
casualty list
casualty rate

(see newscaster)
(see weathercaster)

14 were killed in the latest (India)
often flares in Bihar (India)

the suited him fine (movie)

the outstanding example of was...

we'll help you develop the proper s (fly fishing)

(see sportscasting)

(see forecasting)

aging
a
a

a

the reopens

s
convert --s into public trails

sneak sex into by describing a hot scene
draw the and minority audience (golf)
having with them

's would be much lower
he looked at the names on the
Kosovo's -- from mines

casualty of the (brutal) conflict another

casualties, prisoners, or captured equipment

combat casualties
enemy casualties

may slow the patrol

nonbattle casualties can outnumber
they searched the area for
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cat

cat-and-mouse

catalog
(or catalogue)

mine casualties medical evacuation of (military)

combat shock casualty (m) ministry in support of treatment
road-rage casualty increases in s

street-fighting casualty the cost in s

further casualties successfully withdrew without
heavy casualties US forces suffered (from mines)

stream of casualties the attacks are causing a steady

ammunition, casualty, and equipment (ACE) (m) provide reports to...

cat bites
cat call
catfish
catwalk
cat wounds (bites)

cats and dogs
cat-and-mouse

stable cat

mousing cat

slaughter of cats

dog, cat or other animal

cat-and-mouse game

catalogue essay

card catalogue
music catelog

mail-order catalog

online catelog

enticing catalogues

are often punctures
cope with obnoxious 's
(see catfish)
moving on the beneath the roadway

have a high infection rate

it was raining
(see cat-and-mouse)

make sure your is wormed regularly

a good is the best remedy (mice in stable)

the law prohibits the (Taiwan)

if a has bitten a pediatric patient

the with the virus writers

Ian Jeffrey wrote the

the old in shiny oak drawers (library)
putting up its free via the Internet

a

as we visited --s

and calendars
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catastrophe avalanche catastrophe
future catastrophes

catastrophic

catch

catch-and-release

catchment

catcher slave catcher

catching bug-catching
eye-catching

its own during the 1998-99 season
avoid

computer-glitch catastrophe

fast-approaching catastrophe

catastrophic collision
catastrophic damage
catastrophic event
catastrophic illness
catastrophic injury
catastrophic (property) loss the potential for

they fear a

the

citing the risk of a (earth-asteroid)
an explosion would have caused
barring some ...
victims of and injury

catch phrase

catch-and-release

marine fish catch

a

(see catch-and-release)

the global nearly doubled

catch-and-release regulations (for fishing)

catchment basin

category

catering

catfish

cathedral

catheter

I traversed right, exploring the

rescued from s

(see bug-catching)
(see eye-catching)

unmarried partner category the (census)

tightly defined categories

catering company
catering firm a driver for a

the largest in-flight

66-pound catfish a state-record

state-record (66-pound) catfish a

cathedral ceiling

bladder catheter

s, hardwood floors (Lodge)

an indwelling (body)
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Catholic Catholic mission
Catholic school
Catholic-school (m)

Catholic-baptized

non-Catholic

Catholic-baptized Catholic-baptized Jews

cattle

causal

cause (reason)

cattle brand
cattle country
cattle drive
cattle mutilations
cattle ranch

cattle farming
cattle-herding
cattle-herding (m)

cattle-keeper

which is the site of a
like all s in Northern Ireland

enrollment is 2.5 million

(see Catholic-baptized)

(see non-Catholic)

two hundred and one

the 200-year-old and rustlers (North Dakota)
rustlers that stalk these days (North Dakota)
the historic js north from Texas

and other strange occurrences
the big s in the area

declined by almost a third
is the center of their life

the Dinkas

they are farmers and js

cattle, sheep, goats and other ruminants

beef cattle
dairy cattle

and dairy cattle
the effects of hormones in beef or

sheep, goats, cattle and camels are sacrificed at Eid Al-Adha

causal link

cause of appendicitis
cause of the blaze
cause of burns
cause of the crash
causes of crime
cause of death
cause of diarrhea
cause of the disaster

causes of hunger
cause of injury

cause and effect

creating the false impression of a

the primary
investigators had not determined the
abuse as a in children
the that killed 229 people (plane)
the
(see cause of death)
a well-taken history can identify the
he said the was not known;
the has not yet been determined
the
the leading

(see cause and effect)
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cause for concern

crash cause
root cause

top three cause

leading cause

underlying cause

alcohol-related causes

common cause

exact cause
natural causes
possible cause
primary cause
probable cause
unknown cause

most frequent cause

cause (crusade) cause of freedom

pet cause

human-rights causes

lost cause

cause (other) causeway

cause and effect

caused

causing

the hard truth is, she has

the NTSB has not determined a (copter)
the of those problems...;
nobody is looking at the s

lighting is one of the s of death (environment)

(see leading cause)

an understanding of the s

he died of , in 1969

the most of death at high altitudes;
the most of death in anaphylaxis
investigators probe the of the crash
died from accidents or (animals)
a collision or explosion were s (disaster)
the of appendicitis
there is to believe...(police)
algae, chemicals or s (beach closings)

the second is lacerations of the cervix

he gave his life in the (military)

seeking attention for a

a long history of involvement in

he seemed like a (troubled boxer)

just over the from the mainland

cause-and-effect relationship

"toy-caused"

cancer-causing
cavity-causing
disease-causing
fever-causing

a

(see toy-caused)

(see cancer-causing)
(see cavity-causing)
(see disease-causing)
(see fever-causing)
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cause of death

caution

cautious

cave

smog-causing (see smog-causing)

cause of death toxicology tests and determining the

second-greatest cause of death the

number one cause of death the in those aged one to 44 years

top three causes of death lighting is one of the (environmental killers)

leading cause of death traffic accidents remain a ;
drug reactions are a ;
vehicle crashes are the

storm-related cause of death the second highest (lightning)

apparent cause of death the was anaphylaxis
major causes of death the are sepsis or failure of other major organs
exact cause of death an autopsy would identify the

most common cause of death this complication is the (malaria)
most frequent cause of death respiratory failure is the (clostridium)

caution flag a warns of debris on the track

word of caution a final

cautious approach his to this unforgiving sport (climbing)

cave bear
cave diver
cave entrance
cave's (north).entrance
cave's evolution
cave's mouth
cave rescue
cave system
cave walls

a fossil skull of a giant
s must haul scuba gear
finding the
a cabin minutes from the
during any stage of a
fruit bats near the
a (trapped in a flooding cave)
there are two Ps side by side
they painted them on (mammoths)

cave diving enjoys

cave-dwelling (see cave-dwelling)

cave and tunnel (m) military operations against the complex
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cave-dwelling

caving

fissure cave
ice cave
mountain cave
sacred cave
snow cave

limestone cave

flooded cave
known cave

natural cave

second-deepest cave

cave-dwelling people

caving accident
caving experience
caving party

cavity (teeth) cavity free

cavity-causing

cavity-related

cavity (other)

cavity-causing

cavity free

cavity-related

CD

body cavity
body-cavity (m)
chest cavity
sinus cavity

abdominal cavity

cavity-causing bacteria

cavity free

Bat Cave is one of the largest s in the world
a huge built by Soviet convicts
hunkered down in s
Greece has many s
the advance team had dug a ;
in a for five days on Annapurna IV

river-threaded s (Dominican Republic)

200 meters or more of
the second-deepest

farmers use 's as storerooms

the

s are known to happen
he has fifteen years of --
no one in the moves (caving)

(see cavity free)

(see cavity-causing)

(see cavity-related)

keeping her hands out of the ;
a hand scanner versus a search
the heart in the
the puck fractured his (hockey)

gun-shot wounds penetrate the

in the mouth

today's kids can remain virtually

cavity-related dental visits

CD collection in his
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cease

ceasefire

ceiling

ceiling-high

ceiling-mounted

ceilinged

celebrated

celebration

classical-music CDs

ceasefire

ceasefire

ceiling fan

ceiling-high

ceiling-mounted

cathedral ceiling
glass ceiling

cockpit ceiling

dining-room ceiling

(see ceasefire)

a was declared

in frequently used rooms, install a

(see ceiling-high)

(see ceiling-mounted)

s, hardwood floors (Lodge)
s and other barriers barring women

in the (of the plane)

a that was a replica of...

sound-absorbing ceiling a ceiling

floor-to-ceiling

ceiling-high mirrors

(see floor -to- ceiling)

of Belgian glass

ceiling-mounted fuel tank a 6,000-gallon

low-ceilinged

celebrated author
celebrated singer

once-celebrated

awards celebration
carnival celebrations
Christmas celebration
millennium celebrations
victory celebration

(see low-ceilinged)

the of "Born Free,"
his new life as a

(see once-celebrated)

an honoring rap stars
Panama canceled in two provinces
traditional s

in the Holy Land
a

Thanksgiving weekend celebration the annual

New Year's Eve celebration the start of s
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celebrity

celebrity-conscious

celebrity-driven

celebrity-hungry

celebrity-mad

celibacy

cell (prison)

mobbed-up (victory) celebration

first-anniversary celebration

thirtieth-anniversary celebration

celebrity magazine
celebrity pix
celebrity sighting
celebrity status

celebrity-conscious
celebrity-hungry
celebrity-mad

celebrity-scholar

celebrity-driven

sports celebrities

Hollywood celebrity

self-help celebrity

global celebrity

celebrity-conscious town

appeared at the (not guilty)

a (store opening)

the festival's upcoming

fashion, beauty and s
of Jennifer Aniston

a trendy restaurant where s are commonplace
few get and this kind of money

(see celebrity-conscious)
(see celebrity-hungry)
(see celebrity-mad)

he has become a

(see celebrity-driven)

the company enlisted

environmental groups and s

an opportunist band of s

a like Ali (the boxer)

America's most

celebrity-driven talk shows

celebrity-hungry electorate

celebrity-mad world

celibacy vow

cellblock

cell block
cell door
cell-extraction
cellmate
cell mate

a

a

sexuality, s and the priesthood

in the same high-security S;
escort officers get to leave the
screams echoed through the
names and numbers posted on s (prison)
(see cell-extraction)
the former who...
s who are police trustees
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jail cell
prison cell

holding cell

cell (biology) cell development
cell division
cellscape

cell (group)

cell (fuel)

cell (phone)

cellar

cell-extraction

cell phone

blood cell
monkey cell
rat cells
sickle cell
sperm cell

white-cell

red-blood-cell
white-blood-cell

terrorist cell

three-person cell

fuel cell
fuel-cell (m)

fuel-cell-powered

cell phone

wine cellar

cell-extraction gear
cell-extraction team

cell phone

cell-phone business

in a letter he sent from his
criminal defendants and available s;
in a maximum-security

guarded Glover in a on post;
the at the Amtrak security office

it disrupts the process of
is regulated largely by two proteins

staring at s through his microscope

(see blood cell)
dead s

and cancer cells
(see sickle cell)
the freezing of s

(see white-cell)

(see red-blood-cell)
(see white-blood-cell)

s on the move

work in s (ETA / Basques)

the spacecraft's s
engines use chemical reactions

(see fuel-cell-powered)

(see cell phone)

a private patio, a fireplace, a

(hats and bats) (prison);
the removed their armor (prison)

she answers her ;
s that connect to the Internet;
young women carrying s got out of cabs

pushing for a place in the
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cellular

cement

cemetery

censor

censorship

census

cent

cell-phone radiation
cell-phone safety
cell-phone user

reduce your exposure to
concern about (brain tumors)
roaming charges for .s

cell phones, pagers, television and other devices

E-mail-sending cell phones

solar-powered cell phone

the use of cell phones

market for cell phones

cellular-telephone (m)

cement-block (m)

cement dust
cement mixer
cement truck

cemetery plot

church cemetery
town cemetery

National Cemetery
private cemetery

censorship

censorship

Census Bureau
census data
census figures
census official
census taker

thirty-two-cent stamp
99-cent toy
twenty-five-cent tram

a

the law bans while driving

the world's biggest --s

a call

ugly Socialist-era buildings;
houses with tin roofs, outhouses and...
covers everything

--s and dump trucks
pickup trucks, s, flatbed trailers

the belonged to her...

a private burial in the will be held after...
a final stop by the

Arlington in Virginia
a state-certified

(see censorship)

report on comic books and ;
and repression

the projects that...
and its use
are unreliable in Mauritania

s said Thursday
the attacker has posed as a

a U.S.
a--
a few minutes' ride on a
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center
(establishment)

Centers for Disease Control the , in Atlanta (US)

center or other facility a trauma with a neurosurgeon

aerobics center
burn center
call center

cancer center
carpet center
city center
collection center
community center
conference center
convention center

crisis center
detention center

dive center
fitness center

home-center (m)
internment center
poison center

population center
rec center
reception center
recruitment center
service center
sleep center
space center
Space Center

test center
trauma center
treatment center
visitors center
visitors' center

s, video parlors, music clubs
the patient requires transfer to a
the for the toll-free number;
the tech-support staff at the
an officially designated NCI
Konya is one of the great s in the world
areas within sixteen miles of --s
s for clothing and other items
in the little ; air-conditioned s
airport services include an executive
a snazzy is in the works;
the city's mammoth
set up a to coordinate relief
stadiums used as temporary js;
a for illegal immigrants
dive travel specialists working in s
received a diploma to run and own a ;
30 's in 10 countries;
company perks like an on-site

chains like Lowe's and Home Depot
Italian Americans were shipped to s
frantic people who call the ;
the nation's 75 s
away from the main js
in the
behind the
an Army
Federal Express has fourteen hundred s
s that prescribe medicine
the Baikonur in Kazakhstan
the Johnson in Houston;
the Kennedy in Florida
a high school
emergency transport to a or other facility
Americans entering s for heroin
a long-promised on Capitol Hill
create a historic site and

Welcome (and Information) Center (sign at airport)
youth center got an internship at a
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center (middle)

home-supply center
poison-control center

Telemedicine Center

supercenter

performing arts center

bowling center
cooling center
evacuation center
Information Center
shopping-center (m)
technology center
testing center
trading center
training center

recycling center

stopped at a to buy some mulch
incidents reported to U.S. s;
's are reporting adverse reactions

the Medical College of Georgia's

(see supercenter)

a and other amenities (Austin)

an eight-lane west of Cincinnati
Chicago kept public s open (heat wave)
a sign tells people where to find s (wildfires)
Welcome and (sign at airport)
the parking lot
one of the country's leading s (Austin)
(see testing center)
a major during the Bronze Age
a

cans to be redeemed at s;
other waste product must be taken to the

avalanche forecasting center Forest Service money for js

day-care center
daycare center
food storage center
poison-control center

AIDS prevention center

financial center
urban center

center aisle
center court
center stage

center of attention

off-center

a
her Sweet Tots
a government
incidents reported to U.S. js

setting up an in Moscow

the city is the of the northwest
an once famous for... (Manchester);
autoerotic injuries are becoming prevalent in s

Easter merchandise is in the
they met at (basketball)
Clinton's next opportunity to take

he enjoys being the

(see off - center)
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centered

centimeter

centimeter-long

central

centralized

century

right-center-field

learner-centered

centimeter-long

61-centimeter-long (m)

central claim
central coast
central government
central registry
central repository

central Africa
central Europe
central Michigan
Central Park
central Vietnam

central database

central heating

highly centralized

century and a half

century-old

quarter century
half-century

late-century
midcentury

turn of the century

century (ordinals) twenty-first-century
twentieth-century
nineteenth-century
eighteenth-century
seventeenth-century

(see right-center-field)

(see learner-centered)

(see centimeter-long)

a rod at the end of the M607 fuse (mine)

the of the movement
the rain-forested
a strong
a of sex offenders (England)

of USDA polices, contracts

a truck expedition across
the study of goat husbandry in
through the outback
a fenced-in area the size of
the skies cleared over flood-ravaged

sore passwords in a

, indoor plumbing, electricity

(see highly centralized)

for the next

(see century-old)

(see quarter century)
(see half-century)

(see late-century)
(see midcentury)

(see turn of the century)

(see twenty-first century)
(see twentieth-century)
(see nineteenth-century)
(see eighteenth-century)
(see seventeenth-century)
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fifteenth-century
fourteenth-century
thirteenth-century
twelfth-century
fifth-century
fourth-century

(see fifteenth- century)
(see fourteenth-century)
(see thirteenth-century)
(see twelfth-century)
(see fifth-century)
(see fourth-century)

ninth- and tenth-century (see ninth- and tenth-century)

century (late) late-20th-century
late-nineteenth-century

century (early) early-twentieth-century
early-nineteenth-century

(see late-twentieth-century)
(see late-nineteenth-century)

(see early-twentieth-century)
(see early-nineteenth-century)

early- and mid-twentieth-century (see early-and mid-twentieth-century)

century (mid) mid-nineteenth-century
mid eighteenth century
mid sixteenth century

century-old

cereal

cerebral

ceremonial

centuries-old literature
centuries-old map
century-old records

(see mid-nineteenth-century)
(see mid eighteenth century)
(see mid sixteenth century)

in the voluminous, ;
six rare, s have been stolen
a scorching heat wave is breaking (Europe)

centuries-old trade route a (the Volga)

cereal box

cerebral cortex (m)
cerebral edema
cerebral forms
cerebral hemorrhage
cerebral hypoxia
cerebral injury
cerebral malaria

cerebral spinal fluid

cerebral blood flow

preceremonial

reading the back of s

atrophy
climbers and high altitude (HACE)
the of altitude illness
antihypertensive medication to prevent
patients in whom prolonged is suspected
trauma to the brain stem or diffuse ' (coma)
P falciparum can cause ;
if untreated, is lethal

exposure to brain tissue or of a rabid animal

these drugs augment both coronary and

(see preceremonial)
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ceremony award ceremony
awards ceremony

dedication ceremony

funeral ceremony
graduation ceremony

luncheon ceremony
morning ceremony
Oscar ceremony
remembrance ceremony

candlelight ceremony

the (Nobel Prize)
following the (Venice film festival);
at the (Wimbledon tennis)
a (for the new monument) is planned;
a will be held (park)
the begins
during Felicity's high-school ;
banned from the high-school
the award was presented to him at a
the monument will be dedicated at a
at this Sunday's in Los Angeles
speaking at a Holocaust

the university will hold a to remember
graveside ceremony a brief,
Holocaust remembrance ceremony speaking at a
summer-solstice ceremony enact a Dionysiac

empty saddle ceremony the (Nez Perce)
Oval Office ceremony signed the bill in an

hand-over ceremony Macao's

closing ceremony the s of the 1988 Summer Games
wedding ceremony a

swearing-in ceremony he takes office following a (Syria)

bill-signing ceremony
book-signing ceremony
homecoming ceremony
ribbon-cutting ceremony at the
torch-lighting ceremony the Olympic

a
a
a

deeply moving ceremony a

public ceremony
sacred ceremony
simple ceremony

the President may attend the
the spiritual atmosphere of such --s (Wicca)
attended the -- in a pine grove (funeral)

coming-of-age ceremony s
master of ceremonies Harry Belafonte was (inauguration of mayor)
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certain

certainty

certificate

certification

certified

certifying

rehearsal, ceremony, and

certain death
certain point

uncertainty

degree of certainty
level of certainty

birth certificate
death certificate

gift certificate

teaching certificate

red-bordered certificate

certification dive
certification exam
certification requirement

pilot's certification

fast-track certification

certified car

certified copy
certified (sex) counselor
certified diver
certified interpreter
certified mail

reception the (a wedding)

they faced if... (cavers in flooding cave)
he couldn't go past a (research)

(see uncertainly)

the doctor can often determine with a
with every day the decreases;
courts place strong weight on an eyewitness's

his name was on the
s for his father and stepfather;
he filled out the
she got a in the raffle;
she purchased a for her niece

she wanted to get her but dropped out

a

an open-water (scuba)
hasn't passed her (court translator)

js for medical devices

the and instrument rating

js are inspected and reconditioned;
a can cost $1,000 extra
provide a of it (death certificate)
a--
the number of 's increases every year
Virginia doesn't require --s (courts)
the teachers were notified by

certified (personal) trainera who owns a gym

state-certified

uncertified

certifying exam

(see state-certified)

(see uncertified)

the American Board of Anesthesiology
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chain (actual)

chain (business)

chain belt
chain gang
chainlink (m)
chain-link (m)
chain saw

bicycle chain
key chain
leg chain

chain store

chain bookstores
chain drugstore

discount chain

hotel chain
theatre chain

drugstore chain
home-center chain
newspaper chain

rubber belts can be replaced by s
on the of a state prison
a fence

fences topped with razor wire (Rikers Island)
cut wood with a S;
using a or a snowmobile

clean a
s, baseball caps, cheap plastic toys
did have s on

Tucson's retail outlets give way to s

the big that have taken over
independent drugstores and s

Wal-Mart and other s;
designed a teakettle for the Target
the international Ritz-Carlton
consolidate two of the largest s

s like Eckerd, Rite Aid and Walgreen's
s like Lowe's and Home Depot
s like Gannett

supermarket chain the

chain (other) chain letter (see chain letter)
chain reaction trigger a (nuclear bomb);

an accidental uncontrolled nuclear
chain smoker

chain-smoke (v) sipping coffee and ing ;
he --d and hawked

chain of command the program's
chain of events the fatal began at 10:04 (car wreck);

the that caused the airliner to crash
chains of events describing hypothetical , he noted if...
chain of evidence the tying him to...
chain of (rugged) mountains a 750-mile -- (the Caucasus)

food chain the old Soviet-style ;
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pesticides accumulate in the

human chains policemen formed - (Haj)

750-mile chain a - of rugged mountains (the Caucasus)

chain letter chain letter advertisements, -'s, pyramid schemes

chain letter e-mail the - is fraudulent

chair (sitting) chairlift we had shared a - at a ski resort

chair (university)

chairman

challenge

armchair (m) - generals with 20-20 hindsight
barber's chair a
guest chair the reclining - in my hospital room
kitchen chair -s
lawn chair watched from a -j; sat in -s
lounge chair anyone getting out of his
office chair she spins around on the
plastic chair sat in -s facing one another
shower chair the - broke and the patient fell
wheelchair (n) in a -;
wheelchair (m) sued for not offering - access;

the auditorium has improved - access

folding chair (see folding chair)

low-backed chair
straight-back chair

-s
a

electric chair the - versus lethal injection (executions)

industry-endowed chair -s at universities

department chairman the - and school deans (university)

newly installed chairman the

challenges for (military police) officers new
challenges for our (education) system-,

energy challenge
patent challenge

we can meet this '- (Arab oil embargo)
the recent flurry of --s (pharmaceuticals)
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challenging

chamber

chambered

overwhelming challenge

daily challenge
further challenges
next challenge
major challenge
operational challenges
tremendous challenge
unique challenge

challenging course
challenging environment
challenging problem

chamber ensemble

chamber-of-commerce
chamber of horrors

death chamber
death chamber (m)
gas chamber
lava chamber
torture chamber

multichambered

the s facing China

foraging for food is a (North Korea)
look for
the oomph you need to take on the
one of the s is the task of...
train to meet the of the mission
it's a (renovating a store)
they all face s (editors of magazines)

students are taking more s
the mountains are a (for flying a chopper)
I think that was a fairly

a or a great symphony orchestra

(see chamber-of-commerce)
the warehouse was a (serial killer)

Hutchins was rolled into the
on the gurney
the with its oak chair
eruptions emptied the
it's almost like a (murder site)

(see multichambered)

chamber-of-commerce
chamber-of-commerce dinner leaving to speak at a

champ (see champion)

champagne champagne bottle empty s and other trash

champagne-maker a French grande marque

champion
(and champ)

champagne or similar sparkling wines

bottle of champagne
glass of champagne

champion wrestler

championship

my mom wanted to open a
he raised a (Tour de France winner)

a at Yale

(see championship)
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championship

chess champion
state champion
world champion

basketball champion
snowboard champ

heavyweight champion

fencing champion

defending champion
reigning champs

championship

championship-caliber
championship game

championship material
championship ring
championship round

world championship

John Nunn, a former British
we're going to be s this year
Mexico is famous for its s (boxing)

5
X Games Shaun Palmer

a three-time (boxing)

the women's national

Wimbledon's s (tennis)
we're the (basketball)

won the

(see championship-caliber)
the Big 12 (football);
with 1.8 seconds left in the (basketball)
he has proved he is (boxing)
wears a
making it to the

a shot at the (boxing)

national championship (m) the game (college football)
regional championships she set her mark at the (gymnastics)

championship-caliber
championship-caliber opponent
championship-caliber team

chance

his first
they will once again be a

chance conversation a with a businessman in Alabama
chance encounter she tells me of a in a church with...

chance-taking reward instead of excellence

chance of an (avalanche) accident the
chances of (laboratory) contamination
chance of injury
chance of parole
chance of storms
chance of success

increasing the
sentenced to prison without
there's a (weather report);
is there a
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chances of success

chances of survival

in agent recruitment (CIA);
he was more confident about the (rescue)
gave a bleak assessment of the crew's (sub)

chances of being convicted a defendant's

chance for survival

one chance

six-per-cent chance

future chances
project's chances

repeated chances

scoring chance

best chance
last chance
little chance
second chance

one last chance

change (coins) change purse

change (other) changeup

change of address
change of heart
changes of partners
change of venue

changes in behavior

battery change
career change
climate change

future change

the only is by air ambulance

I just want

there is a that...

he has hurt his -j (politics)
a negative vote would have hurt the

they've been given to reform (juveniles)

the two teams exchanged s (hockey)

they have the to win...(basketball)
this was their to get away

of a slip-up
everyone deserves a

the upside is it gives her

a filled with pennies

(see changeup)

(see change of address)
well, why the belated
, sexual behavior, and disease
the prosecution asked for a (trial)

unpredictable (dogs in response to babies)

she was overdue for a (pacemaker)
a that involved a pay cut
oceanographers focusing on global ;
the effect could have;

has altered migration patterns of seals;
the destructive potential of
a baseline for monitoring s (ecology)
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change of address
(and COA)

changing (baby)

lane change
lead change
personality change
rules change

sea change

set change
sex change
sex-change (m)

interchange

light-level change

pending change
upcoming change

wrenching change

long-sought change

dramatic changes

drastic change
further changes
gradual change
institutional change
positive change
significant changes
structural changes
unpredictable changes

set off the accident with an improper
there were 10 s among eight drivers (racing)
he undergoes a startling
tactics to exploit the s (basketball);
the excitement came thanks to a (auto racing)
a national ;
testament to a among researchers
smoothly executed js (opera)
wants the state to pay for a
she had a operation

(see interchange)

the eyes can adjust through vast js

others were aware of the s
if the s prove too burdensome

the sort of he is attempting

a in the law

he can be counted on to make few s;
in the law (Supreme Court rulings)

coloring one's hair is such a
if we don't have in Japan policy
it was a (deterioration of sportsmanship)
the blocking by an Old Guard of serious
a in online dating habits

to force structure (military)
working to initiate

in behavior (dogs around babies)
vast (light-level) changes the eyes can adjust through
welcome change it would be a

smoothly executed (set) changes (opera)

wind of change

change of address form
COA order

Changing Area
changing station

but the is blowing (rural areas)

please complete a (COA) (post office)
only you may file a (post office)

Infant (sign at airport)
Koala Bear Baby (airport restroom)
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changing (other) changing room
changing technology
changing times

changing marketplace

life-changing
shape-changing

ever-changing
fast-changing
swiftly changing

changeup (baseball) changeup

channel (water)

changeup and curveball

barge channel
canal channel
navigation channel

cross-channel
midchannel

boating channel
shipping channel

English Channel

channel (corn) pet channel
Weather Channel

radio channel

cable-TV channel

home-shopping channel

ten-channel (m)

channel (other) distribution channel

trying on a T-shirt in the
because of , the computer industry...
another symptom of

take advantage of a

(see life-changing)
(see shape-changing)

(see ever-changing)
(see fast-changing)
(see swiftly changing)

throwing his and curveball for strikes

throwing his for strikes

the $2 billion project created a
two ships in a
the river's ;
wetlands outside the main

(see cross-channel)
(see midchannel)

too far out of the s
dredge silt from s (leading to the city)

the first person to swim the

a offers chat rooms, message boards,
Steve Lyons at the ' (TV)

special police- and fire-department s

the executives of a

Barry Diller, chairman of the QVC

a police scanner

a new has arisen (e-commerce);
supply chains, s, costs and cycle times
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chant

chanted

chaos

chaplain

chapel

chapter (story)

operational channels

war chant

chanted prayers

poverty and chaos

prison chaplain

death house chaplain

prison's chapel

send NBC reports through (military)

fans and players intoned their (football)

the of the Muslims

shattered by (Russia)

the

talks to the (execution)

in a recent interview inside the

chapter of the (euthanasia) debate
chapter of our (not-so-recent) past
chapter in the (still-unfolding) story

ending that
that troubling
a

troubling chapter that of our not-so-distant past

error-strewn chapter my

chapter (group) Gamblers Anonymous chapter Monday meetings of the local

character (actor)

character (people)

North Carolina chapter a representative for the

representative for the (North Carolina) chapter

character actor
character moment

character analysis
character development
character education (m)
character flaw

character trait

nation's character

bad character
national character

out of character

I always wanted to be a
filming a

a

incessant
professor of at...

programs, honor codes
has many 5;
mental illness is not a
different aspects of the same

the

not to associate with people of (parole)
dissecting our

it's just so -- for him (crashed fleeing police)
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character (type) character of pain

location and character

charactered sweet-charactered

characteristic mine characteristic
monopoly characteristics
speech characteristics

charcoal

charcoal gray

charge (money)

the location and may be indicative of...

the of pain may be indicative of...

(see sweet-charactered)

live demonstrations show s and capabilities
classic
investigators used to gauge crew's stress

characteristics and capabilities

defining characteristic

sexual characteristics

charcoal drawing
charcoal production
charcoal smoke

charcoal gray

charcoal gray

charge-card (m)
cover charge
finance charge

live-fire demos show mine

language as the of nationality

the onset of secondary (breast buds)

his of a watch
and child labor (Brazil)

, flies and sewage stench

(see charcoal gray)

it comes in

advertising
a one-dollar (to enter a dance)
no --s when you pay your bill in full (credit)

basic subscription charge the (mobile phone)

no-charge

handling charge
roaming charges

charge (legal) charge of theft

corruption charge
espionage charge
felony charge
gun charge
misdemeanor charge
murder charge

(see no-charge)

you may incur a to cover our processing costs
for cell-phone users

a misdemeanor

arrested on s
he wanted to clear his name of s
a could put him in prison for life
the decision not to "deal away" 5
a of obstructing justice
lack the evidence to bring s
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rape charge
sex charges
weapons charge

the authorities arrested him on a
win a conviction on the
three Americans convicted of s

child pornography charge convicted on s
weapons-possession charge indicted last week on s

bad-check charge
bad check charge
civil rights charges
sexual-assault charge
statutory-rape charge

a
convicted on s
may decide to bring
a requires proof that...
he was convicted on a

aggravated-sodomy charges the burglary and charges

reckless driving charge he will be tried on speeding and s

formal charges
misdemeanor charge

death by vehicle charge

charge (explosive) demolition charge
depth charges

high-explosive charge

charge (other) take-charge

charged

charging

in charge of engineering
in charge of hiring

prosecutors declined to file
she is facing a

she is facing a misdemeanor

the tower fell as s exploded
began exploding around them

set off a (terrorism)

(see take-charge)

in charge of disaster response

on the factory floor
the man

recharged (see recharged)

emotionally charged
highly charged
racially charged

charging enemy

hard-charging

(see emotionally charged)
(see highly charged)
(see racially charged)

where he could direct fire upon the

(see hard-charging)
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charitable charitable organization

charity

charm

charred

chart

charted

charter

chartered

chase

charity benefit
charity match

charity letterhead

animal charity

legitimate charity
local charity
public charity

charm bracelet
charm campaign
charm school

period charm

charred bodies

country charts
patient chart
star chart

bedside chart

seating chart

surgical chart

uncharted

charter-bus (m)
charter flight

chartered bus
chartered helicopter
chartered jet

N.F.L.-chartered

chase movie

a whose goal is to...

at s and balls
the team played in a last year (soccer)

looked like a

auctioned off to benefit s

make sure the organization is a
s selected by store owners
a established to promote literacy

her spelled out "LOVE"
Sudan's
beauty pageants and charm schools

set in 1980, the show has a certain

relatives identified of victims (plane crash)

crossed over from to pop charts
s lost by the hospital
celestial mapping and --s

the nurse records vital signs on a

a of who sat next to whom (test)

the , a nurse's notes, and summaries

(see uncharted)

a small company
a Qantas

we filed out of the into a luxurious hotel
the V.I.P. treatment included a
as his neared the end of the runway

(see N.F.L.- chartered)

the film is a
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car chase a cross-country ;
run-by killings, sneak-up killings, s

police chase during a

chasing storm chasing my whole life revolves around

chat chat board 's let eBaysians share tips and gossip
chatmate her could just as likely be... (Internet)
chat room (see chat room)

voice chat making possible
voice-chat (m) software; systems

lunch-table chat standard (at work)

on-line chat the anonymity of

chateau chateau garden the Loire Valley and its s

chat room chat-room visitor divulge the identities of the s
chat-room user get the word out to s

sports chat room AOL's

America Online chat room an

text-based chat room s
sexually oriented chat room he is forbidden from visiting js (computer)

chatter hallway (m) a fair amount of chatter (at work)

chatting voice-chatting areas in which has an impact

cheap cheap-fix (see cheap-fix)
cheap shot an 11-game ban for his on...(hockey)

cheat

cheating

cheat sheet his years of making --s

cheating case
cheating epidemic
cheating scandal
cheating tips

those who pursue s at schools
some blame schools for the
two major js in two years
he is an encyclopedia of
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school cheating

spread of cheating

check (money) checkbook

check (other)

check-cashing

check number
check-registry (m)

check-cashing

disability check
government check
paycheck
paycheck (m)
retirement check
welfare check

canceled check

bad check

thousand-dollar checks

checklist
checkpoint

check-in
check-out
checkup

bed check

grammar check

background check

passport check

visual check

check-cashing site

check-cashing outlet

the spread of and binge drinking

the and binge drinking (colleges)

keep her under lock and key;
inside her purse were her and wallet
a statement listing s and amounts spent
improve slapdash habits (checkbook)

(see check-cashing)

she lives on a
arrested for forging s
a weekly
biweekly deductions
military retirees will see an increase in their --s
the flow of food stamps and s

s and monthly statements (bank)

(see bad check)

it was easy to write

(see checklist)
(see checkpoint)

(see check-in)
(see check-out)
(see checkup)

while prison officials do a ;
he was observed during routine --s (jail)
some improvements in Word's

fingerprint matching and s

re-enter the country speedily without a

conduct a -- for tampering (car bomb)

s
private --s
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checked

checkered

check-in

checking

checking account

checklist

check-out

checkpoint

checkup

cheddar

cheek

checked baggage

checkered flag

Check-in time

curbside check-in

Ticketing Check-In

checking account

Federal rules for ;
passengers with

the first rookie to take the (motor racing)

: 3:30 to 8:00 pm (at an inn)

(of baggage at airport)

(sign at airport)

(see checking account)

interest-bearing checking account permits js

checklist

symptom checklist

Check-out time

checkpoint

militia checkpoint
police checkpoint
security checkpoint

Shumaisi checkpoint
sobriety checkpoint

aerial checkpoint

checkup

brief checkup
dental checkup
yearly check-up

cheddar-cheese (m)

cheek implant

a 13-page to record their findings

diagnoses based on s

10:30 am (at an inn)

a long walk through many s;
established a

negotiate their way past s
ID checks, s and bomb sweeps
slowly proceeding through s;
an X-ray machine at a
the on the Jeddah-Makkah Expressway
a car stopped at a

(ACP) (military)

a brief (at the hospital)

a (at the hospital)
a yearly (for adults)
a (dental checkup for adults)

a pack of crackers

js, a nose job, liposuction
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cheeked

cheer

cheerful

cheese

chef

chemical

tear-stained cheeks

apple-cheeked
dimple-cheeked
red-cheeked
ruddy-cheeked

cheerleader

cheerleading (m)

cheerful

cheerful d.j.

a woman with

(see apple-cheeked)
(see dimple-cheeked)
(see red-cheeked)
(see ruddy-cheeked)

players, s and game officials

the J.V. squad

she came in, tired-looking but

a young, single-earringed, goateed

cheerful thirty-seven-year-old

cheese grater

goat cheese
goat-cheese (m)

cheddar-cheese (m)

chefs uniform

pastry chef

chemical agents
chemical ammunition
chemical burns
chemical combination
chemical company

chemical cousin
chemical dyes
chemical mine
chemical reactions
chemical shower
chemical signature
chemical weapons

chemical warheads

a stocky,

a corkscrew, a j, place mats

add , if desired
try the appetizer and the roast chicken

crackers

he works in a

desserts the set out on the table

mustard gas, sarin and other
contained a high explosive has a yellow band

management of thermal, electrical, and
exposure to neurotoxic s in the Gulf War
s and the potential impact of accidents;
air emissions of toxins by s
BPA is a of estrogen's
garish colors created by (carpets)
a normally has a small explosive charge...
fuel-cell engines use
pulled the chain in the
searching for the of water
management of injuries due to

Syria may have available for its TBMs
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chemical warfare

chemical and biological

brain chemical (m)
Dow Chemical

cancer-causing chemical

smog-causing chemicals

agro-chemicals
petrochemical

detergentlike chemical

dangerous chemicals
toxic chemicals the presence and health effects of

nuclear, biological, and chemical (see NBC)

chemical and biological
chemical and biological agents it is hard to detect the first use of j;

allied forces faced the threat of
chemical and biological terrorism response to incidents of

(see chemical warfare)

(see chemical and biological)

the serotonin
's 1(2r spot remover

airborne, s;
companies exposed people to s
reduce

sun coffee requires more
fossil fuels and s

the nonoxynol -9

victims contaminated with

chemical and biological warheads
chemical or biological warhead

for long-range missiles
the development of a isn't difficult

chemical and biological warfare
(see chemical and biological warfare)

chemical and biological warfare
chemical- and biological-warfare (m)
(see chemical- and biological-warfare)

aspects of chemical and biological warfare
threat of chemical and biological warfare

medical
the looming

chemical- and biological-warfare
chemical- and biological-warfare program a top-secret (South Africa)

chemically chemically contaminated (see chemically contaminated)
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chemically contaminated
chemically contaminated remains
chemically contaminated site

decontaminate if possible (human)
a

chemical warfare chemical warfare agents (CWAs)
chemical-warfare antidote atropine, a
chemical warfare injuries

chemist biochemist

chemistry chemistry course

chemotherapy

cherished

screen chemistry
team chemistry
water chemistry

(see biochemist)

igaduate without having taken a

the two actors have so much (movie)
his top priority is to improve (sports)
lakes are regaining their normal

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy treatment with (cancer)

cherished values

long-cherished
most cherished

cherry cherry tree

cherry-colored

cherry-colored cherry-colored cushion

chess chess addict
chess book
chess career
chess champion
chess clock
chess club
chess computer
chess game
chess generation
chess magazine
chess master
chess match
chess move
chess piece
chess player

domestic threats to

(see long-cherished)
(see most cherished)

dogwood and s were starting to bloom

(see cherry-colored)

a round

the Internet is great for --s
my first was Chess the Easy Way
Soviet intervention in the of No Nei
John Nunn, a former British
a budget-priced
the Atlanta
a talking
improving their
when my was growing and forming
edited a
a
the Deep Blue ; in a -- in London
he sleep-talks s
wood --s
beginning --s
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chest

chest-deep

chested

chess prodigy
chess scene
chess set
chess strategy
chess tactics
chess tournament
chess world

chess opening
chess playing (n)

being a
disappeared from the international
new and antique s; Staunton s
studying

for the tournament player
won a
young Soviet-trained players dazzled the

a traditional
hours and hours of

Internet chess addicted to

chest cavity
chest examination
chest pain
chest protector
chest tube
chest wound

the heart in the
revels diffuse rales

woke up with s
the catcher's (baseball)
a rubber to reinflate his lung
blood gurgled out of my

chest X-ray s showed worsening lung damage

chest-deep (see chest-deep)
chest-high (see chest-high)

birdlike chest a sheet pulled up over his thin,

chest-deep wading in water

bare-chested (see bare-chested)
barrel-chested (see barrel-chested)
flat-chested (see flat- chested)
hairy-chested (see hairy-chested)
shallow-chested (see shallow-chested)

chest-high chest-high holding it ;
building materials are stacked

chest-high waves shredding (surfing)

chestnut chestnut-haired (see chestnut-haired)

chestnut-haired chestriut-haired Jill is
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Chevy

chewing

chewing-gum

Chicago

Chicago-style

chick

chicken

chief

child
(also children)

Chevy pickup

chewing-gum

chewing-gum millionaire

Chicago-style

politics Chicago-style

(see chicken)

chicken business
chicken company
chicken country
chicken growers
chicken house
chicken manure
chicken meat
chicken producer
chicken remains
chicken sandwich
chicken stew
chicken-vegetable (m)
chicken waste

roast chicken

newly hatched chick

he drives a

(see chewing-gum)

William Wrigley, Jr., the

(see Chicago-style)

taught Clinton about

farmers and others in the
s as polluters
Delmarva (chicken processing)

took home $510 million
long, low s
enormous surpluses of --
2 pounds of feed produces a pound of
the country's second-largest

to be used for fertilizer
a lunch consisting of a and a fruit plate
bowls of
some stir-fry or soup

that seeps into groundwater

try the goat-cheese appetizer and the

determining the sex of s

chief of this (mud-and-thatch) hamletthe

crew chief

fire chief
station chief
village chief

tribal chiefs

child abandonment
child abuse
childbirth
child care

a helicopter ;
Gordon has a new (auto racing)
a volunteer
the C.I.A. in Pakistan
stand for the post of the

told to surrender their weapons (Pakistan)

charged with (left baby at hospital)
(see child abuse)
the relative safety 'of

and other work expenses
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children's clothes
child's conscience
child development
child's father
child's fears
children's game
child labor
child laborer
child liberation
child-liberation (m)
child marriage

child molester
child mortality
child neglect
child's parents
child pornography
child poverty
children's privacy
child prodigy
child prostitution
child psychologist
children's-rights (m)
children's room
child-safety
child support
children's teeth
children's unit

child beauty pageant
child factory workers

childhood
childlike
childproof

childbearing
child rearing

children of divorce

children of big shots

children and adults

cribs, and pageant dresses
the community, too, shapes a
(see child development)
had never married the
soothing the of abandonment
a hand-held
(see child labor)
js toil in field and factory
the extreme philosophy of
as ideas entered the mainstream
s and arranged marriages;
she led a campaign against s (India)
murderers, rapists, and js

shoots up and literacy rates decline
could lose their kids for
a
(see child pornography)
the continuing problem of
steps to maintain online
the 11-year-old is a on the violin

in Costa Rica; and pornography
she thought of becoming a
where advocates were heading
beyond the into the adult world
(see child-safety)
(see child support)
protect your
a in a private hospital (mentally ill)

have never been to s
parents of

(see childhood)
(see childlike)
(see childproof)

(see childbearing)
(see child rearing)

intact families and the

and university admissions

seat belt utilization for
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children and other dependents the situation of - (domestic abuse)
children and other family members - may be murdered (abuse)

immigrant children
immigrants' children
love child
orphan child
poster child
refugee children
schoolchildren
stepchild
street children

cartoon-age children
college-age children
school-age child
school-age children

barefoot children
military school children
primary-school children

other people's children

man-child

parent-child

missing children
missing-children (m)
surviving children

help - learn English
- are learning-or not learning-English
a paternity test proved he fathered a
sympathy for the
she's a - for what's wrong with the war on drugs
the needs of immigrant, migrant and
(see schoolchildren)
(see stepchild)

deemed to be public nuisances;
alleged abuses of in Guatemala

parents of
urges parents to talk with their

-j, garbage-strewn streets, cracked sidewalks

the country's

her growing brood of -

as a -, he'd become a teen father

(see parent-child)

parents of the - held a vigil
one of the - cases
letting their four - stay with grandparents

Spanish-speaking children address the needs of

non-English-speaking children how - should be educated

gifted children

grown children
unwanted child

angel-faced child
home-schooled children

the parents of -;
a program that serves
the accident victim has four
another '- in an overpopulated world

the - who fibs and rebels
the number of -, tripled;
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the number of has shot up

emotionally damaged children
emotionally-disturbed children his famous school for
full-grown children engaged couples with

first child the couple's is due later this month
foster children adopted and
grandchild (see grandchildren)
middle child
older child (m) adoptions, age two and over...
oldest child
only child she was an
youngest child are you the oldest, middle, (questionnaire)

deaf and hard-of-hearing children deaf and

out-of-wedlock children neglecting their

abuses of children alleged abuses of in Guatemala
brood of children her growing
feelings of a child the grown person experiences the
needs of (Spanish-speaking) children address the
number of (home-schooled) children the has shot up

mother and child the bracelet numbers (hospital)
women and children forcing the to flee (army)

poverty rate for children the was down

(see also kid)

child abuse child abuse domestic violence, stalking,

child-abuse-prevention (see child-abuse-prevention)

child-abuse-prevention
child-abuse-prevention program establishing aggressive s

childbearing childbearing divorce, unwed , cohabitation

childbearing age
childbearing years

a typical woman of
reaching their peak
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child development child's development
child development
children's development

childhood

child labor

play is essential to a
the new field of
a substance known to hinder

child-development experts have long advocated...
child development experts say
child-development specialist

childhood

childhood abuse
childhood accident
childhood acquaintances
childhood adventures
childhood ambition
childhood cancer
childhood development

childhood diseases

childhood dream
childhood friend
childhood hero
childhood memories
childhood's satisfactions
childhood sorrows
childhood stunt
childhood toys
childhood vaccinations
childhood wounds

refugee childhood

average childhood
early-childhood
lonely childhood
solitary childhood
troubled childhood
turbulent childhood
unhappy childhood

child labor

according to May Castleberry...

I pass the signposts of my

the search for evidence of
he was burned in a

recall him as a gawky, unpopular boy
a sad little book about their
his
the long-term survival rates for
specialists in ;
the stages of and puberty
the major were conquered;
the re-emergence of dangerous
she has realized her
a of his told him about...
his was...

of "Sunday evenings at home"
she has no memory of any of
he left no memoir of his
a characteristic at the beach
fond memories of

are the most effective
the real healing of our

his friendless, despairing

she describes what she recalls as an
(see early-childhood)
it was often a
I had a
his attorneys recounted his (murder trial)
he emerged from a -- emotionally brittle
told him about her

they employ ;
is widespread
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child labor issues

forms of child labor

anti-child-labor

childlike childlike image

childlike sense of wonder

child pornography child pornography

childproof

child rearing

children

child-safety

child support

child pornography charge
child pornography law

childproof cap
child-proof cap

child-rearing
child rearing

child-rearing couples
child-rearing magazine

(see child)

child-safety lock
child-safety seat

child support

are attracting attention

the most severe

(see anti-child-labor)

in a gorgeously

I retrieve my

convicted of possessing ;
disseminating via the Internet

convicted on s
a court threw out the

the
supplement bottles without s

advice on
traditional views of the family and

paging through s

mandatory s

parents who owe ;
ordered to pay $50 a week in -j;
obligated to pay

child-support advocates
child-support agencies
child-support cases
child-support enforcement
child-support efforts

state
unemployment benefits and all
director of

child-support enforcement offices
child-support enforcement officials local

court-ordered child support.
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chili

chill

chilling

chin

chin-high

chili recipes

night chill

shaking chills

, spaghetti sauces, turkey stuffings

the had set in

fever, s, and sweats (malaria)

fever, chills, and headache

chilling detail

chin implant

chin-high

chin-high cubicle

China (country) China basher
Chinatown

China-governed

china (pottery) hand-painted china

designs for the china

China-governed

Chinese language

chinned

chip

are common signs (Q fever)

she describes in watching the death of...

cheek implants, a nose job, a

(see chin-high)

the G.M. showroom had ten s

spy hysteria on the part of s
the city now has a large (Manchester)

(see China-governed)

other brands of are Deruda and Vietri

three artists create the

China-governed Hong Kong

Chinese language class

iron-chinned

chip industry
chip maker
chipmaker

chips for (3-D) graphics

computer chip
memory chip
paint chip
silicon chip
v-chip

in a

adding more 5

(see iron-chinned)

three generations in the (computers)
Intel, the dominant
Intel is the No. 1 computer

ever-more-powerful

a stack of s
a surfeit of cheap s
lead poisoning and kids eating s
s double in complexity every two years
(see v-chip)
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chipped

chlorine

chock

chock-full

chocolate

chocolate-colored

choice

microchip

blue-chip

G.P.S. chip

(see microchip)

(see blue-chip)

his position was transmitted through a

ever-more-powerful chips for 3-D graphics

chipped tooth

chlorine level

chock-full

chock full of errors

chock-full of artwork

chocolate cake
chocolate-cake (m)

chocolate-colored

hot chocolate (m)

chocolate-colored man

career choice

customer choices

multiple-choice

casting choice

infant feeding choices

agonizing choices

informed choice

first choice
good choice
popular choice

he has a

maintain a of 1-3 ppm in your pool

(see chock-full)

a report errors

ads were

asked for her recipe

(see chocolate-colored)

mixes (add water or milk)

s
how will they make a

improve and industry practices

(see multiple-choice)

the suited him fine (movie)

(breast versus formula)

medical technology creates

patients should be able to make an

the school wasn't his (athletics)
a for women 15 or over (birth control ad)
the stay-at-home mom is a again
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r)

choir

choke

stark choice
wise choice
wrong choices

drug of choice
number of choices

choir director
choir practice
choir trip

choke collar
choke point

the candidates offer a (abortion)
that's a
hung with the wrong crowd, made the

the for a serious infection
the menu offers a

he became a
she had a dizzy spell during
returning from a

put a belt around her neck, like a
s on interstates and state highways;
identify s, bridges, tunnels (military)

choked boulder-choked (see boulder-choked)
briar-choked (see briar-choked)
cholesterol-choked (see cholesterol-choked)
smoke-choked (see smoke-choked)
traffic-choked (see traffic-choked)
weed-choked (see weed-choked)

choking choking smoke veiled homes and businesses (wildfire)

cholera cholera epidemic hoping to prevent a

cholesterol cholesterol-choked (see cholesterol-choked)
cholesterol-laden (see cholesterol-laden)

blood-cholesterol (see blood-cholesterol)

cholesterol-choked
cholesterol-choked artery clog up like a

cholesterol-laden cholesterol-laden foods spicy,

choose choose-and-cut (m) Christmas trees from local farms

chop pork chops cooking rice and

chopper (see helicopter)

chore household chores lacking the time to do
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choreography twentieth-century choreography

Christian

Christmas

Christmas tree

Christian bulletin board

non-Christian

Christmas break
Christmas card
Christmas celebration
Christmas day
Christmas Day
Christmas decorations
Christmas dinner
Christmas Eve
Christmas gift
Christmas holiday
Christmas-holiday
Christmas morning
Christmas pageant
Christmas party
Christmas play
Christmas presents
Christmas rush

Christmas sales
Christmas sermon
Christmas song
Christmas stocking
Christmas story
Christmastime
Christmas time
Christmas tree
Christmas wreath

Christmas greeting
Christmas shopping

after-Christmas
pre-Christmas

Christmas tree farmers
Christmas tree growers
Christmas-tree lights
Christmas tree producer

Martha Graham's influence on

on-line -5 were filled with inquiries

(see non-Christian)

going home again after - (college)
-s and letters
traditional --s
spending a busy - in space
I spent last - with her family
we looked at the - in the windows
he had been at their
on
s-
had been in Moscow for the
the - movies at the cineplexes
waking up on
a - for disadvantaged kids (boys' home)
at her annual
the teacher who always produced the -
laden with -
the problem of the - (for e-tailers);
at the height of the

were lower than expected (retail)
-s this week
we all have our favorite -s
they would hang her
the familiar - reminds us...
at - and on birthdays

was approaching
(see Christmas tree)
he stole a -

the astronauts radioed -s to the world
spent the day - in Kansas City

(see after-Christmas)
(see pre-Christmas)

- getting higher prices
in Western North Carolina

Oregon, the nation's largest
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1

chromosomal chromosomal abnormalities and spontaneous abortions

chronic chronic (solvent) abuse neurological effects of
chronic (barbiturate) abusers
chronic alcoholic some s may have a near-normal mental status;

a who killed two people while driving drunk
chronic alcoholism patients with
chronic anxiety may require psychotherapy and anxiolytics
chronic constipation majority of patients will have
chronic diarrhea patients with
chronic disease asthma is a that causes wheezing and...
chronic exposure to the sun leads to aging, wrinkling of skin
chronic-fatigue (see chronic-fatigue)
chronic illnesses an elderly widower with multiple
chronic (respiratory) illness s such as asthma, emphysema
chronic infection the development of (giardia)
chronic lack the of medicine
chronic pain depression and frustration in response to
chronic smokers may have mildly elevated CO levels
chronic usage there are multiple adverse effects from (drug)

chronic back pain if you have
chronic headache suffers from s
chronic immigration problems the between both countries
chronic solvent abuse neurological effects of
chronic traffic jam the nation's worst s

N. chronic (respiratory) illness s such as asthma, emphysema

chronic graft-versus-host disease some form of

chronic class-cutting their children's

now-chronic (see now-chronic)

chronic-fatigue chronic-fatigue syndrome

chronology chronology of events the

chronology of (major) accidents following is a (submarines)

church church abuses have read or heard about past
church attendance belief in the afterlife is up, as drops
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church-based

church-related

churning

chute

cide

church basement
church bells
church camp
church cemetery
church doctrine
church domes
churchgoer
church group
church hierarchy
church officials
church revival
church social
church van
church wedding
churchwoman

church fundraiser

church's membership

churchgoing
churchgoing (m)

church-based
church-related

church and state

shows in coffeehouses, s, and small theaters
were rung throughout the country

a week-long summer
a private burial in the will be held after...
a member's acceptance of

and rooftops
he was a
a planning its next book fair
a more intent on covering up
she was working with
part , part rock show
the singles bar or
the came on Sundays
a in her village
a known as Ma Green

at a

the is declining

cutting down on
the number of regular Americans

(see church-based)
(see church-related)

the separation of

brilliantly whitewashed church a

church-based (community action) group 14 s

church-related task

stomach-churning

parachute

homicide
infanticide
insecticide
pesticide
spermicide
suicide

s
(see stomach-churning)

(see parachute)

(see homicide)
(see infanticide)
(see insecticide)
(see pesticide)
(see spermicide)
(see suicide)

1
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cider cider mix

cigar

cigarette

cinder

cine

cineplex

cinema

circle

circuit

apple cider

cigar box
cigar girl

cigarette addiction
cigarette brand
cigarette break
cigarette butt
cigarette manufacturers
cigarette pack

cigarette advertising

hand-rolled cigarette

hot chocolate and s

, onion, and salt

a containing his shaving things
greeters, s, hostesses (boxing)

if you're trying to snuff a
Virginia Slims, a
we were taking a outside
tampons, plastic drink tops, fan belts, s

and smoking-related illnesses
s and liquor bottles

the new wave of

his

menthol cigarettes a pack of

pack of (menthol) cigarettes a

cinder block

cinder-block (m)

cineplex

cineplex

cinema history

multiplex cinema

circle of acquaintances
circle of friends

news circle
prayer circle

inner circle

short-circuit (v)

the walls were gray ;
two-by-fours and s
headed down the hallway

(see cineplex)

Christmas-holiday movies at the s

besides making , the movie...

a

his came to include...
a select but ever-changing

people outside the usual s
a high school in Paducah

Lenin's

he 'ed the process
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circulation

circulation-boosting

circulatory

circumference

circumstance

circumstantial

competition circuit

G.P.S. circuits

closed-circuit
integrated circuit

electronic circuits
short circuit

circulation declines

circulation-boosting

blood circulation

magazine's circulation

daily circulation

the ballroom dancing

prices for have fallen faster even than...

(see closed-circuit)
Noyce developed the

can only get so tiny
a failed antenna and a (space shuttle)

of all the company's magazines

(see circulation-boosting)

to the gut;
he has problems with his
boost his

the Post's current is about...

circulation-boosting (royal) soap opera the media's

circulatory problems made it hard for her to walk

brain circumference the normal
head circumference I measure the (neurologist)

circumstances of her death the hospital was reviewing the

aggravated circumstances allowances made for (murder)
controlled circumstance if they didn't do it know, under s
limited circumstances except in the most

mitigating circumstances potential aggravating and (murder trial)

extreme circumstances
most circumstances
special circumstances

can't open fire except in (Army)
the inventory provides a hand grenade for

that could lead to the death penalty

narrowly defined circumstances no HIV testing except under

circumstantial evidence there was a lot of ;
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11.

circus

circus-hued

cirrhosis

cited

citizen

citizen-based

citizenship

citrus

circus acrobat

circus-hued

media circus

circus-hued room

liver cirrhosis

frequently cited
oft-cited

citizens' groups
citizen's tip

citizenship

citizen-based

noncitizen

second-class citizen

God-fearing citizen
law-abiding citizen

concerned citizen

ordinary citizens
senior-citizen (m)

jailed for 18 years on the basis of (France)

got his start in show business as a

(see circus-hued)

he became the attention of a

a

patients with are at risk for...

(see frequently cited)
(see oft-cited)

grassroots efforts by
the FBI received a

(see citizenship)

(see citizen-based)

(see noncitizen)

they no longer want to be treated like --s

an honest, hardworking,
the government can't protect its s

information furnished by a (to the FBI);
help arrived from s (Kobe earthquake)

joined government leaders
the lobby, labor unions...

citizen-based (recycling) campaign a

citizenship

citizenship application

citrus grove
citrus orchard

as a condition of

complete their s

a thousand acres of s (Israel)
the Caucasus towered above --s
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city city administration
city administrator
city's attractions
city's bars
city center
city's edge
city funds
city's image
city kid
city leader
city life
city lights
city limits

city map
city morgue
city park

city's population

cityscape

city school
city's (best-kept) secret
city sky
city streets

trying to get along with the
he was a longtime
the are concentrated near its center
move the closing time of the to 4 a.m.
areas within sixteen miles of s
dealerships and service stations on the
40 million dollars of for the museum
the murder threatens to further damage the
we were s who had been overexposed
she was referring to the js
remote from the mainstream of
, light pollution and meteor observation
ban handguns within their S;
a police checkpoint marks Moscow's
I looked briefly at a
copies of their toe tags from the
buildings, shopping malls and s;
buying marijuana in a
the has declined...;
the hospitals that serve the
the unique relation of city to j;
a grotesque of dark streets and...;
the glittering at night;
the is rapidly changing (Manhattan)
js such as Columbia
one of the s
, suburb sky, rural sky (meteor watching)
a lap race through ;
use instead of the interstates

citywide (see citywide)

city-countryside (see city-countryside)

city's (leading) real-estate developer one of the js
city's stray dog population the destruction of the

city's zoning commission

city funding
city planning

city bred
city-funded

the

cut off to the museum
a professor of at Yale

(see city bred)
(see city-funded)
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city bred

city-countryside

city-funded

city-owned

city raised

city-sponsored

citywide

city-owned
city raised
city-sponsored

capital city
poster city
tent city

black-majority city
majority-black city
white-majority city

traffic-choked city

densely populated city

big-city
great city
holy city
inner city
old city
Old City
small-city

heart of the city
impression of the city

city bred

city-countryside division

city-funded group home

city-owned pier

city raised

city-sponsored music

citywide busing
citywide standards

citywide zoning

(see city-owned)
(see city raised)
(see city-sponsored)

in the of Tbilisi (Georgia)
Austin is a for the new economy (tech)
s rose in the desert to house inmates;
a giant near the town of Mina

in s
a white mayor in the
s that have elected black mayors

rid s of vehicular smog

(see big-city)
s have great arts
the at Haj (Makkah)
(see inner city)
the walled , built at the end of...
the of Jerusalem
(see small-city)

just north of the
the taxi driver gave him his first

she was , city raised...

the

a for the retarded

s on the Hudson River

she was city bred,

in the subways

busing
standards
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civic

civic-minded

civil

civilian

civilization

civil rights

civic duty
civic leader
civic organizations
civic pride
civic responsibility

civic-minded

civic-minded car poolers

civil disorder
civil liberties
civil marriage
civil-rights
civil union
civil war

civil lawsuit

civilian government
civilian leaders
civilian life
civilian sector
civilian targets

civilian review board

war-weary civilians

all-civilian

he had an unblinking sense of (restaurateur)
salesman, entrepreneur,
various run the festivals
city residents have

in the cyber age

(see civic-minded)

widespread looting and (India)
democracy enshrines and human rights
denial of to gay and lesbian couples
(see civil-rights)
allows s between homosexuals
(see civil war)

in a wrongful-death

under the Constitution, is responsible for...
hard-liners have been pressing
a former brigadier and, in , a cardiologist
the benefits would spill over into the
using weapons of mass destruction against

complaints to a about police behavior

suffering

(see all-civilian)

eighteen- and nineteen-year-old civilians today's

military and civilians the widening gap between the

massacre of (black) civilians a (South Africa)

cradle of civilization the Caucasus was a

civil rights activism
civil rights activist
civil rights charges
civil rights division

the primary focus of gay (marriage)
s sounded the alarm bells
may decide to bring
the Justice Department's
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IP

civil-rights case a
civil-rights concerns to accommodate
civil-rights division the Justice Department's
civil rights investigation a of a county police department
civil-rights movement a defining moment in the (church bombing)
civil rights murders a renewed effort to solve old
civil rights violation the FBI is investigating for possible s

civil war civil war the Angolan ;
two decades of no-holds-barred

civil-war (m) history

Civil-War-era (see Civil-War-era)

pre-Civil War (see pre-Civil War)

Civil-War-era Civil-War-era house some s

clad Armani-clad (see Armani-clad)
denim-clad (see denim-clad)
jeans-clad (see jeans-clad)
khaki-clad (see khaki-clad)
neoprene-clad (see neoprene-clad)

red-and-green-clad (see red-and-green-clad)

claim (for claim reports insurance-company
(reimbursement)

claims for (death) benefits employee

debt claims
employee claim
expense claim
health claim
insurance claim

Russia's on developing countries
s for death benefits
his refusal to reimburse s
s are closely regulated by the FDA
he was denied disability benefits and s

telemedicine claims Medicare reimburses very few

claim (of claim to (a fifty-acre) plot of land staked a
ownership)

baggage claim (airport directory)

ownership claim extending their s to future discoveries
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claim (of
wrongdoing or
innocence or
or responsibility)

claim (info, etc.)

clam

clam-shaped

clan

clandestine

clap

clapping

clarification

clash

claims of responsibility there have been no for the blast (terrorism)

claims of (gender) discrimination at MIT
claims of innocence based on new evidence
claims of torture investigating in many countries

negligence claim a by a man who died
torture claim a victim's

age discrimination claim $3.2 million to. settle s
product-liability claim a

label claims exotic supplements with misleading

technology advocate's claims questioned the

bold claim
central claim
previous claims

clam-shaped

clam-shaped laptop Apple's

this (alternative suspect as murderer)
the of the movement
tests strongly back (archaeology)

(see clam-shaped)

clan conflict displacement from s (Kenya)
clan members he had packed the local bureaucracy with
clansmen armed and angry Somali

tribe and clan are the key to politics in the Caucasus

clandestine-intelligence (m) access to reports (CIA)
clandestine wars the South Africa waged (Angola, etc.)

thunderclap

clapping games

further clarification

(see thunderclap)

little girls partner for

"chances are bad" he said without (rescue)

clash of culture there is a (scientists vs. military)
clash of (management) philosophies insiders blame a
clash of values there was a basic (relationship)

border clash in a raw
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class (education)

heavy clashes there were in Bethlehem (fighting)

class clown and one is the
classmate my j;

all of his js were Latinos
class participation the degree and quality of
class period longer s, new books
classroom (see classroom)
class schedule s, notes and assignments
class size lobbying for smaller js
class teacher you see the imprint of the

class-cutting their children's chronic

class of recruits deliver a welcome address to a new

computer class
English class

master class
math class
music class
night class

nutrition class
photography class
shop class
sociology class
summer class

yoga class

replaced shop class with s
he attended s five nights a week;
s for nonnative English speakers
experimental dance and s
his sixth-grade ; her honors
offers several different --s
teaching s in literacy to...
attend
attending s
she enrolled in a
replaced s with computer classes
researching a paper for
a major expansion of s;
s for lagging students
--s keep him flexible

stress-management class (m) s

after-hours class provide js for lagging students

Chinese language class adding more js
freshman class a way to enlarge the

limited-English-proficient class s
acting class
graduating class

his --s with Strasberg
the current from the police academy;
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the top 10 percent of every high school j;
in the top ten per cent of their

poetry-writing class a student in my
screenwriting class a at Columbia University

creative-writing class I took a with him

incoming class the (at Harvard)

investigative-reporting class taking a class

second- and third-year classesthe (law school)

class class barrier 's are deepening cultural and racial ones
(socio-economic) class pedigree lost his homeland, his language, his

class resentment , violence...
class struggle have cast the debate as a ;

trying to revive the

class (other)

class warfare the kind of common 100 years ago

class, race and education domestic violence crosses all lines of

middle-class Americans
upper-class the world of colonials
upper-middle-class the stressed-out
upper-middle-class an life;

an energetic, thriving, family
working class (see working class)

member of the (working) class a

class-action (see class-action)

weight class
world-class

first-class
second-class

one-class
single-class

the No. 1 contender in his (boxing)
(see world-class)

(see first class)
(see second-class)

(see one-class)
(see single-class)
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class-action

classic

classical

class-action liability suit a federal

classic breaks
classic case
classic example
classic portrait
classic rock
classic slavery
classic symptoms

like Pipeline and Malibu (surfing)
a of being in the wrong place at the wrong...
the town is a
one of the s of a criminal personality
the DJ is playing
sexual exploitation, economic slavery and

of a scorpion sting

classic love story a
classic monopoly characteristics
classic (alpine) winter route a (climbing)

classic (English-style) country estate

cult classic and that's what makes it a great (TV show)

heavyweight classic the fight wasn't a (boxing)

classical ballet
classical music

carrying on the tradition of
(see classical music)

classical music classical-music CD s
classical-music radio station s

classification refugee-classification (m) Australia's lenient policy

classified

classroom

classified advertisement the promised "$75,000 +..."
classified-ad (m) the pages
classified route ensure carry only authorized traffic (military)
classified information the possible leak of

declassified (see declassified)

highly classified (see highly classified)

classroom in the

science classroom upstairs in a

portable classrooms set up in a school yard
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English-language classroom limited-English kids and s

makeshift classrooms

computerized classroom Clinton's vision of s

jury-rigged classroom a
learner-centered classrooms

classroom assessment
classroom behavior
classroom computers
classroom debate
classroom discussion
classroom experiment

used more for instruction or
the of her students
spent $10 million on
the fierce s
intense
students' records of s

classroom shooting the gun used in the of...

claw claw marks there are on the pine tree (bear)

clawed razor-clawed (see razor-clawed)

clay clay pipe fragments of 17th century --s
clay sculpture a of the victim's head (reconstruction)

Claymore Claymore mine rifle and machine gun fire and s;
the is mainly a defensive weapon

clean clean air (see clean air)
clean mouth a and fresh breath
clean room in a Class 5000 (manufacturing)

clean air

cleaner

clean shaven (see clean shaven)

clean-living (see clean-living)

cleanup (see cleanup)

clean-air laws power companies that violate

cleaner-running (see cleaner-running)

carburetor cleaner car wax and
vacuum cleaner a
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cleaner-running cleaner-running car

cleaning cleaning woman

clean-living

clean shaven

cleansing

cleanup

clear

clearance
(removal)

housecleaning

self-cleaning

clean-living vegetarian

clean shaven

clean-shaven face
clean-shaven appearance

ethnic cleansing
ethnic-cleansing

cleanup

cleanup cost
cleanup crew
cleanup effort
clean-up operation

clear day
clear evidence
clear objectives
clear picture
clear sign
clear warnings

clear-cutting

clear cut
clear-eyed

clear and convincing (m)

crystal-clear

mine clearance
slum-clearance (m)

s
a tapped the window

help with the

(see self-cleaning)

a

the men were

his
Phil's

warfare, anarchy and that engulfed the region
the campaign

the is hard work

industrial s
leaving the scene to the s
a ranger who helped in the
the

on s, visibility can reach 180 miles (park)
we see that...
establish (warfare)
confused parents have no of their kids
take it as a he's not interested
the pilot missed and crashed (airport)

(see clear-cutting)

(see clear cut)
(see clear-eyed)

there is no proof that...

(see crystal-clear)

(see mine clearance)
the ill-fated campaigns of the 1950s
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clearance (sale)

clearance (over sth)

clearance
(authorization)

clear-cut (logging)

reduction or clearance

clearance sale

extra-high clearance

flight clearance
security clearance

clear snipers before beginning obstacle

the first wave of s (Internet companies)

the truck had

it had received for a business jet
government employees seeking s;
used their to move contraband

national-security clearance he has a

top-secret-level clearance he has a

clear-cut (v) contract loggers the forest;
loggers 564,000 acres

clear-cuts after an air tour of some (logging)

clear cut (other) clear cut the case is not ;
our objective was

clear-cut case a
clear-cut margin a
clear-cut martyr a
clear-cut objective a

clear-cutting

cleared path

mine clearer

clear-eyed she was and strong-voiced;
people who will look at such odds

forest clearing . low hills and s
mountain clearing helicopters landing in a

clearing party a 2-man (booby traps in buildings)
clearing sequence the is the method used to disarm a trap

brush-clearing

clear-cutting

cleared

clearer

clear-eyed

clearing (open)

clearing (remove)

controversy over in Montana

evacuate casualty out of minefield along the

the Ml979 armored (a vehicle)

set out to learn and fence-building
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mine clearing (see mine clearing)
obstacle-clearing (m) each battalion forms an group to create gaps

clearing (other) clearinghouse (see clearinghouse)

clearinghouse

clearly

clearly drawn

clearly expressed

clemency

clerk

cliché

cliché-ridden

client

clearinghouse a for information

data-gathering clearinghouse a for local law agencies

clearinghouse for information a

clearly drawn (see clearly drawn)
clearly expressed (see clearly expressed)

clearly drawn front lines fought without

clearly expressed objection in the face of s

clemency appeal
clemency effort

petition for clemency

hotel clerk
night clerk
salesclerk
store clerk

cliché-ridden

movie cliché

cliché-ridden speech

client base
client list

client oriented

male client
problem client
sex client

need time to prepare the
raise money for the

lawyers are working on her

that long-forgotten
a at the front desk
ask s
s often cannot answer your questions

(see cliché-ridden)

he's living a , really: the old gunfighter

speech

how to build up your and other business tips
a criminal defender whose includes...;
the financial adviser's is a who's who

(see client oriented)

her s pay her...(a matchmaker)
what do we do with a
a she knew only as "Mark"
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client oriented

cliff

cliff-dwelling

climactic

climate

attorney-client

paying client

client oriented

cliff dwellings
cliff face

cliff-dwelling

(see attorney-client)

the first to dart a black rhino

he is

the fire threatens ancient (wildfire)
rocks still sliding off the ;
falcons were observed on the ;
dense foliage grew right to the edge of the ;
giant Buddhas hewn out of the

(see cliff-dwelling)

cliffs, swamps, rivers or even towns

granite cliff

concrete-walled cliff

rugged cliff

cliff -dwelling bird

climactic zone

climate change

climate cycle
climate scientists
climate shift
climate simulations
climate stability

climate-friendly

climate modeling
climate warming

climate-controlled

climate of fear

obstacles like (military)

fog-shrouded s above

the

pine-covered peaks and s

s
ordered to deploy to a different (military)

oceanographers focusing on global ;
the effect could have;

has altered migration patterns of seals;
the destructive potential of
such s are driven by...
the idea is well accepted b most
the data portend a
scientists do
an unprecedented period of

(see climate-friendly)

the science of
, overfishing, loss of habitat

(see climate-controlled)

people are living in a and anxiety
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desert climate
earth's climate
jungle climates
work climate

climate-controlled climate-controlled

the monotony of the
developing mathematical models of the
explosive components deteriorate rapidly in
a negative is created

these galleries are

climate-friendly climate-friendly energy source renewable, s

climax climax of my career covering Haj is the (a journalist)

climb landmark climb a number of s in the Alps

climbed

climber

climbing

down-climb (v)
free-climb (v)

crux of the climb

unclimbed

climber's equipment

ice climber
novice climber
rock climber
tree climber

high-altitude climber

free-climber

sponsored climber

avid (rock) climber
lost climber
promising climber

climbing accident
climbing aids
climbing buddy
climbing club
climbing community
climbing companion

rappelling was easier than Sing pitches
I wanted to try to the Second Step

the (Second Step) (mountaineering)

(see unclimbed)

a j: boots, tools, hardware

one of the country's best s
I was a
he's also an avid
s can buy gear from New Tribe

for s

s, solo trekkers and extreme skiers

North Face signed him as a

he's also an
conducted a fruitless search for the s
js such as...

her husband was killed in a
bark-damaging like spikes
with a
they had founded the at Montana Tech
the news spread throughout the
one of his first js (mountaineering)
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clinic

climbing demonstration
climbing experience
climbing gear
climbing gym
climbing harness
climbing instructor
climbing jacket
climbing journal
climbing lead
climbing leader
climbing legend
climbing move
climbing partner
climbing party
climbing plans
climbing prime
climbing season
climbing shop
climbing speed
climbing team
climbing wall

climbing hardware

climbing and rappelling

expeditionary climbing
ice climbing
rock-climbing
rock climbing
tree climbing

high-altitude climbing

clinic appointment

clinic waiting area

abortion clinic
fertility clinic
research clinic

basketball clinic

giving a on an artificial wall
Irvine had very little
: harness, ropes, jumars...
training in a
helmets, life jackets, and s
a skiing and at Montana State
he wears a canary-yellow
in his articles for the js
eager to explore the (caving)
the of a Sino-Japanese expedition
Maclnnes is a who put up new routes...
a sequence of difficult js
together with his
a bivouacked on the top of..
impeded our own
he was past his
one of the mildest s in memory'
guidebooks available in local s
bottled oxygen and (mountaineering)
he put together a
our 35-foot provides a controlled environment

harnesses, caving rope, and

youth camps have used the area to teach

he's got down to a science
(see ice climbing)
he liked
technical
(see tree climbing)

the high-stakes game of

immobilize his shoulder until his

he sat in the

(see abortion clinic)
one donor has threatened to sue a
the modern AIDS ;
AIDS testing at the

attend a in Las Vegas
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1.

clinical

weight-reduction clinic

clinical efficacy
clinical literature
clinical presentation
clinical trial

clinical-sounding

runs a

however, is controversial
National Library of Medicine, a repository of
the of appendicitis is notoriously inconsistent
(see clinical trial)

(see clinical-sounding)

clinical-sounding clinical-sounding copy

clinical trial

clip

clip-clop

clip-on

clipping

clique

cloak

cloak-and-dagger

clock

clinical trial

clinical-trials library
clinical-trials program

cancer clinical trial

clip-clop

clip-on

paper clip

sixteen-bullet clip

clip-clop (v)

clip-clopping

clip-on earring

newspaper clippings

cliques and rivalries

teenage cliques

cloak-and-dagger

he shepherded the drug through its --s

the Cancer Center's
directs the -- (cancer center)

patients enrolled in s

(see clip-clop)

(see clip-on)

the , the Post-it Note

the two officers emptied their clips

ing through the park in a horse-drawn carriage

the of the mules

5
a laptop computer, research papers and
old and prison memorabilia

we don't have (basketball team)

the town had its

(see cloak-and-dagger)

cloak-and-dagger precautions

clock-related

elaborate

(see clock-related)
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clock-related

clogged

clogging

cloistered

clop

close (not
people)

body clock
chess clock
wall clock

counterclockwise

around-the-clock
round-the-clock

clock-related problems

clogged rain gutter

ice-clogged
Mercedes-clogged
snow-clogged
traffic-clogged

artery-clogging

cloistered atmosphere

clip-clop

close attention
close call

close combat

close shave
close terrain

closeup
close-in

close follow-up

close-passing

close-cropped
close-knit
close-shaved

the best way to follow your natural
a budget-priced
the big

(see counterclockwise)

(see around-the-clock)
(see round-the-clock)

problems (computers)

s
(see ice-clogged)
(see Mercedes-clogged)
(see snow-clogged)
(see traffic-clogged)

(see artery-clogging)

she felt secure within the (psychiatric ward)

(see clip-clop)

she pays to her children's studies
it was a (mountaineering);
the aircraft had a with another plane;
I had a lot of s (fugitive from the law)
repel his assault by fire, , and counterattack;

between ground forces gains the decision

like dense woods or jungle

(see closeup)
(see close-in)

, including a repeat examination (medical)

(see close-passing)

(see close-cropped)
(see close-knit)
(see close-shaved)
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1

close (people)

close (shut)

close-cropped

closed

closed-circuit

close-in

close-knit

closely

close family
close friend

close relative

closedown
closeout

closemouthed

close of a sale

close-cropped beard
close-cropped head

closed caption
closed-circuit
closed doors

closed-door (m)
closed set
closed slope
closed society

closed runway

long-closed

I come from a very
a S; they became 's;
I'd never lost a before (climbing);
a and advisor
she has a with depression

a plant

(see closemouthed)

move the customer towards the

a
Christa's

displaying --s on their big-screen TVs
(see closed-circuit)
it's a private world behind ;
the committee works behind ;
90 percent of murders occur behind
a thirty-minute meeting
the actor had insisted on a
some disregard the risk and ski on s
the CIA is a

the pilot mistakenly took off on a

(see long-closed)

closed-circuit television screen on s

close-in target

close-knit community
close-knit family

use .50 cal machine gun to engage

a
a

close-knit (Polish) academic world the

closely fought
closely guarded
closely knit
closely monitored

(see closely fought)
(see closely guarded)
(see closely knit)
(see closely monitored)
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closely fought

closely guarded closely guarded secret
closely guarded talks

closely knit closely knit family
closely knit group

closely monitored closely monitored

closely regulated
closely supervised
closely watched

closely fought election
closely fought race

(see closely regulated)
(see closely supervised)
(see closely watched)

a very
race

her drug intake would be

closely monitored producttoys are one of the most s on the market

closely regulated closely regulated health claims are by the FDA

closely regulated product toys are one of the most s on the market

closely supervised closely supervised teachera

closely watched closely watched race (politics)

closemouthed closemouthed

closeness closeness and intimacy hugs and kisses create

close-passing close-passing ship a

close-shaved close-shaved whisker shadow a skinny man with a

closest closest friend

he was about his methods;
she was and suspicious

closet closet door

closetful

family closet

walk-in closet

rarely mentioned his family to even his s;
a camping companion and his

the flung open on all the clothes...

(see closetful)

ghosts and phantoms from the

a
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closetful

closeup

closing

closure

clot

clotting

cloth

clothbound

clothed

cloth-draped

closetful of clothes

closeup pictures

closing argument

closing ceremonies
closing thoughts
closing time

base closings
beach closings
factory closings
street closing

closure rate

base closures

blood clot

anti-clotting

cloth armband

clothbound
cloth-draped

tablecloth

terry-cloth

black cloth

greenish-brown cloth

clothbound book

full clothed

cloth-draped painting

you've got a

we had seen on TV of...

his at the trial;
Clarence Darrow delivered an 11-hour
the . of the 1988 Summer Games
Thanks for joining us. Any j?
move the of the city's bars to 4 a.m.;
boisterous young men leave pubs at

the many s (military)
because of high bacteria levels
and cuts in social spending

reading about the s in the paper

the for murder cases

part of nationwide

small s lodged in his lungs

(see anti-clotting)

the men wore s

(see clothbound)
(see cloth-draped)

s, napkins, and bedspreads;
waiters will quickly unfurl a
(see terry-cloth)

(see black cloth)

uniforms of

a

(see fully clothed)

a
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clothes clothesline

clothing

cloud

children's clothes
maternity clothes
street clothes
work clothes
women's clothes

name-brand clothes

plainclothes

plainclothesmen

jogging clothes

closetful of clothes

clothing business
clothing line
clothing store

long-sleeved clothing

protective clothing

piece of clothing

stringing s;
the occasional sagging

cribs, and pageant dresses
we had managed with one set of
walked down to the water in our
wearing
the way to tell the from the men's

the and the best sneakers

(see plainclothes)

(see plainclothesmen)

she was in

you've got a

I worked in the for six years
he unveiled a (a sports figure)
a dozen other s nearby

wear (mosquitoes)

wear , including hats or sun visors;
for hazardous lab work (viruses)

has to take off a ' (strip poker)

collection centers for clothing and other items

food, water, clothing, and shelter you may need for stragglers (MP)

jewelry, clothing or other personal items

cloud cover
cloud forest
cloud nine

cloud-to-ground

clouds of depression
cloud of dust

heavy
the nation's remaining
it's not easy to sustain being on

(see cloud-to-ground)

parting the black (antidepressants)
we left him in a (motorcycle)
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cloud of (exhaust) fumes the bus departed in a
clouds of (multimillion-degree) gas vast (galaxy clusters)
clouds of (birch) smoke blue-gray hang in the icy air
clouds of vapor his breath forming (a cold night)

aerosol cloud
eruption cloud
funnel cloud
monsoon cloud
rain cloud
storm clouds

vast clouds

cloud-to-ground cloud-to-ground strikes

clout

clown

club (sports)

economic clout
voter clout

class clown

clubhouse

dive club
dive club (m)
fitness club
health club

rugby club
sports club
tennis club
yacht club

dragon boat club

climbing club
diving club
mountaineering club
sailing club

dragon boat racing club

club (nightclub) club's owner

methods to detect a biological (BW)
there is a low ash content in the (volcano)
heavy rains, hail, reports of s
s obscured the sunset
dark s hovered over the site...
dark were pouring over the mountains

of multimillion-degree gas (galaxy clusters)

(lightning)

the park has no or voter clout
the park has no economic clout or

and one is the

there is a fancier (golf);
luxury suites, the dugout, broadcast booth,

a
activities

runs a Paris
a , an indoor track...;
we drive our cars to --s
the group that governs s
a coach at a Moscow-based
he joined three s
a turn-of-the-century

the Toronto

they had founded the at Montana Tech
information about s
the university's
the commodore of a

a based in Wellington

the had booked Lewis
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club (dance)

club (strip club)

club (other)

nightclub

club drug
clubgoer

dance club

strip club

club's entrance
clubroom
club scene
club's walls

club ballroom

astronomy club
book club
chess club
country club
Faculty Club
fan club

karaoke club
kennel club
officers club
reggae club
rock club

science club
ski club
supper-club

airline club
weight-reduction club

frequent-flier club

after-hours club
after-school club
downtown clubs

gambling club

(see nightclub)

ecstasy and other s
she's a who...

(see dance club)

spending too much time at js;
he went from the to his motel

a chrome clock above the

the online
photos line the

the

s throughout the United States
Oprah Winfrey's
the Atlanta
s, privates schools, summer cottages
the (Princeton University)
team's most serious (soccer);
TV celebrities and s
s, a beer bar and billiard room
the held its annual dog show
at the
the ' was known as a chill lounge
find a local (music);
js, bars, dance clubs (Manchester)
a high-school
a military (Europe)
(see supper-club)

first-class passengers and members
counseling centers and s

he belonged to a

ans
a large customer base for

London's most exclusive
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clue

cluster

clutter

cutting

co

local club
private club

pastry-of-the-month club

scavenger hunt clues

overlooked clue

cluster attacks

disease cluster
epidemic cluster
mine cluster
star cluster

map clutter

clear-cutting

co-author

co-captain
co-conspirator
co-discoverer
co-existence
co-inventor
coordination
co-owned
co-owner
co-worker
co-writer

coauthor (v)
co-find (v)

cohabiting
co-sleeping

coed

five band members visited a
he invited them to attend a lunch at a

you can join a

a list of

searching for some

it should be used for short-lasting (headache)

a traced to cyberspace
Legionella pneumophila appears in local 's
a consists of 1 - 5 mines laid in a semicircle
a jewel-box ;
galaxies, s, and nebulae

try to decease (military maps)

(see clear-cutting)

Kinsey and his s;
as a of a recent article
he was of the team
12 other alleged s
the of H.I.V.
challenge is to make work between...
Noyce, of the ...

by Johnny Depp
the shop's
an angry employee fatally shooting s
the Oscar-winning of the film

who ed the first paper on...
he --ed the organization

couples make up 7 percent of the total
either or putting him in his crib

(see coed)
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coach

coaching

coach-player

coal

coach-player

head coach
hockey coach
soccer coach
speech coach
swim coach
team's coaches
volunteer coach

basketball coach
football coach

bad-ass coach

third-base coach

fellow coach

NFL coaches

rowing coach
wrestling coach

coaching career
coaching service
coaching staff

assistant coaching
voice coaching

coach-player relationship

coal deposit
coal field
coalfield
coal industry
coal industry (m)

coal mine
coal mine (m)
coal miner
coal reserves
coal seam

(see coach-player)

his goal is to become a college
his former ; an assistant
How much can a do...
has consulted s
he became a respected
the were unaware of the plan
as a longtime

Indiana s; a high-school
professional s

Mike Teti

a

he and seven s

former

considered by s
a high school

his 35-year (football)
kids pay s to beat standardized tests
the basketball at the school

(see assistant coaching)
the actors came to him for

splits are natural in s

low-sulfur s

the state's
one of the largest disasters;
the highest death rate (Ukraine)
he worked down a
Ukraine's frequent accidents
a or steel mill worker
energy contained in domestic
methane seeps out of s
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coal-black

coal-fired

coalition

coal-powered

coast

coal smoke
coal workers

coal-fired
coal-powered

coal-black

high-sulfur coal

coal-black skin

coal-fired power plant

hangs in the air
the blast killed 63

(see coal-fired)
(see coal-powered)

(see coal-black)

power plants don't buy much

aging,

coal-fired generating plant a

coalition forces
coalition government
coalition partners

coalition-building

Coalition of Physicians
coalition of people

protection of US, allied, and
trying to forge an emergency
our (the Gulf War)

is hard

the National Against Family Violence
a broad including... (anti slavery group)

animal-welfare coalition an
space station coalition soothing tensions in the

anti-mine coalition the

multinational coalition a US unilateral operation or

Los Angeles-based Coalition the to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking
UN-led coalition a US unilateral operation or a

coal-powered generating plant a

coast guard (see coast guard)
coastland
coastline I sketched the
coast road drove to her house along the winding

coastward (see coastward)
coastwise (see coastwise)
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coast-to-coast (see coast-to-coast)

mainland coast Vancouver explored the

rain-forested (central) coast the

rugged coast with its

coastal coastal flooding high surf and is expected (storm)

coastal and marine (m) a deterioration of areas

coaster roller coaster (see roller coaster)

coast guard coastguardsman
coast guard officials officials said...

coast-to-coast coast-to-coast (adv) going (basketball)

coast-to-coast trail corridor a

coastward coastward the schooner sailed

coastwise coastwise he was running on the ship

coat coat drive the Mission's annual for the homeless

coat-and-tie (see coat-and-tie)

down coat a and a ski hat
fur coat animal-rights activists and s
lab coat a white
leather coat her growing collection of s
physician's coat wearing a spotless and a bow tie
topcoat men in , women in fur-lined boots
winter coat thick woolen -'s
winter-coat (m) cutting layers of material (factory)

sheepskin coat a large

petticoat semen stains on her (rape)

rainproof coat a
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spotless (physician's) coat wearing a

pile of coats they ended up in the bedroom on a

coat-and-tie coat-and-tie dress code there were still s at dinner

coated flour-coated (see flour- coated)
rubber-coated (see rubber-coated)
silicone-coated (see silicone-coated)
teflon-coated (see teflon-coated)
wax-coated (see wax-coated)
white-coated (see white-coated)

cobalt cobalt-blue (see cobalt-blue)

cobalt-blue cobalt-blue sky a

coca Coca-Cola a six-pack of
coca field rebels guard --s and drug labs

cocaine cocaine abuse intranasal
(and coke) cocaine addiction there has been a decrease of

cocaine dealer a convicted
cocaine laboratory the discovery of a in Darien
cocaine use in Britain trebled;

with falling in the United States

coke-sniffing (see cocaine-sniffing)

crack cocaine is more powerful than the law

stash of cocaine he found her and love letters

amphetamines, cocaine or other drugs uses (domestic violence)

cocaine-sniffing coke-sniffing (see cocaine-sniffing)

cocaine-sniffing coke-sniffing wreck he was a

cock cockfight (see cockfight)
cockpit (see cockpit)
cocktail (see cocktail)
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cockfight

cockfighting

cockpit

cocktail

cod

code

cockfighting

cockfight-pit (m)

Cockfighting

cockfighting ban
cockfighting derby
cockfighting opponents
cockfighting season

cockfighting subculture

anti-cockfighting

cockpit ceiling

cockpit voice recorder

dimly lit cockpit

cocktail lounge
cocktail party
cocktail waitress

cod fishery

cod fishing

codebreaker
code-breaker
code-maker
code name
code red (m)
code restrictions
code yellow (m)

code breaking

code-named

(see cockfighting)

forty-two operators in Oklahoma

the Oklahoma Coalition Against

the survived until 1963 (Oklahoma)
a two-day (Oklahoma)

in Oklahoma
during the (November through July)

students of the (Oklahoma)

(see anti-cockfighting)

in the (of the plane)

deactivating the ;
the survived

a

hotels offer some of the best s
a guest at a party
bouncers, bartenders, s

the collapse of the ;
what is left of the depleted

imposed a moratorium on in 1992

World War II s
the code-makers are ahead of the s
the 's are ahead of the code-breakers
the was Project Whitecoat
declared a state of emergency (volcano)

prohibit more than three stories
alerts (school drill for shots fired)

electronic surveillance and ;
Cold War research into

(see code-named)
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coded

code of conduct

code of honor
code of silence

access code
bankruptcy code
bar code

combination code
computer code
country code
dress code
fire code

health-code (m)
honor code
police code
secret code
speech code
tax code

pin number code

software code

building code

housing-code (m)

genetic code
numeric codes
sophisticated (bar) code
strict (dress) code

two-letter code

the entertainment industry needs a ;
the mountain (Appalachia)
a true convict lives by a (prison)
they broke their ;
he didn't feel bound by the military's

keys or an (for a combination lock)
the has been modified
a sophisticated you print on envelopes;
retail s allow companies to track products
locks open with a key or
newly written
.us is the for the United States (Internet)
(see dress code)
required under some s;
before the state's was enacted
he'd never been cited for a violation
(see honor code)
an 11-44, for a dead body
the to Windows operating system
the first university to institute a
a flat tax and a tax code

vote over the Internet using a

a bug in the caused the problem

limit construction and strengthen s;
recent changes to the s in Virginia

violations

the genome, the of a human being
passwords, serial number and other
a you print on envelopes
the school has a

special s assigned to countries (Internet)

passwords, serial numbers and other numeric codes

barcoded
color-coded

electronically coded

(see barcoded)
(see color-coded)

(see electronically coded)
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code-named

codified

coed

coerced

coffee

code-named Fedora
code-named Deputat

carefully codified

coed dormitories

coerced confession

coffee bar
coffee bush
coffee buyer
coffee drinker
coffee farmer
coffeehouse

coffee land
coffee market
coffee mug
coffee parlor
coffee plant
coffee plantation

coffee prices
coffee shop
coffee table

coffee varieties

coffee vending machine

coffee growing

shade coffee
shade-coffee (m)
sun coffee

iced coffee

shade-grown coffee

green-coffee

a defector

(see carefully codified)

spend their first two years at Yale living in s

protect suspects from s

Italy has at least 150,000 s
fostering the growth of the s
js have been scouring the hills
among America's js
paying s a fair price
the Harvard Square ;
s like Starbucks
40 percent of all
the world is volatile
s, volleyballs, and baseball caps
among the world's finest s
high-yielding s; a row of s
a verdant open-to-the-sun ;
she inherited his extensive 's
when are high
(see coffee shop)
the nut bowls on the ;
seated around a green-veined marble
shade-loving

a

the impact of on the environment

viewed as an important habitat
birds on farms in Chiapas
S's high yields; questions about S;

requires more agro-chemicals

(see iced coffee)

(see green-coffee)
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coffee shop

coffee-shop-style

cognitive

cohabiting

coin

coincidence

coin-operated

habitat-friendly coffee

coffee shop

coffee-shop-style

coffee-shop-style chairs

cognitive ability

cohabiting couple

coin collector
coin law

coin-operated

coin- or bill-operated

silver dollar coin

commemorative coin

tragic coincidence

coin-operated equipment
coin-operated laundry
coin-operated machine

he was then a waiter at a

(see coffee-shop-style)

impaired judgment, and decreased

's make up 7 percent of the total

opposition from s
the 1995

(see coin-operated)

(see coin- or bill-operated)

a 1994

s and stamps will be issued

he called the deaths a (auto racing)

at a near her home
a

coin-operated vending machine a

coin- or bill-operated
coin- or bill-operated vending machine

cold (sickness) cold remedy

cold (temperature)

common cold

cold-call (v)
coldshoulder (v)

cold cuts
cold front

a

a popular

the will run its course within seven days

ing doctors from his parents' basement

sliced fruit, and bread for brunch
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cold shoulder received the from members
cold snap heat waves, s
cold temperatures the return of led to an ice age
cold war (see cold war)
cold-water (see cold-water)
cold wave a
cold weather (see cold weather)

cold calling isn't any fun (auto dealership)

cold-blooded (see cold-blooded)
cold-eyed (see cold-eyed)
cold-hearted (see cold-hearted)
cold-induced (see cold-induced)
cold-related (see cold-related)

cold and wet their smiling endurance of (Appalachia)

stone-cold (see stone-cold)

biting cold once the arrives

cold-blooded coldblooded creatures like crocodiles
coldblooded cynic a
cold-blooded killer he was a j and leader (murder trial)
cold-blooded reptile a

cold-eyed cold-eyed (business) logic there's also a
cold-eyed vindictiveness with

cold-hearted cold-hearted a cold-hearted person

cold-induced cold-induced injuries frostbite and other

cold-related cold-related injury frostbite is a characterized by...

cold war cold war the is over
Cold War the era of the

cold-war exchanges

cold-water cold-water flat

cold weather cold-weather injuries

a
like frostbite;
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collaboration

collaborative

collaborative

collapse

collapsed

collar

collectible

collecting

cold-weather mask researchers are testing a new
cold-weather sport a

cold-weather plant species

university-industry collaborations and new products

collaborative filtering (see collaborative filtering)

filtering
collaborative-filtering data
collaborative-filtering movement
collaborative-filtering system

near-collapse

collapsed lung

choke collar
dog collar
flea collar
radio collar

radio tracking collar

blue-collar
white-collar

the central claim of the
a

the of Long-Term Capital

after suffering a (athlete)

put a belt around her neck, like a
rhinestone s
he bought a and dog food
a monitors the movements of lynx

animals fitted with s

(see blue-collar)
(see white-collar)

Global Positioning System collar animals fitted with s

collectibles market the j; Barbie accessories, Beanie Babies

military collectibles , including medals

natural-history collectible meteorites are a

one-of-a-kind collectible a

collecting point
collecting record
collecting world

light-collecting (m)
wasp-collecting (m)

an EPW (enemy prisoner of war)
the one-day of 507 species of butterflies
the (artifacts of pop culture)

the total area
a trip to the Ozarks...
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collection collection agency
collection center
collection plate
collection point
collection repository

''s and consumer debt
s for clothing and other items
walked down the aisle to receive the s
the EPW (enemy prisoner of war)
claim sacred objects from s

collection of essays a
collection of (leather) coats her growing
collection of journalism a
collection of (bowling) memorabilia a
collection of (Marilyn Monroe) memorabilia
collection of (old movie) posters an enormous
collection of (short) stories a

collection of baseball cards

collection of sensual products

collections of. plants and animals

data collection

data collection (m)
display collections
essay collection
evidence collection
garbage collection
gun collection
leaf collection (m)
lingerie collection
museum collection

record collection
urine-collection (m)
weaponry collection

butterfly collection
weather-data collection

a sold for...

a
we offer an incredible

one of the most diverse

the Holy Grail of ;
about people who paid taxes;
by marketers

established 100 points
enjoy a walk through our (Botanical Garden)
the publication of her first
with rape, follow protocols on (hospital)
he pays for insurance and
a safe filled with his
new machines suck up leaves
Sara has the hottest
treasures of 500 different s;
American Indian sacred relics and s
their parents'
a cup
police are examining a knife and his

the at Harvard's Museum of...
since widespread began

carnivorous plant collection the collection (Botanical Gardens)
CD collection in his
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collective

collector

college

growing collection her of leather coats

well-received collection a of short stories

diverse collection the park has a of plants and animals
incredible collection we offer an of sensual products

tour of our collections a takes about 1 hour (Botanical Gardens)

collective knowledge the that's passed on...
collective suicide the U'wa community's threat to commit

collector of (space) memorabilia he's an avid

collector's item the pinball machine is a ;
old toys like these are s

collector's display case

blood collector
book collector
coin collector
dust collector
rock collector
tax collector

avid collector

college admission

college-age
college application
college buddy
college caliber
college campus
college couple
college degree

college-entrance (m)
college environment
college experience
college freshmen
college friend

specimens end up in a

the area's biggest
an avid (first editions)
opposition from s
carpets and other s
I am a
the county notified him

he's an of space memorabilia

given an advantage in ;
affirmative action in s;
ethnicity and gender considerations in s
(see college-age)
(see college application)
a pair of former s
those kids (computer whizzes) are
on a again
a soon-to-be-married
the only female with a ;
having a is growing in importance

SAT scores
in the elite (Stanford)
it wasn't the sort of he'd bargained for
incoming
a trip with a few 's;
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college grade

college graduate
college kids
college pal
college party
college play
college prep (m)
college president
college records
college reunion
college space
college student
college town
college transcript
college tuition

college basketball

college basketball (m)
college girlfriend
college head coach
college teammate

college financial aid

college dropout

college-bound
college-educated

community college
women's college

liberal-arts colleges
liberal arts colleges

elite college
major-college

when I gave a party for some s
lower --s;
correlations between SAT scores and js
females outnumber males among s
90 percent of
old s are hard to shake
at a
had him typecast in js
students must take 19 courses
more s
a look at his
ten years later, I returned for my
competition for
postal workers, s, housewives
s are insulated from the economy
the s of...
career programs pay

the best scorer in ;
the most superstitious player in

junkies and the NCAA tournament
his had waited for him (inmate)
his goal is to become a
his at Arizona (basketball)

need-based

he was actually a (doctor imposter)

(see college-bound)
(see college-educated)

(see community college)
girls' schools and 's

small
such as Bowdoin

her chances of getting into an
play for a program (basketball)

four-year college a

two- or four-year college when high school graduates enter a
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college-age

college-application

college-bound

college-educated

collegiate

collision

colonel

colonial

colony

color

college-age children urges parents to talk with their

college-application essay
college-application questions

college-bound high school students

college-educated women

collegiate career

collision course
collision path

head-on collision

mid-air collision

anticollision

catastrophic collision
major collision

s edited by parents;
used to be dull

the finally match of his (wrestling)

people and the natural world are on a
earth is on a with an asteroid

guardrails can prevent s

a pilot avoided a with a military jet

(see anticollision)

citing the risk of a (earth-asteroid)
the sub was in a and sustained major damage

risk of a (catastrophic) collision

high decorated colonel

upper-class colonial

colonial power

post-colonial

slave colony

color cartoon
color commentary
color contacts
color-film (m)
color graphics
color line

color-coded

citing the (earth-asteroid)

a

the world of s

standing up to the former

(see post-colonial)

Haiti's experience as a French

his oft-reprinted s
Zab Judah will do (televised boxing match)

for people with perfect vision
the leading manufacturer of stock

downloaded at lighting speed
the is a fundamental U.S. problem

(see color-coded)
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color of his skin they killed him solely because of the

eye color
school colors
skin color

off-color

right color
true colors

people of color

can I really change my (color contacts)
the of navy, burgundy and white
tension that revolves around ;
job discrimination because of ;
everyone blushes, regardless of

(see off - color)

how do I choose the (for color contacts)
you'll be able to relax and show your

Federal drug officers tend to target

type, location, size, color and apparent age document (bruises)
movement, color, shadow, and deception (concealment from air)

color-coded color-coded folder filed in s

colored colored smoke (m) fragmentation and grenades are required

colored and flavored (m) condoms

blood-colored (see blood-colored)
bright-colored (see bright-colored)
chocolate-colored (see chocolate-colored)
cherry-colored (see cherry - colored)
cranberry-colored (see cranberry-colored)
cream-colored (see cream-colored)
flesh-colored (see flesh- colored)
khaki-colored (see khaki-colored)
mahogany-colored (see mahogany-colored)
mushroom-colored (see mushroom-colored)
peach-colored (see peach-colored)
rose-colored (see rose-colored)
saffron-colored (see saffron-colored)
salmon-colored (see salmon-colored)
sand-colored (see sand-colored)
sandy-colored (see sandy-colored)
veal-colored (see veal-colored)
wine-colored (see wine-colored)
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colorful

Colombian

column (writing)

column (structure)

column (military)

column (other)

columnist

corn

coma

comb

combat

wood- and rock-colored

light-caramel-colored

multicolored

brightly colored

always-colorful

pre-Columbian

column for the paper

gossip column

syndicated column

twenty-foot column

head of the column

ash column
water column

newspaper columnist

dot corn

coma protocols

deep coma

(see wood- and rock-colored)

(see light-caramel-colored)

(see multicolored)

(see brightly colored)

(see always-colorful)

(see pre-Columbian)

wrote a weekly

a man about town and a mainstay of s

her appears in 233 newspapers

a of ivory calcite (caving)

Sgt Baker moved to the (battle)

the is 2 km high (volcanic eruption)
fish in the middle of the

s and financial commentators

(see dot com)

she remained in a

seizure, coma, and death may result in
slurred speech, drowsiness, stupor, or coma (ethanol poisoning)

fine-tooth comb with a

combs, toothbrushes and other personal belongings

combat action
combat arms (m)
Combat Base
combat boots

to destroy or repel the enemy
engineer and units
Vandergrift S, A Shau Valley (Vietnam)

wear out quickly in rocky desert terrain
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combat casualties
combat conditions
combat deaths
combat decorations
combat effectiveness
combat element

combat engagement
combat engineer
combat environment
combat equipment
combat force

combat formations
combat function
combat information
combat injury
combat intelligence
combat load
combat medic

combat mission

combat multiplier
combat navigator
combat needs
combat operation

combat orders
combat patrol
combat patrol (m)
combat pay
combat power

combat range
combat ratio
combat readiness

nonbattle casualties can outnumber
limited visibility training prepares soldiers for

versus drug overdoses (Vietnam)
with from the Vietnam War
training and teamwork promotes
the task force includes a ground ;
the task force includes an aviation ;
maintain contact with the lead
initiate or continue s with enemy forces
s in the Marine Corps
use cook-off procedure only in a (grenades)
recovery, evac, repair and replacement of
ability to move 's;
Air cavalry is a highly mobile and lethal ;
restrain in the application of (stability ops)
minefields cover firing lines and gaps in
employment of the air defense
ensure is disseminated properly
s versus hospitalizations for disease (war)
develop of immediate interest
basic and s of hand grenades (number carried)
s and combat lifesaver trained soldiers;
Ken Nance, in Vietnam, family man, friend
flew on more than 100 5 in Vietnam;
combat SAR missions (search and rescue)
speed, close air support, minefields and other
fighter pilots and s
the amount of ammunition on hand to meet
s against an armed enemy;
during --s in the A Shau Valley;
a raid is a to attack a position or installation;
the ability to conduct sustained s

are written or oral communications
5 are conducted to destroy or capture
the 2 types of missions are ambush, raid

at a rate of $45 a month (Korean War)
enhance the unit's on the modern battlefield;
apply to restore order, separate factions;
concentrate at the decisive place and time;
interdicting enemy before it can be employed
temperature and humidity can affect (aircraft)
commanders should try to secure a favorable
enhance individual and unit ;
realistic training to ensure
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combat resources
combat ships
combat situation
combat shock
combat skills
combat soldier
combat strength
combat stress

combat support
combat support (m)
combat troops

combat unit
combat vehicle

combat vehicle (m)
combat wounds
combat zone

combat aircraft
combat lifesavers
combat service support

combat ready

combat training

combat search and rescue

aviation combat (m)
ground combat (m)

close combat

modern combat
urban combat

urban combat (m)

conditions of combat

the ability to move across the battlefield
the assignment of women to
in the swiftly changing s on a battlefield
(see combat shock)
units must practice constantly during training
provide the with...
straggler control operations help maintain
blame their drinking and drug use on ;
Army doctrine acknowledges the threat of
the helicopters were designed for

hospitals (military)
American ; front-line S;
using as peacekeepers
destroy enemy s and disrupt enemy's rear
s must be lighter;
a 10-foot sand dune will cover and conceal a
each member of the future family
he was the first to die of (Kosovo)
deploy 5 divisions to a in 30 days;
supplies may be scarce in a desert ;
escorting enemy prisoners of war from the ;
evacuation from the

can rapidly refuel and rearm simultaneously
provide patients with basic medical treatment
includes chaplain services, graves registration

not enough time to be

maintain preparedness by conducting

(CSAR)

command, ground combat, and elements
command, , and aviation combat elements

repel his assault by fire, , and counterattack;
between ground forces gains the decision

all hand grenades have application in
versus conventional field conditions;

the stress and requirements of
many skills can be taught in garrison

soldiers in the extreme have spiritual needs
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combat shock

combed

combination (lock)

combination
(and combo)
(boxing)

din of combat he shouts over the
experience of combat doctrine reflects the

smoke and dust of combat the can create limited visibility

preparations for combat plans and

[Collocations dedicated to Vietnam-era combat veterans]

combat shock casualty (m) ministry in support of treatment

carefully combed

combination code
combination lock

combination punching

right-left combination

left-hook combination

three-punch combination

right-left combo

barrage of combinations

combination (other) combination therapy

combination of agents
combination of factors

antibiotic combination
chemical combination
drug combination

lethal combination
therapeutic combination

combination lock combination lock-type

(see carefully combed)

locks open with a key or
(see combination lock)

a dazzling display of ;
he never mastered the art of

a brutal

a right-hand,

Hamed hit him with a (boxing)

a thudding (boxing)

he reshaped his nose with a (boxing)

patients may require

many sunscreens employ a
a may set the stage for disease to begin

--s may be required (contaminated wounds)
exposure to neurotoxic --s in the Gulf War
a used for symptomatic relief of cough

a of nerve-gas traces and pesticides
they may be a better (2 drugs)

(see combination-lock type)

combination lock-type
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combination lock-type post office box an access code for s

combo (see combination)

combustion internal-combustion (see internal-combustion)

products of combustion a burn victim who has inhaled

come comeback (see comeback)

come-on (see come-on)

come-from-behind (see come-from-behind)

outcome (see outcome)

first-come, first served (see first-come, first-served)

comeback comeback the star made a

comeback victory 35 fourth-quarter s (football)

comedian actor-comedian admirers of the popular (Martin Lawrence)

comedy comedy act
comedy team

his improvising, and his
the of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

comedy-thriller (see comedy-thriller)

comedy of errors a wearying (getting phone connected)

office comedy a first-rate (movie)

musical-comedy (see musical-comedy)

comedy-thriller comedy-thriller next winter's ...(a film)

come-from-behind come-from-behind (10th-round) stoppage a stirring (boxing)
come-from-behind victory six straight s

come-on sales come-on this is not a (a sales come-on)

romantic come-on s
sexual come-on a
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corner

comfort

comic

comic book

comics

coming

latecomer

all-corners

comfort zone

comic book

comics

comic book

comic-book store
comic-book giant
comic-book form
comic-book career
comic-book reality
comic-book work
comic-book artists
comic-book landscape
comic-book art
comic-book story

comics genius
comics historian

crime comics
horror comics

coming months
coming spring
coming weeks

coming-out

coming of age

homecoming

forthcoming
incoming
oncoming

(see latecomer)

(see all-comers)

and that should lead them to some ;
staying in the

(see comic book)

(see comics)

report on s and censorship

s
a
the form
whose career started...

reality
work
artists

arts
Jack Cole, a
according to the Ron Goulart

the true color of
the of the early fifties

Iraq might attack during the
this , he will return to...
in

(see coming-out)

(see coming of age)

(see homecoming)

(see forthcoming)
(see incoming)
(see oncoming)
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upcoming (see upcoming)

shortcoming (see shortcoming)

up-and-coming (see up-and-coming)

coming of age coming of age it was she who oversaw the girl's

coming-of-age ceremony s
coming-of-age movie a
coming-of-age story a

coming-out coming-out party his (gay);
traditions of the rich, such as s

comings comings and goings (see comings and going)

comings and goings
comings and goings one's are a matter of public record (cameras)

command command bunker s and other critical targets
command influence there was unlawful in the investigation
command material he wasn't
command post that's our inner perimeter ;

the mobile was parked in the grass
command presence cited his

command-detonated (see command-detonated)

command-and-control (see command-and-control)

command, control, and support (m) a base (special forces)

army command
voice command

introduce separate s
robots responding to s;
operate by a series of s

Air and Missile Defense Command the Army (AAMDC)

limited command parents who have a of English

operational command in support of or under the of...

chain of command the program's
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failure of command a (military hospital)

command-and-control
command-and-control site
command-and-control style
command-and-control system

hitting power, telephone, js
the of management
tapping into an adversary's

command-detonated
command-detonated mine the enemy may be manning a
command-detonated (antiarmor) mine a in the kill zone

commander company commander (m) ushered into the 's office
force commander intelligence officers, the js in Italy
platoon commander the sergeant and his opened fire...
shuttle commander the (space shuttle)
tank commander drivers and s

submarine commander

air-campaign commander

SO commander

tactical commanders

commando commando knife

commemorative commemorative coin
commemorative marker

commentary

comment

color commentary

a retired

General Short, the

the senior in a joint organization

must deal with large numbers of captives

an eight-inch

js and stamps will be issued
s will be placed throughout the park;
the s highlight people, events or places

Zab Judah will do (televised boxing match)

grudge-nursing commentary

well-meaning commentary

half-baked commentary

comment card

5

your own

please give this to... (casino)

comment on (art-world) politics a

comments about data interpretation our are ignored
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comments about the (cloning) issue coming up again

penciled comments

immediate comment
inappropriate comments
further comments
racist comments

commentator television commentator

financial commentator

commerce space commerce

e-commerce

chamber-of-commerce

commercial (ad) television commercial

baby-product commercial

commercial (other) commercial agriculture
commercial bank
commercial bonanza
commercial breeder
commercial flight
commercial hit
commercial pilot
commercial potential

commercial airliners
commercial board games
commercial communications satellite

the son of a

his on galley proofs

the Air Force had no (on the incident)
made during phone calls (calling center)

I am not prepared at this time to make any
he made to friends

the s described him...

newspaper columnists and --s

a new era in

(see e-commerce)

(see chamber-of-commerce)

Nissan's --s

a

road building, logging and
an big investment firm or a
a potential medical breakthrough and a (drug)
s and pet stores
board a
as a stage director he had a strong of s
he was certified as a
producers' anxieties about a film's

a reduction in sound levels for
simulating war

commercial fisherman
commercial flight school s
commercial photographer
commercial nature photography
commercial photography studio
commercial space camera the new wave of s
commercial tree production and natural forests

a will photograph each graduate

worked at a

commercial fishing (m) the season in Alaska
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non-commercial (see non-commercial)

commercially commercially produced (see commercially produced)

commercially produced
commercially produced supplement a

commission price s are likely to continue falling
commission's report the

commission for the library won the plum
commissions for (e-business) transactions

plum commission won the for the library (architecture)
transportation commission the governor's special

landmarks commission the voted unanimously to...

public utilities commission the state's s

commission

commissioned

commissioner

commitment

committee

zoning commission

noncommissioned

planning commissioners

heartfelt commitment

committee's job

committee-oriented

Advisory Committee
award committee
honor committee (m)
memorial committee
Olympic Committee
research committee
review committee
selection committee

the city's

(see noncommissioned)

local expressed concern (zoning question)

a to democratic values

this is to advise...

(see committee-oriented)

the on Immunization Practices
the issued no prize that year (books)

issues
the chairman of the (World War II Memorial)
(see Olympic Committee)
meet with the
two s have been formed to investigate
one member of the (Nobel Prize)

Government Affairs Committee established by the Senate
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committee-oriented

common

academic-performance committee failure lands you before the

negotiating committee chairman of the
welcoming committee a was waiting to receive her

chairman of the (negotiating) committee
member of the (selection) committee a

committee-oriented management GM's

common belief it is a that head lice will infest a room (untrue)
common cause the most of death at high altitudes;

the most of death in anaphylaxis
common cold the will run its course within seven days
common concern we share a for regional security;

a for sustainable development
common courtesy is going the way of the rotary dial
common (learning) disabilities common such as dyslexia
common (killer) diseases , including flu and TB
common (brand-name) drugs five
common explanation a interpreted fossils as...
common factor weather is a ' in aircraft accidents
common feature upon examination, a striking emerges
common foe joined forces to fight a
common goal they all serve a , serving our customer
common ground eager to concede to his adversaries
common infections of the urethra
common injury clavicular fractures are s
common interests mutual respect and " (diplomacy)
common knowledge it was among the crew that...
common-law (m) her husband
common occurrence they hit a deer, a in that area
commonplace as wireless Internet access becomes
common plant s versus rare plants
common practice it's a at the hospital (medical malpractice)
common route other s of infection are through...
common scenario the more is...
common sense (see common sense)
common sight mastodons were a in the north
common sign another of head lice is a red scalp
common symptoms of LaCrosse encephalitis are...
common type melanoma is the most ' (of cancer) in...
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commonly

commonly abused

common back problems

all-too-common

less common
more common
most common

commonly abused
commonly affected
commonly encountered
commonly ingested
commonly injured
commonly missed
commonly performed
commonly prescribed
commonly seen

most commonly

most commonly abused

treatments for

(see all-to-common)

(see less common)
(see more common)
(see most common)

(see commonly abused)
(see commonly affected)
(see commonly encountered)
(see commonly ingested)
(see commonly injured)
(see commonly missed)
(see commonly performed)
(see commonly prescribed)
(see commonly seen)

(see most commonly)

(see most commonly abused)

commonly affected commonly affected groups include toddlers (strangulation)

commonly encountered
commonly encountered plants
commonly encountered findings

commonly ingested
commonly ingested alcohol

commonly injured commonly injured organs

commonly missed commonly missed injury

datura, the most containing...
include evidence of... (medicine)

isopropyl alcohol is the second most

the three most (abdominal GSWs)

this is a (rotator cuff tears)

commonly performed
commonly performed procedure Adhesiolysis is the most

commonly prescribed
commonly prescribed medications control pain with

commonly seen commonly seen symptoms other include diarrhea, abdominal pain...

common sense common sense anyone with an ounce of knows...;
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communal

commonsense bounds within
common-sense rules follow training and (working around mines)
common-sense strategies
common-sense test
common-sense understanding

(to deal with stress)
doesn't pass the
by any

ounce of common sense anyone with an knows...

tact and common sense

communal (moviegoing) experience a

communal meeting house the islet's

inter-communal (see inter-communal)

communications communication equipment the newest technology in
communications gap solutions to bridge the (mother-daughter)
communications gear draw ammunition, rations, water, and
communications intelligence federal law prohibits discussion of
communications revolution the that is the Web
communications satellite commercial
communications skills are important to parenting
communications systems the broadband of the future

communications-rich (see communications-rich)

air and missile defense communication the aspects of

telecommunications (see telecommunications)

military-communications (see military-communications)
mobile communications the possibilities in
tactical communications the key to is simplicity
wireless communications he is a leader of the paradigm

two-way-communications (see two-way-communications)

lines of communication and access routes

communications-rich
communications-rich brew
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Communist-dominated
Communist-dominated Duma

community community action
community center
community college
community consensus
community event
community's fate
community hall
community hostility
community leader
community member
community opposition
community park
community's past
community project
community relationship
community revival (m)
community service

community spirit
community's survival
community ties
community work

community's world view

community policing

community-policing (m)
community policing (m)

the

(see community action)
in the little ; air-conditioned s
(see community college)
issues where no exists
volunteering for a
I wanted to share the
the
manufacturers' fears of
according to police and 's
the children of prominent --s
despite to the controversial project
set the land aside as a
residents dug into the (local history)
undertook s
build s

projects
do more ;
drug treatment, drug education and ;

instead of prison terms
unprecedented level of (after tragedy)
a direct threat to the
people don't stay long enough to build
teenagers do

the visual expression of the

crime prevention and ;
an advocate of

a lieutenant
a small unit

communities of plants and animals the area's unique

community's quality of life apartments would diminish the

business community
dive community
gay community

hacker community

many in the e-commerce
within the
representatives of a well-organized ;
a hangout for the city's
members of the (Web)
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immigrant community

intelligence community
investment community
mountain community
plant community
retirement community
rival communities
river community
theatre community
world community

the largely Hispanic ;
s in the United States
throughout much of the
the doesn't like...
s are worried about avalanches
these s are native to the dry sandhills
Green Valley, a high-income
the in Kosovo
the attention of s
the news flashed through the
the has pledged money

AIDS research community people in the

working-class community a struggling white

Internet community the eBay

Cuban-exile community Miami's
low-income community make banks lend more in s

advertising community
climbing community
fishing community
golfing community
sailing community

in the , reactions have been mixed
the news spread throughout the
s here in Newfoundland
a tremendous loss to the entire
the professional

screenwriting community he provokes envy in the
snowboarding community the

rapidly shrinking community how to keep a alive

flower -and- avocado - growing community the sleepy of...

divided community
gated community
shattered community

you've got a right now
monster homes in s
rebuilding a

mine-affected community provide assistance to s (explosives)

racially mixed community had lived in the for years

diplomatic community he spoke to the in Seoul
medical community few in the dispute the effect
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military community s in Germany

ethnically diverse community this

unique communities the area's of plants and animals

members of the (hacker) community (Web)
segments of a community different have a different perspective
resident of the community he's a lifelong
sense of community you lay a foundation for a

community action community action group

community college community college

community college student

community-college teaching

commute

commuter

commuting

compact

hour-plus commute

commuter traffic
commuter train

14 church-based 's

a

a Florida

my income from

he has an

urban sprawl resulting in heavy
a ran through a red stop signal;
the three-car ;
a slammed into a van

suburb-to-suburb commuting the explosive growth of

compact disk

companion (person) dinner companion
lunch companion

companionship

camping companion
climbing companion
hiking companion
hunting companion

constant companion

companion (other) companionway

(see CD)

his --s insisted on picking up the tab
my js

(see companionship)

a and his closest friend
one of his first js (mountaineering)

to Theodore Roosevelt
one of his js

exhaustion is a (work at nursing homes)

the now open (boat)
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companionship companionship

human companionship

gave her a room in exchange for ;
pain, suffering and loss of

dogs with constant j;
the simple absence of

absence of companionship the
loss of companionship pain, suffering and

pain, suffering and loss of companionship

company (military) company adviser
company perimeter

enemy company

escort guard company

basic training company

company (energy) power company
utility company

company automobile company
(manufacturing) chemical company

drug company

while serving as (Vietnam)
they maneuvered to the relative safety of the

wounding or killing half of the

special-purpose MP s (military)

female recruits in a

(see power company)
(see utility company)

s make presentations to buyers...
s and the potential impact of accidents;
air emissions of toxins by s
s are producing wonderful products

paper company a supply barn for a
game-console company each has its own strategy
military-electronics company a French
manufacturing company a partner in a

aerospace company

company (travel) adventure company

adventure travel company
resort-hotel company

company lumber company
(natural resources) timber companies

forest-products company

Boeing, the world's biggest

an Interlaken ;
plans to start his own in Nepal

the owner of his owns
farmers and s

virgin forest laid to waste by giant

chemical, oil and s
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company
(transportation)

company
(financial services)

financing company

company
(environmental)

company (food)

company
(Internet,
high tech)

land-development company a

logging company representing major s
mining company s
limousine company s with smaller fleets

charter-bus company a small

shipping company
trucking company

American farmers and s
a dispatcher with a

insurance company (see insurance company)

auto dealers and s

abatement company hire an to remove lead paint

food company

catering company

food-processing company

technology company

s are shunning genetically altered crops

the largest in-flight

laws protect s from criticism

s and the Internet

adult-entertainment company s (E-porn on the Internet)

Internet company

software company

e-commerce company
new-media company

company mobile company
(telecommunications)

telephone company

company (fashion) apparel company
cosmetics company
design company

computer manufacturers and s

s
dozens of new s
a

the world's leading Ps

works for a

Nike, the largest in the U.S.
the leading top-tier s
our goal as a is to be popular
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company (other) company business had to go out on
company's cafeteria after lunch in the
company car --s and rental cars
company commander (m) ushered into the --'s office
company culture he's a great believer in
company doctor a who made house calls
company employee descendents of onetime --s
company executives at the homes of
company's files authorities sifted through the
company's founder the grandson of the
company's fundamentals little or no change in the
company house Wilt's family lived in a
company information the wealth of held by the government
company level at the
company lines collaboration is occurring across
company line researchers toe the
company man he has become too much of a
company manager the question facing the s was...
company merger industry happenings, s, new hires
company physical he was going to get a
company policy by , employees are limited to...
company's reputation the , hard to build, easy to destroy
company's secrets deal makers with access to a
company solidarity he pays for Caribbean cruises to build
company surveillance their activities have been under
company time you're supposed to be working on
company town Blairtown was a
company's worth stock value reflects the

company's earnings history a
company raft trip we met on the on the New River

company's annual report a "going concern" warning in the

company-operated
company-paid

dance company
parent company

production company
supplement company
tobacco company

(see company-operated)
(see company-paid)

the Graham troupe was the oldest in America
a revenue-sharing arrangement with its ;
the Washington Post and its
a camera crew from a
exempts --s from federal regulation
trying to put s out of business
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company-operated

company-paid

comparison

weather companies

mail-order company
service-sector company

more than a hundred private

a traditional

asset-intensive company the investment community doesn't like s

high-growth company s
medical-supply company a

super-high-profile company I landed a job interview at a

semi-obscure company a then

top 800 companies C.E.O.'s of the

second-fastest-growing company

financially troubled company

software for companies
incentives for companies

(see also firm)

company-operated store its s

company-paid cellular phone

the in the United States

a

decision-support ;
created to...

comparison shopping

comparison-shop (v)

cost comparison
DNA comparison
price comparison

fingerprint comparison

handwriting comparison

statistical comparisons

I refused a

cut costs by ;
vs. product insight (Web sites)

he ed and found...

several studies to make s
the police are awaiting a
(see price comparison)

awaiting the results of a ;
, handwriting comparison (murder case)

fingerprint comparison, (murder case)

are made between the local area and...
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compartment

compass

compassion

compatible

compelling

compensation

compensatory

competency

competing

state-by-state comparison reading too much into s

crew compartment s on the space shuttle

overhead compartment problems finding space in the of an aircraft

compass reading
compass skills

takes a so she can head in the right direction
are necessary

compass for (backcountry) navigation a

love and compassion he showed through many acts of kindness

condom-compatible (m) water-based lubricants

compelling evidence
compelling fact

most compelling

compensation level
compensation money

the seemed to incriminate him
the most supporting his guilt...

(see most compelling)

workers' happiness with s has slipped
I don't want any

compensation for injury patient may receive

compensation for pain and suffering (medical malpractice)

attorney compensation the state limits state-funded
executives' compensation open the books on
state compensation for crime victims
workers'-compensation (m) the state's system
worker's compensation and general liability insurance

compensatory damages award $100 million in

competency hearing courts have s
competency test regular medical checks and s

mental competency (m) scheduled to appear for a hearing

competing modes the taxi industry and of transportation
competing store a across town
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competition competition circuit the ballroom dancing

competitive

competitor

complaint

competition for (college) space
competition for (defense) dollars
competition for (management) jobs plenty of

there's tremendous

beauty competition
costume competition
design competition
peer competition
pistol competition
price competition
talent competition

bobsled competition

Internet competition

diving competitions

a is held each year
parades and s
sponsored an international for the site
subjected to , bullying and rejection
competing in s
hospitals are able to avoid
the ' is about to begin

the first women's Olympic

hurt by the emergence of

freediving and

skateboarding competition s were rarely held
snowboarding competition attended the sold-out 5

good-natured competitions s

athletic competition
professional competition
spirited competition
tremendous competition

choking and the drama of
he resumed in 1998 (bicycling)
a
there's for defense dollars

drama of (athletic) competition choking and the

competitive advantage
competitive guy
competitive person
competitive spirit

determining the of any given company
I'm a very
he is the most driven, ' I've ever known
the (Ping-Pong players)

anti-competitive (see anti-competitive)

brick-and-mortar competitor their --s

complaint form a sexual-harassment

complaints of pain -- (hospital)
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consumer complaint

customer complaints
passenger complaints

criminal complaint

the leading ;
s about Internet shopping
he handles (taxi industry)
a flood of (plane flights)

charged with murder, according to a

frequently heard complaint

chief complaint
frequent complaint

voicing a

shifty coworkers are my (job)
a is...

most frequent (chief) complaint the with UTI is dysuria

complementary complementary tickets

complete

completed

completion

completely

completely different

complete abortion
complete idiot
complete (bed) rest
complete wilderness

complete disregard

complete eye exam

incomplete

completed suicide

nearly completed

completion date

completely neglected

he got us for front-row seats (concert)

treatment of a patient with a (spontaneous)
you must be a
on
beyond this point it is (Mongolia)

he acted with for his personal safety

have a every year

(see incomplete)

attempted as well as s are highly underreported

(see nearly completed)

construction start and --s

(see completely neglected)

completely different (see completely different)
completely unpredictable (see completely unpredictable)

completely different targeting team two s, called cells

completely neglected
completely neglected aspect a is...
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completely unpredictable
completely unpredictable freak accident it was a

complex (structure) apartment complex

bunker complex
condominium complex
dormitory complex
injury complex
mosque complex
prison complex
sports complex
tunnel complex

medical complex
residential complex

cave and tunnel complex

complex (mind) inferiority complex

complex (synergy)

complex (adj)

giant state-owned 's;
found her dead in her bed in an ;
a bustling on Via Taranto
an enemy force located in a well-entrenched
the planned
outside the main
the patient's
in walking distance of the (Grand Mosque)
more than family housing
the Chelsea Piers in Manhattan
near a rumored VC

it has grown into a sprawling (Walter Reed)
a shooting incident at a (Saudi Arabia)

military operations against the

a well-developed

academic-industrial complex

complex reasons
complex relationship

complex (other) complex of 11 fires

more-complex

technology's complexity

strict compliance

complexity

compliance

complicated

complication

complicated history
complicated picture
complicated situation

uncomplicated

today's

supported the conclusion that, for
the between fathers and daughters

helicopters arrived to fight a (wildfires)

(see more-complex)

confront

of...will be enforced (airport announcement)

this case has had a long and history
an investigation presented a
it's usually a very

complications of infection

(see uncomplicated)

the can be more significant
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component

composed

composer

composition

compost

compound (place)

abortion complications brought to the hospital with

short- and long-term complications (severe sunburn)

common complication
dangerous complication
main complication
malarial complications
serious complications

the most of pregnancy is...
the most of foot fractures
bleeding is the
presence of any other severe
sepsis or other

severe (malarial) complications presence of any other

most frequent complication the is... (smallpox vaccine)

sepsis or other s if the patient is suspected to have

engine components
research component

space station components

bomb-making component

psychological component

beautifully composed

opera composer

prizewinning composer

composition and size

minefield composition

compost heap

compound gate

farm compound
sect's compound
tent compound

fortified compound

key
a to the testing program;
there will be an ongoing

more time to test

an arsenal of s

there is a in the processing of pain

(see beautifully composed)

the most successful since Puccini

acclaimed and s (music)

minefield (military)

(buried or surface-laid, AT or AP, etc.)

tossed on the to biodegrade

s
a rambling near Biran
a fire consumed the
we spent the night in a

in a in West Jerusalem
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walled compound

compound (mix) uranium compound

toxic compounds

comprehension

compression

compromise

compromised

compulsive

computer

families often live in js (India)

handled a called greensalt

mycotoxins are highly (biological warfare)

reading comprehension (m) you needn't read all of a selection

decompression (see decompression)

negotiated compromise politics, with its js

compromised immune systemthose with s (elderly, young)

obsessive-compulsive (see obsessive-compulsive)

computer's ability
computer-age
computer advocates
computer attack
computer bug
computer calendar
computer chip
computer code
computer consultant
computer console
computer course
computer crime
computer debate
computer diskettes
computer enthusiast
computer equipment
computer expert
computer failure

computer file
computer geek
computer genius
computer glitch

computer-glitch (m)
computer graphics
computer guru
computer image

the to calculate
(see computer-age)

like to point out that...
the target of the U.S. s
he created a that caused millions in damages
as s flip over to 2000
a stack of s
newly written
a hired
tapping orders into their s
addiction counseling to js
(see computer crime)
educators on both sides of the
police seized 17 (hackers)
5
modest offices,
mathematicians and s
the prospect of s;
a major occurred
programs that encrypt s
the average Palm Pilot-toting
there are many --s out there (hacking)
attending to 's;
long-prophesied year 2000 s
they fear a -- catastrophe
, storage, and networking
the N.S.A.'s alienation from the
seismic waves create s of the earth
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computer industry

computer-industry (m)
computer intruders
computer intrusion

computer jock
computer laboratory
computer lab
computer language
computer literary
computer maker

computer-manual (m)
computer manufacturer
computer market
computer model

computer modernization
computer monitor
computer mouse
computer price
computer problem
computer program (m)
computer programmer
computer search
computer security (m)
computer server

computer science

computer-science (m)
computer science (m)
computer screen

computer simulation

computer skills
computer speaker
computer superstore
computer system

for the this is a turnabout;
a new
a millionaire
the FBI's track record capturing
the FBI charged him with ;
arrested on one count of
young --s
the art room was turned into a
spent the first hour in a (English class)
Java, a created by Sun Microsystems

should be taught as early as possible
every is coming out with...;
s will be selling...
the j people
alter contracts with s
the U.S. hand-held
s calculate the spacecraft's position;
's might be able to predict...;
theories and s;
a of weather patterns

(m) the decision to suspend efforts
--s were stacked on top of each other
pushing a
with 's plunging
Y2K s are likely
a -- writer
a
his first gave him the titles of...
the -- field
fifty-some s;
--s and router systems
a graduate student in ;
a professor of
has a doctorate in
David Andre, a student

courses teach skills
staring at s;
on a big, high-resolution
perhaps s will tell us;
in a recent of western Pacific storms
(see computer skills)
's
CompUSA, the
hacked into the agency's main
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computer technology
computer terminal
computer vandal
computer whiz

computerphobic

computer chipmaker
computer database
computer fingerprint
computer's keyboard
computer network

computer password
computer's recognition skills expand the - by teaching it
computer trade show Comdex, the world's largest
computer warfare the U.S. conducted - against Yugoslavia

advances in -
at a -
the Web site was attacked by -s
the reigning

(see computerphobic)

Intel is the No. 1
logged into -s
every visit to a Web site leaves a
the - and touchpad
the military's secure digitized -;
maintenance of the
his - and user name

computer hard drive
computer-software (m)
computer software (m)

computer breakdown
computer password
computer printout

computer gaming
computer hacking
computer modeling
computer programming

computer-altered
computer-animated
computer-based
computer-controlled
computer-generated
computer-monitored
computer-related

computer-literate
computerphobic
computer-savvy

chess computer

as -s grow...
the - industry
Microsoft is the world's top - maker

s-
talked out of a critical
he handed me a - he'd prepared

the popularity of - in the past few years
to learn the basics of
weather patterns and
his considerable knowledge of

(see computer-altered)
(see computer-animated)
(see computer-based)
(see computer-controlled)
(see computer-generated)
(see computer-monitored)
(see computer-related)

(see computer-literate)
(see computerphobic)
(see computer-savvy)

a talking
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I

office computer

classroom computers
laptop computer

mainframe computer

hand-held computer

palm-sized computer

unsecured computer kept classified papers on at home

personal computer (see personal computer)

impact of computers studying the

computer-age computer-age consumer like many a

computer-altered computer-altered photo a of the Pyramids

computer-animated computer-animated features many previous (films)

computer-based computer-based testing centerETS's

computer-controlled

extracurricular uses of the

spent $10 million on
my

sales of s

Palm 's;
s have a strong market;

(PDAs) and cell phones
s like 3Com's PalmPilot

computer-controlled actuators s
computer crime computer crime $37 million to combat

computer crime investigation detectives learn the basics of
computer crime priority the SBI has made child pornography its top
computer crime specialist the SBI has one specialist

computer-generated
computer-generated work
computer-generated image

computerized

s; C.G.I.s: (in films)

computer-generated special-effects technology --s

computerized education the potential downside of
computerized instruction administrators are excited about
computerized records
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computerized classroom
computerized database
computerized time sheet
computerized vision system

Clinton's vision of s
they are readily accessible in s
the clerk checks the
the was crucial (space station)

computerized trading the exchange is moving toward more
computerized voting from home

computer-literate computer-literate folk s
computer-monitored

computer-monitored orchard

computerphobic computerphobic a lot of parents are somewhat

computer-related computer-related crime the accompanying rise in
computer-related questions

computer-savvy computer-savvy kid s are working, not going to college

computer skills computer skills

computing

con

concealed

children rapidly develop ;
jobs requiring ;
learning must be a priority

employees' computer skills improving their

highly sought computer skills teen-agers with

computing industry
computing power

America's booming biotech and s
more than the I.B.M. mainframe that...

con job a grifter's glee at s well executed

concealed bunker
concealed pit
concealed route
concealed weapon

heavy machine gun fire from a
the punji is placed in a (booby trap)
soldiers can move by a covered and
(see concealed weapon)

half-concealed (see half-concealed)
well concealed (see well concealed)

concealed weapon concealed weapon routinely carried a
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concealment

conceived

concentration

concept

concern

concealed weapon law s
concealed-weapon charge burglary and s

concealment, deception, and camouflage use whenever possible

mine concealment standard-pattern mine laying allows better
weapons-concealment (m) Saddam's techniques

camouflage and concealment effective natural ;
desert techniques;

training (military)

ill conceived (see ill conceived)

concentration of (minority) jurors cities with a high

ozone concentrations

lethal concentration

concept car

concept of marriage

concept of smart growth

zero-tolerance concept

faculty concerns
gay concerns
health concern
liability concern
opponents' concerns
privacy concerns

safety concerns

growing concern

mounting concern
rising concern

the smoke boosted in Salt Lake City (wildfire)

produce s of cyanide when burned (fires)

it is what designers call a

the and gay marriage

the (cities and urban sprawl)

the requires a one-year suspension

about the alliance with the company
low on the list of
would be a
the climbing park raised many s

about the anthrax vaccine
citing , refuses to provide details;

in the information age;
are losing out and something needs to be done
raised by passengers and train drivers;
about the vaccine;

coal mining, funding cuts, and

diseases were a ;
cholera, typhoid, and dysentery are a
in response to over...

over the risks of intermarriage
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concerned

concert

concerted

concession

added concern

common concern

further concern
great concern
public concern
real concern
serious concerns
tactical concerns

list of (gay) concerns

cause for concern
reason for concern

concerned citizen

socially concerned

concertgoers
concert hall

concert music
concert tour
concert violinist

band concert
benefit concert
summer concert
summer concert (m)

farewell concert

pay-per-view concert

concerted effort
concerted strategy

concession speech
concession stand

an is the scale of the project

we share a for regional security;
a for sustainable development
that has caused for us
the discovery is not cause for

has been sparked (vaccinations)
the is the fear that...
parents have over the safety of vaccinations
allow crew rest among other

low on the

the hard truth is, she has
he saw no

information furnished by a (to the FBI);
help arrived from s (Kobe earthquake)

(see socially concerned)

the safety of
his popular ballets are presented in s;
Nashville's Grand Ole Opry
an American composer of
has managed many of Elton John's s
to become a

free outdoor s
his before Princess Margaret (singer)
s, arts festivals, holiday celebrations
this year's (rock music)

she'll perform a in Montreal

a airing at 10 p.m. ET

he has made a to...
clearly part of a

in his (politics)
sales of $26.7 million from its s
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concessionaire

conclusion

conclusive

concourse

concrete (cement)

concrete (other)

concrete-walled

concussion

condemned

condensed

concessionaire

tourist concessions

necessary concession

concessionaire

(see concessionaire)

controls most around Machu Picchu

the deal was a in the quest for peace

airlines, s and airport service companies

conclusion of this investigation

firm conclusion
useful conclusions

tentative conclusion

more-conclusive

hotel concourse

concrete building
concrete bunker
concrete cutters
concrete examples
concrete foundation
concrete rubble

concrete water tower

concrete-walled

concrete information
concrete monster
concrete question

concrete-walled cliff

mild concussion

post-concussion

condemned man

condensed milk

it's the that...

await future research before reaching s
sort information, draw (data mining)

they began to draw some 's (scientists)

(see more-conclusive)

strolling through a

the third floor of a drab
abandoned s
listening devices and (rescues)
some will illustrate this point
the river lifted it off its
a pile of

a loomed ahead

(see concrete-walled)

he didn't give any about the crime
it's a dinosaur, a (an old sports stadium)
unable to answer s about...

the

he got 10 stitches and suffered a

(see post-concussion)

the

Borden's invention was
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condition condition of anonymity
conditions of combat
condition of the route

back condition
combat conditions
drought conditions
health condition
heart condition
monsoon conditions
patient's condition
prison conditions
road conditions
route conditions
safety conditions
security conditions
slum conditions
surf conditions
terrain conditions
trail conditions
weather conditions

winter conditions

speaking on (government official)
soldiers in the extreme have spiritual needs
checks the for vehicle travel (military)

a like scoliosis
limited visibility training prepares soldiers for

will persist in many areas
s that may be genetic
his death was attributed to a rare
in the soggy
info on a
suffered harsh and torture
finding out and weather information
currents maps and the (military convoys)
anonymous complaints about
improved in Bosnia

and housing shortages
the Website shows at 40 beaches

at the laying site (minefield)
check on weather and
cops, and time of day;

are ripe for avalanches
the are ideal;
the climb in is hard;

are notoriously unpredictable (climbing)

battlefield conditions troop locations and

blizzardlike conditions people woke to

high-blood-pressure condition she had a

diving conditions
working conditions

during prime
improvement in j;
encourage better s;
more control over their ;
benefits and

life-threatening condition a

underlying condition does not help the

still-worsening conditions despite the , they finished the climb
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conditioned

conditioner

conditioning

condolence

condom

controlled conditions

critical condition
cruel conditions
desperate conditions
extreme conditions
good condition
grave condition
honorable conditions
local conditions
medical condition
physical condition
stable condition

more serious condition

air-conditioned

air conditioner

conditioning program

air conditioning

condolence book
condolence statement

condolence e-mail

messages of condolence

condom availability
condom availability (m)
condom failure
condom use

these things are done under

two other men were in (burns)
research animals all too often live under

sparked looting and unrest
soldiers operating in the of combat
upgraded to serious, then fair, then (hospital)
she was in (adverse reaction to a drug)
she received a discharge under
solutions adapted to
(see medical condition)
all ages and s
he was in at a Manhattan hospital

your doctor can rule out s, like...

(see air-conditioned)

(see air conditioner)

the team's (basketball)

(see air conditioning)

sign s
the Vice-President released a

700,000 s

from friends and relatives

many parents support in school
schools with programs
vaginal creams can cause
the benefits of ;

among sexually active students

condom vending machine a

condom-compatible (m)

latex condom

water-based lubricants

use only water-based lubricants with s
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animal tissue condom plastic and --s aren't recommended

non-latex condoms are not as good

contoured condoms
colored condom s
dry condoms
flavored condom --s
lubricated condom s
powdered condoms
ribbed condom --s for greater sensation during lovemaking
rippled condoms
rolled condom place the over the tip of the hard penis
studded condoms

nipple-ended condoms

female condom the represents a new choice
male condom --s versus female condoms
opaque condoms
strong condom s for maximum security
tinted condoms
transparent condom s
colored and flavored condoms

spermicidally lubricated condom --s

ultra fine condom s for enhanced sensitivity

brands of condoms there are many styles, sizes and
breakage rate for condoms the is extremely low if used properly

condominium condominium complex the planned

conduct misconduct (see misconduct)

accepted conduct cheating is woven into the fabric of

abusive conduct
heroic conduct
inappropriate conduct
offensive conduct

involving parents or coaches
by his on the battlefield
this kind of (flirting with young girls)
attempts to limit (swearing, hate speech)
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conductor (person)

conductor (other)

cone

Confederate

conference

unsportsmanlike conduct

code of conduct the entertainment industry needs a ;
the mountain (Appalachia)

initiation and conduct instructions concerning the of the ambush

train conductor a Union Pacific railroad

railroad conductor a

semiconductor (see semiconductor)

marker cone a couple of s for the end zone

Confederate flag the
Confederate Soldiers (m) a nearby Monument

conference call
conference center
conference documents
conference hall
conference organizers
conference participant
conference room
conference table
conference venue

he set up a
airport services include an executive
in the words of one of the
he spent hours in seminars and s
Suzanne Mubarak, one of the
many s thought that...
(see conference room)
at the
security was tight at the

conference's welcoming address the mayor will give the

bench conference
cancer conference
peace conference
news conference
peace conference
press conference

hate crime conference

daylong conference

training conference

at a with the lawyers
presented her data at a in New York
(see peace conference)
did hold his ; held her first
an American-sponsored all-parties
the governor had called a ;
at the postfight ;
in a post-expedition

a

the host of a -- at the White House

attending the battalion's
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academic conference an

out-of-town conference s

the afternoon session of the conference at the

conference room conference room went past a

prison conference room in a

bare-walled conference room a windowless,

windowless conference room in a

conferencing

confession

confidence

online conferencing

confession's accuracy
confession evidence

coerced confession
detailed confession
videotaped confession

false confession
truthful confessions

12-page confession

allows us to gather together

casts doubt on the
assessing

protect suspects from s
he gave a ' to the killings
in a

a leading to a wrongful conviction
from guilty criminals

a

transcript of his confession

interrogations and confessions

confidence course

confidence-building
confidence building
confidence-building (m)
confidence-shattering

consumer confidence
investor confidence

public confidence

how the justice system handles

the towering obstacles of the (Marines)

my first look wasn't
after several years of (Middle East)
reunification will require measures
trying to overcome a rookie year (basketball)

raising costs money
corruption undermines in new ventures;
lawlessness threatens to undermine
eroded in aviation safety
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1 confident

confidential

confident-looking

confidentiality

confined

confinement

confirmation

confirmed

confiscated

conflict

full confidence
unshakable confidence

lack of confidence
gesture of confidence

confident-looking

confidential records

the hospital may not have the family's
he had (a boxer)

in the United Nations
he took the flight as a in the aircraft

(see confident-looking)

from the psychiatric hospital

confident-looking teen-ager a with jug ears

confidentiality agreement the company asked him to sign a

professional confidentiality doctors, police and

confined area growing millions of chickens in 's;
elephants in a relatively

he will be placed in (death-row inmate)

for Priority Mail (post office)

solitary confinement '

delivery confirmation

confirmed case
confirmed death
confirmed orders
confirmed research

DNA-confirmed

unconfirmed

confiscated property

conflict zone

conflict-ridden

conflicts of interest

clan conflict
personality conflict

js of foot-and-mouth disease
the only was that of... (tornado)
Airbus surpassed Boeing in (for planes)
in addition to the

(see DNA-confirmed)

(see unconfirmed)

disputes over (Cuba)

the world's js and the landmine crisis

(see conflict-ridden)

university-industry alliances and ;
growing concerns about potential

displacement from js (Kenya)
s, mistaken impressions
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conflicting

conflict-ridden

confrontation

confused

congenital

congested

congestion

conifer

connected

third-act conflict

long running conflict

brutal conflict
ethnic conflicts

introduced the crucial

settles a that went to arbitration (business)

another casualty of the
among Georgians, Armenians, Azeri Turks

casualty of the (brutal) conflict another

conflicting accounts
conflicting demands
conflicting evidence
conflicting information
conflicting reports
conflicting statement

conflict-ridden zone

border confrontation

deadly confrontation
violent confrontation

brink of confrontation

confused response

congenital abnormalities

congested roads

congestion problem

traffic congestion

traffic congestion (m)

curbside congestion

conifer forest

service-connected

naval sources gave of whether...
juggling the of politics and governing
there is enough to create doubt
they get a lot of (dieting)
there have been about whether...
had made numerous js;
witnesses have given

the in northeast Columbia

exercise greater caution in their

the between the two men (police / perp)
the js of the last few days (Arab / Israelis)

he urged them not to push Iraq to the

the government's slow and to the disaster

of the hip joint

she is fed up with

address 's on the Internet

, pedestrian numbers;
relieving the region's

solutions for Northern Virginia

to avoid ' (airport), use Park-Ride Lots

an ailing that bordered a highway

(see service - connected).
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connection

conquering

conquest

cons

conscience

conscience-stricken

conscious

Web-connected

non-Internet-connected

connection fee

family connections

Internet connection

mind-body connection

direct connection
political connections

conquering hero

sexual conquest

pros and cons

conscience-stricken

child's conscience

(see Web-connected)

(see non-Internet-connected)

a $3 and 45 cents a minute (phone)

he went into business financed by

during the time;
how to install software

the

there is no between... (two events)
they parlayed into personal fortunes

descended from the hills as s;
soldiers are greeted as s

he lied about his s

(see pros and cons)

(see conscience-stricken)

the community, too, shapes a

conscience-stricken protest

budget-conscious
cost-conscious
celebrity-conscious
ecology-conscious
fashion-conscious
party-conscious
safety-conscious
status-conscious
technology-conscious

earthquake-conscious

subconscious

an air of

(see budget-conscious)
(see cost-conscious)
(see celebrity-conscious)
(see ecology-conscious)
(see fashion-conscious)
(see party-conscious)
(see safety-conscious)
(see status-conscious)
(see technology-conscious)

(see earthquake-conscious)

(see subconscious)
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consciousness consciousness-raising (see consciousness-raising)

state of (drug-expanded) consciousness a

semi-consciousness (see semi-consciousness)

consciousness-raising
consciousness-raising group old 's

consensual consensual intercourse time of last

consensus consensus view the on Wall Street is...

community consensus issues where no exists
group consensus solving problems through

consent consent form the clinic's reads;
it revised the ;
doctors sign a

consent-to-adopt (m) the couple signed forms

patient consent
person's consent

informed consent
informed-consent (m)

testing without explicit
whether a is coerced

legally prevented from testing without
patients should examine documents;

documents don't contain enough info

freely given consent

age of consent the for intercourse in Mississippi

consenting consenting adults sexual activity between

consequence consequences-be-damned (see consequences-be-damned)

consequences of his acts
consequences of his actions
consequences of the eruption
consequence of the torture

proof that a defendant understood the
he never looked at the
the long-term global (volcano)
suicidal leaps that were a (Russia)

long-term (global) consequences the of the eruption (volcano)
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future consequences
global consequences
health consequences
policy consequences
tobacco's consequences

long-term consequences

devastating consequences

feared consequences
predicted consequences

deadly consequences

disastrous consequences

global consequences
grave consequences
harsh consequences
negative consequences

the ability to think through (juveniles)
the long-term of the eruption (volcano)

remain unclear
that fact would have important
vivid illustrations of

they used it ("yellow rain") with (warfare)

the of the legalization of euthanasia
of global warming

the backcountry boom has had ;
the storm struck with
people have fallen with (waterfalls);
the of court-ordered social policy
long-term of the eruption (volcano)
despite the
his decision to go underground carried
urban sprawl and its for commuter traffic

professional consequences social and of psychiatric hospitalization
psychological consequences child abuse has devastating
social consequences the of hearing impairment
social (and professional) consequences the of mental illness
unfortunate consequences this has a range of

social and professional consequences the of mental illness

consequences-be-damned
consequences-be-damned attitude this

consecutive consecutive days
consecutive races
consecutive times
consecutive wins

conservation conservation agency
conservation efforts
conservation group

conservation organization
conservation treaty

we encourage the test be administered on two
extended his winning streak to six
continue isolation until sputum is negative 3
he's the only one with (auto racing)

state and regional s
they will use the proceeds for
national s;
a -- that tries to keep the river healthy

two African s
international s
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conservative

considerable

consideration

consignment

consolation

console

consideration

plant conservation
water conservation

will benefit the public
leak detection is critical to ;
water harvesting techniques and

dam demolition for conservation government-ordered

conservative approach there is wisdom in this
conservative line the that gay civil unions threaten...

religious conservatives gays versus

considerable (slowing) effect shifting the rudder has
considerable knowledge his of computer programming
considerable (work-related) stress he was under
considerable time the plane had spent on the runway

considerable brain drain the Post had suffered a

operational consideration
serious consideration
tactical considerations

consignment shop

consignment store

consolation prize

console box
console games
console gamers

computer console
game console
game-console (m)

games-console (m)
instrument console

video-games console

terrain considerations

a staff must adjust rapidly to many different
refuse to take into other evidence

such as location, size, security (landing zone)

when people bring clothes to a S;
my wife had a for twenty years
everything I wear is from that old

a

the next-generation s (console games)
versus those for PCs

PC gamers and are different sorts

tapping orders into their --s
Dreamcast, Sega's new
the thriving industry;
each companies has its own strategy
Microsoft's entry into the market
a microphone in the (planes)

Microsoft has a

weather or 's (military operations)
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consortium government-subsidized consortium a

conspicuous conspicuous gallantry for and intrepidity at the risk of his life

conspiracy conspiracy story spawning a number of --s
conspiracy theory a man prone to bizarre s

assassination conspiracy the victim of an
slave conspiracy a rash of suspected --s were uncovered
terrorist conspiracy the leader of a

insider-trading conspiracy an

leader of a conspiracy
victim of a conspiracy

the
the

conspirator co-conspirator 12 other alleged --s

alleged co-conspirator 12 other s

conspiratorial conspiratorial-sounding (see conspiratorial-sounding)

conspiratorial-sounding
conspiratorial-sounding whispering intimate and

constant constant attention
constant (safety) awareness
constant companion
constant fear
constant (debilitating) pain

she enjoyed her mother's
heads-up planning and
exhaustion is a (work at nursing homes)
living in

constant struggle it was a ' (fatherless home)
constant-weight (see constant-weight)
constant surveillance he was placed under

constant press attention there will be

constant (teacher) trainingthe need for

constant software upgrades the need for

constant-weight constant-weight free diving (breath hold)

constellation constellation of symptoms the at the end of life
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constipation

constitution

constitutional

constitutionally

names of the constellation

chronic constipation

democratic constitution

constitutional crisis
constitutional guarantee
constitutional law
constitutional rights

constitutionally protected

constitutionally protected
constitutionally protected

constraint

constricted

constructed

construction

market constraints
terrain constraints

constricted passage
constricted terrain

newly constructed
solidly constructed

construction costs
construction crane

construction crew
construction date
construction delay
construction dust
construction empire
construction employment
construction equipment
construction flourishes
construction helmet
construction job

construction loan
construction project
construction refuse
construction site

I wish I knew the

majority of patients will have

a for his country (Georgia)

worried about a possible (election)
ensure that the law conforms to s
, personal injury law

and the rights of individuals;
defending the of heinous criminals

(see constitutionally protected)

way of life a

the freedom of universities from
in seeking and destroying the enemy

in a (cave diving)
along the enemy's avenue of approach (AA)

(see newly constructed)
(see solidly constructed)

with estimated at $6.5 billion
s dot the skyline;
three killed when the collapsed
for s that erect the houses
a for the display hasn't been set
s on 1-15 cost drivers 15 minutes
car fumes mixing with acrid
his late father's

is up 146,000 over the last 2 months
a runway full of
visitor centers and other
a technician wearing a (oil terminal)
he got a S;
injury and illness rates in s
Depression-era s
working on a
shacks made from
lived in a shack on a ;
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consultant

consultation

consulting

consumer

construction spending
construction work

construction worker

crushed to death at a
fell by 0.6% in November (US)
would continue as planned;

he drifted into

construction zone minor accidents and s

construction of the (runway overrun) zone

construction of an (oil) pipeline the (Chad)

prison construction nearly all the has been outside the city
school construction controlling ;

his commitment to
sports construction 1999 has been a record year for

space station construction started in November 1998
space station construction (m) a mission

unfettered construction years of

consultant on the (book) project a

computer consultant
management consultant

a hired
she worked as a for a health system;
he's a to the media industry

E-commerce consultant an with McKinsey & Company

paid consultants the authors were to the manufacturers

medical consultation after a series of s, they...

immediate (orthopedic) consultation these require an
orthopedic consultation these require an immediate

business consulting and billing rates

consulting expert
consulting fee
consulting firm

officials and s at NASA
he pocketed $3 million in s
blue-chip --s;
runs his own

consumer advisories may be needed
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consumer behavior
consumer complaint

consumer confidence
consumer data

consumer debt

consumer demand

consumers' desires
consumer disgust
consumer-electronics
consumer favorite
consumer goods
consumer guide
Consumer's Guide
consumer privacy
consumer product

consumer profile
consumer protection
consumer sales
consumer tastes

consumer feedback
consumer lawsuit

consumer software

consumer-friendly

consumer advertising
consumer borrowing
consumer shopping
consumer spending
consumer testing

consumer-oriented

consumer's right to know

consumer of gold

consumer values and
the leading ;
s about Internet shopping
raising costs money
building giant databases of ;

falls into the company's lap
the relentless rise in ;
collection agencies and
there is huge for this;
the drug trade is responding to
companies are reacting to
he has sensed increased (towards airline)
(see consumer electronics)
when a emerges (PDAs)
(see consumer goods)
flip through s for expert opinions;
Consumer's Guide to Postal Rates and Fees
less concerned with guarding
designed to look like other 5;
consumers and s
portal sites are doing a lot with
a way to provide
a fraction of
a new trend in

user-opinion sites offer (Web)
in 30 s over the past decade

No. 1 in

(see consumer-friendly)

these magazines are tools for
has risen almost 50 percent

ways to protect in cyberspace
and business investment

Gillette's massive of its new razor

(see consumer-oriented)

the

India, the world's biggest
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computer-age consumer like many a

online consumers the vast potential in selling to
overseas consumers do not want the new foods

credit-card-holding consumers millions of

status-mad consumers
tech-savvy consumer s
business-to-consumer (see business-to-consumer)

poll of consumers the from 10 countries showed...

consumer electronics
consumer-electronics brands
consumer electronics catelog stereo speakers and a
consumer electronics company developed by 's
consumer electronics sales women account for 22% of

consumer-friendly consumer-friendly features

consumer goods consumer goods trade in and raw materials;
are getting lighter and smaller

consumer-goods importers resort-hotel companies and

consumer goods and raw materials trade in

off-brand consumer goods they offer

consumer-oriented consumer-oriented the good patient is the most

consuming narcotics-consuming (see narcotics-consuming)
time-consuming (see time-consuming)

all-consuming (see all-consuming)

consumption consumption patterns we must change our

alcohol consumption and rowdy behavior at soccer games
ammunition consumption arrangements must be made to sustain ;

may be high (sustained suppressive fires)
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calorie consumption
energy consumption
gasoline consumption
media consumption
potato consumption
resource consumption

water consumption

contact (lenses) contact lens

color contacts

(see also lens, glasses)

contact (sports) contact sport

full-contact

contact (other) contact burns
contact number
contact visits

contact tracing

contact-detonated

body contact
eye contact

customer contact (m)

direct contact
human contact
interracial contact
last contact
patient contact
physical contact
sexual contact

oral-anal contact
oral-genital contact

blood-to-blood contact

average has declined
the nation's total
U.S. has jumped
this plugged-in generation's
Ireland's heavy
wasteful ;
reducing , energy use, emissions, wastes

was rising

contact lenses versus eyeglasses

for people with perfect vision

violent behavior during s

(see full-contact)

come from direct contact with a hot object
if he gave you an address or

versus window visits (state prison)

(see contact tracing)

(see contact-detonated)

maintain with him (after sex)
the benefits of establishing j;
the man wouldn't make

systems

contact burns come from ' with a hot object
Internet technology in lieu of
the first of their lives at the university
the with the flight came at...(plane crash)
wash hands before and after
inappropriate (educational setting)
HIV is transmitted primarily through

avoid (transmission of giardiasis)
avoid oral-anal and (giardiasis transmission)

transmitting Hepatitis C through
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hand-to-hand contact
head-to-head contact
skin-to-skin contact

list of contacts

contact-detonated contact-detonated mine

contact tracing contact tracing

contagious

container

containment

contaminant

contaminated

highly contagious

container door

container shipping (m)

plastic container

can be passed through
head lice are spread mainly by
the virus is spread by

trade to a growing (business)

s
locates partners of infected people;
and notification (infectious diseases)

(see highly contagious)

a welder may cut open the s (ship containers)

the industry in the city (docks)

foil-lined packets and s

radioactive waste container empty s

abovedeck container

nonrefrigerated container

empty container

the onions are in six s

a on the tightly packed ship

an

containment facility a

disease-containment (m) the measures of traditional public health

lab contaminant
vaccine contaminant

radioactive contaminants

NBC contaminants

contaminated burn
contaminated dust
contaminated substance
contaminated ties
contaminated vaccine

tests to prove if the virus was a
the all-but-forgotten

monitor the site for (military)

removing from water sources

rinse the with CuSO4 solution
worker exposure to
s were dumped into the environment
contaminated railroad ties
children inoculated with ;
continued exposure to
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contamination

contemporary

contender

content

contaminated water garbage, sewage,

contaminated ground water polluted air,

contaminated biohazard Danger Used Needles (on disposal box)

arsenic-contaminated
lead-contaminated
oil-contaminated

chemically contaminated
significantly contaminated

contamination scare
contamination theory

decontamination

laboratory contamination

mercury contamination
plutonium contamination
radiation contamination

(see arsenic-contaminated)
(see lead-contaminated)
(see oil-contaminated)

(see chemically contaminated)
(see significantly contaminated)

at the time of the
scientists say the is a red herring

(see decontamination)

groundwater contamination

environmental contamination

chances of ;
false positives resulting from
recalled cans of tuna for possible
buried facts about the
covering up widespread

through chicken waste

the resultant (terrorism)

nuclear, biological, and chemical contamination

contemporary hero

top-ranked contender

content-blocking

adult content
course content
fat content
sugar content

Internet content

his --s are...

the IBF's (boxing)

(see content-blocking)

detecting

(see adult content)
altering
junk food has high
grapes with an extremely high

director of for Telefonica;
graphics-intensive
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1.

online content porn is king of

dangerous content filters bar access to offensive or (Internet)
offensive (or dangerous) content filters bar access to (Internet)

content-blocking content-blocking software-- can be downloaded for free

contention government contention their statements support the that...

contest contests for guys pro-level vert ramp

contestant

contested

context

continent

contingency

continuance

continued

essay contest
poetry contest

wet-T-shirt contest

call-in contest

skateboarding contest
turkey-calling contest

widely publicized contest

talent contestant

beauty pageant contestant

contested terrain

hotly contested

since he won an
give a reading and judge a

s
a radio station during a

she has won every
a

the (a screenwriting contest)

--s are allowed three minutes onstage

a

ventured close to

(see hotly contested)

context for the slave trade war is the

operational and strategic context understand the context (mission)

mid-continent

contingency plan

contingency planning

thirty-day continuance

continued expansion

(see mid-continent)

s for the millennium

and action

expected the judge to grant a

the of the health-care sector
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continuing

contraband

contraception

contraceptive

contract

continued exposure
continued fever
continued operations
continued success

high or continued

continuing education
continuing-education
continuing mystery
continuing problem
continuing saga
continuing struggle

(m)

to contaminated vaccine
high or may indicate serious illness
bad weather made dangerous (military)
our and the value of our brand name

(see high or continued)

he specializes in
a school; requirements
It is one of those s (archaeology)
the of child poverty
the of...
the to wipe out homelessness

transport of contraband help stop the black market

oral contraception the development of

methods of contraception barrier include the female condom

contraceptive researcher the world's most prominent s

oral contraceptive drugs such as s

contraceptive foams, creams, jellies, films or suppositories

contract details
contract dispute
contract extension
contract killer
contract law
contract loggers
contract negotiations
contract nurse
contract specialist
contract system

contract killing

contract on her life

government contract
research contract

just a few stand in the way (boxing)
the case was, at root, a
he signed a four-year (football)
working as a during his fugitive years
constitutional law, personal injury law,

clear-cut the forest
ongoing (pilots union)
s worked the night shift Friday
salesmen, s, finance specialists (planes)
s that rely on low-bid attorneys

the possibility of a

he had put out a

bid for U.S. 's
the announcement of the supercomputer
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contraction (get)

contraction (other)

contractor

contradictory

long-term contract

written contract
unwritten contract

exclusive contract

$130,000-a-year contract

five-year contract

leased cars coming off s

he wouldn't proceed without a
a dinner reservation is an

an with Safeway to supply its stores with ice

a

in the first year of their (union teachers)

announcement of the (research) contract

contraction of malaria

muscular contractions

defense contractor
government contractor

contradictory reports

contradictory-seeming

contradictory-seeming
contradictory-seeming observation previously --s

contributing

contribution

contributor

control

the

at risk for are travelers to...

painful of the jaw and neck (tetanus)

s and Army officers
make it apply to people who are s

officials have given (military disaster)

(see contradictory-seeming)

contributing factor

women's contributions

pioneering contribution

noteworthy contribution

an important j;
fog is believed to have been a (copter crash)

praise for to Japanese society

their s to intelligence testing

its most to the field was...

most generous contributor the Democratic Party's s

control box

control freak
control group
control panel
control room

rust has eaten holes in metal 's;
the metal casings around s can corrode
she's a
kids in the ate normally
(see control panel)
(see control room)
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control sample

control of the car
control of pain

arms control
avalanche control
ball control
beaver control
birth control

birth control
border controls
crowd control

crowd-control (m)
damage control
disease control
Disease Control
drug control
erosion control
fire control (m)
flood control
government control
gun control
impulse control

infection control

inventory control
mind control
mosquito control
motion-control (m)
pain control
pest-control (m)
poison-control (m)

population-control (m)
price control
puck control
quality control
quality control (m)
riot control
riot-control (m)

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

each laboratory's s tested negative

I hit the brakes and lost (motor racing)
interventions for the or nausea

(see arms control)
(see avalanche control)
exquisite (soccer)
(see beaver control)
easy access to ;
the costs of contraceptives or
(see birth control)
an elaborate system of was devised
MPs (military police) are trained in ;

police have horses for
a disaster
conduct political
civil rights versus effective
the Centers for (CDC), in Atlanta (US)
(see drug control)
tree planting and around the building
the rifle's system
the barrage provides for India
remains in
(see gun control)
wants schools to stress ;
crime and poor
better would prevent such cases;
guidelines for isolation and
software for
some people say Koresh was guilty of
(see mosquito control)
four ' gyroscopes (space station)
safer, more reliable methods of
a worker
incidents reported to U.S. centers;

centers are reporting adverse reactions
an experimental measure
government-mandated s
stresses and puck pursuit (hockey)
worry about
47 checks (ad)
military police are experts at

hand grenades are used to control crowds
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controlled

spin control
tobacco control (m)
traffic control
volume control

out of control

air-traffic-control

uninfected control

official attempts at international
tobacco taxes fund the program
police skills, such as , patrolling
the microphone has no

(see out of control)

(see air-traffic-control)

the condition of s fed the same diet

absolute control businesses will no longer have
aggressive (airway) control patients may fail to respond to
full control the computers will take (space station)
operational control many then be passed to either the...
parental control strong , children, and the Internet
remote-control (see remote-control)

command-and-control

lead poisoning control

lack of control
loss of control

struggle for control

(see command-and-control)

$56 million for

sent to the minor leagues because of his
unpredictability, stress and the

a by two people

command, control, and support (m)

controlled activities
controlled burn
controlled circumstance
controlled conditions
controlled descent
"controlled" explosion
controlled route
controlled studies
controlled substance

controlled settings

uncontrolled

climate-controlled

a base (special forces)

encourages children to attend
staff members to a of the area
if they didn't do it now, under s
these things are done under
the plane made a to 19,000 feet
police activated the bomb in a
set up the checkpoint at the entrance to the
success rates documented through
unlawful possession of a (crack)

in the safety of these

(see uncontrolled)

(see climate-controlled)
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controller

control panel

control room

controversial

controversy

convection

computer-controlled
government-controlled
male-controlled
remote-controlled
rent-controlled
Republican-controlled

barely controlled
electronically controlled
tightly controlled

ground controllers

air traffic controller
air-traffic controller

control panel

(see computer-controlled)
(see government-controlled)
(see male-controlled)
(see remote-controlled)
(see rent-controlled)
(see Republican-controlled)

(see barely controlled)
(see electronically controlled)
(see tightly controlled)

navigation errors by (space)

repeated inquiries from s
s had cleared the skies

s must be protected from water;
a with hundreds of knobs and switches

computerized control panel s in plastic casings

control room

sub's control room

controversial step

ever-controversial

entered the and pushed a button;
the glass-enclosed (prison);
the guard in the ;
the at Cape Canaveral

crowding in the

she has taken the of...

(see ever-controversial)

controversy over (native-language) education

controversy over clear-cutting (logging) in Montana

bad-tempered controversy this

bitter (international) controversy despite the (oil project)
international controversy despite the bitter (oil project)

behind-the-scenes controversy fraught with

convection oven a circulates hot air with a fan
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convenience convenience store (see convenience store)

comfort and convenience are his watchwords

convenience store convenience store working at a

corner convenience store walk into the

all-night convenience store an

tiny convenience store the stocks cold Pepsi

convenient convenient location one where you can get it all (career centers)
convenient way a flexible and to get your college degree

flexible and convenient (m) a way to get your college degree

convention

conventional

converging

conversation

convention center

convention hall
convention visitor

annual convention

conventional mine

conventional munitions

a snazzy is in the works;
the city's mammoth
put up a large new
cities with the most s

staged its in Charlotte, NC

SCATMINEs are much smaller than --s;
s are hand-emplaced and manually armed

and weapon systems
conventional (water-based) paints
conventional picture the of the economy is...
conventional serology , or blood typing
conventional (data-packet) traffic (on the Internet)
conventional wisdom has it that...

conventional minefield 's versus SCATMINE systems

converging route (m) the platoon used the method to reconnoiter

conversation piece an out-of-this-world (meteorite)
conversation topic s I can relate to

conversations with (cancer) survivors
conversations with (some of the) holdout jurors
conversation with a businessman a in Alabama
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chance conversation
phone conversation
radio conversation
telephone conversation

cockpit conversation
hallway conversation

recorded conversation

open-ended conversation

a with a businessman in Alabama
engaged in a heated
everybody could listen to our s
a

a ten-year-old
or talks in the cafeteria

a between two FBI agents

an
secretly recorded conversation s
casual conversation sneak sex into by describing a hot scene
heated (phone) conversation engaged in a
intellectual conversation high-quality

three-way conversation

conversationalist cyber-conversationalist

convict convict past

fellow-convicts

recently released convict

convicted convicted murderer

conviction

convicted cocaine dealer
convicted crack dealer

twice-convicted

wrongfully convicted
wrongly convicted

murder conviction

rape conviction
theft conviction

we were having a

my boyfriend's not much of a

Tasmania's

leading his in regular prayer services

once a is dead;
a spends 6 years in prison, on average

a
a

(see twice-convicted)

(see wrongfully convicted)
(see wrongly convicted)

a second-degree ;
known wrongful s
life in prison for the
a previous murder conviction and a
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convinced

convincing

convoy

post-conviction (see post-conviction)

overturned conviction unnecessary appeals and --s

highly publicized conviction the reversal of several s (false confessions)

wrongful conviction s from eyewitness misidentifications

arrest and conviction information leading to the of the person

half-convinced (see half-convinced)

convincing evidence clear and

clear and convincing (m) there is no proof that...

convoys route set up checkpoints to limit traffic on the

convoy of four-wheel drives and pickup trucks a
convoys of (relief) aid truck

ammunition convoy
army convoy
truck convoy

--s receive fully accompanied MP security
attacks on --s
they had blockaded s;
--s of relief aid

in convoy motor vehicles travel

convulsant anticonvulsant (see anticonvulsant)

cook cookbook recipes from --s

cookout (see cookout)

ranges for (serious) cooks pro-style

cooked home-cooked (see home-cooked)

cookie cookie package gum wrappers, --s, crumpled napkins

fat-free cookies -- and other treats

cooking cooking gear stoves, tents, shovels and
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cookout

cool

cooler (noun)

cooler (adj)

cooking series
cooking time

cooking tip

high-altitude cooking

non-cooking

cookout

cool (heartless) so-and-so

cool-headed

air-cool (v)

ultra-cool

picnic cooler
water cooler

reach-in cooler

cooler-than-normal

a 22-part for public television
during last 25 minutes of ,...;
he altered the recipe by reducing the
the Web site has recipes and s

this hateful duty of

(see non-cooking)

at a , playing cards, drinking Budweiser

he's a who...

(see ultra-cool)

as the people of Seattle filled their s
the office

the s, the freezers (restaurant)

(see cooler-than-normal)

cooler-than-normal cooler-than-normal temperatures in a vast region

cooling

cooling-off

coon

coon-eyed

cooperation

cooling bill
cooling center
cooling cost
cooling towers

cooling-off

cooling-off period

coon hunt

coon-eyed

coon-eyed heifers

international cooperation

cut your by half
Chicago kept public s open (heat wave)
save 5 to 8 percent on s
megaphone-shaped

(see cooling-off)

a

rodeos, s, and rattlesnake roundups

(see coon-eyed)

strong (to save the whales)
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lack of cooperation he has behaved with an overall (firing)

coordinate ambush coordinates reached the

targets and coordinates the exact (close-air support)

coordination coordination of (relief) measures was in disorder (earthquake)

air- and missile-defense coordination of the area of operations

coordinator student-activities coordinator

cop (see police)

copper copper mine by a
copper oxide the all-important layers

copter helicopter (see helicopter)

copy copyright (m) trademark and violations
copywriter they were brilliant --s

copying

coral

copy of her sonogram showed her a her sonogram;
copy of his (high-school) transcript needed a

copy of the screenplay a

certified copy provide a of it (death certificate)

digital copy people wanting to download s

photocopying a high-speed machine

homework copying widespread among students

coral atoll
coral reef

coral-pink

coral bleaching

Kitawa is a tiny
pollution affecting marine wildlife and 5;
pollution is destroying the world's --s

(see coral-pink)

global warming is causing
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coral-pink

cord

sharp coral the just below the surface (sailboarding)

coral-pink (inner) spiral its

cordless (see cordless)

corded (see corded)

detonation cord
extension cord
nylon cord

explosives, blasting caps, fuses,
an electrical ' shorted
an eight-power monocular on a

spinal cord (see spinal cord)

corded corded mice and keyboards (computers)

cordless cordless mice versus corded mice and keyboards (computer)

core core audience there's a waiting for his next film
core message his is...
core (screenwriting) myths certain
core product one of Microsoft's js

cork

corn

earth's core heat from the

non-core (see non-core)

hard-core (see hard-core)
soft-core (see soft-core)

corkscrew a j, a cheese grater, place mats

corn bread pies, cakes and
corn crop this year's
corn exporter gene-altered corn will be rejected by js
cornfield an Ohio j; the js of Illinois;

cow pastures and js
cornflakes sugar and , ground coffee;

a box of and scrambled eggs
corn-row (m) she wears eleven braids
cornrows braiding into the hair of a student
cornstalk buffalo grass and tall js
corn yield increased s by 72 percent
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1

corner

cornered

coronary

coronary-artery

coronary bypass

corporate

popcorn

drought-resistant corn

gene-altered corn

(see popcorn)

Mexico has developed

seven varieties of

varieties of (gene-altered) corn seven

corner grocery a thrift shop, a

corner convenience store walk into the

corner of the world

garage corners
street corner
street-corner (m)

left-hand corner
right-hand corner

lower-left-hand corner
upper-left-hand corner

seldom-visited corner

Four Corners

four-cornered
metal-cornered

coronary-artery
coronary bypass

coronary-artery blockage
coronary-artery tissue

multiple-coronary-bypass

corporate America
corporate culture
corporate fleet (m)
corporate influence
corporate jobs

this seldom-visited

spiders set up shop in
standing on various js

drug markets; discussions

the top
in the top of the front page

in the
in the

this of the world

the (Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado)

(see four-cornered)
(see metal-cornered)

(see coronary-artery)
(see coronary bypass)

because of severe
examining js at autopsy

(m) (see multiple-coronary-bypass)

selling database software to
a that maintains the start-up spirit

cars usually have high mileage
growing on university research
my last two
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corporate leader
corporate manager
corporate secret
corporate sponsors

a hard-driving
a mid-level Japanese
the best-kept 's

and marketing partners include...

corporate sponsorship fan support and

corporate software the more lucrative business of

corporate takeovers the game of high-stakes
corporate pitchmen athletes are multimillion-dollar

corporate farming large operations

corporate belt-tightening recent years of
corporate decision-making in

corporate-led (see corporate-led)
corporate-sponsored (see corporate-sponsored)

ultra-corporate (see ultra-corporate)

corporate-led corporate-led globalization resistance to

corporate-sponsored

corporation

corps

corporate-sponsored research

poultry corporations s have hired lobbyists

non-American (foreign) corporation large s

agendas of corporations the research

corps flanks ground or air cavalry guards the

Army Corps
diplomat corps
officer corps
Peace Corps
press corps

teacher corps

FEMA, the of Engineers
join the
in the Army's of 78,000
the
President, his traveling party, and the ;
the President and members of the ;
permanent members of the Supreme Court
standards among the
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corpse

correct

corrected

correction (prison)

Army Air Corps
case officer (n)
case-officer (m)

junior officer corps

diplomatic corps
Marine Corps

who was in the in the Italian theatre
the exact number of s is classified (CIA)
judging the corps (CIA)

the

its own
(see Marine Corps)

members of the (press) corps

human corpses

the President and

dissections of --

disposal of corpses proper is essential (anthrax)
dissections of (human) corpses

correct route
correct sequence
correct time
correct runway

incorrect

corrected version

corrections department
correction officer
correction officer (m)

correction (other) vision correction

aggressive correction

correctly correctly fitted

correctly fitted correctly fitted helmet

correctness political correctness

correspondence fax correspondence

make sure convoy is on the at the correct time
this is the in which to resuscitate the patient
make sure convoy is on correct route at the
the crew believed they were on the (crash)

(see incorrect)

there as a on the side table

the focus of s
Sing Sing and New York State --s
a steward of the s' union

a revolution in

of the underlying problem (stress ulceration)

(see correctly fitted)

always wear a (for kayaking)

the notion of (at universities)

he'd recently begun a with...

death-row correspondences

E-mail correspondence he keeps up a proliferating
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correspondent

corridor

corroborating

corruption

cortex

follow-up correspondence and references via e-mail

important correspondence

war correspondent

canal corridor
growth corridor
rail corridor
technology corridor
trail corridor

railroad-corridor (m)
rail-trail corridor

bicycle corridor

strategic corridor

corroborating evidence

corruption charge

police corruption

fraud and corruption

cerebral cortex (m)

cosmetics (noun) cosmetics company
cosmetics department

cosmetic (adj)

cost

cosmetic surgery

cost advantage
cost-benefit
cost comparison
cost-conscious
cost-effective
cost estimate
cost overrun

cost-plus

checks, orders, responses, and

kidnappers, mines, s

rail trails, s
six s and three beltways
convert cast-off s into public trails
they live and work in Virginia's
a coast-to-coast

ownership
a almost thirty miles long

a series of marked s in the city

the country is a for Western oil companies

our work is to find

arrested on s

in a report on

he has been linked to (politics)

atrophy

the leading top-tier s
a young woman in the

s were up 16 percent

the of unmanned systems (military)
(see cost-benefit)
several studies to make s
(see cost-conscious)
(see cost-effective)
he is working on s
stadium's hundred-million-dollar
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cost-cutting

costs for women

cost of floods

cost of (gun) violence
cost of the investigation

at the cost of his life

construction costs
court costs
delivery cost
development cost

distribution cost
drug-cost (m)
funeral costs
labor costs

production costs
retention costs
tuition costs

cancer-patient costs
customer-service cost
disaster-relief cost
home-care costs
prescription-drug cost

highway costs
public-sector cost

heating-oil cost

cleanup cost

cooling cost
operating cost

imposed heavy on the Herald

reproductive-related (birth control)

companies began counting the financial

sue gunmakers to recover the
due to the length and

absorbing the grenade blast

with estimated at $6.5 billion
ordered to pay
the of porn on the Web is zero
share the 's of a new vehicle;
saving billions in 's;
s for console games are $4 million;
the $12 billion (for a new plane)
with its near-zero s
annual j increases
money for immediate outlays, like
countries with rock-bottom ;
countries where are cheaper
high for console games
recruitment and
receive a voucher to cover

routine
get huge savings by eliminating s
rising s to governments

arising from aging-related diseases
s are rising

the trucking industry helps pay for
the s of immigration

help poor people with their s

industrial s

save 5 to 8 percent on --s
have higher --s;
save $16 million a year in s;
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cost-benefit

cost-conscious

cost-effective

costume

cot

cotton

cotton-swab

cough

processing costs
shipping costs

reproductive-related cost

enormous cost
prohibitive costs
reasonable cost

length and cost

out-of-pocket costs

cost-benefit analysis

cost-conscious chef
cost-conscious public

cost-effective alternative

costume competition
costume party

period costume

steel cot

cotton field
cotton mill
cotton sheet
cotton sock
cotton-swab
cottonwood (m)

cotton-swab stick

cough drop

high altitude cough

whooping-cough (m)

save the companies $3 billion in -s
you may incur a handling charge to cover our
high

-s for women (birth control)

the - of making such a change
in the real world, - have restricted their use
provide good health care at -

due to the - of the investigation

doing a -;
the project flunked a

-s
a

a

parades and -s
an elaborate -

sweltering in his

a - was attached to one wall

like this Texas
one of the largest -s in the world
crisp -s
-s versus wool socks
(see cotton-swab)
the plight of trees

-s from the "rape kit"

I sucked a

breathing through a scarf may help prevent

a reaction to a defective -- vaccine
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coughing

council

counsel

counselling

counselor
(and counsellor)

coughing spell

village council

broadly based council

court-appointed counsel

abortion counseling
family counselling
trauma counseling

immediate counseling

camp counselor
grief counselor
guidance counsellor
sex counselor

count (number) count form

count (charge)

counted

countless

acorn count
blood count
body count
vote count

white-blood-cell count
red-blood-cell count

fecal coliform counts

recount

exact count

misdemeanor count
platelet count

counts of murder
counts of assault

hand-counted

heaves and s

--s, or panchayats (India)

a

taxpayer-financed

public money and abortion or
whether they've had marriage or
the police officers will receive (shooting)

patients should receive (needle pricks)

assaulted and overpowered their --s
--s and anti-violence programs
the at Andover told them...
a certified

s, misbehavior forms (prison)

(see countless)

the robust of 1997
an updated graph of his s
the (Vietnam War)
after a that stretched into the morning

boost your
his and platelet count plummeted

were 4,000 times the safe level

(see recount)

nobody keeps an (in-flight medical problems)

a of making a threatening phone call
his red-blood-cell and --s plummeted

two
two ; first-degree manslaughter

(see hand-counted)
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counter (response) counteract (v)
counterdemonstrate (v)

counteraction
counterair
counterambush
counter assault
counterattack
counterbattery
counter-coup
countercoup
counterdrug
counterespionage
counterexpulsions
counterfire
counterinsurgency
counterintelligence
countermeasure
countermine
countermobility
counter-narcotics
counterreconnaissance
countersurveillance
counterterrorism
countertraction

countertracking

counterproductive

counter (platform) countertop

drug counter
jewelry counter
kitchen counter
ticket counter

over-the-counter

counter (other) counterpart

counterclockwise

reboost it to orbital decay (space station)
two groups ed last week;

(see counteraction)
(see counterair)
(see counterambush)
his rallied his fellow soldiers
(see counterattack)
(see counterbattery)
reversed by a

(see counterdrug)
(see counterespionage)
(see counterexpulsions)
(see counterfire)
(see counterinsurgency)
(see counterintelligence)
(see countermeasure)
(see countermine)
(see countermobility)
(see counter-narcotics)
(see counterreconnaissance)
(see countersurveillance)
(see counterterrorism)
(see countertraction)

(see countertracking)

(see counterproductive)

(see countertop)

mistakes behind the (at drugstore)
silver mirrors at the s
dirty dishes in the sink and on the
please check in at the (airport announcement)

(see over-the-counter)

(see counterpart)

(see counterclockwise)
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counteraction

counterair

counterambush

counterattack

counterbattery

counterclockwise

counterdrug

counterespionage

counterexpulsions

counterfire

Geiger counter

terrorism counteraction

counterair fight
counterair operations

defensive counterair
offensive counterair

a or similar hand-held device

operations other than war include

plan, coordinate, and control the
joint

(DCA) protects assets from air attack
(OCA) attacks enemy air power

counterambush (and reaction) forces

counterattack the Embassy began a

fierce counterattack he led his men in a
successful counterattack the villagers mounted a

defeat of counterattacks

counterbattery fire

counterclockwise

place new obstacles to assist in the

due to the threat of immediate (field artillery)

turn it a quarter turn

counterclockwise direction the marking party should work in a

counterdrug operations the interagency community involved in

counterespionage investigation executed after a lengthy

retaliation and counterexpulsions (exposures of embassy spies)

counterfire

counterfire radar

counterinsurgency counterinsurgency

counterintelligence

artillery can provide close support,

friendly zones for

Army forces conduct support to s

counterinsurgency mission --s in low-intensity conflicts
counterinsurgency operations suspended all (India)

counterintelligence

counterintelligence agent

achieve surprise, intelligence, , EW

the veteran FBI was arrested for spying
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countermeasure

countermine

countermobility

counter-narcotics

counterpart

counterproductive

counterintelligence assets ARSOA has no organic deployable
counterintelligence operation we're reviewing our
counterintelligence program compromised highly sensitive s (spy)

electronic countermeasure s (ECM)

counter-countermeasure electronic s (ECCM)

countermine operations breach or clear a minefield

mine and countermine (m) guidance for conducting operations

countermobility operations engineers conduct in support of...
countermobility task the is to disrupt enemy attackers or turn them

counter-narcotics campaign the in Colombia

counterpart

male counterpart

counterproductive

counterreconnaissance
counterreconnaissance

countersurveillance

counterterrorism

countertop

countertracking

countertraction

countless

covertly eyed their s

her s (skateboarding)

slowing the momentum may be (military)

counters enemy reconnaissance, surveillance

countersurveillance security, deception, and

counterterrorism involves offensive measures

counterterrorism official U.S. s caution that...
counterterrorism operations conducting

cabinets and countertops

countertracking method backtracking, doglegging or other

traction or countertraction sheets can be used for (dislocation)

countless (testing) failures the munition has suffered
countless times he shows me he loves me every day

countless theatergoers have driven away
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country (nation) country code
country's history
countrymen

.us is the for the United States (Internet)
the longest bull market in our
tall, like the majority of his

country's black population

country's national anthem
country's national flag

countrywide

country of origin

member country

northern-latitude country

in-country
cross-country

third-country

honey-producing country

developed countries

underdeveloped country

mine-affected countries
drought-stricken country

less developed countries

poor country
rich country

country (not city) country boy

country charts
country club
country estate
country home
country music

the (South Africa)

the
the

(see countrywide)

an immigrant's

the European Union and its 5

the United States and other s

(see in-country)
(see cross-country)

(see third-country)

the world's s (bees)

the need to take the lead;
in Germany and other
it's an

organizations from (land mines / military)
--s throughout the region (Middle East)

banking systems in

goods from small producers in 5
key meetings held privately by the s

I'm just a ;
an easygoing from Kentucky
crossed over from to pop charts
--s, privates schools, summer cottages
a classic English-style
the first -- I coveted
as -- played in the bar
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countryside

countrywide

county

country-music (m)
country preacher
country property
country road
countryside
country singer

avalanche country

bear country
cattle country
chicken country
hill country
wheat country
wine country

backcountry
cross-country

farming country

lake-and-stream country

countryside

city-countryside

countrywide program
countrywide search

county's residents
county road
county seat

county-funded

county-by-county

a guitar signed by various stars
sounded like a
owning
on a near St. Pauls
(see countryside)
headliners include up-and-coming Anita...

hiking or skiing in ;
tempt fate in ;
help the public to be safer in
how you camp in
rustlers that stalk these days (North Dakota)
Delmarva (chicken processing)
the gave way to volcanoes
the rolling of eastern Washington
the island's northern j;
the hills of Northern California's

(see backcountry)
(see cross-country)

Cuba's eastern

I was fishing in

see the museums and the

(see city-countryside)

a

five children were born to the
curving little s
in the of Standish;
all the s across the country

(see county-funded)

(see county-by-county)

county-by-county county-by-county discussion a
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county-funded

couple

coupon

courage

county-funded program a

college couple
gay couples
lesbian couple

a soon-to-be-married
denying the right to many
granting gay and s a form of civil unions

same-sex couple the number of s living together

mixed-race couple America is full of s

cohabiting couple s make up 7 percent of the total

child-rearing couple s
engaged couple the visited the jeweler
married couple among s with kids under 18;

four father-daughter pairs and two s
unmarried couple Sweden and its s

happily married couple when a make love

interracial couples

$899-a-couple (m)

discount coupon
grocery coupon

$5-off coupon

the rights of to marry

the hotel's package

she read the paper and clipped s
menu ideas and --s

offered s to shoppers

courage and determination the of their ancestors (Nez Perce)
courage and gallantry his extraordinary , at the cost of his life (war)
courage and (extraordinary) heroism his indomitable
courage and selflessness the extraordinary displayed by this officer...

courage, determination, and (professional) skill he demonstrated

courage under fire

ancestors' courage

extraordinary courage
indomitable courage
magnificent courage

displaying tremendous , he...

their during the war

his and concern for his fellow soldiers
his , extraordinary heroism, and ...
his -- saved the lives of his comrades (war)
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courier

course (meal)

course (school)

tremendous courage

act of courage

courier outfit

drug courier

four-course

displaying under fire

upon seeing his

delivered to us by a

a bicycle messenger and

(see four-course)

course content altering
course credit students got for the work
course grade half of the is determined by...;

was caught electronically altering a
courseload I adjusted to the new
courseware
course work they should focus on their
coursework students fired up by their

anatomy course
chemistry course
crash course

criminology course
education course
evening course
film course

his at the morgue
graduate without having taken a
an eight-day j;
he took a in genetics
she had taken a
one or more s
seminar rooms offering s
he taught a at the University of...

avalanche-awareness course occasionally teaches s
business-administration course a case study in 's
college-prep course students must take 19 s
computer science course s teach skills
distance-learning course enrolling in a
military-history course taught a good number of s

reduced-fee courses

online course

SAT prep course

training course
writing course

offers s to minority students

technical requirements for s

students take expensive s

a week-long
he took every he could find
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course (to be
negotiated)

course (other)

court (legal)

challenging course

advanced course
required course

Internet-based courses

introductory course

nuts-and-bolts courses

collision course
confidence course
golf course
infiltration course
obstacle course

racecourse
road course
ropes course

street course

students are taking more s

some of the Army's s
versus elective courses (vet school)

when I talk about

start teaching an on...

people and the natural world are on a
the towering obstacles of the (Marines)
by the ; an eighteen-hole
they crawled through the (Marine boot camp)
a 12-mile ;
climb ropes at the end of the (marines)
an iceboat has two orange markers
(see road course)
trust-building exercises at a ;
s, bonding rituals
the park has a vert ramp and S;
she warms up on the (skateboarding)

course of action we thought the best was to...
course of (oral or topical) antibiotics a brief
course of the disease can sometimes slow the
course of HIV infection the is characterized primarily by latency
course of justice charged with perverting the

brief course
short course

intercourse

court battle
court cost
court date
court decision
court's decision
court document
court etiquette
court fight

a of oral or topical antibiotics
a single burst or of oral steroids;
a -- of narcotics can be used for pain control

(see intercourse)

a long-running
ordered to pay s
when the was set
she had read the --s
told her the
according to a review of s
the intricacies of (Great Britain)
vowing a to have the ban overturned
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court (sports)

courthouse
court interpreter

court order
court papers
court record

court reporter

courtroom
courtroom (m)

court session
court system
court transcripts

court-martial
court-martial (m)

court filings
court hearing
court proceedings

court-appointed
court-ordered

court of inquiry

appeals court (m)

federal court
federal court (m)

out-of-court

friend-of-the-court (m)

tennis-court (m)

basketball court

downcourt
open-court

(see courthouse)
the at her trial;
minimum standards for s
were police called to enforce the

filed by the defense team
according to s;
who has studied the
he was a for four and a half year;
s use a special, unmarked keyboard
the
a lawyer;

reporting pays sixty thousand a year
Judge Braswell continued the
the District of Columbia
details gleaned from

for the upcoming
a date has been set

hundreds of pages of
freeze assets without a
police and for protective orders

(see court-appointed)
(see court-ordered)

three admirals presiding over the

a federal panel ruled...

send gun criminals to
because of a order

(see out-of-court)

briefs written by Ivy League universities

schedule

dribble up and down a ;
the outdoor 's have trash, broken bottles

she drives the ball all the way
(see open-court)
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court (other)

full-court

center court

off -the-court

courtyard

court carpet

courtship

food court

Great Court

court-appointed court-appointed attorney
court-appointed counsel
court-appointed lawyer

courteous

courtesy

courthouse

court-ordered

court-appointed defense

ever-courteous

Courtesy Bus
courtesy phone
courtesy titles

common courtesy

courthouse security
courthouse steps

Devil's Courthouse

local courthouse

1930s-era courthouse

(see full-court)

they met at (basketball)

(see off -the-court)

led into a narrow ;
I would be sweeping s
a Persian or an Indian

(see courtship)

grabbing a slice of pizza at the

the British Museum's

his
as
a

attorney the

(see ever-courteous)

s (sign at airport)
a for local calls is located at...
schoolkids must use like "ma'am"

is going the way of the rotary dial

a comprehensive study of security
on the steps

the first person to climb (a rock outcropping)

court records are available in the s

Haywood county's stately,

court-ordered curfew a system of s for young offenders
court-ordered desegregation

court-ordered breakup
court-ordered overhaul

its
a of the system
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court-ordered child support never received

court-ordered psychological evaluation
court-ordered social policy the disastrous consequences of

courtship courtship season the late-fall-to-early-winter

courtship and engagementfollows one couple through their

cousin chemical cousin BPA is a of estrogen's

cover cover charge a one-dollar (to enter a dance)
cover fire he provided them with (escaping platoon)
cover letter a two-paragraph cover letter
cover story the magazine published a ' on computers

cover-up (see cover-up)

coverage

coverage (see coverage)

cloud cover heavy
ground cover flames raced through tinder-dry

manhole cover like ' s;
s and loading docks;

pressure had blown off a

undercover (see undercover)

food and cover birds and small animals find among...

insurance coverage of school employees;
after 30 days of treatment, her ran out;
age, health history,

news coverage the slam-bang style of tabloid ;
broadening the paper's ;
had paid little attention to the

radar coverage to fill a gap in its
television coverage a master at commanding
weather coverage on the nightly network news

live coverage the (of the storm) was superb
medical coverage companies with for psychiatric illness
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covered (reported)

covered (other)

covering

covering force

cover-up

long range coverage

best-covered
worst-covered

covered bridge
covered position
covered route
covered wagon

uncovered

boulder-covered
fur-covered
grass-covered
graffiti-covered
ivy-covered
mist-covered
moss-covered
pine-covered
plastic-covered
scrub-covered
shanty-covered
snakeskin-covered
snow-covered
tattoo-covered

covering fire
covering force

covering force (m)

flank covering force
rear covering force

Patriot might provide of the corps (military)

(see best-covered)
(see worst-covered)

a over a stream
the sergeant left his to direct the defense
he uses a to move toward the bunker

(see uncovered)

(see boulder-covered)
(see fur-covered)
(see grass-covered)
(see graffiti-covered)
(see ivy-covered)
(see mist-covered)
(see moss-covered)
(see pine-covered)
(see plastic-covered)
(see scrub-covered)
(see shanty-covered)
(see snakeskin-covered)
(see snow-covered)
(see tattoo-covered)

members of his unit provided him with
(see covering force)

while conducting operations

the normally covers only one flank
a for a unit moving away from the enemy

advance covering force
aerial covering force mobile DCA air assets function as an ;

an to break up attacking aircraft formations
defensive covering force a operates to the front, flank, or rear

offensive covering force

cover-up

an

a to conceal the affair
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coveted

COW

cowardly

cowboy

crab

crab-eating

crab-filled

crack (drug)

government coverup

much-coveted

cowboy
cow dung
cowhand
cow's milk
cow pasture
cow path
cow's stall
cow town
cow worship

elephant cow

healthier cows
mad-cow (m)

cowardly act

cowboy

movie cowboy
rodeo cowboy

cowboy boot

cowboy history
cowboy life
cowboy spirit

crab-eating
crab-filled

crab-eating monkey

crab-filled spring roll

crack arrest
crack addict

charges of a

(see much-coveted)

(see cowboy)
collecting for building material and fuel
a working
hormones in and beef
s and cornfields
trading dirt road for rutted (biking)
hygiene in the
Sheridan was a dirt-street
caste, , sacred places (India)

a group of s

part of the battle for
fears of disease

killing women and children is a (war);
it was a despicable and (terrorism)

a

the fancy tack that s used;
world-champion s

a flannel shirt and s;
black ostrich-skin s
Montana
American seeking a taste of
the pioneer spirit, the ;
names that evoked the

(see crab-eating)
(see crab- filled)

s
delicious, --s

the 200 or so --s they make in a year
she became a
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crack cocaine is more powerful than the law
crack dealer a convicted
crack epidemic the nineteen-eighties issued in the
crack fiend get a to pay you with stolen goods
crack habit he had a
crackhead a hit a stranger in the head
crack-head I'm a , but he's a crack monster
crack house drive-by shootings and s
crack party a crack pipe, a street drug buy, a motel
crack pipe a , a street drug buy, a motel crack party
crack plague the of the late 1980's
crack user a twice-convicted thief and

epidemic of crack the neighborhood is recovering from an

crack (other) crackdown a massive, nationwide ;
a federally mandated

crack of dawn you wake up at the

bone crack
stress crack

revealed a
's allowed hydraulic fluid to leak

wisecrack always ready with a and a smirk

cracking wisecracking (see wisecracking)

crackling fast-crackling (see fast-crackling)

cradle cradlesong

cradle-to-grave (see cradle-to-grave)

cradle of civilization the Caucasus was a

cradle-to-grave cradle-to-grave work force for the

craft (vehicle) aircraft (see aircraft)
landing craft stepped off a
rescue craft the U.S. Coast Guard and Russian
spacecraft satellites and manned S;

the Saturn-bound Cassini
spacecraft (m) designers and launchers
watercraft jet skis, or personal (PWC);
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craft (skill)

crafted

crafter

craftsman

craftsmanship

cramp

cramped

cramping

cranberry

strange crafts

craftsman
crafts room
crafts shop
crafts store

craftsmanship

mountain crafts

homemade crafts

arts and crafts

well-crafted

beautifully crafted

leather crafter

craftsman

craftsmanship

craftsmanship

handcraftsmanship

stomach cramp

sharp cramp

cramped apartment
cramped space

abdominal cramping
painful cramping

cranberry juice
cranberry sauce

ban personal

newspapers ran stories about and lights (UFO)

(see craftsman)
a
accent liners are available from s
purchase materials at a

(see craftsmanship)

vendors selling pottery and traditional

their house is adorned with and quilts

booths with vendors selling

(see well-crafted)

(see beautifully crafted)

Southern California was a 's paradise

the can be ornery;
a who cares about his work

(see craftsmanship)

his is dazzling (leather carver)

(see handcraftsmanship)

s and vomiting

I often get 's between periods

no room for wasted space in Sophie's
a clinic exam rooma

, general malaise, weight loss (giardiasis)
and heavy bleeding (abortion pill)

he'd picked up six cases of at a sale
turkey, mashed potatoes, and
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cranberry-colored (see cranberry-colored)

cranberry-colored cranberry-colored Suburban the

crane crane and other equipment a spacewalk to install a (space station)

construction crane s dot the skyline;
three killed when the collapsed

cranked hand-cranked (see hand-cranked)

crash (actual) crash cause
crash force
crash investigation
crash scene
crash site
crash test
crash victim

crash (other)

crashproof
crashworthiness

the NTSB has not determined a (copter)
recorders can withstand s and fires
in a they analyze radar signatures
the Transport Minister visited the (plane)
at the counseling families of victims
how cars perform in standardized s
huddled in tents with the s (helicopter);
weeping relatives of the s (plane)

the computer had better be
(see crashworthiness)

car crash you see s every day
motorcycle crash was killed in a
plane crash his
train crash the fiery that killed 30 people

passenger-car crash 2.8 s per 100 million miles driven

head-on crash the mother of a teen killed in a 1977

cross-median crash a on 1-26 killed five members of one family

first-ever (Concorde) crash investigators into the focused on...

aftermath of the (car) crash his demeanor in the immediate
cause of the crash the that killed 229 people (plane)

crash course an eight-day ;
he took a in genetics

population crash a , part of the natural cycle;
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crashing

crashworthiness

crate

crater

crawl

craze

crazed

crazy

cream

stock-market crash

crashing of the waves

crashworthiness of cars

crates of ammunition

mine crates

bomb crater
meteor crater

crawl space

crawl, walk, run (m)

skateboarding craze

tail-fin craze

Internet craze

extreme sports craze

current craze

media-crazed
sex-crazed

likely to cause an unprecedented

the howl of the wind and the

rating the

16
empty or other mine-laying supplies

a water-filled
the biggest

buried her body in the of his home

instruction should follow a sequence(military)

a few years later the was over

the designer behind the (cars)

the is causing distortions

encouraged by the

the is tread and shred (exercising)

(see media-crazed)
(see sex-crazed)

diet- and exercise-crazed (see diet- and exercise-crazed)

crazy boss
Crazy Horse

Internet-crazy

wild and crazy

cream-colored

hand creams

coping with a
the legendary warrior

(see Internet-crazy)

he was j, young and dumb

(see cream-colored)

can make your hands smooth and soft
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cream-colored

create

created

creation

creative

creative writing

ice cream

shaving cream

contraceptive cream

cream-colored fur
cream-colored villa

cream-colored neck brace

recreate (v)
re-create (v)

self-created

creation myth

creative writing

creative-writing class

creator product's creator
virus creator

creature

credentials

credibility

credible

creatures great and small

ocean creature

coldblooded creatures

education credentials

credibility gap

credible evidence

credit (recognition) course credit
production credits

writing credit

screenwriting credit

(see ice cream)

a razor and

s, foams, jellies

rows of s

a

ing that morning of the massacre

(see self-created)

part of the of the Greek world

(see creative writing)

I took a with him

a system that returns money to the (music)
the FBI is closing in on the (computers)

identify all in the national park

eaten by s

like crocodiles

omitting past jobs, padding

medial hype has created a

they offer now new to discredit the verdict

students got for the work
editing rhythms, , sound effects (films)

he shared the with... (screenplay)

his other s included...(movies)
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credit (money)

credit card

non-credit (see non-credit)

credit card
credit bureau
credit history
credit hours
credit records

credit nightmare

credit processing
credit rating

(see credit card)
report information about you to a
tax liens, marriage licenses, --s
transfer to another school
academic records, work experience, s

divorce can create

incomplete information may delay
threatened to destroy his

credit for (wind power) development a tax

tax credit a for wind power development

credit card a

credit-card application fill out a
credit-card debt
credit card holder a platinum
credit-card transactions analyzed all your

credit-card-holding (see credit-card-holding)

credit card or other identification prove via a

platinum credit card (see platinum credit card)

credit-card-holding credit-card-holding consumer millions of s

credited discredited (see discredited)

creek creek bed a dry ;
crossing a shady

tidal creek , a that feeds the Pocomoke

creepy creepy guy a really starting bothering us (club)

cremation cremation grounds dispose of bodies at

Creole Creole-speaking (see Creole-speaking)
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Creole-speaking Creole-speaking paternal grandfather my

crepe-soled crepe-soled boots

crescent crescent moon scanned the sky for the

crescent-shaped (see crescent-shaped)

crescent-shaped crescent-shaped bay a narrow road that runs along the
crescent-shaped symbols its (Georgian alphabet)

crescent-shaped driveway s
crescent-shaped stretch of shoreline a

crest

crested

crevasse

crevasse-riddled

crew

crest of a waterfall

flat-crested

crevasse-riddled

crevasse-riddled icefall

crew chief

crew compartment
crew quarters

crew-cut

crew briefing

ambulance crew
camera crew

construction crew
demolition crew
flight crew
salvage crew
shuttle crew
tank crews
television crew

a slip around the can be fatal

(see flat-crested)

(see crevasse-riddled)

the s

a helicopter j;
Gordon has a new (auto racing)
s on the space shuttle
the space station's

(see crew-cut)

mission planning and ' (military)

an responded to a call at...
a j from a production company;
he and his tried to film...
for s that erect the houses
as s began work
the airline's ground personnel and
5
the and control-room teams
refraction may cause problems for (desert)
if any s arrived there;
reporters and s descended on the place
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crew-cut

crib

crime

transport crews
TV crew
utility crews

emergency room crew
shuttle repair crew
space shuttle crew
television-news crew

cleanup crew

mixed-gender crew

logging crew

should prevent patient from... (ambulance)
the was finishing up...

are trying to restore power (storm)

hospital s
beyond the reach of s
a
a shot footage of the house

leaving the scene to the --s

design submarines with --s in mind

the s leveled these woods

weapon system and the crew the are not destroyed in an M-Kill
weapon system or the crew a K-Kill results when the is destroyed

crew-cut young men

crib gym
crib safety

crime bill
crime comics
crime explosion
crime figure
crime lab
crime novel
crime prevention
crime-prevention (m)

crime rate
crime scene
crime statistics
crime story
crime surge
crime unit
crime wave

crime free
crime-weary

crime-fighting

a dozen

and mobiles must be removed once...
an organization dedicated to

the 1994 amendment
the true color of
the (in Venezuela)
attempts to link him to Russian 's
tested at a military ; the FBI
he reviewed --s

and community policing
measures;
responsibilities

the
(see crime scene)
make sense of
tabloids use --s to lure readers
attributes a to unemployment
the -- opened an investigation
another consequence of the

(see crime free)
(see crime-weary)

(see crime- fighting)
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crime-infested
crime-plagued
crime-ridden

anticrime

computer crime
cyber crime
cybercrime (m)

hate crime
juvenile crime
marijuana crime
sex crime
sex crime (m)

street crime
teen crime
war crime
youth-crime (m)

online crime

shocking crime

organized crime
unsolved crime

computer-related crime
drug-related crime

heinous crime
horrible crime
perfect crime
serious crimes
true-crime
violent crime

tough-on-crime

rash of crimes

(see crime-infested)
(see crime-plagued)
(see crime-ridden)

(see anticrime)

(see computer crime)
--s are on the increase
he will teach a course in investigation;
both the SBI and FBI have teams in Charlotte
(see hate crime)
(see juvenile crime)
people in federal prison for s
investigate and solve s
military investigations;
investigators assigned to cases
a tragic but largely ordinary

is down overall
(see war crime)
the two state's rates are the same

a new battle against

it was a (a murder)

(see organized crime)
demanded he confess to some other s

the accompanying rise in

tough measures to fight

's against Allied prisoners of war (Italy)
the answers to this (JonBenet Ramsey)
it was hardly the
juveniles who commit very
(see true-crime)
arrests for s dropped 19 percent

(see tough-on-crime)

gun sales up after a
a against women
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series of crimes he confessed to a

brutality of the crime he reminded jurors of the s
causes of crime the
knowledge of the crime someone with first-hand
scene-of-the-crime (see scene-of-the-crime)
victims of (violent) crime justice for

crime-fighting crime-fighting tactics

crime free crime free colleges are far from

crime-free zone a

crime-infested crime-infested ward this city's most

crime-plagued crime-plagued neighborhood a

crime-plagued South Side Tucson's

crime-ridden crime-ridden area in two s of Indianapolis
crime-ridden city a
crime-ridden country the corrupt,

crime-ridden combat zonea

crime scene crime scene

crime scene evidence
crime-scene tape
crime scene tour

police were securing the ;
tire tracks at the ;
linked his DNA to the ;
a forensics report from a

such as truck tracks
allowed her past the yellow
the murderer guided officers on a

outdoor crime scene their skill at processing 's (police)

blood-drenched crime scene the (workplace shooting)

photos of the crime scene autopsy reports and

crime-weary crime-weary electorate a

criminal criminal behavior working in the field of
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criminally

criminally negligent

criminology

crimson

criminal
criminal
criminal
criminal
criminal

case
complaint
defender
defense (m)
defendant

criminal deportations
criminal enterprise
criminal history
criminal history (m)
criminal indictment
criminal investigation
criminal-justice (m)
criminal justice (m)
criminal law
criminal offense
criminal personality
criminal prosecution

criminal-background (m)

criminal wrongdoing

noncriminal

career criminal
gun criminal

war criminal

habitual criminal

rights of criminals

criminally accountable
criminally negligent

applying DNA to long-settled s
charged with murder, according to a
a whose client list includes...

lawyers and immigration law
the protection of the rights of s;
s and available prison cells
all that year
the fourth-largest
I lied on my application regarding my

information was not available
obtain a against him
the FBI has opened a into the shooting
the system

programs
constitutional law, property law,
a law that makes it a to...
one of the classic portraits of a
no longer risk

less restrictive instant checks

figure out if it involved

(see noncriminal)

some men and women truly are s
discharge 's without prison time;
send s to federal court
Nazi s like Hermann Goering

laws aimed at punishing s

defending the constitutional

he must be held (medical malpractice)
(see criminally negligent)

criminally negligent homicide

criminology course

crimson-and-gold

they charged him with (car wreck)

she had taken a

(see crimson-and-gold)
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crimson-and-gold crimson-and-gold sari

crippling

crisis

crisp

crisply

crisply written

criteria

criterion

critic

crippling fear

crisis center
crisis level
crisis mode
crisis point
crisis response (m)

career crisis
energy crisis
health crisis
identity crisis

oil crisis

constitutional crisis
financial crisis

mental health crisis
public safety crisis

crisp breeze

crisply written

she put on the (India)

s of loss and disaster (children of divorce)

set up a to coordinate relief
it's reaching a
the company was in full (Web attack)
reaching the in waste management

strategies need some work

advising each other on s
since the of the 1970s (oil)
the country's
a book about a person with an ;
Azerbaijan's current
the last (Arab oil embargo)

worried about a possible (election)
with California's power industry in a

when a happens at night
calling the murders a

flags and battle pennants snapped in a

(see crisply written)

crisply written (analytical) essay s
criteria for selecting urgently needed projects

discharge criteria

labeling criteria

admissions criterion

book critic
design critic
food critic
rock critic
school's critics
tobacco critic

are as follows (discharge from hospital)

the act set and provided penalties

eliminate SAT scores as an

the lead of the Washington Post
a British who works for Ford
a Village Voice
a pioneering
satisfy most of the
in the view of s
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critical

critically

doubts of critics

ammunition for critics

critical aspect
critical bridge
critical burns
critical condition
critical moment
critical route

critically injured
critically needed

critically injured critically injured patient

critically needed critically needed grenades

criticism media criticism
public criticism

criticized

crop

self-criticism

wave of criticism

often-criticized
much-criticized

crop damage
cropland
crop pest
crop rotation
crop yield

crop-damaging

he did nothing to erase the who thought...

provide

the most in making a diagnosis is...(anthrax)
s, roads, and road junctions (military)
refer patients with to a regional burn center
two other men were in (burns)
using grenades at a in the assault
this keeps s open for resupply operations

(see critically injured)
(see critically needed)

three s at the Royal Alexandria Hospital

he dropped to the troops (helicopter)

of the intelligence profession
of food-processing companies

(see self-criticism)

the slow response has brought a (disaster)

(see often - criticized)
(see much-criticized)

is minimal
has only enough
less-dangerous ways to get rid of s
planting observes the rules of
reducing s

(see crop-damaging)

crop of (American) offspring the first postwar

acorn crop

bumper crop
cash crop
corn crop
food-crop (m)

the summer after a bumper ;
the size of an
the he is expecting (grain)
this continent's --s
this year's
ecologically sound agriculture
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crop-damaging

cropped

cross

marijuana crop
peach crop
winter crops

soy bean crop

drought-resistant crop
salt-tolerant crop

gene-altered crops

the value of the rivals that of corn
the production value of the state's
just as the were coming ripe in Florida

this year's

planting s
develop water-efficient and s

fear that pose serious medical risks

genetically engineered crops

environment-friendly crop coffee is an

crop-damaging deer

close-cropped

crossbreed (v)
crosscheck (v)
cross-check (v)
cross-examine (v)
cross-fertilize (v)
cross-reference (v)

cross-Atlantic
cross-border
crossbow
cross-channel
cross-country
cross-examination
crossfire
cross-industry
cross-median
cross-purposes
cross-river
crossroads
cross-section (m)
cross section (m)
cross-species (m)
cross-town (m)
crosswalk
Crosswalk

permits for farmers to shoot

(see close-cropped)

use it to claims

(see cross-Atlantic)
(see cross-border)
set the ascent rope with a shot from her
(see cross-channel)
(see cross-country)
(see cross-examination)
(see crossfire)
(see cross-industry)
(see cross-median)
(see cross-purposes)
(see cross-river)
he'd reached a gloomy in his life
a of blacks
a of communities nationwide
(see cross-species)
(see cross-town)
she fell at the (street)

to Delta, TWA (elevated between buildings)
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cross-Atlantic

cross-border

cross-channel

cross-country

cross-cultural

cross-examination

cross-eyed

crossed

crossed out

crosser

crossfire

crossword

cross-eyed
crosshatched
cross-legged

cross-cultural

cross-Atlantic flight

cross-border raids
cross-border shelling
cross-border trade

cross-channel ferry

cross-country (adv)

cross-country flight
cross-country ride
cross-country skier
cross-country team

cross-country skiing

cross-country car chase

cross-cultural differences
cross-cultural songs
cross-cultural training

cross-examination of...

cross-eyed drinker

crossed out

star-crossed

crossed out words

border crosser

crossfire

(see crossword)

(see cross-eyed)
his face is with shrapnel scars
(see cross-legged)

(see cross-cultural)

the (from New York to Egypt)

extremist groups threatening

mutually lucrative

a (Cook Strait)

go there

a
they head off on a (motorcycles)
a
he started a in 1961 (college)

downhill skiing,

a

are dramatic

for the workplace

extensive the victim

a

(see crossed out)

(see star-crossed)

the note was filled with misspellings and

these men are s

three soldier caught in a
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cross-industry

crossing

cross-legged

cross-median

cross-purposes

cross-river

cross-species

cross-town

crossword

crowd

enemy crossfire three soldiers were pinned down by

cross-industry competition

crossing guard

crossing point

a Millington Middle School j;
the driver gave the an apology
arches marked the international

border crossing has clogged the main from Macedonia
deer crossing (m) signs mark collision sites
MOOSE CROSSING (m) where the roads have signs (Maine)
pedestrian crossing (m) the point (at the border)
rail crossing the accident at a
river crossing movement through a breach, or at a (military)

cross-legged one sits on the floor;
he sat

cross-median crash

cross-purposes

cross-river trip

cross-species infection

cross-town rival

crossword puzzle

crowd control

crowd-control (m)
crowd noise
crowd panic

crowd-pleasing
crowd-stirring

crowd of (40,000) fans

a on 1-26 killed five members of one family

we're working at

a

the dangers of

American...

she was good at s

MPs (military police) are trained in ;
police have horses for
a disaster
the
scientists look for ways to prevent

(see crowd-pleasing)
(see crowd-stirring)

the (snowboarding)

crowds and demonstrations US citizens should avoid large (terrorism)
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capacity crowd a (at an athletic event)
fight crowd the (boxing)
intermission crowd they got caught in the on the sidewalk
lunch crowd the at the Four Seasons
home crowd the whistles and cheers
record crowd museums drew s in 1999
reunion crowd as I scanned the

sellout crowd his slide-show presentation draws a

hunting crowd the lodge catered primarily to the

frenzied crowd the hurled bricks (at pedophile's house)

good crowd
huge crowd
large crowds
old crowd
wrong crowd

drew a to the 700-seat auditorium
rattlesnake roundups attract --s
US citizens should avoid and demonstrations
he spent less time with his
people get bored and join the (teens);
I did the wrong thing, hung with the

near-riotous crowd s
standing-room-only crowd it was a (basketball game);

the band is sure to pull a (at the bar)

crowded crowded (Tokyo shopping) area in a
crowded disco a blaze that ripped through a

overcrowded (see overcrowded)

crowding crowding problems mitigating in the fall

overcrowding attempts to reduce dangerous prison

crowd-pleasing crowd-pleasing fight a (boxing)
crowd-pleasing style winning games and playing with a (basketball)

crowd-pleasing musical comedy a

crowd-stirring crowd-stirring action the in a cockfight occurs...

crown crown jewel the building is the of their empire
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crowning

crucial

crude (oil)

crude (other)

cruel

cruel-looking

cruise

crowns of date palms the

championship crown their epic battles for (sports)

crowning achievement
crowning moment

it was his ' (scientific discovery)
the symposium was perhaps the for him

crucial (third-act) conflict introduced the
crucial (in-flight) fix perform a (space shuttle)
crucial (research) initiative undertaking s
crucial lesson
crucial moment
crucial point

crucial study
crucial thing

one of his s came...
it could fail at the (Bear Repellent spray)
this is an especially because...;
she was at a in the training (of a dog)
a (1963 epidemiological study)
the was...(trapped in a flooding cave)

crucial opening weekend a film's

crucial for (research) activities

most crucial

crude carrier
crude oil
crude-oil (m)

crude for export

crude language

cruel conditions
Cruel Sports

cruel-looking

cruel-looking beaks

cruise line
cruise ship
cruise missile

dinner cruise

grants are research

(see most crucial)

VLCCs: the very large s (ship)
a slick of floated in the Gulf of Mexico
reported reserves

pumping

violence, sexual situations, (TV)

research animals all too often live under
the League against opposed fox hunting

(see cruel-looking)

big,

the clientele of more traditional s
(see cruise ship)
nuclear-capable supersonic s;
air-launched s on B-52s

went for a on his yacht
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cruising

cruise ship

crumb

crunch

crunching

crusade

crush

crusher

crushing

crux

cry

tropical cruise

six-day cruise

cruising altitude
cruising speed

cruise ship

cruise-ship industry
cruise-ship workers

cruise-ship stopover

bread crumb

crunch time

cash crunch

bone-crunching

my uncle took me on a

passengers who had booked for the

the flight left its of 33,000 feet
normal (planes)

tows, barges, yachts and s;
the 300 s that come through the Canal

the

students in Havana on a

a family of ducks got a few s

its in the fields (harvesting Christmas trees);
its in college football

the agency found itself in a

(see bone-crunching)

anti-cockfighting crusade successful s in Missouri and Arizona

successful (anti-cockfighting) crusade s in Missouri and Arizona

crush injuries

huge crush

grape crusher

crushing blow

route's crux

crux of the climb
crux of the matter
crux of a relationship

crybaby

from collapsed structures

I obviously had a on her

the liquid that comes out of a

a string of s to this community

the is the climb's conclusion

the (Second Step) (mountaineering)
the is, what is "inappropriate physical contact"
that's the (a desire to make things work)

an unhappy, insecure
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cry for help

crying

cryptography

crystal

crystal-clear

cub

Cuban

Cuban-born

Cuban-exile

cube

cry for help

cries and moans

human cry
monkey cries

rallying cry

deeply felt cry

(see cry for help)

small - communicate excitement (human sex)

babies cry more in response to -s
a cacophony of

the - in education has been...;
"Total onslaught" was a - popularized by...

a

heartbreaking cry for help a

crying need

public-key cryptography

crystal-clear

snow crystals

crystal-clear

crystal-clear pool

bear cub

Cuban-exile

Cuban-born

Cuban-born journalist

Cuban-exile community

ice cubes
sugar cube

there is still a - for food, clothes...

uses two algorithms, or keys

(see crystal-clear)

he examines - through a magnifying lens;
the shape of - and the snowpack's strength

it was - that...

a-

the - weighed about 20 pounds

(see Cuban-exile)

(see Cuban-born)

a -

Miami's -

"tube"
with water and a - added

cubic-zirconia-encrusted
cubic-zirconia-encrusted old woman a loudmouthed
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cubicle

cuff

cuffed

cult

cultivated

cultivation

cultlike

cult-owned

cultural

office cubicles
visitation cubicle

chin-high cubicles

handcuffs

blood pressure cuff

handcuffed

cult activities
cult classic
cult following

cult figure

cult hero
cult leader

cult spokesman

cultlike

cult-owned

personality cult

well-cultivated

cultivation of...

drug cultivation
marijuana cultivation

cultlike figure

cult-owned shop

cultural differences
cultural events
cultural heritage
cultural identification
cultural lines

assembly lines, and boardrooms
the s at the county jail

the G.M. showroom had ten

she purchased a pair of

s
(see handcuffed)

be on full alert for
and that's what makes it a great (TV show)
a best-selling author with a huge ;
has earned him a in the folk-music scene
his character was based on an Internet ;
turning Vonnegut into a
becoming something of a
the police rounded up s (Japan)

(see cultlike)

(see cult-owned)

the pervasive and paranoiac (N. Korea)

(see well-cultivated)

the protection and endangered species (plants)

has grown
books on

the friar is a to many Catholics

s have made millions

the celebration of
a compilation of significant
Afghanistan's rich is being destroyed

defined by language
applied across gender and
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culture

cultural norms
cultural patrimony
cultural traditions

cultural landscape

cross-cultural

multiculturalism

gender and cultural (m)

culture gap
culture war

culture of arrogance
culture of violence

behavior that deviates from expected
sacred objects, and objects of
alien to our thinking and ;
significant meaning to the of a tribe

our ever-mutating

(see cross-cultural)

(see multiculturalism)

when applied across lines

the between civilians and the military
"s" that have wracked universities

managerial neglect, a (federal agency)
hockey's (on-ice assaults)

culture of the Marine Corps the proudly black-and-white

culture and history the of Appalachian families
culture and traditions tribal members struggle to keep their

subculture (see subculture)

company culture
drug culture

gang culture
gay culture
pop-culture
sports culture
tissue culture
university culture
youth culture

he's a great believer in
mainstream culture and S;
the of the 1960s;
the of Manchester's dance clubs
the drug and 's
building a separate
(see pop-culture)
in the nation's
after fourteen-day cycles in
the traditional
British j; changes rapidly

silviculture investing in plantation

skateboard culture there are some in who feel...;
his reputation in the

mainstream culture and drug culture
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0

culturally

culturally based

culvert

cup

cupped

curable

curator

curb

curbside

cure

corporate culture
local culture
Western culture

a that maintains the start-up spirit
immerse themselves in the
great artifacts of (British Museum)

artifacts of (Western) culture a storehouse for great (British Museum)
clash of cultures the between scientists and the military

culturally based (see culturally-based)

culturally-based expression mourning is a of grief

bridges, overpasses, underpasses, culverts inspect all (military)

cup holder seats have s (movie theaters)

foam cup
plastic cup
sample cup

drinking cup

cupped hands

incurable

museum curator

curbside

curbside congestion
Curbside Valet

curbside check-in

curbside parking

cure rates

cure for (the world's)
cure for Ebola

known cure

sipped water from a
sipping Budweiser out of s
he left the empty (sports doping)

a shallow

carrying a bird in his

(see incurable)

an art dealer or a

(see curbside)

to avoid (at the airport), use...
PCV Premier (sign at airport)

a shuttle ride to (airport)

will not be available

those cancers have considerably higher

problems a
there is no known (Ebola virus)

there is no for Ebola (Ebola virus)
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cured smoke-cure (v)

curfew curfew patrol

court-ordered curfew

curiosity curiosity seeker

curiosity-driven

curiosity-driven curiosity-driven

curious curious thing

health-curious

curly curly hair

curly-haired

curly-tailed

currency

current (present)

curly-haired
curly-tailed

curly-haired blond

curly-tailed dragon

currency exchange
currency-exchange (m)

hard currency
local currency
unofficial currency

economies and currency

current (daily) circulation
current craze
current generation
current grenades
current jargon
current job
current map
current position (stand)
current position (job)
current script

which had been ed

probation officers perform (Boston)

a system of s for young offenders

eighty thousand s

(see curiosity-driven)

research is freewheeling and

the was that...

(see health-curious)

how to make straight

(see curly-haired)
(see curly-tailed)

a

s
airport services include
the office

earn Turkey millions in badly needed
devalue its to attract foreign capital
the dollar is well established as an (Georgia)

surveillance system on global

the Post's is about...
the is tread and shred (exercising)
the of British young people
soldiers must be familiar with
in the ' of marketing departments
his , as photo editor
s and the latest route conditions (military)
s on the Kashmir issue
his and why he wanted to leave
brainstorm ideas for his
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I

P

p

current (stream)

current standards meet for ozone levels
current status brief the leader on the of operations (military)
current system under the , patients...(transplants)
current (global-warming) trend our
current usage the (of words)

current boyfriend she met her when she went dancing
current infantry weapons
current math curriculum the needs improvement
current (Pentagon) war plans under

current outbreak the of encephalitis

current graduating class
current hiring boom
current screening protocols

non-current

ocean current
rip current

river current
surface current
wind current

upcurrent

current (other) alternating current

direct current

path of the current

curriculum curriculum materials
curriculum-reform (m)
curriculum standards

math curriculum

science curriculum

the from the police academy
while the is on

(for vaccines)

(see non-current)

a worldwide rearrangement of s
--s caused problems for swimmers;
the storm will produce heavy surf and --s
the cold
the boat was riding on the fast
float on thermal s

(see upcurrent)

versus direct current (electricity)

alternating current versus

the (electrical injuries)

the arrived in bits and pieces
documents
and state tests

the current needs improvement;
the school adopted a new
part of the sixth-grade

standardized (field-tested) curriculum a
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curry

curve

custody

custom (tradition)

custom (to order)

custom-built

custom-designed

customer

field-tested curriculum

curry restaurant

sharp curve

custody battle

custody hearing

police custody

parental custody
protective custody
temporary custody

marriage customs

custom-built
custom-designed
custom-made

custom-published

customs

custom-built house

a standardized,

5 are a popular late-night destination

bridges, tunnels, steep grades, s (military)

he was the object of a fierce

they went up to Troy for the (a child)

his death in (Steve Biko)
he remains in -- following his arrest;
103 immigrants were taken into

tended to favor
releasing the patient in the of the family
children linger for years in

a distinctive way of eating; --s

(see custom-built)
(see custom-designed)
(see custom-made)

(see custom-published)

(see customs)

her

custom-designed book a

customer base
customer boycotts
customer choices
customer complaints
customer contact (m)
customer demand
customer enthusiasm
customer expectations

customer information
customer list
customer loyalty

Amazon's biggest asset is its
manufacturers' fears of
improve and industry practices
he handles (taxi industry)

systems
a surge in for electronic books
that kind of -- made Nokia...
our mission is to exceed (airport);
meeting and exceeding
computers keep track of
Amazon's ' has grown to 11 million

helped eBay maintain market share
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customer management (m) software cuts costs;
operations can increase profits

customer retention (m) improving the rate by 5%
customer satisfaction improve and provide quality service
customer-satisfaction (m) online marketplaces and ratings
customer service (see customer service)
customer support there's the problem of
customer testimony some e-vendors post s

customer dissatisfaction sought to alleviate

customer-selected (see customer-selected)

bank customer
female customers
library customer
mobile customer

airline customer

full-fare customer

online customer

e-customer

paying customer

preferred customer
valued customer

prospective customer
residential customer

protecting parking spots for --s
make 89 percent of all purchases (Sears)

's can return library materials
help Internet businesses reach s

sell aircraft parts to its s

a
s could enter the cybercasino

sell goods directly to s

animals of s (veterinarians)

cultivate long-term relationships with s
for American farmers, Libya is a

s fill out a brief form (buying a car)
s and commercial customers (power industry)

customer-selected customer-selected wait staff a

customer service

customized

customer service tracks customer returns

customer service award he received a
customer-service costs get huge savings by eliminating
customer-service representative talk to a
customer-service skills a program to enhance of employees

customized orders Ford will take on the Internet
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customized recommendations when are available

custom-made custom-made the clothes will be
It seemed to me

custom-made (fifteen-foot) cord with s

custom-published custom-published compilation s of materials

customs (duty)

cut

customs agent
customs building
customs declaration
customs duties
customs form
customs official

offices for customs

cut-rate
cutthroat

cutbacks
cut-off

cutoffs (shorts)

cut-and-dried

cuts and bruises

cuts of meat

cut of the box-office

budget cuts
deficit cuts
haircut
job cut
pay cut
tax cut

bowl-cut

undercover s investigating...
a with a tall wire fence (Turkish border)
they looked over my and passport (border)
disputes over trade, 's
a woman gave me a to fill out (border)
a stood by the luggage x-ray machine

, passport inspection, currency exchange

(see cut-rate)
(see cutthroat)

(see cutback)
(see cut-off)

(see cutoffs)

(see cut-and-dried)

fourteen people were treated for (tornado)

identifying various

theaters get a thirty-per-cent (movies)

discussion about and planning
additional aggressive further
his black hair hung in a bowl
employees were notified of the s
a career change that involved a
was not a tax increase but a ;
a major ;
GOP plans for a massive

(see bowl-cut)
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cut-and-dried

cutback

cut-off

cutoffs

cut-rate

cutter

cutthroat

cutting (slicing)

crew-cut
hand-cut

property-tax cut

uppercut

freshly cut
well-cut

clear cut
cold cuts
final cut
fresh-cut
short-cut

choose-and-cut (m)

cut-and-dried measures

food cutbacks

federal funding cutback

cut-off jeans

cutoffs

cut-rate goods
cut-rate subscription

concrete cutters
woodcutter

cutthroat business

cutting board
cutting edge

class-cutting
cost-cutting

(see crew-cut)
(see hand-cut)

New Jersey plans a $1 billion

a left to the side of the chin;
clipped him with a right (boxing)

(see freshly cut)
(see well-cut)

(see clear cut)
sliced fruit, and bread for brunch
those who make the (basketball team)
(see fresh-cut)
(see short-cut)

Christmas trees from local farms

described by such of ...

crippled by federal funding 's

baggy,

girls in bikini tops and

s
listening devices and (rescues)
hunters and s;
a 's frame house;
two --s killed by police

a

transfer meat to a
(see cutting edge)

their children's chronic
imposed heavy
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ribbon-cutting (m)
tax-cutting

at the ceremony
a Republican

cutting (movement) shooting, cutting and ball movement

cutting edge

CWA

cyanide

cyanide-laced

cyber

cutting edge

cutting-edge drug
cutting-edge field
cutting-edge imagery
cutting-edge research
cutting-edge technocrats

(chemical warfare agents)

cyanide-laced

cyanide-laced candy

cyber age
cyber-attack
cyberattack
cybercasino
cyber-conversationalist
cyber crime
cybercrime (m)

cyber-economy
cyberethics
cyberhunt
cyber memorial
cyberpal
Cyber Patrol
cyberprank
cyber-romance
cybersecurity
cybersickness
cyberspace

cyberspace (m)
cyberspy
cybersquatter
cyber thieves

the arts of (basketball)

Californians are on the (exercises)

a like Zofran
the s of computer engineering

the chase to produce

(see cyanide-laced)

killed his son with

civic responsibility in the
on Yugoslavia's air defense network

a on a transportation or electrical grid
online customers would enter the
my boyfriend's not much of a
s are on the increase
he will teach a course in investigation;
both the SBI and FBI have teams in Charlotte
the entrepreneurial spirit of the new
kids lacking are behind the incidents
a worldwide
a with digital photos
exchange comments with js

blocks more than 60,000 sites
viruses can perform annoying js
unlike most s
the need for

a newspaper section devoted to S;
a body of law to deal with j;
free speech in
their nicknames, or "handles"
the longer a conceals his presence...
s have eagerly bought up domain names

have many tools
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cyber threats a company that specializes in
cyberturf inability of law enforcement to guard
cybervandalism the recent rash of
cyberwar raises a host of legal questions

cyberwarfare (m) the U.S. military's offensive programs

cyber underground the was abuzz with rumors

cybersquatting legislation to combat

cyberdrugstore the new world of s

cyber-savvy (see cyber-savvy)

cyber-savvy cyber-savvy foe vulnerable to s

cycle (graph) cycle of violence the that began with crack (cocaine);
it's a not likely to end (Palestine)

cycle (gear)

budget cycle
business cycle
climate cycle
duty cycle
innovation cycle
life cycle

murder cycle
population cycle
product cycle
sleep cycle

sunspot cycle

screening cycle
warming cycle

military 5
economic fluctuations and s
such --s are driven by...
a product's : manufacture, use, disposal
s are getting shorter
complete its fourteen-day ;
viruses carrying on their s
the is on the upswing
working on --s
Microsoft's short s
develop similar --s

the sun's 11-year

fourteen-day --s (for vaccines)
it's not clear how long the will last

100,000-year cycle changing in a slow,

natural cycle population crashes are part of the

boom-and-bust cycle this

bicycle (see bike)
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cycling (bike)

cyclist

cymbal

cypress

Cyrillic

dad

daddy

dagger

unicycle

(see biking)

(see biker)

finger cymbals

cypress tree

Cyrillic alphabet

(see father)

(see father)

dagger-fanged

cloak-and-dagger

dagger-fanged dagger-fanged beast

daily

dairy

daily basis
daily challenge
daily circulation
daily dose
Daily Fee
daily planner
daily-rate (m)
daily service
daily threat

daily to-do list

twice-daily

dairy cattle

he has spent $2,000 on his current

danced with and swords

groves of chestnut, birch and s;
a lovely landscaped park with s

reading in the

(see dagger-fanged)

(see cloak-and-dagger)

a

we are approached for donations on a
foraging for food is a (North Korea)
the Post's current is about...
a low of hormones (the Pill)

Required ($8 per camp unit) (park)
jotting important dates down in my
hired on a basis
the airline launched
terrorism is no longer a (Georgia)

on their daily s

(see twice-daily)

the effects of hormones in beef or
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dam

damage

dairy farm
dairy plant
dairy-price (m)
dairy product
dairy goat

dam demolition
dam project
dam release
dam-release (m)
dam removal

dams' usefulness

deflection dam
ice dam

hydropower dam

newly constructed dam

protective dam

damage assessment
damage award

damage control

damage or injury

avalanche damage
bomb damage (m)
brain damage

crop damage
engine damage
hurricane damage
liver damage
nerve damage

organ damage
property damage
roof damage

the town's last remaining
a foreign-owned

supports
high- and low-fat s
her family was given a

government-ordered for conservation
protest against major s across the world
's transform the Upper Gauley (kayaking)

whitewater runs (kayaking)
the new era of ;
the volatile politics of
silt will drastically reduce the

avalanche fences and --s
the glacier blocked the fjord with an ;
eventually such s break

World War Thera s are up for relicensing

a above the village (landslide)

what's the so far
5 are set by judges and juries;
the token $100
conduct political

there were no reports of (mild earthquake)

$15 million to repair
will the President mention assessment
she might suffer or even die;
in a coma with permanent

is minimal
mechanics can check for (planes)
inland residents have a low risk for
numerous cases of severe
the began in the brain stem;
crush injuries to the hand result in
can cause
resulting in
winds caused some -- in Georgia
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damaged

bone marrow damage these mycotoxins can cause

frontal-lobe damage

lead-induced (intellectual) damage

catastrophic damage
compensatory damages
enormous damage
further damage
intellectual damage
irreversible damage
minimal damage
minor damage
moderate damage
punitive damage
severe (liver) damage
slight damage
structural damage

brunt of the damage
extent of the damage
reports of damage

damaged-looking

damaged or misfired

brain-damaged
fire-damaged
flood-damaged
war-damaged
water-damaged

emotionally damaged

damaged-looking damaged-looking nose

damaging damaging testimony

crop-damaging
skin-damaging

an explosion would have caused
award $100 million in
the film showed to the submarine
maintenance can prevent (children's toys)
lead-induced
fear they've done to their skin (tanning)
causing (collision of two submarines)
spot check toys regularly for (kids)
the bomb caused and three injuries
compensatory and 5
numerous cases of
causing to both vessels (sub collision)
150 buildings sustained (earthquake)

Nagoya bore the (flooding)
they are surveying the (sunken submarine)
there were no or injuries (mild earthquake)

(see damaged-looking)

a dud pit for ammunition

(see brain-damaged)
(see fire-damaged)
(see flood- damaged)
(see war-damaged)
(see water-damaged)

(see emotionally damaged)

a

the most came from...(medical malpractice)

(see crop-damaging)
(see skin-damaging)
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dammed

damned

damp

dance

dance club

dancer

most damaging

undammed

(see most damaging)

(see undammed)

consequences-be-damned (see consequences be damned)

sweat-damp

dance club
dance company
dance-drug (m)
dance event
dance floor

dance instruction
dance instructor
dance lesson

dance music

dance party
dance performance
dance ritual
dance step
dance studio

dance therapy

barn dance
folk-dance (m)
square dance

homecoming dance

Big Band-style dance

all-night dance club

hip-hop dance club

(see sweat-damp)

(see dance club)
the Graham troupe was the oldest in America
when a user takes ecstasy
Raveworld connected six global s
kids who take a hit of ecstasy on the ;
installing and dismantling tents and s
schoolchildren are given expert
the at a summer camp
an Arthur Murray ;
they've both taken s

at 220 beats per minute;
the rise of electronic
raves are all-night --s
the was that night
the sequence of a
the --s now practiced
a ballroom ;
the complex contains four --s
attend a conference on

an old-fashioned
a Greek performance
fiddle players perform at s

the was that night (college)

a--

s on the island of Ibiza

we like to go to a

nightclubs and dance clubs throb the night away

ballroom dancer
night-club dancer

Jim Bouton, pitcher and
an attractive or barmaid
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exotic dancer a former

dancing dancing days an old knee injury from her
dancing procession the annual ' in Echternach

danger

swing dancing the same culture that resurrected

ballroom dancing (see ballroom dancing)

table-dancing (v) No way am I

dirty dancing Enrique likes with Christina

danger point
danger sign
danger zone

we are not even close to the
shout we save Rod or heed the 's
overseas U.S. facilities in 's

danger of (glass) splinters the
danger of (unregulated) supplements the

danger of (mountain) flying the crash highlighted the

avalanche danger going into mountains when the is high
drug's (potential) dangers the , which include...
health dangers the of the appetite suppressant

harrowing danger

extreme danger

great danger
immediate danger
inherent danger
potential dangers
present danger
real danger

heroic actions in the face of (military)

the of overhead powerlines;
although fully aware of the (combat)
she would have know if he was in
villages may be in from ashfall (volcano)
there's an in lying (relationship)
supplements'
past attacks indicate the degree of (abuse)
the only is when...

degree of danger clarify the (toxic emissions)
face of (harrowing) danger his heroic actions in the (military)
indicator of danger
level of danger
likelihood of danger
sign of danger

the best is the patient's assessment (abuse)
the patient's perceived (domestic abuse)
slapping, biting indicates a high (abuse)
paralyzing terror at the first (domestic abuse)
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1

dangerous

dare

daredevil

in danger of...

dangerous chemicals
dangerous complication
dangerous contaminants
dangerous content
dangerous dependence
dangerous emissions

spiraling out of control

victims contaminated with
the most of foot fractures

in supplement ingredients
filters bar access to offensive or (Internet)
society's on fossil fuels
the level of (power plants)

dangerous game speaking truth to power is a
dangerous, (self-destructive) habits her (promiscuity)

a radiation monitor showed s
attempts at self-abortion, the most
prevent him from making foolish or s
it was a politically bold and (gay marriage)
located in the most of the zone(military)
abandonment in s (domestic violence)
the of the flight profile (aircraft crash)
we realized we were in a (flooding cave)
attempts to stop
listed by the fire department as a
this is the most for battered women

dangerous level
dangerous method
dangerous mistake
dangerous move
dangerous part
dangerous place
dangerous potential
dangerous situation
dangerous speech
dangerous structure
dangerous time

dangerous backcountry the Rockies'

dangerous whitewater slow-moving water and

dangerous avalanche terrain exceedingly
dangerous peer alliance kids who form s
dangerous roadways dented guardrails,

dangerous (prison) overcrowding attempts to reduce
dangerous undertaking enabling him to continue his (military)

exceedingly dangerous
extremely dangerous
less-dangerous
most dangerous

(see exceedingly dangerous)
(see extremely dangerous)
(see less-dangerous)
(see most dangerous)

shortsighted and dangerous it would be both to allow...

daredevil

daredevil BASE jumper

(see daredevil)

a
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daring

dark

dark-blue

dark-brown

darkest

dark-green

dark-haired

dark-loving

darkness

daring escape

daring prison escape

dark mood
dark side
dark skin

dark-blue
dark-brown
dark-green

darkroom

dark-loving

dark-haired
dark-skinned
dark-suited
dark-tinted

darkest

dyed-dark-brown

half-dark
medium-dark

dark-blue baseball cap

dyed-dark-brown

darkest secrets

dark-green rubber pad

dark-haired children

dark-loving flies

pitch darkness
total darkness

a girl made a from her abductor

a

she returned in a
people soon realized he had a (bad temper)
, medium skin, fair skin and tanning

(see dark-blue)
(see dark-brown)
(see dark-green)

(see dark-loving)

(see dark-haired)
(see dark-skinned)
(see dark-suited)
(see dark-tinted)

(see darkest)

(see dyed-dark-brown)

(see half-dark)
(see medium-dark)

on his

(see dyed-dark-brown)

revealing her

a

^S.

in
in (cavers trapped in flooding cave)
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dark-skinned

dark-suited

dark-tinted

dart

dash

dashboard

data

semidarkness

veil of darkness

dark-skinned

dark-skinned man

dark-suited men

dark-tinted window

dart game
dart gun
dart safari

immobilization dart
injection dart

dashboard

dashboard

data bank
database
data base (m)
data collection

data collection (m)
data interpretation
data links
data manager
data packet
data-packet (m)
data port
data repository
data set
data specialist
data surveillance
data system
data theft

(see semidarkness)

the rustlers steal cattle under the (Dakota)

his face is

a

s
a few pool tables and room for a
armed with a low-powered
her five-day ;
promoting and offering s to hunters;
abuses and dangers in 's

an antidote to the
swapping deadly bullets for s

(see dashboard)

check under the for tampering (car bomb)

(see data bank)
(see database)

software
the Holy Grail of ;

about people who paid taxes;
by marketers

established 100 points
our comments about are being ignored
sensors and provide real-time targeting
funding positions for s
the source addresses of the incoming s
conventional traffic
digital secure voice terminal with
one of the largest private s in the world
s on group-home mortality are small
s fed targets into the system

by using computers to cross-reference
a compilation better than any

and the Web
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data uncertainty

data network

data gathering
data keeping
data mining
data-mining (m)

data-monitoring (m)

data warehousing
data-warehousing (m)

census data
consumer data

preference data
flight data
flight-data (m)
satellite data
sensor data
study data
survey data

traffic data
weather-data (m)
wireless data

tree-ring data
waterflow data

water quality data

missing data

intercepted data

restricted data
unreleased data

explore the degree of

over 5;
the barcode is inputted into our (post office)

(see data gathering)
was irregular

speech recognition, (computers)
software sorts information;

the -- business
a vast computerized system

and consumer information
develop its software

and its use
building giant databases of ;

falls into the company's lap
demographic data can't compete with

recorder; the recorder
new suggest... (weather)
powerful computers for analyzing
the and patient safety
based on misinterpretations of ;
an accurate characterization of the ;

indicate that people...
from U.S. Department of Transportation

since widespread collection began
is beaming into our lives

from the Southwest
from USGS gauging stations;

those who depend on
have collected

allow me to present some of this

sift through mountains of ;
overwhelmed by the volume of the
he allegedly downloaded (government)
previously implicated the drug on...
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data bank

database

previously unreleased data

demographic data
federal data
personal data
raw data
sonar data
statistical data

most recent data

mountains of data
repository of data
stream of data

can't compete with preference data
according to

gathered and exchanged for secondary use
with little interpretation

during a later review of the sub's
where the organization is getting its

the available

sift through
about Yellowstone's geysers

drove a single across the county in 6 seconds

gold mine of data a about enemy plans

data bank pull up a of students' photographs

data bank of (students') photographs pull up a

database linked in their ;
js collect personal details

data base ran the measurements through a

database software selling to corporate America

databases of (consumer) data building giant

computer database
health database
news database

logged into js
a
Nexis, the comprehensive

computerized database they are readily accessible in s

central database
giant databases
relational. database (m)

store passwords in a
building of consumer data
the company specializes in ' software

data gathering data-gathering clearinghouse a for local law agencies

date (time) date error
date limit
date line

Microsoft's persistent js
s for Windows 95
the international bisects the channel
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date settings

date-related

date and time

on computers .

(see date-related)

the of arrest

date of their (wedding) anniversary asked her the
date of his birth the
date of his death the
date of his (most recent) film the opening
date of her wedding when my sister announced the

date of 2020

date for (peace) talks

birth date

completion date
construction date
court date
due date

enlistment date
eviction date
execution date
expiration date
launch date
lunch date
publication date
release date

sell date
start date

court-martial date

update

opening date
launching date
shipping date
wedding date

NASA's projected launch

a

the column of s;
your address and
construction start and s
a for the display hasn't been set
when the was set
December 14th, my original (baby);
I went into labor on my (baby);
we must receive your payment by the
as his neared
with the looming
a new was set for October 17
required to be stamped with an
NASA's projected of 2020
he never showed up for the
she declined to predict a
their was set for Oct. 22;
the movie's
ground beef with a Dec. 28
no has been set

a has been set

(see update)

the of his most recent film
but the could change (space shuttle)
the publisher didn't make good on its
set Feb. 9 as their
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date (tree)

date (people)

projected (launch) date

important dates

evidence to date
research to date

up-to-date

out-of-date

date palm

date-rape (v)
date-rape (m)

blind date
first date

bad date

dated outdated
updated

date-related

dating (social)

date-related issues
date-related problems

dating behavior
dating game
dating partner
dating patterns
dating relationship
dating service

dating tips

interracial dating

black-white dating

dating (time) radiocarbon dating

NASA's of 2020

, like birthdays and anniversaries

the most compelling of...;
the hasn't quelled his doubts

(see up-to-date)

(see out-of-date)

the crowns of s

accused of ing the daughter
a thing

another , older, partly bald
not having sex with a girl on a ;
the restaurant he took me to on our

you know about s

(see outdated)
(see updated)

(computer)
(computer)

scripts and stereotypes that guide
in the early stages of the
spouses, lovers, --s
academics see the new as positive
she has ended her with him
Internet s and village matchmakers;
new --s guarantee a dream guy

offers makeup, fashion and

some people oppose

and marriage

places their origin between...
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daughter

daunting

daughter's wedding his

adult daughter his , Karen...
granddaughter they doted on their young s
neighbor's daughter his
stepdaughter trying to bet her to do chores

father-daughter (see father-daughter)

newlywed daughter his

granddaughter (see granddaughter)

five-month-old daughter
3-year-old daughter
fourteen-year-old daughter

his
my
a

fathers and daughters the complex relationship between

daunting task it is a to...;
guarding the nation's nuclear secrets is a

David David-and-Goliath (see David-and-Goliath)

David-and-Goliath David-and-Goliath aspect the (basketball)

dawn dawn raid he set out on a to capture...

dawn launching the shuttle lifted off in a spectacular

dawn-to-dusk (see dawn-to-dusk)
dusk-to-dawn (see dusk-to-dawn)

predawn (see predawn)

crack of dawn you wake up at the

dusk and dawn mosquitoes tend to bite only between

dawn-to-dusk dawn-to-dusk schedule he kept a

day (holidays) holiday (see holiday)
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Christmas Day
Earth Day
Father's Day
Labor Day
Memorial Day
Thanksgiving Day
Valentine's Day
Veterans Day

(see Christmas)
(see Earth Day)
(see Father's Day)
(see Labor Day)
(see Memorial Day)
(see Thanksgiving)
(see Valentine's Day)
(see Veterans Day)

day (past, present) latter-day (see latter-day)
modern-day (see modern-day)
present day (see present day)

day (duration) day hike most canyons are s
day hiker the small crowd of s
daypack I took a with sandwiches, sunblock...
day trip js to the beaches or mountains
day's walk was it more than a ;

these areas could only be reached after a
days warning a to prepare for...

daylong (see daylong)
two-day (see two-day)
three-day (see three-day)
five-day (see five-day)
five days (see five day's)
six-day (see six-day)
eight-thy (see eight-day)
ten-day (see ten-day)
thirty-day (see thirty-day)

per day (see per day)

for days at a time she brooded

day (age) day-old (see day-old)

one-day-old (see one-day-old)

day (work) day laborer Hillsman was a and a bear poacher
day shift the arrived at the station (police)

business day may request one within three js
sick day s due to back problems
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day (sports)

weekday
workday
work-day

(see weekday)

a 16-hour ; a normal
Your is hectic

holiday (see holiday)

eleven-hour day an (work)
eighteen- and twenty-hour days put in weeks of

draft day
game day
race day
summit day

day (parts) daybreak

noonday
midday

day (school) daycare

day (seasons)

day (reminisce)

career day
graduation day
school day

test day

holiday

spring day
winter day

high-school days
medical-student days
Oxford days

dancing days

soccer-playing days
weight-lifting days

glory days

on (college sports)
parking is free on s (football)
on --s (rowing)
they made it to 28,700 feet late on (climbing)

soon after

(see noonday).

(see midday)

(see daycare)

the annual at the regional high school
on her
spend most of his s in...;
It was a ;
a drinker since his --s
feign illness on

(see holiday)

on this
the kind of when...

relive their
during my
some say I was a beast in my

an old knee injury from her

from his
in his

the of his father's administration;
I got him to talk about the (mountaineering)
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day (ordinal) first-day (see first-day)
second-day (see second-day)

day (other) daytime (m) tasks; turn on a talk show
day care (see day care)
daydream (v) she -'ed about what she would do...
daylight (see daylight)
day room a TV had been brought into the

day-trading his hobby of
day-trading (m) a Texas firm

day in, day out (see day in, day out)

day to day (see day to day)

day of reckoning (see day of reckoning)

day and night the bombing continued,

birthday (see birthday)
election day as we move closer to
Family Day was one of the facility's biggest events
judgment day pray for their
summit day they made it to 28,700 feet late on
weekday (see weekday)

next-day (see next-day)

everyday (see everyday)

per day (see per day)

ensuing days in the
following day the
opening-day (m) -- questions; the payroll (sports)
visiting day at Robeson County Jail
waning days the of 1999
wedding day on his ;

the belongs to the bride and groom

given day on any
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big day it cast a shadow over her (wedding)
clear day on s, visibility can reach 180 miles (park)
consecutive days we encourage the test be administered on two
early days the of the Korean War
final day on the of his state visit
final days pain during the of life;

in the of their Senate race (elections)
perfect day what's your idea of a
rainy-day (see rainy-day)
stressful day I've had a really

one-a-day (see one-a-day)

twenty-four-hour-a-day (m) sports-talk radio

bring-your-pet-to-work days and other job perks

order of the day it seems to be the (questioning authority)

in a few day's time before she left, , for Washington

day care day care is expensive

daycare center her Sweet Tots
day-care center a

day in, day out day in, day out battle a with beavers

daylight

daylong

daylight hours
daylight route

daylong conference
daylong search
day-long downpour

during
night routes versus s (military convoys)

a at the White House;
a
a

day of reckoning day of reckoning the has arrived (tobacco companies)

day-old day-old baby a

day to day day to day It's...difficult to run prisons

day-to-day changes short-term,
day-to-day chores
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day-to-day information
day-to-day life
day-to-day operation
day-to-day stuff

day-to-day screw-ups

day-to-day living

dazed-looking dazed-looking kid

de

dead

decompression
decontamination
deforestation
degeneration
dehydration
depressurization
desalination
desensitization
detoxification

debriefing
deicing
de-mining

declassified
Demilitarized
depopulated
deregulated

dead end
deadline
dead zone

dead-serious
dead wrong

brain dead

long-dead

important
your own
Sister Luke, who ran the (home for dying)
the way you talk about the simple

the small

issues of

the

(see decompression)
(see decontamination)
(see deforestation)
(see degeneration)
(see dehydration)
(see depressurization)
(see desalination)
(see desensitization)
(see detoxification)

(see debriefing)
(see deicing)
(see de-mining)

(see declassified)
(see demilitarized)
(see depopulated)
(see deregulated)

(see dead end)
(see deadline)
the in the Gulf of Mexico

(see dead-serious)
I was just ;
the story turned out to be (newspaper)

he ended up ;
declared him ;
pronounced her

(see long-dead)
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dead end

deadening

deadline

deadly

dead-serious

deaf

deafness

deal

families of the dead
remains of the dead

dead end

dead-end job

dead-end tunnel

mind-deadening
sound-deadening

deadline

filing deadline

fast-approaching deadline

deadly bombing
deadly bullets
deadly confrontation
deadly consequences

deadly disease

an official offered condolences to the
the delicate operation to recover the (sub)

attempts to find his birth mother led to --s

characters with s
whiling away productive years at a
a

(see mind-deadening)
(see sound-deadening)

fighting a
he won't meet his

missed a by three days

next week's

Saturday's one-year anniversary of the js
swapping for injection darts
the between the two men (police / perp)
the backcountry boom has had ;
the storm struck with
she worries about coming down with a

deadly drought a that has gripped... (Kenya)
deadly flooding ravages Missouri with unprecedented speed
deadly force the officer was justified in the use of (police)
deadly (battlefield) obstacle tank traps and other

dead-serious look he put on a

telephone device for the deaf TDD (sign)

blindness and deafness chronic CNS sequelae include (toluene abuse)

dealmaker
deal-maker
deal maker

an audacious
she sought out the --s she most admired
js with access to a company's secrets

deal-making the continued...;
I spent more time

dealmaking
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dealer

book deal
business deal
distribution deal
endorsement deal

representation deal
surprise deal
travel deal

publishing deal
recording deal

big deal

exclusive deal
fair deal
lucrative deal

under-the-table deal

dealer sticker

dealership

antique dealer
arms dealer

art dealer
carpet dealer
cocaine dealer
crack dealer
diamond dealer
drug dealer

gun dealer
memorabilia dealer
pesticide dealers
pot dealer

rare-book dealer

double-dealer

a potential
angry about a failed
an exclusive with...
Reebok's with Venus Williams;
she hoped to secure some major s
contacted her about a
in a with prosecutors
my favorite

a spot on TV and a
offered her the that changed her life

drunk driving is a (versus not important);
he doesn't make a of it (Loch Ness sighting)
its with Sunbeam
it's time to get a (union)
he fashioned a with the West

an
with the still pasted to the left rear window

(see dealership)

bought three Clovis points from an
the biggest ;
illegal government support for the billionaire
was going to become an
one of these s
a convicted
a convicted
killing a
s; street-level s;
the park is full of s at night;
pay a in East St. Louis
bought from a in 1995
a New York

and farmers
small-time --s are getting life

s
he was a
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dealership dealership employees

dealing

dean

dear

death

automobile dealership
franchise dealership

dope-dealing (m)
drug dealing

drug-dealing

dean's list
dean's office
dean's home

dean of admissions

school dean

dear friend

Death Alley
deathbed
deathbed (m)
death benefits
death-black (m)
deathblow
death camp
death certificate

death chamber
death chamber (m)
death house
death house (m)
death notification

death penalty
death rate
death record
death row

death-row (m)

death scene

demo cars driven by

the local
s and superstores (cars)

the protagonist
; faded;
I didn't see any open there
a response to

at Columbia, she made the
activists were arrested in the
activists picketed the

the waived the application fee

the department chairmen and s

she was a (said at funeral)

, Blood Alley, that's what they call it (road)
on her ; lying on his
a confession
employee claims for
the portal
dealt a j to our hopes
the Nazi js
s for his father and stepfather;
he filled out the
Hutchins was rolled into the
on the gurney
walks to the (execution)
talks to the chaplain (execution)
the should be in person;
two people should conduct the
(see death penalty)
(see death rate)
Social Security js
the charge that put him on ;
the nation's s

correspondences; inmates;
200 inmates
reciting the (from the play);
the from "Camille"
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death sentence

death squad

death threat

death toll

deathtrap
deathwatch
death warrant
death wish

death-threatening

death-qualified

death of (116) people
deaths of pilgrims

death by vehicle (m)

animal death
avalanche death (n)
avalanche death (m)
cancer death
combat deaths
father's death
infant death
pedestrian deaths
patient's death
teen deaths

highway deaths
shotgun death
motor-vehicle deaths
workplace death

near-death

AIDS deaths

those words were a ;
drug trafficking can draw a
prosecution of state-backed s (South Africa);
s and assassins (South Africa);
Basques killed by government-sponsored s
angry calls and -'s;
the newspaper received s
the increased to 285;
the avalanche in the U.S. was 32

Crouse read the ;
a suicide attempt failed to fulfill his

(see death-threatening)

(see death-qualified)

the in group homes
reports of (Haj)

she is facing a misdemeanor charge

if any unusual s occur
Colorado has led the nation in
the spiral is likely to continue
20,000 fewer --s occur

versus drug overdoses (Vietnam)
I raised the subject of his
fifteen U.S. s in adults' beds

are down from earlier decades (San Francisco)
the felt like that of a family member

from drunk-driving accidents

the number of increased slightly
the -- of an elderly man
, crashes, and injuriess
(see near-death)

life expectancy is down due to
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beating death
stabbing death

impending death

confirmed death
unexplained death

abortion-related death
heat-related death
storm-related death

certain death
natural death

sudden death
traumatic death
wrongful death
wrongful-death (m)

untimely death

this last brutal of a gay soldier
the s of two men outside a nightclub

indifference in the fact of

the only was that of... (tornado)
officials linked three recent --s to a rare virus

inquests into s
--s continued to mount
five s were reported

they faced if... (cavers in flooding cave)
animals that died --s;
make his death resemble a (state terrorism)
adverse reactions from sweaty palms to
the high incidence of -- of its users (toluene)
suing the government for
in a civil lawsuit;
the trial

my own brother's on Harder Mountain

cause of death (see cause of death)
circumstances of her death the hospital was reviewing the
date of his death the
manner of death
proof of death
series of deaths
time of death

blindness and death
illness and death
life and death
life or death
sickness and death
torture and death

seizure, coma, and death

death penalty death penalty

his knowledge of the (murder trial)
, such as a newspaper obituary
a in Bob's family added to their seclusion
the warden repeats the (execution)

methanol ingestion may result in
after the extended of his mother
(see life and death)
(see life or death)

associated with dietary supplements
the prison had become a place of

may result in

studying the

death-penalty appeal an end to frivolous s
death penalty appeal s
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death-penalty case

death penalty law
death-penalty lawyers
death-penalty states
death-penalty supporters

anti-death-penalty

pro-death-penalty

death-qualified death-qualified

death-qualified jury

death rate death rate

coal industry death rate

the only in U.S. history...;
complex s
cases tried under the new s

in this country

(see anti-death-penalty)

(see pro-death-penalty)

juries that lawyers call

s
an increase in s

the highest (Ukraine)

expected death rate with the being as high as 3%

highest (coal industry) death rate the (Ukraine)

death-threatening death-threatening "It's ," he said.

debate debate audience
debate performance

debates of issues

abortion debate
computer debate
euthanasia debate
globalization debate

arms-control debate
birth-control debate

assisted-suicide debate

ongoing debate

discussed it with a
a single

of vital importance to our community

the
educators on both sides of the
ending that chapter of the
everyone on both sides of the

the
the passion of the of the sixties

the and end-of-life care

the

long-simmering debate the over whether dinosaurs...
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debilitating

debriefing

debris

debt

highly charged debate
hotly contested debate

active (lively) debate
civil debate
intense debate
lively debate
open debate
passionate debate
vigorous debate

the (concerning pedophiles)
s over the Red scare

the value of is immeasurable
vigorous and often passionate but always
the most s revolved around...
stimulate a , a vigorous dialogue
we should encourage (free speech)

sides of the debate educators on both
passion of the (birth-control) debate the of the sixties

debilitating disorder
debilitating injury
debilitating pain

debriefing report

debris flow

debris hazard
debris-research (m)

avalanche debris
plastic debris
space debris

the fight against s
these complex and s need to be managed by...
constant, j; migraine headaches can cause ;
attempts to avoid

written after-action s

boulders pour downhill in s;
the stopped at the bottom of the valley
reducing the (in space)
NASA has a program

their teammates frantically dug in the
a pile of driftwood and blown in...
the dangers of

mountain of debris people trapped under a (building collapse)

debt claims
debt limit
debt problems
debt reduction

debt relief

debt-retirement (m)
debt service

debt-strapped

Russia's on developing countries
the may not be approved
address the of developing countries
devoted to and Social Security;

and campaign finance
the countries that will get j;
Cuba will not get from this arrangement
the effort
that will make more expensive

(see debt-strapped)
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consumer debt

government debt

credit-card debt

gambling debt
mounting debt

accumulated debt

overdue debt

the relentless rise in ;
collection agencies and
industries kept afloat by

he was collecting a
a network of lies and s

his father covered his son's

$135 billion of s

half-a-billion-dollar debt the

debt-strapped debt-strapped utility companya

debut

decade

screen debut
stock debut

acting debut

decades old
decadelong

decadeslong

decades of experience

blood-soaked decades

three-decade

decadelong decadelong course

decades old decades old

decades-old carving

two-decades-old

decadeslong decadeslong

decay-resistant decay-resistant teeth

Paul Newman made his (films)
spectacular --s in this bull market

he makes his early next month (film)

(see decades old)
(see decadelong)

(see decadeslong)

professional investigators with

after

(see three-decade)

a

yet another is

the in the beech tree's gray bark

(see two-decades-old)

strong,
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deceased deceased soldiers proper care of the remains of

recently deceased (see recently deceased)

evacuation of the deceased must be a planning consideration (war)

deceit

deceitful

December

decent

trail of deceit (see trail of deceit) 4

deceitful (and impulsive) behavior

reckless, aggressive, deceitful, and impulsive (m) behavior

mid-December filed suit in
late-December charge in

decent (law-abiding) citizen
decent food
decent (take-home) pay

every
they want and a hot shower

decent (good-sized) trout river

decent-sized (see decent-sized)

indecent (see indecent)

decent-sized decent-sized lot a house on a

deception tactical deception and surprise (military)

deceptive

decibel

decision (verdict)

concealment, deception, and camouflage use whenever possible
movement, color, shadow, and deception (concealment from air)

deceptive tactics interrogations that involve

decibel level sites where the s can be dangerous

high-decibel (see high-decibel)

court decision
court's decision

she had read the s
told her the

precedent-setting decisioncourts are handing down 's
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hotly disputed decision
widely expected decision

unanimous decision

seventeen-page decision

decision (choices) decision-maker
decision-support (m)

decision-making

business decision
foundation's decision
key decision
school decisions

a (boxing)

the was inevitable (boxing)

in his the judge wrote...

(see decision-maker)
he produces software for companies

(see decision-making)

like many dubious s
the '- last week to...
when it comes to s
teachers & parents must be involved in

split-second decision a

parenting decisions your secondary role in making key
purchasing decision helping customers make s

precedent-setting decision courts are handing down

informed decision data they need to make s

hotly disputed decision only to drop a (boxing)
long-awaited (FDA) decision advocates applauded the (drug)
widely expected decision in reaching the

bad decision
deliberate decision
different decision
difficult decision

she made some pretty s in her life
companies have made a to...
I would have made a
it was a very (mountain climbing)

dubious (business) decision like many
fateful decision he made a and fell to his death
final decision a on how to proceed (rescue of submarine)

family s
we'll make as we go along
his ability to make s (mountaineer)
it wasn't a to make
it was the I've ever made
make an (voting for a president)

your secondary role in making s

financial decision
further decisions
good decision
hard decision
hardest decision
important decision
key (parenting) decision
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operational decisions
reproductive decision
right decision
smart decision
strategic decision
tough decision

he makes within his assigned responsibility
the Pill, abortion and js
I have to make the
it's the right decision, the
the council made a about how to...
provide leadership and make the s

near-suicidal (publishing and marketing) decisions

life-and-death decision

series of decisions

decision-maker decision-maker

decision maker

upon which they base js

a

a responsible ;
taught to see patients as autonomous s;
's are too concerned with playing safe
political leaders and economic
an adept and swift j;
power brokers and s

decision-making decision-making the effects of computers on
decision making to speed

decisive

deck

corporate decision-making in
medical decision-making a critique of traditional

decision-making capability

aspects of decision making
cycle of decision making

impairment of s

a

decisive advantage smoke on target may provide a ' for attacker

indecisive (see indecisive)

deckhand a comes from a place like Jamaica;
he was a who rose to captain

teak deck

abovedeck

private (rear) deck
rear deck

the yacht has a

(see abovedeck)

a overlooking the forest (lodge)
a private overlooking the forest (lodge)
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declaration declaration of independence supports a from...
declaration of innocence his company's (antitrust suit)

declared

declassified

decline

declining

customs declaration they looked over my and passport (border)
disaster declaration officials plan to seek a

undeclared (see undeclared)

declassified documents numerous
declassified (State Department) report a

cancer's decline
circulation decline
town's decline

resulting decline

thirty-six-per-cent decline

declining rates
declining skills

is attributable to...
the s of all the company's magazines
local government presides over the

with no in our living standards

a

despite of many major cancers
despite his age and (basketball player)

declining birth rate colleges will suffer from s

decompression decompression sickness scuba divers sometimes suffer

decontamination decontamination process left without going through a

aggressive decontamination and supportive care (a poison)
immediate decontamination (for victims of chemical warfare agents)

decorated

dedoration

decoy

decreasing

decree

decorated veteran he was a of the Persian Gulf War

Christmas decorations
combat decorations

decoy mine

sensors and decoys

decreasing order

amnesty decree

we looked at the in the windows
with ' from the Vietnam War

watch out for booby traps near --s

mission control manages the employment of

in -- of frequency

releasing prisoners following an
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decrepit-looking decrepit-looking gas pumps

dedication

deductible

deduction

deed

deep

deep-diving

dedication ceremony

insurance deductible

paycheck deduction
payroll deduction

deed record

deep-fry (v)

deep breath
deep burns
deep coma
deep desires
deep gorge
deep-green
deep-sea
deep water
deep sleep
deep-space

deep-diving

deep-fried
deep-seated
deep-set

ankle deep
chest-deep
hip-deep
knee-deep
shin-deep
thigh-deep
waist-deep

still-deep

a (for the new monument) is planned;
a will be held (park)

your

biweekly s
it's a that can be stopped

poring over state archives and s

(see deep-fry)

he took s and closed his eyes
if there are (lightning victim)
she remained in a
talk to a counselor about your
the river has cut a in the plateau
(see deep-green)
(see deep-sea)
(see deep water)
he fell into a
(see deep-space)

(see deep-diving)

(see deep-fried)
(see deep-seated)
(see deep-set)

(see ankle deep)
(see chest-deep)
(see hip-deep)
(see knee-deep)
(see shin-deep)
(see thigh-deep)
(see waist-deep)

(see still-deep)

deep-diving rescue submarinea
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deepest

deep-fried

deep-fry (v)

deep-green

deeply

deepest fears

second-deepest

deep-fried chicken

deep-fry

deep-green bushes

deeply admired
deeply divided
deeply embarrassed
deeply entrenched
deeply felt
deeply repressed
deeply shaded

deeply moving

listening to our

(see second-deepest)

ed the chicken wings

(see deeply admired)
(see deeply divided)
(see deeply embarrassed)
(see deeply entrenched)
(see deeply felt)
(see deeply repressed)
(see deeply shaded)

(see deeply moving)

deeply admired deeply admired figure a

deeply divided deeply divided neighborhood

deeply embarrassed

deeply entrenched

deeply felt

deeply moving

deeply repressed

deeply shaded

deep-sea

deep-seated

deeply embarrassed reaction

deeply entrenched camp s
deeply felt cry a

deeply moving ceremony a

deeply repressed memory a

deeply shaded porch s

a

his

deep-sea monster s
deep-sea sponge a specialist in s
deep-sea vessel a

deep sea rescue equipment specialized (for rescuing sub crews)

deep-seated concern a
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deep-set

deep-space

deep water

deer

default

defeat

deep-seated fears
deep-seated poverty
deep-seated sexism
deep-seated suspicion

deep-set dark eyes
deep-set blue eyes

deep-space exploration
deep-space observation
deep-space radiation

Deep Water

deepwater harbor
deep water port

deer fence
deer herd
deer hunter
deer population

deer range
deer repellent
deer season
deer tracks
deer trail

deer crossing (m)

raindeer

car-deer

default position
default rate

defeat of counterattacks

defeat and victory

Iraq's defeat
military defeat

of loss cause these men to lash out
Nigeria's
the
the military has a of civilians

the medical challenges of

long-term exposure to

Danger (sign)

a new
a lodgment area should have a and airfield

mesh wire to build s
the area's s caused crop damage
allowed s on their land
growing 's;
the averages 12-15 per square mile
2,000 acres of prime
600 gallons of
the

scuffed the road
heavily used s; a maze of s

signs mark collision sites

(see raindeer)

(see car-deer)

the is common sense
this lower student loan

place new obstacles to assist in the

listening to news of -- on the BBC at 9:00 P.M.

despite in the 1991 Gulf War
faced with overwhelming
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defeating

defect

defendant

defended

defender

defending

overwhelming (military) defeat faced with

eventual defeat

self-defeating

birth defect
heart defect
product defect

manufacturing defect

defendant's behavior
defendant's chances
defendant's guilt

criminal defendant

heavily defended

die-hard defender

public defender

defending champion

defense (legal) defense attorney
defense lawyer
defense requests
defense table
defense team

criminal defense (m)
indigent defense
indigent-defense (m)
insanity defense

defense (sports) defenseman

defense-first

this leads to the enemy's

(see self-defeating)

could cause s
it could have been a
a that could cause injury or death

what owners say about reliability and s

the
a of being convicted
no doubt as to the ;
they have reasonable doubt about the

the protection of the rights of s;
5 and available prison cells

(see heavily defended)

a
a urged him not to talk

Wimbledon's s (tennis)

the court-appointed
the case for better-funded s
judges routinely reject
at the
told lawyers on his

lawyers and immigration law
$1 billion on in 1986
increase spending
left the door open for an ;
the definition and use of the

the NHL's best (hockey)

(see defense- first)
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title defense

defense (psychology) defense mechanism

defense (military) defense budget

defense capacity
defense contractor
defense dollars
defense establishment
defense expert
defense force
defense posture
defense specialist

defense of the position

air defense
base defense
base defense (m)
enemy defenses
missile defense
perimeter defense

air and missile defense

futile defense

his WBC against Mose ly (boxing)

the cops have developed s

the military has advocated bigger s;
he wants to increase the
determination to strengthen our
s and Army officers
there's tremendous competition for
throughout the
a in New Delhi
create a joint
NBC officer recommends NBC and measures
other s

his actions were crucial to the successful

(see air defense)
combat support for
plans, coordinates, and supervises operations
undertook a singlehanded assault of the
(see missile defense)
he was assigned to (military)

(see air and missile defense)

a gallant but
gallant (but futile) defense a
National Defense (m) the Purple Heart, the Service Medal

NBC defense integrating into all aspects of unit planning

advantage of the defense the should be factored into...(military)
assault of the (enemy) defenses undertook a singlehanded

gap in the (enemy) defenses open a (tanks)

defense-first defense-first mentality it hasn't abandoned its (sports)

defensible defensible terrain ensure the platoon halts on (during long halts)

defensive defensive injury --s may be observed (domestic violence)
defensive perimeter the platoon established a around the aircraft
defensive position the unit had established a night (military)
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defiance

deficiency

deficit

deficit-plagued

defined

defining

definition

definitive

deflection

deforestation

defunct

defensive counterair (DCA) protects assets from air attack

defiance of the (outside) world united in

act of defiance
act of (diplomatic) defiance an unprecedented

iron deficiency poor nutrition, particularly --s

safety-related deficiencies (aircraft)

deficit cuts

deficit-plagued

attention-deficit (m)
blood deficit
budget deficit

fourth-quarter deficit

additional aggressive further

(see deficit-plagued)

(see attention-deficit)
the threat of a
the true extent of the

overcame a 17-0

deficit-plagued Federal Government the

tightly defined
well-defined

defining characteristic
defining moment

definitions of slavery

dictionary definition

high-definition
legal definition

definitive link

deflection dam

deforestation rates

now-defunct

(see tightly defined)
(see well-defined)

language as the of nationality
a in the civil rights movement (bombing)

not like ordinary s

(see high-definition)
doesn't meet the of an "excited utterance"

more research is needed to prove a

avalanche fences and s

some of the world's highest

(see now defunct)
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degeneration bone degeneration

brain-degeneration (m)

macular degeneration

degradation habitat degradation

land degradation

degrade biodegrade (v)

degree (school) degree program

architecture degree
bachelor's degree
college degree

ed degree
law degree
master's degree

undergraduate degree

postgraduate degree

engineering degree
teaching degree

B.A. degree

degree (angle) 45-degree angle
360-degree roll
180-degree turn

36-degree banked turns

degree (temp) multimillion-degree

90-degree days

muscle spasms, tendon tears,

patterns

age-related

livestock-induced j;
a lot of the is coming from air pollution
human-induced ;
more deforestation and

tossed on the compost heap to

s in classics, Russian were eliminated

finishing up her
those who had a
the only female with a j;
having a is growing in importance
teachers with --s
held a ; go back to school for a
went back to school, earned a ;
he was getting a

he had neither a medical license nor an

40 percent of all officers hold

he earned his
I've been after him to get his

women awarded s

a
a
make a gentle

(auto racing)

(see multimillion-degree)
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degree (extent)

dehydration

deicing

delay

delayed

degree of certainty
degree of danger
degree of infection
degree of injury
degree of influence
degree of risk
degree of weakness

unprecedented degree

first-degree
second-degree
third-degree

signs of dehydration

deicing

deicing truck

delays and cancellations

construction delay
flight delay
time delay
transportation delay

further delay
long delay

three-week delay

delayed-action
delayed pain
delayed union

long-delayed
much-delayed
often delayed

acute and delayed (m)
immediate or delayed (m)

the doctor can often determine with a
clarify the (toxic emissions)
adult dose...depending on
treated according to the
an unprecedented
executed with an acceptable (a mission)
the present preoperatively

an of influence

(see first-degree)
(see second-degree)
(see third-degree)

watch for (dark urine, etc.) (soldiers/marines)

waiting for (planes)

the broke down while the plane was waiting

record rainfall forced flight

--s on 1-15 cost drivers 15 minutes
reasons for s or cancellations (airlines)
the long between Mars and the Earth
hampered by limited supplies, s

any could pose a problem
it wold lead to a

a

(see delayed-action)
presence of immediate or (ankle injury)
nonunion, malunion, or (bone fractures)

(see long-delayed)
(see much-delayed)
(see often delayed)

management of -- allergic reactions
presence of pain, swelling...;
treatment of -- allergic reactions
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delayed-action

delaying

deliberate

deliberately

deliberately timed

deliberations

delicate

delinquency

delinquent

delivered

delivery

delayed-action fuses

delaying tactics

deliberate act
deliberate ambush
deliberate decision

deliberately timed

file suit against Maryland for its

the attack was a (terrorism)
a is conducted at a specific time
companies have made a to...

(see deliberately timed)

deliberately timed hate-crime outbreak a

jury deliberations discussed during

delicate line so that's the we'll be walking
delicate operation the to recover remains of the dead (sub)

juvenile delinquency (m) the seminal 1955 film

boot camp for (juvenile) delinquents the state's

artillery-delivered
hand-delivered
home-delivered

aerial delivered

newly delivered

delivery business
delivery confirmation
delivery cost
delivery guy
delivery information

deliveryman
delivery room
delivery route
delivery schedule
delivery status
delivery time
delivery truck
delivery-truck (m)

(see artillery-delivered)
(see hand-delivered)
(see home-delivered)

(see aerial delivered)

(see newly delivered)

reinvent the
for Priority Mail (post office)

the of porn on the Web is zero
Chinese-food s
provides all the you need (post office);
easy online access to (post office)
(see deliveryman)
a newborn child in the
on my (interoffice mail)
software for --s
easy-to-access j, by phone or Web (post office)
the promised when the order is placed
a UPS
a -- driver
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deliveryman

Delta

deluge

deluged

delusional

demand

express delivery
fuel deliveries
holiday deliveries
home delivery
mine-delivery
water-delivery (m)

first-class delivery

overnight delivery
second-day delivery

aerial delivery
remote-delivery

proof of delivery

date and time of delivery

deliveryman

pizza deliveryman

Mekong Delta

deluge of (holiday) orders

drug-deluged

delusional belief

the introduction of in 1994
an oil crisis or labor strike could stop
99% of Amazon's arrived on time
its on-line grocery operations
(see mine-delivery)
installing better systems (agriculture)

basic fees for

if supplies are received by
(see remote-delivery)

should be requested (store-delivered gifts)

provide you with the (post office)

the stops every Monday;
the had erred;
two husky

a waits to be paid

the , Vietnam's rice basket

companies couldn't handle the

(see drug-deluged)

--s that the young man related to him

demand for ammunition increased , high casualty rates
demand for (prescription) drugs increased
demand for food the world's rapidly growing
demand for (electric) power the will jump
demand for (e-commerce) services there is a

demands for air and missile defense must be flexible to meet the

demand-driven (see demand-driven)

consumer demand there is huge for this;
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demanding

dowry demand
electricity demand
public demand
ransom demand
record demand
settlement demand

conflicting demands
rising demand

increased demand

the drug trade is responding to
unable to meet additional s (India)

has been rising 4%-6% per year
inflation created by risinga

nearly brought down the (power) grid
dispatched a before the trial

juggling the of politics and governing
to cope with ; to meet

strained by the for ammunition

angry demands that I get in touch with him (dating)
heavy demand orders not filled because of the
huge (consumer) demand there is for this
significant demand there is a for e-commerce services

list of demands
set of demands

surge in demand

supply and demand

demanding habitat
demanding job
demanding personality

demand-driven demand-driven

demarcated well-demarcated

demented half-demented

demilitarized Demilitarized Zone
demilitarized zone

deminer

de-mining

deminer
de-miner

de-mining

the expanded
they weighed in with a fresh

livestock markets braced to meet the (Eid)

the inplacability of the law of

frequent natural fires create a (plants)
I have a very
her and penchant for self-promotion

it is

(see well-demarcated)

(see half-demented)

the ' on the Golan Heights;
a five-kilometer (Kosovo);
armed aggression across the Korean

a
5
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de-mining expert
demining expert
de-mining expertise
demining team
de-mining team

the
a

a
a for Handicap International

demise demise of the town the (a particular town)

demise of silent films the

pinball's demise 3-D video games and

demo demo car s driven by dealership employees

democracy democracy movement the 's student leaders;
death squads that savaged the (South Africa)

fledgling democracy support for Nigeria's

grass-roots democracy the kind of the Founding Fathers envisioned

calls for democracy universal and human rights

Democrat party-conscious Democrat could alienate s

Democratic democratic constitution a for his country (Georgia)
democratic government a and market economy

Democratic-voting (see Democratic-voting)

democratic-minded (see democratic-minded)

Democratic-minded
Democratic-minded people in Belgrade

Democratic-voting Democratic-voting urban areas traditionally

democratically democratically elected (see democratically elected)

democratically elected
democratically elected leader s
democratically elected president a

demographic (adj) demographic data can't compete with preference data
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demographic (n)

demolished

demolition

demonstrated

demonstration

demonstrator

denial

denial-of-service

denim

denim-clad

dense

target demographic

soon-to-be-demolished

demolition charge
demolition crew
demolition project
demolition team

bridge demolitions
dam demolition

demonstrated efficacy

demonstration sport

street demonstration

its of Jews in their twenties

(see soon-to-be-demolished)

the tower fell as s exploded
as s began work
the largest in public-housing history
an enemy infiltrated the unit quarters

an obstacle scheme with road craters, (war)
government-ordered for conservation

there is a in decreasing infection (antibiotic)

make iceboating a at the Olympics

leaders of the s

crowds and demonstrations US citizens should avoid large (terrorism)

antiwar demonstrator

denial mode

denial-of-service

government denials

denial-of-service attack

denim-clad

denim-clad proprietor

dense foliage
dense jungle
dense shade
dense smoke

dense bamboo groves
dense jungle vegetation

S

countries in about AIDS

(see denial-of-service)

through decades of

a method known as a (Web);
computer vandals launched --s

(see denim-clad)

the

grew right to the edge of the cliff face
they were surrounded by

from canopy trees
from fires south of the city (wildfires)

we emerged from
terrain covered with
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densely densely packed
densely populated
densely wooded

densely packed densely packed book
densely packed shelves

densely populated densely populated city

densely wooded densely wooded area

density composition and size

dental

dentist

departing

department (store)

department

bear-density (m)
bone density

mine density
population density

minefield density

high-density

dental emergency
dental hygiene
dental infections
dental injury
dental school
dental sealant
dental visits

dental check-up

dentist visits

departing flight

department store (n)
department store (m)

cosmetics department

department chairman

(see densely packed)
(see densely populated)
(see densely wooded)

a

a

isolated, s

minefield (military)

a study conducted last month
areas of decreased (osteoporosis);
the absence of gravity reduces (space)
probability of encounter is based on
the in New York City;
high led the Dutch to reclaim land

depicts the number of mines in a minefield

(see high-density)

s are often the result of accidents
toothpaste, toothbrushes and good
tetanus can occur with (periodontal abscesses)
mouthguards can reduce the risk of
attended at Tufts
s can prevent cavities in children
cavity-related

a yearly is a good idea for adults

and car repairs

s (airport directory)

went to work in a
Marshall Field's empire

a young woman in the

the and school deans (university)
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(school)

department
(business)

department
(social services)

department
(hospital)

anthropology department
architecture department
humanities department
theatre department

marketing department

chairman of the
The School of Design's
universities are downsizing s
the

in the current jargon of s

sales and marketing department

legal department

fire department

fire department (m)
fire-department (m)
Health Department
health department (m)

police department

the s

working in the of the newspaper

service to the ;
listed by the as a dangerous structure
said one official
special police- and radio channels
contact your local (info about lice)

records show...;
a inspector
a dogged by criticism;
fire and s;
the and other emergency responders

victim-services department the newly revamped

radiology department staff members

department (other) Department of Motor Vehicles (see Department of Motor Vehicles)

department-wide (see department-wide)

forestry department the is directly responsible for the elephants

Department of Motor Vehicles
Department of Motor Vehicles records indicate the car was a gift

department-wide department-wide emphasis the on performing

departure departure gate
departure lounge
departure time

flight departure

the (at an airport)
the crowd in the
at the exact

arrive at the airport at least one hour before
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dependence

dependency

dependent (adj)

abrupt departure

dangerous dependence

independence

insulin dependency

he apologized for his

society's on fossil fuels

(see independence)

patients with

social-welfare dependency gangs, drugs, and

dependent on weight

dependent on snowfall

escalator-dependent
terrain dependent
wage-dependent
welfare-dependent

independent
interdependent

the maximum altitude is (plane)

for tourist revenue

(see escalator-dependent)
(see terrain dependent)
(see wage-dependent)
(see welfare-dependent)

(see independent)
(see interdependent)

dependent (noun) children and other dependents

depleted

deployment

depopulated

deportation

depleted uranium

depleted cod fishery

deployment rate

troop deployments

air-bag deployment

six-month deployment

rapid deployment
strategic deployment

long-depopulated

deportation hearing

the situation of (domestic abuse)

cylinders of were piling up

what is left of the

military pilots complain of high s

info about , strength and capability

s for peacekeeping duty

(see rapid deployment)
a headquarters capable of conducting

(see long-depopulated)

at a before a immigration judge
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deposit

deposition

depot

depressant

depressed

depressing

Depression (era)

depression (mind)

criminal deportations

cash deposit
coal deposit
iron deposits
mineral deposits
safe-deposit (m)

deposition zone

bus depot

oil storage depot
railroad depot

antidepressant

depressed men
depressed people
depressed teens

economically depressed

depressing effect

Depression-era

depression screening

depression and anxiety
depression or anxiety
depression and suicide

all that year

made regular s at the bank (drug money)
low-sulfur s

in the river sediment
areas with potential
(see safe-deposit)

run-out tracks and s (avalanches)

the was hit by NATO

his tanks, his petroleum and s
the old on Exchange Avenue

(see antidepressant)

have poorer survival after a heart attack
often make impulsive decisions

therapy for

(see economically depressed)

all this taken together produces such a

(see Depression-era)

schools will offer "--s" (teen suicide)

they feel all year long
(battered women)
in victims of sexual assault

depression, headache, and irritability occur (Brucellosis)

mother's depression she told him about her

incapacitating depression I have had several bouts of
growing depression spent days watching TV, in a state of

major depression
respiratory depression
serious depression

to establish the diagnosis of a patient must...
coma or death due to , cardiovascular collapse
the boy suffered from
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Depression-era

depressurization

deprivation

deprived

depth

clouds of depression parting the black (antidepressants)
diagnosis of (major) depression to establish the , a patient must...
feelings of depression he experiences
history of depression a woman with a and domestic abuse
horrors of depression escape the (antidepressants)
signs of depression include preoccupation, poor concentration
spiral of depression the downward , which can lead to death
state of (growing) depression spent days watching TV, in a
symptoms of depression include: tearfulness, memory loss...

bouts of (incapacitating) depression I have had several

treatment for depression

apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety... (alcohol withdrawal)

Depression-era kid a

Depression-era construction loans

cabin depressurization in case of at high altitude

oxygen deprivation
sleep deprivation
sleep-deprivation (m)

sensory deprivation

sleep-deprived

depth charges
depth finder

depth of his knowledge

depth of the minefield

burn depth
snow depth

minefield depth

in-depth

at 27,000 feet (mountaineering)
staggering with

experiments on animals

was beginning to affect them (trapped cavers)

(see sleep-deprived)

began exploding around them
the sometimes reads into mud (ships)

they came away impressed with the

full-width mines in the first rows and the

is described as first, second, or third degree
and weather (avalanche research)

this gives a total of 440 meters (ground)

(see in-depth)
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extent and depth based upon burn

derby cockfighting derby a two-day (Oklahoma)

deregulated deregulated (international) capital ultravolatile,

derived English-derived (see English-derived)

dermal intradermal (see intradermal)

derrick oil derrick js sit in pools of sludge (Baku)

desalination desalination plant s
descendant living descendant many of the js of the feud

descending descending order (Z to A) (9 to zero)

descent ski descent the first of an 8,000-meter peak

controlled descent the plane made a to 19,000 feet

immediate descent high-altitude cerebral edema requires

described self-described (see self-described)

lovingly described (see lovingly described)

description description of terrain detailed and enemy positions

detailed description of terrain and enemy positions

desensitization emotional desensitization viewing of media violence and

desert desert areas
desert canyon
desert climate
desert environment
desert floor
desert land
desert location
desert rivers
Desert Shield
desert soil

lack of terrain features in vast, open
s of rock and sagebrush
the monotony of the
in this harsh
1,000 feet above the
federal acquisition of 14,000 acres of
Tucson's warm and scenic
crocodiles are common in some
during Operation , the coalition faced...
nitrogen is in short supply in s;
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deserted

deserter

deserved

design

Desert Storm
desert terrain

desert valley
desert wind

desert minefield

high-desert

red-rock desert

deserted island
deserted road

nearly deserted

Army deserter

well-deserved
richly deserved

design company
design competition
design critic
design feature

design firm
design flaw

design mistakes
design modification
design operation
design problem
design process
design studio
design style
design trend
design world

the arid
the force that prevailed in Operation
trucks adapted for roadless j;
the high ground in is usually key terrain
the long, low (Death Valley)
as the turned chilly

typically, s are much larger

(see high-desert)

the of southern Utah

a off the coast of Borneo
he had pulled off onto a

(see nearly deserted)

an named...

(see well-deserved)
(see richly deserved)

our goal as a is to be popular
sponsored an international for the site
a British who works for Ford
warnings are virtually a of any product;
s for future projects (planes)
the Italian (home accessories)
see this as an inherent ;
fundamental s presage disaster
cathedral builders learned from their
the incident led to a (airplane)
the head of a as vast as Ford's
substantial s were resolved
his
help start a new in Simi Valley
associated with a particular
part of a series on s
the rest of the ;
people in the think...

design and implementation the of irrigation projects
design-and-management (m) work on his team (spacecraft)
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designated

designation

designed

design of a study

bike design
memorial's design
product design
study design
toy's design

iceboat design
minefield designs
wood-block design

Web-site-design

nuclear weapon design

proposed design

grand design
original design

realm of design

designated area

designated driver
designated route
designated space
designated target

the

significant leaps in
the will pass muster
has an inherent respect for
s and outcomes (drug trials)
a fault in the

in the vanguard of
must be based on a threat analysis

cloth printed with traditional s

(see Web-site-design)

the secret realm of

a city board approved the for a Wal-Mart

they have a to make our lives miserable
they had criticized the for the center

the

prostitution is allowed in s (Hungary);
receptions will be held in a for each college
drunk drivers and 5
bike riders are restricted to s (National Park)
park only in s (National Park)
direct units to fire on a

designated picnic area grills at (National Park)

designated smoking area s are located outside (airport sign)

target designation question the accuracy of

endangered-species designations obtain ' for many species

custom-designed

American-designed

handsomely designed

(see custom-designed)

(see American-designed)

(see handsomely designed)
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designer

desirable

desire

desired

redesigned

designer's dream
designer dress

car designer

exhibition designer
game designer
head designer

jewelry designer

spacecraft designer

women's-wear designer

lighting designer

highly desirable

less-than-desirable

desire for reliability

consumers' desires
slaves' desire

burning desire

unfulfilled desire

deep desires
sexual desires
strong desire

object of desire

desired impact
desired result

(see redesigned)

her (fashion) show is a
the she wore to the Academy Awards

American s;
the most influential on the planet;
the previous generation of s
js (for the new planetarium)
js create grown-up entertainment
the youngest in Ford's history;
rose to the position of
moved to London and became a

s and launchers

a purse from Chaiken, a

a Broadway

(see highly desirable)

(see less-than-desirable)

the test maker's

companies are reacting to
a bracing account of for freedom

the to be the best (basketball)

it's been my (to be a teacher)

talk to a counselor about your
if you're shy about expressing your
you have a to make things work

imagining he was an to this woman

a scene's (film scriptwriting)
interested only in the at the lowest cost;
decide what plan is needed to achieve s
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desk

desktop

desolate

desolate-looking

despair

desperate

desperately

desired outcome

mutually desired

desk duty
desk fan
desk job

desktop

reception desk
receptionist's desk
registration desk
reservations desk
steel desk

metro desk

desktop computer

desolate-looking

desolate-looking place

family's despair

desperate conditions
desperate efforts
desperate fight
desperate need
desperate struggle

desperately needed

achieving the at an accelerated pace

(see mutually desired)

he'll be on until the investigation is complete
s whirring in classrooms
riding the subway to a ;
reassigned him to a
(see desktop)

at the , I was given a key to a room...
as I stood by the
seated behind the is...
the (at a steakhouse)
two gray s, pushed together

an investigative reporter on the

3.
(see desolate-looking)

this is quite a (city after earthquake)

the (abducted daughter)

sparked looting and unrest
despite his father's to shield him (riot)
he rallied the platoon in a for survival
someone who was in of help
a to stay alive

(see desperately needed)

desperately needed
desperately needed aid
desperately needed (relief) items

dessert

destination

dessert wine

destination of the traveler

destination and route

one of the many s made from muscats

the and the traveler's health

know his team's , possible enemy locations
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destroy

destroyed

destroyer

destroying

destruction

destructive

detail (job)

detail (other)

recreation destination
scuba destination

late-night destination

gaming destination

search and destroy (m)

war-destroyed

guided missile destroyer

ozone-destroying

destruction of the mine
destruction of statues

habitat destruction
mass destruction
mine destruction (m)

total destruction

near total destruction

a sanctuary for wildlife and a
Florida is a popular

curry restaurants are a popular

Shreveport is the nation's No. 3

his unit was engaged in a mission

(see war-destroyed)

the Cole is a $1 billion

(see ozone-destroying)

in place may cause collateral damage
the Taleban militia's (Afghanistan)

, air pollution, exotic blights
halt the proliferation of weapons of

techniques (land mines)

to about 25% of structures (volcanic eruption)

the photos show (volcanic eruption)

weapons of (mass) destruction

destructive device

self-destructive

burial detail
honor detail
security detail

how to make s (Internet)

(see self-destructive)

a member of the
serve on s for each military funeral
the Governor's ;
as his and other aides waited;
President Clinton's Secret Service

member of the (burial) detail a

detail- oriented

contract details
key detail

(see detail-oriented)

just a few stand in the way (boxing)
it overlooked one
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detailed

detail-oriented

detained

detectability

detectable

detecting

detection

tenderly observed details

administrative details
chilling detail
embarrassing details
explicit detail
further details

grisly details
petty details
unknown details

attention to detail

respect for detail

detailed analysis
detailed confession
detailed explanation
detailed information
detailed look
detailed maps
detailed profiles
detailed statement

she proved adept at the
she describes in watching the death of...
revealing about your medical history

concerning the rape (confession)
the statement gave no (press statement);
authorities will reveal at a later date
a number of (autopsy report)
preoccupied with

of Chekhov's love life

how to pay close

he has a scholar's

a of a subject area
he gave a to the killings
gave a of the accident
gathering about a wreck site
a survey presents a at this problem
authoritative diagrams and

that include the donors' health history
he gave a about the crime

minutely detailed (see minutely detailed)
richly detailed (see richly detailed)

detail-oriented

detained nations

detectability of the mine

undetectable

drug-detecting

he became even more (coach)

embassy officials visited their

a metal washer improves the

(see undetectable)

(see drug-detecting)

detecting and monitoring (m) NBC equipment (military)

detection and treatment strategies for the early of...

detection of injuries the to the diaphragm
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detective

detector

detention

drug detection
drug-detection (m)
intrusion-detection
mine detection

mine-detection (m)
mine detection (m)
surface-detection

minefield detection

aerial detection

NBC detection

detective story

homicide detective
lead detective
narcotics detective
police detective

detector kit

detector paper

explosive detector (m)
lie-detector (m)
metal detector
mine detector
motion detector

motion-detector (m)
ovulation detector
smoke detector
vapor detectors

an expert in the field of
a program
(see intrusion-detection)
training in j, mine clearance;

is very tedious and stressful
a vehicle (MDV)
using dogs in survey operations
(see surface-detection)

basic missions include , reduction, marking

concealment from

you may perform in teams or squads

Edgar Allen Poe invented the

have assigned seven js to the case
the in the case
sat down to drink with a
grumbling among js

automatic alarms, s (chemical and biowarfare);
the M256 chemical agent (military)

on the tip of a stick (chemical warfare)

an dog (EDD) can detect minute quantities...
she declined to take a test
(see metal detector)
the IMP portable weighs 7 kilograms
studded with sensors for js;
sensors for rangefinders, s, position trackers
a switch turns the fan on
pregnancy tests, and fertility monitors
requiring s on all aircraft

require sufficient amounts of the vapor

carbon monoxide detectors home with audible alarms are available

range of detectors dogs can locate mines beyond the
sensitivity of detectors wet conditions can change the (minefields)

detention center (see detention center)
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juvenile detention

detention center juvenile detention center

detergent

detergentlike

deteriorating

determined
(resolute)

determined
(ascertained)

determination

deterrent

detonated

detonation

detour

he faces five years in

when he was housed in s

temporary detention center stadiums used as s

detention center for (illegal) immigrants

detergentlike

detergentlike chemical

deteriorating situation
deteriorating skills

determined assault
determined enemy

a

(see detergentlike)

the nonoxynol -9

officials warned of a in Kosovo
Ruiz exposed Holyfield's (boxing)

launched a on the heavily fortified village
human wave assaults launched by the

fanatic and determined (m) facing imminent death from a enemy

undetermined

proper determination

(see undetermined)

the Chief of Staff would make the

courage and determination

strategic deterrent

detonated mine

contact-detonated
command-detonated

the of their ancestors (Nez Perce)

a or an actual weapon (chemical warheads)

casualties in the proximity of the

(see contact-detonated)
(see command-detonated)

detonation of another mine sympathetic detonation from the

mine detonation

sympathetic detonation

route detour

the pressure pulse from a (military);
accidental from the radio signal

from the detonation of another mine (military)

mark 's with countdown signs (military)
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detoxification

devastated

devastating

devastation

developed

developer

detoxification system

ice-storm-devastated

devastating avalanche
devastating blow
devastating consequences
devastating fire
devastating illness
devastating injury

devastating outbreak

wartime devastation

developed area
developed countries

developed world

undeveloped

underdeveloped

carefully developed
fully developed
highly developed
less developed
more developed
well-developed

drug's developer
game developer's (m)

games developer
vaccine's developer

software developer

real-estate developer

elaborate s

(see ice-storm-devastated)

a series of s in the Alps
loss of the coral reefs would be a

they used it ("yellow rain") with (warfare)
he delivered into the ranks of the enemy
dealing with a
suffered a

a of foot-and-mouth disease

Poland's (W.W.II)

runoff from s
the need to take the lead;
in Germany and other
in the rest of the

(see undeveloped)

(see underdeveloped)

(see carefully developed)
(see fully developed)
(see highly developed)
(see less developed)
(see more developed)
(see well-developed)

prompted the to complain that...
Gates will address a conference;
Sega has some of the world's best s
PlayStation caught the imagination of s
who are among the s

--s are faced with short deadlines;
--s protest changes in patent law

one of the city's leading --s

imagination of (game) developers caught the
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developing

development
(living)

development
(other)

developing problem

slow-developing

development of empathy

brain development
breast development
cell development
character development
child development
children's development
tumor development

nip a in the bud

(see slow-developing)

lead affects a baby's
the average age of onset of
it disrupts the process of
professor of at...
(see child development)
(see child development)
molecular pathways which lead to

childhood development specialists in ;
the stages of and puberty

muscular development children's
sexual development the signs of in girls (puberty)

signs of (sexual) development the in girls (puberty)
stages of (childhood) development the and puberty

development battle
development cost

development efforts
development plans

development-minded

on the losing side of s
share the s of a new vehicle;
saving billions in s;
s for console games are $4 million;
the $12 billion (for a new plane)
the results of these (female condom)
upset about in Tenleytown

(see development-minded)

development of talent the search for and (the new economy)
development of (increasingly lethal) weaponry spurred the

development or acquisition the of weapons of mass destruction

business development
future development
game development
land-development (m)
policy development
property development

Cisco's vice president of
s in DNA testing (forensics)
designers and (console games)
a company
played a virtually unprecedented role in
banks tripled their loans for
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prototype's development delays in the

wind power development a production tax credit for

downtown development , lofts and retail shops;
waterfronts are a magnet and amenity for

antidevelopment (see antidevelopment)

unrelated development in an j, he said...(coach)

economic development the city was a model of ;
the dynamics of

economic development (m) strategies for the 21st century
intellectual development he went to school for advancement, not
rural development as part of this agenda
sustainable development we share a common concern for

dynamics of (economic) development understand the

developmental developmental abnormalities secondary to abuse or incest

development-minded
development-minded Alaskans envisioned by

deviant

device

deviant behavior

flotation device
interception device
plot device
safety device
sensor devices
Telephone Device

antidisturbance devices

personal flotation device
personal safety device

guiding devices
lifting device
listening devices

monitoring device

teenagers and

leaky s
satellite and other s (spying)
used suicide as a
escalators are equipped with many s
acquisition / surveillance (military)
TDD for the Deaf (sign)

munitions that have

boating equipment, including s
s such as mace, guns (airport)

submarines use radar and other
s to help turn immobile patients

and concrete cutters (rescues);
the embassy was riddled with
released on the condition he wear a
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devil

devoted

devotion

pointing device
spying devices

the button-style
satellites and ships carrying

mobile tracking device a was placed on his car (by FBI)

anti-handling device
anti-rolling device
anti-tamper device
anti-theft device

the
an
an
s (for autos)

caller ID device he checked the nightly

labor-saving device modern-day, s

hands-free device a like a speaker phone

hand-held device a Geiger counter or similar

destructive device how to make s (Internet)
explosive device a man hurled an (bomb or grenade);

mines or s most like to be encountered;
units encountering minefields or s

navigational device --s of all sorts

pressure sensitive device look under the seat for s (car bomb)

biometric devices identify people by physical characteristics;
various kinds of

cell phones, pagers, television and other devices
Geiger counter or similar hand-held device a

Devil's Courthouse the first person to climb (a rock outcropping)

daredevil
dust devils

devoted father
devoted friend
devoted husband
devoted son

(see daredevil)
whirling dance across the flats (Nevada)

he was a and a devoted husband
they have a band of s
he was a devoted father and a
the takes care of his mother

devotion to duty his extraordinary courage and exemplary
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selfless devotion his courage, spirit and to duty

dhoti- and sari-garbed
dhoti- and sari-garbed pilgrims

diabetes

diagnosis

adult-onset diabetes treatments for

screenings for diabetes free health and blood pressure
treatments for diabetes

diagnosis of abuse documentation is important in a
diagnosis of anthrax difficulty in achieving timely microbiological
diagnosis of appendicitis the should be reconsidered
diagnosis of (underlying) injuries the

diagnosis of AIDS 1-2 years following

diagnosis and treatment knowledge of the hand is required for proper

rabies diagnosis symptoms which raise the red flag of a

missed diagnosis the of an ectopic pregnancy

proper diagnosis knowledge is required for and treatment

diagonal Diagonal Parking No

dial dial tone (see dial tone)

oven dial spin an

dialect mountain dialect the (Appalachia)

dialogue dialog box close this when download completes

film's dialogue the , music and sound effects

dial tone post-hangup the

diameter twenty-two-inch-diameter the pipe that runs underground...

diamond diamond dealer killing a
diamond district obtained it in the (New York City)
diamond earrings three-carat
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diamond-bright

diamond fields hand some back to the government
diamond merchant a prosperous
diamond mine lucrative s (in Sierra Leone)
diamond (engagement) ring a
diamond trade the fuels the war machine (Angola)

diamond output Angola's

diamond-encrusted
diamond-shaped
diamond-studded

diamond-bright

double-black-diamond

bag of diamonds

diamond-bright gem

(see diamond-encrusted)
(see diamond-shaped)
(see diamond-studded)

(see diamond-bright)

(see double-black-diamond)

accidentally threw away a (Taiwan jeweler)

a tiny

diamond-encrusted
diamond-encrusted (gold) jewelry
diamond-encrusted (Rolex) watch

diamond-shaped

diamond-studded

diarrhea

diamond shaped

diamond-shaped window

diamond-studded tie tack

a $100,000

it was (aircraft sighting)

through the

a

diarrhea, vomiting, cramps and fever bloody

travelers diarrhea

acute diarrhea
bacterial diarrhea
bloody diarrhea
chronic diarrhea
infectious diarrhea
inflammatory diarrhea
painless diarrhea
persistent diarrhea
profuse diarrhea
severe diarrhea

ciprofloxacin for and respiratory infections

cases of from Rotavirus
signs of acute
abdominal cramping and
patients with
the death rate from j, including cholera
blood in the stool is a strong indicator of
intestinal cramping and (cholera)
severe abdominal pain or
sudden onset of nausea, vomiting and
patients with or dehydration
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diary

dictator

dictatorship

dictionary

die

diehard

die-off

diesel

watery diarrhea

cause of diarrhea
duration of diarrhea
volume of diarrhea

cramping and

a well-taken history can identify the
antibiotics will shorten the
the duration or

nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea

diary entry

Internet diary

pain diary

dictatorship

abdominal pain followed by

in his original

the expedition's

keeping a can help you talk to your doctor

(see dictatorship)

military-backed dictatorship the end of a

dictionary definition

Arabic-English dictionary

diehard

die-off

do-or-die

right-to-die

die-hard defender
diehard (opera) fan

die-off of birds

big die-off

diesel fumes
diesel engines

diesel-powered

not like ordinary s

the

(see diehard)

(see die-off)

(see do-or-die)

(see right-to-die)

diesel-powered diesel-powered submarine

a
the loggionisti, the --s (La Scala)

there was a big

there was a of birds

I was dizzy and listless from
strict new standards for cleaner

(see diesel-powered)

a Soviet
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diet diet book
diet fad
diet industry
diet pills
diet program

diet- and exercise-crazed

high-fat diet
high-fiber diet

balanced diet

diet- and exercise-crazed
diet- and exercise-crazed

dietary dietary fiber
dietary fiber (m)
dietary restrictions
dietary supplement

difference differences of opinion

different

key difference
language difference

noise difference
time difference

cultural differences
racial difference

cross-cultural difference

world of difference

the authors of s
America, the birthplace of most s
a billion-dollar
these kill people
the FTC's effort to make s safe

(see diet- and exercise-crazed)

--s
this lean, lowers estrogen production

a might not be on the menu

landAmerica, a

cultures with a higher intake of
increase intake
presented the restaurant with a list of
falling ill or dying after taking s;
s promise greater energy, sounder sleep

obvious among them

he points out a between the men
our traditional tolerance of s;
isolated by s and national boundaries
data show s between categories
aided by a three-hour

the celebration of
no s in the incidence or severity of...(medical)

s are dramatic

listening can make a

similarities and differences the within each family (plants)

different decision
different languages
different people
different perspective
different picture

I would have made a
all (of the tribes) speak
the memorial means different things to
different groups have --s
a emerged of the risks...
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differential

difficult

different situation

different story

different things
different types
different way
different world

different outcome

differential pricing

difficult aspect
difficult decision
difficult people
difficult relationship
difficult shot
difficult situation
difficult struggle
difficult terrain

difficult test
difficult time

difficult climbing moves

difficult-to-kill

most difficult

serious and difficult (m)

difficult-to-kill difficult-to-kill warheads

difficulty difficulty scale

learning difficulty
reading difficulty

practical difficulties

people deal with 's in different ways;
how to handle yourself in s
Limon's mother tells a ;
it's a (help for mentally vs. physically ill)
the memorial means to different people

of hand grenades are required on all missions
people deal with different situations in s
experimentalists and theorists live in s;
it was a when he started (coaching)

would there have been a

movie theaters could try

the most of diagnosing smallpox is...
it was a very (mountain climbing)
working with
who has your most been with (family)
at that range, it was a
withdrawal from the (stress)
a and an uphill struggle
the only available passes in ;
land navigation is often complicated by
sit down to take a
he had a at school (writing, spelling);
in s like these;
it was a in his life

a sequence of s

(see difficult-to-kill)

(see most difficult)

we face a very firefighting situation (wildfire)

a variety of (theater ballistic missiles)

rates its trips on a of 1 to 5

students with s
found to have dyslexia or other s

this would raise
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sexual difficulty a couple experiencing

diffuse diffuse pain experiences j, swelling and tingling (finger)

dig dig site the (for a frozen mammoth)

digestive digestive tract when the lining of your is damaged

digging digging equipment rescuers used heavy to free them (landslide)

gold-digging (see gold-digging)

4

4

digger ditchdigger worked as a 1
fossil digger --s, paleontologists, and museum curators

digit single digits his popularity ratings fell to
triple-digit (m) temperatures

4
11-digit (m) the number
17-digit (m) a car's vehicle identification number

digital digital camera shot a lot of pictures with a
digital copy people wanting to download js
digital divide Austin's widening 4

digital image banks can store checks as js
digital map (m) a new display on the multifunction display
digital music download from the Internet

digital video disc (see DVD)

digital horror story download the (e-books)

digital-imaging (see digital-imaging)

digital-imaging digital-imaging technology ' is evolving rapidly

digitally digitally based (see digitally based)
digitally doctored (see digitally doctored)

digitally based digitally based image editors regularly alter their js

digitally doctored digitally doctored image a image

dignified dignified setting in order to create a
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dignified-looking

dignified-looking dignified-looking man

dignity patient's dignity

slow-speaking dignity

dilemma encryption dilemma

deliberate

dim

dime

dimension

dimensional

diminished

dimly

dimly lighted

dimly lit

ethical dilemma
legal dilemmas

(see dignified-looking)

a
the and quality of life (end of life)

with their

the N.S.A's solution to the

they will face their s with Christian faith
there are rarely clear-cut answers to

deliberate act the explosion was a

dim view
dimwit

dimness

dim-witted

dime-store

dimensions of bridges

lawmakers took a of people who...
he's a real

(see dimness)

(see dim-witted)

a knife

military load classifications and limiting

dimensions of the minefields teams collect info on the exact

aerial dimensions the battlefield includes an
exact dimensions teams collect info on the of minefields

three-dimensional

diminished efficacy

much diminished

dimly lighted
dimly lit

(see three-dimensional)

due to delayed absorption and (a drug)

(see much diminished)

(see dimly lighted)
(see dimly lit)

dimly lighted hospital ward we stopped to visit a

dimly lit bar a
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dimness

dimple

dimple-cheeked

dim-witted

din

dining

Dinka

Dinka-speaking

dinner

dimly lit candle
dimly lit room

dimly lit cockpit

dimness of vision

dimple-cheeked

dimple-cheeked little girl

dim-witted mugger
dimwitted robber

din of combat

traffic's din

dining area
dining car
dining room
dining-room (m)

dining-table (m)

Dinka-speaking

Dinka-speaking tribe

dinner companion
dinner cruise
dinner guest
dinner party
dinner-party (m)
dinner plans
dinner plate
dinner reservation
dinner speaker
dinnerware

anniversary dinner
award dinner
Christmas dinner
family dinner

a
a

a

or loss of vision

(see dimple-cheeked)

a sunny,

a
a

he shouts over the

you strain to hear her over the

a large, enclosed at the end of the ship
I wandered down to the (train)
in the
a table; at the table;
the ceiling
the Danish chair

(see Dinka-speaking)

sixty-five s

his s insisted on picking up the tab
went on a on his yacht
he delivered a speech to the s
droning on at a about...
she's a great guest
asked whether the were still on
after the s were cleared
a is an unwritten contract
the hotel where he was going to be the

for school and office cafeterias

where the was held
the annual (golfing)
he had been at their
passing the mashed potatoes at a
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dinosaur

dip

diploma

diplomacy

diplomat

diplomatic

state dinner

Sunday dinner

black-tie dinner a

after-dinner (see after-dinner)

home-cooked dinner sitting down to a every night

real-estate-industry dinner at a

chamber-of-commerce dinner leaving to speak at a dinner

bologna sandwich for dinner he had a ' (jail)

a at the White House;
a in honor of President Clinton (Nigeria)
the obligatory

dinosaur exhibit

skinny-dip (v)

high-school diplonia

shuttle diplomacy

model of diplomacy

diplomat corps

top diplomat

high-ranking diplomat

diplomatic activity
diplomatic community
diplomatic discussion
diplomatic effort
diplomatic front
diplomatic level
diplomatic office
diplomatic pouch
diplomatic presence
diplomatic process
diplomatic relations

museums are redoing their s

boys slipped away to in the water

a

in February, he turned to

a woman who had been a -- began to cry

join the

our in Moscow

a maid who worked for a

a tremendous amount of -- on Bosnia
he spoke to the -- in Seoul
s are moving forwards
the focus now is on the
the U.S., on the , is considering...
lodged a complaint at the highest s
the opening of some sort of in Hanoi
the United Nations
some sort of low-level -- for the U.S.
the focus now is to get the -- reinvigorated

were restored in 1995 (Vietnam-US)
diplomatic representation there'd be some kind of
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diplomatic steps
diplomatic war

the under discussion
he has won the

military or diplomatic (m)countering challenges

dire

direct

directed

direct-fragmentation

dire need
dire predictions

direct connection
direct contact
direct current
direct-energy
direct evidence
direct examination
direct fire (m)

direct flight
direct-fragmentation
direct linkage
direct-mail (m)
direct order
direct path
direct result
direct (human-to-human)

direct line of sight

direct-marketing
direct-sell

indirect

in of help
the company's official response to these is to

there is no between... (two events)
contact burns come from with a hot object
alternating current versus
it uses a (shaped charge) warhead (AT mine)
there was no presented that...(trial)
under she said that. ..(court)
the effectiveness of enemy weapons systems;
terrain can protect against weapons systems
entice the airlines to add a to New York City
(see direct-fragmentation)
the of a UAV to a fire direction center
what letters say
carry out the
the pilot was in a with another plane
the hearings were a of this discovery
transmission of rabies is not documented

a for precise alignment (space station)

(see direct-marketing)
(see direct-sell)

(see indirect)

George Lucas-directed (m) the movie

ill-directed (see ill-directed)

direct-fragmentation warhead a (antipersonnel mine)

direction (order) stage direction

direction (other)

his scriptswith no s

direction of fire ensure doesn't place rounds on friendly troops
direction of movement the enemy's route and
direction of (scientific) research determining the
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directional

directive

directly

directly affected

direct-mail

direct-marketing

director

counterclockwise direction the marking party should work in a

future direction
every direction
new direction
opposite direction
right direction

strategic direction
wrong direction

sense of direction

route and direction

China's
danger lurks in
a study that takes stress research in a
a man with a gun running in the
can be steered in the ;
she uses a compass to head in the
the of all US military operations
you are heading in the

he has no

the enemy's of movement

speed, position and direction guide the of the units (space station)

directional (fragmentation) mine an example of a ' is the Claymore

multidirectional
nondirectional

product-noise directive

directly affected

directly affected

direct-mail letter

direct-marketing unit

director's job
director's royalty

director of operations
director of test security

choir director
film director
flight director
funeral director
museum's directors

(see multidirectional)
(see nondirectional)

governments have passed s

(see directly affected)

1.5 million government workers are

what --s say

Ogilvy's

the is to help the actors...
the author's royalties and the

he was for the past two years (training center)
the for ETS

he became a
as a , he made the bold, intelligent...
the lead space station (Johnson Space Center)
the somber dignity of a
the seemed anxious
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directory

direct-sell

dirt

music director

stage director
theatre director

feature-film director

human resources director

Broadway director

launching director

athletic director
tactical director

directory service

telephone directory
Terminal Directory
user directory
vacation directory

airport directory

the festival's first j;
of the Scottish Opera in Glasgow

as a he had a string of commercial hits
Sam Mendes, the British

a

the most successful since...

the S, Dave King (space shuttle)

he was hired to coach and serve as the
the monitor and control the air battle

the Yahoo!

he paged through another
(map at airport)

check its to find friends and relatives
a complete listing all places to stay...

do you have an (map)

four-hundred-page-plus directory the

direct-sell Web site

dirt floor
dirt road
dirt-street (m)
dirt track (path)

dirt track (racing)

dirt sidewalk

dirt-poor

dirt-floored
dirt-smeared

packed-dirt

s
the chapel's hard-packed
a well-maintained
Sheridan was a cow town
separated by only a ;
driving on s in the desert
Cherokee Speedway, a

step from the into the clinic

(see dirt-poor)

(see dirt-floored)
(see dirt-smeared)

(see packed-dirt)
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dirt-floored

dirt-poor

dirt-smeared

dirty

dis
(without)

disability

bare-dirt
political dirt

dirt-floored but

dirt-poor people

dirt-smeared clothes

dirty dancing
dirty dishes
dirty diapers
dirty war

disability
disadvantage
disarmament
disinformation
disloyalty
disorder
disregard
dissatisfaction

disabling

disabled
disadvantaged
discredited
dismounted
displaced
disused

disorderly

disrespectful

disability benefits
disability check
disability rating

disability payment

learning disability

(see bare-dirt)
top-grade

s
what the pumping of oil might bring his

he wore

Enrique likes with Christina
in the sink and on the kitchen counter

my days are filled with , feedings
state terrorism in the country's (South Africa)

(see disability)
(see disadvantage)
(see disarmament)
(see disinformation)
(see disloyalty)
(see disorder)
(see disregard)
(see dissatisfaction)

(see disabling)

(see disabled)
(see disadvantaged)
(see discredited)
(see dismounted)
(see displaced)
(see disused)

(see disorderly)

(see disrespectful)

he was denied and insurance claims
she lives on a
she has a 50 percent j;
a 100 percent service-connected
Social Security s and Medicaid

common s such as dyslexia
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disabled

disabling

disadvantage

disadvantaged

disappointing

disabled car
disabled individuals
disabled list

nondisabled

mentally disabled

disabling injuries

potentially disabling

main disadvantage

their was struck from behind
retirees, , and former welfare recipients
he's been on the four times (baseball)

(see nondisabled)

(see mentally disabled)

two and a half million

(see potentially disabling)

their is cost (drugs)

advantages and disadvantagessome possible options followed by

disadvantaged group

disappointing sales

disappointing ticket sales

raising self-esteem in s

retailers reported in June

event organizers announced

disappointment box-office disappointment this (a film)

disarmament

disaster

bitter disappointment

disarmament timetable

disaster agency
disaster area

Disease Control
disaster declaration
disaster-movie (m)
disaster-relief (m)

disaster response
disaster story
disaster zone

disaster-prone
disaster-proof

he proved to be a (a judge)

an enforceable

(see disaster agency)
declared a drought ;
rescue workers were able to reach --s
the Centers for , in Atlanta (US)
officials plan to seek a
I'm not the type

efforts;
rising costs to governments
in charge of
a hot market for weather-related s
military personnel deployed to the

(see disaster-prone)
(see disaster-proof)
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disaster-free

coal industry disaster

public-relations disaster

canyoning disaster
mining disaster

unfolding disaster

environmental disaster
maritime disaster
natural disaster

Haj in the years 1999 and 2000 has been

one of the largest s (Ukraine)

the deaths were a

the Saxeten River
the worst since 1991

a Greek chorus comments on the

the worst in the state's history
the worst Greek in 35 years (ferry sinking)
the latest to hit Japan (flooding)

aftermath of (natural) disasters relief efforts in the
brink of disaster had them on the
cause of the disaster he said the was not known;

has not yet been determined
scale of this disaster as the grows (volcanic eruption)
smell of disaster it began to (a public-relations offensive)

disaster agency disaster agency worker firefighters and s

disastrous

disaster-prone

disaster-proof

disc

disastrous consequences

disastrous outcome

disaster-prone area

disaster-proof event

disc golf
disc jockey
disc sports

disc football
disc football (m)

compact disc

digital video disc

people have fallen with (waterfalls);
the of court-ordered social policy

faced with a (medical operation)

development in --s

coloring your hair is not a

disc football, Ultimate Frisbee and
he was a popular in Manchester
j, like Ultimate Frisbee and Frisbee golf

, Ultimate Frisbee and disc golf
--'s rules

(see CD)

(see DVD)
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disco

discharge (group)

discharge (other)

disciplinary

discipline

disciplined

disclosure

disco revival

rise of disco

discharge criteria
discharge letter
discharge papers
discharge proceeding

hardship discharge

time of discharge

accidental injury
cervical discharge
nasal discharge
ocular discharge
urethral discharge
vaginal discharge

disciplinary action
disciplinary problems

discipline problem

the brief in the 1990s

the in the '70s

are as follows (discharge from hospital)
s, movement orders, training records (military)
their (from the military)
he faces a (military)

press for a (military)

at S, patients were given...(hospital)

s are the leading cause of death
pelvic tenderness,
profuse watery
nasal and
vaginal or
j, itching, and burning

the Marine Corps has taken against...
and incidents of malpractice (doctors)

he has never been a

camouflage discipline maintain continuously (military)

camouflage and noise and light discipline employ effective (military)
camouflage, noise, light, and radiotelephone discipline
camouflage, noise, and light discipline enforce

old-school discipline

outdoor disciplines

strict discipline

self-disciplined

disclosure requirements

government disclosure

full-disclosure

he was famous for his

: hiking, climbing, canyoneering...

, pushups, laps (boot camp for delinquents)

(see self-disciplined)

(see disclosure requirements)

of data

(see full-disclosure)
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11)

b

1

II

P

I

II

electronic disclosure (m)
financial-disclosure (m)
mandatory disclosure

the nation's first requirement
forms (for presidential candidates)
(of toxic emissions)

disclosure requirements
disclosure requirements dozens of have been enacted;

created incentives for companies to...

discomfort

discount

discourse

discovered

discovery

discredited

discrimination

disclosure requirements and rules strict regarding contributions

discomfort and pain upon defecation may indicate hemorrhoids

abdominal discomfort chest pain, dizziness, nausea, ' (panic attack)

discount chain Wal-Mart and other s;
designed a teakettle for the Target

discount coupon she read the paper and clipped js
discount rates getting for advanced purchases
discount store s sell an assortment of items

food discounts
group discount

long-playing discourses

newly discovered
recently discovered

faculty discoveries

exciting discovery

gruesome discovery

result of this discovery

discredited question

oft-discredited

discrimination suit

age discrimination

and tuition breaks
for long-term-care insurance

he is given to

(see newly discovered)
(see recently discovered)

touting the latest

"It's an j," he said from his research ship

he made a (murder victim)

the special hearings were a direct

my js

(see oft -discredited)

employees filed a (racial bias)

(see age discrimination)
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discussion

disease

gender discrimination
job discrimination
sex discrimination
society's discrimination

racial discrimination

discussion-group (m)
discussion session

marriage discussions
panel discussion

classroom discussion
newsgroup discussion

round-table discussion

non-binding discussion

animated discussion
heated discussion

diplomatic discussion
further discussion
internal discussion
long discussion
serious discussion

one-hour discussion

face-to-face discussion

disease agent
disease-assessment
disease gene
disease cluster
disease-containment (m)
disease control
Disease Control
disease-prevention (m)

disease's progress

claims of at MIT
because of skin color is commonplace
in the state law (gay marriage)
on the basis of appearance

and the sorority system

a archive (Web site)
it will be a (diplomacy)

involve intense investigations
an after-dinner on...;
she had just participated in a

fuels intense
post notes in s (Internet)

participate in a

a tentative, discussion

engaged in while sipping tea
propelled scientists into a

s are moving forwards
provide a framework for s
encourage of how to remedy problems
there's a of this
it's time to have a with your spouse

teachers led a

.5

childhood exposure to 5
(see disease-assessment)
never knew her mother had the
a traced to cyberspace
the measures of traditional public health
civil rights versus effective
the Centers for (CDC), in Atlanta (US)
cooperate in efforts;
the measures of traditional public health
halting the
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disease surveillance
disease transmission

disease outbreak

disease-prone

disease-carrying
disease-causing

disease-stricken

disease free

Alzheimer's disease
blood disease
epidemic diseases
heart disease
joint disease
killer disease
liver disease
monkey disease
Parkinson's disease
target disease

mad-cow disease

childhood diseases

emerging disease
puzzling disease

emphysema-like disease

advanced disease
imported diseases
inherited disease

airborne disease
mosquito-borne disease
waterborne disease

the head of at the C.D.C.
from livestock

aspects of a may combine...

(see disease-prone)

(see disease-carrying)
(see disease-causing)

(see disease-stricken)

(see disease free)

the search for a treatment for
he suffered from a
preventing the outbreak of
the previous history of
degenerative
common s, including flu and TB
patients known to have
could identify --s
he is suffering from
tetanus is one of the s of the WHO (neonatal)

fears of

the major were conquered;
the re-emergence of dangerous

--s being tracked are Lyme disease, hantavirus
making some sense of this

does the drug work against
the national park is threatened by
any or trait; if you have an

an -- like tuberculosis
the risk of reduces (in cooler weather)
3 million children die from s

hormone-associated diseases , such as breast cancer
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insect-borne disease s such as malaria

aging-related diseases home-care costs arising from

little-known disease a bizarre and
sexually transmitted disease s

allergic diseases
bacterial disease
contagious disease

chronic disease
deadly disease
incurable disease
infectious disease

infectious-disease (m)
modern disease

a family history of
transmission of viral and s
more new cases of the highly ;
measles is a highly that strikes children
asthma is a that causes wheezing and...
she worries about coming down with a
progressive,
contact tracing and s;
no s have been reported (Haj)
he is an expert
ovarian cancer is a

preventable (waterborne) disease children die of s
respiratory disease the virus causes a rare, but often fatal
viral (and bacterial) disease transmission of s

foot-and-mouth disease confirmed cases of

graft-versus-host disease some form of chronic

course of the disease can sometimes slow the
outbreak of disease preventing an
spread of disease soldiers spread chemicals to halt the
spread of the disease the was under control (measles outbreak)
symptoms of the disease rigidity of facial muscles is a
transmission of (viral and bacterial) diseases a vector for
treatment for (Alzheimer's) disease a

disease-assessment disease-assessment division the

disease-carrying

disease-causing

diseased

disease free

disease-carrying insects a repellent to

disease-causing gene

diseased section

disease free

a test for the was available

s of the autopsied brains

made sure that all sheep sold were
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disease-prone

disease-stricken

disgust

dish (food)

dish (non-food)

dish (other)

disinformation

dishwasher
(machine)

dishwasher
(person)

disease-prone genes

disease-stricken

consumer disgust

dishwasher

soap dish

satellite dish

the sheep he purchased was

he has sensed increased (towards airline)

(see dishwasher)

sunglasses, s and scissors

TV trucks with s;
--s sprout from balconies

disinformation campaign engaged in a cynical

dishwasher this is very energy efficient

worst-performing dishwasher among the s

dishwasher-safe

dishwasher

dishwasher-safe dishwasher-safe

disk disk space

compact disk
floppy disk

shock-absorbing disk

diskettes computer diskettes

dislocation ankle dislocation
joint dislocations

finger joint dislocation

traumatic dislocation

disloyalty act of disloyalty

(see dishwasher -safe)

now a chef, he was once a

the dishes are and microwave-safe

download music using half the

(see compact)
inserting the start-up

--s (in the spine)

police seized 17 (hackers)

reduction of an
of the fingers and toes are common

s
techniques to reduce of the hip

excluded from the party for this (England)
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dismal

dismounted

disorder

dismal failure the drug was is a

dismounted approaches machine guns cover (military)
dismounted assaults the M l6 is used to defeat
dismounted enemy engage with enfilading, grazing fires
dismounted forces may require a system of guides (military)
dismounted infantry should first use antitank weapons to...
dismounted infiltration minefields deny mechanized penetration and
dismounted (infantry) maneuver
dismounted movements
dismounted operation
dismounted patrols
dismounted position
dismounted radios
dismounted recon
dismounted squad
dismounted team
dismounted troops

versus mounted movements (military)
close and continuous assault fire during s
obstacle protection against enemy
post air guards in s (vehicles)
visual devices, , or messengers (military)
have the recon element make a
giving fire support to the
provide overwatch security for the
assaults with mounted and 's;
mortars are the ideal weapon against ;

in the open

dismounted avenue of approach position guns on the most likely

mounted or dismounted movement may be
mounted or dismounted (m) this task can be accomplished by forces;

use natural features to protect elements
mounted and dismounted (m) MP teams take action to...;

conduct surveillance

anxiety disorder
blood disorder
brain disorder
food disorder
liver disorder
mood disorder
movement disorder
personality disorder
sleep disorders
stress disorder

s are the most common mental illness
the rare
a degenerative
doctors who specialize in s and allergies
he had a rare
depression is a potentially life-threatening
patients suffering from 's
the diagnosis is usually narcissistic (imposter)
apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety and
post-traumatic (PTSD)

attention-deficit disorder s , hyperactivity

high altitude disorders a hyperbaric chamber for the treatment of
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disorderly

dispatch

dispensed

dispenser

dispensing

dispersed

displaced

display

bipolar disorder , obsessive-compulsive disorder

post-traumatic-stress disorder and other maladies;
, or P.T.S.D

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

debilitating disorder the fight against s

eating disorder

reading disorder

immune disorder

whispers of an ;
obesity and certain s
s such as dyslexia

asthma, allergies, s

obsessive-compulsive disorder trauma victims develop s
passive aggressive (or depressive) disorders

roots of the disorder

disorderly conduct

dispatch route

Volcano-dispensed

mine dispenser

liquid-soap dispenser

mine dispensing

widely dispersed

displaced family
displaced peasants
displaced person
displaced tenants

war-displaced

display board
display case

there is little about the biological

and third-degree assault

control of movement on a is intense (military)

(see Volcano-dispensed)

allows the to exit the area safely;
the M38 Flipper is a manual ;
the MOPMS is a man-portable

a (discount store)

the pilot terminates when...

(see widely dispersed)

provide every with a home
slash-and-burn farming by
the number of s has passed 50,000 (volcano)
offer housing subsidies to

(see war-displaced)

the Dow Jones News Service
specimens end up in a collector's
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disposable

disposal

disposed

dispute

display collections

digital map display

video-display (m)

construction date for

disposable lenses
disposable lighter
disposable mask

disposal of corpses

bomb disposal
bomb-disposal (m)
waste disposal

waste disposal (m)

enjoy a walk through our (Botanical Garden)

provides a new on the multifunction display

a computer with an up-to-date card

the display a hasn't been set

should I choose reusable or (contacts)
a pack of menthol cigarettes, a
anyone entering should wear a (TB)

proper is essential (anthrax)

a manual on
experts investigated suspicious packages

inadequate controls over ;
incinerators for
antiquated systems

explosive ordinance disposal (m) experts defused the bomb

proper disposal

ill disposed

contract dispute
dowry dispute
inheritance dispute
labor dispute
land dispute
payment dispute
property dispute
rent dispute
staff dispute
tax dispute

property-line dispute

shipping dispute

domestic dispute
legal dispute

of corpses is essential (public health)

(see ill disposed)

the case was, at root, a
Indian brides die in s
s to violations of caste rules
there are many s going on
the most contentious in the area
any --s would be settled through audits
the coastline is the focus of a
landlords and s
s, dismissals, resignations
he has had s in at least three counties

turned a into an open feud

5 with their Mediterranean neighbors

he was shot by his wife in a
a -- or a tax audit;
the images have become the subject of a
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111

disputed

territorial dispute

husband-and-wife dispute

subject of a (legal) dispute

wars and continuing s

hotly disputed
long-disputed

disregard disregard for his safety

disrespectful disrespectful behavior

disrupt disrupt minefield

disruption phone disruption
traffic disruptions

short disruption

dissatisfaction customer dissatisfaction

growing dissatisfaction

dissemination airborne dissemination

dissenting dissenting lab
dissenting opinion

dissertation doctoral dissertation

distance distance learning

distance-learning (m)
distance swimming

target distance

stopping distance
walking distance

long distance
short distance
vast distances

5
the images have become the

(see hotly disputed)
(see long-disputed)

and with complete (battle)

rude or

a fractures and breaks up enemy formations

power outages, water shutdowns and 5
minimize (road construction)

power was restored after a (oil tanker)

sought to alleviate

he wasn't aware of her with him

of large numbers of spore (anthrax)

without the approval of the s
as the judge pointed out in his

he was working on his in education

and virtual universities;
will eliminate teaching positions

enrolling in a course
and the English Channel

and missile mass, shape and drag (bullet)

the of a big ship
within easy

(see long distance)
(see short distance)
unrestricted views over (desert warfare)
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distant

distention

distinct

distinction

distinguished

now-distant

not-too-distant

abdominal distention

distinct advantage

caste distinctions

distinguished-looking

(see now-distant)

(see not-too-distant)

pneumonia can lead to an ileus, and fever

the digitized aviation force has some s

determine her status her whole life

(see distinguished-looking)

distinguished-looking
distinguished-looking physician

distinguishing distinguishing feature

distorted

distress

distribution

distorted information

distress call
distress signal

another's distress
liver distress
others' distress

respiratory distress

signs of distress

distribution arm
distribution channel

distribution cost
distribution deal
distribution efficiencies

distribution network

distribution of pain

power distribution

this

one of the s of southerners;
the js of southern life and culture

editorials with in them

the ship put out a
unable to send out a

the ability to respond to
elevated ammonia levels signaled
in their response to

hospitalized with fever and

unless the fetus is showing (birth)

Disney's , Buena Vista (movies)
a new has arisen (e-commerce);
supply chains, js, costs and cycle times
with its near-zero js
an exclusive with...
companies with

the Times, its printing plants and s

the back or shoulder may provide a clue...

smarter (in Navy ships)
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0

0

0

p

district

districtwide

disturbance

disturbed

disturbing

disused

product distribution

racial distribution

districtwide

business district
diamond district
rug district
school district

red-light district

shopping district
voting district

meatpacking district

a system that simplifies (music)

the following among elder abuse victims

(see districtwide)

the town's small
obtained it in the (New York City)
carpets on sale in the in Manhattan
in one

the city's informal (Budapest)

Manhattan's premier (Fifth Avenue)
in a

on the edge of Manhattan's

20,000-student district the

edge of (Manhattan's meatpacking) district on the

districtwide

sleep disturbance

antidisturbance

signs of disturbance

disturbed personality

emotionally disturbed

disturbing fact
disturbing news
disturbing pattern
disturbing question
disturbing (nationwide) trend

to be used

symptoms were , irritability, anxiety

(see antidisturbance)

check for (interior of car, car bomb)

killers with violent and s

(see emotionally disturbed)

we discovered some s
years later came another piece of
a of...
raise s about...

part of a ...

disused railbed --s converted to hiking trails

disused shipping canal a
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ditch ditchdigger worked as a

drainage ditch spilled out of the plant through s;
he dumped the body in a

water-filled ditches barbed wire and

last-ditch (see last-ditch)

diuretic antidiuretic (see antidiuretic)

dive dive background not everyone starts with a
dive buoys jet skiers buzzing
dive center dive travel specialists working in --s
dive club a
dive club (m) activities
dive community within the
dive gear time to buy
dive guide my vanished
dive industry a professional in the
dive literature information about
dive organizations refuse to sanction no-limits diving
dive package selling s
dive plan the recommended
dive resort Sales and Marketing Directors for s
dive shop in a
dive site 70 s to choose from
dive store consumers, travel agents and ,s
dive study home-based with video tapes
dive travel the world of
dive vacation arrange s

dive training people seeking

nose-dive (v) caused the jet to ;
the plane flipped over and ed into the

certification dive an open-water (scuba)
recovery dive a for the body of a woman
skydive a friend went in on a (killed)

stock market's dive the proved temporary

open-water (certification) dive an (scuba)
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diver

diverse

diversity

divide

divided

breath-hold dive

regularly scheduled dives

cave diver
sky diver
safety diver
sponge diver
wreck diver

breath-holding diver

certified diver

freediver

diverse collection
diverse forest
diverse talent

ethnically diverse

diversity training

a record 155-foot

there are to such wrecks as...(scuba)

s must haul scuba gear
the s on board
two breath-hold --s descend
a Greek dove to 200 feet
s operating in deep water

the world's deepest

the number of --s increases every year

associations for

the park has a of plants and animals
a ' of hardwoods and evergreens
her ability to draw (coffee house)

(see ethnically diverse)

sensitivity training or

diversity of (plant) species North Carolina's great

species diversity

biodiversity

great diversity
religious diversity

how influences ecosystem stability

(see biodiversity)

North Carolina's of plant species
ethnic and

ethnic and religious diversity

digital divide

divided community
divided loyalties

deeply divided
ethnically divided

Austin's widening

you've got a right now
the of Montenegrins

(see deeply divided)
(see ethnically divided)
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dividing dividing line

diving diving bell
diving club
diving competitions
diving conditions
diving helmet
diving spot

cave diving
scuba diving
skydiving
wreck diving

no-limits diving

deep-diving
freediving

an approximate

the is supplied with power, heat, air
information about s
freediving and
during prime
the kinds and numbers of s
a popular

enjoys
(see scuba diving)
(see skydiving)
underwater photography,

the hazards of (breath hold) are drastic

(see deep-diving)
(see freediving)

division (physical) cell division is regulated largely by two proteins

division (admin) foundation divisions the largest budget among --s

disease-assessment division the

streaming-media division the Microsoft Corp.

civil rights division the Justice Department's

Internet division director of the company's

division (military) Airborne Division the 101St

division (abstract) city-countryside division the

divorce divorce case s are being reviewed
divorce judge a
divorce proceeding until the 's on May 14;

a client in a
divorce rate (see divorce rate)

children of divorce intact families and the

divorced divorced men have poorer survival after a heart attack
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divorce rate

twice-divorced (see twice-divorced)

recently divorced (see recently divorced)

divorce rate career conflicts, --s;
s exploded in the 1970s

soaring divorce rate s, declining marriage rates

forty-per-cent divorce rate a

dizzy dizzy spell she had a during choir practice

weak and dizzy complains of feeling at home

DNA DNA case
DNA comparison
DNA evidence
DNA-evidence (m)
DNA exoneration

DNA expert
DNA forensics
DNA identification
DNA presentation
DNA proof
DNA technology
DNA test

attacked the prosecution's
the police are awaiting a
credible
he had heard about testing (crimes)
--s are hardly uncommon anymore;
s of wrongfully convicted people
he's the , a forensic scientist named...
experts in
the science of is unassailable
their job was to attack the
the mesmerizing power of
a news article about (crime)
a helped to establish his innocence

DNA testing routine must be made available;
exonerate, through , people who...

DNA-confirmed (see DNA-confirmed)

DNA-confirmed DNA-confirmed sexual peccadilloes

do do-able (see do-able)
do-good (see do-good)

do-gooder (see do-gooder)

do-it-yourself (see do-it-yourself)
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do-able

dock

docking

doctor
(and physician)

do-not-resuscitate

do-or-die

to-do

can-do

well-to-do

do-able
doable

dockside

drydock

loading dock
loading-dock (m)

docking port

physician's coat
doctor friend
doctor's orders

physician's orders
doctor's predictions
doctor's prescription
doctor visits
doctor's visit

doctor's urging

doctor-patient

physician investigator

doctor-assisted
physician-assisted
physician-reviewed

abortion doctor

(see do-not-resuscitate)

(see do-or-die)

(see to-do)

(see can-do)

(see well-to-do)

if it was , it was worth it
I want to make it more

parked on the

build new s

parked beside a
the entrance to the arena

a will be attached to the space station

wearing a spotless and a bow tie
a let him sit in on anatomy courses
so much for ;
given an injection without the
left the hospital against a
defying his , he started playing sports
can only be bought with a (medicine)
regular
he never left my side through every

at the

(see doctor-patient)

s and clinical trials

(see doctor-assisted)
(see doctor-assisted)
(see doctor-reviewed)

on trial for killing David Gunn;
a Web site listing the names of s;
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1

cancer doctor
company doctor
military doctor
prison doctor
prison physician
race doctor
ring doctor
team doctor

violence against s and their patients
trials are managed by dedicated s
a who made house calls
s can practice in any state
the told me I had cancer
a
made his statement to the (bicycling)
the stopped the fight
's told him not to return

emergency room physician an

distinguished-looking physician this

Coalition of Physicians
response of physicians

physicians and other staff

doctoral doctoral candidate
doctoral dissertation

post-doctoral

doctor-assisted doctor-assisted suicide
physician-assisted suicide

doctored

doctoring

doctor-patient

doctor-reviewed

doctrine

document

digitally doctored

script doctoring

the National Against Family Violence
the and medical personnel...

must deal with death and dying

a New York University
he was working on his in education

(see post-doctoral)

Oregon's law permitting ;
and voluntary euthanasia

(see digitally doctored)

a screenwriter who did

physician-patient privilege
doctor-patient relationship

the
the

physician-reviewed information ' (online medical guide)

church doctrine

budget document
conference documents
court document
government document
identification document

a member's acceptance of

the will be printed
in the words of one of the
according to a review of s
wade through s
an immigration official checked --s
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industry documents
strategy documents
taxation documents
travel document

32 million pages of (tobacco)
that were later exposed in the press

land records,
Red Cross for Josef Mengele

curriculum-reform document s
informed-consent document patients should examine 's;

s often don't contain enough info

shipping documents falsifying the

declassified documents
needed document
neglected document

numerous
get all --s before leaving a duty station
hundreds of pages of --s on the case

bloodstained document a

single-spaced document a three-page,

newly discovered document s
fraudulent document link him to he allegedly obtained...
necessary documents providing the (for Haj)

twenty-seven-page (legal) document a

repository of documents a from the Reagan Administration

documentary documentary film (see documentary film)

documentary filmmaker the

highly praised documentary made a about swans

documentary film documentary film a

documentary film festival the site of a new
documentary-film producer a

documentation documentation of abuse photographic (hospital)
documentation of injuries examination should include a careful

supporting documentation-- is required (for Purple Heart medal)
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documented

doer

dog

careful documentation examination should include a of injuries

documented history some of the children had a of abuse

undocumented (see undocumented)

well-documented (see well-documented)

doer the new mayor will be a

evildoer warn js;
js are not radically different

dog accessories like raincoats and rubber boots
dog attack 10-20 people killed each year from js (US)
dog bed his fifteen-hundred-dollar
dog behavior and gang behavior
dog bite there are substantially more --s than cat bites

--s average more than 4 million a year
dog bite (m) patients with wounds
dog breeder calling hundreds of --s in the tri-state area
dog carrier a leather-trimmed canvas
dog collar rhinestone s
dogfight fighter-bombers execute mock js;

it's a (competition for market share)
dog food he bought a flea collar and
dog hairs she said I had all over me
dog handler the best js get in the dog's mind;

an experienced (demining);
dogs and --s need refresher training (demining)

doghouse he's in the j; Snoopy atop his
dog hunt
dog lovers
dog meat butchering and selling (Taiwan)
dog's name he could not remember the
dog owners who don't pick up after their pooches;

--s with fractious pets
dog poop slipped in the
dog run the in the middle of the park
dog shelter New York's s, dog runs, dog laws
dog show the kennel club held its annual
dog spa folks who send pets off to s, acupuncturists
dog tags the jingle of
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dog waste

doglike

dog ownership

dog training

dog-friendly
dog-tired

dog-eat-dog

dogs and dog handlers

dog, cat or other animal

bulldog (m)
guard dog
hound dog
killer dogs
police dog
prairie dog
scout dog
scout dog (m)
show dog
stray dog
stray dog (m)

watchdog (m)

explosive detector dog
mine detection dogs

working dog
working dog (m)

bomb-sniffing dog
cadaver-sniffing dog
drug-sniffing dog
explosive-sniffing dog
mine-sniffing dog

leashed dogs

the problems of and unleashed dogs

(see doglike)

became fashionable in the 1990s

consists of two 10-week sessions (demining)

(see dog-friendly)
everyone comes home (working parents)

(see dog-eat-dog)

require periodic refresher training (demining)

if a has bitten a pediatric patient

a roly-poly figure with a face
a
s and hunting
owners of have been imprisoned
an eager
's are crucial to the Great Plains ecosystem
the enemy might have s
soldiers with special skills such as teams
s with extreme dominance aggression
residents attacked by s
the destruction of the city's population;
Istanbul's problem
a national organization

an (EDD) can detect minute quantities of...
using in survey operations

stamps dedicated to military s;
military (MWD) teams

s at O'Hare Airport
investigators took s
a examines some luggage
provide MP and s to help in clearances

allowed on the Nature Trails (Gardens)
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dog-eat-dog

dog-friendly

doggie

doglike

do-good

do-gooder

doing

do-it-yourself

doll

unleashed dog

purebred dog

wire-haired dog

domestic dog
dominant dog
vicious-dog (m)
wild dog
wild-dog (m)

ability of dogs
packs of dogs
use of dogs

the problems of dog waste and s

s can cost $500 to $1,000

a

most bites are from s
when approached by a , a submissive pup will

law
, hyenas, wolves
his eyes

this unique (to detect odors of explosives)
how to deal with (desert warfare)
the for demining

cats and dogs it was raining
bats, skunks, foxes and dog can be sources of rabies

dog-eat-dog world in a

dog-friendly cafes and hotels track down (a Web site)

doggie bag
doggie style

doglike snout

do-good agenda

do-gooder

wrongdoing

do-it-yourself products
do-it-yourself treatment
do-it-yourself version

do-it-yourself race car

rag doll

s with the eatery's logo
certain sexual positions--girl on top,

a

a

irritate the s;
an army of s;
we're not --s

(see wrongdoing)

making available a

a
like a thrown into a hurricane
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dollar
(non-types)

Barbie Doll

life-size doll

pig-faced doll

football-helmeted doll

dollar bill
dollar store

dollar off

dollar-based

dollars in cash

dollars a night
dollars a year

cash dollars
silver dollar (m)

hundred-dollar
thousand-dollar
million-dollar
billion-dollar

the is a $2 billion global brand

a

a

s

surprises that await at the ;
rapid turnover of merchandise at the

(see dollar off)

(see dollar-based)

gave her a thousand

(see dollars a night)
(see dollar a year)

preferring to hoard under the mattress
a 1994 coin

(see hundred-dollar)
(see thousand-dollar)
(see million-dollar)
(see billion-dollar)

weak (Australian) dollar Americans will get a boost from the

five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar (m) stuffing gold pieces into...

billions of dollars losses could run into (earthquake)

passport-for-dollars (see passport-for-dollars)

dollar (types) defense dollars
education dollars
entertainment dollar
federal dollars
research dollars
tourist dollars
transportation dollars

there's tremendous competition for
how the state's should be spent
there is more competition for the now
the influx of (for research)
in order to bring in more
the influx of
divvying up across the state
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dollar-based

dollars a night

dollars a year

dollars off

dolphin

dom

domain

dome

sponsorship dollars

box-office dollars
taxpayer dollars
taxpayer's dollars

more made available

children attending private schools on
the apartment was not paid for with

advertising dollars control of

inflation-adjusted dollars

dollar-based black market

thousand-dollar-a-night (m)

$130,000-a-year (m)
$65,000-a-year (m)

$5-off (m)

"dolphin-safe"

kingdom
martyrdom
stardom

freedom
wisdom

domain address
domain name

church domes

Superdome

domestic (nation) domestic-affairs
domestic dispute
domestic flights
domestic mail (m)
domestic oil
domestic-policy (m)

the price in

the flourishing

a hooker

a contract
a post

offered coupons to shoppers

a two-year tuna boycott led to tuna

(see kingdom)
(see martyrdom)
(see stardom)

(see freedom)
(see wisdom)

assigning and managing Internet s
registering s (Internet);
the assignment of s on the Internet;
have a registered to her

and rooftops

a sellout crowd at the -- (football)

(see domestic-affairs)
he was shot by his wife in a
airlines canceled scores of (weather)

interception, wiretaps
and gas supplies

two important speeches
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domestic (house)

domestic-affairs

domesticated

domestic threats
domestic terrorism

domestic coal reserves
domestic water prices

domestic abuse
domestic assault
domestic dog
domestic problem
domestic tranquility

domestic violence

domestic-violence (m)

domestic-affairs adviser

domesticated animal

domestic terrorism
domestic-terrorism probe
domestic terrorism unit

dominance

dominant

dominated

domination

donated

donation

market dominance

dominant ankle
dominant dog

still-dominant

Communist-dominated
male-dominated
Slav-dominated

to cherished values
(see domestic terrorism)

energy contained in
higher than today's

a woman with a history of depression and
75% of s reported to law enforcement
most bites are from s
in 1987, he had s (marital problems)
the joys of new fatherhood,

, stalking, child abuse;
88,000 estimated incidents of
asked for a restraining order

Bush's chief

s versus their wild forebears

targets of a by the FBI
the bureau's

the Post's in the Washington area

the is more like injured than the nondominant
when approached by a , a submissive pup will

(see still-dominant)

law-enforcement-dominated

world domination

donated blood

donations for troops

blood donation

(see Communist-dominated)
(see male-dominated)
(see Slav-dominated)

(see law-enforcement-dominated)

intent on

clinics are set up to take

the Red Cross needs

with s steadily falling
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egg donation the preference for over adoption
egg-donation (m) a New York program
organ donation a moratorium on s by nonrelatives

$5 million donation did the President get a

done well done (see well done)

donkey donkey job it's a

do-not-resuscitate do-not-resuscitate order she has signed a (hospice)

don't-ask-don't-tell don't-ask-don't-tell policy the (gays in the military (US))

donor donor eggs the use of by infertile couples
donor fatigue is diminishing services
donor insemination she was conceived through

aid donor
blood donor
egg donor
egg-donor (m)
organ donor

no issue has raised more anxiety with s
volunteer s
an infertile couple seeking an
signed up with an agency
he began to search for an

doom doom-and-gloom (see doom-and-gloom)

doom-and-gloom doom-and-gloom (environmental) predictions

door doorbell the rang
door gunner the (on a helicopter)
door policy the various 7-s at local nightclubs
doorway (see doorway)

door knocking parades, leaflet drops and (elections)

door-sized (see door-sized)

door to door (see door to door)

apartment door knocked on the
auditorium door waiting outside the
basement door a palm print near the
cell door names and numbers posted on s (prison)
closet door the flung open on all the clothes...
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container door a welder may cut open the s (ship containers)
driver's door flung open the
exit door the at the far end of the hall
freezer door she pulled open the
garage door these big double overhead s;

out the open j;
she did often leave the open

glass door a ; a cheap, modern
insertion door the men went through the
kitchen door knock at the
mother's door showed up at his
office door he locked his
refrigerator door open the
screen door from behind the my mother heard that
side door the club had a
stage door at the , a small crowd of reporters gathered
trapdoor a in the courtyard

air-lock door a large
bedroom door outside her sister's ;

her sports a "Don't Enter" sign
passenger side door unlock the (vehicle)

upstage door appears from behind an

closed doors it's a private world behind ;
the committee works behind S;
90 percent of murders occur behind

closed-door (m) a meeting;
a thirty-minute meeting

revolving door hurried on toward the s

indoor (see indoor)
next door (see next door)

outdoors (see outdoors)
outdoor (see outdoor)

four-door (see four-door)
two-door (see two-door)

slamming of doors the and the flushing of toilets (prison)
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do-or-die

door to door

door-sized

doorway

dope

doping

Doppler

dorm

dormant

dormitory
(and dorm)

do-or-die

do-or-die campaign
do-or-die effort
do-or-die situation

door to door

door-to-door

door-to-door killings

door-sized sign

doorway

helicopter doorway

dope-dealing (m)

doping test

widespread doping

anti-doping

Doppler radar

(see dormitory)

long-dormant

dorm advisor
dormitory complex
dorm lounge
dorm mate
dorm-mate
dormmate
dormitory life
dorm resident
dorm room
dormitory setting
dormitory space

every game is

a (politics)
a to reform the agency
it's such a (Olympic qualifications)

lugged them ;
children who go at Halloween
she had gone collecting signatures

the

a

I stood in the to the hall;
eyes scanning people, s, cars

sat in the

the protagonist

using existing s (sports)

officials covered up by...(sports)

(see anti-doping)

you can trace a blizzard on

(see long-dormant)

she went to a for advice (college)
outside the main
he slept on a sofa in the
her s didn't know her (university)
his may be thinking...
hanging out with his old (college)

(coed dorms at Yale)
s put up with occasional annoyances (Yale)
it was a room, just like a
talking in an informal
fluctuations in enrollment and
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dosage

dose

dorm window

dormitory roommate

prison dormitory

he could see Mt. Rainier from his (college)

his

a 92-inmate

football player's dormitory

no-drinking dorms

sex-segregated dorm

coed dormitories

entry card for dorms

dosage regulations
dosage restrictions

dosage and route

recommended dosage

proper dosage
safe-dosage

dose of hormones
doses of vaccine

dose and route

adult dose
maximum (safe) dose
maximum dose

varying dose

inhaled (or oral) dose

daily dose
fatal dose
full dose
lethal dose
low (daily) dose

the

and fraternities

slept in s

spend their first two years at Yale living in s

a keyless

attempts to impose on ephedra products
their three-year quest to impose

there is some variation due to (medicine)

safe as along as s are followed

provided that the is administered
(see safe-dosage)

a low daily (the Pill)
of the 75 million usually given in the US

depending on the of exposure (mycotoxin)

for prophylaxis: 250-500 U IM (tetanus)
to establish a (cancer drug);
they gave her the (painkiller)

two dozen people take s (of the drug)

they are effective after an (bronchodilator)

a low of hormones (the Pill)
muscle relaxants injected in (murder)
a of the antibiotic may safely be administered
with a to humans of less than a microgram
a of hormones (the Pill)
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dosimeter

dot

dot com

doting

dotted

oral dose
pediatric dose
precise dose
proper dose
reasonable dose
safe dose
toxic dose

after an inhaled or (bronchodilator)
for prophylaxis: 250 U IM (tetanus)

your doctor can prescribe the
determine the and route of administration
supplements can be safe it taken in s
establish a maximum (cancer drug)
a mouthful of methanol is a potentially

radiation dosimeter is used to detect radiation;
a Geiger counter or other detects radiation

Geiger counter or other radiation dosimeter a is used...

dot corn (see dot com)

polka-dot (see polka-dot)

dot-corn traditional companies, start-ups and s

dot-com bubble the
dot corn company the s of Silicon Alley
dot-com mania the and security woes
dot-corn wizards becoming billionaires

dot-corn gold rush Wall Street's

doting aunt a to a gaggle of nieces and nephews

dotted line refusing to sign on the

ice-dotted
monastery-dotted

(see ice-dotted)
(see monastery-dotted)

I double double-back (v) 3 minutes to
double-talk (v) he tried to her
double-team (v) when we got ed

double agent secrets that included names of s (spy)
double-cross snubs and s
double-dealer he was a
double digit (see double digit)
double homicide people responding to the
double life a woman living a secret (film)
double suicide it was a or murder-suicide
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double vision

double-bypass
double-overtime

double-black-diamond

double parking

double-barreled
double-breasted
double-hung
double-parked
double-towered

double-wide

contact a physician if you have

(see double-bypass)
(see double-overtime)

(see double-black-diamond)

a ban on on either side of the street

(see double-barreled)
(see double-breasted)
(see double-hung)
(see double-parked)
(see double-towered)

(see double-wide)

double-barreled double-barreled Winchester a

double-black-diamond
double-black-diamond trail a (at a ski resort)

double-breasted double-breasted suit a

double-bypass double-bypass surgery a vertical scar from

double digit near-double-digit (see near-double-digit)

double-hung double-hung windows

double-overtime double-overtime victory a thrilling (college basketball)

double-parked double-parked trucks behind

double-towered double-towered building

double-wide double-wide trailer

double-wide trailer home

doubt doubts of critics

lingering doubts

the grand,

at his trailer

the trailer home

he did nothing to erase the who thought...

put to rest any about...
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possible doubt
reasonable doubt

serious doubts
slightest doubt

convince you beyond any (trial)
they have about the defendant's guilt;
convinced of guilt beyond a
she has ' (about getting married to him)
if there was the

benefit of the doubt I decided to give him the ;
we want to give them the

shadow of a doubt convince you beyond any (trial)

doughnut doughnut shop a

dour-looking dour-looking captain the

dove dove-gray from coral-pink to along the disk

Dow Dow-obsessed (see Dow-obsessed)

Dow-obsessed Dow-obsessed gen X-ers today's

down (bird) down coat a and a ski hat
down suit our s (mountaineering)

down-filled (see down- filled)

down (other) downcourt she drives the ball all the way
downdraft (see downdraft)
downhill (see downhill)
download (see download)
downmarket (m) in venues like K mart
downriver (see downriver)
downside (see downside)
downslope an on-ramp that's on a
downstate (m) the region
downstream the project will have no impact
downtown (see downtown)
downvalley a mile from the ranch

down-climb (v) rappelling was easier than ing pitches
download (see download)
downplay (v) officials the rising resignation rate
downpour (see downpour)

downward (see downward)
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down-and-in

downdraft

downhearted
downtrodden

down-to-earth
down-and-in

belly-down
hands-down
showdown
sundown

beat-down
blow-down
breakdown
button-down
crackdown

drop-down
knockdown
letdown
pat-down
put-down
shutdown

sit-down
touchdown
touchdown (football)

broken-down
greased-down
pared down
run-down
scaled-down

hand-me-down

ups and downs

down-and-in pass

downdraft

(see downhearted)
(see downtrodden)

(see down-to-earth)
(see down-and-in)

reclining in the bed
(see hands-down)
the Thanksgiving weekend football
just before

they beat her up--a Brick City
the leveled tens of thousands of trees
(see breakdown)
(see button-down)
a massive, nationwide ;
a federally mandated
(see drop-down)
a genuine (boxing)
it was something of a
pretexts for a
(see put-down)
tripped safety devices cause escalator s;
power outages and water s;
the of the mine
(see sit-down)
turned off after
(see touchdown)

(see broken-down)
(see greased-down)
(see pared down)
(see run-down)
(see scaled-down)

(see hand-me-down)

the short-term (economy)

a to Paul Warfield (sports)

updrafts, s, fog (flying a helicopter)
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downed

down-filled

downhearted

downhill

download

downpour

downriver

downside

down-to-earth

downtown

downed pilot

down-filled vest

downhearted

downhill

downhill skiing

download (v)

download failure
download progress
download time

downpour

downriver

downside

we managed to rescue three s (from ocean)

the

it made you

education has been going

, cross-country skiing

music can be -'ed off the Internet;
electronic titles can be ed (e-books)

after several s (computer)
(computer)
(computer)

fighting a ;
the rain turned into a j;
a turns the trail to shin-deep mud

the salmon turn and shoot

the is not just the risk

downside of (computerized) education the

biggest downside
potential downside

down-to-earth

the
the of computerized education

she is and unpretentious

down-to-earth (factual) accounts
down-to-earth approach a
down-to-earth woman she's a

downtown clubs
downtown development

downtown hotel
downtown intersection

a large customer base for
j, lofts and retail shops;
waterfronts are a magnet and amenity for
the apartment was less costly than a
blocked major s

downtown-Cincinnati (m) located in a office
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downtrodden

downward

dowry

dozen

dozer

drab

draft (conscript)

downtown law firm
downtown nightclub

downtown parking lot

downtrodden city

downward

downward path
downward spiral

dowry demand
dowry dispute

a partner in a
a in Manchester

abducted from a

a

the plane spiraled

the debt to GDP ratio is on a (economy)
(sexual) addiction is an ugly

unable to meet additional s (India)
Indian brides die in s

dozens of blazes in one of the (wildfires)
dozens of (new e-commerce) companies
dozens of (Web site) pages downloaded
dozens of (disclosure) requirements have been enacted
dozens of scientists the space agency as well as
dozens of startups typical of the (startup companies)

half-dozen

half a dozen
half-a-dozen

one- or two-dozen

bulldozer

olive-drab (m)

draft card
draft-era
draft riot

(see half-dozen)

feet; times; buildings
conflicts

(see one- or two-dozen)

s and other pieces of heavy equipment

(see olive-drab)

a in the 1960s
(see draft -era)
race riots, --s, labor violence

end of the draft the in 1973 (US)

draft (sports) draft day
draft pick

on (college sports)
the Celtics' first-round (basketball);
a projected first-round (football)

draft (preliminary) draft manuscript his summarizing the study results
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draft (wind)

draft-era

drag

dragon

dragon boat

draft report
draft version

downdraft
updraft

strong draft

draft-era military

drag queen

dragon boat
dragonfly
dragon's grave
dragon slayer

dragonlike

water dragon

fire-snorting dragon

bearded dragon

curly-tailed dragon

fierce dragon

existence of dragons
land of the dragon

Dungeons and Dragons

dragon boat club
Dragon Boat Festival
dragon boat race (m)

dragon boat racing

dragon boat racing dragon boat racing

in a released last week
s of the guidelines

(see downdraft)
(see updraft)

smoke being blown upward by s

began their careers in the

at the annual Gay Pride parade

(see dragon boat)
grasshoppers, honeybees
this is the (geological formation)
the

(see dragonlike)

the care and feeding of s (reptiles)

an ornate

we keep and raise --s from Australia (reptile)

5
a haunted the pastures, forests and ravines

people began to doubt the
China is called the

races, classes, weapons and equipment for

the Toronto
the Toronto
a festival

(see dragon boat racing)

is an annual event;
has taken off worldwide;
is fast, exciting, spectacular
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dragonlike

drama

dramatic

drain

drainage

draped

dragon boat racing club a based in Wellington

tradition of dragon boat racing

dragonlike personification

drama group

the

a of the oceans

with some friends, he started a

drama of (athletic) competition

hostage drama

wildlife drama

sense of drama

dramatic changes

dramatic event

dramatic (new) evidence
dramatic increases
dramatic photograph
dramatic turn

dramatic turnaround

drain pipe

drainage

brain drain

storm drain
storm-drain (m)

drainage ditch

drainage system

cloth-draped
flag-draped

black-cloth-draped

choking and the

one may be over, but...

a compelling (mountain pond)

such a high-flung

he can be counted on to make few js;
in the law (Supreme Court rulings)

this (the eruption of a volcano);
during that season's s (on Mt. Everest)
even in the face of
manufacturing has seen ' in productivity
French TV showed a of the plane in flames
the case took another when... (murder)

in another (football coach's fortunes)

s and fire hydrants

(see drainage)

the agency has suffered a severe ;
the Post had suffered a considerable
polluted water, js, sewage
a system designed to prevent floods

spilled out of the plant through s;
he dumped the body in a
discharges waste into the

(see cloth-draped)
(see flag-draped)

(see black-cloth-draped)
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1

drastic drastic change

drastically drastically shortened

coloring one's hair is such a

(see drastically shortened)

drastically shortened
drastically shortened (hospital) stay managed care, s

draw (terrain) remote draw

two-mile-wide draw

draw (other) drawback

drawing drawing board

drawing style
drawing table

charcoal drawing
kids' drawing

drawn (prolonged) drawn-out

drawn (picture) hand-drawn

drawn (pulled) horse-drawn
tractor-drawn

raindeer-drawn

drawn (delimited) clearly drawn

drawn-out drawn-out strike
drawn-out whistle

drawn-out dying process

dream (sleep) dream abnormalities
dream job

dream life
dream sequence
dream time

a

a remote

there are many js to...

also on the is...;
another section of the bike path is on the
his does undergo a noticeable shift
dragging his

his of a watch
the wall decorated with his js

(see drawn-out)

(see hand-drawn)

(see horse-drawn)
(see tractor-drawn)

(see raindeer-drawn)

(see clearly drawn)

long, s
a

he finds a meaningless

symptoms include dry nose and
his secured, he is now...;
your man tanked the interview for his
a direct gateway into
part of a
theatrical , a realm of myth and music
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dream (desired)

dream therapy undergoes Jungian

daydream (v) she ed about what she would do...

recurring dream for years, he was visited by a

bad dream the whole thing is like a
recurrent dream he has had a for some years

dream car they got their for thousands less
dream guy new dating services guarantee a
dream home completing his
dream job his secured, he is now...
dream ship a fantastic
dream store invited her to help him open his
dream team O.J. Simpson's "";

energy, direction and a " j" of scholars
dream-team (m) the defense's mission was not to...
dream vacation js and weekend getaways
dream wedding the fairy-tale star of her
dream world it was her

dream come true that's my idea of a

dreams of (artistic) greatness he had all these

pipe dream
rock dream
secret dream

boyhood dream
childhood dream

lifelong dream

designer's dream
American dream
wildest dream

it's not just a anymore
he realized he wouldn't be living the
the of any woman...

he fulfilled his of sailing...
she has realized her

it's an opportunity for him to fulfill a

her (fashion) show is a
have a piece of the
beyond their js

hopes and dreams do you have beyond tomorrow morning;
his have to do with...

man of (your) dreams find the

I
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dredging dredging ship a couple of s are in port

drenched blood-drenched (see blood-drenched)
sun-drenched (see sun-drenched)

dress dress code (see dress code)
dress style musical tastes or s as warning flags;

what band or a student prefers
dress uniform Vietnam-era ribbons for soldiers' s

designer dress the she wore to the Academy Awards
headdress Indians in ceremonial
satin dress the strapless , designed by...
summer dress girls walking bare-armed in their s
sundress her long white translucent

glass-beaded dress her fragile s

head-to-toe dress clad in a and a black veil (Muslim woman)

dress code dress code for (office) employees he instituted a

strict dress code the school has a

coat-and-tie dress code there were still s at dinner

dressed elegantly dressed (see elegantly dressed)
impeccably dressed (see impeccably dressed)

0 soberly dressed (see soberly dressed)
tastefully dressed (see tastefully dressed)
well-dressed (see well-dressed)
worst-dressed (see worst-dressed)

dressing dressing room (see dressing room)

dressing room dressing room

dried dried fruit

freeze-dried

in his (the boxer's) ;
I leave the (clothing store);
a small on the theatre's sixth floor;
the --s backstage at the Beacon;
the between periods (hockey)

, cinnamon, and salt

(see freeze-dried)
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kiln-dried (see kiln-dried)

cut-and-dried (see cut-and-dried)

drift driftnets illegally large
driftwood a stone, a feather, a piece of

mine drift shifting sand can cause (desert)
snowdrift three-foot-high s

drill (oil, etc.) drill rig the was being towed to a new location
drill site protests at the (crude oil) I

drill (training) drills (physical exercise, stretching, marching)

driller

drill instructor the black is a stock figure in films
drill team cheerleaders, a band, the high-stepped

1
drill yard classrooms and the (Chicago Fire Academy)

battle drill practice methods of communication during s;
the lead squad executes the to react to contact;
a is a collective action rapidly executed

emergency drill s are routine (for earthquakes in Japan)
evacuation drills well-rehearsed to extract units (minefields)
extraction drills and casualty treatment (minefields)
fire drills at the high school
math drills S, daily homework, Friday assemblies;

gave them
search drill establish a suitable for buildings (booby traps)
spill drill a hazardous material (HM) or waste (HW)
staff drills standardized and rehearsed (military)

basketball drills running and doing

full-contact drills he participated in (basketball)

emergency surfacing drill during an (submarine)

standardized and rehearsed (staff) drills (military)

well-rehearsed (evacuation) drills to extract units from minefields

well driller a
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drilling

drink

drinker

drinking

drilling rig
drilling rights
drilling technology

oil drilling
oil-drilling (m)

drink booth
drink top

a in the Gulf of Mexico
in the Caspian Sea

geothermal energy accessible through

ban off California and Florida
an ship; an zone

helped by manning the (charity event)
plastic s, fan belts, cigarette butts

carbohydrate drink a I keep in my water bottle

soft-drink (see soft-drink)

after-dinner drink an

iced coffee drink s are blends of cream and flavorings;
specialty s

alcoholic drink he ordered me an

absinthe drinker
binge drinker

coffee drinker

heavy drinker
light drinker
moderate drinker

a profile of the typical
20 percent of students are frequent s;
the number of s has remained steady;
s versus light drinkers
among America's --s

5 think they are moderate drinkers
binge drinkers versus s (college)
heavy drinkers think they are s

drinking age before they'd even reached the legal
drinking binge a led to the senseless killing
drinking cup a shallow
drinking problem had overcome his
drinking straw a fire hose versus a
drinking water the shortage of may become severe

underage drinking and traffic accidents, crime

no-drinking (see no-drinking)

beer-drinking violations such as public
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binge drinking the spread of school cheating and

hard-drinking (m) a woman

heavy drinking has actually increased (at colleges);
she stayed away from drugs and

drip morphine drip his was turned up high

IV drip an is started in his arm

dripping slime-dripping (see slime-dripping)

drive drive shaft the gears, and generator
driveway he ran out to the ;

kept his truck in the

drive-by (see drive-by)
drive-off 's will be prosecuted (gas station sign)
drive-through (see drive-through)

drive for the title their was a team effort

blood drive
cattle drive
coat drive
fund drive
gravel drive
petition drive
sex drive
test drive
test drive

space and time for 5
the historic s north from Texas
the Mission's annual for the homeless
a new for...
in to the wide
the push started with a
asking your doctor questions about your
out on a with the state examiner;
come in for a (buying a car)

recruiting drive military s will enlist celebrities

fundraising drive depend on s to survive

maple-lined drive we turned in to a

hard drive a smaller than a matchbook (computers)

four-wheel-drive (see four-wheel-drive)

hour-and-a-half drive an -- away
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drive-by

driven

driver

drive-by shooting

drive-by killings

celebrity-driven
curiosity-driven
demand-driven
fantasy-driven
greed-driven
growth driven
market-driven
news-driven
photo-driven
profit-driven
steam-driven
supply-driven
technology-driven
wind-driven

hard-driven
ideologically driven

the of a black teen-ager;
s and crack houses;s
(see celebrity-driven)
(see curiosity-driven)
(see demand-driven)
(see fantasy- driven)
(see greed-driven)
(see growth driven)
(see market-driven)
(see news-driven)
(see photo-driven)
(see profit-driven)
(see steam-driven)
(see supply-driven)
(see technology-driven)
(see wind-driven)

(see hard-driven)
(see ideologically driven)

driver for a (catering) firm

driver's door
drivers' education

driver fatigue
driver's license
driver records
driver's-side (m)

bus driver
cabdriver
student driver
taxi-driver
taxi driver

train driver
truck driver

van driver

a

flung open the
high schools had ;

has been eliminated in many schools
State Police accident forms include category
(see driver's license)
many states sell to marketers
the front door;
the door (car)

the didn't check the bus before leaving
a
a
a told her; paying the
a filling up at a gas station;
beyond the gate I met a gang of js (border)
safety concerns raised by js
a ; s entering the country;
the bar was full of s
the first to be killed
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wrecker driver

delivery-truck driver
forklift driver
livery cab driver
snowplow driver

back-seat driver

getaway driver

designated driver
licensed driver

drunk driver

fourth-generation driver

16-year-old driver

out-of-control driver

driver's license driver's license

drive-through

driver's license test

permanent driver's license
valid driver's license

the split up the truck and trailer

a
a
the slaying of a
a

a

the during a liquor-store robbery

drunk drivers and s
the number of s has risen 65%

who was killed by a last spring

the sport's first (auto racing)

s crash at nine times the rate

laws against s

two points on a ;
since getting his , at sixteen

pass a

can get a at 16;
three credit cards, and a

drive-through liquor store
drive-through pharmacy window

a
a

drive-through viewing window a (at a funeral home)

driving (vehicles) driving history
driving offense
driving record
driving-school (m)
driving student
driving test

driving point of view

his and past problems with alcohol
an alcohol-related
your and other factors
his car
his wayward s
had failed her

from a you know what's happening (racing)
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taxi-driving
winter-driving (m)

teenage driving (m)

aggressive-driving (m)
careless driving
drunk-driving
drunken-driving (m)
reckless driving

(see taxi-driving)
she had plenty of experience

Maryland strengthened its law

a 60 percent increase in accidents
he was charged with
(see drunk-driving)
the state's most gruesome accidents
(see reckless driving)

(40-odd) years of driving

driving (other) driving force

driving rain

driving layup

driving range

hard-driving

drooping drooping eyelid

drop (liquid) droplet

blood drops
eyedrops
eye drops
tear drop

drop (other) drop box
drop zone

drop-down
dropout
dropoff
drop-in

leaflet drop
parachute drop
pressure drop

the behind globalization;
information and other s
huddled under an umbrella in a

the go-ahead basket on a (basketball)

practicing on the (golf)

(see hard-driving)

a constricted pupil, a , and a sunken eyeball

(see droplet)

a trail of led away from the bodies
may be necessary

he needs five times a day
(see tear drop)

Federal Express has 34,000 s
they survey the (BASE jumping)

(see drop-down)
(see dropout)
(see dropoff)
(see drop-in)

parades, s and door knocking (elections)
planning the to the site
monitoring systems detected a
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sharp drop a in spending

300-foot drop a dry wash leading to a

thirty-seven-per-cent drop a in armed robberies

drop-down drop-down oxygen mask a (planes)

drop-in drop-in guest a

drop-in film loading the camera offers

droplet water droplet nerve agents delivered by , vapor, or both;
the water

dropoff frightening dropoffs fog-shrouded cliffs above and below

four-foot drop-off a

drop-off (m) drop-off point bagmen and s

dropout drop out (v) he intends to of school

dropout he is a from school;
an illiterate high school

dropout rate

college dropout

the is .3 percent;
significant reductions in 's (teens)

he was actually a (doctor imposter)

high-school-dropout (see high-school-dropout)

dropping eavesdropping (see eavesdropping)
name-dropping snobbery and
pigeon droppings ankle deep in

drought drought conditions will persist in many areas
drought emergency Nebraska Governor declares a
drought region Midwest s include Nebraska, ...
drought relief Florida would have some with seasonal rains

drought forecast compared to last month's
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drought-parched

drought- plagued

drought-resistant

drought- stricken

drowning

drug (illegal)

drought-parched
drought-plagued
drought- stricken

drought disaster area

drought-resistant

deadly drought
severe drought

drought-parched region

drought-plagued Ethiopia

thought-resistant corn
drought-resistant crops

thought-stricken country

pail drownings

bathtub drownings

drug abuse
drug addict
drug advisor
drug-arrest
drug buy
drug case

drug control
drug courier
drug cultivation
drug culture

drug dealer

drug detection
drug-detection (m)
drug education
drug enforcement

(see drought-parched)
(see drought-plagued)
(see drought-stricken)

declared a

(see drought-resistant)

a that has gripped...(Kenya)
sweltering heat, s, brownouts

s of Africa

Mexico has developed
planting

s throughout the region (Middle East)

bathtub and may represent child abuse

and young children

(see drug abuse)
a European
the White House
(see drug-arrest)
a crack pipe, a street , a motel crack party
a plea bargain in the ;
attorneys who specialize in s
(see drug control)
a bicycle messenger and

has grown
mainstream culture and ;
the of the 1960s;
the of Manchester's dance clubs
s; street-level s;
the park is full of s at night;
pay a in East St. Louis
an expert in the field of
a program
drug treatment, , community service
taking a tough line on
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drug eradication (m)
drug fight
drug fix
drug habit
drug haven
drug intake
drug interdiction
drug killings
drug law
drug lab
drug legislation
drug location
drug market

drug money
drug offender
drug offense
drug paraphernalia
drug's popularity
drug possession
drug problem
drug raid
drug ring
drug runner
drug sales
drug scene
drug sellers
drug shipment
drug sting
drug strategy
drug survey
drug taker
drug test
drug's toxicity
drug trade

drug traffic
drug traffickers
drug transaction
drug treatment (n)
drug-treatment (m)
drug use
drug war

a decade-old effort
assistance to be used in the
he needs his
a street hustler with a
Prague's status as a
her would be closely monitored
the success of

the nation's s
rebels guard coca fields and s
the most important in a generation
the cop had noticed a man at a known
an open-air ;
street-corner s
U.S. officials are being corrupted by
's and violent offenders
juveniles charged with public nuisance and s
in custody for possessing
simple reasons lie behind the (ecstasy)
arrested for
Velma's
during a
when the was busted...
smugglers and s
open, illegal in his club
the in Manchester today (England)

stash houses for 's
a police officer who participated in the
pursued a of "zero tolerance"
s show much use of illegal drugs
pinkos, longhairs, s...
he took a ; accused of failing a
he warned of the (ecstasy)
fighting the ;
the neighborhood was booming
growing from South America
Darien is an attractive refuge for , guerrillas
involved in an altercation over a
, drug education and community service
a program
a deterrent to ; her
Columbia's ;
the became a bipartisan effort
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drug withdrawal

drug pickup

drug free

drug dealing

drug-dealing
drug-detecting
drug-producing
drug smuggling
drug-sniffing
drug-taking

drug taking
drug testing
drug trafficking
drug trafficking (m)
drug-trafficking (m)
drug-using (m)

drug-deluged
drug-expanded
drug-impaired
drug-laced
drug-related
drug-ridden

diagnosed with acute

a

(see drug free)

; faded;
I didn't see any open there
a response to
(see drug-detecting)
(see drug-producing)
fight from Columbia
(see drug-sniffing)
manage and effectively regulate ;
his and womanizing

and despondency
(see drug testing)
to stand trial for and conspiracy
rival gangs
he built a empire in the Caribbean

pregnant women

(see drug-deluged)
(see drug-expanded)
(see drug-impaired)
(see drug-laced)
(see drug-related)
(see drug-ridden)

drug- and guerrilla-infested (see drug- and guerrilla-infested)

drugs and alcohol

club drug
dance-drug (m)

anti-drug
counterdrug

(see drugs and alcohol)

ecstasy and other s
when a user takes ecstasy

(see anti-drug)
(see counterdrug)

performance-enhancing drugs the abuse of s (sports)

abused drugs

hallucinogenic drug

, such as alcohol, amphetamines, narcotics

the use of s
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drug (legal)

illegal drug
intravenous-drug (m)
recreational drugs

(see illegal drug)
users

U.S. users of

sex and drugs (see sex and drugs)
sex, drugs and rock-and-roll

alcohol and other drugs the abuse of correlates with domestic violence
amphetamines, cocaine or other drugs uses (domestic violence)

drug combination
drug company
drug-cost (m)
drug counter
drug's (potential) dangers
drug's developer
drug industry

drug level
drug maker
drug manufacturer

drug price
drug reaction
drug's safety

drugstore
drug therapy
drug treatment
drug trial

drug taking

drug-induced

drug-resistant

drug of choice

drugs for (pain) relief

abortion drug

a used for symptomatic relief of cough
s are producing wonderful products
annual increases
mistakes behind the (at drugstore)
the , which include...
prompted the to complain that...
the economics of the ;
the 's profit margin
impaired liver function may result in toxic s
s say they must charge high prices
insurance companies press s;
s are among the most profitable
s are lower in Canada, Europe, Japan
s are a leading cause of death
to assess the S;
there were no concerns about the ;
testify before the F.D.A. about the
(see drugstore)

is less costly than surgery
it was decided that should begin
research scientists defended the 's;
conducting clinical s

and despondency

(see drug-induced)

(see drug-resistant)

the for a serious infection

he's taking

the RU-486
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miracle drug
prescription drug
wonder drug

brand-name drug
weight-control drug

cutting-edge drug

anti-malarial drug
anti-nausea drug
anti-psychotic drug

anti-clotting drug

the beneficiary of a
(see prescription drug)
Viagra, the male impotence

five common s
the

a like Zofran

s have been in short supply
j, painkillers
ten milligrams of an every day

s like aspirin

cholesterol-lowering drug a

top-selling drug

branded drug

widely prescribed drug

experimental drug
generic drug
injectable drug
potent drug

less toxic drugs

over-the-counter drug
state-of-the-art drug

Lilly's

s versus generic drugs

the most

s to patients who would die
(see generic drug)
combines a low-power laser with an
GHB is a

penicillins or other

s
5

administration of the drugs review the (medical malpractice)

drug abuse drug-abuse expert prison. authorities, s

drug-abuse-treatment (see drug-abuse-treatment)

drug-abuse-treatment
drug-abuse-treatment program s

drugs and alcohol drugs and alcohol the use of are prohibited on the river
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drug-and-alcohol (rehabilitation) program
drug-and-alcohol-treatment (see drug-and-alcohol-treatment)

use of drugs and alcohol the are prohibited on the river

drug-and-alcohol-treatment
drug-and-alcohol-treatment program a faith-based

drug- and-guerrilla-infested
drug- and guerrilla-infested jungle in the

drug-arrest drug-arrest rate the is higher in the West

drug control drug control a public-health approach to ;
federal spending on

drug-control bill an omnibus bill
drug-control legislation legislation
drug-control measures tough new
drug-control policy America's policy

drug-deluged drug-deluged neighborhood a

drug-detecting drug-detecting strategy --s

drug-expanded drug-expanded consciousness a state of

drug free drug free he was found

drug-free zone s
drug-impaired drug-impaired tests can ID the

drug-induced drug-induced roughly a third of abortions are (Europe)

drug-induced abortions surgical abortions versus (RU-486);
are hardly hassle free (RU-486)

drug-laced drug-laced story the erotic and

drug-producing drug-producing capital the of the world

drug-related drug-related they were
most crimes are
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drug-ridden

drug-resistant

drug-sniffing

drugstore

drug testing

drug-related crime
drug-related murder
drug-related offenses

drug-ridden city
drug-ridden neighborhood

drug-resistant bacteria
drug-resistant germ
drug-resistant strain

drug-sniffing dog

drugstore chains

chain drugstores

cyberdrugstore

online drugstores

independent drugstore

drug testing

drug-testing errors
drug-testing field
drug-testing lab

random drug testing

drum (sounds) drumbeat

drum (container) oil drum

55-gallon drum
fifty-five-gallon drum

drummer drummer boy

drunk drunk driver

drunk-driving

tough measures to fight
several s
women incarcerated on

a
a

, or "superbugs"
infected with a
s of malaria

a examines some luggage

like Eckerd, Rite Aid, and...

independent drugstores and

the new world of s

must meet strict regulations

s and chain s

in the workplace is unpopular

the
a

has been upheld in the courts

s filled the gym

a fifty-five-gallon

three s;
a giant mound of crushed s

joined Company C as a (Civil War)

who was killed by a last spring

(see drunk-driving)
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half-drunk

evil-tempered drunk

drunk-driving drunk-driving accident
drunk-driving case
drunk-driving charge

drunken

drY

dryer

dry-eyed

drygoods

drying

dry weather

drunken husbands
drunken moments

drunken-driving (m)

drydock
dry eyes
drygoods
dry ground
dry land
dry mouth
dry season
dry-season (m)
dry spell

dry topic
dry weather

dry-eyed

bone-dry
tinder-dry

hair dryer

dry-eyed

drygoods store

drygoods-storage

quick-drying

dry weather

(see half-drunk)

a tottering,

teen deaths from s
5
on a

, and wife-beating
I've had my share of embarrassing

the state's most gruesome accidents

build new s
smoke and people with
(see drygoods)
flood victims were brought to
the rhythms of the sea versus
symptoms such as constipation,
watering holes during the
a offensive
having been in a six-month (dating);
the lingering and crops (weather);
throughout that ' he showed composure (golfer)
a potentially ---the law
(see dry weather)

(see dry-eyed)

(see bone-dry)
(see tinder-dry)

scientists used s to thaw the specimen

she was mournful but

owned a

the room (at a restaurant)

(see quick-drying)

keep skin well-hydrated in harsh
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dual dual-purpose (see dual-purpose)

dual-purpose dual-purpose provocation a

duck duck blind crouching in the reeds of his

family of ducks a got a few bread crumbs

duct duct tape , rope, a knife, and a gun

roll of duct tape

dud dud pit place canisters that misfire in the (military)

dude dude ranch one of the first s in the country

due due date December 14th, my original (baby);
we must receive your payment by the ;
I went into labor on my (baby)

due process you get a measure of (getting fired from job)

overdue (see overdue)

dues dues payer 3.6 million s (NRA)

dues-paying (see dues-paying)

members' dues using their for politics (unions)

dues-paying dues-paying member the club has 940 s

duet karaoke duet laughing and singing --s

duffel duffel bag the in the closet

dug dugout (see dugout)

dugout (sports) dugout luxury suites, the press box, -- and clubhouse

dugout (other) dugout canoe a -- (Papua New Guinea)

dull dull fields they held university appointments in pretty
dull pain versus sharp pain
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dumb

dump

dumping

dumpster

dune

dung

dungeon

dung-strengthened

duration

dumbbells
"dumb bombs"
dumb joke

young and dumb

dump bomb
dump site

dump truck

ammunition dump

mines dump
mine dump

waste dump

radioactive-waste dump
toxic-waste dump

nuclear waste dumping

dumpster site
dumpster user

dune terrain

sand dune

dung heap

dung-strengthened

cow dung
goat dung

do a series of squats with 5-pound
air-to-surface missiles vs
spam, flame wars, s

he was wild and crazy,

s versus precision munitions
a military ; the capital's only
alarm as s fill up and overflow
a overturned on his car;
cement mixers and s

in a magazine, or at an ;
installations and facilities (fuel and s, etc.)

returns to the nearest for another load;
laying parties set up s near the minefield area
unsanitary s

s and safety violations
the plant was its own

sought to expose

use of this is restricted by local ordinance
Notice to Dumpster Users

mountain, rocky plateau, and sandy or (desert)

the largest complex of s

looked back on it as a

(see dung-strengthened)

collecting for building material and fuel
fields fertilized with

Dungeons and Dragons races, classes, weapons and equipment for

dung-strengthened mud

duration recommendations dosage and (drugs)
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durum

dusk

dusk-to-dawn

dust

duration of diarrhea
duration of the eruption
duration of the fever
duration of pain

duration or volume

long-duration
short duration

long or short duration

antibiotics will shorten the
looters were active throughout the
the generally lasts less than 13 days
ask the patient about the

the of diarrhea

(see long-duration)
special operations will be of long or

special operations will be of

intensity, duration and frequency the of training (childhood sports)

durum wheat

dawn-to-dusk
dusk-to-dawn

dusk and dawn

ship 20,000 tons of to...

(see dawn-to-dusk)
(see dusk-to-dawn)

mosquitoes tend to bite only between

dusk-to-dawn bombardment after the

dust collector
dust devils
dust mask
dust storm

duststorm
dust signatures

asbestos dust
cement dust
construction dust
house dust
sawdust

plutonium-laced dust

smoke and dust

cloud of dust
inhalation of dust

carpets and other s
whirling dance across the flats (Nevada)
a run on (smoke from wildfires)
huge s ravaged the plains;
vehicle pileups during a blinding ;
heat mirages and s
rapid movement causes dramatic (military)

health risks from inhaling
. covers everything
car fumes mixing with acrid
microscopic lead in
there was on the floor

workers inhaled

the of combat can create limited visibility

we left him in a (motorcycle)
the virus is transmitted through
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dusted

dutiful

duty (tax)

duty (other)

duty bound

snow-dusted

dutiful son

duty-free

customs duties

duty cycle
duty station
duty status

duty bound

desk duty
garrison duty
guard duty
reserve duty
sentry duty

household duty

off-duty

peacekeeping duty

active-duty (m)
civic duty
hateful duty
legal duties
minor (household) duties
religious duties

NBC duties

call of duty
line of duty
performance of its duties

devotion to duty

duty bound
duty-bound

(see snow-dusted)

face strong family pressure to be s

(see duty-free)

disputes over trade, s

a product's : manufacture, use, disposal
before leaving a
their at the time they fall ill

(see duty bound)

he'll be on until the investigation is complete
, peacekeeping missions
suffered a gunshot wound while on
on
pulling limits a soldier's activity

minor s

(see off-duty)

units on

(see active-duty)
he had an unblinking sense of (restaurateur)
this of high-altitude cooking
if your landlord fails to carry out his

he always performed his (a Muslim)

in addition to j, the chemical officer...

above and beyond the (customer service)
firefighters who have died in the

a government agency, in

his extraordinary courage and exemplary

a group that was to protect...
one nurse felt to inform him...
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duty-free

DVD

dwelling

dwindling

dye

dyed

dyed-dark-brown

dying

dynamic

dysfunction

duty-free ship
duty-free shop

duty-free trade zone

DVD player

cliff dwellings

cave-dwelling
cliff-dwelling

dwindling capital
dwindling membership
dwindling supply

chemical dyes

dyed-dark-brown

dyed-dark-brown hair

dying minutes
dying patient
dying process
dying trajectory

sickness and dying

process of dying
quality of dying

at the
lounges, s and exercise rooms

offshore banking system,

recordable --s (digital video discs)

the fired threatens ancient (wildfires)

(see cave-dwelling)
(see cliff dwelling)

big losses and (Internet company)
churches with s
a prompted innovations

garish colors created by (carpets)

(see dyed-dark-brown)

her

scored the try in the (rugby)
at the bedsides of 's
he finds a drawn-out meaningless
pain management at different points in the

her study of

many bankrupt their families in the
the quality of life versus the

dynamics of (economic) development the

caste dynamics
group dynamics
power dynamics

aerodynamic

dysfunctions of the heart

liver dysfunction

its were rigid and omnipotent
were dissected after each role play

the of their alliances (Hollywood)

(see aerodynamic)

cardiac patients suffer from

high testosterone levels are linked to
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brain dysfunction and child abuse can have dire effects
family dysfunction gun violence and

parental dysfunction among boomer parents
sexual dysfunction a treatment for

treatment for (sexual) dysfunction a

dysfunctional dysfunctional family I come from a

dyslexia found to have dyslexia or other reading difficulties

e-

eager

eagle

ear

e-book the popularity of s;
the printed word, bound books, and s

e-business (m) commissions for transactions
e-commerce (see e-commerce)
e-customer sell goods directly to s
e-holiday Happy s!
e-mail (see e-mail)
E-porn is a massive moneymaker
E-porn (m) the top site (Internet)
e-publisher Joyce and other s are wary (e-books)
E-shopper Microsoft hopes to attract s
e-stamp Internet postage
e-tail (m) maybe business models aren't working
e-tailer stock prices of s have plummeted
e-ticket Web sites where travelers buy s
e-vendor some s post customer testimonies
e-zine edits her own

e-banking a poll found users were not flocking to
e-recruiting is our preferred method of first contact
e-shopping a new study on international

over-eager (see over-eager)

eagle eye he keeps an out for infractions

earmark (v) The Navy, which had ed the ship...
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eared

earlier

early (parts of day)

early (seasons)

early (centuries)

early (decade)

early (century
and decade)

early (other)

earlobes
earmuff
earplug

my guy digs it when I kiss his
(see earmuffs)
soft foam s and acoustic earmuffs

ear-splitting (see ear-splitting)

sympathetic ear offers a to kids (juvenile offenders)

eyes and ears it's a show for the (gambling at casino);
we're definitely keeping our open

eyes, nose, mouth, throat, lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

long-eared
pointy-eared

(see long-eared)
(see pointy-eared)

earlier (press) reports despite
earlier (technology-based) "revolutions"
earlier results
earlier statements

earlier this year

early-afternoon
early-evening
early-morning

early-Monday-morning

early-spring
early-summer
early-season

several
produce more-conclusive and
they stood by their (university)

following a series of accusations

(see
(see
(see

early-afternoon)
early-evening)
early-morning)

(see early-Monday-morning)

(see
(see
(see

early-spring)
early-summer)
early-season)

early-nineteenth-century (see early-nineteenth-century)
early-twentieth-century (see early-twentieth-century)

early- and mid-twentieth-century (see early- and mid-twentieth-century)

early-seventies (m) mellow

early nineteen-nineties
early nineteen-fifties

early-bird

the project was inaugurated in the
(see early nineteen-fifties)

(see early-bird)
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early days
early menopause
early release
early response
early retirement

early retirement (m)
early-years (m)

earlier

the of the Korean War
the doctor thought I was going through
she prayed for an (from prison)
a poor is associated with death (treatment)
a longtime schoolteacher, she took ;
he was forced into from the military
voluntary plans
the obligatory stuff

(see earlier)

early detection and treatment strategies for the of...

early-childhood

early-blooming
early-warning

(see early-childhood)

(see early-blooming)
(see early-warning)

early and aggressive (m) restoration of blood, oxygen (hospital)

early-afternoon early-afternoon heat grinding through

early- and mid-twentieth-century
early- and mid-twentieth-century urbanism artifacts of

early avalanche warning
early avalanche warning station

early-bird early-bird dinners

early-blooming early-blooming rose

early-childhood early-child experiences

early-evening early-evening air

early-evening sunlight

early-Monday early-Monday-morning

15 new s

the

some of the

the

(see early-Monday-morning)

early-Monday-morning
early-Monday-morning interview

early-morning early-morning meeting the

an
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early nineteen-fifties

early-morning party
early-morning snow
early-morning train
early-morning vote

at the on Nov. 17
an
an
an

early nineteen-fifties in the

early-nineteenth-century
early-nineteenth-century story an

early-nineteenth-century nation-builders our

early-season early-season productivity (basketball)

early-spring early-spring night on this

early-summer early-summer controversies

early-twentieth-century
early-twentieth-century explorers
early-twentieth-century revolutionaries

among the
three

early-twentieth-century football stadiums crumbling

early-warning early-warning system s and aircraft stalls
early warning system remote sensors like PEWS (platoon )

early-warning monitoring post the manned by...

earmuffs acoustic earmuffs soft foam earplugs and

earned hard-earned (see hard-earned)

earning earnings estimates analysts'
earnings gap women's closing of the with men
earnings history a company's
earnings statement the company's most recent
earnings warning the company posted an

career earnings over $5 million in (a golfer)
female earnings as rose; rising
royalty earnings controversial ways to raise their
wage-earning (see wage-earning)
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earring

earringed

ear-splitting

earth

Earth Day

earthquake

stock-option earnings

after-tax earnings

boxing earnings

meager earnings

diamond earrings

single-earringed

ear-splitting noise

the tax rate on

building a house with his

supplementing through sewing

three-carat

(see single-earringed)

an

ear-splitting stereo equipment

earth's atmosphere
earth's climate
Earth Day
earth's orbit
earthquake
earth's rivers
earth's surface

earth works

earth's ozone layer

earthrise

Earth's weather patterns

mother earth

scorched-earth

down-to-earth

radiation belts of earth

Earth Day

earthquake activity

the
developing mathematical models of the
(see Earth Day)
tied to changes in the around the sun
(see earthquake)
, lakes and aquifers
part of a deep rift in the ;
40,000 meters above the (parachute jump)
great water and in India, China, Mexico

resulting from damage to the

NASA photos of (from the moon)

the

care for our

(see scorched-earth)

(see down-to-earth)

the

as the world prepared to celebrate

such clues as
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earthquake area
earthquake insurance
earthquake response
earthquake zone

earthquake-conscious
earthquake-prone
earthquake-proof
earthquake-related
earthquake-resistant

known hurricane or s
the California Authority offers
prevent delays in
in many towns in the

(see earthquake-conscious)
(see earthquake-prone)
(see earthquake-proof)
(see earthquake-related)
(see earthquake-resistant)

flood- and earthquake-prone (see flood- and earthquake-prone)

5.2-magnitude earthquake a hit California's wine country

inevitable earthquake when that occurs (Tokyo)
mild earthquake a shook New York

epicenter of the quake they pinpointed the to...
series of earthquakes Japan has been jolted by a
survivors of (last month's) earthquake are suffering

earthquake-conscious
earthquake-conscious people Japanese are the most people

earthquake-prone earthquake-prone Tokyo in

earthquake-proof earthquake-proof buildingthe sheriffs department is in an building

earthquake-related earthquake-related injuries 25 people had (California)

earthquake-resistant
earthquake-resistant skyscraper architects design s

ease ease of navigation great content and (a Web site)
ease of transmission the by aerosol suggests that Brucella might...

easier easier way he tried to find an

easier-to-find (see easier-to-find)

easier-to-find easier-to-find celestial objectsin search of other,

easily easily accomplished (see easily accomplished)
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easily accomplished

easily crushed

easily prepared

east

eastbound

eastward

easy

easily crushed
easily prepared

easily accomplished task

easily crushed acorns

easily prepared meal

eastbound
eastward

Mideast

eastbound (adv)

eastbound lane

eastward

Easy Access
easy answer
easy target

easygoing

easy-to-abandon
easy-to-access
easy-to-find
easy-to-navigate
easy-to-squeeze
easy-to-understand
easy-to-use
easy-to-remember

(see easily crushed)
(see easily prepared)

an

s
(see eastbound)
(see eastward)

(see Mideast)

proceed on ...

the s of Route 50

looking from...;
the railway begins in Moscow and runs

(sign above door on Hertz Bus, airport)
there are no s (to a political problem)
the elderly are for violent perpetrators;
the MP in the road is an for terrorist, agents

(see easygoing)

(see easy-to-abandon)
(see easy-to-access)
(see easy-to-find)
(see easy-to-navigate)
(see easy-to-squeeze)
(see easy-to-understand)
(see easy-to-use)
(see easy-to-remember)

easygoing easygoing country boy an from Kentucky

easy-to-access easy-to-access delivery status , by phone or Web (post office)

easy-to-abandon easy-to-abandon used cars his preference for
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easy-to-find easy-to-find information the site provides (online)

easy-to-navigate easy-to-navigate track the flat, (bobsledding)
easy-to-navigate site the includes a schedule (city-festival Website)

easy-to-remember

easy-to-squeeze

easy-to-understand

easy-to-use

eat

eaten

eating

eaves

eavesdropping

ebbing

easy-to-remember promises

easy-to-squeeze plastic

easy-to-understand terms

easy-to-use browser

ready-to-eat

dog-eat-dog

moth-eaten

half-eaten

eating binge
eating disorder

eating habits

eating patterns

crab-eating
insect-eating

way of eating

eavesdropping

eavesdropping

eavesdropping network
eavesdropping operations
eavesdropping tunnel

electronic eavesdropping

ebbing tide

a bottle made from soft

in

a free, (computers)

(see ready-to-eat)

(see dog-eat-dog)

(see moth-eaten)

(see half eaten)

alternated s with bouts of starvation
whispers of an ;
obesity and certain --s
good ;
keeps track of their diet and
won't alter the nation's

(see crab-eating)
(see insect-eating)

a distinctive ; marriage customs

(see eavesdropping)

code breaking and electronic

the ability to extend its
the agency's procedures for
an -- under the Russian Embassy

code breaking and

the threatened to capsize the freighter
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ebony

ebony-skinned

echelon

echo

eclectic

eco

ecologist

ecology

ebony-skinned

ebony-skinned Ross

rear-echelon

return echoes

highly eclectic

ecology

soil ecologist

eco-efficiency

ecosystem
ecotourism

eco-hunting

ecology-conscious

prairie ecology

(see ebony-skinned)

the

(see rear-echelon)

these from sonar are recorded

(see highly eclectic)

(see ecology)

s, environmental historians

the hope of ;
relying on to save the environment
(see ecosystem)
adventure sports and

versus killing elephants for sport

(see ecology-conscious)

the natural

ecology-conscious ecology-conscious audience

ecosystem ecosystem managers
ecosystem stability

Great Plains ecosystem

thriving ecosystem

an

forest, ranchers, and other
species diversity and

prairie dogs and the

the health of a

health of a (thriving) ecosystem the

e-commerce e-commerce
(also electronic ecommerce
commerce)

E-commerce
electronic commerce

the shift to ; since is so new
charging into ;

is tomorrow's revenue stream
depends on express mail

president of for Buena Vista

electronic commerce analyst an
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economic

economically

e-commerce business
e-commerce company
E-commerce consultant
E-commerce sales
e-commerce service
E-commerce site
e-commerce site
e-commerce transaction
ecommerce venture

allows us to launch new faster
dozens of new s
an with McKinsey & Co.

accounted for ten per cent
there is a significant demand for s
its flagship
the biggest s on the Net
s totaled $20 billions

e-commerce business community many in the

economics of the drug industry the

economic advisors
economic clout
economic development

economic development
economic fluctuations
economic growth

economic-justice (m)
economic opportunity
economic sanctions
economic slavery
economic system

the President's are reviewing options...
the park has no or voter clout
the city was a model of ;
the dynamics of

(m) strategies for the 21st century
and business cycles

oil prices may jeopardize world ;
will depend upon...(Russia);

global free trade promotes global
delivered his speech
improving s for all residents (of the state)
ease the half-century-old
sexual exploitation, and classic slavery
move towards a market-based

economic decision-makers political leaders and
economic landscape changes in the

economic and educational (m) breaks down among lines

economically depressed (see economically depressed)

economically depressed
economically depressed neighborhood an

economy economy's growth signs that the is moderating
economy-size (see economy-size)

fuel-economy (m)
nation's economy

standards imposed on cars
the had virtually collapsed (Georgia)
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economy-size

world economy

cyber-economy

free-market economy

booming economy
flagging economy
slowing economy
thriving economy

job-hopping economy

a shift in the

the entrepreneurial spirit of the new

s in Eastern Europe

higher tax revenues due to the
a tourist industry that is vital to the
the layoffs are due to a
the price paid to have a

in today's

knowledge-based economy a

global economy helping Vietnam participate in the

postindustrial economy finding jobs in the

just-in-time economy

state of the economy

economy-size bag

ecstasy (drug) ecstasy business
ecstasy factory
ecstasy pill
ecstasy seizures

ed (education)

ed (educational)

edema

ecstasy trafficking

ecstasy website

in a

the at the local level

an-

trying to end the booming
cracking down on the network of s
s come with a catchy brand name

are on the rise (law enforcement)

organized crime is involved in

--s are populated by young users

ecstasy and other club drugs

capsules of Ecstasy

(see education)

coed

burn edema

allegedly selling a thousand

(see coed)

the development of
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edge

edged

edible

edited

editing

acute (pulmonary) edema causing her lungs to fill with fluid- -
cerebral edema climbers and high altitude (HACE)
pulmonary edema acute ;

early recognition of high altitude (HAPE)

edge of the (built-up) area on the s of the suburbs
edge of (Manhattan's meatpacking) district on the
edge of extinction they're on the (orangutans)
edge of the (cliff) face dense foliage grew right to the
edge of a (glacier) field crossing the
edge of the meadow on a tree stump at the
edge of the obstacle in a standoff position away from the (mines)
edge of (pie) plate trim pastry to
edge of the river we walked to the
edge of space a world record parachute jump from the

edge of the minefield the leading

edge of a (quiet) waterway on the (Venice)

city's edge
fire's edge
knife edge
water's edge

cutting edge
leading edge

pried-up edge

hard-edged
rough-edged
sharp-edged

edible (wild) mushrooms
edible plants

heavily edited
superbly edited

editing job
editing process
editing room

dealerships and service stations on the
her home near the (wildfire)
lifted the fangs out of my skin with a
at the

(see cutting edge)
the of the minefield (military)

the of South America

(see hard-edged)
(see rough-edged)
(see sharp-edged)

are prized for their taste
and toxic plants

(see heavily edited)
(see superbly edited)

fresh from an at New York
an inordinately protracted (movie)
the (television);
in the trailer, in the (film)
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edition

editor

editorial

editorship

educated

film-and-video-editing

first-edition

afternoon edition

on-line edition

newly revised edition

editorship

art editor
books editor
cartoon editor
magazine's editor

editorial-page editor

highly regarded editor

letter to the editor

editorial-board (m)
editorial page
editorial-page (m)

editorship

educated man

educated guesswork

college-educated

American-educated

Harvard-educated
prison-educated
school-educated

best-educated

a fully equipped facility (at home)

(see first-edition)

launching an (newspaper)

washingtonpost.com, the paper's

(see editorship)

Playboy's first
the magazine's
the very hands-on
in the mind of one of the s

the

a

he wrote a

an member; meetings
on the
the editor

under my father's the series grows;
of the magazine has changed 10 times

I was now an

rather than arithmetical precision

(see college-educated)

(see American-educated)

(see Harvard-educated)
(see prison-educated)
(see school-educated)

(see best-educated)
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I

0

11)

education
(and ed)

highly educated
less educated
poorly educated

education administration
education agenda
education benefits

education business
education company
education course
education credentials
ed degree
education dollars
education gap
education issues
education levels
education policy
education process
education program
education-reform (m)
education system

education-wise

avalanche education
avalanche education (m)
character education (m)
drivers' education

drug education
prison education
prison-education (m)
sex education
sex-education (m)

(see highly educated)
(see less educated)
(see poorly educated)

a master's degree in from Arkansas State
set the
the military will give ;

for veterans
get out of the
an Internet
completed one or more s
omitting past jobs, padding
teachers' with s
how the state's should be spent
the between black and white youngsters
1999's were being debated
people of differing
the candidates diverge on
getting parents involved in the
fund an antihacking
all those years of efforts
few --s in this country;
challenges and opportunities for our

(see education-wise)

everybody gets some basic
supports a variety of -- programs

programs, honor codes
high schools had ;

has been eliminated in many schools
drug treatment, , community service

carried on
the public hates programs
birth control and more

program

liberal arts education a reinforced by technology skills
native-language educationcontroversy over
single-sex education justifying -- for females

continuing education he teaches
continuing-education (m) a -- program; -- requirements
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educational

computerized education

well-rounded education

bilingual education
environmental education
higher education
phys-ed
special-education
veterinary education

level of education
mission of education
value of education

the potential downside of

providing a

(see bilingual education)
festivals promote

(see higher education)
(see physical education)
(see special-education)
killing animals as part of a

pay based on experience and (teachers)
the and the overemphasis of sports
he understands the

class, race and education domestic violence crosses all lines of

educational needs tending to the physical, spiritual and s of ...
educational toys a small on-line retailer of

educational background health history, j, ambitions, interests
educational landscape positive changes across the American
educational opportunity zone the concept of s

economic and educational (m) breaks down among lines

education-wise education-wise he's among the best,

ee

eer

effect

absentee
attendee
employee
referee
refugee
retiree

engineer
mountaineer
profiteer

(see absentee)
(see attendee)
(see employee)
(see referee)
(see refugee)
(see retiree)

(see engineer)
(see mountaineer)
(see profiteer)

effects (personal) (see effects)

effects of (smoke) inhalation suffered cuts, bruises and the
effects of injuries the lingering suffered as a POW
effects of terrain the and weather on the enemy, friendly forces
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p

effects of poverty and racism the long-term

health effects

lead's (toxic) effects
marijuana's effects
mine effect
ripple effect

side effect
sound effects
vaccine's (long-term)

long-term effects

aftereffect

depressing effect
devastating effect
lasting effect

lingering effects

slowing effect
sobering effect

grazing's effect

intended effect

projected effects

adverse effects
antidiuretic effect
full effects
ill effects
positive effect
profound effect
psychological effects
special-effects (m)

strategic effects
tactical effect

weren't viewed as serious;
the presence and of toxic chemicals
doctors have known of
lying to teenagers about
the will produce an M- or K-Kill
every new infection adds to the (AIDS);
that move, in turn, has had a on...
(see side effect)
books don't have

effect a study on the s

the of poverty and racism

the worst

all this taken together produces such a
war and its s
people recover quickly without 's;
could have a on a child's life
the of injuries suffered as a POW;

from the concussion
shifting the rudder has considerable
the accident had a on the team

on riparian habitat

the of the ban served no useful purpose;
it doesn't always have the
the of AIDS

report to the F.D.A
Oxytocin has an intrinsic
absorbed the of its detonation with his body
he showed no from his accident
they have at least one
rulings sure to have a (Supreme Court)
the (of early puberty in girls)
computer-generated technologies;

theme park
tactical and individual actions can have
phony minefields produce considerable s
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effective

toxic effects produced by nerve agents

psychological or strategic effect using biological weapons for

cause and effect (see cause and effect)

effective (arms-control) agreement an
effective fire unable to deliver against the enemy bunkers
effective (noise) ordinance
effective (AIDS) policy shaping fair and
effective (mine awareness) program an normally requires...
effective range the of the overwatching weapon system
effective (headache) remedy looking for an
effective response to a terrorist incident hinges on...
effective route
effective strategy
effective treatment
effective use
effective vaccine
effective way

the most of administration (drug)
an
research is ongoing to find other s (virus)
make of simple software
take many years to develop a safe,
a sexy E-mail is an especially to...

effective disease control civil rights versus
effective emergency relief to deal with disasters

effective hearing protectors (earplugs, acoustic earmuffs)

ineffective (see ineffective)

cost-effective (see cost-effective)

especially effective (see especially effective)
most effective (see most effective)

safe and effective prove it (a drug)

effectiveness effectiveness of her program no figures about the (weight loss)
effectiveness of sensors precipitation reduces the

effectiveness of (the division's) weapons systems the and its soldiers

combat effectiveness
mission effectiveness
vaccine's effectiveness

training and teamwork promotes
cold-weather injuries thwart
questions about the in combat;
the hasn't been proven
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effects (items)

effects (other)

efficacy

efficiency

tactical effectiveness

personal effects

a unit's in the desert depends on...(military)

remains or of US personnel (military)

short- and long-term effects intentional violence results in many

efficacy rates

vaccine efficacy

broad-spectrum efficacy

demonstrated efficacy
diminished efficacy
proven efficacy
purported efficacy

clinical efficacy
full efficacy
higher efficacy
lower efficacy
poor efficacy
protective efficacy
variable efficacy
true efficacy

safety and efficacy

evidence of its efficacy

antibiotic agents are available with good

tests measuring

it has against gram-negative organisms (drug)

there is a in decreasing infection (antibiotic)
due to delayed absorption and (a drug)
its in monkey studies (an antibiotic)
the of theophylline is thought to be due to...

however, is controversial
it can take up to 2-3 weeks for (a drug)
it has against resistant organisms (a drug)
it has against gram-positive organisms (drug)
the probably is due to the fact that... (drug)
agents may reduce of vaccine
though it has (inhaled nitrous oxide sedation)
many questions exist as to its (a drug)

this trial demonstrated the of the antitoxin

no definitive exists (drug)

evidence for their efficacydue to lack of (drugs)

distribution efficiency
energy-efficiency (m)
fuel efficiency
fuel-efficiency (m)

inefficiency

eco-efficiency

companies with 5
conservation and measures
low prices remove incentives for
Congress passed standards (cars)

(see inefficiency)

the hope of ;
relying on to save the environment

manufacturing efficiency leaps in
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efficient

effort

maximum efficiency

efficient way

energy efficient
fuel efficient
water-efficient

highly efficient

clemency effort
conservation efforts
development efforts
government effort

group effort
preservation effort
reclamation effort
reconstruction effort
recruitment effort
reform effort
relief effort
rescue effort

research effort

team effort

volunteer effort
war effort

sensors regulate the car for

the most to buy or sell...(ad)

(see energy efficient)
(see fuel efficient)
(see water-efficient)

(see highly efficient)

raise money for the
they will use the proceeds for
the results of these (female condom)
reinventing ;
bungled s to...
the show was a
raised money for s at the Capitol
s have improved waterways
managing a gigantic peace and
despite the school's s
a panel monitoring s
managed a multinational in...
the government focused --s on Puebla;
raging waves hampered s
coordinated with other s;
believes a major is unnecessary
their drive for the title was a ;
quality service is a (taxi industry)
the to help flood victims continues
to keep them from deserting the

child-support effort s
computer modernization efforts
disease-prevention effort
drug eradication effort
education-reform effort
grassroots efforts
habitat restoration effort
mosquito control effort
water loss efforts

"good-faith" effort
last-ditch effort

the decision to suspend
cooperate in s
a decade-old
all those years of s

by citizens' groups
legislation expanding efforts
--s target swamps
Chicago's aggressive

make a ' to notify at-risk spouses
a to stop it failed (new law)
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cleanup effort

all-out effort

anti-drug effort
bipartisan effort
multistate effort

a ranger who helped in the

an

Columbia's js
the drug war beCame a
in a to reclaim the bay

Manhattan Project-size effort a

marketing efforts
monitoring effort
recruiting effort

the tobacco industry's powerful
js were intensified
bolster s

intelligence-gathering effort a nine-month

ongoing effort

concerted effort
renewed effort
repeated efforts

apparent effort
careful effort
desperate efforts
diplomatic effort
electronic effort
heroic efforts

the regulations are part of an to...

he has made a to...
part of a to solve old civil rights murders

to contact him were unsuccessful

in an to protect her feelings
the js taken to get things right
despite his father's to shield him (riot)
the focus now is on the
the success of his first (e-books)
he inspired his men to (war)

huge (international) (relief) effort a is trying to... (earthquake)
international efforts to release the hostages
noble effort
previous efforts
successful effort
tremendous effort

it was a (journalists working on story)
have failed

in a to keep the blaze from spreading
they gave a (football game)

twelve-year effort after a j by a team of doctors

already-successful effort its --s to reduce working hours

do-or-die effort a to reform the agency

unity of effort promote within the theater (military)
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effortless near-effortless (see near-effortless)

egg (animal) egg farmer s adhere to strict sanitation practices

egg-shaped (see egg-shaped)

nest egg at age 69, he had a (retirement savings)

scrambled eggs a box of cornflakes and

rotten-egg (m) alarm over the odor
rotten egg (m) the smell assailing them

I
egg (human) egg donation the preference for over adoption

egg-donation (m) a New York program
egg donor an infertile couple seeking an
egg-donor (m) signed up with an agency;

recipients

donor eggs the use of by infertile couples

fertilized egg the first to extract an intact (human)

egg-shaped egg-shaped body an
egg-shaped head an
egg-shaped orbit an elliptical, or

ego ego-frazzled (see ego-frazzled)

star's ego massaging a is a necessary indignity

big-ego (see big-ego)

ego-frazzled ego-frazzled diva with s

eight eight-day (see eight-day)
eight-lane (see eight-lane)
eight-passenger (see eight-passenger)
eight-power (see eight-power)

eight-or-so (see eight-or-so)

800 (see eight hundred)
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eight-day

eighteen

eight-day crash course

eighteen-hole
eighteen-wheeler

eighteen-nineties
eighteen-eighties
eighteen-thirties
eighteen-twenties

eighteen-year-old

an

(see eighteen-hole)
(see eighteen-wheeler)

(see eighteen-nineties)
(see eighteen-eighties)
(see eighteen-thirties)
(see eighteen-twenties)

(see eighteen-year-old)

eighteen- and nineteen-year-old (see eighteen- and nineteen-year-old)

eighteen-eighties eighteen-eighties

mid-eighteen-eighties

eighteen-year-old eighteen-year-old

eighteen-year-old boy

some inventor in the

(see mid-eighteen-eighties)

the death penalty against two s

eighteen- and nineteen-year-old
eighteen- and nineteen-year-old civilians today's s

eighteen-hole

eighteen-nineties

eighteenth

eighteen-hole golf course

eighteen-nineties

eighteenth-century

an

throughout the

(see eighteenth-century)

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century notions of what a museum is

eighteenth-century eighteenth-century Austria
18th-century figure

set in
an

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
(see eighteenth- and nineteenth-century)

mid-eighteenth century (see mid-eighteenth century)

eighteen-thirties eighteen-thirties in the
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eighteen-twenties

eighteen-wheeler

eighth

eighth grader

eight hundred

eight-lane

eighth largest

eight-passenger

eight-power

either

ejection

elastic

elated

elbow

elbow-length

elder

eighteen-twenties

eighteen-wheeler

18-wheeler

eighth grader

eighth largest

eighth grader

800 number

eight-lane bowling center

eighth largest economy

eight-passenger plane

eight-power monocular

either side

ejection handle
ejection seat

elastic bandage

elated fans

elbow joint (m)
elbow pads

elbow-length

elbow-length gloves

elder abuse

caste elders
town elder
village elder

in the

three s full of cattle;
two speeding s
an jackknifed on icy Interstate 30

(see eighth grader)

(see eighth largest)

from an

you telephoned an with your order

an west of Cincinnati

the world's

a twin-engine,

an on a nylon cord

a bon on double parking on of the street

the pilot pulled the --s
a rocket-assisted aircraft

an to stabilize the fracture site

as thousands of stood screaming (sports)

elbow joint reduction (dislocated elbow)
bulky , knee pads, and a helmet

(see elbow-length)

S
physicians are required to report

the slowly filed out
being a concerned for civility
eventually, a appeared
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elderly

elected

election

abused elders

elderly patients

elected leader
elected official

democratically elected
newly elected

election campaign
election day
election law
election night (m)
election officials
election period
election process
election result
election time
election vote
election year

election's outcome

underestimating of the number of

shuffled with excruciating slowness

public cynicism about s
we expect our s to...

(see democratically elected)
(see newly elected)

the and the election vote
as we move closer to
his proposed change in Hong Kong's

readout
launched a hand recount

has just come through an
such things as the
the
it's
the election campaign and the
the political process each

despite the uncertainty of the

student-government elections

all-race elections

multi-party election

post-election
re-election

upcoming election

students vote in the

prepared the way for --s

(see post-election)
(see re-election)

in the

closely fought election
just-finished (presidential)

general election
presidential election

election
a very
in the

during the -- campaign
in the just-finished ;
a swing state in s;
whatever the outcome of the

outcome of the (Presidential) election whatever the
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elective elective course

electric

electrical

electrician

electricity

electric bills
electric chair
electric fence
electric power
electric-shock

electric toothbrush

electric-red

hydroelectric

electrical burns
electrical burn (m)
electrical generator
electrical grid
electrical injury
electrical-power (m)

electrical extension cord

Navy shipyard electrician

electricity demand
electricity market
electricity needs
electricity provider

electricity-generating

surplus electricity

solar-generated electricity

bursts of electricity

required courses versus s

saving consumers billions in
the versus lethal injection (executions)
goats will get over even an
(see electric power)
(see electric-shock)

manual toothbrushes versus s

(see electric-red)

(see hydroelectric)

produce heat injury
an eleven-year survey of injuries
an , purified drinking water
a cyberattack on a transportation or
s are most frequent in young adult males
the industry and toxic emissions

an shorted

a

has been rising 4%-6% per year
states will deregulate their s

being filled by wind power
forcing s to compete

(see electricity-generating)

power lines that carry

laser weapons require huge

gasoline and electricity (see gasoline and electricity)

electricity-generating
electricity-generating solar panel an (space station)
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electric power electric power

electric-red

electric-shock

electrocution

electron

electronic

electronically

electric-power industry

the demand for will jump

the

demand for electric power

electric-red outfit

electric-shock devices

electrocution fishing

electron microscope

electronic book
electronic circuits
electronic commerce
electronic disclosure (m)

the will jump

wearing an

basket traps versus (Cambodia)

photographed in an ;
magnified 50,000 times under an

ways to make --s more readable
can only get so tiny

(see e-commerce)
the nation's first requirement

electronic effort the success of his first (e-books)
electronic gadget computers, video cameras and other s
electronic mail (see e-mail)
electronics manufacturers Sony and other Japanese
electronic market authors entering the (e-books)
electronic signature it has no (an air-defense weapon)
electronic surveillance (m) a U.S. Navy ship was operating...;

revealing US methods to Moscow (spy)
electronic titles can be downloaded (e-books)
electronic voice the said, "Leave your message"

electronic bookseller NetLibrary, an
electronic dance music the rise of

electronic monitoring he will serve house arrest with
electronic monitoring (m) he tried to remove his device
electronic publishing (m) the fledgling market
electronic retailing I'm still bullish on
electronic tracking (m) he was wearing an bracelet

consumer electronics
military-electronics

electronically coded
electronically controlled

(see consumer electronics)
(see military-electronics)

(see electronically coded)
(see electronically controlled)
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electronically coded

electronically operated (see electronically operated)

electronically coded (television) rating system v-chips and an

electronically controlled
electronically controlled gate an

electronically operated
electronically operated booby trap an

elegance epitome of elegance she is known as the

elegantly elegantly dressed (see elegantly dressed)

elegantly dressed elegantly dressed woman an

element element of surprise the is a major tactical advantage

combat element the task force includes a ground ;
the task force includes an aviation ;
maintain contact with the lead

liaison elements Army forces provide , planning support...

mounted or dismounted elements use natural features to protect

logistical elements can be strained by demand for ammo, etc.

elementary elementary error unlikely to make such an (grammar)
elementary school (see elementary school)

elementary school elementary-school teacheran

elephant elephant's back
elephant cow
elephant herd
elephant's gait
elephant numbers
elephant researcher
elephant ride
elephant seal

at the height of an
a group of s
--s in southern Africa
the is undulant

have increased in some areas
a pioneering in Nairobi
an
sea lions and --s

bull elephant they brought in even larger --s
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elevated

African elephant (see African elephant)

carrying capacity for elephants the park's sustainable is...

elevated level
elevated train

s of testosterone (sports)
the on River Avenue;
a People Mover's in downtown Detroit

elevated blood pressure a pregnant patient with abnormally

elevation high-elevation (see high-elevation)

elevator elevator maintenance superintendent for escalator and

grain elevator
passenger elevator
service elevator

near the
I followed him to the
we were in the

eleven eleven to one the jury was hung,

eleven-to-one (m) murder cases are ending in mistrials

elfin-looking elfin-looking man a slight, almost

eligibility eligibility requirements (see eligibility requirements)

academic eligibility low grades lost him his

eligibility requirements
need-based eligibility requirements

elimination

elite

basic eligibility requirements lieutenants who meet the

elimination bout in the seventh round of an (boxing)

elimination of poverty the is its declared mission

elimination of the (student loan) grace period the
elimination of landmines committed to the (military)
elimination of lead solder from cans

elimination or neutralization area clearance is of an obstacle (military)

elite (American) athletes science is helping
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elk

e-mail

elite college her chances of getting into an
elite (college) environment in the (Stanford)
elite group one of an
elite level we're capable of playing at an (basketball)
elite-level international competitions
elite (rowing) program an
elite (Special Forces) soldiers a unit of
elite (special operations) unit the known as "Delta Force"

elite (American-trained) Alacatl Battalion the

elite (young) snowboarders the sunglasses wear

Third World elites

elk meat

E-mail (v)

e-mail (v)

E-mail

e-mail
email

e-mail account
email account
E-mail Address
e-mail attachment
e-mail box
E-mail correspondence
E-mail exchange
electronic-mail
E-mail messages
e-mail messages
E-mail missives
e-mail platform

e-mail in-box

E-mail-sending

big business, , and the world's poor

she keeps in the freezer

Gates ed me;
he recently 'ed his grandma in Houston;
he began calling and 'ing doctors
constituents ed him...

a hundred daily s;
all your faxes, s, and voice mails
2 million 's a week

I'd rather lose an eye than my
with 25 million active s
(on insurance form)
sent as an
jamming our s with ads
he keeps up a proliferating
he told me in an
charged with two counts of harassment
fake racist
he found scores of waiting for him
his
switched to a new

in your

(see E-mail-sending)
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1

10

I

condolence e-mail
Web e-mail

chain letter e-mail

Web-based e-mail

Web-based email

threatening e-mail

flow of E-mail

700,000 s
, a free service...;
is safe

the is fraudulent

he doesn't trust Web-based ;
is sent in HTML format

Hotmail provides free

make it a crime to send harassing or

today's high-volume

E-mail-sending E-mail-sending cell phones

embargo oil embargo
trade embargo

in the wake of the Arab
lifted key parts of the

embarrassed embarrassed reaction his deeply

embarrassing

deeply embarrassed

embarrassing details
embarrassing event
embarrassing incident
embarrassing moment

embarrassment embarrassment and guilt

embassy

embrace

emergency

sense of embarrassment

embassy bombings
embassy bombings (m)
embassy employees
embassy grounds

loving embrace

(see deeply embarrassed)

revealing about your medical history
an in high school athletics
an that occurred one summer
confess your s and dastardly deeds

I felt an overwhelming sense of

I felt an overwhelming and guilt (rescued)

the in Africa
no connection to the case
investigating six in Columbia
a bomb may have been flung into

the of my kid brother

greetings, handshakes, backslaps, embraces swapping (lawyer)

emergency access breaks in the guardrail for (interstate roads)
emergency action if we need to take
emergency appendectomy underwent an
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emergency assistance
emergency beacon
emergency call
emergency care
emergency drill
emergency evaluation
Emergency Exit
emergency leave
emergency license
emergency lights
emergency management
emergency meeting
emergency number
emergency oxygen
emergency personnel
emergency planner
emergency rations
emergency relief
emergency responders
emergency response

emergency room
emergency-services (m)
emergency shelter
emergency situation
emergency supply
emergency surgery
emergency travel

from around the world
the ship's hydrostatic never activated
dispatchers got a second
an accident requiring
s are routine (for earthquakes in Japan)
he was sent to the hospital for an

Only Alarm will Sound (sign on door)
space-available military flights and
obtained an "" and a teaching job
flashing
a workshop on
the board called an
she dialed the 911
ways of providing (on planes)

heard crying under the truck
used by js and the F.B.I.
subsisting on
effective to deal with disasters
the police department and other
guard-rail openings aid to wrecks;

to bioterrorism
(see emergency room)
an medical technician
spent the night in an (earthquake)
the air-sea rescue team and s
didn't bother stocking up on js
rushed to the hospital for
space-available military flights and

emergency (medical) treatment for the traveler
emergency worker s moved towards the car

emergency (aerial) resupply of fuel is accomplished using...(military)

emergency surfacing (m)

drought emergency
health emergency (m)
smog emergency
snow emergency
weather emergencies

non-emergency

mental health emergency

during an drill (submarine)

Nebraska Governor declares a
information (schools)

serious s require a "Stage 3" alert
city workers ran through a simulated
the Weather Channel and (TV)

(see non-emergency)

getting help for s at night
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dental emergency s are often the result of accidents
medical emergency airlines and in-flight s

state of emergency the governor declared a (wildfires);
declared a code red (volcanic eruption)

emergency room emergency room in a hospital

emerging

emeritus

eminent

emission

emotion

emergency room crew
emergency-room physician
emergency-room technique
emergency room visits

hospital emergency room

emerging boom
emerging disease
emerging field
emerging problems
emerging technology

then emerging

professor emeritus

eminent cardiologist

hospital --s
an
trained in general surgery and
middle-of-the-night

in a

the in workplace injuries
--s being tracked are Lyme disease, hantavirus
--s between life sciences and engineering
a group able to address (toxic emissions)
biometrics is clearly a hot

(see then emerging)

of creative writing

an

emission-reduction (m) states to revise their plans

air emissions
carbon emissions
exhaust emissions
radiation emissions
sulfur emissions

nitrogen oxide emissions

dangerous emissions

of toxins by chemical companies
mandatory reductions of
traffic pollution includes not only but...
potentially harmful from mobile phones
declines in ;
mandating steeper cuts in

new efforts to slash

the level of (power plants)

level of (dangerous) emissions the

emotion-laden (see emotion-laden)
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emotion-laden

emotional

emotionally

emotionally charged

mixed emotions

key emotion

emotion-laden

my (anger and love)

empathy, the , emerges early

it's so

emotional abuse physical abuse, , financial abuse, neglect
emotional aspects the of the trip would be difficult
emotional attachments working with animals, you form
emotional desensitization viewing of media violence and
emotional gamut
emotional imbalance
emotional impact
emotional injury
emotional instability
emotional moment
emotional problems
emotional recovery
emotional relationship
emotional scenes
emotional status
emotional vulnerability

emotional roller coaster

I went through the entire (war)
ever-shifting degrees of
the of terminal illness itself
evaluate emotional status and treat the
guilt is an
this is a very
those teens report fewer
my would be the biggest hurdle
an with a product
today I have witnessed many (Haj)
evaluate and treat the emotional injury (abuse)
the and social anxiety (planning a wedding)

it's frustrating, an

emotional prompting no from background music

angry and emotional people are going to be really
physical and emotional (m) some of them have problems (foster kids);

a captive's status and willingness to cooperate

emotionally charged
emotionally damaged
emotionally disturbed

(see emotionally charged)
(see emotionally damaged)
(see emotionally disturbed)

emotionally charged issue an

emotionally damaged
emotionally damaged children

emotionally disturbed
emotionally disturbed children his famous school for
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empathy development of empathy the
level of empathy kids naturally exhibit high a

Emperor Emperor's palace on a hill overlooking the (Japan)

emphasis emphasis on performing the department-wide

emphasis on (national) performance standards growing

department-wide emphasis the on performing

growing emphasis on national performance standards

emphysema emphysema-like (see emphysema-like)

emphysema-like emphysema-like disease

empire business empire his place in the family's
construction empire his late father's

department store empire Marshall Field's

gambling empire police uncovered a (video poker)
publishing empire its vast

drug-trafficking empire he built a in the Caribbean

vast (publishing) empire its

empirical empirical study this has never been the subject of

emplacement enemy emplacement he fired with telling effect into the ;
(place) a savage attack against s within the village

machine gun emplacement
minefield emplacements
spider hole emplacement

he threw grenades at the
specific patterns in
he spotted an enemy

bunker-type emplacement engaging s with grenades

fighting emplacement they moved into a 2-man

well-concealed emplacements an enemy occupying in the jungle
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emplacement
(putting)

employee

employee-friendly

friendly emplacement

mine emplacement

rapid emplacement

employee claim
employees' happiness
employee's loyalty
employee performance

employee paycheck

employee-friendly

employee-owned

an NVA soldier threw a grenade into the

the flight profile to be used during ;
AT in urban and industrial areas

of minefields in friendly areas

--s for death benefits
he takes his extremely seriously
bosses worry about an
his mania for efficiency and

businesses collect contributions from s

(see employee-friendly)

(see employee-owned)

Employee of the Month I was

employees and their families

embassy employee
maintenance employee
paper's employees
park employee
prison employee
school employee
state employee

employer-employee

full-time employee

highest-paid employees

federal employee
temporary employee

newly hired employee

employee-friendly strategies

the security of our

investigating six s in Columbia
Alaska Airlines s
the gathered to honor... (newspaper)
a had noticed...
present with the s
insurance coverage of s
another

(see employer-employee)

a temporary employee versus a

its skipped a paycheck

he was a retired
he began as a ' and became a full-time one

s
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employee-owned employee-owned company an

employer

employer-employee

employer-employee (see employer-employee)

employer-employee relationship the

employment (job) unemployment benefits
employment figures
employment gains
employment growth

employment (use)

employment information
employment office
employment opportunity
employment pool
employment prospects
employment reference
employment report

fight for
month-to-month
solid growth and good
the level of , the level of income growth;

in other sectors has stalled
we provide
waiting in line at the
s for welfare-dependent mothers
Seattle offered an ideal
uncertainty about
phony s and pay stubs
if you look at the numbers in this

construction employment ' is up 146,000 over the last 2 months

private-sector employment
full-time employment

manufacturing employment months of increases in ;
has grown for 11 straight months

re-employment
unemployment

(see re-employment)
(see unemployment)

regular employment disdaining , he drifted about the country

near-full employment a time of in our economy

employment of (hand) grenades (manual)
employment of sensors mission control manages the and decoys
employment of the troop responsibility for the tactical lies with...
employment of violence the ' for political ends

employment of minefields plan the for tactical operations

mine employment opportunities for above the terrain surface;
in cold regions poses special problems
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empty

tactical employment

empty bag
empty bladder
empty container
empty lot
empty saddle (m)
empty stomach

empty champagne bottle
empty storage room
empty toothpaste tube

empty-handed

half empty

now empty
often-empty

empty-handed empty-handed

emptying

enabled

enamel

encampment

enclosed

encompassing

encounter

bladder emptying

WAP-enabled

tooth enamel

red enamel

beach encampment
refugee encampment

glass-enclosed

all-encompassing

chance encounter
mine encounter

jet ski encounter

responsibility for the of the troop

an
an if required for optimal imaging (body)
an
s, abandoned factories, warehouses
the ceremony (Nez Perce)
a prelunch

s and other trash
ans
(see empty-handed)

(see half empty)

(see now empty)
(see often-empty)

she departed ;
people leave the video store

urinary tract infections due to incomplete

(see WAP-enabled)

fluoride incorporates itself into

(see red enamel)

the head hippie a the
s in a dozen countries

(see glass-enclosed)

(see all-encompassing)

she tells me of a in a church with...
the probability of in a minefield varies

cite "fear for their life" in s
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encountered

sexual encounter
supernatural encounter
violent encounter

she described four she had with him (trial)
people who feel they have had a
she survived a with the killer

twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly encounter our Ps

commonly encountered (see commonly encountered)
frequently encountered (see frequently encountered)

encouragement words of encouragement he moved from man to man shouting

encouraging

encrusted

encrypted

encryption

encyclopedic

end (finish)

encouraging results some , but still preliminary
encouraging statistics there are other (teen dropout rates)

most encouraging (see most encouraging)

diamond-encrusted
gold-encrusted
ice-encrusted
plaque-encrusted
salt-encrusted

cubic-zirconia-encrusted

encrypted message

encryption dilemma
encryption's impact
encryption program
encryption technique
encryption technology

encyclopedic knowledge

end-all
end point
endgame
end product
end result
end zone

end of their career
end of a class
end of the day

(see diamond-encrusted)
(see gold-encrusted)
(see ice-encrusted)
(see plaque-encrusted)
(see salt-encrusted)

(see cubic-zirconia-encrusted)

an

the N.S.A's solution to the
seeking ways to lessen
devices that override s
prevent public access to s
the proliferation of

his deep, virtually of...

newspapers were the be-all and
it's not clear where the is
a plausible ; the of a chess match
so this is just the
likely, the would be...
an interception in the (U.S. football)

they wait until the to...
their fatigue level at the
I caught the fish towards the
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end of the draft the in 1973 (US)
end of an era it's the
end of (this year's grape) harvest towards the
end of the island at the southern
end of June hockey season lasts until the
end of life (see end of life)
end of the process and that's the (an execution)
end of the (year-long pilot) program by the
end-of-season (see end-of-season)
end of a (basketball) season the dominated by...
end of service trains operate every 15 minutes until the
end of the tunnel light at the
end of the war since the , there have been...
end of the week I would get my allowance at the
end of their (junior) year at the (high school)

end of the dictatorship the

end of the runway

end of the family farm

his chartered jet neared the ;
firefighters waiting at the
the

end to (frivolous death-penalty) appeals an

endless (see endless)

front-end (m) a loader digs and moves a lot of earth
rear-end (v) her car ed a pickup truck
season's end atop the division at (sports)
weekend (see weekend)
week's end at , two officials resigned
year-end quality streaming video by the ;
year-end (m) his press conference;

s by students at the college
year's end back in school by

long-promised end the to the war

bitter end she maintained her innocence to the
bottom end Cubans at the of the income scale
dead end (see dead end)
far end the exit door at the of the hall
high-end (see high-end)
quick end hopes for a to the fighting
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endangered

endeavor

ended

endings (noun)

ending (other)

endless

tail end

means to the end

at the end

by the end of
since the end of
towards the end of
toward the end
until the end

beginning of the end

endangered plants
endangered species

endangered-species (m)

group endeavor

field of endeavor

open-ended

just-ended

nerve endings

happy ending

career-ending
game-ending
season-ending

never-ending

endless flow
endless (river) levees
endless (banana) plantations

when we reach the of the bus

a of victory

a dining area the ship;
their junior year (high school);
its main iunway (airport)
the year-long pilot program
the war
this year's grape harvest
the day

hockey season lasts j June;
trains operate every 15 minutes service

it was the

the U.S. is home to 735 threatened or
the study and preservation of ;
researchers who work with
obtain -- designations for many species

all forms of

pioneers in their particular

(see open-ended)

(see just-ended)

irritated result in local wound pain

the film doesn't have a

(see career-ending)
(see game-ending)
(see season-ending)

(see never-ending)

an -- of paperwork

seemingly endless

the of Honduras

(see seemingly endless)
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end of life end of life

end-of-season

endorsement

endowed

endowment

ends

endurance

enduring

enemy

end-of-life care
end-of-life issues

end-of-season jamboree

endorsement deal

product endorsement

high-profile endorsement

industry-endowed

school's endowment

political ends

endurance test

strength and endurance

enduring relationship

enemy action
enemy ambush
enemy ambush (m)
enemy armor
enemy attack
enemy battalion
enemy bunker
enemy bunker (m)
enemy casualties
enemy company
enemy defenses
enemy emplacement

enemy (spider hole)
enemy fire
enemy flank
enemy's flank

the quality of care at the

an article about

an

Reebok's with Venus Williams;
she hoped to secure some major s

make more through s

they secured a from the North Face

(see industry-endowed)

mismanaging the (Boston University)

the employment of violence for

days spent doing s (rowing)

exercises to build up

a close, with her stepson

none had been wounded by -- (military)
to protect the platoon from s
analyze route recon info for likely sites
antitank weapons to defeat
ignoring the continuing , he began...
a furious counterattack of an
he crawled directly in front of an

assault (assault of an enemy bunker)
they searched the area for
wounding or killing half of the
undertook a singlehanded assault of the
he fired with telling effect into the ;
a savage attack against s within the village

emplacement he spotted an
his helicopter was heavily damaged by
the team should search for --s
counterattacks to the -- and rear areas
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enemy force
enemy fortifications
enemy grenade
enemy gunners
enemy lines
enemy losses
enemy mortar
enemy movement
enemy's (short-term)
enemy obstacles
enemy offensive
enemy onslaught
enemy patrol
enemy plans
enemy position

enemy rations
enemy round
enemy's route
enemy sappers
enemy sniper
enemy soldier
enemy tank
enemy target

enemy territory
enemy trench (m)
enemy tribe
enemy turf
enemy weakness
enemy weapon

(see enemy force)
and base areas

when an landed in their midst, he...
concentrated their fire on him

support for special forces fighting behind
he parroted the official line about
his squad was searching for an
he observed to the flank of the patrol

objective what's the
locate and identify , units, weak points, flanks
thwarting an against Tay Ninh City
the killed 14 and wounded 18 marines
he made contact with a small
a gold mine of data about
he crawled within 15 meters of the ;
locate, report, and bypass obstacles and s
try and secure captured for the captives
he was knocked to the ground by an
the and direction of movement

launched a grenade attack
he moved to the front and spotted an in a tree
he was mortally wounded by an
slug it out with s
the ability to defeat --s;
fire units may engage s at will
they parachute into
Figure 3-9, assault
some were killed by --s
treading on
combat power is directed against
he used the captured until it too was empty

enemy aircraft
enemy air defense
enemy base camp
enemy booby trap
enemy demolition team
enemy infiltration route
enemy minefield

enemy mortar fire
enemy sapper squad
enemy trench line

the skies are full of
suppression of (SEAD)
his platoon was sweeping a suspected
realizing that he had activated the
an infiltrated the unit quarters
a position astride a suspected
exact limits and depth of s aren't often known;
when possible, s are bypassed...;
intelligence concerning s is reported
amid concentrated
an which had infiltrated the camp
he lay wounded in front of the
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enemy force

enemy held

enemy warhead
enemy weapon system

enemy crossfire

enemy stronghold

enemy number one

enemy held

enemy prisoner of war

enemies of the state

home in on s
theater ballistic missiles will be the of choice

three soldiers were pinned down by

the company was inserted into the

is the sun (skin cancer)

(see enemy held)

(see EPW)

putting away s (South Africa)

enemy, terrain, and routes obtain information on (reconnaissance)
enemy, weather, and terrain the S2 (intelligence) is the expert on the
mission, enemy, terrain, and troops and time available (METT-T)

charging enemy where he could direct fire upon the
remaining enemy driving the from their positions

determined enemy
dismounted enemy
entrenched enemy

aggressive enemy
mutual enemy
natural enemy
worst enemy

human wave assaults launched by the
engage with enfilading, grazing fires
he flew his helicopter over the

disengaging from an
their longtime
the ants have no s in the US (fire ants)
women can be their own s

numerically superior enemy subjected to constant attacks by a

fanatic and determined enemy facing imminent death from a

enemy force during operations against --s

numerically superior enemy force a

firmly entrenched enemy force
strongly entrenched enemy force
well concealed enemy force

they engaged a
an assault against a
a numerically superior and

enemy held territory he volunteered to rescue wounded men in
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energy

energy efficient

enforced

enforcement

energy bill
energy challenge
energy consumption
energy crisis
energy-efficiency (m)
energy inefficiency
energy expenditure
energy saving
energy shortage
energy sources

energy supplement
energy use

energy efficient

wind energy

direct-energy
high-energy
kinetic-energy
nervous energy
nuclear-energy
renewable-energy
tidal energy

pollution-free energy

geothermal energy

forms of energy

energy efficient

energy-efficient lighting

troop-enforced

vigorously enforced

enforcement action
enforcement measure

presenting his to Congress
we can meet this (Arab oil embargo)
the nation's total
since the of the 1970s (oil)
conservation and measures
the U.S. wastes billions in
the decline in people's

are available in many appliances
s will be with us

such as coal, natural gas, nuclear power;
renewable, climate-friendly
the weight-loss and ma huang
reducing resource consumption,

(see energy efficient)

breakthroughs have reduced the cost of

it uses a (shaped charge) warhead (AT mine)
(see high-energy)
(see kinetic-energy)
a person with such a personality has more
(see nuclear-energy)
(see renewable-energy)
(see tidal energy)

, such as geothermal energy

makes use of heat from the earth's core

non-renewable, polluting

this dishwasher is very ;
by becoming as -- as Japan

(see troop-enforced)

(see vigorously enforced)

no had been taken
stricter laws and --s
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engaged

engagement
(marriage)

engagement
(military)

enforcement office
enforcement official
enforcement power
enforcement steps

drug enforcement
law enforcement

child-support s
local child-support s; s say...
lost its funding and
further had not been ruled out

taking a tough line on
(see law enforcement)

child-support enforcement

engaged couple

engagement party
engagement ring

director of

the visited the jeweler

for an
took off her ; a diamond ;
selecting an

courtship and engagementfollows one couple through their

engagement sequence temporarily halt the (air defense)
engagement zone (see engagement zone)

combat engagement
target engagement

initiate or continue Ps with enemy forces
normal methods of (military);
bad weather can hinder (air defense)

weapon system engagement full (military)

fierce engagement during the ensuing , an enemy soldier...
full (weapon system) engagement (military)

acquisition and engagement target by popping up in altitude

rules of engagement (ROE) can prohibit the use of certain weapons

engagement (other) speaking engagement telethons, tours, s

engagement zone

engine (motor)

fighter engagement zone
joint engagement zone
missile engagement zone
weapon engagement zone

(FEZ)
(JEZ)

a (MEZ) is a WEZ for HIMAD ops
(WEZ)

air defense engagement zone short range (SHORADEZ)

engine components key
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engine (other)

engineer

engine damage
engine failure
engine inspection
engine noise
engine performance
engine room

engine trouble

engine-mounted

engine stalling

car engine
fire engine
fire-engine (m)
jet engine
steam engine

mechanics can check for (planes)
the crew's response to an (plane)
grounded the airplane for a thorough
passengers mentioned a loud (plane)
increase
the chief engineer was below in the j;
sailors in steamy s;
a fire broke out in the ship's (oil tanker)
drifted out to sea after developing

(see engine-mounted)

the plane has had problems with

rebuilds s
js rushed to the scene
the ladder extended...
the shrieking roar of s
(see steam engine)

fuel-cell engine s use chemical reactions

internal-combustion engine js burn fuel

finally tuned engine a

diesel engines strict new standards for cleaner
main engine Endeavor's s could still be seen... (launch)
single-engine (see single-engine)
twin-engine (see twin-engine)

standards for (cleaner diesel) engines strict new

recommendation engine information you get from a j;
s using collaborative filtering

search engine Brazil's hottest ;
the Alta Vista

search-engine (m) its technology;
an Internet Web site

price-comparison engine a to find the lowest prices

engineer's report the
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engineered

engineering

combat engineer
flight engineer

s in the Marine Corps
KC-130 s

university-trained engineer the

socially concerned engineer

engineered food products demands that be labeled

carefully engineered (see carefully engineered)
genetically engineered (see genetically engineered)

engineering degree
engineering problems
engineering school

engineering masterpiece

he earned his
scientific and that occur in frigid climes
first-rate s in India

engine-mounted engine-mounted device s

English
(language)

English class

English-language
English proficiency
English skills
English speaker
English teacher

English Only

these race cars are s

he attended --s five nights a week;
s for nonnative English speakers
(see English-language)
without the to enter college
learning problems and limited
(see English speaker)
a twenty-two-year-old

(see English Only)

English-speaking (see English-speaking)
non-English-speaking (see non-English-speaking)

English-derived

Arabic-English

limited-English

British-accented English
British-inflected English
Spanish-accented English

(see English-derived)

(see Arabic-English)

(see limited-English)

he spoke with impeccable (a Swede)
formal,
in her husky,

Official English they have written columns supporting
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Official English (m) the movement

limited-English-proficient (see limited-English-proficient)

command of English parents who have a limited

English (other) English Channel the first person to swim the

English-derived English-derived institutions Hong Kong's

English-language English-language ability failed to acquire
English-language menu an at the Hotel Conde Duque
English-language paper the
English-language program s for limited-English students

English-language classroom limited-English kids and s

English-language teaching in kindergarten through...

English Only English Only movement the

English speaker monolingual English-speaker the

nonnative English speaker English classes for s

English-speaking English-speaking world the OED is known throughout the

engulfed half engulfed (see half engulfed)

enhanced GPS-enhanced (see GPS-enhanced)

newly enhanced (see newly enhanced)

enhancing performance-enhancing (see performance-enhancing)

enjoyable enjoyable experience you made our vacation an
enjoyable trip we hope you have an (rafting)

enlarged enlarged appendix CT scan reveals an with thickened walls
enlarged image projects an onto a screen

enlargement abdominal enlargement cessation of menses, (pregnancy)

enlisted enlisted ranks all of the dead were from the
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enlistment

enormous

enriched

enrollment

ensemble

ensuing

enteric

enterprise

entertainer

entertainment

enlistment date
enlistment target

re-enlistment

as his neared
the Navy fell short of its

(see re-enlistment)

enormous amount the story received an of attention
enormous collection an of old movie posters
enormous cost the of making such a change
enormous damage the film showed to the submarine
enormous impact the project will have an on the students
enormous parade the of police motorcycles
enormous (fund-raising) success his sent a signal
enormous surplus s of chicken manure
enormous variety enjoy the of plants in the garden

enormous (brown) fish owl
enormous gun arsenal

enormous giveaway

vitamin-enriched

minority enrollment

ans
an to corporations

(see vitamin-enriched)

could dip without affirmative action

pharmacy-school enrollment isn't keeping pace with demand

Catholic-school enrollment is 2.5 million

chamber ensemble

ensuing days
ensuing weeks
ensuing months

enteric fever

family enterprise

big-money enterprise

cabaret entertainer

entertainment dollar

a or a great symphony orchestra

in the
in the
during the he found...

bacteria can cause such as typhoid

this sense of the Times as a still exists;
successful small enterprises were often --s
casinos and other --s

gave Bette Midler her start as a

there is more competition for the now
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enthusiasm

enthusiast

entertainment guide
entertainment lawyer
entertainment license
entertainment violence
entertainment world
entertainment zone

adult-entertainment
festival entertainment
inmate entertainment
public entertainment

customer enthusiasm

boundless enthusiasm

lack of enthusiasm

auto enthusiast
computer enthusiast
fight enthusiasts
fitness enthusiast
gun enthusiasts
horse enthusiast
game enthusiast
space enthusiasts

scuba enthusiast
water enthusiasts

Internet enthusiast

whitewater enthusiast

martial-arts enthusiast

backcountry enthusiast

bicycling enthusiast
boating enthusiast

the London Evening Standard's weekly
my experience as an
the town granted an for a beer bash
a turning point in the battle against
at the stratospheric reaches of the
Manchester as a postindustrial

(see adult-entertainment)
check the Web site for information on
the fund pays for , such as movies
in an era of trials as a form of

that kind of made Nokia...

he didn't share his

his own for the projects slowed them down

as an and part-time racers
across the nation...(boxing)

a , she spent many hours in the weight room
at the NRA annual convention

--s from around the country have come...s
the can-do mentality of
investors, NASA officials, and
for the , this is quite a dive package
fishermen, divers and other

--s view these patents as outrageous

the river is a favorite of s (kayaking) (rafting)

he was a

increase awareness among --s (avalanches)

--s and bicycle lanes
flyfishermen, --s and hikers

fishermen, divers, and other water enthusiasts

(see also buff, avid)
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enthusiastic

enticing

enthusiastic horsewoman an all her life

enthusiastic shoptalk about (car) design

most enthusiastic (see most enthusiastic)

enticing catalogues and calendars

enticingly groomed enticingly groomed athletic field an

entire

entitlement

entomologist

entrance

entrance fee

entire family

entire generation

entire air defense system the

entire golfing community a tremendous loss to the
entire (American) manufacturing sector shake up the

entire emotional gamut I went through the (war)

entitlement program s such as Social Security

forensic entomologist s study insects at crime scenes

the hotel suite was big enough for an ;
our comes to the Fourth of July barbecue
an of outdoorsmen

entrance exam graduate school s;
pass City University's language j;
took and passed the police-academy

entrance fee no S; living off the s of tourists
entrance hall the Fifth Avenue
entrance ramp highway bottlenecks begin at the s
entrance visa an exit visa, an
entranceway the to the Grand Theater

canyon entrance
cave entrance
cave's (north) entrance
club's entrance
college-entrance (m)
park entrance
trail entrance

subway entrance

's drop away
finding the ; at the
a cabin minutes from the
a chrome clock above the

SAT scores
came upon a wombat by the
trail maps are available at the (gardens)

the at Fiftieth and Broadway
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entrapment victim of entrapment

entrenched entrenched enemy
entrenched interests

deeply entrenched
firmly entrenched
strongly entrenched
well-entrenched

entrepreneur entrepreneurship

professor-entrepreneurs

entrepreneurship Internet entrepreneurship

entry

entry-level

envelope

entry fee
entry-level
entry point
entryway

diary entry
journal entry
keyless entry (m)

multiple-entry

sign of (forced) entry
signs of (forced) entry

point of entry

entry-level job
entry level job
entry-level position

business-size envelope

stamped envelope

self-addressed envelope

back-of-the-envelope

he resigned, claiming that he was the

he flew his helicopter over the
powerful will thwart him

(see deeply entrenched)
(see firmly entrenched)
(see strongly entrenched)
(see well-entrenched)

(see entrepreneurship)

the new generation of

Candice is what Internet is all about

the was a hundred dollars (cockfighting)
(see entry-level)
finding the to the canyon
lining the

in his original
each kid is required to write a
Harvard issued cards for dorms

(see multiple-entry)

there was no ;
look at doors, windows, trunks and hood for

if Ceuta no longer offers a

s
an
worked his way up from an

a stamped self-addressed

a

a

(see back-of-the-envelope)
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environment environment-friendly (see environment-friendly)

environment of space the unforgiving

college environment
combat environment
desert environment
family environment
home environment
mine environment
space environment
work environment

in the elite (Stanford)
use cook-off procedure only in a (grenades)
in this harsh
a good
kids who come from a bad
preparing soldiers to survive in a
long-term exposure to the external
the new ; a hostile

infantryman's environment survive in the

underground environment are extraordinarily fragile

noise-free environment
smoke-free environment

challenging environment
unforgiving environment

learning environment

structured environment
supervised environment

taxi riders are entitled to a (no radio, tapes)
taxi riders are entitled to a ;
provide a for workers

the mountains are a (for flying a chopper)
the of space

despite his lack of a proper ;
the 5 percent who disrupt the

the halfway house would be a
keep in a structured,

age-restricted environment bars are

mined/UXO environment basic survival in a (military)

good (family) environment a
hostile (work) environment a
marine environment the fragile
operational environment its mission is to conduct operations in any
proper (learning) environment despite his lack of a
racial environment the in the city
urban environment close quarters combat in an

nuclear, biological, and chemical environments operations in
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highly structured environment he needs a (child sex offender)

environment-friendly
environment-friendly crop
environment-friendly steps

coffee is an
take other

environmental environmental activism he preached the gospel of
environmental community the and the business community
environmental consciousness and good business sense
environmental contamination the resultant (terrorism)
environmental disaster the worst in the state's history
environmental education festivals promote
environmental effects the of livestock grazing
environmental factor spontaneous abortion and s
environmental engineer an and paraglider pilot
environmental historians soil ecologists,
environmental impact the of this pipeline will be dire
environmental-impact (m) a preliminary study for the road
environmental killer s include floods, lightning and tornadoes
environmental predictions doom-and-gloom
environmental problems explore the relative importance of
environmental progress America's record of
Environmental Protection (m) the Agency (EPA)
environmental-studies (m) the professor

environmentally environmentally friendly (see environmentally friendly)

environmentally friendly
environmentally friendly biofuels like ethanol

enzymes liver enzymes

epic

epicenter

epidemic

epic battle
epic failure
epic game
epic poem

epic breakout

epicenter of the quake

epidemic area
epidemic diseases

impaired liver function with elevated

their 's for championship crowns (sports)
he stands at the precipice of (politician)
its against the Soviets (hockey)
the beloved 19th century by Mickiewicz

the Marines' from Chosin (Korean War)

they pinpointed the to...

people living in --s should be vaccinated
preventing the outbreak of
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episode

epidemic cluster
epidemic level
epidemic's peak
epidemic proportions

epidemic's hotspot

epidemic of crack
epidemic of syphilis
epidemic of violence

AIDS epidemic
cholera epidemic
crack epidemic
rabies epidemic

cheating epidemic

Legionella pneumophila appears in local s
escalator breakdowns have reached s
since the in 1995 (AIDS)
diarrheal diseases can quickly reach j;
toluene glue sniffing has reached

the

the neighborhood is recovering from an
a sixteenth-century
an which is rapidly spreading

the ongoing significance of the
hoping to prevent a
the nineteen-eighties issued in the
the city faces a potential

some blame schools for the

rapidly spreading epidemic Britain struggled to contain the (FMD)

urban epidemics

two-year epidemic

the persistence and spread of plague in

the result was a

sixteenth-century epidemic a of syphilis

episodes of abuse
episode of adultery

buying gifts after
a long-past

episode of (internal) bleeding a terrifying

pilot episode

long-past episode

terrifying episode

bleeding episodes
fainting episode

in the (TV show)

a of adultery

a of internal bleeding

pain associated with
he experiences a simple (plane flight)

most frequent (bioterrorism) episodes the have been by...

series of episodes the latest in a (gunmen in public buildings)
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epitome epitome of elegance

EPW
(enemy prisoner
of war)

equality

equipment

epitome of sloth

EPW operations
EPW teams
EPW units

EPW bindings

EPW collection point
EPW evacuation plan
EPW internment facility

she is known as the

he is the and lost opportunity

MP and in combat
control enemy prisoners
that operate internment facilities

preparing , first aid kits, and litters (MPs)

the -- is normally near the...
supervises the execution of the casualty and
until they can be moved to an

EPW collecting point passed into the custody of MP operating an
EPW holding area s and unit field sanitation teams

EPWs of higher ranks the teams select for interrogation on-site
EPWs of (high intelligence) value may be held at HQ

EPWs and enemy wounded establish a location for

location for EPWs

sick and wounded EPWs

income inequality

racial equality

equipment failure

establish a and enemy wounded

in the combat zone

the great in the United States

has not yet been achieved (affirmative action)

when cameras break, or other --s

equipment and ammunition its large cargo area holds (HMMWV)
equipment, ammunition, and gear all is loaded on the vehicles
equipment and supplies make arrangements for the storage of ;

the status of (military operations)

climber's equipment a : boots, tools, hardware
combat equipment
communication equipment the newest technology in
computer equipment modest offices,
construction equipment a runway full of
excavation equipment tractor-trailers loaded with

recovery, evac, repair and replacement of
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farm equipment
navigation equipment
office equipment
office-equipment (m)
plant's equipment
rescue equipment

signal equipment
surveillance equipment

the factory now turns out
the boat had sophisticated
a secretary who had stolen
the industry
the and personnel
blocking ambulances and ;
specialized deep sea (for saving sub crews)
he monitors the maintenance of (military)
reasonably priced

air- and missile-defense equipment is too specialized to support...

outdoor equipment (m)

playground equipment

on-board equipment

anti-collision equipment

boating equipment
breathing equipment

industries

vandalism to

detected an approaching plane

an alarm from on-board (plane)

utilize appropriate , including PFDs
asked for (viruses);
the world's deepest dive unaided by j;
a breath-hold dive without

digging equipment rescuers used heavy to free them (landslide)
lighting equipment pay for the (TV)
mining-equipment (m) a Milwaukee firm
monitoring equipment NBC includes radiacmeters (military)
mountaineering equipment innovation and improvement in
recording equipment
signaling equipment
welding equipment

no was allowed inside
improvements to after the train crash
tools and

detecting and monitoring equipment NBC equipment (military)

noise-producing equipment turn off generators and other (Park)
radiation-measuring equipment

specialized equipment supplies and

coin-operated equipment

essential equipment
fragile equipment

the status of personnel, ammo, supplies and
guarding against damage to the
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heavy equipment bulldozers and other pieces of
medical-equipment (see medical-equipment)
optional equipment computers will have fingerprint scanners as
protective equipment use personal (PPE) (chemical warfare agents)
sophisticated (navigation) equipment the boat had

state-of-the-art equipment designed for SO missions (military)

status of equipment the and supplies (military operations)

training and equipment US advisors supply (military)
ammunition, casualty, and equipment (ACE) (m) provide reports to...

crane and other equipment a spacewalk to install a (space station)
filters and other (air cleaning) equipment (space station)

equipped Windows-equipped (see Windows-equipped)
shovel-equipped (see shovel-equipped)
silencer-equipped (see silencer-equipped)
ski-equipped (see ski-equipped)

equivalency

era

badly equipped
ill-equipped

(see badly equipped)
(see ill-equipped)

equivalency test her high school

high-school-equivalency (m) the G.E.D., the exam

AIDS-era (see AIDS-era)
apartheid-era (see apartheid-era)
business era (see business era)
Depression-era (see Depression-era)
draft-era (see draft -era)
frontier era (see frontier era)
silent era (see silent era)
Socialist-era (see Socialist-era)
Soviet-era (see Soviet-era)
swing-era (see swing-era)
Vietnam-era (see Vietnam-era)

Civil-War-era (see Civil-War-era)

steamboat era (see steamboat era)
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eradication

eraser

erect

eroded

erosion

erotic

errand

erratic

error

bygone era

big-band era

nineteen-thirties-era

end of an era
hallmarks of an era
relics of an era

drug eradication (m)
malaria-eradication (m)

blackboard eraser

erect posture

re-erect (v)

flood-eroded
storm-eroded

erosion control
erosion problem

soil erosion
wind erosion

erotic video

errands of mercy

fool's errand

erratic behavior

error message
error rate

error-free
error-prone

error-strewn

(see bygone era)

the of the 1940s

(see nineteen-thirties-era)

it's the

a decade-old effort
a rigorous program

heaving a in your direction

he is fifty, slightly built, with

crews have ed a transmission tower

(see flood- eroded)
(see storm-eroded)

tree planting and around the building
development has accelerated s

reduced , water pollution
the cryptobiotic crusts reduced

free s and gifts

on these (helping the sick)

he knew that he was on a

he can get his under control

Web surfers were greeted by --s
because of the high

(see error-free)
(see error-prone)

(see error-strewn)
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error-free

error-prone

error of judgment
error of his ways

I made an
he now saw the

attorney error the government is not responsible for s
date error Microsoft's persistent s
medication error s by doctors;

s have become common, doctors say
navigation error s by ground controllers (space)
pilot error the crash was blamed on ;

and cockpit confusion
police error a critical
police-error (m) rates in criminal investigations
user error a virus, bad hardware or (computers)
witness error corruption, , or racism

spelling error the most famous in French criminal history

sleep-related errors and accidents cost $56 billion a year

unforced error he committed several s (squash)

elementary error
judicial error
little errors
medical error
mental error
minor error
navigational error

comedy of errors
margin of error

margin for error

trial and error

error-free game
error-free war

unlikely to make such an (grammar)
mistakes in investigations and
he began making (pro golfer)
up to 98,000 people die yearly of s
cut down on the s and turnovers (football)
fatal medical mistakes, near misses, s
he made a (while driving)

a wearying (getting phone connected)
phrases like "plus or minus" and ""

there's no

(see trial and error)

an
the myth of

error-prone the tests are ;
as dangerous and as...

error-prone test s
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error-strewn

eruption (volcano)

eruption (other)

escalating

escalator

error-strewn chapter

eruption cloud
eruption zone

eruption of the volcano

today's eruption

further eruptions
last eruption
massive eruption
mild eruption
volcanic eruption

monitoring of eruptions

my

there is a low ash content in the (volcano)
ash dumped within 10-20 km of the (volcano)

the

was preceded by earthquakes

concern of still remains (volcano)
its in 1937 led to the deaths...(volcano)
now with a one wonders...(volcano)
this was a (volcano)
recent s have left 5-7 cm of ash in town

equipment to help with the (volcano)

consequences of the eruption the long-term global (volcano)
duration of the eruption
news of the eruption
onset of the eruption
pictures of the eruption
start of the eruption
series of eruptions
time of the eruption

lull in the eruption

eruption of violence

escalating loss
escalating rents
escalating tension

escalator mechanic
escalator steps
escalator's steps
escalator inspection (m)
escalator woes

escalator's hand rail

escalator-dependent

looters were active throughout the
has now left the front pages (volcano)

inspection of seismograms since the revealed
if anyone is interested in (volcano)
great deformation since the (volcano)
seeing a underneath the sea (volcano)
at the

the allowed for some good photos (volcano)

the has dashed hopes (Middle East)

js of the world's property insurers
concerns about displacing small businesses

between the two groups

attract and retain js
water, salt and debris seep into
a speed regulator and motor propels the
mechanics falsified reports
management mistakes added to the

the

(see escalator-dependent)
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escalator-dependent

renovated escalator a can last 10 to 15 years

newly installed escalator three s were shut down

escalator-dependent subway system the world's most

escape escape capsule the submarine's internal
escape plan he called off his (disgraced president)
escape pod the submarines are equipped with s
escape risk he's considered an (prison)
escape route cutting off an for refugees

fire escape zigzaggy 's, open windows...;
families sat out on the s (heat wave)

Hollywood-style escape a sex offender made a Monday

prison escape a daring

highly publicized escape

daring escape a girl made a from her abductor

survival, evasion and escape in the desert

escaped escaped slave ex-slaves and s

I escort escort guard have receipts for captives ready for s
escort guard (m) special-purpose MP companies (military)
escort services ads for (sex industry)

especially especially crucial
especially effective

(see especially crucial)
(see especially effective)

especially crucial especially crucial point this is an because...

especially effective especially effective way a sexy E-mail is an to...

espionage espionage activities in terms of its (Russian)
espionage charge he wanted to clear his name of --s
espionage operation he supervises the most important s;

how the was set up;
how the worked;
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esque

essay

essential

established

establishment

espionage probe
espionage ring
espionage suspect
espionage team

espionage network

industrial espionage

counterespionage

Escher-esque
Mondrianesque
Uma-esque
Whitmanesque
Zappa-esque

mandarinesque

essay collection
essay contest
essay question
essay topic

catalogue essay
photo essay

online essay

how the was detected;
how the was brought down
the ignited a furor
he recruited an
he is the government's prime
the breakup of the general's

the C.I.A.'s

some sort of

(see counterespionage)

an abstract, design
elegantly
trim, sizes
a list of such proportions
it is in its flouting of...

it was a nice response

the publication of her first
since he won an
50 minutes to answer two js
js on college applications

Ian Jeffrey wrote the
a on California's Big Sur coast;
he's now shooting a on the Vatican

a long, shrewd, funny

four-to-seven-page essay s

book of essays

essential equipment

established protocols

long-established
well-established

establishment view

his most recent

the status of personnel, ammo, supplies and

treatment of the patient should follow

(see long-established)
(see well-established)

the BBC tended to take an
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estate

esteem

estimate

estimated

ethic

ethical

defense establishment throughout the

anti-establishment (see anti-establishment)

historic-preservation establishment
nuclear-weapons establishment

the city's
India's

medical establishment he wants the acceptance of the

country estate a classic English-style

real estate (see real estate)

self-esteem (see self-esteem)

cost estimate
earnings estimates
fatality estimates
time estimate
revenue estimates

he is working on s
analysts'
s ranged up to 5,000
I wish I could give you a (for final arguments)
didn't believe his

written estimate car mechanics must provide s

estimated incidents 88,000 of domestic violence

ethics seminar must attend a seven-week

work ethic the and the will to succeed;
an eight-day-a-week ;
people question her (a tennis player)

cyberethics kids lacking are behind the incidents

medical ethics their work's manifest violations of (biowar)

violations of (medical) ethics their work's manifest (biowarfare)

ethical dilemma
ethical obligation
ethical problem
ethical question

they will face their --s with Christian faith
you have no -- to tell anyone (sexual orientation)
s have arisen (clinical trials)
the s that arise...;
children's studies broach new --s (drug testing)
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ethically

ethically executed

ethnic

ethnically

ethically executed (see ethically executed)

ethically executed clinical trials

ethnic conflicts
ethnic groups
ethnic identity
ethnic restaurant

ethnic warfare
ethnic cleansing
ethnic-cleansing

ethnic and religious (m)

multiethnic

ethnically diverse

ethnically divided

well-designed and

among Georgians, Armenians, Azeri Turks
four countries and as many as 50 (Caucasus)
three new states based on old (Transcaucasus)
there's a huge variety of s (Chicago)

three years of ravaged Sarajevo
warfare, anarchy and that engulfed the region
the campaign

diversity

(see multiethnic)

(see ethnically diverse)

(see ethnically divided)

ethnically diverse ethnically diverse community

ethnically divided ethnically divided province an

ethnographic ethnographic study of female anatomy

etiquette

this

et(te)

European

caste etiquette
court etiquette

rules of etiquette

bomblet
booklet
bracelet
cigarette
droplet
leaflet
pipette
platelet
statuette
towelette

European-American

specifies what she may eat
the intricacies of (Great Britain)

ignoring

(see bomblet)
(see booklet)
(see bracelet)
(see cigarette)
(see droplet)
(see leaflet)
(see pipette)
(see platelet)
(see statuette)
(see towelette)

(see European-American)
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European-American

euthanasia

non-European (see non-European)

European-American speak out for white s

euthanasia debate ending that chapter of the

sanctioned euthanasia Holland has experience with

medically assisted euthanasia

requests for euthanasia the leading factors driving ;
patient

evac (see evacuation)

evacuation evacuation center
evacuation drills
evacuation hospital
evacuation plan

evacuation route

a sign tells people where to find s (wildfires)
well-rehearsed to extract units (minefields)
the big at Cu Chi
an for people with disabilities (wildfires);
the EPW (enemy prisoner of war)
play your route recon of the (military)

evacuation of the deceased must be a planning consideration (war)
evacuation of (many) wounded the

medevac (see medevac)

immediate evacuation the government has ordered an (volcano)

evaluation evaluation of the appendix aggressive is warranted in this group

evaluation and treatment patient should return for further

emergency evaluation
job evaluation
performance evaluation

he was sent to the hospital for an
had been rated "excellent" in a
his last was very favorable

mental-health evaluations for servicemembers
mental health evaluation (m) regulations on preventing abuses

written evaluation the psychologist's (of a patient)
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evasion

eve

even

even-handed

evening

aggressive evaluation of the appendix is warranted in this group
full evaluation seizures warrant a (eclampsia)
further evaluation patient should return for and treatment
immediate (orthopedic) evaluation fractures require admission,
psychiatric evaluation was sent to a hospital for

tax evasion charges of money laundering and

survival, evasion and escape in the desert

eve of Haj

Christmas Eve

New Year's Eve

even-handed

even-handed policy

evening-length
evening course
evening light

early-evening

evening-length evening-length work

event event organizers
event's organizer
event planners
event site

events and activities

community event
dance event
facility's events
life events
television event
week's events

Halloween event

perform Umrah on the

on

(see New Year's Eve)

(see even-handed)

he's striven to maintain an

(see evening-length)
seminar rooms offering s
in the last of the

(see early-evening)

an (ballet)

announced disappointing ticket sales
Ms. Cook, the
crowd control and
areas around each (Winter Olympics)

check the Web site for (city festival)

volunteering for a
Raveworld connected six global s
Family Day was one of the
certain formative
the highest-rated
he seemed overwhelmed by the

hold its at Owen Middle School
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watershed event

last week's events

it was a for the company

were particularly depressing

biological weapons event indications of a possible event include...
bioterror event preparations for a ;

extreme weather event

low probability events

in-store event
outdoor events

inciting event
sporting event

fund-raising event
species-threatening event
skateboarding events
snowboarding events

long-simmering event

unprecedented event

plan for a possible
the succession of s worldwide;
insurance losses due to s
a methodology for estimating

an
weddings, vacations, or other

the -- (for bee stings)
sex is a gift, a joy, a need - -not a --;
famous s and sportsmen

he gives speeches at sa
were rarely held

World Cup

this in our history

it was an (the cause of a plane crash)

student-government-sponsored event the month's s

little-noted event
widely noticed event

adverse-event
biblical events
biggest events
catastrophic event
cultural events
dramatic event

embarrassing event
extraordinary event
final event
global (dance) event
great events

a took place
a

(see adverse-event)
, such as Paul's conversion
Family Day was one of the facility's
barring some ...
a compilation of significant global and
this (the eruption of a volcano);
during that season's s (on Mt. Everest)
an in high school athletics
if some -- or disaster occurs
the exhibition was the in a 2-day program
Raveworld connected six s
the first historians to write about
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historical events
horrifying event
local event
major (political) event
momentous event
political events
popular event
public event
recent events
significant event
rare event
social event

special events
stressful event
traumatic event
upsetting event

all-or-nothing event
make-or-break event
track-and-field event

a compilation of significant cultural and
this (a school shooting)
has gone from a to the international level
most citizens paid attention to js
sent me an E-mail about a
most citizens paid attention to major
celebrities can make an appearance at a
a
his thoughts on in his life
a compilation of s
10 years ago it would have been a
PTA meetings were a real ;
opening night at La Scala is an important
(see special events)
's or situations can bring on headaches
being bitten by a dog was a
talk about js in each other's lives

an
the anti-missile test is not a
the major js

one-of-a-kind event s
one-time-only event s
standing-room-only event at her memorial service - -a

chain of events the fatal began at 10:04 (car wreck);
the that caused the airliner to crash

chains of events describing hypothetical S, he noted if...
chronology of events the
compilation of events a compilation of significant s
photographs of the event the copter got dramatic (volcanic eruption)
sequence of events police are not so sure about the j;

the that doomed the airplane (crash);
the tragic began when...(motor racing)

series of events the climax to a (Hollywood)
succession of (extreme weather) events the s worldwide
turns of events stunned by you never saw coming
version of events this is the that police told;

the he gave when he took the stand (trial);
he admitted his original was wrong (hospital)
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eventual

ever

ever-changing

time line of events a thirty-minute (medical operation)

time and location of the event the (animal bite)

eventual defeat
eventual fate

ever-changing
ever-expanding
ever-increasing
ever-multiplying
ever-mutating
ever-retreating
ever-shifting
ever-tightening

ever-controversial
ever-courteous
ever-faster
evergreen
ever-hungry
ever-larger
ever present
ever-timely

ever-more-complex
ever-more-powerful

first-ever

happy-ever-after

this leads to the enemy's
whether this was to be my

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

ever-changing)
ever-expanding)
ever-increasing)
ever-multiplying)
ever-mutating)
ever-retreating)
ever-shifting)
ever-tightening)

(see ever-controversial)
(see ever-courteous)
(see ever-faster)
(see evergreen)
(see ever-hungry)
(see ever-larger)
(see ever present)
(see ever-timely)

(see ever-more-complex)
(see ever-more-powerful)

(see first -ever)

(see happy-ever-after)

ever-changing circle of friends a select but

ever-controversial ever-controversial principle an

ever-courteous ever-courteous men in dark suits

ever-expanding ever-expanding influence
ever-expanding number

ever-expanding network

ever-faster ever-faster pace

an of homeless people

the

at an
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evergreen

ever-hungry

ever-increasing

ever-larger

evergreen a diverse forest of hardwoods and s

ever-hungry children

ever-increasing correlation
ever-increasing expenses
ever-increasing proportion

ever-larger amounts

ever-more-complex
ever-more-complex lives

ever-more-powerful

ever-multiplying

ever-mutating

ever present

ever-retreating

ever-shifting

ever-tightening

ever-timely

every

everyday

ever-more-powerful chips

an
to cover the
an of cancer patients

invest

e-mail helps us manage our

for 3-D graphics

ever-multiplying amount of work

ever-mutating cultural landscape

ever present

ever-present blossoms
ever-present figure
ever-present reminder

ever-retreating rival

ever-shifting alliances

an

our

the juxtaposition of luxury and scarcity was

the
an for him
a spectral, of failure

with his

alliances

ever-shifting degrees of emotional imbalance

ever-tightening vice

ever-timely words

everyday

everyday language
everyday life

everyday use

an of bad policy choices

in the of...

(see everyday)

the of south Texas is Spanish
in the of 20th-century Americans;
the dreary details of (bill paying, etc.)
more durable than necessary for
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eviction

evidence

everyday living

eviction date
eviction notice

evidence bag
evidence collection
evidence locker
evidence specimen
evidence technician
evidence vault

evidence-based

evidence to date

diminished his pleasure in

with the looming
for the court to issue s;
whose job it is to deliver the s

the --s from his case (crime)
with rape, follow protocols on (hospital)
stole cocaine from an
the from the rape kit
they'll send an out to look at it (abduction)
evidence bags from the (crime);
the box was removed from the ;
the eleven years it spent in an

(see evidence-based)

the most compelling of...;

evidence of (sexual) assault examine the patient for
evidence of (child) abuse the search for
evidence of camouflage , such as withered vegetation, signs of cutting
evidence of its efficacy no definitive exists (drug)
evidence of the existence of God
evidence of injuries watch for
evidence of that there is no , none (trial)
evidence of (physical) torture we'll be able to see the

evidence of wrongdoing looking for

evidence for their efficacy due to lack of (drug)

blood evidence
confession evidence
fluid evidence
fossil evidence
lab evidence
police-evidence (m)
prosecution's evidence
state's evidence

crime scene evidence
eyewitness evidence

led to a murder charge against...
assessing

found on the victims
paleontologists disclosed new
fabricated or expert testimony
he stole cocaine from a locker
the is overwhelming
fearing she would turn

such as truck tracks
the reliability of
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fabricated evidence

accumulating evidence
compelling evidence
conflicting evidence
convincing evidence
corroborating evidence
incriminating evidence
mitigating evidence
mounting evidence

overwhelming evidence

DNA evidence
DNA-evidence (m)

inaccurate, incomplete or

despite the of...
the seemed to incriminate him
there is enough to create doubt
clear and
our work is to find
the location of
consider in sentencing

suggests that...

despite of guilt (jury);
shows that...

credible
he had heard about testing (crimes)

newly discovered evidence claims of innocence based on

abundant evidence
additional evidence
anecdotal evidence
archaeological evidence
circumstantial evidence

clear evidence
credible evidence
direct evidence
dramatic (new) evidence
exculpatory evidence
forensic evidence

further evidence
hard evidence
independent evidence
insufficient evidence
key evidence
material evidence
medical evidence
more evidence
new evidence
physical evidence
scientific evidence
strong evidence

supported the conclusion that...(trial)
the FBI searched his home for any

versus reliable statistics
the shows...
there was a lot of ;
jailed for 18 years on the basis of (France)
we see that...
they offer now new to discredit the verdict
there was no presented that... (trial)
even in the face of
the alleged

linked the two to the crimes;
faced with the overwhelming
providing further that...(medicine)
no ever linked him to the crimes
that included clothing fiber (murder trial)
there was to charge him (computer crime)
his dying declaration was the (murder case)
the gun and other pieces of disappeared

of torture was presented at the trial
this is that...(medicine)
no has surfaced in the case
the first piece of -- you have in this case
public criticism not supported by

supporting the jury's verdict
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strongest evidence the in its favor is... (economic theory)
sufficient evidence there was to bring murder charges

chain of evidence the tying him to...
lack of evidence prosecutors dropped charges, citing a
piece of evidence her bike in now a (abduction)
reliability of (eyewitness) evidence further experiments on the
rules of evidence under the (court case);

are slightly more relaxed (sentencing hearing)
shred of evidence investigators looking for any

the search for evidence the of child abuse

witnesses, suspects and evidence

knife and other evidence

evidence-based evidence-based medicine the importance of

in the investigation

the went to the lab

evil

evil-tempered

evolution

ex

exact

evildoer

evil eye

evil-tempered

evil-tempered drunk

cave's evolution

ex-New Yorkers
ex-partner
ex-con
ex-convict
ex-prison
ex-slave
ex-soldier
ex-star
ex-wife

ex-girlfriend
ex-hair stylist

exact boundaries

warn s;
s are not radically different
she gave me a parting ;
an inverted hand by the door to ward off the

(see evil-tempered)

a tottering,

during any stage of a

especially

(see ex-prison)
--s or escaped slaves

his said he'd beaten her

he took his --'s mother hostage

identify the of the minefield
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exact same

exam (=test)

examine

exact cause

exact count
exact dimensions
exact limits
exact location
exact number
exact place
exact sequence
exact (departure) time

exact same

exact same problem

(see test)

re-examine (v)

examination (=test) (see test)

examination
(court)

examination
(medical)

cross-examination

direct examination

examination findings
examination gloves
examination room
examination table

investigators probe the of the crash;
an autopsy would identify the of death
nobody keeps an (in-flight medical problems)
teams collect info on the of minefields
confuse the enemy about the of the minefield
determine the of enemy weapon systems
the is classified
the were they were found
I can't remember the
at the

(see exact same)

people who have the

caused us to ' ourselves;
a task force is ing the policy

(see cross-examination)

under she said that... (court)

diseases and their characteristic
latex (sign on box)
in the , he undressed
a metal on wheels

examinations of (torture) victims psychological

chest examination
eye examination
stool examination

revels diffuse rales
a thorough is important

can diagnose giardiasis

mental-status examination a and functional vs. organic disorders

follow-up examination

screening examination

abdominal examination

pancreatic injuries are generally found on s

this is an exceedingly useful (medical)

a careful is necessary
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examiner

example

annual examination
careful examination
clinical examination
forensic examination

she missed several s (child with pacemaker)
is imperative

the can miss pneumonia
evidence collection and preservation during

full (physical) examination a is warranted...(overdose)
genital examination digital rectal and s
initial examination after the (medical)
microscopic examination followed by of the stool
neurological examination give them a standard
pelvic examination
physical examination

perform a on females complaining of...
during the , assess... (medical);

is unreliable (ectopic pregnancy)
postmortem examination in animals, shows...(rabies)
psychological examinations of torture victims
rectal examination head, neck, pelvic, perineum, and s
repeat examination close follow-up, including a (medical)
routine examination during a , two spots were discovered (medical)
thorough examination is necessary (medical)
vaginal examination several items may be felt on the initial
vascular examination a careful is essential (knee dislocation)

(see also test (medical))

state examiner

medical examiner

out on a test drive with the

(see medical examiner)

examples of (pay-per-use) businesses were...
example of panic this is a textbook

textbook example

inspiring example
outstanding example
supporting example

isolated example

bad example
classic example
concrete examples
good example
rare example

the of what can go wrong....;
this is a of panic

by his (Medal of Honor)
the of inspired casting was...
a striking analysis with 's

these counties are not s

smoking in front of children is a
the town is a
some will illustrate this point
that's a of a geometry problem
in a
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excavation

exceedingly

excavation equipment tractor-trailers loaded with
excavation site an where family members were buried

exceedingly dangerous (see exceedingly dangerous)

exceedingly dangerous
exceedingly dangerous avalanche terrain

excellence

excellent

exception

exceptional

excessive

exchange

excitement

standard of excellence our goal is to set a in serving the public

excellent camouflage
excellent health
excellent (goat) pasture
excellent (art) teacher

the scorpionfish and stonefish have
at this time he's in
overgrown areas are s
I think he'd make an

exceptions to the rule they are

all-too-common exception can't ignore the s

exceptional heroism
exceptional record

excessive exposure
excessive force

distinguished himself by (war)
that's an (no chopper crash in 23 years)

prolonged or to noise and hearing impairment
the government used in the raid

excessive show of force criticized the raid as an

prolonged or excessive (m) exposure to noise and hearing impairment

in exchange for companionship
in exchange for more-lenient treatment
in exchange for a reduced sentence

gave her a room

currency-exchange (m) the office
needle-exchange (m) the city's only program

expletive-filled exchange

foreign-exchange

prefight excitement

risk and excitement

he got into an with his manager

(see foreign-exchange)

adding to the (boxing)

the need for (extreme sports, etc.)
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exciting

exclusive

exclusivity

excuse

executed

execution (death)

need for (risk and) excitement the (extreme sports, etc.)

exciting discovery
exciting news

exclusive contract
exclusive deal

racial exclusivity

lame excuse
reasonable excuse

exquisitely executed
precisely executed
smoothly executed

execution capital
execution process
execution date
execution squad
execution-style
execution warrant

impending execution

well-planned execution

five-hundredth execution

method of execution

execution (do) near-perfect execution

speed of execution

planning and execution

execution-style execution-style slaying

executive executives' compensation
executive experience
executive position

"It's an ," he said from his research ship
he had (search for Loch Ness monster)

an with Safeway to supply its stores with ice
its with Sunbeam

the sorority is a bastion of

she refused to listen to my js
he will accept any

(see exquisitely executed)
(see precisely executed)
(see smoothly executed)

in Texas, the nation's
a member of the tie-down team during the
a new was set for October 17
threatened with death by an IRA
(see execution-style)
the governor signed five js

his attracted little publicity

a

the since 1976

a more humane

execution (boxing)

clearing an enemy bunker requires (grenades)

security is paramount throughout the -- of SO

the of...

open the books on
the new mayor lacks
promoting more women to s
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exempt

exercise (fitness)

executive order
executive rank
executive suite

the President signed an to that end
from entry-level jobs to the senior s
factory floors and 's

executive conference center airport services include an

account executive
bank executive
business executive

company executive
industry executive

(see account executive)
a retired
government officials and js;
gives lectures to s;
a typical American
at the homes of s
s and government officials

automobile-industry executive the average in Detroit

top executives you had the of both companies here

up-and-coming (media) executive

stock options for executives

tax-exempt

exercise bicycle
exercise habit
exercise machine
exercise move
exercise physiologist
exercise program
exercise room
exercise studio
exercise trend

breathing exercise

trust-building exercise

diet- and exercise-crazed

aerobic exercise

benefits of exercise

s

the group was denied status by the IRS

we pedal furiously on s
smoking and s
s in a gym
a tricky new
he is an
fitness trainers and their s
worked out in the (of a hotel)
movie theaters, js, video-game parlors
that's what happens with s

qi gong, the use of s;
we practice our Ps (expectant mother)

s at a ropes course

(see diet- and exercise-crazed)

s such as calisthenics

she is dubious about the
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exercise (military) night exercise
terror exercises

tank gunnery exercise

training exercise

naval exercises

exercise (other) exercise in frustration

exhaust

exhaust-shrouded

exhaustion

exhibit

exhibition

exile

exist

existence

exhaust emissions
exhaust fan
exhaust fumes

exhaust pipe

exhaust-shrouded

a live-fire
staging simulated

during s, soldiers practice...

on a march that was part of a ;
the sub was on s in the Barents Sea

the submarine sank during

flying home became an (bad weather)

traffic pollution includes not only but...
gas ranges and s
the haze is caused by j;
the bus departed in a cloud of
check the (of a vehicle for a bomb)

(see exhaust-shrouded)

exhaust-shrouded Fifth Avenue

heat exhaustion

Arctic exhibit
art exhibit
dinosaur exhibit
museum exhibit

exhibition designer
exhibition game
exhibition space

boxing exhibition

Cuban-exile

right to exist

existence of dragons
existence of God

evidence of the existence

died of in a locked and stifling van

the (at a museum)
visit our sales area, ' and reference library
museums are redoing their s
we've wandered into a in Washington

--s (for the new planetarium)
an against the Canadiens (hockey)
it could be used as extra

put on a

(see Cuban-exile)

the group denies Israel's

people began to doubt the
evidence of the

of God
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existing

exit

existing law
existing maps
existing road
existing rules
existing stocks
existing structures
existing tracks

existing minefields
existing rape law
existing stockpile

pre-existing

exit door
exit poll
exit route
exit sign
exit strategy
exit visa

Emergency Exit
fire exit

within the framework of
are frequently inaccurate (military)

a proposal to upgrade the
under the , boxers...(weigh-in rules)
they never recalled of the vaccine
retrofitted in (buildings)
trains that would run on

safe routes through or around
critics of
destroying the s (of land mines)

(see pre-existing)

the at the far end of the hall
opinion and s appear to confirm...
the position needs more than one ' (military)
he moved towards the
an (merger)
an , an entry visa

Only Alarm will Sound (sign on door)
the s were marked

subway exit a cluster of vendors stood around the

exodus an of African-Americans

exoneration exoneration bid they considered fighting his

exotic

DNA exoneration 5 are hardly uncommon anymore;
s of wrongfully convicted people

exotic bird
exotic blight
exotic dancer
exotic plants

hoping to spot an (Dominica)
destruction caused by --s and pests
a former
native plants versus

expanded drug-expanded (see drug-expanded)

expanding ever-expanding (see ever-expanding)

expanse mosquito-plagued expanse Siberia's
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expansion

expect

expectancy

expectant

expectation

expected

expedition

ice-bound expanse

expansion plan

half-expect (v)

life expectancy

expectant parents

customer expectations

growth expectations

high expectations
unrealistic expectations

Siberia's

he pushed ahead with s

he s her to say...

has increased;
gains in among the infected;
the escalators have passed their 20-year ;

was down to 45 (Siberian town)

provides new and with information

our mission is to exceed (airport);
meeting and exceeding
inflated

she had such of me (daughter)
he would try to deflate

expected benefits the should outweigh the risks (medicine)
expected harvest representing 5 percent of the
expected (cultural) norms patterns of behavior that deviate from
expected (death) rate with the being as high as 3% in those who...

unexpected

least expected
long-expected
widely expected

higher-than-expected
larger-than-expected
longer-than-expected
lower-than-expected

expedition publicist

research expedition
survey expedition
truck expedition

(see unexpected)

(see least expected)
(see long-expected)
(see widely expected)

(see higher-than-expected)
(see larger-than-expected)
(see longer-than-expected)
(see lower-than-expected)

she was acting as

monthlong s to the South Pacific
Fremont's in the Sierra Nevadas
a across central Africa

fishing expedition a wide-ranging
mountaineering expedition several international s ventured...
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expenditure

expense

expense account

expensive

surveying expedition

previous expedition

post-expedition

cosponsoring a

during the two s

(see post-expedition)

expenditure of ammunition the will vary far more (desert warfare)

energy expenditure

expense account
expense claim
expense report

funeral expenses
maintenance expenses
Owner's Expense
travel expenses
work expenses

wardrobe expenses

advertising expenses

ever-increasing expense

out-of-pocket expense

all-expenses-paid

the decline in people's

(see expense account)
his refusal to reimburse s
when submitting , please type or print legibly

, to which the family was entitled by law
money to cover future
Violators will be Towed Away at (airport)
pay out of his own pocket
child care and other

taxes, child care, commuting,

marketing and during Christmas

cover the of developing new drugs

--s would run to...

(see all-expenses-paid)

time, expense and training the of learning how to fly

expense account abuses
expense-account irregularities
expense account violations

expensive (SAT prep) course
expensive (water-front) home s
expensive (graduate) programs

fired him in 1996 for

students take s

expensive-looking (see expensive-looking)

inexpensive (see inexpensive)
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ultra-expensive (see ultra-expensive)

most expensive the player in soccer history;
the writing program in the country

expensive-looking expensive-looking each one more than...

experience

expensive-looking camera the man dropped an

experience of combat doctrine reflects the
experience of my life it was the most humiliating

experience and knowledge his of government (a politician)

business experience
college experience
executive experience
Harvard experience
human experience
immigrant experience
job experience
life experience

prison experience

boot-camp experience

secondhand experience

in-country experience
near-death experience

firsthand experience

with 15 years of
it wasn't the sort of he'd bargained for
the new mayor lacks
the was perilous and intimidating
we try to understand
the opera takes as its theme the
lied about his
the chefs passed along their s;
writers who write from s
one of my worst s was when...

the

officers with are handling the case (police)

languages, academic preparation,
'-'S

he has had with viruses

early-childhood experiences

bonding experience
camping experience
caving experience
climbing experience
learning experience

frightening experience
humbling experience

some of the

describes it as a
harking back to their first
he has fifteen years of
Irvine had very little
this was a

assigned in a class to write about her most
that in early December
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experienced

experiment

humiliating experience
rewarding experience
terrifying experience

winter-driving experience

it was the most of my life
it's the most I've ever had (adoption)
it was a

she had plenty of

online shopping experience helped define the

moviegoing experience a communal

shared experience the sense of that ritual brings

direct (personal) experience
enjoyable experience
painful experience
personal experience
similar experiences
spiritual experience
tactical experience
traumatic experience
unpleasant experience
wonderful experience

one-on-one experience

hearsay versus
you made our vacation an
it's a very (remembering lost battle)
hearsay versus direct
they describe (forced confessions)
it was quite a (sighting a UFO)
team leader selection should be based on
the of being arrested
they had some 's
it was a (scuba diving for first time)

a

out-of-body experience it was an

once-in-a-lifetime experience

decades of experience
lack of experience
wealth of experience

experienced traveler

long-experienced
more-experienced

animal experiment
government experiment

classroom experiment students' records of s

sleep-deprivation experiment 's on animals

a

professional investigators with
a loss many attributed to his (boxing)
he's bringing a into the classroom

he was an

(see long-experienced)
(see more-experienced)

's showed...
a flawed
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experimental

proposed experiment

further experiments

experimental dance
experimental drug
experimental procedure
experimental purposes
experimental treatment

he finished describing his

has conducted no on the reliability of...

and master classes
s to patients who would die
an
the aircraft was to be used for only
20 percent of s are successful

experimental gene-therapy treatment
experimental population-control measure

an
an

experimentation trial-and-error experimentation fast-paced

expert expert advice
expert opinion (n)
expert-opinion (m)
expert paddler
expert panel
expert reviews
expert testimony
expert trail
expert witness

expert marksman
expert sex advice

aviation expert
computer expert
defense expert
explosives expert
family expert
forensic expert
nutrition expert
pain expert
terrorism expert
transportation expert
world expert

bomb-disposal expert
child-development expert
child development expert

he can give you ...
flip through consumer guides for s
launched as an site for 350 products
only s attempt to run the Green River
an
the Web site offers and user opinions
questions about the admissibility of
his favorite (at a ski resort)
was a frequent ; access to s

a martial-arts enthusiast and an
online sites offer

small-plane pilots and s
mathematicians and s
a in New Delhi
so s could detonate a NATO bomblet
social scientists and s
s pointed to sloppiness
obesity and s
John Hopkins James Campbell
government officials and --s
in a June meeting of s
a second team of s said the same thing

s investigated suspicious packages
s have long advocated...
say s
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expertise

expiration

explained

explanation

expletive

expletive-filled

explicit

drug-abuse expert
signals-intelligence expert
water quality expert

infectious-disease expert
nuclear-intelligence expert

prison authorities, judges,
s with the N.S.A.
a

he is an
one told me

DNA expert he's the , a forensic scientist named...

explosive ordinance disposal expert 's defused the bomb

consulting expert officials and s at NASA

fitness and nutrition expert he's a

technical experts

marketing expertise

expiration date

unexplained

Army forces proved advisors and

and a national television audience

required to be stamped with an

(see unexplained)

explanations for (great) events
explanation for (pregnancy) sickness

underlying explanation

detailed explanation

common explanation
official explanations
specific explanation
various explanations

expletive-filled

expletive-filled exchange

explicit detail
Explicit Lyrics

sexually explicit

official
an

no on challenged the for the sudden death

gave a of the accident

a interpreted fossils as...
for great events

nor have they offered any of how...
officials have offered (for disaster)

(see expletive- filled)

he got into an with his manager

concerning the rape (confession)
Parental Advisory (cassette tape)

(see sexually explicit)
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exploded

exploding

exploitable

exploitation

exploration

explorer

exploring

explosion

unexploded

exploding ammunition
exploding grenade

exploitable weakness

resource exploitation
teen-exploitation (m)

sexual exploitation

exploration techniques

exploration of space

space exploration

solar system exploration

(see unexploded)

despite the intense heat and , he... (copter)
absorbing the full force of the with his body

a vulnerable flank or (military)

moving into space (mining asteroids)
movies

and physical brutalization (prison)

(for finding shipwrecks) vary greatly

the

is not just about spaceships;
the kind of he envisions

science director for

deep-space exploration the medical challenges of

sustained (human) exploration begins with the space station

abdominal exploration for penetrating trauma (abdominal GSW)

annals of exploration the most haunting story in the
voyages of exploration extensive (to the Americas)

lost explorer Mallory, Earhart and other s

early-twentieth-century explorer among the s

exploring skills hiking, rock climbing and

explosion survivors eardrum perforation in

explosions of the grenades following the initial , he moved...
explosion of violence both sides shared the blame for the

bomb explosion
crime explosion
gas explosion

primary blast injury after a in a civilian bus
the (in Venezuela)
died from a at his home
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explosive

explosive ordinance

grenade explosion
information explosion
methane explosion

truck bomb explosion
steam-pipe explosion

methane gas explosion
natural-gas explosion

"controlled" explosion

previous explosion

point of explosion
site of the explosion

explosive detector (m)
explosive device

explosives expert
explosive growth

explosive ordinance
explosive threats

explosive-sniffing

plastic explosive

military-grade explosive

high-explosive

mine and explosive (m)

take advantage of the to move...;
there is a tremendous today
a at a mine in Donetsk

a 1996 in Saudi Arabia
a

a (coal mine)
a tore through the building

police activated the bomb in a

linking this explosion to the 's in Riyadh

within several hundred feet of the
police officers examine the

an dog (EDD) can detect minute quantities...
a man hurled an (bomb or grenade);
mines or s most like to be encountered;
units encountering minefields or s
so s could detonate a NATO bomblet
the of the textile industry;
the in technology over the past few decades
(see explosive ordinance)
sweep and clear the area of mine and

(see explosive-sniffing)

destroyed the bridge with s

how to make a (manual)

(see high-explosive)

sweep and clear the area of threats

explosive ordinance disposal (m) experts defused the bomb

explosive-sniffing explosive-sniffing dog provide MP and s to help in clearance

export export subsidies for farm products
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exporter

exposed

exposure

export of mines

farm exports

the landmine crisis and the (landmines)

the U.S. leads the world in

anti-personnel mine exports or imports

corn exporter
mine exporter
oil exporter

exposed flanks
exposed skin

newly exposed
perilously exposed

exposure prophylaxis
exposure speed

exposure to lead
exposure to risk

asbestos exposure
public's exposure
radiation exposure
sun exposure
worker exposure
television exposure

nerve agent exposure

long-term exposure
short-term exposure

postexposure
preexposure

continued exposure
prolonged exposure

chronic exposure
excessive exposure
minimum exposure
radioactive exposure

gene-altered corn will be rejected by s
Belgium had been a (military / explosives)
Sudan will be an

Hornets can be employed rapidly along (mine)
the cold attacks

(see newly exposed)
(see perilously exposed)

recommendations for continue to evolve (TB)
lenses, film stocks, s (films)

the public's and other toxins
teens' is higher today

the disease was caused by
reduce the to lead and other toxins
many died later from
avoid further

to contaminated dust
WTA events get less than the men's

seizures and brain injury following

effects of to the external space environment
to ordinary disinfectants

(see postexposure)
(see preexposure)

to contaminated vaccine
thousands might die with (arsenic in water)

to the sun leads to aging, wrinkling of skin
prolonged or to noise and hearing impairment
maximum protection and (sun bathing)
cancers related to
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express

expressed

toxic exposure careful storage and use of pesticides deters

prolonged or excessive exposure to occupational (hearing loss)

route of exposure illness varies with and dose received

starvation and exposure many died of (in the mountains)

express delivery the introduction of in 1994
express stop on a long stretch between s (subway train)
expressway on the

Lexington Avenue express the at rush hour (NYC subway)

Federal Express

clearly expressed
often-expressed

has 34,000 drop boxes

(see clearly expressed)
(see often-expressed)

expression expression of grief mourning is a culturally-based

predatory expression the young men blocking the road wore s

ex-prison ex-prison buddy s, joined by the experience of...

expulsion expulsion order the State Department issued the

counterexpulsions (see counterexpulsions)

2-year expulsion the resulting --s for seven students

exquisitely exquisitely executed (see exquisitely executed)

exquisitely executed
exquisitely executed campaign an

extended extended family all 29 members of his ;
my far-flung,
--s and surrogate kin

extended forecast relying on an predicting...
extended hours merchants will open their doors for --s (festival)
extended period over an of time
extended stay her first in San Francisco
extended warranty the protection of an
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extended-life

extension

extensive

extent

extended-life

extended-life battery

extension cord

contract extension

full extension

(see extended-life)

s
an electrical shorted

he signed a four-year (football)

the elbow is held in

extensive injuries
extensive (on-line) promotion
extensive research

from bums
providing for Toysmart
after

extensive coffee plantation she inherited his s
extensive focus-group research after conducting

extensive cross-examination of the victim

extensive postoperative procedure the

extensive reading from my on the subject

extensive voyages of exploration (to the Americas)

extent of the damage
extent of injury
extent of the outbreak
extent of the tragedy

extent of bleeding

unprecedented extent

extent and depth
extent and nature
extent and spread

bum extent
full extent

presence and extent

they are surveying the (sunken submarine)
depth, type, and
find out the (measles)
only then did they realize the full

rectal examination determines the

to an

based upon bum
the of the infection
radiographs can indicate the of infection

and second-and third-degree burns
realize the of the tragedy

determines the of bleeding
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exterior

external

extinction

extinguisher

extra (more)

extra (outside)

extra-credit

extraction

extradition

extra-fat

extragovernmental

extra-heavy

extra-high

extrajudicial

extra-low

interior- and exterior-mounted

external tank

brink of extinction
edge of extinction

fire extinguisher

extra attention
extra-credit
extra precautions
extra security

extra-fat
extra-heavy
extra-high
extra-low
extraordinary

extragovernmental
extrajudicial
extramarital

extra-credit project

extraction drills
extraction team

cell-extraction

extradition proceedings

extra-fat pencil

(see interior- and exterior-mounted)

looking for any ice on the (space shuttle)

brought many animals back from the
they're on the (orangutans)

a man to service the s

blonds often get
(see extra-credit)
the homeless are taking (after attacks)
deputies provided

(see extra-fat)
(see extra-heavy)
(see extra-high)
(see extra-low)
(see extraordinary)

(see extragovernmental)
(see extrajudicial)
(see extramarital)

an

and casualty treatment (minefields)
the sergeant spoke to the (prison)

(see cell-extraction)

he has faced since 1996

an
extragovernmental sources of funds

extra-heavy underwear

extra-high clearance

extrajudicial killings

extra-low gears

seeking

I put on

the truck had

the military was involved in (South Africa)

many
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extramarital extramarital affair

extraordinary extraordinary act
extraordinary courage
extraordinary event
extraordinary moment
extraordinary valor

extravagantly extravagantly armed

his long-past

an ordinary man who performed an (war)
his and concern for his fellow soldiers
if some or disaster occurs
an in our democracy (election)
he performed numerous acts of (war)

(see extravagantly armed)

extravagantly armed
extravagantly armed powers

extreme extreme-action
extreme anxiety
extreme danger

extreme circumstances
extreme conditions
extreme lengths
extreme sports
extreme weather

extreme outbursts

weather extremes

extreme-action extreme-action sports

extremely extremely dangerous
extremely rare

(see extreme-action)
found him in a state of
the of overhead powerlines;
although fully aware of the (combat)
can't open fire except in (Army)
soldiers operating in the of combat
the mothers went to to deceive doctors
(see extreme sports)
(see extreme weather)

in some cultures, are expected or required

a wide range of

such as mountain biking

(see extremely dangerous)
(see extremely rare)

extremely dangerous
extremely dangerous roadwayaging, overused, s

extremely rare extremely rare injury

extreme sports extreme sports craze

extreme-sports X games

extreme weather extreme weather

a photograph of an

encouraged by the

the

around New England;
a study of since 1910
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extremist

eye

extreme weather event

extremist group

base for extremists

eye care
eye color
eye contact

eyedrops
eye drops
eye exam
eye examination
eyeglasses
eye injury
eyelid
eye-opener
eye patch
eye shadow
eyesight
eye surgery
eyewitness

eye makeup

eye-catching
eye-gouging
eye-opening
eye-popping

eyes and ears

eyes or eyelids
eyes, nose, mouth, throat,

bird's-eye
eagle eye
human eye
painter's eye

the succession of s worldwide;
insurance losses due to s

s threatening cross-border raids;
the underground Army of God

a training or staging

call your local professional
can I really change my (color contacts)
the benefits of establishing ;
the man wouldn't make

may be necessary
he needs five times a day
have a basic
a thorough is important
contact lenses versus
evaluate possibility of
(see eyelid)
the visit was an
he wore an to stave off the double vision
lipstick and
most need time to mourn their

is winning converts
(see eyewitness)

you can remove your with...

(see eye-catching)
(see eye-gouging)
(see eye-opening)
(see eye-popping)

it's a show for the (gambling at casino);
we're definitely keeping our open
redness or swelling of your
lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

(see bird's-eye)
he keeps an out for infractions
the farthest the can see is 243 miles
the workings of a
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wild-dog eyes his

probing eyes the of students about to take a test
wandering eyes and other suspicious test activity

practiced eye watches with a (an anthropologist)

blind eye officials were bribed to turn a
dry eyes smoke and people with
evil eye she gave me a parting ;

an inverted hand by the door to ward off the
naked eye the comet should be visible to the
public eye boost their image in the (celebrities)
rapid-eye (see rapid-eye)
red-eye (see red-eye)
sore eyes headaches, and wrist pain
watchful eyes under the of security officers

bright-blue eyes

(see also vision)

eye-catching eye-catching glow project a happy,
eye-catching (white) suit a curvy Southern belle in an

eye-catching painted squares

eyed big-eyed (see big-eyed)
bleary-eyed (see bleary-eyed)
blue-eyed (see blue-eyed)
brown-eyed (see brown-eyed)
bug-eyed (see bug-eyed)
clear-eyed (see clear-eyed)
cold-eyed (see cold-eyed)
coon-eyed (see coon-eyed)
cross-eyed (see cross-eyed)
dry-eyed (see dry-eyed)
fierce-eyed (see fierce-eyed)
gimlet-eyed (see gimlet-eyed)
glassy-eyed (see glassy-eyed)
goggle-eyed (see goggle-eyed)
green-eyed (see green-eyed)
hungry-eyed (see hungry-eyed)
innocent-eyed (see innocent-eyed)
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keen-eyed (see keen-eyed)
misty-eyed (see misty-eyed)
one-eyed (see one-eyed)
quick-eyed (see quick-eyed)
red-eyed (see red-eyed)
sorrowful-eyed (see sorrowful-eyed)
stony-eyed (see stony-eyed)
teary-eyed (see teary-eyed)
twinkly-eyed (see twinkly-eyed)
wide-eyed (see wide-eyed)
wild-eyed (see wild-eyed)

eye-gouging eye-gouging alley fight an

eyelid drooping eyelid a constricted pupil, a , and a sunken eyeball

redness or swelling of your eyelids

eye-opening eye-opening encounter provides an ...

eye-popping eye-popping stock performance years of

eyewitness eyewitness account according to 5;
historians have neglected s

eyewitness evidence the reliability of
eyewitness identification mistaken s
eyewitness misidentifications wrongful convictions from
eyewitness testimony the issue of

eyewitness's level of certainty courts placed strong weight on an

f f-related (see f-related)

fabric fabric tips color and

fabricated fabricated evidence inaccurate, incomplete or

fabulous-looking fabulous-looking he is and she is
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0

face (human) facemask
face moisturizer
faceplate
face-recognition (m)
face shield

facedown
face-up

face-first

face-lift
face-plant

face-numbing
face-saving
face-splitting

face to face

faces of the pilgrims

baby face

about-face

full-face

wrinkled (familiar) face

heart-shaped face

sun-reddened face

high-cheekboned face

familiar face
unfamiliar face

walnut-brown face

in-your-face

a skier's
she uses a clear
her fogged up

technology (for video archive)
helmets with clear s (prison)

(see facedown)
(see face-up)

she ran into a metal bar

s, nose jobs, liposuction
s and dingers (vert ramp) (skateboarding)

(see face-numbing)
(see face-saving)
(see face-splitting)

(see face to face)

the rain brought smiles to the (Haj)

the lean build, , and curly brown hair;
a full beard to hide his

the brass did an

(see full-face)

the

a pale, ;
the , small at the jaw, wide eyes
a friendly young man with a

with his

the wrinkled,
all I saw was a sea of s

a small boy with an angelic,

(see in-your-face)
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face (other)

faced

facedown

bone of the face mandible is third most fractured
sea of (unfamiliar) faces all I saw was a

face value coins priced well above their

face of (harrowing) danger his heroic actions in the (military)
face of their fury the ceasefire meant little in the
face of (clearly expressed) objections in the

cliff face

granite face
rock face

rockface

edge of the (cliff) face

angel-faced
apoplectic-faced
ashen-faced
baby-faced
brick-faced
fresh-faced
granite-faced
green-faced
grim-faced
hawk-faced
long-faced
moon-faced
pig-faced
pineapple-faced
poker-faced
round-faced
sad-faced
shit-faced
smooth-faced
sweet-faced

facedown

rocks still sliding off the ;
falcons were observed on the ;
dense foliage grew right to the edge of the j;
giant Buddhas hewn out of the
the broad of Cannon Cliff
he also mountain bikes and climbs s;
she uses ropes to climb a
we eagerly rappel down s

dense foliage grew right to the

(see angel-faced)
(see apoplectic-faced)
(see ashen-faced)
(see baby-faced)
(see brick-faced)
(see fresh-faced)
(see granite-faced)
(see green-faced)
(see grim-faced)
(see hawk-faced)
(see long-faced)
(see moon-faced)
(see pig-faced)
(see pineapple-faced)
(see poker-faced)
(see round-faced)
(see sad-faced)
(see shit faced)
(see smooth-faced)
(see sweet-faced)

he was in the grass
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face-numbing

face-saving

face-splitting

face to face

face-up

facial

facility

face-numbing chilliness more

face-saving

face-saving compromise

face-splitting grin

face to face

face-to-face contact
face-to-face discussion
face-to-face meeting
face-to-face negotiations
face-to-face session

an exercise in British

a

a

if they could speak face to face

face-to-face social activities

face-to-face counseling

face-up
faceup

facial guard
facial injury
facial muscles
facial nerve
facial pain
facial reconstruction

adult facilities
containment facility
internment facility
juvenile facility
maintenance facility
passenger facilities
performance facility
practice facility
rehabilitation facility
women's facility

5
a -- was arranged
summon the parties together fora

TV vs.

he lay in the trail
lying on the stretcher

use of helmets with facial s can reduce injury
seat belts and s in motor vehicle accidents
rigidity of is a symptom (Parkinson's)
injury to the (jaw dislocation)
headaches and (cluster headiches)
the was done by a forensic artist

more kids are being sent to (crime)
a--
an EPW (enemy prisoner of war)
serving time in a for attempted murder
the airline's at Oakland
upgrade the (Logan Airport)
the sophisticated s of the Studio Theatre
the Raven's and stadium (football)
he moved to a (alcoholism)
a medium-security -- (prison)

ammunition storage facility
propane storage facility
waste management facility

fuel-storage tanks and s (military)
a huge
develop s

0
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facing

fact

6

waste-treatment facility

high-security facility
medium-security facility
mental health facility

minimum-security facility
scientific-research facility

proper s would cost...

in a plush, (research laboratory)
works at a (prison)
committed to a j;
when yet another closes soon
a (women's prison)
a leading private

work-release facility a (prison)

long-term-care facility s
antipersonnel mine production facility

gambling facility the third largest Native American

film-and-video-editing facility a fully equipped (at home)

de-commissioning of s

huge (propane storage) facility develop
medical facility Walter Reed is one of the top s (military)
psychiatric facility children admitted to a
sophisticated (performance) facility the s of the Studio Theatre
top (medical) facility Walter Reed is one of the s (military)

trauma center or other facility a with a neurosurgeon

south-facing
west-facing

fact sheet

fact finding

(see south-facing)
(see west-facing)

according to a government

(see fact finding)

fact of life car-jacking is a bitter ;
facts of life I'm going to explain the to you (coach)

facts at the fingertips all these (the Internet)

festival facts such as beer policy, shuttle locations (city)

amazing fact
compelling fact
disturbing fact

here's an about...you might not be aware of
the most supporting his guilt...
we discovered some --s
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fact finding

factly

faction

factor

r.

k

intriguing fact

basic facts

harsh fact
human factors
insignificant fact
key fact
sad facts
scientific fact
simple fact
unpleasant fact

matter-of-fact

matter-of-factly

fact finding

fact-finding board
fact-finding questions
fact-finding tour
fact-finding trip

matter-of-factly

organized-crime factions

growth factor

key factor
race factor
risk factor

sun protection factor

aggravating factors
contributing factor

leading factor
limiting factor
mitigating factor

the study also noted an

aware of the of the situation;
there was no dispute about the of the case
it highlighted this
we will be looking at (plane crash)
which is not an in a time like this
the was that...
the speak for themselves
misconceptions that have no basis in
the is...
flies to arms at the first mention of an

(see matter-of-fact)

(see matter-of-factly)

it will all depend on

a
his
a
after a one-week (to Cuba)

(see matter-of-factly)

a power vacuum between

ways to get s into the heart;
certain proteins, called s
communications is the
when the was introduced
s for suicide;
stress, overwork, problems are key s

sunscreens with an adequate (SPF)

such as fleeing arrest, previous convictions
an important ;
fog is believed to have been a (copter crash)
the s driving requests for euthanasia
natural resources are a to growth
takes into account 5;
s such as mental illness, substance abuse
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factory

motivating factor as a

behavioral factor
environmental factor
common factor
major factor
significant factor

spontaneous abortion and s
weather is a in aircraft accidents
child poverty is a in...
the more s, he says, are things like...

sociodemographic factor age, income, race and other s

most crucial factor the in developing and maintaining...

combination of factors a may set the stage for disease to begin

your driving record and other factors
age, income, race, and other sociodemographic factors

factory farms chicken shacks have morphed into
factory floor walked the length of the ;

in charge of engineering on the ;
s and executive suites

factory job leaving farms to take s
factory owner a wealthy
factory system the Industrial Revolution and the
factory town this midsize
factory worker a ; spouses of adult ;

parents of child s

factory closings and cuts in social spending

factory-installed (see factory-installed)

ecstasy factory cracking down on the network of s
garment factory a ; workers at a
pottery factory the hand-painted china is made in an Italian

abandoned factories empty lots, , warehouses (Manchester)

factory-installed factory-installed seat belt the first seat belts

faculty Faculty Club
faculty concerns
faculty discoveries
faculty innovations

the (Princeton University)
about the alliance with the company

touting the latest
start-up companies based on
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fad

faded

fading

fail

fail-safe

failed

failing

failure

faculty lounge
faculty member

faculty position
faculty survey

tenure-track faculty

diet fad

pre-faded

fading of folk music

fast-fading

fail-safe

fail-safe

failed marriage

failed business deal

failing grades
failing health

failure of command

computer failure

condom failure
engine failure
epic failure
equipment failure
government's failure
heart failure
intelligence failure
kidney failure

liver failure
policy failure
power failure

a befuddled professor in the
s; most of the s;
s and students;
a part-time law school
half of all js in entomology are gone
the results of a newly released

tenured or

America, the birthplace of most js

(see pre-faded)

the and the rise of disco and punk

(see fast-fading)

(see fail-safe)

no system is

she could never quite get over her

angry about a

they've repeated brought home
because of

a (military hospital)

the prospect of --s;
a major occurred
vaginal creams can cause
the crew's response to an (plane)
he stands at the precipice of (politician)
when cameras break, or other js
his to build a healthy economy
died of at age 77
was it an or a policy failure
the condition can lead to liver or ;
he is dying of
toluene may cause jaundice, hepatitis and
was it an intelligence failure or a
plagued by s;
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faint

fainting

fair (reasonable)

pressurization failure
system failure
system's failure
team's failures

the observatory suffered a after launch
the plane may have suffered a
we see the (train) crash as a
criticized the to implement...
the in the playoffs (basketball)

sewage treatment plant failure pipeline breaks or s (beaches)

download failure

testing failure

after several js (computers)

the munition has suffered countless s

countless (testing) failures the munition has suffered
dismal failure the drug was is a
mechanical failure
past failures
strategic failure
total failure

if it goes down through (helicopter)
they wanted to make up for their
avoid and achieve tactical success
a of engine No. 2 (plane crash)

success or failure measure the of the deregulation efforts

faint hope
faint memory

he still held a of rescuing the sailors
make unsightly stretch marks a

fainting episode he experiences a simple (plane flight)

fair deal
fair share
fair-share (m)

fair-minded

unfair

fair (festival) fairgrounds (n)

book fair
job fair
science fair
science-fair (m)
state fair
street fair

trade fair

it's time to get a (union)
the concept of
follow the guidelines

(see fair-minded)

(see unfair)

draws 100,000 customers to the county

a church group planning its next
by attending js
support groups and s
a project
take the children to the
attended a in Bayonne;
handing out handbills at s
organizes major Internet s
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fair (light) fair skin if you have , you shouldn't sun bathe

fair-haired (see fair-haired)
fair-skinned (see fair-skinned)

fair (other) fairway the first (golf);
walking down the (golf)

fair-haired fair-haired child a

fair-haired white boy a

fair-minded fair-minded guy he's a , not a right-wing zealot;
fair-minded juror the most unprejudiced and

fair-skinned fair-skinned being blond and , Tim...

fairy fairy-tale (m) a romance

faith faith-based (see faith-based)

business faith they put their in a dying technology

good-faith (see good-faith)

faith-based faith-based (social program) literature
faith-based organization s combat social ills

faith-based social program government grants to s

faithful party faithful the have been forced to question...

fake

fall (autumn)

fake grenade
fake ID

found a in his carry-on luggage
source of bomber's probed (terrorism)

fake (racist E-mail) messages

fall admission
Fall Festival
fall harvest
fall night
fall term

500 students accepted
at yesterday's ' parade
as the nears
on a cold
spending the at...

fall television series a new
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fall (other)

falling

falling-out

fallout

false

fame

familiar

pre-fall

late-fall-to-early-winter

fall line

falloff
fallout

ash fall
ashfall
icefall

landfall
rainfall
snowfall
waterfall
windfall

shortfall

falling-out

falling-out

psychological fallout
radioactive fallout

false alarm
false assumption
false confession
false hope
false impression
false information
false positives
false tips

Hall of Fame

familiar face
familiar surroundings

(see pre-fall)

(see late-fall-to-early-winter)

first rapids above the sea is called the ;
they studied s (snowboard mountaineering)

a in travel to and from...
(see fallout)

s (from volcanic eruption)
(from a volcanic eruption)

we descended the (Everest);
the crevasse-riddled s
made in the New World
(see rainfall)
(see snowfall)
(see waterfall)
(see windfall)

in a time of budget s

(see falling-out)

had a with...

the to those who served in Vietnam
areas contaminated by (military)

after a , here it was (Nobel Prize)
in this case that's a
a leading to a wrongful conviction
you get s (unsolved abduction)
creating the of a causal link
penalties for on labels

resulting from lab contamination
phoned in about the missing woman

(see Hall of Fame)

the wrinkled,
locked up, away from (psychiatric ward)
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family

unfamiliar (see unfamiliar)

all-too-familiar (see all-too-familiar)

family act a weakness for s
family activity a wholesome
family affairs a description of family relationships and
family alcoholism children exposed to or alcohol abuse
family antagonisms their family loves and
family area put the TV and computer in the
family barbecue Cypriots prefer s
family battle s for shower and mirror time
family bond the was relatively fragile
family budget a disciplined
family business assisted his father in the S;

the question of succession in the
family car buckle up in their
family cat pet owners will spend large sums on the
family closet ghosts and phantoms from the
family connections he went into business financed by
family counselling whether they've had marriage or
Family Day was one of the facility's biggest events
family's despair the ' (abducted daughter)
family dinner passing the mashed potatoes at a
family dog pet owners will spend large sums on the or cat
family dysfunction gun violence and
family enterprise this sense of the Times as a still exists;

successful small enterprises were often s
family environment a good
family expert social scientists and s
family farm a ; the end of the ;

a private burial at the
family farmer has cut profit margins for the
family feud a
family fight a in front of guests
family finances religion, , diet, discipline
family firm she works for the
family friend money from 's;

according to s
family's grief deal with a (medical malpractice)
family group a young animal strayed from its
family heirloom a precious
family history I asked him about his ;

her unawareness of her ;
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family's honor
family income
family's interest
family legacy
family legend
family life

family loves
family man
family matters

family member

family mementos
family name

family needs
family news

family papers
family's past
family patriarch
family pet
family photo
family portrait
family poverty
family pressure
family problems
family's property
family rebel
family relationships
family retainer
family reunion
family room

family secret
family's shock
family store
family structure
family tragedy

a of the disease;
any of mental illness
she blemished the (India)
depending on the individual's
compromising the
--s and obligations
who, according to , was a...

with his wife and their boy;
studies of American
their and family antagonisms
the sort of you could depend on
she devoted herself to ;
granted paid leave to deal with
in interviews with 5;
his s and friends came to visit him;
reporters, fans, well-wishers and s (football)
their house is full of
the company that bears the ;
his mother's
money to met other
catches up on ;
the letters were full of

and the museum's archives
the includes drug abuse, broken homes
Adolph S. Ochs, the
working dogs and s
looking at old --s and reminiscing
the s in silver frames

and school quality
they face strong to be dutiful sons
need to attend to
protect her (from wildfires)
Sergio was the
a description of and family affairs
parents and s
at our annual
joined his wife in the ;
we settled into easy chairs in the
revealed what could be considered s
she recalls the when her mother was arrested
the gave him a sharp business acumen
welfare's impact on
a history of ;
his life has been marked by and mental illness
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family tree
family trip
family tie
family time
family values
family van
family violence
family's wishes

family background
family campground
family's homeland
family newsletter
family tax bracket

family breakdown

family financial decision

family gathering spot

family gathering
family housing
family outing
family planning
family-planning (m)

family-strengthening

family-brokered
family-minded
family-oriented
family-run
family-sized

families of the dead
family of ducks

family and friends

birth family
farm family
inmate's family
military family

their
the kid who, on s, tended to go off...
s and neighborhood bonds (S. Boston)
sleep, leisure and
lack of
put the children in the
they consider -- a private affair
acceding to his he pleaded guilty

drew them out about the
--s are first-come, first-served...
his maternal
a includes poetry, drawings...
lower the

all the horror stories about

s
a --

she declined to attend the 1995
more prison complex than
on a ; s on bicycles
advocated

advocates worry about...;
established programs across the globe
(see family-strengthening)

(see family-brokered)
(see family-minded)
(see family-oriented)
(see family-run)
(see family-sized)

an official offered condolences to the
a got a few bread crumbs

his

living in foster care away from their --s
a midwestern
a class-action suit filed by --s
we were typical of s
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mother's family
peasant family
plant family
rival family
soldier's family
stepfamily
victim's family

victims' families

intra-family

basketball family
combat vehicle family
newspaper family

his son was reared by his
she comes from a
120 s and 300 species (Botanical Gardens)
s would issue calls for revenge
the shock of the upon hearing...
s will outnumber nuclear families
donations to each of the s;
how a homicide affects a
, survivors, rescue workers

(see intra-family)

he comes from a
each member of the future
a

Polish-American family a in Nutley, New Jersey

Rockefeller-family (m) the foundation

low-income family children who live in 5
middle-class family a

upper-middle-class familyan energetic, thriving,

acting family
grieving family

displaced family
extended family

impoverished family
splintered family

best-educated family
close-knit family
closely knit family

close family
dysfunctional family
entire family

immediate family

she had grown up in a nomadic
the js

provide every with a home
all 29 members of his ;
my far-flung,
s and surrogate kin
another
in an era of s

the jsa
a-

I come from a very
I come from a
the hotel suite was big enough for an ;
our comes to the Fourth of July barbecue
told few people outside his
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family-brokered

family-minded

family-oriented

family-run

family-sized

intact family
maternal family
royal family

single-family

upwardly mobile family

well-to-do family

s and the children of divorce
his 's homeland
a member of the Saudi ;
the doings of the British
(see single-family)

raised in Cape Town in an

a

areas for families seating
love for family his often-expressed
members of his (extended) family all 29
member of the (future vehicle) family each (military)

employees and their families

family-brokered arrangements

family-minded fundamentalist

family-oriented TV show a

family-run business a

family-run ballroom dancing school a

family-sized apartment a

the security of our

for the Indian bride

5

family-strengthening
family-strengthening legislation

famine

famous

looming famine international efforts to stave off a

government-induced famine forced relocations and

world-famous

now-famous

most famous

nationally famous

(see world-famous)

(see now-famous)

(see most famous)

(see nationally famous)
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fan (air)

fan (person)

get-famous-quick (see get-famous-quick)

fan belt lug nuts, tampons, s, cigarette butts

fan-shaped
a (see fan-shaped)

ceiling fan
desk fan
exhaust fan
floor fan

overhead fan

fan base

fan club

fan favorite
fan mail
fan support

football fan
hockey fan
opera fan
soccer fan
sports fans

basketball fan
teenage fans

boxing fan

elated fans
starstruck fan

in frequently used rooms, install a
's whirring in classrooms
gas ranges and s
no windows, --s

creaky floors and big s

her is huge;
the is dying (boxing)
team's most serious (soccer
TV celebrities and s
eight other s (songs)
he gets a lot of

and corporate sponsorship

s, hockey fans, basketball fans
football fans, --s, basketball fans
the loggionisti, the diehard 's (La Scala)
as a

expect more;
are a passionate lot

football fans, hockey fans, s
his (male film star)

I'm a

as thousands of stood screaming (sports)
5

casual fan draw the and minority audience (golf)
female fans the blue-eyed actor has plenty of
huge (Philadelphia Eagles) fan he's a

crowd of (40,000) fans the (snowboarding)

reporters, fans, well-wishers and family members (football game)
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fanatic fanatic and determined (m) facing imminent death from a enemy

fang

fanged

fan-shaped

fantasy

fitness fanatic
sports fanatic

antiabortion fanatics

fang marks

dagger-fanged

fan-shaped formation
fan-shaped route

fantasy world

fantasy gaming

fantasy-driven

he is a
she describes herself as a (Miss USA)

stir up

(small circular dots from sea snake)

(see dagger-fanged)

a
reconnaissance teams move along a

outside his j;
people think I live in a

youngsters tend to start with

(see fantasy-driven)

fantasy-driven fantasy-driven, small-scale pictures (movies)

far

far-better

far ambush
far north
far south

far-right

far-better
far-eastern

far-off
far-out

far-ranging
far-reaching
far-seeing

far-fetched
far-flung
far-spread

far-better-armed

in a (beyond hand-grenade range)
the (the Arctic)
the (Antartic)

(see far-right)

(see far-better)
(see far-eastern)

(see far-off)
(see far-out)

(see far-ranging)
(see far-reaching)
(see far-seeing)

(see far-fetched)
(see far-flung)
(see far-spread)

(see far-better-armed)
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far-better-armed far-better-armed enemy a

fare (price) fare increase initiated the Monday

fare-beating violations such as

business fare a 3 percent increase for leisure and s
cab fare a three-dollar
train fare raise j to rejoin her mother

full-fare (see full-fare)

round-trip fare raising the price to $3 for a

reduced fare seats in economy are sold at a

fare (other) farewell (see farewell)

airfare enough money to buy home
warfare (see warfare)

far-eastern far-eastern border the Soviet's

farewell farewell we shifted the onto the dock

far-fetched

far-flung

farm

farewell address
farewell concert
farewell letters
farewell speech

George Washington's
she'll perform a in Montreal

in a glass case (Kamikaze memorial)
gave a to mark his retirement

far-fetched statements too to be believed;
his scenario seems

far-fetched account s
far-fetched story s
far-flung camps
far-flung islands
far-flung posts working in

far-flung parts of the globe tyrants in

farm animal s, grazing at midday...;
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rescuing abandoned and abused s
farm belt Louisiana's
farmboy the story about the
farm bureau lobbyists for , power plants, steelmakers
farm compound a rambling near Biran
farm equipment the factory now turns out
farm exports the U.S. leads the world in
farm family a midwestern
farm goods move from country to town
farmhouse at a friend's ;

lived in a stone
farm injury s with extensive wound contamination
farm lands the flat, sandy
farmland bulldozers turn j into subdivisions;

a piece of -- is a thing of beauty;
the most productive in the world;
return 5 million acres of to wetlands

farm lobby the is fighting...
farm machinery military goods and
farm pollution rules to limit
farm products export subsidies for
farm town raised in a small ;

a sleepy little

farm-raised

farm-fresh

dairy farm
factory farms
family farm

fish farm
hog farm
horse farm

mink farm
peanut farm
pig farm
stud farm
sun farm
tobacco farm

(see farm-raised)

(see farm-fresh)

the town's last remaining
chicken shacks have morphed into
a ; the end of the ;
a private burial at the
salmon grown on a
the 's of Iowa; giant --s
a Kentucky ;
local --s began to breed thoroughbreds
the male chicks are sold to --s
grew up on a
a
5, pastures, white fencing
s have just a 10th as many bird species
grown upon a

shade-coffee farm birds on s in Chiapas
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farmer

farm-fresh

farming

farm-raised

well-shaded farm species diversity on farms

ten-acre farm a

farmers' market
farmer's market
farmers' movement

bee farmer
coffee farmer
egg farmer
pig farmer
poultry farmer
sheep farmer
tenant farmer

hauling his vegetables to the
selling groceries at a
the growing

he's a professional
paying s a fair price
s adhere to strict sanitation practices
s and mushroom growers

Bob Winkler
this French
his father was a

higher-caste farmer a
small-scale farmer s are understandably risk-averse

third-generation farmer Roger Dye

profit margins for the (family) farmerhas cut

farm-fresh produce
farm-fresh vegetables

farming caste
farming country
farming methods
farming practices
fanning techniques

cattle farming
fish farming
tree farming

corporate farming

slash-and-burn farming

farm-raised venison

, low prices, best meat in town (store)
where vendors sell

a member of an upper
Cuba's eastern
has been using ecological
those who are too poor to use sound
introducing high-yield to Africa

declined by almost a third
supplies salmon to the rich

logging and ;
the expansion of fish and

large corporate operations

by displaced peasants

has become popular
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far-off

far-out

far-ranging

far-reaching

far-right

far-right-hand

far-seeing

far-spread

fashion

far-off beginning
far-off bell
far-off look

not-too-far-off

far-out

far-ranging predator

far-reaching

far-reaching importance

far-right newspaper

far-right-hand

far-right-hand

far-seeing political class

far-spread (lonely) lights

fashion accessory

fashion business
fashion industry
fashion magazine
fashion model
fashion photographer
fashion rage
fashion recommendation
fashion season
fashion show
fashion statement

fashion-conscious

in that
a
the ;
a dark, in his eyes

(see not-too-far-off)

it sounds

polar bears are s

his predictions are and broad

something of

15 s

(see far-right-hand)

sat down in the of the first row

the

their

phones as --s as well as tools;
Asian boyfriends are the of the moment
like his colleagues at the top of the
the
5, celebrity and beauty magazines
images of Asian --s
he has been a for 40 years
the shawls have become a
they made fun of these
between --s
she was working the --s
body art is a

(see fashion-conscious)

fashion-conscious fashion-conscious customer --s

fashioned new-fashioned
newly fashioned

(see new-fashioned)
(see newly fashioned)
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fast

old-fashioned (see old-fashioned)

fast action only can save them (victims of heart attacks)
fast-break (see fast-break)
fast food (see fast food)
fast response a is needed to keep traffic moving (roads)
fast talker he's a
fast-talker
fast track (see fast track)

fast-talk (v) he ed me into doing it

fast-approaching (see fast-approaching)
fast-changing (see fast-changing)
fast-crackling (see fast-crackling)
fast-fading (see fast-fading)
fast-growing (see fast-growing)
fast-moving (see fast-moving)
fast-receding (see fast-receding)
fast-rising (see fast-rising)
fast-talking (see fast-talking)

fast-paced (see fast-paced)

hard-and-fast (see hard-and-fast)

ultrafast (see ultrafast)

fast-approaching fast-approaching catastrophe
fast-approaching (bitter Balkan) winter

the
the

fast-approaching deadline next week's

fast-break fast-break basket leading to a (basketball)

fast-changing fast-changing weather (flying a helicopter in mountain area)

fast-crackling fast-crackling rifle shot

faster ever-faster (see ever-faster)

fastest fastest-growing (see fastest-growing)
fastest-selling (see fastest-selling)
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second-fastest (see second-fastest)

fastest-growing fastest growing the area is the in the city

fastest-growing area
fastest-growing economy
fastest-growing market
fastest-growing religion
fastest-growing segment

making it the of the country
the on earth
the
Buddhism is the
the of the market

fastest-growing age group the
fastest-growing airport the region's

second-fastest-growing (see second-fastest-growing)

fastest-selling fastest-selling recordings one of the

fast-fading fast-fading national preoccupation the with...

fast food fast food likes

fast-food joint
fast-food restaurant

fast-food outlet

s
a

s
fast-growing fast-growing business a

fast-growing city s
fast-growing community in s like Plano
fast-growing population s

fast-moving fast-moving river s and waterfalls
fast-moving war the

fast-moving skateboard a
fast-moving thunderstorm Wyoming got some rain from s

fast-paced fast-paced biography a short and

fast-paced trial-and-error experimentation

fast-receding fast-receding hair

fast-rising fast-rising major a at thirty (South Africa)
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fast-talking

fast track

fat (large)

fat (other)

fatal

fatality

fast-talking CNBC anchorthe

fast track

fast-track certification

extra-fat

fat content
fat stores

fat-free

baby fat
body fat

low-fat

high- and low-fat

fatal accident
fatal dose
fatal fight
fatal flaw
fatal injuries
fatal reaction
fatal wound

near-fatal
often fatal

fatality estimates
fatality rate

auto fatalities
avalanche fatality

hypothermia fatality
lightning fatality
ring fatality

after just a few months on the (job);
bickering is not a to success (academia)

(see extra-fat)

junk food has high
calorie needs supplied by the mother's

(see fat free)

and innocence
having their measured;
leptin plays a role in regulating

(see low-fat)

(see high- and low-fat)

a
muscle relaxants injected in (murder)
the happened after they argued...
the logic has a
causing him (beaten to death)
s from bee strings
he suffered a fourth and (Medal of Honor)

(see near-fatal)
(see often fatal)

s ranged up to 5,000
the most severe form has a of 30%

caused by sleepy drivers
-js are rising steeply;
28 js per year;
only two s in 62 years
the city's first this winter
estimates of annual s range from 75 to 300
the history of s clearly shows
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fate

fated

fateful

fat-free

father
(pop, dad,
daddy)

traffic fatality

highway fatalities

outdoor fatality

number of fatalities
reports of fatalities

injuries and fatalities

42,000 s in 1996 (US)

41,907 in the country in 1996

s caused by lighting (versus indoors)

those sources underestimate the (lighting)
while do exist (stonefish envenomation)

fate of the (captured) soldiers

community's fate

impending fate

eventual fate

ill-fated

fateful decision

fat-free cookies

father's approval
Father's Day
father's death
daddy's favorite
father figure

father's life

father's relatives
Father Time

father's footsteps

Daddy's little girl

father-daughter
father-son

he will discuss the

I wanted to share the

unaware of their

whether this was to be my

(see ill-fated)

he made a and fell to his death

and other treats

how did you seek your (daughter)
(See Father's Day)
I raised the subject of his
Sara, her
he appeared to be the quintessential ;
his idealized image as a
negative reactions to his j;
over the latter half of my S;
in the many accounts of his
the next day his took the boy

he was going to follow in his

were you (questionnaire)

(see father-daughter)
(see father-son)
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father-and-son

father-daughter

fatherhood

Father's Day

father-son

fatigue (tired)

fatherhood

fathers and daughters
father-and-son

father to son

birth father
child's father
granddaddy

loving father

devoted father
involved father
widowed father

(see fatherhood)

the complex relationship between
(see father-and-son)

passed down the mask-making tradition from

children living with a stepmother and
had never married the
(see granddaddy)

he was an attentive,

he was a and a devoted husband
he prided himself on being an (fugitive)
a boy and his--

mom-and-pop (see mom-and-pop)

father-and-son team I met several Ps (stock exchange)

father-daughter dance a
father-daughter pair four s and two married couples

fatherhood with looming

the joys of (new) fatherhood , domestic tranquility

Father's Day greeting

father-son relations

fatigue level

driver fatigue
donor fatigue
metal fatigue

he sent a to...

Freud's theory of

their at the end of a class

State Police accident forms include category
is diminishing services

blamed the on poor manufacturing

chronic-fatigue (see chronic-fatigue)

fever, sweats, fatigue, and aches (Brucellosis)
weakness or fatigue light-headedness or dizziness,

fatigue (uniform) camouflage fatigues a man in
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faucet brass faucets

Automatic Faucet

fault (geology) fault line

fault (blame)

fault-ridden

favor

favorable

favorite

fax

fear

fault-ridden

government's fault

fault-ridden slopes

sexual favors

produce that were virtually lead-free

Place hands under Faucet to Operate

s of ethnicity and class;
the s break people into to camps (computers);
Japan lies on a myriad of s

(see fault-ridden)

it's all the , say the people

obtain secrets by offering s

favorable picture suspects want to paint the most possible
favorable (student-teacher) ratio s and superior facilities
favorable treatment athletes receive (high school)

unfavorable

most favorable

favorite (neighborhood)
favorite place
favorite spot
favorite teacher

consumer favorite
daddy's favorite
fan favorite

all-time favorite

overwhelming favorite

roll of the favorite

fax correspondence

fear of abandonment
fear of heights

(see unfavorable)

(see most favorable)

café at one of her s
it's one of my s (restaurant)
they arrived early to stake out their (festival)
who he said was his

when a emerges (PDAs)
Toni, her
eight other s (songs)

an

she is the to win (Olympics)

Alabama is embracing the (football)

he'd recently begun a with...

soothing the child's
he had a
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feared

fearing

fearless

fear-mongering

feather

fear of judgement
fears of loss
fear of mines
fear of separation
fear of spiders
fear of the unknown
fear of punishment
fear of repercussions

fear for their life

fear and anxiety

fear-mongering

fearless

child's fears
security fears

unfounded fear

deep-seated fears

common fear
constant fear
deepest fears
initial fear
morbid fear
worst fears

crippling fear

climate of fear

feared consequences

God-fearing

fearless truth-telling

fear-mongering

feather-trimmed

the and punishment
deep-seated cause these men to lash out
a can rapidly evolve into paranoia (military)
the

is a common fear
the
the
inmates don't ask for

cite " j" in jet ski encounters

reduce the j (buying a car)

(see fear-mongering)

(see fearless)

soothing the of abandonment
Fidel's are probably justified

your article will cause

of loss cause these men to lash out

fear of spiders is one of our most s
living in
listening to our
their that...
I have a of being...
what he saw confirmed his

s of loss and disaster (children of divorce)

the people are living in a and anxiety

the of the legalization of euthanasia

(see God-fearing)

his strongest suit is

there is going on

(see feather-trimmed)
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feather-trimmed feather-trimmed mask a

feature (movie) feature film
feature-film
feature-length

sixteen 's that he wrote or co-wrote
a maker; a director
(see feature-length)

computer-animated feature many previous .(films)

feature (terrain, featureless
structures)

route feature
terrain feature

feature (product) feature-rich

feature
(non-product)

featured

feature-length

featureless

feature-rich

design feature

festival features
safety features

consumer-friendly feature

(see featureless)

bridges, tunnels, and other s
wadis or other --s (desert warfare);
easily recognizable s such as roads, streams

(see feature-rich)

warnings are virtually a of any product;
s for future projects (planes)
putting the final touches on some of the
buildings retrofitted with modern

5
antidisturbance (and antitamper) features a munition with (a mine)

waterproof feature

distinguishing feature

common feature

sharp-featured
soft-featured

feature-length film
feature-length score

the s (of the camera)

one of the s of southerners;
the s of southern life and culture

upon examination, a striking emerges

(see sharp featured)
(see soft -featured)

a film
write a (film)

featureless (flat-roofed, mud-brick) huts
featureless (desert) terrain combat in

feature-rich software
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fecal

fecal-oral

feces

fecal-oral

fecal-oral route
fecal-oral transmission

remains and feces

feckless-looking feckless-looking men

fed

federal

force-fed
lake-fed
spring-fed

well fed

federal acquisition
federal agency
federal agents
federal court
federal court (m)
federal data
federal dollars
federal employee
Federal Express
federal fugitive
federal government

federal investigation
Federal judge
federal law
federal penitentiary
federal prison

federal-prison (m)

federal regulation
federal regulators
federal response
federal rules
federal-tax (m)

federal forest manager
federal weapons lab

(see fecal-oral)

infections via the (children using day care)
infections from (giardiasis)

exposure to their (insects and public health)

a couple of

(see force-fed)
(see lake-fed)
(see spring-fed)

(see well fed)

of 14,000 acres of woodlands
summer jobs at s

fired tear gas canisters
send gun criminals to
because of a order
according to
the influx of (for research)
he was a retired

has 34,000 drop boxes
the FBI issued a warrant for his arrest
disclosure mandated by the j;
the NWS, the --'s weather agency
the police department will cooperate with a
a committed him to psychiatric care

prohibits discussion of intelligence
he was sentenced to ten years in a
people in --s for marijuana crimes;
the super-maximum-security (Marion)

inmates;
triple the size of the population
exempts supplement companies from
complaints to industry monitors and
a coordinated to attack homelessness
stiff penalties associated with new
the share of the burden would rise...

state and 5
scientists from --s
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federal funding

federally

federally funded

federally mandated

federally recognized

federal appeals court panel a ruled...

federal grand-jury investigation the of...

federal free-lunch program
federal hate-crime laws
federal income tax rates

the
we do have

vary by income bracket

federal workplace safety law most Us

federal funding
federal spending

(see federal funding)
on drug control;

he opposed for abortions

federal funding cutback crippled by the --s

federally funded
federally mandated
federally recognized
federally required
federally subsidized

federally funded office
federally funded research
federally funded team

(see federally funded)
(see federally mandated)
(see federally recognized)
(see federally required)
(see federally subsidized)

a

a

federally mandated crackdown a
federally mandated vaccine-screening test s for viruses

federally recognized tribe s (American Indians)

federally required federally required notice s
federally subsidized

fee

federally subsidized river navigation channel s
fees for (first-class) delivery
fee for a (business) license
fee-for-service

access fee
admission fee
application fee

basic
paying a
(see fee-for-service)

s to play online games
there isn't even an (county fair)
the dean of admissions waived the
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connection fee
entrance fee
entry fee
Fee Area
installation fee
registration fee

bank account fees
student activity fees

online fee

consulting fee
parking fees

reduced-fee

applicable fees
basic fee
Daily Fee
flat fee
legal fees

feeble-looking feeble-looking children

feed (eating)

feed (other)

feedback

feeder

feeding

feedback
feedlot

animal-feed

live feed

feedback

consumer feedback

feeder route

breast-feeding
formula-feeding
infant feeding
infant feeding (m)

a $3 and 45 cents a minute (phone)
no j; living off the 's of tourists
the was a hundred dollars (cockfighting)

Read Instructions Carefully (park)
charges a $63.90 for the Digiboxes
money it raises through s

regular
universities collect

lowering banks' js for bill paying

he pocketed $3 million in s
at the Park-Ride Lots are $6 per day (airport)

(see reduced-fee)

change to a larger box and pay the
s for first-class delivery

Required ($8 per camp unit) (park)
the company pays them a
he had paid substantial

very

(see feedback)
the js and corrals

(see animal-feed)

monitored a from their console video screens

the company takes from them;
your will help us

user-opinion sites offer

s to the start point (of a military convoy)

(see breast-feeding)
versus breast-feeding

information and support regarding
choices (breast vs. formula)
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fee-for-service

feel

feel-good

feeling

feet

fellow

fee-for-service basis

feel-good

feel for the game

feel-good ceremony
feel-good philosophy

feelings of depression
feelings of guilt
feelings of inadequacy
feelings of rejection
feeling of solidarity

gut feeling

innermost feelings

nagging feeling
sinking feeling

mixed feelings

awful feeling
good feelings
great feeling
negative feelings
numb feeling
positive feelings
romantic feelings
same feelings
strong feelings
weird feeling

(see foot)

fellow-academic
fellow-agent
fellow-bandits
fellow-boomers
fellow-Catholics
fellow coaches
fellow-convicts

self-employed doctors work for patients on a

(see feel-good)

he had a beyond his years (basketball)

a
this

he experiences
can develop (survivors dealing with death)

, low self-esteem, or a poor body image
his history of drug abuse and
we get together to promote a (female senators)

I went with my

being able to confide your

I had this that she had been unfaithful
I had a (on a date)

I had as I prepared to leave

he left me with this that...(dating)
teens usually have in school
it's a (bungee jumping)

such as being ignored or fearful
there's a after it (an execution)
above-average students report at school
it's possible she has for him
I went through some of the she did (cancer)
there are still about the event (battle)
that's kind of a (watching man executed)

hasn't enhanced his standing among s
a agent says...
his will...
his
her
he and seven
leading his in regular prayer services
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fellowship

felony

felt (feel)

felt-lined

female

fellow-countrymen
fellow-grunt
fellow jurors
fellow jurors
fellow-muggers
fellow-practitioners
fellow-reporter
fellow scientist
fellow soldiers
fellow-student
fellow-Yankees

fellow Vietnam veterans

fellowship

research fellow

fellowship

church fellowship
journalism fellowship

good fellowship

felony charge
felony record

marijuana felony

underlying felony

heartfelt

deeply felt

felt-lined plaster cast

female anatomy
female athletes
female commander
female condom
female customers
female earnings

especially for his
Tex and a
I didn't know what my were thinking
Callahan and his
His alleged had not been caught
and even some
my s think I'm crazy
telephoned a at the lab
he rallied his against the hostile troops
the birthday of a
his still miss him.

his

(see fellowship)

when I was a in the lab

to unite the most hostile in

a reception in the hall
she had a at Stanford

the openness and on the bus

a could put him in prison for life
when she leaves prison she'll have a

Americans convicted of a

armed robbery was the in the murders

(see heartfelt)

(see deeply felt)

ethnographic study of
2.2 million high-school
the first in space history
the represents a new choice

make 89 percent of all purchases (Sears)
as rose; rising
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feminine

feminist

femoral

fence

female faculty
female fans
female infanticide
female patient
female performers
female recruits

female rap star

male-female

all-female

high-achieving female

unmarried female

highly regarded female

education for females

male and female (m)

ultra feminine

postfeminist

femoral nerve

fence line

fence-building
fence-straddling

avalanche fence
deer fence
perimeter fence
plant fence
playground fence
prison fence
safety fence
security fence

wire fence

gender bias against its
the blue-eyed actor has plenty of

in one secluded village (India)
inappropriate contact with js
and other (music)

in a basic training company

one of the first js

(see male-female)

(see all-female)

s
schoolteaching was an option for s

a

justifying single-sex

recruits (military)

(see ultra feminine)

(see postfeminist)

injury to the may occur

trash hemming the --s

set out to master and brush-clearing
(see fence-straddling)

s and deflection dams
mesh wire to build s
confined to the prison grounds by a
inside the
the
wait outside the
his airborne car hurtled along the (racing)
inside the plant's ;
a (at an oil terminal)
a customs building with a tall , guarded by...
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fenced

chainlink fence
chain-link fences
razor-wire fence

barbed-wire fence
split-rail fence

a
topped with razor wire (Rikers Island)

a 15-foot surrounding...

a
a

barbed-wire-topped fence the high

split-rail fence a

electric fence goats will get over even an
inner fence there are five strands of razor ribbon on the
outer fence there is an inner and (jail)
tall (wire) fence a customs building with a , guarded by...

fenced-in (see fenced-in)
fenced-off (see fenced-oft)

white-fenced (m) through empty meadows

fenced-in fenced-in area a the size of Central Park

fenced-off fenced-off area the

fence-straddling fence-straddling politician s
fencing fencing champion the women's national

ferry ferrymen see themselves as

passenger ferry waves churned up by s

cross-channel ferry a (Cook Strait)

fertile fertile territory for rock hunting

infertile (see infertile)

fertility fertility clinic
fertility monitor
fertility treatment

one donor has threatened to sue a
pregnancy tests, ovulation detectors and 5
many foreigners seeking s
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fertilization

fertilized

fertilizer

festering

festival

soil-fertility (m)

infertility

in-vitro fertilization

fertilized egg

fertilizer reduction
fertilizer use

long-festering

festival entertainment
festival facts
festival features
festival logo
festival visitor
festival volunteer

festival's Web site

arts festival
Fall Festival
folk festival
harvest festival
music festival
street festival
theatre festival

attention must be paid to management

(see infertility)

he was a pioneer in

the first to extract an intact (human)

mandatory s on farms
reducing will be difficult;

in Africa is low

(see long-festering)

check the Web site for information on
such as beer policy, shuttle locations (city)

putting the final touches on some of the
ball caps with the -- (city festival)
the average local spends $93 per day
hundreds of city workers, s and vendors

for questions, you can get the answer at the

summer concerts, s, holiday celebrations
at yesterday's parade
--s in the early sixties
an internationally popular
one of the nation's largest outdoor s (Austin)
Bele Chere is Asheville's largest
at a Vancouver

documentary film festival the site of a new
Dragon Boat Festival the Toronto

dragon boat race festival a

Friendship Festival the annual (Nez Perce)

international-food festival an

Burning Man festival the (US)

wrestling festival a 3-day in the Nuba Mountains
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storytelling festival an annual Irish

festooned tapestry-festooned (see tapestry-festooned)

fetal fetal injury decreasing the likelihood of

fetched far-fetched (see far-fetched)

feud blood feud a might last for generations;
caste warfare, lawlessness, vendettas, s

family feud a

fever (medical) fever spike patients may have several small daily

fever onset inquire as to the (abrupt or gradual)

fever-causing (see fever-causing)

fever of 39.5 C an elderly male presents with a

fever and infection identifying the source of
fever, sweats, fatigue, and aches (Brucellosis)
fever, chills, and headache are common signs (Q fever)

dengue fever malaria, river blindness,
hay fever
Lassa fever and hantavirus
Q fever can be prevented by immunization
tick fevers fever-causing illnesses such as typhus,
yellow fever black vomit in common in patients with

rat bite fever (streptococcus moniliformis, Spirillum minus)
Rift Valley Fever an outbreak of in Saudi Arabia

blackwater fever
low-grade fever

raging fever

Spotted Fever
unexplained fever

acute fever

is the passage of dark, Madeira-colored urine)
flulike symptoms, such as a ;
a , runny nose, and headache

he developed a

Rocky Mountain
infection in adults with acute

evaluating an adult with an
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fever (other)

fever-causing

few

enteric fever
hemorrhagic-fever (m)
high fever
rheumatic fever
tropical fever
viral (hemorrhagic) fever

duration of the fever
history of fever
onset of fever
presence of fever
reduction of fever
source of fever
symptoms of fever

bacteria can cause such as typhoid
the Ebola, Marburg, and Rift Valley viruses
those with , bloody stools, abdominal pain
sequelae such as may ensue
see a doctor upon contracting any

making the diagnosis of

the generally lasts less than 13 days
a and travel to endemic countries (malaria)
an abrupt is associated with...
exercise caution in the (prescribing drug)
NSAIDs indicated for
identifying the and infection

such as night sweats, headache...

high or continued fever recurrent pain or may indicate serious illness

respiratory distress and fever patients presenting with
lethargy, malaise, and fever relieving the associated with Q fever
bloody diarrhea, vomiting, cramps and fever

launch fever

"go fever"

fever-causing illnesses

few day's (m)
few minutes'

one thing we have to guard against is

we do not want to get (shuttle launches)

insects carry like malaria, sand fly fever

before she left, in a time, for...
(see few minutes)

few-and-far-between (see few-and-far-between)

few-and-far-between
few-and-far-between article read my 's

few minutes'

fiber (diet)

few minutes' ride
few minutes' walk

fiber supplement

fiber-rich

dietary fiber
high-fiber

a on a twenty-five-cent tram
a from the main base gate

stool softeners or s like Metamucil

(see fiber-rich)

cultures with a higher intake of
(see high- fiber)
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intake of (dietary) fiber cultures with a higher

fiber-rich fiber-rich food to avoid hemorrhoids, fill up on -js

fiber (other) fiber optics (see fiber optics)
fiber-optic (see fiber-optic)

optical fiber (m) the new - technology (Internet)

fiber-optic fiber-optic cable ten million miles of cable;
underground - cable

fiber-optic cable line -s transmit digital data

fiber optics fiber optics - and encryption

fiction science fiction (see science fiction)

nonfiction (see nonfiction)

fiddle fiddle player -s perform every weekend

field (agriculture) field hand cooks, maids, -s
field worker his family and other -js

bean field in the -js
coca field rebels guard -s and drug labs
cornfield an Ohio -; the -s of Illinois;

cow pastures and -js
cotton field like this Texas -
rice field the -s of rural Louisiana
wheat field across beautiful -js; stared at the -s

sugar cane field
sugarcane field

rain-soaked field

their wheat and -js flattened
fertilizer from the -s

-s

field (military) field barracks obstacle courses, -, and tents
field hospital treated for combat wounds in military --s
field jacket two cold-weather -s
field kit a camouflaged military -
field rations -, rucksacks, sleeping bags
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field soldier
field use

we asked experienced 's how...
designed for (military)

fields of fire direct-fire ;
good observation and into the kill zone

battlefield (see battlefield)
minefield (see minefield)

field (sports) field goal nailed a 48-yard (football)

field (terrain)

home field (m)
practice field
soccer field

baseball field

football field

leftfield
rightfield

we had the advantage
on the (sports)
on the

the high school;
s in Cleveland and Denver
the size of a

lined a clean base hit into (baseball)
poked a bloop RBI single into (baseball)

right-center-field (see right-center- field)

off-the-field (see off-the- field)

athletic field an expansive ;
an enticingly groomed ;
winning and losing on a college

track-and-field (see track-and- field)

diamond fields hand some back to the government
glacier field crossing the edge of a
snowfield the coyotes howl from the back s;

at the foot of a j;
cannons fired onto s above the ski area

talus field a descends into beech trees

edge of a (glacier) field crossing the

field (human airfield the would be a key objective
geography) oilfield the Kuwaiti 's

oil field an began pumping crude for export
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field (career) field of (criminal) behavior working in the

field (other)

field of endeavor
field of neurology
field of psychiatry

the field is in its infancy

pioneers in their particular
new findings in the
new findings in the

career field many military s have women in them;
11 s recently opened to women

computer security field the

air-traffic-control field the

mental-health field

cutting-edge field

emerging field

nursing field

strongly unionized field

dull fields

worker-short fields

pioneer in his field

field notes
field observations
field office
field officer
field technician
field trip

field-test (v)

field-tested

operating field

professionals in the

the s of computer engineering

s between life sciences and engineering

a career in the

a

they held university appointments in pretty

in lucrative and

he is a (psychology)

provided meticulous
pondering their from Namibia (geology)
agents in FBI s
he needed a
Bob is a ; small teams of s
(see field trip)

the time to a new technique

(see field-tested)

the (surgery)
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surgical field a one centimetre in diameter

midfield (see midfield)

field-tested field-tested curriculum a standardized,

field trip field trip taking kids on s to juvenile prisons

field trip permission slip s (schools)

records of field trips students'

11 fiend crack fiend get a to pay you with stolen goods

fierce fierce (custody) battle he was the object of a
fierce (classroom) debate the
fierce dragon a haunted the pastures, forests and ravines
fierce engagement during the ensuing , an enemy soldier....

fierce firefight a
fierce fire fight during the initial moments of the
fierce (undeclared) bush war the South Africa was fighting
fierce price war s have reduced profits

fierce counterattack he led his men in a

fierce-eyed (see fierce-eyed)

fierce-eyed fierce-eyed Sara the

fiercely fiercely independent (see fiercely independent)

fiercely independent
fiercely independent man this has to rely on others (end of life)

fifteen 15-year-old (m) two boys

fifteenth fifteenth-century (see fifteenth-century)

fifteenth-century fifteenth-century archery set his

fifth fifth anniversary (see fifth anniversary)
fifth-century (see fifth-century)
fifth-generation (see fifth-generation)
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fifth grade
fifth grader
fifth lap
fifth place

fifth-grade-level

fifth most common

one-fifth
three fifths

fifth anniversary fifth anniversary

fifth-century

fifth-generation

fifth grade

fifth-grade-level

fifth grader

fifth lap

fifth most common

fifth place

fifty

fifth-century master

(see fifth grade)
(see fifth grader)
(see fifth lap)
(see fifth place)

(see fifth-grade-level)

(see fifth most common)

(see one-fifth)
(see three fifths)

on the of the murder;
on April 19, the of the bombing

other s of the style

fifth-generation descendant
fifth-generation rancher

fifth-grade class
fifth-grade level

fifth-grade reading level

fifth-grade-level

fifth-grade-level test

fifth grader

fifth lap

a
a

a
reads at only a

workbooks written at a

(see fifth-grade-level)

could read a test

one of our s

his car broke apart along a wall on the

fifth most common cause of death fires are the (unintentional injury)

fifth-place finish

fifty-some

fifty-something

fiftyish

a in the Rookie of the Year voting (baseball)

(see fifty-some)

(see fifty-something)

(see fiftyish)
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fifty-five

fifty-five fifty-five gallons

fifty-five miles per hour

fifty-five gallons fifty-five-gallon drum
55-gallon drum

fifty-five-gallon oil drum

fifty-five miles per hour
55 mph zone

fiftyish twins

fifty-some-year-old

50-something

50-something consultant

fiftyish

fifty-some

fifty-something

fifty-some-year-old

fight (boxing)

fifty-some-year-old man

fight announcer
fight card

fight crowd
fight enthusiasts
fight game

title fight

postfight
prefight

crowd-pleasing fight

twice-postponed fight

one-sided fight

big fight

(see fifty -five)

(see fifty-five gallons)

(see fifty-five miles per hour)

a giant mound of crushed s
three s

a

driving 97 mph in a

blonde tended the bar

(see fifty-some-year-old)

many s recall from their youth

a

a big

Michael Buffer, the
the evenings (boxing);
a typical Saturday night in tank towns
the (boxing)

across the nation... (boxing)
in the (boxing)

an upcoming (boxing)

(see postfight)
(see prefight)

a (boxing)

his (boxing)

in the eighth round of a

have never been in a before (boxing)
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fight (other) fight bite
fight pit
fight song

fighter

fighting

fight or flight

fight for survival

cockfight
court fight
dogfight

drug fight
family fight
fire fight
fist fight
pillow fight
sword fight

desperate fight
fatal fight

suspension for a fight

fighter bombers
fighter jet
fighter jock
fighter pilot

firefighters

knife-fighter
prizefighter

undefeated fighter

up-and-coming fighter

pound-for-pound fighter

fighting ability
fighting emplacement

lacerations on knuckle suggest a (human)
a dirt-floored, wire-enclosed (cockfighting)
the team's s (football);
s and war hymns (sports)

(see fight or flight)

he rallied the platoon in a desperate

(see cockfight)
vowing a to have the ban overturned
fighter-bombers execute mock s;
it's a (competition for market share)
assistance to be used in the
a in front of guests
(see fire fight)
teenage or near riot
have a (after sex)
how to win a

he rallied the platoon in a for survival
the happened after they argued...

a 10-day (at school)

field artillery, US Air Force , attack helicopters
the single-seat F15
he played the role of
s can acquire targets

s gathered to mourn;
the brotherhood of
a showman with a --'s instinct
a (boxing)

an up-and-coming fighter

matched against an

Roy Jones, the best in the world

disparity in size, strength, and
they moved into a 2-man
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fighting force
fighting hole
fighting load
fighting position
fighting spirit
fighting unit
fighting words

cockfighting
crime-fighting
firefighting
firefighting (m)
street-fighting (m)
war-fighting (m)

pit bull fighting

renewed fighting

heavy fighting
urban fighting
urban fighting (m)

house-to-house fighting

thick of the fighting

fight or flight "fight or flight" response

figure (shape) figure skater
figure skating
figure-skating (m)

figure (number)

full-bosomed figure

attendance figures
casualty figure
census figures
employment figures
immigration figures
inflation figures
inventory figures
sales figures

maintain the best on earth (US military)
he left the relative safety of his (battle)
transporting the individual (grenades)
soldiers or weapons in trenches or --s
no one questions the company's
the Army's front-line s
so-called are illegal (inciting to violence)

(see cockfighting)
(see crime-fighting)

is dangerous
his family has 200 years of service
the cost in casualties

capacity

is appallingly cruel

the came as... (Israel / Palestinians)

Dagestan was the scene of
tasks unique to (military)

techniques have been developed (military)

tanks were involved in the

a can lead to conflict or withdrawal

champion Rudy Galindo
S, tap dancing and tennis
the national championships

a

actual won't be available for months (films)
--s would be much lower

are unreliable in Mauritania
month-to-month

for other EU counties
unemployment and for Germany
up-to-the-minute sales and
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six-figure
seven-figure

(see six-figure)
(see seven-figure)

up-to-the-minute (sales and inventory) figures

sales and inventory figures up-to-the-minute

figure (person) authority figure

figured

file (records)

business figure
crime figure
cult figure

father figure

inventor figure
key figure
myth figure
public figure
sports figure

cultlike figure
godlike figure

respected figure

deeply admired figure

biblical figures
controversial figure
important figure
literary figure
mythic figure
pathetic figure
shadowy figure

near-iconic figure

full-figured

file cabinet
file length
file size

outlaws make js angry;
the within the family
one major
attempts to link him to Russian js
his character was based on an Internet ;
turning Vonnegut into a
he appeared to be the quintessential ;
his idealized image as a
the Promethean
he is the in the group
a of Norway
js try to protect their children
Mike Tyson, Tiger Woods and other s

the friar is a to many Catholics
he is a , held in genuine awe

Abdul was a in the neighborhood

a
such as Saul and David

he was a
js in business in Third World countries
several prominent Azerbaijani s
the that had lodged n my head
she is far from a
a with snippets of information (a PI)

had become a

(see full-figured)

at the steel j, gathering folders
: 0.58 seconds (computer download)
: 3.64 MB (computer download)
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file (tool)

filed

filing

fill

filled

case file

company's files
computer file
government file
intelligence file
office file
personnel file

police file

text file

graphics and other files

hand file

publicly filed

filing cabinet

filing deadline

court filings

fill-in-the-blank

landfill

hard-to-fill

action-filled
book-filled
crab-filled
down-filled
expletive-filled
flower-filled
garbage-filled
innuendo-filled
light-filled
lotus-filled
pain-filled

he dug through the old s (police);
names in the (police)
authorities sifted through the
programs that encrypt 's
s at the National Archives
s on Cuba
membership rolls were in the s
can check their 5;
the candidate's is reviewed;
the report is part of his confidential
the attorney requested access to s;
a missing found after the trial
small s called "cookies" (Internet)

when opened, it destroyed (computer virus)

sharpened with a

(see publicly filed)

unlocked a

missed a by three days

hundreds of pages of

(see fill-in-the-blank)

waste dumped into a ;
ends up in --s or incinerators

(see hard-to-fill)

(see action- filled)
(see book- filled)
(see crab- filled)
(see down-filled)
(see expletive- filled)
(see flower- filled)
(see garbage- filled)
(see innuendo-filled)
(see light-filled)
(see lotus-filled)
(see pain- filled)
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fill-in-the-blank

film

film

punch-filled
pressure-filled
smoke-filled
snow-filled
tree-filled
water-filled

half filled

sex-and-drug-filled

soon-to-be-filled

fill-in-the-blank answer

(see movie)

film loading

film and video

color-film (m)

(see punch- filled)
(see pressure- filled)
(see smoke- filled)
(see snow- filled)
(see tree- filled)
(see water-filled)

(see half filled)

(see sex-and-drug- filled)

(see soon-to-be- filled)

the usual s

the camera offers drop-in

(see film and video)

the leading manufacturer of stock

film and video film-and-video-editing (m) a fully equipped facility (at home)

filter

filtering

filtration

final (noun)

filter system
filter technology

we installed a special
to block Internet pornography

filters and other air circulation and cleaning equipment (space station)

air filter
water filter

Internet filter

software filters

collaborative filtering

filtration plant

quarter-finals
state finals

--s mounted high atop their hoods
the ash provides a natural

--s shield children from pornography

that can block certain Web sites

(see collaborative filtering)

water is pushed through a

to see who would go to the
he qualified for the ' in track
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final (mod) final answer
final approval

final assault
final attempt
final analysis
final approval
final blow
final bow
final (update) briefing
final burst
final call
final cut
final day
final days

final decision
final event
final exams
Final Exit
final-four
final heave
final hole
final home
final look
final message
final minutes
final result
final score
final (basketball) season
final seconds
final show
final statement

final step
final stop

final thoughts
final touches
final turn
final version
final word

is that your (television quiz show)
give to a proposed shopping complex;
the FDA gave to a... (drug)
the , when a soldier closes with the enemy
he fired a poor shot in his (competition)
I think in the , it is likely that...
give to a proposed shopping complex
they saw the confrontation as the (firing)
the silent era took its (movies)
before departure, a is given (military op)
mortally wounded, he was able to fire a
once again, for flight...(airport)
those who make the (basketball team)
on the of his state visit
pain during the of life;
in the of their Senate race (elections)
a on how to proceed (rescue of submarine)
the exhibition was the in a 2-day program

at the Catholic seminary
Final Exit, the suicide manual
(see final-four)
with a , he pushed himself over the top
after triple-bogeying the (golf)
a proper for the archive
investigators are taking a into the mystery
as I was leaving, he had a (inmate)
made no radio calls in the
whatever the (of the election)
the of the game was 122-66 (basketball)
her
the of a tight game (basketball)
the ends Thursday (TV series on dying)
in a lengthy (condemned man);
his handwritten (condemned man)
the of canonization could come soon
a by the town cemetery;
as we prepared to sail to Grenada, our
some about speech and liberty (TV show)
putting the on some of the festival features
a dramatic crash in the of the Daytona 500
my experience with s (Windows 2000)
a of caution;
the boss still gets the (on firing someone)
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final-four

finance

financed

financial

final guidance signals

almost-final

final-four appearance

finance charge
finance officer
finance specialist

campaign-finance (m)

personal finance (m)

business-financed
government-financed
state-financed

taxpayer-financed

United States-financed

privately financed

financial abuse
financial adviser
financial aid
financial burden
financial center
financial commentator
financial crisis
financial decision
financial-disclosure (m)
financial history
financial markets
financial need
financial-news (m)
financial records

financial-services (m)
financial squeeze
financial struggle
financial success
financial record

gave the to Lunar Prospector

(see almost- final)

four straight s (basketball)

no --s when you pay your bill in full (credit)
working as a
salesmen, contract specialists, 's (planes)

reform sways few voters

recording checks is a ritual

(see business- financed)
(see government- financed)
(see state-financed)

(see taxpayer- financed)

(see United States- financed)

(see privately financed)

is misuse of an elder person's money
the --'s client list
need-based college
reducing the --s on patients
the city is the of the northwest
newspaper columnists and s
with California's power industry in a
family s

forms (for presidential candidates)
the dealership (auto) looks up their
he specializes in the study of
grants for anyone who can demonstrate
on the cable networks
examined his for tax fraud;
legal and
the Internet is transforming the industry
the city is feeling the
the Caffe faced --s in the '70s
the Post's (newspaper)
legal and 5;
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financially

financially strapped

financially troubled

financing

find

finder

finding

examined his for tax fraud

financial network I watch CNBC, one of the cable s
financial windfall rising oil prices have brought them a

financial hardship this is a for the poor

political and financial (m)the project ran into problems (museum)

financially strapped (see financially strapped)
financially troubled (see financially troubled)

financially strapped utilities are threatening blackouts (California)

financially troubled company a

financing company

highway financing

route-find (v)

archaeological finds

easy-to-find
easier-to-find
hard-to-find

depth finder
rangefinder
range finder

fact finding

key finding
newspaper's findings
report's findings
survey findings
team's findings

new findings
remarkable finding

auto dealers and s

and construction

Mallory and Irvine had to on their own

said to be evidence of...

(see easy-to-find)
(see easier-to-find)
(see hard-to-find)

the sometimes reads into mud (ships)
studded with sensors for s
the OICW features a laser

(see fact finding)

a was lax security (prison escape)
the were exaggerated
the were no surprise to environmentalists
the will be released
he summarized his to the executives

will release promising about a drug
this is a truly
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fine (money)

fine (other)

finely

finely calibrated

finely structured

finely tuned

fine-quality

fine-scale

fine-tooth

fine-tune

finger

commonly encountered findings include evidence of... (medicine)

traffic fines

parking fine

unpaid fines

fine food
fine mood
fine-quality
fine-scale
fine-tooth

fine-tune

ultra fine

finely calibrated
finely structured
finely tuned

the proceeds from

collect $13 million in s

$50 million a year in (Mexico City)

beer brings out the flavor of
he was in a
(see fine-quality)
(see fine-scale)
(see fine-tooth)

(see fine-tune)

(see ultra fine)

(see finely calibrated)
(see finely structured)
(see finely tuned)

finely calibrated financial provisions

finely structured

finely tuned engine

fine-quality stone

fine-scale map

fine-tooth comb

fine-tune (v)

finger-paint (v)

finger cymbals
finger joint (m)
fingernail
fingerprint

a and handsome face

a

the first of a gene's interior

with a

expert at ing a script;
together they ed the work in progress

they had been ing the walls

danced with and swords
dislocations

long s
(see fingerprint)
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fingerprint

finish

finished

finite

fingertip

finger-width

finger pointing

index finger
ring finger

accusing finger

little finger
long (or middle) finger
middle finger

thumb, index finger, long

fingerprint

fingerprint comparison

fingerprint matching

computer fingerprint

bloody fingerprint

finish line

Jonestown-like finish

second-place finish
third-place finish
fifth-place finish

finished product

just-finished

unfinished

finite resource

you can roll them between your s;
all these facts at the s (the Internet)
situated three s from the wrist crease

there was much

she runs her along the side of my face
the ring finger is next to the little finger

it's easy to point an

the
the
the long or

or middle finger, ring finger, little finger

one found at the scene of the crime

awaiting the results of a ;
, handwriting comparison (murder case)

and background checks

every visit leaves a

an unidentified taken from the taxicab

the ; the racetrack

a

three district titles and one in four seasons
a in the Democratic primary
a in the Rookie of the Year voting (baseball)

under pressure to hand over a

(see just- finished)

(see unfinished)

oil is a
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fir

fire (blaze)

fir tree

Fire Academy
Fire Academy (m)
fire alarm
fire ants
fireball

fire chief
fire code

fire department

fire department (m)
fire-department (m)
fire drill
fire's edge
fire engine
fire-engine (m)
fire escape

fire exit
fire extinguisher
firefighters
fire grate
fire hazard
fire hose
fire hose (m)
firehouse
fire hydrant

fire insurance
fire investigator
fire lane
firelight
fire line
fire's path
fireplace

fireproof
fire road
Fire Road
fire-sale (m)

poplar, cedar, chestnut and s

Chicago's ;
students drag heavy water hoses

s in the high school were ringing so loudly
can make life miserable

as the expands (nuclear blast);
a swept through the cabin (plane crash)
a volunteer
required under some 's;
before the state's was enacted
service to the ;
listed by the as a dangerous structure
said one official
special police- and radio channels
's at the high school
her home near the (wildfire)
--s rushed to the scene
the -- ladder extended...
zigzaggy s, open windows...;
families sat out on the s (heat wave)
the --s were marked
a man to service the s
(see firefighter)
campfires are permitted in --s (National Park)
can pose a in the home
a versus a drinking straw
struck in the jaw by a nozzle
at the ; the red-brick
as if someone had taken the plug off a ;
drain pipes and 's;
park the car away from the
he'd let the lapse (on a restaurant)
s continue to search...
a car stopped illegally in the
a man held one up to the
left the meeting to tour 5 (wildfires)
helped move people out of the
a wood-burning ; a big ;
a ballroom and wood-burning s
(see fireproof)
a ski area ;

Do Not Block Gate (National Park)
snapped up at prices
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fire season the worst in 30 years (wildfires);
the nation's worst in more than a decade

fire sprinkler the --s in the building went off
firestorm (see firestorm)
fire survivors cyanide levels in
firetruck dozens of s
fire truck on the back of a ; s roared forth
firewall high-security --s that protect secret data
firewood as they gathered
fireworks (see fireworks)

fire-damaged (see fire-damaged)
fire-gutted (see fire-gutted)

fire-bombing the Allied of Dresden
fire-breathing (see fire-breathing)
fire building backcountry skills like , shelter building
firefighting is dangerous
firefighting (m) his family has 200 years of service;

we face a serious and difficult situation
fire-snorting (see fire-snorting)

fire-resistant (see fire-resistant)

fires and burns deaths from have declined since the 1960s

arson fire accidental fires versus --s
basement fire fought the
bonfire a at Texas A&M
brushfire like an L.A.
brush fire a burned seven luxury homes
campfire (see campfire)
flash fire an extension cord shorted and caused a ;

creating a of hope
forest fire s and water rationing;

a had roared through this area
grass fire a 500-acre
Hellfire (m) Apache helicopters armed with missiles
house fire a family was killed in a
lightning fires and coastal plain plants
tunnel fire --s are extremely dangerous

warehouse fire six firefighters killed in a huge
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fire (weapons)

accidental fire
natural fire

wildfire

three-alarm fire
six-alarm fire

huge (warehouse) fire
natural fires
open fire

complex of 11 fires

firearm
fire base
fire control (m)
fire fight
fire superiority
fire support
Fire Support (m)
fire team (m)

fire-swept

fire and maneuver

test fire (v)
test-fire (v)

artillery fire
canister fire
ceasefire
cover fire
enemy fire
gunfire
helicopter fire
mortar fire
platoon's fire
point fire
return fire
rifle fire

js versus arson fires
frequent s create a demanding habitat (plants);
natural fires don't behave that way (arson)
lightning-sparked js;
12 firefighters died in the Colorado

a
after a ravaged stores

six firefighters killed in a
frequent create a demanding habitat (plants)
they were going to cook over an

helicopters arrived to fight a (wildfires)

(see firearm)
the was constantly subjected to heavy attack
the rifle's system
(see fire fight)
enabled his comrades to maintain their

from helicopter gunships was requested
Base Ripcord, Republic of Vietnam

while serving as a leader with Company G

(see fire-swept)

close with the enemy by means of

the system hasn't been ed in three years
ready to a missile

he directed ' around them
he directed against the enemy
(see ceasefire)
he provided them with (escaping platoon)
his helicopter was heavily damaged by
(see gunfire)
personally directing artillery and
amid concentrated enemy
he continued to direct the

is directed against a particular target
gunmen fired on a tiny enclave, drawing
killing the enemy with accurate
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sniper fire
surface fire

counterfire

machine gun fire

automatic-weapons fire
recoilless rifle fire
small-arms fire

supporting arms fire

antiaircraft fire
anti-aircraft fire

counterbattery fire

crossfire

covering fire
devastating fire
enfilading fires
grazing fire
harassing fire
withering fire

concentrated (hostile) fire
sustained fires

accurate (rifle) fire
aerial fire
direct fire (m)

effective fire
free-fire
friendly fire

friendly fire (m)
heavy fire
hostile fire
indirect fire (m)
intense fire
live-fire (m)

they met heavy automatic weapons and
like field artillery, naval is requested at the...

(see counterfire)

deliver a hail of devastating against the enemy

(see automatic-weapons fire)
heavy automatic weapons and
the clatter of

while adjusting S, he... (battle)

the wasn't accurate

due to the threat of immediate (field artillery)

(see crossfire)

members of his unit provided him with
he delivered into the ranks of the enemy
both flanking and (ambush)

does not rise more than about waist high
the platoon came under light
they maneuvered through the

he again braved the (battle)
provide effective, on the enemy position

killing the enemy with
when adjusting (attack helicopter)
the effectiveness of enemy weapons systems;
terrain can protect against weapons systems
unable to deliver against the enemy bunkers
(see free-fire)
three soldiers dead, possible from S;
he was also apparently hit by
briefed on the incident
he ran through to assist his comrades (war)
he again braved the concentrated (battle)
the grenade is an weapons system
as the opposing elements exchanged , he...
soldiers participated in tests
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firearm

fire-breathing

fire-damaged

suppressive fire
sure-fire (m)

well placed fire

barrage of (hostile) fire
base of fire

burst of fire
direction of fire
fields of fire

hail of fire
rate of fire
sectors of fire
stream of fire
volume of (enemy) fire

courage under fire

he began to provide a base of (battle)
a investment

his eliminated 4 of the enemy soldiers

he disregarded the directed at him
units must establish a ;
a squad moves to and establishes a ;
a is placed on an enemy force
he was hit by a from an enemy bunker
ensure doesn't place rounds on friendly troops
direct-fire ;
good observation and into the kill zone
in the initial , 2 soldiers were wounded
(see rate of fire)
the squad leader assigns (machine guns)
he continued his deadly until... (battle)
disregarding the heavy

displaying tremendous , he...

artillery and helicopter fire he personally directed

firearms

high-tech firearms

firearms industry
firearm storage

I

s
the
trigger locks, action locks and safe

firearm's trigger guard a trigger lock encloses a

firearms and ammunition eBay has banned sales of (online auction)

firearm or other weapon does he have access to a (domestic abuse)

sales of firearms

place for a firearm

fire-breathing racist

fire-damaged castle

eBay has banned and ammunition

the best is a gun safe

a
the reopens
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fired

fire fight

coal-fired (see coal- fired)

accidentally fired
newly fired

fierce firefight
fierce fire fight

three-hour fire fight

(see accidentally fired)
(see newly fired)

a
during the initial moments of the

initial moments of the fire fight during the

firefighter firefighter s gathered to mourn

veteran firefighters who have "crawled the halls"

brotherhood of firefighters the
shortage of firefighters high fire danger and a (wildfires)

fire-gutted fire-gutted piano a

fireproof fireproof tents 40,000 outside of Mina (Saudi Arabia)

fire-resistant fire-resistant tape install to protect insulation (planes)

fire-snorting fire-snorting dragon an ornate

firestorm firestorm a huge ;
the over his indication...;
the book has created a

firestorm of criticism responding to a
firestorm of envy it (a transfer) would create a

fire-swept fire-swept position he crossed the to secure the radio (battle)
fire-swept terrain he raced across the to assist the marine

fireworks fireworks the were spontaneous

fireworks barge
fireworks show

on one of the s
watched the Macy's

fireworks-related (see fireworks-related)
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fireworks-related

firing

fireworks

firing

firm (business)

fireworks-related injuries

firing party
firing port

firing signature
firing squad

missile firing
test firing

fireworks

fireworks barge
fireworks show

firing range

firm's share price

accounting firm
architecture firm
consulting firm
design firm
family firm
investment firm
law firm
management firm
research firm

technology firm
utility firm

venture-capital firm

public-relations firm
software firm

Internet firm

visits to the ER due to

the detonates the charges (military)
the flank on the BMP (vehicle);
pushes the grenade into the of the bunker
the field artillery's makes it vulnerable
he was shot by a five-man

discussions about a
additional s; a boost in s

the were spontaneous

on one of the s
watched the Macy's

a live-fire test at a remote

the decline of the

he went to work for an in New York
the that designed the Metro system
runs his own
the Italian (home accessories)
she works for the
a big or a commercial bank
an outside ; a big in Tampa
a has placed 50 executive officers
the Saratoga Institute, a work-force ;
the Marketdata Enterprises;
a for-profit in Washington, D.C.
established --s like Lucent
profit-minded s

5
a
a three-year-old Internet

workers at s

mining-equipment firm a Milwaukee

fledgling firm most of these s will fail (dot-coms)
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firm (adj)

firmly

catering firm
hauling firm

bond rating firm
day-trading firm

highly regarded firm

a driver for a
a and an excavation company

a Texas

a --

architectural firm they run an in Miami
top (venture capital) firm a

(see also company)

firm conclusion
firm order

firmly entrenched

firmly entrenched firmly entrenched squad

first

await future research before reaching --s
Airbus has 34 s (for planes)

(see firmly entrenched)

a of North Vietnamese Army regulars

firmly entrenched enemy force they engaged the

first-aid (m)
First Amendment (m)
first-anniversary
first ascent

first car
first child
first choice
first-class
first-come, first served
first date

first-day
first-degree
first-edition
first-generation
first grader
first Haj
firsthand
first impression
first line

(see first-aid)
it is a violation of my rights
(see first-anniversary)
he made a five-day of Gurney Peak;
the of an 8,000-meter peak (Annapurna)
his
the couple's is due later this month
the school wasn't his (athletics)
(see first class)
(see first-come, first-served)
not having sex with a girl on a ;
the restaurant he took me to on our
(see first-day)
(see first-degree)
(see first-edition)
(see first-generation)
(see first grader)
I recently embraced Islam and this is my
(see firsthand)
their of the city of Atlanta...
(see first line)
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first-aid

first-anniversary

first-born

first class

first loyalty
first mountaineer
first name
first-night
first place
first-person
first pet
first-rate
first-round
first shot
first-team
first thing
first-time
first-timer
first-trimester
first use
first-year

first-born

first-ever

first-come, first-served

first, second and third

defense-first
twenty-first

first-aid kit

her first loyalty was to her children
he was the to climb Everest without oxygen
(see first name)
(see first-night)
(see first place)
(see first-person)
what he named his
(see first rate)
(see first-round)
a rifleman fires his on that part of the target...
its soccer players
one of the js you notice upon entering...
(see first time)
directed by a
(see first-trimester)
it is hard to detect the of biological agents
(see first-year)

(see first-born)

(see first-ever)

(see first-come, first-served)

(see first, second and third)

(see defense- first)
(see twenty- first)

food, water, a

first-anniversary celebration a (store opening)

first-born
firstborn

firstborn son

first class
first class

first-class delivery
first-class passengers
first-class mail

her parents thought their was perfect
women are having js

it was expected that he, the

you can fly
research, and his is , can't tell...

basic fees for
who really want to relax

the volume of
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first-class operation
first-class stamp
first-class ticket

a
the price of a will rise to 34 cents
a

first-come, first-served
first-come, first-served basis campgrounds are operated on a

first-day

first-degree

first-edition

first-ever

fist-day sales

first-degree assault
first-degree bum

first-degree manslaughter

of hardback books by such writers

two counts of
involves only the epidermis

first-degree trespassing charged with in the case

fist-edition Hemingway a

first-ever space walk the

first-ever satellite feed service the

first-ever Concorde crash

first-generation first-generation immigrant

first grader first grader

firsthand firsthand experience
firsthand knowledge
first-hand knowledge

first line

first name

first-night

first line of response
first line of treatment

first line therapy
first line treatment

first name

first-name basis

first-night jitters

investigators into the focused on...

s
one of the s

he has had with viruses
gain
had no ;
someone with of the crime

these groups form the (to a terrorist act)
Sumatriptan is the

sodium bicarbonate is the if...
the for...

relatively few popular s (Denmark)

have been on a
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first-person first-person sea story a
first-person shooter game s

first place first-, second-, and third-place (see first-, second-, and third-place)

first rate first-rate performance a performance
first-rate story a

first-rate soccer team a soccer team

first-round fist-round draft pick a projected (football)

first, second and third
first-, second-, and third-place
first-, second-, and third-year

(see first-, second-, and third-place)
(see first-, second-, and third-year)

first-, second-, and third-place
first-, second-, and third-place finisher s

first-, second-, and third-year
first-, second-, and third-year students

first time first-time buyer Ford's new car has attracted many s
first-time candidacy his
first-time director a
first-time mother s
first-time offender s

first-trimester first-trimester abortion spontaneous

first-year

fish

first-year student

first-year language course

4

4

a
I

first-, second-, and third-year
(see first-, second-, and third-year)

fishbowl his office was a
fish farm salmon grown on a
fish kill (see fish kill)
fish ladder the dam had a
fish owl an enormous brown
fish stall the s, with their iced displays...
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fish kill

fished

fished-out

fisher

fisherman

fishery

fishing

fish stock
fish tank

fish farming

fish and other marine life

catfish
fly-fish (v)
ocean fish
marine fish (m)

big-game fish
freshwater fish

marine fish
tropical fish

fish kill

fish kill investigation

cause of the fish kill

fished-out

ice-fish (v)

fished-out stream

fisherman

bank fishermen
fly fishermen
flyfishermen

commercial fisherman
recreational fishermen

cod fishery

fishing boat

should we expect s to collapse
the restaurant had a ;
js, snakes and mice to feed the snakes

supplies salmon to the rich

a state-record 66-pound
I had been teaching myself to

coming upriver to spawn
the global catch

catching and releasing
killing and plants

the global catch nearly doubled

the largest around the Chesapeake Bay

the White River

investigating the

(see fished-out)

worked at the mill and ed on their days off

stories of s

(see fisherman)

they are waders,
kayakers, rafters, and
, boating enthusiasts and hikers

the son of a
Cape May attracts beachgoers, sailors, and

the collapse of the ;
what is left of the depleted

js, tugs and barges
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fissure

fist

fishing buddy
fishing camp

fishing community
fishing fleet
fishing gear
fishing guide
fishing hole
fishing hook
fishing industry
fishing license
fishing practices
fishing rights
fishing season
fishing spot
fishing town
fishing trawler
fishing trip
fishing village

fishing and swimming

bass-fishing
bonefishing (m)
cod fishing
electrocution fishing
fly-fishing
ice fishing
spearfishing

tuna-fishing (m)

overfishing
over-fishing

commercial fishing (m)

camping and fishing

fissure cave

anal fissure

fist fight

his neighbor and
head to a new ;
other s in the bay
s here in Newfoundland
the route taken by the
cedar canoes and
Crain was the chief
their side-channel s were silted
rusted s, bottle caps, tires
the U.S.
(see fishing license)
protested the of foreign vessels
disputes over led to naval warfare
for the term of a
a popular
once-thriving s
a Japanese that sank
an afternoon
little processing plants in remote s

the water is safe for

(see bass-fishing)
hard-core yachtsmen and addicts
imposed a moratorium on in 1992
basket traps versus (Cambodia)
(see fly- fishing)
(see ice fishing)
helped support the family by ;

has become a sport for thousands
practices killed dolphins

pollution, and disease;
pollution, agricultural runoff and

the season in Alaska

spending the weekend along the river

Bat Cave is one of the largest s in the world

hemorrhoids or s

teenage or near riot
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fisted

fit

fitness

fitted

fitter

fitting

five

tight-fisted'
two-fisted

fit of jealousy

outfit

hard-to-fit

fitness center

fitness club
fitness enthusiast
fitness fanatic
fitness instructor

fitness program
fitness standard
fitness test
fitness trainer

fitness training

fitness and nutrition (m)

physical fitness

retrofitted

correctly fitted
properly fitted
specially fitted

outfitter

form-fitting

ill-fitting
loose-fitting

five-act
five-day

(see tight-fisted)
(see two- fisted)

strangled his wife in a

(see oust)

(see hard-to-fit)

received a diploma to run and own a ;
30 s in 10 countries;
company perks like an on-site
runs a Paris
a , she spent many hours in the weight room
he is a
gyms are filled with so-called s;
an aerobics and
develop a based on your life circumstances
discharged for failing to meet s
then there's a (to join Scuba Unit)
he is a personal

guide the unfit through

he's a expert

(see physical fitness)

buildings with modern safety features

(see correctly fitted)
(see properly fitted)
(see specially fitted)

(see outfitter)

(see form- fitting)

(see ill- fitting)
(see loose- fitting)

(see five-act)
(see five-day)
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five day's (see five day's)
five-time (see five-time)

five-sided (see five-sided)

five-day-waiting-period (see five-day-waiting-period)

$5-off (see five-dollars-off)

five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar (see five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar)

five-year-old (see five-year-old)

five to ten (see five to ten)

9-to-5 (see nine-to-five)

five-act five-act tragedy the whole

five-day five-day week a
five-day span a between...

five days

five-day waiting period a

five-day first ascent he made a of Gurney Peak

five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar (seefive-, ten-, and twenty-dollar)

five day's training after about j, they will depart...

five-day-waiting-period
five-day-waiting-period provision a

five-dollars-off $5-off coupon offered s to shoppers

five-sided building the (the Pentagon)

five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar
five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar gold pieces stuffing into...

five-time five-time Cy Young winner the (baseball)
five-time Grammy winner the (music)

five to ten five- to ten-fold (seefive- to ten-fold)
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five- to ten-fold five- to ten-fold increase a in degrees

five-year-old five-year-old marriage their

fix fix-it (see fix-it)

fix minefield a slows enemy formations

drug fix he needs his

cheap-fix (see cheap-fix)

proposed fix they are wary of the

long-term fix no s for Virginia's traffic woes

fixed fixed address no headquarters, no
fixed income she lives on a
fixed location at a
fixed period I'd work with the company for a of time
fixed ropes the ladder and on the Second Step
fixed rules these are guidelines, not
fixed schedule because they have no , they stay up late
fixed target cruise missiles can be used against almost any
fixed wing (m) ground, rotor, or transport (trauma victim)

unfixed (see unfixed)

fixing game-fixing implicated in
price fixing an investigation into alleged

fix-it fix-it job s around the house

flag flag pole boxer shorts flying from the (high school)
flagship (see flagship)
flagstone (see flagstone)

flag football a season or two of

flag burning a constitutional ban against
flag-waving (see flag-waving)

flag-draped (see flag-draped)
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flag-draped

flagging

flagship

flagstone

flagstone-paved

flag-waving

flak

flak jacketed

flake

flame (computer)

flame (fire)

flags and (battle) pennants

battle flag

Confederate flag
caution flag

warning flag

checkered flag

national flag

flag-draped coffin

flagging economy

flagship E-commerce site

company's flagship

flagstone-paved

flagstone-paved area

flag-waving Cubans

flak jacket

flak-jacketed

flak-jacketed officer

cornflakes

snowflake

flame war

flame burn

flame-haired

snapped in a crisp breeze

the Confederate ;
the state's flying of the Confederate
the
a warns of debris on the track

musical tastes or dress styles as s

the first rookie to take the (motor racing)

the country's

a coffin

a tourist industry that is vital to the

the company's

the , the Fantome (a ship)

(see flagstone-paved)

a

crowds of cheering and

in and helmets

(see flak-jacketed)

the on guard

sugar and , ground coffee;
a box of and scrambled eggs
the first accurate drawings of s

spam, 's, dumb jokes

flash burns are a subset of

(see flame-haired)
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flame-haired

flank

flare

flare-up

wind-driven flames

ball of flames

flame-haired actress

flank attack
flank counterattacks
flank (covering) force
flank guard
flank protection
flank reconnaissance
flank screen
flank security
flank shot

flank firing port

flank and rear (m)

flank of a hill

corps flanks
enemy flank
left flank
right flank

NE flank

exposed flanks
unguarded flank

vulnerable flank

roaring flames drew close (wildfire)

a Concorde airliner crashed in a ;
we saw a large (pipeline explosion)

memories of the who...

prevent the enemy from conducting s
additional risks include bypassed units and
the normally covers only one flank
operating as a for a larger force (military)
minefields are ideal for of advancing forces
supplement and security forces to protect...
a moving mission (military)
provide rear and (military)
achieve s against enemy vehicles (antiarmor)

if the on the BMP is being manned (vehicle)

deploy the last squad to provide security

place OPs / LPs down the slope or on a

ground or air cavalry guards the
the team should search for s
the of their squad's sector
reenters the patrol base at the of the sector

the breached crater on the (volcano)

Hornets can be employed rapidly along (mine)
find the other force's first

maneuver to a (attack)

front, flank and rear aggressive reconnaissance to the
front and flanks provide security for the tracking team to the
gaps, flanks, and weaknesses find the enemy and locate
enemy obstacles, units, weak points, and -- locate and identify

flare-up (see flare-up)

flare-up drawing lessons from the
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flash

flash flood

flat

border flareup a war, a skirmish, a

current flareup the

flashback recurring nightmares and --s
flash burn a will singe hair, a contact burn will not
flash cash he always had plenty of on hand
flash fire an extension cord shorted and caused a ;

creating a of hope
flash flood (see flash flood)
flashlight using a
flashlight (m) a plastic bag containing batteries
flashpoint a for violence;

the book was a for racial antagonism;
the -- in this debate was...

flashover blamed a , for killing a firefighter

flash flooding four vehicles were caught in

flash of light meteors create a

red-eye-reduction flash the camera has a

flash flood killed in a ;
two days of driving rain caused s;
the that tore down the Saxeten Canyon

flash flood watch s were posted for...

flatbed (see flatbed)
flat fee the company pays them a
flat-rate simple, plan
flat terrain heat haze on during midday heat

flat-out (see flat -out)

flat-proof (see flat-proof)

flat-assed (see flat-assed)
flat-bottomed (see flat-bottomed)
flat-chested (see flat- chested)
flat-crested (see flat-crested)
flat-roofed (see flat-roofed)
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flat-assed

flat-bottomed

flatbed

flat-chested

flat-crested

flat-out

flat-proof

flat-roofed

flavor

flavored

flaw

mud flat

salt flat

flat-assed

flat-bottomed clouds

flatbed truck

flat-chested

flat-crested hill

flat-out

flat-out better

flat-proof tire

flat-roofed but

flavor of (fine) food

snack-food flavor

flavored condoms

fruit-flavored
mint-flavored
myth-flavored

hickory-smoke-flavored

flaw-free

character flaw

design flaw

paper's flaws
test's flaws

a desolate ;
dams turn backwaters into s
a bone-white

Tracy was slim-hipped and

a

Girls--innocent and --are...

a

The IOC denies...

living here is

tubeless, Us (bicycle)

featureless, s

beer brings out the

formulated s for Frito-Lay

(see fruit-flavored)
(see mint-flavored)
(see myth-flavored)

(see hickory-smoke-flavored)

(seeflaw-free)

has many s;
mental illness is not a
see this as an inherent ;
fundamental s presage disaster
what he thought were the (newspaper)
inability to work around the anymore
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flawed

flaw-free

flea

flea market

fledged

fledgling

fleet

flesh

fatal flaw

flawed system

the logic has a

a grave injustice wrought by a

flawed government experiment a

flaw-free genius

flea collar
flea market
flea powder

flea market

flea-market purchase
flea-market table

full-fledged

fledgling democracy
fledgling firm
fledgling sport

fledgling space station

fleet of ships

space shuttle fleet

fishing fleet

corporate fleet (m)

fleshpot

flesh-pink

flesh-tearing

flesh-colored

flesh and blood

a

he bought a and dog food
(see flea market)
the insecticide is also used in , lawn treatments

--s, garage sales, and antique shows;
spending that money at js;
a or pawn shop

filling his apartment with s
scanning s for interesting pieces

(seefull-fledged)

support for Nigeria's
most of these js will fail (dot-coms)
if the can take off (snowkiting)

the three batteries were ferried to the

a

the

the route taken by the

cars usually have high mileage

purveyors of online s

(seeflesh-pink)

(see flesh- tearing)

(see flesh- colored)

(see flesh and blood)
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light-caramel-colored flesh lovely,

flesh and blood flesh and blood when he discusses a film, it becomes

flesh-and-blood human beings

flesh-colored flesh-colored hearing aid a tiny in his right ear

flesh-pink flesh-pink jacket the book's lachrymose

flesh-tearing flesh-tearing ferocity with a savage,

flexibility operational flexibility ARSOA commanders maintain

flexible flexible-circuit (m) the company's division

flexible and convenient (m) a way to get your college degree

flexing muscle-flexing by Pakistan's armed forces

flick (see movie)

flier frequent-flier (see frequent-flier)

highflier Internet Cisco Systems

flight (air) flight's altitude
flight attendant
flight cancellations
flight clearance
flight crew
flight data
flight-data (m)
flight delay
flight departure
flight director
flight engineer
flight path
flight plan
flight profile
flight school

flight test

safety board has determined the flight's
js, pilots or airline executives

and delays are becoming routine
it had received prior for a business jet
the airline's ground personnel and

recorder
reasons for s or cancellations (airlines)
arrive at the airport at least one hour before
the lead space station (Johnson Space Center)
KC-130 s

and speed
they failed to follow the (aircraft crash)
the dangerous potential of the (aircraft crash)
commercial js;
he attended officer-training school, then
40 more js
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flight time

flight planning

flight of the round

bomb's flight
charter flight
military flights
night flight
passenger flight
relief flight
space flight
spy flight
spy-flight theory
surveillance flight
tandem flights
test flight
top-flight
tour flight

space shuttle flight

long-haul flight
rotary-wing flight

in-flight

no-flight

nonstop flight
preflight

cross-Atlantic flight
overwater flight

trans-Atlantic flight
transatlantic flight

arriving flight
departing flight

s, weather reports;
a 5-minute to the target (missile)

the table where I do my

lead aircraft by observing the s (tracers)

GPS signals can control the
a Qantas
who gets priority on space-available
on the back home
transporting hazardous cargo on s
s from Australia will begin (volcanic eruption)
cut the cost of

more than two thousand s a year
over San Francisco Bay (hang gliding)

delaying the prototype's first
(see top-flight)
s over the Grand Canyon

this 100th is a crucial construction mission

a 12-hour
I really enjoy (helicopter)

perform a crucial fix (space shuttle);
airlines and medical emergencies

(see no-flight)

a
(see preflight)

the (from New York to Egypt)
long s

a

s (airport directory)
s (airport directory)
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further flights
long flight
solo flight

angle of flight
line of flight

commercial flight
direct flight

back-and-forth flight

round-the-world flight

coast-to-coast flight

flight (other) suburban flight

fight or flight

flip flip-flop

flip-flop flip-flop (v)

flip-flop

float

float (parade)

floating

flock

floe

flood (actual)

float trip

parade of floats

floating parade

free-floating

flock of geese
flock of goats

ice floe

flood control
floodgate
flood insurance
floodplain

were delayed because of the accident (space)
if you're about to board a (airplane)
this was only his second (helicopter)

insects constantly alter their
with your body parallel to the grenade's

board a
entice the airlines to add a to New York City

s
her

a

the flow of decades-old

(see fight or flight)

(see flip-flop)

not supposed to the camera angle

the earth's climate does great s;
climate and s in ocean temperature

an annual

the celebration featured a

an awe-inspiring ("tall ships")

(see free floating)

the hilltop was home to a
crossing a river to retrieve his (Italy)

spent three weeks on an

the barrage provides for India
they opened the s on the dam
only 8 of 182 businesses had
(see floodplain)
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flood-prevention (m)
flood stage
flood victim
flood walls
flood water

floodwater
flood zone

flood-damaged
flood-eroded
flood-ravaged

a project in North Dakota
the river was in its
the volunteer effort to help s continues
the city's (Paducah, KY)
as js receded;
people left homeless by the s
people bailed from homes and businesses
two thirds of the population lives in -js

(see flood- damaged)
(see flood- eroded)
(see flood- ravaged)

flood- and earthquake-prone (see flood- and earthquake-prone)

flash flood (see flash flood)
killer floods hurricanes brought j to the USA

cost of floods companies began counting the financial

flood (other) flood of (passenger) complaints a (plane flights)
flood of memories the trial has brought back a (murder)

flood- and earthquake-prone
flood- and earthquake-prone region s

flood-damaged flood-damaged home

flooded flooded area
flooded cave
flooded passages
flooded vessel

flood-eroded flood-eroded soil

flooding

floodplain

flooding and landslides
flooding and mudslides

flash flooding

coastal flooding
deadly flooding

floodplain

100 s are being cleaned up

30,000 refugees from the
200 meters or more of
the rescuers continued through the
all crew members perished in the (sub)

banks of

have killed six
roads closed by

four vehicles were caught in

high surf and is expected (storm)
ravages Missouri with unprecedented speed

this is the ;
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rivers, wetlands, s

floodplain ordinance Macon Country has no

floodplain of the Rapti River the alluvial

flood-ravaged flood-ravaged central Vietnam the skies cleared over

floor floor fan no windows, s
floor mat seated on a ;

headrest, sun visors, the s (car)
floormate a who plays music too loud (Yale dormitory)
floor plan supply s of buildings to fire departments
floor space not much in the bedroom

floor-to-ceiling
floor to floor

floor of the mouth

attic floor
dance floor

desert floor
dirt floor
factory floor

forest floor

ground floor
gym floor
oak floor
ocean floor

passage floor
sea floor
stone floor
tile floor

valley floor
valley's floor

(see floor-to-ceiling)
(see floor to floor)

check for edema or ecchymosis in the

dragged across the
kids who take a hit of ecstasy on the j;
installing and dismantling tents and s
1,000 feet above the
the chapel's hard-packed
walked the length of the ;
in charge of engineering on the ;
s and executive suites
picnicking in ones and twos on the ;
moss-covered s (Southern Appalachians)
assigned a room on the
had to sleep on a
an apartment with s
evidence on the ;
we need more coring of the ;
depleting the oxygen near the
granitic sand covers the (caving)
remote-operated vehicle explores the
no bed, no chair, just the (cell)
on their knees on the ;
a , a window, and a sliding glass door
below, among the s
masses of debris covered the
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floored

bathroom floor
showroom floor

packed-dirt floor

trading floor

living-room floor

third-floor
fourth-floor

dirt-floored

floor-to-ceiling floor-to-ceiling piles
floor-to-ceiling window

floor to floor

flop

floppy

floppy-brimmed

floral-printed

flotation

flotilla

flour

were filthy
the car was sitting out on the

eight rooms with s

NASDAQ doesn't have a ;
the at Salomon Brothers

he slept on her

(see third-floor)
(see fourth-floor)

(see dirt-floored)

of acquisitions

4
floor-to-ceiling bookshelves

floor to floor

flophouse

flip-flop

hits and flops

floppy disk

floppy-brimmed

floppy-brimmed hat

floral-printed dress

flotation device

personal flotation (m)

flotilla of (local) boats

flour-coated

firefighters went

a

(seeflip-flop)

seeing at the local movie theater

inserting the start-up

(see floppy- brimmed)

a

the long s

leaky s

boating equipment, including devices

a responded (to a sinking ship)

(see flour- coated)
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flour-coated flour-coated hands her

flourish construction flourishes visitor centers and other

flow flow of blood the around arteries in the heart
flow of information control of the (politics);

supports the free (computers)
flow of money the around the globe
flow of (pedestrian) traffic the can be regulated

flower

flow of E-mail today's high-volume

flow of paperwork an endless

blood flow , wound healing, and anesthesia;
drugs augment both coronary and cerebral

cash flow concern about the company's
cash-flow (m) the situation;

he may have problems
debris flow boulders pour downhill in s;

the stopped at the bottom of the valley
paper flow the between headquarters and the field
traffic flow solutions include rerouting
waterflow (m) those who depend on data;

data from USGS gauging stations

high-volume flow today's of E-mail

once-rapid flow the (of the dammed river)

endless flow an of paperwork
free flow supports the of information (computers)

ebb and flow the of the war (Angola)

flower bed clear turf for a
flower pattern carves the intricate s into leather
flowerpot s
flower shop stopped at a and ordered...

flower-and-avocado-growing (see flower-and-avocado-growing)

flower-filled
flower-lined

(see flower- filled)
(see flower-lined)
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wallflower she's a (uncomfortable around guys)

bell-shaped flower the s

freshly cut flower s
fresh flowers decorate the lounge
wildflower cacti and s generally bloom in March;

shade-loving woodland s and ferns;
native s and woody plants

bouquet of flowers she was presented with a

roses and other flowers

flower-and-avocado-growing
flower-and-avocado-growing community the sleepy of...

flower-filled flower-filled courtyard a small

flowering flowering tree put in s

flower-lined flower-lined path a

flowing overflowing (see overflowing)

free-flowing (see free-flowing)

flown high-flown (see high-flown)

flu flu pandemic victims of the 1918
flu season runs from December to April;

normally peaks in January
flu shot urged to get a every year
flu symptoms can mask more serious diseases
flu vaccine production of the has been delayed this year;

of the 75 million doses of usually given
flu virus research on a strain of

flulike (see flulike)

outbreaks of the flu large did not begin until January or later
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fluctuation

fluid

flulike

flung

hormone fluctuation s, can trigger migraines

economic fluctuations and business cycles

fluid evidence
fluid therapy

found on the victims
early and aggressive in the unstable patient

fluid intake assure adequate

body fluid

spinal fluid

leakage of fluids

flu-like illness
flulike symptoms
flu-like symptoms

s from the victim (crime);
the condom blocks exchange of s

screening the child's blood and S;
exposure to cerebral of a rabid animal

less into the tissue spaces

a
, such as a low-grade fever

set in (Ebola virus)

far-flung (see far-flung)
high-flung (see high-flung)

fluorescent fluorescent-lit (see fluorescent-lit)

fluorescent-lit fluorescent-lit nook a

flurry flurry of activity hearing a in the next room

flushing flushing of toilets the slamming of doors and the (prison)

fly (insect) fly-fish (v) I had been teaching myself to

flyfishermen j, boating enthusiasts and hikers

fly-fishing (see fly-fishing)

flyblown (see flyblown)

butterfly (see butterfly)
dragonfly grasshoppers, s, honeybees
sand flies a bone disease caused by (Kenya)
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fly (other) fly-by-night

no-fly

flyblown flyblown children

fly-by-night fly-by-night commune

fly-fishing fly-fishing

flying

flying saucer

fly-fishing accident
fly-fishing instruction

sport of fly-fishing

flying lessons
flying objects
flying record
flying saucer
flying time

mountain flying

free-flying
low-flying

(see fly -by- night)

(see no-fly)

a crowd of

s-

end up in Michigan and go all day

broke his leg in a
we offer for beginners

welcome to the

take
secondary blast injuries are caused by
his satisfactory
(see flying saucer)
he lacked the required 500 hours of

the crash highlighted the danger of --

(see free-flying)
(see low-flying)

danger of (mountain) flying the crash highlighted the

rating for flying

flying saucer

the FAA has no special in mountainous areas

people believe in s

flying-saucer-shaped (see flying- saucer shaped)

flying-saucer-shaped
flying-saucer-shaped kitchen appliance s

foam

focal

focus

foam cup

contraceptive foam

focal point

focus group (n)

sipped water from a

5, creams, jellies

the park is the of the region

our s show...
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focused

foe

fog

focus-group (m) sessions;
after conducting extensive research

research focus a principal of the company is...

increased focus that means an on...

lack of focus his mother, worried about his

intensely focused (see intensely focused)

narrowly focused (see narrowly focused)

abortion foe s rally in Jefferson City
tobacco foes maintain that the youth market...

common foe joined forces to fight a

cyber-savvy foe vulnerable to s

friend or foe identification of is a major concern (military)

fog bank saw the plane fly into a

fog-shrouded (see fog-shrouded)

ground fog a restricted visibility

antifog (see antifog)

heavy fog he descended through and smoke (helicopter)

fog-shrouded fog-shrouded (Balsam Gap) area the helicopter crashed in the
fog-shrouded valley the view across the
fog-shrouded woods

fog-shrouded granite cliffs with ' above and frightening dropoffs

foil foil-lined (see foil-lined)

foil-lined foil-lined packets s and plastic containers

fold (group) party fold keep Philadelphia in the
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fold (wrinkles) terrain folds

fold (numbers) threefold
fourfold
thirty-fold
100- to 1,000-fold

folding

folding chair

foliage

folk

folding chair

unfolding

folding chair

metal folding chair

jungle foliage

dense foliage

folk ballad
folk culture
folk-dance (m)
folk festival
folk hero
folklore
folk melody
folk music
folk singer
folk song
folk traditions
folk wisdom

folklore folklore

English folklore

folk music folk music

folk-music scene

follow follow up

following (mod) following day
following information

, reverse slopes can mask operations (military)

(see threefold)
(see fourfold)
(see thirty-fold)
they were less sensitive

(see folding chair)

(see unfolding)

sat down on a

s
the smoke did not penetrate the

grew right to the edge of the cliff face

the tragedy we feel listening to a

a Greek performance
's in the early sixties
Turner became a in stories and songs
(see folklore)
the tune is based on an American
(see folk music)
some of the city's best s (Asheville)
the old "Chisholm Trail"
Black culture's music, language and
the accuracy of

research and writing on

lived on in

the popularity of in the early 1960s;
the fading of in the '70s
earned him a cult following in the

(see follow up)

the
the will help make your visit enjoyable (park)
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following (noun)

follow up

fond

food

following items
following quote
following steps

cult following

huge (cult) following
strong following

follow up (v)

the are requested (donations for troops)
the from Margaret Mead: (quote)
the may seem like a lot of trouble

a best-selling author with a huge ;
has earned him a in the folk-music scene

a best-selling author with a
the TV show continues to command a

need to

follow-up appointment instruct patient of date and time of their
follow-up correspondence and references via e-mail
follow-up examination
follow-up letter
follow-up statement
follow-up study
follow-up talks
follow-up work

aggressive follow-up
close follow-up

fond memories

food aid

food bank

food cart
food chain

food company
food court
food critic
food-crop (m)
food discounts
food disorder
food group
food irradiation
food joint
food item
food lover

pancreatic injuries are generally found on s
a
a
they are doing --s

an
, including a repeat examination (medical)

it brought back

needed ;
delivering throughout the winter
a added 2,000 pounds of food;
drop off extra food at a
--s that flight attendants wheel
the old Soviet-style ;
pesticides accumulate in the

are shunning genetically altering crops
grabbing a slice of pizza at the
a Village Voice
ecologically sound agriculture

and tuition breaks
doctors who specialize in --s and allergies
a major
public concern over
the Mexican in town
hang all s in a tree (camping)
s convened to sample...
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food markets
food problem
food product

food processor
food productivity
food ration
food safety
food service
food-service (m)

food shortage
food stamp

food-stamp (m)

food stand
food storage (m)
food supply

food tray
food vendor

food poisoning
food-poisoning (m)
food-processing (m)

food producing

food-borne

food and cover

food, territory and mates
food, water, clothing, and
food, medicine, weapons,

baby food
dog food
health-food (m)
junk food
junk-food (m)
pet food

they control most of the in the city
the insoluble in this region
demands that engineered js be labeled;
American s in Europe
Pet, Inc., a major
unless is increased
s that barely sustained life
the fragility of
provides good

workers;
jobs in high-school cafeterias

predicts energy shortages and --s
lived on ;
the flow of s and welfare checks

authorization; booklets; fraud;
program; illegal trafficking

the pier has s, clubs and a small park
a government center
prevent hormones from entering the S;
heavy trunks containing his js
washing 's behind the mess hall
s at last year's festival

stories of on the evening news
an utterly typical outbreak
the multinational firm;
laws protect companies from criticism
(see food producing)

(see food-borne)

birds and small animals find among...

bears in search of
shelter you may need for stragglers (MP)
ammunition, or other items of military use

and clothes
he bought a flea collar and

shops and vitamin outlets on every block
replace with fruits and vegetables
a notorious slacker and junkie
boils guts, blood and feathers into S;
the horse was destined to be
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food-borne

food producing

fool

pet-food (m)
prison food
seafood

snack food

snack-food (m)

soul-food (m)
world's food

fiber-rich food

canned food
packaged food
prepared food
processed food

cholesterol-laden foods

stores
he refused to eat
the chef orders his on Thursday night;
runny eggs, pink meat and (dangerous foods)
left in the kitchen;
the profit margin for is over 80%
salt-rich offerings in the aisle;
formulated flavors for Frito-Lay
black-owned-and-operated restaurant
much of the comes from irrigated land

to avoid hemorrhoids, fill up on js

, batteries and backup heaters
restaurateurs and manufacturers of

and nutritional labeling

spicy,

genetically altered food opposition to s
genetically engineered food debate over whether is safe to eat

acidic foods
fast food
fine food
hot food
international-food (m)
lousy food

flavor of (fine) food
supply of food

demand for food

reflux disease and 's
(see fast food)
beer brings out the flavor of
soldiers love
an festival
they lodged in the college, ate the

beer brings out the
he got a every month (prison)

the world's rapidly growing

ammunition, food, water, and medical supplies be sure the platoon has

food-borne pathogens

food producing region water scarcity spreads to major js

fool's errand he knew that he was on a

foolproof (see foolproof)
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foolish

foolproof

foot
(and feet)

4

foolish mistake

foolproof

foolproof treatment

football
footbridge

footfalls
foothills
foot odor
footpath

foot patrol
foot pedal
footprint
footsteps
foot traffic

foot-long
foot-high
foot-tall
foot-wide

footage

foot-and-mouth (m)

acre-feet
square foot

barefoot
smelly feet

bones of the foot

eight-foot (m)
10-foot (m)
thirty-seven-foot (m)
176-foot (m)
300-foot (m)
ten-thousand-foot (m)

prevent him from making s

the mission wasn't

no one has a

(see football)
had a over its private moat;
the over the highway
he heard from behind
(see foothills)
the bacteria that cause
hillsides crisscrossed by s;
rail trails, back roads, s
portable radios for soldiers on
manipulating a microscope with a
(see footprint)
he was going to follow in his father's

versus regular customers (city store)

(see foot-long)
(see foot-high)
(see foot-tall)
(see foot-wide)

(see footage)

confirmed cases of disease

(see acre-feet)
(see square foot)

(see barefoot)
you have

10% of all fractures occur in the 26

the condor's wingspan
a jump
his sloop
a ' drop
the felling of the towers
a mountain pass
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footage

football

four-foot-by-six-foot (m) the cubicles
40-foot-by-40-foot (m) in a room

6-foot-4 (m)
five-foot-ten (m)
6-foot-1
six-foot-four-inch (m)

footage of the crash

film footage

six minutes of footage

never-before-seen footage

football

football field
football coach
football fan
football game
football hero
football injury
football knowledge
football player
football scholarship
football season
football stadium
football team

football showdown

football-mad

football-helmeted

disc football
disc football (m)
flag football

a man with sunken cheeks
his frame
Ali, who is and weighs 300 pounds...
a muscle mass

a television-news crew shot

he shot some there

the camera had recorded

the documentary includes

plays

the size of a
professional --s
--s, hockey fans, basketball fans
watched a
he's our first since...
a ended his sports career
if you want to test my
the --'s dormitory
attended college on a
the was a disappointment
crumbling early-twentieth-century s
the quarterback on the

its annual Thanksgiving weekend

(see football-mad)

(see football-helmeted)

, Ultimate Frisbee and disc golf
--'s rules
a season or two of
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pro football (see professional football)

basketball, football, or other sports activity injuries during

football-helmeted football-helmeted doll s
football-mad football-mad F.S.U.

footer five-footer you can rent my

footed left-footed (see left footed)

foot-high forty-foot-high (m) a statue

foothills foothills he lives in the

remote (New Mexico) foothills the

foot-long foot-and-a-half-long (m) a plastic figure

two-foot-long (m) models
50-foot-long (m) a misting tent (at an outdoor festival)
thousand-foot-long (m) a (art) piece

footprint (actual) footprints her disappear

muddy footprints he found outside the window

a lock of hair, a photograph or a footprint (momentos of dead child)

footprint (other) terrain footprint the Stinger missile has a small

combat service support (CSS) footprint the Stinger has a small

small footprint
large footprint

the Stinger missile has a
due to the when the minefield is fired...

foot tall six-foot-tall (m) his mother

foot wide 40-foot-wide (m) a acrylic sphere

for (for a selection of collocations, see Appendix 4)

force (military) force commander intelligence officers, the s in Italy
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force structure

adversary (TBM) force
air force
Air Force
coalition forces
combat force

defense force
enemy force
ground force
hostile force
tank force
task force

significant changes to (military)

reduce the operational flexibility of the

(see Air Force)
protection of US, allied, and
ability to move 5;
Air cavalry is a highly mobile and lethal ;
restrain in the application of -- (stability ops)
create a joint
(see enemy force)
combat s
when his company ambushed a
a is the greatest threat toan infantry defense
(see task force)

counterambush (and reaction) forces

rapid-deployment (relief) force an international (for disasters)
special operations forces

SO forces

all-volunteer force

air-defense force

repositioning of forces

fighting force
overwhelming force

armed forces
dismounted forces

mounted or dismounted

are units of the Army, Navy, Air Force;
are excellent force multipliers;
are constantly exposed to capture
work behind enemy lines

the unique characteristics of (special ops)

the draft versus an

5
plans requiring any tactical

maintain the best on earth (US military)
use to defeat the enemy (Powell Doctrine)

an up-close view of the
may require a system of guides (military)

forces this task can be accomplished by

airborne (air assault or special operations) forces

friendly force
friendly force (m)
special forces

the chances of friendly hand grenades hitting --s
smoke grenades can be used to mark locations
support for fighting behind enemy lines
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force (other)

forced

Special Forces (m)

show of force
use of force

force-fed

forces of nature
force-of-nature
force of the water

crash force
gale force
gale-force (m)
hurricane force (m)
labor force
life force
market forces

opposition force
police force

relief force
sales force
security force
work force
workforce
work-force (m)

anti-abortion forces

driving force
leveling forces

deadly force
full force
major force
malign force

forced entry
forced laborer

unforced

a unit of elite soldiers

criticized the raid as an excessive
Israel's

(see force-fed)

we must recognize how powerful the can be
(see force-of-nature)
the was quite awesome (flash flood)

recorders can withstand s and fires
winds varied from calm to
in sub-zero temperatures and winds (yacht)
the ship was evacuated in winds
people who used to be outside the
intensity of the
the same have created pollution;
social values and
a drubbing from the
part of the ;
the county's 1,032-member
an international rapid deployment (disasters)
his 500-member
s would prevent any protest
men are 55% of the
the city's ; its full-time
the Saratoga Institute, a research firm

the behind globalization
the of globalization

the officer was justified in the use of (police)
absorbed the -- of the exploding grenade
he remained a -- in their lives
political correctness as a in university life

there was no sign of
taken to Japan as s

(see unforced)
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force-fed

force-of-nature

fording

fore

forearm

forecast

forecaster

forecasting

foreclosure

foreign

force-fed

force-of-nature story

fording site

forearm
forecast
forecaster
foreman
foreplay

forecasting

foreseeable

bones of the forearm

drought forecast
growth forecast
temperature forecast

ten-o'clock forecast

extended forecast

avalanche forecaster
weather forecaster

tax cuts to him

5
bridge, , bypass site (key terrain features)

(see forearm)
(see forecast)
(see forecaster)
(see foreman)
(see foreplay)

(see forecasting)

(see foreseeable)

fractures of both

compared to last month's
our for the year
three-day 's are quite accurate

the indicated that the hurricane had...

relying on an -- predicting...

s at the Utah D.O.T.
s held out hope for some relief;
--s issued an avalanche warning

forecasting technology expand its (avalanches)

avalanche forecasting (m)

hurricane forecasting
weather forecasting

foreclosure proceedings

foreign aid
foreign capital
foreign corporations
foreign-exchange
foreign film

regional backcountry centers;
Forest Service money for centers

while has improved...
long-range is a growing business

money trouble led to -- on their house

the request for
raise interest rates to attract
large non-American
(see foreign-exchange)
New York Film Critics Circle Award for best
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foreigner

foreign-exchange

foreign language

foreign (luxury) goods
foreign government (m)
foreign-intelligence (m)
foreign language
foreign nationals

shops selling
discussions with representatives

agency; reporting
(see foreign language)

are being evacuated from the country;
complete their citizenship applications

foreign objects if are noticed, don't touch them (car bomb)
foreign (secret-service) organizations accomplices of
foreign policy (see foreign policy)
foreign (relief) specialists led rescue operations
foreign vessel protested the fishing practices of s

foreign ownership lower barriers to of local industries

foreign-owned
foreign-supplied

anti-foreigner

foreign-exchange student

foreign language

(see foreign-owned)
(see foreign-supplied)

(see anti-foreigner)

a beautiful

he speaks a ;
the teaching of s

foreign-language film the best at the Oscars
foreign-language papers trade and
foreign-language recordings
foreign-language supplement the first (newspaper)
foreign-language teacher s were being laid off (early 1970s)

foreign-owned foreign-owned dairy plant a

foreign-owned shipping company the largest

foreign policy foreign policy a mistake in j;
good is based on reality

foreign policy advisor
foreign-policy bureaucracies
foreign-policy contribution
foreign-policy debate
foreign-policy doctrine
foreign-policy experts
foreign-policy issue

did the President overrule his own s
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foreign-policy pillar
foreign-policy professional
foreign-policy question
foreign-policy studies
foreign-policy success
foreign-policy team
foreign-policy triumph

foreign-policy battlegrounds
foreign-policy priesthood

foreign-supplied foreign-supplied components s
foreman

forensic (adj)

forensics

foreplay

foreseeable

forest

foreman

ranch foreman

forensic artist

forensic entomologist
forensic evidence

forensic examination
forensic expert
forensic laboratory
forensic psychiatrist

forensics report

DNA forensics

foreplay

foreseeable future

all-too-foreseeable

forest clearing
forest fire

forest floor

forest land
forestland

who was elected (of a jury)

found by a

a who has worked with the FBI;
the facial reconstruction was done by a
js study insects at crime scenes

linked the two to the crimes;
faced with the overwhelming
evidence collection and preservation during
js pointed to sloppiness
not detectable in a normal (drug)
a nationally known

a from a crime scene

experts in

afterplay versus (sex)

our model for the (stock exchange)

(see all-too-foreseeable)

low hills and s
--s and water rationing;
a had roared through this area
picnicking in ones and twos on the ;
moss-covered s (Southern Appalachians)
five percent of current
the project destroyed 15,000 acres of
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forestation

forested

forestry

forever

forever-burning

forfeiture

forgiveness

forest manager
forest-products (m)

bamboo forest
cloud forest
conifer forest
nation's forests
oak forest
rain-forest (m)
state forest

middle-altitude (tropical)
old-growth forest

diverse forest
national forest
natural forests
sacred forest
tropical forest
virgin forest

state and federal s
chemical, oil and companies

craggy mountains with s
the nation's remaining
an ailing that bordered a highway
the now contain taller trees
eastern s; deep in s

viruses
60 percent of the county is

forest s
hiking through ;
the history of virgin ;
bulldozers destroy wetlands and s

a of hardwoods and evergreens
a ban on logging in the s
commercial tree production and
Ps exist in India and on Bali
middle-altitude s
vast areas of have been penetrated

deciduous and coniferous forests the are is completely covered by

deforestation

forested hills

rain-forested

forestry department

forever-burning

(see deforestation)

at the foot of a low range of

(see rain-forested)

the is directly responsible for the elephants

(see forever-burning)

forever-burning garbage barrel the

asset forfeiture

God's forgiveness

salvation and forgiveness

the proceeds from an

everything she had learned about

prayers for (Haj)

prayers for salvation and forgiveness (Haj)
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forgiving

forgotten

for hire

fork

forklift

form (written)

unforgiving

long-forgotten

all-but-forgotten

half-forgotten

for hire

for-hire vehicle

forklift

forklift driver

accident form
application form
complaint form
consent form

count form
customs form
permission form
requisition form
script form
subscription form

income-tax form
school registration form

financial-disclosure form

lost-luggage form

signed form

brief form

change of address form

consent-to-adopt form

(see unforgiving)

(see long-forgotten)

(see all-but-forgotten)

(see half-forgotten)

street life and women

illegal s

(see forklift)

a

State Police s include driver fatigue category
sent away for an
a sexual-harassment
the clinic's reads;
it revised the ;
doctors sign a
s, misbehavior forms (prison)
a woman gave me a to fill out (border)
sign a for surgery
memoranda, s, purchase orders
a writer to put it into (screenplay)
fill out a for George (magazine)

s and instructionss
s (for presidential candidates)

I filled out a (at the airport)

federal officials required a (death certificate)

prospective customers fill out a (car)

only you may file a (post office)

the couple signed s
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form (shape)

form (other)

formal

format

form-fitting

form of (skin) cancer
forms of energy
form of punishment
forms of shrapnel
forms of slavery

(see form-fitting)

melanoma, the most lethal
non-renewable, polluting
the second-mildest
bomb casing materials and other
plantation slavery versus other ;
today's new

form of (freight) transport barges are a heavily subsidized

art form
life form

summary form
tablet form

abbreviated form
powdered form
printed form
printed forms
written form

heavily subsidized form

cerebral forms
lethal form
new forms
other forms
particular form
severe form

most lethal form

formal charges
formal recognition
formal response
formal wear
formal wedding

paperless format

large-format

all 5; the rise of movies as an
viruses are the smallest --s;
primitive --s may exist in a Martian rock
in
a powder compressed into

we will put it in here at least in an
the pesticide in its granular and
books in their heavy,
the evenly stacked (post office)
testimony be submitted in

barges are a -- of freight transport

the of altitude illness
melanoma, the most of skin cancer
today's -- of slavery
plantation slavery versus of slavery
this -- of cancer (melanoma)
the most --s of child labor

melanoma, the of skin cancer

prosecutors declined to file
the tribe won ' from the federal government
Mr. President, has there been any (diplomacy)
rented -- for men (weddings)
every aspect of a

the written word in a -- (e-books)

(see large-format)
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formation

former

form-fitting

formidable

forming

formula

formula-fed

for-profit

forth

forthcoming

fortifications

fortified

talk-show format

overtime format

the presentation followed a

the adopted in 1996 (college football)

question-and-answer format the book engages the reader with its

combat formations
rock formations
storm formation
tumor formation

former lover

form-fitting T-shirt

formidable opponent

character-forming
plaque-forming

formula-feeding

formula-fed

baby formula
infant formula

formula-fed babies

for-profit enterprise

forthcoming

back-and-forth

forthcoming book

enemy fortifications

river or fortifications

fortified bunker (m)
fortified compound
fortified position

minefields cover firing lines and gaps in
the river passes between complex
ocean temperatures and
whether the virus is involved in

she turned against her in court

a

he is a , and his own worst enemy

schools that believe it is to...
(see plaque-forming)

versus breast-feeding

(see formula-fed)

a batch of
(see infant formula)

versus breast-fed babies

a

(see forthcoming)

(see back-and-forth)

in his

and base areas

the corps passes through an obstacle, such as

heavy fire from a position
in a in West Jerusalem
he charged through bamboo to the (attack)
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fortified wine s can be potent

heavily fortified (see heavily fortified)
well fortified (see well fortified)

fortune (money) personal fortune they parlayed political connections into s

fortune (luck) good fortune we couldn't believe our

reversal of fortune she suffered a

forty 40-millimeter (see 40-millimeter)

fortyish (see fortyish)

forty-odd (see forty-odd)
forty-some (see forty-some)

forty-times-normal (see forty-times-normal)

forty- or fiftysomething (see forty- or fiftysomething)

fortyish fortyish Jill is

fortyish twins blonde tended the bar

fortyish-looking (see fortyish-looking)

fortyish-looking fortyish-looking figure plump, s

forty-millimeter 40-millimeter ammunition the MK19 GMG's is fired...

forty-odd 40-odd years of driving

forty- or fiftysomething
forty- or fiftysomething woman another having a baby

forty-some forty-some-year-old (see forty-some-year-old)

forty-some-year-old
forty-some-year-old woman a

forty-times-normal forty-times-normal magnification at
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forum

foster

forward

forwarded

forwarding

forward-leaning

forward-looking

forward operating

forward-sloping

fossil

fossil fuel

school forum

online forum

foster home

forward-leaning
forward-looking
forward operating
forward-sloping

fashion-forward

forwarded jokes

forwarding address

forward-leaning fans

forward-looking approach

parents attend on parenting

an to vent their frustrations

from relatives to s to reform schools

(see forward-leaning)
(see forward-looking)
(see forward operating)
(see forward-sloping)

her clothing is more

, advertisements and other spam (e-mail)

gone out of business without leaving a

fans

a to marketing

forward operating base a (military)

forward sloping (spiky) script in a

fossil digger
fossil evidence
fossil fuel
fossil record

fossil sharks
fossil skull

fossil-smuggling (m)

fossil-rich

newly found fossil

fossil fuel

s, paleontologists, and museum curators
paleontologists disclosed new
(see fossil fuel)
finding evidence in the is tricky;
gaps in the

versus modern sharks
a of a giant cave bear

China's growing problem

(see fossil-rich)

a shows

s like coal and natural gas;
s and other natural resources;
society's dangerous dependence on s;
s and petrochemicals
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fossilized

fossil-rich

foster

fought

foul

fossil-fuel interests
fossil-fuel lobby
fossil-fuel companies

fossilized bones

fossil-rich site

foster care
foster children
foster kid
foster parent

closely fought
hard-fought

foul breath
foul language
foul line
foul-weather

foul shooting

foulmouthed
foul-tempered

foulmouthed foulmouthed kid

foul-tempered foul-tempered

foul-weather foul-weather gear

found new-found

Lost and Found

newly found

foundation (house) concrete foundation

foundation foundation's decision

public-relations campaign by
the downplays global warming;

have bankrolled studies

and tusks

at the in China

living in ' away from their birth families
adopted and
the two 's she raised
her training as a helped her handle him

(see closely fought)
(see hard-fought)

is created at the back of the mouth
he tolerates no (college coach)
he laid the s himself (baseball)
(see foul-weather)

There were nn

he has worked to improve his (basketball)

(see foulmouthed)
(see foul-tempered)

this

and petty,

(see new-found)

I'll put it in j;
(at Atlanta Airport) (telephone number)

(see newly found)

the river lifted it off its

the last week to...
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(organization) foundation divisions the largest budget among s
foundation grant living on book advances and s
foundation's independence public confidence in the
foundation officials said last week...

Rockefeller-family foundation financing from a

member of the (Botanical Gardens) Foundation a

foundation (other) foundation for success brand loyalty is the

solid foundation a in native-language literacy

founded well-founded (see well-founded)

founder company's founder the grandson of the

fountain fountain of youth the

water fountain the bulletin board by the

four Four Corners (see Four Corners)
four-course (see four-course)
four-door (see four-door)
fourfold (see fourfold)
four-lane (see four-lane)
four-letter (see four-letter)
four-part (see four-part)
four-star (see four-star)
four-week (see four-week)
four-wheel (see four-wheel)

four-o'clock (see four-o'clock)

four-wheel-drive (see four-wheel-drive)

four-by-four he got into a dirt-smeared

four-cornered (see four-cornered)
four-masted (see four-masted)

final-four (see final-four)

two-to-four (see two-to-four)
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two-, three-, and four- (see two-, three-, and four-)

Turn 4 at Daytona International Speedway (racing)

Four Corners Four Corners area the (Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado)

four-cornered four-cornered hat a

four-course four-course meal live music, an open bar, and a

four-door four-door sedan a

fourfold fourfold has risen more than

four-masted four-masted schooner a

four-o'clock four-o'clock whistle when that blows (factory)

four-part four-part novel a long

fo,,r-1,- fn,,r_Inry. hiahwav

four-letter four-letter word firefighters are mentioning a (rain)

four-star four-star admiral the highly political
four-star general a retired

fourteen fourteen-year-old a daughter

fourteenth fourteenth-century (see fourteenth- century)

13th- and 14-century (m) priceless frescoes

fourteenth-century fourteenth-century battle a battle

fourth fourth-century (see fourth - century)
fourth-floor (seefourth-f/oor)
fourth-generatioh (see fourth-generation)
fourth grade (see fourth grade)
fourth-quarter (see fourth-quarter)
fourth-round (see fourth-round)

fourth-highest (see fourth-highest)
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fourth-century

fourth-floor

fourth-generation

fourth grade

fourth-highest

fourth-largest

fourth-largest
fourth-ranked

fourth most common

Fourth of July

one fourth

(see fourth- largest)
(see fourth-ranked)

(see fourth most common)

every year we throw a huge barbecue

(see one-fourth)

fourth-century (Greek) bowl a beautifully sculpted

fourth-floor window

fourth-generation driver

fourth-grade bake sale

fourth-highest peak

fourth-largest military

fourth-largest seaport

a

the sport's first (auto racing)

a

Lhotse, the in the world

the in the world

the in the United States

fourth-largest criminal enterprise the

fourth most common
fourth most common cause (see fourth most common cause)

fourth most common cause
fourth most common cause of (nationwide) poisoning

toxic plant exposures are the

fourth-quarter

fourth-ranked

fourth-round

four-week

four-wheel

fourth-quarter deficit overcame a 17-0
fourth-quarter (comeback) victory 35 s (football)

fourth-ranked heavyweight
fourth-ranked welterweight
fourth-ranked New Castle

the WBC's (boxing)
the in the world;

(basketball)

fourth-round (one-punch) kayo his spectacular, (boxing)

four-week tournament

four-wheel drives

winning the (basketball)

a convoy of and pickup trucks
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four-wheel-drive four-wheel-drive in her

four-wheel-drive vehicle in a
in a convoy of s

four-wheel-drive Toyota Land Cruiser a white,

fowl waterfowl American coots, low-flying

fox foxhole while shivering in my (Korean War)

foxhunting blood lust known as

bats, skunks, foxes and dogs can be sources of rabies

fraction fraction of any profits the artist gets only a tiny

fraction-of-a-second (see fraction-of-a-second)

tiny fraction the artist gets only a of any profits

fraction-of-a-second
fraction-of-a-second difference that in the way she reacts

fracture fractures and other injuries lacerations, burns, contusions,

ankle fracture
bone fracture
burst fracture
skull fracture
stress fracture

nasal fracture

the most common
the risk of on a space mission
shatter outward, causing a (cervical vertebra)s
sidelined by a in his right foot (basketball)

s are the most common of all facial fractures

fragile fragile equipment guarding against damage to the
fragile health her left her feeling vulnerable

fragile-looking (see fragile-looking)

fragile-looking fragile-looking she was quiet and

fragment bone fragment
bullet fragments

look for in vagina (open pelvic fracture)
patients with bullets or within body cavities
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fragmentary

fragmentation

frail

frail-looking

frame

framed

frame of mind

franchise

grenade fragments
rug fragments

fragmentary records

fragmentation grenade
fragmentation mine

although twice painfully wounded by
a love of was an acquired taste

contain such items as a list of...

he pulled the pin from a
a trip-wire-activated ;
a nondirectional (like a "Bouncing Betty");
the Claymore is a directional

e a creates casualties from shrapnel
detonating s over targets behind cover
bleeding profusely from bullet and

fragmentation (AP) min
fragmentation round
fragmentation wounds

fragmentation warhead it uses a self-forging (antitank mine)

fragmentation of the bullet injury is also caused by on impact

blast-fragmentation
bounding-fragmentation
direct-fragmentation

frail-looking

frail-looking

frame of mind

airframe
time frame

black-frame
mainframe
silver frame

framed photograph
framed portrait

wood-framed

thick-framed

(see blast-fragmentation)
(see bounding-fragmentation)
(see direct-fragmentation)

(see frail-looking)

, the young man...

(see frame of mind)

vibrations in the plane's
if the weather is a factor during that (launch)

(see black-frame)
(see mainframe)
the family portraits in s

their house has full of s
a room filled with of his ancestors

(see wood-framed)

(see thick-framed)

stress-free frame of mind get into a before you see your lover

franchise dealership independent used-car lots and 's;
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Fraser syndrome Fraser-syndrome baby

fraternity

fratricide

fraud

fraudulent

frazzled

freak

free

fraternity house
fraternity incident
fraternity initiation
fraternity member
fraternity party

campus fraternity

minefield fratricide

fraud and corruption

home-repair fraud

tax fraud

telemarketing fraud

fraudulent document

ego-frazzled

freak accident

freak storm

control freak
neat freak

free-climb (v)

free of incident

freediver
free-climber
free-fire
free flow
free-lunch (m)
free-market (m)

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

s and superstores (cars)

most s

a fire in an off-campus
let me say something about the
drank himself to death at a 1997 (MIT)
a shoots a pledge at a keg party
the two were returning from a

the hardest-partying of the s

it is vital to prevent

he has been linked to (politics)

investigating against the elderly

examined his financial records for

a campaign to thwart ;
victims of --

link him to he allegedly obtained...

(see ego-frazzled)

it was a (child killed by crib);
it was a , completely unpredictable
a hit a Cape Town suburb

she's a
she's a , always cleaning up messes

I wanted to try to the Second Step

this year's Haj was (Saudi Arabia)

associations for s
s, solo trekkers and extreme skiers
(see free-fire)
supports the of information (computers)
the federal program

economies in Eastern Europe;
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capitalism; the thrusting ethos
free speech does mean anything goes
free-speech issues; controversies;

rights of abortion protesters
freestyle (see freestyle)
free time busy teens have little
free-throw (m) she hit seven of eight from the line
free trade global promotes economic growth
freeway industrial parks, s, office complexes...
freeway (m) abandoned warehouses and ' underpasses

freediving (see freediving)
free-flowing (see free-flowing)
free-floating (see free-floating)
free-flying (see free-flying)
free-ranging (see free-ranging)
freeriding (see freeriding)
free-spending (see free-spending)
freewheeling (see freewheeling)

free-spirited (see free-spirited)

free-for-all (see free-for-all)

alcohol-free (see alcohol-free)
asbestos-free (see asbestos-free)
cancer free (see cancer free)
cavity free (see cavity free)
crime free (see crime free)
disaster-free (see disaster-free)
disease free (see disease free)
drug free (see drug free)
duty-free (see duty-free)
error-free (see error-free)
fat-free (see fat-free)
flaw-free (see flaw-free)
hands-free (see hands-free)
hassle free (see hassle free)
hazard-free (see hazard-free)
incident-free (see incident-free)
jargon-free (see jargon-free)
lead-free (see lead-free)
mine-free (see mine-free)
noise-free (see noise-free)
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pollution-free
rabies-free
race-free
risk-free
seizure-free
smoke-free
stress-free
taboo-free
toll-free
trouble-free
weapons-free

freediving freediving

freed:::

freediving activities
free-diving record
freediving techniques

(see pollution-free)
(see rabies-free)
(see race-free)
(see risk-free)
(see seizure-free)
(see smoke-free)
(see stress-free)
(see taboo-free)
(see toll-free)
(see trouble-free)
(see weapons-free)

wanted information about

the constant-weight

no-limits freediving
constant-weight freediving

freerirm-n rid P

freedom of assembly
freedom of information
freedom of speech

freedom of the media

freedom-loving

press freedom

(breath hold)
(breath hold)

participated in s

freedom of speech,
(see Freedom of Information)
(see freedom of speech)

international concerns about (in Russia)

(see freedom-loving)

the issue of in Croatia;
countries without

cause of freedom he gave his life in the (military)
price of freedom "the -- is eternal vigilance"

freedom-loving freedom-loving outlaw s and renegades

Freedom of Information
Freedom of Information Act
freedom-of-information act
freedom-of-information law

the of 1974
Argentina has no
government agencies abide by the
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0

0

0

i

0

1

i

0

1

freedom of speech

free-fire

free-floating

free-flowing

free-flying

free-for-all

freely

freely given

free-ranging

freeriding

free-spending

free-spirited

freestyle

freedom of speech

freedom-of-speech issue

free-fire zone

we've lost our

'-'5

in a

free-floating paragraph s

free-flowing stream
free-flowing river

free-flying goalie

free-flying Hubble

free-for-all

frenzied free-for-all

legal free-for-all

freely given

freely given consent

free-ranging action

freeriding

freeriding legend
freeriding videos

miles of s
a in the Southwest;
a is better than a dammed one

the

the

it would be a S;
the will generate...

caused a for...

a

(see freely given)

its and propulsive energy

and freestyle (snowboarding)

he is a (snowboard mountaineering)
many people buy (snowboard mountaineering)

free-spending (fun-loving) young man a

free-spirited (preppy) daughter the ...

free-spirited girlfriend

freestyle

poster boy

the

freeriding and (snowboarding)

the of freestyle is Shaun Palmer (snowboard)
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freewheeling freewheeling (young) policy wonk the

freeze

freeze-dried

freezer

freezing

freight

freighter

f-related

French

freewheeling Cleveland multimillionaire a

freeze-dried

price freeze

antifreeze

freeze-dried pork patty

freezer door
freezer space

freezing rain
freezing temperatures

blood-freezing

fri.C,71t1 CT
1 ../,/-c111:,

freight car
freight carrier
freight transport

bulk freighter
tramp freighter

(see freeze-dried)

a until 2002 (public utilities)

(see antifreeze)

a

she pulled open the
for storage (animal cadavers)

sleet, and possible power outages
, blistering winds

(see blood-freezing)

(CPP V14211r- frPP7frICA

the powder arrived in 5 (train)
railroads became s
barges are a heavily subsidized form of

a leaves a port
a packed with Haitian migrants

grounded freighter the ebbing tide threatened to capsize the

(see also boat, ship)

f-related profanity s
French kiss the is the most intimate, sensual and exciting
French-language (see French-language)

French or Italian

French or Italian French- or Italian-speaker

French-language French-language site

(see French or Italian)

(see French- or Italian-speaker)

a will be coming soon (Internet)
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French- or Italian-speaker
French- or Italian-speaker the ears and tongues of s

frenzied

frenzy

frequency

frequent

frequent-flier

frequently

frenzied crowd
frenzied mob

greed frenzy
holiday frenzy
media frenzy

the hurled bricks (at pedophile's house)
one attacked a helicopter

plunged into the of the big time
the
in the following her death

state of frenzy whipped her friends into a

high-frequency (see high-frequency)

intensity, duration and frequency the of training (childhood sports)

frequent (coal mine) accidents
frequent (binge) drinker
frequent (natural) fires
frequent-flier
frequent problem
frequent-shopper (m)
frequent (expert) witness

frequent headaches

frequent and severe (m)

frequent-flier club
frequent-flier miles

frequently asked
frequently cited
frequently encountered
frequently heard
frequently published
frequently recorded
frequently used

most frequently

(see also often)

Ukraine's
20 percent of students are s

create a demanding habitat (plants)
(see frequent-flier)
a we heard about was the need to...
the discount that a card offers

he was a

those with

those with headaches

he belonged to a
tally

(see frequently asked)
(see frequently cited)
(see frequently encountered)
(see frequently heard)
(see frequently published)
(see frequently recorded)
(see frequently used)

(see most frequently)
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frequently asked frequently asked questions find answers to (FAQs) (computer)

frequently cited frequently cited author industry researchers are s

frequently encountered
frequently encountered mine they are the most in the world (military)

frequently heard frequently heard complaint

frequently published

frequently recorded

frequently used frequently used room

frequently published writer

fresco

11 VJll

voicing a

a

frequently recorded symptoms the most were...(torture vicims)

in s, install a

priceless (13th- and 14-century) frescoes

13th- and 14-century frescoes

fresh air
fresh breath
fresh flowers
fresh fruit
freshman
fresh rations
freshwater

fresh-baked
fresh-cut
fresh-faced
fresh-mowed
fresh-picked
fresh-squeezed

farm-fresh

fresh-baked fresh-baked bread
fresh-baked (seeded) rye

fresh-cut fresh-cut wood

fresh-faced fresh-faced

priceless

a clean mouth and
decorate the lounge
can help you be healthy

(see freshman)
the host country may be able to supply
(see freshwater)

(see fresh-baked)
(see fresh-cut)
(see fresh-faced)
(see fresh-mowed)
(see fresh-picked)
(see fresh-squeezed)

(see farm-fresh)

a loaf of
a loaf of seeded rye

its walls smelling of

she had been
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p
freshly freshly baked

freshly cut
freshly harvested
freshly minted

freshly baked freshly baked cake

freshly cut

freshly harvested

freshly minted

freshman

fresh-mowed

fresh-picked

fresh-squeezed

freshwater

friction

Friday

Friday-night

fried

freshly cut flowers
freshly cut pine

freshly harvested fruit

freshly minted graduates

freshman

freshman adviser
freshman class
freshman year

college freshman

fresh-mowed grass

fresh-picked fruit

(see freshly baked)
(see freshly cut)
(see freshly harvested)
(see freshly minted)

s and vegetables

he's a

she goes to see her
a way to enlarge the
in his at college

incoming

smelled the and the blossoms

pie, made from

fresh-squeezed grapefruit juice

freshwater pool the s

the

freshwater fish and plants killing

points of friction

Friday briefing
Friday-night

Friday-night program

Friday-night poker game

pan-fried

troops would pull back from

announced at the
(see Friday-night)

a

a

(see pan-fried)
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friend

deep-fried

friend's foibles
friend's house
friend's wife

friends' mobile phones

friendship

friendless

friend-of-the-court (m)

friend or foe

army friend
boyfriend
college friend

doctor friend
family friend

girlfriend
lady friend
woman friend

childhood friend

lifelong friend

fun-loving friend

devoted friend

best friend
close friend

closest friend

dear friend
fast friend
mutual friend

(see deep-fried)

dissecting your
crashing at a
he was wrong to fool around with his

send a group message to your

(see friendship)

(see friendless)

briefs written by Ivy League universities

identification of is a major concern (military)

his s visited him regularly
(see boyfriend)
a trip with a few s;
when I gave a party for some s
a let him set in on anatomy courses
me npy from -s;
according to s
(see girlfriend)
one of his s at the breakfast table
he'd gone in one night with a

a of his told him about...

who is a

an energetic,

they have a band of s

my
a ; they became s;
I'd never lost a before (climbing);
a and advisor
rarely mentioned his family to even his s;
a camping companion and his
she was a (said at funeral)
he has become one of his s
she picked a of ours (bride of honor)
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friendless

friendliness

friendly

old friend

bunch of (my) friends
group of friends
circle of friends
tons of friends

family and friends

he asked to to...

I went to the beach with a
I had a large
a select but ever-changing
I know people with

his

friendless (despairing refugee) childhood

user-friendliness

friendly emplacement
friendly fire

friendly fire (m)
friendly force
friendly force (m)
friendly governments
friendly lines
friendly position
friendly reception
friendly (dismounted)

comes at a price

his

an NVA soldier threw a grenade into the
three soldiers dead, possible from ;
he was also apparently hit by
briefed on the incident
the chances of friendly hand grenades hitting s
smoke grenades can be used to mark locations
military infrastructures of
the sergeant dragged him back toward the
he dragged a comrade back to a (battle)
he got a from the musicians he talked to

soldiers in close contact with...

friendly hand grenades

climate-friendly
consumer-friendly
employee-friendly
environment-friendly
habitat-friendly
pet-friendly
privacy-friendly
user-friendly

wheelchair-friendly

bicycle friendly

the chances of hitting friendly forces

(see climate-friendly)
(see consumer-friendly)
(see employee-friendly)
(see environment-friendly)
(see habitat-friendly)
(see pet-friendly)
(see privacy-friendly)
(see user-friendly)

(see wheelchair-friendly)

(see bicycle friendly)

Web-friendly (see Web-friendly)

environmentally friendly (see environmentally friendly)
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friendship Friendship Festival

unlikely friendship

lifelong friendship

genius for friendship

fright stage fright

frightening frightening experience

frightening dropoffs

most frightening

frill no-frills

fringe

sk

from (not to)

from...to

fringe benefits
fringe group

stop - and -frisk (see stop -and frisk)

come-from-behind (see come-from-behind)
up-from-nowhere (see up-from-nowhere)

right from wrong knowing

the annual (Nez Perce)

the s made in that room

they struck up a

a
overcoming and performance anxiety

assigned in a class to write about her most

fog-shrouded cliffs above and below

(see most frightening)

(see no-frills)

employers are increasing
apocalyptic s

from father to son passed down the mask-making tradition
from a motorcycle to a moving car leaping
from paperboy to journeyman printer
from person to person body rhythms vary from
from one-night stands to happy-ever-after marriages
from the strip club to his motel he went
from country charts to pop charts crossed over
from horizon to horizon the mountains stretch from

front (weather) cold front

front (other) front burner
front desk
front door
front-end (m)
front gate

putting the environment on the (election)
a night clerk at the
at the ; the driver's-side
a loader digs and moves a lot of earth
two hundred yards from the
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front lawn
front leg
front line
front office (m)
front-page

front porch

front-row
front-runner
front yard
front zipper

weekend barbecues on their s
in his left
(see front line)
recent turmoil (football)
the accident was news in Rapid City;
she wrote a story (newspaper)
sit on the shelling peas;
the view from the
(see front-row)
(see front-runner)
in the
the of the suit

front passenger seat he sat in the

front straightaway skids the length of the

front of computers people in wearing headsets
front of guests a family fight in
front of his house a tree was planted in
front of the (protest) movement children are at the
front of the (funeral) program typed on the
front of you the printed version in

front and flanks provide security for the tracking team to the
front, flank and rear aggressive reconnaissance to the

battlefront
bayfront
canalfront (m)
home front

lakefront
oceanfront (m)
pondfront (m)
riverfront
riverfront (m)
storefront

water-front (m)
waterfront (m)

minefield front

(see bayfront)
acquired six acres of land
some reassuring news from the ;
the veterans returned to an indifferent
residents cram the for summer concerts
the highway
acquired six acres of land
development has returned to the
a redevelopment
a trashed S;
at a with no name on the door
expensive homes
a park and underground parking;
Havana's boulevard

a 280-meter
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frontal

frontal-lobe

fronted

frontier

frontier era

front line

front-row

front-runner

frost

frostbite

diplomatic front the U.S., on the , is considering

280-meter (minefield) front

frontal-lobe

frontal-lobe damage
frontal-lobe impairment

glass-fronted

frontier era
frontier heroes
frontier tradition

frontier era

front line

front-line workers

front-line combat troops

front-line fighting units the Army's

clearly drawn front line fought without s

a

(see frontal-lobe)

check for signs of

(see glass-fronted)

(see frontier era)
pop-culture in books
America has the

as many writings of the make clear

looking for an alternative to the 's;
state and local law enforcement on the s;
the dedicated people on the s (social services);
the doc on the of interpersonal violence

front-row box
front-row seat

sitting in a
a

front-runner he is the

front-runners for the job there are two

front-runners and underdogs loved him (a race car driver)

frostbite (see frostbite)

frostbite suffered from ;
, trench foot, hypothermia;
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frozen

fruit

fruit-flavored

fruitless

frustration

frY

he miraculously avoided

frostbite injuries may be classified by degree

frostbite and other cold-induced injuries

frozen soil a rock-hard block of

fruit bat

fruit plate
fruit stand
fruit tree

fruitless

fruit-picking

fruit-flavored

fruits and vegetables

grapefruit

dried fruit
sliced fruit

fresh-picked fruit

freshly harvested fruits

fresh fruit

fruit-flavored drink

fruitless search

anger and frustration

exercise in frustration

deep-fry (v)

--s near the cave's mouth;
upside-down --s
a chicken sandwich and a
dusty garages, rickety s
put in s;
the unfolding blossoms of the s

(see fruitless)

and child labor (Brazil)

(see fruit flavored)

freshly harvested

(see grapefruit)

, cinnamon, and salt
, cold cuts and bread for brunch

pie, made from

and vegetables

can help you be healthy

a--

conducted a for the lost climber

we have so much (a native Hawaiian)

flying home became an (bad weather)

ed the chicken wings
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flying

flicked

fucked -up

fuel

frying pan

fucked-up

fucked-up DNA

fuel bladders
fuel cell
fuel deliveries
fuel-economy (m)
fuel efficiency
fuel-efficiency (m)
fuel oil
fuel prices
fuel-storage (m)
fuel tank

fuel efficient

fuel-cell-powered

fossil fuel
propane fuel
uranium fuel

nuclear reactor fuel

biofuel

ammunition and fuel

fuel cell fuel cell

fuel-cell engine

fuel-cell-powered

fuel-cell-powered fuel-cell-powered auto

fueled

fuel efficient

solid-fueled
whisky-fueled

fuel-efficient car

thirty-nine Sunbeam electric s

(see fucked-up)

use of cans or should be considered (military)
(see fuel cell)
an oil crisis or labor strike could stop

standards imposed on cars
low prices remove incentives for
Congress passed standards (cars)
spilled from a shipwrecked tanker
the Arab oil embargo and rising
small tanks (less than 10,000-gallon)
(see fuel tank)

(see fuel efficient)

(see fuel-cell-powered)

(cPP frwvil Awl\

the facility stores liquefied
began enriching in 1952

recycle used

(see biofuel)

consumables, such as (military resupply)

the spacecraft's s

s use chemical reactions

(see fuel-cell-powered)

produced s

(see solid-fueled)
(see whisky-fueled)

a
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fuel tank

fugitive

ful (container)

fuel tank

fuel tank explosion

liquid hydrogen fuel tank

center fuel tank

fugitive warrant
fugitive years

most-wanted fugitive

federal fugitive

armful
bagful
busful
closetful
handful
roomful
shovelful

ful (from noun) beautiful
bountiful
careful
cheerful
colorful
dutiful
faithful
fateful
graceful
harmful
hateful
helpful
lawful
painful
powerful
respectful
sorrowful
successful
truthful
useful
wasteful

the was mangled

the cause of the crash was a

the vehicle's two --s

the plane's exploded

the FBI issued a federal for his arrest
he was a contract killer during his

Washington's

the FBI issued a warrant for his arrest

(see armful)
(see bagful)
(see busful)
(see closetful)
(see handful)
(see roomful)
(see shovelful)

(see beautiful)
(see bountiful)
(see careful)
(see cheerful)
(see colorful)
(see dutiful)
(see faithful)
(see fateful)
(see graceful)
(see harmful)
(see hateful)
(see helpful)
(see lawful)
(see painful)
(see powerful)
(see respectful)
(see sorrowful)
(see successful)
(see truthful)
(see useful)
(see wasteful)
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wonderful (see wonderful)
wrongful (see wrongful)
youthful (see youthful)

fulfilled unfulfilled (see unfulfilled)

fulfilling fulfilling life a less hectic but more

fulfillment fulfillment process the gets the order to the customer

full full advantage flight profiles take of terrain (military)
full alert be on for cult activities
full bar you can nibble munchies at the
full beard a to hide his baby face
full-body (see full-body)
full bladder the has a tear drop shaped appearance
full-blast (see full-blast)
full confidence the hospital may not have the family's
full-contact (see full-contact)
full control the computers will take (space station)
full-court (see full-court)
Pall=disclosure
full dose a of the antibiotic may safely be administered
full effects absorbed the of its detonation with his body
full efficacy it can take up to 2-3 weeks for (a drug)
full (weapon system) engagement (military)
full evaluation seizures warrant a (eclampsia)
full (physical) examination a is warranted...(overdose)
full extension the elbow is held in
full extent realize the of the tragedy
full-face (see full-face)
full-fare (see full-fare)
full force absorbed the of the exploding grenade
full fury the eruption renewed its (volcano)
full impact absorbing the of the explosion (grenade)
full knowledge he made the decision with that...(combat)
full-length (see full-length)
full-length (see full-length)
full metal (see full metal)
full moon (see full moon)
full meal you can order a ' from the bar
full name the booking officer asked him for his
full-page (see full-page)
full (electrical) power the space station was restored to
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full (medical) privileges
full protection
full recovery
full report
full response
full responsibility
full-service
full-scale
full-size
full spectrum
full stop
full story
full strength
full support
full swing
full text
full-thickness
full time
full recovery

fullness

full protective gear

full crisis mode

full signoff

full parenting load
full recruiting season
full working kitchen

full-bearded
full-blooded
full-bosomed
full-blown
full-figured
full-fledged
full-grown
full-sized
full-throated

full of cattle

both men kept (medical malpractice)
it only takes two weeks to reap (flu shot)
he has made a (from a virus)
we are waiting for the (volcanic eruption)

to a terrorist incident requires...
we accept (airplane crash)
(see full-service)
(see full-scale)
(see full-size)
the pictures reflect the of human sexuality
it can go to a in ten feet (tank)
the has remained untold (a battle)
the space station was running at
he doesn't have the of the people (politician)
relief effort gets into (volcanic eruption)
the of the statute can be found...
(see full-thickness)
(see full time)
he has made a (from a virus);
timely treatment is essential for a

(see fullness)

health care providers should wear

the company was in full (Web attack)

gain a on the agreement

she has been carrying the
during his first he signed... (sports)
meals are prepared in the club's

(see full-bearded)
(see full-blooded)
(see full-bosomed)
(see full-blown)
(see full-figured)
(see full-fledged)
(see full-grown)
(see full-sized)
(see full-throated)

three eighteen-wheelers
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full of coincidence
full of examples
full of (family) news

the play is and plot twists
history is where...
the letters were family news

full of (enemy) aircraft
full of drug dealers
full of truck drivers
full of (dramatic) star turns

the skies are
the park is at night
the bar was

the case was

full of mixed-race couples America is

full of homeless people
full of poor people

New York is
New York is

chock-full (see chock-full)

near-full (see near-full)

two-thirds full the theatre was only about ;
his coffeepot was about

filll-hearderl filll-hearripri man a tall

full-blast full-blast greeting a glorious from the band (basketball)

full-blooded full-blooded war a

full-blown full-blown breasts by the age of nine, she had breasts
full-blown panic the thought snowballed into
full-blown spat a
full-blown trial a

full-body

full-blown AIDS

full-body cast
full-body massage
full body shot

in
she gives me a
one of the photos should be a (hospital ER)

full-bosomed full-bosomed figure a

full-contact full-contact drill he participated in s (basketball)

full-court full-court press a
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full-disclosure

full-face

full-fare

full-figured

full fledged

full-grown

full-length

full metal

full moon

fullness

full-page

full-scale

full-disclosure requirement Florida's unusual --s

full-face helmet
full-face respirator

full-fare customer

a versus open-face model (auto racing)
a
a

full-figured gal a

full-fledged atrocity
full-fledged explosion
full-fledged gangsters
full-fledged regime
full-fledged scream
full-fledged stroke

a would be difficult to ignore
the
ties toa
a scream
people who have had s

full-fledged bantamweight
full-fledged drug dealer

full-fledged comeback

full-grown children

full-length

moving up to
a

a

engaged couples with

he could lie down

full-length film a
full-length (formal summer) gown that perfect
full-length image the of a goddess
full-length painting a

full metal jacket (m)

full moon (garden) party

bladder fullness

46 -- rounds (ammo)

this year's (Asheville)

a sensation of or lower abdominal discomfort

sensation of (bladder) fullness

full-page ad
full-page illustration
full-page photograph

full-scale inquiry

a or lower abdominal discomfort

took out a in the New York Times
S
S

ordered a into allegations that...
full-scale insurgency a
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full-service

full-size

full-sized

full-thickness

full-scale mobilization for war

full-service establishments
full-service restaurant airport services include s

full-service banking

full-size replica

full-sized instrument

full-thickness burn

full-throated full-throated argument

full time full time

fully

fully clothed

fully defined

fully developed

fully edited

fully equipped

fully loaded

fully realized

full-time companion
full-time employee
full-time employment
full-time job

fully clothed
fully defined
fully developed
fully edited
fully equipped
fully loaded
fully realized
fully stocked

airport services include

a
a (a violin)

third-degree burns, also referred to as s

a

drove a cab

a
a temporary employee versus a

a job

(see fully clothed)
(see fully defined)
(see fully developed)
(see fully edited)
(see fully equipped)
(see fully loaded)
(see fully realized)
(see fully stocked)

fully clothed body her was found 19 days later

fully defined the business model hasn't been

fully developed opinions

fully edited story

fully equipped film-and-video-editing facility a at home

fully loaded plane a

fully realized (fictional) character a
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fully realized staging

fully stocked fully stocked ambulance

fumes

fun

function

functioning

car fumes
diesel fumes
exhaust fumes

gasoline fumes

noxious fumes
toxic fumes

cloud of (exhaust) fumes

fun guy
fun lover
fun mood
fun way

fun-loving

blood function
brain function

combat function
joint function
liver function
liver function (m)
lung function
nerve function
school function

sexual function

it allows s to get back into service quickly

mixing with acrid construction dust
I was dizzy and listless from
the haze is caused by ;
the bus departed in a cloud of
they smelled (suspected arson)

breathing in
removal of patient from area where are

the bus departed in a

White found Falwell a ""
ever the wisecracking
it puts me in a for the night
find --s to teach children math

(see fun-loving)

s
claimed to improve ;
levels that can impair
employment of the air defense
test range of motion and
impaired with elevated liver enzymes
monitor for abnormalities by measuring...
poor , having a stroke, dying
recovery of requires...
had to attend a

the placebo improved over base line

tactical and protective functions

functioning system

functioning of the mine

brain's functioning
mine functioning

an obstacle can serve both

the appearance of a

preparation will ensure of the mine

the effects of specific genes on the
ice has little effect on (military)
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fund

fundamental

fundamentals

funded

funding

high-functioning
proper functioning
sexual functioning

fund drive
fund manager
fund-raiser

fund raising

funds for the museum

city funds
government funds
memorial fund
research funds

village funds

training funds

sources of funds

fundamental issue
fundamental problem
fundamental question
fundamental rights

company's fundamentals

American-funded
city-funded
county-funded
FDA-funded
state-funded
U.N.-funded

better-funded

federally funded
publicly funded

funding battle

(see high-functioning)
preparation will ensure of the mine (military)
overall improvement in their

a new for...
brokers, s and investment professionals
(see fund-raiser)

(see fund raising)

40 million dollars of city

40 million dollars of for the museum

a has been set up for each family
this problem of shrinking j;
investing in a disease
the embezzlement of --

eliminate $2 million in

seeking extragovernmental

5 in the criminal justice system
the is...(stock market)
an answer to that
the trials are violating

little or no change in the

(see American-funded)
(see city-funded)
(see county-funded)
an study
(see state-funded)
(see United Nations-funded)

(see better-funded)

(see federally funded)
(see publicly funded)

annual s on Capitol Hill
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I fund-raiser

funding boost
funding mechanism
funding patterns
funding scheme
funding source

the program has received a
some sort of permanent
health care under current
long-term s that avoid new taxes
the questions of a reliable ;
developing a steady

funding for (police-monitored) cameras
funding for (campus) groups student campus groups;
funding for (land) purchases county for land purchases

city funding
county funding
research funding

student funding
transportation funding

cut off to the museum
for land purchases

the comes from drug companies;
that will come from other sources
for campus groups

provide a sustainable source of

highway funding billions of dollars in are at stake

federal funding (see federal funding)

third-country funding obtain

year-after-year funding sustainable,

source of funding provide a sustainable

fund-raiser the was for...;
he gives speeches at --s

church fundraiser at a

professional fund-raiser he's a
master fund-raiser he was a and organizer

fund raising fund raising notices about

fund-raising paid by donations and ; political ;
set records in and campaign spending

fundraising campaign
fund-raising dinner
fundraising drive

billion-dollar --s
a
depend on s to survive
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funeral

funk

funk-inspired

fun-loving

funnel

funny

fund-raising events
fund-raising success
fund-raising total

funeral arrangements

funeral canopy
funeral ceremony
funeral costs
funeral director
funeral expenses
funeral home

funeral honors

funeral music
funeral parlor
funeral plans

prnarnm
funeral procession

funeral service
funeral pyre

post-funeral

funk-inspired

funk-inspired music

fun-loving

fun-loving friend
fun-loving guy

funnel cloud

funny story

he gives speeches at
his
his stood at sixty-three million

discussed her ;
assisted them with the ;
handling the
he stepped beneath the
the begins
money for immediate outlays, like
the somber dignity of a
, to which the family was entitled by law
going with her to the ;
the family received guests at the S;
the S's call rates;
thousands filed past his coffin at the
provide appropriate ;
overall quality of

drifted in through our windows
ran the town's only
all of the are tentative
typed on the front of the
the flashing lights of the ;
the stretched as far as he could see;
large crowds marched in s (Palestine);
gunmen escort the of...(Palestine)
a is tentatively set for 11 a.m. Saturday
sat on the and was burned to death

(see post-funeral)

(see funk-inspired)

I was

an energetic,
he was a

heavy rains, hail, reports of s

but he also told 's
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funny-looking

funny-looking funny-looking

fur fur coat
fur hat

fur-covered

fur-lined

furnace

furnished

furniture

further

fur-covered
fur-lined

animal's fur

fur-covered hide

fur-lined boots

oil-burning furnace

furnished apartment

sparsely furnished

furniture store
furniture style

lawn furniture
office-furniture (m)
school furniture

handmade furniture

mass-produced furniture

further abuse
further action
further care
further casualties
further challenges
further changes
further clarification
further comments
further concern
further (deficit) cuts
further damage

(see funny-looking)

they are

animal-rights activists and -s
floppy-eared -s (Siberia)

(see fur-covered)
(see fur-lined)

pollen or other plant material in the -

a-

men in topcoats, women in -...

phasing out virtually every

a small, -' above a garage

(see sparsely furnished)

established a well-known
-s, fabrics, colors and accessories

turning giant redwood trees into
ended up at an - store

and other materials

-, mass-produced furniture

handmade furniture versus -

subject himself to
we'll go back to the U.N for
instruct them to seek - if symptoms recur
successfully withdrew without
look for
if we don't have - in Japan policy
"chances are bad" he said without - (rescue)
I am not prepared at this time to make any -
that has caused - for us
additional aggressive - would be...
maintenance can prevent - (children's toys)
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furthest

fury

fuse

futile

further decisions we'll make as we go along
further delay any could pose a problem
further details the statement gave no (press statement);

authorities will reveal at a later date
further discussion provide a framework for s
further eruptions concern of still remains (volcano)
further evaluation patient should return for and treatment
further evidence providing further that... (medicine)
further experiments has conducted no on the reliability of...
further (sun) exposure avoid
further flights were delayed because of the accident (space)
further (price) increases risks of vaccine shortages and
further information for j, please refer to...
further investigation a need for into her death (malpractice)
further injury this can cause
further investigation is needed
further notice the embassy will close until (terrorism)
further questions she declined to answer
further response a freeze until we have from the Russians
further slides rescuers left due to the danger of (landslides)
further spread the threat of a of the disease (hoof-and-mouth)
Pirther (en forcement) qepq had not been ruled out
further (randomized) studies (of new drug) may be needed
further talks he has ruled out unless...(diplomacy)
further treatment I wouldn't need any (breast cancer)
further (severe) wounds a grenade inflicted

further (laboratory) testing will be needed (medicine)

further management and monitoring admit patient for
further management and observation admit patient for

furthest thing he is the from a combative intellectual

full fury the eruption renewed its (volcano)

face of their fury the ceasefire meant little in the

mine fuse fusers follow layers and insert s (military)

delayed-action fuses s
futile defense a gallant but
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future future catastrophes
future consequences
future development
future chances
future change
future direction
future generation
future goals
future husband
future investment
future loss
future plans

future project

future research
future site
future wife

future bombings

future-oriented

future of the Middle East

hockey future

avoid
the ability to think through (juveniles)
s in DNA testing (forensics)
he has hurt his (politics)
a baseline for monitoring s (ecology)
China's
act in the interest of s
concerned about like college
your is entitled to know about...
universities fight to protect s
what the company said about 's
he is unsure of his ;

for the Inn include...
began to muse about --s;
design features for s (planes)
we must await
the college's
only his would get him to change

those letters threatened (of abortion clinics)

(see future-oriented)

the whole is, in effect, put on hold

he is facing an uncertain

future of the (emerging) technological age a glimpse into the

foreseeable future
happy future
immediate future
uncertain future

not-too-distant future

not-too-far-off future

wave of the future

future-oriented future-oriented

our model for the (stock exchange)
she began charting for me her
the piece is critical for the station's (space)
he is facing an

in the

in the

online banking is the

more than his opponent
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g Zero g is kind of magical

gadget kitchen gadget designing s and utensils

electronic gadget computers, video cameras and other s

gag gag cartoon the is a single-image composition

gain employment gains solid growth and good
productivity gains America's recent

gait elephant's gait the is undulant

pigeon-toed gait he walks with a distinctly

gale gale force
gale-force (m)

winds varied from calm to
in sub-zero temperatures and winds (yacht)

gale-lashed (see gale-lashed)

winter gales the that rake the Irish coast

gale-lashed gale-lashed town a

gall gall bladder when he had his removed

gallant gallant (but futile) defense a

gallantry conspicuous gallantry for and intrepidity at the risk of his life

gallery gallery visits joining friends for and entertaining

galley

gallon

art gallery shoe shops, jewelry stores, and s
sculpture gallery the greatest in America

viewing gallery the N.Y.S.E.'s glassed-in

galley proofs his penciled comments on

fifty-five-gallon (see fifty-five-gallon)
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gambler

gambling

game (video)

12.5-million-gallon (m) a -, 10-story-high tank

Gamblers Anonymous (m) Monday meetings of the local - chapter

gambling club
gambling debt
gambling empire
gambling facility
gambling industry

Internet gambling

legal gambling (m)

game box
games business
games companies
game console
game-console (m)

games-console (m)
game designer
game developer

games developer
game development
game enthusiast
game junkie
games magazine
game maker
game-maker
gamemaker
game market

adventure game
console games
movie game
puzzle game
title game

war-simulation game

online game

London's most exclusive
he was collecting a -
police uncovered a - (video poker)
the third largest Native American
the mushrooming Internet

unregulated - is widespread

the $600 billion-a-year - industry

the PC was never meant to be a -
the $7 billion - (console games)
such top - as... (console games)
Dreamcast, Sega's new
the thriving - industry;
each - companies has its own strategy
Microsoft's entry into the - market
-s create grown-up entertainment
Gates will address a --'s conference;
Sega has some of the world's best --s
Play Station caught the imagination of -s
designers and - (console games)
'-5

a 16-year-old '- with a PlayStation 2
editor of Next Generation
software developers and '-s;
the - Sega
-s and their industry (game consoles)
the $7 billion

an - (console games)
versus those for PCs

the Internet - trades in stocks and stars
an online -
scored 19 points in the NIT - (basketball)

a - (console game)

play --s for $2.95 an hour;
access fees to play -s;
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s are played over the Internet

PC games versus console games

racing game in the driver's seat of a (computer) S;
a track-based (computer)

role-playing game gamers love the new

live game Sundays (soccer game on TV)
video-game (see video-game)

game (board) game participant s deploy miniature troops

game (sports)

board game commercial s simulating war;
a Trivial Pursuit-like ;
we would play 's

game ball carrying the (basketball)
game day parking is free on s (football)
game-winning (see game-winning)
game-ending (see game-ending)

epic game its against the Soviets (hockey)
exhibition game an against the Canadiens (hockey)
fight game in the (boxing)
home game the Liberty's starting lineup at s
soccer game they were on their way to a
team's games school officials called off the

pre-game (see pre-game)

per game (see per game)

football game watched a

bowling game focus more on her

above-average (football) game an

championship game the Big 12 (football);
with 1.8 seconds left in the (basketball)

national championship game the (college football)
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game (TV)

game (other)

pickup game

rugby-like game

tight game

love of the game
traditions of the game

game show

quiz-game

game plan

game room

blame game
card game
chess game
children's game
dart game
endgame
head games
numbers game

sex games
simulation game
war game

pre-game

pinball game

professional-level game

clapping games
dating game
waiting game

he plays in pro league and s

a

the final seconds of a (basketball)

a and a love of the kids (a coach)
young golfers with no respect for the

(see game show)

(see quiz-game)

Clinton's is taking shape;
she reminded them of the

hang out in the

what he did is what matters, not the (trial)
a dispute erupted during a
improving their
a hand-held
a few pool tables and room for a
a plausible ; the of a chess match
victimized by others' or your own
CIA case officers admit to a ;
dating is entirely a
arrested for having with teens
a called SimLife
during aerial s

(see pre-game)

played s

develop skills for s

little girls partner for
in the early stages of the
they played a (with the weather)

high-scoring (back-and-forth) game s

hotly contested game
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game (animals)

game-ending

garners

game show

game-winning

gaming

dangerous game

one-game (m)
24-game (m)

back-and-forth game
cat-and-mouse game
life-and-death game

rules of the game

feel for the game

game ranch
game ranch (m)
game reserve
game violation

game warden

big-game

game-ending play

console garners

PC garners

avid garners

game show

game show colossus
game-show genre
game show host
game-show prize
game show's ratings

game-winning assist

game-winning layup

gaming destination

speaking truth to power is a -

a - showdown
a - series

high-scoring -s
the - with the virus writers
a -,

our understanding of the -' (diplomacy)

he had a - beyond his years (basketball)

a private - where he hunted
workers load a rhino

his own private
in most states, -5 are minor offenses;
judges take --s too lightly
the - who patrolled the region

(see hig-gamel

a - (basketball)

PC garners and - are different sorts

and console garners are different sorts

are hooked on computer games

several other --s are now in the works

ABC's prime-time
reviving the moribund - genre

the largest single - in TV history
the -

his - (basketball)

the - (basketball)

Shreveport is the nation's No. 3
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gamut

gang

computer gaming
fantasy gaming
war-gaming

online gaming

emotional gamut

gang activity
gang behavior
gang culture
gang graffiti
gangland
gang member
gang problem
gang prosecution (m)
gang sign
gang trouble
gangway

gang-infested

gang of taxi drivers

gangs and guns

chain gang
motorcycle gang
prison gang
street gang
rival gang

anti-gang

kidnapping gang

drug trafficking gang

known gang

local gang

the popularity of in the past few years
youngsters tend to start with
civilian spread

in the land of

I went through the entire (war)

is on the wane
dog behavior and
the drug and s
there was a lot of on the walls
(see gangland)
a former
serious s have returned
chief of the section
flashed a

has been an off-and-on thing
the captain stood by the

(see gang-infested)

beyond the gate I met a (border)

a juvenile-crime bill must crack down on

on the of a state prison
a gang in the South and Midwest
a racist white
joined a
two s still want my head;
firing at members of a

(see anti-gang)

a

rival s

Tucson's seventy-five --s

dance clubs attracted the s
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gangland

gangland-style

gangster

gap

garage

members of a (rival) gang firing at

gangland gunplay more

gangland-style (see gangland-style)

gangland-style ambush in a

gangster film Martin Scorsese's s

machine-gun-toting gangster a

gap in the (enemy) defenses open a (tanks)

gaps, flanks, and weaknesses find the enemy and locate

communications gap
credibility gap
culture gap
earnings gap
education gap
gender gap

income gap

wealth gap

housework gap
minefield gaps

solutions to bridge the (mother-daughter)
medial hype has created a
the between civilians and the military
women's closing of the with men
the between black and white youngsters
uic itniguitic i v -ictungs ,

no age barrier, no height bar, no
the ' in the U.S.;
a $19,000 median between college grads and
coping with the growing

a persists in most families
conceal through live minefields;

are left so friendly forces can pass through

rich-poor gap the j is increasing

widening gap the between the military and civilians

steadily widening gap the (between haves and have-nots)

wider gap a between the college educated and...

garage door big double overhead js;
out the open ;
she did often leave the open

garage corners spiders set up shop in
garage sale flea markets, js and antique shows
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garbage

garbage-filled

garbage-piled

garbage-strewn

garbed

garden

underground garage

parking garage

garbage bag

garbage can

garbage collection
garbage truck

garbage-filled
garbage-piled
garbage-strewn

garbage or other waste

rotting garbage

bagged garbage

garbage-filled lot

garbage-piled alley

garbage-strewn streets

black-garbed

dhoti- and sari-garbed

garden hose

garden implement
garden party
garden shed
garden tools

chateau garden
herb garden
home garden
kitchen garden

a labyrinthine

a

carried the s;
placed drugs in s
drove into a near the driveway;
if we throw and miss the
he pays for insurance and
prevented s from entering the site;
in a

(see garbage- filled)
(see garbage-piled)
(see garbage-strewn)

may not be put on ground around dumpsters

mounds of along the roadside

only may be placed in dumpsters

5
a

barefoot children, , cracked sidewalks

(see black-garbed)

(see dhoti- and sari-garbed)

a -- and water pistol;
s, barbecues, and patio furniture
gas grills, lawn mowers, s
(see garden party)
his office is as cluttered as a
bikes, tikes, and toys

the Loire Valley and its --s
Pm working on an
wildflowers and herbs for your
ornamental s (potagers fleuris)
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garden party

garlic

garment

garrison

gas
(and gasoline)

public garden
rose garden
temple garden
vegetable garden

weed-choked garden

Botanical Garden
perennial garden

five-acre garden

full moon garden party

garlic bread

garment business
garment factory
garment industry

garment bag
fro rrrs wade

overgarment
undergarment

military garment
protective garment

garrison duty
garrison town

gasoline-additive
gas attack
gas can
gas cap
gas chamber
gasoline consumption
gas explosion
gasoline fumes
gas gauge
gas grill
gas leak
gas line

lovely s
with a tiny in front
a reflecting pool in a deserted
I put in a

a

the North Carolina comprises 600 acres
find ideas for your own

the (France)

this year's

when was on the table

the
a ; workers at a
upheaval in the ;
the modern
the luggage tag on the

+1. _ca. g lJ.S lllllV 1V1 1I1V

(see overgarment)
(see undergarment)

specialized protective (chemical warfare)
standard s are inadequate (chemical warfare)

, peacekeeping missions
Batticaloa is a tense

(see gas-additive)
he was disabled in a in World War I
a
the (of a vehicle)
the with its oak chair
U.S. ' has jumped
died from a at his home
they smelled ' (suspected arson)
the was broken (on the pickup truck)
s, lawn mowers, garden implements
checking for s
marked the wrong location for the ;
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gas-additive

gas-guzzling gas-guzzling cars

gas mask

gas mask (m)
gas mileage
gas money

gas pedal
gasoline prices
gas range
gas station
gas station (m)
gas supply

gas-guzzling

gas-powered

gasoline and electricity

methane gas (m)
natural gas
nerve-gas (m)
poison gas
tear gas

tear gas (m)

construction crews ruptured the 4-inch
issuing s to spouses and children;
issuing s is a protection measure
U.S. Army troops perform a drill
the of cars on the road
enough to make it home;
his mother would give him
pressing on the and turning the key
as continued to climb last week
s and exhaust fans
at the S; the region's sole
two attendants were robbed
domestic oil and 's

(see gas-guzzling)

(see gas-powered)

(see gasoline and electricity)

a explosion (coal mine)
(see natural gas)
in a 1995 attack on the Tokyo subway
planted in Tokyo subways
in case deputies need to use ;

and stun grenades
federal agents fired canisters

multimillion-degree gas vast clouds of in galaxy clusters

clouds of (multimillion-degree) gis

gasoline-additive manufacturers

gas-guzzling vans and spo

gasoline (see gas)

vast (galaxy clusters)

paint, pigment and

rt utility vehicles

gasoline and electricity
gasoline-and-electricity-powered

(see gasoline-and-electricity-powered)

gasoline-and-electricity-powered
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gasoline-and-electricity-powered car

gas-powered gas-powered generator

gas-powered leaf blowers

gastro gastrointestinal

gastrointestinal gastrointestinal anthrax

gate

gated

gathering

GI bleeding
gastrointestinal bleeding

a hybrid

a for power outages

new, slightly quieter

(see gastrointestinal)

begins with nonspecific symptoms of...

admission for treatment of
painless lower

respiratory or gastrointestinal (m) the cutaneous route vs the route

gatecrasher
gatehouse
gate receipts
gateway

base gate
rnmpnlityl gate
Damascus Gate
departure gate
floodgate
front gate
iron gate
prison gate
sluice gate
tailgate

Golden Gate (m)

the was arrested
a grand place with a

and sponsorship revenues (golf)
a direct into dream life;

a few minutes' walk from the main
sS
waked through East Jerusalem toward the
the (at an airport)
they opened the s on the dam
two hundred yards from the
the grand 's
hurrying to the ; approached the
canal locks are concrete troughs with
(see tailgate)

the red towers of the bridge

electronically controlled gate

gated community

gathering area
gathering place
gathering spot

data gathering
family gathering
intelligence-gathering

an

monster homes in 's

the West Curb is the main for taxis (airport)
the school was the community's main
a family

(see data gathering)
she declined to attend the 1995
(see intelligence-gathering)
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gauge

gauging

gay

mass gatherings

Thanksgiving gathering

annual gathering

religious gathering
tribal gathering

gas gauge
rain gauge

heavy-gauge
narrow-gauge

twelve-gauge
.20-gauge

gauging station

gay activists
gay (civil rights) activism
gay advocacy (m)
gay America
gay bar
gay-bar (m)
gay child
gay community

gay concerns
gay couples
gay culture
gay intellectuals
gay interests
gay issues
gay marriage
gay people
Gay Pride (m)
gay relationship
gay rights
gay rights (m)
gay son

gay civil unions

launched a national campaign of (Cuba)

she hosts a large every year

an (of architects);
the largest of Muslims (Haj)
the Haj is the largest in the world
stories told at 5

the was broken (on the pickup truck)
a registered...

(see heavy-gauge)
(see narrow-gauge)

(see twelve-gauge)
(see twenty-gauge)

waterflow data from USGS --s

he's been dubbed a reactionary by
the primary focus of (marriage)

groups have fought charges that...
a spokesman for
he is accused of opening fire at a
murder charges in a shooting
the heterosexual parent of a
representatives of a well-organized ;
a hangout for the city's
low on the list of
denying the right to marry
building a separate
condemned as a reactionary by some fellow
where do you think would lie

such as same-sex marriage
appeals to conservatives to endorse

in the military
the annual parade (New York City)
recognition of committed s
a group that advocates for

advocates say...
her hand-lettered "I love my " sign

Vermont and
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gay and lesbian

gay households stability and monogamy in

gay-bashing (see gay-bashing)

gay-oriented (see gay-oriented)

gays and (religious) conservatives a hardening of lines between
gays and lesbians
gay and lesbian
gay and straight

civil rights should protect
(see gay and lesbian)
some people-----may feel "uncomfortable"...

antigay (see antigay)

generation of gays every includes people...

civil unions for gays Vermont's new aren't quite marriage

gay and lesbian couples denying the right to marry
gay and lesbian (advocacy) organization the nation's largest
gay and lesbian people the right of to many
gay and lesbian society in

gay-bashing gay-bashing issues include AIDS and

gay-bashing televangelist the

gay-oriented gay-oriented newspaper 's and magazines

gear (equipment) gear woes Irvine tended to the (mountaineering)

camera gear
communications gear
dive gear
oxygen gear
photo gear
rain gear
rescue gear
riot gear
scuba gear

sports gear
surveillance gear
tree gear

food, paddling and
draw ammunition, rations, water, and
time to buy
we took off our (mountaineering)
carried his down a steep hill
new to replace "the pickle suit"
skiing with
officers in
wearing ;
cave divers must haul
bicycles, fishing rods, and other
soldiers helped the FBI with
arboreal hammocks and other
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cell-extraction gear

foul-weather gear

overnight gear

climbing gear
cooking gear
fishing gear
landing gear

protective gear

state-of-the-art gear

(hats and bats) (prison)

sleeping bags, stoves and other

: harness, ropes, jumars...
stoves, tents, shovels and
cedar canoes and
wires for the j;
caused the spy plane's to collapse

health care providers should wear full ;
issue NBC to captives (military police)

with their (mountain climbing)

equipment, ammunition, and gear all is loaded on the vehicles
ammunition, rations, water, and communications gear

power converters and other gear food, clothes, soap, (space station)

gear (mechanical) reduction gear

geek computer geek

geese flock of geese

gem gem mine

gem-quality

gem-and-mineral

gem-and-mineral gem and mineral capital
gem-and-mineral show

gem-quality

gen

gender

gem-quality stone

(see generation)

gender bias
gender discrimination
gender gap

huge s and propeller shafts

the average Palm Pilot-toting

the hilltop was home to a

the dozen or so s in Macon County

(see gem-quality)

(see gem-and-mineral)

Franklin promotes itself as the of the world
a Tucson

a

against its female faculty
claims of at MIT
the longtime TV-ratings ;
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gender-based

gender-neutral

aPTI

gene-altered

no age barrier, no height bar, no
gender (and cultural) lines applied across
gender relations our notion of should not be imposed
gender role s have become less traditional;

socialized into their s;
a commitment to traditional 's;
s prevalent in the 1950s

gender stereotype separating the sexes reinforces --s

gender-neutral

gender-based

gender and cultural (m)

mixed-gender

gender-based violence

gender-neutral

aPnP nnnl

gene therapist
gene therapy
gene-therapy (m)

gene-altered (m)

genes for schizophrenia

disease gene
target genes

disease-causing gene

specific genes

effects of (specific) genes

gene-altered corn

(see gender-neutral)

(see gender-based)

when applied across lines

design submarines with crews in mind

the victims of --

the toys are

these diseases remain in the human ;
unfavorable traits don't persist in the ;
populations where the is more mixed
called a few of the on his list

hasn't produced a single cure so far
a groundbreaking study;
an experimental treatment;
voted to support the protocol

(see gene-altered)

he's focusing on target

never knew her mother had the
he's focusing on for schizophrenia

a test for the was available

the effects of on the brain's functioning

the -- on the brain's functioning

seven varieties of corn
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genealogy

general (rank)

general (other)

general-assignment

general-interest

generalized

general practitioner

generated

generating

gene-altered crops
gene-altered products
gene-altered potatoes

genealogy search

Army generals

armchair generals

four-star general
three-star general

retired (four-star) general

general-assignment
general-interest
general rule

general practitioner

fear that pose medical risks
mandatory labeling of

begin a worldwide

a group of retired

with 20-20 hindsight

a retired
a

a

(see general-assignment)
(see general-interest)
the ? (for tipping)

(see general practitioner)

general-assignment reporter a for the Arkansas Gazette

general-interest magazine it's tough for s

general-interest science magazine --s

generalized reaction
generalized tetanus
generalized weakness

the first might be an allergic reaction
patients with often present with lockjaw
diplopia, dysarthria, dry mouth and (botulism)

small-town general practitioner a

computer-generated
immigration-generated

solar-generated

generating plant

buzz-generating
electricity-generating

(see computer-generated)
(see immigration-generated)

(see solar-generated)

a coal-fired ;
a coal-powered

(see buzz-generating)
(see electricity-generating)
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generation
(and gen)

generator

income-generating

headline-generating

gen X-er

generation of gays

chess generation
future generation

baby-boom generation
Baby Boom generation

online generation

succeeding generation

plugged-in generation

rilrrent g;en era ti cm

lost generation
new-generation
next-generation

first-generation
second-generation
third-generation
fourth-generation
fifth-generation
sixth-generation

(see income-generating)

(see headline-generating)

today's Dow-obsessed s;
s like to keep things simple

every includes people...

when my was growing and forming
act in the interest of s

the
the

the new

move your genes into s

this 's media consumption

the of British young people
a (bilingual education students)
(see new generation)
(see next generation)

(see first-generation)
(see second-generation)
(see third-generation)
(see fourth-generation)
(see fifth- generation)
(see sixth-generation)

members of the (under-25) generation

oxygen generator
power generator

gas-powered generator

aerosol generator
electrical generator
main (oxygen) generator

installing the space station's main
a

a for power outages

s on small boats, trucks, or cars (BW)
an , purified drinking water
installing the space station's
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generic

generic drug

generous

genetic

genetically

genetically altered

generic drug

generic-drug industry

generous aid

most generous

genetic code
genetic-research

genetic testing

(see generic drug)

the

many countries offered (earthquake)

(see most generous)

the genome, the of a human being
a institute

is moving mainstream;
oversight of

genetically altered (see genetically altered)
genetically engineered (see genetically engineered)

genetically altered animals
genetically altered crops food companies are shunning
genetically altered food opposition to
genetically altered (super-sweet) peaches a new variety of

genetically engineered
genetically engineered crops
genetically engineered food
genetically engineered seed

genital

genito

genitourinary

genius

genital infection
genital injury

oral-genital

genitourinary

genitourinary infections

genius for friendship a

debate over whether is safe to eat

venereal disease or s
evidence of (domestic abuse)

(see oral-genital)

(see genitourinary)

(GU) may occur

comics genius
computer genius

Jack Cole, a
there are many s out there (hacking)

programming genius a self-taught
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genre

gentleman

genuine

geographic

!VP A 171.a1111I7

geological

geologically

geologically active

geometric

Geometric-style

geothermal

germ

German

German-built

German-owned

intellectual genius
physical genius

music genre

game-show genre

gentleman's agreement

Ladies and Gentlemen

physical genius versus
versus intellectual genius

she defies conventional s by playing a mix...

reviving the moribund

he had violated a not to...;
violated a longstanding between owners

, the attorneys and I...(judge at trail)

genuine awe he is a godlike figure, held in
genuine (history-making) crisis a
genuine (Arab) hospitality they will be accorded (Iraqi official)
genuine (mountain) hospitality still exists (Appalachia)

geographic location
geographic pattern
geographic regions

the (of the outbreak) (biological agents)
a to suicide is also evident
the three of North Carolina

ripeert aencrrarthv wide -open

geological time through

geologically active (see geologically active)

geologically active (Mediterranean) seabed the

Geometric-style

Geometric-style vase

geothermal energy

drug-resistant germ

German-built
German-owned

German-built

(see Geometric-style)

s
makes use of the earth's heat

infected with a

(see German-built)
(see German-owned)

for NATO use

German-owned factory the
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gestation

gesture

get

getaway

get-famous-quick

get-out-the-vote

get-rich

get-rich-quick

getter

get-to-know-you

get-tough

gestation period

gesture of confidence

hand gesture

getaway

get-go

get-well
get-rich
get-tough

get-famous-quick
get-rich-quick

get-together

get-to-know-you

get-out-the-vote

getter

hard-to-get

getaway driver

get-famous-quick scheme

get-out-the-vote rally

get-rich scheme

get-rich-quick scheme

vote-getter

the of an elephant

he took the flight as a in the aircraft

pilots narrate with swooping s

(see getaway)

trendsetters from the ,...

(see get-well)
(see get-rich)
(see get-tough)

(see get-famous-quick)
(see get-rich-quick)

we had a

(see get-to-know-you)

(see get-out-the-vote)

(see getter)

(see hard-to-get)

the during a liquor-store robbery

a

s in the Bronx, Harlem and Brooklyn

his

a

the leading

get-to-know-you interview

get-tough move

the initial

in the latest
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get-tough-on-juvenile-crime (m) Michigan's law

get-well get-well wishes she has mailed her from Texas

G-force (see gravity force)

GHB-related GHB-related supplement he took a and nearly died

gonorrhea gonorrhea and syphilis broad-spectrum prophylaxis of (a drug)

prophylaxis of gonorrhea broad-spectrum and syphilis (drug)

ghost ghost story stands up and delivers a
ghost town communities will turn into s
ghostwriter he has worked as an unofficial

GI

giant (n)

giant (adj)

gift (item)

(see gastrointestinal)

beverage giant the Atlanta-based (Coca-Cola)

comic-book giant a (character from a comic)

mobile-phone giant Vodafone
software giant the Microsoft

online auction giant the j, eBay

20,000-foot giant Pumori and McKinley, among other s

giant mound a of crushed fifty-five-gallon drums

giant (state-owned) apartment complex s
giant cave bear the fossil skull of a
giant hog farms
giant (to-do) list a
giant (redwood) trees turning into lawn furniture

giant slide projections music and of waterfalls
giant tent city a near the town of Mina (Saudi Arabia)

giant database building s of consumer information

gift certificate she got a in the raffle;
she purchased a for her niece
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gift (aptitude)

gifted

gig

giga

gigabyte

giggle

giggle-provoking

gimlet-eyed

ginger

ginger-red

girl

gift list
gift shop

Christmas gift
holiday gift

wedding gift

gift for metaphor

poet's gift

gifted children

gifted (young) violinist

acting gig
modeling gig

supper-club gig

high-paying gig

gigabyte

gigabyte of information

20 gigabytes

giggle-provoking

shoppers with their s
the in the lobby (of the hotel);
the cash registers in the

a
unwrap s

a for Princess Grace

a poet's

a for metaphor

the parents of j;
a program that serves
a

she started landing js
she got her first at the age of 9

a in Hot Springs

a

(see gigabyte)

a hard drive that can store a

a new PC comes with up to of storage

(see giggle-provoking)

giggle-provoking eruption of good news

gimlet-eyed opera queens

ginger-red (see ginger-red)

ginger-red beard a

girlfriend
girls' school
Girl Scout

(see girlfriend)
js and women's colleges
(see Girl Scout)
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girlhood (see girlhood)

girl-next-door (see girl-next-door)

baby girl to feed my wife and S;
she gave birth to a

cigar girl greeters, s, hostesses (boxing)
home girl you know you're my
schoolgirl She's a ; giggling like s
stunt girl a

all-girl (see all-girl)

round-card girl strippers moonlighting as s (boxing)

underage girl convicted for having sex with an

troubled girls the group provides training to

little girl (see little girl)

Ilnyc and girlq seventh -grade

girlfriend college girlfriend his had waited for him

ex-girlfriend he took his 's mother hostage

steady girlfriend he had a

girlhood girlhood , with all its sunny freedoms

girlie girlie-cartoon (m) magazines

girl-next-door girl-next-door type fresh, s

Girl Scout Girl Scouts the are emphasizing sports, technology

Girl Scout camp several summers of roughing it at s

Girl Scout Handbook the first seems outdated today
Girl Scout headquarters at in New York

give giveaway (see giveaway)
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give and take

giveaway

give and take
give-no-ground

(see give and take)
(see give-no-ground)

give and take such is uncommon;
there has been a lot of (coach / player)

give-and-take relationship our s

giveaway an enormous to corporations

giveaway offshoot a of Parenting magazine

given (specified) given day
given user's

on any
info about a browsing habits and identity

given (other) freely given (see freely given)

give-no-ground give-no-ground defensiveness the

giver caregiver (see caregiver)
party-giver partygoers and s
prize-givers Would it embarrass the j?

giving caregiving good at
Thanksgiving (see Thanksgiving)

glacier glacier field crossing the edge of a
glacier travel rock climbing, and

glance quick-glance (see quick-glance)

glass glass case the body dwells in a in a museum;
a filled with chiffon scarves

glass ceiling s and other barriers barring women
glass door a ; a cheap, modern j;

a tile floor, a window, and a sliding
glass pipe smoking crack from a
glass object the only s
glass slide pressed them on s;

s bearing specimens
glass splinter the danger of s
glassworks the thirteenth-century

glass-beaded (see glass-beaded)
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glass-enclosed (see glass-enclosed)
glass-fronted (see glass-fronted)
glass-topped (see glass-topped)

glass of champagne he raised a (Tour de France winner)

hourglass (see hourglass)

shatterproof glass a 4-by-8-foot window with
soundproof glass the glass of the interview booth (jail)

impact-resistant (laminated) glass window systems of

magnifying glass peers through his illuminated ;
he reads with a

laminated glass window systems of impact-resistant

glass-beaded glass-beaded (chiffon) cabaret dress her fragile, js

glassed glassed-in (see glassed in)

glass-enclosed glass-enclosed addition voluptuously curving,
glass-enclosed room a stark,

glass-fronted glass-fronted building
glass-fronted store

glassed in glassed-in building
glassed-in office
glassed-in porch
glassed-in shelves

glasses eyeglasses
sunglasses

a

one- and two-story js
his office
the

contact lenses versus
fancy

black-frame glasses his

reading glasses handed him his ;
his hang on a braided strap;
he peered over the top of his

black-rimmed glasses
horn-rimmed glasses black
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glass-topped

glassy

glassy-eyed

glaze

glide

glider

gliding

glitch

global

rose-colored glasses
silver-rimmed glasses
wire-rimmed glasses

(see also contacts, lens)

glass-topped table

glassy-eyed

glassy-eyed

glassy-eyed Page

lead-based glaze

paraglide (v)

hang glider

paraglider

hang gliding

paragliding

computer glitch

computer-glitch (m)

hardware glitch

global approach
global brand
global celebrity
global consequences
global economy
global inventory
global system

global network

global economic growth

big, blue

a

(see glassy-eyed)

hopelessly
with grief

the (a boxer)

tiles, pottery, ceramics contain s

over mountaintops

(see hang glider)

(see paraglider)

(see hang gliding)

(see paragliding)

attending to 5;
long-prophesied year 2000 s
they fear a catastrophe

a

it is time a is taken to the issue of...
the Barbie Doll is a $2 billion
a like Ali (the boxer)
long-term of the eruption (volcano)
helping Vietnam participate in the
s of crude (oil) were at their lowest level
weak economies integrated into the

a of spies, ex-soldiers, smugglers

global free trade promotes
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global free trade promotes global economic growth

global warming (see global warming)

Global Positioning System (see GPS)

now-global (see now-global)

globalization globalization debate everyone on both sides of the
globalization's losers and potential losers

American-led globalization
corporate-led globalization resistance to globalization

global warming global warming could wipe out island states

global-warming theorist s have predicted...
global-warming trend our current

globe parts of the globe tyrants in far-flung

fri-ATVI lepp dnnm-nnd-crinnmlErwuni

glorious less-than-glorious (see less-than-glorious)

glory glory days the of his father's administration;
I got him to talk about the (mountaineering)

basketball glory photographs from his days of

blaze of glory he went out in a (Custer)

glossy-leaved glossy-leaved ficus tree s

glove glove box loose change scavenged from the P- (car)

gloves and other forms of skin protection should be worn (hospital)

latex gloves a box of on the counter;
we all put on (correction officers)

rubber glove put on s

batting gloves when he began to strap on his (baseball)
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gloved

glow

go

go-ahead

goal (sports)

goal (want)

gloved hand

eye-catching glow

go signal

go-ahead
go-between
go-to

go-slow

go-for-broke
go-for-it

no-go

slow-go

load and go (m)
stop-and-go

happy-go-lucky

merry-go-round

go-ahead for the flight

go-ahead to the groups

go-ahead basket

goalkeeper

goaltending

field goal

power-play goal

winning goal

goal-oriented

in each he carries an ice ax

a happy,

then I had the (motor sports)

(see go-ahead)
bureaucrat, , underboss
(see go-to)

(see go-slow)

(see go-for-broke)
(see go-for-it)

(see no-go)

(see slow-go)

(see load and go)
(see stop-and-go)

(see happy-go-lucky)

(see merry-go-round)

the came through

give the waiting to descend

the on a driving layup (basketball)

; the team's new ;
putting the ball into a net behind the

(see goaltending)

nailed a 48-yard (football)

took the lead on a (hockey)

after scoring the (hockey)

(see goal-oriented)
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goal-oriented

goaltending

goat

future goals
sales goal

recruiting goal

overriding goal

common goal
immediate goal
main goal

concerned about like college
if his ambitious s are met

the Navy fell 7,000 short of its

pursue economic development as its

they all serve a , serving our customer
the is to... (burn victim)
one of the s of prehospital care is...

operational or strategic goals accomplish the

lists of goals

goal-oriented person

shaking goaltending

goat's ability
goat. breed
goat cheese
goat-cheese (m)
goat dung
goatherd

goat husbandry
goat illness
goat keeper
goat's milk
goat pasture
goat path
goat shed
goatskin

adult goat
dairy goat
meat goat
milk goat

higher-ranking goat

horned goats

she regularly wrote down

I'm a very

the of...(hockey)

the to balance on its hind legs
choose the right
add , if desired
try the appetizer and the roast chicken
fields fertilized with
it's a shortcut the uses;
an 18-year-old named...
the study of in central Europe
some goat illnesses can be transmitted to people
even experienced s have questions...
the characteristic taste of
overgrown areas are excellent s
miles of bike routes, from paved roads to s
cow shed, field shed,
(see goatskin)

s and young kids
her family was given a
milk goats versus meat goats
health problems in s

s will harass the lower-ranking ones

versus unhorned goats
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goatskin

God

God-fearing

godlike

domestic goat
wild goat

bleating of a goat
flock of goats
fodder of the goat
habitat of the goat
nature of the goat

sheep and goats
sheep, goats, cattle

s versus wild goats
domestic goats versus s

the reproachful-sounding
crossing a river to retrieve his (Italy)
nutrients must be contained in the
the original was the mountains
a stable area is best suited to the

imported versus local ones
and camels ' are sacrificed at Eid Al-Adha

cattle, sheep, goats and other ruminants

[Collocations are dedicated to students with Bedouin backgrounds]

goatskin throw

God's forgiveness
God's name
God's way
God's will

godlike

God-fearing

godforsaken (m)

sex god

act of God
Army of God
existence of God
guests of God
messengers of God
word of God

God-fearing citizen
God-fearing community
God-fearing people

godlike figure

s
everything she had learned about
why in am I about to do this
may be of testing her
submitting to

(see godlike)

(see God-fearing)

a hellhole

he felt like a

her death wasn't an "j" (medical malpractice)
the underground extremist group, the
evidence of the
extend the best possible services to the (Haj)
women may become the
the is misrepresented

an honest, hardworking,
a
simple, hardworking,

he is a , held in genuine awe
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goer beachgoer Cape May attracts 's, sailors, and fishermen
churchgoer he was a
clubgoers
concertgoers the safety of
filmgoer how 's behave
moviegoer advertising to capture "impulse" --s
museumgoer js taking in the stuffed mastodons;

s can see...
operagoers and who are...
partygoers a cluster of
party-goer many js
playgoer our life as parental s
theatergoers have driven away countless

go-for-broke go-for-broke art doing
go-for-broke (cancer) treatment a

go-for-it go-for-it mentality a

goggle-eyed goggle-eyed little fellow the

goggles safety goggles the need for

night-vision goggles how the sky looks through

going going-away (see going-away)

churchgoing cutting down on
churchgoing (m) the number of regular Americans
moviegoing the age of
moviegoing (m) a communal experience
oceangoing (m) all American cargo

ongoing (see ongoing)

going-away going-away party I had arranged a at the boat

goings comings and goings one's are a matter of public record (cameras)

gold gold jewelry her glistened as she sat cross-legged
gold medal (see gold medal)
gold mine (see gold mine)
gold miner s in Yakutsk (Siberia)
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gold prices
gold reserves
gold rush

gold watch

gold-digging
gold-mining

putting downward pressure on
at central banks

a latter-day ;
Wall Street's dot-corn ;
start-ups and the Internet
a

(see gold-digging)
(see gold-mining)

gold-encrusted (see gold-encrusted)
gold-handled (see gold-handled)
gold-stamped (see gold-stamped)

crimson-and-gold
green-and-gold

(see crimson-and-gold)
(see green-and-gold)

twenty-four-karat-gold (see twenty-four-karat-gold)

consumer of gold India, the world's biggest
price of gold the has fluctuated in the ten past years

gold-digging gold-digging whore your

gold-digging political pawn a

golden Golden Gate (m) the red towers of the bridge

golden-haired (see golden-haired)

golden-haired golden-haired Persephone

gold-encrusted gold-encrusted head an enormous

gold-handled gold-handled sword a

gold medal gold medal the U.S. Olympic hockey team won the

gold-medal-winning (see gold-medal-winning)

gold-medal-winning

gold mine

gold-medal-winning (Czech) team the of 1998 (hockey)

gold mine of data a of data about enemy plans
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gold-mining

gold-stamped

golf

golf ball

golf-ball-size

golfing

golf-related

gone

good

gold mine of information

gold mine of research

gold-mining permit
gold-mining town

gold-stamped book

golf bag
golf ball
golf club
golf companies
golf course
golf market
golf partner
golf rules
golf shop
golf tournament
golf trip

gc,.1f-relate'l

home of golf

golf-ball-size

golf-ball-size organ

golfing community

golf-related product

golf-related headlines

bygone

long-gone

good advantage
good behavior
goodbye (m)
good (health) care
good (mousing) cat

he is a of information;
the Web is a
it was a (Lyme disease hotspot)

their had expired
a
a

(see golf ball)
a short-shafted
several well-known
by the ; an eighteen-hole
the
my s laughed
football, baseball, basketball and

lightning and js or other outdoor activities
whose son packages js

cpp anifIrpintotil

St. Andrews is the

(see golf-ball-size)

two identical s (hippocampus)

a tremendous loss to the entire

every type of

(see bygone)

(see long-gone)

the ability of soldiers to use terrain to
served two years, released for
a note
proved at reasonable cost
a is the best remedy (mice in stable)
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good choice a for women 15 or over (birth control ad)
good condition upgraded to serious, then fair, then (hospital)
good crowd drew a to the 700-seat auditorium
good decision his ability to make s (mountaineer)
good (family) environment a
good example that's a of a geometry problem
good-faith (see good-faith)
good feelings teens usually have in school
good fortune we couldn't believe our
good guy you never know who's a or a bad guy
good (eating) habits
good (dental) hygiene
good idea
good imitation
good impression
good joke
good listener
good look
good looks
good luck
good money
good mood
good name
good news
goodnight
good (sales) pitch
good (team) player
good question
good (efficacy) rate
good reason
good record
good relations
good results
good (canoeing) river
good (business) sense
good (food) service
good sex
good shot
good sign
good (night's) sleep
good (breeding) stock
good success
good times

toothpaste, toothbrushes and
it was just such a
it wasn't a very
she hoped to make a (sorority rush)
tell him a
he was down-to-earth, a
gets a at this pay stub
all-American
(see good luck)
making at an accounting firm
he was never in a
you need to defend your (prison)
the for working mothers is...
(see goodnight)
despite a
a with strong practice habits
Can I sell myself? This was a
antibiotics are available with s
they had to believe that...
he's a good driver with a
maintain with Russia
pest management is getting
a
environmental consciousness and
provides
having has become a status symbol
I thought I had a at the job (interview)
he chose a nice restaurant, which I took as a
get a
looked on his wife merely as
radiologists have had achieving...
there were so many (speaking of family);
I remember the (stock market)
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good will
good (acorn) year

good storyteller

good background
good outcome

good-looking

building up in the Congress (politics)
1994 was a really

a

comes from a
I hope for a (abducted woman)

(see good-looking)

good-hearted (see good-hearted)
good-humored (see good-humored)
good-natured (see good-natured)
good-sized (see good-sized)

good-for-nothing (see good-for-nothing)

feel-good (see feel-good)

gooder do-gooder (see do-gooder)

good-faith good -faith eff^rt a

"good faith" effort make a "" to notify at-risk spouses

good-for-nothing good-for-nothing Johnny is a from Manchester

good-hearted good-hearted a nice kid, polite and

good-hearted (Army) corporal
good-hearted wife

a
a

good-humored good-humored tolerance a
good-humored writer he is such a clear,

good-looking good-looking he's thirty and ;
he was not

good-looking guy a

good luck good luck good luck entered his life

good-luck charm a

good-natured good-natured competition s
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goodnight

goods

good-sized

gorge

gorgeous

good-natured man
good-natured spoof

good-natured roughhousing

goodnight kiss

goods and services

consumer goods

farm goods
luxury goods
military goods

household goods

off-brand (consumer)

cut-rate goods

sporting goods (m)

branded goods
stolen goods
tinned goods

NFL-licensed goods

an outgoing,
a

his

I visited him just for a but...

a value-added tax on

(see consumer goods)

move from country to town
shops selling foreign

and farm machinery

goods they offer

an area store

drygoods
foreign (luxury) goods

good-sized

good-sized hole
good-sized lake
good-sized (trout) river

deep gorge
remote gorge

gorgeous-looking

not-so-gorgeous

the increasingly competitive world of
get a crack fiend to pay you with
bottled water, kitchenware,

sales of

(see drygoods)
shops selling

both men were and athletically built

two 5
a
a decent

the river has cut a in the plateau
a

(see gorgeous-looking)

(see not-so-gorgeous)
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gorgeous-looking gorgeous-looking book

gorilla

go-slow

gospel

gossip

go-to

gouging

governed

governing

government

mountain gorilla

go-slow approach

gospel song

gossip column (n)

job gossip
neighborhood gossip

juicy gossip

go-to guy

eye-gouging

China-governed

governing body
governing party

government action
Government Affairs (m)
government agency
government aircraft
government assistance

government buildings
government's burden
government check
Government Committee
government contention
government contractors
government contracts
government control
government debt
government denials
government department
government disclosure
government document

her

s inhabiting the Parc des Volcans

a to missile defense

the grace we feel listening to a

a man about town and mainstay of s

swapping and gripes
exchanging the

you hear some that...

suggesting he is the overlooks the team

(see eye-gouging)

(see China-governed)

the sport's (Sumo wrestling)
upsets for the

individual sacrifices or
established by the Senate Committee
check with the responsible U.S.
the use of by government officials
the question of direct ;
trapped in a culture of dependency on
nonresidential buildings as well as
easing the in winning convictions
arrested for forging s
the proposal goes to the
their statements support the that...
make it apply to people who are s
bid for U.S. s
remains in
industries kept afloat by
through decades of
we're going to need a new HUD, a new

of data
wade through s
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pp

government effort

government employee
government event
government executive
government experiment
government's failure
government's fault
government files
government forces
government funds
government grant
government's grip
government helicopters
government help
government initiative
government inspector
government intervention
government intrusion
government job

government lawyer
government leader

government level
government line
government loan
government major
government meeting
government ministry
government objective
government officials
government operations
government official
government office
government official

government performance
government permission
government policy
government portion
government position
government position
government position

reinventing S;
bungled js to...
to be hired ultimately as a special
we'll do a Reinventing Government event
tap the experience and expertise of s
a flawed
his to build a healthy economy
it's all the , say the people

at the National Archives
troops are moving, the are crumbling

s to faith-based social programs
a sign that the was loosening
rebels shoot down
without
Clinton administration's reinventing 's
elude outnumbered js
those who argue for more
protecting you from
pay from their ;
with comfortable s
White House and s believe
ordinary citizens joined s;
business people or s
negotiation at the highest s
the about Waco is being challenged
students who default on --s
his daughter is a at Cornell
in our --s with them
s and universities
serve some valid, legitimate, rational
industry executives and
spending bills to pay fors
thank-you phone calls from his
he will be meeting with Saudi 5;
use of government aircraft by s
in the campaign to improve
the oil company has to conduct tests
longstanding United States
defining the of health-care delivery
for him in his
there is one single U.S.
gunfire from s (Waco)
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government power
government pressure
government procurement
government program

government purchase
government reaction
government recruit
government regulation
government regulator
government resources
government's response
government revenue
government rules
government scheme
government service
government shutdown
government source
government statistics
government stipend
government study
government Sulnifly
government time
government troops
government view
government worker

government fact sheet
government stockpiles
government Web sites

limitations on s, separation of powers
kept the book under wraps

in the area of
how hard it is to cut 's;
It's no big
this bill focuses on the s
get an official U.S.
unsmiling s with Kalashnikov rifles
they are subject to
complaints to industry monitors and s
private business working with --s
are you satisfied with the Russian (diplomacy)
accounting for 60 percent of

can slow the free market
implementing an ambitious
resign from
led to the this past winter
an unnamed source, a
a closer look at shows...
relying on s
s detail the effects

for foccil fuels and nuclear energy
conducted lobbying activities on
evading
prefer the Irish that...
1.5 million are directly affected

according to a
of elephant tusks (Zimbabwe)
track users with cookies

government food storage center a

government coverup

government-issue

government snooping

government-backed
government-controlled
government-financed
government-held
government-induced

charges of a

(see government-issue)

intrusive

(see government-backed)
(see government-controlled)
(see government- financed)
(see government-held)
(see government-induced)
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government-mandated
government-ordered
government-owned
government-provided
government-run
government-sponsored
government-subsidized

government-in-exile

(see government-mandated)
(see government-ordered)
(see government-owned)
(see government-provided)
(see government-run)
(see government-sponsored)
(see government-subsidized)

the new
government-to-government (see government-to-government)

governments, NGOs, and PVOs

coalition government
host government

military government
minority government
student government
world's governments

host nation government

can all aid in the demining process

trying to forge an emergency
the must act decisively (counterinsurgency);
help s fight insurgents
territories under the (Israel)
efforts to topple his (Israel)
(see student government)
regulation by the

respect for , police, and military forces

post-colonial government will lead the

anti-government (see anti-government)

democratically-elected government restore the
newly elected government

central government
civilian government
democratic government
federal government

foreign government (m)
friendly governments
local government
small government

a strong
under the Constitution, is responsible for...
a and market economy
disclosure mandated by the j;
the NWS, the 's weather agency
discussions with representatives
military infrastructures of
Manchester's (England)
as a libertarian who promotes

strong (central) government a

branch of government
role of government
size of government

judges constitute a third
the debate about the
cutting the
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experience and knowledge of government his (a politician)

society, the government, and the military attack sites essential to

governmental nongovernmental (see nongovernmental)

government-backed
government-backed partnership a

government-controlled
government-controlled media the has suppressed reports of...

government-financed
government-financed program a long-running

government-held government-held town a

government-induced
government-induced famine forced relocations and s

gov Milernment-issue anvernment-issue blue tents the camp is a welter of

government-mandated
government-mandated price controls

government-ordered

government-owned

government-run

government-ordered dam demolition for conservation

government-owned factor the

government-run hospital beds in the --s

government-sponsored
government-sponsored death squads Basques killed by the
government-sponsored vaccination program a

government-subsidized
government-subsidized consortium a

government-to-government
government-to-government involvement some sort of
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governor

governorship

gown

gowned

GPS

governorship

governorship

nightgown
paper gown
wedding gown

protective gowns

hospital-gowned

G.P.S. chip
G.P.S. circuits
Global Positioning
GPS receiver

G.P.S. satellite
GPS signals
G.P.S. transponder
G.P.S. unit

GPS-guided
GPS-enhanced

(see governorship)

the biggest proposal of his

changed into her
the flimsy she's in (clinic exam)
her choice of a

use , eyewear, and masks (body fluids)

(see hospital-gowned)

his position was transmitted through a
prices for have fallen faster even than...

System collar animals fitted with --s
s provide latitude-longitude readings;
the captures satellite signals
the first --s were launched in 1978

can control the bomb's flight
a can inform the police where you are
for about a hundred dollars, you can find a ;
archeologists, fishermen and farmers rely on s

GPS-guided GPS-guided bomb
G.P.S.-guided weapons

GPS-enhanced GPS-enhanced GBU-15s

grab land grab

grabbers land-grabbers

grabbing attention-grabbing

graceful graceful style

graceful archways

grade (school) grade inflation

grade level

(see GPS-guided)
(see GPS-enhanced)

planes can carry more --s

the first of the (bombs)

joined in the (Cuba)

a victory over the

(see attention-grabbing)

with a (snowboard mountaineering)

the and terraces

they worry that would leap even higher;
a decade of rampant
citywide scripts for each ;
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can read at
grade-point a 3.8 average
grade-point (m) the average of black students;

lowered her average
grade-school (m) in the talent show; a kid
grade-schooler moved with Tim, then a , to...

college grade lower js;
correlations between SAT scores and s

course grade half of the is determined by...;
was caught electronically altering a

high school grades
high-school grades

fourth grade
fifth grade
sixth grade
seventh grade
ninth grade

crrarlpc

can vary wildly;
and S.A.T. scores

(see fourth grade)
(see fifth grade)
(see sixth grade)
(see seventh grade)
(see ninth-grade)

they've repeated brought home

kindergarten-through-12th-grade what should accomplish

second- or third-grade level students who read at a

fifth-grade-level (see fifth-grade-level)

grade (other) military-grade (m) how to make a explosive (manual)
weapons-grade (m) enough uranium for warheads

rail-line grade in general, s are two percent

low-grade (see low grade)
steep grade bridges, tunnels, js, sharp curves (military)
top-grade (see top-grade)

upgrade (see upgrade)

time-in-grade (see time-in-grade)

grader first grader (see first grader)
second grader (see second grader)
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gradual

graduate

graduating

graduation

fifth grader
eighth grader

gradual change
gradual process

graduate program
graduate school
graduate school (m)
graduate studies
graduate work

(see fifth grader)
(see eighth grader)

it was a (deterioration of sportsmanship)
it has been a

expensive s
at the University of Tennessee
entrance exams

he did his in London
after he finished his at Columbia

graduates and their families

college graduate

receptions for will be held in...

females outnumber males among s

high school graduate when s enter college
high-school graduate all were s
medical-school graduate the most gifted and driven of s

undergraduate

postgraduate

nursing school graduate

freshly minted graduates

receptions for graduates

(see undergraduate)

(see postgraduate)

recent s

and their families will be held in...

graduates and their families receptions for will be held in...

graduating class

graduation ceremony

graduation day
graduation night
graduation protest
graduation rate
graduation requirement

the current from the police academy;
the top 10 percent of every high school ;
in the top ten per cent of their

during Felicity's high-school ;
banned from the high-school
on her
he was reminded of his
another erupted (university)
lower js
raise js even higher in high schools;
do community service to fulfill s
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graffiti

graffiti-covered

graft

graft-versus-host

grain

grained

gram

CV,011 VIM VIM or514.411l11.l.a.

Grammy

Grammy Award

Grammy-winning

grand (people)

graduation speech

graffiti-covered

gang graffiti

graffiti-covered wall

graft-versus-host

graft-versus-host disease

grain elevator

grain of truth

richly grained

milligram
sonogram

aro ?VI tYI r rtiPnif

Grammy Award

Grammy-winning

Grammy Award

Grammy-winning rapper

grandchild
grandchildren
granddaddy
granddaughter
grand jury
grand master
grandparent

grand (other) Grand Canyon
grand design
Grand Mosque
grandstand

a to new police officers

(see graffiti-covered)

there was a lot of on the walls

dank buildings with s

(see graft- versus -host)

some form of chronic

near the

there is a to reports of what happened

(see richly grained)

(see milligram)
(see sonogram)

cnme imprnyementc in Word's

(see Grammy Award)

(see Grammy-winning)

the white rapper won three s

the

(see grandchild)
(see grandchild)
(see granddaddy)
(see granddaughter)
(see grand jury)
(see grand master)
(see grandparent)

Dinosaur National Monument and the
they have a to make our lives miserable
the in Makkah (Saudi Arabia)
look down from the rickety wooden
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grandchild

grand mal

grand-sounding

grand scheme of things

grandchildren

grandparent-grandchild

(see grand mal)

(see grand-sounding)

in the

he had five children and nineteen

(see grandparent-grandchild)

granddaddy granddaddy of (adventure) races Raid Gauloises, the

granddaughter granddaughter they doted on their young s

grand jury grand jury investigation the federal of American
grand jury testimony according to

grand mal grand mal seizure

grand master grand master

grandparent grandparent

she was in the middle of a

the youngest player to beat a (chess)

the s sue for visitation rights

grandparent-visitation (m) laws in 49 other states

grandparent-grandchild (see grandparent-grandchild)

great-grandparent

Italian-born grandparent his s ran an inn

sets of grandparents both were at the hospital

grandparents and other blood relatives

grandparent-grandchild
grandparent-grandchild relations

grand-sounding grand-sounding term

granite granite bench (m)
granite cliff
granite face
granite marker

that

a memorial in the park
fog-shrouded s above
the broad of Cannon Cliff
a was placed over their father's tomb
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granite mine a (mine and crush granite for concrete)
granite monument a honoring them

granite tombstone under a red

granite-faced (see granite-faced)

granite-hard (see granite-hard)

granite-faced granite-faced Bear Bryant

granite-hard granite-hard life a

grant grant application misrepresented his progress on js

grants for research activities of many faculty members

cash grant
foundation grant
government grant
homeless grants

errant

land-grant (m)
research grant
travel grant

has awarded js
living on book advances and s
--s to faith-based social programs
the will fund 2,000 projects in 50 states
prnfeccnrs accept js to perform research
America's public universities
who award the --s
specialists with generous s

granular granular-activated (see granular-activated)

granular-activated granular-activated carbon system a

grape grape crusher the liquid that comes out of a
grapefruit (see grapefruit)
grape harvest towards the end of this year's
grape pickers the working conditions of
grapevine millions of dollars worth of s

table grape
wine grapes

late-harvest grapes

growers of s
California's 900,000 acres of --

wines made with

grapefruit grapefruit crops like , onions, and cotton;
his 's in South Texas (a farmer)
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graph

grapher

graphic (adj)

graphics (noun)

graphical

graphics-intensive

graphy

grapefruit juice

graph of his blood counts

autograph
paragraph
photograph
polygraph
seismograph

updated graph

oceanographer
photographer

graphic testimony

graphics technology

graphics-intensive

graphics and other files

color graphics
computer graphics

demographic
ethnographic
geographic

3-D graphics

chips for (3-D) graphics

topographical

the fresh-squeezed

an updated

(see autograph)
(see paragraph)
(see photograph)
(see polygraph)
(see seismograph)

an of his blood counts

(see oceanographer)
(see photographer)

it's tough to listen to the (murder trial)

the explosion in

(see graphics-intensive)

when opened, it destroyed (computer virus)

downloaded at lighting speed
, storage, and networking

(see demographic)
(see ethnographic)
(see geographic)

ever-more-powerful chips for

ever-more-powerful

(see topographical)

graphics-intensive Internet content

biography
cryptography
geography
photography
pornography

(see biography)
(see cryptography)
(see geography)
(see photography)
(see pornography)
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grass

grass-covered

grassroots

grate

grater

gratification

grave (burial)

grass fire
grasshopper
grasslands

grass median
grassroots
grass slope

grass-covered

buffalo grass
sea grass
sea-grass (m)

knee-high grass

fresh-mowed grass

long grass
short grass
tall grass
tallgrass (m)

rustle of (tall) grass

a 500-acre
s, dragonflies, honeybees
in the section on ;

and shrublands;
the products of forests, , and fisheries
a 36-foot between the two roads (highway)
(see grassroots)
a herd of eland high on the s

(see grass-covered)

and tall cornstalks
s that are vital habitat

beds

cows graze in the

smelled the and the blossoms

dry, hard ground with or vegetation
dry, hard ground with
the ructle of ac the line stalks
the prairie of 12,000 years ago

the as the lion stalks...

grass-covered Nebraska Sand Hills the vast,

grass-roots democracy
grassroots efforts
grass roots level

fire grate

cheese grater

audience gratification

instant gratification

gravedigger
grave robber
graveside
graveside (m)

the kind of the Founding Fathers envisioned
by citizens' groups

go back home to the

campfires are permitted in s (National Park)

a corkscrew, a , place mats

one of his crucial lessons in came...

the feeling of they afford (instant messagers)

or a soiled by his calling
compared salvagers to s
they would meet around the
a brief, ceremony
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grave (serious)

gravel

gravesite s and services
gravestone I like the look of the cemetery, the s
graveyard (see graveyard)

grave of (his long-dead) kinsman the

ancestor's grave
dragon's grave
mass grave

numbered grave
unmarked grave

watery grave

grave condition
grave consequences
grave mistake
grave problems

gravel drive
gravel plain
gravel road

he visited his and placed a headstone
this is the (geological formation)
the stark videotape of the

the names of those buried in the s
he was buried in an (psychiatric hospital)

when the sub is raised from its

she was in (adverse reaction to a drug)
despite the
that would be a
despite that persist...

in to the wide
a grey horse on a vast
we turned north on a S;
the only way in is along a

gravel walkway 's, green benches

gravel-and-asphalt (see gravel-and-asphalt)
sand-and-gravel (see sand-and-gravel)

gravel-and-asphalt gravel-and-asphalt business a solid

graveyard graveyard the hospital, the or jail;

graveyard spiral pilots call this the (flying)

graveyard of ships the reef is a veritable

gravity G-force (see gravity force)
(atmosphere) G-suit NASA provides a

anti-G (m) an suit
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Zero g
zero gravity

absence of gravity
law of gravity

gravity (other) gravity of the situation

gravity force G-force-induced

is kind of magical
deep-space radiation and

the causes muscular atrophy (space travel)
the

realizing the , he jumped on the grenade

(see gravity-force-induced)

gravity-force-induced
G-force-induced loss of consciousness suffered a

gray

gray-brown

gray-haired

gray-tinged

grazed

grazing
(animals)

gray-haired
gray-tinged

gray-brown

black-and-gray

bluish-gray
charcoal gray
iron-gray
metal-gray
midnight gray
pearl-gray
slate -gray

(see gray-haired)
(see gray-tinged)

(see gray-brown)

(see black-and-gray)

(see bluish-gray)
(erg. rhnrrnnl arnii
(see iron-gray)
(see metal-gray)
(see midnight gray)
(see pearl-gray)
(see slate-gray)

gray-brown wooden structures

gray-haired professor

gray-tinged beard

grazed land

ungrazed

grazing's effect
grazing land
grazing pasture
grazing permit
grazing practices

a

a

she compares land with ungrazed land

(see ungrazed)

on riparian habitat
citrus groves and
drought's effects on and range land
owns s for the land by the streams
rangeland has recovered due to better
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grazing (other)

grease

greased

greased-down

greaser

grease-stained

great (very good)

great (a lot)

anti-grazing

sheep grazing

livestock grazing

uncontrolled grazing

grazing fire

grease-stained

greased-down

greased-down hair

automatic greaser

grease-stained rag

(see anti-grazing)

reductions in cattle and sheep

the environmental effects of ;
a hundred years of

years of denuded the West

does not rise more than about waist high

(see grease-stained)

(see greased-down)

s keep the machine's parts lubricated

...

great benefits , a pension plan
great feeling it's a (bungee jumping)
great (dinner-party) guest she's a
great job
great opportunity
great shape
great time

great-looking

great passing skills

great believer
great concern
great danger
great diversity
great part
great risk
great success

great (deal) a great deal

great (important) great artifacts

the guys did a (soccer)
this is a for us
New York City is in today (crime)
she told her parents she was having a

(see great-looking)

Magic had (basketball)

he's a in company culture
the discovery is not cause for
she would have know if he was in
North Carolina's of plant species
a of a detective's working life is spent
population growth poses a to humanity
it was a (military tank)

businesspeople who travel

a storehouse for of Western culture
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great arts
great city
great events
great master

great cities have
have great arts

the first historians to write about
our first of nature photography

great carpet center Konya is one of the s in the world
great symphony orchestra a chamber ensemble or a
great vase painters the and their school
great winemaker one of the s in the room

great and small identify all creatures living in the park

great (magnitude) Great Court
Great Lakes
Great Plains (m)

the British Museum's
swift-rising storms on the
prairie dogs and the ecosystem

great odds women who overcame

great banquet room
great crime wave
great income inequality the in the United States

in the of Stockholm's Town Hall
the of the nineteen-twenties

crrAat 7r-I\ 41e .__. of 9 , -2 3

great (water and) earth works in India, China, Mexico
great flip-flops the earth's climate does

great (kinship) great-aunts talc-scented
great-granddaughter her Camilla
great-grandparent

greater

greatest

greater caution
greater commitment
greater energy
greater numbers
greater risk
greater understanding
greater use
greater variety

greatest advantage
greatest moments

great-looking great-looking

greatness artistic greatness

exercise in their border confrontation
a to team play
dietary supplements promise
young people show up in at the polls
blacks in the south have a of tetanus
we have a of lightning's power
the of seat belts and air bags
multiplexes show a of filifis

this is one of their s (aerial mine laying)
it was one of the in my life (climbing)

both are and ultra-cool

he had all these dreams of
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greed greed frenzy plunged into the of the big time

greed-driven (see greed-driven)

greed-driven greed-driven (excessive) loading the (of ships)

Greek Greek alphabet the ancient

green green card they married so that he could get a
green-coffee (m) (see green-coffee)
greenhouse (m) gases
green light a judge has given the to...
green-light (v) the one person who can a film
greenroom a reporter and producer were in the
green spaces avoid cutting down trees or destroying

greenish (see greenish)

green-eyed (see green-eyed)
green-faced (see green-faced)
green-tinted (see green-tinted)
green- veined (see green-veined)

green-and-gold (see green-and-gold)
green-and-black (see green-and-black)
green-and-white (see green-and-white)

bile-green (see bile-green)
lime-green (see lime-green)
mint-green (see mint-green)

evergreen (see evergreen)

bright-green
deep-green

(see bright-green)
(see deep-green)

red-and-green (see red-and-green)

shades of green enjoy the many (ferns)

green-and-black green-and-black color scheme same good

green-and-gold green-and-gold canopy the glorious
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green-and-white green-and-white-striped (see green-and-white-striped)

green-and-white-striped
green-and-white-striped wallpaper

green-coffee

green-eyed

green-faced

greenish

greenish-brown

green-tinted

green-veined

gc..cting

greeting card

grenade

green-coffee buyer

green-eyed blonde
green-eyed woman

green-faced man

greenish-brown

greenish-brown cloth

green-tinted glass

the

a 24-year-old (Miss USA)
a

a

(see greenish-brown)

uniforms of

a two-story building

green-veined (marble) coffee table seated around a

it n rrl (gee aroptina enrcll

greetings, questions and well-wishings erupted
greetings, handshakes, backslaps, embraces swapping (lawyer)

Christmas greeting

Father's Day greeting

rude greeting

electronic greeting card

greeting card company

grenade attack
grenade blast
grenade explosion
grenade fragments
grenade launcher

the astronauts radioed --s to the world

he sent a to...

many refugees are getting a

free --s versus stationery stores

the Hallmark

subjected to an intense and accurate
absorbing the at the cost of his life (war)
take advantage of the to move...
although twice painfully wounded by
a rocket-propelled ;
loaded rifles and pistols and --s;
a smoke round from a (signal);
--s with illuminating rounds
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grid

grenade sump

grenade's safety pin

enemy grenade
fragmentation grenade
hand grenade
practice grenade
smoke grenades
stun grenade

colored smoke grenade

exploding grenade

thrown grenade

use the

remove the , release the safety lever...

when an landed in their midst, he...
he pulled the pin from a
(see hand grenade)
soldiers can practice these throws with s
marking the positions with
tear gas and s

fragmentation and grenades are required...

absorbing the full force of the with his body

the path of the

rocket-propelled grenade in the act of firing a at them

critically needed grenades he dropped to the troops (helicopter)
well placed (hand) grenades he silenced the bunker with

current grenades
fake grenade
live grenade

soldiers must be familiar with
found a in his carry-on luggage
he saw a fall directly in front of the position

arc of the (hand) grenade ensure the projected is clear of obstacles
employment of (hand) grenades (manual)
explosions of the grenades following the initial , he moved...
loads of (hand) grenades basic and combat
path of the (thrown) grenade overhead obstacles may interfere with the
storing of (hand) grenadesthe on ammunition pouches
supply of grenades
types of (hand) grenades
use of (hand) grenades

the company expended its
different are required on all missions
the proper (manual)

type and quantity of (hand) grenades the needed

rifle and grenades he attacked the Viet Cong with his
rifle, the bayonet, and the hand grenade the

gridlock (see gridlock)
grid pattern stretching in a
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gridded

gridlock

gridlock-oppressed

grief

grief-stricken

grievance

grieving

grill

grilled

grim-faced

power grid
transportation grid

hopscotch grid

electrical grid

gridded map

gridlock

gridlock-oppressed

feed electricity into the utility's
a cyberattack on a

children jump on s

a cyberattack on a transportation or

produce s from aerial photography (military)

an average of 20 minutes in j;
stymied by the at the bridge

(see gridlock-oppressed)

gridlock-oppressed drivers

grief counselor
grief response

grief-stricken

grief and anger

family's grief
survivor's grief

expression of grief
waves of grief

grief-stricken father

students' grievance

grieving family
grieving process

barbecue grill
gas grill

grilled halibut

grim-faced

s and anti-violence programs
an unhealthy may lead to...(health)

(see grief-stricken)

the still runs strong (murder)

deal with a (medical malpractice)
the persistence of a

mourning is a culturally-based
the wreck is sending across the mountains

his

the appears to be...

the s
experiencing the

s going, beer flowing...
s, lawn mowers, garden implements

seafood chowder, , Ceasar salad

he nodded,
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grim-faced cop

grimness grimness of the scene

grin half-grin

face-splitting grin

yellow-toothed grins

grip-and-grin

grip grip-and-grin

government's grip

viselike grip

proper grip

grip-and-grin grip-and-grins

grisly

grist

grocery

s
due to the , rescue workers... (tunnel fire)

a cross between a and a sneer

a

(see grip-and-grin)

(see grip-and-grin)

a sign that the was loosening

using the , arm the grenade...

the corporate (sports sponsorships)

"grip-and-grin" photographs

grisly details

gristmill

grocery-shop (v)

grocery bag

grocery bill
grocery cart
grocery coupon
grocery money
grocery operations
grocery shop

grocery shopping

corner grocery

"" in Washington

a number of -- (autopsy report)

the dam powered a

forgotten how to

she fished out an empty plastic ;
I wrapped both arms around my
$600-a-month --s
pushing a outside the Wal-Mart
menu ideas and s
he began racing for (Dale Earnhardt)
its home-delivery on-line
at the little --s

on-line has taken root;
decide who would be responsible for

a thrift shop, a
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groom bride and groom

groomed

gross

grossing

ground
(earth)

carefully groomed
enticingly groomed
well groomed

gross profits

box-office gross
box office gross
weekend grosses

second-highest-grossing

ground attack
ground combat (m)
ground controllers
ground cover
ground floor
ground fog
ground force
ground invacinn
groundskeeper
ground level
ground operation

ground personnel
ground radar
ground rules

ground sensor
ground swath
ground target

ground transportation
ground transportation

ground troops

ground war
ground water
ground zero

the wedding day belongs to the

(see carefully groomed)
(see enticingly groomed)
(see well groomed)

40 percent of their

overall s were $7.46 billion (movies)
the of new movies are scrutinized

(see second-highest-grossing)

his platoon was subjected to a heavy
command, j, and aviation combat elements
navigation errors by (space)
flames raced through tinder-dry
assigned a room on the
a restricted visibility
combat s
helicopters for combat support in a
a called an ambulance
the city at
forced to prepare for a possible ;
a was imminent
the airline's and flight crew
the airport does not have
the new post-Cold War ;
new might help
airborne and --s (military)
the sensor's is 215 feet wide (mines/aircraft)
call in air strikes onto 's;
precision-guided munitions to strike s
information and (Atlanta Airport)

(m) proceed to the area (airport);
please do not accept any offers (airport)
positi6ned in Macedonia;
sending in;
assaults with mounted and dismounted
he couldn't win without a
(see ground water)
Austin is in the New Economy;
Lake Tahoe is snowboarding's
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groundbreaking

ground-based
ground-launched

(see groundbreaking)

(see ground-based)
(see ground-launched)

ground or aeromedical (m) transport (for severely injured victim)
ground, rotor, or fixed wing (m) transfer the patient via transport

background
campground

cremation grounds
embassy grounds
fairgrounds
home ground

plant grounds
playground
prison grounds

school grounds

aboveground
underground

hallowed ground
inclined ground
unplowed ground

breeding ground

nesting grounds
stomping ground
testing ground
training grounds

aground

comfortable ground
common ground
dry ground
high ground
sacred ground

(see background)
on the river and in s;
we walk up the beach back to the
dispose of bodies at
a bomb may have been flung into
draws 100,000 customers to the county
intolerable on Europe's ;
turn back to their --s (iguanas)
shallow landfills on
(see playground)
a nearby house on the ;
confined to the by a perimeter fence
find refuge on or in churches

(see aboveground)
(see underground)

gathered on the of the memorial
building new (boat)hulls on
when we got onto (interview)

the Internet is a for viruses;
the puddles are s for mosquitoes
the (for iguanas)
his former New York
Los Angeles is eBay's for local auctions
the Army used Panamanian jungles as

the tramp freighter ran

steer the conversation to more
eager to concede to his adversaries
flood victims were brought to
we started to run to (sinking boat)
every year they return to this (Nez Perce)
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cloud-to-ground (see cloud-to-ground)

give-no-ground (see give-no-ground)

air or ground (m) an avenue of approach is an route
aerial and ground (m) protection from observation

ground (grind) ground beef (see ground beef)

ground-based

ground-beef

improperly ground (see improperly ground)

ground-based development a
ground-based observations (astronomy)

ground-beef the company recalled 180,000 pounds of

contaminated ground-beef and ground beef products

ground beef products contaminated ground beef and

groundbreaking crrni in rihre a kin a researche,- her
groundbreaking story the magazine has published many s
groundbreaking (gene-therapy) study a

grounded grounded freighter the ebbing tide threatened to capsize the

ground-launched ground-launched (cruise) missile s
ground-launched (fire support) system the best for deep missions

ground water ground water leaching into

ground-water tests turned up technetium
groundwater contamination through chicken waste

group

contaminated ground water
contaminated groundwater polluted air,

arsenic-tainted groundwater 22 million Americans drink every day

group activities
groups' belief
group consensus
group discount

numerous
promote the that...
solving problems through

for long-term-care insurance
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group dynamics
group effort
group endeavor
group home
group meeting
Group Rates
group reservations
group sex
group therapy
group therapy (m)
group tour
group work

group's political arm

were dissected after each role play
the show as a
all forms of
(see group home)
we had a -- at Base Camp

Available (at an inn)
for of 20 or more adults, call...(state park)
harsh with several of the men
each kid participates in ;
having to attend ' meetings
membership, programs, --s (Botanical Garden)
combine , internships

the

group membership groups and are increasing

group of (elephant) cows a
group of friends I had a large
group of individuals a very diverse
group of (junior) officers I ate with a
group of (battle-weary) residents a
group of scholars the Modern Language Association, a
group of (journalism) students a

group of crewmen I leave the
groups of (individual) minefields are employed
groups of teenagers same-sex

advisory-group (m)
advocacy group

affinity group
age group

aid group
atheist group
battle group

black groups
blood group
campus group
caste group

the official said...
an against universal vaccination;
a gay rights ;
the Washington-based , AIDS Action
(see affinity group)
the fastest-growing ;
the girls were competing in the same
the Atlanta-based CARE
an
the moved north;
ships from the USS George Washington
distrust between the two
the right
student funding for s
a member of a (India)
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church group
citizens' groups
conservation group

control group
dance group
discussion-group (m)
drama group
elite group
extremist group

family group
focus group (n)
focus-group (m)

food group
fringe group
hate group

infertility group
investor group
language group

militia group
muscle group
newsgroup (m)
obstacle group
opposition group
passenger group
rap group
rebel group
resistance group

support group

terrorist group
tour group
user group
veterans' groups
youth group

abortion-rights group
animal-protection groups

a planning its next book fair
grassroots efforts by
national s;
a that tries to keep the river healthy
kids in the ate normally
an intertribal
a archive (Web site)
with some friends, he started a
one of an
s threatening cross-border raids;
the underground Army of God
a young animal strayed from its
our s show...

sessions;
after conducting extensive research
a major
apocalyptic s
the strength of organized s;
the presence of js in the country;
still too much activity by s
mainstream s
recruited another investor to join the
each elects a representative;
voters of selected ss
tensing and relaxing js
post notes in discussions (Internet)
one mine dump supports a single (military)
began to support its s
safety concerns raised by 's (trains)
the gangster tales of the
one of four s
weapons and funds to Afghan 5;
in the mountains with the 's
a for relatives of homicide victims;
shelters, and other services (abused women)
labeled a
Thomas Cook introduced organized s
battles between jet skiers and other js
a fierce debate among some
helped with s

s
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animal rights group under pressure from s
community action group 14 church-based s
gay advocacy group s have fought charges that...
human-rights group s
patient-advocacy group every supports trials
white-supremacist group Idaho's s

Neo-Nazi group reports of s

anti-death-penalty group s
anti-noise group
nonprofit group

successful s
international agencies and s working to...

Bible-study group s
same-sex group s of teenagers

lobbying group
parenting group

anti-abortion and low-tax s
discussing the issue in the

fastest-growing (age) group the
healthy-looking group a particularly

consciousness-raising group old
skydiving group nine members of a

disadvantaged group raising self-esteem in s

business-financed group
business-oriented group
Manhattan-based group
state-financed group

a
a
a
the

well-organized group new, s

commonly affected groups include toddlers (strangulation)
religiously inspired group s
widely dispersed groups of investigators

diverse group
ethnic groups
large group
minority (racial) group

a very of individuals (taxi operators)
four countries and as many as 50 (Caucasus)
I had a of friends
blacks and other s
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group home

grove

grower

growing

musical group
racial groups

a
blacks and other minority ;
sexual assault victimizes members of all

leader of the group he emerged as the unquestioned
member of a (caste) group a (India)
members of a (skydiving) group nine died when...

the senior-citizen lobby, labor unions and other groups

blacks and other minority racial groups

group home

group home counselors
group home officials
group home operators
group home records
group home van

/NJ

mentally disabled adults live in a ;
the death of 116 people in js;
js for the mentally retarded

his
didn't call 911

show...
he was left for hours in the

group homes for the mentally retarded

city-funded group home a for the retarded

bamboo grove

citrus grove
sacred grove

chicken growers
marijuana grower
mushroom grower
peach grower
sugar grower

growing anger
growing anxiety
growing appreciation
growing concern

growing depression
growing dissatisfaction

we emerged from dense s

a thousand acres of s (Israel)
churches were built in 's

took home $510 million
tracing down js
pig farmers and s
there are 120 commercial js
js import Caribbean laborers

a toward the accused (murder trial)
with , he watched...
a for basic research
diseases were a ;
cholera, typhoid, and dysentery are a
spent days watching TV, in a state of
he wasn't aware of her ' with him
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grown (person)

growing list
growing number
growing popularity
growing prosperity
growing reliance
growing reputation

coffee growing
crystal growing (m)
peach - growing

a of contacts in...(business)
a of schools are trying...
soccer's nationwide
those who don't share in America's
the on informers
his as an expert (a doctor)

the impact of on the environment
at the laboratory
(see peach-growing)

flower-and-avocado-growing (see flower- and - avocado - growing)

fast-growing
fastest-growing
slow-growing

(see fast-growing)
(see fastest-growing)
(see slow-growing)

second-fastest-growing (see second-fastest-growing)

grown children
grown person
grown son

grown-up

full-grown

grown (other) home-grown
laboratory-grown
shade-grown

grown-up

growth

grown-up

grown-up version
grown-up person

growth area
growth corridor
growth expectations
growth factor

growth forecast
growth hormones
growth pace

the accident victim has four
the experiences the feelings of a child
their and daughter

(see grown-up)

(see full-grown)

(see home-grown)
(see laboratory-grown)
(see shade-grown)

it's not clear, even for 's

the
a

tennis is not a
six s and tree beltways
inflated
ways to get 's into the heart;
certain proteins, called s
our for the year
beef fattened with
to keep a that pleases investors
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growth patterns
growth rate

growth sector
growth spurt
growth stock
growth story

growth driven
growth-oriented

look at certain functional
the GDP , at 4.8 percent;
the average in the economy
information technology is the big
At fourteen, I was experiencing my
Alan Greenspan and s (stock market)
the technology-driven has a downside

(see growth driven)
(see growth-oriented)

growth of the (coffee) bushes fostering the
growth of the (textile) industry the explosive
growth of the sport the has been phenomenal

growth of (suburb-to-suburb) commuting the

animal-growth (m)
bone growth
economy's growth
employment growth
_job gro.v.411

plant growth
population growth

sales growth
tumor growth

long-term growth

sustained growth

(see animal-growth)
pediatric patients whose is not yet complete
signs that the is moderating
the level of the level of income growth
We continue to see strong ;
we are seeing rapid, buoyant
nitrogen boosts

and urbanization; tremendous ;
poses a great risk to humanity;

immigration-generated
low and falling share prices

or recurrence

with low inflation

this amazing period of ;
after years of

immigration-generated (population) growth

economic growth

explosive growth

high-growth
old-growth

oil prices may jeopardize world P;
will depend upon...(Russia);

global free trade promotes global
the of the textile industry;
the in technology over the past few decades
(see high-growth)
(see old-growth)
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growth driven

growth-oriented

grudge-nursing

gruesome

grunt

guarantee

guaranteed

guard

smart growth
solid growth

the concept of (cities and urban sprawl)
and good employment gains (economy)

benefits of (economic) growth the are unequally shared
level of (employment) growththe
rate of growth Moore's Law and the of computer chips

stronger-than-anticipated growth somewhat

growth driven this company is

growth-oriented philosophy the materialistic,

grudge-nursing commentary s
gruesome accident
gruesome discovery
gruesome murder
gruesome photograph

grunt work

guarantee of justice

blanket guarantee
loan guarantee
loan guarantee (m)

security guarantee

a (drunken driving)
he made a (murder victim)
about a month after the js
s and police videotapes

a young astronomer did the

the truth was no (miscarriage of justice)

is that a that...
$10 billion in s
establish a national fund;
the program
Israel needs js for giving up the Golan

money-back guarantee (see money-back guarantee)

constitutional guarantee ensure that the law conforms to s

guaranteed (private) insurance for every American
guaranteed (minimum) wage Great Britain doesn't have a

guard dog
guard duty
guardsman
guard mission
guard post
guardrail
guard tower

a
suffered a gunshot wound while on
(see guardsman)
techniques used by platoons executing a
internal s, control points on the perimeter
(see guardrail)
the prison had no s;
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guarded

action guard
advance guard
air guard
bank guard
bodyguard

border guard

coast guard
escort guard
escort guard (m)
flank guard
honor guard

lifeguard
mouth guard
prison guard

rear guard
es.rIlritar miarlV,/ Iola

.tower guard
trigger guard
wrist guard

armored car guard

roving guard

crossing guard

armed guard

facial guard
National Guard (m)

number of guards

closely guarded
well-guarded

s punctuate the fences

trigger guards versus s (firearms)
as the , the platoon finds the enemy and...
in a convoy s observe sectors of sky for enemy
a 36-year-old
accompanied by gun-toting s;
he was accompanied by armed s
military radar used by U.S. js;
he bribed the s to let him leave...
(see coast guard)
have receipts for captives ready for s
special-purpose MP companies (military)
operating as a for a larger force (military)
inspecting a military ;
an Air Force transferred the caskets
had worked for several summers as a
(see mouth guard)
repairman, tool salesman, ;
as a called the roll
platoons may act as the advance, flank or '--
payc the teacher nr ;
the store
part of our duties as
a trigger lock encloses a firearm's
wear s while in-line skating, skateboarding

an helped rob his own truck

tall fences and s

a Millington Middle School ;
the driver gave the an apology

two s usually fly on the flight

use of helmets with facial js can reduce injury
the New York Armory

the needed at a given time (captive soldiers)

(see closely guarded)
(see well-guarded)
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guardrail guardrail

guardsman

guerrilla

guerrilla-held

guerilla-infested

guess

guessing

guest

guardrail openings

guardrails and a fence

dented guardrail

issue of guardrails

National Guardsman

guerrilla activity
guerrilla army
guerrilla positions
guerrilla work

guerrilla warfare

guerrilla-held
guerilla-infested

s along Interstates 40 and 26;
turn-around openings in the s;
guardrails can prevent head-on collisions

allow for emergency access

smashing through

s, dangerous roadways

the on busy freeways (crossover crashes)

a former accused of...

cholera here, there
the of Kosovo Albanians
fired bombs and shells at
before resuming his

the of the Viet Cong

(see guerrilla-held)
(see guerilla-infested)

guerrillas-turned-politicians the generals and the struggled...

leftist guerrillas suspected of sympathizing with

badly equipped guerrillas

traffickers and guerrillas Darien is a refuge for drug

guerrilla-held territory

drug- and guerrilla-infested (see drug- and guerrilla-infested)

guesswork

well-calculated guess

second-guessing

guestbook

educated vs. arithmetical precision;
a world in which the is eliminated

with a

if you start your youth

a memorial with an online
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guidance

guest book
guest chair
guesthouse

guest list
guest ranch
guest room
guest worker

guest bedroom

guest-starring

guests of God

dinner guest
house guest
houseguest
party guest

AiPTI°r-party guest
talk-show guest

paying guest

honored guest

guidance counsellor
guidance signal
guidance system

the cabin has a
the reclining in my hospital room
in a ;
renters in the on weekends
the
dude ranches, s
to reach the three back js
Chinese s held in virtual bondage;
Spain needs js to harvest its crops

he had slept in the the night before

roles on series like...(TV)

extend the best possible services to the (Haj)

he delivered a speech to the s
the former of 0. J. Simpson
a snooping
bid the s goodnight

che's a (meat
the usual s appear

they opened the lodge to s

occupied the first two rows as s

the at Andover told them...
gave the final s to Lunar Prospector
its is not affected by clouds;
early s for nuclear weapons

guidance of (adoptive) parents

loving guidance

parental guidance

source of guidance

guide (written) guidebook
guideline

under the loving

under the of adoptive parents

is advised (TV show)

cited his Christianity as a

(see guidebook)
(see guideline)
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guide (person)

guidebook

guided

guideline

consumer guide
Consumer's Guide
entertainment guide
travel guide

walking guide

violence-prevention guide

flip through s for expert opinions;
to Postal Rates and Fees (post office)

the London Evening Standard's weekly
it is between a reference book and a

the s I took with me to France (books)

a for schools

all-purpose guide popular --s like Fodor's

popular (all-purpose) guide s like Fodor's

assistant guide
dive guide
mountain guide
river guide
tour guide

fishing guide
rafting guide

guidebook

guidebooks and maps

tourist guidebook

guided missile
guided missile (m)

misguided

GPS-guided
laser-guided
precision-guided
satellite-guided
video-guided
wire-guided

guidelines

--s work with more experienced guides
my ' vanished
a former --
trained as a
escorted by Pentagon --s

Craig was the chief
a -- from New Zealand

the green Guide Michelin ;
they'd read about it in a

a group of tourists scouring

Washington --s

Shipwreck underwater-to-surface s (sub)
the Cole is a $1 billion destroyer;
the Stinger system engages aircraft

(see misguided)

(see GPS-guided)
(see laser-guided)
(see precision-guided)
(see satellite-guided)
(see video-guided)
(see wire-guided)

these stipulate that...;
versus fixed rules
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guiding

guilt

income and asset guidelines must be met in order to qualify

sentencing guidelines

hand washing guidelines

set of guidelines

guiding devices
guiding principle

guilt-riddled

guilt or innocence

judges rely on experience, s;
sentencing s offer different punishments

compliance with s

he was given a clear (to govern his behavior)

submarines use radar and other
the of journalism is accuracy

(see guilt-riddled)

questions of

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt

defendant's guilt

survivor guilt
suspect's guilt

shame and guilt

convinced of

no doubt as to the ;
they have reasonable doubt about the
extreme may lead to a suicide attempt
police have already determined the

thoughts of suicide can lead to

burden of guilt they shared a
feelings of guilt can develop (survivors dealing with death)
sense of (embarrassment and ) guilt I felt an overwhelming

embarrassment and guilt I felt an overwhelming sense of

guilt-riddled guilt-riddled brain

guilty

guitar

gulf

guilty individual
guilty plea
guilty secret
guilty verdict

guilty of torture

guitar case

Gulf War

his

the delay in identifying the 's was a result of...
he moved to withdraw his (murder case)
are you harboring a -' (questionnaire)
an appeal to overturn the

the officers were found

he bought a to carry the rifle in

(see Gulf War)
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Gulf of Mexico (see Gulf of Mexico)

Persian Gulf (m) the 9991 war

Gulf of Mexico Gulf of Mexico huge algae blooms in the

Gulf War Gulf War January, 1991, the month that the started

Gulf War illness the cause or treatment of
Gulf War syndrome
gulf-war veteran baffling illnesses among s

gull seagull s hovered rigidly in the air...;
s circle overhead

gum (product) gum wrapper Ps, nails, tampons, lug nuts, fan belts

chewing-gum (see chewing-gum)

gum (teeth) gum line inspect teeth for fracture and bleeding at

teeth and gums reduce brushing damage to

red, swollen, tender or bleeding gums

gun gun advocate s and gun opponents
gun arrest when s are made
gun arsenal enormous s
gun battle there was a running
gunboat They use 's
gun cabinet a boy broke into his father's
gun case s have declined
gun charge the decision not to "deal away" --s
gun collection a safe filled with his
gun control (see gun control)
gun criminal discharge s without prison time;

send s to federal court
gun dealer bought from a in 1995
gun enthusiasts at the NRA annual convention
gunfire (see gunfire)
gun-industry (m) former spokesman;

a new trade organization
gunmakers has polarized ;
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gunman killed by a ; a on an ambush mission
gun merchant s and buyers
gun nut Lott is no
gun opponent s and gun advocates
gun owners next to the
gun ownership an increase in
gunplay reckless is glorified on TV
gunpoint we were stopped at
gunpowder the smell of still hung in the air
gun rack such features as a
gun-rights (m) advocates
gunrunner a
gun safe the best place for a firearm is in a
gun safety (m) complete a course
gunship (see gunship)
gun shop he obtained his weapons at local s
gunshot (see gunshot)
gun show the crackdown against s
gun-show (m) operators;

the Senate measure
gun storage secure is a political issue
gun tower the s at the state prison;

stormed the and escaped a prison
gun trafficker s loaded their car trunks with guns
gun turret an electric
gun vault gun vaults (safes) vs. security cabinets
gun violation nobody's getting serious time for 's
gun violence rising alarm over ;

sue gunmakers to recover the cost of
gun-violence (m) the problem

gun handling promote responsible
gun-toting (see gun-toting)
gun-waving (see gun-waving)

gun-related (see gun-related)

anti-gun (see anti-gun)

dart gun armed with a low-powered
machine-gun (m) a ' nest
shotgun (see shotgun)
spear gun with his he shot groupers
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gunner

gun control

gunnery

gunfire

gun-related

smart-gun

machine-gun-toting

loaded gun
registered gun

silencer-equipped gun

accidentally fired gun
newly purchased gun

main gun (m)

21-gun (m)

gangs and guns

(see smart-gun)

(see machine-gun-toting)

the seizure of two s from a student's car
10 million s in Germany

the

children killed by s
she keeps four close at hand (fear of crime)

enter a building using a tank round

the crack of a salute rent the air

a juvenile-crime bill must crack down on

ammunition for the (crew-served) gun (HMMWV)

door gunner
enemy gunners
machinegunner

the (on a helicopter)
concentrated their fire on him

(see machinegunner)

gun control support for

gun-control advocate
gun-control debate
gun-control law
gun-control measure
gun control package
gun-control proposal

tank gunnery (m)

gunfire

air and gunfire(m)

naval gunfire

burst of gunfire

gun-related crime rate

the
strict new ss
as

during exercises, soldiers practice...

heard

request both naval support

capabilities, limitations, and employment of

the men wounded by the initial

the worst s
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gunship

gunshot

gun-toting

gun-waving

guru

gut

gutted

gutter

guy

helicopter gunship

gunshot

gunshot wound

gun-toting nomad
gun-toting thug

gun-toting bodyguard

gun-waving gangbanger

adventure guru
computer guru
style guru

software guru

gut feeling
gut instincts

"cop's gut"

fire-gutted

rain gutter

bad guy (m)
creepy guy
delivery guy
dream guy
fun guy

go-to guy

hardest-working guy

competitive guy
good guy
little guy

civilians cut down by s;
strafing from Soviet s

an off-duty police officer heard s

suffered a while on guard duty;
died from a self-inflicted

the s
held hostage by s

accompanied by s

some s

the magnum opus of' Ray Jardine
the N.S.A.'s alienation from the --s
Cosmo's Elaine Farley

a popular named Tim O'Reilly

I went with my
I would never again go against my (climber)

when a tells him to stop someone

(see fire-gutted)

clogged s

cases (a cop speaking of drug trade)
a really -- starting bothering us (club)
Chinese-food s
new dating services guarantee a
White found Falwell a ""

suggesting he is the overlooks the team

he was the we had

I'm a very
you never know who's a or a bad guy
he isn't afraid to stand up for the
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0

1

0

guzzling

gym

gymnasium

gymnastics

gyro

gyroscope

habit (addiction)

habit (behavior)

my guy
persuasive guy
right guy
tough guy
wrong guy

contests for guys

gas-guzzling

gym floor
gym shoes

crib gym
prison gym
school gymnasium

climbing gym

(see gym)

gymnastics instructor

gyroscope

motion-control gyroscope

crack habit
drug habit

habit of voting
habit of biting

exercise habit
heroes' habits
practice habits
work habits

and I had been dating for three years
he's a very impressive,
if you're determined to find the
then there were the s
women often date the

pro-level vert ramp

(see gas-guzzling)

had to sleep on a
put on his

and mobiles must be removed once...
families could spend the day in the
it's always a full house in the tiny

training in a

the was an earnest man;
a at Smith College

(see gyroscope)

four --s (space station)

he had a
a street hustler with a

young people and the
she has the horrible her nails

smoking and s
children emulate their
a good team player with strong
improve his (basketball);
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habitat

banking habits
browsing habits
eating habits

mating habit
sleeping habits

check-registry habits

Internet habits

housekeeping habits

book-buying habits
phone-using habits
TV-watching habits

good (eating) habits
healthy habits
1___._l_1_ _1_
HUI 1 WIC 114011.

old habits

self-destructive habits

habitat degradation

habitat destruction
habitat restoration (m)

habitat-friendly

bear habitat
snake's habitat

wildlife habitat

demanding habitat

loss of habitat

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

the of the Japanese

people are reluctant to change their
"cookies" record info about a user's (Web)
good ;
keeps track of their diet and
men's historical s
my child's early

improve slapdash (checkbook)

tracks the of people (cookies)

he was slovenly in his

the of Washingtonians
customer information- -such as their
children and their

you need to commit to s (weight loss)
she has a of biting her nails
his refusal to change ;

die hard;
can be hard to break

her dangerous, (promiscuity)

livestock-induced ;
a lot of the is coming from air pollution
, air pollution, exotic blights
legislation expanding efforts;
the primary program for the river

(see habitat-friendly)

almost all of the county is
the is being overrun by development

jet skiers have destroyed

frequent natural fires create a (plants)

urban sprawl, , global warming
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habitation human habitation remnants of were found (Black Sea)

habitat-friendly habitat-friendly coffee

habitual habitual criminal laws aimed at punishing s
habitual liar he was a

hacker hacker community members of the (Web)
hacker tools Web sites specializing in

underage hacker must take a prevention approach to s

brilliant hacker he is a (computers)

hacking hacking spree he embarked on a prodigious

hacking-related (see hacking-related)

computer hacking to learn the basics of

antihacking (see antihacking)

hacking-related hacking-related investigation over 800 FBI

haggard-looking haggard-looking women women, children and old people

hail hail of fire in the initial j, 2 soldiers were wounded

rain, hail, funnel clouds

hair hairband wearing s
hair care products such as shampoo
haircut his black hair hung in a bowl
hairdresser (see hairdresser)
hair dryer scientists used s to thaw the specimen
hairline Sinatra's receding
hair loss bouts of nausea and (chemo)
hairpin (see hairpin)
hair puller a nursery-school
Hair Salon S, Nail Salon (sign at airport)
hair spray set the style with
hair style (see hair style)
hair stylist
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dog hairs she said I had all over me

hair-raising (see hair-raising)

hair-thin (see hair-thin)

moplike hair

medium-length hair
shoulder-length (blond) hair
shoulder-length (brown) hair
waist-length hair

ash-blond hair
jet-black hair
lemon-blond hair
pineapple-blond hair
raven-black hair

with

he had

light-brown hair with long,

reddish-blond hair

bleached-blond hair a woman with

dyed-dark-brown hair her

fast-receding hair

brushed-back hair straight,
greased-down hair
slicked-back hair the

short-cut hair her curled...

mahogany-colored hair
sand-colored hair
sandy-colored hair

carefully combed hair

longhair
nasal hairs

lustrous,
his hair is
thick

s, pinkos, drug takers
singed facial or
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hairdresser

haired

hairpin

hair-raising

hair-style

hair-thin

hairy

hairy-chested

pubic hair
curly hair
straight hair

once-thick (brown) hair

black-and-gray hair
salt-and-pepper hair

lock of hair
strands of hair

budding breasts and
how to make straight
how to make curly

his

with short

momentos: a , photo, footprint (dead child)
she collects (of famous people)

eyes, nose, mouth, throat, lungs, ears and hair

hairdresser

auburn-haired
brown-haired
chestnut-haired
curly-haired
dark-haired
fair-haired
flame-haired
golden-haired
gray-haired
raven-haired
red-haired
sandy-haired
silver-haired
sparse-haired
wire-haired

hairpin turns

hair-raising glimpse
hair-raising trip

new hair-style

hair-thin needle

hairy-chested

hairy-chested man

she's a

(see auburn-haired)
(see brown-haired)
(see chestnut-haired)
(see curly-haired)
(see dark-haired)
(see fair-haired)
(see flame-haired)
(see golden-haired)
(see gray-haired)
(see raven-haired)
(see red-haired)
(see sandy-haired)
(see silver-haired)
(see sparse-haired)
(see wire-haired)

sand gets into the

fans lined the (Tour de France)

a
a

a new identity, and a

inserting s into the body

(see hairy-chested)

a
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Haitian-born Haitian-born music promoter

Haj Haj permits

Haj website

trouble-free Haj

first Haj

eve of Haj

Ha lcion-induced Halcion-induced

half (time) half-century
half-day
half-hour
half year's (m)

half an hour
iiaii a %..int.ay

half (amounts) half-dozen
half a dozen

half-ounce

half (distance) half-inch
half step
half block
half-mile
halfway
halfway (m)

half (other) half-expect (v)
half watch (v)

half-aborigine
half brother
half-court
half-dark
half-grin
half-mast

a

a local office promised them to get

launched the on the Internet (Saudi Arabia)

Saudi authorities work hard for a

I recently embraced Islam and this is my

perform Umrah on the

(psychotic) breakdown he experienced a

(see half-century)
a workweek
(see half-hour)
a energetic work

lasted for
.1.1411 J VVGl

(see half-dozen)
(see half a dozen)

a of heroin

(see half-inch)
he took a forward
a to the east
(see half-mile)
about up the shore; around the world
the house is a structured environment

she s them to...
one of those airplane movies you

he's a
he and his s (Saudis)
a jumper
(see half-dark)
a cross between a and a sneer
the flag's at
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half-pipe
half-shuffle
half sister
half-size
half stupor
half-time
halftime
half-truths

halfway (m)

half punk, half pixie
half butler, half sentry

half dozing
half-sliding
half-stumbling

half-awakened
half-baked
half-concealed
half-convinced
half-demented
half-drunk
half-eaten
half engulfed
half filled
half-forgotten
halfhearted
half-hidden
half-informed
half-thwarted

half-afraid
half afraid
half asleep
half-blind
half empty
half full
half-open
half open

halfheartedly
half-jokingly

(see half-pipe)
I could barely manage a
his thirty s (Saudis)
a screen
a patient who was tranquilized into a
(see half-time)
(see halftime)
for buying into the ;
peppering conversations with
(see halfway)

a woman, , rejected by her family
He was

the crew at the controls
she propelled him, , toward...
she propelled him, , toward...

(see half-awakened)
(see half-baked)
(see half-concealed)
(see half-convinced)
(see half-demented)
(see half-drunk)
(see half-eaten)
(see half engulfed)
(see half filled)
(see half-forgotten)
(see halfhearted)
(see half-hidden)
(see half-informed)
(see half-thwarted)

he was of taking it
she was he would tell her
the airliner was off course, the crew
(see half-blind)
(see half empty)
the glass was really
her lips
his mouth

he was accused of attacking
He told her , "If...".;
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half a dozen

regard themselves as members of...
half-seriously which I took .

half a dozen buildings
half-a-dozen conflicts
half a dozen feet
half a dozen times

half-awakened half-awakened mind Hunt's

half-baked half-baked commentary your own

half-blind half-blind black preacher a

half-century half-century of Communism a

half-century-old (see half-century-old)

4
half-century-old half-century-old economic sanctions ease the

half-concealed half-concealed message a

half-convinced half-convinced she was still only

half-demented half-demented man of genius a

half-dark half-dark in the hazy of the cemetery

half-demented half-demented genius a 4

half-dozen half-dozen cigarettes a
half-dozen others a whose faces...
half-dozen years in the last

half-drunk a glass of wine half-drunk sits on the bed table

half-eaten half-eaten bowl of rice a

half empty half empty the building was

half-empty glass the was really half full
half-empty tank a

half-empty office complex a
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half engulfed

half filled

half-forgotten

halfhearted

half-hidden half-hidden

half engulfed

half filled

something half-forgotten

by underbrush

the food comes in bowls, with pasta

trying to remember

halfhearted suicide attempt a

half-hour

half-inch

half-informed

half mile

half-pipe

half-hidden storm sewer

half-hour

half-hour series
half-hour sessions

half-hour sitcoms

half-inch

in the corner, she...;
he was pointing at a man, from...

a
a before the attack

a
his with a psychiatrist

sitcoms

hung a short of the floor

half-informed tinkering such

half-mile

half-mile driveway

half-mile of ice

32-mile-by-half-mile (m)

half-pipe

half-pipe artists
half-pipe title

half-thwarted half-thwarted need

half-time . half-time psychiatrist

halftime (sports) halftime

a south of...

the

under a ; a -- south of...

the island

masters of the (skateboarding);
she finished fourth on the snowboarding

(skateboarding);
won the 1998 Winter X Games title

a

a -- psychiatrist

just before ;
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the fans were on their feet at

halfway halfway about up the shore; around the world

halfway house a is a structured environment

hali halimeter (see halimeter)

halimeter halimeter dentists can measure breath odor with a

hall hallmark quaint s of a bygone era
hallway (see hallway)

Hall of Fame (see Hall of Fame)

assembly hall in the church's large vaulted
auction hall rare antiques at an
beer hall from to tattoo parlor
community hall the
concert hall his popular ballets are presented in s;

Nashville's Grand Ole Opry
Ile spent h^iirs in seminars

convention hall putting up a large new
entrance hall the Fifth Avenue
immigration hall the j, with its luggage x-ray machine
lecture hall s, libraries, and museums
mess hall washing food trays behind the
rehearsal hall he sat outside the (play)
residence hall student health facilities, libraries, s;

she was murdered in a (at college)
sculpture hall a vaulted, Beaux-Arts
town hall a , school, firehouse...
town hall (m) at a meeting (university)
union hall at a in Memphis;

he would go to a looking for work

high-school hall a like any other inner-city high-school hall

end of the hall the exit door at the far

Hall of Fame Hall of Fame jockey the (horse racing)

Baseball Hall of Fame the
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hallowed hallowed ground

Halloween

hallucination

hallucinogenic

hallway

halt

ham

hamburger

hamlet

hammock

hand

Halloween event
Halloween party

auditory hallucination

hallucinogenic drug

hallway

hallway chatter
hallway conversation

screeching halt

brief halt
long halt
short halt

gathered on the of the memorial

hold its at Owen Middle School
went to a at her church

driven to kill by these s

the use of s

walks the s;
the group walks down long prison s

a fair amount of (at work)
s or talks in the cafeteria

thirty-some ships came to a

a downpour brought a to the festivities
establish a perimeter defense during s
during --s, soldiers spread out...

hamburger (see hamburger)

hamburger hot dogs, --s, milk shakes

mud-and-thatch hamlet the chief of this (Chad)

chief of this (mud-and-thatch) hamletthe

arboreal hammock --s and other tree gear

hand-till (v) --ing their fields

handbag
handbill

Handbook
hand creams
handcuffs
hand file
hand gesture
hand grenade
hand neutralization
handrail

she did not carry a
distributing s at street fairs;
arrested for illegal distribution of racist s
the first Girl Scout seems outdated today

can make your hands smooth and soft
she purchased a pair of
sharpened with a
pilots narrate with swooping --s
(see hand grenade)
procedures for of US mines (military)
skateboarders streaking down --s;
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escalator steps and s
hand rail the escalator's --s
handset s and transmission stations (mobiles)
handshake (see handshake)
hand speed Sugar Shane boasts the best (boxing)

handcraftsmanship (see handcraftsmanship)

handful (see handful)

hands-down (see hands-down)
hands-off (see hands-of])
hands-on (see hands-on)
handout (see handout)
handover (see handover)

hand-shaking a blur of last-minute
hand washing guidelines for infection control include ;

reduces infection rates;
hospital workers are too casual about ;
dozens to hundreds of s a day

nauu waS km) StUdied practices at hopitals;
inadequate compliance with ' guidelines

handwriting (see handwriting)

hand-carved (see hand-carved)
hand-counted (see hand-counted)
hand-cranked (see hand-cranked)
handcuffed (see handcuffed)
hand-cut (see hand-cut)
hand-delivered (see hand-delivered)
hand-drawn (see hand-drawn)
hand-helds Palm is the Kleenex of ;

Palm will continue to make
hand-held (see hand-held)
hand-knotted (see hand-knotted)
hand-laid (see hand-laid)
handmade (see handmade)
hand-painted (see hand-painted)
hand-picked (see hand-picked)
hand-pumped (see hand-pumped)
hand-rolled (see hand-rolled)
handwritten (see handwritten)
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hand-carved

hands-free

hand-me-downs
hand-me-down

hand-to-hand

cowhand
deckhand

field hand
iron hand
mother's hand
ranch hand
stagehand

small-town hands

far-right-hand
lower-left-hand
upper-left-hand

firsthand
secondhand

beforehand

bandaged hand
cupped hands
gloved hand

jewel-bedecked hand

shooting hand

bare hands
left hand
right hand
wrong hands

palm of her (left) hand

hand-carved ivory
hand-carved paddle

(see hands-free)

(see hand-me-downs)
(see hand-me-down)

(see hand-to-hand)

a working
a comes from a place like Jamaica;
he was a who rose to captain
cooks, maids,
the country needs an to lead it
holding his
he took a job as a ' in Montana
actors and s (theater)

a small-town paper in

(see far-right-hand)
(see lower-left -hand)
(see upper-left -hand)

(see firsthand)
(see secondhand)

I can't go see them

showed up at work with a
carrying a bird in his
in each he carries an ice ax

their --s

broke a thumb on his (basketball)

rescuers labored with their to rescue...
(see left hand)
(see right hand)
if the information fell into the

a red-ink drawing of a heart in the
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hand-counted

handcraftsmanship

hand-carved statue

hand-counted ballots

fine handcraftsmanship

a
and previously missing ballots (elections)

committed to returning to building

hand-cranked hand-cranked ice-cream maker

handcuffed

hand-cut

hand-delivered

hand-drawn

handed

handedly

hander

handful

hand grenade

handcuffed

hand-cut pasta

hand-delivered

hand-drawn map

empty-handed
even-handed
heavy-handed
left-handed
one-handed
short-h-nrie,1

single-handedly

underhandedly

left-hander

handful of items

he wasn't

a

issues arrive, , at the homes of ..

a found among his belongings

(see empty-handed)
(see even-handed)
(see heavy-handed)
(see left -handed)
(see one-handed)
(cPP vhort-handed)

(see single-handedly)

(see underhandedly)

the type of awkward

they could only salvage a (eruption)

handful of (no-frills) airlines one of a

hand grenade attacked with machine-gun fire and s;
a rocket launcher, s, rifles, handguns

hand grenade range as the soldier closes to

hand grenade storing (manual)
hand grenade throwing (m) the three basic techniques
hand grenade training we must conduct (manual);

conduct in a safe manner

white phosphorous hand grenade fragmentation or 's
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hand-held

riot-control hand grenade s are used to control crowds or riots

specific hand grenade a for most circumstances;
fragmentation hand grenade s can kill, wound or disable equipment
friendly hand grenades the chances of hitting friendly forces
incendiary hand grenade s can destroy equipment or start fires

type and quantity of hand grenades the needed

arc of the hand grenade ensure the projected is clear of obstacles
employment of hand grenades (manual)
storing of hand grenades the on ammunition pouches
types of hand grenades different are required on all missions
use of hand grenades the proper (manual)

combat loads of hand grenades basic and

(see also grenade)

hand-held computer Palm s;
--s have a strong market;

(PDAs) and cell phones
hand-held device a Geiger counter or similar

hand-held children's game a
hand-held noise meter a
hand-held short-wave radio s
hand-held computer market the U.S. computer market

handicap social handicap hearing impairment is considered a severe

handicapped handicapped accessible the playground will be

mentally handicapped (see mentally handicapped)

handkerchief handkerchief-size (see handkerchief-size)

handkerchief-size handkerchief-size garden a

hand-knotted hand-knotted rug a

hand-laid hand-laid they rest in the ground, in sequence...
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handle

handled

handler

handling

handmade

ejection handle
knife handle

built-in handle

long-handled

gold-handled
ivory-handled

baggage handler

ball handler
dog handler

monkey handler
panhandler

handling charge

the pilot pulled the s
s (carved from mammoth ivory)

its (a computer)

(see long-handled)

(see gold-handled)
(see ivory-handled)

American Airlines s;
a from the Detroit airport
he became a superb (basketball)
the best s get in the dog's mind;
an experienced (demining);
dogs and s need refresher training (demining)
's weren't dying
there was a

you may incur a to cover our processing costs

handling of the investigation the Navy's

air-handling (m)
ammunition handling
baggage-handling
ball handling
gun handling
Navy's handling
police handling (m)
puck-handling
ship handling

handmade

handmade suit

(see air-handling)
and inspection procedures

(see baggage-handling)
(see ball handling)
promote responsible
the of the investigation
critical of of complaints
skating, and shooting (ice hockey)
a course in

which are in Italy .

a is better than an off-the-rack suit

hand-me-down hand-me-down Chevy Blazer

hand-me-downs hand-me-downs

handout handout

a

they got from the previous year

survives on 5 from friends and family
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I

small handout surviving on --s

handover hand-over ceremony Macao's

minefield handover is an extremely important task

hand-painted hand-painted banner a
hand-painted china other brands of are Deruda and Vietri

hand-picked hand-picked team he formed a

hand-pumped hand-pumped garden sprayer s
hand-rolled hand-rolled cigarette his

hands-free hands-free device a like a speaker phone

hand-to-hand hand-to-hand contact can be passed through

hands-down hands-down the Europeans would have won

hands-down favorite the

handshake handshake gave me a

bone-crushing handshake a

greetings, handshakes, backslaps, embraces swapping (lawyer)

hands-off hands-off approach continued to take a j;
those with a more

handsome aviator-handsome he is young, trim, with a mustache

handsomely

not-quite-handsome (see not-quite-handsome)

handsomely designed (see handsomely designed)
handsomely printed (see handsomely printed)
handsomely renovated (see handsomely renovated)

handsomely designed
handsomely designed book a

handsomely printed
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handsomely printed booklet a

handsomely renovated
handsomely renovated building a

hands-on hands-on It was very

hands-on approach
hands-on class
hands-on organizer
hands-on work

a
these s
she is a

hands-on science project a

handwriting handwriting comparison fingerprint comparison, (murder case)

handwritten

ucuauy

handyman

hang

hanger (place)

handwritten invoice he wrote out a (computer was down)
handwritten note a lay on the coffee table

handwritten thank-you note s
banciymn

handyman

motel handyman

(RP.P hqndy171111n)

found a job as a

a

hang glider (see hang glider)
hangman the strung them up one at a time

hangout (see hangout)
hangover woke up with a
hangup (see hangup)

hang gliding (see hang gliding)

aircraft hanger an

hanger (clothes) plastic hanger 's
wood hanger s

hangers

plastic or wood hangers (for clothes)

hangers-on his ; louts and
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hang glider hang glider

hang gliding hang gliding

hang-gliding fatality

tandem hang gliding

hanging (death) hanging injuries

accidental hanging
autoerotic hanging
homicidal hanging
judicial hanging
suicidal hanging

hanging (other) wall hanging

overhanging

hangout police hangout

popular (police) hangout

hangup

happening

happily

happily married

happiness

happy

he flew s at altitudes up to 16,000 feet

a friend turned me on to

in 2000 there were just two s (US)

a friend turned me on to

and strangulation

s, suicidal hangings and spinal cord injury

framed posters and other --s

(see overhanging)

a popular

a
hangout for the (city's) gay community

post-hangup

industry happenings

happily married

happily married couple

employees' happiness

happy ending
happy hour
happy marriage
happy occasion

happy-talk (m)

a

(see post-hangup)

, company mergers, new hires

(see happily married)

when a make love

he takes his extremely seriously

the film doesn't have a
he met my roommate one night at (bar)
write a note wishing her a
I'm bitter at --s (son died);
her departure from the hospital was a
this philosophy
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happy-ever-after

happy-go-lucky

harassing

harassment

harbor

hard

happy-ever-after

happy-go-lucky

unhappy

happy-ever-after marriage

(see happy-ever-after)

(see happy-go-lucky)

(see unhappy)

from one-night stands to js

happy-go-lucky slugger the (boxing)

harassing fire

harassing phone call

harassment lawsuit

the platoon came under light

she received so many s at home that...

the highest-profile

electronic-mail harassment charged with two counts of

sexual-harassment (see sexual-harassment)

harbormaster the of Pawtuxet Cove...
harbor pilot a handles the ship

deepwater harbor a new

naturally enclosed harbor a shallow bay with a small,

hardass
hardback
hard battle
hard candy
hard-core
hard currency
hard decision
hard drive
hard evidence
hard hat
hard look
hard-line
hard-liner

hard target
hard thing

(see hardass)

(see hardback)

it's been a long, for me (cancer survivor)
individually wrapped
(see hard-core)

earn Turkey millions in badly needed
it wasn't a to make
a smaller than a matchbook (computers)
no ever linked him to the crimes
he wears a
he challenges parents to take a at themselves
China's policies
they want to destabilize the s;
the s don't want fairness;
--s have been pressing civilian leaders
targeting of both soft and js (cruise missiles)
it was a to do (mountain climbing)
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hard time it was a for everybody;
he was having a coming to grips with...;
he had a getting back into shape (boxing)

hard truth the is, she has cause for concern
hardware (see hardware)
hardwood (see hardwood)
hard work thanks for your and dedication (rafting trip)

harder

hardship

hard-on

(see harder)

(see hardship)

give you a

hard-charging (see hard-charging)
hard-drinking (see hard-drinking)
hard- driving (see hard-driving)
hard-hitting (see hard-hitting)
hard-smoking (see hard-smoking)
hard-throwing (see hard-throwing)
hard-working (see hard-working)

hard-bitten (see hard-bitten)
hard-driven (see hard-driven)
hard-earned (see hard-earned)
hard-edged (see hard-edged)
hard-fought (see hard-fought)
hardheaded (see hardheaded)
hard-hearted (see hard-hearted)
hard-hit (see hard-hit)
hard-nosed (see hard-nosed)
hard-packed (see hard-packed)
hard pressed (see hard pressed)
hard-shelled (see hard-shelled)
hard-won (see hard-won)

hard-to-calculate (see hard-to-calculate)
hard-to-get (see hard-to-get)
hard-to-fill (see hard-to-fill)
hard-to-find (see hard-to-find)
hard-to-fit (see hard-to-fit)
hard-to-predict (see hard-to-predict)

hard-and-fast (see hard-and-fast)
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hard-and-fast

hardass

hardback

hard-bitten

hard-charging

hard-core

hard-drinking

hard-driven

hard-driving

hard-earned

hard-edged

harder

hard-of-hearing

granite-hard
rock-hard

diehard

hard-and-fast rule

hardass coach

hardback book

hard-bitten

hard-bitten man

hard-charging (new) boss
hard-charging ways

Irrd-r.rrP

hard-core addict
hard-core homeless
hard-core porn

hard-drinking woman
hard-drinking writer

hard-driven rain

(see hard-of-hearing)

(see granite-hard)
(see rock-hard)

(see diehard)

such a seems ill-suited...

this

first-day sales of s by...

--intelligent, ambitious, --

a

a
whose ways

his image is not so

reduce the number of s;
helping those won't be easy

a
a

the

hard-driving corporate leader

hard-earned

hard-earned money
hard-earned possessions
hard-earned property

hard-edged New Yorker

harder look

a

the BBC's international standing was

stripped of their

a

I made her take a at the issue
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1

hardest hardest-working (see hardest-working)

hardest-working hardest-working the of men

hardest-working guy he was the we had
hardest-working student one of the s

hard-fought hard-fought battle a
hard-fought struggle a

hardheaded hardheaded a politician so that...

hardheaded Yankee the

hard-hearted heard-hearted stupidity

hard-hit hard-hit the local oyster industry was (oil spill)

hard-hit region the

hard-hitting hard-hitting Ghanaian the (boxing)

hard-nosed hard-nosed evidence
hard-nosed player
hard-nosed (young) scientist
hard-nosed specialist

the

s
hard-of-hearing hard-of-hearing children

hard-packed hard-packed dirt floor the chapel's

hard pressed hard pressed he'd be to...;
factory owners to meet a deadline

hard-pressed economy in this

hard-shelled hard-shelled organism s
hardship faced many s in their youth;

suffering , deprivation, and poverty

hardship discharge press for a
hardship pay NYPD divers receive no

hardship
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hard-smoking

hard-throwing

hard-to-calculate

hard-to-fill

hard-to-find

hard-to-fit

hard-to-get

Imats-Ly7Fxvuuu,

hardware

hard-won

hardwood

hard-working

hardships of the trail

financial hardship

hard-smoking writer

they suffered from the (Nez Perce)

this is a for the poor

a hard-drinking,

hard-throwing Keven Brown the pallid, (baseball)

hard-to-calculate implications for...

hard-to-fill area

hard-to-find items

hard-to-find art books

hard-to-fit adults

hard-to-get act
hard-to-get product

h-rA-to-prmirq movement

s such as math

items, online or off

art books

and younger children (gas masks)

ditch the (relationships)
find s online

the s of traffic cops

hardware the software that runs the (computers)

climbing hardware harnesses, caving rope, and climbing

hardware glitch
hardware store

hard-won autonomy
hard-won fame
hard-won success

a (computers)
ten different light switches in a

relinquishing my
hers

hardwoods such as maples, elms, oaks

hardwoods and evergreens a diverse forest of

forest of hardwoods a diverse j and evergreens

hardworking cleaners
hard-working father
hardworking people
hard-working student

a
simple,
a
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harm

harmful

harmony

harness

harrowing

harsh

harm's way

harmful

serious harm

harmful abrasives

racial harmony

tree-climbing harness

harrowing danger
harrowing tale

harsh consequences
harsh fact
harsh lesson
harsh measures
harsh sentence
harsh terms
harsh word

harsh desert environment
harsh prison conditions

Harvard Harvard experience

Harvard-educated

Harvard-educated Harvard-educated doctor
Harvard-educated lawyer

harvest harvest festival
harvesttime (m)

over-harvest (v)

apple harvest
fall harvest
grape harvest
marijuana harvest

climbing into in the backcountry

(see harmful)

remedy problems before they cause

some whitening toothpastes contain

Michigan's gestures toward

recreational s and saddles

his heroic actions in the face of (military)
survivors told s (plane crash)

his decision to go underground carried
it highlighted this
the battle was a (a defeat)
impose on movement leaders
criminals should get s
the of that long-ago divorce
resist saying a against her (mother-in-law)

in this
suffered and torture

the was perilous and intimidating

(see Harvard-educated)

a
a

an internationally popular
on a recent trip to California

the fish continues to be ed at sea

in November, after the
as the -- nears
towards the end of this year's
sheriffs look the other way during the
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expected harvest representing 5 percent of the

late-harvest (see late-harvest)

harvested freshly harvested (see freshly harvested)

harvesting water harvesting (m) techniques and water conservation

has has-been a fumbling, sclerotic ;
written off as a

hassle

hassle-free

hastily

hassle free

parking hassles

hassle free
hassle-free

hastily arranged

(see hassle free)

streets and malls without

drug-induced abortions are hardly
making your trip pleasant and

(see hastily arranged)

hastily arranged hastily arranged interview he conducted a on the Today Show
hostily, nrrnngpri (bnciness) trip during a to Tokyo

hasty

hat

hatch

hasty ambush
hasty obstacles

hasty minefield

fur hat
mosquito hat
party hat

a platoon or squad conducts a when it...
construct to impede enemy movement

a can be laid on the first pass (from air)

floppy-eared s (Siberia)
you need a ' in the wildlife refuge
a New Year's Eve 2000

twenties-style hat a

rainproof hat a

floppy-brimmed hat a
four-cornered hat a

hard hat he wears a

bright-yellow hat a

rescue hatch help the crew escape through s (submarine)
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hatched

hatchet

hate

hate crime

hated

hateful

newly hatched

hatchet wound

hate crime
hate group

hate literature
hate mail
hate march
hate site
hate speech

hateful

love-hate

hate crime

hate crime conference
hate crime laws
hate-crime victims

hate-crime outbreak

anti-Semitic hate crimes

racially motivated hate c

possible hate crime
serious hate crime

victims of hate crimes

most hated

hateful duty
hateful speech

(see newly hatched)

a

(see hate crime)
the strength of organized s;
the presence of s in the country;
still too much activity by s
the book and peddlers of

began to arrive at the newspaper
a by a hate group
increasing number of s on the Internet
his violence-inciting "s"

(see hateful)

(see love-hate)

an increase in s;
trying to combat s;
the hostile rhetoric that spawns js;
s against gays were escalating

a conference;
we do have federal
the families of --

a deliberately timed

the subject of js

rime police are unsure it was a

police said this could be a
the most in recent memory

the

(see most hated)

this of high-altitude cooking
dangerous or
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hating

hatted

haul

hauling

haunted

haunted house

haunted-house-style

haunting

have

haven

hawk-faced

hay

hazard

woman-hating

straw-hatted
top-hatted

long-haul

hauling firm

haunted house

haunted-house-style

haunted-house-style artist

haunting memory
haunting story

most haunting

haves -nd Ipve-nrAQ

must-have

haven for terrorists

beach haven
drug haven

safe haven

hawk-faced woman

hay bale
hay barn
hay fever

bale of hay

hazard-free

avalanche hazard

(see woman-hating)

(see straw-hatted)
(see top-hatted)

(see long-haul)

a and an excavation company

(see haunted house)

(see haunted-house-style)

designed by the Charles Burns

the Irish have s of the famine
the most in the annals of exploration

(see most haunting)

ni /ken ci an world of

(see must-have)

Yemen is a safe

an isolated and unpopulated
Prague's status as a

Yemen is a for terrorists

a

furrowed fields, 's
s and fences

he grew up lifting ' (on a farm)

(see hazard-free)

controlling s on the roads;
a good track record of predicting high
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hazard-free

hazardous

haze

hazing

head (actual)

debris hazard
fire hazard
health hazard

heat hazard
job hazard
mine hazards

long-term hazard

biohazard
high-hazard
occupational hazard
potential hazards
toxic hazards

NBC hazard

obstacles and hazards

hazard-free

hazardous cargo
hazardous-cargo (m)
hazardous materials
hazardous materials (m)
hazardous wastes

opium-induced haze

hazing process

head for business

headache
headband
headbutt
head circumference
headdress
head injury

reducing the (in space)
can pose a in the home
prompting its closure as a ;
village drains posed acute s;
noise as a serious as opposed to a nuisance
better ways to alert the public to s
a major
assessing the risks associated with

the s of space junk

(see biohazard)
(see high-hazard)
divorce is an (shift workers at hospital)
monitor any associated with toys (toy safety)

associated with extended use (a drug)

sound signals to indicate an or attack;
routinely and continuously monitor for s;
the early detection of s in the rear area

in the landing area and vicinity (military)

infant's environment should be as as possible

transporting on passenger flights
cracking down on violations (planes)
transportation of (airport)
the department's unit was called in
industry dumped millions of tons of

an

the B-school

he didn't have much of a

(see headache)
adjusted the on my miner's helmet
--s can cause fatal injuries
I measure the (neurologist)
Indians in ceremonial
suffered minor s;
was hospitalized with severe 's;
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Randy Carter died of s (boxing)
head lamp an electric or carbide ;

directs the glow of her (caving)
headlamp signature s and tail lamps;

pop-up s, huge wheels
head lice (Pediculus humanus capitis)

live on the human head;
when outbreaks of are severe...

headphones (see headphones)
headrest check under the , sun visors (car bomb)
headset (see headset)
head trauma any can kill you
head wound it seemed easy to get a

head-banging movements such as

head-to-head (see head-to-head)
head-to-toe (see head-to-toe)

overhead (see overhead)

rernraari rPdhPori)

head (livestock) per head (see per head)

head (authority) head coach his goal is to become a college
head designer the youngest in Ford's history;

he rose to the position of
headquarters (see headquarters)

heads of state the biannual gathering of

longtime head the of design at Mercedes-Benz

head (other) head games victimized by others' or your own
headhunter js say companies are looking for...
headlight the s of vehicles
headline (see headline)
head start he had a
headstone he bought a for his ancestor's grave;

their graves and js awash in flowers
headwaters at the of Kings Creek
headwind flew into a
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headfirst (see headfirst)
headlong (see headlong)
head-on (see head-on)
heads-up (see heads-up)

head of the column Sgt Baker moved to the (battle)
head of the (heart-transplant) program chief cardiologist and

arrowhead (see arrowhead)
beachhead one of five s seized by the Allies;

secure the port as a for inland ops
crackhead a hit a stranger in the head
crack-head I'm a , but he's a crack monster
spearhead (v) Trinity has ed a reinvestment
spearhead the W.T.O. is the of globalization
trailhead at the just outside the town of Pine
trailhead (m) we pull into a parking lot on Mount Tam
warhead (see warhead)

letterhead looked like a charity

headache (body) headache a runny nose, , and sore throat;
s, stomachaches, dizziness

headache causes and relief
headache diary kept a
headache drugs
headache expert s say...
headache remedy looking for an effective

migraine headache
rebound headache it sounds like you're experiencing s;

drugs can cause s
sinus headache
tension headache some people get s daily;

the frequency and severity of tension s

pre-headache (see pre-headache)

chronic headache
daily headache
frequent headaches
severe headache

suffers from s
how long have you had s
those with
those with frequent and 5;
symptoms, such as s, fatigue, and...
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frequent and severe headaches those with

onset of the headache just before the , were you anxious

nausea, headaches and other symptoms astronauts suffered

depression, headache, and irritability occur (Brucellosis)
fever, chills, and headache are common signs (Q fever)

headache (other) transportation headache the daily s faced by many

headed

headfirst

headline

headline-generating

headlong

head-on

boneheaded
bullheaded
mule-headed

bald-headed
hardheaded
hotheaded
levelheaded
light-headed
rar111..aAorSIM."

small-headed
wrongheaded

many-headed

headfirst

headline

headline-generating

(see boneheaded)
(see bullheaded)
(see mule-headed)

(see bald-headed)
(se hardheaded)
(see hotheaded)
(see levelheaded)
(see light-headed)
(Qpp

(see small-headed)
(see wrongheaded)

(see many-headed)

they dived into another fight

who made s

(see headline-generating)

headline-generating case such s

headlong retreat

head-on

a

the car ran into a truck;
he addressed the problem ;
would face what she calls the myth;
the two cars collided ;
ramming a missile with another missile;
a truck slammed into their Chevy Suburban
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headphones

headquarters

headset

heads-up

head-to-head

head-to-toe

healed

healing

health

head-on crash
head-on collision

headphones

set of headphones

park headquarters

air-defense headquarters
air-war headquarters
Girl Scout headquarters

headset

telephone headset

heads-up play

head-to-head contact

head-to-toe

head-to-toe dress
head-to-toe leather

badly healed

healing process

wound healing

health advisory
health authorities

health care
health club

health claims

the mother of a teen killed in a 1977
guardrails can prevent s

he could listen through to the song

he put on a to talk to the pilot

we visited

they had to radio in to the
at in New York

people in front of computers wearing s;
an airplane movie and

with a on;
women wearing s

gritty, s (football)

head lice are spread mainly by

women are required to be covered from

clad in a and a black veil (Muslim woman)
bikers in

(see badly healed)

the (after death of son);
an important step in the ;
I was only beginning the

blood flow, j, and anesthesia

the F.D.A. issued a on St. John's-wort
according to local j;

advise everyone in affected areas to...
(see health care)
a , an indoor track, basketball courts;
we drive our cars to s

are closely regulated by the FDA
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health-code (m)
health consequences
health concern
health condition
health crisis
health dangers
Health Department
health department (m)

health effects

health emergency (m)
health-food (m)
health hazard

health history
health insurance
health-maintenance (m)
health minister
health plan
health nrnhlern
health professional
health-research (m)
health reasons

health scare
health site
health threat
health worker
health worries

health-related

health screening

health-curious

failing health

alternative-health (m)
excellent health
fragile health
human health

he'd never been cited for a violation
remain unclear

would be a
s that may be genetic
the country's
the of the appetite suppressant
contact your local (info about lice)

records show...;
a inspector

weren't viewed as serious;
the presence and of toxic chemicals

information (schools)
shops and vitamin outlets on every block

prompting its closure as a ;
village drains posed acute s;
noise as a serious j as opposed to a nuisance
detailed profiles that include donors'
(see health insurance)
protection from organizations
Zimbabwe's
the patient's
she had no --s
he lectures to --s at hospitals (on dying)
a major initiative
he resigned for ;
announced his retirement for ' (coach)
--s including mad cow disease
the Austin, Texas-based online
a common chemical may pose a
a team of doctors and s
five of the biggest young women have

(see health-related)

free s for diabetes and blood pressure

(see health-curious)

because of

leafing through magazines
at this time he's in
her left her feeling vulnerable
a threat to
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health care

health-curious

mental health
oral health
oral health (m)
public health
reproductive health
sexual health

health care

health-care consensus
health-care coverage
health-care plan
health-care-plan (m)
health-care products
health-care sector
health care system
health care workers' (m)

(see mental health)
taking care of the family's
preventing problems
(see public health)
your future husband and your
details about your

is important

a

a
the fiasco

the continued expansion of the
the

injury rates have doubled

health-curious Americans spend...

health insurance health insurance taxes, child support and ;
children who lack

health-insurance-reform (m) a thirteen-hundred-page bill

health-related informationa virtual repository of (Internet)
health-related issues America faces agonizing

health-related

healthy

healthy-looking

heap

healthy economy
healthy habits
healthy patient

healthy baby boy

healthy urinary tract

healthy-looking

healthy-looking group
healthy-looking man

dung heap
compost heap

his government's failure to build a
you need to commit to s (weight loss)
prevention studies with

two --s

maintaining a

(see healthy-looking)

a particularly
a

looked back on it as a
tossed on the to biodegrade
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heard

hearing (ears)

frequently heard
oft-heard

hearing aid
hearing impairment

hearing loss

hearing problem
hearing protection
hearing protector

hearing test

hard-of-hearing

hearing (formal) bail hearing
competency hearing
court hearing
custody hearing
deportation hearing

heart (actual)

rcdc.004. hc.arincr

sentencing hearing
traffic hearing

(see frequently heard)
(see oft -heard)

a tiny flesh-colored in his right ear
occupational and community noise can cause ;
noise-induced (occupational, community)
demonstrated to cause ;
could contribute to premature
's increased 26 percent
requires that be worn by workers
put a pair of s over her ears;
effective s (earplugs, acoustic earmuffs)
regular s for workers in noisy industries

(see hard-of-hearing)

awaiting a
courts have s
freeze assets without a
they went up to Troy for the (a child)
at a before a immigration judge
scheduled to have a in July (patient)
during the
as he waits for his

mental competency hearing

heart's (pumping) ability
heart attack
heartbeat
heart condition
heart defect
heart disease

heart-disease (m)
heart failure
heart muscle
heart rate
heart-rate (m)
heart rhythm
heart surgery

heart transplant

scheduled to appear for a

support her
a on board a plane with a defibrillator
a strong ; breath and would stop
his death was attributed to a rare
it could have been a
suffers from ; less likely to die of ;
the previous history of

symptoms
died of at age 77
a blood clot in the
, pulse, and oxygen level
hooked up to a monitor
a deadly known as ventricular fibrillation
the operating rooms where took place;
he underwent emergency ;
only weeks after triple-bypass
hoping for a
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heart (other)

heart-transplant (m)
heart valve
heart valve (m)

heart bypass

heart-monitoring

heart-and-lung

heart, arteries and veins

heartache
heartland

heartthrob

heartless

heartbreaking
heart-stopping
heart-wrenching

heartfelt (m)
heart-shaped

heart-to-heart

chief cardiologist and head of the program
to have a replaced
cardiothoracic surgery for possible surgery

operations involving

(see heart-monitoring)

(see heart-and-lung)

how the work

deaths and resentments and s
in China's industrial ; it was the

(see heartthrob)

(see heartless)

(see heartbreaking)
(see heart-stopping)
(see heart-wrenching)

(see heartfelt)
(see heart-shaped)

(see heart-to-heart)

heart of the city just north of the
heart of (California's wine) country the (earthquake)
heart of the issue we need to get through to the
heart of the matter how important it is to get to the

heart and soul

heavy heart

Purple Heart

people's hearts

industrial heart
sweetheart

racing has lost its (death of popular driver)

with a , he headed down the mountain;
we left with s and broken spirits
the Congressional Medal of Honor, the

issues that are close to

Manchester, the -- of the British Empire
the tender kiss of my on my cheek;
she wed high school Bobby;
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heart-and-lung

heartbreaking

hearted

11%.4.11 L

heartless

heart-monitoring

heart-shaped

heart-stopping

heartthrob

heart-to-heart

heart-wrenching

heat

change of heart

they had been high-school s

well, why the belated

his heart was in the right place he made mistakes, but

heart-and-lung machine a

heartbreaking cry for help a

big-hearted
broken-hearted
cold-hearted
downhearted
good-hearted
halfhearted
hard-hearted
heavy-hearted
kindhearted
stone-hearted

lie .tfelt r.(r,rnitrnPnt
heartfelt moan

heartless so-and-so

(see big-hearted)
(see broken-hearted)
(see cold-hearted)
(see downhearted)
(see good-hearted)
(see halfhearted)
(see hard-hearted)
(see heavy-hearted)
(see kindhearted)
(see stone-hearted)

a to democratic values
a deep,

he's a cool, who...

heart-monitoring equipment his

heart-shaped face

heart-stopping gasp

heartthrob

heart-to-heart talk

heart-wrenching picture

heat-sterilize (v)

heat alert
heat exhaustion
heat hazard

a pale, ;
the , small at the jaw, wide eyes

the prolonged,

the Leonardo DiCaprio

a

the --s of last week...

they can't be ed

declared a for the weekend
died of in a locked and stifling van
better ways to alert the public to s
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heat injury
heat sensor
heat signature

heat stress
heatstroke
heat stroke
heat wave

heat-related
heat-scorched

early-afternoon heat

intense heat

record heat
steam heat
summer heat

heated (animated) heated argument
heated discussion

heated response

electrical burns produce
the fire extinguisher system is triggered by s
stationary aircraft have a considerable ;
screen exhaust systems to reduce (trucks)
died of
, malaria, dysentery
heat exhaustion and
during last week's j;
a stubborn gripping much of the U.S.

(see heat-related)
(see heat-scorched)

leaking lubricant, set ablaze by flames or ;
and flashovers thwarted firefighters

the Northeast swelters in
they've had some leaks in the
in the damp ;
a way to escape the

the s in their bar
propelled scientists into a ;
a about the study results
their story drew a

heated phone conversation engaged in a

heated (warmed) heated swimming pool

superheated

heater heater prices

propane heater

hot-water heater

backup heater

heating heating oil

heating oil heating-oil costs

the living room opened onto a

(see superheated)

have doubled

a

a

canned food, batteries and s

(see heating oil)

help poor people with their
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heat-related

heat-scorched

heave

heavily

heavily affected

heavily armed

heavily bandaged

heavily defended

heavily edited

heavily fortified

heavily infested

heating-oil prices

cheap heating oil

two days of heating oil

heat-related deaths
heat-related illnesses

heat-scorched snout

final heave

heavily affected
heavily armed
heavily bandaged
heavily defended
heavily edited
heavily fortified
heavily infested
heavily muscled
heavily promoted
heavily subsidized
heavily traveled
heavily used

heavily affected route

heavily armed team

the poor hurt by high

has only stockpiled

continued to mount
the major , heat exhaustion and heat stroke

the (of the plane)

with a , he pushed himself over the top

(see heavily affected)
(see heavily armed)
(see heavily bandaged)
(see heavily defended)
(see heavily edited)
(see heavily fortified)
(see heavily infested)
(see heavily muscled)
(,...V.1. "CAA. V II,' /IV f.arIA

(see heavily subsidized)
(see heavily traveled)
(see heavily used)

a of law-enforcement agents

heavily armed police officers evacuated the building (gunman)

heavily bandaged lying in a hospital bed

heavily defended area a

heavily edited records

heavily edited volume of correspondence

heavily fortified border the sealed, (Korea)
heavily fortified village an assault on the of Dai Do (Vietnam)

heavily infested building
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heavily muscled

heavily promoted

heavily subsidized

heavily traveled

heavily used

heavy

heavily muscled arms

heavily promoted program a

heavily promoted "reality" show

heavily subsidized form

heavily traveled route

heavily used deer trail

heavy accent
heavy attack
heavy casualties
heavy clashes
heavy demand
heavy drinker
heavy-duty (m)
heavy equipment
heavy-equipment (m)
heavy fire
heavy fog
heavy-gauge
heavy gloves
heavy heart

heavy metal
heavy mileage
heavy price
heavy rains

heavy smoke
heavy smoker
heavy surf
heavy toll
heavy tank
heavy trucks
heavy use
heavy volume
heavy (military) vote
heavyweight

the (Big Brother)

barges are a of freight transport

a (tunnel through the Alps)

s
he had a
subjected to s by a numerically superior enemy
US forces suffered (from mines)
there were in Bethlehem (fighting)
orders not filled because of the
s think they are moderate drinkers

tubes; folding chairs
bulldozers and other pieces of
a operator
he ran through to assist his comrades (war)
he descended through and smoke (helicopter)
(see heavy-gauge)
helmets, stab-proof vests, (prison)
with a , he headed down the mountain;
we left with s and broken spirits
(see heavy metal)

in stop-and-go traffic
fame came with a

and landslides;
the mosquito population enlarged by
stay indoors because of the (wildfires)
he was a
the storm will produce and rip currents
rebel resistance was taking a
the M21 produces a K-Kill against s

containing his food supplies
j, design flaws, maintenance problems
disregarding the of enemy fire
a maintains Bush's lead (election)
(see heavyweight)
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heavy-bodied

heavy-gauge

heavy-handed

heavy-hearted

heavyjowled

heavy-lidded

heavy-lift

heavy blood loss
heavy cloud cover
heavy police protection
heavy silt load
heavy snowpack

heavy-lift

heavy bleeding
heavy drinking

heavy fighting
heavy lifting

heavy digging equipment

heavy-bodied
heavy-handed
heavy-hearted
heavy-lidded
heavy-jowled

extra-heavy

heavy-bodied man

heavy-gauge vinyl

heavy-handed

heavy-handed account
heavy-handed champion
heavy-handed religiosity

heavy-hearted

heavy-jowled

heavy-lidded eyes

heavy-lift helicopter

caused

have
the river's

on a steep slope

(see heavy-lift)

painful cramping and (abortion pill)
has actually increased (at colleges);

she stayed away from drugs and
Dagestan was the scene of
let us do the (ad)

rescuers used to free them (landslide)

(see heavy-bodied)
(see heavy-handed)
(see heavy-hearted)
(see heavy-lidded)
(see heavy jowled)

(see extra-heavy)

a

the message is

a
the (boxing)
a

she seemed

he was , quiet and friendly

his

six s (for search and rescue)

heavy-lift helicopter support (military)
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heavy metal toxic heavy metal thallium, a

heavy-metal poisoning she has

heavyweight heavyweight champion a three-time (boxing)
heavyweight classic the fight wasn't a (boxing)

non-heavyweight (see non-heavyweight)

hectic hectic schedule if you're feeling worn-down from a

heel (foot) high heel (see high heel)

heel (other) on the heels of (another) security breach the report came

heeled high-heeled (see high-heeled)

well-heeled (see well-heeled)

height height bar no age barrier, no j, no gender gap

height of (union) power at the in the 1960s
height of the probe 50 investigators at the (murder)
height of the (Christmas) rushat the the Christmas rush
height of the (various picking) seasons at the
height of the (summer tourist) season the
height of the (basketball) season during the
height of the storm at the , authorities ordered evacuations

height of an elephant's back at the an elephant's back

fear of heights he had a

11 heightened heightened security risks posed by...
heightened stress response the destructive

p

heightened state of alert a

heinous heinous act people who commit s (John W. Hinckley, Jr.)
heinous crime s against Allied prisoners of war (Italy)

heir male heir the Duke's hopes for a

heirloom family heirloom a precious
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Heisman Heisman Trophy (see Heisman Trophy)

Heisman Trophy Heisman Trophy-winning (see Heisman Trophy-winning)

Heisman Trophy-winning
Heisman-Trophy-winning running back

held

heli

helicopter
(and chopper)

enemy held
government-held
guerrilla-held
hand-held
Muslim-held
rebel-held

long-held
popularly held
privately held
widely held

helicopter
helipad

helicopter assault (m)
chopper pad
helicopter pilot
helicopter rescue
helicopter ride
helicopter strikes
helicopter support

helicopter doorway
helicopter gunship

helicopter-borne

helicopter crew chief
helicopter gunship

the Ron Dayne (football)

(see enemy held)
(see government-held)
(see guerrilla-held)
(see hand-held)
(see Muslim-held)
(see rebel-held)

(see long-held)
(see popularly held)
(see privately held)
(see widely held)

(see helicopter)
ksuu net tpuu)

during a combat mission
the company gathered at the
vehicle commanders, gunners, and s
a high-altitude on the mountain
a around Manhattan
the left 17 people injured
heavy-lift

sat in the with his feet on the skid
strafing from Soviet s

(see helicopter-borne)

a
civilians cut down by s

helicopters for combat support in a ground invasion

government helicopter rebels shoot down s
rescue helicopter it took 2 hours for a to reach him
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p

p

p

0

sightseeing helicopter

heavy-lift helicopter

low-flying helicopter

chartered helicopter

after their crashed

six s (for search and rescue)

a

the V.I.P. treatment included a

second-generation helicopter the

mysterious helicopters

helicopter-borne helicopter-borne

helipad helipad

helium helium balloon

helium-filled

helium-filled helium-filled balloon

hell

helmet

helmeted

help

Hellfire (m)
hellhole
hell-hole
hell-raiser

construction helmet
infantryman's helmet
miner's helmet

full-face helmet

diving helmet

correctly fitted helmet

football-helmeted

helpful
helpless

help-wanted

cattle mutilations, and oddly shaped aircraft

his soldiers, usually , would storm...

the where the helicopter is to land

fly to the edge of space using a high altitude

(see helium- filled)

NASA managed to loft a two weeks ago

Apache helicopters armed with missiles
a godforsaken
the state prison is a
he admits he was a as a young man

a technician wearing a (oil terminal)
the that stopped a bullet
adjusted the headband on my

a versus open-face model (auto racing)

the kinds and numbers of s

always wear a (for kayaking)

(see football-helmeted)

(see helpful)
(see helpless)

(see help-wanted)
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helpful

helpless

helplessness

help-wanted

hemorrhage

hemorrhagic

help with a (homework) problem
help with (noise) problems
help with the housecleaning

help for (back) pain

government help

mental-health help

self-help

immediate help
logistical help
professional help
psychological help
temporary help (m)

call for help
cry for help
plea for help

she needed
people seeking

the

seek

without

finding after hours is a challenge

(see self-help)

will be needed in the next few days (volcano)
American oil companies will provide
it was time to seek (from psychiatrists)
her son needed
the U.S. industry is growing fast

that night they got a (climbing)
a heartbreaking
she responded to a desperate

need of help in dire

helpful action
helpful way

less-than-helpful

helpless position

helplessness

sense of helplessness

help-wanted ad

brain hemorrhage

cerebral hemorrhage

hemorrhagic-fever (m)
hemorrhagic virus

that was not a (arresting dissidents)
serving in a friendly, informative and

(see less-than-helpful)

has put them in a

(see helplessness)

the was tremendous (trapped in flooding cave)

Web site job listings and s

the birds had had s

antihypertensive medication to prevent

the Ebola, Marburg, and Rift Valley viruses
the (Ebola virus)
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11,

p

hepatitis

hepatitis B

hepatitis C

heralded

herb

herbal

herd

herder

herding

heretic

heritage

hepatitis B
hepatitis C

(see hepatitis B)
(see hepatitis C)

prophylaxis for hepatitis B (exposure to contaminated blood)

hepatitis C

hepatitis C test

less heralded
much-heralded

herb garden

native herbs

uses of (native) herbs

herbal supplement

herd behavior

deer herd
elephant herd
goatherd

size of the (deer) herd

raindeer herder

cattle-herding
cattle-herding (m)

raindeer herding

semi-heretic

ancestors' heritage

mountain heritage
world's heritage

has a 10-to-30-year latency;
and Vietnam-era vets

there was no until 1992

(see less heralded)
(see much-heralded)

I'm working on an

research and writing on uses of

research and writing on

js are not regulated or tested;
adverse reactions to --s

investors are succumbing to

the area's s caused crop damage
s in southern Africa
it's a shortcut the uses;
an 18-year-old named...

the statewide

js spotted the remains

is the center of their life;
the Dinkas

and ice fishing (Dolgans)

(see semi-heretic)

blacksmith was part of his

they love their
Afghanistan's monuments are part of the
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hero

heroic

heroism

heroin

cultural heritage
national heritage

heroes' habits
hero status
hero's welcome
hero worship

action hero
contemporary hero
cult hero
folk hero
frontier heroes
independence hero
sports heroes
war hero

football hero

childhood hero

boxing hero
conquering hero

mountaineering hero

romantic hero

heroic act
heroic action
heroic conduct
heroic efforts
heroic (last) stand

Afghanistan's rich is being destroyed
it's part of our (cockfighting in Oklahoma)

children emulate their
they're not entitled to (criminals)
she was accorded a (in New York City)
amounts to ;
a lecture on heroes and

Asian actors and 's
his s are...
becoming something of a
Turner became a in stories and songs
pop-culture in books
Jose Marti, Cuba's
identification with
many people think he was a

he's our first since...

ffmy , Bualo Bill
his was...

the Julio Cesar Chavez
descended from the hills as s;
soldiers are greeted as s
s such as Bonington and Hillary

the Asian male as

one after another by the thousands (W.W.II)
by his in risking his life to save his comrades
by his on the battlefield
he inspired his men to (war)
a (battle)

courage and (extraordinary) heroism

exceptional heroism
extraordinary heroism

heroin addict
heroin addiction

his indomitable

distinguished himself by j (war)
distinguished himself by (war)

a
tried to help him kick his
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1.

heroism

hewn

heroin operation
heroin prescription
heroin ring
heroin use

he ran the largest in the borough
s for addicts became legal
the New York "pizza connection"
says a man about his j;
Europe's has fallen

act of heroism he never spoke publicly about his

rough-hewn (see rough-hewn)

hickory-smoke-flavored
hickory-smoke-flavored potato chips

hide (from) hideout (see hideout)

hide-and-seek (see hide-and-seek)

hide (skin) hidebound (see hidebound)

raindeer hides the Dolgans' houses are made of

tanned hide the sweet, earthy aroma of

hidden hidden camera --s and tape recorders;
used s to film packaging of old meat;
s used to expose insurance frauds

hidden life his

half-hidden (see half-hidden)

hide-and-seek hide-and-seek they might play tag or

tag or hide-and-seek they might play

hidebound hidebound bureaucracy a

hideout hideout caught in his in the city;
his in Afghanistan;

mountain hideout --s in the south

hiding hiding place I found the where she kept her diary...
hiding spot they kept the gun in a backyard

hierarchy church hierarchy a -- more intent on covering up
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high (noun)

high
(related to body)

high (other)

office hierarchy

whiskey-fueled high

calf-high
knee-high
hip-high
waist-high
chest-high
chin-high
man-high

high-altitude
high beams
high-calorie
high-capacity
high-caste
high-decibel
high-definition
high-density
high-desert
high-elevation
high-end
high-energy
high expectations
high-explosive
high fat
high fever
high-fiber
high-fives
highflier (n)
high-frequency
high ground
high-growth
high-hazard
high heel
high-intensity
high-level
highlight
high likelihood
high-performance
high point
high praise
high-precision

in the D.A.'s , he wasn't authorized...

a

(see calf-high)
(see knee-high)
(see hip-high)
(see waist-high)
(see chest-high)
(see chin-high)
(see man-high)

(see high-altitude)
(see high beams)
(see high-calorie)
(see high-capacity)
(see high-caste)
(see high-decibel)
(see high-definition)
(see high-density)
(see high-desert)
(see high-elevation)
(see high-end)
(see high-energy)
she had such of me (daughter)
(see high-explosive)
(see high fat)
those with , bloody stools, abdominal pain
(see high-fiber)
(see high-five)
Internet Cisco Systems
(see high-frequency)
we started to run to (sinking boat)
(see high-growth)
(see high-hazard)
(see high heel)
(see high-intensity)
(see high-level)
(see highlight)
slapping, biting indicates a of danger (abuse)
(see high-performance)
(see high point)
that's considering that... (basketball)
(see high-precision)
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high pressure
high priority
high-profile
high-quality
high regard
high-rent
high-resolution
high risk
high school
high schooler
high-security
high-sensitivity
high-speed
high spirits
high-stakes
high-sulfur
high surf
high-tax
high-tech
high-top
high value
high velocity
high-voltage
high-volume
high-wage
high-water
highway
high winds

high blood pressure
high-tech-company (m)

high-IQ

high-rise
high-rise (m)
high-yield

high-achieving
high-flying
high-functioning
high-paying
high-ranking
high-scoring

(see high pressure)
(see high priority)
(see high-profile)
(see high-quality)
he is held in (a coach)
(see high-rent)
(see high-resolution)
(see high risk)
(see high school)
(see high schooler)
(see high-security)
(see high-sensitivity)
(see high-speed)
she was in (on her birthday)
(see high-stakes)
(see high-sulfur)

and flooding is expected (storm)
(see high-tax)
(see high-tech)
(see high-top)
(see high value)
(see high velocity)
(see high-voltage)
(see high-volume)
(see high-wage)
(see high-water)
(see highway)
(see high winds)

(see high blood pressure)
glassed-in headquarters

(see high-IQ)

lives in a luxury
a school
(see high-yield)

(see high-achieving)
(see high-flying)
(see high-functioning)
(see high-paying)
(see high-ranking)
(see high-scoring)
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high-sounding (see high-sounding)
high-striving (see high-striving)
high-yielding (see high-yielding)

high-flown (see high-flown)
high-flung (see high-flung)
high-heeled (see high-heeled)
high-minded (see high-minded)
high-paying (see high-paying)
high-pitched (see high-pitched)
high-powered (see high-powered)
high-priced (see high-priced)
high-set (see high-set)
high-spirited (see high-spirited)
high-strung (see high-strung)
high-toned (see high-toned)
high-walled (see high-walled)

high-cheekboned (see high-cheekboned)

high or continued
high and low

high to medium

(see high or continued)
(see high and low)

(see high to medium)

career-high (see career-high)
ceiling-high (see ceiling-high)
foot high (see foot high)
mile-high (see mile-high)
record high more s expected in some areas (weather)
sky-high (see sky-high)
team-high (see team-high)

extra-high (see extra-high)

super-high (see super-high)
ultrahigh (see ultrahigh)

abnormally high
too-high

high-achieving high-achieving females

(see abnormally high)
(see too-high)

high-achieving high schoolers have cheated
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1

high-altitude

high and low

high-altitude climbers
high altitude cough
high altitude disorders
high-altitude isolation
high-altitude walls

for
breathing through a scarf may help prevent
a hyperbaric chamber for the treatment of

(climbing)

high-altitude helicopter rescue a on the mountain
high altitude helium balloon fly to the edge of space using a

high altitude cerebral edema a climber may succumb to (HACE)
high altitude pulmonary edema prevention of (HAPE)

high-altitude bombing
high-altitude climbing
high-altitude cooking
high-altitude trekking

high- and low-altitude
high- and-low-fat

is useless
the high-stakes game of
this hateful duty of
off to Tibet for some

(see high- and-low-altitude)
(see high-and-low-fat)

high- and-low-altitude
high- and-low-altitude winds

high- and low-fat high- and low-fat dairy products

high beams

high blood pressure

high-calorie

high-capacity

high-caste

a seasonal convergence of

high beams he flashed his before passing

high blood pressure lower our

high-blood-pressure patient cancer, diabetes, or s
high-blood-pressure condition she had a

high-calorie (vitamin-enriched) supplements

high-capacity ammunition clip s
high-caste Hindus treated as untouchable by

high-cheekboned high-cheekboned face with his

high-decibel high-decibel conversationalist a
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high-definition

high-density

high-definition video camera a

high-density buildings oversize, s
high-density housing support around subway stops

high-desert high-desert town the of Mojave

high-elevation high-elevation mountaineering

high-end high-end brand s like Tommy Hilfiger

high-energy high-energy physics
high-energy particles

higher

higher-caste

higher education

higher-income

high-energy wavelengths of light

higher-caste
higher education
higher efficacy
higher-income
higher intake
higher-level
higher rank
higher-ups

higher paying
higher-ranking

higher-than-expected

higher-caste farmer

(see higher-caste)
(see higher education)
it has against resistant organisms (a drug)
(see higher-income)
cultures with a of dietary fiber

American executives
EPWs of s (enemy prisoners of war)
he gets the on his team; the decided

(see high paying)
(see higher-ranking)

(see higher-than-expected)

aj

higher education has devoted his life to the cause of

higher-education community
higher-education programs
higher-education courses

the

the cause of higher education has devoted his life to

public support for higher education

higher-income household kids in s
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higher paying higher paying jobs

higher-ranking higher-ranking goat

the need for

s will harass lower-ranking ones (feeding)

higher-than-expected
higher-than-expected expenses
higher-than-expected inflation

highest

highest-paid

higher-than-expected tax revenues

highest mountains

highest-paid
highest-priced
highest-ranked
highest-rated

highest-profile
highest-temperature

highest-ranking
highest-scoring

second-highest
third-highest
fourth-highest

next-highest

highest-paid writer
highest-paid employee

he has climbed the world's

(see highest-paid)
(see highest-priced)
(see highest-ranked)
(see highest-rated)

(see highest-profile)
(see highest-temperature)

(see highest-ranking)
(see highest-scoring)

(see second-highest)
(see third-highest)
(see fourth-highest)

(see next-highest)

the
its s

highest-priced highest-priced sex story the

highest-profile highest-profile harassment lawsuit the

highest-ranked highest-ranked show MTV's

highest-ranking highest-ranking U.S. delegation the to visit...
highest ranking NCO the

second-highest-ranking (see second-highest-ranking)

highest-rated highest rated show the ever
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highest-scoring

highest-temperature

high-explosive

high-fat

high-fiber

high-five

high-flown

high-flung

high-flying

high-frequency

high-functioning

high-growth

high-hazard

high-heel

high-heeled

high-IQ

high-intensity

highlight

high-level

highest-rated television event

highest-scoring guard

the

the N.B.A.'s

highest-temperature superconductor the

high-explosive charge set off a (terrorism)
high-explosive round a 20 mm

high-fat diet

high-fiber diet

high-fives

high-flown language

s
this lean, lowers estrogen production

they gave each other

high-flung sense of drama such a

high-flying fighters
high-flying goalie the

high-frequency vibration a
high-frequency words

high-functioning individual gifted, s

high-growth company s
high-hazard work this was

power of the high-heel the sexual

high-heeled shoes

high-IQ college coed a

high-intensity training

highlights of his performance

high-level racket a

remembering
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highly

high-level secret
high-level suspicions

a

high-level security clearance

highly incriminating

highly realistic-looking

highly centralized
highly charged
highly classified
highly desirable
highly developed
highly educated
highly paid
highly placed
highly polished
highly praised
highly priced
highly publicized
highly ranked
highly regarded
highly sophisticated
highly sought
highly structured
highly trained

highly contagious
highly eclectic
highly efficient
highly mobile
highly political
highly secret
highly sensitive
highly toxic

s
(see highly incriminating)

(see highly realistic-looking)

(see highly centralized)
(see highly charged)
(see highly classified)
(see highly desirable)
(see highly developed)
(see highly educated)
(see highly paid)
(see highly placed)
(see highly polished)
(see highly praised)
(see highly priced)
(see highly publicized)
(see highly ranked)
(see highly regarded)
(see highly sophisticated)
(see highly sought)
(see highly structured)
(see highly trained)

(see highly contagious)
(see highly eclectic)
(see highly efficient)
(see highly mobile)
(see highly political)
(see highly secret)
(see highly sensitive)
(see highly toxic)

highly centralized highly centralized state a

highly charged highly charged debate the (concerning pedophiles)

highly classified highly classified intelligence

highly contagious highly contagious disease more new cases of the (foot-and-mouth)
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highly desirable

measles is a that strikes children

highly desirable survival trait pass their s on

highly developed highly developed sense

highly eclectic

highly efficient

highly educated highly educated people

highly incriminating

highly eclectic university town Austin is a

highly efficient wind turbines in Europe

highly mobile

highly paid

highly placed

highly polished

highly political

highly priced

highly praised

highly publicized

highly ranked

highly incriminating statements
suppressing reliable and

highly mobile launcher
s (multiple-launch rocket system (MLRS))

highly paid professionals
highly paid screenwriter s
highly placed sources

highly polished shoes

highly political (four-star) admiral the

highly priced item it's such a

highly praised documentary made a about swans

highly publicized conviction
the reversal of several s (false confessions)

highly publicized escape
highly. publicized kiss
highly publicized massacre
highly publicized (murder) trial

highly publicized report
a from a researcher at Cornell (biotechnology)

highly ranked team
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1

highly realistic-looking
highly realistic-looking fish

highly regarded

highly secret

highly sensitive

highly sophisticated

highly regarded editor
highly regarded female
highly regarded firm
high regarded player

a few

a
a
a
she is a ' (tennis)

highly secret stealth technology advanced and

highly sensitive (counterintelligence) programs compromised (spy)

highly sophisticated submarine

highly sought highly sought computer skills

highly structured

highly toxic

highly trained

high-minded

high or continued

high-paying

high-performance

high-pitched

high point

high-powered

highly structured environment
highly structured lesson

highly toxic compounds mycotoxins are (biological warfare)

highly trained team

a

teen-agers with

he needs a (child sex offender)

high-minded principles
high-minded respect

high or continued fever may indicate serious illness

high-paying gig a

high-performance aircraft

high-pitched giggle
high-pitched whine
high-pitched whisper
high-pitched voice

high-pitched screaming

high point of...

high-powered lawyer

a--
a--
in a
a

a burst of

the -- my trip to Russia

a
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high-powered rifle
high-powered world

opened fire with a
in this world;

of society figures

high-powered (engineering) workstations

high-precision high-precision electronic switch a

high pressure ridge of high pressure this ridge of (weather)

high-pressure high-pressure hose shot water from s

high-priced high-priced model a
high-priced paintings

high priority high-priority target support units are s for any desert enemy

high-profile

high-quality

high-profile case s involving sex
high-profile efforts the
high-profile endorsement they secured a from the North Face
high-profile position a
high-profile target the US is a (terrorism)
high-profile (civil rights) work

high-profile murder case js

super-high-profile (see super-high-profile)

high-quality (private) care
high-quality (intellectual) conversation
high-quality entertainment
high-quality (Russian) timber

high-ranking high-ranking diplomat a maid who worked for a
high-ranking officer a

high-ranking Army officer hold js responsible (South Africa)

high-rent high-rent district the

high-resolution high-resolution image js on a silicon chip
high-resolution (computer) screen on a big,

high-resolution mass spectrometer the
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1.

high risk high risk of infection male semen carries a

high school

high-risk area
high-risk kids

residents of s (hurricanes)
these weren't

high school still in

high-school (female) athletes 2.2 million
high school band he had played in the
high-school cafeteria food-service jobs in js
high-school class
high-school days
high-school diploma
high-school dropout a
high-school-equivalency (m)

his
relive their
a

high-school junior
high school graduate
high-school graduate
high school grades
high-school grades
high-school hall
high-school prank
high-school principal
high school reunion
high-school secretary
high school seniors
high-school senior
high school student
high-school transcript
high-school tuition
high school years

the G.E.D., the exam
the
when s enter college
all were js

can vary wildly;
and S.A.T. scores

a like any other inner-city high-school hall
a with tragic consequences
she's like a
my
the accepted the collect call

you'll only be a once in your life
college-bound 's
he would need a copy of his

his had been spent in Kansas

high school attendance rolls
high school equivalency test
high-school graduation ceremony

high-school science club
high school test center

high school baseball field

high school sweetheart

as swelled
her
during Felicity's ;
banned from the
the
a

the

she wed Bobby
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high school dropout

high schooler

high-scoring

high-security

high-sensitivity

high-set

high-sounding

high-speed (m)

high school dropout (see high school dropout)

high school wrestling coach a

post-high school

alternative high school

325-student high school

high-school-dropout rate

(see post-high school)

it is an official New York City

aj

fifty-per-cent rate

illiterate high school dropout an

high schooler San Francisco s

high-achieving high schoolers have cheated

high-scoring game

high-security facility

high-security celiblock
high-security firewalls

high-sensitivity model

high-set windows

high-sounding ideals

high-speed access
high-speed chase
high speed trains

high-speed hydrofoils

it was a (basketball)

in a plush, (research laboratory)

in the same S;
that protect secret data (computer)

a

to the Internet
a

high-speed Internet access making available and affordable

high-speed rail network a

high-speed photocopying machine a
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high-speed printing presses

high-spirited high-spirited man

high-stakes high-stakes game
high-stakes war

a

cameras and (publishing)

the
a war (boxing)

high-stakes corporate takeovers

high-stakes publishing enterprise

high-striving high-striving woman a

high-strung

high-sulfur

high-tax

high-tech

high-strung

high-sulfur coal

the game of

a

he's a little
,pale and ,

power plants don't buy much

high-tax environment a

high-tech company
high-tech-company (m)
high-tech industry
high-tech jobs
high-tech (waste) system
high-tech world

high-tech air war
high-tech firearms

high to medium high-to-medium-altitude

high-to-medium-altitude
high-to-medium-altitude air defense

high-toned

high-top

high value

high velocity

5
glassed-in headquarters

in search of s
alliances throughout the

the

(see high-to-medium-altitude)

high-toned arguments

high-top sneakers

high (intelligence) value

high-value target

high velocity bullet

(HIMAD)

using

wearing a pair of black

EPWs of (enemy prisoners of war)

precision strikes against

s cause fractures and soft tissue damage
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high-voltage

high-volume

high-wage

high-walled

high-water

highway

high winds

high voltage burn a
high-voltage (power transmission) line

high-volume flow

high-wage job

high-walled ramp

high-water mark

today's of E-mail

s
the

the

high-water mark of his career

highway banditry
highway costs
highway deaths
highway fatalities
highway project
highway speed

highway rest stop

highway overpass

highway financing
highway funding

nation's highways
state highway (m)

oceanfront highway

interstate highway (n)
interstate-highway (m)
multi-lane highway (n)

limited-access highway

superhighway

high winds

it was the (sports)

kidnappings, assaults and (Kosovo)
the trucking industry helps pay for
the number of increased slightly
41,907 in the country in 1996
the cost of the will be borne...
at s, or during acceleration (car)

we pulled over at a deserted

drank whiskey under a

and construction
billions of dollars in are at stake

get poor drivers off the
a patrolman

the

an
the system
a

a

(see superhighway)

little relief from is expected (forest fires);
and waves buffeted rescue ships
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high-yield high-yield bonds

high-yield farming techniques introducing (Africa)

high-yielding high-yielding (Italian) bonds the firm bought

high-yielding coffee plants

hijacker identity of the hijackers information about the
motive of the hijackers information about the

hike (increase) pay hike workers who gave up s

hike (walking) day hike most canyons are s

weekend hike joining friends for s

through-hike their of the Pacific Crest Trail

seven-mile hike on a

hikable hikable trails more than 300 miles of

hiker day hiker the small crowd of s

lost hikers waterfall injuries and (outdoor accidents)

stopover for hikers a backcountry

hiking

hill

hiking boots
hiking companion
hiking partner
hiking path
hiking trail
hiking trip

swapping sneakers for
to Theodore Roosevelt

his
entrance to a
a well-worn
they visited a waterfall on the

quarter-mile hike a leads to Hooper Bald (Graham County)

hill country the gave way to volcanoes
hillside (see hillside)
hilltop (see hilltop)

foothills (see foothills)
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hillside

hilltop

hilly

hind

hindsight

hinter

hinterland

hip (trendy)

hip (music)

hip (body)

downhill
uphill

forested hills
terraced hills

shanty-covered hill
snow-covered hills

over-the-hill

base of a hill
flank of a hill

hillside

hillside village

scrub-covered hillside
sun-scorched hillside

neatly planted hillside

hilltop

muddy hilltop

hilly terrain

hindsight

20-20 hindsight

hinterland

poverty-stricken hinterland

(see downhill)
(see uphill)

at the foot of a low range of
layers of that surround the valley

the spreading radius of s
the swarmed with troops (Korea)

(see over-the-hill)

the mines may roll to the (military)
place OPs / LPs down the slope or on a

laid rocks across the

the remote (Italy)

a
denuded, s

neatly planted s

situated on a

a

dispensing mines over (military)

(see hindsight)

armchair generals with

hip boutique hotels

hyperhip

hip-hop

hip pain

a neglected,

are a recent trend (Manhattan)

(see hyperhip)

(see hip-hop)

an older patient with
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hip-high

hip replacement
hip surgery

he had a and two knee surgeries
a woman recovering from

hip-deep (see hip-deep)
hip-high (see hip-high)

hip-swinging (see hip-swinging)

hips and other large joints an assessment of the

hip-high boots in

V hip-hop hip hop likes to listen to
hip-hop before j, living in the projects was...;

jazz, rap, , funk, electro

hip-hop artists
hip-hop band
hip-hop music the best in and culture
hip-hop videos

hip-hop dance club we like to go to a

hipped slim-hipped (see slim-hipped)

hip-swinging hip-swinging slouch walk with the of models

hire new hire industry happenings, company mergers, s
top hire keep a who has another job offer

for hire (see for hire)

hired hired computer consultant a

newly hired (see newly hired)

hiring

Hispanic

hiring binge
hiring boom
hiring policy
hiring practices
hiring season
hiring standards

the of the 1990s
while the current j is on
I urged a change in (FBI)
I met with Freeh to discuss (FBI)
the peak of the
tougher

part-Hispanic they appear to be
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historian

historic

historical

history

art historian
comics historian
film historian

he is an
according to the
s give short lectures to the audience

Princeton-trained historian the

historic-preservation (m) the city's establishment
historic statues
historic trip
historic value

destruction of the country's (Afghanistan)
his to Vietnam
areas having natural, scenic or

natural, scenic or historic (m)

historical events
historical marker
historical monuments
historical precedent

history book
history buff
history instructor
history lesson
history list
history teacher

history-making

history of abuse
history of alcoholism
history of depression
history of fever
history of involvement
history of the sport
history of (labor) strife

areas with value

a compilation of significant cultural and
a state by the side of the highway
the destruction of pre-Islamic (Afghanistan)
they can look to at least one (elections)

new ninth-grade s point out...
he is a
a Princeton
the lieutenant launched into a
the .s of trade booksellers
his

(see history-making)

children with a documented
the patient's raises concerns of...
a woman with a and domestic abuse
a and travel to endemic countries (malaria)
a long in causes
one of the largest prize purses in the
the recent labor strife

history of (family) tragedy a
history of violence an electrician with a and mental illness

history of ring fatalities

history of mental illness

the clearly shows

a family mental illness

history of (virgin) old-growth forests the
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history of (marathon) swimming the

art history
cinema history
country's history
credit history
criminal history (m)
earnings history
family history

health history
language history
malpractice history

military history
military-history (m)

nation's history
patient history

payment history
shuttle history
slave history
soccer history
space history
town's history
vaccination history
world history

basketball history
cowboy history

civil-war history

long-standing history

driving history
mountaineering history
snowboarding history

complicated history

five hundred years of
besides making , the movie...
the longest bull market in our
tax liens, marriage licenses, s

information was not available
a company's
I asked him about his ;
her unawareness of her ;
a of the disease;
any of mental illness
donors'
Hebrew is unique in the annals of
the state requires --s be made available;
patients curious about their doctors' --s
cops requested detailed information on his

books crowding the shelves;
taught a good number of courses
in the
eliciting a complete ;
without a clear , diagnosis can be difficult
you can view your online
the heaviest payload in
groups nationally work to better document
the most expensive player in
the first female commander in
ensure that the -- is not lost
review patient's
the war changed the direction of (W.W.II)

the most dominant player in
Montana

a woman with a of depression and abuse

his and past problems with alcohol
their deed stands unique in
he rode the steepest descent in

this case has had a long and
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history-making

hit (success)

troubled history

documented history

academic history
ancient history

criminal history
criminal history (m)
financial history
human history
local history
long history
medical history

medical-history (m)
natural-history (m)

oral history
oral-history (m)

psychiatric history
sexual history

long and bloody history

fifty-six-year history

culture and history

in history

history-making bout
history-making crisis

hit play
hit song

hits and flops

TV hit
viewer hits

maintenance also has a

some of the children had a of abuse

her supposedly outstanding (imposter)
they included social history, and...;
it was (a previous girlfriend)
I lied on my application regarding my

information was not available
the dealership (auto) looks up their
the next stage in
, genealogy and architecture
a ' of involvement in causes
do a careful (for juvenile delinquents);
embarrassing details about your
a questionnaire
every museum in America;
meteorites are a collectible
s and slave narratives
an project;
New Deal project
the medical and s of the very violent
dreaming of a scorching episode in your

the Angolan conflict has a

in the of...

the of Appalachian families

the best-covered war ;
the worst-covered war

her four-round, (boxing)
a genuine,

his , The Sunshine Boys"
recorded a , toured England

seeing at the local movie theater

it was a smash from 1959 to 1963
5 million on the erotic Web site
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Broadway hit he chalked up about a dozen 's

hit (struck) hard-hit (see hard-hit)
worst-hit (see worst-hit)

hit-and-run (see hit-and-run)

hit (murder) hit list
hit man

a secret of 100 intellectuals
the testified that...(South Africa)

mob-style hit after the

hit (sports) base hit lined a clean into leftfield (baseball)

hit (other) hit-or-miss (see hit-or-miss)

hit-and-run hit-and-run accident a
hit-and-run attack the rebels mount almost daily s
hit-and-run strike
hit-and-run tactics his

Hitler Hitler-style (see Hitler-style)

Hitler-style Hitler-style moustache a clipped,

hit-or-be-hit hit-or-be-hit side the pitiless, of America

hit-or-miss hit-or-miss proposition oil exploration used to be a

hitting hard-hitting (see hard-hitting)
light-hitting (see light-hitting)

HIV HIV incidence
HIV infection
HIV plague
HIV prophylaxis
HIV test
HIV transmission

among newborns
(see HIV infection)
the growing

for health care workers (contaminated blood)
restrict how the could be used

from mothers to their infants

HIV reporting establish confidential nationwide

HIV home-testing kits now on the market

HIV-infected (see HIV-infected)
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routine testing for HIV no

HIV-infected HIV-infected
H.I.V.-infected

the names of the
people will think he's

H.I.V.-infected children
HIV-infected people the number of in Asia

HIV infection HIV infection is a worldwide health problem

HIV-infection rates monitoring in women

untreated HIV infection leads to AIDS, life expectancy is 2-3 years

occupationally-acquired HIV infection nurses are at risk for

course of HIV infection the is characterized primarily by latency
majority of HIV infections the still occur in men

drugs for HIV infection new

hive bee hive honey in a

hoard hoards of weapons troops confiscated similar

hoards of beachgoers Cape May attracts j, sailors, and fishermen

hockey

hog

hockey coach
hockey fan
hockey future
hockey player
hockey power
hockey season
hockey stick
hockey team
hockey world

his former ; an assistant
the question among s was...
he is facing an uncertain
no expects to be blindsided
the Soviet Union as a

lasts until the end of June
smacked him in the back with a
the U.S. women's
the news of his arrest shocked the

hockey's culture of violence (on-ice assaults)

ice hockey
ice hockey (m)

it's difficult to follow the puck in
its team (Czech Republic)

hog barn in a at the Iowa State Fair
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hold

holder

holding

holdout

hole

hog farm
hog-waste (m)

holdout

breath-hold
cargo hold
household

stranglehold

stronghold

no-holds-barred

cup holder
officeholder
slaveholder

stockholder
ticket holder

credit card holder
season ticket holder

holding area
holding cell

holding penalty

breath-holding
slaveholding

credit-card-holding

holdout

holdout jurors

air hole
bullet holes
foxhole
hellhole
hell-hole

the --s of Iowa; giant --s
North Carolina's 4,000 lagoons

(see holdout)

(see breath-hold)
the (of a plane)
(see household)

(see stranglehold)

(see stronghold)

(see no-holds-barred)

seats have s (movie theaters)
Democratic statewide --s
--s and abolitionists;
upheld the property rights of s
in its most recent annual report to
one ...

a platinum
he's a huge fan and a

EPW s (enemy prisoner of war)
guarded Glover in a on post;
the at the Amtrak security office
a (American football)

(see breath-holding)
(see slaveholding)

(see credit-card-holding)

the remained unmoved (jury)

conversations with some of the

the crew punched an into the container
in the walls

while shivering in my (Korean War)
a godforsaken
the state prison is a
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holed

holiday

holiest

manhole
porthole
pothole
sinkhole
spider hole (m)

fighting hole
fishing hole
watering hole

final hole

eighteen-hole

potholed

holiday break
holiday deliveries
holiday frenzy
holiday gift
holiday orders
holiday pay
holiday performance
holiday season
holiday spirit
holiday travel (m)
holiday traveler

holiday weekend

holiday selling season

holiday shopping

Christmas holiday
Christmas-holiday
school-holiday (m)

e-holiday

pre-holiday

holiest shrine

(see manhole)
a space station
the vehicle lurched over deep s
crevices, s, boulders, sand dunes
he spotted an enemy emplacement (Vietnam)

he left the relative safety of his (battle)
their side-channel s were silted
the s during the dry season

after triple-bogeying the (golf)

(see eighteen-hole)

(see potholed)

closed the school early for the
99% of Amazon's arrived on time
the
unwrap s
companies couldn't handle the deluge of
offers $100 for about three hour's work
s of the Nutcracker
the (Thanksgiving to New Year's)
share some
arrive early at the airport during the season
s faced increased security measures

33.8 million Americans will travel this

caused us to miss the

putting off until the very last minute

had been in Moscow for the
the movies at the cineplexes
teachers on breaks

Happy --s!

(see pre-holiday)

Islam's (the Grand Mosque in Makkah)

4

4

I

4

I

4

I

4

4
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11.

1

hollow

hollow-point

hollow-tipped

Hollywood

hollow-point

hollow-tipped

hollow-point round

hollow-tipped bullet

Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood celebrity
Hollywood director
Hollywood movie

(see hollow-point)

(see hollow-tipped)

s for a .38-caliber revolver

s
at a magazine stand off
environmental groups and js
a big-shot
other sky-is-falling s

Hollywood action flick s
Hollywood hotspot she stays clear of s

Hollywood hairdresser-turned-producer the who...

Hollywood-style (see Hollywood-style)

Hollywood-style Hollywood-style escape a sex offender made a Monday

Holocaust Holocaust remembrance (m) speaking at a ceremony

Holocaust-related (see Holocaust-related)

Holocaust-related Holocaust-related fiction
Holocaust-related memoirs

holster

holy

shoulder holster

holy city
Holy Land
holy land

holy month
holy pilgrimage
holy place

holy sites
holy war

wears his gun in a

the at Haj (Makkah)
travel through the
this land is considered to be (Muslims);
a holy war for (Muslims)
the of Ramadan (Muslims)
on the first day of the (Haj)
visiting a Jewish ;
Islamic js;
Christian and Islamic s
development projects at around Makkah
a for holy land (Muslims)
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home

holiest

home-school (v)
homeschool (v)

homeless

home accessories
home base

home-care
home-center (m)
home crowd
home delivery
home entertainment
home environment
home field (m)
home front

home game
home garden
home girl
home ground

home improvement
home-improvement (m)
home invasion
homeland
home life

home loan
homemaker
home office

homeowner

homeowner (m)
home page
home planet
homeplace
home plate
home-pregnancy (m)

(see holiest)

she was ing her 12-year-old son
he s some of his children

(see homeless)

buying
became for his career;
tired of not having a , she...
(see home-care)

chains like Lowe's and Home Depot
the whistles and cheers
its on-line grocery operations
the future of
kids who come from a bad
we had the advantage
some reassuring news from the ;
the veterans returned to an indifferent
the Liberty's starting lineup at s
wildflowers and herbs for your
you know you're my
intolerable on Europe's S;
turn back to their --s (iguanas)
spending on s
mortgage and loans
in the event of a
(see homeland)
his effort to keep work and separate;
acquaintances and neighbors tell of a chaotic ;
removing yourself from an unhappy
get a over the Web
a who changed the color of her towels
Hawk has a spacious ;
salesmen feel connected to the
a called the police; --s are selling;
my role as a ;
a property-tax cut and S's bills;
see how much their --'s insurance will pay
his ; the Smith family
without the blocking its view
built a house near the old
(see home plate)
bought a kit
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home renovation
home renovation (m)
home-repair (m)
home reservation
home river
homeroom (m)
home run
home season
homesickness
home state

homestead
home-supply (m)
home telephone (m)
home territory

hometown
home tree
home turf
home visit
home waters
homework
home video
home visit

home canning

homecoming
home monitoring
home-owning
home schooling
home-shopping (m)

home-testing (m)

home-baked
home-based
homebound
home-cooked
home-delivered
home-grown
homemade
home-schooled

the recent boom in
undertake a project
investigating fraud against the elderly
he had visited his (Native American)
American shad return to their s
a teacher stays with a class for a year
(see home run)
the opening of the (basketball)
(see homesickness)
in the heart of my ;
reminiscing about their
(see homestead)
went to a center to buy mulch
a business card with a number
a bear's ;
cell-phone users outside their s
(see hometown)
the (monkey) troop's
bring it to his
after s (human services)
the captain showed me his
(see homework)
a taken during the baseball game
after s (human services);
police made five s in 4 years

an introduction to S;
a kitchen scale is essential for
(see homecoming)
a sentence of probation and
a white, college-educated, man

was inspired by religious preference
Barry Diller, chairman of the channel
through outlets
HIV kits now on the market

(see home-baked)
(see home-based)
(see homebound)
(see home-cooked)
(see home-delivered)
(see home-grown)
(see homemade)
(see home-schooled)
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home and away

home of golf

home for the archive

homes, shelters, hotels

Boys' Home
country home
dean's home
dream home
foster home
funeral home

group home
log home
motor home

parents' home
retirement home
stilt home
summer home

tract home
trailer home

tribe's (original) home

ranch-style home
winter-vacation home

boyhood home

take-home

loving home
nursing home

nursing-home (m)
nursing home (m)

the team plays the same game at

St. Andrews is the

a proper final

I done been through ' (juvenile offender)

the Waldo Burton (for disadvantaged kids)
the first I coveted
activists picketed the
completing his
from relatives to s to reform schools
going with her to the ;
the family received guests at the ;
the Is call rates;
thousands filed past his coffin at the
(see group home)
we stopped outside their
drives his to NASCAR races;
tents, 's and trailers (National Park)
move back into her
Americans face eviction from their s
wood-framed s stood in the bay
from his in Laguna Beach;
some families keep s in the mountains
buyers line up to bid on suburban s
the double-wide ;
in their on a desolate plain
75 miles north of the (American Indian)

a
Aspen, where he keeps a lavish

police traveled to his

(see take-home)

subsequently adopted into s
stayed in a ; put into a ;
a Veterans Administration
a bed; a patient
the industry
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home-baked

home-based

homebound (at)

homebound (to)

home-care

homecoming

home-cooked

home-delivered

nurturing home

flood-damaged home

broken home
final home
mobile-home (m)

original home
permanent home
proper (final) home
suburban home

lead-free home

second-home

stay-at-home

remains of their home
rubble of their homes

home-baked bread

home-based (dive) study

homebound elderly
homebound invalid

homebound

home-care costs
home-care product

homecoming

homecoming ceremony
homecoming dance
homecoming queen

home-cooked dinner

home-delivered meals

can recover if adopted into a

100 s are being cleaned up

the family's past includes s
a proper for the archive
spent six years in a park;
the manager of five parks
75 miles north of the tribe's (American Indian)
temporary premises vs. a (museum)
a for the archive
his outside New York City

the family now lives in a

(see second-home)

(see stay-at-home)

next to the (wildfire)
residents sifted through the (wildfires)

buttered

with video tapes

commuters from work

from aging-related diseases
5
the ; countless other --s

a
the -- was that night (college)
she was -- her senior year (high school)

sitting down to a -- every night

elderly seeking
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home-grown

homeland

homeless

homemade

home plate

home run

homegrown issue
home-grown tomato

homeland

s like price supportss
whose includes...
back in his ;
banned from setting foot in his ;
his departure from his

maternal family's homeland

Jewish homeland
traditional homelands
tribal homeland

homeless advocates

homeless camps
homeless grants
homeless policy
homeless population
homeless problem
homeless shelter

America's homeless

hard-core homeless

soon-to-be-homeless

homemade crafts
homemade lemonade
homemade pie

home plate

home-plate umpire

home run

home run king (m)

home-schooled home-schooled children

his

a
the flow of settlers into their (Nez Perce)
the NLFT is fighting for a separate (India)

have long maintained...;
and shelter residents
are springing up along the Platte River

the will fund 2,000 projects in 50 states
strict new s in New York City
Denver's has been displaced
New York confronts the stubborn
New York City's s

programs to help

helping those won't be easy

we must help the

their house is adorned with and quilts

60 feet 6 inches from the pitcher's mound to

the manager argued vehemently with the

back-to-back 's (baseball);
the new car has become a for Ford

Mark McGwire (baseball)

the number of tripled;
the number of has shot up
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homesickness

homestead

hometown

homework

homicidal

homicide

homo

homophobic

homosexual

honest

homesickness

pre-Civil War homestead

hometown
home town

hometown hero

homework assignment

homework problem

homework copying

homicidal profile

he was plagued by (student)

a

my was Chicago; in my
showing off his ;
in his own ; returned to his ;
after a visit to Bombay, his
returned often in his writing to his

a-

--s, piano lessons;
didn't write his name on a
she needed help with a

widespread among students

he appears to fit a different

homicide conviction the was overturned
homicide detective have assigned seven --s to the case
homicide investigation this is a
homicide-investigation (m) a working knowledge of techniques
homicide rate with the down sharply
homicide total the District's annual has plunged

unsolved homicide the city's s

double homicide people responding to the

criminally negligent homicide they charged him with (car wreck)

homophobic
homosexual

homophobic lyrics (rap music)

(see homophobic)
(see homosexual)

anti-homosexual (see anti-homosexual)

honest attempt
honest mistake
honest opinion

it was an to figure out what had happened
the salesclerk made an
to become even better, we need your s (casino)
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honest-to-God

honesty

honey

honey-hunting

honey-producing

honeysuckle

honey-sweet

honey-tongued

honor

honest, hardworking, God-fearing

honest-to-God

honest-to-God test

honesty and integrity

parental honesty

dishonesty

honeybee
honey hunter
honeymoon

honey-sweet

honeysuckle

honey-hunting
honey-producing

honey-tongued

honey-hunting season

honey-producing country

native honeysuckle

honey-sweet show

an citizen

(see honest-to-God)

an

the of law-enforcement officials

, tenderness, and understanding (kids)

(see dishonesty)

grasshoppers, dragonflies, s
says an old
do not expect the to last

(see honey-sweet)

(see honeysuckle)

(see honey-hunting)
(see honey-producing)

(see honey-tongued)

during

the world's s (bees)

several varieties of

in this

honey-tongued French major

honor code
honor committee (m)
honor detail
honor guard

honors project
honor roll
honor-roll (m)

the

(see honor code)
issues

serve on s for each military funeral
inspecting a military j;
an Air Force transferred the caskets
she presented her (to the department)
on its annual of worthy Canadians
the student logged on
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honorable

honor-bound

honor code

honored

hooch

hood

honor system

honor system (m)
honor theses
honor trial
honor violation

honors math class

honor-bound

family's honor
funeral honors

big honor

badge of honor
maid of honor
Medal of Honor
standards of honor

honorable conditions
honorable intentions

honor-bound

honor code

honor-code policy
honor code violation

157-year-old honor code

honored guest

time-honored

most honored

hoochmate

adulthood

the school's ;
(for buying books at airport)
payment- -see posted instructions

a professor with to monitor
expelled after an
expelled for s

her

(see honor-bound)

she blemished the (India)
provide appropriate ;
overall quality of

it would be a to work for him (scientist)

she wore his scorn as a
(see maid of honor)
(see Medal of Honor)
West Point and Annapolis have

she received a discharge under
the compilers of the document have

he is to pay him back;
would be to publish letters...

the university's 157-year-old

one-strike-and-you're-out policies
a suspected violation

the university's

occupied the first two rows as s

(see time-honored)

(see most honored)

his was a handy guy

(see adulthood)
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bachelorhood (see bachelorhood)
boyhood (see boyhood)
brotherhood (see brotherhood)
childhood (see childhood)
fatherhood (see fatherhood)
girlhood (see girlhood)
livelihood (see livelihood)
manhood (see manhood)
motherhood (see motherhood)
neighborhood (see neighborhood)
parenthood (see parenthood)
personhood (see personhood)
planethood (see planethood)
priesthood (see priesthood)
sainthood (see sainthood)
sisterhood (see sisterhood)
victimhood (see victimhood)
womanhood (see womanhood)

likelihood (see likelihood)

hooded metal-hooded (see metal-hooded)

hook fishing hook rusted s, bottle caps, tires

hooked triple-hooked (see triple-hooked)

hoop basketball hoop under a

hooves horses' hooves the muffled thunder of their

hop hopscotch (see hopscotch)

hip-hop (music) (see hip hop)

hope hopes for a (male) heir the Duke's
hopes for a strong sea season

hopes and dreams

hopeless

best hope

do you have beyond tomorrow morning;
his have to do with...

my was to...
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hoped

hoped-for

hopeless

hoper

hopper

hopping

hopscotch

horde

hormone

hormone-associated

horn

horn-rimmed

horned

false hope

signs of hope

hoped-for

hoped-for advancement
hoped-for transcendence

hopeless position

no-hopers

grasshopper
job hopper

job hopping
job-hopping (m)

hopscotch grid

cash horde

hormone fluctuation

hormone-associated

growth hormones
sex hormones

you get js (unsolved abduction)

they look for

(see hoped-for)

educated for reasons of
the

he was in a

(see no-hopers)

s, dragonflies, honeybees
employers are offering s 20% raises

the growing popularity of
in today's economy

children jump on s

the company has a of $18.9 million

s can trigger migraines

(see hormone-associated)

beef fattened with
the pituitary gland and

puberty-triggering hormones glands produce

dose of hormones a low daily (the Pill)

hormone-associated disease s, such as breast cancer

horn-rimmed

bullhorn

horn-rimmed glasses

horned goat

(see horn-rimmed)

charged with operating a without a permit

black

js versus unhorned goats
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horrible

horribly

horribly overworked

horrific

short-horned

unhorned

horrible crime
horrible habit
horrible scenes

horribly overworked

(see short-horned)

(see unhorned)

the answers to this (JonBenet Ramsey)
she has a of biting her nails
a survivor described as...(fire in tunnel)

(see horribly overworked)

horribly overworked lawyer s
horrific injuries
horrific scene
horrific sight

horrifying horrifying event

horror

horror story

horse

honor comics
honor film
horror story

horrors of depression
horrors of war

chamber of horrors

honor story

restaurant honor story

caused by land mines
the (road accident)
it was quite a to see the flames (wildfire)

this (a school shooting)

of the early fifties
the low-budget
(see horror story)

escape the (antidepressants)
the

the warehouse was a (serial killer)

all the s about family breakdown

--s are on the rise

health-care honor story a

managed-care honor story another

digital honor story

horseback
horse carcass
horse enthusiast
horse farm

download the (e-books)

(see horseback)
where the s were hung
s from around the country have come...
a Kentucky ;
local s began to breed thoroughbreds
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p

p

p

p

p

horseback

horse-drawn

horse-toothed

hose

hospital

horseflies
horses' hooves
horseshoe (m)
horse show
horse trailer
horse trainer
horsewoman

horse racing

horse-drawn
horse-toothed

racehorse
show horse
Trojan horse
workhorse

Crazy Horse

horseback ride

horseback-riding (m)

horse-drawn carriage
horse-drawn wagon

horse-toothed buffoon

fire hose
fire hose (m)
garden hose

hospital bed

hospital bracelet
hospital job
hospital's review
hospital room
hospital setting
hospital staffer
hospital stay

the nasty buzz of
the muffled thunder of their
satellite images show a pattern
a highlight of the horse show will be...
when the last pulls out of town (horse show)
a seasoned
an enthusiastic all her life

a force in the world of

(see horse-drawn)
(see horse-toothed)

camels are not as fast as s
a
viruses, worms and s (computers)
the loss of another

the legendary warrior

take off together on these long s

a biking, hiking and trail

the coffin was placed on a
the 's rolled by

the

a versus a drinking straw
struck in the jaw by a nozzle
a and water pistol;
s, barbecues, and patio furniture

lying heavily bandaged in a ;
the total number of s in the city
a marked "Father"
fired from her
the found nobody at fault (malpractice)
in a well-appointed
behavior in the
I cared more than any ever could
--s are shorter and less frequent;
drastically shortened s (managed care)
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hospital-acquired

hospital emergency

hospital-gowned

hospitality

hospitalization

hospital visit
hospital ward

hospital emergency room

Texas recorded 86 s involving..
we stopped to visit a dimly lighted

(see hospital emergency room)

hospital-acquired (see hospital-acquired)
hospital-gowned (see hospital-gowned)

area hospital
evacuation hospital
field hospital
military hospital
nation's hospitals
prison hospital
private hospital
state hospital

pronounced dead at an
the big at Cu Chi
treated for combat wounds in military s
my children were born in s
the
taken to the
a children's unit in a (mentally ill)
the in Fulton

university-affiliated hospital s
government-run hospital beds in the s

military hospital my children were born in s;
incidents of malpractice in s

psychiatric hospital state s versus residential centers

hospital-acquired infections the rate of has risen

MOM
hospital emergency room crew s
hospital-gowned invalid a

Arab hospitality they will be accorded genuine (Iraqi official)
mountain hospitality genuine still exists (Appalachia)

genuine (Arab) hospitality they will be accorded (Iraqi official)
genuine (mountain) hospitality still exists (Appalachia)
Southern hospitality a charming little town full of ;

you hear about , and it's true

kindness and hospitality thanks so much for the you showed (rafting)

short-term hospitalization interventions should include

psychiatric hospitalization they don't need
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host (person, etc.) host government the must act decisively (counterinsurgency);
help s fight insurgents

host nation (m) respect for government, police, and military

party's host he schmoozes with the
program's host they were quizzed by the (TV)

host (science) pathogen-host (see pathogen-host)

graft-versus-host (see graft-versus-host)

host (quantity) host of questions this raises a

hostage hostage drama one may be over, but...
hostage negotiator a was brought in
hostage rescue (m) The FBI's team;

a member of the -- team
hostage situation a in Idaho;

special skills such as handling s
hostage takers the are becoming increasingly nervous

hostage standoff a ended early yesterday

hosted

hostile

hostility

hostage-taking surrendered after a at ...;
gunfire that preceded the

Web-hosted (see Web-hosted)

hostile action
hostile fire
hostile force
hostile propaganda
hostile rounds
hostile soldiers
hostile target
hostile troops

the first female sailors killed in
he again braved the concentrated (battle)
when his company ambushed a

will exploit the presence of foreign troops
ignoring the impacting near him, he...
heavily outnumbered, the awaited the
air strikes against s close to friendly forces
he began placing suppressive fire on the

hostile machine gun heavy fire from a to his front
hostile mortar round his aircraft was struck by a (AC-47)
hostile (acquisition and air defense) weapon systems disrupt

community hostility manufacturers' fears of
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hot

hot-air

hot-blooded

ethnic hostilities age-old

age-old (ethnic) hostilities-,

hot-air (m) (see hot-air)
hotbed the region has been a - of revolt
hot chocolate (m) - and cider mixes
hot dog he ate a
hot-dog (m) gave him a - napkin;

vendors
hot line report child abuse through a telephone
hot market a - for weather-related disaster stories
hot object contact burns come from direct contact with a
hot pursuit (m) - attacks across the border
hot rations supply - from mess trucks (military)
hot-shit (see hot-shit)
hotshot he's a
hot shot ex-college -s
hot-shot (m) a - account executive
hot shower they want decent food and a
hotspot the epidemic's -s;

she stays clear of Hollywood -s
hot spring -'s steam up through faults and fissures
hot (emerging) technology biometrics is clearly a
hot topic her marriage was a - (star)
hot tub an open-air bar and a vast, star-shaped
hot-water (see hot-water)
hot zone exposure within the contaminated -;

first responders working inside the -j;
medical personnel working outside the

hot-blooded (see hot-blooded)
hotheaded (see hotheaded)

steaming-hot (see steaming-hot)

red-hot (see red-hot)

hot-air balloon
hot air masses

hot-blooded lover
hot-blooded person

a
moving north from Africa (heat wave)

a -,
a-j
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hotel

hotheaded

hotly

hotly contested

hotly disputed

hot-shit

hot-water

hound

hotel bed
hotel bombings
hotel chain
hotel concourse
hotel management
hotel staff

hotel tax
hotel vacancy

boutique hotel
resort-hotel

downtown hotel

socialist-style hotel

rat-infested hotel

lovingly restored hotel

luxurious hotel

homes, shelters, hotels

hot-headed

hotheaded boy

hotly contested
hotly disputed

hotly contested debate
hotly contested game

hotly disputed decision

hot-shit guy

hot-water heater

hound dog

bloodhound

sleeping alone in a
a spate of in Havana
the international Ritz-Carlton
strolling through a
have a degree in
- called the police;
-s are stretched thin
a - of 13.25 percent (New York City)
there are no -s

hip --s are a recent trend
companies

the apartment was less costly than a

a decrepit,

homeless families in -s

a-

we filed out of the chartered bus into a -

I done been through - (juvenile offender)

not as - as he used to be

he's a - boy

(see hotly contested)
(see hotly disputed)

-s

only to drop a - (boxing)

be the -

-s and hunting

-s searched the area (abducted woman)
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hour hourglass (see hourglass)

hourlong (se hourlong)

hour-plus (see hour-plus)

hour by hour (see hour by hour)

hour to hour (see hour to hour)

credit hours transfer to another school
kilowatt hour cost reduced to 2 'A cents a j;

2 'A cents a by 2002
lunch-hour the rush
maximum hours specified per week, minimum wages
rush hour (see rush hour)
spare hour a before a flight;

fill every in your day with things to do

operating hours retrieve your mail during post office
shopping hours within the normal ;

take advantage of the late (Christmas)
visiting hour it's (at a prison);

during evening s (psychiatric ward)
working hour how we spend our s

extended hours merchants will open their doors for s (festival)

after-hours (see after-hours)

happy hour he met my roommate one night at (bar)
long hours they tend to work (18- and 20-hour days)
quite hours are in effect from 10 pm to...(National Park)

twenty-four-hour (see twenty-four-hour)

$7-an-hour (m) a job
$400-an-hour (m) a team of lawyers

ninety-five- and hundred-mile-per-hour people

half-hour (m) (see half-hour)
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hour by hour

hourlong

hourglass

hourglass-shaped

hour-plus

hour-to-hour

house

one-hour (m)
hour-and-five-minute (m)
one-and-a-half-hour (m)
two- and three-hour (m)
three-and-a-half-hour (m)
eleven-hour (m)
12-hour (m)
24-hour
sixty-hour (m)

teachers led a discussion
the inquiry
a ferry

trips
the performance
an day
a shift

(see twenty-four hour)
he had always worked weeks

eighteen- and twenty-hour (m)

hour by hour

hourlong debate
hour-long session
hourlong wait

hourglass-shaped

hourglass-shaped island

hour-plus commute

put in weeks of days

evidence was disappearing

an
her twice-weekly, --s (gym)
an

(see hourglass-shaped)

arriving on Francisqui, an

he has an

hour-to-hour whereabouts his

house arrest

house call

house dust
house fire
house guest
houseguest
household
house hunter
housekeeper
house key
house log
housemate
houseparty
housewife
housework

a number of ministers are under ;
has been held under ;
he was released to
the doctor made a ;
a company doctor who made 5
microscopic lead in
a family was killed in a
the former of O. J. Simpson
a snooping
(see household)
some of these were asked...;

s versus the key to a storage cabinet
--s and other records (a group home)
the TV show Big Brother and the --s
they are having a
postal workers, college students, s
(see housework)
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house- burnings slayings and (Kosovo)
housecleaning help with the
housekeeping set up in an apartment;

a manual about
housekeeping (m) he was slovenly in his habits
house-hunting has kept a back seat...

housebound (see housebound)

house-to-house (see house-to-house)

art-house (see art-house)
auction house every major museum, collection, ;

js like Sotheby's and Christie's
bathhouse s, rest stops and other pickup venues
boardinghouse a
boathouse down at the
chicken house long, low s
clubhouse there is a fancier (golf);

luxury suites, the dugout, broadcast booth,
coffeehouse the Harvard Square j;

js like Starbucks
company house Wilt's family lived in a
courthouse (see courthouse)
crack house drive-by shootings and s
death house walks to the (execution)
death house (m) talks to the chaplain (execution)
doghouse he's in the ; Snoopy atop his
farmhouse at a friend's ;

lived in a stone
firehouse the red-brick
flophouse
fraternity house a fire in an off -campus
friend's house crashing at a
gatehouse a grand place with a
greenhouse (m) gases
guesthouse in a ; renters in the
jailhouse (m) the use of snitches must be curtailed;

her meeting with him;
he had become something a preacher
the ' will be automated
so no more keeper
(see log house)

lighthouse
lighthouse (m)
log house
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longhouse
madhouse
monkey house
mother's house
neighbor's house
opera house
parents' house
playhouse
powerhouse
schoolhouse
shithouse
slaughterhouse

stash house
statehouse
steak house
steakhouse
storehouse
summer house
steak house
tollhouse
tract house
warehouse
whorehouse
clearinghouse
trading house

acid-house (music)
cement-block house
weekend house

in-house
outhouse

halfway house

Civil-War-era house

split-level house

aging house
boardinghouse

meeting house

spent the night in a (Papua New Guinea)
a ; the building was now a
the Hazleton
in the basement of his
drove to his
La Fenice, the wondrous 18th century
fled to her
four-year-olds racing around a

hauling live birds to 5;
it sounded like a
--s for drug shipments
forward revenues to the
a waitress at a ; a New York
we went to a for a late dinner
a for great artifacts (British Museum)
all have s in West Cork (Ireland)
a waitress at a
passing through a pirate
the with its bare-dirt yard
(see warehouse)
outside a
a for information
the biggest on Wall Street

(see acid-house)
--s with tin roofs, outhouses and...
they had just bought a

(see in-house)
cement-block houses with tin roofs, --s

the probation officer found a

some --s

a

owners of --s
placed in a private ;
placed him in a state-run
the islet's communal
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housebound

household

publishing house

abandoned house
haunted house
rented house

lead-contaminated house
war-damaged house

well-kept house

big house (prison)

housebound

household

household appliances
household chores
household duties
household goods
household incomes
household name
household paint

a small has translated her work

set up an observation post in an
(see haunted house)
they moved into a on a cul-de-sac in...

leaving their
rebuild s

in s

(see big house)

, she lounges...

loud
lacking the time to do
minor

of less than $50,000
basketball heroes are s in South Dakota
lead in gasoline and paint

household responsibilities her grew
household tyrant he was a terrible
household word before the Internet became a

made the National Enquirer a

gay households

higher-income household
single-parent household

typical household
wealthy household

72,000 households

house-to-house house-to-house search

house-to-house fighting

housework housework (m)

promoting stability and monogamy in

kids in 's;
boyfriends in a

fora
grown up in the same

enough electricity to serve s

police conducted a

a gap persists in most families
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housework-related (see housework-related)

housework-related housework-related gadgets js and appliances

housing housing boom
housing-code (m)
housing complex
housing needs
housing project

housing stock
housing subsidy
housing voucher

family housing
public-housing (m)

replacement housing
student housing

high-density housing

subsidized housing

affordable housing
affordable housing (m)

to accommodate the
violations

(see housing complex)
accommodate your changing
grew up in the s of Yonkers;
installing surveillance cameras around s;
js plagued by drugs, racial isolation;
cities are tearing down troubled s
a third of Kosovo's was damaged
offer --s to displaced tenants
the flow of food stamps and s

more prison complex than
a project;
3.3 million residents

was scant (slum clearance)
roach-infested

support around subway stops

guaranteed the right to return to

a lack of is an issue
an shortage (Austin)

lack of (affordable) housing a is an issue

housing complex soon-to-be-demolished housing complex

how

howl

how-to

hued

how-to

know-how

howl of the wind

how-to guide

circus-hued

the

(see how-to)

(see know-how)

the and the crashing of the waves

a

(see circus-hued)
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hug

huge

hull

hum

human

hugs and kisses

bear hug

tight hug

create closeness and intimacy

she's the one who dispenses s

Sara gave me a

huge (remote-controlled) antenna a
huge (Fourth of July) barbecue every year we throw a
huge (car) bomb set off a
huge burst laser weapons require s of electricity
huge (publicity) campaign books announced with s
huge crowd rattlesnake roundups attract s
huge crush I obviously had a on her
huge (consumer) demand there is for this
huge (international) (relief) effort a ' is trying to... (earthquake)
huge (propane storage) facility develop 's
huge (Philadelphia Eagles) fan he's a
huge (warehouse) fire
huge (cult) following
huge (reduction) gears
huge impact
huge job
huge market
huge obstacles
huge rise
huge savings
huge success
huge variety

six firefighters killed in a
a best-selling author with a

and propeller shafts
he's had a ' on radio (Howard Stern)
being a mother is a
prostitution-related activities at the
his attempts at collecting erotica faced
the in marijuana prices
get by axing customer-service costs
given the of her first CD
there's a of ethnic restaurants (Chicago)

huge algae blooms in the Gulf of Mexico
huge dust storm 's ravaged the plains
huge firestorm a
huge (U.S.) prison population
huge (agricultural) trade surplus

huge outbreak

tank hull

hum of traffic

human anthrax
human barrier
human behavior

the
the U.S. runs s

we don't think we'll see a (computer virus)

rollers attached to the front of a (mines)

the quiet broken only by the

the annual incidence of has steadily declined
they linked arms and formed a across the road
the dazzling array of
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human being
human bite
human body
human capacity
human chains
human contact
human corpses
human cry
human experience
human eye
human factors
human habitation
human health
human history
human imagination
human infections
human ingenuity
human instinct
humankind
human malaria
human milk
human nature

human needs
human presence
human rabies

human rabies (m)

human relations
human remains

human-resources (m)
human resources (m)
human rights
human spirit
human story
human suffering

human
human
human

touch
tissue
toll

the genome, the genetic code of the
antibiotic treatment for a
what happens to the in space
such determinations lie beyond
policemen formed (Haj)
Internet technology in lieu of
dissections of
babies cry more in response to --s
we try to understand
the farthest the can see is 243 miles
we will be looking at (plane crash)
remnants of were found (Black Sea)
a threat to
the next stage in
change is up to the (computers)
the role of the virus in

is going to push the envelope (computers)
when a gun goes off, it's to...
(see humankind)
four parasitic protozoa cause
processed, banked versus infant formula
assumed improvements in ;

operates this way;
every foible of ;
it is to want to know why
water to meet
no sign of on the upper ridge
canine rabies is a major source of ;
cases of bat-related
bats cause the majority of cases in the US;
the first fatality involving this kind of bat
scientific inquiry into the realm of
dogs search for the scent of ;
artifacts and at American Indian sites
a ' administrator

director
(see human rights)
realities in life that almost crush the
sad s
unnecessary in those parts of the world;
his utter indifference to
the comes naturally (a lawyer)
the detection of the virus in
the was high
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humane

human use
human wave

water suitable for
(see human wave)

human companionship the simple absence of

human-lethal (see human-lethal)

humankind what an advance for it would be

human-to-human (see human-to-human)

humane method
humane treatment
humane way

a more of execution
the safe and -- of captives is essential (EPWs)
the most -- to carry out an execution

more humane (see more humane)

humanitarian humanitarian operations peacekeeping missions,
humanitarian reasons they made their decision for

humanities humanities department universities are downsizing s
humanities professors earn less

humanity sea of humanity the pilgrims formed a (Haj)

humankind humankind what an advance for it would be

human-lethal human-lethal virus this is a

human rights human rights we must respect

human-rights abuses
human-rights activists
human-rights causes a history of involvement in
human-rights groups
human-rights movement the
human-rights violations
human-rights violator Mauritania is a major

internationally recognized human rights

civil liberties and human rights democracy enshrines

human-to-human human-to-human route spread by the respiratory route (plague)
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human wave

humble

humbling

humiliating

humor

humored

hundred

hundred-dollar

hundredth

hung

hunger

hungry

human-to-human transmission a result of ;
direct of rabies has not been documented

human wave assaults launched by the determined enemy

humble beginnings he had worked his way up from

humbling experience that in early December

humiliating experience it was the most of my life
humiliating ordeal maintained his dignity throughout the

most humiliating (see most humiliating)

brand of humor he has a sarcastic
sense of humor (see sense of humor)

good-humored (see good-humored)

hundred-dollar (see hundred-dollar)

four-hundred-member (m) a Selection Committee;
eighteen-hundred-per-cent (m) an return

hundred-dollar bill a stack of s

fifteen-hundred-dollar (m)
seventy-five-hundred-dollar (m)

one hundredth

hung jury

hung jury (m)

double-hung

hunger strike

the causes of hunger

hungry-eyed

hungry for attention

his dog bed
his product

(see one hundredth)

13 per cent of trials ended in s;
a significant increase in s
the rate is increasing

(see double-hung)

a by foreigners awaiting deportation

(see hungry-eyed)

parents or sympathy abuse their kids
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hungry-eyed

hunt

hunter

hunting

celebrity-hungry
Internet-hungry

ever-hungry

hungry-eyed

coon hunt
cyberhunt
dog hunt
manhunt
scavenger hunt (m)
seal hunt
talent hunt
treasure hunt
witch hunt

hunter's license

landowner-hunter

deer hunter
job hunter
headhunter
house hunter
mushroom hunter
souvenir hunter
treasure hunter

skilled hunter

hunting ban
hunting cabin
hunting companion
hunting crowd
hunting knife
hunting license
hunting partner
hunting preserve
hunting rifle
hunting skills
hunting tales

(see celebrity-hungry)
(see Internet-hungry)

(see ever-hungry)

he would stay there,

rodeos, js, and rattlesnake roundups
a worldwide j;

a massive police for the murderer
a list of clues
the size of next winter's
the (to fuel the new economy)
most are scams
the campaign has sparked a (for pedophiles)

the boys had --s

(see landowner-hunter)

allowed s on their land
5 are searching globally

say companies are looking for...
some of these --s were asked...
the occasional
s elbowing each other aside
ship's loot unearthed by --s;
historical researchers and js

he and other js (tribe)

a one-year for poaching
they found a on the way back
one of his s
the lodge catered primarily to the
a big
they would lose their --s
he found the remains with his ;
a Tito-era
five --s and shotguns
our ancestor's -- were better than ours
campfire stories, , mountain lore
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hurdle

hurrah

hurricane

hurricane-prone

husband

hunting tradition

deer-hunting (m)
honey-hunting
house-hunting
rock hunting
squirrel-hunting (m)
truffle-hunting

eco-hunting

procedural hurdles

last hurrah

hurricane activity
hurricane damage
hurricane force (m)
hurricane's location
hurricane season

hurricane victim
hurricane warning
hurricane zone

hurricane wind speeds

hurricane forecasting

hurricane-prone (m)

Category 4 hurricane

continuing a

a- trip
(see honey-hunting)

has kept a back seat...
fertile territory for hours of

season opens this month
is big business

versus killing elephants for sport

put - in the way of...

WW II veterans gathered for a - (memorial)

is cyclical
inland residents have a low risk for
the ship was evacuated in - winds
the ability to pinpoint a
the long - of 1999;
the 6-month - saw five Category 4 storms;
we rely on his forecasts during
-'5

-s in South Florida
Miamians living in this prime

are measure at levels sustained for 1 minute

while - has improved...

(see hurricane-prone)

it was a massive,

massive (Category 4) hurricane it was a

hurricane -prone area the most -s of South Florida
hurricane-prone Gulf of Honduras the

husband's career
husbands' permission
husband's schedule
husband's wishes

a sacrifice to her -
traveling abroad without their - (Arab women)
her - was unpredictable
against her -, she took classes
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husband-and-wife (see husband-and-wife)

husband-to-be a week in Mexico with my

common-law husband her

devoted husband he was a devoted father and a

future husband your is entitled to know about...

husband-and-wife husband-and-wife dispute js

husband-and-wife team a Finnish (scientists);
a named... (truckers)

husbandry goat husbandry the study of in central Europe

hush hush-hush it's all (mysterious aircraft)

husky husky-voiced (see husky-voiced)

husky-voiced husky-voiced woman a

hustler street hustler a with a drug habit

but but system one of the nation's backcountry js

bamboo but he crouches in a
mud but s, date palms, goats and cows

hydrant fire hydrant as if someone had taken the plug off a ;
drain pipes and s;
park the car away from the

hydration oral information provide written and on cast care (hospital)

rehydration (see rehydration)

hydro hydrocarbon (see hydrocarbon)
hydropower (see hydropower)

hydroelectric (see hydroelectric)

hydrocarbon hydrocarbon insecticides can be carcinogenic and teratogenic
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hydroelectric hydroelectric project

hydropower hydropower

hydropower dam

hygiene

hymn

hype-laden

hymn-like

hype

hyper

hyperhip

hypodermic

hypothermia

hypothesis

hypothetical

hypoxia

hysteria

hysterical

dental hygiene
oral hygiene

good (dental) hygiene

hymn-like

war hymn

sacred hymn

hype-laden

hymn-like song

media hype

hyperhip

hyperhip East Village

hypodermic needle

hypothermia fatality

unproved hypothesis

hypothetical question

cerebral hypoxia

spy hysteria

victim of (spy) hysteria

hysterical laughter

a World Bank-sponsored project

free-flowing rivers versus

World War Thera s are up for relicensing

toothpaste, toothbrushes and good
good is essential to cavity prevention

toothpaste, toothbrushes and

(see hymn-like)

fight songs and .s (sports)

The style is intense, , in-your-face

once the dies down (elections)

(see hyperhip)

in New York's

possession of anabolic steroids and s (sports)

the city's first this winter

an-

these are far from s

patients in whom prolonged is suspected

a victim of

a

she broke out into
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ice (consumable)

ice (other)

near-hysterical (see near-hysterical)

4

4

ice cream (see ice cream)
ice cubes "tube"
ice tea (m) sweetened mix

icemaking (see icemaking)

block ice lost out to home refrigerators
block-ice (m) the old companies

packaged ice block ice was replaced by 4

bag of ice remember to bring home a
blocks of ice factories produced 300-pound

ice-fish (v) worked at the mill and 'ed on their days off
ice-skate (v) he ed, drank...

ice age (see ice age)
ice ax a short-shafted ;
ice-ax (m) saved 3 comrades with his belay
iceberg a large
iceboat (see iceboat)
iceboater (see iceboater)
ice cave a huge dug by Soviet convicts
ice climber one of the country's best s
ice dam the glacier blocked the fjord with an ;

eventually such 's break
icefall we descended the (Everest);

the crevasse-riddled s
ice floe spent three weeks on an
ice hockey it's difficult to follow the puck in 4

ice hockey (m) its team (Czech Republic)
ice pinnacle the weird s, called nieves penitentes
ice road except in winter, on --s that...
ice scape a Himalayan
ice sculptor where --s get their ice
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ice age

iceboat

iceboater

iceboating

ice sculpture
ice sheet
ice shelf
ice-skater
ice storm
ice tunnel
ice water

iceboating
ice climbing
ice fishing
ice-skating

ice-bound
ice-clogged
ice-dotted
ice-encrusted
ice-strengthened

ice-storm-devastated

on-ice

sea ice

ice age

ice-age temperatures

iceboats

iceboat design
iceboat regatta

iceboat racecourse

iceboater

first-year iceboater

iceboating

an of two swans
within the s of Greenland
mountains, glaciers and s
a panorama of s
(see ice storm)
techniques to build s at the South Pole
(see ice water)

(see iceboating)
(see ice climbing)
(see ice fishing)
(se ice-skating)

(see ice-bound)
(see ice-clogged)
(see ice-dotted)
(see ice-encrusted)
(see ice-strengthened)

(see ice-storm-devastated)

(see on-ice)

grinding glaciers and groaning

the return of cold temperatures led to an

we could go back to

s are fast;
s skim over the frozen surface;
s may someday sail in the Olympics

in the vanguard of
an

an has two orange markers

s throughout North America and Europe;
s are known as "hard-water sailors"

he is a

may become an Olympic sport in Turin;
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the grand old man of

iceboating-related (see iceboating-related)

iceboating-related iceboating-related Web site 21 different s

ice-bound ice-bound expanse Siberia's

ice climbing ice climbing makes tricky;
snowboarding, , skateboarding;
the godfather of American

ice-clogged

ice cream

ice-climbing techniques the different

ice-clogged Hudson River the magnificent,

ice cream likes

ice-cream cone
ice-cream lover
ice-cream vendor

an
Attention, s
an

iced iced coffee (see iced coffee)
iced tea drinking

iced coffee iced coffee drinking

iced-coffee beverage
iced-coffee drink

many Americans drink an
s blend cream and flavorings;
specialty s

ice-dotted ice-dotted river s
ice-encrusted ice-encrusted hill an

ice fishing ice fishing raindeer herding and (the Dolgans)

icemaking icemaking machine loose ice from small s in bars, motels

ice-skating ice-skating rink a sculpture park, and an

ice storm ice storm January brought a debilitating ;
the north face had been glazed over by a -S;
Sunday's caused $55 million in damage
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ice-storm-devastated (see ice-storm-devastated)

ice-storm-devastated
ice-storm-devastated forest

ice-strengthened ice-strengthened freighter

ice water ice water

icing deicing

icon film icon

iconic near-iconic

ID (see identification)

idea ideas for his (current) script

the s

an

immersion in

(see deicing)

large portraits of silent-movie s

(see near-iconic)

ideal (adj)

ideal (noun)

identical

identical-looking

menu ideas
policy ideas
today's idea

child-liberation ideas

bad idea
good idea
new idea
unusual ideas

ideal place
ideal target

ideal weapon system

most cherished ideals

brainstorm

and grocery coupons
a marketing job of his

about what tomorrow's jobs will be

as entered the mainstream

it seemed like a in 1982
it was just such a
we are always encouraging 's on how to...
she has some (diet author)

the Grenadines are an to drop off the map
soldiers and families are s for terrorists

they are an for fire support missions (MLRs)

some of our

identical (6'3" redheaded) twins Steve and Bob Stockwell,

identical-looking (see identical-looking)

identical-looking Michelin Men render students into
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identification
(person)

identification
(other)

identified

identity

identification document an immigration official checked s

caller ID (m)
photo identification
photo ID
victim's identification

he checked the device nightly
the picture on his from work

required (curbside baggage at airport)
the of her attacker

misidentification (see misidentification)

eyewitness identifications mistaken

DNA identification the science of is unassailable

fake ID source of bomber's probed (terrorism)
military identification (m) counterfeit cards
military ID Driver's license, j, other

credit card or other identification prove via a

identification zone air defense (ADIZ) is the airspace...

identification microchip the pet is tagged with an (rabies prevention)

identification of remains the when they are disinterred (military)

target identification training should include (fratricide prevention)
vehicle identification (m) a car's 17-digit number

cultural identification

ID'd goons

identity card
identity crisis

identity papers
identity theft

identity testing

defined by language

four of the were released

women aren't allowed their own s
a book about a person with an S;
Azerbaijan's current
police checking in Macao

is increasing

LabCorp is engaged in (forensics)

identity of the hijackers
identity of the killer
identity of the perpetrator
identity of (murder) victim

information about the
the remained a mystery
details on the

still unknown
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identity and motive information about the of the hijackers

brand identity such intangible qualities as
writer's identity efforts to conceal the (letter)

Internet identity a big ad budget to establish an

mistaken identity argued a case of

ethnic identity three new states based on old (Transcaucasus)
national identity language and ;

Belgium, Canada, and a stable

case of mistaken identity argued a

ideologically ideologically driven (see ideologically driven)

ideologically driven
ideologically driven therapist

idiot complete idiot you must be a

idle idle talk the caller isn't interested in

if what-ifs (see what-ifs)

ignored long-ignored (see long-ignored)

ill ill effects he showed no from his accident
ill health he is in

ill afford they could their loses

illiberal (m) polemicists

ill-fitting (see ill- fitting)
ill-meaning (see ill-meaning)

ill conceived (see ill conceived)
ill-directed (see ill-directed)
ill disposed (se ill disposed)
ill-equipped (see ill-equipped)
ill-fated (see ill-fated)
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ill conceived

ill-directed

ill disposed

illegal

ill informed
ill-intentioned
ill-marked (m)
ill prepared
ill suited
ill-tempered
ill trained
ill wrought

ill-thought-out (m)

mentally ill
physically ill

ill conceived
ill-conceived

ill-conceived tactics
ill-conceived agreement

ill-directed energy

ill disposed

illegal drug
illegal immigrants
illegal sale

illegal for-hire vehicles

(see ill informed)
(see ill-intentioned)
(see ill-marked)
(see ill prepared)
(see ill suited)
(see ill-tempered)
(see ill trained)
(see ill wrought)

(see ill-thought-out)

(see mentally ill)
(see physically ill)

it was
it was

the

spasmodic and s

he is to the plan

(see illegal drug)
a detention center for
the of U.S.-registered cars in Mexico

illegal (monopolistic) business practices
illegal drug sales open, in his club
illegal firearm threw an from the speeding car

illegal (food-stamp) trafficking

illegal drug illegal drug

illegal-drug use

ill-equipped ill-equipped

ill-fated ill-fated

drug surveys show much use of s

the level of is low

, underpaid, rife with corruption (police)

her involvement, while , won for her...;
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ill-fated departure
ill-fated effort
ill-fated film

the ship's
it's s
like the

ill-fitting ill-fitting their ties were

ill informed ill informed clients too to stop

ill-intentioned ill-intentioned debate s
ill-marked ill-marked border near that

ill-meaning ill-meaning alliance an of jealous preachers

illness illness rate injury and s in construction jobs

illness and death after the extended of his mother
illness and injury victims of catastrophic

goat illness some goat illnesses can be transmitted to people

flu-like illness

Gulf War illness the cause or treatment of

fever-causing illnesses insects carry -- like malaria, sand fly fever

blood-borne illness s
heat-related illnesses the major j, heat exhaustion and heat stroke
tobacco-related illnesses the cost of treating

Agent Orange-related illnesses (Vietnam War)

smoking-related illnesses cigarette manufacturers and

baffling illness s among gulf-war veterans
brief illness he died after a
catastrophic illness victims of and injury
devastating illness dealing with a
mental illness he had a history of violence and ;

any family history of
respiratory illnesses people with -- and smog;

chronic such as asthma, emphysema
terminal illness the emotional impact of itself
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chronic illnesses an elderly widower with multiple
chronic (respiratory) illness s such as asthma, emphysema
psychiatric illness companies with medical coverage for

injury or illness the presence of any potentially serious

history of (mental) illness any family
outbreak of illness an among monkeys imported from...
victims of (catastrophic) illness and injury

AIDS or other illnesses

ill prepared ill prepared

ill-prepared officer

ill suited ill suited
ill-suited

ill-tempered ill-tempered

ill-tempered commuters

ill-thought-out ill-thought-out sprawl

ill trained ill trained

illustrated illustrated instructions

ill wrought ill wrought

im implant

image image-based

body image
city's image
computer image
news image
public image
satellite image

photocopy-like image

patients who are immunosuppressed due to

an agency for assessing technology

s
our car seemed to a combat zone
such a hard-and-fast rule seems to

they found him despotic and

they are and poorly supervised

straightforward, step-by-step,

which seems even more than when...

(see implant)

(see image-based)

a warped and poor eating habits
the murder threatens to further damage the
seismic waves create s of the earth
gazing at s of sorrow and terror
tobacco companies, stock prices and
aerial photographs and s

's of your checks (bank)
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image-based

imagery

imagination

imaging

IMAX

imitated

imitation

immediate

picture-postcard image

high-resolution images

enlarged image

the of Venice

on a silicon chip

projects an onto a screen

computer-generated image C.G.I.s: s

digitally based image editors regularly alter their --s
digitally doctored image s are appearing in the media

digital image
sexual images

banks can store checks as s
Warning: this gallery contains explicit

repository of (over 1,800) images

image-based search methods

spy satellite imagery decades of

imagination of (game) developers

human imagination
public imagination

popular imagination

digital-imaging
medical imaging

IMAX film

much-imitated

good imitation

immediate
immediate
immediate
immediate
immediate

a

a video archive with

PlayStation caught the

change is up to the (computers)
the last candidate to capture the

the teen as outcast captures the

(see digital-imaging)
military flight simulation and (computers)

the blockbuster Everest

(see much-imitated)

it wasn't a very

access he wants to a shelter
action a life-threatening condition calls for
activation of disaster plans (bombing)
administration nerve agent poisoning requires atropine
aftermath in the of the killings;

management of the of violence (hospital)
begin the search in theimmediate area
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immigrant

immediate arrest
immediate attention
immediate care
immediate comment

the victim's safety and the of the perpetrator
we have issues that need our
management of elderly abuse, including
the Air Force had no (on the incident)

immediate (orthopedic) consultation these require an
immediate danger villages may be in from ashfall (volcano)
immediate descent high-altitude cerebral edema requires
immediate evacuation the government has ordered an (volcano)
immediate (orthopedic) evaluation fractures require admission,
immediate family
immediate future
immediate goal
immediate help
immediate information
immediate intervention

told few people outside his
the piece is critical for the station's (space)
the is to... (burn victim)

will be needed in the next few days (volcano)
the Air Force had no or comment
prompted the of the army and police

immediate (physician) notification which symptoms warrant
immediate plan
immediate protection
immediate referral
immediate response

immediate stabilization
immediate transfer
immediate treatment
immediate vicinity

immediate reports
immediate response
immediate risks
immediate stop
immediate threat
immediate word

immediate aftermath

he has no s to do so
it provides (rabies immunization)
an orthopedic surgeon should be available for
he had no to the statement (politics);
reaction to an enemy ambush requires an
injuries that require
patients may need to the nearest burn center
patients require with atropine (nerve gas)
a danger to themselves and others in the

there were no of injuries (earthquake)
he had no to the statement (politics)
trying to assess the
put an to capital punishment
the troop movements don't seem to pose an
there was no of casualties

in the of the killings;
his demeanor in the of the car crash

immediate decontamination (for victims of chemical warfare agents)

immediate counseling patients should receive (needle pricks)

immediate or delayed (m) presence of pain, swelling...;
treatment of allergic reactions

immigrant children help learn English
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immigration

immigrants' children
immigrant community

immigrant experience
immigrant's life
immigrant population
immigrant visa

immigrant-smuggling (m)

are learning-or not learning-English
the largely Hispanic j;
s in the United States
the opera takes as its theme the
an impoverished in New York City
the s of their cities
a lottery for six thousand s

immigrant's country of origin

anti-immigrant

law-abiding immigrant

undocumented immigrant

newly arrived immigrant

illegal immigrants
recent immigrants

immigration authorities
immigration figures
immigration hall
immigration judge
immigration law
immigration mafia
immigration official
immigration policy
immigration pressure
immigration problems
immigration status
immigration talks
immigration violation

immigration-generated

anti-immigration

uncontrolled immigration

immigration-generated

charges

an

(see anti-immigrant)

s
s are expelled

sold land to --s

a detention center for
some of the new workers are

may not intervene effectively
for other EU counties

the j, with its luggage x-ray machine
she goes before an in May
criminal defense lawyers and
financed by s
an checked identification documents
a passport-for-dollars

on Germany or even Italy
the chronic between the two countries
her while seeking political asylum

with Cuba
arrests were made for s

(see immigration-generated)

(see anti-immigration)

thwart from Morocco
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imminent

immigration-generated population growth

imminent arrival
imminent threat

immobilization immobilization dart

immune

immune system

immunity

immunization

impact

immune disorder
immune system
immune response

immune-system reaction

confirm the details of his
no evidence of an against Israel (Iraq)

an antidote to the

asthma, allergies, 5
(see immune system)
eliciting an in the cows

died of an apparent

body's immune system the

compromised immune systemthose with --s

tetanus immunity

polio immunization

impact site

impact-resistant

booster doses to maintain throughout life

make sure their s are up-to-date

Lunar Prospector made it to the

(see impact-resistant)

impact of accidents the potential (chemical companies)
impact of the (tech) boom the
impact of computers studying the
impact of terrain highlight the on vehicular trafficability
impact of (the information) revolution the
impact of (the planned) road the size and

impact of sexual assault

impact of coffee growing

impact on family structure

the long-term emotional upon the victim

the on the environment

welfare's

bullet's impact the -- would have detonated the bomb
encryption's impact seeking ways to lessen

desired impact a scene's (film scriptwriting)

emotional impact the of terminal illness itself
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impact-resistant

impaired

impairment

impartial

impassioned

impeccably

impeccably dressed

enormous impact the project will have an on the students
environmental impact the of this pipeline will be dire
environmental-impact (m) a preliminary study for the road
full impact absorbing the of the explosion (grenade)
huge impact he's had a on radio (Howard Stern)
potential impact the of accidents (chemical industry)
strategic impact terrorism against US forces may have a

speed of impact shape of striking object, (penetrating injuries)

impact-resistant laminated glass window systems of

impaired ability

drug-impaired

alcohol impairment
liver impairment

frontal-lobe impairment

hearing impairment

to relax and receive as well as eject blood

(see drug-impaired)

in cases of severe
exercise caution in patients with renal or

check for signs of

occupational and community noise can cause ;
noise-induced (occupational, community)

noise-related (hearing) impairment 12,500 new cases of

severe (alcohol) impairment in cases of

impartial investigation leveling charges after an (the military)

impassioned plea repeating the request with an

impeccably dressed
impeccably researched
impeccably tailored

impeccably dressed dealer

(see impeccably dressed)
(see impeccably researched)
(see impeccably tailored)

impeccably researched
impeccably researched story an

impeccably tailored
impeccably tailored suit an
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impeded

impediment

impeding

impending

imperfectly

imperfectly sealed

implant

implement

implementation

implications

implicit

implicit-threat

import

unimpeded

speech impediment

impending attack

view-impeding

impending arrival
impending death
impending execution
impending fate
impending problem

imperfectly sealed

(see unimpeded)

he had a

informing his command post of the

(see view-impeding)

despite her
indifference in the fact of ,
his attracted little publicity
unaware of their
the marks warn the Army of s

(see imperfectly sealed)

imperfectly sealed window

breast implants
cheek implant
chin implant
silicone implants

implements of torture

garden implement

implementation plan

implementation report

implementation of a study

design and implementation

.5

Mentor have been the preferred choice
s, a nose job, liposuction
--s, a nose job, liposuction
models with

such as whips, needles and pliers

gas grills, lawn mowers, --s

researches and writes an ;
the Army will provide a more detailed
make its ' within 180 days (Mine Ban Treaty)

strategic implications

implicit-threat

implicit-threat standard

import restrictions

the of irrigation projects

actions of very small units may have (SOF)

(see implicit-threat)

the (law)

the relaxation of -- on American movies
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imported imported diseases

importance

important

the national park is threatened by

importance of these precautions the

relative importance
strategic importance
utmost importance
vital importance

explore the of environmental problems
pipelines, refineries, quarries may be of
sacred objects are of the to the tribe
issues of to our community

issues of (vital) importance to our community

important (carpet) city Ushak, another
important correspondence checks, orders, responses, and
important dates , like birthdays and anniversaries
important decision make an (voting for a president)
important (contributing) factor an
important figure s in business in Third World countries
important information avoid giving unknown callers
important (policy) issues arising from...
important lesson dealing with him taught him an
important part such an of our waking lives
important question getting answers to s (cancer trials)
important (domestic-policy)'speech two --s
important step
important supplier
important thing

important newspaper

important looking

important to parenting

all-important

unimportant

most important

important-looking important-looking person an

an in the healing process
Mexico is an of boxing opponents
the for us to remember now is...

the nation's second-most

(see important looking)

communications are

(see all-important)

(see unimportant)

(see most important)

imposed imposed settlement waiting for an
imposed (religious) uniformity an
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imposing

imposing-looking

impotence

impoverished

impression

imprisonment

impromptu

improper

improperly

improperly ground

improved

improvement

self-imposed

imposing-looking

imposing-looking

male impotence (m)

impoverished family

first impression
good impression

over-all impression

lasting impression

false impression

life imprisonment

(see self-imposed)

(see imposing-looking)

serious and ,

Viagra, the wonder drug

another

their of the city of Atlanta...
she hoped to make a (sorority rush)

the

leaving no

creating the of a causal link

commute his sentence to j;
a recommendation of ;
the death penalty and

impromptu speech he was moved to give an to his companions

improper administration the of clindamycin (medical malpractice)

improperly ground (see improperly ground)

improperly ground mirror an

improved methods of treatment

minimally improved (see minimally improved)

home improvement
home-improvement (m)
vaccine improvements

self-improvement

spending on s
mortgage and loans
$20 million to research (anthrax)

(see self-improvement)

significant improvement women saw in their skin

signs of improvement patients showed (new treatment)
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improving

improvised

impulse

impulsive

in (not)

room for improvement there was in his shooting (basketball)

productivity-improving (see productivity-improving)

improvised mine

impulse buyer
impulse control

impulse shopper

"impulse" moviegoer

impulsive behavior

any is a product of the resources available

the spendthrift and the
wants schools to stress ;
crime and poor
a big-time

advertising to capture s

reckless, aggressive, deceitful, and impulsive (m)

inability
inadequacy
incapability
independence
inefficiency
infertility
insanity

inaccessible
inaccurate
inadequate
inappropriate
incapable
incomplete
incorrect
indecent
indecisive
independent
indirect
ineffective
inexpensive
infertile
insane
insignificant
insufficient
intangible

(see inability)
(see inadequacy)
(see incapability)
(see independence)
(see inefficiency)
(see infertility)
(see insanity)

(see inaccessible)
(see inaccurate)
(see inadequate)
(see inappropriate)
(see incapable)
(see incomplete)
(see incorrect)
(see indecent)
(see indecisive)
(see independent)
(see indirect)
(see ineffective)
(see inexpensive)
(see infertile)
(see insane)
(see insignificant)
(see insufficient)
(see intangible)

behavior
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in (other)

intolerable (see intolerable)
invalid (see invalid)

intake (see intake)

in-box in your e-mail ;
a universal on the Web

in-country (see in-country)
in-depth (see in-depth)
indoor (see indoor)
inequality the great income in the United States
in-flight (see in-flight)
in-house (see in-house)
inland (see inland)
in-line (see in-line)
insider (see insider)
in-store (see in-store)

in exchange for a reduced sentence

in-vitro (see in-vitro)

incoming (see incoming)

inward (see inward)

in-your-face (see in-your-face)

close-in (see close-in)

call-in (see call-in)
check-in (see check-in)
drop-in (see drop-in)
live-in (see live-in)
mail-in (see mail-in)
put-in (see put-in)
reach-in (see reach-in)
teach-in (see teach-in)
tie-in (see tie-in)
walk-in (see walk-in)
weigh-in (see weigh-in)
run-in (see run-in)

swearing-in (see swearing-in)
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built-in (see built in)
fenced-in (see fenced-in)
glassed-in (see glassed in)
lived-in (see lived-in)
plugged-in (see plugged-in)
shut-in (see shut-in)

brother-in-law his was money-stupid to boot
government-in-exile the new
pioneer in his field he is a (psychology)
Sweden-in-December (m) drowsy, twilight
time-in-grade (m) an officer's requirements

day in, day out (see day in, day out)

fill-in-the-blank (see fill-in-the-blank)

once-in-a-lifetime (see once in a lifetime)
1-in-100-year (see one-in-one-hundred-year)
one-in-a-million (see one-in-a-million)

just-in-time (see just-in-time)

made-in-Mexico (see made-in-Mexico)

down-and-in (see down-and-in)

inability inability of law enforcement the to guard cyberturf

inaccessible inaccessible area hunters travel these once

inaccurate inaccurate (incomplete or fabricated) evidence
inaccurate (or incomplete) information payments that arrive with

inadequacy feelings of inadequacy , low self-esteem, or a poor body image

inadequate inadequate (minefield) camouflage in urban terrain is a problem
inadequate controls over waste disposal;
inadequate compliance with hand washing guidelines

inadequate testing , spare parts shortages

inappropriate inappropriate behavior at the root of teenagers'
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inauguration

Inca

incapable

incapability

incapacitating

incendiary

incense

incense-scented

incentive

inch

inappropriate comments
inappropriate conduct
inappropriate contact

made during phone calls (calling center)
this kind of (flirting with young girls)

with female patients

inappropriate physical contact the crux of the matter is, what is

inappropriate (and unacceptable) work practices

inappropriate touching videos telling about (school)

inappropriate and unacceptable (m) work practices

snowboarding's inauguration at the Nagano Olympics

Inca Trail hike the 25-mile across three passes

incapable of establishing any lasting relationship

incapability of law enforcement the to defend cyberspace

incapacitating agent the possibility of a nonlethal (military)
incapacitating depression I have had several bouts of
incapacitating (localized) pain follows a sting (stonefish)

incendiary hand grenade

incense stick

incense-scented

's destroy equipment and start fires

they prayed and burned s (India)

(see incense-scented)

incense-scented morgue an

incentive package
incentive program

creating s
up-to-date s

incentives for companies the requirement created to...
incentives for (fuel) efficiency low prices remove

retention incentive re-enlistment bonuses are s

built-in incentive stock options provide a

inch-diameter (see inch-diameter)
inch wide (see inch wide)
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inch diameter

inch wide

incidence

incident

half-inch
quarter-inch

18-inch (m)
60-inch (m)

four-by-four-inch (m)
eight-by-eleven-inch (m)
18-by-24-inch (m)

(see half-inch)
(see quarter-inch)

an neck
a color television

standard, pieces
an poster
a faded poster

twenty-two-inch-diameter (m)

six-inch-wide (m) a belt

the pipe that runs underground

incidence rate the cancer has declined

incidence of (human) anthrax the annual has steadily declined
incidence of appendicitis peaks in the late teens
incidence of (violent) injury reduce the in our society
incidence of rabies in endemic species
incidence of tetanus reported has declined since the mid 1940s

cancer incidence
HIV incidence

annual incidence

incident map
incident reports

incident-free

incident of abuse
incidents of malpractice

fraternity incident
mine incident
mine incident (m)
robbery incident
security incident
submarine incident

Flight 800 incident

the NCI's database on
among newborns

the of human anthrax has steadily declined

maintain an with a graphics overlay (military)
police are now writing

this year's Haj was smooth and

an
disciplinary problems and (doctors)

let me say something about the
unplanned activity involving a (land)mine is a
a report is a technical report (military)
murdered in separate 's
a number of s in southern Lebanon
back to the for a second

issues related to the (a plane crash)
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incineration

incinerator

incision

inciting

inclined

abortion-clinic incident
spy plane incident

friendly fire incident

yesterday's incident

embarrassing incident

biting incident
shooting incident

alleged incident
estimated incidents
isolated incident

reported incident

s
the infamous U-2 in 1960

has the President been briefed on the

in light of

an that occurred one summer

despite another (dog and baby)
a ' at a residential complex (Saudi Arabia)

do you know anything about the
88,000 of domestic violence
insists these are s;
the confrontation was not an
88,000 s

widely publicized incident

biological incidents
minor incident
prior incident
second incident
separate incident

a preparedness program to respond to (BW)
interpret every as a slight
there was a
this is the this year of...
this is two s

aftermath of a (terrorist) incident in the , the military may...

free of incident

waste incineration

this year's Haj was (Saudi Arabia)

and pesticide manufacturing

incinerators for (waste) disposal

incision staples

quarter-inch incision

inciting event

violence-inciting

inclined ground

were pinching my stomach

the doctor sutured the (operation)

the (for bee stings)

(see violence-inciting)

building new (boat)hulls on
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inclinometer inclinometer

income income bracket
income gap

income inequality
income ladder
income level
income scale
income-tax (m)

income tax (m)

income inequality

income-generating

income and asset (m)

family income
royalty income

household income

rising incomes

fixed income

higher-income
low-income
lower-income
personal income
steady income

a compass, an and a measuring tape

tax rates vary by
the in the U.S.;
a $19,000 median between college grads and
cheap migrant labor, , inflation
for her and others up and down the
people can be living at the same
Cubans at the bottom end of the

forms and instructions;
he would cut the top rate
federal rates vary by income bracket

the great in the United States

(see income-generating)

guidelines must be met in order to qualify

depending on the individual's
keeps coming in

s of less than $50,000

wives' are affecting relationships

she lives on a

(see higher-income)
(see low-income)
(see lower-income)
(see personal income)
working at the plant gave me a

low- and moderate-income

source of income

(see low- and moderate-income)

woodcutting is his only

age, income, race, and other sociodemographic factors

income-generating income-generating initiative
income-generating scheme

incoming incoming calls

s to help farmers (Africa)
education, health and s

let you forward your
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incomplete

incorrect

in-country

increase

increased

increasing

incoming class
incoming mail
incoming missile

the (at Harvard)
if the volume of your exceeds...
the Patriot had limited success downing js

incoming college freshmen college freshmen;

incomplete abortion fetal demise, , ectopic pregnancy, empty uterus
incomplete (or fabricated) evidence inaccurate,
incomplete information payments that arrive with inaccurate or

incorrect use

in-country experience

increase of $4,600

fare increase
pay increase
price increase

rate increase
tax increase
wage increase

the of condoms can result in breakage

languages, schooling,

a pay or more

initiated the Monday
a of $4,600 or more
the 333 percent ;
risks of vaccine shortages and further s
a request by the Postal Service for a
not a but a tax cut
the could cost $250 million a year

drug-cost increase annual s

five- to ten-fold increase a in degrees

dramatic increases
seasonal increase
sharp increase
significant increase

increased alert
increased focus
increased level
increased risk

increased likelihood

increasing pain

ever-increasing

manufacturing has seen in productivity
experience a in passenger volume (airport)
this was a (productivity measure)
a in hung juries

military units were put on
that means an on...
js of distrust
they face an of depression;
those with disabilities are at of abuse

close old hand wounds due to an of infection

and edema over a few days (foot dislocation)

(see ever-increasing)
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increasingly increasingly competitive (see increasingly competitive)
increasingly lethal (see increasingly lethal)
increasingly scarce (see increasingly scarce)

increasingly competitive
increasingly competitive world the of branded goods

increasingly lethal increasingly lethal weaponry spurred the development of

increasingly scarce increasingly scarce water supplies contesting (Middle East)

incredible incredible collection we offer an of sensual products
incredible performance with an by...(film)
incredible (ten-million-to-one) range an

incriminating

incubation

incurable

incursion

indecent

indecisive

independence

independent

incriminating evidence
incriminating statement

highly incriminating

incubation period

incurable disease

runway incursion

indecent acts

the location of
based on this , police arrested...

(see highly incriminating)

there is a typical of ten days;
the for hepatitis B is 2 or 3 months

progressive,

airport signage and s;
the problem of s at airports

military law defines as...;
pleaded guilty to with a child

indecisive (low-intensity) conflict an

independence campaign Gandhi's (India)
independence hero Jose Marti, Cuba's

foundation's independence public confidence in the

declaration of independence supports a from...

independent access

independent evidence

to birth control;
to all production records and practices

that included clothing fiber (murder trial)
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independent-minded

in-depth

index

Indian

Indian-built

indication

independent (music) label TVT Records, an
independent (used-car) lots and franchise dealerships
independent nation Georgia had become an
independent (research) organization IRL is an that studies...
independent-study (m) an course

independent drugstore

independent-minded

semi-independent

fiercely independent

independent-minded

in-depth classes
in-depth information
in-depth interview
in-depth investigation
in-depth research

index finger

market indexes

psychic-misery index

Indian-summer (m)
Indian tribe

Indian-built

American Indian

Indian-built road

indications of threats

intelligence indications

s and chain drugstores

(see independent-minded)

(see semi-independent)

(see fiercely independent)

the members are artistic and ;
the letter is not only kind but

these

he said in an
of an you can do

she runs her along the side of my face

the ups and downs of the three

the is high

an morning
the 556 s in the USA;
's who don't want to integrate (Panama)

(see Indian-built)

(see American Indian)

twisting --s

intelligence

of terrorist threats
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indicator

indictment

indifference

indigent

indirect

indiscriminate

individual

individually

indicator of danger

mine indicators

stress indicators

minefield indicators

criminal indictment

mountain's indifference

utter indifference

indigent defense
indigent-defense (m)

indirect fire (m)

indiscriminate use

individual privacy
individual readiness
individual responsibility
individual satisfaction
individual studies
individual weapons

individual minefields

disabled individuals

angry individual
guilty individual
sick individuals
suicidal individual
suspicious individual
violent individuals

150 individuals

group of individuals

individually owned

the best is the patient's assessment (abuse)

scan forward and to the sides for (soldiers);
eye fatigue and the ability to recognize
all the are up

(wires, disturbed earth, patched roads, etc.)

obtain a against him

chilled to the soul by the

his to human suffering

$1 billion on in 1986
increase spending

the grenade is an weapons system

of weapons systems results in rapid depletion

the essential need of protection of
in-country training contributes to unit and

versus individual satisfaction
individual responsibility versus
making it impossible to compare
small arms ammunition (for )

groups of are employed

retirees, , and former welfare recipients

--s enter public buildings with guns
the delay in identifying the --s was a result of...
these are (man impersonated doctor)
a
report s to the authorities (terrorism)
government agencies are often targets for

he interviewed over (for a book)

a very diverse (taxi operators)

(see individually owned)
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individually owned

individually wrapped (see individually wrapped)

individually owned yellow cabs

individually wrapped
individually wrapped (hard) candy

indoor

induced

inducing

industrial

indoor plumbing

induced abortions

self-induced

cold-induced
drug-induced
Government-induced
Halcion-induced
lead-induced
noise-induced
opium-induced
stress-induced
work-induced

livestock-induced

G-force-induced
nerve-agent-induced

serenity-inducing (m)
sleep-inducing (m)

industrial accident
industrial espionage
industrial heart
industrial infrastructure
industrial legacy
industrial parks
industrial past
industrial polluters
industrial process
Industrial Revolution

industrial heartland

central heating, , electricity

spontaneous and

(see self-induced)

(see cold-induced)
(see drug-induced)
(see government-induced)
(see Halcion- induced)
(see lead-induced)
(see noise-induced)
(see opium-induced)
(see stress-induced)
(see work-induced)

(see livestock-induced)

(see G-force-induced)
(see nerve-agent-induced)

an assortment of pillows
a bout

steam burns most often occur in --s
some sort of
Manchester, the -- of the British Empire
creating the (in outer space)
Manchester's (England)
, freeways, office complexes...
the city's (Manchester)
discharges from municipal and
a mundane
the ' and the factory system

in China's ; it was the
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industrialized

industrial-looking

industry
(automotive)

industry (leisure)
(sports)
(recreation)
(games) (toys)

industry (TV)
(movies)
(music)

industrial wasteland

industrial cleanup costs

industrial-looking

postindustrial
preindustrial

academic-industrial
military-industrial

industrialized nations
industrialized world

an (Manchester)

(see industrial-looking)

(see postindustrial)
(see preindustrial)

(see academic-industrial)
(see military-industrial)

have affected nearly all ;
the U.S. has the highest rate of syphilis in the

industrial-looking stretch of street an

auto industry in the
automobile-industry the average executive in Detroit

dive industry
restaurant industry
sex industry
tourist industry
toy industry

a professional in the
the
women in the
the world's
the , government, and toy safety

adult entertainment industry the drives the Internet
game-console industry the thriving
jet ski industry the is waging a defensive battle

cruise-ship industry the

outdoor equipment industry s

legal gambling industry the $600 billion-a-year

bowling industry the supported the tour
gambling industry the mushrooming Internet

film industry
film-industry (m)
record industry

works in the
a source
technology to protect the

television industry plans to pressure the
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industry
(transportation)

publishing industry
recording-industry (m)

airline industry
taxi industry
trucking industry

worked in the entertainment and s
trophies and awards;
warned by a insider

campaign contributions by the
the versus other transportation providers
the pays a percentage of highway costs

container shipping industry the in the city (docks)

industry (high tech) chip industry
computer industry
computer-industry (m)
technology industry

industry
(fish) (meat)
(farm)

industry (mining)

three generations in the (computers)
for the this is a turnabout
a millionaire
Virginia's booming

telecommunications industry the will be reformed

personal-computer industry the continues to show growth
software industry a career in the

computer-software industry the

biotechnology industry

computing industry

meat-industry (m)
oyster industry
sugar industry
timber industry
tobacco industry (m)

fishing industry

meat-packing industry

coal industry
coal industry (m)

lead industry

industry (energy) renewables industry

the

America's booming biotech and s

the literature
the local was hard-hit
the in Florida
the $100 billion is out of control
another appeal to the young

the U.S.

as Chicago's grew

the state's
one of the largest disasters;
the highest death rate (Ukraine)
in an effort to hold the responsible;
the may meet tobacco's costly fate

the today (energy)
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industry (clothes)

industry (health)

industry (financial)

industry (weapons)

industry (custodial)

industry (land)

industry (other)

electric-power industry
electrical-power industry

fashion industry
garment industry

textile industry

diet industry
drug industry
supplements industry

generic-drug industry

the
the and toxic emissions

the
upheaval in the ;
the modern
the explosive growth of the ;
the steam-engine-based

a billion-dollar
the economics of the
the and lack of regulation

the

financial-services industry the Internet is transforming the

savings-and-loan industry the

gun-industry

firearms industry

private-prison industry

nursing home industry

real-estate-industry (m)

industry documents
industry executive
industry grant
industry happenings
industry monitor
industry norms
industry objections
industry pioneer
industry practices
industry researcher
industry segment
industry standard

industry-wide

former spokesman

have sued the

consulting fees from the

the

at a dinner

32 million pages of (tobacco)
s and government officials
professors accept s to perform research
, company mergers, new hires
complaints to s and federal regulators
compared with
has so far overcome
the National Captioning Institute, the
improve customer choices and
js are frequently cited authors
in the js
the

(see industry-wide)
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industry-endowed

industry-sponsored

industry-wide

ineffective

inefficiency

inequality

inevitable

inexpensive

infancy

infant (baby)

industry lobbying and the public's access to information

industry-endowed (see industry-endowed)
industry-sponsored (see industry-sponsored)

university-industry (see university - industry)

research-intensive industry analysts who follow s

cross-industry (see cross-industry)

wedding industry the $70-billion-a-year

local industry barriers to foreign ownership of s;
ownership of local s, land, and assets

local oyster industry the was hard-hit

breakup of the industry the

reporting requirements for industry tightening the s

industry-endowed chairs at universities

industry-sponsored research scientists who perform

industry-wide power shift an
industry-wide safety measures

ineffective treatment

energy inefficiency

income inequality

inevitable earthquake

toxic or s

the U.S. wastes billions in

cheap migrant labor, , inflation

when that occurs (Tokyo)

(productivity-improving) perks

(carefree Baja) lifestyle the

the field is in its infancy

infant death fifteen U.S. s in adults' beds
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infant (small)

infant formula

infanticide

infantry

infant formula
infant infections
infant-mortality (m)
infant products

infant feeding
infant feeding (m)
infant-testing (m)

Infant Changing Area

infants and toddlers

sudden-infant-death

(see also baby)

infant market

infant formula

(see infant formula)
antibiotics widely used to treat
high rates
, a 4.42 billion market in 1997

information and support regarding
choices (breast vs. formula)

a national program for HIV;
the anonymous program in New York

(airport sign)

coos, giggles and shrieks of 20

(see sudden-infant-death)

nurture the (e-publishing)

Abbott Laboratories, makers of

infant formula company s
infant formula manufacturers

infant formula marketing representative and doctors

brands of infant formula

female infanticide

infantryman

infantry maneuver
infantry officer
infantry rifle
infantry soldier
infantry tactics
infantry weapon

infantry training

dismounted infantry
motorized infantry

in one secluded village (India)

the environment;
the 's helmet that stopped a bullet
dismounted
the West Point graduate and former
the OICW, a new
each ' should receive...
teaching Columbia's military units
current 5

he was in my platoon during at Camp Geiger

should first use antitank weapons to...
weapons to defeat enemy armor and
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infected

infection

infected mosquito
infected people

HIV-infected
syphilis-infected

uninfected

infection control

infection rate

abdominal infection
anthrax infection
bacterial infection
bladder infection
chlamydia infection
human infections
infant infections
joint infection
malaria infection
rabies infection
sinus infection
staph infection
tetanus infection
wound infection (m)
yeast infection

bone marrow infection

soft-tissue infection

gram-negative infection

cross-species infection

Hantavirus infection

HIV infection

catch it from the bite of an
in 20 percent of S;

who currently escape detection

(see HIV-infected)
(see syphilis-infected)

(see uninfected)

better would prevent such cases;
guidelines for isolation and
the rising HIV j;
hand washing reduces s;
the of those who refused the HIV test

urinary tract infections, s (infections)
measures to prevent include vaccination
septic shock due to
she thought she was getting a
s of the genital tract
the role of the virus in
antibiotics widely used to treat
check for evidence of trauma,
method of detection of
dog bites carry a high risk of (third world)
her --s were treated with antibiotics
(see staph infection)
it should never be used to treat actual --s
antibiotics are used for prophylaxis
from a to the flu

anemia from blood loss or (mycobacterium)

treatment of skin and 5;
bone and --s

-'-S

the dangers of

protect them against

(see HIV infection)
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long-smoldering (bacterial) infection

life-threatening infection

s
this (pneumococcal meningitis);
malaria is a potentially

hospital-acquired infections the rate of has risen

anaerobic infection
chronic infection
common infections
dental infections
genital infection
genitourinary infections
local infection
likelihood of infection
malarial infection
minor infection
opportunistic infections
parasitic infection
pathogenic infection
pelvic infection
persistent infection
postoperative infection
post-operative infection
postpartum infections
potential infection
pulmonary infection
recurrent infection
respiratory infection
secondary infections
serious infection
severe infections
subsequent infection
systemic infection

s, gram-negative infections and...
the development of (giardia)

of the urethra
tetanus can occur with (periodontal abscesses)
venereal disease or s

(GU) may occur
ankle fractures are at high risk for and sepsis
close old hand wounds due to an increased
drugs to combat
it (a drug) is used to treat s
rendering the host susceptible to (HIV)
an alternative or concurrent
bacterial pneumonia is caused by a of lungs
the bacteria responsible for 's
symptoms consistent with (giardia)
in critical condition with a
the incidence of is 8.3% for...
other sources of include...
ulcers are a source of
the patient has evidence of a
post-intercourse voiding may reduce
signs and symptoms of upper
this will help to prevent
the drug of choice for a
multiple complications, including
the major concern in all bite wounds is
inhalational anthrax, and its subsequent

mild-to-moderate infection it (a drug) is used to treat 's
moderate-to-severe (PCP) infection patients with

cases of infection the number of can be expected to increase
complications of infection the can be more significant
degree of infection adult dose...depending on
evidence of infection look for , dehydration (elder abuse)
kind of infection if this ' goes untreated
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infectious

inferiority

infertile

infertility

infestation

management of infections
nature of the infection
origin of the infection
prevention of infection
rate of infection
risk of infection

route of infection

severity of infection
sign of infection
site of the infection
sources of infection
spread of infection
treatment of infections
type of the infection

indicated for the (a drug)
the extent and
if Southeast Asia is the , then...(malaria)
the 's from second- or third-degree bums
the has risen
male semen carries a high ;
the elderly have the greatest (for a virus)
apparent aerosol (biological warfare agents);
a less common is through blood transfusion
condition of patient, , and...
enlarged lymph nodes may be the only
syphilis causes lesions at the
the potential
prevent (infectious diarrhea)
used in caused by...
depending on the

extent and spread of infection radiographs can indicate the

potential for infection open fractures have added
risk for infection family members are at (rotavirus)

fever and infection identifying the source of

rabies or other infections if the cat is healthy (no ) (animal bites)

infectious aerosol
infectious diarrhea
infectious disease

infectious-disease (m)

inferiority complex

infertile couple

infertility group
infertility specialist

rate of infertility
symptom of infertility

lice infestation

Y pestis could be inhaled as an (BW)
the death rate from , including cholera
contact tracing and 's;
no 's have been reported (Haj)
he is an expert

a well-developed

the use of donor eggs by 5;
an seeking an egg donor

mainstream 's
s deplored the Web site

the in young women is very low
irregular periods can be a

's are confirmed by the presence of nits...
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infested infested trees

infiltration

inflamed

inflammation

inflammatory

inflatable

inflated

inflation

crime-infested
gang-infested
guerrilla-infested
leech-infested
mafia-infested
rat-infested
roach-infested
shark-infested
tick-infested

cut down stands of

(see crime-infested)
(see gang-infested)
(see guerrilla-infested)
(see leech-infested)
(see mafia-infested)
(see rat-infested)
(see roach-infested)
(see shark-infested)
(see tick-infested)

drug- and guerrilla-infested (see drug- and guerrilla-infested)

heavily infested

infiltration course
infiltration route

(see heavily infested)

they crawled through the (Marine boot camp)
a position astride a suspected enemy

infiltration and exfiltration long-range

long-range infiltration

dismounted infiltration

inflamed appendix

brain inflammation
joint inflammation
liver inflammation
lung inflammation

pain and inflammation

inflammatory arguments
inflammatory diarrhea

inflatable balloon

sharply inflated

inflation figures

and exfiltration

minefields deny mechanized penetration and

the normal appendix versus an

the West Nile Virus causes

the virus might cause
asthma attacks are a symptom of

ibuprofen may be taken for (shoulder)

the prosecutor's (trial)
blood in the stool is a strong indicator of

insert an to help the heart's pumping ability

(see sharply inflated)

unemployment and for Germany
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inflation-adjusted

inflected

inflicted

infliction

in-flight

influence

influenced

infomercial

informant

informatics

information

inflation-adjusted

grade inflation

price inflation

inflation-adjusted dollars

British-inflected

self-inflicted

intentionally inflicted

infliction of pain
infliction of torture

in-flight fix

(see inflation-adjusted)

they worry that would leap even higher;
a decade of rampant
and the resulting

the price in

(see British-inflected)

(see self-inflicted)

(see intentionally inflicted)

the may be a cry that pain is being inflicted
the to persuade people

perform a crucial (space shuttle)

in-flight (medical) emergencyairlines and s

command influence
parent's influence

ever-expanding influence

bad influence
corporate influence
political influence
positive influence

degree of influence

Western-influenced

phone-sex infomercial

police informant

bioinformatics

information advantage

information age

there was unlawful in the investigation
the beginning of a (on children)

he considered her mother a
growing on university research
the easiest way to get the they needed
his father was the most in his life

an unprecedented

(see Western-influenced)

a

the was kicked to death

(see bioinformatics)

no one has an (stock exchange);
give our soldiers an over potential adversaries
the is sweeping society;
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information appliances
Information Center
information explosion
information-retrieval (m)
information revolution
information service
information technology

information transaction
information technology

a new business model for the ;
privacy concerns in the
the coming age of (phone, etc.)
Welcome and (sign at airport)
there is a tremendous
devise software and write programs
the impact of the
marketers and --s
increasing investment in ;
degree programs in , computer science;

is creating more work, not less
the cost of s

; have the latest

information superhighway (see information superhighway)

advisory information
combat information
company information
customer information
delivery information

employment information
Rate Information
safety information
security information
travel information
Visitor Information
weather information

provide or other needed assistance
ensure is disseminated properly
the wealth of held by the government
computers keep track of
provides all the you need (post office);
easy online access to -- (post office)
we provide
, 2001 Season (lodge brochure)
airlines must release
worldwide country specific is available
and other

(sign in National Forest)
had access to better

health emergency information (schools)
route recon information analyze the for likely ambushes

criminal history information was not available

conflicting information they get a lot of (dieting)

ordering information
recruiting information
targeting information

the Web site has
e-mailed
sharing intelligence and

following information the will help make your visit enjoyable (park)

classified information the possible leak of
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detailed information
distorted information
intercepted information
printed information
privileged information

gathering about a wreck site
editorials with in them
the collection and analysis of
you just asked if there was
he seemed to have about the crime

health-related information a virtual repository of (Internet)
physician-reviewed information (online medical guide)

concrete information
false information
further information
immediate information
incomplete information
juicy information
Local Information
more information
nutritional information
oral information
personal information
reliable information

statistical information
timely information

he didn't give any about the crime
penalties for on labels
for j, please refer to...
the Air Force had no or comment
payments that arrive with inaccurate or
in the hope of obtaining (journalists)
Visitors Center Regional and (sign at airport)
for call...

about packaged food
provide written and on cast care (hospital)
be careful with your (identity theft)
capitalism requires ;
the people have little (military disaster)
the in the booklet
computers give companies

tactical and technical information the manual provides (mines)
NBC information processing received from units (military)

easy-to-find information the site provides (online)

up-to-the-minute information

acquisition of information legal limitations on the on civilians
base of information commanders need a solid to... (military)
flow of information get control of the (politics)
Freedom of Information (see Freedom of Information)
gigabyte of information a hard drive that can store a
pieces of information their account number and other
release of the information force the (government documents)
repository of (important) information a (women's health)
snippets of information a shadowy figure with (a private investigator)

gold mine of information he is a of information;
the Web is a
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requests for information had not been answered

clearinghouse for information a

information and other driving forces

information superhighway
information superhighway the

informed

infrared

infrastructure

ingenious

ingenuity

ingested

ingestion

information-superhighway system the

informed assessment
informed choice
informed consent
informed-consent (m)

informed decision

half-informed
ill informed
well informed

infrared signature
infrared sensor

infrastructure problems

more sober or s
patients should be able to make an
legally prevented from testing without
patients should examine documents;

documents don't contain enough info
data they need to make --s

(see half-informed)
(see ill informed)
(see well informed)

reducing s is a passive anti-air consideration
passive (PIRS)

the are significant

infrastructure, roads, bridges restore some of the (Bosnia)

oil infrastructure

industrial infrastructure

ingenious trick
ingenious way

human ingenuity

commonly ingested

pipelines and other

creating the (in outer space)

an to fool the camel
it struck me as an of...

is going to push the envelope (computers)

(see commonly ingested)

ingestion of (toxic) substances

toxic ingestions patients with suspected
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ingredient

inhabited

inhalant

inhalation

inhalational

inhaled

inherent

inheritance

route of ingestion

secret ingredient
supplement ingredients

active ingredient

inhabited area
inhabited place

uninhabited

black-inhabited

sparsely inhabited

inhalant abuse

inhalation burn
inhalation injury

inhalation of aerosol

inhalation of dust

smoke inhalation

toxic inhalation

the usual is as a tea (datura seeds)

dangerous contaminants in

the s (in sunscreens)

protect s (from wildfires)
the coldest on the planet

(see uninhabited)

(see black-inhabited)

(see sparsely inhabited)

volatile , as in 'bagging' or 'huffing'

any patient suspected of having an
or burns

in the lung following (C. burnetii);
pneumonic plague may occur from 's
the virus is transmitted through

treated for ;
suffered the effects of

signs of may not be apparent for several hours

effects of (smoke) inhalation suffered the

inhalational anthrax

inhaled (or oral) dose

inherent danger

inheritance disputes
inheritance taxes

railroading inheritance

has a mortality rate approaching 100%

they are effective after an (bronchodilator)

there's an in lying (relationship)

to violations of caste rules
in favor of abolishing

our national
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inherited inherited disease any or trait; if you have an

inhibited least-inhibited (see least-inhibited)

in-house in-house infection s
in-house job an
in-house manual an

initial (mod) initial burst treating the men wounded by the of gunfire
initial examination after the (medical)
initial fear their that...
initial (get-to-know-you) interview the
initial investigation an suggested that...
initial-offering the price
initial mine the detonates the linked mine
initial report following the s;

he disputed s that shots were fired
initial (restrained, police) response the
initial response the may be limited to local pain (insect bite)

initial seed money iVillage's ran out in April

initial outbreak during the in 1993 (Hantavirus)

initial (cardiovascular) testing program after an

initials (letters) set of initials a (BBC, SS, KGB, CIA, FBI, etc.)

initiation (group) initiation party a hockey team's (hazing scandal)

fraternity initiation drank himself to death at a 1997 (MIT)

initiation initiation of the mine accidental while it is being handled
(activation) initiation of (proper) protocols prompt (terrorist act)

initiation and conduct instructions concerning the of the ambush

warhead initiation manual (command-detonated AT mine)

initiative government initiative
prevention initiatives
research initiatives
retention initiative
voter initiative

Clinton administration's reinventing s
a flurry of (teen suicide)
undertaking crucial
recruiting and s
s that imposed term limits
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health-research initiative a major
wartime initiative the Manhattan Project and s

anti-noise initiative has launched some s

anti-child-labor initiative create an (Brazil)

negotiating initiative have reached an agreement on a

income-generating initiative s to help farmers (Africa)

injectable injectable drug combines a low-power laser with an

injected injected vaccine --s versus oral vaccines

injection injection dart swapping deadly bullets for s
injection site localized pain and swelling at the

injured

injury

lethal injection scheduled to die by ;
executed by (murderer)

(see also shot)

injured ankle
injured party
injured people
injured worker

elevate to reduce swelling and pain
a doctor assisted the (individual)
some of the were in critical condition
--s are simply replaced

sick or injured refusing help when (domestic violence)

commonly injured
critically injured
seriously injured
severely injured

injury complex
injury pattern
injury rate

(see commonly injured)
(see critically injured)
(see seriously injured)
(see severely injured)

the patient's
each weapon is associated with a different
health care workers' s have doubled;
accident, fatality and s are down

injury-plagued (see injury-plagued)

injury or death serious
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injuries and fatalities
injury or illness

ankle injury

back injury
blast injury
bowel injury
brain injury
burn injuries

combat injury
crush injuries
eye injury
farm injury
head injury

heat injury
impalement injuries
inhalation injury
joint injuries
knee injury
lightning injuries
liver injury
neck injury
nerve injury
pattern injury
rib injuries
scald injuries
sharps injury
sports injury
strangulation injuries
tissue injury

football injury
blast wave injury
land mine injuries
rib cage injury
snowmobile injuries
waterfall injuries
workplace injuries

cold-weather injury

the presence of any potentially serious

out of action with an ;
's and sports and recreational activities
how workplace s occur
(see blast injury)
diagnosing
helmets and the incidence of traumatic
thousands of people will suffer ;
a ward that specializes in
's versus hospitalizations for disease (war)

from collapsed structures
evaluate possibility of
s with extensive wound contamination
suffered minor s;
was hospitalized with severe s;
Randy Carter died of s (boxing)
electrical burns produce
MVCs with

or burns
of the hand

after he suffered a career-ending
the severity and types of vary widely
a caused by a MAC-10 machine gun
he had treated her for a

is divided into 3 types
--s suggest violence (marks on skin)
patients with

are more common in young children
hospital workers exposed to HIV from
s and falls from trees
many different causes can lead to
caustics cause by a chemical reaction

a ended his sports career
shock after

are associated with amputations
he suffered a in training (boxing)
more than 10,000 were treated nationwide

and lost hikers (outdoor accidents)
the emerging boom in

s like frostbite
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long bone injuries
spinal-cord injury

chemical warfare injuries

frostbite injuries
needlestick injuries

on-ice injury

biking injury
hanging injuries
penetrating injuries

debilitating injury
devastating injury
disabling injuries

life-threatening injury

underlying injuries

missed injury
unwitnessed injury

cold-induced injuries

self-inflicted injury

included traumatic amputations (blast)
anyone with a

may be classified by degree
contracting HIV from (health-care workers)

a campaign to reduce s (hockey)

dog bites; s
and strangulation
(gunshot wounds, stabbings, etc.)

these complex and s need to be managed by...
suffered a
two and a half million

four of them in comas with js

the diagnosis of

failure to roll to each side may result in a
s to children and child abuse

frostbite and other

depression and s

altercation-related injuries are more frequent in inner cities
automobile-related injuries
blast-related injuries miscellaneous encompass all other injuries...
cold-related injury frostbite is a characterized by...
earthquake-related injuries 25 people had (California)
fireworks-related injuries visits to the ER due to
violence-related injuries patients with
work-related injuries

abdominal injuries

accidental injury
acute injury
apparent injury
associated injuries

from explosions;
trauma patients with penetrating
js are the leading cause of death
imaging of to the wrist and hand
neither suffered any s
assess possibility of
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athletic injury
blunt injuries
catastrophic injury
cerebral injury
common injury
defensive injury
dental injury
electrical injury
emotional injury
extensive injuries
facial injury
fatal injuries
fetal injury
further injury
genital injury
horrific injuries
intentional injury
internal injuries
light injuries
major injury
minor injury
multiple injuries
occupational injuries
older injury
open injury
orthopedic injuries
painful injury
permanent injury
personal injury
psychological injury
rare injury

recurrent injuries
renal injuries
serious injury
severe injury
suspicious injury
traumatic injuries
unintentional injury
vascular injury
venous injuries
violent injury

autoerotic injury

the physician evaluated a patient after an
caused by vehicular crashes, altercations...

victims of
trauma to the brain stem or diffuse (coma)
clavicular fractures are s
s may be observed (domestic violence)
mouthguards can reduce the risk of
s are most frequent in young adult males
evaluate emotional status and treat the (abuse)

from burns
seat belts and s in motor vehicle accidents
causing him (beaten to death)
decreasing the likelihood of
this can cause
evidence of (domestic abuse)

caused by land mines
homicide or
possible fractures or even
one soldier was killed and the other suffered
a to the cervical spine
one resident suffered s (an explosion)
patients with
sporting-related trauma, , and falls
yellow, brown or green bruises indicate an
s require thorough irrigation
other x-rays may be indicated for
patients with s experience anxiety
they sustained severe
(see personal injury)
long-term (PTSD)
a photograph of an extremely ;
knee dislocation is a relatively
training can significantly reduce
hepatic, splenic, and

or death
burn wounds and other s
s and child abuse
patients who have sustained
death from (fires)
femoral fractures with
major arterial and
reduce the incidence of in our society

s are becoming more prevalent
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near-fatal injuries a drive sustained (auto racing)

commonly missed injury this is a (rotator cuff tears)
intentionally inflicted injury an

damage or injury
illness and injury

on-the-job injuries work-related

there were no reports of (mild earthquake)
victims of catastrophic

degree of injury treated according to the
diagnosis of (underlying) injuries the
documentation of injuries examination should include a careful
effects of injuries the lingering suffered as a POW
evidence of injuries watch for
extent of injury depth, type, and
cause of injury the leading
chance of injury increasing the
detection of injuries the to the diaphragm
incidence of (violent) injury reduce the in our society
likelihood of injury
location of injury
management of injuries
mechanism of injury
predictor of injury
risk of injury
severity of injury
signs of injury
sites of injury
time of injury
treatment of injuries
types of injuries both are easily prevented (bums from water)
victims of (catastrophic) injury

associated with a greater when...
note as ulnar, radial, volar, or dorsal (hand)

due to chemical weapons
depending on the
sex as a
young males are at increased j from fireworks
determining the
external
the are often covered by clothing (abuse)
6 hours from the

compensation for injury patient may receive
potential for injury the mechanism of and

lacerations, burns, contusions, and other injuries
frostbite and other cold-induced injuries

injury-plagued injury-plagued season after an in Europe (sports);
after six s in the NBA
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injustice perceived injustices

ink

ink jet

ink-stained

inland

in-line

inmate

magnitude of the injustice

ink cartridge
ink jet

ink-stained

ink jet printer

ink-stained Olmsted

inland waterways (m)

in-line skates

inmate's family
inmate entertainment
inmate population

she feels compelled to speak out against

they were shocked by the

an or surge suppressor (computer)
(see ink-jet)

(see ink-stained)

a scanner and s

an earlier,

the 11,000-mile system

a pair of

a class-action suit filed by s
the fund pays for , such as movies
Elmira's

inmate-rehabilitation (m) successful programs

model inmate
prison inmate

death=row inmate
state-prison inmate

federal-prison inmate

released inmate

elderly inmate (m)

inn bed-and-breakfast inn

Bavarian-style inn

inner inner area
inner circle
inner city
inner fence
inner tube
inner voice

she has been a (prison)
the testimony of s

s; 200 --s
--S

--S

violent crimes s commit

rapidly growing population

owns a

the

the ship sat in an of the harbor
Lenin's
(see inner city)
there are five strands of razor ribbon on the
he was found clinging to an -- in the sea
just follow your
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inner city

innermost

innocence

innocent

innocent-eyed

innocent-seeming

inoculation

innovation

innovative

innuendo-filled

inquiry

innermost

inner city

inner-city gangs
inner-city neighborhood
inner-city violence
inner-city youth

inner-city Miami

inner-city schoolchildren

innermost feelings
innermost layer

declaration of innocence
loss of innocence

guilt or innocence

innocent man
innocent mistake

innocent-seeming

innocent-eyed

innocent-eyed

(see innermost)

lives in the

s

for

prevent from failing

being able to confide your
the of our atmosphere

his company's (antitrust suit)
we talked about the (crime and its effects)

questions of

you're executing an
throwing out the prints was an (police)

(see innocent-seeming)

(see innocent-eyed)

waiflike models--- and flat-chested---

innocent-seeming pathogen a once relatively

booster inoculation

innovation cycle

faculty innovations

innovative thinking

giving s every 10 months

s are getting shorter

start-up companies based on

she has a reputation for

innuendo-filled exchanges

inquiry panel documents given to the
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insane

insanity

insect

insect-borne

insect-eating

insecticide

press inquiries

full-scale inquiry

anxious inquiries

court of inquiry

insane question

insanity defense

legal insanity

insect bite
insect blight
insect populations
insect repellent
insect virus

insect-eating

insect-borne

pollinating insects

disease-carrying insects

non-native insects

about private lives;
assisting us in responding to

ordered a into allegations that...

Christian bulletin boards were filled with

three admirals presiding over the

this is going to sound like an

left the door open for an ;
the definition and use of the

the concept of

diagnosis and treatment of s
in the forests about Tel-Aviv

monitor for insecticide resistance
bottles of Off! and other s
an expert on s

(see insect-eating)

(see insect-borne)

bees and other

a repellent to

the trees are threatened by (national park)

bees and other pollinating insects

insect-borne disease s such as malaria

insect-eating bat s
insecticide resistance
insecticide use

monitor insect populations for
plague control includes , public education

hydrocarbon insecticides
organochlorine insecticide

can be carcinogenic and teratogenic
s are usually highly water-soluble
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insemination

insensitive

insertion

insider

insight

insignificant

inspection

inspector

organophosphate insecticides those poisoned by

donor insemination

racially insensitive

insertion door
insertion point

airborne insertions

insider knowledge

insider trading
insider-trading (m)

sumo insider

recording-industry insider

product insight

insignificant fact

inspection lane
inspection report
inspection team
inspection tour

engine inspection
escalator inspection (m)
meat-inspection (m)
safety inspection

passport inspection

random inspections
technical inspections
thorough inspection

brand inspector
building inspector
government inspector
labor inspector

she was conceived through

a speech code restricting remarks deemed

the men went through the
the door was the

specific operations such as (military)

his of the entertainment industry

suspected of engaging in
an conspiracy; sanctions

few s expected him to...

warned by a

comparison shopping vs. (Web site)

which is not an in a time like this

cars waited in js (at the border)
facts and figures in the
a United Nations arms-control
his regular weekly

grounded the airplane for a thorough
mechanics falsified reports

practices and European standards
the plane had passed two js

offices for customs, , currency exchange

on 24 hours' notice (N. Korea)
of minefields are normally done at 3-month...

a final decision will be made after a

s and cattle rustlers (North Dakota)
s had expressed concern
elude outnumbered js
a warning from js
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inspired

inspiring

health department inspector a

inspired casting

funk-inspired
Maoist-inspired

religiously inspired

inspiring example
inspiring message

inspiring speaker
inspiring (success) story

awe-inspiring

instability joint instability

emotional instability

install install progress

installation (put in) installation fee
installation program

installation (base) military installation

installed factory-installed

installer

installment

instant

newly installed

air-conditioning installer

settlement installment

instant gratification
instant oatmeal
instant message
instant messager

instant messaging

the outstanding example of was...

(see funk-inspired)
(see Maoist-inspired)

(see religiously inspired)

by his (Medal of Honor)
not exactly an ;
leaders issued s
he is a quotable and

an

(see awe-inspiring)

and limitation of hand function

guilt is an

(computer)

charges a $63.90 for the Digiboxes
the looked for... (computers)

the abuse happened on a

(see factory-installed)

(see newly installed)

a heating and

$20 of its first

the feeling of they afford (instant messagers)
eating
(see instant message)
(see instant messager)

(see instant messaging)
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instant message IM (v)
(and IM)

instant message

instant messager instant messager

instant messaging instant messaging

instinct

instinctive

institute

institution

institutional

in-store

gut instincts
human instinct
killer instinct

knife-fighter's instinct

mating instinct

maternal instinct
natural instincts

instinctive response

film institute

institution of marriage

research institution

teaching institution

there are several ways to

posted s to people in the chat room;
I sent him several lewd s (Internet)

IM-ers love IM-ing

AOL's most popular innovation, ;
some like IM-ing more than talking

I would never again go against my (climber)
when a gun goes off, it's to...
the of the bees (Africanized honeybees)

a showman with a

the ' (in deer)

the , the instinct to protect
their are to fight (politicians)

running away was an

the director of Cuba's

the and gay marriage

major --s;
understanding what we mean by a ;
Berkeley's status as a top-flight

major --s

English-derived institutions Hong Kong's

national institution
public institution

the BBC became a
as a , the University of Michigan is subject...

kindergarten-through-12th-grade institution the academy, a

institutional change
institutional trades

in-store event

the blocking by an Old Guard of serious
deals in large (stock exchange)

an
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instruction
(teaching)

instruction
(text)

instructions

instructional

instructor

dance instruction schoolchildren are given expert

reading instruction "whole language" ;
a program of tightly controlled

Spanish-language instruction laws limiting to one year (schools)

scuba diving instruction the dive center offers

computerized instruction administrators are excited about

bilingual instruction 12 percent of Latinos are still in (California)
proper instruction in crutch-walking is required (patient ed)

instruction manual a Vietnamese-language for Windows 95

bomb-building instructions his Website offered
bomb-making instructions the CD-ROM contains elaborate

illustrated instructions
posted instructions
written instructions

(see instruction)

instructional video

instructional videotape

dance instructor
drill instructor
fitness instructor

gymnastics instructor
history instructor
soccer instructor
tennis instructor
wilderness instructor

outdoor instructor

whitewater instructor

straightforward, step-by-step,
honor system payment- -see
follow

get a free (language instruction);
we watch a quick (tandem hang gliding)

schedules, team yearbooks, 's (football)

the at a summer camp
the black is a stock figure in films
gyms are filled with so-called s;
an aerobics and
the ' was an earnest man
a Princeton
a
the
a at the University of Colorado

my former job as an

Ken Kastorff, one of the best s in the world
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instrument

instrument-rated

insufficient

insulin

insulting

insurance

climbing instructor
kayaking instructor

instrument console
instrument package
instrument rating

instrument-maker

instrument-rated

full-sized instrument

instrument-rated pilot

insufficient attention
insufficient evidence
insufficient progress

insulin dependency
insulin level

insulting question

insurance claim
insurance company
insurance coverage

insurance deductible
insurance loss
insurance man
insurance money
insurance policy

auto insurance
burial insurance
fire insurance
flood insurance
health insurance

pet insurance

a skiing and at Montana State
a with Endless Rivers Adventures

a microphone in the (planes)
ships to drag s through the depths
the pilot's certification and

the master Nicolo Bussotti

(see instrument-rated)

a (violin)

s have theft-raining it takes...

to detail
there was to charge him (computer crime)
he made as a graduate student

patients with
s are higher in obese people

had to endure several s;
parried --s with vacuous answers

he was denied disability benefits and s
(see insurance company)

of school employees;
after 30 days of treatment, her ran out;
age, health history,
your
s due to extreme weather events
became an
killed his son for $20,000 in
an

you can buy over the Web
the exclusive right to sell
he'd let the lapse (on a restaurant)
only 8 of 182 businesses had
taxes, child support and ;
children who lack

and bring-your-pet-to-work days
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insurance company

insurgency

intact

intake

intangible

integrated

integrity

property insurance

earthquake insurance
homeowner's insurance

the price of

the California Authority offers
see how much their will pay

unemployment insurance the welfare state, and free medicine

insurance company js press drug makers to accept less money

insurance company investigators the will talk to the police
insurance-company lawyer the

insurance-company claim report js

profit-oriented insurance company those 's

tribal insurgency

counterinsurgency

intact family

intake of (dietary) fiber

alcohol intake
caloric intake
drug intake
fluid intake

dietary fiber intake

higher intake

(last) meal or other intake

intangible qualities

integrated circuit

racially integrated

academic integrity

has resulted in some 25,000 deaths (India)

(see counterinsurgency)

js and the children of divorce

cultures with a higher

questions attempting to quantify
increase fluid and in cold weather (frostbite)
her would be closely monitored
assure adequate

increase

cultures with a ' of dietary fiber

(emergency room)

such as brand identity

Noyce developed the

(see racially integrated)

(see academic integrity)
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intellectual

honesty and integrity (see honesty and integrity)

reputation for integrity he had a

intellectual approach his dry, to legal issues
intellectual development he went to school for advancement, not
intellectual-property (see intellectual-property)

gay intellectuals condemned as a reactionary by some fellow

Western-influenced intellectuals for other

intellectual-property
intellectual-property law
intellectual-property rights

intelligence
(military)

intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence
intelligence

agent
analysis
analysts
assets
community
failure
file
indications
maps
official
operation

intelligence problem
intelligence profession
intelligence report

intelligence services
intelligence system
intelligence value
intelligence warnings

intelligence-gathering
intelligence sharing
intelligence-spending (m)

counterintelligence

combat intelligence

an expert on

a career with the K.G.B.
this will create difficulty for our
American revised their estimates
citing the erosion of
throughout much of the
was it an or a policy failure
js on Cuba

of terrorist threats
operations and (military)
a former
a well-established j;
some s were compromised last year
solve the nation's coming 's
media criticism of the
more than a thousand js a day;
the C.I.A. issued a series of s
the nation's
a satellite-based
EPWs of high (enemy prisoners of war)
other American came and went

(see intelligence-gathering)
increased among jurisdictions
an bill

(see counterintelligence)

develop of immediate interest
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intelligence
(mind)

communications intelligence federal law prohibits discussion of
satellite intelligence (m) information from a major network
signals intelligence (n) (SIGINT) is in a crisis
signals-intelligence (m) ' experts with the N.S.A.

clandestine-intelligence (m) access to reports (CIA)
foreign-intelligence (m) agency; reporting
military intelligence (m) remote sensors and other (MI) assets
nuclear-intelligence (m) one ' expert told me.
strategic intelligence report on enemy locations, intentions, actions
tactical intelligence mission planning based on accurate

highly classified intelligence

intelligence test early s had their critics;
are s biased

intelligence testing the instrumentation of

below-average intelligence

intelligence-gathering
intelligence-gathering their
intelligence gathering

intelligent

intelligent-looking

intended

behind the Iron Curtain

intelligence-gathering capability
intelligence-gathering effort
intelligence-gathering operation

intelligent-looking

intelligent-looking boy

intended effect

intended purpose
intended recipient
intended target
intended uses

unintended

well intended

s
a nine-month
a Russian

(see intelligent-looking)

an

the of the ban served no useful purpose;
it doesn't always have the
use the test only for its
e-mail for your
the missiles hit their --s
the of the test are different than...

(see unintended)

(see well intended)
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intense

intensely

intensely focused

intensely researched

intensity

intensive

intensive care

intense anxiety over your health can stem from...
intense (night) battle during an
intense debate the most s revolved around...
intense (classroom) discussion
intense fire as the opposing elements exchanged , he...
intense heat leaking lubricant, set ablaze by flames or ;

and flashovers thwarted firefighters
marriage discussions involveintense investigations

intense pain
intense (all-encompassing) passion an
intense pressure she was under to join the boycott (Olympics);

teenagers will be under to (early puberty)

intense security measures despite the
intense sunlight and its effect on plant species

intensely focused (see intensely focused)
intensely researched (see intensely researched)

intensely focused fixation an

intensely researched story

intensity level

intensity of pain

an
he upped his in the final round (boxing)

a reduction in the

intensity, duration and frequency the of training (childhood sports)

high-intensity
low-intensity

intensive care
intensive search
intensive test
intensive treatment

asset-intensive
graphics-intensive
research-intensive

intensive-care facility
intensive-care unit

(see high-intensity)
(see low-intensity)

(see intensive care)
police conducted an of the area
s of air and sea (for nuclear radiation)
mentally ill children who need

(see asset-intensive)
(see graphics-intensive)
(see research-intensive)

the facility
they admitted her to the
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0

0

intent

intention

intentional

intentionally

intensive care unit

letter of intent

honorable intentions
true intentions

intentional injury
intentional release

intentionally inflicted

intentionally inflicted
intentionally inflicted

intentioned

inter

interactive

inter-American

intercept

intercepted

ill-intentioned
well-intentioned

intercourse
intermarriage
Internet
inter-rank
intersection
interstate

interactive
inter-American
interchange
inter-communal
interdependent
international
interracial
intertribal

wheeled out of the unit

he sent her a (basketball)

the compilers of the document have
we saw their

homicide or
an of anthrax by a bioterrorist in a US city

(see intentionally inflicted)

injury an

(see ill-intentioned)
(see well-intentioned)

(see intercourse)
(see intermarriage)
(see internet)
(see inter-rank)
(see intersection)
(see interstate)

(see interactive)
(see inter-American)
(see interchange)
(see inter-communal)
(see interdependent)
(see international)
(see interracial)
(see intertribal)

interactive television and Internet programming;
a million homes now have

inter-American understanding

telephone intercepts these findings, based on (C.I.A.)

intercepted data sift through mountains of ;
overwhelmed by the volume of the

intercepted information the collection and analysis of
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interception interception device satellite and other s (spying)

domestic mail interception , wiretaps

interchange interchange six s, 20 overpasses and service roads

inter-communal inter-communal relationships

intercourse anal intercourse and HIV
consensual intercourse time of last
oral intercourse
sexual intercourse versus sexual abstinence
vaginal intercourse versus anal or oral intercourse

age of consent for intercourse the in Mississippi

interdependent interdependent they are undifferentiated and

interdiction drug interdiction the success of

interest (money) interest rates

interest-bearing

low-interest

interest (regard) interest of (public) safety

security interests
students' interest

general-interest

renewed interest
shared interests

active interest
common interests
romantic interest

conflicts of interest

at prevailing ;
lower-than-expected S;
if there was an increase in short-term

(see interest-bearing)

(see low-interest)

in the j, all items must remain...(airport)

areas where we have no vital
he has some ideas for sparking

(see general-interest)

the stems from...
in the Gulf (Saudi Arabia and the U.S.A.)

he took an in...
mutual respect and (diplomacy)
he had a new (girlfriend)

university-industry alliances and ;
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1

I

interests (groups) business interests
family's interest
gay interests
public interest
tobacco interests

fossil-fuel interests

entrenched interests
vested interest

growing concerns about potential

American oppose the embargo
compromising the
where do you think would lie
serve the
when object...

a public-relations campaign by

powerful ' will thwart him
companies have a in...

interest (other) in the interest of safety

interest-bearing checking accounts permits

interim interim measure the suspension of the program is an

interior interior- and exterior-mounted (see interior- and exterior-mounted)

interior- and exterior-mounted
interior- and exterior-mounted cameras

intermarriage

intermediate

interment

interminable

intermission

intern

internal

intermarriage is common in many parts of the world;
assimilation, and low birth rates

risks of intermarriage rising concern over the

intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM)

interment site

interminable pain

intermission crowd

internship

internal-combustion
internal discussion
internal injuries
internal investigation
internal report

caskets and the cost of the

what is seen as (suicide)

they got caught in the ' on the sidewalk

(see internship)

(see internal-combustion)
encourage of how to remedy problems
possible fractures or even
the department was working on an (police)
it took an in 1994 to persuade the Army that...
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internal-combustion

internal review

internal review (see internal review)
internal-security (m) Fidel Castro's network

internal bleeding a terrifying episode of

internal-combustion engine s burn fuel

internal review conduct s of their security procedures

internal-review board
internal review team

the voted to...
an at JPL

international international agency s and nonprofit groups working to...
international (anti-doping) agency an
international appeal s have been launched by NGOs (volcano)
international aspect an to the problem (pollution)
international capital ultravolatile, deregulated
international (design) competition sponsored an for the site
international controversy despite the bitter (oil project)
international cooperation strong (to save the whales)
international efforts to release the hostages
international (relief) effort a huge is trying to...(earthquake)
international-food (m) an festival
international (medical-equipment) market the
international observers at the trial against the doctor
international (public) opinion the pressure of
international query an into Israel's actions
international repository an and resource center on. ..(Internet)
international repercussions the murder may have
international registry an of Holocaust victims
international standing the BBC's was hard-earned
international-talent (m) the ' market
international traveler health for the
international (conservation) treaty s
international (war crimes) tribunal the in the Hague

international date line the bisects the channel
international chess scene disappeared from the
international (Ritz-Carlton) hotel chain the
international math test national and s
international space station the new
international spin control official attempts at
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internationally

international crossing point arches marked the
international negotiating body discussion within s
international mountaineering expedition several ventured...

international peacekeeping

international e-shopping a new study on

internationally recognized(see internationally recognized)

internationally recognized
internationally recognized human rights s

Internet
(and Net)

Internet access

Net access
Internet activities
Internet ad
Internet address
Internet age
Internet bank
Internet browser
Internet café
Internet capitalism
Internet chess
Internet community
Internet company
Internet competition
Internet content

Internet craze
Internet diary
Internet division
Internet enthusiast
Internet entrepreneur
Internet filter
Internet firm
Internet habits
Internet identity
Internet investment
Internet investors
Internet lesson

send mail from any computer with ;
as wireless becomes commonplace;
public (computer terminal at airport);
making high-speed available and affordable

from mobile providers
set restrictions on their kids'
TV, radio and s pitched to students
s, also known as domains...
in the rapidly changing
s are challenging bricks-and-mortar rivals
Microsoft's , Internet Explorer
s in Macedonia and Albania
the triumph of
addicted to
the eBay
computer manufacturers and --s
hurt by the emergence of
director of for Telefonica;
graphics-intensive
the is causing distortions
the expedition's
director of the company's

view these patents as outrageous
snot-nosed js
s shield children from pornography
workers at js
tracks the of people (cookies)
a big ad budget to establish an
kicked off a frenzy of
have made and entrepreneurs rich
the race to absorb --s (carmakers)
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Internet millionaire
Internet model
Internet mogul
Internet pioneer
Internet population
Internet pornography
Internet portal
Internet property
Internet provider
Internet revolution
Internet sales
Internet scam
Internet search
Internet site

Internet sponsor
Internet standard
Internet telephony
Internet use
Internet user
Internet venture
Internet version
Internet world

the instant s
retailing is the hardest to make work
a successful
an
as the grew
software to block
js like Yahoo!, Lycos
oversees Disney's js
AOL remains the largest
helped propel the

are expected to double
the FTC has moved to quash an
perform an
the nation's avalanche warning ;
technology can block objectionable s
the name of his , Expedia.com (a climber)
open s will make Windows obsolete

lets you make calls around the world
as grows
the number of s will triple
how to run an
the of my article
in this new

Internet connection time
Internet cult figure
Internet education company
Internet gold rush
Internet movie game
Internet privacy advocate
Internet reference site
Internet search-engine (m)
Internet service provider
Internet success story
Internet trade fair
Internet travel site

during the
his character was based on an
an
start-ups and the
the that trades in stocks and starss
a growing number of s
an Web site
s like AOL
the company was an
organizes major s
a that launched last June

Internet connection software how to install

Internet entrepreneurship

Internet superstore

Internet highflier

what is all about

the Buy.com

Cisco Systems
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Internet-based

Internet-crazy

Internet-hungry

Internet-only

Internet-related

Internet-savvy

internment

internship

Internet gambling industry the mushrooming

Internet audiocast a live of the game

Internet-only (see Internet-only)

Internet start-up
Internet startup

an called...
hundreds of s

Internet gambling unregulated is widespread

Internet-based
Internet-related

(see Internet-based)
(see Internet-related)

non-Internet-connected (see non-Internet-connected)

Internet-crazy
Internet-hungry
Internet-savvy

Internet do's and don'ts

(see Internet-crazy)
(see Internet-hungry)
(see Internet-savvy)

Internet-based course when I talk about s
net-based journalism the Washington Post and journalism

Internet-crazy Americans

Internet-hungry investors

Internet-only bank Europe's first

Internet-related company s
Internet-savvy Americans

internment camp
internment center
internment facility

internship program

one-year internship

a Japanese-American during W.W. II
Italian Americans were shipped to s;
an EPW -- (enemy prisoner of war)

the House of Representative's

a
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interpretation

interpreter

interracial

inter-rank

interrogation

intersection

interstate

weeks of internship

data interpretation

court interpreter

certified interpreter

interracial contact
interracial couples
interracial dating
interracial marriage
interracial romance
interracial understanding

inter-rank romance

interrogation methods
interrogation tactics

a case from my first

our comments about are being ignored

the at her trial;
minimum standards for s

Virginia doesn't require s (courts)

the first of their lives at the university
the rights of to marry
some people oppose
women's suffrage or for
their story of

universities as sites of

romance (military)

standard
and mentally retarded people (police)

interrogations and confessions how the justice system handles

police interrogation gone wrong (false confessions)

intersection of (traffic-clogged) roadsat the

road intersection key bridges, s, and mountain passes (military)

downtown intersection blocked major --s

busy intersection the car burst into flames at a ;
pedestrians at 's

major (downtown) intersection blocked s

interstate bottlenecks on s and state highways

interstate highway
interstate-highway (m)
interstate traffic

an
the -- system
the was sparse

Interstate 8 a brushfire closed a 12-mile stretch of

stretch of Interstate a brushfire closed a 12-mile -- 8
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intertribal

interval

intervening

intervention

interview

inter-tribal gathering an
intertribal dances

intertribal dance group an

maintenance interval Northwest deviated from required s

ten-meter interval stationed at s

intervening terrain elevated firing positions 10 meters about the
intervening years seemed to erase the

intervention program in an early (HIV treatment)

government intervention those who argue for more

last-minute intervention barring some

aggressive (and prompt) intervention (medical patients)
appropriate intervention organizing the
immediate intervention prompted the of the army and police
prompt intervention aggressive and (medical patient)

aggressive and prompt intervention (medical patients)

interview request

job interview
phone interview
telephone interview
television interview

in-depth interview
on-camera interview

prime-time interview

recorded interview
videotaped interview

showered with job offers and --s

it was a bit like a
in a
in a
he acknowledged in a that...

he said in an interview
an

a with Barbara Walters

in the forty-minute (with police)
in a chilling

hastily arranged interview he conducted a on the Today Show

oral interview the research will be based on s
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intestinal

intimacy

intimidation

intolerable

intoxication

intra

oral-interview (m) skills and writing and research skills

forty-minute (recorded) interview

early-Monday-morning interview

get-to-know-you interview

gastrointestinal

closeness and intimacy

militia intimidation

intolerable situation

signs of intoxication

intradermal
intra-family
intramuscular
intra-tribal
intravenous

intradermal intradermal route

intra-family intra-family (or intra-tribal) marriage s
intramuscular intramuscular route

intra-tribal

in the (with police)

an

the initial

(see gastrointestinal)

hugs and kisses create

student leaders who defied

include pinpoint pupils (heroin)

(see intradermal)
(see intra family)
(see intramuscular)
(see intra-tribal)
(see intravenous)

the vaccine is for use only by the

intravenous
(and N)

intriguing

introductory

intra-tribal marriages

intravenous-drug (m)
intravenous line
N line
intravenous route

N antibiotics

intriguing fact
intriguing question

introductory course

dose via an intravenous or

intra-family or

users
start an to administer fluids and...;
EMS personnel should secure an
via the oral, intradermal, subcutaneous, or

give one dose of and start oral antibiotics

the study also noted an
he has also raised an

start teaching an on...
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intruder

intrusion

computer intruders

knife-wielding intruder

intrusion-detection
intrusion technique

computer intrusion

government intrusion

the FBI's track record capturing

sought shelter from s

(see intrusion-detection)
computer vandals used simple s

the FBI charged him with ;
arrested on one count of
protecting you from

intrusion-detection
intrusion-detection service
intrusion-detection system

intubation

invalid

invasion

invent

inventor

inventory

investigated

's and security solutions
s (computer security)

route of intubation avoid nasotracheal

invalid data

invasion of privacy they were furious at the

ground invasion
home invasion

U.S.-led invasion

reinvent (v)

inventor figure

combat support in a
in the event of a

so we're talking about a

the delivery business

the Promethean

inventory control software for
inventory figures up-to-the-minute sales and
inventory-management (m) practices of numerous companies

inventory of nuclear waste the nation's

nation's inventory

global inventory

sales and inventory (m)

thoroughly investigated

the of nuclear waste

s of crude (oil) were at their lowest level

up-to-the-minute figures

(see thoroughly investigated)
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investigation crash investigation in a they analyze radar signatures
FBI investigation those directing the
homicide investigation this is a
homicide-investigation (m) a working knowledge of techniques
murder investigation
Navy investigation
police investigation

terrorism investigation

a
a revealed that...
the into the death of...;
when word of the leaked
the largest since 1988

computer crime investigation detectives learn the basics of
sex crime investigation military s

background investigation came up during the FBI of...;
details of the FBI

cybercrime investigation

in-depth investigation

civil rights investigation
grand-jury investigation

fundraising investigation

ongoing investigation

he will teach a course in

how much of an j you can do about a gun

a of a county police department
the federal of American

testify on the ongoing

impede an ;
related to any they have
in support of an

hacking-related investigation over 800 FBI s

criminal investigation
federal investigation
further investigation
impartial investigation
initial investigation
internal investigation
preliminary investigation

the FBI has opened a into the shooting
the police department will cooperate with a
a need for into her death (malpractice)
leveling charges after an (the military)
an ' suggested that...
the department was working on an (police)

launched s into the disaster

conclusion of this investigation it's the that...
cost of the investigation due to the length and
details of the investigation leaked
handling of the investigation the Navy's
length of the investigationthe
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V

I

investigative

investigator

investing

investment

investor

sources close to the investigation

statement for the investigation in a sworn

investigative body
investigative journalism
investigative reporter

several s pored over the documents
the Washington Post and
an on the metro desk (newspaper)

investigative reporting awarded a Pulitzer Prize for
investigative-reporting (m) taking a class

accident investigator
bank investigator
fire investigator
physician investigator

safety-board investigator

online investing

the key to investing

investment banker
investment capital
investment community
investment firm
investment fund
investment philosophy

future investment
property investments

Internet investment

outside investment

sure-fire investment

investor confidence

investor group
investors' patience
investors' reaction

js concluded that...
concealed conflicts of interest from --s
--s continue to search...
s and clinical trials

js pore over records

and online banking

the is...

her husband was an
the ability to raise a lot of
the doesn't like...
a big or a commercial bank
helps manage an
his is simple

universities fight to protect js
loans to finance the family's

kicked off a frenzy of

the city has attracted

a

corruption undermines in new ventures;
lawlessness threatens to undermine
recruited another investor to join the
the company has taxed some

may have made sense
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investor-owned

invitation

in-vitro

invoice

involved

involvement

inward

inward-looking

in-your-face

it (not)

Irish

investor-owned

stock-market investor

Internet investor

online-investor (m)

investor-owned utilities

wedding invitation

last-minute invitation

sexual invitation

pile of invitations

in-vitro fertilization

handwritten invoice

involved father

parental involvement

(see investor-owned)

it's been a roller-coaster ride for s

have made and entrepreneurs rich

squabbles erupted on message boards

so Onassis never got a

a

I interpreted it as a

a mounting

he was a pioneer in

he wrote out a (computer was down)

he prided himself on being an (fugitive)

the program encourages more (school)

government-to-government involvement

inward-looking

inward-looking

inward-looking figures

in-your-face quality
in-your-face style

irregular
irregularly
irresponsible
irreversible

Irish-born

some sort of

(see inward-looking)

made them inward-looking

an
the has proven effective

(see
(see
(see
(see

irregular)
irregularly)
irresponsible)
irreversible)

(see Irish-born)
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Irish-born

iron

iron-chinned

iron-gray

iron-legged

ironwork

irradiation

irregular

irregularity

irregularly

irregularly placed

irregularly shaped

Irish-born (American raised) artist
Irish-born parents

iron deficiency
iron deposits
iron hand
iron gate
iron level
ironware
ironwork

iron-gray

iron-chinned
iron-legged

cast iron

iron-chinned warrior

iron-gray hair
iron-gray sky

iron-legged coffee table

mission-style ironwork

food irradiation

irregular periods
irregular pulse

an
his

poor nutrition, particularly s
in the river sediment

the country needs an to lead it
the grand s
reduce s
iron and --for example, wire
(see ironwork)

(see iron-gray)

(see iron-chinned)
(see iron-legged)

(see cast iron)

the

the

identical, s

public concern over

while can be a symptom of infertility
tachycardia, , and a gallop rhythm

expense-account irregularities fired him in 1996 for

voting irregularities state officials overlook

irregularly placed (see irregularly placed)
irregularly shaped (see irregularly shaped)

irregularly placed note

irregularly shaped gallery 's
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irresponsible irresponsible baseball's wait-and-see approach is

irreversible irreversible damage fear they've done to their skin (tanning)

irrigated irrigated land much of the world's food comes from

irrigation irrigation project the design and implementation of s

ish boorish (m) a character
bunkerish (m) a cellar flat
cartoonish (m) a visual punch line
donnish (m) a distinguished, , left-of-center author
foolish (m) (see foolish)
hippie-ish (m) the son of parents

bluish (see bluish)
greenish (see greenish)
reddish (see reddish)

longish (see longish)
Southernish (see Southernish)

thirtyish (m) two women who were eating soup
forty-five-ish (m) a man
fortyish Jill is
fortyish (m) blonde twins tended the bar

Morris-ish (m) William prints

Islam Islam bashing (see Islam bashing)

militant Islam the tradition of

Islam bashing Islam bashing rising tide of in America

Islamic Islamic calendar the holy month of Ramadan on the
Islamic world the Jews who came to Israel from the

Islamic holy places

pre-Islamic (see pre-Islamic)

island island chain a nearby was evacuated (typhoon)
island state global warming could wipe out s
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island-born

island-strewn

ism

isolated

issue (give)

island-born
island- strewn

barrier island
resort island
Rikers Island
traffic island

nearby island

neighboring island

deserted island

man-made island

hourglass-shaped island

volcanic island

second-largest island

island-born

island-strewn bay

athleticism
Briticism
vandalism

isolated act
isolated case
isolated example
isolated incident

isolated lives
isolated obstacles
isolated setting

government-issue
military-issue

(see island - born).
(see island-strewn)

s shield the mainland
we were on a
, in New York City, is the biggest jail...
public bathroom on a in the city center

the of Kiriwina

on s

a off the coast of Borneo

a

arriving on Francisqui, an

tiny --s between Alaska and Siberia

the Caribbean's (Hispaniola)

the (ship) crews are and friendly

an--

measure what they regard as
a
(see vandalism)

this is an that will be dealt with
s are sensationalized (medicine)
these counties are not s
insists these are s;
the confrontation was not an
kids are living much more

are easily bypassed (desert warfare)
startled by a stranger in an

(see government-issue)
(see military-issue)
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issue (problem) issues picture a muckraking (movie)

issues of (vital) importance to our community

abortion issue
access issue
accountability issue
border issues
campaign issue
cost issue
education issues
fairness issue
feasibility issue
gay issues
health issue
immigration issue
Kashmir issue
language issue
policy issue
privacy issues
research issue
safety issue
slavery issue
time issue

campaign finance issue
child labor issues
health-care issue
honor committee issues
land mine issue
law enforcement issue

foreign policy issue
human rights issue
mental health issue
public health issue
racial justice issue

cloning issue
defining issue
funding issue
fundraising issue
labeling issue
timing issue

his adroitness on the (politician)
ties back into the that came up
so that the gets addressed

involving the two cities
emerging as the hottest
I think it's a
1999's were being debated
deal with the
so there's a

such as same-sex marriage
so it's not a
the is a very divisive one
current positions on the
the is a big problem (for cops)
important s arising from...
a Web site devoted to
it's an intriguing
a discussion of s
Negro Africans' neutrality on the
I don't understand the

the
are attracting attention

on the children's

fact sheets on the issue
treated as a

a major
moving on the
the
it's a
what's the President's position on the

comments about the coming up again
is not necessarily the defining
there is a
a prosecutor for the
the , whether or not...
there's also a
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closed issue
related issue

unresolved issue

date-related issue
health-related issue
work-related issue

Is that a - now
on a - issue, are you aware...;
move ahead with the - of...

-s about who knew what

(computer) -s
America faces agonizing -'s
'-5

number one ranked issue the -

emotionally charged issue

agonizing (health-related)
controversial issue
fundamental issue
main issue
moral issue
serious issues
whole issue

freedom-of-speech issue
quality-of-life issue

talk-versus-action issue

debates of issues
heart of the issue

issue (publication) best-selling issue

upcoming issue

issued newly issued

ist activist
anthropologist
archaeologist
arsonist
artist
atheist

as a result of this

issues America faces
dealing head-on with -'s
-s in the criminal justice system
now, that is the - that I want to address
a - as opposed to a legal issue
joking can be a way of avoiding -
looking again at the - of product liability

so-called -s;
housing and other -s;
-'s such as crime and education
this whole

of vital importance to our community
we need to get through to the

the

findings will be published in the - of. ..(mag)

(see newly issued)

workers told student '-s
an-
an -
(see arsonist)
an Irish-born, American-raised -
an - group
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Baptist a lifelong
behaviorist an animal
biologist an award-winning
Buddhist seventeenth-century moral doctrine
chemist a Nobel Prize-winning
columnist newspaper s
conversationalist a high-decibel
Communist a
dentist visits and car repairs
ecologist soil s
economist a young
evangelist the gay-bashing
extremist a staging base for s
feminist a
imperialist an
industrialist an
journalist an Army
jurist the now-retired 65-year-old
linguist an American-educated
lobbyist 's for farm bureaus
Maoist guerrillas
Marxist an over-the-hill
Methodist a Sunday-school teacher
neurologist a
novelist our most admired
opportunist an band of self-help celebrities
pharmacist a licensed
physiologist he is an exercise
physicist a
protagonist the dope-dealing
psychiatrist a specializing in alcohol abuse
psychologist she thought of becoming a
publicist she was acting as expedition
racist a fire-breathing
radiologist view the 's repot
receptionist as I stood by the 's desk
reformist
revisionist history
scientist army s are working on...
Socialist a
specialist back Richard Deyo
strategist behind-the-scenes
structuralist post-structuralist thinking
stylist hair
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it

Italian

Italian-born

itching

item

supremacist
survivalist
taxidermist
terrorist
theorist
therapist
tourist
violinist

Post-it Note

go-for-it

do-it-yourself

Italian wedding

Italian-born

French or Italian

Italian-born grandparents

severe itching

collector's item

food item
leather items
relief items
supermarket item
test item

best-selling item

following items

prohibited items

hard-to-find item

personal items
toiletry items
various items

Idaho's groups
ammunition and gear
a semi-skilled
a string of acts
a bilingual-education
a few of the gene s
walks past major attractions
to become a concert

(see Post-it Note)

(see go-for-it)

(see do-it-yourself)

a Long Island of the fifties (US)

(see Italian-born)

(see French or Italian)

his ran an inn

head lice can cause

the pinball machine is a ;
old toys like these are
hang all s in a tree
belts and other small
desperately needed
s ranging from cola to detergent
standard js, such as analogies

the js

the are requested (donations for troops)

(traps, weapons, chainsaws) (National Park)

s, online or off

jewelry, clothing or other
such as shaving cream, razors

she goes to Kmart and purchases
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desperately needed (relief) items
highly priced item it's such a
much needed item clothing and other s (disaster)

assortment of items
selection of items

handful of items

IV IV drip

ivory ivory merchants
ivory tusks

ivory-handled

mammoth ivory

sale of ivory

meat and ivory

ivory-handled ivory-handled Colt .45

ivy ivy-covered

poison ivy

ivy-covered ivy-covered wall

J

jack jackknife
jackpot

carjack (v)

phone jack
telephone jack

discount stores sell an
the store offers a wide for kids

they could only salvage a (volcanic eruption)

an is started in his arm

the come from Moscow (for mammoth ivory)
poachers slaughter elephants for their

(see ivory-handled)

Russia legally exports

enacted a ban on the

mammoths were hunted for their

an old

(see ivy-covered)

I had a bad case of

5

the was one tool all men carried
a player just hit a of thousands (casino)

he tried to a nurse

the wire that plugs into the in the wall
a computer and a
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jacker

jacket (wear)

jacket (other)

jacketed

jacking

jail

hijacker

jacket pocket

Army jacket
field jacket
flak jacket
fleece jacket
leather jacket
life jacket

velvet jacket

warm-up jackets

camping jacket
climbing jacket

padded jacket

sheepskin-lined jacket

short-sleeved jacket

full metal jacket (m)

flak jacketed

car-jacking
carjacking

hijacking

jail cell
jailhouse (m)

jail sentence

in jail for parole violation

(see hijacker)

in the jacket pocket was a penknife

a worn-out
two cold-weather js
in s and helmets
a navy-blue
striding along the city streets in s
never found a ;
a number of s, life rafts and fragments;
the chaplains gave their s to others
a wine-colored

in yellow Notre Dame

sleeping bags and --s
he wears a canary-yellow

a , cap, and waterproof boots

a

a

46 rounds (ammo)

(see flak-jacketed)

is a bitter fact of life
js and armed robbery (Noun/Koon);
the April 1998 ;
caught up in s and kidnappings

in a letter he sent from his
the use of snitches must be curtailed;
her meeting with him;
he had become something a preacher
bullets and long s
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jam logjam an immense natural (the Red River);
break the (politics)

traffic jam in the chaotic j;
the nation's worst chronic js

jammer

January

Japanese

Japanese-American

airborne jammers can degrade acquisition systems

mid-January filed suit in
late-January charge in

Japanese-American (see Japanese-American)

Japanese-American internment camp a during W.W. II

third-generation Japanese-American a

jar canning jar js with screw-top metal lids

jargon jargon-free (see jargon-free)

jargon-packed (see jargon-packed)

jargon-free jargon-free (and usually persuasive) analyseshis

jargon-packed jargon-packed letter the

jarring bone jarring (see bone-jarring)

jaw jaw pain in cases of chronic (TMJ syndrome)

jawed square jawed (see square-jawed)
strong-jawed (see strong-jawed)

jazz jazz quartet js, klezmer bands and other acts

jealous jealous type who knew he was the

jealousy fit of jealousy strangled his wife in a

jeaned blue-jeaned (see blue jeaned)

jeans jeans-clad (see jeans-clad)
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1

jeans-clad

jeep

jelly (eat)

jelly (other)

jerk

jerky

jet (plane)

jet (color)

jet (other)

jet-black

jeans-clad thigh

jeep tour

peanut-butter-and-jelly

jelly bean

contraceptive jelly

knee-jerk

beef-jerky

jet engine
jet-fuel (m)
jet lag

jetliner
jet's pilot
jet school
jetway

jet-powered

business jet
fighter jet
military jet
passenger jet

chartered jet

(see also plane)

jet-black

jet ski
jet skier

ink jet
laser-jet

jet-black hair

a
a with an experiences birder

(see peanut-butter-and-jelly)

his grandfather's love of s

s, foams, creams, suppositories

(see knee-jerk)

(see beef-jerky)

the shrieking roar of s
pumps

trudging in a trance of from the Uffizi;
burdened by , fatigue, general stress
he owned a
the safely ejected
the rigors of
the humid outside the terminal

(see jet-powered)

it had received flight clearance for a
the single-seat F15
the pilot avoided colliding with a
a mistaken attack on the

as his neared the end of the runway

(see jet-black)

(see jet ski)
(see jet skier)

(see ink-jet)
(see laser-jet)

his
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jet-powered

jet ski

jet skier

jet-powered car

jet ski

jet ski accident
jet ski encounter
jet ski industry
jet ski problem
jet ski use

jet skier

-s

-s, or personal watercraft (PWC)

victims of -s
cite "fear for their life" in -s
the - is waging a defensive battle
reacting to the
setting restrictions on

-s harassing loons and destroying nests;
-s arrested for running down swimmers;
--s buzzing dive buoys

battles between jet skiers and other user groups

jewel jewel-box (m) a - star cluster

jewel- bedecked (see jewel-bedecked)

crown jewel the building is the - of their empire

jewel-bedecked jewel-bedecked hands their

jewelry

jingle

job

jewelry counter
jewelry designer
jewelry store

silver mirrors at the --s
moved to London and became a
shoe shops, -s, and art galleries

jewelry, clothing or other personal items

gold jewelry her - glistened as she sat cross-legged

missing jewelry - from the victim (murder)

advertising jingle that absurd -

job applicant qualified --s who are disabled;
-5 and job offers

job application he filled out several -s;
you shouldn't lie on a

job-approval (m) (see job-approval)
job assignment I'm gonna give you your
job board online -s
job candidate --s post their resumes on the Internet;
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companies who check 's backgrounds
job creation a very vibrant discussion about
job cut employees were notified of the js
job description people whose is primarily service
job discrimination because of skin color is commonplace
job evaluation had been rated "excellent" in a
job experience lied about his
job fair attending js
job gossip swapping and gripes
job growth we continue to see strong ;

we are seeing rapid, buoyant
job hazard a major
job hopper employers are offering js 20% raises
job hunter --s are searching globally
job interview it was a bit like a
job market graduated into the worst in 20 years;

in a relatively slow-growing
job opportunity efforts underway to develop s for those
job offer keep a top hire who has another ;

showered with s and interview requests
job performance my was excellent
job positions lists of in their force structure
job pressure freedom from s
job prospects a generation saddled with bleak
job referral the community group offers s
job security anxiety about has eased a bit;

increased and satisfaction;
working days and nights with little

job-seeker 300,000 new s;
s and those who are already employed

job seeker (n) nearly three quarters of --s;
--s can negotiate

job site to and from s;
lumber delivered to a

job skills lack of s and social skills;
learning practical

job title his , his responsibilities, his salary

job hopping
job-hopping (m)
job listings

the growing popularity of
in today's economy
checked Web sites for ;
Web site ;
checked , read the want ads
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job training (see job training)

job-related (see job-related)

committee's job this is to advise...
con job a grifter's glee at s well executed
construction job he got a ;

injury and illness rates in --s
desk job riding the subway to a ;

reassigned him to a
director's job the is to help the actors...
donkey job it's a (working in a laundry)
dream job his secured, he is now...;

your man tanked the interview for his
entry-level job --s
entry level an
everyone's job it's to teach children how to read
factory job leaving farms to take s
government job pay from their ;

with comfortable --s
hospital job fired from her
management job plenty of competition for s
nose job face-lifts, liposuction
office job an downtown
paint job the building needed more than a
prison job he refused to perform --s
sales job I had to call it a
service job low-paying s
shit job I get all the --s
summer job --s at federal agencies
tomorrow's jobs today's idea about what will be

food-service job --s in high-school cafeterias

part-time job they better go get a

blue-collar job a
bottom-rung job she landed a there (TV station)
dead-end job characters with s
white-collar job a
minimum-wage job a

better-paying job a
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higher paying jobs the need for
low-paying job a

demanding job I have a very

editing job fresh from an with New York
manufacturing job better-paying s;

the city lost a fifth of its s
painting job a contractor to accomplish a major
selling job but they're gong to have to do a
teaching job got her first in 1968

skilled jobs competence for higher education and

brilliant job who did such a
corporate jobs my last two
current job his , as photo editor
great job the guys did a (soccer)
huge job being a mother is a
lucrative job js as lobbyists in Washington
new job he took me out to dinner to celebrate my
professional job we did a
steady job he hasn't held a since...
thorough job we did a

more-complex job larger and s

9-to-5 job clear-cut career paths, js

series of jobs he then drifted through a

on-the-job (see on-the-job)

competition for jobs plenty of
front-runners for the job there are two
need for (higher paying) jobs the

job-approval job-approval ratings

job-related job-related deaths

job training job training plan a

short-term job training -- for disadvantaged teenagers
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jock

jockey

jogging

need for job training

education and job training

computer jock
fighter jock

disc jockey

Hall of Fame jockey

jogging clothes
jogging suit

joint (together) joint account
joint statement
joint venture

joint (place)

joint (body)

joke

food joint
pizza joint

joint disease
joint dislocations
joint function
joint infection
joint inflammation
joint injuries
joint instability
joint motion
joint pain
joint stability
joint stiffness
joint pain

joint stiffening

ankle joint
elbow joint (m)
finger joint (m)

hips and other large joints

dumb joke

the

the they need to prosper

young s
he played the role of

he was a popular in Manchester

the (horse racing)

she was in
cheap Chinese-made s

he and his wife hold a
the by the four health organizations
at last count there were 240 s (Cuba)

the Mexican in town
dollar stores, s

degenerative
of the fingers and toes are common

test range of motion and
check for evidence of trauma,

of the hand
and limitation of hand function

loss of , joint instability, limitation of function
night sweats, weight loss, , numbness
assess

and decreased range of motion
memory problems and s

immobilization should be brief to prevent

rehabilitation to regain strength of
reduction (dislocated elbow)
dislocations

an assessment of the

spam, flame wars, s
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good joke

long-running joke

forwarded jokes

sexual jokes

butt of jokes

punch line to a joke

jolt caffeine jolt

journal

journalism

journalist

journalistic

journey

journal entry
journal-keeper

cancer-research journal

climbing journal

journalism student

journalism fellowship

business journalism

net-based journalism

Army journalist

tell him a

a

advertisements and other spam (e-mail)

ban offensive

he's bothered by being the

the

give you a

each kid is required to write a
she's been a for years

one of the world's leading s

in his articles for the s

a group of s

she had a at Stanford University

a lot of is mere market cheerleading

the Washington Post and

a five-month stint as an

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist

nationally known journalists

journalistic success

journey story

journey of a lifetime

air journey
life's journey
return journey

the

his acquaintances included s

years of on a grand scale

it's a

for Ahmed from Ghana it was a (Haj)

he made a record-breaking
my
on the from the South Pole
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jowled

joy

judge

judgment

ski journey

real-life journey

overland journey

never-ending journey

sacred journey
spiritual journey

thousand-mile journey

end of his journey

heavy-jowled

joystick

joys of (new) fatherhood

tears of joy

judge's ruling

divorce judge
immigration judge

presiding judge

Federal judge

lawyers and judges

three judge

judgment call
judgment day

on his across the Arctic ice

the book tells the story of her mother's from...

after lengthy s

growth and development are a

s to sacred places
it is the story of a

I complete a by train, bus and taxi

at the

(see heavy-jowled)

a video-game

the , domestic tranquility

their ;
shrieks of glee and

the didn't settle the case

a
she goes before an in May

the was African-American

a committed him to psychiatric care

the restaurant enjoys a brisk traffic of

(see three-judge)

a that went wrong
pray for their

judgement and punishment the fear of

snap judgment
teacher's judgment

average cops make s
based on the
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judicial

juggling

juice

juicy

bad judgment
better judgment

error of judgment
fear of judgement

judicial error
judicial process

judicial hanging

extrajudicial

juggling act

cranberry juice

juicy gossip
juicy information

July mid-July
late-July

Fourth of July

jump (parachute) jump team
jump wings

BASE jump
parachute jump

jump (other) jump suit
jumpsuit

jump-start (v)

jumper (sports) BASE jumper

jumpers (clothes) ankle-length jumpers

jumping jumping-off

naivete and
he cause me to act against my

I made an
the and punishment

mistakes in investigations and
anyone authorized by law to serve

s, suicidal hangings and spinal cord injury

(see extrajudicial)

trying to build a team is a hard (basketball)

he'd picked up six cases of at a sale

you hear some that...
in the hope of obtaining (journalists)

filed suit in
charge in

every year we throw a huge barbecue

the Golden Knight's two --s
a chance to earn German (parachuting)

a from El Capitan (in Yosemite)
attempt a world record from the edge of space

wearing a
clad in a yellow prison ;
an orange with short sleeves (prison)

his mandate: to supported housing...

s

(see jumping-off)
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turnstile jumping minor offenses, like (subway)

bungee jumping looked like a fad;
j, river rafting, canyoning

BASE jumping in Yosemite;
the National Park Service's ban on

jumping-off jumping-off point he used Heidegger as a

junction trail junction I arrived at the in early evening

June mid-June (see mid-June)
late-June charged in

jungle

junior

junk

jungle boots
jungle canopy
jungle climates
jungle foliage
jungle operations
jungle vegetation

the ventilation holes on
the thick a thousand feet below
explosive components deteriorate rapidly in
the smoke did not penetrate the
detailed information on (military)
terrain covered with dense

triple-canopy jungle a rescue hoist down through

surrounding jungle well-concealed emplacements in the

triple-canopied jungle

drug- and guerrilla-infested jungle in the

dense jungle they were surrounded by

junior varsity the versus the varsity (high-school sports)
junior year at the end of their (high school)

junior officer
junior officer (m)

junior high school

I ate with a group of s
the corps

junk food replace with fruits and vegetables
junk-food (m) a notorious slacker and junkie
junk-mail (m) a blocker
junkyard (see junkyard)
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junked

junkie

space junk

junked cars

a piece of orbiting ;
the long-term hazards of

the immigrants slept in

adrenaline junkie s who risk life and limb (sports)
game junkie a 16-year-old with a PlayStation 2
news junkies day traders, , and the Web

college basketball junkies and the NCAA tournament

junk-food junkie a notorious slacker and

junkyard junkyard the old newspaper press went to the
junk yard a of wrecked cars

junk yards and other potential pollution sources

juror

jury

fellow jurors I didn't know what my were thinking
fellow jurors Callahan and his
minority juror cities with a high concentration of s

holdout juror conversations with some of the s

fair-minded juror the most unprejudiced and

prospective juror he asks all --s during the voir dire

attention of jurors a prostitute gripped the

jury box
jury deliberations
jury member
jury pool

jury room
jury selection
jury-selection (m)
jury's verdict
jury's time

seats in the back row of the
discussed during
some --s
strike eccentric citizens from s;
--s are disproportionately female
when you go to the

for the trial began...
the phase
strong evidence supporting the
you do not waste the

jury-rigged (see jury-rigged)
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jury-rigged

just (fair)

just (other)

just-ended

just-finished

justice

just-in-time

just-published

juvenile

all-white jury

hung jury

hung-jury (m)

much-criticized jury

grand jury

jury-rigged classroom

unjust

just-ended
just-finished
just - published

he was convicted by an

13 per cent of trials ended in js;
a significant increase in js
the rate is increasing

the

(see grand jury)

a

(see unjust)

(see just-ended)
(see just- finished)
(see just-published)

just-in-time (see just-in-time)

just-ended encounter the

just-finished (presidential) election in the

miscarried justice a prize study in

criminal justice (m)
economic-justice (m)

course of justice
guarantee of justice
miscarriages of justice
obstruction of justice

the system
delivered his speech

charged with perverting the
the truth was no (miscarriage of justice)
how can such be accurately identified
a prominent attorney was convicted of

truth, justice and righteousness fighting for (politics)

just-in-time economy

just-published book

juvenile advocates
juvenile crime
juvenile delinquency (m)
juvenile detention

in a

a

are against harsher sentences
(see juvenile crime)
the seminal 1955 film
he faces five years in
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juvenile facility
juvenile offender
juvenile prisons
juvenile violence

juvenile arrest rates
juvenile detention center
juvenile sex offender

runaway juvenile

juvenile crime juvenile-crime bill

juvenile offender juvenile offender

juxta

juxtaposition

K

karaoke

karat

kayak

kayaking

keen-eyed

keeper

serving time in a for attempted murder
(see juvenile offender)
taking kids on field trips to
the perception that is out of control

are misleading
he did well when he was housed in s
four s in a mental health facility

one of the s turned himself in

a should crack down on gangs and guns

s in Maryland boot camps

juvenile-offender boot camp s
get-tough-on-juvenile-offenders (m) Michigan's law

juxtaposition (see juxtaposition)

juxtaposition of luxury and scarcity the was ever present

karaoke club
karaoke duet

twenty-four-karat

kayak building

sea kayak (v)

kayaking instructor
kayaking trip

keen-eyed man

bee-keeper
cattle-keeper

s, a beer bar and billiard room
laughing and singing s

(see twenty-four-karat)

a new book on

she was 'ing when a jet ski...

a with Endless Rivers Adventures
s in Canada's far north

a

farmers and 5
they are farmers and --s
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keeping

kennel

kept

goalkeeper ; the team's new ;
putting the ball into a net behind the

goat keeper even experienced s have questions...
groundskeeper a called an ambulance
housekeeper a
journal-keeper she's been a for years
peacekeeper 4,000 U.S. s;

the role of 50,000 s;
s arrive

peacekeeper (m) the issue
record keeper Peggy, a hospital j, and...
shopkeeper for s downtown
storekeeper a

lighthouse keeper so no more

data keeping was irregular
housekeeping set up in an apartment;

a manual about
housekeeping (m) he was slovenly in his habits
journal-keeping therapists ask patients to employ
number-keeping Records and
peacekeeping (see peacekeeping)
record-keeping (see record-keeping)

kennel club the held its annual dog show

best-kept (see best-kept)
well-kept (see well-kept)

kettle teakettle he designed a

key (object) key chain s, baseball caps, cheap plastic toys

key-type (see key-type)

keyless (see keyless)

key to a (two-bedroom) apartment the
key to a (storage) cabinet the
key to a room at the front desk, I was give a

car keys took out her ;
I grabbed the
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1.

house key s versus the key to a storage cabinet
latch-key (see latch-key)
room-key (m) her card was in his pocket

ring of keys she held a (prison)

lock and key information that used to be kept under

key (strokes) keyboard (see keyboard)
keypad (see keypad)

key (solve) answer key using s to correct students' responses

public-key (m) cryptography uses two algorithms
public key (m) has become known as cryptography

key (other) key advantage Vodaphone has s over the competition
key aides kill the terrorist bin Laden and his
key bridges , road intersections, and mountain passes (war)
key courses avoid crowding in
key decision when it comes to s
key detail it overlooked one
key difference he points out a between the men
key emotion empathy, the , emerges early
key evidence his dying declaration was the (murder case)
key fact the was that...
key factor communications is the
key figure he is the in the group
key meetings held privately by the rich counties
key message I think one of the s is...
keynote (m) the speech was given by...;

during his speech at a computer show
key objective the airfield would be a
key organizer Beck was a of the Seattle protests
key principle the in the court case-
key technique mastered the to create a nuclear bomb
key terrain the target may be , a farm, a ridgeline;

seize or hold and counterattack the enemy;
the high ground in desert terrain is usually

key test the will involve...(gene therapy)
key time their parents are home at s of the day
key witness police didn't interview s;

the for the prosecution
keyword searches based on typing in s (computer)
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keyboard

keyboard-based

keyed

keyless

keypad

key-type

khaki

khaki-clad

khaki-colored

kick

kickoff

kid

keyword (m)

key staging area

key finding

zero in by using a search (computer)

Peshawar served as the

a was lax security (prison escape)

key to his (business) strategy the
key to investing the is...

low-key (see low-key)

keyboard the mouse and the (computers);
the computer's and touchpad;
court reporters use a special

keyboard-based

keyboard-based version

low-keyed

keyless entry (m)

(see keyboard-based)

a

(see low-keyed)

Harvard issued cards for dorms

keypads of their mobile phones

key-type post office box

khaki-clad
khaki-colored

khaki-clad crowd

khaki-colored shirt

kickoff

kickoff

kids' drawing
kids' (Internet) activities
kid's magazine
kid's prank
kid stuff

punching madly on the (E-mail)

we issue two keys for 's (post office)

(see khaki-clad)
(see khaki-colored)

the

a

(see kickoff)

he fumbled away a (American football)

the wall decorated with his 's
set restrictions on their
s such as Polly Pigtails
it was a (anti-school web site)
his feats are
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kidnapping

kidney

city kid
college kids
foster kid
problem kid
stepkid

neighborhood kid

grade-school kid

computer-savvy kid

underage kids

single-parent kid

trend-setting kids

lead-poisoned kid

well-adjusted kid

we were --s who had been overexposed
90 percent of
the two s she raised
she did not have truly s
s are more apt to repeat a grade

the s loved the new water pistol;
s at play acting out scenes of violence

a--

--s are working, not going to college

selling sexually explicit and violent films to

stepchildren do as well as --s

disruptive behavior in s

he is a

12-, 13-, and 14-year-old kids

success of his kids he could exult in the

camp for kids selecting a summer

(see also children)

kidnapping gang a

kidnapping or assassination (m) a attempt by...

acquaintance kidnapping
family kidnapping
stranger kidnapping

kidney cancer
kidney failure

kidney stone

treatments for his
the condition can lead to liver or ;
he is dying of
the treatment of s;
shock waves to pulverize --s
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kidney-shaped

kilim-upholstered

kill

killed

killer

kidney transplant

kidney-selling

kidney-shaped

five months after undergoing a

is just another way to make a peso

(see kidney-shaped)

kidney-shaped (emesis) basin a supply of plastic s

kilim-upholstered armchair a

kill sack
kill zone

fish kill
thrill kill

K-Kill
M-Kill

difficult-to-kill

probability of kill

road-killed

killer bee
killer disease
killer dogs
killer floods
killer instinct
killer's movements
killer smogs
killer storm

bypassing may lead the force to the enemy's
don't leave tracks in the for an ambush;
in the ambush ;
as the enemy moves into the choke point or

(see fish kill)

24 years in jail for a 1997

(the weapon and / or crew is destroyed)
(the vehicle is disabled)

(see difficult-to-kill)

the is measured by. ..(minefields)

(see road-killed)

aggressive behavior and s
common s, including flu and TB
owners of -- have been imprisoned
hurricanes brought to the USA
the of the bees (Africanized honeybees)
an account of the that day (school massacre)

blanketing downtowns (1970s)

the 1926

killer of travelers auto accidents are the number one worldwide

bug killer
contract killer
painkiller

Dursban Pro was the most popular
working as a during his fugitive years
(see painkiller)

serial killer neighbors feared a might be on the loose
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killing

cold-blooded killer
environmental killer

identity of the killer
profile of the killer

killing spree

killing for sport

alleged killings

senseless killing
extrajudicial killings

aftermath of the killings

killing (kills) bug-killing
virus-killing

killing (for) contract killing
drug killings
mercy killing
revenge killing
vengeance killings

killing (method) drive-by killings
run-by killings
sneak-up killings

kiln

kilometer

kiln-dried

kilowatt

kin

kiln-dried

square kilometer

kiln-dried pine

kilowatt hour

50-kilowatt (m)

kinship

kinsman

he was a and leader (murder trial)
s include floods, lightning and tornadoes

the remained a mystery
he created a

a number of well-publicized s

eco-hunting versus

the of unarmed refugees (Korean War)

a drinking binge led to the
the military was involved in (South Africa)

in the immediate (Arabs / Israelis)

(see bug-killing)
(see virus-killing)

the possibility of a
(murder over illegal drugs)
a kind of ""
officials say it may have been a

(see kiln-dried)

(see square kilometer)

cost reduced to 2 1/2 cents a j;
2 'A cents a by 2002

windmills have small, turbines

(see kinship)

the grave of his long-dead
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surrogate kin extended families and

spiritual kin to Jim Bridger (a mountain man)

next of kin police were trying to reach the

kind (gentle) kindhearted (see kindhearted)

kind (type) kinds of activities those which generate high wages
kind of infection if this goes untreated
kinds of toys there are so many different

humankind

one-of-a-kind

different kinds
various kinds

(see humankind)

(see one-of-kind)

there are so many of toys
of biometric devices

kindness kindness and hospitality thanks so much for the you showed (rafting)

acts of kindness he showed love and compassion through many

kindergarten kindergarten teacher a

kindergarten-through-12th-grade what should accomplish;
the academy, a institution

kind-hearted kind-hearted young woman an ambitious and

kinetic kinetic-energy (see kinetic energy)

kinetic-energy kinetic-energy missile a hypervelocity,

king kingdom (see kingdom)
kingship (see kingship)

king of (online) content porn is

King of the Box Office Disney for 3rd Straight Year

King and Queen the Swedish led the Nobel laureates
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kingdom

kingship

kinship

kiss

kissing

kit

kitchen

home run king (m)

Swedish King

kingdom of Hawaii

Mark McGwire (baseball)

the and Queen led the Nobel laureates

the was overthrown in 1893

the power of his kingship attempting to use

kinship

goodnight kiss

French kiss

highly publicized kiss

hugs and kisses

kissing technique

detector kit

field kit
rape kit
repair kit
tool kit

first-aid kit

home-pregnancy kit

home-testing kit

medical kit

kitchen accident
kitchen appliance
kitchen cabinet
kitchen chair
kitchen counter
kitchen door
kitchen gadget
kitchen garden
kitchen phone

he felt an immediate with the painter

I visited him just for a but...

the is the most intimate, sensual and exciting

create closeness and intimacy

how do I get him to improve his

automatic alarms, s (chemical and biowarfare);
the M256 chemical agent (military)
a camouflaged military
cotton-swab sticks from the ""
s for plugging holes in the space shuttle
had with him a

food, water, a

bought a

HIV s now on the market

defibrillators and advanced js on planes

claims that they died in a (India)
flying-saucer-shaped js
new ss
dirty dishes in the sink and on the
knock at the
designing s and utensils
ornamental --s (potagers fleuris)
the rang repeatedly
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kitchen renovation a typical
kitchen scale a is essential for home canning
kitchen staff she shook hands with the
kitchen table siting around somebody's
kitchen towel place on a clean
kitchenware bottled water, j, tinned goods
kitchen window she watched from the

kitchen makeover a typical

restaurant kitchen roach-infested s
soup kitchen veterans at shelters and s

working kitchen meals are prepared in the club's full

kite kiteboard (see kiteboard)

kiteboarding (see kiteboarding)

kiteboard kiteboard everything from Hobie Cats to sea kayaks to s

kiteboarding kiteboarding kiteboarding and snowkiting

knee knee ailment he has overcome the js that plagued him
kneeboard (see kneeboard)
kneecaps they measure everything, even your
knee injury after he suffered a career-ending
knee-jerk (see knee-jerk)
knee-length (see knee-length)
knee pad elbow pads, s, and a helmet;

she strapped on her s (skateboarding)
knee pain patients with chronic hip or
knee surgery he had a hip replacement and two s

knee-deep (see knee-deep)
knee-high (see knee-high)

banged-up knee a

kneeboard kneeboard water-skis, js, wakeboards and ski tubes

kneed weak-kneed (see weak-kneed)

knee-deep knee-deep water in
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knee-high

knee-jerk

knee-length

knife

knee-high boots
knee-high grass

knee-jerk reaction

knee-length robes

knife edge
knife-fighter
knife handle
knifepoint
knife wounds

knife-wielding

knife and other evidence

commando knife
jackknife
pocket knife
penknife
steak knife

carving knife
hunting knife
paring knife

knife-wielding knife-wielding intruder
knife-wielding thug

knight Black Knights
white knight

knit close-knit
tight-knit

knock

knocking

closely knit

knockdown
knockout

door knocking

cows graze in the

s to the shootings (calls for gun control);
the has been to...

lifted the fangs out of my skin with a
a showman with a 's instinct
s (carved from mammoth ivory)
took her away at ; the kidnapping at
the victim had died from three

(see knife-wielding)

the went to the lab

an eight-inch
the was one tool all men carried
opened cans with his
a , and a pair of goggles
a

a
a big
use a with a sharp tip to cut away...

sought shelter from s
attacked by s in Jamaica

the Robbinsville (high-school football team)
they needed a to save the hospital

(see close-knit)
(see tight-knit)

(see closely knit)

one genuine
(see knockout)

parades, leaflet drops and (elections)
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knockout

knotted

know

know-how

knowledge

knockout

knockout ratio

one-punch knockout

hand-knotted

know-how

right to know

get-to-know-you

old-fashioned know-how

technical know-how

I ended up getting the

Mosley's exceptional (boxing)

it was not a

(see hand-knotted)

(see know-how)

(see right to know)

(see get-to-know-you)

and new-fashioned values

management skills, and

talent, know-how and drive

knowledge-seeking history is full of withdrawals from

knowledge-based (see knowledge-based)

knowledge of the crime someone with first-hand
knowledge of (cellular-level) functions
knowledge of (world) markets
knowledge of the route the driver's , speed (military convoys)
knowledge of (homicide-investigation) techniques a working

knowledge of (computer) programming his considerable

book knowledge
expert knowledge
insider knowledge
public knowledge

self-knowledge

background knowledge
football knowledge

firsthand knowledge

j, wisdom and experience
they both had
his of the entertainment industry
if it became that...

(see self-knowledge)

reliant on kids'
if you want to test my

gain
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first-hand knowledge had no ;
someone with of the crime

working knowledge she has a of investigation techniques

shared knowledge our major source of

one's knowledge personal info sold without or consent

collective knowledge the that's passed on...
common knowledge it was among the crew that...
considerable knowledge his of computer programming
encyclopedic knowledge his deep, virtually of...
full knowledge he made the decision with that...(combat)

body of knowledge
depth of his knowledge
pursuit of knowledge

Catholics and a new (science)
they came away impressed with the
men swear off women in the

experience and knowledge his ' of government (a politician)

knowledgeable knowledgeable observer similar positions advanced by other --s

knowledge-based knowledge-based economy a economy

known known cave the second-deepest
known cure there is no for Ebola (Ebola virus)
known gang Tucson's seventy-five s
known passage an unmapped section of a (caving)

knuckle

known minefields maps of the country, and locations of
known sex offender publish the names of all --s

unknown (see unknown)

best-known (see best known)
better-known (see better-known)
lesser-known (se lesser-known)
little-known (see little-known)
nationally known (see nationally known)
well-known (see well-known)

bare-knuckle (see bare-knuckle)
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Korean Korean War

Korean-American

Korean-owned

Korean-American Korean-American

(see Korean War)

(see Korean-American)

(see Korean-owned)

a born in Chicago

Korean-owned Korean-owned grocery a

Korean War

L

L

Korean War veterans the personal experiences of s

early days of the Korean War in the

L-shaped (see L-shaped)

lab laboratory animal rats, mice and birds make up 95% of s
(also laboratory) laboratory beaker plastic s

lab coat a white
lab contaminant tests to prove if the virus was a
laboratory contamination chances of ;

false positives resulting from
fabricated or expert testimony
the reproductive systems of
scientists e-mailing back and forth
University of Virginia s and others
a with ominous results;
a nurse drew her blood for routine --s

laboratory virus 100 researchers using --s

lab evidence
lab mice
lab results
laboratory scientist
lab test

laboratory's control sample each ' tested negative

laboratory-grown

cocaine laboratory
computer laboratory
computer lab
crime lab
drug lab

(see lab-grown)

the discovery of a in Darien
the art room was turned into a
spent the first hour in a (English class)
tested at a military ; the FBI
rebels guard coca fields and --s
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label

labeling

lab-grown

labor (birth)

labor (work)

weapons lab
sleep lab

multi-laboratory

outside laboratory

dissenting lab
participating lab

forensic laboratory

label claims

music label
record label

warning label

warning-label (m)

barcoded label

adhesive-backed label

stick-on label

labeling criteria

noise labeling
nutritional labeling

laboratory-grown virus

labor pain

labor camp
labor costs

Labor Day
labor dispute
labor force
labor inspector

scientists from federal s
wired up in the

(see multi-laboratory)

poor techniques by the s

without the approval of the s
scientists at some of the --s

not detectable in a normal (drug)

exotic supplements with misleading

TVT Records, an independent
in his decades running a (Arista)

js on cigarette packs and liquor bottles;
the call for s on credit cards
a system using a secret code

a that is scanned electronically (post office);
a for every package (post office)

an

a in Spanish

the act set and provided penalties

institute , starting with lawn mowers
influences customers (food)

wild and js

in some kinds of clinical pain, such as

the most notorious of the early --s
countries with rock-bottom ;
countries where are cheaper
(see Labor Day)
there are many --s going on
people who used to be outside the
a warning from s
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laboratory

labor law

labor leader
labor market
labor movement
labor organizations
labor pool
labor practices
labor productivity
labor shortage
labor statistics
labor strife
labor strike
labor trouble
labor union

labor union (m)
labor unrest
labor violence
labor war

labor-saving

labor of love

enact humane s and enforce them;
a specified workers' rights
the nation's top economists, s...
jobs and s
the American
get a lot of support from
the shrinking will slow growth
stop any exploitative
maintaining
headlines about a
according to
the recent history of
a could stop fuel deliveries
recent s
s and environmentalists;
students, churches, s

activists argue that...
unemployment and
race riots, draft riots,
a over union representation

(see labor-saving)

this film was a

labor for (gigantic) public-works projects the use of prison

child labor
migrant labor
prison labor

slave-labor (m)
wage-labor (m)

backbreaking labor
bone-breaking labor

skilled labor

use of (prison) labor

capacity for labor

(see lab)

(see child labor)
cheap , income inequality, inflation
limiting ;
the use of for public-works projects
survivors of the Nazi camps
an exploitative relationship

a coal miner's capacity for
in Siberia

hampered by a lack of

the for gigantic public-works projects

a
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Labor Day

labored

laborer

labor-saving

lace

laceration

lace-trimmed

laced

lack

Labor Day

labored breathing

child laborer
day laborer

forced laborer

labor-saving device
labor-saving innovation

lace-trimmed

superficial lacerations

lace-trimmed underwear

that week after

and tachypnea

s toil in field and factory
Hillsman was a and a bear poacher;
worked as a j, in the marble quarries

taken to Japan as s

modern-day, ss
(see lace-trimmed)

cyanide-laced
drug-laced
LSD-laced
obscenity-laced
plutonium-laced

lack of action
lack of attention

lack of confidence
lack of control
lack of cooperation
lack of enthusiasm
lack of evidence
lack of experience
lack of fluoride
lack of focus
lack of (skilled) labor
lack of opportunity
lack of (race) prejudice
lack of regulation
lack of response
lack of (job) skills
lack of sleep

(see cyanide-laced)
(see drug-laced)
(see LSD-laced)
(see obscenity-laced)
(see plutonium-laced)

buck passing to excuse their (pollution)
to detail (personal appearance);

he will suffer from the (ex-politician)
in the United Nations

sent to the minor leagues because of his
he has behaved with an overall (firing)
his own for the projects slowed them down
prosecutors dropped charges, citing a
a loss many attributed to his (boxing)

in bottled water
his mother, worried about his
hampered by a
isolation and (Appalachia)
the relative in Cuba
the supplements industry and
if there is a to antibiotics, check for parasites

and social skills
compounded by the
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lacrosse

laden

ladder

lady

lag

lagging

lagoon

laid

lack of urgency
lack of (family) values

lack of rainfall
lack of sunlight

its monopoly status accounts for its

the during past growing seasons
he is ashen from (prison)

lack of (a proper) learning environment despite his

lack of (affordable) housing a is an issue...

chronic lack
relative lack

lacrosse team

cholesterol-laden
emotion-laden
hype-laden
myth-laden
taboo laden

career ladder
fish ladder
income ladder

beauty-pageant ladder
fire-engine ladder

lady friend

Ladies and Gentlemen

jet lag

lagging students

hog-waste lagoon

laid-back

hand-laid
surface-laid

the of...
the of race prejudice in Cuba

I was a starting player on the varsity

(see cholesterol-laden)
(see emotion-laden)
(see hype-laden)
(see myth-laden)
(see taboo laden)

moving up the (military)
the dam had a
for her and others up and down the

she began to move up the
the extended...

one of his s at the breakfast table

, the attorneys and I...(judge at trail)

trudging in a trance of from the Uffizi;
burdened by , fatigue, general stress

summer classes for

North Carolina's 4,000 s

(see laid-back)

(see hand-laid)
(see surface-laid)
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best-laid (see best-laid)

laid-back laid-back He's
laid back Seagal ain't

lake

laid-back attitude
laid-back man

a careless
a

lake bed a dry ; old s
lakefront residents cram the for summer concerts
lake's (silt) problem are studying the
lakeside (m) Trona, a town
lake surface a cooling down in the autumn

lake-fed (see lake-fed)

lake-and-stream (see lake-and-stream)

once-pristine lake waste empties into s and rivers

silted lake the s lie in the watershed...

man-made lake s suffer man-made problems
manmade lake a few of the county's

25-acre lake a

rivers, lakes, streams, or other bodies of water

lake-and-stream lake-and-stream country I was fishing in

lake-fed lake-fed Rifle River the

lamb lamb stew ordered

lame lame excuse she refused to listen to my s

lamp lamppost under a

head lamp an electric or carbide j;
directs the glow of her (caving)

headlamp signature --s and tail lamps
street lamp black ribbons still wrap s
tail lamp signature headlamps and s
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land land acquisition
land animal
land base
land boom
land border
land bridge

land degradation

land-development (m)
land dispute
landfall
landfill

land grab
land-grabbers
land-grant (m)
landmark
landmass
land mine
landowner
land plan
land purchase
land records
Land Rover
Land-Rover (m)
landscape
landscaper
landslide
land-speed
land-use

landward

landscaping

land-based
landlocked
landscaped

lands of their ancestors
land of the dragon

the state has budgeted $20 million for
the largest
the on which Venice is built
led to a in Tucson
illegal goods entering over this with Turkey
an Ice Age ;
between the Caspian and Black Sea is a ;
the Isthmus of Panama is also a
human-induced ;
more deforestation and
a company
the most contentious in the area
made in the New World
waste dumped into a ;
ends up in s or incinerators
joined in the (Cuba)
a victory over the
America's public universities
(see landmark)
one-sixth of the world's (Russia)
(see land mine)
(see landowner)
Fairfax County's
county funding for Ps
, taxation documents
drove a
a 13 -hour ride
(see landscape)
(see landscaper)
(see landslide)
(see land-speed)
(see land-use)

(see landward)

(see landscaping)

(see land-based)
(see landlocked)
(see landscaped)

they were forced to leave the (Nez Perce)
China is called the
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land-for-peace
land for a reservation

ancestors' land
coffee land
cropland
desert land
farm lands
farmland

forest land
forestland
gangland
grasslands

heartland
hinterland
homeland
mainland
marshland

parkland
pastureland
ranchland
range land
rangeland
shrublands
state land
swampland
wasteland
woodland
wetlands

inland
midland
overland
upland

no man's land

(see land-for-peace)
the tribe can seek (American Indians)

they should respect our
40 percent of all
has only enough
federal acquisition of 14,000 acres of
the flat, sandy
bulldozers turn into subdivisions;
a piece of is a thing of beauty;
the most productive in the world;
return 5 million acres of to wetlands
five percent of current
the project destroyed 15,000 acres of
(see gangland)
in the section on ;

and shrublands;
the products of forests, , and fisheries
in China's industrial ; it was the
a neglected, poverty-stricken
(see homeland)
(see mainland)
s and woods;
the vast beyond the River Oredezh
turn 2,500 acres into
there is still plenty of
animals winter on private s
northern Nevada
these s have improved
grasslands and
s outside the plant
the vast White Nile
an industrial (Manchester)
(see woodland)
declines in habitats such as ;
return 5 million acres of farmland to

(see inland)
(see midland)
(see overland)
(see upland)

(see no man's land)
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land-based

land-for-peace

landing

grazing land

affected land
grazed land
irrigated land
promised land
secluded land

undeveloped land
ungrazed land
uninhabited land

monastery-dotted land

citrus groves and

claims it has cleaned up most of the
she compares land with ungrazed land
much of the world's food comes from
he sets off to find the
owns the where the body was found

preserve vast stretches of
she compares grazed land with
the settlers swept across this

a beautiful, (Montenegro)

diet- and exercise-crazed landAmerica, a

dry land
Holy Land
holy land

'productive land
swampy land
tribal land

plot of land
stretch of land

permits for the land

land-based launchers
land-based missiles

the rhythms of the sea versus
travel through the
this land is considered to be (Muslims);
a holy war for (Muslims)
United Fruit owned most of the
the city was founded on low,
the Yakimas forbid alcohol sales on

staked a claim to a fifty-acre
this has been so fought over

owns grazing by the streams

land-based storage sites

land-for-peace negotiations

landing approach
landing attempt
landing craft
landing gear

landing pad
landing strip

made an unsuccessful
circled for another (aircraft)
stepped off a
wires for the ;
caused the spy plane's to collapse
we were whisked off the (helicopter)
the lights are off on the carrier's
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landlocked

landing zone our was in a mile-high meadow;
emplacing mines at --s (LZs), drop zones (DZs)

moon landing
precision landings
step landing

the Apollo
the Army parachutists perform
ghats, or --s, on the riverbank

stairway landing a pool of blood on the

middle-of-the-night landing a rare (space shuttle)

landlocked , it would be...

landmark (place) landmark most major --s...

landmark (record)

land mine

landmarks commission the voted unanimously to...
landmarks hearing an argument at the --s
landmarks-preservation (m) protected by the city's law

landmark climb a number of s in the Alps

land mine
landmine

land mine ban
landmine crisis
land-mine expert
land mine explosion
land mine injuries
landmine survivor
landmine treaty (m)
land mine victim

killed or maimed by a

sign and ratify the
the and the export of mines
a
a

are associated with amputations
provide assistance to --s
the campaign (to ban land mines)
5

land mines and booby traps sweeps through houses looking for

unexploded land mine 60 million --s lie in the ground

production of land mines
procurement of land mines
sale of land mines
transfer of land mines
use of land mines

elimination of landmines

the
the
the
the
the

committed to the
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landowner

landowner-hunter

landscape

landscaped

landscaper

landscaping

landslide

landslide-prone

land-speed

land-use

landward

(see also mine, UXO)

landowner-hunter (see landowner-hunter)

landowner-hunter relations

landscape

landscape photograph
landscape photographer

desert landscape
sport landscape

barren landscape
economic landscape
educational landscape
magnificent landscape
religious landscape
social landscape
technological landscape

landscaped park

landscaper

landscaping business

landslide

landslide-prone

flooding and landslides

landslide-prone slope

land-speed record

land-use review
land-use restrictions

landward

aren't always good

the has changed;
as part of the

a
a

storms constantly alter the

in this seemingly
changes in the
positive changes across the American
the park's
part of the
the

adapted to the new

a lovely

offered his services as a

I have a

there was a -- ahead; heavy rains and s

(see landslide-prone)

have killed six

fault-ridden, s

set a for transmitting data on the Internet

he looks
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lane

language

lane change
lane locations
lane path
lane signature

bicycle lane
bike lane
fire lane
left lane
inspection lane
lovers' lane
lovers' lanes
memory lane
merge lane
right lane
sea lane

set off the accident with an improper
the unit marks the minefield and
markers define through the obstacle (military)
increase the to aid passage of larger forces

s on city streets
transportation plans include more s
a car parked illegally in the
the is called the "hammer lane"
cars waited in s (at the border)
sitting in a car on a popular
he attacked couples parked in
a walk down
the tangle of ramps and s
the is called the "granny"
patrolling the s

multi-lane (see multi-lane)

Thru Lane No Stopping Anytime (airport sign)

breakdown lane I tried to stop in the
eastbound lane the s of Route 50
northbound lane the s of the Ritchie Highway

car-pool lane s
bowling lane he's pretty crafty on the --s

unlit lane shot as they sat in a parked car on an

four lanes that highway has

one-lane (see one-lane)
two-lane (see two-lane)
four-lane (see four-lane)
eight-lane (see eight-lane)

language barrier removing the to an equal education;
despite the , we became friends

language bill any -- will face tough odds
language difference our traditional tolerance of s;

isolated by s and national boundaries
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language group

language history
language issue
language problem
language skills

language tolerance
language usage

body language

computer language
native language
native-language (m)

sign language

off -color language

Afrikaans-language
Albanian-language
Chinese language
English language
French-language
Spanish-language
Vietnamese-language

blunt language
crude language
different languages
everyday language
foreign language
foul language
obscene language
official language
strong language
tonal language
tribal language
whole language

each elects a representative;
voters of selected s
Hebrew is unique in the annals of
the is a big problem (for cops)
there is a
the work visa and the ;
children often lack to express grief
Switzerland and
governments' attempts to change

Cole's is priceless;
the worst sort of to show a gorilla
Java, a created by Sun Microsystems
the s of tribal people
a solid foundation in literacy;
controversy over education
seventh graders learned

any man who dares to use

(see Afrikaans-language)
(see Albanian-language)
(see Chinese language)
(see English language)
(see French-language)
(see Spanish-language)
(see Vietnamese-language)

saying things about the government in
violence, sexual situations, (TV)
all (of the tribes) speak
the of south Texas is Spanish
(see foreign language)
he tolerates no (college coach)
so-called and freedom of speech
make English the of the United States
the use of that may be offensive (film)
one third of the world speaks a
he didn't speak his own
"" reading instruction
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lap (body) laptop (see laptop)

mother's lap buries her face in her

lap (circuit) practice lap killed in a crash on a (motor sports)
victory lap the players took a (Olympics)

25-lap (m) after 24 laps of the race

fifth lap his car broke apart along a wall on the

laptop laptop Apple's clam-shaped
laptop (m) my computer

lapse

large

management lapses
memory lapse
security lapse
time lapse

spare parts shortages and
he suffered s (after concussion)
--s, reports of abuse and other problems
the between injury and hospitalization

large-bore (see large-bore)
large buyers with taking a wait-and-see attitude
large crowds US citizens should avoid and demonstrations
large-format (see large-format)
large numbers of 25-to 59-year-old males
large-scale (see large-scale)
large-screen (see large-screen)
large soda found a snack bar, ordered a

at-large (see at-large)

large-bore large-bore needle insert a through the throat

large-format large-format compilation a

large-format newspaper a

larger larger-than-life (see larger than life)

larger-than-expected (see larger-than-expected)

ever-larger (see ever-larger)

larger-than-expected
larger-than-expected loss post a loss in the fourth quarter
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larger than life

large-scale

large-screen

largest

larger-than-life character
larger-than-life clientele
larger-than-life personality
larger-than-life vision

large-scale disaster
large-scale map
large-scale model
large-scale production

large-screen TV

largest-selling

largest-circulation

second-largest
third-largest
fourth-largest
sixth-largest
seventh largest
eighth largest

5
the
the President's
their of him

a
plot the perimeter location on a map (military)
25 s of his inventions

of dangerous drugs (warfare)

cozy lounge chairs and a ;
watched the

Monopoly is the .

(see largest-circulation)

(see second-largest)
(see third-largest)
(see fourth-largest)
(see sixth-largest)
(see seventh-largest)
(see eighth largest)

largest-circulation largest-circulation publication the

laser

laser-guided

largest-circulation daily newspaper

laser-jet
laser-light (m)
laser printer
laser surgery

laser weapon

laser range finder

laser-guided

laser-guided bomb
laser-guided missile
laser-guided munitions

Japan's

(see laser-jet)
a pointer
a fancy
come to think of war as ;
getting contacts or having on his eyes
s require huge bursts of electricity

the OICW features a

(see laser-guided)

clouds can render s useless
laser-guided precision Hellfire missiles
fighter-bombers shoot at dummy air bases
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laser-jet laser-jet printer a

lash backlash (see backlash)

lashed gale-lashed (see gale-lashed)

last last breath watching their (execution by lethal injection)
last chance this was their to get away
last contact the with the flight came at... (plane crash)
last-ditch (see last-ditch)
last eruption its in 1937 led to the deaths...(volcano)
last hurrah WW II veterans gathered for a (memorial)
last minute (see last minute)
last name his three sons had changed their s from Gay...
last opportunity I had one to discuss it with him (hiring policy)
last place the they expected to see him was...
last resort he advocates spanking only as a
last rites he administered to the dying (military)
last second (see last second)
last stand a heroic (battle)
last straw the came when... (coach who gave up)
last thing that was the I wanted to do (disappoint them)
last time you and he are together for the (execution)
last trimester entering the of pregnancy
last week's (see last week's)
last wish her was to die at home
last word the pilot's s were...(plane crash);

his on the subject;
do you have any s (execution)

last year's (see last year's)

last-ditch

lasting

last-ditch appeals
last-ditch effort

lasting effect

lasting impression
lasting marriage
lasting recovery
lasting relationship

the U.S. Supreme Court turned down
a to stop it failed (new law)

people recover quickly without s;
could have a on a child's life
leaving no
s, clear-cut career paths
could improve the odds of a
incapable of establishing any

long-lasting (see long-lasting)
longer-lasting (see longer-lasting)
longest-lasting (see longest-lasting)
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last minute last minute hoping that at the he would relent;
putting off holiday shopping until the very

last second

last-minute change a
last-minute customer s
last-minute effort a
last-minute plans you made for you and your guy
last-minute intervention baring some
last-minute invitation a

last-minute fine tuning s
last second a dramatic video showed the plane's s (crash);

I was able to save myself in the (fire in tunnel)

last-second pass a (sports)

last week's last week's events -- were particularly depressing

last year's last year's hot stock offering one of s was...

latch latch-key (see latch-key)

latch-key latch-key child a

late late-autumn (see late-autumn)
late-century (see late-century)
latecomer (see latecomer)
late-harvest (see late-harvest)
late-model (see late-model)
late-morning (see late-morning)
late-night (see late-night)
late-October (see late-October)
late payment (see late payment)
late-round (see late-round)
late-season (see late-season)
late-show (see late-show)
late-spring (see late-spring)
late-summer (see late-summer)
late-term (see late-term)
late-winter (see late-winter)
late-year (see late-year)
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late-afternoon

late-adolescent-age

late-middle-aged

late-midlife
late-onset

late-20th-century
late-twentieth-century
late-nineteenth-century

(see late-afternoon)

(see late-adolescent-age)

(see late-middle-aged)

(see late-midlife)
(see late-onset)

(see late-twentieth-century)
(see late-twentieth-century)
(see late-nineteenth-century)

late nineteen-twenties (see late nineteen-twenties)

late-appearing
late-breaking
late-ripening

(see late-appearing)
(see late-breaking)
(see late-ripening)

late-fall-to-early-winter (see late-fall-to-early-winter)

late-adolescent-age
late-adolescent-age learner s

late-afternoon late-afternoon fire a

late-appearing late-appearing walk-on a

late-autumn late autumn light
late-autumn sky

late-breaking

late-century

latecomer

late-breaking

late-century boom town

latecomer

the
crops growing beneath the

make room for pieces more

a

one of the s

late-fall-to-early-winter
late-fall-to-early-winter courtship season the

late-harvest late-harvest grapes wines made with

late-middle-aged late-middle-aged king a
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late-midlife late-midlife comeback a as a cabaret performer

late-model late-model car a

late-morning late-morning snack a

latency 10-to-30-year latency hepatitis C has a

late-night late-night destination curry restaurants are a popular
late-night negotiations after bitter,
late-night trip a

late-night comedy monologues
late-night television jokes

late-night snacking low-fat meals and no

late-nineteenth-century
late-nineteenth-century building a

late nineteen-twenties
late nineteen-twenties in the

late-October late-October day on a day (basketball)

late-onset late-onset Alzheimer's disease patients with

late payment late payment fee there is a $25

late-ripening late-ripening berries cherries and

late-round late-round rally a sizzling, (basketball)

late-season late-season dealings secret (basketball)

late-show late-show movie TV 's

late-spring late-spring appearance the pitcher's s
late-spring moment at just the right
late-spring morning on a

latest latest accident the (involving nuclear weapons)
latest (natural) disaster the to hit Japan (flooding)
latest (faculty) discoveries touting the
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latest model

late-summer

late-term

latest dispute
latest lead
latest model
latest (get-tough) move
latest project
latest (makeup) trend

the in New York's theater scene
pursuing the in the case (murder)
(see latest model)
in the
in this, his
experiment with the js

latest information technology have the
latest news release the

latest model used car

late-summer moment
late-summer morning
late-summer storm

the s

this
a
a

late-term abortion a type of

late-twentieth-century
late-20th-century America
late-twentieth-century America
late-twentieth-century versiona

late-20th-century adult reader

late-winter late-winter morning

latex

late-winter trade

latex condom
latex gloves

latex examination gloves

late-year late-year activity

Latin Latin alphabet
Latin letters

Latin alphabet Latin alphabet

Latin-alphabet textbooks

on a

in

the startling (sports)

use only water-based lubricants with js
a box of on the counter;
we all put on (correction officers)

(on box)

a flurry of

(see Latin alphabet)
the writing on paper money is in

the we inherited from the Romans;
the used in the West

Latin-alphabet typewriters and
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latitude

latitude-longitude

latter

latter-day

laugh

laughter

launch

launched

Latin-alphabet typewriter

variant of the Latin alphabet

latitude-longitude

northern-latitude

s and Latin-alphabet textbooks

Turkey's

(see latitude-longitude)

(see northern-latitude)

latitude-longitude readings GPS receivers provide

latter-day

latter-day artist

latter-day gold rush

latter-day Walter Mitty

buck-toothed laugh

ready-to-laugh

hysterical laughter

launch attempt
launch date
launch fever
launchpad

launch party
launch vehicle

boat launch
missile launch
product launch
space launch
test launch

post-launch

space shuttle launch

air-launched
ground-launched

(see latter-day)

s
a

a

a

(see ready-to-laugh)

she broke out into

NASA called off tonight's
NASA's projected of 2020
one thing we have to guard against is
a pulpit, a ;
our is a rounded outcropping (hang gliding)
the best ever (Internet public offering)
the development of a reusable

an RV parked near the
the base monitored s
the event was more fashion show than
46 more planned s
another is expected (antimissile system)

(see post-launch)

in honor of the 100th

(see air-launched)
(see ground-launched)
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launcher

launching

sea-launched
surface-launched
tube-launched
weapon-launched

armored vehicle-launched

newly launched
recently launched

launcher platform
launcher rack

grenade launcher

Patriot launcher
rocket launcher

(see sea-launched)
(see surface-launched)
(see tube-launched)
(see weapon-launched)

(see armored vehicle-launched)

(see newly launched)
(see recently launched)

the for 40 (land) mine canisters (military)
the is a carrier and platform (land mines)

a rocket-propelled j;
loaded rifles and pistols and s;
a smoke round from a (signal);
s with illuminating rounds
an Avenger fire unit or (AMD ops)
a costs $1,000 at the arms market;
a , hand grenades, rifles, handguns

transporter erector launchers difficult-to-detect (TELs) (missiles)

theater missile (TM) launchers enemy air bases and

air and missile defense (AMD) launcher reloading s

land-based launcher

highly mobile launcher

launching accident
launching date
launching director
launching mishaps
launching pad

launching point
launching policy
launching preparations
launching schedules
launching system
launching team

s
s (multiple-launch rocket system (MLRS))

loss of this module in a (space station)
but the could change (space shuttle)
the , Dave King (space shuttle)
two Proton rockets were destroyed in
Hawaii seemed the likely for gay marriage;
the space shuttle Atlantis is on the
the space station will be a farther destinations

was changed (after Challenger accident)
could fall behind (space shuttle)

look at the and decide...(space station)
NASA decided to go for a reusable
at the Florida spaceport, she lauded the
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laundering

laundry

lava

lavalike

lava-orange

lavishly

lavishly carved

lavishly publicized

law

launching aircraft

launching and recovery

launching of the shuttle
launching of Zvezda

dawn launching
test-launching

planned launching

successful launching

money laundering

laundry list
laundry service

coin-operated laundry

lava chamber

lavalike

lava-orange

lavalike expulsions

lava-orange

lavishly carved
lavishly publicized

lavishly carved throne

the will probably be far off (missiles)

of boats (boating access area at park)

space station assembly resumes with Atlantis
the (space-station mission)

the shuttle lifted off in a spectacular
ready to follow up its of a missile

call off the of the space shuttle Discovery

a of Zvezda (space-station mission)

(see money laundering)

a of unacceptable behaviors
the

at a near her home

eruptions emptied the

(see lavalike)

(see lava-orange)

the and torrents

the gray clouds lit up

(see lavishly carved)
(see lavishly publicized)

a

lavishly publicized luncheon a

lawbreaker
law's constitutionality
law degree
law enforcement
law firm
lawmaker

racists and s
concerns about the (Internet porn)
held a ; go back to school for a
(see law enforcement)
an outside ; a big in Tampa
referred s; to lobby s
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law partner a former of...
law practice developing its own Native American
law's requirements confusion about the
law school (see law school)
law student indigents defended by s
lawsuit (see lawsuit)

lawful (see lawful)
lawless (see lawless)

law-abiding (see law-abiding)

laws for gun control

law of gravity
law of physics

the

law of supply and demand the implacability of the

law and order
law or rule

case law
coin law
contract law
criminal law
dog law
drug law
election law
immigration law
labor law

leash law
marijuana law
military law
patent law
property law
rape law

rape-law (m)
state law
weapons law

(see law and order)
is there any that says that people cannot...

referencing specific on the topic
the 1995
constitutional law, personal injury law,
constitutional law, property law,
New York's dog shelters, dog runs, s
the nation's 's
his proposed change in Hong Kong's
criminal defense lawyers and
enact humane 's and enforce them;
a specified workers' rights
be sure you know the local 5
the nation's --s

defines indecent acts as...
software developers and
constitutional law, contract law,
critics of existing s;
's have moved far since the days...;
s offer no help in these situations;
some supporters of reform

requires that warning signs be placed
right-to-carry s
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death penalty law
hate crime law
product liability law
seat belt law

cases tried under the new --s
we do have federal --s

with regard to vaccines

landmarks-preservation law protected by the city's
workplace safety law most federal s

grandparent-visitation laws in 49 other states

assisted-suicide law an

clean-air law power companies that violate --s
intellectual-property law an expert on
personal-injury law concentrate his practice on
sexual-harassment law --s extend protection
sexual-predator law six states have --s

outlaw

anti-drug laws

existing law
speeding laws
zoning law

(see outlaw)

tough

within the framework of
states use aircraft to enforce --
changes in city s;
a Massachusetts

money-laundering law tougher --s

teenage driving law Maryland strengthened its

vigorously enforced laws

common-law (m) her husband
constitutional law , personal injury law
federal law prohibits discussion of intelligence
new law maybe we ought to pass a and lock up...
strict (new gun-control) laws

freedom-of-information law government agencies abide by the
protection-of-privacy law freedom-of-information and --s

body of law a to deal with cyberspace
provision of the law a little-known
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rule of law his challenge to the ;
his failure to uphold the ;
a nation built on the (USA)

respect for law Americans' and the Constitution

get-tough-on-juvenile-offenders law Michigan's

law-abiding law-abiding citizen every decent, ;
the government can't protect its s

law and order

law-abiding people
law-abiding students

law and order those who have to keep and maintain

law-and-order Bavaria in
law-and-order politician a

law enforcement law enforcement a career in j;
the machinery of

law-enforcement agency s
law-enforcement agent a heavily armed team of s
law-enforcement authorities
law enforcement officer the next to reach the scene
law-enforcement official s
law-enforcement power abuses of

law-enforcement-dominated (see law-enforcement-dominated)

career in law enforcement wants to pursue a

law-enforcement-dominated
law-enforcement-dominated policy s

lawful unlawful (see unlawful)

lawless lawless east in the (Turkey)

lawn lawn chair watched from a ; sat in s
lawn furniture turning giant redwood trees into
lawn mower gas grills, s, garden implements
lawn mower (m) manufacturers
lawn sprinklers the whirring of the on the golf course
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law school

lawsuit

lawyer

park-like lawn

well-kept lawn

law school

s
about to graduate from ;
teaches in the

law-school professor a
law-school world a unicorn in the

law school faculty member a part-time

lawsuit a thick web of s

lawsuit settlement malpractice awards and s

sealed lawsuit whistleblowers, in a sealed ...

civil lawsuit in a wrongful-death

web of lawsuits a thick

lawyer-like (see lawyer-like)

lawyers and judges the restaurant enjoys a brisk traffic of

defense lawyer
entertainment lawyer
trial lawyer

the case for better-funded s
my experience as an
what it is to be a

criminal defense lawyer s and immigration law
death-penalty lawyer s
insurance-company lawyer the
public-aid lawyer a

court-appointed lawyer a

personal-injury lawyer he makes his living as a

pro-death-penalty lawyer a conservative Republican

$400-an-hour lawyer a team of s
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nonlawyer (see nonlawyer)

horribly overworked lawyer unqualified or s

lawyer-like lawyer-like response a

lax lax security a key finding was (prison escape)

lay layoff the s are due to a slowing economy
layout (see layout)
layover a three-hour in Atlanta
layup (see layup)

layer (verb) bricklayer s and businessmen
mine layer the GMZ armored tracked dispenses mines;

a sapper trails the , marking emplaced mines

layer (noun)

layered

laying

layout

layup

layer of snow a thick covers the ground

ozone layer resulting from damage to the earth's
sediment layer pollen trapped in 's
surface layer the brackish of an estuary

thick layer a -- of snow covers the ground

two-layer (see two-layer)

many-layered (see many-layered)

multilayered (see multilayered)

laying party members of the emplace mines (military)

mine laying (see mine laying)
track-laying (m) the prowess of John Henry

minefield laying , marking, recording and reporting

minefield layout a change to the proposed

easy layup the "no-look" pass leads to an

driving layup the go-ahead basket on a
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lead (in front) lead actor
lead change
lead detective
lead position
lead researcher
lead role
lead singer

lead (toxic)

lead book critic

popular-vote lead

climbing lead

latest lead
narrow lead

razor-thin lead

16-point lead

lead abatement
lead's (toxic) effects
lead industry

lead levels

lead paint

lead products
lead solder

lead-free

lead poisoning

lead poisoning (m)
lead screening

lead-based
lead-contaminated

the s (movie)
there were 10 s among eight drivers (racing)
the in the case
elbow their way into the
a in the project
the NTSB has the in the inquiry
the of the Rolling Stones

the of the Washington Post

his (elections)

eager to explore the (caving)

pursuing the in the case (murder)
he holds a (election)

the apparent of Bush over Gore (elections)

build a (basketball)

: encapsulating or removing lead paint
doctors have known of
in an effort to hold the responsible;
the may meet tobacco's costly fate

once considered safe...;
U.S. children had elevated
a worker scrapes from a windowsill;
banned the interior use of ;
lead abatement involves removing
the distribution of in Rhode Island

in pipes;
elimination of from cans

(see lead-free)

eating dirt is a sign of ;
childhood from paint;

and kids eating paint chips
$56 million for control

for children living in older homes

(see lead-based)
(see lead-contaminated)
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lead-based

lead-induced
lead-painted
lead-poisoned

exposure to lead

lead and other toxins

lead-based glazes
lead-based paint

(see lead-induced)
(see lead-painted)
(see lead-poisoned)

reduce the public's and other toxins

reduce the public's exposure to

tiles, pottery, ceramics contain
used in pre-1978 homes

lead-contaminated lead-contaminated house leaving their

leader leadership

leaderless

(see leadership)

(see leaderless)

leader of a (terrorist) conspiracy the
leader of the group he emerged as the unquestioned
leader of the pack the (dogs)

cheerleader
city leader
community leader
cult leader
government leader
labor leader
market leaders
military leader
militia leader
movement leaders
pack leader
ringleader

squad leader
student leader
team leader

tour leader
world leader

fire team leader

climbing leader

players, .s and game officials
she was referring to s
according to police and s
the police rounded up s (Japan)
ordinary citizens joined s
the nation's top economists, s
end production of products not seen as
what our s claimed
the and the FBI agent
impose harsh measures on
they see him as the (dogs of their master)

and followers;
snatch the , leave the crowd leaderless
as a of the 2nd Platoon
the democracy movement's s
we rotated roles as ;
serving as a with the 1st Platoon
the qualities we want in a
the names of s

while serving as a with Company G

the of a Sino-Japanese expedition
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leaderless

leadership

lead-free

lead-induced

leading

elected leader
unquestioned leader

public cynicism about s
he emerged as the of the group;
the team's top scorer and (basketball)

democratically elected leaders

civic leader
corporate leader
platoon leader
religious leader
spiritual leader

leaderless crowd

leadership

leadership change
leadership position
leadership role

leadership team
leadership trait

reputation for leadership

lead-free home

lead-induced intellectual

leading authority

leading cause
leading edge
leading factor
leading provider
leading (space) power

salesman, entrepreneur,
a hard-driving
the fell seriously wounded
few s would share this view
he is a

the surged forward

while still maintaining ;
can be taught

two s in the last two years
troops in key s
the United States will resume its j;
urged him to assume a
creating his own small
what s do you admire

she has developed a , innovative thinking

the family now lives in a

damage

a on cheating;
the world's s on space
(see leading cause)
the of the minefield (military)
the 5 driving requests for euthanasia
the of images on the Internet
Russia's attempts to retain its image as a

leading technology center Austin is one of the country's s
leading vote-getter the (elections)

cheerleading (m) the J.V. squad
team-leading (m) his 12 rebounds
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leading cause

lead-painted

lead-poisoned

leaf

leaf blower

leaflet

leaf-strewn

league

leak

misleading

leading cause of death

(see misleading)

traffic accidents remain a
suicide is the third among...

leading cause of vision loss

third leading cause

lead-painted toy

lead-poisoned kids

leaf blower
leaf collection (m)

leaflet

leaf-strewn

autumn leaves

gas-powered leaf blower

leaflet drop

leaf-strewn ground

league official

soccer league
summer-league (m)

big-league
major-league
minor-league

leak detection

the of vision loss

suicide is the of death among...

--s could be harmful to children

disruptive behavior in

(see leaf blower)
new machines suck up leaves

(see leaflet)

(see leaf-strewn)

have started to fall

new, slightly quieter s

parades, 5 and door knocking (elections)

the

s expected... (WNBA)

she participates in a weekend
he plays ball

(see big-league)
(see major-league)
(see minor-league)

is critical to water conservation

leaks of information he condemned (FBI investigation)
leak of (classified) information the possible

leakage (see leakage)
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leakage

lean

leaning

leap

learned

learner

air leak
emergency leak
gas leak
radiation leak

leakage of fluids
leakage of (intestinal)

air leakage
capillary leakage

lean-to

forward-leaning
left-leaning
liberal-leaning
Republican-leaning

significant leap

learned skill

well learned

learner-centered

my brakes locked up from an
an ankle-deep
checking for s
he said there were no s (on submarine)

less into the tissue spaces
content signs of peritonitis suggest

preventing continued (collapsed lung)
due to hypoventilation, aspiration, and

open on one side like a ;
a few haphazard s

(see forward-leaning)
(see left -leaning)
(see liberal-leaning)
(see Republican-leaning)

in bike design

surgery is a

(see well learned)

(see learner-centered)

learner-centered learner-centered classroom s

learning Learning Assessment (m)
learning difficulty
learning disability
learning environment

learning experience
learning problem
learning style

learning tool

book learning
distance learning

the California System
students with s
common s such as dyslexia
despite his lack of a proper ;
the 5 percent who disrupt the
this was a
kids' underlying s were overlooked
different s that exist among students;
your child's
computers are kid's toys and s

makes better citizens
and virtual universities;
will eliminate teaching positions
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0

distance-learning (m)

lease lease terminology
lease terms

lease on life

off-lease

leased leased car

leash leash law

leashed leashed dogs

unleashed

least least accessible

least expected
least-inhibited
least publicized

least-accessible least-accessible region

least expected least expected route

least-inhibited least-inhibited woman

least publicized

leather leather belt
leather carver
leather crafter
leather items
leather jacket
leather pouch
leather sandal
leatherwork

enrolling in a course

overly complex
ensure that the are being maintained

the medication gave him a new

(see off-lease)

s coming off long-term contracts

be sure you know the local s

allowed on the Nature Trails (Gardens)

(see unleashed)

(see least accessible)

(see least expected)
(see least-inhibited)
(see least publicized)

the world's poorest, --s

avoid detection by moving along the (military)

she was the they had ever...

least publicized intelligence units

leather-carving (m)

leather-bound
leather-trimmed

America's

put his shoes and at the temple gate
a distinctive talent among western s
Southern California was a 's paradise
belts and other small
striding along a city street in s
a containing edible leaves
shell necklaces, s
he still does for pleasure

he keeps up his skills

(see leather-bound)
(see leather-trimmed)
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leather-bound

leather-trimmed

leather-upholstered

leave

leaved

lecture

led

ledge

leather-upholstered (see leather-upholstered)

scrap leather

head-to-toe leather bikers in

leather-bound books

leather-trimmed canvas dog carrier a

turned into wallets and belts

leather-upholstered armchair

leave-taking

emergency leave
shore leave

paid leave

unpaid leave

administrative leave
maternity leave

glossy-leaved

lecture hall
lecture tour

museum lecture

American-led
black-led
Muslim-led
NATO-led
UN-led

corporate-led

snow ledge

a

Ritter's caused displeasure...

space-available military flights and
sailors love

to parents with newborns;
granted a 3-month from the company;
granted to deal with family matters

he is on from the school

he was placed on (a policeman)
who's going on

(see glossy-leaved)

s, libraries, and museums
the s around the country

when designers give s

(see American-led)
(see black-led)
(see Muslim-led)
(see NATO-led)
(see UN-led)

(see corporate-led)

on a small , I coiled rope...
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1

leech-infested

left

left-footed

left hand

left-handed

leftist

left-leaning

eight-inch ledge

leech-infested swamp

leftfield
left flank
left hand
left-hander
left lane
leftovers

left rear window

leftist

left uppercut

left-leaning

left-footed
left-handed

left-of-center

lower left
upper left

right-left

left-footed kicker

left-footed penalty kick

left hand

left-hand corner

left-handed

leftist guerrillas

left-leaning dupes
left-leaning politics

the view from an over the canyon

in s

lined a clean base hit into (baseball)
the of their squad's sector
(see left hand)
the type of awkward
the is the "hammer lane"
(see leftovers)

with the dealer sticker still pasted to the

(see leftist)

a to the side of the chin

(see left -leaning)

(see left -footed)
(see left -handed)

(see left -of-center)

(see lower left)
(see upper left)

(see right-left)

the

a

a drawing in the palm of her

the top

he was

suspected of sympathizing with

of the regime
art, music, fashion and
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left-of-center

leftovers

leg (body)

leg (part)

legacy

legal

left-of-center author

leftovers

boxed-up leftovers

leg chain
legroom
leg stubble
legwork

front leg

strongly muscled legs

first leg

legacy of love

family legacy

industrial legacy

legal action
legal advisor
legal aspects
legal avenue
legal definition
legal department
legal dilemmas
legal dispute

legal document
legal duties
legal fees
legal insanity
legal nightmare
legal obligation
legal papers
legal profession
legal question

a
do not eat ;
62% of people leave restaurants with
customers are asking for boxed-up

had on s
new seats are raised, allowing more
your flirty skirt is showing off some
paperwork and went hand in hand

in his left

the of his journey

they left a wherever they went (eulogy)

s and obligations

Manchester's (England)

examine the case for possible (malpractice)
js review sensitive areas of special operations
lightning injuries and their medical and
pursue all reasonable js
doesn't meet the of an "excited utterance"
working in the of the newspaper
there are rarely clear-cut answers to
a or a tax audit;
the images have become the subject of a
a twenty-seven-page
if your landlord fails to carry out his
he had paid substantial
the concept of
it was the beginning of a
it is a (cleaning your sidewalk)
signed that formalized her adoption of...
representatives of the agree...
cyberwar raises a host of s

legal ramifications it became a matter of dispute with
legal (and financial) records
legal-size (see legal-size)
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legalized

legal-size

legend

legendary

legged

Legionnaire

legislation

legal drinking age

legal gambling (m)
legal proceedings

legal free-for-all

legal and financial

illegal

legalized abortion

legal-size tablet

family legend
radio legend

living legend

boxing legend
climbing legend
soccer legend

local legend

legendary venue

now-legendary

bandy-legged
cross-legged
iron-legged
long-legged
rubber-legged
stiff-legged
two-legged

Legionnaire Disease

drug legislation

drug-control legislation

before they'd even reached the

the $600 billion-a-year industry
careful documentation will help in subsequent

a
records

(see illegal)

he would try to end most ' (politician)

a ' of ruled yellow paper

who, according to , was a...
Howard Stern

the day he became a

Muhammad Ali
Maclnnes is a who has put up new routes

Majid Abdullah (Saudi Arabia)

he's a (football coach)

the (Caffe Lena)

(see now-legendary)

(see bandy-legged)
(see cross-legged)
(see iron-legged)
(see long-legged)
(see rubber-legged)
(see stiff - legged)
(see two-legged)

the most important in a generation
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legislative

legislator

legitimate

leisure

lemon

lemonade

lemon-blond

length (distance)

anti-crime legislation
anti-lynching legislation

legislative arena
legislative issues
legislative matters
legislative prerogative
legislative ruling
legislative session

they would lose this battle in the
the policy issues as well as the (health care)
meetings dealing with
that is their (congress)
a in favor of gay marriage
we will deal with health care in this

tough-on-crime legislators

legitimate charity

leisure activities
leisure-time (m)

lemonade

lemon-blond

lemonade stand

lemon-blond hair

make sure the organization is a

curtain work and
the ten highest-ranked activities

(see lemonade)

(see lemon-blond)

the kid who had the

length of the (factory) floor walked the

length of the (front) straightaway skids the

ankle-length
book-length
calf-length
elbow-length
knee-length
lobe-length
ship lengths
shoulder-length
wavelength
waist-length

minefield length

full-length

(see ankle-length)
(see book-length)
(see calf-length)
(see elbow-length)
(see knee-length)
(see lobe-length)
(see ship lengths)
(see shoulder-length)
(see wavelength)
(see waist-length)

the

(see full-length)
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0

medium-length

length (time) length of (a film's) run
length of stay
lengths of time

length (other)

lengthy

leniency

lenient

lens

lesbian

less

length and cost

evening-length
file length
feature-length

extreme lengths

lengthy stay

leniency plea

lenient sentence

more-lenient

contact lens

magnifying lens

disposable lenses
reusable lenses

(see also contact, glasses)

lesbian couple
lesbian people
lesbian urges

gays and lesbians
gay and lesbian (m)

less-adventurous
less common
less-dangerous
less obvious
less-popular
less-profitable

(see medium-length)

the (in a theatre);
(at a National Park) is limited to...

for various and a variety of reasons

due to the of the investigation

(see evening-length)
: 0.58 seconds (computer download)
(see feature-length)

the mothers went to to deceive doctors

put in a psychiatric hospital for a

despite s, judge orders maximum sentence

in exchange for a

(see more-lenient)

contact lenses versus eyeglasses

he examines snow crystals through a

should I choose reusable or (contacts)
disposable versus

granting gay and s a form of civil unions
the right of gay and to many
wrestled with since puberty

civil rights should protect
(see gay and lesbian)

(see less-adventurous)
(see less common)
(see less-dangerous)
(see less obvious)
(see less-popular)
(see less-profitable)
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less (without)

less-safe
less-strict
less toxic
less violent

less-than-desirable
less-than-glorious
less-than-helpful
less-than-marvelous
less-than-successful

less developed
less educated
less heralded
less-visited

(see less-safe)
(see less-strict)
(see less toxic)
(see less violent)

(see less-than-desirable)
(see less-than-glorious)
(see less-than-helpful)
(see less-than-marvelous)
(see less-than-successful)

(see less developed)
(see less educated)
(see less heralded)
(see less-visited)

boundless (see boundless)
bra-less (see bra-less)
careless (see careless)
cordless (see cordless)
countless (see countless)
effortless (see effortless)
endless (see endless)
fearless (see fearless)
featureless (see featureless)
friendless (see friendless)
fruitless (see fruitless)
heartless (see heartless)
helpless (see helpless)
homeless (see homeless)
hopeless (see hopeless)
keyless (see keyless)
lawless (see lawless)
leaderless (see leaderless)
limbless (see limbless)
meaningless (see meaningless)
mindless (see mindless)
paperless (see paperless)
pitiless (see pitiless)
priceless (see priceless)
recoilless (see recoilless)
relentless (see relentless)
roadless (see roadless)
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less-adventurous

less common

less-dangerous

less-developed

less educated

lesser

less-heralded

lesser-known

less obvious

lesson (school)

selfless
senseless
speechless
sleepless
sleeveless
spotless
stainless
strapless
tubeless
useless
windowless
wireless

near-effortless
near-speechless

lawlessness
homelessness

(see selfless)
(see senseless)
(see speechless)
(see sleepless)
(see sleeveless)
(see spotless)
(see stainless)
(see strapless)
(see tubeless)
(see useless)
(see windowless)
(see wireless)

(see near-effortless)
(see near-speechless)

caste warfare, , vendettas, feuds
the continuing struggle to wipe out

less-adventurous constituencyto the

less common route

less-dangerous ways

other s of infection are through...

to get rid of crop pests

less-developed country banking systems in s

less educated Americans

lesser-known

less-heralded

lesser-known artists
lesser-known vegetables

less obvious reasons

lesson material
lesson plan

highly structured lesson

lesson (instruction) dance lesson

millions of

(see lesser-known)

the South Unit is

work by
the state's

for

when presenting their
teachers' s

an Arthur Murray ;
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lesson (life)

less-popular

less-profitable

less-safe

less-strict

less-than-desirable

less-than-glorious

less-than-helpful

less-than-marvelous

less-than-successful

less toxic

less violent

history lesson
piano lesson
violin lessons

Internet lesson

acting lessons
boxing lessons
flying lessons
skiing lessons

Web-based lesson

war's lessons

crucial lesson
harsh lesson
important lesson

less-popular chief

less-profitable store

less-safe neighborhood

less-strict standards

less-than-desirable price

less-than-glorious role

less-than-helpful report

they've both taken s
the lieutenant launched into a
homework assignments, s
take her 12-year-old son to

the race to absorb s (carmakers)

she has no on her resume
his workout routine includes , yoga...
take
gave him

design s

are so brutal, and seem so obvious

one of his s came...
the battle was a (a defeat)
dealing with him taught him an

might have sunk a

the company is closing 72 of its s

in 5

peach growers receive 's

its in World War II

the on 60 Minutes

less-than-marvelous investment

less-than-successful show

less toxic drugs

less violent offenders

a

a

penicillins or other

murderers are in cells with
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less-visited less-visited section a of the park

let (suffix) bomblet explosives experts detonate a NATO
booklet the test s are kept in a secure storage area
droplet nerve agents delivered by vapor, or both;

the water
platelet his red-blood-cell and counts plummeted

let (other) letdown (see letdown)

outlet (see outlet)

letdown letdown it was something of a

lethal lethal agents include cyanides, nerve agents (chemical war)
lethal combination a of nerve-gas traces and pesticides
lethal concentration produce --s of cyanide when burned (fires)
lethal dose with a to humans of less than a microgram
lethal form melanoma, the most of skin cancer
lethal injection scheduled to die by ;

executed by (murderer)
lethal toxin botulinum toxins are the most known
lethal weapons the soldier's basic (rifle, bayonet, grenade)

lethal minefield a that is covered by intense fires...

human-lethal (see human-lethal)

nonlethal (see nonlethal)

increasingly lethal
most lethal
potentially lethal

(see increasingly lethal)
(see most lethal)
(see potentially lethal)

lethargy lethargy, malaise, and fever relieving the associated with Q fever

apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety... (alcohol withdrawal)

letter (alphabet) letterman
letter notations

a three-sport with high grades
TV uses or age-based ratings

Latin letters the writing on paper money is in

two-letter (see two-letter)
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letter (message)

four-letter

letter carrier
letterhead
letter opener
letter's provenience

letter-writing

letter of amendment
letter of apology
letter of intent
letter of protest
letter of recantation
letter of resignation
letters of support

(see four-letter)

give the form to a clerk or (post office)
a charity
a gold from Al Gore
the writer's identity and the

(see letter-writing)

he presented a to his agency's contract
an elaborate was written
he sent her a (basketball)
the proposal triggered 275,000 s
a would disgrace me
he has submitted a
send or holiday greetings (to troops overseas)

letter to the (school) administration a
letter to the editor he wrote a
letter to the (university) president his

letter to her boyfriend a

letter from (one of his bowling) buddies received a

chain letter
cover letter
discharge letter
farewell letters
love letter
newsletter
protest letter
recommendation letter
sympathy letter
termination letter

follow-up letter

direct-mail letter

thank-you letter

alarming letter
threatening letter

(see chain letter)
a two-paragraph
Ps, movement orders, training records (military)

in a glass case (Kamikaze memorial)
like a ' never sent
a family
he wrote a to the company
he forged transcripts and s (college)
he wrote a to the victim's family
when I got the (jobs)

a

what s say

got a

a woman wrote an to her school board
he received s
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warning letter

sharply worded letter

anonymous letter
open letter

s and fines

the allegations in the were unfounded
he published an on his Web site;
he posted an on the site calling for...

Christmas cards and letters

trial transcripts, news reports, letters and press accounts

the letters were full of family news

letter-writing letter-writing campaign the group plans to start a to...

leukemia leukemia and other s exposure to radiation caused

levee river levee endless s

level levelheaded (see levelheaded)

levels of arsenic
level of certainty

level of danger
level of education
level of empathy
levels of pain
level of provocation
levels of readiness
level of respect
level of responsibility
level of risk
level of safety

high in drinking water pose cancer risks
with every day the decreases;
courts place strong weight on an eyewitness's
the patient's perceived (domestic abuse)
pay based on experience and (teachers)
kids naturally exhibit a high
the that patients experience
response options appropriate to the
fire units at specified (military)
a decline in the given to customers
how well teens handle this
measure the over-all
assuring a reasonable

level of (customer) service in an effort to lift our
levels of war the strategic, operations and tactical
level of violence hope that the will decline (Palestine)

level of 1-3 ppm keep a chlorine 1-3 ppm in your pool

adult-level (see adult-level)
alcohol level the , around five or six percent
ammonia levels his shot way up
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anxiety level my was mounting...
bacteria level beach closings because of high s
chlorine level maintain a of 1-3 ppm in your pool
company level at the
compensation level workers' happiness with s has slipped
crisis level it's reaching a
decibel level sites where the 's can be dangerous
drug level impaired liver function may result in toxic s
entry-level (see entry-level)
epidemic level escalator breakdowns have reached s
fatigue level their at the end of a class
gene-level processes
government level negotiation at the highest s
grade level can read at
ground level the city at
income level people can be living at the same
insulin level s are higher in obese people
intensity level he upped his in the final round (boxing)
iron-level reduce s
lead levels once considered safe...;

U.S. children had elevated
light-level (m) the eyes can adjust through vast changes
mercury level fish have developed unsafe js
minimum level scored at or above the state (test)
oxygen level she regained normal s in her blood
ozone level s and the Clean Air Act;

meet current standards for s
pain level assess the patient's
pollution level the river's extraordinarily high
poverty level both states have similar s
primary-level (m) all students
protein levels the in his urine were dangerously high
readiness level back to their pre-war js
release levels companies must report annual of toxins
sea level the around Venice has risen...;

rising s could affect many areas;
at 14,000 feet above (plane)

service levels call for updates on (MARTA / Atlanta)
skill level go where your matches the terrain;

know your before attempting rapids
sound level a reduction in s for commercial airliners
split-level the house was and modern
split-level (m) a house
stockage level maintain prescribed s (military)
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street level
street-level (m)

stress level
subsistence level

testosterone level

threat level
top-level

blood-alcohol level
blood alcohol level
blood-cholesterol level
blood-sugar level

near-record level

over-all level

acceptable risk levels
safe-dosage level

negotiating level
reading level
staffing level

accepted level
elevated level
increased level
split-level
unprecedented level

acceptable level
bottom level
cellular-level
diplomatic level
elite level
elite-level
high-level
higher-level
local level
low-level

escalators at suffer from the rain
drug dealers;

rain can cause escalators to shut down
the is high for troops
raise wages to a S;
lived at or below the
andro raised the body's above normal;
high js are linked to liver dysfunction
the high in South Korea
(see top-level)

a 0.17
set a national standard for s at .08%
children with high js
yeast can flourish when s are high

the river is at s

measure the of risk

commanders and staffs define
information on --s for a reagent

more work to be done at the
workbooks written at a fifth-grade
the hospital is at an appropriate

if the pollutants exceed s
--s of testosterone (sports)
--s of distrust
(see split-level)
an of community spirit (after tragedy);
dissent mounting to s (Vietnam War)

reduce to an
(see bottom level)
knowledge of functions
lodged a complaint at the highest s
we're capable of playing at an -- (basketball)

international competitions
(see high-level)

American executives
the state of the economy at the
(see low-level)
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lowest level reached its in seventy years
mid-level (see mid-level)
middle-level education
next level the women's team is ready for the
prior level 10 to 30 percent below s
professional-level develop skills for games
safe level fecal coliform counts were above the
senior-level the loss of the executive leadership;

C.E.O.'s or other executives
strategic level the operational, tactical and s of war (logistics)
toxic (drug) level impaired liver function may result in s
undetectable level reduced HIV to s

top-secret-level (m) he has a national-security clearance

operational and strategic level supports operations at the

lower-than-normal level creating s of greenhouse gases

intermediate- and advanced-level (m) ESOL teachers of adults

second- or third-grade level students who read at a

leveled multileveled (see multileveled)

levelheaded levelheaded responsible and , she...

leveling leveling forces the of globalization

lever leverage (see leverage)

leverage leverage methods to reduce dislocations (medical)

more leverage he puts into his punches (boxing)

Levi's Levi's wearing

liability liability concern the climbing park raised many s

product liability (see product liability)

liar habitual liar he was a

liaison liaison elements Army forces provide , planning support...
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liberal

liberal-arts

liberal-leaning

liberal-minded

liberation

liberty

librarian

library

liaison elements, planning support, advisors, and technical experts

liberal-arts

liberal-leaning

liberal-minded

liberal-arts college
liberal arts college
liberal arts education

liberal-leaning stand

(see liberal-arts)

(see liberal-leaning)

(see liberal-minded)

small s
such as Bowdoin

a reinforced by technology skills

may take more s

liberal-minded (Icelandic) stock from

child liberation
child-liberation (m)

national-liberation (m)

civil liberties

public-school librarian

library budget
library card
library carrel
library customers
library materials
library staff

branch library
campus library
film library
prison library
reference library
research library

clinical-trials library

Web library

the extreme philosophy of
as ideas entered the mainstream

a movement

democracy enshrines -- and human rights

she used to be a

this money will go into the
a
college students in their s

can return library materials
library customers can return
together with the

or any other
their college's
pristine copies on loan from s
a small
visit our sales area, art exhibit and
a superb

the Cancer Center's

--s lie at our fingertips
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lice (and louse)

license

licensed

license plate

commission for

lice infestation
lice shampoo

body louse
head lice

pubic louse

license plate
license renewal

the library won the plum (architecture)

business license
driver's license
emergency license
entertainment license
hunter's license
marriage license
marriage-license (m)
pilot's license
radio license
state license

boxing license
fishing license
hunting license

suspended license

medical license

fee for a license

licensed driver
licensed pharmacist
licensed pilot

N.F.L.-licensed

license plate

js are confirmed by the presence of nits...
over-the-counter

the (Pediculus humanus corporis)
(Pediculus humanus capitis)
live on the human head;

when outbreaks of are severe...

the crab or (Pthirus pubis)

(see license plate)
seek a for its power plant

paying a fee for a
(see driver's license)
obtained an "" and a teaching job
the town granted an ' for a beer bash
the boys had js
a isn't just a piece of paper
he examines data from California
got his
a
the hospital's is in good standing

Tyson may lose his for the last time
(see fishing license)
they would lose their s

four months in jail for driving with a

he had neither a nor undergrad degree

pay a

the number of s has risen 65%
state laws require a be on duty
he's a

(see N.F.L.-licensed)

s use Latin or Cyrillic (Azerbaijan)
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licensing

lichen

lid

lidded

lie

license-plate number

personalized license plate

licensing requirements
licensing strategy

technology licensing
technology-licensing (m)

rare lichen

eyelid

screwtop lid

heavy-lidded

lie-detector (m)

domestic dispute
bureaucratic lie
obvious lie
polite lie
subsequent lie

out-and-out lie

little white lie

life (and lives) lifeblood
lifeboat
life choices
life cycle

life events
life expectancy

life experience

life force

tried to get their s
police check s

has s that read...

state for doctors
Sony has adjusted its

the director of at MIT
universities now have offices

a , 10 rare plants, saw-whet owls (park)

(see eyelid)

a stainless-steel cylinder with a

(see heavy-lidded)

she declined to take a test

he was shot by his wife in a
safety violations, js
that's another by the defendant (trial)
a could boost their ego
the first lie is compounded by js

a misunderstanding rather than an

the s that make social life possible

the river is the of the community
passengers tried to escape in js
his
complete its fourteen-day ;
viruses carrying on their s
certain formative

has increased;
gains in among the infected;
the escalators have passed their 20-year j;

was down to 45 (Siberian town)
the chefs passed along their s;
writers who write from 's
intensity of the
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life form viruses are the smallest 's;
primitive s may exist in a Martian rock

lifeguard had worked for several summers as a
life imprisonment commute his sentence to ;

a recommendation of
the death penalty and

life jacket never found a ;
a number of s, life rafts and fragments;
the chaplains gave their s to others

life's journey my
life partner we were both looking for a
life preserver a self-inflating kept him afloat
life rafts tried to make it to the ;

life jackets, s and fragments of...
lifesaver combat s provided patients with...(military)
life savings homes in which they invested their
life sciences the at NASA
life-sciences (m) the chief of research at NASA
life sentence who is serving a for...;

serving a at Walla Walla prison
life-size (see life-size)
life span the of the flea;

depending on age and
life-span those who test positive have a shorter
life story pieces of her own ;

Jesus'
life style (see life style)
life support (see life support)
life term he was already in prison, serving a
lifetime (see lifetime)
life vest don 's;

jumped into the frigid sea wearing s
life's work the research was his

lifelong (see lifelong)

life of crime they often return to a (juveniles in prison)

life-affirming (see life-affirming)
life-changing (see life-changing)
lifesaving (see lifesaving)
life-sustaining (see life-sustaining)
life-threatening (see life-threatening)
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life and death
life and limb
life or death

(see life and death)
(see life and limb)
(see life-or-death)

life of Americans the everyday
life of a teenager it isn't the regular

adult life nearly every day of his he...;
he has spent most of his climbing

adult lives it does have to do with our s
animal life the variety of plant and is incredible
battery life laptop users list as their No. 1 complaint
brother's life a breakthrough that would save his
city life remote from the mainstream of
dormitory life (coed dorms at Yale)
family life with his wife and their boy;

studies of American
father's life negative reactions to his ;

over the latter half of my ;
in the many accounts of his

home life his effort to keep work and separate;
acquaintances and neighbors tell of a chaotic ;
removing yourself from an unhappy

immigrant's life an impoverished in New York City
love life her has been untraditional;

sensual products to enhance your
neighborhood life one aspect of
nightlife the culture and they crave
night life the image of cigarettes as essential to
patient's life ending a by injection
person's life find it difficult to take a ;

if I can save another
plant life efforts to conserve around the world
public life her ambivalence toward
reservation life (Oglala Sioux)
sea life the EPA safety standard for
secret life if they develop a
shelf life extend the ;

the of a product
slave life in the city (Mauritania)
sleep life a lot happens in their
space life study effects of on human health
street life twilight world of & women for hire
toy life read the directions for safer play and longer
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village life in a ritual of

cowboy life Americans seeking a taste of
shipboard life pictures of and his shipmates

afterlife (see afterlife)
midlife (see midlife)

everyday life in the of 20th-century Americans;
the dreary details of (bill paying, etc.)

extended-life (see extended-life)
fulfilling life a less hectic but more
hidden life his
isolated lives kids are living much more
married life the dowries they had brought to

racing life a camel's extends for many years
waking lives such an important part of our
working life during his ;

a great part of a detective's is spent...

American life the war forever changed (W.W. II)
aquatic life waters too polluted to support
civilian life a former brigadier and, in , a cardiologist
double life a woman living a secret (film)
long life I would like to live a
marine life the you see is spectacular (scuba diving)
new life his as a celebrated singer
nomadic life agriculture ended our
personal life evidence about the victim's ;

he kept his private
real-life (see real-life)
religious life wars and persecutions at the center of
still-life (see still-life)
true-life (m) an "underdog" saga
wildlife (see wildlife)
social life I had friends and an active
whole life prepared for the film his -- (filmmaker) ;

caste determines her status her ;
my -- revolves around storm chasing

aspect of their life almost every other (besides sexual aspect)
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cost of his life
end of life
experience of my life
fact of life
facts of life
loss of life

moment of his life
moment of my life
phase of life
quality of life
rest of my life
rest of his life
signs of life

time of his life
trees of life
way of life

right-to-life

contract on her life
lease on life

ever-more-complex life

larger-than-life

life-affirming life-affirming irony

life and death life and death

life and limb

life-changing

lifelong

life-and-death decision
life-and-death game

life and limb

life-changing revelation

lifelong Baptist
lifelong communist
lifelong dream
lifelong friend
lifelong fascination

absorbing the grenade blast at the
(see end of life)
it was the most humiliating
car-jacking is a bitter j;
I'm going to explain the to you (coach)
a hurricane can cause serious damage and ;
an official expressed regret for the
it was the worst
the proudest was when... (auto racer)
during this important (the end of life)
(see quality of life)
being with somebody for the ;
he plans to stay there for the
he could detect no on the mountain;
but never showed any (trauma victim)
he seemed to be having the
sacred trees, or
(see way of life)

(see right-to-life)

he had put out a
the medication gave him a new

e-mail helps us manage our s

(see larger than life)

impudent,

his story about the of....

upon which they base --s
a

adrenaline junkies who risk (sports)

he had a

a
a -- communist
it's an opportunity for him to fulfill a
who is a
a
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life or death

lifer

lifesaving

life-size

life style

life support

life-sustaining

lifelong friend
lifelong resident
lifelong skills

lifelong friendship

life or death

life-or-death decision

midlifer

lifesaving measures
life-saving technique
life-saving treatment

life-size doll
life-size head
life-size model

Baja lifestyle
California life style
Playboy life style

degrading life style

carefree lifestyle
inexpensive lifestyle

s
he is a of the community

they struck up a

I don't see basketball as

a surgeon who could make s

(see midlifer)

extreme
s such as tracheotomies
development of s (cancer)

a
two s;
a of a skeleton

the inexpensive, carefree
their
took part in the

they cling to a

a
an

life support advised the family to remove ;
she was taken to the hospital and put on

life-support system technology versus natural 's;
life-support technology a patient's refusal of

life-sustaining technology s keeping the patient alive

life-threatening life-threatening diabetic reactions were ;
the treatment he faced would itself be ;
their injuries were not

life-threatening condition he had a
life-threatening disease a
life-threatening (mood) disorder depression is a potentially
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lifetime

life-threatening infection this (pneumococcal meningitis);
malaria is a potentially

life-threatening injury four of them in comas with 's

lifetime in my j; in her

lifetime achievement (see lifetime achievement)

lifetime earnings

once-in-a-lifetime (see once in a lifetime)

journey of a lifetime for Ahmed from Ghana it was a (Haj)

lifetime achievement
lifetime achievement a Golden Lion Award for

lifetime-achievement award
lifetime achievement award

a
a

lift airlift (see airlift)
chairlift we had shared a at a ski resort
face-lift s, nose jobs, liposuction
forklift (see forklift)
sealift deploy by strategic airlift or
ski lift season passes for a

aerodynamic lift sustained flight through
heavy-lift (see heavy-lift)
strategic lift deploy by tactical lift or (brigade)
tactical lift deploy by or strategic lift (brigade)

lifting lifting device

shoplifting
weight-lifting (m)

heavy lifting

light (minimal) light drinker
light rain

light-hitting

5 to help turn immobile patients

burglaries, , and car thefts
in his days

let us do the (ad)

binge drinkers versus s (college)
as a fell

(see light-hitting)
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light (color) light-brown

light-skinned

light-caramel-colored

light (natural) light-level (m)
light-years

light (beam)

light-collecting

light-filled

daylight
evening light
moonlight

starlight
sunlight

late autumn light

wavelengths of light

lighthouse
lighthouse (m)
light-microscope (m)
light pole
light pollution
light switch
light source

lights-out

light-loving

(see light-brown)

(see light-skinned)

(see light-caramel-colored)

the eyes can adjust through vast changes
fifty million away

the total area

(see light- filled)

(see daylight)
in the last of the
in the ;
he had trouble reading the map by
the eyes can adjust from sunlight to
(see sunlight)

the

high-energy

the will be automated
so no more keeper
rely on ordinary examination
banners on s (appeals for civic pride)
lovers of darkness call this
ten different s in a hardware store
head lamps and two reserve --s (caving)

(see lights-out)

(see light-loving)

light at the end of the tunnel

candlelight
cars' lights
city lights
emergency light
firelight
flashlight

(see candlelight)
the effectiveness of and brakes
, light pollution and meteor observation
flashing s
a man held one up to the
using a
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flashlight (m) a plastic bag containing batteries
green light a judge has given the to...
green-light (v) the one person who can a film
headlight the s of vehicles
laser-light (m) a pointer
red-light (m) the city's informal district (Budapest)
skylight its s blacked out during the war
spotlight out of the public ;

they had been dragged into the by...;
he flashed the of his patrol car

stage lights the reflected off rows of spectacles
status light verify functionality via a solid (Hornet mine)
stoplight (see stoplight)
traffic light (see traffic light)

Christmas-tree lights

flashing (status) light
raking light
warning light

verify functionality via a (Hornet mine)
when you look at his paintings in a
cockpit --s

mysterious lights people often see (UFOs)
red-light (see red-light)
strange lights she has seen in the sky

streaks of light eyewitness reports of on the night of the crash

light (weight) ultralight (see ultralight)

light (other) lighter (see lighter)

light injuries one soldier was killed and the other suffered

light-headed (see light-headed)

highlight (see highlight)

the problem came to light the two years ago

in light of... yesterday's incident

light-brown light-brown hair with long,

light-caramel-colored
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lighted

lighter

light-filled

light-headed

light-hitting

lighting

light-loving

lightly

lightly packed

lightning

lightning-packed

lightning-sparked

light-skinned

light-caramel-colored flesh

dimly lighted

well lighted

disposable lighter

light-filled atrium living room

light-headed

lovely,

(see dimly lighted)

(see well lighted)

a pack of menthol cigarettes, a

a

exertion made him

light-hitting Andrei Pestriaev

lighting designer
lighting equipment
lighting strategy

torch-lighting (m)

light-loving fly

lightly packed

lightly packed snow

lightning bug
lightning burns
lightning fatality
lightning fires
lightning injuries
lightning's power
lightning speed

(boxing)

a Broadway
pay for the (TV)
camera angles, s (films)

the Olympic ceremony

s
(see lightly packed)

the s would be blinking
electrical or
estimates of annual s range from 75 to 300

and coastal plain plants
the severity and types of vary widely
we have a greater understanding of
the catastrophe developed at (submarine);
color graphics downloaded at

lightning-packed (see lightning-packed)
lightning-sparked (see lightning-sparked)

lightning-packed storm --s moving into the area

lightning-sparked wildfire s
light-skinned those who were enough to pass
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lights-out

like

light-skinned blueblood a

lights-out

time for lights-out

like-minded

Hepburn-like
Jonestown-like
Madonna-like
Shy lock-like

Somalia-like

before ; was at 10 p.m.

it was

(see like-minded)

sleeveless sheaths
a finish
her ability
this portrait

starvation

"Braveheart"-like the mass of faces painted ...
"Star Wars"-like most planetariums feature ' shows
"Ozzie and Harriet"-like Formica used in fifties kitchens;

barnlike
barrackslike
birdlike
blizzardlike
childlike
cultlike
detergentlike
doglike
dragonlike
emphysema-like
flulike
godlike
hymn-like
lavalike
lawyer-like
mazelike
moplike
motel-like
park-like
pavilion-like
razorlike
riblike
rugby-like
sicklelike

(see barnlike)
(see barrackslike)
(see birdlike)
(see blizzardlike)
(see childlike)
(see cultlike)
(see detergentlike)
(see doglike)
(see dragonlike)
(see emphysema-like)
(see flulike)
(see godlike)
(see hymn-like)
(see lavalike)
(see lawyer-like)
(see mazelike)
(see moplike)
(see motel-like)
(see park-like)
(see pavilion-like)
(see razorlike)
(see riblike)
(see rugby-like)
(see sicklelike)
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liked

likelihood

likely

like-minded

lily

lily-white

limb

slavelike
viselike
whiplike
zenlike

un-Rome-like

photocopy-like

unsportsmanlike

well liked

(see slavelike)
(see viselike)
(see whiplike)
(see zenlike)

its host city

(see photocopy-like)

(see unsportsmanlike)

(see well liked)

likelihood of danger slapping, biting indicates a high (abuse)
likelihood of (such) a disaster the was slim
likelihood of infection close old hand wounds due to an increased
likelihood of injury associated with a greater when...

increased likelihood

greater likelihood
high likelihood

likely scenario
likely target

most likely

like-minded Government
like-minded believers
like-minded intellectuals
like-minded men
like-minded supporters

close old hand wounds due to an ' of infection

associated with a of injury when...
slapping, biting indicates a of danger (abuse)

a was that...(submarine disaster)
bridges and overpasses are s (war)

(see most likely)

a
a group of established their own church

of capital punishment

like-minded (young) Ph.D.s an alternate job network for

lily-white

lily-white institution

limbless

broken limbs

(see lily-white)

prestigious s

(see limbless)

four operations and two (rancher)
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life and limb (see life and limb)

limbed loose-limbed (see loose-limbed)
skinny-limbed (see skinny-limbed)

limbless limbless victim s of war

lime limestone (see limestone)

lime-streaked (see lime-streaked)

lime-green (see lime-green)

lime-green lime-green winter coat a

limestone

limestone-sheathed

limestone cave river-threaded s (Dominican Republic)
limestone quarry a dynamite shooter in a

limestone-sheathed (see limestone-sheathed)

limestone-sheathed wall the --s

lime-streaked lime-streaked workmen the

limit limits of (acceptable) behavior children learn the

limits of the minefield confuse the enemy about the exact

altitude limit aircraft are subject to strict weight and s
city limits ban handguns within their ;

a police checkpoint marks Moscow's
date limit s for Windows 95
pollution limits the EPA has set for ocean waters
speed limit the was lowered to fifty-five
term limits voter initiatives that imposed
weight limit lost his title after failing to make the ;

a minimum of 60 pounds for kids (rafting)

minefield limits a thorough reconnaissance to identify the

no-limits (see no-limits)

spending limit severe --s imposed by the budget deal
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limitation

limited

exact limits confuse the enemy about the of the minefield
firm limits authoritative means setting
strict (weight and altitude) limit s
two-absinthe limit

pain-related limitation

operational limitations
tactical limitation

limited ability
limited-access
limited-audience (m)
limited circumstances
limited command
limited-English
limited response
limited success
limited supply
limited understanding
limited value

the bar imposed a limit

s on function

a commander must be aware of of his unit
inability to fly nap of the earth is a (copter)

the US has only a to help
(see limited-access)
a , amoral escapade
except in the most
parents who have a of English
(see limited-English)
other companies offered the service but with
the Patriot had downing incoming missiles
rising demand and a very
his ' of himself
the flight data recorder was of

limited attention span s
limited-English-proficient (see limited-English-proficient)

limited-access limited-access highway a

limited-English limited-English children California enrolls 1.4 million
limited-English student self-esteem and --s

limited-English schoolchildren the parents of

limited-English-proficient (see limited-English-proficient)

limited-English-proficient
limited-English-proficient class s

limiting limiting factor natural resources are a to growth

limo (see limousine)
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limousine

Lincoln

line (spoken)

line (text)

limousine company --s with smaller fleets

Limos and Taxis ' No Parking Anytime (airport sign)

stretch limousine they drove off in a white

armored limousine a cavalcade that includes three s

Lincoln Memorial the
Lincoln Tunnel we headed into the

line of questioning they expanded that (murder trial)

punch line she was the to a joke

opening lines people attempt (at a bar)

widely quote line

guideline these s stipulate that...;
judges rely on experience, sentencing --s;
sentencing --s offer different punishments;
compliance with hand washing --s

headline (see headline)
plot line the novel has fourteen --s
story line a and effects (console game);

the movie's -- is simplistic

famous line Churchill's , "a riddle..."
second line in the third paragraph in the

line line of type each extra costs...(directory)
(chart, graph,
report, form) baseline (m) tedious studies

bloodline as far as these --s are concerned
bottom line (see bottom line)
revenue line it may not enhance the of their balance sheet

subject line s sent to my e-mail accounts
time line (see time line)
trend line the --s point in the wrong direction

dotted line refusing to sign on the
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line (time) date line the international bisects the channel
deadline (see deadline)
time line (see time line)

line anchor line we head down the (diving)
(cable, chain, cable line fiber-optic s transmit digital data
rope, pipe, etc.) clothesline stringing --s;

the occasional sagging
gas line marked the wrong location for the ;

construction crews ruptured the 4-inch
pipeline the has been blown up many times;

build a through southern France;
an underwater was ruptured (crude oil)

power line (see power line)
sewer line waste leaked from a ruptured
water line (see water line)

power transmission line high-voltage s

on-line (see on-line)

mooring line
sagging lines
towing line

intravenous line
IV line

he pulls a off the ship
clothes drying on
the (water skiing)

start an to administer fluids and...;
EMS personnel should secure an

line phone line tying up the with her boyfriend
(phone) referral line the American Psychological Association

hot line report child abuse through a telephone

line coastline I sketched the
(geography) fault line s of ethnicity and class;

the 's break people into to camps (computers);
Japan lies on a myriad of s

fall line first rapids above the sea is called the ;
they studied 's (snowboard mountaineering)

property line the eccentric angle of the
property-line (m) turned a dispute into an open feud
ridge line on a distant to the east
shoreline dredge the lake and stabilize its
skyline (see skyline)
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line
(human
geography)

line
(transportation)

line (political)

line (product)

line (sports)

skyscraper
state line
tideline
tree line

treeline

lines of communication

fence line
skyline

airline
cruise line
rail line
rail-line (m)

subway line

boundary line
state line

assembly line
clothing line
product line

production line

pet-accessories line

newly launched line

linemate
linemen

line of scrimmage

finish line

betting line

foul line

architects design earthquake-resistant js
provide information that cuts across s
drag the boats above the
a in the distance;
where the runs out (a mountain)
they sprinted from the (soldiers)

and access routes

trash hemming the s
(see skyline)

(see airline)
the clientele of more traditional js
Russia's s stretched eastward
in general, grades are two percent

today there are 24 s (New York City)

forms the between the U.S. and Russia
track parents across s;
charged with carrying a gun across s

(see assembly line)
he unveiled a (a sports figure)
the company's oldest is books;
shoppers' ratings of major s (Web)
companies closed down their s

Mario Lemieux, once his (hockey)
offensive and defensive (football)

the (football)

the ; the racetrack

no s have been posted (boxing match)

he laid the --s himself (baseball)
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forty-nine-and-a-half-yard line the (football)

line (people) lineup (see lineup)

line (body)

fire line
ticket line

left the meeting to tour s (wildfires)
as he waited in a long

receiving line two hours for all to pass through the

single line they formed a

bustline fuller, firmer, sexier
gum line inspect teeth for fracture and bleeding at
hairline Sinatra's receding
waistline our faces grow older, our s expand

line (orthodoxy) company line
government line
party line

conservative line
hard-line (m)
official line
old-line (m)

researchers toe the
the about Waco is being challenged
he is not touting a ;
Democrats crossed s

the that gay civil unions threaten...
China's policies
he parroted the about enemy losses
this group

line lines of class, race and education domestic violence crosses all
(dividing groups)

color line
company lines
poverty line

the is a fundamental U.S. problem
collaboration is occurring across
the minimum wage is below the ;
living below the

economic and educational lines typically breaks down among
gender and cultural lines when applied across

line (military) line of flight

battle lines
enemy lines
skirmish line
trench line

with your body parallel to the grenade's

the were drawn (metaphor)
support for special forces fighting behind
men kneeling and firing along a
he lay wounded in front of the enemy ;
he raced across the paddy to an enemy
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line (other)

linear

lined

front line

friendly lines

line of duty
line of flight
lines of research
line of response
line of sight
line of storms
line of response
line of treatment

(see front line)

the sergeant dragged him back toward the

firefighters who have died in the
with your body parallel to the grenade's
commercially promising
Disaster & Emergency Services are the first
a direct for precise alignment (space station)
this very active (weather report)
those agencies are the first (terrorist act)
Sumatriptan often is the first ;
bulking agents usually are the next

bottom line the is you're saying the news story is wrong;
the is to avoid hypoxia;
until you have people's signature on a

bottom-line (m) issues
oxygen line an between Discovery and a fuel tank
sightline the audience has improved s
sight line the made the office tower disappear
time line (see time line)

zigzag line visual scintillations like bright (migraine)

in-line (see in-line)
outline (see outline)

delicate line so that's the we'll be walking
first line (see first line)
next line bulking agents usually are the of treatment
second line (see second line)
straight line unable to walk heel-toe in a

top-of-the-line (see top-of-the-line)

nonlinear (see nonlinear)

book-lined (see book-lined)
felt-lined (see felt-lined)
flower-lined (see flower-lined)
foil-lined (see foil-lined)
fur-lined (see fur-lined)
maple-lined (see maple-lined)
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liner

lineup

palm-lined (see palm-lined)
sheepskin-lined (see sheepskin-lined)
tree-lined (see tree-lined)

airliner the charred shell of an ;
as new-generation 's dominate aviation

luxury liner the slipped below the ocean's surface
poncho liner opted for s instead of sleeping bags

hard-liner they want to destabilize the 's
the s don't want fairness
s have been pressing civilian leaders

lineup ID'd in a

photo lineup she failed to identify him in a

live lineup identified him in a

lingerie lingerie collection Sara has the hottest
lingerie shot s of Mary Kennedy
lingerie store sometimes I take my boyfriend to s

lingering lingering doubts put to rest any about...
lingering effects the of injuries suffered as a POW;

from the concussion
lingering questions the judge cited the as he ruled...

lingering dry spell the and crops (weather)

lingual multilingual (see multilingual)

linguist American-educated linguist an

lining stomach lining inflammation of the

link link route the point where a meets the circuit (military)

linkage (see linkage)

air link
data links
chainlink (m)
chain-link (m)

the best 's between the Americas
sensors and provide real-time targeting
a fence

fences topped with razor wire (Rikers Island)
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linkage

linked

lion

lip

lipped

liquid

liquor

liquor store

satellite link

"where-to-buy" link

causal link
definitive link

repository of links

linkage of a UAV

direct linkage

linked mine

lion's share

mountain lion
sea lion
stone lion

lipstick

the curve of a lip

thin-lipped
tight-lipped

liquid aerosol
liquid-soap (m)

nerve agent liquid

liquor bottle
liquor store

liquor store

liquor-store owner
liquor-store robbery

drive-through liquor store

all coordinated by --s

a handy to the product's page

creating the false impression of a
more research is needed to prove a

a to Web resources (Internet)

the direct to fire direction center

the of a UAV to a fire direction center

the initial mine detonates the

they reap the of the rewards;
he deserves the of the credit (coach)

predation from
halibut, s, cormorants, octopi
with a crouching in front

slick on a warm bronze

(see thin-lipped)
(see tight-lipped)

CWAs are deployed as either 's or vapors (BW)
a dispenser (discount store)

ocular or vapor penetrates the conjunctiva

cigarette packs and s
(see liquor store)

the town's seven bars and s

s say...;
the getaway driver during a

a
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list list price a book at 55% off ;
70 to 80 percent off

list of (unacceptable) behaviors
list of (scavenger hunt) clues
list of (gay) concerns
list of contacts
list of (war) criminals
list of demands
list of directors
lists of goals
list of (phone) messages
list of names
lists of (job) positions
list of priorities
list of questions
list of (dietary) restrictions
list of rules

a laundry
a
low on the

trade to a growing (business)
the who's-who
the expanded
every studio president has a
she regularly wrote down goals

a
he was given a

in their force structure (military)
money is way down on my priorities
he phoned him with a (medical malpractice)

a
the play area had a detailed ;
she shouted out a (prison)

whip up a j to reward yourselflist of ways

lists of (trade) booksellers

ban list
buddy list
Buddy List
casualty list
checklist
client list

customer list
dean's list
gift list
guest list
history list
hit list
laundry list
master list
passenger list

priority list
promotion list
seniority list
stockage list

the history

sheep from the countries not on the
s, streaming video
has me on his (AOL)
he looked at the names on the
(see checklist)
a criminal defender whose includes...;
the financial adviser's is a who's who
Amazon's has grown to 11 million
at Columbia, she made the
shoppers with their s
the
the 's of trade booksellers
a secret of 100 intellectuals
a of unacceptable behaviors
a of frequencies used by the police
the (plane);
his name was on the (train)
ideas or s for others to see
he wants the to be held by the Army
I was 12 on the
the authorized (ASL) (military)
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target list it is added to the and assigned a priority (war)
wish list a of characteristics;

a of features
wordlist Doctor Minor's js

to-do list a giant ; on their daily js

B-list why is he still on the of NBA stars

A- and B-list parties

best-seller list it reached the s
top 10 list tuberculosis is on the (worldwide mortality)

who's-who list others on the of war criminals

alltime list her time was second best on the (sports)

growing list a of contacts in...(business)

mailing list sold to individuals on a ;
people who want to be removed from s

waiting list (see waiting list)

disabled list he's been on the four times (baseball)

most-wanted list both on Germany's

short list
shortlist

this (of candidates) eliminates...;
almost all of the books on the

listed listed (authorized) representative only you or your may (post office)

listed phone number there is no for him

unlisted (see unlisted)

listener radio listeners in the city

good listener he was down-to-earth, a

listening listening devices and concrete cutters (rescues);
the embassy was riddled with

listening post it is the NSA's largest
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listing job listings

lit

radio listings

candlelit
fluorescent-lit
moonlit
sunlit

brightly lit
dimly lit

unlit

liter (or litre) two-litre (m)

literacy

literary

literate

literature

litigation

literacy program
literacy rate

computer literacy
women's literacy

native-language literacy

literary figure
literary world

computer-literate

dive literature
hate literature

social-program literature

medical literature

Nobel Prize in Literature

clinical literature

tobacco-litigation (m)

checked Web sites for ;
Web site ;
checked , read the want ads
newspapers bury

(see candlelit)
(see fluorescent -lit)
(see moonlit)
(see sunlit)

(see brightly lit)
(see dimly lit)

(see unlit)

a soda bottle

support s across the country
as abysmal as Sudan's ;
high s, low birth rates

should be taught as early as possible
the state's rate of was higher than...

a solid foundation in

several prominent Azerbaijani s
the of Belfast

(see computer-literate)

information about
the book and peddlers of

faith-based

he carefully read the

he was awarded the , in 1995

National Library of Medicine, a repository of

its share of a multi-state settlement
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litter (animals)

litter (trash)

littered

little

little girl

little-known

little-noted

little-noticed

anti-gun litigation

littermates

anti-litter

pin-littered

little brother
little errors
little finger
little girl
little guy

little-known
little-noted
little-noticed
little-understood
little-used

little-girl voice

Daddy's little girl

little-known disease
little-known fact
little-known lawyer
little-known provision
little-known story

differences in behavior between (dogs)

(see anti-litter)

(see pin-littered)

I was going to have a
he began making (pro golfer)
thumb, index, middle or long, ring, and
(see little girl)
he isn't afraid to stand up for the

(see little-known)
(see little-noted)
(see little-noticed)
(see little-understood)
(see little-used)

in a

were you (questionnaire)

a bizarre and
a
a
a of the law
a

little-noted event a took place

little-noticed development a

little-noticed tax provision

little-noticed turnabout in a

little-understood little-understood oscillation

little-used

live (v)

little-used road a

a (weather)

live-in (see live-in)
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live (adj)

live-action

lived

lived-in

live-in

livelihood

liver

live-action
live ammunition
live bait
live-bait (m)
live coverage
live feed
live-fire (m)
live game
live grenade
live music (m)
live mine
live performance
livestock
live (continuous) video

live lineup
live minefield

livelihood

live-action shorts
live-action version

lived-in

long-lived
longest-lived
short-lived

lived-in feeling
lived-in look

live-in lover

live-in girlfriend

steady livelihood

liver cancer
liver cirrhosis
liver damage
liver disease
liver disorder

(see live-action)
soldiers firing had wounded...
the pike go for the or the decoy
a vending machine
the (of the storm) was superb
monitored a from their console video screens
soldiers participated in tests
Sundays (soccer game on TV)
he saw a fall directly in front of the position
Austin is the capital of the USA
a existing past its SD time is 1 in 10,000
his intimate s (a folk singer)
(see livestock)
beaming down (space shuttle)

s versus photo lineups (police)
the point of entry for deminers into a

the poultry boom amounts to a steady

and animated shorts (short films)
a

(see lived-in)

(see long-lived)
(see longest-lived)
(see short-lived)

a
a

her

his

the poultry boom amounts to a

bladder, skin, lung, kidney and -- (arsenic)
patients with -- are at risk for...
numerous cases of severe
patients known to have
he had a rare
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lively

lives

livestock

liver distress
liver dysfunction
liver enzymes
liver failure
liver function
liver function (m)
liver inflammation
liver impairment
liver injury
liver parasite
liver toxicity

liver and spleen
liver and right kidney

renal or liver (m)

livery cab

livery cab (m)
livery stable

canoe livery

(see life)

livestock management
livestock market
livestock numbers
livestock traders

livestock grazing

livestock-induced

elevated ammonia levels signaled
high testosterone levels are linked to
impaired liver function with elevated
toluene may cause jaundice, hepatitis and
impaired with elevated liver enzymes
monitor for abnormalities by measuring...
the virus might cause
exercise caution in patients with renal or
a caused by a MAC-10 machine gun
schistomiasis is a
higher doses may cause

the seem to be injured most frequently
a sonolucent area separating the

those patients with

his relative had a ;
driving a is dangerous
the slaying of a driver
the owner of a

a ' on the river

any form of is better than none
sale of animals at the Damman was brisk
the drop in over the past fifty years

say that this year... (prices)

the environmental effects of ;
a hundred years of

(see livestock-induced)

livestock-induced livestock-induced habitat degradation

living living descendant
living legend
living memorial
living memory
living quarters

many of the s of the feud
the day he became a
a (such as a research fund)
well within
the for the astronauts;

on the submarine
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living room

load

load and go

loaded

living room
living standards

living will

clean-living

everyday living

day-to-day living

way of living

living room

living-room couch
living-room floor
living-room furniture
living-room window

living-room armchair

load and go

combat load
courseload
payload

planeload
silt load
trainload
workload

download
overload

parenting load

load and go situation

loaded gun

(see living room)
hardly the improvement in ;
the town has witnessed a tragic drop in ;
a nation's
the was written to prevent overtreatment

(see clean-living)

diminished his pleasure in

the issues of

rather than affirm celibacy as an acceptable

in the

a couch
he slept on her

looking out the

a

(see load and go)

basic and s of hand grenades (number carried)
I adjusted to the new
the heaviest in shuttle history;
the private sector puts more s into orbit
dispatching 's of rice, wheat and supplies
the river's heavy
s of dusty uranium powder
doubled his ;
take on more and more of the ;
despite his , he took on the project

(see download)
an of homework

she has been carrying the full

it was a (paramedics at car crash)

the seizure of two s from a student's car
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loader

loading

loaf

loan

loaded weapon

sodium-loaded

fully loaded

front-end loader

loading dock
loading-dock (m)

film loading
truck-loading (m)

loaf pan

loaf of bread

meat loaf

loan deferment
loan guarantee
loan guarantee (m)

loan program

loan-sharking

loans for development

bank loan
car loan
construction loan
government loan
home loan
student loan

a concealed in a public place

(see sodium-loaded)

(see fully loaded)

a digs and moves a lot of earth

parked beside a
the entrance to the arena

the camera offers drop-in
a dock

put meatloaf in a 9-by-5-inch

a

(see meat loaf)

this is a
$10 billion in s
establish a national fund;
the program
allow them to qualify for the SBA

convicted of

banks tripled their

he took out a to buy...
credit unions and s
Depression-era s
students who default on s
get a over the Web
(see student loan)

home-improvement loan

low-interest loan

twelve-thousand-dollar loan

mortgage and --s

it will provide --s

he repaid a

savings-and-loan (see savings-and-loan)
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lobby farm lobby the - is fighting...

AIDS lobby individuals associated with the

fossil-fuel lobby the - downplays global warming

senior-citizen lobby the -j, labor unions and other groups

anti-cockfighting lobby the - (in Oklahoma)

unlit lobby the cavernous, - (Intourist hotel)

lobbying lobbying group anti-abortion and low-tax -s

industry lobbying - and the public's access to information

behind-the-scenes lobbying months of

lobbyist lobbyists for farm bureaus-,

tobacco lobbyist money from alcohol and -'s

arms-control lobbyist -5

lobe lobe-length (see lobe-length)

earlobes my guy digs it when I kiss his

frontal-lobe (see frontal-lobe)

lobe-length lobe-length sideburns

local (economy) local club
local currency
local industry

local market
local pub

local courthouse
local grocery stores
local gun shop
local movie theater

five band members visited a
devalue its - to attract foreign capital
barriers to foreign ownership of -s;
ownership of local -s, land, and assets
his attention to the - (newspaper)
five band members visited a

court records are available in the -s
shopping cards from -
he obtained his weapons at
attending the -
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local (person)

local (group,
government)

local (other)

local nightclub
local oyster industry
local rock club
local tax burden

the various door policies at s
the was hard-hit
find a
the on the mall store

local automobile dealership the

local climbing shop

local legend
local nurse
local officials
local representative
local resident

local health authorities
local police officers

local up-and-corners

local authorities
local bands
local gang
local government

local ordinance

local Health Department
local post office
local school board
local water authority

guidebooks available in

he's a (football coach)
Cassandra Lathan, a j, moon worshiper
according to
she is a for the North Carolina chapter of...
--s have only to look to...;
s in their teens or early 20s

according to local
he was arrested by DEA agents and

on the undercard (boxing)

contact immediately (signs of terrorism)
the popularity of the
dance clubs attracted the s
Manchester's (England);

presides over the town's decline
use of this dumpster site is restricted by

contact your (for info about lice)
check with your for more information
policy set by states or s
Ps must report contaminants

local planning commissioners expressed concern (zoning)

local appetite
local call
local charity
local conditions
local culture
local event
local history
local hospital
local infection

the for skateboarding
a courtesy phone for s is located at...
s selected by store owners
solutions adapted to
immerse themselves in the
has gone from a to the international level
, genealogy and architecture
the victims were recovering at a
ankle fractures are at high risk for and sepsis
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localized

located

location

Local Information
local level
local media
local neighborhood
local pain
local reaction
local terrain
local time
local trip

Visitors Center Regional and (sign at airport)
the state of the economy at the
received publicity in the
the age-old rivalries between s
focal infection may cause

to bee stings
material that harmonizes with (camouflage)
the hijacked plane landed at 8 p.m.
went out in the car for a

local airport radar signals from
local mosquito populationwith the enlarged by heavy rains
local music scene the
local noise ordinance s are growing more strict
local phone call high cost of
local wilderness area raising awareness for a

local boxing tournament heard a radio ad for a

Regional and Local Visitors Center Information (sign at airport)

localized pain and swelling at the injection site

well located (see well located)

location of the appendix due to the
location of injury note -- as ulnar, radial, volar, or dorsal (hand)
location of the mine depends on the (mine-removal techniques)
location of the obstacle the exact location of the (minefield)

location of (enemy) weapon systems determine the exact
location of a minefield the team identifies the

location for EPWs

location and character
location and status

alternate location
desert location
drug location
hurricane's location
lane locations
mine location

establish a and enemy wounded

the of pain may be indicative of...
verify the squadron's

the marines were directed to move to an
Tucson's warm and scenic
the cop had noticed a man at a known
the ability to pinpoint a
the unit marks the minefield and
probe the suspected (military);
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lock (hair)

lock (other)

park's location
sensor location
target location
troop locations

air defense locations
minefield location
rail station locations

friendly force location

pickup location

fixed location
known (drug) location
prearranged location

convenient location
exact location
geographic location
precise location
remote locations
safe location
strategic location
wrong location

activities and locations
size and location
status and location
time and location
type and location

they record each (military);
make sure units are informed of s
the at the border magnifies its vulnerability
PEWS detect motions up to 15 meters from
heat haze can mislead gunners as to

and battlefield conditions

known enemy
the know or suspected j, types of mine, etc.

(MARTA / Atlanta) (map)

colored smoke grenades can be used to mark s

if your is within twenty-five miles

at a
the cop had noticed a man at a
Mir will be downed in a in the Pacific Ocean

one where you can get it all (career centers)
determine the of enemy weapon systems
the (of the outbreak) (biological agents)
Congress would approve a for the monument
U.S. service members stationed in
residents are urged to move to a (volcano)
it was a (for a restaurant)
marked the for the gas line

injuries specific to certain (rappelling, kayak)
minefield (military)
report your (military)

of the event (animal bite)
the mechanism of injury, of pain

type, location, size, color and apparent age document of bruise (abuse)

lock of hair momentos, such as a S, a photo, a footprint

lock of hair, a photograph or a footprint

lock and key

air lock
air-lock (m)

a (momentos of dead child)

information that used to be kept under

this was a supply
a large door
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locked

locker

locker room

gridlock
trigger lock

antilock

locked (storage) cabinet

landlocked

unlocked

locker room
locker search

evidence locker
storage locker

police-evidence locker

locker room

locker-room speech
locker-room tales

(see gridlock)
make gun dealers sell weapons with s

(see antilock)

a gun safe or a

(see landlocked)

(see unlocked)

(see locker room)
random s at schools

stole cocaine from an
a on the warehouse's third floor

he stole cocaine from a

went into the small ;
work areas and s

(basketball)
guys swapping

locust-ravaged locust-ravaged (roadside) teahouse

log (wood)

log (records)

logger

log cabin
log home
log house
logjam

moss-covered logs

logbook

house log
maintenance log
night log
repair log

contract loggers

a

built s on King Island in 1926
we stopped outside their
(see log house)
an immense natural (the Red River);
break the (politics)

wildflowers, ferns and

on a fresh page of the (boat's) ;
catch my up (trucker)

s and other records (a group home)
there is no notation in the aircraft's
reading the (at a police station)
the had 110 cases

clear-cut the forest
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logging

log house

logic

logical

logistics

logistical

logo

lonely

logging company
logging crew
logging permit
logging road
logging town

representing major s
the s leveled these woods
s issued by the Forest Service
tracks of a deer not far from a
a onetime

Adirondack-style log house his

business logic

logical order
logical place
logical sequence

most logical

logistic base
logistics transport

logistics of the talks
logistics of the trip

logistical arrangements
logistical assets
logistical elements
logistical help
logistical matters
logistical requirements
logistical status
logistical support
logistical vehicles

there's also a cold-eyed

put them in some (ideas)
it is the most to obtain...
the Battlefield Operating System provides a

(see most logical)

a storage facility or
the enemy's

the PLO will send an envoy to discuss the
they discussed the

have you made any sort of yet
utilizing main supply routes are vulnerable
can be strained by demand for ammo, etc.

American oil companies will provide
makes recommendations to commander on
brigade (military)
he maintains info on of the brigade

is always a challenge
heavily loaded with supplies

logistical planning for an expedition (expedition physician)

administrative and logistical (m) assistance from... (military)
tactical and logistical (m) use the capabilities of other services;

when the situation permits

festival logo

airport logo

lonely childhood

ball caps with the (city festival)

Park-Ride vans bearing the

it was often a
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long (suffix) headlong

long (+ noun) longish

long absence
long arms

long (hard) battle
long bone (m)
long delay
long discussion
long distance
long-duration
long (or middle) finger
long flight
long grass
long halt
long-haul
long history
long hours
longhouse
long life
long lunch
long pants
long-past
long period
long range
long relationship
long run
long-shot
long story
long stretch
long tail
long talk
long term
long (ground transport)
longtime
long vehicle
long wait
long way

(see headlong)

(see longish)

her coming back after her
handguns vs (rifle or shotgun);
shootings in rural areas often involve
it's been a really for me (cancer survivor)

injuries included traumatic amputation (blast)
it would lead to a
there's a of this
(see long distance)
(see long-duration)
the
if you're about to board a (airplane)
dry, hard ground with or vegetation
establish a perimeter defense during s
(see long-haul)
a of involvement in causes
they tend to work (18- and 20-hour days)
spent the night in a (Papua New Guinea)
I would like to live a
minimize personal calls and s (work)

and sleeves can protect against biting insects
(see long-past)
(see long period)
(see long range)
the breakup of a
(see long run)
(see long-shot)
Why am I leaving? It's a
on a between express stops (subway)
their which ends in a sharp stinger (scorpion)
we had a about this last night
(see long term)

time patients who require a
(see longtime)
ensure s are able to negotiate turns (roads)
travelers faced Vs (at airports)
we've got a to go, but we've had some success;
American dollars go a in Canada;
we've come a towards meeting that goal
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short and long (see short and long)

long (distance) long distance (see long distance)

block-long (see block-long)

long (time)

centimeter-long (see centimeter-long)
foot-long (see foot-long)
meter-long (see meter-long)
mile-long (see mile-long)

hourlong (see hourlong)
daylong (see daylong)
nightlong (see nightlong)
weeklong (see weeklong)
monthlong (see monthlong)
months-long (see months-long)
summerlong (see summerlong)
season-long (see season-long)
years-long (see years-long)
yearlong (see yearlong)
decadelong (see decadelong)
decadeslong (see decadeslong)
lifelong (see lifelong)

long (+ V + ing) long-acting (see long-acting)
long-festering (see long-festering)
long-lasting (see long-lasting)
long-playing (see long-playing)
long-running (see long-running)
long-simmering (see long-simmering)
long-smoldering (see long-smoldering)
long-standing (see long-standing)
long-suffering (see long-suffering)

long (+ V 3) long-abandoned (see long-abandoned)
long-awaited (see long-awaited)
long-buried (see long-buried)
long-cherished (see long-cherished)
long-closed (see long-closed)
long-delayed (see long-delayed)
long-depopulated (see long-depopulated)
long-disputed (see long-disputed)
long-eared (see long-eared)
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long (+ adjective)

long-abandoned

long-acting

long-ago

long-established
long-expected
long-experienced
long-faced
long-forgotten
long-gone
long-handled
long-held
long-ignored
long-legged
long-lived
long-lost
long-necked
long-planned
long-predicted
long-promised
long-prophesied
long-renowned
long-repressed
long-settled
long-shuttered
long-sleeved
long-sought
long-suspected
long-studied
long-troubled
long-vanished
long-winded

long-since-forgotten

long-ago
long-dead
long-dormant

long and bloody
long or short

(see long-established)
(see long-expected)
(see long-experienced)
(see long-faced)
(see long-forgotten)
(see long-gone)
(see long-handled)
(see long-held)
(see long-ignored)
(see long-legged)
(see long-lived)
(see long-lost)
(see long-necked)
(see long-planned)
(see long-predicted)
(see long-promised)
(see long-prophesied)
(see long-renowned)
(see long-repressed)
(see long-settled)
(see long-shuttered)
(see long-sleeved)
(see long-sought)
(see long-suspected)
(see long-studied)
(see long-troubled)
(see long-vanished)
(see long-winded)

(see long-since-forgotten)

(see long-ago)
(see long-dead)
(see long-dormant)

(see long and bloody)
(see long or short)

long-abandoned village s

long-acting opiate methadone, a that prevents withdrawal...
long-acting (and short-acting) agents barbiturates are grouped into

long-ago divorce the harsh terms of that
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long and bloody

long-awaited

long-buried

long-cherished

long-closed

long-dead

long-delayed

long-depopulated

long-disputed

long distance

long-dormant

long-duration

long-ago times

long-ago (Sunday) twin bill a Sunday twin bill (movies)

long and bloody history the Angolan conflict has a

long-awaited (FDA) decision advocates applauded the (drug)
long-awaited letter the from...
long-awaited novel his

long-buried memory a

long-cherished myth challenge js of the state's founding

long-closed case clear the wrongly accused in s

long-dead master the
long-dead voices the

long-dead kinsman the grave of his

long-dead North Vietnamese leader the

long-delayed service module

long-depopulated village js

long-disputed number the

long-distance call
long-distance marriage
long-distance relationship
long-distance runner
long-distance swimmer
long-distance trip

its (space station)

s
sad but resigned to his marriage
I wasn't cut out for a
a
fourteen champion js
went out in the car for local and js

long-distance telephone service

long-distance swimming swimming, particularly

long-dormant traditions s

long-duration mission data on s in close quarters
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long-eared

longer

longer-lasting

longer-than-usual

longest

long-established

longest-lasting

longest-lived

longest-manned

longest-running

longest-serving

long-expected

long-experienced

long-faced

long-eared calf

longer-lasting

longer-than-usual

longer-than-expected

no-longer-smiling

longer-lasting

a

(see longer-lasting)

(see longer-than-usual)

this consultation today with the President

(see no-longer-smiling)

more effective and ;
treatment is if...

longer-than-usual afternoon rush a

longest-lasting
longest-running
longest-serving

longest-lived
longest-manned

(see longest-lasting)
(see longest-running)
(see longest-serving)

(see longest-lived)
(see longest-manned)

long-established procedures s

long-established intellectual property

longest-lasting mania the ever

longest-lived panda one of the s in the world

longest-manned orbiting space station the

longest-running production one of the productions

longest-running (American) television series the ever

longest-serving senator the in U.S. history

long-expected offensive the

long-experienced doormen doormen

long-faced, unsmiling man a
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long-faced, beak-nosed facial type the

long-festering long-festering dispute the

long-forgotten long-forgotten hotel clerk that

long-gone long-gone people those

long-handled long-handled brush a

long-haul long-haul flight a of 12 hours

long-haul truck companies requirements for (military)

long-held long-held assumptions challenge about...
long-held fears fears
long-held principles
long-held resentments
long-held tradition abandoning such a is heresy

long-ignored long-ignored rural backwaters in

longing baby-longing my enduring

longish longish (dark) hair he has

longitude latitude-longitude (see latitude-longitude)

long-lasting long-lasting king a
long-lasting shot s of... (movies)

long-legged long-legged stride his trademark

long-lived long-lived her popularity was

long-lived friendship a

long-lost long-lost status its

long-necked long-necked he was

long or short long or short duration special operations will be of

long-past long-past episode a
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long-past extramarital affair his

long period long period of time over a
long period of unconsciousness patients who have suffered a

long-planned long-planned advertising campaign a

long-playing long-playing discourses he is given to

long-predicted long-predicted Big One the (Earthquake)

long-promised long-promised end the to the war

long-prophesied long-prophesied (year 2000) computer glitches

long range long range reconnaissance to detect the enemy at

long range communications (see long range communications)
long range coverage Patriot might provide of the corps (military)
long-range infiltration and exfiltration
long range observation early warning and
long-range (reconnaissance) patrol while on a in Tinh Phuoc Thanh...
long-range study the study of military needs
long-range visibility the desert generally offers excellent (warfare)

long-range surveillance operations in the desert
long-range weapon systems take advantage of their

long-range planning consider this in their planning

long-range weather forecasting is a business

long range communications
long range communications capabilities sensor and allow (military)

long-renowned long-renowned as the best source

long-repressed long-repressed memory s

long run long run our advocacy of human rights over the

long-running long-running argument a about what it means to...
long-running battle the over the rights of..
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long-settled

long-shot

long-shuttered

long-simmering

long-since-forgotten

long-sleeved

long-smoldering

long-sought

long-standing

long-studied

long-suffering

long-running competition their -
long running conflict settles a - that went to arbitration (business)
long-running fight a -
long-running joke a
long-running war the

long-running trade dispute a

long-settled criminal case applying DNA to -s

long-shot player the

long-shuttered the company store is

long-simmering debate
long-simmering dispute
long-simmering event

the - over whether dinosaurs...
his - with...
this - in our history

long-since-forgotten artist several -s

long-sleeved clothing wear - (mosquitoes)
long-sleeved shirts wear - and full-length trousers (desert warfare)

long-smoldering bacterial infection

long-sought apology
long-sought change
long-sought return

-s

a-
a - in the law
his

longstanding (gentleman's) agreement violated a - between owners
long-standing dispute
long-standing embargo
long-standing history
long-standing interest
long-standing practice

the -
a-
a woman with a - of depression and abuse
a -
his - of accepting lavish gifts

longstanding (security) relationship

long-studied form of cancer a

long-suffering donkey
long-suffering wife

a -
a -

the - between the two countries
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long-suffering ethnic Albanians the ethnic Albanians

long-suspected long-suspected (major) missile-assembly plant a plant

long term long term

long-term-care
long-term consequences
long-term effects

long-term exposure
long-term fix
long-term growth
long-term hazards
long-term interest
long-term memory
long-term need
long-term plans
long-term relationship
long-term use

Long Term Parking
long-term training

long-term survival rate

short- and long-term

long-term-care long-term-care facility

longtime

long-troubled

with an eye towards the ;
may be good in the

(see long-term-care)

the of poverty and racism;
a study on the vaccine's
effects of to the external space environment
no s for Virginia's traffic woes

with low inflation
the of space junk

store familiar sequences in
aS

cultivate s with preferred customers
in children is not recommended (a drug)

Additional (airport sign)
the need for

the for childhood cancer

weather prediction

s
longtime associates
longtime (mutual) enemy their
longtime exec
longtime friend
longtime member
longtime partner
longtime practice

a
a
a
White's
this is being challenged

longtime city administrator
longtime volunteer coach

he was a
as a

long-troubled school in the worst, 5
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p

p

long-vanished

long-winded

look

looked

looking

long-vanished playing fields photographs of and teams (sports)

long-winded

lookout

no-look

detailed look

outlook
overlook

careful look
final look
good look
hard look
sexual looks

overlooked

overlooking

ancient-looking
angelic-looking
angry-looking
bad-looking
better-looking
bizarre-looking
confident-looking
cruel-looking
damaged-looking
dazed-looking
decrepit-looking
desolate-looking
dignified-looking
distinguished-looking
dour-looking
elfin-looking
expensive-looking
fabulous-looking
feeble-looking
feckless-looking
fortyish-looking

it was lengthy and

(see lookout)

(see no-look)

a survey presents a at this problem

(see outlook)
(see overlook)

prison officials are taking a at security
investigators are taking a into the mystery
gets a at this pay stub
he challenges parents to take a at themselves

such as leering or ogling

(see overlooked)

(see overlooking)

(see ancient-looking)
(see angelic-looking)
(see angry-looking)
(see bad-looking)
(see better-looking)
(see bizarre-looking)
(see confident-looking)
(see cruel-looking)
(see damaged-looking)
(see dazed-looking)
(see decrepit-looking)
(see desolate-looking)
(see dignified-looking)
(see distinguished-looking)
(see dour-looking)
(see elfin-looking)
(see expensive-looking)
(see fabulous-looking)
(see feeble-looking)
(see feckless-looking)
(see fortyish-looking)
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lookout

forward-looking (see forward-looking)
fragile-looking (see fragile-looking)
frail-looking (see frail-looking)
funny-looking (see funny-looking)
good-looking (see good-looking)
great-looking (see great-looking)
gorgeous-looking (see gorgeous-looking)
haggard-looking (see haggard-looking)
healthy-looking (see healthy-looking)
important-looking (see important-looking)
imposing-looking (see imposing-looking)
identical-looking (see identical-looking)
industrial-looking (see industrial-looking)
intelligent-looking (see intelligent-looking)
meanest-looking (see meanest-looking)
motherly-looking (see motherly-looking)
natural-looking (see natural-looking)
nerdy-looking (see nerdy-looking)
normal-looking (see normal-looking)
nice-looking (see nice-looking)
odd-looking (see odd-looking)
perplexed-looking (see perplexed-looking)
pleasant-looking (see pleasant-looking)
plain-looking (see plain-looking)
prosperous-looking (see prosperous-looking)
realistic-looking (see realistic-looking)
richest-looking (see richest-looking)
rugged-looking (see rugged-looking)
sad-looking (see sad-looking)
scared-looking (see scared-looking)
scruffy-looking (see scruffy - looking)
severe-looking (see severe-looking)
stern-looking (see stern-looking)
strange-looking (see strange-looking)
suspicious-looking (see suspicious-looking)
tired-looking (see tired-looking)
unusual-looking (see unusual-looking)

lookout point the footpath leading to the
lookout tower watch for forest fires from a

be-on-the-lookout (see be-on-the-lookout)

on the lookout for police are a bank robber
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looming

loop

loop-the-loop

loose

loose-fitting

loose-leaf

loose-limbed

looting

lord

lore

loser

losing

loss

looming famine
looming threat

loop-the-loop

loop-the-loop

loose change
loose-leaf
loose teeth

loose-fitting

loose-limbed

loose-fitting black suit

loose-leaf binder

loose-limbed jock

widespread looting

warlord

folklore
mountain lore

skateboard lore

globalization's losers

big loser

winners and losers

money-losing

loss-making

loss of control
loss of dignity
loss of habitat

international efforts to stave off a
the of chemical and biological warfare

(see loop-the-loop)

skate(board) a on a ramp

scavenged from the glove box
(see loose-leaf)

may indicate periodontal disease

(see loose- fitting)

(see loose-limbed)

in a

a

5
and civil disorder (India)

(see warlord)

(see folklore)
campfire stories, hunting tales,

and potential losers

those who hung onto the stock were s

globalization creates

(see money-losing)

(see loss-making)

unpredictability, stress and the
a perceived
urban sprawl, , global warming
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loss-making

lost

loss of innocence
loss of life

loss of pleasure
loss of the (coral) reefs
loss of vision

blood loss
enemy losses
future loss
hair loss
insurance loss
memory loss

population loss
property loss
sensory loss
vision loss
water loss

water loss (m)
weight loss
hearing loss

escalating loss

perceived loss

larger-than-expected loss

big losses
terrible loss

potential for loss

fears of loss

loss-making studio

lost art
lost cause

we talked about the (crime and its effects)
a hurricane can cause serious damage and j;
an official expressed regret for the

in usual activities (anhedonia) and depression
would be a devastating blow

dimness or

caused heavy
he parroted the official line about
what the company said about s
bouts of nausea and (chemo)
s due to extreme weather events
suffering from short-term ;
insomnia, , flashbacks;
Alzheimer's and devastating
Manchester's has been partly offset...
the potential for catastrophic

about the knee (herniated-disc location)
the leading cause of
how to minimize ;
large 's in the District;
cause substantial
Cleveland has a higher rate
(see weight loss)
demonstrated to cause ;
could contribute to premature

s of the world's property insurers

a of dignity

post a in the fourth quarter

and dwindling capital (Internet company)
this is a terrible, (death of auto racer)

the

deep-seated cause these men to lash out

a

ball handling is a (basketball)
he seemed like a (troubled boxer)
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lost-luggage

lost climbers conducted a fruitless search for the
lost explorer Mallory, Earhart and other s
lost generation a (bilingual education students)
lost hikers waterfall injuries and (outdoor accidents)
lost-luggage (see lost-luggage)
lost opportunity he is the epitome of sloth and
lost wages allows for pain, suffering and

lost eyesight most need time to mourn their

Lost and Found I'll put it in ;
(at Atlanta Airport) (telephone number)

won-lost (see won-lost)

long-lost
temporarily lost

lost-luggage form

(see long-lost)
(see temporarily lost)

I filled out a (at the airport)

lot asphalt lot the crowd in the
car lot trying to sell cars on the
feedlot the s and corrals
sandlot playing ball on a bumpy
stadium lot rerouting traffic flow into s

Park-Ride Lot s (at the airport) avoid congestion

used-car lot independent s

parking lot (see parking lot)

rubble-strewn lot a cleared for new development

decent-sized lot a house on a

empty lot s, abandoned factories, warehouses

lotion body lotion eau de parfum, a , and body wash

lottery lottery ticket sells 5;
he bought a winning

lottery winner the received 40 marriage proposals
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lottery terminal

lotus-filled lotus-filled lake

loud loud noise
loudspeaker

the online

a

a was heard (bomb on plane)
(see loudspeaker)

loudmouthed (see loudmouthed)

loudmouthed loud-mouthed person a
loudmouthed woman a

loudspeaker loudspeaker announcements guided the pilgrims (Haj)

lounge

louse

lousy

lounge chair anyone getting out of his

departure lounge the crowd in the
dorm lounge he slept on a sofa in the
faculty lounge a befuddled professor in the
teacher's lounge conversations in the

cocktail lounge hotels offer some of the best s

Smoking Lounge (Atlanta Airport)

(see lice)

lousy food they lodged in the college, ate the

love love affair a with mountaineering;
America's with the automobile;
their is long over

Love Bug the Love Letter virus or the (computers)
love child a paternity test proved he fathered a
love letter like a never sent
love life her has been untraditional;

sensual products to enhance your
love nest a
love note he writes her js, tender messages
love poem two previously unpublished js
love song she heard the you first sang to her
love story a classic ;

a between two brothers (Rain Man)
love tips from around the world
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loved

love-hate

lover

love triangle

love-hate

lovemaking

love-starved

love for family
love for athletics

love of the game
love of (auto) racing

love and compassion

romantic love
tough love
true love

unconditional love

still-deep love

act of love
labor of love
legacy of love
proof of (her) love
quest for love

loved one

best-loved
much loved

love-hate relationship

lovers' lane
lovers' lanes
lovers' quarrel

food lover
fun lover

the twisted tale of a violent between...

(see love-hate)

during

(see love-starved)

his often-expressed
he recalled his sister's

a and a love of the kids (a coach)
their

he showed through many acts of kindness

give every chance to blossom
they were giving him

made Pinocchio a real boy

they were giving him

their of auto racing

the looks a lot like an act of violence
this film was a
they left a wherever they went (eulogy)
it was (gave up child for adoption)
the true story of one woman's

you and your ;
the loss of their s

(see best-loved)
(see much loved)

the ongoing between...

sitting in a car on a popular
he attacked couples parked in
after a

s convened to sample...
ever the wisecracking
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gadget-lover a self-confessed
gun-lover meets and marries carnival sharpshooter
music lover London's s and the Royal Opera House
nature lover --s said the pesticide killed butterflies
opera lover s look forward to...; a Chicago
parrot lovers a busful of Delaware
word lover --s await the online OED

ice-cream lovers Attention,

former lover she turned against her in court
terrible lover don't accuse him of being a

love-starved love-starved wife visits a in her house

loving loving attention no one paid such to us (psychiatric ward)
loving care reserved for bark canoes
loving embrace the of my kid brother
loving father he was an attentive,
loving guidance under the of adoptive parents
loving home subsequently adopted into s
loving parents hid his turmoil from his
loving person she came through to me as a

lovingly

automobile-loving Angelenos
dark-loving (see dark-loving)
fun-loving (see fun-loving)
freedom-loving (see freedom-loving)
light-loving (see light-loving)
peace-loving (see peace-loving)
scandal-loving (see scandal-loving)
shade-loving (see shade-loving)
sports-loving (see sports-loving)

lovingly described
lovingly restored

(see lovingly described)
(see lovingly restored)

lovingly described lovingly described countryside

lovingly restored lovingly restored hotel a

low (adj) low-bid (see low-bid)
low-bidder (see low bidder)
low-budget (see low-budget)
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low-cost
low (daily) dose
low-fat
low-grade
low-income
low-intensity
low-interest
low-key
low-level
low-margin
low opinion
low point
low-power
low-pressure
low prices
low profile
low-priority
low probability
low-quality
low-rent
low-risk
low-sulfur
low-tax
low-tech
low-temperature (m)
low visibility
low voice
low-wage

low-birthweight

low-flying
low-lying
low-paying
low-performing
low-ranking
low-scoring

low-backed
low-beamed
low-ceilinged
low-keyed
low-pitched
low-powered

(see low -cost)
a of hormones (the Pill)
(see low-fat)
(see low grade)
(see low income)
(see low-intensity)
(see low-interest)
(see low-key)
(see low-level)
(see low-margin)
a seriously of her own worth
at one (in his life)
(see low-power)
(see low-pressure)
, farm-fresh produce, best meat in town (store)
(see low profile)
(see low-priority)
(see low probability)
(see low-quality)
(see low-rent)
(see low-risk)
(see low-sulfur)
(see low-tax)
(see low-tech)
(see low-temperature)
(see low visibility)
we were talking in s
(see low-wage)

(see low-birthweight)

(see low-flying)
(see low-lying)
(see low-paying)
(see low-performing)
(see low-ranking)
(see low-scoring)

(see low-backed)
(see low-beamed)
(see low-ceilinged)
(see low-keyed)
(see low-pitched)
(see low-powered)
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low (noun)

low-slung (see low-slung)

low and moderate (see low and moderate)

high and low (see high and low) ,

extra-low (see extra-low)

all-time low at an

low and moderate low- and moderate-income (see low- and moderate-income)

I

I

low- and moderate-income II

low- and moderate-income working people

low-backed low-backed chair s
low-beamed low-beamed (smoky) but a

low-bid low-bid attorney contract systems that rely on s

low bidder low bidder state officials chose SMI as the

low-birthrate low-birthrate baby s
low-budget low-budget horror film the

low-ceilinged low-ceilinged room one big
the cows' bodies heat the 1

low-cost

lower

4

4

low-cost care
low-cost power
low-cost ride

lower back (see lower back)
lower efficacy it has against gram-positive organisms (drug)
lower-income (see lower-income)
lower left (see lower left)
lower-prices (see lower-prices)
lower-priority (see lower-priority)

lower-orbiting (see lower-orbiting)
lower-paying (see lower-paying)
lower-ranking (see lower-ranking)
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1.

lower back

lower-income

lowering

lower left

lower-left-hand

lower-orbiting

lower-paid

lower-paying

lower-pitched

lower-prices

lower-priority

lower-ranking

lower-yielding

lower-paid
lower-pitched

lower-than-normal

lower-than-expected

lower respiratory

lower back pain

lower-income family

cholesterol-lowering (m)

lower-left-hand

lower-left-hand corner

lower-orbiting telescope

lower-paid agent

lower-paying job

lower-pitched voice

lower-prices item

lower-priority product

lower-ranking officer

(see lower-yielding)

(see lower-paid)
(see lower-pitched)

(see lower-than-normal)

(see lower-than-expected)

(see lower respiratory)

offer relief for ;
acute

s
a drug

(see lower-left-hand)

in the

s
s replaced unionized agents

a

a

a

a

a officer

lower respiratory lower respiratory infection

lower-than-expected

a sign of upper or

lower-than-expected (August) sales

lower-than-expected interest rate

Sears had

we had s

lower-than-normal lower-than-normal levels creating of greenhouse gases
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lower-yielding lower-yielding German bonds selling German bonds

lowest lowest level reached its in seventy years

lowest paid
lowest-priced

(see lowest paid)
(see lowest-priced)

second-lowest (see second-lowest)

lowest paid lowest paid employee we are the s

lowest-priced lowest-priced surgeon the

low-fat low-fat diet a
low-fat milk

low-flying

low grade

low income

low-flying helicopter a

low-grade cord
low-grade fear
low-grade fever

a
flulike symptoms, such as a j;
a fever, runny nose, and headache

low-income community s
low-income family children who live in s
low-income housing
low-income students

low-intensity low-intensity conflict an indecisive,

low-interest low-interest loan make loans available to farmers

low-key low key they were and articulate

low-key resort a resort

low-keyed low-keyed charm

low-level

low-lying

low-level official a
low-level racket a
low-level waste

low-lying area the river and its surrounding s
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1

low-margin

low-paying

low-performing

low-pitched

low-power

low-powered

low-priority

low probability

low profile

low-pressure

low-quality

low-ranking

low-rent

low-risk

low-scoring

low-slung

low-sulfur

low-tax

low-margin business a

low-paying job s
low-performing school persistently s

low-pitched (rumbling) noises
low-pitched whistle

low-power laser

low-powered dark gun

low-priority complaint

low probability events

low profile

low-profile

a-

a (medicine)

armed with a

a

a methodology for estimating

US citizens should maintain a ;
the makes it harder to hit (a tank)
my company was j;
Americans should maintain a (overseas)

low-pressure turbine the S;
low-pressure system a spinning with winds... (weather)

low-quality clones
low-quality products

low-ranking senator

low-rent warehouse

low-risk area

low-scoring game

low-slung

low-sulfur coal deposit s
low-tax environment
low-tax option

a
s
residents of s (for hurricanes)

s (basketball)

the houses were

a
the
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low-tech

low-temperature

low visibility

low-wage

loyalty

LSD-laced

L-shaped

lube

lubricant

lubricated

lubrication
(and lube)

low-tech jobs

low-temperature paint

low-visibility (or night)

low-wage job

low-wage worker

loyalty oath
loyalty test

disloyalty

brand loyalty

customer loyalty
employee's loyalty
soccer loyalties
staff loyalty

divided loyalty

first loyalty

LSD-laced tattoo

L-shaped ambush
L-shaped bar

s
's have some drawbacks

operations sustained (military)

s
a young,

taking the vaccine has become a
the Truman Administration instituted "s"

(see disloyalty)

and quality;
is the foundation for success
helped eBay maintain market share

bosses worry about an
that divide people
is a problem in Silicon Valley

the s of Montenegrins

her first loyalty was to her children

S
the is used at a bend in a trail, road, stream
Sam's

(see lubrication)

condom-compatible (water-based) lubricants

oil-based lubricants latex condoms shouldn't be used with
water-based lubricants condom-compatible

petroleum, oils, lubricants (POL), and ammunition

lubricated condoms

lube oil barges carrying and fertilizer

supplies of
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luck

lucrative

lug

luggage

lull

lumber

lump

lunch

beginner's luck
good luck
zero luck

it was a case of
(see good luck)
we had (getting tickets to concert)

lucrative business the more of corporate software;
people smuggling is a

lucrative deal he fashioned a with the West
lucrative (and worker-short) field in s
lucrative job s as lobbyists in Washington
lucrative (pesticide) market the
lucrative (diamond) mine s (Sierra Leone)
lucrative (private-sector) salary more --s
lucrative (cross-border) trade mutually

lucrative stock options potentially lucrative

more lucrative
mutually lucrative
potentially lucrative

lug nuts

luggage cart
luggage tag

lost-luggage

carry-on luggage

lull in the eruption

lumber company
lumber yard
lumberyard
lumber worker

lump sum (m)

lunch bag
lunchbox
lunch break
lunch companion
lunch crowd

(see'more lucrative)
(see mutually lucrative)
(see potentially lucrative)

gum wrappers, tampons, s, fan belts

and locker assistance (airport)
the on the garment bag

(see lost-luggage)

found a fake grenade in his

the allowed for some good photos (volcano)

farmers and s

a blacksmith shop and a
police units and --s

a payment of $100,000 (radiation sickness)

sipping coffee, hanging on to 5
what goes into their s (school children)
after the
my --s are willing...;
the at the Four Seasons
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lunch date
lunch hour
lunch-hour (m)
lunchroom
lunch stop
lunch-table (m)

lunchtime

picnic lunch
school lunch
school-lunch (m)

brown bag lunches

free-lunch (m)
long lunch

he never showed up for the

the traffic; din

at the first (rafting)
a diversion;
standard chat (at work)

s are available for guests
free or reduced-price s
his money

at a preschool

the federal program
minimize personal calls and s (work)

luncheon luncheon ceremony the award was presented to him at a
luncheon speaker Gates was introduced as the

lung lung affliction a common in premature babies
lung-cancer (m) a fifty-year-old man in a trial
lung function poor j, having a stroke, dying
lung inflammation asthma attacks are a symptom of

luxurious

luxury

lying

collapsed lung after suffering a (athlete)

heart-and-lung (see heart-and-lung)

eyes, nose, mouth, throat, lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

luxurious hotel we filed out of the chartered bus into a

luxury car
luxury goods
luxury liner
luxury suite

luxury villa

luxury and scarcity

low-lying

luxury villas and s
shops selling foreign
the slipped below the ocean's surface
a at a sports arena;
a j, the press box, broadcast booth, dugout
s and luxury cars

the juxtaposition of was ever present

(see low-lying)
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1

lynch

lynching

lyre

lyre-shaped

lyric

M

machine

outlying
underlying

lynch mob

anti-lynching

lyre-shaped

lyre-shaped horns

pop lyrics
rock lyrics

Explicit Lyrics
homophobic lyrics
misogynistic lyrics
violent lyrics

machine-age
machine gun
machinegunner
machine's parts
machine shop

beverage machine
exercise machine
slot machine

war machine

leaf collection machine
pinball machine

automatic teller machine
video-game machine
video-poker machine

(see outlying)
(see underlying)

a racially motivated

(see anti-lynching)

(see lyre-shaped)

their tremendous,

the inanity of 1970s
the violent and sexual nature of some

Parental Advisory (cassette tape)
(rap music)

his homophobic and (rap music)
gays have protested his (rap music)

(see machine-age)
(see machine gun)
(see machinegunner)
automatic greasers keep the lubricated
the dam powered a

water fountain and are located at...
s in a gym
two or three men were playing --s;
s and card games
factory workers for the ;
the diamond trade fuels the (Angola)

new s suck up leaves
the is becoming a collector's item

sailors wait to use the s
across the lobby was a (hotel)
5 in the local taverns, bowling alleys
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automated teller machine a global leader in 's;
there can be a fee for using an

answering machine (see answering machine)
breathing machine place him on a
milking machine a $40,000 (for goats)
rowing machine sessions at the
sewing machine s and cutting tables;

men worked the s (coat factory)
sewing-machine (m) operators
marketing machine the league's (N.B.A)
vending machine (see vending machine)
washing machine when her Sears broke down

icemaking machine loose ice from small s in bars, motels

coin-operated machine a

heart-and-lung machine a

machine-age science fiction a celebration of

machine gun machine gun a

machine gun emplacement he threw grenades at the
machine gun fire deliver a hail of devastating against the enemy
machine-gun nest a
machine gun position the enemy s

machine-gun-toting (see machine-gun-toting)

hostile machine gun heavy fire from a to his front

.50-caliber machine gun his

machinegunner machinegunner he was a during the Korean War
machine gunner he was a 20-year-old (Korea)

machine-gun-toting
machine-gun-toting gangster a

machinery farm machinery military goods and
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1

machining

macular

mad

made

made-for-cable-TV

made-for-TV

made-in-Mexico

made-to-order

machining practices

macular degeneration

mad-cow (m)
madhouse
madman

baseball-mad
business-mad
celebrity-mad
football-mad
status-mad

made-up

made-in-Mexico

made-for-TV

made-for-cable-TV

made-to-order

American-made
custom-made
handmade
homemade
man-made

ready-made
self-made

blamed the metal fatigue on poor

age-related

fears of disease
the building was now a
a howls on his bed while a dog barks

(see base-ball mad)
(see business-mad)
(see celebrity-mad)
(see football-mad)
(see status-mad)

(see made-up)

(see made-in-Mexico)

(see made-for-TV)

(see made-for-cable-TV)

(see made-to-order)

(see American-made)
(see custom-made)
(see handmade)
(see homemade)
(see man-made)

(see ready-made)
(see self-made)

made-for-cable-TV warmup the X Trials, a

made-for-TV movie a
made-for-TV sports

made-in-Mexico throw rug cheap s

made-to-order personal computer s
made-to-order PC s via the Web
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made-up made-up face

mafia mafia-infested

drug mafia
immigration mafia

notorious (drug) mafia

mafia-infested mafia-infested industry

magazine magazine article
magazine's circulation
magazine's editor
magazine stand
magazine subscription
magazine's subscriptions
magazine world

adult magazines
alumni magazine
ammunition magazine
astronomy magazine
beauty magazine
business magazine
car magazine
celebrity magazine
chess magazine
fashion magazine
games magazine
kid's magazine
science magazine
skate magazine
student magazine
women's magazine

her

(see mafia-infested)

Mexico's notorious
financed by s

Mexico's

a

he recalled having read a about...
boost his
in the mind of one of the s
at a off Hollywood Boulevard
spend less on s
the had dropped
the New York

sex shops and (porn)
a recent article in the Harvard
a bomb ignited the ship's forward
Sky and Telescope, a top
fashion, celebrity and s NYer)
lists compiled by s
design journals and 's
fashion, beauty and 's
edited a
beauty, celebrity and s
editor of Next Generation
s such as Polly Pigtails
general-interest s
one of the popular s (skateboarding)
we started publishing our work in s
writing romantic stories for 's

alternative-health magazine leafing through s
general-interest magazine it's tough for s
political-satire magazine Monocle, the he published

on-line magazine starting an

parenting magazine s such as Parents
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child-rearing magazine paging through such as Baby Talk
snowboarding magazine their expeditions were featured in s

recently launched magazine a

top (astronomy) magazine Sky and Telescope, a

subscription form for a magazine fill out a

magic magic spell sorcerers, witches and their s

black magic arrested for practicing (Saudi Arabia)

magical magical ring those three letters have a (BBC)

magnate wine magnate the California Joseph Gallo

brewing magnate Arthur Guinness, the

magnet magnet school the 21-year-old ;
a countywide

magnet for politicians
magnet for (slave) raiders
magnet for sharks

the convention is a and businessmen (Davos)
the area is a (Sudan)
the seals are a

magnet and amenity waterfronts are a for downtown development

magnetic magnetic sensor the SLAM has a built-in (antitank mine)

magnification forty-times-normal magnification at

magnificent magnificent courage his ' saved the lives of his comrades (war)

magnificent landscape the park's

magnifying magnifying glass peers through his illuminated ;
he reads with a

magnifying lens he examines snow crystals through a

magnitude magnitude of the injustice they were shocked by the

sheer magnitude the of the Super Bowl
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mahogany

mahogany-colored

mahogany-paneled

maid

maiden

maid of honor

mail

7.1-magnitude

mahogany tree

mahogany-colored
mahogany-paneled

mahogany-colored hair

mahogany-paneled study

maid of honor

barmaid
bridesmaid

maiden name
maiden voyage

maid of honor

mail bomb
mailbox
mail carrier
mail interception
mail order
mailroom
mail route

mail-in

airmail (v)

business mail
express mail
fan mail
hate mail
junk-mail (m)
priority mail
"snail" mail
voice mail

interoffice mail

a earthquake

cash in on a felled (Panama)

(see mahogany-colored)
(see mahogany-paneled)

lustrous,

a

(se maid of honor)

an attractive night-club dancer or
js and the maid of honor

she reverted to her
on his he ran aground (ship captain)

bridesmaids and the

the makings of a
left a note in his (in front of home)
a for the United States Postal Service
, wiretaps, and surveillance activities
(see mail order)
taken to the
people on his

(see mail-in)

separate your from your personal mail
E-commerce depends on
he gets a lot of

began to arrive at the newspaper
a blocker
delivery confirmation for (post office)
electronic mail versus
I have three s to check;
all your faxes, E-mails, and js

on my delivery route ()
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mail-in

mailing

mail order

main (chief)

e-mail

first-class mail

direct-mail

incoming mail

certified mail

domestic mail (m)
electronic mail
personal mail

mail-in ballot
mail-in vote

mailing list

mailing tube

mail order

mail-order business
mail-order catalog
mail-order company
mail-order customer
mail-order stew

main advantage
main (gathering) area
main argument
main (operating) base
main battery

(see e-mail)

the volume of delivered in the U.S.

(see direct-mail)

if the volume of your exceeds...

the teachers were notified by

interception, wiretaps
(see e-mail)
separate your business mail from your

absentee and ballots are still being counted
voters can cast their ballots by

sold to individuals on a ;
people who want to be removed from s
smacking it with a

he buys through

a
a traditional
S
desiccated,

the of this method is that...
the West Curb is the for taxis (airport)
the against...

(MOB) (military)
the space station's six --s

main (dormitory) complex outside the
main complication bleeding is the
main concern my was the children
main disadvantage their is cost (drugs)
main engine Endeavor's s could still be seen... (launch)
mainframe (see mainframe)
main (oxygen) generator installing the space station's
main gun (m) enter a building using a tank round
main goal one of the --s of prehospital care is...
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main (pipe)

mainframe

main issue now, that is the that I want to address
mainland (see mainland)
main passage we returned to the (caving)
main point his stands (argument about economy)
main priority maintenance of airway is the in...
main (program) requirement his --s
main responsibility the emergency physician's is to diagnose...
main (slave-trade) route along the s
main (supply) route Military Police on s (MSRs)
main server the at its headquarters (computers)
main (and often first) sign the of the disease is...
main source among the js consulted;

tourism is Cuba's of hard currency
mainstay a of gossip columns
mainstream (see mainstream)
main suspect the case is open despite the death of the
main (on-off) switch the
main (computer) system hacked into the agency's
main target their s were...(looters following eruption)
main task the of Discovery is to...
main technique two s exist for reducing the dislocation...
main thing so I think the we need to do now is to...
main type there are 2 js of calcaneal fractures

main attack wave
main bookstore
main policy area
main population centers
main propulsion system
main storage battery
main switchboard (m)
main navigation channel

main runway

main border crossing

main gathering place

water main

mainframe computer

the
the campus's (Harvard)
the s of the federal government
away from the
a valve problem in the shuttle's
the spacecraft's
the White House number
wetlands outside the main

at the end of its (airport)

has clogged the from Macedonia

the school was the community's

(see water main)

sales of js
s versus desktop computers
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mainland mainland

mainstream

maintained

maintenance

major (big)

mainland coast

mainstream

mainstream
mainstream
mainstream
mainstream

artist
audience
culture
popularity

mainstream thinking

had grown up on the ;
sailed from the to the island;
barrier islands shield the ;
just over the causeway from the

Vancouver explored the

remote from the of city life

such js as the Chieftains
getting short films to s

and drug culture
the brief of folk music

it seeped into

professionally maintained (see professionally maintained)

well maintained

maintenance employees
maintenance expenses
maintenance facility
maintenance interval
maintenance log
maintenance manual
maintenance operations
maintenance problem
maintenance records
maintenance status
maintenance troops
maintenance worker

(see well maintained)

Alaska Airlines
money to cover future
the airline's at Oakland
Northwest deviated from required s
there is no notation in the aircraft's
technical drawings and s
routine and special (MARTA / Atlanta)
heavy use, design flaws and s

(of planes)
he monitors the of signal equipment (military)
spare parts and
js blame the original design

maintenance for weapon systems , radio systems, electronics

health-maintenance (m) protection from organizations

scheduled maintenance some car owners don't do the

aviation maintenance
elevator maintenance
routine maintenance

major accident

the Internet is reshaping
superintendent for escalator and
doing inside the wing of the plane

following is a chronology of js (subs)
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major advance
major advantage
major blow
major burns
major cause
major challenge
major-college (m)
major collision
major depression
major (political) event
major factor
major force
major injury
major-league
major museum
major obstacle
major problem
major reason
major river
major source
major success

major air pollutants
major building projects
major business figure
major computer failure
major dam projects
major endorsement deal
major food processor
major job hazard
major research effort
major snowstorm
major tax cut
major tourist attractions

pioneered s in vaccine research (Walter Reed)
the of the perimeter defense is...(military)
loss of the reefs will be a to the environment

have a significant risk of mortality
sulfur dioxide, a of acid rain
one of the s is the task of...
play for a program (basketball)
the sub was in a and sustained major damage
to establish the diagnosis of a patient must...
most citizens paid attention to s
child poverty is a in...
he remained a in their lives
a to the cervical spine
(see major-league)
every , collection, auction house
lack of uniform definitions is a (elder abuse)
the plane's elevators were uneven, indicating a
a for that victory...
an undammed, free-flowing
canine rabies is a of human rabies
called it a for space partnership

the six tracked by the EPA
banks are pulling the plug on
one
a occurred
protest against across the world
she hoped to secure some s
Pet, Inc., a
a
believes a is unnecessary
a is making travel treacherous
a
walks past

major health-research initiative a
major missile-assembly plant a long-suspected

major human-rights violator Mauritania is a

major downtown intersection blocked s

major cheating scandal two s in two years
major logging company representing 5
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major trading center a during the Bronze Age

major track-and-field event the 's

major causes of death

major (school) government major

major (rank) major's can-do attitude

fast-rising major

majority

majority-black

majority-Muslim

major-league

make

majority-black
majority-Muslim
majority response

majority of teens

majority of outbreaks

black majority
white majority

vast majority

majority-black city

majority-Muslim area

major-league deadly

major-league hit
major-league pitcher
major-league status

make-believe

makeshift

makeover

makeup (cosmetics)
makeup (2nd chance)

the are sepsis or failure of other major organs

his daughter is a at Cornell

the

a at thirty (South Africa)

(see majority-black)
(see majority-Muslim)
the is that such views are homophobic

a report feeling bored at school

home-processed foods are responsible for the

(see black majority)
(see white majority)

the of heavy weapons have been removed

a white mayor in the

the of Kashmir

but it's deadly

his firsts

(see make-believe)

(see makeshift)

a kitchen ;
a salesgirl can give you a free (cosmetics)
(see makeup)
(see makeup)
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make-or-break (see make-or-break)

make and model the radio is the same as...

make-believe make-believe he is

maker (product) automaker the world's second-biggest (Ford Motor)
bookmaker a (gambler)
carmaker s could create...
champagne-maker a French grande marque
chip maker Intel, the dominant
computer maker every is coming out...;

s will be selling...
doughnut-maker a on the night shift
drug maker s;

s say they must charge high prices
filmmaker a S; a documentary
game maker software developers and s;
game-maker the Sega
gamemaker s and their industry (game consoles)
gunmakers blame the
instrument-maker the master Nicolo Bussotti
mask-maker a on the Cherokee Indian Reservation
mattress makers
movie maker
moviemaker s have been taking liberties
pacemaker the first battery-powered
paper maker Kimberly Clark, the
P. C. maker Microsoft didn't interfere with s
plane maker the Seattle (Boeing)
saddlemaker the --s of Sheridan, Wyoming;

Bohlin was America's most famous
shoemaker it's like the 's kids going barefoot;

the barber, the , the tailor
steelmaker lobbyists for --s
test maker the desire for reliability
tractor-makers The had no tools
truckmaker (m) Swedish Volvo
wave maker a $400,000 (on a man-made lake)
whiskeymaker as --s (Ad/Jack Daniel's)
winemaker are being hurt by the blight;

one of the great --s in the room

software maker Oracle Corp., the
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maker (other) code-maker
dealmaker
deal-maker
dealmaker
deal-maker
decision-maker
homemaker
lawmaker

make-or-break

makeshift

makeup
(cosmetics)

matchmaker

mischief-makers
money maker
money-maker
moneymaker
mythmakers
noisemaker
opinion makers
peacemaker
phrasemaker
policymaker
policy maker
tastemaker
troublemaker

make-or-break decision
make-or-break event

makeshift alter
makeshift auditorium
makeshift but
makeshift memorial
makeshift shelters
makeshift shrine

makeshift classrooms
makeshift campsites

makeup

the s are ahead of the code-breakers
an audacious
she sought out the js she most admired
an audacious
she sought out the s she most admired
(see decision-maker)
a who changed the color of her towels
he and other s;;
to lobby s
she's a (matches men and women);
Internet dating services and village s

It is a big
the film is one of the top-ten s
the museum's most reliable
romantic images of the West created by
retaliation from the ; a homemade

a booming
how is a responsible to proceed
s do not rely on...
her authority as a
called them s; that kid is a ;
urged js to stay away;
an institution for --s

a on a new government
the anti-missile test is not a

a
as
the pizza shop has become a (murder victim)
people are staying in -- (volcanic eruption)
a

she bought some ;
her -- made her look almost European
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makeup artist
makeup tip
makeup trends

eye makeup

Leslie Lopez used...
what's the most useful you've learned
experiment with the latest

you can remove your with...

makeup makeup exam a ' (college)
(2nd chance)

making battle-making to see as an extension of diplomacy
bomb-making (see bomb-making)
budget-making the nitty-gritty of ; in a capacity
deal-making the continued...;

I spent more time j;

mal

dealmaking
decision-making (see decision-making)
filmmaking (m) his career peaked in the early sixties
history-making (see history-making)
icemaking (see icemaking)
loss-making (see loss-making)
lovemaking during
mapmaking
map making and reading (military)
map-making (m) land navigation and skills (military)
mask-making (see mask-making)
moneymaking
movie-making that was good
moviemaking (m) Spielberg says of Nichols's career
music-making virtuoso
painting's making the craft of a
paper-making machinery
peacemaking they will be used for
policymaking decision-making, , or strategy
policy-making (m) a panel
program making
shoemaking , charcoal production, fruit-picking
shoe-making (m) a machine
star-making in her role in the Oscar-winning film

malpractice
malunion

(see malpractice)
nonunion, , or delayed union (bone fractures)

grand mal (see grand mal)
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malady back malady the causes and cures of s

malaise

malaria

malarial

male

malaise, weakness, and weight loss illness characterized by (tularemia)

fever, chills, fatigue, malaise, anxiety or confusion (sepsis)
lethargy, malaise, and fever relieving the associated with Q fever

malaria-eradication (m)
malaria infection
malaria parasites
malaria prophylaxis
malaria season
malaria tablets
malaria treatment

a rigorous program
method of detection of

in humans
CDC recommendations for and treatment
the is just starting
began taking his
CDC recommendations concerning

malaria prophylaxis and treatment CDC recommendations for

uncomplicated malaria

cerebral malaria

human malaria
severe malaria

cases of malaria
contraction of malaria
symptoms of malaria
transmission of malaria

malarial complications
malarial infection
malarial symptoms

anti-malarial

male behavior
male client
male condoms
male heir
male impotence (m)
male partner
male privilege

male counterpart

resolution of fever in is 4 days

P falciparum can cause ;
if untreated, is lethal
four parasitic protozoa cause
a greater tendency to develop (gravid women)

occur in some areas of the US
at risk for are travelers to...

include...
the Anopheles mosquito is responsible for the

presence of any other severe
drugs to combat
patients exhibiting with a history of travel

(see anti-malarial)

norms constraining
her 's pay her... (a matchmaker)

versus female condoms
the Duke's hopes for a
Viagra, the wonder drug
women complain js don't show affection
a bastion of southern

her js (skateboarding)
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male-controlled

male-dominated

male-female

male-oriented

males-only

malign

mall

malpractice

malt

male-controlled
male-dominated
male-oriented

male-female

males-only

25- to 59-year-old male

male and female (m)

(see male-controlled)
(see male-dominated)
(see male-oriented)

(see male-female)

(see male-only)

large numbers of s

recruits (military)

male-controlled social structure America's

male-dominated country in this
male-dominated societies the status of Arab women in their

male-female relations

male-oriented realm of cardiology the

males-only Elizabethan theater the Elizabethan theater

malign force political correctness as a in university life

mall parking lot run across the to your station wagon

pedestrian mall
strip mall

shopping mall

seven-acre mall

malpractice award
malpractice history

incidents of malpractice

single-malt

a downtown
-js lining the way;
one corner of an ugly

buildings, s and city parks;
virtual s like Catelog City

a to make shopping easier

s and lawsuit settlements (doctors)
the state requires js be made available;
patients curious about their doctors' s

disciplinary problems and (doctors)

(see single-malt)
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mammoth mammoth mammoths emerge from melting permafrost

mammoth ivory Russia legally exports 6 tons of annually

man (sports) defenseman the NHL's best (hockey)
fisherman (see fisherman)
linemen offensive and defensive (football)

man (jobs) cameraman a former Disney
cattleman he's a
company man he has become too much of a
craftsman (see craftsman)
crewmen I leave the group of
deliveryman (see deliveryman)
ferryman see themselves as ferrymen
fisherman the son of a commercial
fishermen kayakers, rafters, and fly
foreman found by a ranch
insurance man became an
pitchmen athletes are million-dollar corporate
patrolman a state highway
plainclothesmen a second truck followed, filled with (security)
policeman
repairman a telephone
salesman , entrepreneur, civic leader
salesmen the streets were filled with carpet
seaman (see seaman)
watchman an Arab lent me his cell phone
workmen the lime-streaked
handyman (see handyman)

man (military) airman
mortarman sent to Vietnam, where he served as a
point man the in the column
radiomen Air Force
rifleman observing another fallen lying exposed (war)
signalmen Navy worked hectic shifts
slack man the is second behind the point man

no-man's-land (see no-man's-land)

man (groups) clansmen armed and angry Somali
countrymen tall, like the majority of his
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man (schools)

man (status)

family man
kinsman
tribesman
village men

mountain men

spokesman

freshman (m)
letterman

condemned man
divorced men
educated man
married men

able-bodied men

man (condition) depressed men

syphilis-infected men

able-bodied men

broken-hearted man
brokenhearted man

man (crime manhunt
(and punishment)

bagmen

hangman
hit man
wheelman

innocent man

the sort of you could depend on
the grave of his long-dead
(see tribesman)
outraged stormed the liquor shop

small from Nepal

his future as a movement

in his year at college
a three-sport with high grades

the
have poorer survival after a heart attack

I was now an
having affairs with

the flow of

have poorer survival after a heart attack

some of the

the flow of

a

caught in a

and drop-off points

the -- strung them up one at a time
the testified that...(South Africa)
our was Karl "The Arabian" Schoeller

you're executing an

wrongly convicted man

man (spiritual) man's nature

madman
marksman

the spiritual side of

a -- howls on his bed while a dog barks
(see marksman)
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medicine man
mountain man

point man
slack man
sportsman
woodsman

outdoorsman

brave man

fly fishermen
flyfishermen

Burning Man (m)

fiercely independent

man (firearms) gunman
marksman

well-armed men

man (descriptive) tall (thin) men

he felt an inclination to become a
he's a and proud of it (Appalachians);
Jim Bridger, the famous
the went down
the follows behind the point man
(see sportsman)
he became an accomplished

(see outdoorsman)

it took a to .stand up to the government

kayakers, rafters, and
, boating enthusiasts and hikers

the festival

man this has to rely on others (end of life)

a on an ambush mission
a martial-arts enthusiast and an expert

apple-cheeked (young) man
crew-cut (young) men
weather-beaten man

soft-spoken man

full-bearded man
hairy-chested man
hard-bitten man
heavy-bodied man
red-cheeked man

man (2 aspects) man-child
soldier-statesman

man (symbol) man of your dreams

ferryman

an
a dozen
a small, of seventy

he is a large, thoughtful,

a tall,
a
a
a
a skinny,

as a , he'd become a teen father
a New England breed of

find the

see themselves as ferrymen
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man (other)

fisherman (see fisherman)
foreman who was elected (of a jury)
hangman the strung them up one at a time
moneyman the threatens...
point man the in the column...
showman (see showman)
snowman the boys built a
tax man yields revenue to the

marked men they came to be security risks and

manhole (see manhole)
manhunt a massive police for the murderer
manpower (m) an assessment of requirements
man's-style (see man's style)
men's room in the

manhood (see manhood)

men-only (see men-only)

man bashing (see man bashing)

man-made (see man-made)

man-high (see man-high)

man-to-man (see man-to-man)

one-man (m) (see one-man)
25-man (m) a raft

managed managed care (see managed care)

stage-managed (see stage-managed)

managed care managed care became dominant, in the mid-1980s

managed-care plan s; belonged to a

managed-care horror story another

advent of managed care with the ...
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management management consultant

management firm
management job
management lapses
management mistake
management philosophy
management problem
management skills
management style
management tool

she worked as a for a health system;
he's a to the media industry
a has placed 50 executive officers
plenty of competition for s
spare parts shortages and
s added to the escalator woes
insiders blame a clash of s
the ongoing s
his blend of leadership skills, and...
(see management style)
wilderness bonding as a

management of burns the contaminated with white phosphorous
management of infections indicated for the (a drug)
management of injuries due to chemical weapons

management of AIDS the medical

management and monitoring admit patient for further
management and observation admit patient for further

anger management (see anger management)
burn management antibiotics are a mainstay of
customer management (m) -- software cuts costs;

operations can increase profits
emergency management a workshop on
hotel management have a degree in
inventory-management (m) practices of numerous companies
pain management the goal of is complete pain relief
pain-management (m) clinical trials to evaluate protocols;

effective practices from specialists
attention must be paid to

classes
at different points in the dying trajectory

scaled-down practices
reaching the crisis point in
develop facilities

soil-fertility management
stress-management (m)
symptom management
timber management (m)
waste management
waste management (m)

livestock management

micromanagement

any form of is better than none

(see micromanagement)

aggressive (airway) management
aggressive (wound) management

supportive care may include
admitted to a burn unit for
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management style

manager

man bashing

man-child

mandated

mandatory

medical management the of AIDS

design-and-management (m) work on his team (spacecraft)

top-down management style German

manager's office

building manager
company manager
data manager
forest manager
fund manager
money manager
personnel manager
plant manager
program manager
project manager

went to the to get the key

the was throwing everyone out
a
funding positions for s
state and federal s
brokers, s and investment professionals
s with billions of dollars at their disposal
the plan used by s to assign officers
s insist that...
Ron Dittemore, space shuttle
a

pension fund manager
reelection-campaign manager
space shuttle (program) manager

midlevel manager
mid-level manager
special-events manager

ecosystem manager

corporate manager

man bashing

man-child

government-mandated
state-mandated

federally mandated

mandatory disclosure

mandatory-minimum

5
a
Ron Dittemore,

s are often axed
a
a , an assistant...

forest, ranchers, and other s

a mid-level Japanese

uneasy with

as a , he'd become a teen father

(see government-mandated)
(see state-mandated)

(see federally mandated)

(of toxic emissions)

(see mandatory-minimum)
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mandatory-minimum
mandatory-minimum sentences do not allow for parole

maneuver night maneuver s, weapons tests, intercept training

infantry maneuver dismounted

mangled

mango

mangrove

dismounted (infantry) maneuver

aggressive maneuver
procedural maneuver
tactical maneuver

a defense using is the best way...(military)
after a flurry of s
the mobility and freedom of are tied to...

operational and tactical maneuver obstacles as pivots for

fire and maneuver close with the enemy by means of

mangled car firefighters cut through the roof of the
mangled wreckage rescuers cut bodies from the (cars)

mango tree s and palms

mangrove shore Cardenas's swampy
mangrove swamp a near Palembang

Manhattan Manhattan Project (see Manhattan Project)

Manhattan-bound (see Manhattan-bound)

Manhattan-bound Manhattan-bound tube the

Manhattan Project Manhattan Project-size (see Manhattan Project-size)

Manhattan Project-size
Manhattan Project-size effort a

man-high man-high brush in the

manhole manhole cover pressure had blown off a cover

manhood manhood catapulted into

mania mania for efficiency his and employee performance
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manicured

manifestation

manipulative

man-made

dot-com mania

mobile-mania

well manicured

manifestation of abuse

manipulative personality

man-made island
man-made lake
manmade lake
man-made mountain
man-made obstacles

the and security woes

the onset of (mobile telephones)

(see well manicured)

treating the physical

he had a strong,

a
s suffer problems
a few of the county's lakesa

(radio and/or TV towers, wires (military))

natural and man-made (m) fires and obstacles impede the enemy

manned manned spacecraft

longest-manned

manner manner of death

table manners

unfair manner

mannered mild-mannered

man's-style man's-style shirt

man-to-man man-to-man defense
man-to-man talk

manual (adj) manual toothbrush

manual (noun) computer-manual (m)
instruction manual
maintenance manual
owner's manual
sex manual
suicide manual

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

satellites and

(see longest-manned)

his knowledge of the (murder trial)

eating with your mouth open is bad

I apologize for the in which you were held...

(se mild-mannered)

a

a pressing (basketball)
a

s versus electric toothbrushes

be sure to invite the people
a Vietnamese-language for Windows 95
technical drawings and s
read the (programmable phone)
an abundance of s for women
Final Exit, the Hemlock Society
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manually

manually operated

manufacturer

manufacturing

manure

manuscript

police interrogation manual the most widely used

military-training manual

manually operated

manually operated pump

cigarette manufacturers
computer manufacturer
drug manufacturer

a with bomb-building specs

(see manually operated)

inflated with a (Gamow bag)

and smoking-related illnesses
alter contracts with s

insurance companies press s;
s are among the most profitable

electronics manufacturers Sony and other Japanese
supplements manufacturers and distributors
vaccine manufacturer ordered s to screen for the virus

gasoline-additive manufacturers
lawn mower manufacturer

plumbing-supply manufacturer

paint, pigment ands
js and lead-free faucets

manufacturing company a partner in a
manufacturing defect what owners say about reliability and --s
manufacturing efficiency leaps in
manufacturing employment months of increases in ;

has grown for 11 straight months
manufacturing job better-paying 's;

the city lost a fifth of its s
manufacturing operations Dell's efficient in Texas
manufacturing process the steam engine mechanized js
manufacturing sector shake up the entire American

metals-manufacturing a small business
mine-manufacturing (see mine-manufacturing)
pesticide-manufacturing (m) a Union Carbide plant in Bhopal

chicken manure
poultry manure

enormous surpluses of

draft manuscript his summarizing the study results
novel manuscript screenplay treatments, s

two-thousand-five-hundred-page manuscript a
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many many paths

many-headed
many-layered

many-headed many-headed

there are to success

(see many-headed)
(see many-layered)

the outside he personifies is

many-layered many-layered sandwich the

many-layered management ranks

Maoist-inspired Maoist-inspired guerrilla s
map map clutter try to decease (military maps)

map display the aircraft's
map recon make a quick while waiting...
map (and compass) skills teach (military)

map overlay prepare a of the area reconned

mapmaking
map making
map-making (m)
map reading
map reading (m)

and reading (military)
land navigation and skills (military)
training students in (military)

skills (military)

maps of the (operational) area should be obtained (military)
map of Australia a
map of (a gene's) interior the first fine-scale

map and compass a are essential
maps and overlays (military)

body map
city map
incident map
intelligence maps
military map
road map
situation map
sports map
star map
strip map
terrain map

document marks of abuse on a (hospital)
I looked briefly at a
maintain an with a graphics overlay (military)
operations and (military)
geographic coordinates appear on standard s
the following list should serve as a to resolve
maintain a with graphics overlay (military)
put women's basketball on the
when we look at a and see where earth is
the shows start and release points (convoy)
a (military)
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maple

maple-line

marathon

topo map
tourist map
trail maps
weather map

world map

post operation maps

fine-scale map
large-scale map

existing maps

detailed maps
gridded map
unclassified maps

hand-drawn map

accurate map
current map
digital map (m)
operational maps
tactical map

centuries-old map

up-to-date maps

guidebooks and maps

scale of maps

maple-lined

maple-lined drive

marathon swimmer
marathon meeting

marathon swimming

ultra-marathon

we unroll our s
s, phone booths, and a bank
interpretive brochures and (botanical gardens)
a ;
his interest in the on television
a dating from 1482

with the minefield location, safety zone

the first of a gene's interior
plot the perimeter location on a map (military)

are frequently inaccurate (military)

authoritative diagrams and
produce s from aerial photography (military)

(military)

a found among his belongings

in some instances, s may not be available
js and the latest route conditions (military)
a new display on the multifunction display
prepare detailed (military)
a that shows...(military)

six rare, js have been stolen

preparing, printing, and distributing (military)

a group of tourists scouring

Corps MCCs do not normally use the same

(see maple-lined)

we turned in to a

a 30-year-old
gearing up for a next week (city government)

the history of

(see ultra-marathon)
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marble

March

march

marching

mare (dream)

mare (horse)

margin

marginally

marble palace
marble quarry
marble sculpture

marble coffee table

mid-March
late-March

hate march
road march

candlelight march

routes of march

marching band
marching season

nightmare

thoroughbred mare

margin of error
margin of victory

margin for error

profit margin
record margin
safety margin
society's margins

added (safety) margin

clear-cut margin

low-margin
wide margin

marginally affected

marginally affected marginally affected state

a
found work as a day laborer, in the s
monumental js

seated around a green-veined

filed suit in
charge in

a by a hate group
all units should be trained in tactical s

the they soon would make

rally points, checkpoints and (military)

director of the
in the annual Protestant (N. Ireland)

(see nightmare)

js and stallions

phrases like "plus or minus" and " j"
his 'score gave them the final (soccer game)

there's no

(see profit margin)
he wins by s (Tiger Woods) (golfing)
bottled oxygen gave us an added
indigenous groups pushed to

bottle oxygen gave us an

a

(see low-margin)
the proposition passed by a (California)

(see marginally affected)
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marijuana
(and pot)

marijuana case
marijuana crime
marijuana crop
marijuana cultivation
pot dealer
marijuana's effects
marijuana felony
marijuana grower
marijuana harvest
marijuana law
marijuana offense
marijuana opponent
marijuana plant
marijuana policy
marijuana possession
marijuana prices
marijuana smoke
marijuana trafficker
marijuana use

pot-smoking

marijuana-related

marijuana-related marijuana-related arrests

marine (sea) marine biology (m)
marine environment
marine life

marine sanctuary

marine fish catch

marine wildlife

submarine

coastal and marine (m)

Marine (military) Marine Corps

land seized in a
people in federal prison for s
the value of the rivals that of corn
books on
small-time s are getting life
lying to teenagers about
Americans convicted of a
tracing down js
sheriffs look the other way during the
the nation's s
Americans arrested for js
the vehemence of s
drug agents seized 40 s
a based on the facts
arrested for
the huge rise in

hung in the air
a Rastafarian

among teenagers

talk to the press about their

(see marijuana-related)

600,000 nationwide in 1995

local students
the fragile
the you see is spectacular (scuba diving);
fish and other
home to one of the largest js

the global nearly doubled

pollution affecting and coral reefs;
resource over-utilization is a threat to ;
pollution affecting and coral reefs

(see submarine)

a deterioration of areas

(see Marine Corps)
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Marine Corps

marital

maritime

mark

soldiers and marines techniques to assist during desert operations

traditions of the Marine Corps actions in keeping with the highest

U.S. Marine Corps the U.S. Navy, the

culture of the Marine Corps the proudly black-and-white

Army, the Navy or Marine Corps, the Air Force elements of the

marital advice
marital status

did they trade
(single, engaged, married, separated, divorced,
widowed);
parents' (questionnaire)

extramarital (see extramarital)

maritime disaster the worst Greek in 35 years (ferry sinking)

marksman (see marksman)

birthmark he had a on his...
bite mark the police noted a on his shoulder;

acute s may contain assailant's saliva
claw marks there are on the pine tree (bear)
fang marks (small circular dots from sea snake)
hallmark quaint s of a bygone era
landmark (see landmark)
punctuation mark numbers and s
quotation marks use the patient's own words in
rope marks bruises, welts, lacerations, , burns (abuse)
scorch mark s on the skin (evidence of torture)
skid marks the two cars left no (accident)
slap marks with delineation of the digits may be noted
smudge mark check car for signs of fingerprints or (bomb)
stretch marks make unsightly a faint memory
track marks evidence of injections (e.g., ) (drug addicts)
trademark (m) and copyright violations;

allow owners to sue
tread mark the frozen s of the tractors

earmark (v) The Navy, which had ed the ship...
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high-water mark

black mark

marked (increased) marked advantage

marked (other)

marker

market

marked bills
marked men
marked path
marked run
marked trails

bullet-marked
pockmarked

unmarked

ill-marked
poorly marked

marker cone

granite marker
mile marker
mine markers
route marker
stone marker

minefield markers
roadside marker

commemorative marker

historical marker

NBC markers

market capitalization
market constraints
market dominance
market forces

market indexes

the ;
it was the of his career (sports)

the case put a on the city (a murder)

key terrain can afford a to either combatant

$80 in to buy crack cocaine
they came to be security risks and
reenter along the (minefield casualty)
skiing off s can be dangerous
stay on and off unauthorized paths

(see bullet-marked)
(see pockmarked)

(see unmarked)

(see ill-marked)
(see poorly marked)

a couple of s for the end zone

a was placed over their father's tomb
s are "yardstickers" (trucker's lingo)
the minefield is marked with fencing and
cairns (piles of stones) are the only s
a small marks her grave

deep area minefields do not require
the that tells of Nat Turner's revolt

s will be placed throughout the park;
the s highlight people, events or places
a state by the side of the highway

use to identify contaminated areas

companies with a of $16 trillion
the freedom of universities from
the Post's in the Washington area
the same have created pollution;
social values and
the ups and downs of the three
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market leaders
marketplace
market power
market research

market-research (m)
market share
market system
market value

market-based
market-driven

end production of products not seen as
(see marketplace)
the company's prodigious , profits

is cited at every opportunity;
we do every other year
the company
(see market share)
Russia's fledgling
increased their ;
the of AOL's stock;
the of insured properties is $2 trillion;
universities are embracing 's

(see market-based)
(see market-driven)

market for cell phones the world's biggest
market for (weather-related) disaster stories
market for (rap) music the $1.3 billion

bull market
coffee market
collectibles market
computer market
electricity market
farmers' market
farmer's market
flea market
food markets
game market
infant market
job market

labor market
marriage market
mass market
mass-market (m)
memorabilia market
money-market (m)
oil market
pesticide market
rug market
slave market
stock market

a

spectacular stock debuts in this
the world is volatile
the ; Barbie accessories, Beanie Babies
the U.S. hand-held
states will deregulate their js
hauling his vegetables to the
selling groceries at a
(see flea market)
they control most of the in the city
the $7 billion
nurture the (e-publishing)
graduated into the worst in 20 years;
in a relatively slow-growing
jobs and js
this has implications in the
the has no taste

assault weapons; appeal
Marilyn Monroe and the
offer accounts which pay interest
the world
the lucrative
Mehmet follows the closely
the government allowed --s to open
the 's dive proved temporary
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marketable

stock-market (m)

toy market
travel market
truck market
vegetable market
world market

the crash; value;
it's been a roller-coaster ride for investors
the $23 billion
adventure travel and the
the European Union's total
three barbershops and no s
knowledge of s

games-console market Microsoft's entry into the

livestock market sale of animals at the Damman was brisk
medical-equipment market the international
personal-computer market its share of the has fallen

supermarket (see supermarket)

new-textbook market the

downmarket in venues like J.C. Penney and K mart

open-air market
outdoor market
underground market

an ; a lively
many Russian s pay protection to gangs
drugs available on the

evolving market the and technology

electronic publishing market the fledgling

untapped market deciding that women were an

black market
electronic market
financial markets
free-market (m)

hot market
huge market
local market
new market

(see black market)
authors entering the (e-books)
he specializes in the study of

economies in Eastern Europe

a for weather-related disaster stories
prostitution-related activities at the
his attention to the (newspaper)
the possibility of a opening up

pay-to-view market the $1.4 billion (Net E-porn)

marketable product work on creating s
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market-based

market-driven

marketer

marketing

marketplace

market share

market-based economic system

market-driven

telemarketer

branded marketers

marketing behavior
marketing campaign
marketing department
marketing efforts
marketing expertise
marketing machine
marketing opportunity
marketing partner
marketing strategy
marketing tool

direct-marketing

sports-marketing

telemarketing

sales and marketing (m)

marketplace

marketplace forces

online marketplaces

changing marketplace

noisy marketplace

market share

move towards a

if research is

(see telemarketer)

like Britain's Virgin Group

tobacco firms haven't changed their
a $100 million
in the current jargon of s
the tobacco industry's powerful

and a national television audience
the league's (N.B.A)
skateboarders cashing in on s
corporate sponsors and 's include...
s are ingenious
a subtle to get out the message

(see direct-marketing)

(see sports-marketing)

(see telemarketing)

the departments

in the of antique cars;
value with the public and in the

portals, exchanges and other s

take advantage of a

haggling in a

customer loyalty helped eBay maintain
capture while the market is small;
get by cutting the price

online-trading market share its has slipped
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marking

marksman

marksmanship

marriage

60% market share

marking party

marking of minefields

surface markings

minefield marking

scars and markings

expert marksman

marksmanship

marksmanship

urban marksmanship (m)

marriage benefits
marriage customs
marriage discussions
marriage license
marriage-license (m)
marriage market
marriage negotiations
marriage partner
marriage problems
marriage proposal

marriage rate
marriage records

child marriage

gay marriage
parent's marriage

long-distance marriage
same-sex marriage

intermarriage

Sony has a 60% (game consoles)

the erects fences and signs (minefield)

and obstacle groups

signage and runway incursions (airports)

requirements for if the unit leaves or...

the of individual sharks

a martial-arts enthusiast and an

(see marksmanship)

his ; he boasted of his

skills include...(military)

300-plus traditional controlled by the state
a distinctive way of eating; s

involve intense investigations
a isn't just a piece of paper
he examines data from California
this has implications in the

go forward
cousins as s (Saudi Arabia)
had come to her with his
his was spurned by a young woman;
the lottery winner received 40 js
soaring divorce rates, declining js
property records, j, birth records

s and arranged marriages;
she led a campaign against js (India)
appeals to conservatives to endorse
he weathered the breakup of his

sad but resigned to his
those in favor of

(see intermarriage)
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married

marrow

Mars

marsh

intra-family marriage
intra-tribal marriage

lasting marriage

arranged marriage
failed marriage
troubled marriage

brief marriage
civil marriage
happy marriage
interracial marriage
previous marriage
traditional marriage

intra-tribal or js
intra-family or s

s, clear-cut career paths

many couples in js
she could never quite get over her
help to escape a

he drifted through a series of jobs and a
denial of to gay and lesbian couples
write a note wishing her a
women's suffrage or for
she had three children from a
federal benefits that come with

five-year-old marriage their

happy-ever-after marriage from one-night stands to --s

baggage of marriage
concept of marriage
institution of marriage
years of marriage

married couple

married life
married men
married parents
married woman

unmarried

soon-to-be-married

happily married
newly married

bone marrow

Mars rock

marshland

the (gender, religion, culture, etc.)
the '- and gay marriage
the and gay marriage
after 25

among s with kids under 18;
four father-daughter pairs and two --s
the dowries they had brought to
having affairs with
kids born to
a whose husband...

(see unmarried)

(see soon-to-be-married)

(see happily married)
(see newly married)

(see bone marrow)

established as a in 1995

--s and woods;
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martial

martial arts

martyr

martyrdom

marvelous

mashed

mask

masked

salt marsh (m)

martial-arts

court-martial
court-martial (m)

martial-arts enthusiast
martial arts studio

martyrdom

martyr's burial

bid for martyrdom
promise of martyrdom

less-than-marvelous

mashed potatoes

mask-maker

mask-making

dust mask
gas mask

gas mask (m)
oxygen mask

ski mask
straw mask

cold-weather mask

the vast beyond the River Oredezh

(sebkha) terrain is impassable when wet

(see martial arts)

for the upcoming
a -- date has been set

he was a
arrested outside a

(see martyrdom)

he receive a for his suicide attack

his ' (a terrorist)
a place electric with the (Muslims)

(see less-than-marvelous)

serve with

a on the Cherokee Indian Reservation

(see mask-making)

a run on (smoke from wildfires)
issuing --s to spouses and children;
issuing s is a protection measure
U.S. Army troops perform a drill
with an on (hospital);
a drop-down (planes)
the men wore --s
dance with two men in s (Brazil)

researchers are testing a new

feather-trimmed mask a

disposable mask
protective masks

masked samples

anyone entering should wear a (TB)
, gowns and gloves are necessary (cyanide)

from the same tumor tissue
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masking

mask-making

masquerade

mass

massacre

massage

masking agent
masking terrain

terrain masking

mask-making tradition

masquerade party

mass audience

mass burial (m)
mass destruction
mass gatherings
mass grave
mass market
mass-market (m)
mass medium
mass murderer
mass suicide
mass travel

mass street protests

mass-produced

bone mass
landmass

hot air masses

athletes use s to hide the presence of drugs
combat trains are normally positioned behind

(cover and concealment)

passed down the from father to son

a Roman Revel at the Century Club

a looking for entertainment;
a sense for what a wants to see (films)
dig and fill sites (military)
halt the proliferation of weapons of
launched a national campaign of (Cuba)
the stark videotape of the
the has no taste

assault weapons; appeal
radio was born as a -- in the 1920s
(see mass murderer)
protesters have threatened to commit
the organized tour group and

Protestants mounted (N. Ireland)

(see mass-produced)

drugs that decrease
one-sixth of the world's (Russia)

moving north from Africa (heat wave)

massacre of (black) civilians a (South Africa)

school massacre

alleged massacre

the in Littleton

the -- near the Korean village (Korean War)

highly publicized massacre

massage parlor
massage therapist

a neighborhood of s and porno theatres
she visits a twice weekly

massage parlors and porno theatres a neighborhood of
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massive

full-body massage she gives me a

massive eruption now with a one wonders...(volcano)
massive (Category 4) hurricane it was a

massive (police) manhunt a for the murderer
massive moneymaker E-porn is a (pornography)
massive population transfers s
massive state subsidy s of farming
massive tax cut GOP plans for a

massive (nationwide) crackdown a

massive (point-source) outbreak a (biological weapon)

massive (consumer) testing Gillette's of its new razor

mass murderer would-be mass murderer s
mass-produced mass-produced carpets large, of thick pile

mass-produced furniture , handmade furniture

mast mast-mounted (see mast-mounted)

masted four-masted (see four-masted)

master master class experimental dance and s
master's degree went back to school, earned a j;

he was getting a
master list a of frequencies used by the police
masterpiece (see masterpiece)
master plan a brilliant new ;

a to cut them to pieces
master's program the in psychology at...
master race Hitler's vision of a
master's thesis the basis for a
masterwork Neff s

master fund-raiser a ' and organizer

master-slave (see master-slave)

mastermind (v) ed the attacks on two embassies
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masterpiece

master-slave

mast-mounted

mat

match (sports)

match (other)

matching

master of ceremonies
master of motivation

chess master
grand master
harbormaster
quartermaster
schoolmaster
scoutmaster
slave master
taskmaster
webmaster

engineering masterpiece

master-slave relations

mast-mounted sensor

floor mat

prayer mat
welcome mat

charity match
chess match
rugby match

boxing match

arm-wrestling match

rematch

post-match

matchmaker

shouting match

fingerprint matching

Harry Belafonte was (inauguration of mayor)
he is now perceived as a (coach)

a
(see grand master)
the of Pawtuxet Cover
speaking to the
this English
pedophiles who are s or coaches
a drunken and sadistic
Gillmore, a -- with a degree...
s attract 2 million surfers

these race cars are --s

in Mauritania

the contains the RFI (Apache helicopter)

seated on a ;
headrest, sun visors, the --s (car)
as he placed his on a road (Muslim)
Australia is yanking the (for refugees)

the team played in a j last year (soccer)
the Deep Blue ; in a in London
a Six Nations between Wales and Ireland

promoting 5;
the show business aspects of a

challenge him to an

(see rematch)

(see post-match)

she's a -- (matches men and women);
Internet dating services and village s

ended up embroiled in --s

and background checks
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mate

material

army mate
barracks mate
cellmate
cell mate
chatmate
classmate

dorm mate
dorm-mate
dormmate
floormate
hoochmate
housemate
linemate
littermates
playmate

platoon mate

roommate

schoolmate

shipmate
soul mate
teammate

travel mate
workmate

running mate

food, territory and mates

material evidence

briefing materials
championship material
command material
curriculum materials
lesson material
library materials

his s
the beating death of a
the former who...
--s who are police trustees
her could just as likely be... (Internet)
my ;
all of his s were Latinos
her s didn't know her (university)
his may be thinking...
hanging out with his old (college)
a who plays music too loud (Yale dormitory)
his was a handy guy
the TV show Big Brother and the --s
Mario Lemieux, once his (hockey)
differences in behavior between (dogs)
he and his brothers were playmates of...;
parents are their child's first and best --s
his s;
his --s fought to get him Medal of Honor
and they became --s (at Yale);
his dormitory
a of Andy Chase;
making it harder for their --s to learn
shipboard life and his --s
they were s, due to be married
my , Naif Mohammed Al-Jaser;
his friend and (basketball);
his college at Arizona (basketball)
Andreas and his
facing a -- you passed over for your party list

Al Gore's (politics)

bears in search of

the gun and other pieces of disappeared

reproduce for handout
he has proved he is (boxing)
he wasn't
the -- arrived in bits and pieces
when presenting their
library customers can return
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maternal

maternity

math

plant material
reference materials
research material
source material
toy's material

building material

building-materials (m)

writing materials

bomb-making material

printed materials
recycled materials

pollen or other in the animal's fur
CD-ROM
the library was short on
when he began to delve into the
the , content, construction or performance

collecting cow dung for and fuel;
s are stacked chest-high
a supplier

she had asked for her

caught smuggling into the U.S.

give Sharon any you want distributed
the creative use of for new products

previously unreleased material

adult material
hazardous materials
hazardous materials (m)
radioactive materials

raw materials

sexually explicit material

includes (cassette tape)

and pay-to-view (E-porn on Internet)
transportation of (airport)
the department's unit was called in
the release of toxic and / or ' (terrorists);
HAZMAT, , or chemical agents
oil wells, refineries, factories,

use the Net to distribute

recycled materials for new products the creative use of

maternal instinct

maternity clothes
maternity leave
maternity ward

math assignment
math class
math curriculum

math drills

math problem
math program

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

the , the instinct to protect

we had managed with one set of
who's going on
rush to the

write out equations for s
his sixth-grade ; her honors
the current needs improvement;
the school adopted a new
, daily homework, Friday assemblies;
gave them
the only thing I can't do are --s
a controversial new
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mathematical

mating

matter

matter-of-fact

math skills
math solutions
math teacher
math test

middle school math

mathematical model

mating habit
mating instinct
mating opportunity
mating season

matter of dispute
matter-of-fact

matter-of-factly

family matters

subject matter

printed matter

legislative matters
logistical matters

crux of the matter
heart of the matter

matter-of-fact guy
matter-of-fact way

matter-of-factly matter-of-factly (adv)

mattress air mattress

the normal gain in
students swap science projects and
middle school s
national and international s

economists and elaborate s;
developing s of the earth's climate

men's historical s
the (in deer)
women have fewer than men
October through November is the deer

it would become a with legal ramifications
(see matter-of-fact)

(see matter-of-factly)

she devoted herself to ;
granted paid leave to deal with
the of the book;
its underlying serious

projects onto a screen

meetings dealing with
makes recommendations to commander on

the is, what is "inappropriate physical contact"
how important it is to get to the

he is a rough-hewn,
in a ;
same

he has spoken of it;
She said, , "He deserved it. ";
laid out the basics ;
...he told me

he crashed on an in the den
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mature

mature-sounding

maturity

maxi

maximum

maximum security

May

mayoral

maze

mature-sounding

mature-sounding voice

sexual maturity

(see mature-sounding)

in a

given the drug to forestall j;
girls showing signs of by age 8

signs of (sexual) maturity girls showing by age 8

maxi-series

maximum altitude

maximum amount
maximum attention
maximum dose
maximum efficiency
maximum hours
maximum penalty
maximum protection
maximum range
maximum security
maximum sentence
maximum use

maximum prison term
maximum safe dose

maximum overtime

super-maximum

maximum-security cell
maximum security prison

a

pilots calculate their ;
the is dependent on weight (planes)
the the port could handle
timed his public statements to get
they gave her the (painkiller)
sensors regulate the car for
specified per week, minimum wages
he faces a of life imprisonment

and minimum exposure (sun bathing)
the s of weapon systems
(see maximum security)
the charges carry a of one year
making of on-farm organic sources

he sentenced them to s
to establish a (cancer drug)

, minimum wages, and the like

(see super-maximum)

's for the most violent offenders
s, like Sing Sing and Attica

maximum security state prison on the chain gang of a

mid-May
late-May

mayoral task force

mazelike

(see mid-May)
charged in j; by

a appointed to assess the crisis

(see mazelike)
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mazelike mazelike

me

meadow

meager

meal

mazelike picture

hand-me-downs
hand-me-down

upland meadow

the house is

(see hand-me-downs)
(see hand-me-down)

in an above the city

tick-infested meadow
white-fenced (empty) meadow

edge of the meadow

meager earnings

meal card
meal plan
meal recipient
mealtimes

Meals Ready to Eat

meal or other intake

restaurant meals

mid-meal

post-funeral meal

home-delivered meal
work-related meals

easily prepared meal

full meal
romantic meals

four-course meal

mealymouthed mealymouthed

walked through the
through s

on a tree stump at the

supplementing through sewing

a (for a college cafeteria)
put on a monitored
s live in poverty
at ; s on the ship

(see MRE) (military)

last (emergency room)

taxes, child care, commuting,

(see mid-meal)

the

elderly seeking s

an

you can order a from the bar
cooking for her

live music, an open bar, and a

his statement was derided as
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mean

meanest

meanest-looking

meaning

meaningless

means

mean-spirited

mean-tempered

measles

measure

mean streak

mean-spirited
mean-tempered

meanest-looking

meanest-looking man

meaningless

ill-meaning
well-meaning

meaningless gesture

means to the end

means of suicide

mean-spirited

mean-spirited defender

mean-tempered boss

measles outbreak
measles-vaccination (m)

outbreak of measles

enforcement measure
interim measure
protection measure

relief measures
safety measure

security measure

countermeasures

antiterrorist measure

she had a

(see mean-spirited)
(see mean-tempered)

(see meanest-looking)

the -

(see meaningless)

(see ill-meaning)
(see well-meaning)

a-

a - of victory

cyanide ingestion is an efficacious

he's

-s of traditional values

a -

health authorities acknowledged the
when the - rate dropped in 1989...

an - resulted in the deaths of...(Philippines)

stricter laws and --s
the suspension of the program is an
issuing gas masks is a -;
implement new --s (against avalanches)
coordination of was in disorder (earthquake)
the true cost of any -;
the report recommended several -s
the new -s that were being taken;
despite the intense --s

(see countermeasures)

-S
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measuring

measurement

meat

crime-prevention measure s
disease-containment measure
disease-prevention measure
drug-control measure
energy-efficiency measure
population-control measure

confidence-building measure
noise-reducing measures

the s of traditional public health
the s of traditional public health
tough new s
conservation and 's
an experimental

reunification will require
incorporate in machinery

unprecedented measures he had taken to...

precautionary measures the government is taking (virus outbreak)
protective measures can be taken against biological warfare agents

coordination of (relief) measures was in disorder (earthquake)

measuring tape a compass, an inclinometer and a

radiation-measuring (see radiation-measuring)

aptitude-measurement (see aptitude-measurement)
noise measurement we include in the evaluation
skull measurements ran his through a data base
yardage-measurement (m)satellite-based system

water-temperature measurement s from the Sargasso Sea

meat-inspection (m)
meat loaf
meat goat
meat thermometer

meatpacking

meat and ivory

bushmeat
chicken meat
dog meat
elk meat

raindeer meat

practices and European standards
(see meat loaf)
milk goats versus meat goats
insert a

(see meatpacking)

mammoths were hunted for their

driving the demand for (African wild game)
2 pounds of feed produces a pound of
butchering and selling (Taiwan)
she keeps in the freezer

they hunt and herd raindeer and eat
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meat loaf

best meat low prices, fresh produce, the in town (store)

cuts of meat identifying various

meat loaf lived on his mother's
meatloaf just tastes so good

meat-loaf sandwiches s
meatpacking meatpacking district on the edge of Manhattan's

meat-packing industry as Chicago's grew
meat-packing plant a job at a

mecca tourist mecca the of Waikiki (Hawaii)

mechanic automobile mechanic worked as a
escalator mechanic attract and retain s

airline mechanic 's can download technical manuals

mechanical mechanical failure if it goes down through (helicopter)

mechanism

med

medal

mechanism of injury depending on the
mechanism of transmission understanding of the (rabies)

brain mechanisms that depend on calcium
defense mechanism the cops have developed s

funding mechanism some sort of permanent

neurological mechanisms abilities governed by specific

medevac (see medevac)

premed (see premed)

Medal of Honor (see Medal of Honor)

bronze medal
gold medal
Olympic medal

earning a at the Olympics
(see gold medal)
the last time they won an (US men's bobsled)
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Medal of Honor the Medal of Honor

medevac medevac helicopter

media media attention
media circus
media consumption
media criticism
media frenzy
media hype
media relations
media spectacle
media strategy
media violence

media-crazed

media-savvy

median (roads)

media-savvy

media-crazed

news media

broadcast media

multimedia

streaming media

his platoon mates fought to get him

they waited for the

as arsons have declined, so has
he became the attention of a
this plugged-in generation's

of the intelligence profession
in the following her death
once the dies down (elections)
vice president of (for a bank)
the case became an embarrassing
she wrote speeches and mapped out --s
prolonged viewing of can lead to...;
something has to be done about

(see media-savvy)

(see media-crazed)

created a stir in the national

newspapers, magazines,

(see multimedia)

(see streaming media)

government-controlled media the has suppressed reports of...

local media
new-media

freedom of the media

media-crazed public

media-savvy N.B.A.

median safety barrier

grass median

cross-median

received publicity in the
(see new-media)

international concerns about (in Russia)

the

the

install s on dangerous highways

a 36-foot between the two roads (highway)

(see cross-median)
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median (average)

median (other)

mediation

medic

medical

median income gap

median nerve

mediation session

combat medic

paramedic

medical aspects
medical attention
medical challenges
medical check
medical community
medical complex
medical condition
medical costs
medical consultation
medical coverage
medical device
medical emergency
medical-equipment
medical error
medical establishment
medical ethics
medical evidence
medical examiner
medical facility
medical history

medical-history (m)
medical kit
medical license
medical literature
medical management
medical mistake

medical personnel
medical practice
medical privileges
medical problem

a $19,000 between college grads and...

the enters the hand via the carpal tunnel

their next

s and combat lifesaver trained soldiers;
Ken Nance, in Vietnam, family man, friend

(see paramedic)

of chemical and biological warfare
30 sailors had been flown to Germany for
the of deep-space exploration
regular s and competency tests
few in the dispute the effect
it has grown into a sprawling (Walter Reed)
(see medical condition)
the bid price includes no
after a series of s, they...
companies with ' for psychiatric illness
certification requirements for s
airlines and in-flight 's
(see medical-equipment)
up to 98,000 people die yearly of s
he wants the acceptance of the
their work's manifest violations of (biowar)

of torture was presented at the trial
(see medical examiner)
Walter Reed is one of the top s (military)
do a careful (for juvenile delinquents);
embarrassing details about your
a questionnaire
defibrillators and advanced s on planes
he had neither a nor undergrad degree
he careful read the
the of AIDS
national disclosure of serious s;
fatal s, near misses, minor errors
do not have on duty
the H.M.O.s have ruined his
both men still had full (medical malpractice)
there was no apparent
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medical condition

medical-equipment

medical examiner

medically

medically assisted

medication

medical purposes
medical records
medical research

medical risks
medical rounds
medical-school (m)
medical statistician
medical-student (m)
medical study
medical-supply (m)
medical technician
medical test
medical testimony
medical treatment
medical transport

the use of animal tissue for
the nurse made sure her were in order
United States-financed ;
the use of animals for
gene-altered crops pose serious
conduct

graduates
a at the University of...
during my days
stem cells were injected in a
a company
an emergency-services
a widely utilized (MRI)
the established that...(murder trial)
emergency for the traveler
transfer patient if rapid can be assured

medical textbook s for students;
pathologies listed in medical js

medical imaging military flight simulation and (computers)

medical decision-making a critique of traditional

medical and military (m) a unit that gave support to guerrillas

biomedical (see biomedical)

pre-existing medical condition a contributed to his death;
drug interactions and pre-existing s

underlying medical condition regardless of their

medical-equipment market the international

medical examiner's office the
medical examiner's report the

medically assisted (see medically assisted)

medically assisted euthanasia

medication error js by doctors;
s have become common, doctors say
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pain medication dripped through an intravenous line
sleep medication is prescribed more often

blood-pressure medication the various s I was taking

anti-depressant medication

sedating medication don't prescribe tranquilizers or other s

commonly prescribed medications control pain with

route for medications start an intravenous line as a

tranquilizers or other sedating medications

medicinal medicinal plants the forests shelter
medicinal use the of marijuana

medicine medicine man he felt an inclination to become a

transfusion medicine the chief of

battlefield medicine major advances in vaccine research and

non-prescription medicine s such as ibuprofen

telemedicine (see telemedicine)

evidence-based medicine the importance of

out-of-stock medicine provided faster

veterinary medicine advances in

food, medicine, weapons, ammunition, or other items of military use

meditated premeditated (see premeditated)

medium (media) mass medium radio was born as a in the 1920s

medium (mod) medium-length (see medium-length)
medium-range (see medium-range)
medium-security (see medium-security)
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medium-dark

medium-length

medium-range

medium-security

medium-size

medium-sized

medium-weight

medium-well

meeting

medium-size
medium skin
medium-weight

medium-sized

medium-well

medium-dark

small and medium

medium-dark skin

medium-length hair

(see medium-size)
dark skin, and light skin
(see medium-weight)

(see medium-sized)

(see medium-well)

(see medium-dark)

(see small and medium)

he had

medium-range ballistic missile s (MRBMs) (1,000 to 3000 km)

medium-security facility works at a (prison)

medium-size city
medium-size company
medium-size tanker

medium-sized

medium-sized town

medium-weight brigade
medium-weight unit

medium-well

meeting place
meeting room

meeting house

breakfast meeting
cabinet meeting
group meeting
key meetings
marathonmeeting
prayer meeting

a
a
40 new s

the man was and kind of old

a just outside the national forest

the new
s can deploy more quickly

he ordered five cotes de boeuf,

a--
a hotel ;
in the basement of a church
the islet's communal

in a July 8
after chairing a
we had a at Base Camp

held privately by the rich counties
gearing up for a next week (city government)
a in the lobby of the school
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mega

megaphone

revival meeting a gathering like a
rush meeting the annual at Delta Kappa Epsilon
sales meeting an eleven-day series of js
staff meeting at a July 15
strategy meeting at a in 1995 (politics);

sales presentations and js (business)
team meeting they assembled for a
troop meetings going to with her sister (Girl Scouts)
truce meeting did not attend the

jailhouse meeting
town hall meeting

her with him
at a (university)

Alcoholics Anonymous meeting an

players-only meeting the team captains called a

boring meeting before going into his

face-to-face meeting a was arranged

30-minute meeting a

transcripts of the meetings the and the summaries and the minutes

megadeals ' and mergers

mega-Michael the second of the year

mega-musceled rapper Markey Mark

megaphone-shaped (see megaphone-shaped)

megaphone-shaped megaphone-shaped cooling tower gray s

melancholia AIDS-era melancholia with an

melody folk melody the tune is based on an American

melt meltwater coming in behind the dam

melting melting point standards for , tensile strength...;
raise temperatures to the (of ice)
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p

1

member member country
members' dues

membership

the European Union and its js
using their for politics (unions)

(see membership)

member of the (working) class a
member of the (selection) committee a
members of the (hacker) community (Web)
members of the (press) corps the President and
member of the (burial) detail a
members of his (extended) family all 29
member of the (future vehicle) family each (military)
member of the (Botanical Gardens) Foundation a
members of a (rival) gang firing at
members of the (under-25) generation
member of a (caste) group
members of a (skydiving) group
member of a (spy) ring
member of the (bomb) squad
member of an assassination squad
members of his (senior) staff
member of the (hostage rescue) team
members of the (ambulance) team
member of a (buddy) team

band member
board member

clan members
community member
faculty member

family member

fraternity member
gang member
jury member
militia member
orchestra member
service member

staff member

a (India)
nine died when...
a confessed
a
a

a

one provides...(military)

five s visited a local pub
a of several organizations;
one said
he had packed the local bureaucracy with
the children of prominent s
s; most of the js;
s and students;
a part-time law school
in interviews with s;
his s and friends came to visit him;
reporters, fans, well-wishers and js (football)
a shoots a pledge at a keg party
a former
some s
a growing number of s
all s hired in the future
1.37 million active-duty js;
protect s against anthrax
faculty and s;
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membership

memento

memoir

inmates and s;
radiology department 's

support-staff member hire 80 new attorneys and s
task-force member asked the s

airline club member first-class passengers and

SWAT team members the finally reached the library

active-duty (service) member 1.37 million s

surviving member

dues-paying member

registered member

tribal member

thirteen-member
four-hundred-member
500-member
12,000-member the NATO force
1.37 million (active-duty) members

the last ' of the Three Stooges

the club has 940 's

iVillage now has 2.1 million s

s struggle to keep their culture and traditions

one of a panel
a Selection Committee
his sales force

children and other family members may be murdered (abuse)

membership

membership rolls

church's membership
group membership
union membership

dwindling membership

memento case

family mementos

tell-all memoir

makes up its (board of directors);
money was donated by the

from the union local

the ' is declining
groups and are increasing
his

churches with s

a big glass (in the den)

their house is full of

a
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memorabilia

memorable

memorandum

memorial

American Book Award-winning memoir the

newly published memoir

twelve-volume memoir a

memorabilia dealer
memorabilia market

movie memorabilia
murder memorabilia
prison memorabilia
space memorabilia

a New York
Marilyn Monroe and the

an auction of donated to help HIV kids
a mail-order catalogue devoted to
old newspaper clippings and
he's an avid collector of

Marilyn Monroe memorabilia a collection of sold for...

bowling memorabilia a collection of

memorable moments one of the most

memorandum of understanding signing a to join the partnership

memorial's benefactors
memorial committee
Memorial Day
memorial's design
memorial forest
memorial fund
memorial monument
memorial service

cyber memorial

war memorial

granite bench memorial

makeshift memorial

Lincoln Memorial

the have raised $57 million to date
the chairman of the (World War II Memorial)
(see Memorial Day)
the will muster
a in honor of Joyce Kilmer
a has been set up for each family
a for the dead firefighters
(see memorial service)

a with digital photos

the USS Arizona is a

a in the park

the pizza shop has become a (murder victim)

the

Vietnam Veterans Memorial the in Washington, D.C.

living memorial a (such as a research fund)
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appropriate memorial a much more - would be a living memorial

Memorial Day Memorial Day - and the Stars and Stripes

memorial service memorial service at her -; survivors held a -;
I was asked to speak at his -;

memory

memorial service for the (two) climbers
memorial service for the (ship's) crew

a - was held...
there was a

memorial service for the firefighters a procession and

procession and memorial service a - for the firefighters

memory chip
memory lane
memory lapse
memory loss

a surfeit of cheap -s
a walk down
he suffered -s (after concussion)
suffering from short-term -;
insomnia, -, flashbacks;
Alzheimer's and devastating

memories of the (flame-haired) actress - who...
memories of herself - as a teen-ager

memory of childhood's satisfactions
memories of childhood toys

she has no
fond -

in memory of Jill Behrman - (abducted from Indiana University)

people's memories so many killings that - are fading
war memories - that have been repressed

childhood memories - of "Sunday evenings at home"

long-term memory store familiar sequences in
short-term memory stress wipes out

haunting memory the Irish have -s of the famine
living memory well within

deeply repressed memory
newly recovered memories

a-

1

4

I

I

1

1
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men

men-only

menopause

menstrual

mental

faint memory
fond memories
national memory
negative memory
positive memory
pleasant memory
recent memory
short memory

flood of memories

(see man)

men-only bias

early menopause

menstrual abnormalities
menstrual period

mental ability
mental abnormality
mental competency (m)
mental error
mental-health
mental illness

mental problems

make unsightly stretch marks a
of childhood toys

the Vietnam War and our
recall a of your father (questionnaire)
recall a of your father (questionnaire)
his story brought a flood of s
the most serious hate crime in
they have s (of when they were young)

the trial has brought back a (murder)

a --

the doctor thought I was going through

or vaginal discharge
an unusually painful

(see mental ability)
his made him likely to attack (pedophile)
scheduled to appear for a hearing
cut down on the s and turnovers (football)
(see mental health)
he had a history of violence and ;
a family history of
family members said he had other

mental ability mental ability assessment test

mental health mental health adviser
mental health arena
mental health care
mental health crisis
mental health emergency
mental-health evaluations
mental health evaluation (m)
mental health facility

mental-health field
mental-health help
mental-health problems
mental-health professionals

in the top half of our

adviser
in the
Medicaid is paying less for
when a happens at night
getting help for s at night

for servicemembers
regulations on preventing abuses
committed to a ;
when yet another closes soon
professionals in the
finding after hours is a challenge
--s (bipolar disorder, depression)
psychiatrists and other (the child)
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mental health system
mental-health workers

mentality bunker mentality

can-do mentality

defense-first mentality

go-for-it mentality

mentally mentally disabled
mentally handicapped

mentally ill

mentally disabled mentally disabled adults

the state takes over
he and other

he's created a (Super Bowl)

the of space enthusiasts

it hasn't abandoned its (sports)

a

(see mentally disabled)
(see mentally handicapped)

(see mentally ill)

lie in a group home

mentally handicapped
mentally handicapped boys

mentally ill

menthol

mentioned

mentor

menu

Mercedes

mentally ill

mentally ill children

menthol cigarettes

above-mentioned

oft-mentioned
seldom-mentioned

mentor teacher

menu ideas

restaurant menu

English-language menu

Mercedes-clogged

treating the physically ill and the

finding help for

a pack of

(see above-mentioned)

(see oft-mentioned)
(see seldom-mentioned)

he works closely with a (student teacher)

and grocery coupons

s
an at the Hotel Conde Duque

(see Mercedes-clogged)

Mercedes-clogged Mercedes-clogged traffic snaked its way through
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merchandise

merchandising

merchant

mercury

mercy

merge

merger

merit

merit-based

merry

merry-go-round

auction merchandise

smuggled merchandise

merchandising tie-ins

merchant ship

arms merchant
diamond merchant
gun merchant
ivory merchants
rug merchant
street merchant
Web merchant

mercury contamination
mercury level
mercury thermometer

mercy mission

mercy killing

errands of mercy

merge lane

merger announcement
merger negotiations

company merger

merit raise

merit-based

merit-based scholarships

merry-go-round

merry-go-round

I had recently bid on

counterfeit CDs and other

the with Kmart and Sears

three British s

(arms merchant)
a prosperous
s and buyers
the come from Moscow (for mammoth ivory)
there are thousands of s in Turkey
a selling software in Beijing
connections between s and shoppers;
s have only themselves to blame

recalled cans of tuna for possible
fish have developed unsafe --s
the effort to ban the sale of s

in a daring

a kind of " --"

on these (helping the sick)

the tangle of ramps and --s

in the wake of the
forcing him to enter

industry happenings, s, new hires

4 percent annual --s for salaried workers

(see merit-based)

(college)

(see merry-go-round)

while she was on the
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mesh

mess

message

messager

messaging

wire-mesh

mess hall

message board

messages of condolence
message of support

text-message (v)

core message
error message
instant message

key message
phone message
song's message
suicide message
Warden Message

e-mail message

(see wire-mesh)

washing food trays behind the

squabbles erupted on online-investor js

from friends and relatives
his for Nigerian democracy

schoolkids endlessly each other

his is...
Web surfers were greeted by js
posted s to people in the chat room;
I sent him several lewd s (Internet)
I think One of the 's is...
a list of s
the
in his last videotaped
a from the US Embassy in Riyadh

he found scores of s waiting for him

answering-machine message

inspiring message

encrypted message
mixed message
saved message

final message
instant message
private message

messengers of God

instant messager

instant messaging

unified messaging (m)

an

not exactly an ;
leaders issued s

an
schools send js about cheating
wiped out 1,500 of his own s

as I was leaving, he had a (inmate)
(see instant message)
chat rooms and s (Internet)

women may become the

(see instant messager)

(see instant messaging)

services known as sites (Web)
services (Web)
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messenger bicycle messenger taxicabs, s...;
a and drug courier

meta meta-site this houses 17 separate sites (Web)

metal metal detector (see metal detector)
metal fatigue blamed the on poor manufacturing
metal pan she picked up a
metal shelf on s

metals-manufacturing (see metals-manufacturing)

metal-cornered
metal-hooded

(see metal-cornered)
(see metal-hooded)

metal-gray (see metal-gray)

full metal
heavy metal

(see full metal)
(see heavy metal)

pressed-metal (see pressed-metal)
twisted-metal (see twisted-metal)

metal-cornered metal-cornered equipment box a

metal detector metal detector his gun was discovered at the ;
the old man with the
personnel using s tire quickly

metal-detector team a

mobile metal detector behind the at the front door

metal-gray metal-gray gloves padded

metal-hooded a raised, metal-hooded, red-enamel-painted fireplace

metallic metallic signature locate mines by a slight (AN/PSS-12)

metals-manufacturing
metals-manufacturing business a small

meteor meteor crater the biggest
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meteor observers
meteor storm
meteor trail
meteor shower

meteor watching

amateur have contributed...
the great Leonid of 1833
s can be miles long
the Perseid

takes patience

sporadic meteor 's aren't associated with meteor shower

meter (device) dosimeter
halimeter
inclinometer
speedometer
tachometer
tiltmeter

meter (unit)

metered

meter-long

meter-wide

methane

method

(see dosimeter)
(see halimeter)
(see inclinometer)
(see speedometer)
(see tachometer)
(see tiltmeter)

parking meter s often expire too quickly

meter-long
meter-wide

(see meter-long)
(see meter-wide)

four-hundred-meter (m) the existing record
400-, 800- and 1,500-meter (m) among runners

metered parking

15-meter-long (m)

2-meter-wide (m)

methane explosion
methane gas (m)

will be available

Canada's robotic arm (space station)

clear a path to the casualty (minefield)

a at a mine in Donetsk
a explosion (coal mine)

methods of contraception barrier include the female condom
method of execution a more humane
method of payment credit cards are one (cabs)
method of (virus) transmission in these cases is unclear (rabies)

barrier methods
interrogation methods
leverage methods
production methods

of contraception include the female condom
standard

to reduce dislocations (medical)
efficient kept prices low

electronic surveillance methods US (spying)
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methodical

methodological

methodology

meticulously

farming method
teaching method

countertracking method

improved method
preferred method

dangerous method
efficient method
humane method
reliable method

has been using ecological s
differences in schools' s

backtracking, doglegging or other

s of treatment
e-recruiting is our of first contact;
electrocution became the of execution

attempts at self-abortion, the most
the most
a more of execution
checking for nits is the most (head lice)

nonsurgical methods to be tried only after have failed

advantage of this method the main is that...

methodical preparation went into the crime

methodological question an important

research methodology knew everything possible about

agreed-upon methodology an

meticulously prepared (see meticulously prepared)

meticulously prepared
meticulously prepared First Lady the

metric

metro

metropolitan

Mexican

metric system

(see metropolitan)

metro desk

the world standardized on the ;
America's reluctance to embrace the

an investigative reporter on the

Mexican-American (see Mexican-American)
Mexican matriarch (see Mexican matriarch)

Mexican-American Mexican-American children help poor learn English
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Mexican matriarch old-style Mexican matriarch an

Mexico

mice

micro

microbes

microchip

Gulf of Mexico

made-in-Mexico

(see mouse)

microchip
micromanagement
microscope
microwave
microphone
Microsoft

(see Gulf of Mexico)

(see made-in-Mexico)

(see microchip)
(see micromanagement)
(see microscope)
(see microwave)
(see microphone)
(see Microsoft)

antibiotic-resistant microbes

identification microchip the pet is tagged with an (rabies prevention)

micromanagement micromanagement

microscope

microscopic

microphone
(and mike)

Microsoft

Microsoft Windows

electron microscope

light-microscope (m)

surgical microscope

microscopic examination

microphone

area mike
boom microphone
wireless microphone

underwater microphone

Microsoft Windows

Microsoft web site

his never waned (a football coach)

photographed in an ;
magnified 50,000 times under an
rely on ordinary examination

manipulating a with a foot pedal

followed by of the stool

a in the instrument console (planes)

an that gathers sound overall
wireless microphones and js
js and boom microphones

install an in the loch (Loch Ness monster)

(see Microsoft Windows)

get help on this problem from the

Microsoft Windows Update (computer)
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0

microwave microwave oven
microwave radar

microwave popcorn

microwave-safe

microwave-safe microwave-safe

mid
(proper nouns)

mid (places)

mid (noun)

mid (events)

mid (numbers)

mid (part3)

mid (time)

mid-America
mid-Atlantic
Mideast
Midwest
Midwestern

midair
mid-canoe
midchannel
midcontinent
midfield
midland
mid-level
midocean
midpoint
midtown
midway

mid-sentence
midsize

mid-meal

mid-single-digit

midsized

midafternoon
midday
midlife
midlifers
midmorning
midnight
mid-teens
midterm

s, televisions, VCRs
a heat-seeking sensor and

(see microwave-safe)

the dishes are dishwasher- and

(see mid-America)
(see mid-Atlantic)
(see Mideast)
(see Midwest)
(see Midwestern)

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

midair)
mid-canoe)
midchannel)
midcontinent)
midfield)
midland)
mid-level)
midocean)
midpoint)
midtown)
midway)

(see mid-sentence)
(see midsize)

(see mid-meal)

(see mid-single-digit)

(see midsized)

(see midafternoon)
(see midday)
(see midlife)
(see midlifer)
(see midmorning)
(see midnight)
(see mid-teens)
(see midterm)
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mid (seasons)

mid (months)

mid (century)

mid (century
and decade)

mid (decade)

mid (age)

midafternoon

midair

mid-America

mid-Atlantic

mid-canoe

midweek
midyear

midwinter
midsummer

mid-May
mid-June
mid-November

midcentury

mid-twentieth-century
mid-nineteenth-century
mid eighteenth century
mid sixteenth century

mid-nineteen-nineties
mid-nineteen-eighties
mid-1970s
mid-1960s
mid-nineteen-fifties
mid-nineteen-forties
mid-1920's
mid-eighteen-eighties

mid-nineties
mid-eighties
mid-sixties

mid-40's
mid-fifties

midafternoon

midair

mid-air collision

mid-America

mid-Atlantic

mid-canoe

(see midweek)
(see midyear)

(see midwinter)
(see midsummer)

(see mid-May)
(see mid-June)
(see mid-November)

(see midcentury)

(see mid-twentieth-century)
(see mid-nineteenth-century)
(see mid eighteenth century)
(see mid sixteenth century)

(see mid-nineteen-nineties)
(see mid-nineteen-eighties)
(see mid-nineteen-seventies)
(see mid-nineteen-sixties)
(see mid-nineteen-fifties)
(see mid-nineteen-forties)
(see mid-nineteen-twenties)
(see mid-eighteen-eighties)

(see mid-nineties)
(see mid-eighties)
(see mid-sixties)

(see mid-forties (age))
(see mid-fifties (age))

It was

the fox reversed himself in

a pilot avoided a with a military jet

sunk in the

lashed there in to the duffel
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midcentury midcentury the furniture dated from j;
after , language was invoked...

midchannel midchannel

midcontinent midcontinent

midday midday heat in the
midday sky in the

middle middle-altitude (see middle-altitude)
middle age (see middle age)
middle-class (see middle-class)
Middle East (see Middle East)
middle-income (see middle-income)
middle-level (see middle-level)
middleman (see middleman)
middle-school (see middle-school)
Middle West (see Middle West)

middle of the night (see middle of the night)
middle of the park the dog run in the the park
middle-of-the-roader (see middle-of-the-roader)
middle of a (grand mal) seizure she was in the

middle of the ballroom a roped-off area in the
middle of the water column fish in the

middle-aged
late-middle-aged

(see middle-aged)
(see late-middle-aged)

middle nineteen-eighties (see middle nineteen-eighties)

upper middle (see upper middle)

middle age middle age now that we've hit

middle-aged middle-aged men wealthy,
middle-aged parents

middle-altitude middle-altitude (tropica)1 forest s
middle-class middle-class family a
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Middle East Middle East coverage of the

Middle East talks do you have any comments on the
Middle East terrorism

Middle East peace talks they are a co-sponsor of the

future of the Middle East the whole is, in effect, put on hold

the Indian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, the Middle East and Oceania

middle-income middle-income people

middle-level middle-level education a

middleman middleman bought it from a

middle nineteen-eighties
middle nineteen-eighties in the

middle of the night
middle of the night

middle-of-the-night landing

she would cry out for him in the

a rare landing;
middle-of-the-night (emergency room) visit s

middle-of-the-roader
middle-of-the-roader they are s

middle-school middle-school student all the s
middle school math
middle school teacher 's

Middle West Middle West in the

Mideast Mideast worked in the

mid-eighteen-eighties
mid-eighteen-eighties in the

until the

mid eighteenth century
mid eighteenth century by the
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mid-eighteenth century growth in the

mid-eighties mid-eighties in the

midfield midfield

mid-fifties (age) mid-fifties a writer in his

mid-forties (age) mid-40's he was in his

mid-June mid-June in

midland midland

midlife midlife people in
isn't such a crisis

midlife bliss
midlife crisis
midlife myths

late-midlife (see late-midlife)

mid-level midlevel manager s are often axed...

mid-level (Japanese) corporate manager a

midlifer midlifers are past youthful angst

mid-May mid-May by

mid-meal mid-meal interrupted in

midmorning midmorning

midnight midnight gray it comes in

mid-nineteen-eighties
mid-nineteen-eighties in the

mid-nineteen-fifties
mid-nineteen-fifties they became teen-agers in the
mid-1950s from the through the mid-1970s
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mid-nineteen-forties
mid-nineteen-forties since the

mid-nineteen-nineties
mid-nineteen-nineties in the

mid-nineteen-seventies
mid-nineteen-seventies from the mid-1950s through the

mid-nineteen-sixties
mid-1960s in the

mid-nineteenth-century
mid-nineteenth-century mining legislation

mid-nineteen-twenties
mid-1920's in the

mid-nineties mid-nineties in the

mid-November mid-November charged in (boxing)

midocean midocean lost in

midpoint midpoint at the of his journey

mid-sentence mid-sentence he stopped in j (a speech)

mid-single-digit mid-single-digit range in the

mid sixteenth century
mid sixteenth century built by the Portuguese in the

mid-sixties mid-sixties in the
mid-60's in the

midsize midsize Jill is and fortyish

midsized midsized it is and designed for baseball only

midsummer midsummer in

mid-teens mid-teens by the time he was in his
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midterm midterm election 1994 s

midtown midtown a view over

midtown Manhattan lives in

mid-twentieth-century
mid-twentieth-century building the

midway midway one day through his freshman year...

midweek midweek

Midwest Midwest grew up in the

Midwestern Midwestern town a small

midwestern farm family a

midwinter midwinter

midyear midyear replacement a

migraine migraine pain these agents may alleviate by...

migrant migrant camp those growing up in s (U.S.A.)
migrant labor cheap , income inequality, inflation

migration

mike

migration pattern climate change has altered s of seals

migration of pain from the periumbilical area to the RLQ

(see microphone)

mild mild concussion he got 10 stitches and suffered a
mild eruption this was a (volcano)
mild pain severe, moderate and

mild earthquake a shook New York

mild-mannered (see mild-mannered)

mild-to-moderate (see mild-to-moderate)
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mildest second-mildest (see second-mildest)

mild-mannered mild-mannered he was and polite

mild-mannered scientist the ;
mild-mannered surface beneath his is...

mild-to-moderate mild-to-moderate infection it (a drug) is used to treat s
mild-to-moderate pain the treatment of

mile

mileage

mile-high

mile marker --s are "yardstickers" (truckers lingo)
mile-square (see mile-square)

mileage (see mileage)

mile-high
milelong
mile wide

miles per hour

bonus miles
half mile
square mile
vehicle mile

frequent-flier miles

seven-mile (m)
thirty-five-mile (m)
hundred-mile (m)

thousand-mile (m)

32-mile-by-half-mile (m)

gas mileage

railroad mileage

heavy mileage

mile-high meadow

(see mile-high)
(see milelong)
(see mile wide)

(see miles per hour)

earn 12,000 (ad)
(see half mile)
(see square mile)
(see vehicle mile)

tally

on a hike
the stretch of Route 10
the commute
marathons and ultra-marathons
I completed a journey across Turkey

the island

the of cars on the road

American has declined

in stop-and-go traffic

our landing zone was in a
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milelong mile-long span
milelong tunnel

six-mile-long (m)

miles per hour 100 mph

miler

mile-square

mile wide

militant

militarized

military

on the
the

at the southern end of the island

he was doing

ninety-five- and hundred-mile-per-hour (m) people

quarter-miler

mile-square complex

two-mile-wide (m)
three-mile-wide (m)
four-mile-wide (m)

militant Islam

demilitarized

military academy
military action
military base
military-base (m)
military career
military collectibles
military-communications
military community
military defeat
military doctor
military-electronics
military family
military flights
military garment
military goods
military government
military-grade (m)
military history
military-history (m)

military hospital

a by the name of Arnold

a

a remote draw
a inland sea
a spotlight

the tradition of

(see demilitarized)

the school's beginnings as a
(see military action)
an abandoned with its collapsing barracks

closings
after a brilliant medical and
, including medals

(see military-communications)
--s in Germany
faced with overwhelming
--s can practice in any state
(see military-electronics)
we were typical of --s
who gets priority on space-available
specialized protective (chemical warfare)

and farm machinery
territories under the (Israel)
how to make a explosive (manual)
cops requested detailed information on his

books crowding the shelves;
taught a good number of courses
my children were born in s;
incidents of malpractice in 5

military identification (m)counterfeit -- cards
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military ID
military installation
military intelligence (m)
military-issue
military jet
military law
military leader
military map
military needs
military objectives
military operations
military personnel
military planner
military police
military policy
military post
military prisoner
military readiness
military recruits
military retirees
military route
military school (m)
military-school (m)
military service
military service (m)
military support
military-transport (m)
military vote

military aircraft
military field hospital
military honor guard
military stockpile

military-training (m)

Driver's license, , other
the abuse happened on a
remote sensors and other (MI) assets
(see military-issue)
the pilot avoided colliding with a

defines indecent acts as...
what our s claimed
geographic coordinates appear on standard s
Taiwan's
short-term vs long-term sustainment

against the cave and tunnel complex
must comply quickly and willingly

js on both sides
(see military police)
it seems to have been for decades not to...
India set up a number of s
after trial, convicted are moved

basic training for
will receive a 3.5% COLA adjustment

signed system (vs signed US highway system)
children;

the university's ' roots
a veteran of 35 years of
the police asked to look at the record of...
a unit that gave medical and to special forces
accompanied by two planes
a heavy maintains Bush's lead (election)

fears about the safety of the that crashed
treated for combat wounds in 's
inspecting a
antipersonnel mines in js

a manual with bomb-building specs

military parachuting accident injuries from a serious

military-industrial

military-backed
military-related

military's code of silence

(see military-industrial)

(see military-backed)
(see military-related)

he didn't feel bound by the
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military and civilians the widening gap between the

military or diplomatic (m)countering challenges

draft-era military began their careers in the

active-duty military resigning from the ;
the 244,000-man of 1933

nonmilitary

part-military

state of our military

medical and military (m)

(see nonmilitary)

(see part-military)

the sad (not enough funding)

a unit that gave support to guerrillas

society, the government, and the military attack sites essential to

military action military action the --s took place amid warnings

military-action unit he needed to form a

military-backed military-backed dictatorship

military-communications

military-electronics

military-industrial

military-communications network

military-electronics company

military-industrial complex

military-issue military-issue parka

military police
(and MP)

the end of a

a

a French

the

dressed in an olive-drab

military-issue playing cards

MP base
MP teams
military-police units
military-police officers

when you set up an on its own...
mounted and dismounted take action to...
no new funds to expand
new challenges for
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signature of the MP the who accepts custody of the captive

military-related military-related publication

militia

milk

militia activity
militia checkpoint
militia group
militia intimidation
militia leader
militia member
militia movement

militia organization

milk bottle
milk carton
milk goat
milk shake

breast milk

cow's milk
goat's milk
mother's milk

raindeer milk

condensed milk

human milk

sodas, beer, and milk

milking milking machine

milky milky-white

milky-white milky-white eyes
milky white skin

mill (thousand) millennium
milligram

mill (other) cotton mill

s
where there was
negotiate their way past ss
student leaders who defied the
the and the FBI agent
a growing number of s
people on the fringe of the ;
the has been in decline
'-'S

cream at the top of the
a
health problems in s
hot dogs, hamburgers, s

the sharing of and wet nursing;
measuring levels of chemicals in mothers'
hormones in and beef
the characteristic taste of
transmitted from mother to offspring by

they drink

Borden's invention was

processed, banked versus infant formula

are not good substitutes for water

a $40,000 (for goats)

(see milky-white)

the
a creature with

(see millennium)
(see milligram)

one of the largest s in the world
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gristmill the dam powered a
sawmill the dam powered seven s
steel mill came from Poland to work in the s
steel mill (m) a coal miner or worker
treadmill stepped onto a and began walking
water mill an old , built in 1744
windmill old --s drawing water from wells

term-paper mill online s

water-powered mills the that had nurtured their towns

millennium millennium celebrations in the Holy Land

third-millennium (see third-millennium)

milli milligram (see milligram)

milligram ten milligrams s of an anti-psychotic drug

millimeter 7.62 mm 16 crates of ammunition
(and mm) 9-mm survive an encounter with a bullet

9mm a TEC-DC9 pistol
20 mm a high-explosive round
forty-millimeter the MK19 GMG's ammunition is fired...

105mm a recoilless rifle

million million-dollar (see million-dollar)
million-watt (see million-watt)

million-selling (see million-selling)

multimillion (see multimillion)

one-in-a-million (see one-in-a-million)

millionaire Internet millionaire instant s

chewing-gum millionaire William Wrigley, Jr., the

million-dollar million-dollar award a

six-and-a-half-million-dollar (m) its investment in eBay
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million-selling

million-watt

mind

mind-blowing

mind-body

mind-boggling

mind-body

mind-deadening

minded

hundred-million-dollar (m) he can deliver movies

two-billion-seven-hundred-million-dollar

million-selling tabloid

million-watt smile

mind control

mindless

mind-body

mindset

mind-blowing
mind-boggling
mind-deadening
mind-numbing

mind and body

mastermind (v)

public's mind

frame of mind
state of mind

mind-blowing

mind-body connection

mind-boggling

mind-body connection

mind-deadening checks

development-minded
family-minded
publicity-minded
reform-minded

a writeoff

those s

his

some people say Koresh was guilty of

(see mindless)

(see mind-body)

(see mindset)

(see mind-blowing)
(see mind-boggling)
(see mind-deadening)
(see mind-numbing)

laughter is great therapy for the

ed the attacks on two embassies

link the two in the

(see frame of mind)
let's discuss your parent's (interrogation)

the sex is nice, but not

the

the hysteria is

the

(see development-minded)
(see family-minded)
(see publicity-minded)
(see reform-minded)
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mindedness

mindless

mind-numbing

mindset

mine (weapon)

civic-minded
democratic-minded
fair-minded
high-minded
independent-minded
liberal-minded
like-minded
open-minded
practical-minded
serious-minded
single-minded
strong-minded
tough-minded

single-mindedness

mindless assignment

mind-numbing space
mind-numbing repetition

progressive mindset

mine/UXO

mine awareness

mine awareness (m)
Mine Ban
mine blast
mine bonnet
mine burial
mine canister
mine casualties
mine characteristics
mine clearance
mine clearer
mine cluster
mine concealment
mine crates
mine-delivery
mine density
mine destruction (m)

(see civic-minded)
(see democratic-minded)
(see fair-minded)
(see high-minded)
(see independent-minded)
(see liberal-minded)
(see like-minded)
(see open-minded)
(see practical-minded)
(see serious-minded)
(see single-minded)
(see strong-minded)
(see tough-minded)

(see single-mindedness)

it's just a (for school)

the (Weather Channel)

an already well-shaped

(see UXO)

the objective of is to save lives (military);
soldiers must be trained to think
an effective program normally requires...
135 countries have signed the Treaty
small vehicles are overturned by a
the uncovered mine or UXO is marked with a

is extremely difficult in frozen ground
the M87A1 is prepackaged with 6 AT mines
medical evacuation of (military)
live demonstrations show and capabilities
(see mine clearance)
the M1979 armored (a vehicle)
a consists of 1 - 5 mines laid in a semicircle
standard-pattern mine laying allows better
empty or other mine-laying supplies
(see mine-delivery)
probability of encounter is based on

techniques (land mines)
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mine detection

mine-detection (m)
mine detection (m)
mine detector
mine detonation

mine dispenser

mine disposal
mine-disposal (m)
mine drift
mines dump
mine dump

mine effect
mine emplacement

mine employment

mine encounter
mine environment
mine exporter
minefield
mine fuse
mine hazards
mine incident
mine incident (m)
mine indicators

mine layer

mine location

mine markers
mine neutralization
mine operations
mine plows
mine positions
mine proliferation
mine proliferation (m)
mine rake

training in , mine clearance;
is very tedious and stressful

a vehicle (MDV)
using dogs in survey operations
the IMP portable weighs 7 kilograms
the pressure pulse from a (military);
accidental from the radio signal
allows the to exit the area safely;
the M38 Flipper is a manual ;
the MOPMS is a man-portable
leave to EOD personnel, combat engineers

work
shifting sand can cause (desert)

returns to the nearest for another load;
laying parties set up s near the minefield area
the will produce an M- or K-Kill
the flight profile to be used during ;
AT j in urban and industrial areas
opportunities for above the terrain surface;

in cold regions poses special problems
the probability of in a minefield varies
preparing soldiers to survive in a
Belgium had been a
(see minefield)
fusers follow layers and insert s (military)
assessing the risks associated with
unplanned activity involving a (land)mine is a
a report is a technical report
scan forward and to the sides for (soldiers);
eye fatigue and the ability to recognize
the GMZ armored tracked dispenses mines;
a sapper trails the , marking emplaced mines
probe the suspected (military);
they record each (military);
make sure units are informed of s
the minefield is marked with fencing and

occurs when a mine is rendered incapable
our allies have experience in (military)
breaching equipment such as -- and rollers
recording that are laid to a pattern

issues
an armored dozer with a (mine clearing);
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mine recognition
mine removal
mine roller
mine rows
mine sales (m)
mine signs
mine strike
mine strip
mine sweepers
mine system
mine technology
mine threat
mine type
mine victim

mine warfare

mine's blast area

mine-free

mine-banning
mine clearing
mine dispensing
mine functioning
mine laying
mine-manufacturing
mine-shipping
mine-sniffing
mine spacing
mine training

mine-affected
mine-studded

the or plow (mine clearing)
and disposal skills (military)

activities such as humanitarian (military)
s can effectively detect mines in the path
mine spacing and the number of

literature
construct the perimeter fence and emplace
towing a vehicle after a (military)
two parallel rows form a (military)

the Volcano multiple-delivery
advanced rapidly after World War II

a country's specific and terrain (military)
remove enough soil to show the
rushing to help a may be dangerous (military)

the horrors of ;
in an urban environment;

aerial (mines laid from helicopter)

activate the mine when the enemy is in the

(see mine-free)

(see mine-banning)
(see mine clearing)
the pilot terminates when...
ice has little effect on (military)
(see mine laying)
(see mine-manufacturing)
(see mine-shipping)
(see mine-sniffing)
the and the number of mine rows

is inherently dangerous (military)

(see mine-affected)
(see mine-studded)

mine and UXO (m) protection against threat (convoys)
mine or UXO if it is a suspected (unexploded ordinance)
mine and countermine (m) guidance for conducting operations
mines and booby traps indicators of the presence of (buildings)
mines or explosive devices most like to be encountered
mines, minefields, and mine-delivery systems technical info on
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mines, obstacles, and barriers located all in the zone

bar mine
base mine
blast (AP) mine

blast (AT) mine
decoy mine
fragmentation mine

fragmentation (AP) mine
land mine
nuisance mine
stray (or outlying) mine

anti-mine
countermine

a
the first layer places a on the ground
the M 14 mine is a low-metallic, ;
a injures through the direct blast effect
the M15 is a
watch out for booby traps near s
a trip-wire-activated S;
a nondirectional (like a "Bouncing Betty");
self-forging (SFF) use directed-energy to...

a creates casualties from shrapnel
(see land mine)

if you discover a forward of the minefield
an area where a has a chance of landing

(see anti-mine)
(see countermine)

World War Thera mine the sub may have hit a

"Bouncing Betty" mine
bounding-fragmentation
bounding-fragmentation

antiarmor mine

antipersonnel mine
antitank mine

deminer

de-mining

shrapnel-throwing mine

outlying mine

detonated mine
improvised mine
linked mine
suspected mine

stockpiled mines

a is a nondirectional fragmentation mine
(AP) mine the M16-series mine is a ;
minethe wedge-shaped ADAM is a

a command-detonated placed in the kill zone;
the remote (RAAM) utilizes a SFF warhead
(see antipersonnel mine)
(see antitank mine)

(see deminer)

(see de-mining)

s
where a stray or has a chance of landing

casualties in the proximity of the
any is a product of the resources available
the initial mine detonates the
action to be taken when a is found

they will destroy their (military)
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artillery-delivered mine emplacing s on top of the advancing enemy
artillery-delivered (antipersonnel) mine (ADAM)
command-detonated mine the enemy may be manning a
command-detonated (antiarmor) mine a in the kill zone
contact-detonated mine a
foot-triggered mine a
pressure-activated (AT) mine minefields that contain s
pressure-triggered mine
prong-activated (AP) mine a
saucer-shaped mine a
square-shaped mine the M19 AT mine is a low-metallic,
surface-laid mine blowing sand may cover --s
Volcano-dispensed mines are emplaced quickly (from air)

trip-wire-activated (fragmentation) mine a
trip-wire-activated (AP) mine a

frequently encountered mine they are the most around the world
randomly scattered mines the couldn't be mapped (dropped from air)

Claymore mine

POMZ-2M mine
PPM-1 "butterfly" mines
PMN mine
RAAM mine
Type 72 (mine)

chemical mine
conventional mine

rifle and machine gun fire and s;
the is mainly a defensive weapon
deploy and camouflage the

scattered from the air (Afghanistan)
the produced by Russia
the (remote antiarmor mine)
the Chinese

a normally has a small explosive charge...
SCATMINEs are much smaller than s;
s are hand-emplaced and manually armed

directional (fragmentation) mine an example of a is the Claymore
initial mine the detonates the linked mine
live mine a existing past its SD time is 1 in 10,000
nondirectional (fragmentation) mine a 's force is dispersed in a circle
possible mine lightly mark a line in the soil around the
scatterable mine SCATMINE ()

pressure-sensitive mine detonate s by rigging an A-frame...

6 mines
960 mines
10,800 mines

the Flipper can dispense per minute
the UH-60A Blackhawk can deliver per sortie
a company can lay per day (military)
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mine (hole)

mine and explosive (m) sweep and clear the area of threats

soil and the mine mine detectors detect a contrast between the

body of the mine moisture may have entered the igniter or
bottom of the mine secondary fuse wells on the sides or
destruction of the mine in place may cause collateral damage
detectability of the mine a metal washer improves the
detonation of another mine sympathetic detonation from the
export of mines the landmine crisis and the
fear of mines a can rapidly evolve into paranoia
initiation of the mine accidental while it is being handled
location of the mine depends on the (mine-removal techniques)
neutralization of mines the by blast (military)
presence of mines/UXOs trip wires may indicated the
sides of the mine press the soil firmly around the
stockpile of (antipersonnel) mines Ukraine's
top of the mine until the soil is level with the
type of mines the method used to lay and conceal each
underside of the mine fasten the limbs to the

functioning of the mine preparation will ensure of the mine

(see also land mine, UXO)

[Collocations dedicated to victims of land mines]

mine pollution
mine shaft
mine strike

coal mine
coal mine (m)
copper mine
gem mine
gold mine
granite mine
uranium mine

a hazard because of decades of
methane in poorly ventilated s
bloody in Harlan County, Kentucky

he worked down a
Ukraine's frequent accidents
by a
the dozen or so s in Macon County
(see gold mine)
a (mine and crush granite for concrete)
carting ore from s

operating mine Leadville's last will close

mine-affected mine-affected community provide assistance to s (explosives)
mine-affected countries organizations from (land mines / military)
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mine-banning mine-banning agenda

mine clearance mine clearance

mine clearing

mined

mine-delivery

minefield

mine-clearance agency
mine clearance costs
mine-clearance operation
mine-clearance program
mine clearance specialist
mine-clearance team
mine clearance technique

mine clearing

mine-clearing program
mine-clearing team

mined/UXO (m)

mine-delivery systems

minefield
mine field

minefield area
minefield borders
minefield boundaries

minefield camouflage
Minefield Breacher
minefield composition
minefield density
minefield depth
minefield designs
minefield detection
minefield emplacements
minefield fratricide
minefield front
minefield gaps

minefield indicators
minefield length

a

training in mine detection, -S;
- is expensive

a

a -
a -
-5
a - team
-'S

a -
a -

basic survival

technical info

a -
a -

in a - environment

on mines, minefields and

the number of mines divided by the
continues the survey pattern to determine the
attempting to locate -;
mark -- and lanes
inadequate - in urban terrain is a problem
the Explosive Standoff (ESMB)

(buried or surface-laid, AT or AP, etc.)
depicts the number of mines in a minefield

this gives a total - of 440 meters (ground)
must be based on a threat analysis

basic missions include -, reduction, marking
specific patterns in
it is vital to prevent
a 280-meter -
conceal - through live minefields;
- are left so friendly forces can pass through
- (wires, disturbed earth, patched roads, etc.)
the -
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minefield limits
minefield location
minefield markers
minefield reduction
minefield size
minefield strips
minefield survey
mine field supervisor
minefield terrain
minefield width

a thorough reconnaissance to identify the
the know or suspected j, types of mine, etc
deep area minefields do not require

diminished the minefield's original effect
and location

the space between
a precise will identify the extent of...
a
the selected (siting and emplacing mines)
the emplacing unit can vary

minefield handover is an extremely important task
minefield layout a change to the proposed

minefield laying , marking, recording and reporting
minefield marking requirements for if the unit leaves or...

minefields for tactical operations plan the employment of

minefield composition and size
minefield density and size
minefield size and location

minefields and obstacles as with all
minefield and the bypass the orientation of the
minefield and lane locations the unit reducing the minefield marks the
minefields or explosive devices units encountering should follow...

chemical minefield
desert minefield
enemy minefield

nuisance minefield
row minefield
Volcano minefields

block minefield
disrupt minefield
fix minefield
turn minefield

--s (nerve or blister agents)
typically, s are much larger
exact limits and depth of s aren't often known;
when possible, --s are bypassed...;
intelligence concerning --s is reported
--s impose caution on enemy forces
emplacing a hasty protective

are ideal for providing flank protection;
if air are emplaced in friendly areas;
ground are marked according to...

one Volcano aircraft can lay one
a fractures and breaks up enemy formations
a slows enemy formations
s are extremely lethal;
a manipulates maneuver in a desired direction
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disrupt, fix, turn, and block minefields

block-effect minefield
disrupt-effect minefield
fix-effect minefield
turn-effect minefield

the lethality of a (80 percent or higher)
AHDs can be added to 's to frustrate....
s must be employed in depth
a affects the width of the enemy's front

standard-pattern minefield scatterable, row, and s

Gator, RAAM, and ADAM minefields

anti-tank minefield s and World War II
antitank minefield a standard

AT or AP minefield

existing minefields

known minefields
mixed minefields
suspected minefields

the UMZ can launch an

safe routes through or around

maps of the country, and locations of
threat armies also emplace

along routes or in areas of interest

unmarked and unrecorded minefields--

aerial delivered minefields
artillery-delivered minefields
surface-laid minefield

well-demarcated mine fields

conventional minefield
hasty minefield
individual minefield
lethal minefield
live minefield
phony minefield
protective minefield
scatterable minefield

tactical minefield

the emplacement of (Volcano)
(military)

it is difficult to fake a

s versus SCATMINE systems
a can be laid on the first pass (from air)
groups of s are employed
a that is covered by intense fires...
the point of entry for deminers into a
live mines are never laid in a
s are employed to protect soldiers, ...
s reduce the enemy's ability to maneuver;
the boundary of a -- is not clearly marked
--s can disrupt the enemy's combat formations;
the air Volcano can emplace s (military);
s directly attack enemy maneuver
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tactical, nuisance, and protective minefields means used to emplace

boundary of the minefield areas outside the
boundaries of the minefield identify the exact
depth of the minefield full-width mines in the first rows and the
dimensions of the minefields teams collect info on the exact
edge of the minefield the leading
emplacement of minefields rapid in friendly areas
employment of minefields plan the for tactical operations
groups of (individual) minefields are employed
inspections of minefields technical are normally done at 3-month...
limits of the minefield confuse the enemy about the exact
location of a minefield the team identifies the
neutralization of minefields reconnaissance, clearance, and
pattern of a minefield break up the otherwise regular
perimeter of a minefield locate and mark the
potential of minefields realize the full as a combat multiplier
reduction of the minefieldprevent by enemy dismounts
sketch of the minefield the OIC gives the siting party a
types of minefields the and the means of emplacement

size and the location of minefields depending on the

marking of minefields and obstacle groups

UXOs, mines and minefields the location of
mines, minefields, and mine-delivery systems technical info on

mine-free mine-free zone several countries want to create s (military)

mine laying

mine-manufacturing

miner (digger)

mine laying standard-pattern is laborious, time-consuming;
more effective and flexible than row

mine-laying activity
mine-laying team s
mine-laying vehicle s
signs of mine laying (digging, scattered spoil, crates)

mine-manufacturing nations

miner's helmet adjusted the headband on my
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coal miner
gold miner

miner (explosive) deminer

mineral

mine-shipping

mine-sniffing

mine-studded

mini

minimal

mineral deposits
mineral resources
mineral wealth

gem-and-mineral

mine-shipping nations

mine-sniffing dog

mine-studded ground

mini-bar
minibar
mini-brawl
mini-mall
mini-market
mini-museum
miniseries
miniskirt
mini-submarine

minimal damage
minimal risk

minimally minimally improved

minimally improved

minimum

minimally improved trail

minimum balance
minimum exposure
minimum level
minimum order (m)
minimum-security
minimum standards
minimum wage

minimum weight limit

a or steel mill worker
s in Yakutsk (Siberia)

(see deminer)

areas with potential
s, including iron and coal
the in Madinah (Saudi Arabia)

(see gem-and-mineral)

5
5

s filled with booze (hotel room)
a and a relaxing whirlpool tub (lodge)
the first

San Francisco's s
(see miniseries)

the British LR5 (for rescues)

causing (collision of two submarines)
there are ways to reveal fantasies with

(see minimally improved)

S
some banks require a (checking account)
maximum protection and (sun bathing)
scored at or above the state (test)
some companies have a -- requirement
a facility (women's prison)

for court interpreters
(see minimum wage)

there is a for children of 60 pounds (rafting)
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minimum working age raised the to 16 (Brazil)

mandatory-minimum (see mandatory-minimum)

minimum wage minimum wage no increase in the

specified minimum wage js, maximum hours per week
guaranteed minimum wage Great Britain has no

minimum-wage worker in San Francisco
minimum-wage job a
minimum-wage law s

mining (dig for) mining company s
mining disaster the worst since 1991
mining-equipment (m) a Milwaukee firm
mining project financing for js
mining settlement the of Oymyakon (Siberia)
mining technique a known as "mountaintop removal"

data mining
data-mining (m)

gold-mining
silver-mining (m)

speech recognition, (computers)
software sorts information;

the business
(see gold-mining)
Shafter, a mostly abandoned town

ranching and mining are major industries (Nevada)

mining (explosive) river mining M19 AT mines are used for streambed and

de-mining (see de-mining)

miniseries thee-part miniseries a

minister health minister
youth minister

Zimbabwe's
a Sunday school teacher studying to be a

ministry (admin) government ministry js and universities

ministry (religion) prison ministry had started a

mink mink farm the male chicks are sold to js
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minor

minority

minor-league

mint

minor accident
minor burns
minor damage
minor error
minor incident
minor injury
minor-league
minor mistake
minor offense
minor operation
minor (allergic) reaction
minor stroke
minor surgery

minor head injuries

minor household duties

minority enrollment
minority government
minority juror
minority perpetrator
minority shoppers

minority view

minority neighborhood

minority points of view

minority of teens

white minority

oppressed minority

minor-league baseball

mint-green

mint-flavored

near-mint

-js and construction zones
should be cooled with running tap water

spot check toys regularly for (kids)
fatal medical mistakes, near misses, s
interpret every as a slight
one resident suffered s (an explosion)
(see minor-league)
's can turn tragic (climbing)
in most states, game violations are -js
I told them I needed a
antihistamines may be used to treat -js
she may have suffered a
died while she was being prepared for

suffered

could dip without affirmative action
efforts to topple his (Israel)
cities with a high concentration of s
crimes committed by s
, shoplifting and racial profiling

the Hippocratic Oath represented the

the higher crime rates of s

startlingly different

a report feeling ignored and lonely

(see white minority)

an in need of liberation

played

(see mint-green)

(see mint-flavored)

(see near-mint)
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minted

mint-flavored

mint-green

minus

minute

minutely

minutely detailed

miracle

freshly minted
newly minted

mint-flavored condoms

mint-green bow tie

plus or minus

minutes of footage

penalty minutes

dying minutes

last minute

few minutes'

twenty-minute (m)
30-minute (m)

up-to-the-minute

minutely detailed

minutely detailed record

miracle drug
miracle pill

mirror (people) mirror time

mirror (other)

mis

bathroom mirror
rearview mirror

ceiling-high mirror

improperly ground mirror

misconduct
misdiagnosis
misidentification
misunderstanding

(see freshly minted)
(see newly minted)

a

phrases like "S" and "margin of error"

the camera had recorded six

assessed 254 in 1991-92 (hockey)

scored the try in the (rugby)

(see last minute)

(see few minutes')

a drive
a ride

(see up-to-the-minute)

(see minutely detailed)

the beneficiary of a
it is not a (a drug)

family battles for shower and

checks herself in the
glanced at me in the

5 of Belgian glass

an (telescope)

(see misconduct)
(see misdiagnosis)
(see misidentification)
(see misunderstanding)
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misleading (see misleading)

misfired (see misfired)
misguided (see misguided)

miscarriage (birth) risk of miscarriage age and increased parity affect a woman's

miscarriage (other) miscarriages of justice how can such be accurately identified

miscarried miscarried justice a prize study in

mischief mischief-maker s
misconduct police misconduct race relations,

reports of (police) misconduct many

misdemeanor misdemeanor charge a of obstructing justice
misdemeanor count a of making a threatening phone call

misdiagnosis most frequent misdiagnoses the s are PID, followed by gastroenteritis

misfired damaged or misfired a dud pit for ammunition

misguided misguided attempt among the many --s to...

mishap launching mishaps two Proton rockets were destroyed in

misidentification eyewitness misidentification wrongful convictions from s

misleading misleading statement s have been made

misleading label claims exotic supplements with label claims

misunderstanding misunderstanding s, hostilities and bitterness;
clearing up the ' involved...

miss near-misses compromises and
near misses fatal medical mistakes, , minor errors

hit-or-miss (see hit-or-miss)

missed missed appointments (health care)
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missile

missed diagnosis
missed injury
missed opportunities
missed shots

missed menstrual period

commonly missed

missile-assembly
missile attack
missile defense
missile launch
missile range
missile shield
missile silo
missile site
missile system
missile test

missile firing
missile-tracking (m)

cruise missile

Patriot missiles
Stinger missile (m)
theater missiles

Hellfire missile

anti-missile

kinetic-energy missile
short-range missiles
single-stage missile

incoming missile

radar-seeking missile

guided missile
guided missile (m)

the of an ectopic pregnancy
failure to roll to each side may result in a
I saw (lack of law-enforcement cooperation)
he is consumed with thoughts of (basketball)

spontaneous abortions before the first

(see commonly missed)

(see missile-assembly)
potential s from North Korea
(see missile defense)
the base monitored s
a submarine base, a
the first step in deploying a
an abandoned Atlas F
communication nodes, depots, airfields, s
the trend in modern s is solid propellants...
North Korea intends to conduct a

discussions about a
help Russia complete a large radar

nuclear-capable supersonic s;
air-launched s on B-52s
sending to South Korea
incorporate teams into the support force
aerial attack by (population centers)

Apache helicopters armed with --s

(see anti-missile)

a hypervelocity,
defense against
most theater ballistic missiles are s

the Patriot had limited success downing --s

the --s couldn't find their targets

Shipwreck underwater-to-surface s (sub)
the Cole is a $1 billion destroyer;
the Stinger -- system engages aircraft
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air-launched (cruise) missile s on B-52s
ground-launched (cruise) missile s
land-based missile s
laser-guided missile s
precision-guided missile the long-term development of s;

js and other accurate armaments
satellite-guided missile s
sea-launched missile Syria has a variety of Russian s
shoulder-fired missiles
surface-launched (cruise) missile most s are terrain following
wire-guided missile a (anti-tank missile)

ballistic missile
sophisticated missile
supersonic missile
tactical missile
tactical missile (m)

(see ballistic missile)
nations interested in acquiring its
the Patriot is a guided
short-range ballistic missiles and other s
the Army system, naval surface fire...

air-to-air missile an
air-to-surface missile s
surface-to-air missile the Patriot is a guided supersonic
surface-to-surface missile Iraq may fire js at Israel

path of the missile organs in the (gunshot wounds)

test-launching of a missile ready to follow up its

cannons, rockets, and missiles can provide fires...
aircraft, artillery, missile dispense mines by or a ground dispenser

missile-assembly missile-assembly plant a long-suspected major

missile defense missile defense speeding up its program to develop 's;
a go-slow approach to

missile defense operations the management of

Theater Missile Defense executes the four pillars of (TMD)

active missile defense
national missile defense DEFCONs are most applicable to (military)
passive missile defense
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missing

mission

air and missile defense (see air and missile defense)

airspace and missile defense (m) provide control

missing children
missing-children (m)
missing data
missing jewelry
missing person
missing person (m)
missing-person's (m)
missing ships
missing woman

previously missing
still-missing

mission briefing (m)
mission effectiveness
mission failure
mission planner
mission requirements
mission statement

mission-style

parents of the held a vigil
one of the cases
allow me to present some of this

from the victim (murder)
join a search for a
her case remains open
it had been treated as a case
severe storms and
looking for signs of the

(see previously missing)
(see still-missing)

aircrews adhere to parameters
cold-weather injuries thwart
the satellite program's second
a onetime for the Apollo program
5,000 more soldiers than
a drawn up by faculty members;

(U.S. embassy in Saudi Arabia)

(see mission-style)

mission, enemy, terrain, and troops and time available

mission of education

air mission (m)
ambush mission
Catholic mission
combat mission

guard mission
mercy mission
practice mission
sabotage mission
space mission
suicide mission
surveillance mission
university's mission

(METT-T)

the and the overemphasis of sports

the briefing (military)
a gunman on an
which is the site of a
flew on more than 100 s in Vietnam;
combat SAR missions (search and rescue)
techniques used by platoons executing a
a daring
flying jets on --s
a gone awry
s between 1988 and 1995
on a to wipe out their school
on an apparent
out of keeping with the
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mission-style

mist

mist-covered

mistake

combat patrol mission the two types of s are ambush, raid
helicopter assault mission during a combat
space shuttle mission a total of 37 s are scheduled to assemble...
space station mission spacewalks on a

counterinsurgency mission s in low-intensity conflicts

air and missile defense missions the execution of in modern warfare

space station construction mission the next

long-duration missions
real-world missions
short-term mission
special operations mission
SO mission

data on -- in close quarters

overseas mission

training mission

three-year mission

it's a relatively (an operation in Bosnia)
ensure unity of effort to accomplish js
state-of-the-art equipment designed for 5;
js in the Kuwait theater of operations;
operational security is essential to every ;
typically, s have a specific time-on-target

an upcoming

a Special Forces squad prepares for a

send astronauts on a -- to Mars

search and destroy mission his unit was engaged in a
search-and-recovery mission a

sense of mission his fervent (hunt for Loch Ness monster)
success of the mission the fate of the soldier or the

mission-style ironwork

mist-covered (see mist-covered)

mist-covered green hills

mistake in (foreign) policy a

design mistakes cathedral builders learned from their
management mistake s added 'to the escalator woes
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mistaken

misted

misted-over

misting

misty-eyed

misunderstanding

mitigating

mix (food)

big mistake
dangerous mistake
fatal (medical) mistake
foolish mistake
grave mistake
honest mistake
innocent mistake
medical mistake

but it could be a if...
prevent him from making foolish or s
s, near misses, minor errors
prevent him from making s
that would be a
the salesclerk made an
throwing out the prints was an (police)
national disclosure of serious js;
fatal s, near misses, minor errors

minor mistake s can turn tragic (climbing)
serious mistake I knew I'd made a (climbing)
serious (medical) mistake national disclosure of s
tragic mistake work supervisors made a

series of mistakes a brought about her death (malpractice)

mistaken attack a on the passenger jet
mistaken (eyewitness) identification
mistaken identity argued a case of
mistaken impression personality conflicts, s

case of mistaken identity

misted-over

misted-over valley

misting tent

misty-eyed reappraisal

misunderstanding

mitigating circumstances
mitigating evidence
mitigating factors

cider mix

ice tea mix

hot chocolate mix

argued a

(see misted-over)

deep s

a 50-foot-long (at an outdoor festival)

opportunity for s

js, hostilities and bitterness

potential aggravating and (murder trial)
consider in sentencing
takes into account j;

including mental illness, substance abuse;
mitigating factors versus aggravating factors

hot chocolate and js

sweetened

5 (add water or milk)
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mix (other)

mixed

mixed-up

mixed-race

mix and quantity providing the right of ammunition

mixed emotions my (anger and love)
mixed feelings I had as I prepared to leave
mixed-gender (m) design submarines with crews in mind
mixed message schools send s about cheating
mixed-race (see mixed-race)
mixed reviews the play received from critics
mixed record a of success as a democracy
mixed-use (m) a development

mixed minefields threat armies also emplace

mixed-up (see mixed-up)

racially mixed (see racially mixed)

mixed-up mess a

mixed-up sort of tragedy a

mixed-race child
mixed-race couple
mixed-race roommate

a ;
America is full of s
Amy's

mixer cement mixer s and dump trucks

mixing mixing bowl in a combine...

mm (see millimeter)

mo slow-mo (see slow-motion)

moan cries and moans small communicate excitement (human sex)

mob (organized) mob victims a series of

mob stool pigeon the got a new identity

mob-style (see mob-style)

Russian mob the and hockey players
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mob (crowd)

mobbed

mobbed-up

mobile (suffix)

mobile (movement)

mobile (phone)

mobile phone

mob action
mob stampede

lynch mob

frenzied mob

mobbed-up

mobbed-up (victory)

automobile
bookmobile
snowmobile

mobile-home (m)

thugs, crime and (Kosovo)
s have killed thousands (concerts, etc.)

a racially motivated

one attacked a helicopter

(see mobbed-up)

celebration appeared at the (not guilty)

mobile command post

mobile tracking (m)

upwardly mobile

mobile communications
mobile company
mobile customer
mobile operator
mobile phone
mobile-mania
mobile user

mobile Web application

mobile Web browsing

highly mobile

mobile phone

mobile-phone giant
mobile-phone operator

(see auto)
camels serve as js in Kenya
(see snowmobile)

spent six years in a park;
the manager of five parks

the was parked in the grass

a device was placed on his car (by FBI)

(see upwardly mobile)

the possibilities in
the world's leading 's
help Internet businesses reach js
s can trace calling patterns
(see mobile phone)
the onset of
s will be connected to the Internet

a good

develop software for

(see highly mobile)

js let you do more than just talk;
the marriage of s and the Internet

Vodafone
the world's leading
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mobiler

mobiling

mobility

mobilization

mob-style

mode

mobile-telephone system
mobile phone penetration
mobile phone radiation

the used by Saddam Hussein
into the European market

worries about the hazards of

keypads of their mobile phones

snowmobiler

snowmobiling

mobility advantage

air mobility

upward mobility

strategic mobility
tactical mobility

countermobility

mobilization for war

full-scale mobilization

mob-style hit

mode of acquisition
mode of transmission
modes of transportation

attack mode
crisis mode
denial mode

punching madly on the (E-mail)

(see snowmobiler)

(see snowmobiling)

the squadron possesses a significant over...

provide tactical of supplies, personnel

productivity and ;
living standards stagnate, and disappears

the squadron is structured light to possess
is the key to successful desert operations

(see countermobility)

full-scale

for war

after the

botulism is grouped according to the
heterosexual sex is the most common of HW
the taxi industry and competing

she is in a real
the company was in full (Web attack)
countries in about AIDS

competing modes the taxi industry and of transportation

model (abstract) models of (the earth's) climate
model of (weather) patterns

business model
computer model

mathematical
a computer

(see business model)
s calculate the spacecraft's position;
s might be able to predict...;
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theories and s;
a of weather patterns

subscription model shifting from a to an ad strategy
weather model computers running more complex s

nationwide model could serve as a for urban areas

Internet model retailing is the hardest to make work

business-to-business model the vs business-to-consumer model
business-to-consumer model the business-to-business model vs

mathematical model economists and elaborate s;
developing s of the earth's climate

statistical model a to calculate breast-cancer risk

model (product) model number brand names and 's of products

late-model
latest model

(see late-model)
(see latest model)

bread-and-butter model the company's

make and model the radio is the same as...

model (replica) model ship s (for training) behave like big ones

model airplane we made s from balsa wood and paper

model of a skeleton a life-size

model (paragon)

clay model
production model
scale model

s or small metal or material models
designing a
simulators versus s (ships);
it's only been tested in s

life-size model a of a skeleton

large-scale model 25 s of his inventions

model inmate she has been a (prison)
model prisoner a nonviolent offender or

model of diplomacy a woman who had been a began to cry
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model of economic development the city was a

role model

model (clothes) model-turned-actress

fashion model

runway model
swimsuit model

modeling (clothes) modeling gig

modeling (science) climate modeling
computer modeling

model-turned-actress
model-turned-actress

modem cable modern
phone modem

DSL modem

moderate moderate damage
moderate drinker

moderate-to-severe

low and moderate

mild-to-moderate

moderate-to-severe moderate-to-severe infect

modern

moderate-to-severe pain

modern age
modern combat
modern-day
modern disease
modern (safety) features
modern forms

he's got responsibilities as a -j;
an amazing -; he's a great - (a coach)

(see model-turned-actress)

images of Asian '-s

the hip-swinging slouch of -s
a former

she got her first - at the age of 9

the science of
weather patterns and -

Milla Jovovich

'-5
PCs connected to a - dial into the Net

cable and -s versus phone modems

the bomb caused -' and three injuries
heavy drinkers think they are -s

(see moderate-to-severe)

(see low and moderate)

(see mild-to-moderate)

ion patients with
indicated for the relief of

the - of blockbusters (films)
all hand grenades have application in -
(see modern day)
ovarian cancer is a -

buildings retrofitted with
- of slavery
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modern (garment) industry the
modern (sports-marketing) perspective from a
modern (brain-scanning) technologies such as MRIs
modern-type (see modern-type)

modern battlefield combat power on the
modern (automated) warehouse a
modern weapon systems are especially lethal in desert warfare

modern day modern-day Japan
modern-day Turkey

modern-day Carrie Nation a

modern-day (labor-saving) devices

modern-day physical fitness

modernization Army modernization savings can be channeled into
computer modernization (m) the decision to suspend efforts

modern-type modern-type shibboleth a
modern-type slavery

modification behavior modification rehabilitation or (jail)
design modification the incident led to a (airplane)

modified modified version so you're sending me a of that

mogul Internet mogul a successful

moisture moisture needs plants and their

moisture-wicking (m) wearing wool or socks

soil moisture forecasters predicted improving

moisturizer face moisturizer she uses a clear

molasses molasses-slow (see molasses-slow)

molasses-slow molasses-slow movements

molecular molecular pathway complex s
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molester

mom

mom-and-pop

moment

momentous

child molester

mom-and-pop

(for collocations

mom-and-pops

mom-and-pop store

moment's notice

moment-to-moment

moment of my life
moment of truth

character moment

murderers, rapists, and s

(see mom-and-pop)

with mom, see mother)

agonizing moment
crowning moment
defining moment

big moment
critical moment
crucial moment
drunken moments
embarrassing moment
emotional moment
extraordinary moment
greatest moments
memorable moments
proudest moment
quiet moment
stressful moments
tough moment
worst moment

momentous event

but they're just little (ice companies)

many of these s bit the dust

ship blood on a (blood banks)

(see moment-to-moment)

the proudest was when... (auto racer)
this will be the for him

filming a

he recounts every (poor job interview)
the symposium was perhaps the for him
a in the civil rights movement (bombing)

when the arrives (spearfishing)
using grenades at a in the assault
it could fail at the (Bear Repellent spray)
I've had my share of embarrassing
confess your s and dastardly deeds
this is a very
an in our democracy (election)
it was one of the in my life (climbing)
one of the most
the of my life was when...(auto racer)
he took advantage of a to talk to his mother
keep a sense of humor during
this was a in a way (final game for coach)
it was the of his life

sent me an E-mail about a

moment-to-moment
moment-to-moment flow
moment-to-moment strategy 5
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momentum

monarchy

monastery-dotted

Monday

Monday morning

Monday night

money

momentum of the attack

anti-noise momentum

he spurred the dwindling (battle)

the appears to be growing

tactical and operational momentum achieve with light forces

oil monarchy

monastery-dotted land

Monday night

Monday morning

early-Monday-morning

Monday-night speech

money belt
money maker
money-maker
moneymaker
moneyman
money manager
money-market (m)
money order
money power
money problem

moneys worth
money trail
money worries
money's worth

money laundering
money-losing

money-stupid

money-back guarantee

the Gulf s

a beautiful, (Montenegro)

(see Monday night)

(see Monday morning)

(see early-Monday-morning)

the

$500 missing from his
It is a big
the film is one of the top-ten 5
the museum's most reliable
the ' threatens...
s with billions of dollars at their disposal
offer accounts which pay interest
credit cards, personal checks, s
universities reconfigured by raw
rumors about s;
s caused bickering
getting their
they are following the
temporarily relieved of
getting their

(see money laundering)
(see money-losing)

(see money-stupid)

(see money-back guarantee)

money for (an avalanche forecasting) center
money for the (clemency) effort raise
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money for the (preservation) efforts raised
money for rent he wasn't chipping in any

blood money
bribe money
campaign money
compensation money
drug money
gas money

grocery money
insurance money
oil money
paper money
prize money

public money
retirement money
seed money

taxpayer's money

signing bonus money

spending money

big-money
good money
old-money (m)

buckets of money
flow of money

time and money

money-back guarantee
money-back guarantee

the family refused (Saudi Arabia)
their pockets bulge with
funneled his way
I don't want any
U.S. officials are being corrupted by
enough to make it home;
his mother would give him
he began racing for (Dale Earnhardt)
killed his son for $20,000 in
a share of the
the writing on is in Latin letters
pledged half his to the...;
races don't interest her, nor does S;
the biggest bass wins the
schools that accept
this is my
iVillage's initial ran out in April

not waste

millions of dollars in

provided him enough to buy...

(see big-money)
making -- at an accounting firm

suburbs

retailers have spent on their (Internet) sites
the around the globe

were wasted by workers who...

it comes with a

60-day money-back guarantee a of complete purchase price

money laundering money laundering terrorism, drug smuggling, ;
charges of and tax evasion
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money-losing

money-stupid

monger

mongering

monitor

monitored

monitoring

money-laundering law
money-laundering lawyer

money-losing factory
money-losing manufacturer

money-stupid

scandalmonger

fear-mongering

baby monitor
computer monitor
fertility monitor
industry monitor
oxygen monitor
radiation monitor

blood-pressure monitor
heart-rate monitor

computer-monitored
police-monitored

closely monitored

monitoring device
monitoring effort
monitoring equipment
monitoring post
monitoring system

monitoring of eruptions

data-monitoring
heart-monitoring
home monitoring
radiation monitoring
radiation-monitoring (m)

tougher 5
an English

a
a small,

his brother-in-law was to boot

(see scandalmonger)

(see fear-mongering)

a can alert you to sounds of distress
's stacked on top of each other
pregnancy tests, ovulation detectors and s
complaints to s and federal regulators
they took her off the
a showed dangerous levels

a
hooked up to a

(see computer-monitored)
(see police-monitored)

(see closely monitored)

released on the condition he wear a
s were intensified
NBC includes radiacmeters (military)
an early-warning manned by Israelis
s detected a pressure drop

equipment to help with the (volcanic)

a vast computerized system
(see heart-monitoring)
a sentence of probation and
deficiencies in

a dosimeter, a badge

electronic monitoring he will serve house arrest with
electronic monitoring (m) he tried to remove his device
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p

p

monk

monkey

monocular

monopoly

monoxide

monsoon

monster

month

management and monitoring admit patient for further
detecting and monitoring (m) NBC equipment (military)

Buddhist monk

pilgrims and monks

monkey cell
monkey cry
monkey disease
monkey handler
monkey house
monkey-storage (m)
monkey virus
monkey worker

eight-power monocular

monopoly characteristics
monopoly power

tea monopoly

near-monopoly

carbon monoxide (m)

monsoon clouds
monsoon conditions
monsoon rain

monster ratings

monster sightings

Loch Ness monster

concrete monster

hewn out of a cliff face by s (statues)

lived in nearby caves (Buddhist statues)

dead --s
a cacophony of s
could identify s
s weren't dying
the Hazleton

facility
knew about --s
no --s had become sick...

an on a nylon cord

classic
by the degree of they possess

extend its

(see near-monopoly)

home detectors are available

obscured the sunset
in the soggy
blinding sheets of s;
--s turned rivers into raging torrents

the game show's

and the issue of eyewitness testimony

the first and only time he saw the

it's a dinosaur, a (an old sports stadium)

sighting of the (Loch Ness) monster a does not gain a person...

monthlong
months-long

(see monthlong)
(see months-long)
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I

monthlong

month-old

month-old (see month-old)

month of Ramadan the holy on the Islamic calendar

summer months its oppressive heat during the

coming months Iraq might attack during the
ensuing months during the he found...

holy month the of Ramadan (Muslims)

three-month (m) a journey
six-month (m) an intensive review
twelve-month (m) a supply
18-month (m) an period

once-a-month (see once-a-month)

Employee of the Month I was

pastry-of-the-month (see pastry-of-the-month)

monthlong tournament a

month-old copy a

five-month-old (m) my daughter

6-month-old mother brought the to the pediatrician
ten-month-old a from California

months-long months-long debate the

monument monument's steps tourists traipsing up and down the

granite monument
memorial monument
stone monument

a honoring them
a for the dead firefighters
a

pre-Islamic (historical) monuments the destruction of (Afghanistan)

Confederate Soldiers Monument a nearby

historical monuments the destruction of pre-Islamic (Afghanistan)
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I
monumental

mood

moon

moon-faced

moonlit

location for the monument Congress would approve a precise

monumental sculpture
monumental use

mood disorder
mood shifts
mood swings

fun mood

partying mood
soothing mood

dark mood
fine mood
good mood
rotten mood
somber mood

moonlight

moon rock
moonscape

moon worshiper

moon landing

moonrise

moon-faced
moonlit

crescent moon
honeymoon

full moon

moon-faced man

moonlit cemetery

space punctuated by pieces of (museum)
the of terror (Stalin)

depression is a potentially life-threatening
abdominal pain, s, migraines
his work-induced

it puts me in a for the night

she wasn't feeling in a
set a with candles, wine

she returned in a
he was in a
he was never in a
most of the time he's in a
she was in a

in the j;
he had trouble reading the map by
s returned to earth
the desert was a ;
elephants turn woodland into a barren j;
the craters look like a
Cassandra Lathan, a local nurse and

the Apollo

viewing will be best before

(see moon-faced)
(see moonlit)

scanned the sky for the
do not expect the to last

(see full moon)

a sunny,

the
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mooring

moose

mop

moplike

moral

morale

morbid

more (enhanced)

moonlit night
moonlit sky

on a just before Christmas
gathered under a

mooring line he pulls a off the ship

MOOSE CROSSING (m) where the roads have signs (Maine)

moplike (see moplike)

moplike hair

moral doctrine seventeenth-century Buddhist
moral issue a as opposed to a legal issue
moral (and physical fitness) standards meet our high

moral and physical fitness (m) meet our high standards

amoral

morale of (U.S.) troops

morbid fear

more advantageous
more aggressive
more common
more-complex

N more-conclusive
more-lenient
more lucrative
more humane
more serious
more severe
more toxic

(see amoral)

boosting the involved in operations

I have a of being...

(see more advantageous)
(see more aggressive)
(see more common)
(see more-complex)
(see more-conclusive)
(see more-lenient)
(see more lucrative)
(see more humane)
(see more serious)
(see more severe)
(see more toxic)

more technologically savvy (see more technologically savvy)

more advanced
more developed
more-experienced

(see more advanced)
(see more developed)
(see more-experienced)

more technologically advanced (see more technologically advanced)

ever-more-complex (see ever-more-complex)
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more (additional)

more (custom)

more advanced

more advantageous

more aggressive

more common

more-complex

more-conclusive

more developed

more-experienced

more humane

more-lenient

more lucrative

ever-more-powerful

more evidence
more information

tribal mores

(see ever-more-powerful)

this is that...(medicine)
for call...

those loyal to

more advanced stage a of the disease
more advanced (antimissile) system Israel is developing a

more advantageous position they moved to a to return fire (battle)

more aggressive (and repeated) attempts at reduction (dislocation)

more common scenario the is...

more-complex job

more-conclusive results

more developed trail

larger and s

studies will produce

visit more s and recreation areas

more experienced observers (stargazing)

more humane execution a of execution

more-lenient treatment in exchange for

more lucrative private-sector salaries
more lucrative business the of corporate software

more serious more serious condition your doctor can rule out s, like...

more severe more severe reactions but can include seizures...

more technologically advanced
more technologically advanced ship

more technologically savvy
more technologically savvy soldier

among the Navy's

help educate the s (military)

more toxic more toxic mushroom occasionally, s are mistaken for edible species
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morgue

moribund

morning

city morgue

near-moribund

morning cappuccino
morning ceremony
morning person
morning run
morning shift
morning sickness
morning traffic

morning-after

Christmas morning

Sunday-morning

early-Monday-morning

weekday morning

late-winter morning

early-morning
late-morning
midmorning

morning-after morning-after pill

morphine morphine drip

mortal

copies of their toe tags from the

(see near-moribund)

drink a while seated
the monument will be dedicated at a
I'm not a
embarked on his
the whistles announcing the
pregnant women experience
the frantic rush of

(see morning-after)

waking up on

(see Sunday morning)

(see early-Monday-morning)

for 2 hours each

on a

(see early-morning)
(see late-morning)
(see midmorning)

the

his was turned up high

around-the-clock morphine

mortal wounds

mortality mortality rate

child mortality
infant-mortality (m)

mortar (weapon) mortar ammunition

he went on

despite his , he continued to direct fire (battle)

cancer --s peaked in 1990;
cancer s will continue downward;
show increased s

shoots up and literacy rates decline
high rates

hand grenades and
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mortar attack
mortar fire
mortar round

enemy mortar

rocket and mortar (m)

mortar (building) brick-and-mortar

mortar round

mortgage

mosh pit

mosque

mosquito

mortar round

enemy mortar round

hostile mortar round

mortgage payment

mosh pit

mosque complex

Grand Mosque

mosquito bite

mosquito control
mosquito hat
mosquito netting
mosquito population

mosquito scourge
mosquito season
mosquito survey

mosquito-borne
mosquito-carried
mosquito-plagued
mosquito-transmitted

infected mosquito

mosquito-borne mosquito-borne disease

under a heavy enemy rocket and
amid concentrated enemy
(see mortar round)

his squad was searching for an

they came under a heavy enemy attack

(see brick-and-mortar)

land mines, s and the like

an exploding severed his leg

his aircraft was struck by a (AC-47)

his income can't cover their s;
a life of on-time

used the lumber to surf the

in walking distance of the (Grand Mosque)

the in Makkah (Saudi Arabia)

summer picnics and s;
the virus is contracted through s
(see mosquito control)
you need a in the wildlife refuge
outside his
with the local enlarged by heavy rains;
as the weather gets cooler, s decline
as the seemed to ease
no plans to spray because it is late in the
the state's annual

(see mosquito-borne)
(see mosquito-carried)
(see mosquito-plagued)
(see mosquito-transmitted)

catch it from the bite of an

the risk of reduces (in cooler weather)
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mosquito-carried mosquito-carried encephalitis the current outbreak of

mosquito control mosquito control efforts target swamps
mosquito control program s;

director of the state's program

mosquito-plagued mosquito-plagued expanse Siberia's

mosquito-transmitted
mosquito-transmitted encephalitis eleven cases of

moss-covered moss-covered logs wildflowers, ferns and

moss-covered forest floor s (Southern Appalachians)

most (scope) most circumstances the inventory provides a hand grenade for

most most hurricane-prone (see most hurricane-prone)

Q

most alarming (see most alarming)
most compelling (see most compelling)
most damaging (see most damaging)
most encouraging (see most encouraging)
most frightening (see most frightening)
most haunting (see most haunting)
most humiliating (see most humiliating)
most-enthusiastic (see most-enthusiastic)
most rewarding (see most rewarding)
most wrenching (see most wrenching)

most admired (see most admired)
most cherished (see most cherished)
most hated (see most hated)
most honored (see most honored)
most preferred (see most preferred)
most-wanted (see most-wanted)
most-watched (see most-watched)

most-talked-about (see most-talked-about)

most closely
most commonly
most frequently

(see most closely)
(see most commonly)
(see most frequently)
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most admired

most alarming

most awful

most likely
most often
most widely

most awful
most common
most competitive
most critical
most crucial
most dangerous
most difficult
most effective
most famous
most favorable
most frequent
most generous
most gruesome
most important
most lethal
most logical
most memorable
most popular
most populous
most-positive
most recent
most reliable
most sensitive
most serious
most significant
most successful
most toxic
most treacherous
most violent

innermost

second-most

most admired novelist

most alarming news

most awful thing

(see most likely)
(see most often)
(see most widely)

(see most awful)
(see most common)
(see most competitive)
(see most critical)
(see most crucial)
(see most dangerous)
(see most difficult)
(see most effective)
(see most famous)
(see most favorable)
(see most frequent)
(see most generous)
(see most gruesome)
(see most important)
(see most lethal)
(see most logical)
(see most memorable)
(see most popular)
(see most populous)
(see most-positive)
(see most recent)
(see most reliable)
(see most sensitive)
(see most serious)
(see most significant)
(see most successful)
(see most toxic)
(see most treacherous)
(see most violent)

(see innermost)

(see second-most)

our

the lately has been...

I did the
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most cherished most cherished ideals some of our

most closely most closely monitored toys are one of the products on the market
most closely regulated toys are one of the products on the market

most common

most common cause

most commonly

most common abnormality the reported is a...(medical)
most common cause (see most common cause)
most common complication the of pregnancy
most common reason diarrhea is the for missing work
most common symptom the s associated with terminal illness are...
most common type melanoma is the (of cancer) in...

most common (and safest) abortion procedure the s
most common backup medium the is a 3.5-inch disk

fifth most common (see fifth most common)

most common cause of death the of death at high altitudes;
the of death in anaphylaxis;

this complication is the of death (malaria)

most common cause of fetal death the is maternal shock

most common cause of malfunction
improper fuse operation is the (mines)

most common cause of heart failure
the is coronary artery disease

most common causes of food poisoning
staphylococcal enterotoxin is one of the

fourth most common cause (see fourth most common cause)

ninth most common causeheadaches are the for visiting a physician

most commonly abused
most commonly ingested
most commonly injured
most commonly observed
most commonly performed

most commonly abused

(see most commonly abused)
(see most commonly ingested)
(see most commonly injured)
(see most commonly observed)
(see most commonly performed)
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most commonly abused opiate the is heroin

most commonly ingested
most commonly ingested alcohol isopropyl is the second

most commonly injured
most commonly injured nerve the median nerve is the most

most commonly observed
most commonly observed (physical) finding rales are the

most commonly performed
most commonly performed procedure Adhesiolysis is the

most compelling evidencethe for bipedalism is... (archaeology)

most competitive college admission season the ever

most critical aspect the in making a diagnosis is...(anthrax)

most crucial factor the in developing and maintaining...

most damaging testimony the came from...(medical malpractice)

most compelling

most competitive

most critical

most crucial

most damaging

most dangerous

most difficult

most effective

most encouraging

most-enthusiastic

most famous

most favorable

most frequent

most dangerous complication the of foot fractures is...
most dangerous method attempts at self-abortion, the
most dangerous time this is the for battered women

most difficult aspect the of diagnosing smallpox is...
most difficult relationship who has your been with (family)
most difficult route avoid detection by moving along the (military)

most effective way the to monitor kids' online activity is to...

most encouraging thing but I think that the to me was that...

most-enthusiastic (online) reviews software that gets the

most famous mountaineer America's

most favorable picture suspects want to paint the possible

most frequent cause (see most frequent cause)
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most frequent (chief) complaint the with UTI is dysuria

most frequent complication the is... (smallpox vaccine)

most frequent (bioterrorism) episodes the have been by...

most frequent sources
smoke inhalation, suicidal ingestion and industrial exposures are the
of cyanide poisoning

most frequent (NBC reconnaissance) task
chemical agent detection will probably be the required of air cavalry

most frequent misdiagnoses the 's are PID, followed by gastroenteritis

most frequent (initial physical) findings
the in HCPS are tachypnea, fever, and tachycardia

next most frequent (see next most frequent)
second most frequent (see second most frequent)

most frequent cause
most frequent cause of death
respiratory failure is the (clostridium)

most frequent cause of (travelers') diarrhea
Enterotoxigenic E. coli is the

most frequent cause of (postpartum) hemorrhage
the is uterine atony

most frequently most frequently encountered (see most frequently encountered)
most frequently recorded (see most frequently recorded)

most frequently encountered
most frequently encountered mine they are the in the world (war)

most frequently recorded
most frequently recorded symptoms the were...(torture victims)

most frightening most frightening experience assigned in a.class to write about her

most generous most generous contributorthe Democratic Party's s
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most gruesome most gruesome (drunken-driving) accidents the state's

most hated most hated woman the in England

most haunting most haunting story the in the annals of exploration

most honored most honored artist Graham was the in modern dance
most honored (nature) film one of the s ever made

most humiliating most humiliating experience it was the of my life

most hurricane-prone
most hurricane-prone areathe s of South Florida

most important most important legislation the legislation in a generation;
most important thing and the there is disclosure

most lethal most lethal form melanoma, the of skin cancer
most lethal toxins botulinum toxins are the known

most likely most likely avenues identify the for tank movement
most likely scenario military officials claim the is that...

most logical most logical place it is the to obtain...

most memorable most memorable moment one of the

most often most often performed (see most often performed)

most often performed
most-often-performed piece the of classical music

most popular most popular (backcountry) but system one of the s

most populous most populous nation the world's fourth ;
Africa's (Nigeria)

most positive most positive cognitive effects the occur...

most preferred most preferred method the best and of planning

most recent most recent (world-record) attempt in his
most recent data the available
most recent polls the suggest that...
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most reliable

most rewarding

most sensitive

most serious

most significant

most successful

most-talked-about

most toxic

most treacherous

most violent

most-wanted

most-watched

most widely

most widely used

most wrenching

most recent newsletter his

most recent annual report in his to stockholders

most recent book of essays his

most reliable method checking for nits is the (head lice)

most rewarding experience it's the I've ever had (adoption)
most rewarding thing it's the I've ever done (adoption)

most sensitive operations compartmentalization protects the

most serious hate crime the in recent memory

most significant the is the opening of two new schools

most successful relationship who has your been with (family)

most successful Broadway director the since...
most successful opera composer the since Puccini

most-talked-about name one of the s

most toxic nerve agent VX, one of the

most treacherous seas 93 days in some of the world's (yacht)

most violent offenders maximum-security cells for the

most-wanted fugitive
most-wanted list
most-wanted man

most-watched show

most widely used

Washington's
both on Germany's
the world's

of the top ten s

(see most widely used)

most widely used (police interrogation) manual

most wrenching scene in the film's
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motel

motel-like

moth

moth-eaten

mother
(and mom)

motel crack party

motel handyman

motel-like

motel-like room

mothballs

moth-eaten

moth-eaten carpet

mother bear
mother's depression
mother's door
mother earth
mother's eccentricities
mother's family
mother's hand
mother's house
mother's lap
mother's milk
mother ship

mother's boyfriend
mothers' breast milk
mother's family name

mother of three

motherhood

mom-to-be

mom-and-pop
mother and child

birthmother
stage mother
stepmom
stepmother
welfare mother

a crack pipe, a street drug buy, a

a

(see motel-like)

you smell like

(see moth-eaten)

the slaying of a and her cubs
she told him about her
showed up at his
care for our
his
his son was reared by his
holding his
in the basement of his
buries her face in her
transmitted from mother to offspring by
divers on tethers to their

his
measuring levels (of chemicals) in
his

a twice-divorced

(see motherhood)

Sam's

(see mom-and-pop)
the bracelet numbers (hospital)

the de facto and hands-on mother
I'm not a pushy
the girls'
children raised in families with s
the trial of a
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motherhood

first-time mother

working mothers

widowed mother

twice-divorced mother

biological mother
reluctant mother
single mother

stay-at-home mom

wives and mothers

motherhood

motherly-looking motherly-looking woman

motion

motivated

motivating

motivation

motion-control (m)
motion detector
motion-detector (m)
motion-picture (m)
motion sensor
motion sickness
motion-sickness (m)

joint motion

slow-motion

ultra-motivated

politically motivated
racially motivated

motivating factor

student's motivation

master of motivation

especially for 's

the good news for is...

he was 10 when his remarried

a of three

children raised by their
she had sometimes been a to her kids
's struggling to raise children

a working dad, a

the of the men waited anxiously (military)

she has been looking forward to j;
pregnancy, childbirth,

a

four gyroscopes (space station)
sensors for rangefinders, 's, position trackers
a switch turns the fan on

history, restoring and preserving films
's in the inner ear
tilting her head brought on severe

sufferers

loss of , joint instability, limitation of function

(see slow-motion)

(see ultra-motivated)

(see politically motivated)
(see racially motivated)

as a

strengthening a

he is now perceived as a (coach)
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motive motive of the hijackers

revenge motive

apparent motive
primary motive
ulterior motive

identity and motive

motor (engine) motorcycle
motor home

motor (other)

motorcycle

motor oil
Motor Vehicles

motor-powered

motorized

motor racing

motor weakness

motorcycle accident
motorcycle crash
motorcycle gang
motorcycle rally

police motorcycle

information about the

he had a

no signs of forced entry, no (murders)
he admits his in buying it was...
his suspicion of

information about the of the hijackers

(see motorcycle)
drives his to NASCAR races;
tents, s and trailers (National Park)
cans of and floor wax
(see motor vehicle)

(see motor-powered)

(see motorized)

tragedy struck hard in 1999

and reflex loss (herniated disc)

paralyzed because of a
was killed in a
a gang in the South and Midwest
at a in Daytona Beach

the enormous parade of s;
twice crashed his

Harley-Davidson motorcycle drove a customized

customized (Harley-Davidson) motorcycle drove a

parade of (police) motorcycles the enormous

motorized motorized infantry weapons to defeat enemy armor and

motor-powered motor-powered paragliderowned a

motor vehicle Motor Vehicle North Carolina division of (sticker)
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mound

mount (mountain)

mount (other)

mountain

motor vehicle

motor-vehicle crashes
motor-vehicle deaths
motor-vehicle injuries
motor-vehicle theft

s travel in convoys

, crashes, and injuries

robbery, assault,

Department of Motor Vehicles (see Department of Motor Vehicles)

burial mound
pitcher's mound
termite mound

seamount

base mount

mountain accent
mountain area
mountain bald
mountain bike
mountain bike (v)
mountain biker
mountain carving
mountain cabin
mountain camp
mountain cave
mountain clearing
mountain community
mountain crafts
mountain dialect
mountain gorilla
mountain guide
mountain heritage
mountain hospitality
mountain's indifference
mountain lion
mountain lore
mountain man

mountain men
mountain pass

mountain peak

a Neolithic
60 feet 6 inches from the to home plate
a

s dot the Mediterranean floor

a single launch tube with a (SCATMINEs)

in her eastern-Tennessee
temperatures in s fell to 16 below zero
s, highland bogs, forest floors
traverse it on a
he also s and climbs rock faces
started out as a
Crazy Horse is the largest in the world
take us to our
marching between two s
hunkered in s
helicopters landing in a
s are worried about avalanches
vendors selling pottery and traditional
the (Appalachia)
s inhabiting the Parc des Volcans
a former
they love their
genuine still exists (Appalachia)
chilled to the soul by the
predation from
campfire stories, hunting tales,
he's a and proud of it (Appalachians);
Jim Bridger, the famous
small from Nepal
on a well-traveled ;
key bridges, road intersections, and s (military)
looming s (seen from helicopter)
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mountain people
mountain range
mountainscape
mountain shack
mountainside
mountain slope
mountain summit
mountaintop
mountain trail
mountain traveler
mountain tunnel
mountain village
mountain ways

mountain zone

mountain basecamp
mountain's snowpack

mountain-biking
mountain biking
mountain flying

mountains of data
mountain of debris

Appalachian Mountains

second-highest mountain
third-highest mountain

surrounding mountains

man-made mountain

highest mountains
rugged mountain
sacred mountain

used in the film
there was a between...
otherworldliness of the
they found him in his

a road will lead up the steep

(see mountaintop)
he enjoys running 5
the Inn welcomes (Appalachia)
the accident in the (fire)
protect s (from avalanches)
the family demonstrates to others the old ;
insight into and character (Appalachia)
a

the chaos of a big
they needed to know about the

is one way to see the desert
, skateboarding, scuba diving
the crash highlighted the danger of

sift through
people trapped under a (building collapse)

this lovely portion of the (Tennessee)

K2, the in the world
Kangchenjunga, the world's

the and clean air

a

he has climbed the world's
s, desert badlands
s are often the site of pilgrimages

chain of (rugged) mountains a 750-mile (the Caucasus)
range of mountains a seemingly endless
slopes of these mountains the northern ' (North Caucasus)
view of the mountains a front porch with a breathtaking
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mountaineer first mountaineer

mountaineering

mountainous

mountaintop

mounted

mounting

most famous mountaineer

he was the to climb Everest without oxygen

mountaineering achievement
mountaineering club
mountaineering equipment
mountaineering expedition
mountaineering hero
mountaineering history
mountaineering trip

America's

Alex Lowe's s (climbing)
the university's
innovation and improvement in
several international s ventured...

--s such as Bonington and Hillary
their deed stands unique in
a big with Sherpas and tons of gear

winter mountaineering recognized as an expert in

snowboard mountaineering he has defined (Tom Burt)

mountainous area
mountainous terrain

mountaintop

mountaintop repeaters
mountaintop removal

mounted trophy

it is a (Austria)
the shelters tribal worlds (Caucasus)

when he arrived at the

(mountaineering)
a mining technique known as " "

once hunters needed a

mounted or dismounted movement may be
mounted or dismounted (m) this task can be accomplished by forces;

use natural features to protect elements
mounted and dismounted (m) MP teams take action to...;

conduct surveillance

boulder-mounted
ceiling-mounted
engine-mounted
mast-mounted
tank-mounted
wall-mounted

(see boulder-mounted)
(see ceiling-mounted)
(see engine-mounted)
(see mast-mounted)
(see tank-mounted)
(see wall-mounted)

interior- and exterior-mounted (see interior- and exterior-mounted)

dismounted

mounting concern

(see dismounted)

in response to over...
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mounting debt a network of lies and s
mounting evidence suggests that...
mounting pile a of invitations

mourner village mourner led the s to the funeral pyre

mourning mourning song knew s (Native American)

online mourning after the death of Princess Diana

mouse (animal) lab mice the reproductive systems of
(and mice)

cat-and-mouse (see cat-and-mouse)

mouse (computer) computer mouse pushing a
(and mice)

corded mice corded mice and keyboards (computers)

cordless mice versus corded mice and keyboards (computer)

mousing mousing cat a good is the best remedy (mice in stable)

moustache Hitler-style moustache a clipped,

mouth (people) mouth guard (see mouth guard)
mouthwash chlorine dioxide in s attack bad breath

mouth-to-mouth (see mouth-to-mouth)

mouth and nose soot in the (smoke inhalation)

clean mouth a and fresh breath
dry mouth symptoms such as constipation,

floor of the mouth check for edema or ecchymosis in the

nose and mouth the full mask covers both (ER oxygen)
eyes, nose, mouth, throat, lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

mouth (animals) foot-and-mouth (m) confirmed cases of disease

mouth (other) river mouths sea snakes can be found near

mouthed bigmouthed (see bigmouthed)
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mouth guard

mouthing

mouth-to-mouth

move

movement
(political)

closemouthed
foulmouthed
loudmouthed
mealymouthed
open-mouthed

(see closemouthed)
(see foulmouthed)
(see loudmouthed)
(see mealymouthed)
(see open-mouthed)

mouth guard s for contact sports like football or hockey
mouthguard s can reduce the risk of dental injury

properly fitted mouth guard mouth and jaw injuries and s

bad-mouthing it was " Hong Kong."

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation got her into the boat and began

career move
chess move
exercise move
signature move

unprecedented move

climbing move

get-tough move

bold move
dangerous move

one of the best s I ever made
he sleep-talks s
a tricky new
his , the reverse body lift (wrestling)

in an ...

a sequence of difficult s

in the latest

it was regarded as an unusually
it was a politically bold and (gay marriage)

sequence of (difficult) climbing moves a

movement activists insist on...
movement leaders impose harsh measures on

movement spokesman

democracy movement

farmers' movement
labor movement
militia movement

rebel movement
women's movement

his future as a

the 's student leaders;
death squads that savaged the (South Africa)
the growing
the American
people on the fringe of the ;
the has been in decline
senior figures in the
the nineteenth-century
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movement
(motion)

abortion rights movement
victims'-rights movement

a scholar of the
threw his energies into the

civil-rights movement a defining moment in the (church bombing)

English Only movement the

antiabortion movement the
anti-immigrant movementhis
anti-slavery movement an underground (Mauritania)

national-park movement the
Official English movement the

popular movement the being built

back-to-nature movement a prodigious

popularity of the movement the booming

movement disorder

movement of pilgrims

patients suffering from s

the from Makkah to Mina (Saudi Arabia)

movement, color, shadow, and deception (concealment from air)

ball movement
enemy movement
killer's movements
tank movement
troop movements

dismounted movements

tactical movements

direction of movement

rapid-eye-movement

movement (other) bowel movement

the arts of shooting, cutting and (basketball)
he observed to the flank of the patrol
an account of the that day (school massacre)
the most likely avenues for
poor roads would make difficult

versus mounted movements (military)

dust signatures can reveal (military)

the enemy's route and

(see rapid-eye-movement)

the wateriness of the j;
straining during the (hemorrhoids)
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mover

movie
(also film,
picture,
flick)

people mover

movie actress
movie addict
movie attendance
film buff
movie business

movie career
film career
film course
movie cliché
film clip
film's dialogue
film director
film footage
movie game
filmgoer
moviegoer
film historian
film icon
film industry
film-industry (m)
film institute
film library
movie maker
filmmaker
moviemaker
movie memorabilia
movie poster

movie premier
movie-premier (m)
movie producer
film project
movie reviewer
movie rights

movie role
film's run
film score
movie screen
movie script
movie star

(train) (Atlanta Airport)

a television star as well as a
an adolescent
weekly average is about 27 million
s in search of quality cinema
people in the ;
an American in the
in his , things have not gone all his way
left her TV show to pursue a
he taught a at the University of...
he's living a , really: the old gunfighter
in s
the , music and sound effects
as a , he made the bold, intelligent...
he shot some there
the Internet trades in stocks and stars
how js behave
advertising to capture "impulse" s
js give short lectures to the audience
large portraits of silent-movie js
the Indian
a source; revenues
the director of Cuba's
pristine copies on loan from s
5
a ; a documentary
s have been taking liberties
an auction of donated to help HIV kids
a vintage ;
an enormous collection of old --s
a at the Fox Theater in Atlanta
the recent party for...(a film)
pitching concepts to 5
hired him to develop their --s
rely on the advice of a single
Twentieth Century Fox acquired the ;
after selling the (to his book)
her first major
the length of a (in a theatre)
began writing --s in the 1950s
returning to --s across the USA
--s are likened to blueprints
Will Smith, the
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movie-star (m)
film stocks
film student
movie studio
movie tastes
movie theater

movie ticket
movie version
movie video

motion-picture history
movie cowboy
movie's story line

legs
data about lenses, , exposure speeds
a
the No. 1 in ticket sales
software to track (Blockbuster)
s, exercise studios, video-game parlors;
attending the local
money spent on s
his stage business went into s
several js are stacked on the dresser

and restoring and preserving films
the fancy tack that 's used
the is simplistic

film's commercial potential producers' anxieties about a

moviegoing
moviegoing (m)
movie-making
moviemaking (m)
filmmaking (m)

movie-related

film and video

action movie
action flick
adult film
biker movie
buddy film
chase movie
disaster-movie (m)
documentary film
feature film
feature-film
gangster film
Hollywood movie
horror film
issues picture
nature film (n)
sex movie
silent film

the age of
a communal experience
that was good
Spielberg says of Nichols's career
his career peaked in the early sixties

(see movie-related)

(see film and video)

twenty years of s
Hollywood s
parents who take their children to s
a called "The Wild Angels"
comedy, drama, j, caper
the film is a
I'm not the type
(see documentary film)
sixteen js that he wrote or co-wrote
a maker; a director
Martin Scorsese's s
other sky-is-falling js
the low-budget
a muckraking (movie)
to make a series of s
I watched this steamy
(see silent film)
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slasher movie
slasher film
television movie

they'd rented a pair of s
the and the nonfiction murder tale
he has five s to his credit

airplane movie one of those s you half watch
art-house film an
feature-length film a
juvenile delinquency film the seminal 1955

best-picture (m) she has seen two of the nominees (Oscars)

IMAX film the blockbuster Everest

wildlife film in making s, I am fortunate...

Christmas-holiday movie the s at the cineplexes

full-length film
two-part film

a
a

talking pictures silent films vanished to ;
we never thought wouldn't last

upcoming film releasing and marketing s

Academy Award-winning movie an

second-highest-grossing film the

ill-fated film like the

R-rated movie steamy s;
teens who try to get into s

George Lucas-directed movie the

foreign film New York Film Critics Circle Award for best

hundred-million-dollar movie he can deliver

coming-of-age movie how to market a

publicly shown film
sexually explicit movie

a
s, rock lyrics
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movie-related

moving (motion)

wildly romanticized film a

co-writer of the film
demise of (silent) films
grosses of new movies
rise of movies
screenplay of the movie
series of (nature) films
story of the movie

date of his (most recent) film

soon-to-be-released film

made-for-TV movie

the Oscar-winning
the
the weekend are scrutinized
the as an art form
a copy of the
to make a
the basic is that...

the opening

in the Black and White

a

(see also feature, screen, Oscar, Academy Award)

movie-related stuff

moving car
moving object
moving parts
moving target

fast-moving
slow-moving

moving (emotion) deeply moving

mowed

mower

MP

MRE

much

fresh-mowed

lawn mower
lawn mower (m)

riding mower

(see military police)

MRE rations

much-admired
much-anticipated
much-coveted

leaping from a motorcycle to a
one of the largest s every created
the more it has
fire live rounds at both stationary and 5

(see fast-moving)
(see slow-moving)

(see deeply moving)

(see fresh-mowed)

gas grills, s, garden implements
manufacturers

sales of s and string trimmers are up

store on combat vehicles

(see much admired)
(see much-anticipated)
(see much-coveted)
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much admired

much-anticipated

much-coveted

much-criticized

much-delayed

much diminished

much-heralded

much-imitated

much loved

much-needed

much-criticized
much-delayed
much diminished
much-heralded
much-imitated
much loved
much-needed
much-profiled
much-publicized
much-redesigned
much-reported
much-resented

(see much-criticized)
(see much-delayed)
(see much diminished)
(see much-heralded)
(see much-imitated)
(see much loved)
(see much-needed)
(see much-profiled)
(see much-publicized)
(see much-redesigned)
(see much-reported)
(see much-resented)

much-sought-after (see much-sought-after)

much younger (see much younger)

much-too-big (see much-too-big)

much admired he is

much-admired friend a

much-anticipated jiz-biz the jiz-biz (a food dish)

much-coveted (new) tech company s

much-coveted Phil Jackson the (basketball coach)

much-criticized jury the

much-delayed blind trust a blind trust

much diminished congregation his

much-heralded agreement a

much heralded new book his

much-imitated action a

much loved (old-school) French bistro

much-needed boost

a

the show gave a to NBC
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0

1

much-profiled

much-publicized

much-redesigned

much-reported

much-resented

much-sought-after

much-too-big

much younger

mud

mud-brick

mud-caked

much-needed items

much-profiled doctor

much-publicized risk
much-publicized practice
much publicized bounty

clothing and other

the

a
the (redeeming slaves)
the

much-redesigned space station

much-reported figure

much-resented effort

much-sought-after script

much-too-big sweater

much younger woman

mud-brick
mud flat

mud but
mud puddle
mud road
mudslide

mud-caked
mud-smeared
mud-splattered

mud and rock
mud-and-thatch (m)

shin-deep mud

dung-strengthened mud

bud-brick huts

mud-caked bib overalls

a

a

a

a

NASA's

contract TB from a

(see mud-brick)
a desolate ;
dams turn backwaters into s
s, date palms, goats and cows
the two girls pushed him into a
explorations on s
(see mudslide)

(see mud-caked)
(see mud-smeared)
(see mud-splattered)

the avalanche of swept away... (landslide)
chief of this hamlet (Chad)

a downpour turns the trail to

featureless, flat-roofed, -- huts

he wore -- bib overalls;
mud-caked wingtip shoes
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muddle muddle-through (see muddle-through)

muddle-through muddle-through scenario a assumes...

muddy muddy water residential areas were submerged in (flood)

muddy footprints he found outside the window

mudslide mudslide lost three children in the

flooding and mudslides roads closed by

mud-smeared mud-smeared face his

mud-splattered mud-splattered buffalo jostled their way

mud-splattered sign s
muff earmuffs (see earmuffs)

mug mug shot police released of the three men

coffee mug s, volleyballs, and baseball caps

mule-headed mule-headed writer a

multi multibillion (see multibillion)
multiculturalism (see multiculturalism)
multi-laboratory (see multi-laboratory)
multi-lane (see multi-lane)
multilingualism (see multilingualism)
multimedia (see multimedia)
multimillion (see multimillion)
multimillionaire (see multimillionaire)
multi-party (see multi-party)
multipurpose (see multipurpose)
multi-role (see multi-role)
multistate (see multistate)

multichambered (see multichambered)
multicolored (see multicolored)
multilayered (see multilayered)
multileveled (see multileveled)
multipocketed (see multipocketed)
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multibillion

multibillion-dollar

multidirectional
multiethnic
multilingual
multinational
multitalented

multiplex

multibillion-dollar

(see multidirectional)
(see multiethnic)
(see multilingual)
(see multinational)
(see multitalented)

(see multiplex)

(see multibillion-dollar)

multibillion-dollar industry

multibillion-dollar narcotics trade

multichambered multichambered

multicolored

multiculturalism

multidirectional

multiethnic

multi-laboratory

multi-lane

multilayered

multileveled

multilingual

multilingualism

multimedia

multimillion

multicolored building

multiculturalism

multidirectional

multiethnic platoon

multi-laboratory study

multi-lane highway

multilayered sky

multileveled

multilingual haggling

multilingualism

multimedia traffic

multimillion circulation
multimillion-degree
multimillion-dollar

multimillionaire

a

the in Mexico

the trucks are

a 16-sided,

will not tolerate

numerous, coming, going,

a

the design and administration of a

a

a

the trucks are

, Switzerland, and India

is a cyber road hog (on the Internet)

(see multimillion degree)
(see multimillion dollar)

(see multimillionaire)
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multimillionaire multimillionaire a freewheeling Cleveland

multimillion-degree

multimillion-dollar

multimillion-degree gas vast clouds of in galaxy clusters

multimillion-dollar blaze a at a ski resort (arson)
multimillion-dollar business the company is now a
multimillion-dollar house the s
multimillion-dollar corporate pitchmen athletes are

multinational multinational coalition a US unilateral operation or
multinational (food-processing) firm the

multi-party multi-party elections

multiple multiple-choice
multiple-entry
multiple injuries
multiple launch
multiple partners
multiple symptoms
multiple targets
multiple-victim

multiple warhead

multiple-coronary-bypass

multiple-choice multiple-choice

multiple-choice answer
multiple-choice question
multiple-choice test

prepared the way for

(see multiple-choice)
(see multiple-entry)
patients with
(see multiple launch)

and sexually transmitted diseases
patients with advanced disease experience
the Patriot can track and engage (military)
(see multiple-victim)

(see multiple warhead)

(see multiple-coronary-bypass)

the answers were

s
the test needed more s

a

multiple-coronary-bypass
multiple-coronary-bypass operation two --s

multiple-entry multiple-entry visa he was issued a

multiple launch multiple launch rocket the MLRs of threat nations are a problem

multiple warhead multiple warhead capabilities high rate of fire,
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multiple-victim multiple-victim shooting s
multiplex multiplex s show a greater variety of films

multiplex cinema a
multiplex theatre the back row of a

state-of-the-art multiplex s
multiplication multiplication problem how to determine the answer to s

multiplier combat multiplier speed, close air support, minefields and other

multiplying ever-multiplying (see ever-multiplying)

multipocketed multipocketed vest a

multipurpose multipurpose auditorium shops, cafes and s (British Museum)

multi-role multi-role weapon systems fixed-wing aircraft are evolving

multistate multistate effort in a to reclaim the bay

multitalented multitalented superstar a

munching bamboo-munching (see bamboo-munching)

munitions munitions plant the old from the Second World War

munitions and spare parts (for Apache and Cobra helicopters)

precision munitions dump bombs versus

murder

air-launched (precision-guided) munitions air-to-surface missiles are ;
versus "dumb" bombs

laser-guided munitions fighter-bombers shoot at dummy air bases

conventional munitions -- and weapon systems

murder capital
murder case

the of the U.S.A.
the biggest ;
the JonBenet Ramsey ;
high-profile --s
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murderer

murder charge
murder conviction

murder cycle
murder investigation
murder memorabilia
murder rate

murder scene
murder-suicide
murder suspect
murder trial

murder wave
murder weapon

murder-suicide

arsenic murder

rape-murder

civil rights murders

attempted murder
premeditated murder
unsolved murder

drug-related murder

carefully planned murder

gruesome murder

two counts of murder

lack the evidence to bring s
a second-degree ;
known wrongful s
the is on the upswing
a
a mail-order catalogue devoted to
the goes down;
the reached an all-time high in 1980
the first detective at the
shot to death in an apparent
the armed held three hostages
they attend s;
testified in many highly publicized js
a engulfed the U.S. around 1960
arsenic as a ;
police found the and the getaway car

it was a double suicide or

North Carolina's js;
we have an

(see rape-murder)

a renewed effort to solve old

serving time in a juvenile facility for
he pleaded guilty to of an 11-year-old girl
eighteen --s in our neighborhood

several --s daily

a

about a month after the --s

string of (unsolved) murders there has been a

rape-and-murder

accused murderer
convicted murderer

(see rape-and-murder)

evidence against an
once a is dead;
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muscle

manhunt for the murderer

muscle atrophy
muscle builder
muscle car

muscle groups
muscle pain
muscle spasm

muscle tension
muscle weakness

muscle-relaxing

muscle-bound

arm muscle
heart muscle

facial muscles

a spends 6 years in prison, on average

a massive police

and amputations
GHB is used as a and relaxant
--s and free concerts;
Plymouth's 1970s-vintage --s
tensing and relaxing
fever, malaise and (Brucellosis)

tendon tears, bone degeneration;
5, weakness, and other symptoms
a monitor records
paralysis or gross

(see muscle-relaxing)

(see muscle-bound)

the tone of an , the curve of a lip
a blood clot in the

rigidity of -- is a symptom (Parkinson's)

rigidity of (facial) muscles is a symptom of the disease (Parkinson's)

nerve and muscle

muscle-bound muscle-bound frat boy

muscled well-muscled

heavily muscled
strongly muscled

muscle-relaxing muscle-relaxing sedative

muscular muscular activity
muscular atrophy

muscular contractions
muscular development
muscular paralysis
muscular rigidity

massive destruction of (burn victim)

the

(see well-muscled)

(see heavily muscled)
(see strongly muscled)

an injection of a

to increase heat production (chills)
the absence of gravity caused (space travel);
immobilization can cause (hip fractures)
painful of the jaw and neck (tetanus)
children's
reliably results in -- (an anesthesia)

and / or spasms (tetanus)
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museum

museum-quality

mushroom

muscular strength
muscular weakness

intramuscular

museum's archives
museum collection

museum curator
museum's directors
museum exhibit
museumgoer

museum lecture
museum-quality

art museum
Barbie museum

natural-history museum
naval aviation museum

mini-museum

funds for the museum

museum-quality piece

mushroom grower

mushroom-colored

edible (wild) mushrooms
toxic mushroom

restoring
protracted pain, nausea, respiratory distress

(see intramuscular)

family papers and the
treasures of 500 different s;
American Indian sacred relics and js
an art dealer or a
the seemed anxious
we've wandered into a in Washington
s taking in the stuffed mastodons;
js can see...
when designers give s
(see museum-quality)

at an
Sadly, the UFO and s are closed

every in America
the USS Lexington is now a

San Francisco's s

40 million dollars of city funds

a

pig farmers and 's

(see mushroom-colored)

are prized for their taste
occasionally, s are mistaken for edible species

mushroom-colored mushroom-colored pants in

music music appreciation
music-business (m)

music catelog
music class
music club
music director

bring a piano into the classroom to teach
a phenomenon;
the world of midtown Manhattan
putting up its free via the Internet
offers several different .s
aerobics centers, video parlors, s
the festival's first S;
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music festival
music genre
music label
music lover
music player

music's power
music reviewer
music scene
music stand
music student

music-making (m)
music-publishing (m)

black music
concert music
country music
country-music (m)
dance music

folk music
funeral music
rap music
theme music

hip-hop music

background music
underground music

acoustic music (m)
classical music
digital music
live music (m)
popular music

African-American music

of the Scottish Opera in Glasgow
one of the nation's largest outdoor s (Austin)
she defies conventional s by playing a mix...
TVT Records, an independent
London's s and the Royal Opera House
voice recognition, games, Web s;
portable Internet s

to shape our emotions
an aspiring
the local
a
Juilliard s

virtuoso
BMG's arm

(see black music)
an American composer of
as played in the bar
a guitar signed by various stars

at 220 beats per minute;
the rise of electronic
(see folk music)

drifted in through our windows
the $1.3 billion market for
wrote the for seven television series

the best in and culture

no emotional prompting from
acid-house was

she's a fast-rising star on the scene
(see classical music)
download from the Internet
Austin is the capital of the USA
the British talent for creating

rise of electronic dance music the

market for rap music the $1.3 billion
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musical musical career
musical-comedy
musical group
musical theatre

Broadway musical

musical-comedy musical-comedy star

musician rock musician

professional musician

Muslim

Muslim-held

Muslim-led

must

mustache

must-have

must-read

must-see

Muslim Quarter
Muslim world

Muslim-held
Muslim-led

majority-Muslim

non-Muslim

Muslim-held Zepa

Muslim-led government

must-have
must-read
must-see

walrus mustache

his began when he was eighteen
(see musical-comedy)
a
four decades' worth of work in

the award-winning

a

at that hour, --s are usually waking up

the life of a

the main entrance to the of the Old City
little understood outside the

(see Muslim-held)
(see Muslim-led)

(see majority-Muslim)

(see non-Muslim)

Zepa (a city)

Bosnia's government;
governments

(see must-have)
(see must-read)
(see must-see)

a heavyset man with a

carefully trimmed mustache

must-have dress

must-read book

must-see show

must-see blockbuster

a --

a

a

5

a
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mutating

mutation

mutilation

mutual

ever-mutating

mutation rate

cattle mutilations

mutual enemy
mutual friend
mutual respect

mutually mutually supporting

mutually desired

mutually lucrative

mutually desired mutually desired sex

(see ever-mutating)

HIV has an extremely high

and other strange occurrences

their longtime
she picked a of ours (bride of honor)
a strong relationship based upon (diplomacy);

and common interests (diplomacy)

(see mutually supporting)

(see mutually desired)

(see mutually lucrative)

mutually lucrative mutually lucrative cross-border trade

mutually supporting

My Lai

My Lai style

mysterious

mystery

mystical

myth

mutually supporting bunkers his men destroyed over 100

My Lai style

May Lai style

mysterious lights

mysterious helicopters

(see also strange)

mystery caller
mystery novel

continuing mystery

semi-mystical

myth figure
mythmakers

(see My Lai style)

pulling out the civilians, , and killing them

people often see (UFOs)

cattle mutilations, and oddly shaped aircraft

police were contacted by a
three unpublished s

it is one of those s (archaeology)

(see semi-mystical)

a of Norway
romantic images of the West created by
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myth-flavored

myth-laden

mythology

N

nagging

nail

naked

name

myth-flavored
myth-laden

creation myth

consoling myth

screenwriting myths

long-cherished myth

(see myth-flavored)
(see myth-laden)

part of the of the Greek world

he wants to believe that

certain core

challenge s of the state's founding

myth-flavored maelstroms

myth-laden Wild West settings

American mythology

of early Pollock

--cars, wandering loneliness, love (music)

nagging feeling I had this that she had been unfaithful
nagging question still, there was the

nail clippers
nail polish
Nail Salon

fingernail

naked eye

name-brand
name problem

name-calling .

name-dropping

toothbrush, soap,
dreadlocks, purple , and a nose ring

(sign at airport)

long s

the comet should be visible to the

(see name-brand)
Crayola crayons encountered s

engaged in ethnic ; free of
snobbery and

names of the constellations
names of the HIV-infected
names of world leaders

I wish I knew the
the
the
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named

brand name (see brand name)
code name the was Project Whitecoat
dog's name he could not remember the
domain name registering s (Internet);

the assignment of s on the Internet;
have a registered to her

family name the company that bears the ;
his mother's

God's name why in am I about to do this
maiden name she reverted to her
nickname (see nickname)
pen name a he had used in college (a poet)
pet name my girlfriend's pet name is...
screen name inventive s and e-mail addresses (Internet);

people hide behind s (Internet)
seller's name make sure the title is in the
sponsors' names stages are listed by (city festival)
street names the of this neighborhood;

a shortage of s in developments;
bucolic 's like Babbling Brook

user name multiple s and passwords

household name basketball heroes are s in South Dakota

big-name (see big-name)
first name (see first name)
full name the booking officer asked him for his
good name you need to defend your (prison)
last name his three sons had changed their s from Gay...

surname relatively few traditional --s (Denmark)

ominous-sounding name s like the Single-Minded Ones
sinister-sounding name s

tongue-twisting name the eosiniphilic esophagitis

Printed Name ' (must be legible) (form)

list of names he was given a

code-named (see code-named)

unnamed (see unnamed)
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name-brand

nap

nape

narcotics

oddly named

name-brand clothes
name-brand colas
name-brand perfume

(see oddly named)

the and the best sneakers
items like , batteries, diapers

versus dollar stores

name-brand school supplies (linked with television and movies)

afternoon nap

nape of the neck

narcotics detective
narcotics trade

narcotics-transshipment

narcotics-consuming

counter-narcotics

take an to get recharged

redness around the ears or (head lice)

sat down to drink with a
the multibillion-dollar in Mexico

geography makes it an ideal point

(see narcotics-consuming)

(see counter-narcotics)

narcotics-consuming
narcotics-consuming country other s

narrative

narrow

slave narrative oral histories and s

action-packed narrative the book has an

carefully textured narrative a

narrow-gauge
narrow lead
narrow path
narrow victory

(see narrow-gauge)
he holds a (election)
only a is required through booby-trapped area
he appears to have a (elections)

narrow-gauge narrow-gauge railroad track a disused

narrowly narrowly defined (see narrowly defined)
narrowly focused (see narrowly focused)

narrowly focused narrowly focused interests

narrowly defined narrowly defined circumstance no HIV testing except under s
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nasal nasal bones
nasal congestion
nasal discharge
nasal fracture
nasal hairs
nasal stuffiness
nasal swab

fractures of the mandible, , orbits
complaints of , sneezing...
profuse watery
s are the most common of all facial fractures
singed facial or
lacrimation,

naso nasotracheal (see nasotracheal)

nasotracheal nasotracheal route avoid of intubation because of...

natal neonatal (see neonatal)

nation nation-builder would-be s;
our early-nineteenth-century s

nation's character the
nation's economy the had virtually collapsed (Georgia)
nation's forests the now contain taller trees
nation's history in the
nation's hospitals the
nation's inventory the of nuclear waste
nation's prisons people incarcerated in the
nation's roads aggressive driving on our
nation's waters battles over jet skis on the is still going

nation's drug laws the
nation's intelligence services the
nation's marijuana laws the

nation's highways get poor drivers off the
nation's largest businesses some of the

nationwide (see nationwide)

host nation (m)
terrorist nation

respect for government, police, and military
a country the U.S. labels a

rabies-free nations including Australia, Japan

trading nation ministers from 25 key s

industrialized nation have affected nearly all s
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national

independent nation
populous nation

war-weary nation

national anthem
National Cemetery
national character
National Defense (m)
national flag
national forest
National Guard (m)
national heritage
national identity

national institution
national-liberation (m)
national memory
national park
national-park (m)
national repository
national security
national statistics
national-team (m)

Georgia had become an
the world's fourth most ;
Africa's most (Nigeria)

a

the country's
Arlington in Virginia
dissecting our
the Purple Heart, the Service Medal
the country's
a ban on logging in the s
the New York Armory
it's part of our (cockfighting in Oklahoma)
language and ;
Belgium, Canada, and a stable
the BBC became a
a movement
the Vietnam War and our
(see national park)
the movement
the for geophysical data
(see national security)
comparisons between local and

coach

National Guardsman a former accused of...

national championship won back-to-back s
national championship (m) the game (college football)

National Football League
National Basketball Association

(see NFL)
(see NBA)

National Park Service (see National Park Service)
National Rifle Association (see National Rifle Association)

international
multinational

detained nations

foreign nationals

(see international)
(see multinational)

embassy officials visited their

are being evacuated from the country
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national park national park js, wildlife refuges, wilderness areas
National Park Service (see National Park Service)

National Park Service
National Park Service's ban the on BASE jumping

NPS-administered (see National Park Service-administered)

National Park Service administered
NPS-administered wildlife refuges , wilderness areas

National Rifle Association
National Rifle Association-backed (see National Rifle Association-backed)

National Rifle Association-backed
National Rifle Association-backed bill two s in Colorado

national security

nationally

nationally famous

nationally known

nationally ranked

national security limits available information

national-security advisor
national-security analyst
national-security clearance
national-security debate

nationally known
nationally ranked
nationally syndicated
nationally televised

the called...
a
he has a top-secret-level
the

(see nationally known)
(see nationally ranked)
(see nationally syndicated)
(see nationally televised)

nationally famous (see nationally famous)

nationally famous star from local acts to s (music)

nationally known journalists his acquaintances included js

nationally known forensic psychiatrist a

nationally ranked volleyball player a

nationally syndicated
nationally syndicated broadcast radio station picked up his

nationally televised
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nationwide

native

native-born

NATO

NATO-led

natural

nationally televised address
nationally televised debate

nationwide increase
nationwide model
nationwide tour
nationwide trend
nationwide trial

native fish
native Hawaiians
native herbs
native language
native-language (m)

native plant

native tongue
native vines
native wood

a vast ;
may serve as a for urban areas
join her on a (music acts)
part of a disturbing ...
researchers want to launch a (drug)

and wildlife
preferential programs for
research and writing on uses of
the s of tribal people
a solid foundation in literacy;
controversy over education
's versus exotic plants;
's are important for their....
he no longer understands the
varieties of native honeysuckle and other
crafted of by local craftsmen

native honeysuckle several varieties of and other native vines
native wildflowers and woody plants

native-born (see native-born)

non-native

native-born American
native-born rabbi

NATO-led

(see non-native)

a --
a

(see NATO-led)

NATO-led peacekeeping forces

natural areas
natural beauty
natural birth
natural causes
natural cave
natural cycle
natural death

natural disaster

U.S. troops in

reintroducing rare plants into
help preserve the of the place

versus a Caesarian
died from accidents or (animals)
farmers use --s as storerooms
population crashes are part of the
animals that died -'s;
make his death resemble a (state terrorism)
the latest to hit Japan (flooding)
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natural enemy
natural fire

natural forests
natural gas
natural-history (m)

natural instincts
natural obstacles
natural predators
natural process
natural reef
natural river
natural resources
natural setting
natural spring
natural way
natural world

natural logjam

natural prairie ecology

natural-looking

natural-born

the ants have no s in the US (fire ants)
frequent s create a demanding habitat (plants);
natural fire s don't behave that way (arson)
commercial tree production and
(see natural gas)
every museum in America;
meteorites are a collectible
their are to fight (politicians)

exist in deserts (wadis, dunes, escarpments)
a snake's
lightning fires are part of the
s are disappearing all over the world
s are turbulent and complex

are a limiting factor to growth
tourists enjoy the (Appalachia)
two large --s (sources for water)
a ' to improve the appearance of your bustline
people and the are on a collision course

an immense (the Red River)

the

(see natural-looking)

(see natural-born)

natural, scenic or historic (m) areas with value
natural and man-made (m) fires and obstacles impede the enemy

supernatural (see supernatural)

natural-born natural-born leader a

natural-born salesmen there are no

natural gas natural gas discovered oil and

natural-gas explosion a tore through the building

natural-gas pipeline a

natural-looking natural-looking tan foam formula gives you a tan
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naturally

naturally occurring

nature (outdoors)

naturally occurring (see naturally occurring)

naturally occurring strainsmost of anthrax are sensitive to penicillin

nature film
nature lover
nature photograph
nature photographer
nature photography

nature poetry
nature trail

nature's wrath

back-to-nature

forces of nature
wonders of nature

nature (people) human nature

nature (other)

natured

nausea

nautic

naval

man's nature

spiritual nature

nature of the infection

extent and nature

good-natured

anti-nausea

to make a series of s
--s said the pesticide killed butterflies
went into the mountains to take s
the Alan Root
our first great master of ;
commercial
his mother wrote
s and archaeological sites;
the 's (the North Carolina Botanical Garden)
suffering

(see back-to-nature)

we must recognize how powerful the can be
that gift for putting words to the

assumed improvements in ;
operates this way;

every foible of
it is to want to know why
the spiritual side of

he was also drawn to his

the extent and

the of the infection

(see good-natured)

(see anti-nausea)

nausea, headaches and other symptoms astronauts suffered

nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea abdominal pain followed by

aeronautics

naval aviation (m)
naval barracks

(see aeronautics)

the USS Lexington is now a museum
a chilly room in an old
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naval-trained

navigate

navigation

navigational

navigator

navy

naval exercises the submarine sank during
naval officer a former provided the commentary
naval officials Russian said...(Kursk submarine disaster)
Naval Service upheld the finest traditions of the U.S.
naval (air and gunfire) support request at the tactical level
naval vessel he flew to a Russian at the scene
naval victory Hannibal won a over King Eumenes II

naval gunfire
naval surface fire
naval surface ship
naval task force
naval warfare

naval-trained

naval-trained officer

easy-to-navigate

navigation channel

navigation equipment
navigation error

river navigation

backcountry navigation

urban navigation

ease of navigation

capabilities, limitations, and employment of
like field artillery, is requested at the...

may be assigned fire support missions
a at sea
disputes over fishing rights led to

(see naval-trained)

two s

(see easy-to-navigate)

the river's ;
wetlands outside the main
the boat had sophisticated
--s by ground controllers (space)

federally subsidized channels

a compass for

dismounted and mounted (military)

great content and (a Web site)

compass for (backcountry) navigation

navigational device
navigational error

combat navigator

Navy investigation

Navy shipyard (m)

a-

--s of all sorts
he made a (while driving)

fighter pilots and s

a -- revealed that...

a electrician
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navy-blue

Nazi

NBA

NBC

navy-blue (see navy-blue)

Navy's handling of the investigation the

Army, Navy, and Air Force military units of the
Army, the Navy or Marine Corps, the Air Force elements of the

navy-blue pants

navy-blue fleece jacket a

Nazi slogans block as German Web addresses

Nazi death camps the
Nazi war criminals like Hermann Goering

Nazi anti-Semitism

Neo-Nazi
pro-Nazi

NBA scouts
NBA titles

NBA stardom

media-savvy N.B.A.

(see Neo-Nazi)
(see pro-Nazi)

he has drawn the attention of (basketball)
he helped the Celtics win seven (basketball)

a young player is approaching

the

NBC attack based on the likelihood of
NBC contaminants removing from water sources
nuclear, biological, and chemical contamination detecting

integrating into all aspects of unit planning
you may perform in teams or squads
in addition to , the chemical officer...

chemical environments operations in
sound signals to indicate an or attack;
routinely and continuously monitor for s;
the early detection of s in the rear area
processing received from units (military)
use to identify contaminated areas
the crew is not afforded
an locates the boundaries of contamination
send through operational channels
inflatable medical

NBC defense
NBC detection
NBC duties
nuclear, biological, and
NBC hazard

NBC information
NBC markers
NBC protection
NBC reconnaissance
NBC reports
NBC shelters
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near

NBC threats dealing with (military)
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons the proliferation of
NBC weapons the use of is a likely condition of future wars

NBC defense posture the NBC officer recommends and measures

nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare GPS may be used during

NBC training the purpose of unit is to train...

NBC monitoring equipment includes radiacmeters
NBC plotting map a tactical

near ambush in a (within hand-grenade range)
near-capacity (see near-capacity)
near-collapse the of Long-Term Capital
near-collisions 80% of at JFK involve birds
near-darkness in the
near-death (see near-death)
near-extinction they hunted otters to .
near-hysteria he whipped them into a state of
near-mint copies
near-misses compromises and
near misses fatal medical mistakes, , minor errors
near-monopoly (see near-monopoly)
near-obsession he had a with money from an early age
near-record (see near-record)
near-revolt teachers are in
near-riots there were
near term in the , he has begun marketing...

near-double-digit (see near-double-digit)

near-astronomical (see near-astronomical)
near-bottom (see near-bottom)
near-effortless (see near-effortless)
near-fatal (see near-fatal)
near-full (see near-full)
near-hysterical (see near-hysterical)
near-iconic (see near-iconic)
near-mint (see near-mint)
near-moribund (see near-moribund)
near-perfect (see near perfect)
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near-astronomical

near-bottom

near-bottom-level

nearby

near-capacity

near-death

near-double-digit

near-effortless

near-fatal

near-freezing

near-full

near-hysterical

near-permanent
near-psychotic
near-riotous
near-speechless
near-suicidal
near-total
near-unanimous
near-universal
near-zero

nearby

near-freezing

nearsighted

near-astronomical price

near-bottom-level

(see near-permanent)
(see near-psychotic)
(see near-riotous)
(see near-speechless)
(see near-suicidal)
(see near-total)
(see near-unanimous)
(see near-universal)
(see near-zero)

(see nearby)

(see near-freezing)

(see nearsighted)

Mars rocks can fetch s

(see near-bottom-level)

near-bottom-level (test) scores California's and bilingual ed

nearby (adv)

nearby island

nearby parking lot

near-capacity crowd

near-death experience

who lives in Houston

the of Kiriwina

a

a (basketball)

s
near-double-digit annual growth

near-effortless victory

near-fatal episode
near-fatal injuries

a

the
a drive sustained (auto racing)

near-freezing (New Orleans) night shivering in the

near-full employment

near-hysterical woman

a time of in our economy

a
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near-iconic

nearly

nearly completed

nearly deserted

near-mint

near-monopoly

near-moribund

near-perfect

near-permanent

near-psychotic

near-record

near-riotous

nearsighted

near-speechless

near-suicidal

near-total

near-unanimous

near-universal

near-zero

near-iconic figure

nearly completed
nearly deserted

had become a

(see nearly completed)
(see nearly deserted)

nearly completed airport terminal the

nearly deserted parking lot he pulled into the

near-mint copy seeking out s

near-monopoly their on visual fantasy

near-moribund Chattanooga Times the

near-perfect execution (boxing)

near-permanent mode a

near-psychotic reaming out the of strangers

near-record level the river is at s

near-riotous crowd s
nearsighted animal such a large, (rhino)

near-speechless child a

near-suicidal (publishing and marketing) decisions

near-total darkness
near total destruction
near-total disintegration

the photos show (volcanic eruption)

near-total information blockade a information blockade

near-unanimous consent

near-universal agreement there is

near-zero distribution costs with its
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neat

neatly

neatly organized

neatly planted

neatly trimmed

necessary

neck

neck-snapping

necked

need

neat freak

neatly organized
neatly planted
neatly trimmed

neatly organized table

neatly planted hillside

neatly trimmed beard

necessary concession
necessary documents
necessary indignity

necessary recruit quality

unnecessary

neck injury
neck pain
neck surgery

neck-snapping

bottleneck

open-neck

she's a , always cleaning up messes

(see neatly organized)
(see neatly planted)
(see neatly trimmed)

a-

-5

he is fifty, with a

the deal was a in the quest for peace
providing the (for Haj)
massaging a star's ego is a

to ensure

(see unnecessary)

he had treated her for a
after a head injury
for a blocked carotid artery

(see neck-snapping)

s on interstates and state highways

(see open-neck)

nape of the neck redness around the ears or (head lice)

neck-snapping (three-punch) combination a

black-necked
long-necked
open-necked

need-based

needless

need-based

(see black-necked)
(see long-necked)
(see open-necked)

(see need-based)

(see needless)

(see need-based)
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need-to-know (see need-to-know)

needs of (immigrant and refugee) children the
needs of (Spanish-speaking) children address the
need of help in dire
needs of others a capacity to respond to the j;

she met the before her own

need for cybersecurity the
need for food, clothes there is still a
need for (safety) goggles the safety goggles
need for (higher paying) jobs the
need for (surface-detection) radar the at airports
need for (constant software) upgrades the
need for treatment his mental illness and his

need for risk and excitement the (extreme sports, etc.)

combat needs the amount of ammunition on hand to meet
electricity needs being filled by wind power
family needs money to met other
human needs water to meet
military needs Taiwan's
moisture needs plants and their
student needs curriculum is retooled to meet

sexual needs he is becoming aware of his
special-needs (see special-needs)

water supply needs

housing needs accommodate your changing

crying need there is still a for food, clothes...

perceived need creating a

dire need
educational needs
financial need
sexual needs

spiritual need
unique needs

in of help
tending to the physical, spiritual and 's of ...
grants for anyone who can demonstrate
the fulfillment of ;
meeting her
they fulfill a
the of customers (airport)
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need-based

needed

needle

needle-nosed

needless

need-to-know

negative

fulfillment of (sexual) needs

wants and needs

need-based aid

the

the big picture instead of my little

(for college)

need-based eligibility requirements
need-base (college) financial aid

needed document

unneeded

badly needed
critically needed
desperately needed
much-needed
sorely needed
urgently needed

needle-exchange (m)
needlestick (m)

needle-nosed

seismograph needles

large-bore needle

hair-thin needle

Used Needles

hypodermic needle

needle-nosed (little) plane

needless pain

need-to-know basis

negative consequences
negative feelings

get all s before leaving a duty station

(see unneeded)

(see badly needed)
(see critically needed)
(see desperately needed)
(see much-needed)
(see sorely needed)
(see urgently needed)

the city's only program
contracting HIV from injuries (hospitals)

(see needle-nosed)

are jumping (Ecuador)

insert a through the patient's throat

inserting s into the body

Danger Contaminated Biohazard (box)

possession of anabolic steroids and s (sports)

the

reducing should be a high priority (doctors)

the project operated on a strict (biowarfare)

urban sprawl and its for commuter traffic
such as being ignored or fearful
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negative memory
negative press
negative things

negative-sounding

negative-sounding negative-sounding name

neglect child neglect

benign neglect

abuse or neglect

neglected

negligence

negligent

negotiated

negotiating

neglected area
neglected aspect
neglected document

completely neglected
traditionally neglected

negligence claim

criminally negligent

negotiated compromise
negotiated settlement
negotiated solution

negotiating authority
negotiating body
negotiating committee
negotiating initiative
negotiating level
negotiating point
negotiating position
negotiating power
negotiating process

negotiating room
negotiating session
negotiating table

recall a of your father (questionnaire)
a lot of the that it receives (company)
he says about his wife

(see negative-sounding)

a

could lose their kids for

the atmosphere was one of (psychiatric ward)

victims of

vaccine research as another
storing of grenades is a of training
hundreds of pages of s on the case

(see completely neglected)
(see traditionally neglected)

a by a man who died

(see criminally negligent)

politics, with its s
attitude regarding a
that could be a reasonable, acceptable

to get the he needs to continue...
discussion within international s
chairman of the
have reached an agreement on a
more work to be done at the
Japan put its on the table
as we advance our own
an equal partner with some (relationships)
undermine the U.N. ;
the long, complicated
how much -- is there on the part of...
prepare for the in Bonn
get Milosevic back to the ;
drive them back to the ;
get the parties back to the
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negotiation

negotiator

neighbor

neighborhood

negotiating team

negotiation process

contract negotiations
marriage negotiations
merger negotiations

with the assistance of our able

throughout the

ongoing (pilots union)
go forward

forcing him to enter

late-night negotiations after bitter s

ongoing (contract) negotiations (pilots union)
wide-ranging negotiations could complicate the

bitter (late-night) negotiationsafter

behind-the-scenes negotiations failed

land-for-peace negotiations

face-to-face negotiations

hostage negotiator

skilled negotiator

neighbor's house
neighbor's visit

neighborhood

next-door neighbor

Arab neighbors

neighborhood association
neighborhood bar
neighborhood bonds
neighborhood boy
neighborhood brothel
neighborhood café
neighborhood campaign
neighborhood gossip
neighborhood kid

summon the parties together for

a was brought in

he is a

drove to his
would she have welcomed a

(see neighborhood)

his neighbor put him up

our best allies are Iraq's

s in Tucson
at a
family ties and (South Boston)
the father was a she'd dated
a
at one of her favorite s
a against the proposed tower
exchanging the
the s loved the new water pistol;
s at play acting out scenes of violence
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neighboring

neo

neonatal

Neo-Nazi

neighborhood life
neighborhood school
neighborhood store
neighborhood street
neighborhood tavern
neighborhood theatre
Neighborhood Watch

neighborhood drug trade

neighborhood spraying

one aspect of
at each
their
overloaded s
s, lifelong friendships
it didn't turn up in many s
winding streets with signs

the was booming

nighttime (for mosquitoes)

minority neighborhood the higher crime rates of s
single-family neighborhood stable, s

blighted neighborhood the city's s

crime-plagued neighborhood
drug-deluged neighborhood

a
a

deeply divided neighborhood a
economically depressed neighborhood
racially mixed neighborhood
well-kept neighborhood the where they once lived

old neighborhood
same neighborhood

local neighborhood
poor neighborhood
suburban neighborhood

neighboring island
neighboring passage

neonatal
Neo-Nazi

neonatal tetanus

neo-Nazi activity
Neo-Nazi groups
neo-Nazi violence

he travels to his every day
back in the S, with the same problems (jail)

the age-old rivalries between s
her cramped house in a of Mobile
a mixture of freestanding towns and s

on s
short trips into s (caving)

(see neonatal)
(see Neo-Nazi)

infants with are often unable to suck

combat a wave of
reports of
officials worried about concede...
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neoprene

neoprene-clad

nerdy-looking

nerve

nerve agent

neoprene-clad

neoprene-clad torso

nerdy-looking men

nerve agent
nerve block
nerve damage

nerve endings
nerve function
nerve-gas (m)
nerve injury
nerve root
nerve root (m)

nerve-racking

nerve and muscle

pinched nerve

commonly injured nerve

axillary nerve
cranial nerve
facial nerve
femoral nerve
median nerve
peroneal nerve
pudendal nerve
radial nerve (m)
sciatic nerve
ulnar nerve

compression of the nerve
contusion of the nerve
laceration of the nerve

nerve agent

nerve agent exposure

(see neoprene-clad)

his (breath-hold diver)

(see nerve agent)
intercostal js provide pain relief
the began in the brain stem;
crush injuries to the hand result in
irritated result in local wound pain
recovery of requires...
in a 1995 attack on the Tokyo subway

is divided into 3 types
herniated discs and s;

irritation versus impingement

(see nerve-racking)

massive destruction of (burn victim)

he was suffering from a

the median nerve is the most

evaluate the by pinprick sensation
cerebral tissue can impinge on the third
injury to the (jaw dislocation)
injury to the may occur
the enters the hand via the carpal tunnel
the
injury to the

function in humerus shaft fracture
stooping alleviates the stretch on the
the and artery

laceration, compression, or

all s rapidly penetrate skin and clothing;
cyclosarin, sarin, soman, tabun and VX are js

seizures and brain injury following
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nerve agent liquid
nerve agent toxicity
nerve agent vapors

ocular or vapor penetrates the conjunctiva
identity, dose and type of exposure determine
surgical masks are inadequate against S;

are heavier than air and tend to sink

nerve agent poisoning severe requires administration of atropine

nerve agent-induced (see nerve agent-induced)

effects of nerve agents the cardiovascular are variable;
atropine blocks muscarinic

/ nerve-agent-induced
nerve agent-induced seizures these actions may mediate

nerve-racking nerve-racking It was

nerve-racking anguish his

nervous

ness

nervous energy a person with such a personality has more
nervous wreck I was a at the job interview

awareness raising for a local wilderness area
bitterness misunderstandings, hostilities and
blindness he got a terrible attack of snow
brightness a print with a hundred-to-one range
chilliness more face-numbing
consciousness environmental and good business sense
darkness in pitch
defensiveness the give-no-ground
dizziness headaches, stomachaches,
effectiveness the of cars' lights and brakes
fairness the hard-liners don't want
fitness run and own a center
friendliness his gets him in trouble
happiness workers' with compensation levels
illness baffling 's among gulf war veterans
openness the and good fellowship on the bus
readiness the lowest level of combat
reasonableness standards are common in law
redness or swelling of your eyes or eyelids
rudeness has polluted airwaves
sickness pills to prevent altitude (Ladakh)
sloppiness forensic experts pointed to
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nest

nesting

net

netting

network

usefulness
vindictiveness
wateriness
weakness
worldliness

unawareness

otherworldliness

hotheadedness
single-mindedness

helplessness
homelessness
lawlessness

nest egg

bird's nest
love nest
termite nest

machine-gun nest

nesting grounds

(Inter)net

network

camouflage nets

mosquito netting

network administrator
network news

network-news (m)
network's ratings

network of sources
network of spies

silt will drastically reduce the dams'
with cold-eyed
the of the bowel movement
a for family acts
his off-handed

her of her family history

of the mountainscape

personality traits like
her tenacity, her

(see helplessness)
the continuing struggle to wipe out
caste warfare, , vendettas, feuds

at age 69, he had a (retirement savings)

a
a
collected termites from s

a
the (for iguanas)

(see Internet)

(see network)

across the top of the (railroad) cut

outside his

programmers and s
the top-ten topics on the nightly ;
weather coverage on the nightly
ABC News and other shows
the are up thirty-five per cent

professional investigators have a
a global , ex-soldiers, smugglers
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neurological

neutral

neutralization

business network
cable network

computer network

data network

distribution network
espionage network
road network
spy network
surveillance network
television-network
television-network (m)
terrorist network
trail network
wireless network

a of rowers and former rowers
on the financial-news ;
broadcast networks and s
the military's secure digitized ;
maintenance of the
over s;
the barcode is inputted into our (post office)
the Times, its printing plants and s
the C.I.A.'s
a through the Amazon
maintains an elaborate and successful
a worldwide run by the NSA

the js have shied away from...;
a owner

bin Laden's loose
connect js, protect stream beds
exchange information on a (space station)

internal-security network
military-communications network
social-welfare network

air defense network
arms-merchants' network
satellite intelligence network

Intranet network

broadcast network

eavesdropping network

financial network
global network

word-of-mouth network

Fidel Castro's
a
education and

Yugoslavia's
s, terrorist groups
information from a major

a state-of-the-art

s and cable networks

the ability to extend its

I watch CNBC, one of the cable 's
a of spies, ex-soldiers, smugglers

the "coconut wireless" is a (Hawaii)

neurological examination give them a standard
neurological mechanism abilities governed by specific 's
neurological signs the nurses didn't check his after surgery

gender-neutral (see gender-neutral)

neutralization techniques determine which are best (mines)
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neutralization of mines the by blast (military);
the UN has made removal or a priority

neutralization of an obstacle elimination or

neutralization of minefields reconnaissance, clearance, and

hand neutralization procedures for of US mines (military)
mine neutralization occurs when a mine is rendered incapable

elimination or neutralization area clearance is of an obstacle (military)
recognition and neutralizationunexploded ordinance (military)
removal or neutralization the UN has made the of mines a priority
buffer, neutralization, and dilution effects of (liquid caustic ingestion)

never never-ending (see never-ending)

never-before-seen (see never-before-seen)

never-before-seen never-before-seen footage the documentary includes

never-ending never-ending journey growth and development are a
never-ending parade a of visits
never-ending quest in our to be more, and do more
never-ending string a of embarrassing questions
never-ending tale a

new (people)

new (period)

new (Clinton-appointed) ambassador the
new baby the first of many sonograms of the
new boss a hard-charging
newcomer from old-timer to
new direction a study that takes stress research in a
new guy s, rookie officers like me (prison)
new hire industry happenings, company mergers, s
new mayor the lacks executive experience
new parent s
new boyfriend

newborn

new-age (m)
new era
new wave

the charm bracelet was a gift from her

(see newborn)

a remedy
the of dam removal
the of commercial space camera
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0

1

new (groups)

new (business)

new (rules, etc.)

new (other)

new world the of cyberdrugstores

new class
new generation

new-business (m)
New Economy
new development
new market
new-media
new products
new ventures

a welcome address to a of recruits
(see new generation)

a pitch
Austin is ground zero for the
a rubble-strewn lot cleared for
the possibility of a opening up
(see new-media)
the use of recycled materials for
corruption and investor confidence in

new law maybe we ought to pass a and lock up...
new (drug-control) measures tough
new (master) plan a brilliant
new (homeless) policy strict s in New York City
new rules approve for distributing organs (transplants);

the for the workplace (sexual harassment)
new (federal) rules stiff penalties associated with
new standards strict for cleaner diesel engines and fuel

new book
new challenges
new (execution) date
new efforts
new (fossil) evidence
new evidence
new findings
new funds
new government
new ideas
new identity
new job
new life
new location
new (dating) patterns
brilliant (new) plan
new routes
new study
new taxes
new vaccine
new vehicle
New Year

his much heralded
for military police officers

a was set for October 17
to slash nitrogen oxide emissions

paleontologists disclosed new
no has surfaced in the case

in the field of psychiatry
no to expand military police units
a make-or-break decision on a
we are always encouraging s on how to...
the mob stool pigeon got a
he took me out to dinner to celebrate my
his as a celebrated singer
the drill rig was being towed to a
academics see the new as positive
a to...
he is a climbing legend who has put up
a conducted at...found that...
long-term funding schemes that avoid
a is still years away (anthrax)
development costs of a
(see New Year)
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newer

newborn

new fatherhood the joys of , domestic tranquility
new (technological) landscape adapted to the

new-textbook (m) the market

new government-in-exile

new fishing camp

new-fashioned
new-found

spanking-new

brand new

all-new

newer tanks

newborn

newborn baby
new-born brother
newborn son

new-fashioned new-fashioned values

new-found newfound commitment
new-found fame
new-found freedom
newfound wealth

new generation new generation

newly

new-generation airliner

newly approved
newly arrived
newly constructed
newly delivered

the

head to a new

(see new-fashioned)
(see new-found)

(see spanking-new)

(see brand new)

(see all-new)

have been fitted with explosive reactive armor

paid leave to parents with s;
HIV incidence among s

s are routinely tested
her
her brain-damaged

old-fashioned know-how with

a
his
enjoying their
share in the

the of professor-entrepreneurs

as s begin to dominate aviation

(see newly approved)
(see newly arrived)
(see newly constructed)
(see newly delivered)
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newly approved

newly arrived

newly constructed

newly delivered

newly discovered

newly elected

newly enhanced

newly exposed

newly discovered
newly elected
newly enhanced
newly exposed
newly fashioned
newly fired
newly found
newly hatched
newly hired
newly installed
newly issued
newly launched
newly married
newly minted
newly published
newly purchased
newly recovered
newly released
newly revamped
newly revised
newly strengthened
newlywed
newly written

(see newly discovered)
(see newly elected)
(see newly enhanced)
(see newly exposed)
(see newly fashioned)
(see newly fired)
(see newly found)
(see newly hatched)
(see newly hired)
(see newly installed)
(see newly issued)
(see newly launched)
(see newly married)
(see newly minted)
(see newly published)
(see newly purchased)
(see newly recovered)
(see newly released)
(see newly revamped)
(see newly revised)
(see newly strengthened)
(see newlywed)
(see newly written)

newly approved brand 's

newly approved abortion pill the , RU-486

newly arrived immigrant sold lands to s

newly constructed dam a

newly delivered baby a

newly discovered documents
newly discovered evidence innocence based on

newly elected government
newly elected senator s
newly enhanced status his

newly exposed soil
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newly fashioned

newly fired

newly found

newly hatched

newly hired

newly installed

newly issued

newly launched

newly married

newly minted

newly published

newly purchased

newly recovered

newly released

newly fashioned belt

newly fired ambition

newly found fossil a shows

newly hatched chick determining the sex of s

newly hired employee

newly installed chairman
newly installed computer
newly installed escalator

the
5
three s were shut down

newly issued bonds

newly launched line a

newly married pair a

newly minted M.B.A.s

newly published memoir
newly published study

newly purchased gun she keeps four close at hand (fear of crime)

newly purchased laptop s
newly recovered memories

newly released college transcripts
newly released faculty survey

newly revamped newly revamped department

newly revised newly revised edition

newly strengthened

newlywed

newly strengthened treaty

newlywed

newlywed daughter

the results of a

the

--s who lived together before

his
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newly written newly written computer code

new-media new-media company

news news article
news bulletin
news business
news cameras
newscast
newscaster
news circles
news conference
news coverage

newsgroup (m)
news image
news junkie
newsletter

newsmagazine
news media
newspaper
news practices
news release

news reports
newsroom

newsroom (m)
newsstand

newsstand (m)
news station
news team
news ticker

news database

news-driven

news of the eruption

a

a about new DNA technology
she could listen to js
in the competitive
declaiming sound bites to the
(see newscast)
(see newscaster)
people outside the usual
did hold his ; held her first
the slam-bang style of tabloid ;
broadening the paper's S;
had paid little attention to the
post notes in discussions (Internet)
gazing at s of sorrow and terror
day traders, js, and the Web
a family ;
in the organization's denounced...
(ex.: 60 Minutes TV show)
created a stir in the national
(see newspaper)
ABC's carefully codified
the latest ;
according to a from the Army
according to
petition the j;
the Post's huge fifth-floor (newspaper)
he sent a memo to the staff
bought it at a ; a ;
on the s
the magazine's sales and circulation
coverage has increased on the cable s
the ' started filming
a at the top provides information (TV)

Nexis, the comprehensive

(see news-driven)

has now left the front pages (volcano)
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newscast

newscaster

news-driven

newspaper
(and paper)

family news

television-news (m)

network news

network-news (m)

financial-news (m)

front-page news

all-news

breaking news

alarming news
disturbing news
exciting news
stunning news

shocking news
troubling news

unexpected news

awful news
good news

catches up on ;
the letters were full of
a van;
a crew shot footage of the house

the top-ten topics on the nightly ;
weather coverage on the nightly
ABC News and other shows

on the cable networks

the accident was in Rapid City

(see all-news)

in the middle of the night (TV)

the most lately has been...
years later came another piece of
he had (search for Loch Ness monster)
his arrest was in the NHL (hockey);
he summoned his staff and delivered the
the is...
she got some later that day

there was from America

hear the (plane crash)
the is...

piece of (disturbing) news years later came another

noon newscast

newscaster

news-driven approach

newspaper article

paperboy
newspaper chain
newspaper columnist

s and afternoon newspapers

a (on TV);
Chicago s misuse the word suspect

the channel adopted a more

a wonderful j;
old s and police reports
from to journeyman printer
s like Gannett
s and financial commentators
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New Year

paper's employees
newspaper family
newspaper's findings
paper's flaws
newspaper obituary
newspaper photographer
paper route
newspaper story

newspaper clippings

paper's on-line edition

school newspaper
school paper
today's paper

afternoon newspaper
afternoon paper

the gathered to honor (the Post)
a
the were exaggerated
what he believed were the (Post)
proof of death, such as as
when I was a boy, I had a (newspaper)
who read s

a laptop computer, research papers and
old ' and prison memorabilia

washingtonpost.com, the

wrote a weekly column for the
the editor of the (high school)
only --s is on the newsstands

noon newscasts and --s
the --s

small-town paper a in small-town hands

rolled-up newspaper bash your opponent with a

gay-oriented newspaper s and magazines

column for the newspaper wrote a
reporter for the paper a

the editor of the (school) paper (high school)

New Year's Eve
New Year's resolution

New Year's Eve New Year's Eve

next

(see New Year's Eve)
5
on

New Year's Eve celebration a
New Year's Eve plans make

next-day
next challenge
next door
next-generation

(see next-day)
the oomph you need to take on the
(see next door)
(see next-generation)
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next-day

next door

next generation

next level
next line
next page
next-oldest
next-richest
next step

next-highest

next most frequent

next of kin

next-day service

next door

next-door neighbor

the women's team is ready for the
bulking agents usually are the of treatment
fill out the card on the and turn it in
the are also conical mounds...
(see next-richest)
this in the jury trial (argument);
I was ready to take the (marriage)

(see next-highest)

(see next most frequent)

police were trying to reach the

pay extra for the premium,

he lives

his put him up;
his 's daughter

next-generation console boxes the (console games)
next-generation space shuttle assembly of a

next-highest next-highest-rated (see next-highest-rated)

next-highest-rated next-highest-rated PBS program the does well to register a three

next most frequent

next-richest

NFL

NFL-chartered

next most frequent cause of injury and automobile crashes are the

next-richest private school Yale, the in the nation

NFL coaches
NFL films
NFL players
NFL scouts

former
the great shots of
veteran

are watching (a college football game)

National Football League's Pro Bowl the in Honolulu

NFL-chartered
NFL-licensed

(see NFL-chartered)
(see NFL-licensed)

N.F.L.-chartered jet an
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NFL-licensed NFL-licensed goods

nice nice house
nice kid
nice response
nice restaurant
nice sex

nice-looking

nice-looking nice-looking

nice-looking girl

nice-looking outfit

nick nickname

nickel nickel-plated

nickel-and-dime (v)

nickel-plated nickel-plated

nickname nickname

nicotine

night

nicotine addiction
nicotine patch
nicotine withdrawal

night air
night battle
night chill
night class

night clerk
nightclub
night exercise
nightfall
night flight
nightgown
nightlife

sales of

the s and the so-so houses
a , polite and good-hearted
it was a (NYer
he chose a which I took as a good sign
we had

(see nice-looking)

he was ; the people are

a

(see nickname)

(see nickel-plated)

they her

It was

their cyberspace s, or "handles";
the Hermanator has the coolest in skiing;
his was the Intimidator (auto racing)

treated like alcoholism or
smokers use a to kick the habit
deficits in concentration from

the warm
during an intense
the had set in
teaching s in literacy to...;
attend
a at the front desk;
(see nightclub)
a live-fire
the tourists withdraw by
on the back home
changed into her
the culture and -- they crave
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night life
night log
night maneuver
nightmare
night operations
night route
night shift
night silence
night sky
night's sleep
nightstick
night sweats
night temperatures
nighttime
night-vision (m)

nightlong

night of the slayings

late-night

first-night

one-night

Monday-night
Tuesday-night
Thursday-night
Friday-night
Saturday-night

election night (m)
fall night
graduation night
school night
summer night
weeknight

weekend nights

all-night

the image of cigarettes as essential to
reading the (at a police station)
s, weapons tests, intercept training
(see nightmare)
sustained low-visibility or (military)
use more signs on s (military convoys)
contract nurses worked the Friday
an eerie is sneaking out...
the stars rotate through the
get a good
carries a gun and a ; blows inflicted with a
history of , fever or weight loss
when the drop below freezing
(see nighttime)
trained their scopes on a familiar sight;
how the sky looks through goggles

(see nightlong)

what he saw the

(see late night)

(see first-night)

(see one-night)

(see Monday-night)
(see Tuesday-night)
(see Thursday-night)
(see Friday-night)
(see Saturday-night)

readout
on a cold
he was reminded of his
Halloween fell on a
it was a hot
a typical for a high schooler

it's worth it to be in the city on

(see all-night)
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nightclub

nighter

nightlong

nightly

nightmare

overnight

midnight

big night out

opening night

opening-night (m)
wedding night

(see overnight)

(see midnight)

embarking on a (social)

Jerry Lewis's at the Copacabana;
it closed after (Broadway play)
an party
on his

near-freezing (New Orleans) night shivering in the

goodnight
sleepless night

two-night

thousand-dollar-a-night

middle of the night

fly-by-night

day and night

nightclub

night club

night-club bouncer
night-club dancer
night-club performer

all-nighter

nightlong wake

nightly network news

nightmare scenario

credit nightmare

(see goodnight)
they spent a at Camp V (Mt. Everest)

(see two-night)

(see thousand-dollar-a-night)

(see middle of the night)

(see fly -by- night)

the bombing continued,

s and dance clubs throb the night away;
the various door policies at local --s;
a downtown in Manchester
restaurants and --s

a couple of s from Rimini
an attractive or barmaid
a and recording artist

pulled an

during the

the top-ten topics on the

the for NATO

divorce can create s
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nighttime

nine

nine millimeter

nine one one

nineteen

traffic nightmare

recurring nightmare

scheduling nightmare

legal nightmare
racial nightmare

nighttime operation
nighttime patrols
nighttime temperatures
nighttime tour
nighttime visitor
nighttime walk

nighttime stop-and-frisk

9mm

9-to-5

911

cloud nine

9-mm bullet

9mm (TEC-DC9) pistol

911 call

911 recordings

nineteen-nineties
nineteen-eighties
nineteen-seventies
nineteen-sixties
nineteen-fifties
nineteen-forties
nineteen-thirties
nineteen-twenties

the city festival will cause a

s and flashbacks

family events can become a

it was the beginning of a
turning the trial into a

lead a small group in a (military)
at colleges

if drop
a
a
how my led to trouble

a

(see nine millimeter)

(see nine-to-five)

(see nine one one)

it's not easy to sustain being on

survive an encounter with a

a

tapes of the victims' call;
responding to the first call
examined leads, , and ballistic reports

(see nineteen-nineties)
(see nineteen-eighties)
(see nineteen-seventies)
(see nineteen-sixties)
(see nineteen-fifties)
(see nineteen-forties)
(see nineteen-thirties)
(see nineteen- twenties)

eighteen- and nineteen-year-old (see eighteen- and nineteen-year-old)
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nineteen-eighties nineteen-eighties in the ; from the

middle nineteen-eighties (see middle nineteen-eighties)
mid-nineteen-eighties (see mid-nineteen-eighties)

nineteen-fifties nineteen-fifties writing in the ;
he wrote in the

1950s-vantage (see nineteen-fifties-vintage)

early nineteen-fifties (see early nineteen-fifties)

mid-nineteen-fifties (see mid-nineteen-fifties)

nineteen-fi fties-vintage
1950s-vintage nuclear family they're not a

nineteen-forties nineteen-forties in the

mid-nineteen-forties (see mid-nineteen-forties)

nineteen-nineties nineteen-nineties
1990s

the project was begun in the early
the brief disco revival in the

mid-nineteen-nineties (see mid-nineteen-nineties)

nineteen-seventies nineteen-seventies in the and eighties

1970s pop lyrics the inanity of

mid-1970s (see mid-nineteen-seventies)

nineteen-sixties nineteen-sixties in the

mid-1960s (see mid-nineteen-sixties)

nineteenth nineteenth-century (see nineteenth-century)

nineteenth century 19th-century culture
nineteenth-century England
nineteenth-century poets

set in England
statues of two

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
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(see eighteenth- and nineteenth-century)

mid-nineteenth-century (see mid-nineteenth-century)

early-nineteenth-century (see early-nineteenth-century)
late-nineteenth-century (see late-nineteenth-century)

nineteen-thirties nineteen-thirties melodramas

nineteen-thirties-era

nineteen-thirties-era (see nineteen-thirties-era)

1930s-era courthouse Haywood county's stately,

nineteen-twenties 1920s radio was born as a mass medium in the

nineteen-twenties social reformers by

nineteen-twenties and -thirties (see nineteen-twenties and -thirties)

late nineteen-twenties (see late nineteen-twenties)

mid-nineteen-twenties (see mid-nineteen-twenties)

nineteen-twenties and -thirties
nineteen-twenties and -thirties the great crime wave of the

ninth ninth grade
ninth-round

(see ninth grade)
(see ninth-round)

ninth- and tenth-century (see ninth- and tenth-century)

ninth- and tenth-century
ninth- and tenth-century (Norse) settlers

ninth grade ninth-grade sports eliminate
ninth-grade student a

ninth-round ninth-round knockout by (boxing)

nine-to-five nine-to-five job clear-cut career paths, s

nitrogen nitrogen oxide (see nitrogen oxide)
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nitrogen oxide nitrogen oxide emissions new efforts to slash

no no-brainer Priority Mail is a (post office);
the choice was a

no-flight (see no-flight)
no-frills (see no-frills)
no-charge (see no-charge)
no-hope (see no-hope)
no-hopers (see no-hopers)
no-limits (see no-limits)
no-look (see no-look)
no-name (see no-name)
no-nonsense (see no-nonsense)
no return (see no-return)
no-show (see no-show)
no-tolerance (see no-tolerance)

no apparent

no man's land (see no man's land)

no-holds-barred (see no-holds-barred)
not-strings-attached (see no-strings-attached)
no-sugar-added (see no-sugar-added)

no-drinking (see no-drinking)

no-longer-smiling (see no-longer-smiling)

no-good (see no-good)

no apparent... (see no apparent)

no-fly (see no-fly)
no-go (see no-go)
no-show (see no-show)

no-no (see no-no)

give-no-ground (see give-no-ground)
take-no-prisoners (see take-no-prisoners)

one or no (see one or no)

no apparent (medical) problem there was
no apparent reason they were murdered for
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Nobel Nobel laureate
Nobel Prize

the Swedish King and Queen led the --s
(see Nobel Prize)

Nobel Prize Nobel Prize winner Linus Pau ling

Nobel Prize acceptance speech her 1993

Nobel Prize-winning (see Nobel Prize-winning)

Nobel Prize in Literature he was awarded the , in 1995

Nobel Prize-winning
Noble Prize-winning biochemist a

noble noble effort
noble pursuit

it was a (journalists working on story)
working for the homeless or some other

no-charge no-charge service AOL announces a

no-drinking no-drinking dorm js and fraternities

nodule skin nodule low-grade fevers and js

no-flight no-flight zone the plane was hit in a

no-fly no-fly zone a

no-frills no-frills approach a

no-frills airline one of a handful of s

no-frills space probes

no-go no-go terrain slow-go and relative to the enemy force

no-good no-good He's

no-hope no-hope generation a

no-hopers no-hopers title defenses against

noise noise abatement (see noise abatement)
noise barrier installing s along highways
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noise abatement

noise difference
noise inspector
noise measurement
noise meter
noise ordinance
noise pollution
noise reduction (m)
noise standards

noise-free
noise-weary

data show s within categoriesa
we include s in the evaluation
a
(see noise ordinance)
regulations aimed at reducing
a rating
to reach European ;
the U.S. sets few for products

(see noise-free)
(see noise-weary)

noise-blocking (see noise-blocking)
noise labeling institute , starting with lawn mowers
noise-producing (see noise-producing)
noise-reducing (see noise-reducing)

noise-induced
noise-related

crowd noise
engine noise
product noise (m)

road noise
street noise
toy noise

workplace noise

(see noise-induced)
(see noise-related)

the (basketball)
passengers mentioned a loud (plane)
governments have passed directives;
innovative research
many municipalities want to stop
room has no windows and there is no
there are no limits placed on

exposure to is regulated by OSHA

anti-noise (see anti-noise)

pounding noise
purring noise

loud noise
occupational noise
suspicious noises
unnecessary noise
unreasonable noise

crew members heard a (stowaways on ship)
my girlfriend makes a sweet

a was heard (bomb on plane)
can result in hearing impairment

call the police if you hear (family violence)
charged with creating (loud protest)

is prohibited at any time (National Park)

noise abatement has pushed for in its vacuum cleaners
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noise-blocking

noise-free

noise-induced

noise ordinance

noise-producing

noise-reducing

noise-related

noise-weary

no-limits

no-look

nomadic

no man's land

non

noise-abatement activities people seeking help with

noise-blocking machine a

noise-free environment taxi riders are entitled to a

noise-induced hearing impairment (occupational, community)

noise ordinance municipalities are strengthening their 's

noise ordinance violation he was found guilty of a

effective noise ordinance s
local noise ordinance s are growing more strict

noise-producing equipment generators and other should be turned off

noise-reducing measures incorporate in machinery

noise-related hearing impairment 12,500 new cases of

noise-weary

no-limits diving

no-limits free diving

"no-look" pass

nomadic life

semi-nomadic

no man's land
no-man's-land

non-Catholic
non-Christian (m)
noncitizen
non-core
non-credit
noncriminals
non-emergency

advice for the

the hazards of are drastic

(breath hold)

the leads to an easy basket

agriculture ended our

(see semi-nomadic)

it was a
the former adjacent to the Berlin Wall;
caught in

(see non-Catholic)
(see non-Christian)
(see noncitizen)
(see non-core)
(see non-credit)
(see noncriminal)
(see non-emergency)
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nonfiction
non-heavyweight
nonhighway
non-latex
nonlawyer
nonmilitary
non-movie
non-native
nonpayment
non-prescription (m)
nonprofit
non-resident
non-state
nonstop
nonunion
nonwhite
non-winners
nonviolence

non-binding
non-cooking
nonthreatening

non-English-speaking

noncommissioned
nondisabled
nonrefrigerated

non-Internet-connected

non-American
non-commercial
non-current
nondirectional
non-European
nongovernmental
nonlethal
nonlinear
non-Muslim
non-nuclear
non-renewable (m)

(see nonfiction)
(see non-heavyweight)
(see nonhighway)
(see non-latex)
(see nonlawyer)
(see nonmilitary)
(see non-movie)
(see non-native)
(see nonpayment)
(see non-prescription)
(see nonprofit)
(see non-resident)
(see non-state)
(see nonstop)
(see nonunion)
(see nonwhite)
(see non-winner)
(see nonviolence)

(see non-binding)
(see non-cooking)
(see nonthreatening)

(see non-English-speaking)

(see noncommissioned)
(see nondisabled)
(see nonrefrigerated)

(see non-Internet-connected)

(see non-American)
(see non-commercial)
(see non-current)
(see nondirectional)
(see non-European)
(see nongovernmental)
(see nonlethal)
(see nonlinear)
(see non-Muslim)
(see non-nuclear)
(see non-renewable)
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no-name

non-American

non-binding

non-Catholic

non-Christian

noncitizen

noncommissioned

non-cooking

non-commercial

non-core

non-credit

noncriminal

non-current

nondirectional

nondisabled

nonspecific
nonsurgical
nontraditional
nonverbal
nonviolent

no-name shoes

(see nonspecific)
(see nonsurgical)
(see non-traditional)
(see nonverbal)
(see nonviolent)

in

non-American foreign corporation large s

non-binding discussion

non-Catholic university

non-Christian world

noncitizen

noncommissioned officer

a tentative,

s
in much of the

a can be deported

career s--the experienced sergeants

non-cooking (hungry) young professionals

non-commercial repository a of Sybase tools

non-commercial river runners

non-core businesses

non-credit course

noncriminal

non-current records

the

shut down its

a

criminals and alike

repository of of the Indian government

nondirectional (fragmentation) mine a "Bouncing Betty" is a

nondisabled woman

non-emergency non-emergency aid

a-

has diminished

non - English- speaking
non-English-speaking children
non-English-speaking people

how should be educated
unskilled,
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non-European non-European immigrant a

nonfiction nonfiction book the century's hundred greatest s

nongovernmental nongovernmental program s
non-heavyweight non-heavyweight record the fight set a of pay-per-view buys

nonhighway nonhighway accident deaths from s

no-holds-barred no-holds-barred civil war two decades of

non-Internet-connected
non-Internet-connected voters (Arizona)

non-latex non-latex condoms are not as good

nonlawyer nonlawyer yet even s...

nonlethal nonlethal solution a

no-longer-smiling no-longer-smiling woman the

nonlinear nonlinear thinking

nonmilitary nonmilitary purposes

non-movie non-movie project devoted himself to 5

non-Muslim non-Muslim population the

non-native non-native insects the trees are threatened by (national park)

nonnative English speakers English classes for

non-nuclear non-nuclear ammunition
non-nuclear attack s

no-no First Amendment no-no a

no-nonsense no-nonsense there is something fussy and about her

no-nonsense approach a
no-nonsense Karmazin the
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nonpayment

non-prescription

nonprofit

nonrefrigerated

non-renewable

non-resident

nonsense

nonspecific

non-state

nonstop

nonsurgical

nonthreatening

nontraditional

nonunion (group)

nonunion (other)

nonverbal

nonviolence

no-nonsense grammar school

nonpayment of...

non-prescription medicine
non-prescription products

nonprofit group

nonrefrigerated container

non-renewable resources

non-resident

no-nonsense

rear-echelon nonsense

nonspecific symptoms

non-state economy

non-stop (adv)

nonstop flight
non-stop action

nonsurgical abortions
nonsurgical methods

nonthreatening figure

a

sued for rent

s such as ibuprofen
most contain pyrethrins (head lice)

international agencies and --s working to...

a on the tightly packed ship

renewable versus

control access of s into the building

(see no-nonsense)

gastrointestinal anthrax begins with of...

the

played music

a-
3 minutes of (boxing)

access to (the morning-after pill)
to be tried only after have failed

a quiet,

nontraditional Thanksgiving

nonunion sweatshop

nonunion

nonverbal child

nonviolence training

a

s
malunion, or delayed union (bone fractures)

a

(for demonstrations)
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nonviolent nonviolent resistance campaign led a 10-year
non-violent criminal defendants

nonwhite nonwhite s here

non-winner habitual non-winner habitual s in the National League

noodle noodle stall karaoke halls, s and brothels

noon noonday (see noonday)

noon newscasts and afternoon newspapers

afternoon (see afternoon)

noonday noonday sun beneath the hot ;
the was warm

no-return point of no-return I reached the

norm industry norms compared with

expected (cultural) norms patterns of behavior that deviate from

cultural norms behavior that deviates from expected

normal normal-looking (see normal-looking)

abnormal (see abnormal)

above-normal
below-normal

(see above-normal)
(see below-normal)

cooler-than-normal (see cooler-than-normal)
lower-than-normal (see lower-than-normal)
warmer-than-normal (see warmer-than-normal)

forty-times-normal (see forty-times-normal)

normal-looking normal-looking body flies with s

north north star a runaway slave who followed the to freedom

northbound (see northbound)
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northbound

northern

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (see N.A.T.O.)

northbound lanes

northern-latitude
northern sky
northern slopes

northern-latitude northern-latitude country

nose (human)

nose (other)

nosed

no-show

nose job
nose ring

nose and mouth

upturned nose

wet-nose

bridge of nose

mouth and nose
eyes, nose, mouth,

nose-dive (v)

nose of the plane

beak-nosed
needle-nosed
snot-nosed

hard-nosed
sharp-nosed
snub-nosed

no-show

the of the Ritchie Highway

(see northern-latitude)
stars in the
the of these mountains (North Caucasus)

the United States and other s

face-lifts, s, liposuction
removing her ;
dreadlocks, purple nail polish, and a

the full mask covers both (ER oxygen)

a man with a neatly trimmed beard, an

(see wet-nose)

your hairline, , and chin

soot in the (smoke inhalation)
throat, lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

caused the jet to ;
the plane flipped over and --ed into the

pulled back on the stick to get the up

(see beak-nosed)
(see needle-nosed)
(see snot-nosed)

(see hard-nosed)
(see sharp-nosed)
(see snub-nosed)

he was a (a celebrity)

no-strings-attached no-strings-attached sex we were both looking for

no-sugar-added no-sugar-added applesauce natural,
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not not-quite-handsome

notable

notation

note

not-so-gorgeous
not-so-obvious
not-so-recent

not-so-veiled

not-to-be-missed
not-to-be-wasted

not-too-distant

not-too-far-off

haves and have-nots

notable scene

letter notations

note card

noteworthy

field notes
keynote (m)

love note
ransom note
suicide note

thank-you note

Post-it Note

handwritten note

smart-assed notes

scribbled notes

recently discovered notes

(see not-quite-handsome)

(see not-so-gorgeous)
(see not-so-obvious)
(see not-so-recent)

(see not-so-veiled)

(see not-to-be-missed)
(see not-to-be-wasted)

(see not-too-distant)

(see not-too-far-off)

a Dickensian world of

plot turns, s (films)

TV uses or age-based ratings

three boxes of s and 2 sheets of stamps

(see noteworthy)

provided meticulous s
the speech was given by...;
during his speech at a computer show
he writes her s, tender messages
the found in the house
reads like a

a j; handwritten s

the paper clip, the

a lay on the coffee table

fours pages of

the of one of the survivors
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noted

noteworthy

nothing

notice

noticeable

noticed

notification

notion

no-tolerance

notorious

little-noted

noteworthy

noteworthy contribution

all-or-nothing

advance notice
eviction notice

moment's notice
public notice
weeks' notice

further notice
short notice

federally required notices

(see little-noted)

that decision was certainly

its most to the field was...

(see all-or-nothing)

its obligation to give him (judicial)
for the court to issue js;
whose job it is to deliver the js
ship blood on a (blood banks)
he came to in 1997, when he was arrested
the regime now demands a (N. Korea)

the'embassy will close until (terrorism)
protective minefields are laid on

noticeable shift his drawing style does undergo a

little-noticed (see little-noticed)
widely noticed (see widely noticed)

notification procedure a doctor-coroner permits investigation
notification process consultation, inventory and

death notification

partner notification
partner notification (m)
public notification (m)

the should be in person;
two people should conduct the
the issue of (infectious diseases);

programs (infectious diseases)
a when beaches are polluted

immediate (physician) notification which symptoms warrant
parental notification requires teens to get permission for abortion

popularly held notions

no-tolerance policy

notorious (drug) mafia

the incorrectness of some (about the law)

a regarding steroid use (sports doping)

Mexico's
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not-quite-handsome

not-so-gorgeous

not-so-obvious

not-so-recent

not-so-veiled

not-to-be-missed

not-to-be-wasted

not-too-far-off

not-too-distant

nourished

novel

novelist

novice

now

not-quite-handsome

not-so-gorgeous mosaic

not-so-obvious

he is small and blandly

the of New York

the obvious names and the

not-so-obvious beneficiaries the are...

not-so-recent past

not-so-veiled reference

that troubling chapter of the

a to his homosexuality

not-to-be-missed sample s

not-to-be-wasted opportunity

not-too-far-off future

not-too-distant future

well nourished

novel manuscript

crime novel
mystery novel

romantic novel

most admired novelist

novice climber

now-chronic
now-defunct
now-distant
now empty
now-famous
now-global
now-legendary
now-tired

now-retired

dining out is a (for flirting)

in the

in the

(see well nourished)

screenplay treatments, s

he reviewed s
three unpublished 's

pick up a favorite and reread...

our

I was a

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

now-chronic)
now-defunct)
now-distant)
now empty)
now-famous)
now-global)
now-legendary)
now-tired)

(see now-retired)
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now-and-then

now-chronic

now-defunct

now-distant

now empty

now-famous

now-global

now-legendary

now-retired

now-tired

nowhere

noxious

nozzle

nuclear

nowadays

now-and-then

now-and-then annoyances

now-chronic cystitis

now defunct press

the most popular show is...

(see now-and-then)

tension headaches are

her

a small, in Seattle

now-defunct review board

now-distant episode

now empty office

now-famous retort

now-global cable network

now-legendary session

the review board

a of the American experience

he was pacing in his

his

this

in the

now-retired (65-year-old) jurist

now-tired claim

up-from-nowhere

noxious fumes

nozzle width

fire hose nozzle

nuclear ammunition
nuclear arms
nuclear arsenal

nuclear bomb
nuclear-caple
nuclear-energy
nuclear-intelligence
nuclear power

the

the s

(see up-from-nowhere)

breathing in

four adjustable s

struck in the jaw by a

supply points (NASPs)
(see nuclear arms)
the world's third-largest ;
factory workers who built America's
(see nuclear bomb)
(see nuclear-capable)
(see nuclear-energy)
one expert told me
the Indian Point plant
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nuclear-armed

nuclear arms

nuclear bomb

nuclear-capable

nuclear-energy

nuclear-powered

nuclear waste

nuclear weapons

nuclear reactor
nuclear reactor (m)
nuclear secrets
nuclear-strategy
nuclear submarine
nuclear tests
nuclear torpedo
nuclear waste
nuclear weapons

nuclear-armed
nuclear-powered

the sub was forced to shut down its
recycle used fuel
pleaded guilty to mishandling
a analyst
a Soviet sank off north Norway

conducted in the 1940s
the submarine carried s
(see
(see

(see
(see

nuclear waste)
nuclear weapons)

nuclear-armed)
nuclear-powered)

nuclear, biological, and chemical (see NBC)

antinuclear
non-nuclear
postnuclear

(see also atomic)

nuclear-armed submarine

nuclear-arms reduction

nuclear-bomb test

(see antinuclear)
(see non-nuclear)
(see postnuclear)

the s

s conducted by the Pentagon

nuclear-capable (supersonic) cruise missile

nuclear-energy program the director of Cuba's

nuclear-powered submarine

nuclear-powered icebreaker

s

the Soviet Union's first

a

nuclear-powered aircraft carrier a

nuclear waste repository
nuclear waste site

nuclear waste dumping

the proposed
s are more carefully regulated

sought to expose

nuclear weapons the sub was not carrying any
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nude

nudity

nuisance

numb

number (ID)
(records)

nuclear weapons design
nuclear-weapons establishment
nuclear-weapons program

the secret realm of
India's
Peres is the father of Israel's

tactical and strategic nuclear weapons Russia has

nude photo
nude scene

public nudity

nuisance mine

nuisance minefield

blowups of their s
she'll do a again (movies)

is illegal in Hawaii

if you discover a forward of the minefield

js impose caution on enemy forces

tactical, nuisance, and protective (m) minefields

numb feeling

number-keeping

account number
bracelet number
check number
contact number
emergency number
model number
phone number

prison number
serial number
tail number
telephone number

800 number

pin number (m)

home telephone number
license-plate number
switchboard number
union-card number

there's a after it (an execution)

records and

their and other pieces of information (banks)
the s of mother and child (hospital)
a statement listing s and amounts spent
if he gave you an address or
she dialed the 911
brand names and s of products
get her ;
there is no listed for him
every inmate has a
he filed the off his rifle
the aircraft's as registered with the FAA
our or our bank-machine password;
a toll-free will be available;
an unlisted

you telephoned an with your order

vote over the Internet using a code

a business card with a
police check js
the White House main
names, Social Security and s
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vehicle identification number a car's 17-digit

unlisted number she had to get an (harassing phone calls)
unlisted (telephone) number they won't give out s

number (amount) number one

number of abortions
number of cases
number of choices
number of fatalities
numbers of (25- to 59- year -o.ld) males
number of residents
number of vaccines
number of ways

(see number one)

in France, the has dropped
the of infections can be expected to increase
the menu offers a
those sources underestimate the (lighting)

large
an undetermined were evacuated
the rapidly rising
there are a you can convince us

budget numbers
elephant numbers
record number
report's numbers
route numbers

box-office numbers

livestock numbers
Social Security number

growing number
surprising number

set number

undetermined number
untold number

exact number
large numbers
greater numbers

enemy number one

number (other) numbers game

number one

I'm not at liberty to give you the at this time
have increased in some areas

with s of people in the backcountry
officials have disputed the
start points, , place names (military map)

lives and dies by the (films)

the drop in over the past fifty years
the is the de facto national ID number

a of schools are trying...
a of kids end up there after...(jail)

navigate a of checkpoints

an of residents were evacuated
in addition to an of tourists...

the is classified
of 25- to 59-year-old males

young people show up in at the polls

and is the sun (skin cancer)

CIA case officers admit to a ;
dating is entirely a
(see number one)
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numbered numbered grave

number one

number one-ranked

number one-rated

numbing

numeric

numerical

numerically

odd-numbered

number 1 attraction
No. 1 complaint
number one killer
number one priority
number-one problem
number-one reason

number-one fisherman
No. 1 movie studio
number-one sidekick

No. 1-ranked
No. 1-rated

the names of those buried in the s

(see odd-numbered)

the zoo's
laptop users list battery life as their
auto accidents are the of travelers worldwide
our is customer service
it will be our (addressing defense needs)
the people are leaving the military is...

I was the
the in ticket sales
his

(see number one-ranked)
(see number one-rated)

number one cause of death the in those aged one to 44 years

No. 1-ranked football team

No. 1-ranked paraglider pilot

No. 1-rated morning program

mind-numbing

numeric codes

numerical target

numerically superior

F SU ' s

the U.S. paraglider pilot

the

(see mind-numbing)

passwords, serial number and other

we are not setting s for what they should buy

(see numerically superior)

numerically superior
numerically superior enemy subjected to attacks by a

numerous numerous calls
numerous cases
numerous companies
numerous conferences
numerous occasions

he made to the police (false tips)
of severe liver damage

inventory-management practices of
in and workshops (education)
programs have been given on
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nuptial

nurse

numerous stories about staff shakeups

numerous conflicting statements had made

prenuptial (see prenuptial)

nurse shark
nurse's uniform

I saw lots of sharks--reef and s
in her

nurses and aides the (at a psychiatric hospital)

local nurse Cassandra Lathan, a , moon worshiper

nursery nursery school (see nursery school)

nursery school nursery school their was undramatic

nursery-school-pageant (see nursery-school-pageant)

nursery-school-pageant
nursery-school-pageant role roles

nursing nursing aide a -- wheeled him to dialysis;
protect s from injuries

nursing field a career in the
nursing home stayed in a ; put into a ;

a Veterans Administration
nursing-home (m) a bed; a patient
nursing home (m) the industry
nursing school (m) recent graduates
nursing staff (m) turnover has been harmful
nursing station eight bays around a
nursing team start rotating s in neurosurgery

grudge-nursing (see grudge-nursing)

wet nursing the sharing of breast milk and

nurturing nurturing home can recover if adopted into a

numbing face-numbing (see face-numbing)
mind-numbing (see mind-numbing)

nut (eat) nut bowl the s on the coffee table
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nut (fastener) nuts-and-bolts

lug nuts

gun nut

nutrient pollution

nut (crazy)

nutrient

nutrition

nutritional

nuts-and-bolts

0
oak

nutrition class
nutrition expert

fitness and nutrition (m)

nutritional analysis
nutritional information
nutritional labeling
nutritional supplement

nuts-and-bolts courses

oak floor
oak forest
oak tree

oak and palmetto

(see nuts-and-bolts)

gum wrappers, tampons, js, fan belts

Lott is no

harder hit by ; the effects of

attending s
obesity and s

he's a expert

a of the two dinners indicates...
about packaged food
influences customers (food)

andro is classified as a

an apartment with s
eastern js; deep in s
an

(see oak and palmetto)

oak and palmetto oak- and palmetto-shaded (see oak- and palmetto-shaded)

oak- and palmetto-shaded
oak- and palmetto-shaded grove

oar

oar-powered

oath

oar-powered

oar-powered boats

oath of office

an in Magnolia Cemetery

(see oar-powered)

these were

he took his last week (Russia)
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loyalty oath taking the vaccine has become a

Hippocratic oath his betrayal of the (doctor)

obedience obedience school an for dogs

obituary newspaper obituary proof of death, such as a

object object of (a fierce custody) battle he was the
object of desire imagining he was an to this woman
object of ridicule an apron-wearing

objects of cultural patrimony sacred objects, and

glass object
sex object

flying objects
moving object

the only s
(see sex object)

secondary blast injuries are caused by
one of the largest 's every created

strange-looking object a large,

unknown object a collision with an (sub)

airborne objects air-defense artillery tracks

beautifully crafted objects

foreign objects
hot object
tall object

if are noticed, don't touch them (car bomb)
contact burns come from direct contact with a
around or near a , such as a tree (lightning)

objection enemy's (short-term) objective what's the
industry objections has so far overcome

written objection submit a to the postmaster (post office)

clearly expressed objection in the face of s

objectionable objectionable (television) shows a v-chip can block

objectionable (internet) sites technology can block

objective objective risks are outside of anticipation or control
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obligation

obscene

obscenity

obscenity-laced

obscure once-obscure
semi-obscure

key objective the airfield would be.a

short-term objective what's the enemy's
short-term (military) objectives from to long-term sustainment

unstated objective the clear but was to...

clear objectives
military objectives
strategic objectives

establish (warfare)
short-term vs long-term sustainment
peacekeeping operations to support

operational or strategic objectives attacks will be undertaken for

strategic, operational, and tactical objectives the major ' of...

service obligation their active-duty s

ethical obligation
legal obligation
parental obligation

sworn obligation

obscene language

obscenity-laced (m)

obscenity-lace threats

observation observation car
observation point
observation post
observation tower

field observations

long range observation
real world observations

ground-based observation

you have no to tell anyone (sexual orientation)
it is a (cleaning your sidewalk)
monitoring kids' chats has become a (Internet)

the doctor's to treat all people

so-called and freedom of speech

(see obscenity-laced)

and ethnic slurs

(see once-obscure)
(see semi-obscure)

we sit in the (of the train)
we've dug trenches and set up s
his was subject to a fierce ground attack
s on the border (Kosovo)

pondering their from Namibia (geology)

early warning and
this view finds support in

5
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philosophical observation aesthetic and s

management and observation admit patient for further

aerial and ground observation protection from (concealment)

observatory observatory telescope s focused on the moon's south pole

observed tenderly observed (see tenderly observed)

observer meteor observers amateur have contributed...

untrained observers it wasn't visible to (courtroom)
more-experienced observer 's (stargazing)

obsessed

obsession

aerial observers prevent detection from , sidelooking radar
international observers at the trial against the doctor
knowledgeable observer similar positions advanced by other s

Dow-obsessed (see Dow-obsessed)
sex-obsessed (see sex-obsessed)
weight-obsessed (see weight-obsessed)

near-obsession he had a with money from an early age

obsessive obsessive-compulsive (see obsessive-compulsive)

obsessive-compulsive
obsessive-compulsive disorder trauma victims develop

obstacle obstacle course a 12-mile ;
climb ropes at the end of the (marines)

obstacle group one mine dump supports a single (military)
obstacle site the emplacing platoon at the (military)

obstacle reduction or clearance clear snipers before beginning

obstacle-clearing (m) each battalion forms an group to create gaps

obstacles and enemy positions locate, report, and bypass
obstacles and hazards in the landing area and vicinity (military)

enemy obstacles locate and identify j, units, weak points, flanks
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terrain obstacles the squad can overcome , but the weather...

battlefield obstacles tank traps and other deadly

man-made obstacles (radio and/or TV towers, wires (military))

deadly (battlefield) obstacle tank traps and other s
hasty obstacles construct to impede enemy movement
huge obstacles his attempts at collecting erotica faced
isolated obstacles are easily bypassed (desert warfare)
major obstacle lack of uniform definitions is a (elder abuse)
natural obstacles exist in deserts (wadis, dunes, escarpments)
strategic obstacles maintain an unbroken line between
tactical obstacles attack enemy maneuver (mines);

and protective obstacles (different purposes);
make attacker conform to defender's plan

natural and man-made obstacles fires and impede the enemy

mines, obstacles, and barriers located all in the zone
minefields and obstacles as with all
built-up areas, obstacles, and contaminated areas (military)

edge of the obstacle in a standoff position away from the (mines)
location of the obstacle the exact location of the (minefield)

obstructed obstructed view record crowds and s at museums

unobstructed (see unobstructed)

obstruction obstruction of the appendix this typically follows
obstruction of justice a prominent attorney was convicted of

obvious

bowel obstruction reports that it caused in infants

obvious answer
obvious lie
obvious problem
obvious question
obvious reason
obvious target

could find no to what caused the crash
that's another by the defendant (trial)
see the doctor if you have an
his response to the
the rule is there for s (football)
search the area for s (military)

less obvious (see less obvious)
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occasion

occupants

occupational

occupying

occurrence

occurring

ocean

not-so-obvious

all-too-obvious

happy occasion

numerous occasions
prior occasions
special occasions

cars' occupants

occupational hazard
occupational injuries
occupational noise

occupying soldiers

common occurrence
strange occurrences

naturally occurring

ocean creature
ocean current
ocean fish
ocean floor

oceanfront (m)
ocean liners
ocean's surface
ocean temperatures
ocean waters

oceangoing

ocean-blue

oceanographer

world's oceans

midocean

(see not-so-obvious)

(see all-too-obvious)

I'm bitter at s (son died);
her departure from the hospital was a
programs have been given on
he'd worn the same cap on (investigation)
he plans to wear the coat and suit for

the truck crushed the

divorce is an (shift workers at hospital)
sporting-related trauma, , and falls

can result in hearing impairment

women hoping to attract the

they hit a deer, a in that area
he has documented the area's (UFOs)

(see naturally occurring)

eaten by s
a worldwide rearrangement of s

coming upriver to spawn
evidence on the ;
we need more coring of the ;
depleting the oxygen near the
the highway
most old-time
the luxury liner slipped below the
climate and flip-flops in
the EPA has set pollution limits for

(see oceangoing)

(see ocean-blue)

(see oceanographer)

the are being depleted

(see midocean)
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ocean-blue

oceangoing

surface of the ocean

ocean-blue eyes

what's under the

she has

oceangoing (American) cargo

oceanographer oceanographer

o'clock four-o'clock
ten-o'clock

ocular

odd

oddball

odd-looking odd-looking duck

oddly oddly argued
oddly named
oddly shaped

ocular discharge

oddball
odd behavior

odd-numbered
odd-looking

great odds

thirty-odd
40-odd

oddball relationship

oddly argued

oddly named

oddly shaped

oddly stooped-over

odd-numbered

oddly stooped-over

oddly argued history

oddly named monsters

oddly shaped aircraft

oddly stooped-over man

odd-numbered day

all

s focusing on global climate change

(see four-o'clock)
(see ten-o'clock)

nasal and

(see oddball)
this isn't the first bit of - on her part

(see odd-numbered)
(see odd-looking)

women who overcame

(see thirty-odd)
(see forty-odd)

the between...

an

(see oddly argued)
(see oddly named)
(see oddly shaped)

(see oddly stooped-over)

people have seen mysterious lights and

an
on s
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odds

odor

overwhelming odds he inspired his men to fight against

five-on-three odds facing

breath odor
foot odor

dentists can measure with a halimeter
the bacteria that cause

rotten-egg odor alarm over the of their Cokes

of (for a selection of collocations with of, see Appendix 2)

often most-often-performed (see most-often-performed)

off off-base (see off-base)
off-brand (see off-brand)
off-campus (see off-campus)
off-center (see off - center)
off-color (see off-color)
off-duty (see off-duty)
off-lease (see off - lease)
off-limits (see off - limits)
off-line (see off -line)
off-ramp (see off -ramp)
off-road (see off-road)
offscreen (see offscreen)
off season (see off season)
offshoot (see offshoot)
offshore (see offshore)

Off Broadway (see Off Broadway)

Off Off Broadway (see Off Off Broadway)

offspring transmitted from mother to ;
Thomas Jefferson's slave

on- and off-line (see on- and off-line)

off-handed (see off-handed)

on-again, off-again (see on-again, off-again)

off-and-on (see off and-on)
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off-the-rack (see off-the-rack)

off -the-court (see off -the-court)
off-the-field (see off-the- field)

cast-off (see cast-off)
cut-off (see cut-off)
cutoffs (see cut-offs)
fenced-off (see fenced-off)
roped-off (see roped-off)
sawed-off (see sawed-off)

far-off (see far-0)

well-off (see well -off)

die-off (see die-off)
drive-off s will be prosecuted (gas station sign)
dropoff (see dropoff)
falloff a in travel to and from...
kickoff (see kickoff)
layoff the s are due to a slowing economy
playoff won the U.S. Open in a
rip-off (see rip-off)
runoff pollution, agricultural and over-fishing;

farm
run-off (m) an unusually high year (kayaking)
showoff (see showoff)
signoff gain a full on the agreement
standoff (see standoff)
stop-off during a in Italy
takeoff (see takeoff)
trade-off questions and s go on...;

a between security and rights

cooling-off (see cooling-off)
jumping-off (see jumping-off)

on-off (see on-off)

hands-off (see hands-off)
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off-and-on

off-base

off-brand

Off Broadway

off-campus

off-center

off-color

offender

$5-off (m)

off-and-on thing

off-base

offered coupons to shoppers

gang trouble has been an

those who live

off-brand (consumer) goods they offer

Off Broadway

off-Broadway musical

Off Off Broadway

off-campus

off-campus apartment
off-campus housing

off-center vision

off-color language

career offender
drug offender
juvenile offender
repeat offender
sex offender
young offenders

serious offender
violent offender
youthful-offender (m)

less violent offenders
most violent offenders

register of (sex) offenders

he has worked in

the award-winning

(see Off Off Broadway)

in classrooms

locks and lighting at s

the eye's more sensitive

any man who dares to use

the dangerous, the violent, the s
s and violent offenders
(see juvenile offender)
whether an accused youth is a
(see sex offender)
harsher sentences for

s as young as 14 in adult prisons
drug offenders and 's
she was granted status

murderers are in cells with
maximum-security cells for the

a central (England)

rehabilitation for (adult) offenders soured on the idea of

drug offenders and violent offenders
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offense criminal offense
drug offense
marijuana offense
property offenses

driving offense

drug-related offenses

minor offense
violent offense

offensive (bad) offensive conduct

offensive (military) offensive counterair

enemy offensive

dry-season offensive

offer offers of assistance

job offer

reward offers

scholarship offer

offering offering price

stock offering

initial-offering (m)

off -handed off-handed worldliness

office (place) office chair
office computer
office comedy
office cubicle
office door
office equipment
office-equipment (m)
office file

a law that makes it a to...
juveniles charged with public nuisance and s
Americans arrested for s
, like burglary and theft

an alcohol-related

women incarcerated on

in most states, game violations are js
juveniles charged with s

attempts to limit (swearing, hate speech)

(OCA) attacks enemy air power

thwarting an against Tay Ninh City

a

after resisting Western (Russia)

keep a top hire who has another j;
showered with js and interview requests
little success in catching rustlers, despite

Alabama made a (basketball)

those allowed to buy shares at the

one of last year's hot js was...

the price

his

she spins around on the
extracurricular uses of the
a first-rate (movie)
assembly lines, 5 and boardrooms
he locked his
a secretary who had stolen
the industry
membership rolls were in the s
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office-furniture (m) ended up at an store
office hierarchy in the D.A.'s , he wasn't authorized...
officeholder Democratic statewide s
office job an downtown
office park a small
office party at an , I decided to...
office-supply (m) Office Depot will close 70 stores
office tower the sight line made the disappear
office worker jammed with s

office water cooler the

admissions office went to the (at a college)
boss's office walking into the
box-office (see box office)
dean's office activists were arrested in the
employment office waiting in line at the
field office agents in FBI s
front office (m) recent turmoil (football)
home office Hawk has a spacious
manager's office went to the to get the key
post office (see post office)
press office the principal deputy in the
Press Office (m) they should contact the staff
principal's office often being turned in to the
project office the LOSAT was closed
security office the holding cell at the Amtrak

company commander's office ushered into the
student-affairs office the at the high school

medical examiner's office the

currency-exchange office the

air-conditioned office in the
glassed-in office his

technology-licensing offices universities now have

diplomatic office the opening of some sort of in Hanoi

office (position) top-ranking office the occupant of the (mayor)
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officer

second-highest-ranking office

oath of office

federally funded office

officers club
officer corps
officer recruit

officer-training (m)

officer-assisted

Army officer
case officer
case-officer (m)

correction officer
correction officer (m)
field officer
finance officer
infantry officer
police officer
probation officer

rookie officer
security officer

Air Force officer
law enforcement officer
military police officers
public-relations officer
weapons-system officer

rank-and-file officer

arresting officer

high-ranking officer

he holds the city's

he took his last week (Russia)

a

at the
in the Army's of 78,000
s at the training academy (corrections)

he attended school, then flight school

(see officer-assisted)

hold high-ranking s responsible
the exact number of s is classified (CIA)
judging the corps (CIA);

performance evaluations (CIA)
Sing Sing and New York State s
a steward of the 5' union
he needed a
working as a
the West Point graduate and former
(see police officer)
the found a halfway house;
parents, caseworkers, 's
new guys, s like me (prison)
s inspect locks at apartments

the air liaison officer (ALO) is an
the next to reach the scene
new challenges for
a -- (for a auto company)
the

s
the

aj

above-mentioned officer the s
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noncommissioned officer career s--the experienced sergeants

flak-jacketed officer the on guard

junior officer
junior officer (m)
naval officer

I ate with a group of s
the corps
a former provided the commentary

officer-assisted officer-assisted suicide the shooting appears to be a case of

official (adj) official biography an attempt to compile a kind of
Official English they have written columns supporting
Official English (m) the movement
official explanations for great events
official language make English the of the United States
official line he parroted the about enemy losses
official (central) repository the for genomic mapping data
official statistics according to , unemployment has...
official visit a two-day to Nigeria

official (person)

official-sounding

unofficial

administration official
agriculture official
aviation officials
census official
customs official
election officials
enforcement official

foundation officials
government officials
immigration official
intelligence official
league official
park official
Pentagon official
school official

space official
state official
university official

(see official-sounding)

(see unofficial)

s acknowledge
--s in the region

banned...
--s said Thursday
a stood by the luggage x-ray machine

launched a hand recount
local child-support s; s say...;
local child-support s

said last week...
industry executives and
an -- checked identification documents
a former
s expected (WNBA)
--s in and around Yosemite
top s withheld news of...
--s across Washington;
s say...
Russian s have calculated a cost...
a high-ranking ; --s gather data
--s say...
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official-sounding

off-lease

off-limits

off-line

Off Off Broadway

off-ramp

off -road

off season

offscreen

zoo official s are negotiating

counterterrorism official U.S. s caution that...

advisory-group official the said...
Air Force official s assured the public
coast guard official js said...
fire department official said one
law-enforcement officials
weather-service official university researchers and s

wildlife official

third-ranking official

accused official
elected official

local official
naval officials
postal official

official-sounding source
official-sounding word

off-lease vehicle

off-limits

off-line broadcaster

--s said...(about black bears)

the

the s were not found guilty
we expect our s to...

according to s
Russian said...(Kursk submarine disaster)
worried s

the
the

s have less wear and tear

mornings are

on- and s

Off Off Broadway play I started going to js

off-ramp on-ramps are better than s

off -road motorcycle s
off-road travelers hikers and other

off season
off-season

in the
failed to sign a free agent during the (football)

off-season mission my

offscreen you feel his presence even when he's
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offshoot

offshore

off-the-court

off-the-field

off-the-rack

offshoot

offshore

offshore tracts

off-the-court persona

off-the-field troubles

off-the-rack suit

oft oft-asked
oft-cited
oft-discredited
oft-heard
oft-mentioned
oft-reprinted
oft-stated

oft-asked

oft-cited

oft-discredited

often

often-criticized

often delayed

often-empty

oft-asked figure

oft-cited figure
oft-cited statistic

oft-discredited question

often-criticized
often delayed
often-expressed
often-quoted
often-unstated

often-empty
often fatal

a giveaway of Parenting magazine

located a mile ; storm moved

rich, in the South China Sea

his public,

the team survived a barrage of (football)

a homemade suit is better than an

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

oft-asked)
oft-cited)
oft-discredited)
oft -heard)
oft -mentioned)
oft -reprinted)
oft-stated)

an (number)

an -- (number)
the

my s

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

often-criticized)
often delayed)
often-expressed)
often-quoted)
often-unstated)

(see often-empty)
(see often fatal)

(see also frequently)

often-criticized initiative hopes to redeem his

often delayed shuttle the problematic and --... (space shuttle)

often-empty theaters pledges of loans to renovate
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often-expressed often-expressed love his for family

often fatal often fatal respiratory disease the virus causes a rare, but

often-quoted often-quoted passage in an

often-unstated often-unstated rivalry the

oft-heard oft-heard story an

oft-mentioned oft-mentioned story an

oft-reprinted oft-reprinted color cartoons his

oft-stated oft-stated belief he mocked his that...

oil (cooking) olive oil heat over medium-high heat

oil (body) skin oil and blood cells

oil (painting) oil painting an of the view from the front porch

oil (other) oil boom but with the collapse of the
oil business the Texas
oil bust the s of the eighties
oil crisis the last (Arab oil embargo)
oil derrick s sit in pools of sludge (Baku)
oil embargo in the wake of the Arab
oil exporter Sudan will be an
oilfields the Kuwaiti
oil field an began pumping crude for export
oil infrastructure pipelines and other
oil market the world
oil monarchy the Gulf s
oil money a share of the
oil prices had plummeted
oil-producer the world's seventh largest
oil profits want a share of the
oil recovery (m) boats were sent to the area (a spill)
oil reserves the world's largest know (Saudi Arabia)
oil slick s and bilge (in the water)
oil stock he sold the last of his
oil storage his tanks, his petroleum and ' depots
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oil-based

oil tank new s hold a 10-day backup
oil tanker --s loom in the harbor (Baku)

oil pipeline construction an running to the coast

oil-rich (see oil-rich)

oil-burning (m) phasing out virtually every furnace
oil drilling ban off California and Florida
oil-drilling (m) an ship; an zone
oil pricing the intricacies of

oil-based (see oil-based)
oil-contaminated (see oil-contaminated)
oil-soaked (see oil-soaked)

fuel oil spilled from a shipwrecked tanker
lube oil barges carrying and fertilizer
motor oil cans of and floor wax

crude oil a slick of floated in the Gulf of Mexico
crude-oil (m) reported reserves

heating oil (see heating oil)

domestic oil and gas supplies

reserves of oil Azerbaijan has one of the world' great

petroleum, oils, lubricants (POL), and ammunition supplies of

oil-based bonanza the supposed
oil-based lubricants most condoms are unsafe to use with

oil-contaminated oil-contaminated sediment s
oil-rich oil-rich nation the nation

oil-rich region the regions of Saudi Arabia

oil-soaked

oily

oil-rich Delta region the -- Delta region (Nigeria)

oil-soaked sponge a giant,

oily skin if you have , use witch hazel
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old (former) old acquaintance
old crowd
old friend

old law professor

I went to see an
he spent less time with his
he asked to to...

he went to work for his

old (amount day-old (see day-old)
of time) month-old (see month-old)

decades old (see decades old)
centuries-old (see centuries-old)
ages-old (see ages-old)
age-old (see age-old)

old (old) old age I'm not afraid to die of (a climber)
old-age an home
old-boy (see old-boy)
old city the walled , built at the end of...
Old City the of Jerusalem
old-growth (see old-growth)
old habits his refusal to change ;

die hard;
can be hard to break

old-line this group
old-money the suburbs
old neighborhood he travels to his every day
old saying you know the , "the Captain always..."
old-school (see old-school)
old-style (see old-style)
old-time movies
old-timer (see old-timer)
old tricks but now she's up to her

old-fashioned (see old-fashioned)

old-boy old-boy system the had its problems

older older child (m) adoptions, age two and over...
older injury yellow, brown or green bruises indicate an

oldest oldest (living) tree the world's (redwood, 7,000 years)

second-oldest (see second-oldest)
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I

I

k

I

I

old-fashioned old-fashioned kind an of courtship
old-fashioned remedy an
old-fashioned values
old-fashioned way win the : by being the best

old-fashioned know-how with new-fashioned values

old-fashioned town house an

old-growth old-growth forest hiking through

virgin old-growth forest the history of

wetlands and old-growth forest dozers destroy s

old-school old-school discipline he was famous for his (sports coach)

old-school French bistro a much loved,

old-style old-style master boxer an
old-style Mexican matriarch s

old-timer old-timer he's an ; from to newcomer;
s have learned the hard way

olive olive oil heat over medium-high heat

olive-drab (see olive-drab)

olive-skinned (see olive-skinned)

olive- or brownish-skinned (see olive- or brownish-skinned)

1 olive-drab olive-drab pants

olive-drab military trunks in

olive-drab (military-issue) parka dressed in an

olive- or brownish-skinned
olive- or brownish-skinned people

olive-skinned olive-skinned woman an named Tina

I

I

I
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ologist

Olympic

Olympic Committee

olive- or brownish-skinned (see olive- or brownish-skinned)

anesthesiologist
anthropologist
archaeologist
biologist
cardiologist
ecologist
entomologist
microbiologist
neurologist
paleontologist
physiologist
psychologist
radiologist

Olympic Committee
Olympic medal
Olympic record

Winter Olympics

(see anesthesiologist)
watches with a practiced eye (an -j)
an
(see biologist)
(see cardiologist)
(see ecologist)
(see entomologist)
(see microbiologist)
I measure the head circumference ()
(see paleontologist)
(see physiologist)
(see psychologist)
(see radiologist)

(see Olympic Committee)
the last time they won an (US men's bobsled)
he beat the (swimming)

the 1984 in Sarajevo

Olympic Committee president

ominous ominous results

ominous-sounding

ominous-sounding ominous-sounding name

on on-air
onboard
on-camera
on-ice
online
on-ramp
on-screen
onset
on-site
onstage
on-target
on-time

the Australian ordered...

a lab test with

(see ominous-sounding)

s like the Single-Minded Ones

(see on-air)
(see onboard)
(see on-camera)
(see on-ice)
(see online)
(see on-ramp)
(see on-screen)
(see onset)
(see on-site)
(see onstage)
(see on-target)
(see on-time)
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oncoming (see oncoming)
ongoing (see ongoing)

onset (see onset)

on-off (see on-off)

off-and-on (see off-and-on)
on and off (see on and off)

on-the-job (see on-the-job)

on-again, off-again (see on-again, off-again)

head-on (see head-on)
hands-on (see hands-on)

hangers-on his S; louts and

carry-on (see carry-on)
clip-on (see clip-on)
come-on (see come-on)
run-on (see run-on)
stick-on (see stick-on)

black-on-black (see black-on-black)

one-on-one (see one-on-one)
five-on-three (m) facing odds

lease on life the medication gave him a new

tough-on-crime (see tough-on-crime)

agreed-upon (see agreed-upon)

be-on-the-lookout (see be-on-the-lookout)

on-again, off-again
on-again, off-again proposal his
on-again, off-again relationship an with his ex-wife

on-air on-air campaign the company's first (on TV)
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on and off

on-air talents

on-and-off switch

on- and off-line

its mix of

an

(see on- and off-line)

on- and off-line on- and off-line broadcaster

onboard

on-camera

on-ice

once

once-a-month

once-a-week

once-a-year

on-board ammunition
on-board equipment
onboard sensors

5
when the ' is set off (K-Kill, tank)

detected an approaching plane
their (TIS, FUR, FCR, and video recorder)

on-board anti-collision equipment

on-camera interview
on-camera report

on-ice injury

once-over

once-celebrated

once - obscure
once-only
once-pristine
once-proud
once-rapid
once-safe
once-significant
once-thick

once-a-month
once-a-week
once-a-year

once-in-a-lifetime

once-a-month visit

once-a-week pill

once-a-year performance

an

an alarm from

s
a campaign to reduce s (hockey)

(see once-over)

(see once-celebrated)

(see once-obscure)
(see once-only)
(see once-pristine)
(see once-proud)
(see once-rapid)
(see once-safe)
(see once-significant)
(see once-thick)

(see once-a-month)
(see once-a-week)
(see once-a-year)

(see once in a lifetime)

the judge allowed a

a that it will submit to the FDA

that of ...
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once-celebrated

once-in-a-lifetime

once-obscure

once-only

once-over

once-pristine

once-proud

once-rapid

once-safe

once-thick

once-significant

oncoming

one (former)

one (number)

once-celebrated attractions its

once-in-a-lifetime experience
once-in-a-lifetime love
once-in-a-lifetime news
once-in-a-lifetime occurrence
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
once-in-a-lifetime thing

once-obscure

once-only fling

once-over

once-pristine lakes

once-proud forces
once-proud heads

once-proud downtown

once-rapid flow

once-safe neighborhood

once-thick (brown) hair

once-significant support

oncoming cars

onetime

one chance
one-class
one-day
one-game
one-hour
one hundredth
one-lane
one-man
one-night
one place

a

a
losing this to...
this is a (climbing Mt. Everest)

their , now famous, loss of...

a
gave her a wary

waste empties into and rivers

some have rolled

its

the (of the dammed river)

my

his

his has slipped

in front of

(see onetime)

I just want
(see one-class)
(see one-day)
(see one-game)
(see one-hour)
(see one hundredth)
(see one-lane)
(see one-man)
(see one-night)
two million people in at one time (Haj)
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one point at he owned six painting by Balthus
one-punch (see one-punch)
one-season (see one-season)
one-sentence (see one-sentence)
one strike (see one strike)
one-time (see one-time)
one-way (see one-way)
one-year (see one-year)

one-bedroom (see one-bedroom)

one or two (see one or two)
one or no (see one or no)

one-eyed (see one-eyed)
one-handed (see one-handed)
one-sided (see one-sided)

one-third (see one-third)
one-fourth (see one-fourth)
one-fifth (see one-fifth)

one-a-day (see one-a-day)
one-on-one (see one-on-one)
one-of-a-kind (see one-of-a-kind)

1 -in -100 -year (see one-in-one-hundred-year)

one-in-a-million (see one-in-a-million)

number one (see number one)

loved one you and your j;
the loss of their s

big one could this be the (earthquake);
until '98 he had never won the (Daytona)

one-a-day one-a-day snowstorms

one-bedroom one-bedroom apartment lives in a

one-class one-class system the (basketball tournaments)
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1

1

one-day one-day supply a of ammunition and missiles

one-day-old (see one-day-old)

one-day-old one-day-old boy a

one-eyed one-eyed marine a
one-eyed sailor a

one-fifth one-fifth the rate in Manhattan

one-fourth one-fourth in nearly of the cases
one fourth supplies of the state's electricity

one-game one-game showdown a

one-handed one-handed pushups doing

one hundredth one hundredth anniversary this is the of the nation's deadliest disaster

one-hour one-hour discussion teachers led a

one-in-a-million one-in-a-million case the might happen

one-in-one-hundred-year
1-in-100-year storm a

one-lane one-lane bridge a

one-man one-man band
one-man show

one-night one-night stand
one-night stint

a
a ;
nobody offered him a

from s to happy-ever-after marriages
a as a go-go dancer

one-of-a-kind one-of-a-kind collectible a
one-of-a-kind event s
one-of-a-kind item s

one-on-one

one-of-a-kind workshop a

one-on-one went with a tank;
loved going (basketball)
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one-on-one experience aj
one or two one- or two-dozen (see one- or two-dozen)

one- or two-dozen one- or two-dozen private homeowners

one or no one- or no-stoplight (see one- or no-stoplight)

one- or no-stoplight

one-punch

one's

one-season

one-sentence

one-sided

one strike

one- or no-stoplight town

one-punch kayo
one-punch power

one-punch knockout

one's background
one's dreams
one's hair
one's knowledge

one's comings and goings

one-season nightmare

one-sentence offer

one-sided fight
one-sided defeat
one-sided picture
one-sided system
one-sided war

they'd put up for the night in

his spectacular, fourth-round, (boxing)
Lewis' (boxing)

it was not a (boxing)

lying about and social acceptance

coloring is such a drastic change
personal info sold without or consent

are a matter of public record (cameras)

aj
his

the eighth round of a fight (boxing)
a
the purveyed by the media
a
a

one-sided pennant race the s (baseball)

one-strike-and-you're-out (see one-strike-and-you're-out)

one-strike-and-you're-out
one-strike-and-you're-out (honor-code) policy s

one-third one-third
one third

it's about the city's rate
sales jumped by
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onetime (former) antiwar radical

one-time

one-time-only

one-way

one-year

ongoing

one-time winner

one-time-only

one-time-only events

one-way avenue

one-year anniversary

this

a

(see one-time-only)

a

Saturday's (bombings);
our was coming up (relationship);
he would have celebrated his with...(job)

ongoing (security) arrangements
ongoing debate the
ongoing effort
ongoing investigation

ensure are appropriate

the regulations are part of an to...
would compromise the

ongoing (contract) negotiations (pilots union)
ongoing process this is going to be an
ongoing studies a number of recent and
ongoing work researchers and their work

ongoing management problems

ongoing love-hate relationship the between...

on-line on-line the time with Peter...;
target women

online you can order ;
newspapers established themselves ;
traders increasingly buy and sell ;
steps to maintain children's privacy

online account
on-line advertisement
online advertising
online auction (m)
on-line chat
online catelog
online consumers
online content
online course
online crime

expects the number of s to soar
had no idea what an might look like

is yesterday's revenue stream
the giant, eBay
the anonymity of
as we visited s
the vast potential in selling to
porn is king of
technical requirements for --s
a new battle against
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online customer
online directory
on-line edition
online essay
online fee
online forum
online game

online generation
online interview
online-investor (m)
on-line magazine
online merchants
online pharmacy
on-line polls
online presence
on-line privacy
on-line promotion
online population
online purchases
online quiz
on-line retailer
online security
on-line store
on-line service

on-line transactions
online system
online usage
on-line version

s could enter the cybercasino
Hotmail's
washingtonpost.com, the paper's
a long, shrewd, funny
lowering banks' 's for bill paying
an to vent their frustrations
play --s for $2.95 an hour;
access fees to play s;
5 are played over the Internet
the new
in an
squabbles erupted on message boards
starting an

s like drugstore.com
a couple of revealed that...
businesses trying to expand their
the right to
providing extensive for Toysmart
the continues to climb

totaled $170 million
let our reveal if you're too sensitive
a small of educational toys

and privacy
iVillage's iBaby
the No. 1 in Britain;

and e-banking
people distrust
has an whereby...

was low (e-banking)
the of the Oxford English Dictionary

on-line apparel retailer the world's largest
online auction site started his own
on-line booksellers could not meet the demand
on-line brokerage account I have opened an at DLJdirect
on-line (Christian) bulletin board were filled with inquiries
online club scene the
online drugstore s must meet strict regulations
online fleshpot purveyors of --s
on-line grocery operations its home-delivery
on-line guestbook digital photographs and an
online job board s
online lottery terminal the
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online trading

online marketplace
online phone directory
online window-shopper
online ticket vendor
online travel sales

portals, exchanges and other s
among the most popular 's are...s
Germany's leading

will continue to race ahead

online health site the Austin, Texas-based

online booking service the charges commissions (hotel bookings)
online dating habits a positive change in
online shopping experience helped define the

online (parts-distribution) Web page Boeing's

online term-paper mills

online Oxford English Dictionary word lovers await the

on- and off -line

online banking
on-line banking

online conferencing
online gaming
online investing
online mourning
online publishing
online shopping
online trading
on-line voting
online voting

online bill paying
on-line grocery shopping
on-line supply purchasing

online trading

(see on- and off-line)

is the wave of the future
the development of ;
the growth in banking

allows us to gather together
in the land of

and online banking
after the death of Princess Diana

through the technology of
has come a long way

(see online trading)
the Justice Department approved ;
the future of

problems have stalled
has taken root
through a single Internet portal

the discount broker that pioneered ;
the popularity of ;

continues to boom

online trading accounts customers can open their own

online-trading market share its has slipped
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only

on-off

on-ramp

on-screen

onset

only child
only question
only thought
only (possible) way

adults-only
English Only
males-only
men-only
players-only

Internet-only

Western-wear-only

standing-room-only

once-only

on-off switch

on-ramp

shoulder of the on-ramp

onscreen (adv)

on-screen performance

onset

onset of bleeding
onset of the eruption
onset of fever
onset of pain

she was an
You must tell him. How you tell him is the
my was to get out (fire in tunnel)
we felt this was the only

(see adults-only)
(see English Only)
(see males-only)
(see men-only)
(see players-only)

(see Internet-only)

(see Western-wear-only)

(see standing-room-only)

(see once-only)

the main

an that's on a downslope;
cars driving the begin to merge

stopping on the

computer games that create virtual worlds

their powerful

wanted a different approach from the

typically is sudden, painless...
inspection of seismograms since the (volcano)
an abrupt is associated with...
acute in older or very young patients;
the is usually more gradual than migraines

onset of breast development the average age of

adult-onset
fever onset

(see adult-onset)
inquire as to the (abrupt or gradual)
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on-site

onslaught

onstage

on-target

on-the-job

on-time

abrupt onset
acute onset
late-onset

age of onset

on-site neglect

on-site retailing

on-site fitness center

enemy onslaught

onstage

on-target blows

on-the-job class
on-the-job deaths
on-the-job homicides
on-the-job injury

an of fever is associated with...
the of pain in older or very young patients
(see late-onset)

the average of breast development

company perks like an

the killed 14 and wounded 18 marines

he was ' for an hour;
it's fun, going and performing;
his appearance the next night

(boxing)

s for garment workers

work-related s

on-time (mortgage) payments a life of
on-time ranking of airlines aids travelers
on-time records airlines must release

op (see opinion, operation))

open open-air
open-bay
open canoe
open-court
open debate
open injury
open letter

open-neck
open range
open route
open sewer
open society

(see open-air)
(see open-bay)
rafts, s and kayaks
(see open-court)
we should encourage (free speech)
s require thorough irrigation
he published an on his Web site;
he posted an on the site calling for...
(see open-neck)
preservation of the and buffalo hunting
control on an is slight (military convoys)
urban waterways became --s
in an , speech is free
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open-air

open-and-shut

open-bay

open-court

open-ended

opener

opening

open terrain

open-water

open-ended
open-minded
open-mouthed
open-necked
open-sided

open-and-shut

open-to-the-sun

wide-open

open-air concept
open-air market
open-air restaurant

open-air drug market

open-and-shut affair
open-and-shut case

open-bay barracks

open-court skills

open-ended conversation
open-ended discussion
open-ended itinerary
open-ended questions
open-ended series

bottle opener
eye-opener
letter opener

opening argument
opening date
opening-day (m)
opening lines
opening night

offers excellent long-range visibility;
the associated with the desert environment
(see open-water)

(see open-ended)
(see open-minded)
(see open-mouthed)
(see open-necked)
(see open-sided)

(see open-and-shut)

(see open-to-the-sun)

(see wide-open)

the
a lively
an
an

s
it wasn't an

an (military)

the of Hardaway (basketball)

an
an
an
answer
a long,

the cap was removed using a
the visit was an
a gold from Al Gore

ready to make the government's
the of his most recent film

questions; the payroll (sports)
people attempt (at a bar)
Jerry Lewis's at the Copacabana;
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open-minded

open-mouthed

opening-night (m)
opening remarks
opening shot
opening statement

opening weekend
opening-weekend (m)

opening of the season

chess opening

eye-opening

turn-around opening

open-minded

it closed after (Broadway play)
an party
in her (at the conference)
the long in "Carnal Knowledge"
his at the trial

a film's crucial
their audiences (movies)

the (home season) (basketball)

a traditional

(see eye-opening)

js in the guardrails (on interstate roads)

"I'm j," he said softly;
my neighbors are very ;
we should be more ;
had tried to be

openmouthed watched,

open-mouthed double take an

open-neck open-neck shirt in a blue

open-necked open-necked shirt s;
a striped

open-sided open-side pavilion an
open-sided stands

open-to-the-sun open-to-the-sun coffee plantation a verdant

open-water open-water (certification) dive an (scuba)

opera

open-water swimmer one of the greatest js

opera composer
opera fan
opera house
opera lover
opera queen

the most successful since Puccini
the loggionisti, the diehard --s (La Scala)
La Fenice, the wondrous 18th century
a Chicago
gimlet-eyed s
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operated

operating

opera singer

soap opera
soap-opera (m)

black-operated
coin-operated
company-operated
Thai-operated

one current student is an

he watches the same s she does
the queen Susan Lucci

(see black-operated)
(see coin-operated)
(see company-operated)
(see Thai-operated)

black-owned-and-operated (see black-owned-and-operated)

remote-operated

electronically operated
manually operated
remotely operated

operating base
operating cost

operating field
operating hours
operating mine
operating procedure
operating profits
operating room
operating system

forward operating

operating system operating system

operation
(medical)

(see remote-operated)

(see electronically operated)
(see manually operated)
(see remotely operated)

main (MOB) (military)
have higher js;
save $16 million a year in js;
save the companies $3 billion in s
the (surgery)
retrieve your mail during post office
Leadville's last will close
coercion was standard
generated a hundred million dollars in
surgeons in an
(see operating system)

(see forward operating)

an is software that runs the hardware

operating-system monopoly an (computers)

Windows operating system the controls 90 % of PCs

personal computer operating system Microsoft's dominance of s

pen-based operating system the like 3Com's

brain operation three s later
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operation
(military)

sex-change operation she had a

multiple-coronary-bypass operation two s

minor operation

operations map

Operation Desert Shield
Operation Desert Storm

combat operation

ground operation

intelligence operation

jungle operations
mine operations
night operations
surveillance operations
sweep operation

I told them I needed a

the enemy situation is displayed on the

during , the coalition faced the threat of...
the force that prevailed in

s against an armed enemy;
during s in the A Shau Valley;
a raid is a to attack a position or installation;
the ability to conduct sustained s
forced to prepare for a possible ;
a was imminent
a well-established ;
some --s were compromised last year
detailed information on (military)
our allies have experience in (military)
sustained low-visibility or (military)
long-range in the desert
depending on the type of --s (mine clearing)

counterair operations joint
counterdrug operations the interagency community involved in
counterintelligence operation we're reviewing our
counterinsurgency operations suspended all (India)
countermine operations breach or clear a minefield
countermobility operations engineers conduct in support of...
counterterrorism operations conducting

air defense operations activities relating to
base defense operations plans, coordinates, and supervises
missile defense operations the management of
nighttime operation lead a small group in a (military)

air and missile defense operations planning and execution of

EPW operations MP and -- in combat (enemy prisoners of war)

low-visibility (or night) operations sustained ' (military)
real-world operations increased Guard role in
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operation (other)

short-term operations

continued operations
dismounted operation
sustained operations

airborne operations

humanitarian operations
military operations
special operations
tactical operations

status of operations

design operation
espionage operation
government operations
grocery operations
heroin operation
maintenance operations
rescue operation
sting operation

conduct (military)

bad weather made dangerous (military)
close and continuous assault fire during s
ARSOA units can perform (military)

(military)

peacekeeping missions,
against the cave and tunnel complex

(see special operations)
conducting sustained (Army corps);
plan the employment of minefields for

brief the leader on the current (military)

the head of a as vast as Ford's
he supervises the most important s
spending bills to pay for
its home-delivery on-line
he ran the largest in the borough
routine and special (MARTA / Atlanta)
(see rescue operation)
they have done a on me

customer management operations can increase profits

undercover operation a three-year

farming operation I'm running a
manufacturing operations Dell's efficient in Texas

eavesdropping operation the agency's procedures for

corporate farming operations large

thoroughly planned operation

delicate operation

day-to-day operation

director of operations

the to recover remains of the dead (sub)

Sister Luke, who ran the (home for dying)

he was for the past two years (training center)
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operational operational area

operative

operator

operational assistance
operational base

operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational
operational

capability
challenges
channels
command
consideration
control
decisions
environment
flexibility
limitations
maps
readiness
restraints
security

operational stocks

provided aerial attack in an ;
placement of troops into an S;
terrain in the
fire support and provided to combat elements
special forces s;
advanced (AOB);
forward (FOB)
a demonstration of s
train to meet the of the mission
send NBC reports through (military)
in support of or under the of...
a staff must adjust rapidly to many different s

many then be passed to either the...
he makes within his assigned responsibility
its mission is to conduct operations in any
ARSOA commanders maintain
a commander must be aware of of his unit
prepare detailed (military)
resupply to sustain the of the squadron

do not necessarily impede...
concerns about (an evacuation);

(OPSEC) and force protection
units maintain and use of supplies

operational capability or sustainability changes that affect his

operational and strategic (m)

operational or strategic (m)

operational and tactical (m)

understand the context (of the mission);
supports operations at the -- level
accomplish the goals;
attacks will be undertaken for objectives
obstacles as pivots for maneuver

tactical and operational (m) achieve momentum with light forces
strategic, operational, and tactical (m) the major objectives of...

postoperative (see postoperative)

mobile operator
plant operator
taxi operator

robot arm operator
ski-resort operators

s can trace calling patterns
the current
a knowledgeable, courteous

the shuttle's (space shuttle)
bookings are up, say
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opiate

opinion
(and op)

opinion-editorial

opium

opium-induced

opponent

cockfight-pit operators

mobile-phone operator

sewing-machine operator

abused opiate

long-acting opiate

opinion page
opinion-page (m)
opinion poll

op-ed

expert opinion
expert-opinion (m)
others' opinions
public opinion
public-opinion (m)
user opinion

dissenting opinion
opposing opinion

working-class opinion

honest opinion
low opinion
second opinion
unanimous opinion

differences of opinion

op-ed page

opium poppies

opium-induced

opium-induced haze

opponents' concerns

forty-two in Oklahoma

the world's largest

s
the most commonly is heroin

methadone, a that prevents withdrawal...

on its
the paper printed an response
some s have shown...

(see opinion-editorial)

flip through consumer guides for s
launched as an site for 350 products
do you shrug right off
the pressure of international

polls; polling
Web sites offer expert reviews and s

as the judge pointed out in his
clarify his or her own (editorial board)

surveys of

to become even better, we need your s (casino)
a seriously of her own worth
the family came to him for a (psychologist)
in a written by the judge

obvious among them

the (of the Washington Post)

are a major cash crop

(see opium-induced)

an
about the anthrax vaccine
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opportune

opportunity

gun opponent
marijuana opponent
treaty's opponents
vaccine opponent

gun advocates and s
the vehemence of s
the will attack it
--s imperil the population

boxing opponent Mexico is an important supplier of s

cockfighting opponents in Oklahoma

top-rated opponent defended his titles against js (boxing)

formidable opponent he is a , and his own worst enemy

opportune time waiting and watching for an to act (kidnapper)

opportunities for our education system challenges and
opportunity for reappraisals

employment opportunity js for welfare-dependent mothers
job opportunity efforts underway to develop s for those
photo opportunity we'll do a very brief
recreation opportunities more parks mean improved

marketing opportunity
mating opportunity
training opportunity

skateboarders cashing in on s
women have fewer s than men
the age limit was changed to improve

missed opportunities I saw (lack of law-enforcement cooperation)
unprecedented opportunity scientists will gain an
wasted opportunity

economic opportunity improving s for all residents (of the state)
great opportunity this is a for us
last opportunity I had one to discuss it with him (hiring policy)
lost opportunity he is the epitome of sloth and
perfect opportunity the concert gives us the to hang out...
recreational opportunities enjoy its -- (a state park)
same opportunities we would love to have the
tactical opportunities air mobility helps create for commanders

incredible and rewarding opportunity board service was an

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity losing this -- to...
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opposing

opposite

opposition

oppressed

optic

optical

optimal

option

not-to-be-wasted opportunity

lack of opportunity
targets of opportunity
window of opportunity

opposing opinion

opposite direction
opposite sex
opposite-sex (m)
opposite way

opposition force
opposition group

community opposition

oppressed minority

gridlock-oppressed

optic atrophy

fiber optics
fiber-optic

optical fiber (m)

thermal and optical (m)

optimal response

dining out is a (for flirting)

isolation and (Appalachia)
the engagement of (military)
we've missed our

clarify his or her own (editorial board)

a man with a gun running in the
someone of the
covertly eyed their counterparts
survivors ran the (fire in tunnel)

a drubbing from the
began to support its --s

despite to the controversial project

an in need of liberation

(see gridlock-oppressed)

may appear (permanent blindness)

(see fiber optics)
(see fiber-optic)

the new technology (Internet)

distinguish friendly and enemy signatures

increase dosage until the is obtained

option for (unmarried) females

response option
stock options

stock-option (m)
treatment option

teaching was an

s appropriate to the
potentially lucrative ;

for executives;
companies lure recruits with
the tax rate on earnings
gathered information on s (for nausea);
--s and the reasons for more tests;
discussed s for breast cancer;
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optional

or

oral (mouth)

warhead options

remaining option

preferred option

tactical options

range of options

optional equipment

weight the js properly

their range and (theater ballistic missiles)

his only was to...

acquisition is our (land for park)

man-made construction may affect

we parents have a (monitoring kids on Net)

computers will have fingerprint scanners as

[for a selection of collocations with or, see Appendix 1]

oral administration
oral analgesics
oral antibiotics
oral antihistamine
oral anticoagulants
oral care (m)
oral contraception
oral contraceptive
oral dose
oral health
oral health (m)
oral hydration
oral hygiene
oral intercourse
oral rehydration
oral rehydration (m)
oral route
oral sex

oral temperature
oral vaccine

oral-anal
oral-genital

oral or topical (m)

fecal-oral

versus inhaled or sublingual routes (drug)
prescribe (e.g., acetaminophen)
give one dose of IV antibiotics and start
an epinephrine auto-injector and (anaphylaxis)
patients that are taking

products such as mouthwash, toothpaste
the development of
drugs such as s
after an inhaled or (bronchodilator)
taking care of the family's
preventing problems
maintain adequate
good is essential to cavity prevention

versus vaginal or anal intercourse
and early appropriate feeding (gastroenteritis)
therapy (ORT)

when intubation by is impossible
solicited him for nude photos and j;
performing in customers' cars for $15
rectal temperatures are more reliable than js
injected vaccines versus s

(see oral-anal)
(see oral-genital)

a brief course of antibiotics

(see fecal-oral)
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oral (spoken) oral arguments the court heard

oral history js and slave narratives
oral-history (m) an project;

New Deal project
oral information provide written and on cast care (hospital)
oral interview the research will be based on js
oral-interview (m) skills and writing and research skills
oral tradition Navajo tells of...

oral-anal oral-anal contact avoid (transmission of giardiasis)

oral-genital oral-genital contact avoid oral-anal and (giardiasis transmission)

orange orange-soda (m) I landed an can, full of silt and sand

Agent Orange (see Agent Orange)
lava-orange (see lava-orange)

burnt-orange (see burnt-orange)

bright-orange (see bright-orange)

orbit earth's orbit tied to changes in the around the sun

egg-shaped orbit an elliptical, or , orbit

orbiting lower-orbiting (see lower-orbiting)

orchard

orchestra

apple orchard
peach orchard

passed through s
1,560 acres of s in Virginia

computer-monitored orchard

citrus orchard the Caucasus towered above s

hundred-and-seventy-eight-acre orchard a

orchestra member all js hired in the future
orchestra pit the floor of the can be raised or lowered

twenty-four-piece orchestra will conduct a
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ordeal

order (machine)

order (legal)
(legislative)

humiliating ordeal

working order

court order
executive order
expulsion order

federal court order

restraining order

protective order

order (medical) doctor's orders

physician's orders

standing order

do-not-resuscitate order

order (business) order of business

order (money)

holiday orders
mail order
phone order
purchase order

confirmed orders
customized orders

advance order
big orders
firm order
special order

made-to-order

deluge of (holiday) orders

money order

maintained his dignity throughout the

officials said everything was in (space station)

were police called to enforce the
the President signed an to that end
the State Department issued the

because of a

obtained a ' to keep him away;
asked for a domestic-violence

the need for an emergency (battered women)

so much for ;
given an injection without the
left the hospital against a

an infusion may be started by

she has signed a ' (hospice)

their spacewalk was the top

companies couldn't handle the deluge of
(see mail order)
those who take s (telephone headsets)
memoranda, requisition forms, s

Airbus surpassed Boeing in (for planes)
Ford will take on the Internet

it can get s (for the new plane)
customers thronged to the market with (sheep)
Airbus has 34 s (for planes)
s (book buying)

(see made-to-order)

companies couldn't handle the

credit cards, personal checks, 's
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order (post office) change of address order

order (military) order of the day

combat orders
promotion orders

written order

direct order

order (security) law and order

order (hierarchy) pecking order

social order

order (sequence)

ordered

ordering

orderly

ordinance (law)

ordinary

ascending order
decreasing order
descending order

alphabetical order
chronological order
logical order
perfect order
proper order
random order

court-ordered
government-ordered

ordering information

disorderly

noise ordinance
zoning ordinance

floodplain ordinance

local ordinance

ordinary citizen

only you may file a (post office)

it seems to be the (questioning authority)

are written or oral communications
the Silver Star citation and

disobeying a (military)

carry out the

(see law and order)

the of popularity

a person who didn't fit in to the ;
the is breaking down (volcanic eruption)

answers given in (A-Z)(0-9)
in of frequency
(Z to A) (9 to zero)

is A to Z
first in summary form and then in
put them in some (ideas)
his desk and paperwork were in
it is our job to turn them over in (documents)

(see court-ordered)
(see government-ordered)

the Web site has

(see disorderly)

(see noise ordinance)
Macon County has no

Macon Country has no

use of this dumpster site is restricted by

s joined government leaders
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ordinary people

ordinary street crime
ordinary war veterans

ordnance (weapon) precision ordnance

unexploded ordinance

explosive ordinance

ore ore carrier

uranium ore

Oregon

organ (part)

organ (music)

organization

letting their lives be recorded (for TV)

a tragic but largely
the views of

Americans supplied the aircraft and

from World War I still kills and maims

(see explosive ordinance)

s in storms (ships)

was scarce

silver- and lead-bearing ore

Oregon Trail

organ damage
organ donation
organ donor
organ recipient
organ transplant

sex organ

commonly injured organs

abdominal organs

golf-ball-size organ

organ player

organization phase

organization's newsletter

the old

the

can cause
a moratorium on s by nonrelatives
he began to search for an
--s and those awaiting transplants
an increasing number of s

the male comes in many versions

the three most (abdominal GSWs)

injuries to both solid and hollow (blast)

two identical --s (hippocampus)

the silent films are accompanied by an

with the investigation still in the

in the -- denounced...

organization's membership rolls his

advocacy organization the nation's largest gay and lesbian
aid organization join up with an
conservation organization two African s
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organized

dive organization
labor organization
militia organization
veterans' organization

--s refuse to sanction no-limits diving
get a lot of support from --ss
had drawn criticism from some --s

health-maintenance organization protection from s

watchdog organization a national

secret-service organization accomplices of foreign --s

faith-based organization s combat social ills

privately financed organization

charitable organization
civic organization

organized crime
organized mobs
organized resistance
organized violence

organized hate groups
organized tour groups

better organized
well-organized
neatly organized

organized crime organized crime

organizer

a whose goal is to...
various s run the festivals

(see organized crime)
of stick-wielding vigilantes

there was widespread to slavery
torture and used to coerce people

the strength of
Thomas Cook introduced

organized-crime factions
organized-crime family
organized-crime figures
organized-crime specialist
organized-crime squad

(see better organized)
(see well-organized)
(see neatly organized)

in a report on in Bosnia

a power vacuum between
S
alleged
a Dutch
head of the squad

organizers of (an anti-violence) rally

conference organizers
event organizers
event's organizer
key organizer

in Birmingham

Suzanne Mubarak, one of the
announced disappointing ticket sales

Ms. Cook, the
Beck was a of the Seattle protests
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orientation

oriented

origin

original

parade organizers

orientation tour

assistance-oriented
business-oriented
career-oriented
case-oriented
client oriented
committee-oriented
consumer-oriented
detail-oriented
family-oriented
future-orientated
gay-oriented
goal-oriented)
growth-oriented
male-oriented
policy-oriented
practitioner-oriented
profit-oriented
results-oriented
technology-oriented
youth-oriented

sexually oriented

origin of the infection
origin of pain

origin of the breakout

country of origin

original design
original receipts
original route
original testimony

original outbreak

original version of events

bronze originals

protested the alcohol ban

during an (for freshmen at Yale)

(see assistance-oriented)
(see business-oriented)
(see career-oriented)
(see case-oriented)
(see client oriented)
(see committee-oriented)
(see consumer-oriented)
(see detail-oriented)
(see family-oriented)
(see future-oriented)
(see gay-oriented)
(see goal-oriented)
(see growth-oriented)
(see male-oriented)
(see policy - oriented)
(see practitioner-oriented)
(see profit-oriented)
(see results-oriented)
(see technology-oriented)
(see youth-oriented)

(see sexually oriented)

if Southeast Asia is the , then...(malaria)
there is no evidence that the is from...

help determine the (Ebola virus)

an immigrant's

they had criticized the for the center
include (expense report)
signs show how to return to the (after detour)
he changed his

within 2 1/2 months of the (Hantavirus)

he admitted his was wrong (hospital)

copies of lost
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restored original a can cost $3,000 (toy car)

orphan orphan child sympathy for the

orphanage (see orphanage)

orphanage orphanage his overlooked a slum

orthopedic orthopedic injuries other x-rays may be indicated for

Oscar Oscar broadcast he remembers the difficulty of the first
Oscar ceremony at this Sunday's in Los Angeles
Oscar statuette received an for...
Oscar-winner (m) the Philip Yordan (films)

Oscar-winning (see Oscar-winning)

best-actress Oscar Meryl Streep won the for...

(see also Academy Awards)

Oscar-winning Oscar-winning director an

Oscar-winning co-writer the of the film...

oscillation little-understood oscillation a (climate)

ostrich ostrich-skin (see ostrich-skin)

ostrich-skin ostrich-skin (cowboy) boots black

other other people's her growing brood of children

others others' distress in their response to
others' opinions do you shrug right off

ounce

needs of others a capacity to respond to the ;
she met the before her own

twenty-ounce a cut of beef
twenty-five-ounce a (midget grayling) trout
36-ounce a steak
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ours-is-better-than-yours
ours-is-better-than-yours campaign an

out outplay (v) FSU ed Notre Dame
outrebound (v) IU --ed Michigan

outback (see outback)
outbuilding (see outbuilding)
outdoors (see outdoors)
outdoor (see outdoor)
outfit (see outfit)
outfitter (see outfitter)
outlaw (see outlaw)
outlet (see outlet)
outline (see outline)
outpost (see outpost)
outrage (see outrage)
outside (see outside)
outsider (see outsider)

outright (see outright)

outage (see outage)

outbreak (see outbreak)
outburst (see outburst)
outcome (see outcome)
outlook (see outlook)
output (see output)
outset (see outset)

outlying (see outlying)
outpouring (see outpouring)

outdated (see outdated)

out-of-body (see out-of-body)
out-of-bounds (see out-of-bounds)
out of control (see out of control)
out-of-court (see out-of-court)
out-of-date (see out-of-date)
out-of-pocket (see out-of-pocket)
out-of-print (see out-of-print)
out-of-state (see out-of-state)
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out-of-stock (see out-of-stock)
out-of-tune (see out-of-tune)
out-of-town (see out of town)
out-of-towners (see out-of-towners)
out-of-wedlock (see out-of-wedlock)
out-of-work (see out-of-work)

out-of-the-way (see out-of-the-way)

out-and-out (see out-and-out)

lights-out (see lights-out)

all-out (see all -out)

breakout (see breakout)
burnout (see burnout)
check-out (see check-out)
cookout (see cookout)
dropout (see dropout)
fallout (see fallout)
handout (see handout)
hangout (see hangout)
hideout (see hideout)
holdout (see holdout)
knockout (see knockout)
lookout (see lookout)
printout (see printout)
runout (see runout)
sellout (see sellout)
shootout (see shootout)
takeout (see takeout)
tear-out (see tear-out)
tryout (see tryout)
turnout (see turnout)
workout (see workout)

coming-out (see coming-out)
falling-out (see falling-out)

burned-out (see burned-out)
burnt-out (see burnt-out)
crossed out (see crossed out)
drawn-out (see drawn-out)
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outage

out-and-out

outback

outbreak

dugout
fished-out
stressed-out
sold-out
tricked-out
washed-out
worn-out

blackout
brownout
whiteout

far-out
flat-out

day in, day out

(see dugout)
(see fished-out)
(see stressed-out)
(see sold-out)
(see tricked-out)
(see washed-out)
(see worn-out)

(see blackout)
(see brownout)
(see whiteout)

(see far-out)
(see flat-out)

(see day in, day out)

power outage a 20-minute in one neighborhood;
s, water shutdowns, phone disruptions

out-and-out call
out-and-out crook
out-and-out lie

his for jihad
an
a misunderstanding rather than an

outback through the central Michigan

outbreak of (epidemic) diseases preventing the
outbreak of (foot-and-mouth) disease a widening
outbreak of encephalitis the current
outbreaks of the flu large did not begin until January or later
outbreak of illness an among monkeys imported from...
outbreaks of (head) lice when are severe...
outbreak of measles an resulted in the deaths of...(Philippines)
outbreaks of (bubonic) plague monitoring the
outbreak of violence the showed that...

anthrax outbreak
disease outbreak
syphilis outbreak

point-source outbreak

hate-crime outbreak

the Sverdlovsk of 1979
aspects of a may combine...
a of 20 or so teens

data suggesting a massive (biological weapon)

a deliberately timed
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outbuilding

outburst

outcome

outdated

outdoor

food-poisoning outbreak

waterborne outbreaks

an utterly typical

giardia was implicated in 90

deliberately timed (hate-crime) outbreak a

current outbreak
devastating outbreak
huge outbreak
initial outbreak
large outbreaks

the of mosquito-carried encephalitis
a of foot-and-mouth disease
we don't think we'll see a (computer virus)
during the in 1993 (Hantavirus)
large of the flu

massive (point-source) outbreak a (biological weapon)
measles outbreak health authorities acknowledged the
original outbreak within 2 1/2 months of the (Hantavirus)
sporadic outbreaks
suspicious outbreaks
widening outbreak

area of outbreak
extent of the outbreak
majority of outbreaks
source of the outbreak

wooden outbuilding

extreme outbursts
violent outbursts

have occurred (anthrax)
criteria for of disease (biological weapons)
a of foot-and-mouth disease

a natural vector in the
find out the (measles)
home-processed foods are responsible for the
she believed she'd found the

a log home with dilapidated s

in some cultures, are expected or required
he was capable of

outcome of the (Presidential) election whatever the

election's outcome

desired outcome

different outcome
disastrous outcome
good outcome
positive outcome

outdated computer
outdated plane

outdoor activities
outdoor adventures

despite the uncertainty of the

achieving the

would there have been a
faced with a ' (medical operation)
I hope for a (abducted woman)
he was pessimistic about a (rescue)

js and broken windows;
equipped with mostly js

my friends and I favor
and woodland activities
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outdoors

outdoorsman

outer

outfit

outfitter

outing

outlaw

outdoor (basketball) court
outdoor disciplines
outdoor equipment (m)
outdoor events
outdoor fatality
outdoor (music) festival
outdoor instructor
outdoor market
outdoor party
outdoor party (m)
outdoor skills

outdoor stuff
outdoor temperature
outdoor use

outdoor crime scene
outdoor party tent

outdoor walkway

outdoors

outdoorsman

outdoorsman
outdoorsmen

outer fence
outer space

courier outfit

canoe outfitter

family outing
weekend outing

outlaw status

outlaws and renegades

freedom-loving outlaws

the s are filled with trash, broken bottles
disciplines: hiking, climbing...
industries

weddings, vacations, or other
s caused by lighting (versus indoors)
one of the nation's largest s (Austin)
my former job as an
many Russian s pay protection to gangs
use the terrace for s

tents
comfortable with your skills;
a solid set of
he loved tennis, sailing,
after s have started to drop
the CD player is designed for

their skill at processing s (police)s
led me along an

they are , rather than stuck inside

(see outdoorsman)

an indignity to an old
an entire generation of

there is an inner and (jail)
long-term human exploration of

delivered to us by a

--s

on a ; --s on bicycles
a diverting

skateboarding's

freedom-loving

and renegades
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outlet

outline

outlook

outlying

out-of-body

out-of-bounds

out of control

out-of-court

out-of-date

out-of-pocket

out-of-print

out-of-state

retail outlet
vitamin outlets

check-cashing outlet

outline of the hills

political outlook

outlying ambush
outlying mine
outlying suburbs

out-of-body experience

out-of-bounds mark

out of control

Tucson's s give way to chain stores
health-food shops and on every block

private s

the

they were similar in their

s (versus the principle ambush)
where a stray or has a chance of landing
can afford to live in the new

it was an

the

in danger of spiraling ;
things were getting

out-of-control courts
out-of-control drivers laws against
out-of-control person an
out-of-control quality a wild, nervy to his writing
out-of-control rebel the angry,
out-of-control shopper an shopper
out-of-control (urban) sprawl (Austin)

out-of-control spending

out-of-court settlement

out-of-date

out-of-date version

out-of-date country boy

out-of-pocket costs
out-of-pocket expenses

out-of-print book

information on s (doctors)

most museums are

an version

an-

would run to...

they sell out-of-print, rare and used books

out-of-state online booking agency the charges commission (hotels)
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out-of-stock out-of-stock medicine provided faster

out-of-the-way out-of-the-way place in js
out-of-the-way town s

out of town out-of-town buddy an
out-of-town reporter s
out-of-town surgery
out-of-town assignments
out-of-town conference s

out-of-towners out-of-towners when arrive;
the come here for jobs;
, hicks in cloth coats

out-of-tune out-of-tune voice we heard the s

out-of-wedlock out-of-wedlock birth s;
divorce and js

out-of-wedlock children neglecting their

out-of-work out-of-work man an

outpost orbiting outpost the

outpouring outpouring of aid prompted an

output output doubling its

agriculture output
diamond output

outrage public outrage

outright outright

outset outset

outside

dropped by 20 percent
Angola's

was intense

dismissed that

wanted a different approach from the

outset of the (Trojan) Warat the

outside investment the city has attracted
outside laboratories poor techniques by the laboratories
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outsider

outside world

outside world (see outside world)

outsider's view an

straight-talking outsider he was a

outside world the city is connected to the ;
improve relations with the ;
while the hopes for peace;
united in defiance of the ;
people in the (psychiatric ward)

oval oval-shaped (see oval-shaped)

oval-shaped oval-shaped eyes

ovation standing ovation gliding onto a stage, to a

oven oven dial spin an

convection oven a circulates hot air with a fan

self-cleaning oven a

over

microwave oven 's, televisions, VCRs

over-harvest (v) the fish continues to be ed at sea
override (v) devices that encryption programs
overturn (v) a court fight to have the ban ed
overwrap (v) the cast is ed with an elastic bandage

overalls he wore mud-caked bib
overdose (see overdose)
overgarment (see overgarment)
overhead the subway, which roars by
overhead (see overhead)
overland (see overland)
overload an of homework
overnight (see overnight)
overpass (see overpass)
overtime (see overtime)
overtone (see overtone)
overwater long flights...
overseas (see overseas)
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F

1).

oversight the state-mandated panel
overtime we are going into ;

maximum j, minimum wages;
played five games (basketball)

over-utilization (see over-utilization)
overweight (see overweight)

overhaul a court-ordered of the system
overlay maps and --s (military);

prepare a map of the are reconned
overlook (see overlook)
overpass (see overpass)
overrun (see overrun)
overwatch (see overwatch)

overbuilding the city suffered from
overcrowding attempts to reduce dangerous prison
overfishing pollution, and disease;
over-fishing pollution, agricultural runoff and
overflowing (see overflowing)
overhanging (see overhanging)
overlooking (see overlooking)
overriding (see overriding)
overwhelming (see overwhelming)
overwintering the virus may not be successful at

overcrowded (see overcrowded)
overlooked (see overlooked)
overpriced (see overpriced)
oversized (see oversized)
overturned (see overturned)
overworked (see overworked)

overdue (see overdue)
over-eager (see over-eager)
over-zealous (see over-zealous)

over-60 (see over-sixty)

over-all (see over-all)

over-the-counter (see over-the-counter)
over-the-hill (see over-the-hill)
over-the-top (see over-the-top)
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over-all

bent-over (see bent-over)
leftovers (see leftovers)
misted-over (see misted-over)
stooped-over (see stooped-over)

flashover blamed a for killing a firefighter
hand-over (see hand-over)
hangover woke up with a
layover a three-hour in Atlanta
makeover a kitchen ;

a salesgirl can give you a free (cosmetics)
rollover the likelihood of s (cars)
sleepover she hosted s and birthday parties (mom)
stopover (see stopover)
takeover (see takeover)
turnover (see turnover)
voice-over in a j at the start of the first episode;

there are no explanatory s
walkover the campaign won't be a

all-over

once-over

(see all-over)

(see once-over)

over-all flatness an
over-all impression the impression
over-all lack he has behaved with an of cooperation
over-all level measure the of risk
over-all policy our
overall power the (of the booster)
over-all risk an idea of the s they are taking
overall risk the
overall (security) situation the remains unchanged (Saudi Arabia)

overall scheme of things where we stand in the

overcrowded overcrowded sweat shops

overdose Tylenol-overdose hundreds of cases every year

overdue overdue debt $135 billion of s

over-eager over-eager, shabby reporting
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1

overflowing

overgarment

overhanging

overhead

overland

overlook

overlooked

overlooking

overly

overly aggressive

overnight

overpass

overpriced

overriding

overflowing toilet

protective overgarment

battle dress overgarment

overhanging wall

overhead compartment
overhead fan
overhead projector

overland journey

scenic overlook

overlooked clue

overlooking bridge

overly aggressive

s
chemical (chemical warfare agents)

(chemical warfare agents)

at the foot of an

problems finding space in the of an aircraft
creaky floors and big s
he snapped on an

after lengthy s

walked to a above...

searching for some

sentries at the entrance to draws and on s

(see overly aggressive)

overly aggressive administration of potentially toxic antidotes

overnight (adv) traveled 15 miles

overnight delivery
overnight gear
overnight stop
overnight trip

overnight housing

overpass

highway overpass

sleeping bags, stoves and other
he planned s in Florida (elections)
went on an with her ex-boyfriend

for everyone

six interchanges, 20 s and service roads

drank whiskey under a

overpasses and service roads six interchanges, 20
bridges, overpasses, underpasses, culverts inspect all (military)

overpriced seats

overriding goal pursue development as its
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overrun (money) budget overrun
cost overrun

overrun (other) runway overrun (m)

overseas

growing --s have hurt NASA programs
stadium's hundred-million-dollar ;
js are common in space projects

construction of the zone

overseas paid more than their counterparts

overseas consumers
overseas mission
overseas projects
overseas travel
overseas trips

do not want the new foods
an upcoming

are to be reviewed
I had not spent money on
the she loves

overseas absentee ballots the are tallied
overseas bank account investigators found $1 million in his

oversight oversight panel the state-mandated

over-sixty over-60 resident an of Tenleytown

oversized oversized monitor two js

over-the-counter over-the-counter drug s
over-the-counter supplement an
over-the-counter (herbal) remedy an

over-the-counter lice shampoo s
over-the-hill over-the-hill Marxist guerrillaan

over-the-top over-the-top feat an

overtime (sports) overtime we are going into

overtime format the adopted in 1996 (college football)
overtime game facts and figures on this season's s (football);

played five s (basketball)
overtime period if the score is even after an , another is played

double-overtime (see double-overtime)

overtime (work) overtime maximum , minimum wages
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overtone

overturned

over-utilization

overwatch

overweight

overwhelming

overworked

over-zealous

ovulation

owl

own

owned

racial overtones

overturned convictions

resource over-utilization

overwatch security

activists charged the confrontation had

unnecessary appeals and

is a threat to marine wildlife

provide - for the dismounted team (military)

overweight (or unfit) troops

overwhelming challenges
overwhelming evidence

overwhelming favorite
overwhelming force
overwhelming odds

dismiss

the - facing China
despite - of guilt (jury);

shows that...
she is the - to win (Olympics)

use - to defeat the enemy (Powell Doctrine)
he inspired his men to fight against

overwhelming sense of embarrassment I felt an - and guilt (rescued)

overworked lawyer

over-zealous cutting

ovulation detector
ovulation test

fish owl

own words

black-owned
city-owned
cult-owned
employee-owned
foreign-owned
German-owned
government-owned
investor-owned
Korean-owned
state-owned

horribly -,5

pregnancy tests, - and fertility monitors
an over-the-counter - to check...

an enormous brown

used the man's - to link him to... (trial)

(see black-owned)
(see city-owned)
(see cult-owned)
(see employee-owned)
(see foreign-owned)
(see German-owned)
(see government-owned)
(see investor-owned)
(see Korean-owned)
(see state-owned)

black-owned-and-operated (see black-owned-and-operated)
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owner

owner-editor

foreign-owned

individually owned
privately owned
publicly owned

Owner's Expense

owner-editor
owner's manual

ownership

owner of the company

bar owner
car owner
club's owner
dog owners

factory owner
homeowner

landowner
pet owner
restaurant owner
shipowner
shop owner
slave owner
store owner

theater owners
theater owner's (m)

liquor-store owner
pet store owner

part-owner

small-business owners

owner-editor relationship

(see foreign-owned)

(see individually owned)
(see privately owned)
(see publicly owned)

Violators will be Towed Away at (airport)

(see owner-editor)
read the (programmable phone)

(see ownership)

the

tensions between s and residents
some s don't do maintenance
the had booked Lewis

who don't pick up after their pooches;
s with fractious pets
a wealthy
a called the police; js are selling;
my role as a ;
a property-tax cut and 's bills;
see how much their 's insurance will pay
(see landowner)
backlash from angered by...
a
alien ss
ordered compensation to 's
the now pays himself...;
a survey of 114 s
local charities selected by

problems (movie theaters)

js say...
a

a

the city's

this relationship
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ownership

owning

ox

oxblood

oxblood-red

oxide

oxygen

oxygen-rich

ownership claim extending their s to future...

ownership of the magazine

dog ownership
gun ownership
stock ownership

railroad-corridor ownership

absentee ownership
foreign ownership

slave-owning (m)

oxblood

oxblood-red

oxblood-red leather

nitrogen oxide

oxygen canister
oxygen deprivation
oxygen gear
oxygen level
oxygen line
oxygen mask

oxygen monitor

oxygen-rich

emergency oxygen

bottled oxygen

supplemental oxygen

oxygen-rich air
oxygen-rich water

has changed nine times

became fashionable in the 1990s
increase in

has increased

ranches managed locally with
lower barriers to of local industries

his grandmother

(see oxblood)

(see oxblood-red)

(see nitrogen oxide)

s
at 27,000 feet (mountaineering)

we took off our (mountaineering)
she regained normal s in her blood
an between Discovery and a fuel tank
with an on (hospital);
a drop-down (planes)
they took her off the

(see oxygen-rich)

ways of providing (on planes)

gave us a safety margin (mountaineering)

climbed Everest without

kills fish that need to survive
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oyster

ozone

oyster industry
oyster populations
oyster reef

ozone concentrations
ozone layer
ozone level

ozone pollution
ozone reading

ozone-destroying

the local was hard-hit
build oyster reefs to replenish s
build s to replenish oyster populations

the smoke boosted in Salt Lake City (wildfire)
resulting from damage to the earth's
--s and the Clean Air Act;
meet current standards for s
an effort to address
an high enough to trigger a smog alert

(see ozone-destroying)

ozone-destroying ozone-destroying chlorofluorocarbins

P.A.

pace

paced

(see public address)

pacemaker

growth pace
snail's pace

accelerated pace

fast-paced
shrewdly paced

pack (group) pack leader

packs of dogs

pack (container) package

the first battery-powered

to keep a that pleases investors
the of the investigation (murder)

achieving the desired outcome at an

(see fast-paced)
(see shrewdly paced)

they see him as the (dogs of their master)

how to deal with (desert warfare)

(see package)

pack of (menthol) cigarettes a

backpack
cigarette pack
daypack

(see backpack)
s and liquor bottles
I took a with sandwiches, sunblock...
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p

pack (other)

package (parcel)

six-pack

fifty-cent-per-pack

snowpack

package rate
package weight

(see six-pack)

a tax on cigarettes

(see snowpack)

30 percent off the for a ski trip
base fees on

beautifully wrapped package my boyfriend gave me a

suspicious package bomb-disposal experts investigated s;
remain alert for --s that may be a second bomb

package (wrapper) cookie package

package (terms)

package (gear)

packaged

packed

dive package
incentive package
settlement package

gun control package

whole package

$899-a-couple package

ammunition package
instrument package

packaged food

packaged ice

packed-dirt

action-packed
jargon-packed
lightning-packed
vacuum-packed

densely packed
lightly packed
tightly packed

gum wrappers, s, crumpled napkins

selling --s
creating s
the company's ' (for death of worker)

a

the ---you and the way you look

the hotel's

--s are prepared in the rear area...
ships to drag s through the depths

restaurateurs and manufacturers of ;
nutritional information about
block ice was replaced by

(see packed-dirt)

(see action-packed)
(see jargon-packed)
(see lightning-packed)
(see vacuum-packed)

(see densely packed)
(see lightly packed)
(see tightly packed)
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packed-dirt

packet

packing

pad

padded

paddle

paddler

paddling

hard-packed

packed-dirt floor

(see hard-packed)

eight rooms with s

packet of (racist) pamphlets the gunman left behind a

data packet
data-packet (m)
press packet

backpacking
meatpacking

chopper pad
elbow pad
helipad
keypad
knee pad (n)

launchpad

touchpad

landing pad
launching pad

padded (patient) table

paddle sports (m)

avid paddler
expert paddler

paddling skills
paddling stream

page (numbers) 12-page
twenty-seven-page
thirteen-hundred-page

3,500-page (m)

the source addresses of the incoming s
conventional traffic
there are that have the highlights

(see backpacking)
(see meatpacking)

the company gathered at the
s, knee pads, and a black helmet
(see helipad)
(see keypad)
elbow pads, s, and a helmet;
she strapped on her s (skateboarding)
a pulpit, a ;
our is a rounded outcropping (hang gliding)
the computer's keyboard and

we were whisked off the (helicopter)
Hawaii seemed the likely for gay marriage;
the space shuttle Atlantis is on the

a cold,

the boom of recent years

both are js (kayakers)
only js attempt to run the Green River

hone your
Big Creek, a popular

a confession
a legal document
a health-care bill;
a health-insurance-reform bill
a report

two-thousand-five-hundred-page (m) a manuscript
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page (other)

four-hundred-page-plus (m) the show's directory

four-to-seven-page (m) essays

page-one (see page-one)

pages of documents they pored over thousands of

full-page (see full-page)

business page feats we read about in the 's
editorial-page the editor
front-page the accident was news in Rapid City;

she wrote a story (newspaper)
home page his ; the Smith family
opinion page on its
opinion-page (m) the paper printed an -- response
product's page links to the -- (Web)
Web page (see Web page)

Web site page downloaded dozens of s

advertising pages were down overall (magazine)

single-spaced pages three

next page fill out the card on the and turn it in

thousands of pages they pored over of documents

pageant pageant dress cribs, children's clothes and s

beauty pageant (see beauty pageant)
Christmas pageant a for disadvantaged kids (boys' home)

page-one page-one attack a

pager cell phones, pagers, television and other devices

paid paid consultants the authors were to the manufacturers
paid leave to parents with newborns;

granted a 3-month from the company;
granted to deal with family matters
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pail

pain

company-paid (m)

prepaid
unpaid

highly paid
poorly paid

highest-paid
lower-paid
lowest-paid

all-expenses-paid

pail drownings

pain control
pain diary
pain expert
painkiller
pain level
pain management
pain-management (m)

pain medication
pain pill
pain receptors
pain relief

pain reliever
pain research
pain researcher
pain threshold
pain tolerance (m)

painful
painless

painstaking

pain-filled
pain-related

I have refused a cellular phone

(see prepaid)
(see unpaid)

(see highly paid)
(see poorly paid)

(see highest-paid)
(see lower-paid)
(see lowest-paid)

(see all-expenses paid)

bathtub and may represent child abuse

safer, more reliable methods of
keeping a can help you talk to your doctor
John Hopkins James Campbell
(see painkiller)
assess the patient's
the goal of is complete pain relief
clinical trials to evaluate protocols;
effective practices from specialists

dripped through an intravenous line
taken too many of those s
targeting specific (pain relief)
drugs for j; assess the impact of ;
patients need better
s found at drugstores
efforts to advance
many s believe...

his is low

(see painful)
(see painless)

(see painstaking)

(see pain- filled)
(see pain-related)
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pain of separation

pain in the ass

pain that he has caused

pain and inflammation
pain or nausea
pain and suffering

pain and weakness

back pain
chest pain
eye pain
hip pain
jaw pain
joint pain
knee pain
labor pain
migraine pain
muscle pain
neck pain
patient's pain
pelvic pain
phantom pain
shoulder pain
sinus pain
stomach pain

wrist pain

lower back pain

aching pain
burning pain
debilitating pain

the

it's a (doing the job right)

he is aware of the (school shooting)

ibuprofen may be taken for (shoulder)
interventions for the control of
he apologized for the ' he'd caused (murderer)
compensation for (medical malpractice)
fighting from loss of blood, he...(soldier)

(see back pain)
woke up with s
blurred vision and (nerve agent vapor)
an older patient with
in cases of chronic (TMJ syndrome)
night sweats, weight loss, , numbness
patients with chronic hip or
in some kinds of clinical pain, such as
these agents may alleviate by...
fever, malaise and (Brucellosis)

after a head injury
assessment and management of a

and cramping (ectopic pregnancy)
of amputated extremities

causing headaches and
earache, sore throat, or congestion
after complaining of s;
complained of searing s and collapsed
headaches, sore eyes and

offer relief for ; acute

dull , pallor...
earliest symptoms include (mustard gas)
constant, ; migraine headaches can cause ;
attempts to avoid

excruciating pain he felt
incapacitating (localized) pain follows a sting (stonefish)

and edema over a few days (foot dislocation)
consistent with nerve root irritation (spine)

she woke to

increasing pain
radiating pain
searing pain
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shooting pain
significant pain
stabbing pain
stinging pain

throbbing pain
unremitting pain

continued pain
delayed pain
localized pain
protracted pain

treatment-related pain

abdominal pain

acute pain
chronic pain
constant pain
delayed pain
diffuse pain
dull pain
facial pain
immediate (or delayed)
intense pain
interminable pain
intractable pain
local pain
mild pain
moderate pain
needless pain
neuropathic pain
persistent pain
recurrent pain
severe pain
sharp pain
subsequent pain

postop pain
post surgical pain

discomfort and pain
suffering and pain

down leg with leg raising
femoral shaft fractures produce
attacks of
he felt a (bee sting);
burning and over exposed areas (mustard gas)

versus constant pain
patients experiencing

if you have , let me know
presence of immediate or

and swelling at the injection site
, nausea, respirator distress (spider bite)

many cancer patients experience disease- or

, mood shifts, migraines;
and cramping (ectopic pregnancy)

treating emesis that results from
depression and frustration in response to
throbbing pain versus
presence of immediate or (ankle injury)
experiences , swelling and tingling (finger)

versus sharp pain
headaches and (cluster headaches)

pain presence of (ankle injury)

what is seen as (suicide)
in some patients with (cluster headaches)
focal infection may cause

reducing should be a high priority (doctors)
is difficult to assess and treat

patients with or tenderness
severe or may indicate...
mild, moderate and
dull pain versus
mild may persist for days to weeks

behaviors associated with include...
normal

upon defecation may indicate hemorrhoids
is necessary for development (psychiatry)
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swelling and pain elevate injured ankle to reduce

mild, moderate and severe pain

mild-to-moderate pain the treatment of
moderate-to-severe pain indicated for the relief of

acknowledgment of pain
amounts of pain
character of pain
complaints of pain
control of pain
distribution of pain
duration of pain
intensity of pain
levels of pain
location of pain
migration of pain
origin of pain
onset of pain

perception of pain

presence of pain
relief of pain
severity of pain
site of pain
source of pain
stab of pain
symptoms of pain
treatment of pain

types of pain

culture plays a role in a person's
variable and discomfort (dislocated jaw)
the location and my provided a clue...

during this maneuver (medical)
interventions for the or nausea
the back or shoulder may provide a clue.
ask the patient about the
a reduction in the
the that patients experience
the type and

from the periumbilical area to the RLQ
there is no evidence that the is from...
acute in older or very young patients;
the is usually more gradual than migraines
many factors influence your ;
opioids decrease the
the should not persuade the doctor to...
it is used for the symptomatic
due to the , narcotics are often required
the patient presses on , sometimes screaming
these ulcers are a , disability and infection
feeling a sharp in the lower leg (insect bite)
too many patients experience the
anti-inflammatory agents for the ;
the effective
the incidence and at the end of life

location and character of pain the may be indicative of...
type and location of pain the mechanism of injury, (patient history)

processing of pain

infliction of pain
relief for pain
treatment for pain

there is a psychological component in the

the may be a cry that pain is being inflicted
offer
the effective

seizures, chest pain, and other symptoms
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pain-filled paid-filled day s
painful painful experience it's a very (remembering lost battle)

painful injury patients with s experience anxiety
painful secret she kept a from her mother (peer abuse)
painful wound despite his s, he...(Vietnam War)

painful cramping and heavy bleeding (abortion pill)

painkiller painkiller took a ; he gave her s;
Abbott Laboratories is developing a j;

narcotic painkiller the

over-the-counter painkiller usually an can help

use of painkillers

painless painless diarrhea intestinal cramping and (cholera)

pain-related pain-related limitation js on function

painstaking painstaking research his work was based on

paint paintbrush a can of water and a
paint can a couple of half-empty s
paint chip lead poisoning and kids eating s
paint job the building needed more than a
paint store at most js and many home centers

finger-paint (v) they had been ing the walls

lead paint a worker scrapes from a windowsill;
banned the interior use of

household paint

peeling paint

lead-based paint
water-based paints

lead in gasoline and -- paint

no mold or in the swimming pool

used in pre-1978 homes
conventional

low-temperature paint s have some drawbacks
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painted painted up

hand-painted
lead-painted

white-painted
yellow-painted

(see painted up)

(see hand-painted)
(see lead-painted)

(see white-painted)
(see yellow-painted)

red-enamel-painted (see red-enamel-painted)

painted up painted up he was out there, naked and

painter painter's eye the workings of a

vase painter the great js and their schools

painting painting's making the craft of a

oil painting an of the view from the front porch

pair pair of shoes a at the mall

father-daughter pair four js and two married couples

newly married pair the

pal college pal old s are hard to shake

cyberpal exchange comments with s

palace Emperor's palace on a hill overlooking the (Japan)
marble palace a

pale pale (heart-shaped) face a

pale and weak he was (auto racing)

paleo paleontologist (see paleontologist)

paleontologist paleontologist s disclosed new fossil evidence

amateur paleontologist he is a doctor and
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pall

pallbearer

pallet

palliative

palm (tree)

pallbearer

pallbearer

pallets of ammunition

boxes or pallets

palliative care

palm branch
palm tree

palm-lined

date palm

downs of (date) palms

palm (hand) Palm Pilot
palm print

palm-size

palm-sized

palm of her (left) hand

palm-lined palm-lined side streets

palm-size palm-size piece of plastic

palm-sized palm-sized computer

pamphlet racist pamphlets

pan

(see pallbearer)

s will be....(funeral)

boxes or (military)

of ammunition (military)

for the terminally ill

the is a symbol of...
s, sunshine and balmy breezes

(see palm-lined)

the crowns of s

the

a personal digital assistant (PDA) such as a
s, fingerprints and DNA evidence

(see palm-size)

(see palm-sized)

a red-ink drawing of a heart in the

the of San Marino

a
s like 3Com's PalmPilot

the gunman left behind a packet of

packet of (racist) pamphlets the gunman left behind a

panhandler

pan-fried

loaf pan
metal pan

there was a

(see pan-fried)

put meatloaf in a 9-by-5-inch
she picked up a
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saucepan

baking pan
frying pan

pandemic flu pandemic

AIDS pandemic

pane windowpane

panel (people) panel discussion

panel (other)

paneled

pan-fired

panic

advisory panel
assessment panel
expert panel
inquiry panel

appeals court panel

oversight panel

thirteen-member panel

three judge panel

control panel

solar panel

base for a (solar) panel

mahogany-paneled
wood-paneled

pan-fried eggs

panic attack
panic buyer
panic seller

panic selling

in a large bring 4 cups water to boiling

grease a
thirty-nine Sunbeam electric s

six victims of the 1918

since the early part of the

trying to replace the js;
js were rattling during the shelling

an after-dinner on...;
she had just participated in a

an said on Thursday (medical)
who is heading the
an
documents given to the

a federal ruled...

the state-mandated

one of a

the

(see control panel)

an electricity-producing

the truss will serve as a (space station)

(see mahogany-paneled)
(see wood-paneled)

I had had s since I was 12
panic sellers and s (stocks)
js and panic buyers (stocks)

why the
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panic-stricken (see panic-stricken)

crowd panic scientists look for ways to prevent

Government-induced panic a

full-blown panic the thought blossomed into

example of panic this is a textbook

panic-stricken panic-stricken plunge the

pants pants pocket inside my
pants suit she wore a with a long flared jacket

work pants he reached into his for some change

panty

paper (research)

long pants and sleeves can protect against biting insects

pantyhose
panty raid

slipped the over his nose (robber)
Friday night mixers, even --s

a paper for (sociology) class researching

research paper or I'm doing a on something for science;
many peer-reviewed js;
he reviewed some old js

term paper he was working on a (high school);
cheaters buy s from Web sites

term-paper (m) online mills

paper (made of...) paperback (see paperback)
paper ballot traditional js or computer terminals
paper cup drinking coffee from a
paper gown the flimsy she's in (clinic exam)
paper money the writing on is in Latin letters
paper plate fixed him a of turkey and potatoes
paper towel seat aside on s; pat dry with 's;

drain on s

paperless (see paperless)

paper (documents) court papers filed by the defense team
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paper (other)

paper-and-pencil

paperback

paperless

paper-thin

family papers
identity papers

legal papers

piles of papers

and the museum's archives
police checking in Macao

signed that formalized her adoption of...

shuffling through j, photographs and maps

(for (news)paper see newspaper)

paper clip
paper company
paper maker
paper flow
paper trail
paperwork

paperless

paper-thin
paper-white

paper-and-pencil

detector paper
newspaper
tar-paper (m)
toilet paper

waxed paper

piece of paper
rolls of (toilet) paper
sheaf of papers
sheets of paper
slip of paper
tablet of (ruled yellow)

paper-and-pencil test

paperback book

paperless format

paper-thin soles

the , the Post-it Note
a supply barn for a
Kimberly Clark, the
the between headquarters and the field
officials follow extensive s
(see paperwork)

(see paperless)

(see paper-thin)
(see paper-white)

(see paper-and-pencil)

on the tip of a stick (chemical warfare)
(see newspaper)
a three-room shack with a roof
(see toilet paper)

on , pat out a rectangle of meatloaf

a marriage license isn't just a
dozens of
pulled a from her briefcase
three boxes of note cards and 2
a tiny

paper a legal-size

s
the size of a

the written word in a (e-books)
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paper-white

paperwork

para

parachute

parachuting

parade

paper-thin profit margin

paper-white skin

paperwork

exasperating paperwork

past-due paperwork

burden of paperwork
flow of paperwork

parachute
paraglide
paraglider
paragraph
paramedic
paraphrase
paratrooper

parachuting
paragliding

parachute

parachute drop
parachute descent
parachute jump
Parachute Team

parachuting accident

parade organizers
parade route

parade of floats
parade of visits

Fall Festival parade
Gay Pride parade
ticker tape parade

s
, a tall, bony build

finished the ;
he tackles

rebellion against

the on researchers
an endless

(see parachute)
(see paraglide)
(see paraglider)
(see paragraph)
(see paramedic)
(see paraphrase)
(see paratrooper)

(see parachuting)
(see paragliding)

offering them a golden , a pot of money

planning the to the site
during their (two bombs)
attempt a world record from the edge of space
the Golden Knights Army

injuries from a serious military

protested the alcohol ban
two million people lined the

the celebration featured a
a never-ending

at yesterday's
the annual ' (New York City)
a in New York City
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paradise

paraglide

paraglider

paragliding

paragraph

paralysis

paramedic

parameter

paraphernalia

paraphrase

parasite

parasitic

ticker-tape parade

floating parade

never-ending parade

skateboarder's paradise

tropical paradise

paraglide (v)

paraglider

paraglider pilot

a down Broadway

an awe-inspiring ("tall ships")

a of visits

the park is a

in theory this place should be a

over mountaintops

owned a motor-powered ;
spent six years designing s

an environmental engineer and ;
the No. 1-ranked U.S.

motor-powered paragliderowned a

paragliding

two-paragraph

free-floating paragraph

muscular paralysis

paramedic

abandoned climbing for ;
ice climbing, skateboarding,

(see two-paragraph)

s
reliably results in (an anesthesia)

s, three police officers and an investigator

parameters such as air speed and altitude

mission briefing parameters aircrews adhere to

drug paraphernalia

paraphrase

liver parasite
malaria parasites

parasitic infection

in custody for possessing

simplifications, s, abridgments

schistomiasis is a
in humans

an alternative or concurrent
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paratrooper

parched

pared

pared down

parent (person)

paratrooper

German paratrooper

drought-parched

pared down

pared down version

parents' bed
parents' car
parents' home
parent's marriage
parent's influence
parents' relationship

parents' marital

parenthood

parent-child

there are s there to deal with security

American, French and s

(see drought-parched)

(see pared down)

a of the list

I wanted to sleep in my
teenagers driving their
move back into her
he weathered the breakup of his
the beginning of a (on children)
the family won't last if the doesn't;
describe your in the present

status (questionnaire)

(see parenthood)

(see parent-child)

parents of cartoon-age children
parents of the missing children held a vigil;
parents of child factory workers

child's parent
grandparent
stepparent

stepparent-stepchild

aging parents
loving parents
warring parents

working-class parents

married parents

middle-aged parents

a
(see grandparent)
(see stepparent)

(see stepparent-stepchild)

how best to care for
hid his turmoil from his
trapped in the battle between his

kids born to
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parent (other)

parental

parenthood

parenting

abusive parents
adoptive parents

biological parents
expectant parents
foster parent
new parent
permissive parents
pushy parents
single-parent

he had been taken away from
versus biological parents;

under the loving guidance of
children living with both
provides new and - with information
her training as a - helped her handle him
-5
children of
the problem of - in public schools
(see single-parent)

guidance of (adoptive) parents

parent company

Parental Advisory
parental authority
parental control
parental custody
parental guidance
parental honesty
parental involvement
parental notification
parental obligation
parental rage
parental rights

parental support

parental dysfunction

parenthood

rigors of parenthood

parenting book
parenting decisions
parenting group
parenting load
parenting skills

stepparenting

under the loving

a revenue-sharing arrangement with its -;
the Washington Post and its

Explicit Lyrics (cassette tape)
teenagers rebel against -
strong -, children, and the Internet
tended to favor -

is advised (TV show)
-, tenderness, and understanding (kids)
the program encourages more - (school)

requires teens to get permission for abortion
monitoring kids' chats has become a - (Internet)

at youth sporting events
these parents could lose their -;
they relinquished their - (adoption)
teachers complain about no

among boomer parents

offers articles and advice on -;
was just a matter of time

the

-'5

your secondary role in making key
discussing the issue in the
she has been carrying the full
confident of her daughter's -

the low regard accorded -
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paring

park (relaxation)

paring knife

park bench
park boundary
park employee
park entrance
parkland
park's location
park official
park ranger

use a with a sharp tip to cut away...

recycled plastic for s and speed bumps
on arrival at the
a had noticed...
came upon a wombat by the
turn 2,500 acres into
the at the border magnifies its vulnerability
s in and around Yosemite
a was the first to arrive;
drowned while fleeing s (Yosemite)

park's air quality environmentalists are concerned about the
park headquarters we visited the

park-like (see park-like)

city park buildings, shopping malls and s;
buying marijuana in a

community park set the land aside as a

bayfront park a
waterfront park a and underground parking

landscaped park a lovely
refurbished park let people start using the s

national park s, wildlife refuges, wilderness areas
national-park (m) the movement

middle of the park the dog run in the
section of the park a less-visited

park (fun) amusement park (see amusement park)
theme park special-effects
theme-park a escalator

park (sports) ballpark a family outing to a ;
the greatest of all, Fenway (baseball)

skate park a small public (skateboarding)

baseball park designing and building s
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skateboard park

park (vehicle) Park-Ride

trailer park

park (other)

parked

parking

the country's first s opened in 1976

Lots (at the airport) avoid congestion;
ride the vans (airport)

moved into a

mobile-home park spent six years in a

manager of a (mobile-home) park the

office park
sculpture park

double-parked

parking area
parking attendants
parking availability
parking fees
parking fine
parking garage
parking hassles
parking lot
parking meter
parking problem
parking restrictions
parking space
parking spot

parking tickets

Valet Parking

double parking

alternate-side parking

Long Term Parking

curbside parking

attended parking
metered parking

a small
sitting in a in Long Island City

(see double-parked)

found in a
at the stadium
(at Atlanta Airport)
at the Park-Ride Lots are $6 per day (airport)

collect $13 million in --s
a
streets and malls without
(see parking lot)
--s expire too quickly
s will be addressed
add on the weekend
--s filled early
between and automatic doors;
protecting --s for bank customers
issuing

(sign at airport)

a ban on on either side of the street

Additional (airport sign)

will not be available

long term is available (MARTA / Atlanta)
will be available
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Reserved Parking (sign)
Unattended Parking No (airport sign)

Diagonal Parking No

parking lot parking lot run across the mall to a station wagon

parking-lot attendant a

trailhead parking lot we pull into a on Mount Tam
train station's parking lot the

shopping-center parking lot the

downtown parking lot abducted from a downtown

two-tiered parking lot a

deserted parking lot he pulled into the nearly

park-like park-like lawn

parlor coffee parlor among the world's finest
funeral parlor ran the town's only
massage parlor a neighborhood of s and porno theatres
pizza parlor (m) workers
tattoo parlor she had it done in a on Avenue C
video parlor aerobics centers, 's, music clubs

video-game parlor movie theaters, exercise studios, s

massage parlors and porno theatres a neighborhood of

parole parole photograph his
parole violation drug possession and 5;

in jail for

chance of parole sentenced to prison without

part (ethnicity) part-black they appear to be

part-Hispanic they appear to be

part (time) part time (see part time)
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part (person)

part (body)

part (machines)

part (numbers)

part (X, part Y)

part (as part of)

part (on the part of)

part (of sth else)

part-owner
part-timers

counterpart

parts of his body

body parts

private parts

automobile part
automobile-parts (m)

auto parts (m)
machine's parts

moving parts

spare parts (m)

two-part
three-part
four-part
22-part

a
must go to the back of the line

(see counterpart)

injuries to his right hand and other

human corpses or ;
corpses and strewn about the area;
vocabulary for specific

every once in a while, my itch like crazy

needs some s
an factory;
a supervisor in an store
an store
automatic greasers keep the lubricated

the more it has

inadequate testing, shortages

(see two-part)
(see three-part)
(see four-part)
a ' cooking series for public television

part X, part Y museum, amusement park;
church revival, rock show

as part of (their own assessment) practices
as part of this (rural development) agenda
as part of a (veterinary) education killing animals

on the part of China bashers spy hysteria

part of the budget research is a significant
part of the conspiracy she as arrested as (drug selling)
part of the (natural) cycle a population crash,
part of an (ongoing) effort the regulations are to...
part of a (training) exercise a march that was
part of his (personnel) file the report is
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part (area, place)

partial

partially

partially assembled

participant

participating

participation

particle

particular

parting

part of the (selection) procedure
part of the problem
part of the reason
part of a (concerted) strategy
part of the (whole) team

great part
significant part

an IQ test is
his rowing style may be
maybe he flipped was...(dating)
clearly
you feel like a

a of a detective's working life is spent
university research is a of the budget

parts of the globe tyrants in far-flung
part of the zone located in the most dangerous

best preserved part one of the most beautiful, s of America
far-flung parts tyrants in of the globe

another part
dangerous part

forces facing the enemy in of the zone
located in the most of the zone (military)

impartial (see impartial)

partially assembled (see partially assembled)

partially assembled bomb explosive materials and s

conference participant
game participant
trip participant

participating lab

class participation

virus particle

tiny particle

particular attention
particular facility
particular form
particular problem

particular (design) style

parting shot

many s thought that...
s deploy miniature troops
s must sign waivers (whitewater rafting)

scientists at some of the s

the degree and the quality of

s become airborne

tantalizing signs of a (physics)

should be paid to...
a future production line at this
this of cancer (melanoma)
the law is a for immigrant women;
if you don't have a
associated with a

as a , he announced that...
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partisan bipartisan (m)

partner

partnership

partner notification
partner notification (m)

partners for risk-sharing

partnership

business partner
coalition partners
golf partner
law partner
life partner
male partner
sex partner
marriage partner

ski patrol partner
space station partners

longtime partner

climbing partner
dating partner
hiking partner
marketing partner
trading partner

unmarried partner

abused partner

abusive partner
multiple partners
sexual partner
willing partner

changes of partners

partnership

(see bipartisan)

the issue of (infectious diseases);
programs (infectious diseases)

we need

(see partnership)

his father's
our (the Gulf War)
my js laughed
a former of...
we were both looking for a
women complain s don't show affection
(see sex partner)
cousins as js (Saudi Arabia)

his triggered an avalanche
an emergency meeting of all

White's

together with his
spouses, lovers, js
his
corporate sponsors and js include...
the U.S. is Saudi Arabia's largest

the category (census)

the wants to believe the promises...

place brochures out of sight of an
and sexually transmitted diseases

discovering how to really please a
sexual fulfillment with s

S, sexual behavior, and disease

Will and Grace constitute a ;
young associates vie for js (law firms)
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part time

party (fun)

space partnership a major success for American-Russian

public-private partnership a

strategic partnership established a with Lucent

part time drove a van ;
everyone is a student, at least

part-time job a
part-time workers

party atmosphere a had taken over
party fold keep Philadelphia in the
party-giver (n) partygoers and s
partygoers a cluster of
party-goer many s
party guest bid the s good night
party hat a New Year's Eve 2000
party's host he schmoozes with the
party plans talk about their (teens)
party reservation the number of 's (for New Year's Eve)
party town Prague is renowned as a

party for some (college) friends I gave a

bachelor party the before the wedding
beach party s
beer party those at the destroyed the house
birthday party she threw a surprise for him
block party a
Christmas party at her annual
cocktail party a guest at a
college party at a
costume party an elaborate
crack party a crack pipe, a street drug buy, a motel
dance party raves are all-night s
dinner party (n) droning on at a about...
dinner-party (m) she's a great guest
engagement party for an
farewell party we shifted the ' onto the dock
fraternity party the two were returning from a
garden party (see garden party)
Halloween party went to a at her church
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houseparty
initiation party
launch party
masquerade party
pool party
retirement party
reunion party
slumber party
street party
summer party
tea party
theme party
tonight's party
victory party

movie-premier party

opening-night party

New Year's Eve party

all-night party
back-yard party
outdoor party
outdoor party (m)

coming-out party

going-away party

they are having a
a hockey team's (hazing scandal)
the best ever (Internet public offering)
a Roman Revel at the Century Club
a
he missed his dad's to go to the wedding
as I stood at the (high school)
organize a
Saturday-night s (Paducah, KY)
the nation's premier (in Reno)
a seaside
masked balls, s, parades
she start calling around to find
the occurred at a restaurant (lawyers)

the recent New York City for... (a film)

an

a

an
the sometimes lasted till four a.m.
use the terrace for s

tents

his ;
traditions of the rich, such as --s
I had arranged a down at the boat

forty-third-birthday party at the she'd thrown for herself

raves and other parties drugs at

party (political) party's candidates
party faithful
party line

party-conscious

Republican Party

governing party

the and campaign workers
the have been forced to question...
he is not touting a ;
Democrats crossed s

(see party-conscious)

the members of the ' (US)

upsets for the
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party (group
or individual)

party-conscious

partying

pass (document)

multi-party

political party

party's size

advance party
attack party
reconnaissance party
rescue party
search party

caving party
clearing party
climbing party
firing party
laying party
marking party
raiding (or attack) party
setting party
siting party
watering party
working party

injured party

responsible party
small party
third-party

two-man party

(see multi-party)

they are the backbone of his

call the restaurant if your changes

an (of a platoon)
support for the raiding or (military)
as the returns to the platoon
he led a to recover the dead and wounded
four other members of the j;
the organized into five groups

no one in the moves (caving)
a 2-man (booby traps in buildings)
a bivouacked on the top of...
the detonates the charges (military)
members of the emplace mines (military)
the erects fences and signs (minefield)
air-defense support for the
s transport explosives (booby traps)
the places boundary stakes (minefield)
the platoon sergeant organizes a (canteens)
each must develop its own drill (military)

a doctor assisted the (individual)

the family can serve as the (mentally ill)
a should be left at the minefield
(see third-party)

in a , one man returns to...(military)

editors, publisher or any other party

(compare with team)

party-conscious Democrats could alienate

partying mood she wasn't feeling in a

passport (see passport)

the (disclaimer)
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pass (word)

pass (roads)

pass (sports)

pass (mountain)

pass (other)

passage (way)

passage (journey)

press pass
season pass

Boarding Pass

six-week pass

password

overpass
underpass

pass receiver

behind-the-back pass

"no-look" pass

touchdown pass

mountain pass

by-pass

double-bypass

passage floor
passageway

virgin passage

neighboring passage

flooded passages
known passage

main passage

allow you guys with your s to use...
s for a ski lift

s, Identification Check, Upgrades (airport)

a

(see password)

(see overpass)
(see underpass)

the leading in NFL history (football)

js, and high arching lobs

the leads to an easy layup

his 27-yard (football)

on a well-traveled

(see by-pass)

(see double-bypass)

granitic sand covers the (caving)
guided us through several narrow s (caving)

we find no in the cave (caving)

short trips into js (caving)

the rescuers continued through the
an unmapped section of a (caving)

we returned to the (caving)

previously surveyed passage we reconnect to a (caving)

unimpeded passage

rite of passage

to Spain or any other EU country

Sing Sing is a for correction officers
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passage (text)

passage (other)

passenger

passer

passers-by

often-quoted passage

passage of time

passenger area
passenger car
Passenger Car
passenger-car (m)
passenger complaints
passenger elevator
passenger facilities
passenger ferry
passenger flight
passenger groups
passenger jet
passenger list

passenger safety
passenger seat
passenger-side (m)
passenger side (m)
passenger traffic
passenger train

passenger virus
passenger volume

passenger "bill of rights"

first-class passengers

standby passengers

eight-passenger

passers-by

passers-by

passerby

in an

we could monitor the (caving)

in the of our blue van
s on a train

Pick-Up (area to pick up passengers)
2.8 crashes per 100 million miles driven
a flood of (plane flights)
I followed him to the
upgrade the (Logan Airport)
waves churned up by --s
transporting hazardous cargo on --s
safety concerns raised by (trains)
a mistaken attack on the
the (plane);
his name was on the (train)
in the interest of (planes)
the ; he sat in the front
a air bag
unlock the door (vehicle)
trains carry half of all
the decline of s passing through...;
a Los Angeles-bound ;
a bridge used by --s
SV40 may not be simply a
a seasonal increase in (airport)

a proposed (airlines)

who really want to relax

or your seats will be given to (airport)

(see eight-passenger)

(see passers-by)

as stop to look;
a man began stabbing ;

saw hit men shoot her in cold blood

the shopkeeper, the client, and the
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passing

passionate

passive

passive aggressive

passport

passport-for-dollars

password

past

passing car

passing scene
passing years

passing skills

close-passing

passionate response

passive aggressive

beer cans were thrown at me from s;
between s, a silence fell...
observing the
however, with the

Magic had great (basketball)

(see close-passing)

she delivered a

(see passive aggressive)

passive aggressive (or depressive) disorders

passport

passport check
passport inspection

passport-for-dollars

I gave the immigration official my U.S.

re-enter the country speedily without a
offices for customs, , currency exchange

(see passport-for-dollars)

passport-for-dollars immigration policy a

password

password system

computer password

bank-machine password

past accomplishments
past behavior
past failures
past promise
past winner

past-due

past and present (m)

workers who forgot or lost js

js give merchants powerful tools

his and user name;
talked out of a critical

aj

many people embellish (jobs, self-esteem)
I regret my
they wanted to make up for their
reflects on the of Democracy
s include such writers as...

(see past-due)

remedying wrongs
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past-due

paste

pastry

pastry-of-the-month

pasture

pat

patch

patent

community's past
convict past
family's past

long-past

industrial past
questionable past
sexual past

not-so-recent past

burden of the past

past-due paperwork

toothpaste

pastry chef
pastry shop

pastry-of-the-month

pastry-of-the-month club

pastureland

cow pasture
goat pasture

grazing pasture

pat-down

butt pat

eye patch
nicotine patch

patent application
patent challenge
patent law

residents dug into the (local history)
Tasmania's
the includes drug abuse, broken homes

(see long-past)

the city's
a corporation with a (bid rigging)
how much I really knew about his

that troubling chapter of the

future generations won't suffer the

(see toothpaste)

desserts the set out on the table
a top-flight Italian and café;
the other half of the is the wife

(see pastry-of-the-month)

you can join a

there is still plenty of

s and cornfields
overgrown areas are excellent s

drought's effects on and range land

pretexts for a

s, and high fives

he wore an to stave off the double vision
smokers use a to kick the habit

universities generated 4,800 s
the recent flurry of s (pharmaceuticals)
software developers and
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patent portfolio manage Stanford's growing
patent protection delaying the date when it loses

paternity paternity suit she had named him in a
paternity test a proved he fathered a love child

path pathway a variety of sensory --s;
an interconnected network of similar s;
complex molecular --s

pathbreaking (see pathbreaking)

path of peace the is still the right path
path of the current the (electrical injuries)
path of the (thrown) grenade overhead obstacles may interfere with the
path of the missile organs in the (gunshot wounds)
path of the tank remove mines from the

avalanche path

bike path
bridle path
car's path
career path
collision path
cow path
fire's path
flight path
footpath

goat path
lane path
towpath

wild boar path

hiking path

cleared path
marked path
wooded path
troubled path

well-worn path

began to search the (for lost climbers);
the runout zone of an
funding to build a 2.5-mile
horses on the
a deer stepped into the
a ; clear-cut --s
earth is on a with an asteroid
trading dirt road for rutted (biking)
helped move people out of the

and speed (planes)
hillsides crisscrossed by s;
rail trails, back roads, js
miles of bike routes, from paved roads to js
markers define through the obstacle (military)
old canal s

the area was crisscrossed by --s

entrance to a

evacuate casualty out of minefield along the
reenter along the (minefield casualty)
we were led down a
when someone you love is on a

she followed a to the top (iguana)
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pathbreaking

pathetic

pathogen

pathogen-host

pathogenic

patience

patient

direct path
downward path
many paths
narrow path
quickest path
right path
wrong path

14- by 100-meter path

2-meter-wide path

altitude, speed and path
trails or paths
trajectory and path

pathbreaking research

pathetic figure

pathogen-host

the pilot was in a with another plane
the debt to GDP ratio is on a (economy)
there are to success
only a is required through booby-trapped area
the is not always obvious
so the economy's on the
it has taken us down the (antiterrorism)

it clears a (in a minefield)

clear a to the casualty (minefield)

the mission profile includes (helicopter)
old may cross the marsh
the of the injuring object (penetrating trauma)

their on...

she is far from a

(see pathogen-host)

innocent-seeming pathogen

airborne pathogens

pathogen-host relationship

pathogenic infection

investors' patience

time and patience

a once relatively

used as a biological weapon

the is coexistence

bacterial pneumonia is caused by a of lungs

the company has taxed some

establishing democracy will take

wisdom, patience and understanding

patient's ability
patient-advocacy (m)
patient chart
patient's condition
patient consent
patient contact
patient's death

an assessment of the to understand...
(see patient-advocacy)
s lost by the hospital
info on a
testing without explicit
wash hands before and after
the felt like that of a family member
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patient's dignity
patient history

patient's life
patient's pain
patient protection
patient request
patient response
patient table

patient's health plan
patient's pain level

patient's suffering

patient-ready

abortion patient
burn patient
cancer patient

cancer-patient (m)
female patient
surgery patient

blast injury patients
breast-cancer patient
plastic-surgery patient

doctor-patient

the and quality of life (end of life)
eliciting a complete ;
without a clear , diagnosis can be difficult
ending a by injection
assessment and management of a

(in clinical trials) has increased
s for euthanasia
discontinue the drug depending on
a cold, padded

the
assess the

to relieve the

(see patient-ready)

the typical of today
management of the
in one study of s;
--s lead longer and healthier lives
routine costs
inappropriate contact with s
among --s

often come in large groups (hospital)s
65 percent of --s

(see doctor-patient)

high-blood-pressure patient cancer, diabetes, or --s

AIDS patient

dying patient

brain-damaged patient

critically injured patient

allergic patients
cardiac patient
elderly patients

you are presented with an

at the bedsides of s

by studying --s

three s at the Royal Alexandria Hospital

many s carry a bee-sting kit
s suffer from dysfunctions of the heart

shuffled with excruciating slowness
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patient-advocacy

patient-ready

patio

patriarch

patrimony

Patriot

patrolling

patrol

suicidal patient

penicillin allergic patients

staff -to-patient

transport of the patient

patient-advocacy group

patient-ready endoscope

patio barbecue

brick patio

family patriarch

cultural patrimony

obtain psychiatric consultation for js:
failure to recognize a

may use erythromycin

(see staff -to-patient)

if EMS is involved in --, their focus should be...

every supports trials

a

the js of her childhood

a

Adolph S. Ochs, the

sacred objects, and objects of

objects of (culture) patrimony sacred objects,

Patriot ammunition
Patriot battery
Patriot launcher
Patriot missiles
Patriot radars

Patriot weapon system

high tonnage will be stocked in ASPs
deploy the to South Korea
an Avenger fire unit or (AMD ops)
sending to South Korea
allows to operate in passive modes

Theater High Altitude Area Defense and the 's

aggressive (local) patrolling to intercept the threat (military)

patrol car

patrolman
patrol's position
patrol's route

shot as he got out of his ;
he flashed the spotlight of his
a state highway
when the enemy was near his , he...
have one person in the plane track the

patrols for (runaway) slaves were stepped up

ambush patrol
combat patrol
combat patrol (m)

took charge of the platoon's
s are conducted to destroy or capture
the 2 types of missions are ambush, raid
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pattern

curfew patrol
Cyber Patrol
enemy patrol
foot patrol
reconnaissance patrol
security patrol
ski patrol (m)

nighttime patrol
route recon patrol

dismounted patrols

pattern burns
pattern injury

pattern of a minefield

consumption patterns
flower pattern
grid pattern
growth patterns
injury pattern
migration pattern
sales pattern
settlement pattern
sleep pattern

sound patterns
taste pattern
traffic patterns
weather pattern

wind patterns

horseshoe pattern
rainfall patterns

breeding patterns

calling pattern
dating patterns

probation officers perform (Boston)
blocks more than 60,000 sites

he made contact with a small
portable radios for soldiers on
while on a in Tinh Phuoc Thanh Province
s continue as usual (Kosovo)
his partner triggered an avalanche

--s at colleges
a seeks info about enemy activities

obstacle protection against enemy

that suggest contact with an object (abuse)
s suggest violence (marks on skin)

break up the otherwise regular

we must change our
carves the intricate s into leather
stretching in a
look at certain functional
each weapon is associated with a different
climate change has altered s of seals
each of his novels follows the same
intricate s evolved over the centuries
their s may be radically altered;
studies adolescent --s
explosives leave distinctive
someone's : what he finds interesting
agreed to change the to the garage
sea-surface temperatures influence 5;
a computer model of s;
the Earth's s

from the Gulf coast, Mexico and...

satellite images show a
altered , heat waves, cold snaps

human beings once had seasonal ;
that keep the gene pool restricted

mobile operators can trace s
academics see the new as positive
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patterned

pause

paved

pavilion

pavilion-like

pawn

pay

eating pattern
funding patterns
thinking pattern

TV-viewing patterns

disturbing pattern

accelerant pattern
geographic pattern
similar pattern

sunburst-patterned
random-patterned

bombing pause

paved road

flagstone-paved

pavilion-like

pavilion-like roof

pawn shop

paycheck

paycheck (m)
pay cut
pay hike
pay increase
payload

pay phone
pay-phone (m)
pay raise
payroll

payroll (m)
pay scale

won't alter the nation's s
health care under current
our s and behavior

a of...

you could see the (arson)
a to suicide is also evident
researchers found a

(see sunburst-patterned)
(see random-patterned)

there would be a after two days

I was far from the nearest

(seeflagstone-paved)

(see pavilion-like)

its s

a flea market or

a weekly ;
businesses collect contributions from s
biweekly deductions
a career change that involved a
workers who gave up s
s of $4,600 or more
the heaviest in shuttle history;
the private sector puts more s into orbit
called on a ; rushed to a to call...
outgoing calls from a prison
chasing s; s in January
the opening-day ; software for s;
tripling the number of workers on its
it's a deduction that can be stopped
the crewman's ;
higher s offered by private industry;
New York law firms set the
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payer

pay-to-play

pay-to-view

paying

Pay Station Self-Service (campground in park)
pay stub employment references and s;

gets a good look at this
pay-television (m) serious clout

back pay he was reinstated with (teacher);
laid-off state workers want their

back-pay (m) a problem

combat pay at a rate of $45 a month (Korean War)
holiday pay offers $100 for about three hour's work
retirement pay would receive $6,250 a month in

take-home pay of CEOs

hardship pay NYPD divers receive no

starting pay law firms are raising for associates

pay-per-use (see pay-per-use)
pay-per-view (see pay-per-view)

pay-to-play (see pay-to-play)
pay-to-view (see pay-to-view)

scale of pay a sharply reduced

dues payer 3.6 million s (NRA)
taxpayer (see taxpayer)

third-party payer health-care costs paid for by s

pay-to-play service premium s (gaming)

pay-to-view adult material and (Internet E-porn)

pay-to-view market the $1.4 billion (Net E-porn)

paying client the first to dart a black rhino
paying customer animals of s (veterinarians)
paying guest they opened the lodge to s

bill-paying (see bill-paying)
dues-paying (see dues-paying)
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payment

pay-per-use

pay-per-view

better-paying
high-paying
higher paying
low-paying

payment dispute
payment history
payment plan
payment schedule

cash payment
disability payment
mortgage payment

pension payment
phone payments
rent payment
separation payment
support payments
truck payments

honor system payment
lump sum payment

(see better-paying)
(see high-paying)
(see higher paying)
(see low-paying)

any s would be settled through audits
you can view your online
he negotiated a graduated
the is pegged to stages of the job

eligible to apply for the one-time
Social Security --s and Medicaid
his income can't cover their s;
a life of on-time
they haven't got a for many months
customers'
clothing and for her home
cash s (for military members)
resume sending (child support)
he could barely make his

--see posted instructions
a of $100,000 (radiation sickness)

on-time (mortgage) payments a life of

nonpayment

automatic payments
late payment

method of payment
proof of payment

pay-per-use

pay-per-use business

pay-per-view

pay-per-view buys
pay-per-view card
pay-per-view concert

(see nonpayment)

banks and s
(see late payment)

credit cards are one (cabs)
what if you need a check as

revenue from software upgrades or

5
his title defense on (boxing)

set a record of 1.25 million (boxing)
he expects to appear on a ' (boxing)
a airing at 10 p.m. ET
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P.C.

peace

pay-per-view numbers doesn't generate super
pay-per-view promotion (boxing)

(see personal computer)

peace conference
Peace Corps
peacekeeper

peacekeeper (m)
peacemaker
peace process

peace plan
Peace Prize
peace settlement
peace summit
peace talks

peacetime

peacekeeping
peace-loving
peacemaking

peaceful

path of peace

land-for-peace
quest for peace

(see peace conference)
the
4,000 U.S. s;
the role of 50,000 s;
s arrive
the issue
She's a ; a great
the most thorny issues of the ;
rekindling the Middle East
what does the mean
shared a Nobel
accepted a j; there is no
two days before a major
a date for the s; interested in ;
had agreed to resume ;
a co-sponsor of the Middle East
(see peacetime)

(see peacekeeping)
(see peace-loving)
they will not be used for

(see peaceful)

the is still the right path

(see land-for-peace)
the deal was a necessary concession in the

peace conference American-led peace conference an

peaceful peaceful protest despite calls for s, trouble broke out

peacekeeping peacekeeping international
a role in the

peacekeeping deployment
peacekeeping duty
peacekeeping effort

a
units on
the
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peace-loving

peacetime

peach

peach-colored

peach - growing

peak (mountain)

peacekeeping force
peacekeeping mission
peacekeeping troops

peace-loving country

peacetime

peacetime Kosovo
peacetime readiness

peach crop
peach grower
peach orchard
peach pie
peach pit

the ; the
the

a small,

served in

the burden of Kosovo
combat and (military)

the production value of the state's
there are 120 commercial js
1,560 acres of s in Virginia
I made a for our suppers

peach-growing (see peach-growing)

peach-colored (see peach-colored)

genetically altered (super-sweet) peach a new variety of

super-sweet peach genetically altered -js

variety of (genetically altered) peach a new

peach-colored halls
peach-colored suit
peach-colored walls

peach-growing state

mountain peak

pine-covered peak
snow-covered peak

8,000-meter peak

fourth-highest peak

the
a bright

Virginia ranked 15th among 30 js

looming s (seen from helicopter)

's and rugged cliffs
the of the Olympic Mountains

the first ascent of an (Annapurna)

Lhotse, the in the world

ascent of a (8,000-meter) peak the first (Annapurna)
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peak (graph) peak of the season

peanut

attack's peak
epidemic's peak
storm's peak

peanut butter
peanut-butter (m)

peanut farm

peanut-butter-and-jelly

the (hiring season)

during the (computer vandals)
since the in 1995 (AIDS)
at the

living on bagels and
eating sandwiches;
crackers
grew up on a

(see peanut-butter-and-jelly)

peanut-butter-and-jelly
peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich s

pear

pearl

pearl-gray

peasant

pecan

pecking

pedal

pedestrian

pediatric

pear shape

pearl-gray

pearl-gray Buick sedan

peasant family

displaced peasant

pecan pie
pecan tree

pecking order

foot pedal
gas pedal

pedestrian awareness (m)
pedestrian deaths
pedestrian mall
pedestrian safety
pedestrian traffic

pedestrian crossing (m)

pediatric dose

a bacterium with a peculiar

(see pearl-gray)

a

she comes from a

slash-and-burn farming by s

his favorite dessert is
sat in lawn chairs under s

the of popularity

manipulating a microscope with a
pressing on the and turning the key

creating a campaign (San Francisco)
are down from earlier decades (San Francisco)

a downtown
San Francisco and
the flow of can be regulated

the point (at the border)

for prophylaxis: 250 U IM (tetanus)
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pedigree class pedigree lost his homeland, his language, his

41peeling peeling paint no mold or in the swimming pool

peer peer alliance kids who form dangerous s
peer competition subjected to , bullying and rejection
peer pressure the he felt (at university);

changed her vote as a result of
peers' respect hard for him to earn his (baseball player)
peer review sent the article to three scientists for ;

teachers would be subject to annual

peer-reviewed (see peer-reviewed)

peer-reviewed peer-reviewed trial s conducted by the NCI

pelvic

pen

peer-reviewed (research) paper
peer-reviewed (scientific) journal

pelvic examination
pelvic infection
pelvic pain

penknife
pen name

many s
in a

perform a on females complaining of...
the bacteria responsible for s

and cramping (ectopic pregnancy)

a , and a pair of goggles
a he had used in college (a poet)

penmanship (see penmanship)

pen-based (see pen-based)

pen-based pen-based operating system the like 3Com's

penalty (sports) penalty minutes assessed 254 in 1991-92 (hockey)

holding penalty a (American football)

penalty (other) penalty phase during the of a trial

penalties for (false) information labels

death penalty (see death penalty)
maximum penalty he faces a of life imprisonment

sexual-harassment penalties applied against...
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1

pencil

pencil sharpener

pencil-thin

pending

penetrating

penetration

penicillin

peninsula

penitentiary

penmanship

pennants

pension

pencil portrait
pencil sharpener

pencil-thin

paper-and-pencil

incredibly detailed s
(see pencil sharpener)

(see pencil-thin)

(see paper-and-pencil)

pocket-size pencil sharpener

pencil-thin fuse

pencil-thin radio beams

pending change
pending projects
pending sale

penetrating injuries
penetrating wounds

a

a small

others were aware of the s
and unfinished projects

the of the company

(gunshot wounds, stabbings, etc.)
secondary blast injuries often include

system penetrations by outsiders (computers)

mobile phone penetration into the European market

penicillin allergic (m) patients may use erythromycin

tourist-resort peninsula the of Varadero (Cuba)

penitentiary system

federal penitentiary

beautiful penmanship

battle pennants

report on the American 's

he was sentenced to ten years in a

he had

flags and snapped in a crisp breeze

flags and (battle) pennants snapped in a crisp breeze

pension payment
pension plan

soldier's pension

they haven't got a for many months
great benefits, a

she married him for his
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pent pent-up (see pent-up)

Pentagon Pentagon official top s withheld news of...

pent-up pent-up passion s
people person's consent whether a is coerced
(and person) people's hearts issues that are close to

person's life find it difficult to take a ;
if I can save another

people's memories so many killings that are fading
people mover (train) (Atlanta Airport)
people skills her awesome
people's war fighting their " --"

personhood (see personhood)

people smuggling is a lucrative business
people-watching plenty of (at a city festival)

person to person body rhythms vary from

people of color Federal drug officers tend to target

people of bad character not to associate with (term of parole)

people and places his upbringing exposed him to a wide range of

businesspeople who travel a great deal
gay people in the military
lesbian people the right of gay and to marry
morning person I'm not a
mountain people used in the film
street people killing sprees against
townspeople the turned against them

animal-rights people
show-business people a roomful of media and

underage person

at-risk people

first-person

possession / consumption of alcohol by an

(see first person)
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1

third-person

caring person
loving person
missing person
missing person (m)
working people

God-fearing people
law-abiding people
work-seeking people

important-looking person

abused person
depressed people
displaced person
grown person
infected people

injured people
talented people
unknown person

grown-up person

(see third-person)

she had been a very
she came through to me as a
join a search for a
her case remains open
just regular ;
low- and moderate-income

simple, hardworking,

the s of Mexico

an

the may feel there is no options but to...
often make impulsive decisions

the number of s has passed 50,000 (volcano)
the experiences the feelings of a child
in 20 percent of ;

who currently escape detection
some of the were in critical condition

and their companies
do not accept items from s (airport)

a

goal-oriented person I'm a very
poverty-stricken people a dominated for centuries by outsiders

cold-hearted person
hot-blooded person
loud-mouthed person
loudmouthed person

a
a
a
a

olive- or brownish-skinned people

highly educated people
wrongfully convicted people DNA exonerations of

anonymous person
competitive person
different people
homeless people

an contacted the district attorney
he is the most driven, I've ever known
the memorial means different things to
New York is full of
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pep

pepper

per

ordinary people
other people
poor people
prominent people
proper people
pushy people
real people
rural people
single people
sinister person
traditional people

letting their lives be recorded (for TV)
her growing brood of 's children
New York is full of

sometimes lie (politics)
people we felt were the to work on this project
don't let affect your decisions

with real lives and real unhappiness (lawyer)
gossiping is a trait of everywhere

and dating services
he never struck me as a
a practical wisdom that lives among

dirt-poor people what the pumping of oil might bring his

three-person (see three-person)

out-of-control person an

thirty-five- or forty-year-old person a

coalition of people
support of the people

a broad including... (anti - slavery group)
he expressed the ' of the United States;
he's not going to have the full (politician)

pep talk he gave an informal to the crowd

pepper spray a Coast Guard crew used on them

salt-and-pepper (see salt-and-pepper)

percent (see percent)

per acre (see per acre)
per day (see per day)
per game (see per game)
per head (see per head)
per hour (see per hour)
per launcher (see per launcher)
per minute (see per minute)
per month (see per month)
per pack (see per pack)
per region (see per region)
per week (see per week)
per year (see per year)
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per acre

per campsite

perceived

per cent

percentage

percentile

perception

per campsite

per square mile
per vehicle mile

pay-per-use
pay-per-view

wheat yields per acre

people per campsite

perceived injustices
perceived loss
perceived need
perceived wrong

per cent
percent

percentage

(see per campsite)

(see per square mile)
(see per vehicle mile)

(see pay-per-use)
(see pay-per-view)

increased by 100 percent

you may have up to six (National Park)

she feels compelled to speak out against
a of dignity
creating a
seeking to right a with a firearm

Four-fifths is eighty per cent
90 of college kids;
23 of the blood samples they tested

(see percentage)

thirty-six-per-cent (m)
thirty-seven-per-cent (m)
forty-per-cent (m)
one-hundred-per-cent (m)
hundred-and-twenty-per-cent (m)
eighteen-hundred-per-cent (m)

a decline
a drop in armed robberies
a divorce rate
a pure, soldier
a rise
an return

percentage point slashed profits by 4 s a year;
every that is shaved from GDP

percentage raise give a big to a low-wage worker;
the older the worker, the smaller the

top-percentile (see top-percentile)

perception of pain many factors influence your ;
opioids decrease the

widespread perception despite a to the contrary...
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perch

per day

perennial

perfect

perfectly

differing perceptions

canyonside perch

$6 per day
$93 per day

perennial garden

perfect crime
perfect day
perfect opportunity
perfect order
perfect place

perfect sense
perfect vision
perfect world

picture-perfect
pitch-perfect

postcard-perfect (m)

near-perfect

all-too-perfect

perfectly planned

imperfectly

widely

from a outside Riyadh

parking fees (at the airport) are
the average local festival visitor spends

find ideas for your own

it was hardly the
what's your idea of a
the concert gives us the ' to hang out...
his desk and paperwork were in
the University of Chicago proved the ;
a to rest
her new job made
color contacts for people with
in a we would be able to...

(see picture-perfect)
(see pitch-perfect)

the towns and villages of New England

(see near-perfect)

(see all-too-perfect)

(see perfectly planned)

(see imperfectly)

perfectly planned perfectly planned campaign a

performance performance anxiety

performance assessment
performance evaluation
performance facility
performance poet
performance record
performance space
performance standard

and low expectations;
stage fright and
(see performance assessment)
his last was very favorable
the sophisticated s of the Studio Theatre
she has emerged as a stellar
that company hasn't had that good a
a featuring jazz quartets and other acts
have a simple for bulletproof vests;
growing emphasis on national s
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performance time

performance-enhancing

performance of its duties

career performance
dance performance
debate performance
employee performance
engine performance
holiday performance
job performance
student performance
school performance

folk-dance performance

afternoon performance

a conductor at

(see performance-enhancing)

a government agency, in

this is her so far (a movie)
the was that night
a single
his mania for efficiency and
increase
s of the Nutcracker
my was excellent
stronger
s were joy

a Greek

they did give an

standardized-test performance

acting performance
supporting performance

plot turns, notable scenes, 's (films)
good js by... (film)

record-breaking performance the (of a film)

sold-out performance

academic performance
athletic performance
high-performance
incredible performance
live performance
remarkable performance
sexual performance

ovations at all 12 s (opera)

(see academic performance)
academic and
(see high-performance)
with an by... (film)
his intimate js (a folk singer)
it was a (a politician)
give him input about his in a positive way

athletic and academic performance

three-hour performance after a (Richie Havens at Woodstock)

highlights of his performance

performance assessment

remembering
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performance assessment a recent story about that was done

performance assessment test a that was done...

performance-enhancing
performance-enhancing drugs
performance-enhancing effects
performance-enhancing substances

performed

performer

performing

perfume

per game

per head

per hour

commonly performed

most-often-performed

star performer

night-club performer

female performers

performing arts (m)

low-performing
worst-performing

name-brand perfume

bottle of perfume

5.0 points per game

SR800 per head

60 miles per hour

the abuse of (sports)

athletes use

(see commonly performed)

(see most-often-performed)

recognize our s (customer service)

a and recording artist

and other (music)

a center and other amenities (Austin)

(see low-performing)
(see worst-performing)

versus perfumes at dollar stores

he brought her a

he'd averaged only (basketball)

a Najdi sheep starts at (Saudi Arabia)

sustained winds of

ninety-five- and hundred-mile-per-hour (m) people

peripheral wireless peripherals use radio signals (computers)

perilously perilously exposed (see perilously exposed)

perilously exposed perilously exposed position he moved to a flanking his comrades (war)

perimeter perimeter defense he was assigned to (military)
perimeter fence confined to the prison grounds by a
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perimeter of a minefield

base perimeter
battalion perimeter
camp's perimeter
company perimeter

defensive perimeter
new perimeter

period (menstrual) menstrual period

irregular periods

period (other) period charm
period costume

period of euphoria
period of improvement
period of observation
period of time

period of ten days

period for hepatitis B

adjustment period
class period
election period
gestation period
incubation period

recovery period

rehabilitation period
service period
time period
trial period

overtime period

rush-hour period

locate and mark the

share sector efforts on the
he was leading them toward the when...
he moved around the directing fire (war)
returned to the relative safety of the

the platoon established a around the aircraft
a group could not reach the (battle)

an unusually painful

while can be a symptom of infertility

set in 1980, the show has a certain
sweltering in his

the patient experiences a short
there may be a short
physically occupy them for a short

he should improve within a relatively short

there is a typical incubation

the incubation is 2 or 3 months

she's going through an now
longer js, new books
has just come through an
the of an elephant
there is a typical of ten days;
the for hepatitis B is 2 or 3 months
the starts the next day (earthquakes);
the following a big breakup (couples)
has gotten better after a long
maintenance during evening s (MARTA)
s when the utility needs electricity most
bilingual education has had a sufficient

if the score is even after an , another is played

7 to 9:30 a.m. and 4 to 6:30 p.m. js
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periscope

perjured

perk

per launcher

permanent

per minute

permission

depressing period

waiting period

extended period
fixed period
specified period
sustained period
timed period

short period
warm period

it was a in my life

(see waiting period)

over an of time
I'd work with the company for a of time
high returns over a of time
ability to handle more flight for a (shuttle)
withheld light for a (photo print)

(see short period)
the previous started 130,000 years ago

two-week period within a

all-too-brief period an

October-through-December period occurred in the

periscope search officers missed the trawler during the

perjured testimony presenting at the trail

productivity-improving perks inexpensive,

rounds per launcher the number of or weapon (supply rate)

permanent basis
permanent injury
permanent resident
permanent-resident (m)
permanent residency
permanent river
permanent teeth

near-permanent
quasi-permanent

beats per minute

permission form
permission slip

government permission

her privileges would be revoked on a
they sustained severe
s (of a place) versus tourists

status for refugees
bears won't take up in the Piedmont
s in deserts, such as the Nile and Kuiseb
baby teeth versus

(see near-permanent)
(see quasi-permanent)

dance music at 220

sign a permission form for surgery
field trip --s (schools)

the oil company has to conduct tests
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permit

per month

prerogative

per pack

perpetrator

perplexed

perplexed-looking

per region

persecution

Persian

persistent

husbands' permission

permits for hunters
permits for the land

Haj permits
residency permit

work permit

building permit
grazing permit
logging permit

gold-mining permit

required permit

users per month

traveling abroad without their (Arab women)

to shoot crop-damaging deer;
owns grazing by the streams

a local office promised them to get
allowing immigrants to acquire s;
the sale of Argentine s to the Nazis
s are good for a year

he applied for a
owns s for the land by the streams
s issued by the Forest Service

their had expired

failed to secure them the s (Haj)

the Web site draws three million unique

legislative prerogative that is their (congress)

fifty-cents-per-pack (m) a tax on cigarettes

minority perpetrator crimes committed by s
violent perpetrators the elderly are easy targets for

identity of the perpetrator details on the

perplexed-looking (see perplexed-looking)

perplexed-looking young man a

utility per region

anti-gay persecution

Persian Gulf (m)

persistent diarrhea
persistent infection
persistent pain

only one

and even violence

the 9991 war

severe abdominal pain or
symptoms consistent with (giardia)
patients with or tenderness
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person

persona

personal

personal best

personal computer
(and PC)

(see people)

larger-than-life persona

off-the-court persona

personals ad
personal appearance
personal belongings
personal best
personal calls
personal care (m)
personal-computer (m)
personal data
personal effects
personal experience
personal finance (m)
personal flotation (m)
personal fortune
personal income
personal information
personal injury
personal items
personal life

personal mail
personal problem
personal quest
personal relationship

personal security
personal story
personal safety
personal safety (m)
personal time
personal trainer
personal weakness

personal-income-tax

personal best time

personal computer

his insistence on promoting a

his public,

(see personals)
lack of attention to detail regarding
combs, toothbrushes and other
(see personal best)
minimize from work
Unilever markets foods, home and products
(see personal-computer)

gathered and exchanged for secondary use
remains or of US personnel (military)
hearsay versus direct
recording checks is a ritual
boating equipment, including devices
they parlayed political connections into s
(see personal income)
be careful with your
(see personal injury)
jewelry, clothing or other
evidence about the victim's ;
he kept his private
separate your business mail from your
if you two have s, solve them
he was on a to...
he had a with all of the employees (owner);
business depended on backroom deals and s
exercise caution in matters concerning
get serious by sharing a
he acted with complete disregard for his

devices such as mace, guns (airport)
donated a lot of and money to...
a certified who owns a gym
depression is a treatable illness, not a

(see personal-income-tax)

his in the 40-yard dash

a
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PC games versus console games
PC-game (m) developers versus console games
PC garners and console garners are different types
personal-computer industry the continues to show growth
P. C. makers Microsoft didn't interfere with
personal-computer market its share of the has fallen
P.C. sales stagnant

personal computer operating system Microsoft's dominance of s

made-to-order personal computer --s

personal income personal-income-tax

personal-income-tax

personal injury

personality
(person)

personality (other)

personalized

personal-income-tax rate

personal-injury attorney
personal-injury law
personal-injury lawyer

radio personality
television personality

personality change
personality conflict
personality cult
personality disorder
personality profile
personality trait

personality type

criminal personality

demanding personality

disturbed personality

manipulative personality

personalized license plate

(see personal-income-tax)

state's top

a number of prominent --s
concentrate his practice on
he makes his living as a

the , who worked as a disc jockey...
Vanna White, the

he undergoes a startling
s, mistaken impressions
the pervasive and paranoiac (N. Korea)
the diagnosis is usually narcissistic -- (imposter)
a person's is a powerful influence
link specific sections of DNA with --s;
s like hotheadedness or dishonesty

the type of work attracts certain s

one of the classic portraits of a

her and penchant for self-promotion

killers with violent and s

he had a strong,

has s that read...
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personals

personhood

personification

personnel

personalized pop-up window a (on a computer)

personals ad

personhood of the fetus

I went on a date with a guy from a

the

dragonlike personification

personnel file

personnel manager
personnel problem

personnel retention
personnel rolls
personnel shortages

a of the oceans

can check their js;
the candidate's is reviewed;
the report is part of his confidential
the plan used by js to assign officers
which is a , granted;
s and technological ones
led the Army in
the colonel has been dropped from Army
the 82nd Airborne has suffered

personnel, ammunition, supplies, and essential equipment status of

active-duty personnel

antipersonnel

Authorized Personnel

emergency personnel
ground personnel
medical personnel
military personnel

status of personnel

perspective victim's perspective

different perspective
proper perspective

per square mile per square mile

persuasive persuasive guy

five hundred and eight hundred reservists

(see antipersonnel)

Only (sign);
Only Beyond This Point (sign)

heard crying under the truck
the airline's and flight crew
do not have on duty

must comply quickly and willingly

, ammo, supplies and other equipment

murder from the

different groups have s
put things in their

ninety-one people S;
the deer population averages 12-15

he's a very impressive,
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pert

pert-voiced

per vehicle mile

perverse

per week

per year

pest

pesticide

pet (animal)

pert-voiced (see pert-voiced)

pert-voiced flight attendant a

per vehicle mile

perverse pleasure
perverse result

hours per week

death rates have fallen driven

I take in knowing that...
another perverse result of the plan is...

specified , minimum wages

avalanche fatalities per year 28

nine-billion-dollar-per-year (m) a operation

pest management
pest population

crop pest

pesticide dealers
pesticide market

pesticide-manufacturing
pesticide spraying

is getting good results
delay the evolution of resistance in 5

less-dangerous ways to get rid of s

and farmers
the lucrative

(m) a Union Carbide plant in Bhopal
New York City continued (West Nile Virus)

storage and use of pesticides

pet-accessories (m)
pet channel
pet expert
pet food

pet-food (m)
pet insurance
pet owner
pet publications
pet waste
pet store

pet store (m)

pet-friendly

careful deters toxic exposure

line
a offers chat rooms, message boards,
(on-line) pet channel offers access to s
boils guts, blood and feathers into ;
the horse was destined to be

stores
and bring-your-pet-to-work days

backlash from s angered by...
like Dog Fancy (a magazine)

properly dispose of (National Park)
the channel will include an on-line ;
commercial breeders and s
a owner

(see pet-friendly)
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pet (other)

petal

pet-friendly

petition

petro

petrochemical

petroleum

petroleum-based

petty

PEWS

pet-sitting

family pet

first pet

4

some companies pay workers for

working dogs and s

what he named his

bring-your-pet-to-work (see bring-your-pet-to-work)

quarantine rules for pets Britain's

pet cause
pet name
pet project

teacher's pet

rose petal

pet-friendly hotel

petition drive
petition signatures

petition for clemency

petrochemical
petroleum

petrochemical

petroleum reserves

petroleum-based

seeking attention for a
my girlfriend's pet name is...
a of Navy Secretary Danzig

I was the

they sprinkled --s on her grave

's, motels and inns

the push started with a
when I was hying to gather

lawyers are working on her

(see petrochemical)
(see petroleum)

fossil fuels and s

Azerbaijan has bountiful

(see petroleum-based)

petroleum, oils, lubricants (POL), and ammunition

petroleum-based ink

petty details preoccupied with

(platoon early warning system--it detects objects in motion)

PEWS sensors

supplies of

for out-of-sight areas and dead space
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phantom

pharmacist

pharmacy

phase

Ph.D.

philanthropic

philosophical

philosophy

phobic

phone (base)

phone
(and telephone)

phantom pain

licensed pharmacist

pharmacy-school (m)
pharmacy window .

online pharmacy

phase of life
phase of sleep

organization phase
penalty phase
sleep phase
witness phase

three-phase

Ph.D. program

philanthropic support

philosophical observation

investment philosophy
management philosophy
work philosophy

of amputated extremities

state laws require a be on duty

enrollment isn't keeping pace
a drive-through

s like drugstore.com

during this important (the end of life)
the so-called rapid-eye-movement

with the investigation still in the
during the of a trial
the baby's four-hour s
the of the trial

(see three-phase)

s in English

strong (for the arts, museums, etc.)

aesthetic and 's

his is simple
insiders blame a clash of s
the photographer's

growth-oriented philosophy the materialistic,

computerphobic
homophobic

headphones
microphone
telephone

phone bill

phone book
phone booth
telephone booth

(see computerphobic)
(see homophobic)

(see headphones)
(see microphone)
(see phone)

dead cats, s, Pepsi bottles;
pay the heating and s
look in the
step into a
as he stood in the
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telephone call
phone call
phone card
telephone company
phone conversation
telephone conversation
Telephone Device
telephone directory
phone directory
phone disruption
telephone intercepts
telephone jack
phone jack
phone interview
telephone interview
phone line
phone maker
phone message
phone modem
phone number

telephone number

phone order
phone payments
telephone pole
phone rates
phone records
telephone service
phone-sex (m)
telephone survey
phone system
telephone system
phone tap

telephone headset
telephone repairman

telephone headset
telephone hot line

phone-using habits

(see phone call)
(see phone call)
(see phone card)
works for a
engaged in a heated
a
TDD for the Deaf (sign)
he paged through another j;
among the most popular online s are...
power outages, water shutdowns and s
these findings, based on (C.I.A.)
a computer and a ;
the wire that plugs into the in the wall
in a
in a
tying up the with her boyfriend
s and mobile-service providers
a list of s
PCs connected to a dial into the Net
get her ;
there is no listed for him
our or our bank-machine password;
a toll-free ' will be available;
an unlisted
those who take 's (telephone headsets)
customers'
a Ford Explorer sport-utility vehicle hit a
the local
he subpoenaed the Smith-family
electricity, and the water supply
a infomercial
a of 800 business owners
residents are now hooked up to the
a world-class at reasonable cost
electronic monitoring, video surveillance, a

sitting in front of a computer with a on
a

cubicles in which women sat wearing s
report child abuse through a

customer information--such as their
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phone call

phone card

phony

phosphorous

photo

car phone
cell phone
courtesy phone
home telephone (m)
kitchen phone
pay phone (n)
pay-phone (m)
satellite phone (n)
satellite-telephone (m)
speaker phone
speakerphone

called him on his
(see cell phone)
a for local calls is located at...
a business card with a number
the rang repeatedly
called on a ; rushed to a to call...
outgoing calls from a prison
he called the ship on the
daily calls in the Arab world
a hands-free device like a
heard over a

mobile phone / telephone (see mobile phone)
portable telephone computers, Land Rovers, s

WAP-enabled phone shipping the first s to Europeans

cell phones, pagers, television and other devices

phone call

local phone call
racist phone call
subsequent phone call
urgent phone call

harassing phone call
threatening telephone call

repeated phone calls

AT&T phone card

long-distance phone card

pre-paid phone card

phony minefield

white phosphorous (m)

photocopy

make a ; have a ; get a ;
return a

high cost of s
a to a local television station
did not return js
tell him you got an (bad date)

she received so many --s at home that.
a misdemeanor count of making a

he failed to return repeated

an
where I could buy a

buy js at newsstands

live mines are never laid in a

fragmentation or hand grenades

(see photocopy)
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photograph (see photograph)

photocopy photocopy-like (see photocopy-like)

photocopy-like photocopy-like image 's of your checks (bank)

photograph photo-agency (m) (see photo-agency)
(and photo) photo album leafing through his

photo array selected his picture from a (police)
photo book a called Brother Wolf
photocopy (see photocopy)
photo essay a on California's Big Sur coast;

he's now shooting a on the Vatican
photo gear carried his down a steep hill
photo identification the picture on his from work
photo ID required (curbside baggage at airport)
photo opportunity we'll do a very brief
photo rights cash coming in for the
photo shot a lull in the eruption allowed for some good s
photo spread a Vogue
photography studio worked at a commercial

photo lineup failed to identify him in a

photo-driven (see photo-driven)

photographs of the event the copter got dramatic j (volcanic eruption)

family photo looking at old s and reminiscing
nature photograph went into the mountains to take --s
nude photo blowups of their --s
parole photograph his
publicity photos while he was signing
team photograph a with Larry Bird in it (basketball)
team photo stripped off their jerseys for a (soccer)

landscape photograph a

senior-year photo my

computer-altered photo a of the Pyramids

framed photograph their house has full of s
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aerial photographs
dramatic photograph
gruesome photograph

of positions should be taken (military)
French TV showed a of the plane in flames
s and police videotapes

scene-of-the-crime photograph lurid s

"grip-and-grin" photograph s in Washington

blowups of their (nude) photos

repository of (aerial) photographs a huge and satellite images

lock of hair, a photograph or a footprint a (momentos of dead child)

photo-agency photo-agency shot sometimes runs a small shot of a star

photocopy photocopy-like (see photocopy-like)

photocopy-like photocopy-like image s of your checks (bank)

photo-driven photo-driven magazine quixotic, smart, Colors

photographer commercial photographer a will photograph each graduate
fashion photographer he has been a for 40 years
landscape photographer a
nature photographer the Alan Root
newspaper photographer before TV cameras and s

flash-wielding photographer a

photography photography class she enrolled in a

nature photography our first great master of ;
commercial

wildlife photography the in films, books, periodicals

phrase phrase book I went out and bought a Greek

well-known phrase a

paraphrase (see paraphrase)
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phys

physical

(see physical)

physical ability
physical activity
physical condition
physical contact
phys-ed
physical evidence
physical examination

physical fitness
physical genius
physical record
physical signs
physical-therapy (m)
physical torture
physical training
physical version

regardless of
remain indoors and minimize - (smog)
all ages and -s
inappropriate - (educational setting)
(see physical-education)
the first piece of you have in this case
during the -, assess... (medical);

is unreliable (ectopic pregnancy)
(see physical fitness)

versus intellectual genius
checks are --s of each transaction

of torture may disappear
her - session
we'll be able to see the evidence of
several years of arduous - (military)
a- of I.Q.

physical and emotional (m) some of them have - problems (foster kids);
a captive's - status and willingness to cooperate

he was going to get a

the

modern-day

company physical

physical education phys-ed building

physical fitness physical fitness

physical fitness standards

physically

physically ill

physician

physicist

physics

physiologic

physically ill

physically ill

(see doctor)

physicist-spy

physics teacher

law of physics

physiologic response

the military toughened
meet our high moral and

(see physically ill)

treating the - and the mentally ill

Klaus Fuchs, the

a twenty-four-year-old

the normal - of the body to stress and anxiety
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physiologist

piano

pick

picked

exercise physiologist

piano lesson

pickpocket

pickup (truck)

pickup (get)

pickup (games)

pick-me-up

draft pick

fresh-picked
hand-picked

picker grape pickers

picket picket sign

picking picking season

fruit-picking

pickup (games) pickup game

pickup basketball

pickup (get) drug pickup

pickup (truck) pickup

picnic

pickup location
pickup zone

pickup truck

picnic area

he is an

homework assignments, s

the lives alone

(see pickup (truck))

(see pickup (get))

(see pickup (games))

seemed to need a

the Celtics' first-round --(basketball);
a projected first-round (football)

(see fresh-picked)
(see hand-picked)

the working conditions of

she walked and carried a

at the height of the various s

and child labor (Brazil)

he plays in pro league and s

the culture and language of

a

if your is within 25 miles
rendezvous with aircraft at a pre-designated

drove to town in his

killed when his hit a tree;
her car rear-ended a

alcohol is permitted in --s (National Park)
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picnic cooler
picnic lunch
picnic shelter
picnic table

summer picnic

picture (movie) (see movie)

picture (view)

picture (object)
(and pix)

accurate picture
big picture
clear picture
conventional picture
different picture
little-picture (m)
true picture
ugly picture
whole picture

heart-wrenching picture

complicated picture

one-sided picture

favorable picture

picture window

picture-postcard (m)

pictures of the eruption

picture-perfect

baby pictures
celebrity pix
satellite picture
television picture

wedding pictures

as the people of Seattle filled their s
s are available for guests
golf structures, and small sheds (lightning)
sat at a long

's and mosquito bites

present an of the current boom (economy)
it's not important in the
confused parents have no of their kids
the of the economy is...
a emerged of the risks...
a trend
disclosure will give a (toxic emissions)
she painted an of him as a drug user (trial)
you have to look at the

the of last week...

an investigation presented a

the purveyed by the media

suspects want to paint the most possible

through the wide

the image of Venice

(volcano)

(see picture-perfect)

as she looks at
of Jennifer Aniston

the National Weather Service's s
a soccer player dominated the

, graduation pictures

before-and-after picture among the s
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picture-perfect picture-perfect (autumn) afternoon on a

pie

piece (part)

piece (individual)

piece of X
(physical)

piece of X
(abstract)

piece (number
specified)

pie plate

pie for our supper

peach pie
pecan pie

trim pastry to edge of

I made a peach

I made a for our supper
his favorite dessert is

bits and pieces the curriculum materials arrived in

bite-sized piece he cut the meat into s

piece-rate (m) to be produced on a plan
piecework the cutters were on (coat factory)

piece of clothing has to take off a (strip poker)
pieces of crap the roadsides were covered with
pieces of (heavy) equipment bulldozers and other
piece of (orbiting space) junk a
piece of paper a marriage license isn't just a
piece of plastic a palm-size

piece of driftwood
piece of farmland

piece of evidence
pieces of information
piece of (his) life

a stone, a feather, a
a is a thing of beauty

(see piece of evidence)
their account number and other
a felt hopelessly second-rate

piece of (disturbing) newsyears later came another
piece of (the American) dream have a
pieces of the puzzle gather as many as possible (investigation)
pieces of (her own life) story

one-piece
three-piece (m)
fifteen-piece (m)
twenty-four-piece (m)

wearing a pink
a blue business suit
a set of Greek silver
a orchestra

piece (as object) pieces of (monumental) sculpture space punctuated by

artillery piece
chess piece
conversation piece

thousands of s
wood s
an out-of-this-world (meteorite)
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piece (text)

pieced

pieced-together

piece of evidence

pier

piercing

pig

masterpiece

museum-quality piece

interesting pieces

(see masterpiece)

a

scanning flea-market tables for

most-often-performed piece the of classical music

pieced-together (see pieced-together)

pieced-together black Firebird

piece of evidence

a waited...

her bike is now a (abduction)

the victims' teeth and other pieces of evidence (murder)

bridge pier
town pier

armor-piercing
body piercing

tattoos and piercings

pig farm
pig farmer

pig-faced

pig-faced pig-faced doll

pigeon (bird) pigeon droppings

pigeon-toed

pigeon (informer) stool pigeon

pigeon-toed pigeon-toed gait

pile pileup

pile of coats
pile of invitations
piles of paper

the five stone s
he liked to go fishing off the

(see armor-piercing)
kids with multiple s

more and more teens are getting

a
s and mushroom growers

(see pig-faced)

a

ankle deep in

(see pigeon-toed)

the mob got a new identity

he walks with a distinctly

(see pileup)

they were in the bedroom on a
a mounting
shuffling through , photographs, maps
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

piled

pileup

pilgrim

pilgrimage

pill

piles of refuse
pile of (concrete) rubble

pile of driftwood
pile of (railroad) crossties

rubble pile
stockpile

mounting pile

unmarked pile

garbage-piled

pileup

traffic pileup

pilgrims and monks

walking among and human waste
a

a and plastic debris blown in
an unmarked

two dozen radioactive js
(see stockpile)

a j of invitations

an of railroad crossties

(see garbage-piled)

a on the highway

s doted the wintry landscape

lived in nearby caves (Buddhist statues)

dhoti- and sari-garbed pilgrims

deaths of pilgrims
faces of the pilgrims
movement of pilgrims
sea of pilgrims

annual pilgrimage

holy pilgrimage

diet pills
ecstasy pill
miracle pill
pain pill

birth-control pill

morning-after pill

sleeping pill

reports of (Haj)
the rain brought smiles to the (Haj)
the from Makkah to Mina (Saudi Arabia)
a seemingly endless (Haj)

they've made the for 12 years (sports);
Muslims performing the (Haj)
on the first day of the (Haj)

these kill people
s come with a catchy brand name
it is not a (a drug)
taken too many of those js

the

the

gave her a prescription for s;
the demand for tranquilizers and s
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pillow

once-a-week pill

pillowcase
pillow fight
pillow talk

pilot (plane, etc.) pilot's certification
pilot error

pilot's license
pilot shortage
pilot study
pilot suicide
pilots' union

pilot sickout

pilot training (m)

pilot of a C-123 aircraft

bomber pilot
fighter pilot
harbor pilot
helicopter pilot
jet's pilot
ship pilot
student pilot
shuttle pilot

small-plane pilot

back-up pilot

paraglider pilot

downed pilot
licensed pilot

instrument-rated pilot

commercial pilot

ability of pilot

a that it will submit to the FDA

a bloody from her room
have a (after sex)
in bed exchanging

the and instrument rating
the crash was blamed on ;
pilot error and cockpit confusion
got his
the
a to compare...
35 cases of apparent (planes)
a spokesman for the (United Airlines)

a

the Air Force's undergraduate programs

he distinguished himself as the

the eldest of four sons of a
s can acquire targets
a handles the ship
vehicle commanders, gunners, and s
the safely ejected
ship captains and s
the helicopter, with a at the controls
the third woman to serve as a (space)

s and aviation experts

a

an environmental engineer and

we managed to rescue three s (from ocean)
he's a

s have the training it takes...

he was certified as a

the to fly at night or perform contour flying
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1

pilot (other)

pin

pinball

pinched

pine

pine-covered

pineapple

pineapple-blond

pineapple-faced

pilot episode
pilot program

pilot project

Palm Pilot
television pilot

pinball
pin number

pin-up

pin-littered

hairpin
safety pin

pinball antique
pinball's demise
pinball division
pinball line
pinball machine

pinball wizard

pinched nerve

pine tree

pine-covered

pine-covered peak

pineapple-blond

pineapple-faced

pineapple-blond hair

pineapple-faced bum

in the (TV show)
the three-year starts in April;
construct buildings under a j;
by the end of the year-long
s we've undertaken

a personal digital assistant (PDA) such as a
a proposal for a

(see pinball)
vote over the Internet using a code

magazines

(see pin-littered)

(see hairpin)
remove the grenade's , release the safety lever

prized s sell for $5,000
3-D video games and
the closing of WMS's
has decided to terminate its
the is becoming a collector's item;
played games
the

he was suffering from a

a public garden with s, bushes, lawns

(see pine-covered)

s and rugged cliffs

(see pineapple-blond)

(see pineapple-faced)

a
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Ping Ping-Pong (see Ping-Pong)

Ping-Pong Ping-Pong ball the sound of a being volleyed back and forth

pink coral-pink (see coral-pink)
flesh-pink (seeflesh-pink)

bright-pink (see bright-pink)

pin-littered pin-littered map a

pinnacle ice pinnacle the weird s, called nieves penitentes

pioneer pioneer spirit the , the cowboy spirit,...

pioneer in his field he is a (psychology)

pioneer in their field of endeavor those who become

industry pioneer the National Captioning Institute, the

Internet pioneer an

pioneering pioneering contribution their s to intelligence testing

pipe (building, pipe bomb made several s
vehicle, etc.) pipeline (see pipeline)

drain pipe 's and fire hydrants
exhaust pipe check the (of a vehicle for a bomb)
steam pipe a
steam-pipe (m) a explosion
ventilation pipe sound amplified by the s

cast-iron pipe aging s

twenty-two-inch-diameter pipe the that runs underground...

pipe (sports) half-pipe (see half-pipe)

pipe (smoking) pipe dream
pipe stem

it's not just a anymore
two bore traces of cocaine

clay pipe fragments of 17th century s
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crack pipe a , a street drug buy, a motel crack party
glass pipe smoking crack from a
water pipe smoke cigarettes or s;
waterpipe Youssef Habib, who was smoking a

pipe (other) pipette (see pipette)

piped piped water a total loss of and electricity

pipeline pipeline the has been blown up many times;
build a through southern France

pipeline break s or sewage treatment plant failures
pipeline's route the , safeguards, revenue

pipelines and other oil infrastructure

oil pipeline construction an running to the coast
natural-gas pipeline a

underground (natural gas) pipeline an exploded, killing 12 people
underwater pipeline an underwater was ruptured (crude oil)

ruptured pipeline the continued to spew flames

construction of an (oil) pipeline the running to the coast

pipette pipette a , of the kind used in laboratories

pirate pirate ship the famed Whydah

pistol pistol competition competing in --s

pistol-whip (v) rushed the stage and ed the ballerina;
two life terms for ing Shepard

water pistol a garden hose and

semiautomatic pistol a 9mm TEC-DC9

9mm pistol
.25-caliber pistol
.32-caliber pistol
.380-caliber pistol

a
a Lorcin
a cheap pistol
a Davis
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pit

TEC-DC9 pistol a

pit bull (see pit bull)

armpit pulled it up to my s
cockpit (see cockpit)
dud pit place canisters that misfire in the (military)
fight pit a dirt-floored, wire-enclosed (cockfighting)
mosh pit used the lumber to surf the
orchestra pit the floor of the can be raised or lowered
peach pit s
rifle pit he stood up in his and was killed
snake pit jump into the media
snow pit digging s (avalanche research)
waste pit s that the hog industry calls lagoons

cockfight-pit (m) forty-two operators in Oklahoma

concealed pit the punji is placed in a (booby trap)

pit bull pit bull fighting is appallingly cruel

pitch (appeal) pitchmen athletes are million-dollar corporate

sales pitch despite a good

new-business pitch a

good (sales) pitch despite a

pitch (other) pitch-darkness in

pitch-black (see pitch-black)
pitch-perfect (see pitch-perfect)

pitch and yaw controlling (planes)

pitch-black pitch-black sky the

pitched pitched battle s followed (Georgia)

high-pitched (see high-pitched)
low-pitched (see low-pitched)
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lower-pitched (see lower-pitched)

sharply pitched
steeply pitched

(see sharply pitched)
(see steeply pitched)

pitcher pitcher's mound 60 feet 6 inches from the to home plate

major-league pitcher s
pitch-perfect pitch-perfect portrait a

pity pitiless (see pitiless)

pity of war the (Kamikaze memorial)

pitiless pitiless (hit-or-be-hit) side the of America

pivot pivot point revolves around its

pix (see picture)

pizza pizza parlor (m) workers
pizza joint dollar stores, s

pizza deliveryman a waits to be paid

slice of pizza grabbing a at the food court

placard-carrying placard-carrying protestors

place (location) place mat a cheese grater, s, candles

place of worship they are building a new

place of no return a canyon Apaches believed was a

birthplace Fidel's ' (Cuba)
fireplace a wood-burning ; a big ;

a ballroom and wood-burning --s
homeplace built a house near the old
marketplace (see marketplace)
stowage places equipment dislodged from (sub)
workplace (see workplace)
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place (finish)

gathering place
hiding place
meeting place
polling place
resting place

starting place

desolate-looking place

inhabited place
secluded place
sheltered place

best place
better place
dangerous place
exact place
favorite place
holy place

ideal place
last place
one place
perfect place

public place
right place
sacred place
safe place
safest place
special place
unique place
wild places
wonderful place
wrong place

people and places

first place
second place
third place
fifth place

the school was the community's main
I found the where she kept her diary...
a-
go to js to cast their votes
wave action gouged away his (body);
a final (cemetery)
back to its

this is quite a (city after earthquake)

the coldest on the planet
he would drive to a (serial killer)
refer to s like this as "hurricane holes"

the for a firearm is a gun safe
we can make the world a
abandonment in js (domestic violence)
the were they were found
it's one of my js (restaurant)
visiting a Jewish ;
Islamic s;
Christian and Islamic s
the Grenadines are an to drop off the map
the they expected to see him was...
two million people in at one time (Haj)
the University of Chicago proved the ;
a to rest
surveillance cameras in --s
in the at the right time (cameraman)
caste, cow worship, s (India)
a to live
the to be
the cave is a for botanists and biologists
It's really quite a (Los Angeles)
Redwood National Park and other
what a to come and visit (waterfall)
in the at the wrong time

his upbringing exposed him to a wide range of

(see first place)
(see second place)
(see third place)
(see fifth place)
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placed

plague

plagued

highly placed
irregularly placed
well placed

plague aerosol

(see highly placed)
(see irregularly placed)
(see well placed)

if they have been exposed to a

plague, anthrax, syphilis, and other agents exposed victims to

crack plague

HIV plague

bubonic plague

the of the late 1980's

the growing

monitoring the outbreaks of

outbreaks of (bubonic) plague monitoring the

accident-plagued
crime-plagued
deficit-plagued
injury-plagued
mosquito-plagued

plaid plaid shirt

black-and-red-plaid

plain (unadorned) plainclothes
plain view

plain-looking

plain-spoken

plain (topography) floodplain
gravel plain

plainclothes

Great Plains (m)
vast (gravel) plain

barren and rocky plain

plainclothesmen

(see accident-plagued)
(see crime-plagued)
(see deficit-plagued)
(see injury-plagued)
(see mosquito-plagued)

Alexander's red-and-black

(see black-and-red-plaid)

(see plainclothes)
he placed his rifle in

(see plain-looking)

(see plain-spoken)

(see floodplain)
a grey horse on a vast

prairie dogs and the ecosystem
a grey horse on a

the at sunrise

a second truck followed, filled with (security)
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plain-looking

plain-spoken

plaintiff

plan

plainclothes police officera shot and killed...

plain-looking

plain-spoken

one was , the other...

, chatty and respectful, he...;

plainspoken, conversational editorial

victim-plaintiff

the News's js

(see victim plaintiff)

plans for a (massive tax) cut GOP

plan for family stores he has a survival

plan of action

action plan
ambush plan
battle plan
business plan
development plans
dinner plans
dive plan
enemy plans
escape plan
evacuation plan

expansion plan
flight plan
floor plan
future plans

funeral plans
game plan
health plan
implementation plan

land plan
lesson plan
master plan

meal plan
party plans
payment plan

he'll outline a

design your and begin implementing it
developing his (category, type, and formation)
create a to address the problem
his met with skepticism
upset about in Tenleytown
asked whether the were still on
the recommended
a gold mine of data about
he called off his (disgraced president)
an for people with disabilities (wildfires);
the EPW (enemy prisoner of war)
he pushed ahead with js
they failed to follow the (aircraft crash)
supply 's of buildings to fire departments
he is unsure of his ;

for the Inn include...
all of the are tentative
Clinton's is taking shape
the patient's
researches and writes an ;
the Army will provide a more detailed
Fairfax County's
teachers' s
a brilliant new ;
a to cut them to pieces
put on a monitored
talk about their (teens)
he negotiated a graduated
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peace plan
pension plan
rescue plan
research plan
resettlement plan
stadium plans
survival plan
treatment plan
war plans

emission-reduction plan
health-care plan
health-care-plan (m)

New Year's Eve plans

flat-rate plan
last-minute plans

weekend plans

piece-rate plan

calling plan
climbing plans
pricing plan
spending plan
wedding plans

job training plan

reasonable-sounding plan

scaled-back plan

brilliant (new) plan
immediate plan
new plan
simple (flat-rate) plan
tactical plan

ten-point plan

five-year plan

what does the mean
great benefits, a
a for Venice
s approved last year
proponents of the

call for a retractable roof
he has a for family stores
the doctor's recommendations and
under current Pentagon

states to revise their s
Clinton's
the fiasco

make

simple,
you made for you and your guy

chat about or what you want for dinner

to be produced on a

telephone companies and their s
impeded our own
a where users pay to receive a call
proposed for fiscal 2000
cancelled his

a

that

a

a to...
he has no s to do so
a brilliant to...

good training and good s (military)

a

the board's
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plane
(and airplane)

planet

planethood

set of plans

plane crash
planeload
plane maker
airplane movie

plane's airframe

airplane
airplane (m)
cargo plane
model airplane
press plane
prop plane
spy plane (m)
stunt plane
transport plane
warplane

turboprop plane

military-transport plane

small-plane (m)

training plane

ski-equipped airplane

fully loaded plane

eight-passenger plane

nose of the plane

(see also jet)

planethood

home planet

planethood

the company must now change its

his
dispatching s of rice, wheat and supplies
the Seattle (Boeing)
one of those --s you half watch

vibrations in the

ski-equipped s
new routes have been established
a Russian
we made s from balsa wood
fly the to Miami
small s fly to the nearby island
the infamous U-2 incident in 1960
in a built to withstand such stresses
arrived in an unmarked military
s would keep the skies clear

the C-23 was carrying 18 passengers

accompanied by two s

pilots and aviation experts

its T-3A Firefly s

5
a

a twin-engine,

pulled back on the stick to get the up

(se planethood)

without the blocking its view

Pluto was elevated to ;
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planned

planner

planning

planned road
planned route
planned stop
planned trips

planned launching

carefully planned
long-planned
perfectly planned
thoroughly planned
well-planned

battle planner
emergency planner
event planners
military planner
mission planner

daily planner

planning commissioners
planning sequence
planning session
planning support

planning and execution
planning and rehearsal

city planning
contingency planning
family planning (n)
family-planning (m)

flight planning
police planning
product planning
transportation planning

land-use planning

in 1802 Ceres's was revoked

the size and impact of the
fire support along the (military)
with a in London (airplane)
future will be considered

call off the of the space shuttle Discovery

(see carefully planned)
(see long-planned)
(see perfectly planned)
(see thoroughly planned)
(see well-planned)

the force commander and s
used by s and the F.B.I.
crowd control and
--s on both sides
a onetime for the Apollo program

jotting important dates down in my

local expressed concern (zoning question)
early in the (flight planning for special ops)
visited a for a required course
Army forces provide liaison elements,

security is paramount throughout the of SO
extensive SO are required (military)

a professor of at Yale
and action

advocated
advocates worry about...;

established programs across the globe
the table where I do my
taking responsibility for poor
sales, marketing, contracts and

and land-use planning

air- and missile-defense planning and unity of effort
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special operations planning is a joint effort (military)

long-range planning

bioterror planning

logistical planning
poor planning
tactical planning

plant (factory) plant closedown
plant's equipment
plant fence
plant grounds
plant manager
plant operator
plant records

filtration plant
munitions plant
power plant
slaughter plant

missile-assembly plant
sewage treatment plant

desalination plant

nuclear power plant

bottling plant
generating plant

printing plant
processing plant
rendering plant

consider this in their

involved with

for an expedition (expedition physician)
many accuse him of (bike tour)
the , preparation, execution of an operation

a
the and personnel
inside the
shallow landfills on
s insist that...
the current
court documents, , and interviews

water is pushed through a
the old from the Second World War
aging, coal-fired 's
the failed salmonella tests

a long-suspected major
--s

--s

the Indian Point

a new soft-drink had opened
a coal-fired ;
a coal-powered
the New York Times and its s
's, hatcheries, rendering plants (poultry)
processing plants, hatcheries, s (poultry)

meat-packing plant a job at a
pesticide-manufacturing planta Union Carbide in Bhopal
sugar-refining plant a
steel-producing plant a mammoth,

dairy plant a foreign-owned
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plant (biology) plant community
plant conservation
plant family
plant growth
plant life
plant material
plant population
plant recognition
plant species

plant (other)

planted

plantation

plants and animals

coffee plant

carnivorous plant (m)
common plant
edible plants
endangered plants
exotic plants
marijuana plant
medicinal plants
native plant

rare plant

rare plant (m)
toxic plant

these s are native to the dry sandhills
will benefit the public

120 's and 300 species (Botanical Gardens)
nitrogen boosts
efforts to conserve around the world
pollen or other in the animal's fur
the in the Southern Appalachians
backcountry skills like
cold-weather ;
protect the environment and preserve

the park has a diverse collection of ;
the area's unique communities of ;
the rare at Devil's Courthouse

high-yielding s; a row of s

the collection (Botanical Gardens)
--s versus rare plants

and toxic plants
the U.S. is home to 735 threatened or
native plants versus
drug agents seized 40 --s
the forests shelter
s versus exotic plants;
--s are important for their....
s that occur naturally in North Carolina;
reintroducing --s into natural areas;
common plants versus --s
our conservation activity includes...
native, exotic, rare, common, edible and s

commonly encountered plants datura, the most containing...

variety of plants

face-plant

neatly planted

plantation owner
plantation slavery

enjoy the enormous in the garden

s and dingers (vert ramp) (skateboarding)

(see neatly planted)

a
versus other forms of slavery
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planting

plaque (words)

plaque (blockage)

plaque-encrusted

plaque-forming

plaster

plastic

plantation silviculture

banana plantation
coffee plantation

sun plantation
tobacco plantation
tree plantation

planting season
planting time

boulder-mounted plaque

plaque-forming

plaque-encrusted

plaque-encrusted artery

plaque-forming bacteria

plaster cast

plastic ammunition
plastic bag
plastic bottle
plastic bucket
plastic chair
plastic cup
plastic debris
plastic explosive
plastic surgeon
plastic-surgery (m)
plastic toy
plastic vial

plastic shower cap
plastic trash bag

plastic sheeting

plastic-covered

investing in

the endless s of Honduras
a verdant open-to-the-sun ;
she inherited his extensive s
s hold little appeal for wildlife
the former in Maryland
the timber industry has invested in s;
s in the Southern Hemisphere

is just around the corner
risks farmers take at

they read the (in Kilmer Forest)

(see plaque-forming)

(see plaque-encrusted)

s

made a of his nose

training with blank ammunition,
in those js
fruitopia, 20-oz js (airport vending machine)
women with js waiting in line for water
sat in s facing one another
sipping Budweiser out of s
a pile of driftwood and blown in...
destroyed the bridge with --s
burns evaluated by a burn surgeon or a
65 percent of patients
key chains, baseball caps, cheap
two-milliliter s

a
a

medicines, blankets,

(see plastic-covered)
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1

plastic or wood (m)

easy-to-squeeze plastic

plastic-covered plastic-covered couch

plate plate of turkey

plated

platelet

platform
(computer)

plate-glass (m)
plate glass (m)

collection plate
dinner plate
faceplate
home plate
license plate
paper plate
pie plate

$2,000-a-plate (m)

nickel-plated
silver-plated

platelet count

e-mail platform

hangers (for clothes)

a bottle made from soft

the

fixed him a turkey and potatoes

with windows
windows

walked down the aisle to receive the js
after the s were cleared
her fogged up
(see home plate)
(see license plate)
fixed him a of turkey and potatoes
trim pastry to edge of

a opening

(see nickel-plated)
(see silver-plated)

his red-blood-cell and s plummeted

switched to a new

Windows and other platforms Acrobat will be available on

platform (other) platform sneakers

asphalt platform
launcher platform
space platform
tent platform
train platform

subway platform

aerial platforms

sprained ankles from

dragged food across the dark (train)
the for 40 (land) mine canisters (military)
the next generation of 's
the portaledge is an artificial
as he walked to the

the poster has gone up on js;
he was spotted standing on a

identify friendly and threat -- earlier (military)
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platinum platinum credit card

platinum credit card

platoon

(see platinum credit card)

platinum credit card holder

platoon base
platoon commander
platoon's fire
platoon leader
platoon mate

platoon's position
platoon sergeant

reconnaissance platoon

remnants of the platoon

platter serving platter

play (games) play area

playground
playhouse
playmate

play pool
plaything
playtime

playoff

play-by-play

play by the rules

pay-to-play

power-play (m)
team play

play (stage, movie) playwright

a

set up a temporary as a rally point
the sergeant and his opened fire...
he continued to direct the
the fell seriously wounded
his s;
his s fought to get him Medal of Honor
he began dragging him back to his
she was raped by her

the received a heavy volume of fire

were located in a trench line

transfer meat, apples and apricots to a

a inside Landover Mall;
the only for the children was...
(see playground)
four-year-olds racing around a
he and his brothers were playmates of...;
parents are their child's first and best s
splashing around a in the back yard
a he had once loved
hit other children during ;
ensure safe and fun (kids)

won the U.S. Open in a

(see play-by-play)

their ability to of society (criminals)

(see pay-to-play)

took the lead on a goal (hockey)
a greater commitment to

Clifford Odets, the
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Y

0

playwriting
playwriting (m)

Christmas play
college play
hit play
school play
screenplay

screenplay (m)

Broadway play

who taught
a recent graduate of Jul liard's program

the teacher who always produced the
had him typecast in s
his , "The Sunshine Boys"
if your child is in a
a copy of the of... (movie);
unproduced Vs, screenplay treatments
unproduced screenplays, treatments

he decided to do a

Pulitzer Prize-winning play

play (other) play by the rules

gunplay

foreplay
afterplay

play-by-play play-by-play announcer

player (sports) players' union

players-only

player-of-the-year

chess player
hockey player
role player
soccer player

squash player

team player

baseball player
basketball player
football player

the

their ability to of society (criminals)

reckless is glorified on TV

afterplay versus (sex)
versus foreplay (sex)

the

Major League Baseball and the

(see players-only)

had been national in college

beginning js
no expects to be blindsided
he had devolved from star to (hockey)
its first-team js;
the U.S. women's s;
white, suburban, ponytailed js
the second-best in college;
the seventeenth-ranked in the world
a good with strong practice habits

the best-known
the 's dormitory
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player (instrument)

playground player what s say (basketball)
volleyball player a nationally ranked

big-name player s
first-team player its s

hard-nosed player the
best-known player the best-known soccer player

coach-player (see coach-player)

NFL players veteran

starting player I was a on the varsity lacrosse team

high regarded player she is a (tennis)
recently retired player a

good (team) player a with strong practice habits
top player he once threw his off the team (a coach)

fiddle player
organ player

js perform every weekend
the silent films are accompanied by an

player (machine) music player voice recognition, games, Web js;
portable Internet js

tape player a borrowed

CD player a

video-cassette player a

players only players only meeting the team captains called a

playground run-down playground run-down js

playing

playground accidents
playground equipment
playground fence
playground player

playing area
playing cards

dog bites and
vandalism to
the
what s say (basketball)

the stadium has a larger than...
, books and a bird's nest
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plea

pleasant

pleasant-looking

pleasing

pleasure

plenty

playing field
playing style

lacrosse-playing (m)
polo-playing (m)
role-playing (m)
soccer-playing (m)
tennis-playing (m)

radio-playing

long-playing

plea bargain

plea for help

leniency plea

guilty plea
impassioned plea

pleasant memory

pleasant-looking

unpleasant

pleasant-looking

crowd-pleasing

pleasure seeker
pleasure yacht

summer pleasure

perverse pleasure

loss of pleasure

plenty of time

s at bases and universities
his distinctive

nations
a chum
garners love the new game
from his days
the type

violations such as loud

(see long-playing)

settlements and s;
a in a drug case;
under the terms of the

she responded to a desperate

despite s, judge orders maximum sentence

he moved to withdraw his (murder case)
repeating the request with an

his story brought a flood of s

(see pleasant-looking)

(see unpleasant)

Geist is , dresses well,...

(see crowd-pleasing)

a nation of s
turned the ship into a

swimming and fishing were our s

I take in knowing that...

in usual activities (anhedonia) and depression

you will have for boyfriends later
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plex

plight

plot (arts)

plot (land)

plot (conspiracy)

plotting

plow

plowed

plowing

plug

plugged

plugged-in

plum

plumbing

plume

cineplex
multiplex

plight of (cottonwood)
plight of the (working)

plot device
plot line
plot turn
plot twist

plot of land

cemetery plot

forty-acre plot

assassination plot
terrorist plot

plotting map

mine plows
snowplow (m)

unplowed

plowing season

earplug

plugged-in

plugged-in generation

plum commission

plumbing-supply (m)

indoor plumbing

plume altitude

(see cineplex)
(see multiplex)

trees
poor

the
the

used suicide as a
the novel has fourteen s
s, notable scenes, acting performances
the play is full of coincidence and

staked a claim to a fifty-acre

the belongs to her...

the of land is several miles from...

participating in an against...
foiling other s in the last year

a tactical NBC (military)

breaching equipment such as and rollers
a driver

(see unplowed)

had helped him during

soft foam s and acoustic earmuffs

(see plugged-in)

this 's media consumption

won the for the library (architecture)

her dad owned a successful s business;
manufacturers and lead-free faucets

central heating, , electricity

information about (volcanic eruption)
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plunge

plus

plume bifurcation was visible (volcanic eruption)

ash plume
vapor plume

s from the two volcanoes
traces of water in a

too-rapid plunge the

plus or minus phrases like "" and "margin of error"

hour-plus (see hour-plus)

16-plus the years of the bull market
65-plus the population
100-plus hoaxes;
200-plus all pounds
1,900-plus the high school's students

$400 million-plus a account

four-hundred-page-plus the directory

plutonium plutonium contamination buried facts about the

plutonium-laced (see plutonium-laced)

plutonium-laced plutonium-laced dust workers inhaled

ply plywood (see plywood)

plywood plywood the lobby was paneled in cheap

poacher bear poacher Ray Hillsman, Oregon's most notorious

poaching poaching ring a secret

widespread poaching the of abalone

hunting ban for poaching a one-year

pock pockmarked (see pockmarked)

pocked shell-pocked (see shell-pocked)

pocket (clothes) pocket knife opened cans with his
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pocket (other)

pocketed

pocket-size

pockmarked

pod

podium

poem

poet

pocket watch

pocket-size

pocket-stuffing (m)

jacket pocket
pants pocket
seat pocket
shirt pocket

pickpocket

out-of-pocket

pockets of poverty
pockets of vulnerability

multipocketed

clocks and s

(see pocket-size)

crooks

in the
inside my
magazines in the s of airplanes
gold pens peeked out of his

the lives alone

(see out-of-pocket)

Appalachia still contains
(areas in world without vaccines)

(see multipocketed)

pocket-size (sugar cane) plantation js

pocket-size firearm a
pocket-size pencil sharpener a small

pock-marked

pockmarked skin

escape pod

victory podium

epic poem
love poem

poet's gift

poet-author

performance poet

nineteenth-century poets

the cells were blitzed and

the submarines are equipped with s

on the (Tour de France)

the beloved 19th century by Mickiewicz
two previously unpublished js

a for metaphor

Cuba's independence hero and revered

she has emerged as a stellar

statues of two
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poetry

statues of (two nineteenth-century) poets

poetry contest
poetry section

poetry writing

nature poetry
rap poetry

poetry writing poetry-writing class
poetry-writing seminar

poignant

point (place)

semi-poignant

point A
point B
point break
point fire

point of no return

point of entry
point of explosion
points of friction
point-of-sale (m)

access point
ambush point
checkpoint
choke point

collection point
entrance point
entry point
insertion point
observation point
percentage point

rendezvous point
saturation point
start point
supply point
vantage point

give a reading and judge a
the (at Barnes & Noble)

(see poetry writing)

his mother wrote
two CDs of her and music

a student in my
a

(see semi-poignant)

and get from to Point B
and get from Point A to
The Point, Puerto Rico's best (surfing)

is directed against a particular target

I reached the

if Ceuta no longer offers a
within several hundred feet of the
troops would pull back from
retail systems

new s to the highway
steep grades and S-turns make good --s (roads)
(see checkpoint)
--s on interstates and state highways;
identify s, bridges, tunnels (military)
Joel will be the
changing the on Pennsylvania
finding the to the canyon
the door was the
we've dug trenches and set up --s
slashed profits by 4 --s a year;
every that is shaved from GDP
dates, times, --s
before we reach the
I was out of our
ammunition (ASP)
(see vantage point)
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point (of object)

point (in time)

point (sequence)

point

crossing point
launching point
meeting point
processing point
vanishing point

arches marked the international
the space station will be a farther destinations
a
the for the evacuation...
railroad tracks converge at the

pedestrian crossing point the (at the border)

narcotics-transshipment point geography mikes it an ideal

data collection points

drop-off point
lookout point

narrowest point
right point
weak point

gunpoint
knifepoint

one point
high point
low point

turning point

crisis point
danger point

crucial point

"go-no go" point

beginning point
starting point

midpoint
end point

point of view

established 100

bagmen and 's
the footpath leading to the

the strait's
first-rate has an inside-bowl section (surfing)
find and identify enemy obstacles, units, s

We were stopped at
took her away at ; the kidnapping at

at he owned six painting by Balthus
the of my trip to Russia
at one (in his life)

marked the j; that was the ;
this was the in my life

reaching the in waste management
we are not even close to the

she was at a in the training (of a dog)

the for the B-52s was 9:30 p.m.

the of our program
the for...;
miles from her (marathon swimming)
(see midpoint)
it's not clear where the is

(see point of view)
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(of view)
standpoint from the of design
vantage point from the of the victims;

it's difficult to believe from our (now)
viewpoint such sharply contrasting s

turning point marked the ; that was the ;
it was the of her career

point (argument) key point but the is...
main point his stands (argument about economy)
specific points he used stories to illustrate (Harvard)

related point he makes a

jumping-off point he used Heidegger as a

underlying point the real

negotiating point Japan put its on the table
selling point design and image are important s;

he touts his experience as a (elections)

crucial point this is an especially because...

point (number) seven-point (m) his scale
ten-point (m) a plan

point (sports) point total set the girls' record for (gymnastics)

point-shaving (m) scandals have racked college basketball

3-point (m) retained a lead
16-point (m) build a lead (basketball)

point (scientific) decimal point a fixed
flashpoint a for violence;

the book was a for racial antagonism;
the in this debate was...

focal point the park is the of the region
grade-point a 3.8 . average
grade-point (m) the average of black students;

lowered her average
pivot point revolves around its
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point (other)

point blank

pointed

pointer (sports)

pointer (light)

pointing

point of view

point-source

pointy

break-even point

boiling point
melting point

point ambush
point blank
point man
point-source
point target

certain point
high point
some point

the between the two

the water needs only to reach the
standards for , tensile strength...;
raise temperatures to the (of ice)

in a , deploy to attack in a single kill zone
(see point blank)
the in the column
(see point-source)
the third soldiers provides fire on s

he couldn't go past a (research)
(see high point)
most women have at clashed with...

things have reached the point

point blank range

pointed question

three-pointer

laser-light pointer

pointing device

finger pointing

point of view

minority point of view
safety point of view

driving point of view

clear point of view
different point of view

point-source outbreak

pointy-eared

that...

he directed fire at against the enemy

he sometimes bristled at s

another buzzer-beating

a

the button-style

there was much

the story is told from his

the
improve things from a (motor racing)

from a you know what's happening (racing)

she has a very
in order to understand a

data suggesting a massive (biological weapon)

(see pointy-eared)
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pointy-eared

poison

poisoned

poisoning

poker

poker-faced

polar

pointy-eared head

poison center

poison-control (m)

poison gas
poison ivy
poison specialist

rat poison

lead-poisoned

poisoning campaigns

alcohol poisoning
arsenic poisoning
food poisoning
food-poisoning (m)
lead poisoning

lead poisoning (m)
radiation poisoning

nerve agent poisoning

heavy-metal poisoning

poker-faced

video poker

poker-faced

poker-faced chairman

poker-faced young man

bipolar

her

frantic people who call the ;
the nation's 75 js
incidents reported to U.S. centers;

centers are reporting adverse reactions
planted in Tokyo subways
I had a bad case of
js answer 250 calls a day

fed to the pigeons

(see lead-poisoned)

to eradicate prairie dogs

killed by
father had died from
stories of on the evening news
an utterly typical outbreak
eating dirt is a sign of ;
childhood from paint;

and kids eating paint chips
$56 million for control
no one believed he had

severe requires administration of atropine

she has

(see poker-faced)

(see video poker)

they were

the

(see bipolar)
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pole

police
(and policeman,
policewoman,
cop)

bamboo pole
flag pole
light pole
probe pole
telephone pole
utility pole

police academy
police account
police action
police barricades
police behavior
police blunder
police brutality
police bullets
police car
police-car (m)
police career
police chase
police code
beat cop
police corruption
police custody

police department

police detective
police dog
police error
police-error (m)
police-evidence (m)
police file

police force

"cop's gut"
police interrogation
police interrogation (m)
police informant
police investigation

policeman

under a plastic sheet propped up by s
boxer shorts flying from the (high school)
banners on s (appeals for civic pride)
s to locate avalanche victims
a Ford Explorer sport-utility vehicle hit a
ran a stop sign and crashed into a

(see police academy)
according to a
a from a traditional way
TV cameramen formed a line behind (trial)
complaints about are down
a affected the trial

cases
died in a hale of
's with blue lights flashing
he kicked out a window
began his as a beat cop in Brooklyn
during a
an 11-44, for a dead body
began his police career as a in Brooklyn
in a report on
his death in (Steve Biko)
he remains in following his arrest;
103 immigrants were taken into
a dogged by criticism;
fire and s;
the and other emergency responders
grumbling among 's
an eager
a critical

rates in criminal investigations
he stole cocaine from a locker
the attorney requested access to s;
a missing found after the trial
as part of the j;
the county's 1,032-member
when a tells him to stop someone

gone wrong (false confessions)
the most widely used manual
the was kicked to death
the into the death of...;
when word of the ' leaked
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police misconduct
police motorcycle

police officer
police policy
police practices
police protection
police pursuit
police raid
police records
police report

police reporter
police response
police scanner

cop show
police skills

police state

police station

police tape
police testimony
police torture
police unit
police version
police weapon
police work

the president denounced
the enormous parade of s;
twice crashed his
(see police officer)
evaluate s and training
a Justice Department investigation of
have heavy
high-speed
a spooked investors
examined at the Post's request
according to a ;
old newspaper articles and 's
a for the Post
the initial, restrained
a ten-channel ;
he checked his (in his car);
at home, awake, and monitoring his portable
television s like "Homicide"
soldiers with training in standard j;
, such as traffic control, patrolling
and the state becomes a ;
with the fall of the
s, churches and mosques;
he'd never been in a before
cordoned off the area with yellow
the judge convicted her based on
injuries sustained as a result of
have ambushed --s
the of his death
the fatal shot didn't come from a

is routine...;
under fire for sloppy

police misconduct race relations,

police checkpoint
police hangout

police handling
police planning
police proceedings
police questioning

ID checks, --s and bomb sweeps
a popular

critical of -- of complaints
taking responsibility for poor

were brought against him (sexual assault)
after two days of

police-monitored (see police-monitored)
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border police
campus police (m)
riot police
state-police (m)

streetwise cop

military police

police academy police academy

police-academy entrance

paying off traffickers and alike
a report

watched as... (a demonstration)
a lawyer and former chief

he felt at ease among the older, s

(see MP)

cadets graduate from the new

exam he took the , passed

police-monitored police-monitored camera funding for s

police officer

policing

policy

police officer's testimony a

plainclothes police officera shot and killed...

off-duty police officer an was walking to his car

new police officers a graduation speech to s
local police officers he was arrested by s

heavily armed police officers

community policing

community-policing (m)
community policing (m)

policy area
policy consequences
policy idea
policy development
policy failure
policy issue
policymaker
policy maker
policy suggestions

policymaking

evacuated the building (gunman)

crime prevention and ;
an advocate of
a lieutenant
a small unit

the main s of the federal government
that fact would have important
a marketing job of his s
played a virtually unprecedented role in
was it an intelligence failure or a
important s arising from...
how is a responsible to proceed
s do not rely on...
he has contributed

decision-making, , or strategy
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policy-oriented

abortion policy
admissions policies
company policy
door policy
education policy
homeless policy
immigration policy
insurance policy
marijuana policy
police policy
public-policy (m)
tax policy
transportation policy
university's (admissions)

(see policy-oriented)

s of the last eight years
the university's and affirmative action
by , employees are limited to...
the various s at local nightclubs
the candidates diverge on
strict new s in New York City
a passport-for-dollars
an
a based on the facts
evaluate --s and training
tricky questions
contemporary
arguments over

policies the and affirmative action

drug-control policy America's
refugee-classification policy Australia's lenient

no-tolerance policy

buildingwide policy

AIDS policy

academic integrity policy

hiring policy
launching policy

accepted policy
written policy

a regarding steroid use (sports doping)

a

shaping fair and effective

strict s

I urged a change in (FBI)
was changed (after Challenger accident)

it certainly isn't a departure from
the police have no regarding...

even-handed policy he's striven to maintain an

domestic-policy (m)
foreign policy
military policy
realistic policy
social policy
strict (academic integrity) policy
strict (new homeless) policy
strict (academic integrity) policy

two important speeches
(see foreign policy)
it seems to have been for decades not to...
this is a , but a difficult and frustrating one
the disastrous consequences of court-orderedS

--s in New York City
S
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stop-and-frisk policy the N.Y.P.D.'s s

don't-ask-don't-tell policy

policy-oriented policy-oriented governor

polio polio immunization
polio vaccine

polish nail polish

polished polished speaker

highly polished

Polish Polish-American

Polish-American Polish-American family

polite polite behavior

politics politics of abortion

politics Chicago-style

political political arm
political asylum
political connections
political correctness
political dirt
political ends
political events
political influence
political issue
political party
political pressure
political prisoner
political process
political-satire (m)
political survival
political tool

political damage control

the (gays in the military (US))

make sure their s are up-to-date
early doses of the

dreadlocks, purple , and a nose ring

she was not a

(see highly polished)

(see Polish-American)

a in Nutley, New Jersey

the rules of and cell phones, beepers

the are complicated

taught Clinton about

the group's
her immigration status while seeking
they parlayed into personal fortunes
the notion of (at universities)
top-grade
the employment of violence for
most citizens paid attention to major
the easiest way to get the they needed
secure gun storage is a
they are the backbone of his
because of from Moscow
PEN and writers who are --s
the each election year
Monocle, the magazine he published
fighting for his own
forswore the use of violence as a

conduct
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politically

political outlook they were similar in their

political fund-raising

political and financial (m)the project ran into - problems (museum)

highly political (see highly political)

politically motivated (see politically motivated)

politically motivated
politically motivated response
politically motivated violence-,

politician law-and-order politician a

guerrillas-turned-politicians the generals and the - struggled...

magnet for politicians the convention is a - and businessmen (Davos)

politics state politics underdogs in -
student politics he's relatively new to
world politics - in the twenty-first century

big-city politics race has receded from

polka polka-dot (see polka-dot)

polka-dot polka-dot pattern a

poll poll rankings won-lost records and - (college basketball)

poll of consumers the - from 10 countries showed...

exit poll opinion and -s appear to confirm...
opinion poll some '-s have shown...

public-opinion poll -s

on-line polls a couple of - revealed that...

recent polls the most - suggest that...
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pollen pollen or other plant material in the animal's fur

polling

pollutant

polluted

polluter

pollution

pollution-free

poly

polygraph

pomegranate

poncho

polling place go to s to cast their votes

public-opinion polling

air pollutants

polluted air

industrial polluters

pollution level
pollution limits
pollution-prevention
pollution reductions
pollution source

pollution-free

air pollution
farm pollution
light pollution
mine pollution
noise pollution
nutrient pollution
ozone pollution
traffic pollution
water pollution

(m)

radioactive pollution
toxic pollution

sources of pollution

pollution-free energy

polygraph

polygraph test

pomegranate tree

poncho liner

the six major tracked by the EPA

, contaminated groundwater

discharges from municipal and

the river's extraordinarily high
the EPA has set for ocean waters
companies save money with projects
set their own timetables for
s like sewage treatment plants

(see pollution-free)

rush-hour traffic and appalling
rules to limit
lovers of darkness call this
a hazard because of decades of
regulations aimed at reducing
harder hit by ; the effects of
an effort to address

includes not only exhaust emissions but...
has grown worse

Norway fears -- from Russia
Du Pont, 3M and

the major are from Mexico (national park)

, such as geothermal energy

(see polygraph)

allowed him to take a

willows, cottonwoods, and a

opted for s instead of sleeping bags
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pong Ping-Pong (see Ping-Pong)

pony ponytail (m) holders should be of snag-proof elastic

ponytailed (see ponytailed)

ponytailed ponytailed soccer player white, suburban, s

pool (liquid) pool party a
poolside he enjoyed lounging with a drink

pool of blood a on the stairway landing

play pool splashing around a in the back yard
slush pools wading knee-deep through

whirlpool crags, precipices, cascades, s
whirlpool (m) a bath

reflecting pool a in a deserted temple garden
swimming pool (see swimming pool)
wading pool drowning in s; a tranquil

crystal-clear pool a

pool (group) pool of (prison-educated) college graduates the
pool of test takers the has grown larger

pool (other)

pool of (two- and three-year-old) used cars the

car-pool (m) lanes
employment pool Seattle offered an ideal
gene pool these diseases remain in the human ;

unfavorable traits don't persist in the ;
populations where the is more mixed

jury pool strike eccentric citizens from s;
--s are disproportionately female

labor pool the shrinking will slow growth
press pool and as the left the room
talent pool the company's is remarkable

pool table a few s and room for a dart game
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pooler

poop

poor (money)

poor (other)

poorly

poorly educated

poorly marked

poorly paid

poorly prepared

poorly run

car-pooler

dog poop

poor country
poor neighborhood
poor people

dirt-poor
tax-poor (m)
world's poor

rich-poor

working poor

rich and poor

poor efficacy
poor prognosis
poor response
poor visibility

poor planning

poorly educated
poorly marked
poorly paid
poorly prepared
poorly run
poorly supervised
poorly ventilated

poorly educated women

poorly marked routes

poorly paid teachers

poorly prepared lawyer

poorly run program
poorly run school

s, farmers, stay-at-home moms

slipped in the

goods from small producers in s
her cramped house in a of Mobile
welfare-state protections for

(see dirt-poor)
the island opts...
big business, Third World elites, the

(see rich-poor)

the plight of the

the widening gulf between

the probably is due to the fact that... (drug)
inhalational anthrax has a very
if there is to treatment
the pilot had to pull up because of

many accuse him of (bike tour)

(see poorly educated)
(see poorly marked)
(see poorly paid)
(see poorly prepared)
(see poorly run)
(see poorly supervised)
(see poorly ventilated)

congested areas or (military convoys)

--s

s
5
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poorly supervised

poorly ventilated

POP

pop (father)

pop (music)

pop (drink)

pop (other)

popcorn

pop-culture

poplar

poplar-shaded

popping

poppy

popular

poorly supervised they are ill trained and

poorly ventilated mine shaft methane in s

POP

(see father)

pop charts
pop-culture
pop lyrics
pop star

soda pop

popcorn

pop-up

popcorn

microwave popcorn

pop culture celebrities

stands for "post office protocol"

crossed over from country charts to
(see pop-culture)
the inanity of 1970s
he loved being a

drinking was his substitute addiction

(see popcorn)

(see pop-up)

, candy and other concessions (movies)

photographs of

pop-culture frontier heroes

poplar-shaded

poplar-shaded streets

eye-popping

Viagra-popping (m)

opium poppies

in books

(see poplar-shaded)

lined with apartment blocks

(see eye-popping)

the husband

are a major cash crop

popular attitudes a change in
popular belief contrary to , not all guys want...
popular choice the stay-at-home mom is a again
popular (scuba) destination Florida is a
popular event celebrities can make an appearance at a
popular imagination the teen as outcast captures the
popular movement the being built
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popularity

popularly

popularly held

populated

popular music the British talent for creating
popular (unproven) remedies the use of (cancer treatment)
popular souvenir T-shirts and posters are s (city festival)
popular (diving) spot
popular (fishing) spot
popular strategy
popular vote

a
a

one is to...
came in second in s;
his goal of receiving 5% of the

popular-vote (m) his lead (elections)

popular (police) hangout

unpopular

less-popular
most popular

popularity ratings

a

(see unpopular)

(see less-popular)
(see most popular)

his fell to single digits

popularity of the movement the booming

popularity of e-books the
popularity of folk music the in the early 1960s
popularity of the local bands the (Manchester)

popularity of job hopping the growing

popularity of online trading the

drug's popularity
sport's popularity

mainstream popularity the brief of folk music in the 60s

booming popularity
growing popularity

simple reasons lie behind the (ecstasy)
as the has grown

popularly held

popularly held notions

densely populated

the of the movement on campuses
soccer's nationwide;
the of job hopping

(see popularly held)

the incorrectness of some (about the law)

(see densely populated)
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population
(human)

population center
population-control (m)
population density

population growth

population loss
population pressure
population projection
population transfer

black population
city's population

immigrant population
inmate population
plant population
prison population

resident population
school population
slave population
target populations
world population

school-age population

away from the main s
an experimental measure
the in New York City;
high led the Dutch to reclaim land

and urbanization; tremendous ;
poses a great risk to humanity;

immigration-generated
Manchester's has been partly offset...

on arable land
revised its year 2050 to 8.9 billion
massive s

the country's (South Africa)
the has declined...;
the hospitals that serve the
the 5 of their cities
Elmira's
the in the Southern Appalachians
the New York State ;
the huge U.S.
the in the Alps versus visitors
the grows every year
the size of the

such as school-age children (public health)
in this century has exploded

expects its to triple

elderly inmate population rapidly growing
federal-prison population triple the size of the

non-Muslim population the

online population the continues to climb

Internet population as the grew

voting-age population less than half of the

refugee-bloated population a

underserved populations providing health care to

aging population Spain's will begin decreasing
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population
(animal)

pop-up

porch

bowling population misconceptions about the
burgeoning population s and exploding production

fast - growing population

huge (U.S. prison) population

65-plus population

population crash

population cycle

bear population
deer population

insect populations
mosquito population

oyster population
pest population

s
the

the

a , part of the natural cycle;
likely to cause an unprecedented
working on s

the growing is spreading throughout...
growing s;
the averages 12-15 per square mile
monitor for insecticide resistance
with the local enlarged by heavy rains;
as the weather gets cooler, s decline
oyster reefs to replenish s
delay the evolution of resistance in s

African elephant population poaching slashed ' populations
stray animal population Istanbul's exploding
stray dog population the destruction of the city's

bowhead-whale population the well-being of the
snowshoe-hare population Colorado's

exploding (stray dog) population Istanbul's

pop-up (security) barrier a (antiterrorism)
pop-up target he aims at a 150 meters down range
pop-up window a personalized (on a computer)

pop-up headlamps

porch supports

wraparound porch

screened porch

front porch

, huge wheels...

sagging

s; on the west side of its

watch from a on June evenings

sit on the shelling peas
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pork

porno

pornography
(and porno, porn)

pornographic

port

portable

portal

private porch

pork chops
pork fat
pork patty

(see pornography)

porno theatre

child pornography

Internet pornography

E-porn
E-porn (m)

hard-core porn
soft-core porn

each guest room has a (inn)

cooking rice and
sodium-loaded
a freeze-dried

massage parlors and s

(see child pornography)

software to block

is a massive moneymaker
the top site (Internet)

massage parlors and porno theatres

pornographic videos

porthole
port side
data port
airport
seaport
space port
spaceport

deep water port

passport

docking port
firing port

whaling port

portable mine detector

Internet portal

sells on eBay

a neighborhood of

a space station
keep four red buoys on our
digital secure voice terminal with
(see airport)
the fourth-largest in the United States
states competing to serve as the
at the Florida , she lauded the launching team

a lodgment area should have a and airfield

(see passport)

a will be attached to the space station
the flank ' on the BMP (vehicle);
pushes the grenade into the of the bunker
when Hobart was a

the IMP weighs 7 kilograms

s like Yahoo!, Lycos
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portfolio

portion

portrait

position
(in organizations)

patent portfolio
stock portfolio

manage Stanford's growing
he manages his on Yahoo!;
executives, stock options, and their --s

portion size and dieting;
the increase in s (restaurants)

family portrait the s in silver frames
pencil portrait incredibly detailed s

framed portrait a room filled with of his ancestors

executive position
faculty position
job positions

promoting more women to s
half of all s in entomology are gone
lists of in their force structure

leadership position troops in key s

entry-level position worked his way up from an

teaching position distance learning will eliminate --s

assistant coaching position an entry-level

current position (job) his and why he wanted to leave

position (place) position tracker studded with sensors for s

position of advantage use maneuver to achieve a (military)
position of the appendix variations in the
position of (relative) security he moved from his (battle)

enemy position

government position
guerrilla positions
mine positions
patrol's position
platoon's position
search position
target position
team's position
sniper position

he crawled within 15 meters of the ;
locate, report, and bypass obstacles and --s
gunfire from --s (Waco)
fired bombs and shells at
recording that are laid to a pattern
when the enemy was near his , he...
he began dragging him back to his
sent him 330 feet down from his
face sideways toward the (grenade throw)
when an enemy grenade landed in his , he...
the was 200 yards from the cabin
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machine gun position

fortified bunker position

fighting position
shielding position

covered position
dismounted position
exposed position
fortified position

fire-swept position

the enemy s

heavy automatic weapons fire from a

soldiers or weapons in trenches or s
a (protecting soldier with own body)

the sergeant left his to direct the defense
post air guards in s (vehicles)
he remained in an (battle)
he charged through bamboo to the (attack)

he crossed the to secure the radio (battle)

perilously exposed position he moved to a flanking his comrades (war)

advantageous position
defensive position
friendly position

defense of the position
security of their position

they moved to a more to return fire (war)
the unit had established a night (military)
he dragged a comrade back to a (battle)

his actions were crucial to the successful
the left the to aid the wounded man (war)

defensive wire of the position the enemy had breached the

speed, position and direction guide the of the units (space station)

position (stand) agency's position
prosecution's position

negotiating position

current position

position (other) body position
default position
lead position

starting position

juxtaposition

awkward position

the was based on a survey
DNA testing will validate the

as we advance our own

s on the Kashmir issue

people are unaware of their or pains
the is common sense
elbow their way into the

then rise to (an exercise)

(see juxtaposition)

he has been put in an
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positional

positioned

positioning

positive

possession

possibility

helpless position
prone position
sexual position

positional advantage

well positioned

has put them in a
he assumed a and continued firing (battle)
certain s--girl on top, doggy style...

minefields can give defenders a

(see well positioned)

Global Positioning System (see GPS)

repositioning

positive change
positive effect
positive feelings
positive influence
positive memory
positive response

positive routine
positive (urine) test
positive thing
positive trait
positive way

positive outcome

most-positive

false positives

possession of terrain

drug possession
marijuana possession
weapons-possession (m)

(see repositioning)

a in online dating habits
they have at least one
above-average students report at school
his father was the most in his life
recall a of your father (questionnaire)
we need to have a to this;
requires a to 1 of the following 2 questions;
once a is achieved (treatment of anaphylaxis)
settle down and find a (routine)
two s (pregnancy)
it was such a for him (karate)
your s, such as kindness, generosity
give him input in a gentle, (sex)

he was pessimistic about a (rescue)

(see most-positive)

resulting from lab contamination

versus destruction of the enemy

arrested for
arrested for
indicted last week on charges

worldly possessions the entire of this family

possibility of appendicitis the
possibility of (a savage animal) attack

possibility of a contract killing the
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possible

post (after)

possibility of a new market the opening up

remote possibility left open the that he could...

possible accident maintenance can prevent a
possible cause a collision or explosion were s (disaster)
possible (mercury) contamination recalled cans of tuna for
possible doubt convince you beyond any (trial)
possible (bioterror) event plan for a
possible leak the of classified information
possible mine
possible scenario

possible way

lightly mark a line in the soil around the
a collision with a mine was a (sub sinking);
he presented another to explain her death
we felt this was the only

possible ground operation forced to prepare for a (military)
possible hate crime police said this could be a
possible power outage sleet, freezing rain and s

post-concussion
post-conviction
post-election
post-expedition
postexposure
postfight (n1)
post-funeral
postgraduate (m)
post-launch
post-match
post-midnight
post-modernism
post operation
postseason
post-Victorians
postwar

post-W.W. II

post-high school

post-"Schindler's List"

post-hangup

(see post-concussion)
(see post-conviction)
(see post-election)
(see post-expedition)
(see postexposure)
(see postfight)
(see post-funeral)
(see postgraduate)
(see post-launch)
(see post-match)
(see post-midnight)
(see post-modernism)
(see post operation)
(see postseason)
(see post-Victorians)
(see postwar)

(see post-World War II)

(see post-high school)

from a perspective

(see post-hangup)
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post (object)

post (place)

post (mail)

post-cold-war

post-Vietnam-era

post-colonial
post-doctoral
postfeminist
postindustrial
postmortem
postnuclear
postoperative
postpartum
post-secondary
post surgical
post-traumatic

signpost

border post
command post

guard post
military post
observation post
sniper post

American Legion post

outpost

listening post
monitoring post
trading post

postcard
post office

postage

Post-it Note

(see post-cold-war)

(see post-Vietnam-era)

(see post-colonial)
(see post-doctoral)
(see postfeminist)
(see postindustrial)
(see postmortem)
(see postnuclear)
(see postoperative)
(see postpartum)
(see post-secondary)
(see post surgical)
(see post-traumatic)

I pass the s of my childhood;
few detailed maps and fewer s

the at the Jordan River
that's our inner perimeter ;
the mobile was parked in the grass
internal s, control points on the perimeter
India set up a number of s
his was subject to a fierce ground attack
the Sierra at Waco

Elks Clubs and 's will close

(see outpost)

it is the NSA's largest
an early-warning manned by Israelis
a on the Kennebec;
Yaviza is still only a (Panama)

(see postcard)
(see post office)

(see postage)

(see Post-it Note)
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postage

postal

postcard

post-cold-war

post-colonial

post-concussion

post-conviction

post-doctoral

posted

post-election

post-expedition

postexposure

poster

picture-postcard (m)

postage-stamp (m)

Internet postage

postal official
Postal Rates
postal regulations

postcard

postcard-perfect (m)

picture-postcard (m)

post-cold-war era
post-cold-war world

post-colonial Africa
post-colonial government

post-concussion syndrome

post-conviction proceeding

post-conviction appeal

post-doctoral training

posted instructions
posted route

the image of Venice

yards (size)

e-stamp

worried js
Consumer's Guide to and Fees (post office)
for any purposes prohibited by law or

send a

the towns and villages of New England

the image of Venice

in the
the

Africa;
will lead the government

a right to counsel in js;
a state proceeding;
in a

training

honor system payment--see
boats were following the

post-election appointment a

post-expedition press conference in a

postexposure prophylaxis can be withheld in certain cases (rabies);
following an anthrax attack

poster boy
poster child
poster city

(see poster boy)
she's a for what's wrong with the war on drugs
Austin is a for the new economy (tech)
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poster boy

movie poster a vintage showing John Wayne in...;
an enormous collection of old s

safety poster old-fashioned s adorn the walls

poster boy for pedophiles a

poster boy for (every) bad driver the in Colorado

poster boy of freestyle the is Shaun Palmer (snowboard)

postfeminist postfeminist age the

postfight postfight press conferenceat the

post-funeral post-funeral meal the

postgraduate postgraduate degree 40 percent of all officers hold s

post-hangup post-hangup dial tone the

post-high school post-high school training

postindustrial postindustrial economy finding jobs in the economy

postindustrial entertainment zone Manchester as a

Post-it Note Post-it Note the paper clip, the

post-launch post-launch a devastating flaw discovered

post-match post-match victory stomp his

post-midnight post-midnight sky the

post-modernism post-modernism before declared itself a movement

postmortem postmortem examination in animals, shows...(rabies)

postnuclear postnuclear world the

post office post office go to the bank or ;
the Postal Service will close s;
America's 38,019 --s
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post office box

post operation

postop

postoperative
(and postop)

postpartum

postponed

postseason

post-secondary

post surgical

post-traumatic

post office box (see post office box)
"post office protocol" POP stands for " "

post office operating hours retrieve your mail during

local post office check with your for more information

post office box keys may not be duplicated commercially
post office box service apply for

key-type post office box we issue two keys for s (post office)

combination lock-type post office box an access code for

post operation maps with the minefield location, safety zone

(see postoperative)

postoperative infection
post-operative infection
postop pain
postoperative procedure

postpartum infections

twice-postponed

post-season play

postseason bowl game a

post-secondary education

post surgical pain

post-traumatic stress

in critical condition with a
the incidence of is 8.3% for...
behaviors associated with include...
the extensive

other sources of include...

(see twice-postponed)

three tiers of

post-traumatic stress
post-traumatic stress

normal

(see post-traumatic stress)

sailors required treatment for (bombing)

post-traumatic-stress disorder

post-traumatic-stress disorder
post-traumatic stress disorder

(see post-traumatic-stress disorder)

, or P.T.S.D
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post-Vietnam-era

posture (body)

posture (other)

post-Victorians

postwar

post-World War II

pot (container)

pot (marijuana)

pot (other)

potato

potato chip

potent

potential

post-traumatic-stress disorder and other maladies
posttraumatic stress disorder and other mental health conditions

post-Vietnam-era veterans

erect posture he is fifty, slightly built, with

security posture
readiness posture

post-Victorians

the force has increased it on the border
the of ADA units (military)

would have had to invent her

postwar America
postwar Europe
post-war French governments

post-W.W.II boom

flowerpot
teapot

(see marijuana)

pothole

potholed

fleshpot
jackpot
sexpot

potato chip
potato salad

mashed potatoes

gene-altered potatoes

in the

s
a box of tissues and a

the vehicle lurched over deep s

(see potholed)

purveyors of online --s
a player just hit a of thousands (casino)
s like Brigitte Bardot and Laetitia Casta

(see potato chip)
cole slaw and

serve with

hickory-smoke-flavored potato chips

potent drug

potential adversaries

GHB is a (supplement)

give soldiers an information advantage over
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potential dangers
potential hazards
potential impact
potential risks
potential source
potential target

potential infection

potential of minefields

potential for infection
potential for injury
potential for (catastrophic property) loss

supplements'
monitor any associated with toys (toy safety)
the of accidents (chemical industry)

must be given more weight (biotechnology)
the s of infection
terrorist activities and s;
determine the s as friendly or threat
ulcers are a source of

realize the full as a combat multiplier

open fractures have added
the mechanism of and

the
potential targets

added potential

commercial potential
dangerous potential
full potential
vast potential

potentially potentially deadly
potentially dry
potentially lethal
potentially lucrative
potentially serious
potentially toxic

terrorist activities and

open fractures have for infection

anxieties about a film's
the of the flight profile (aircraft crash)
the of minefields as a combat multiplier
the in selling to online customers

(see potentially deadly)
(see potentially dry)
(see potentially lethal)
(see potentially lucrative)
(see potentially serious)
(see potentially toxic)

potentially disabling (see potentially disabling)

potentially life-threatening (see potentially life-threatening)

potentially deadly potentially deadly virus contracted the (West Nile virus)

potentially disabling
potentially disabling injury patients with wrist dislocations suffer a

potentially dry potentially dry topic the book is an introduction to a -- -the law

potentially life-threatening
potentially life-threatening infection malaria is a
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potentially lethal potentially lethal syndrome

potentially lucrative

potentially serious

prevent this (tetanus)

potentially lucrative stock option s

potentially serious illness or injury the presence of any

potentially toxic potentially toxic antidotes overly aggressive administration of
potentially toxic dose a mouthful of methanol is a

potholed

pottery

pouch

poultry

pound

pounder

potholed road

pottery factory

ammunition pouches
leather pouch

diplomatic pouch

poultry boom
poultry corporation
poultry farmer
poultry manure
poultry production
poultry raisers
poultry waste

farm animals wandered across the

the hand-painted china is made in an Italian

training in storing hand grenades on
a containing edible leaves

the United Nations

the amounts to a steady livelihood
s have hired lobbyists

Bob Winkler

a drop in the state's S; grew
sell chickens at eight weeks
has been spread as fertilizer

pound-for-pound (see pound-for-pound)

by-the-pound (see by-the-pound)

three-pound (m)
hundred-pound (m)
135-pound (m)
two-hundred-and-eighty-five-pound (m)
two-hundred-and-sixty-six-pound (m)
300-pound (m)
three-hundred-and-fifteen-pound (m)

200-plus pounds all

a lobster
a sack of oats
the division
a mass...
his finished product
his mother
a mammoth, man

6-pounder it's a regular-size .
seventeen-pounder a ten-month-old from California;
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130-pounder beaten as a

pound-for-pound pound-for-pound among the best fighters, (boxing)

pound-for-pound fighter the best in the world (boxing)

pounding pounding noise crew members heard a (stowaways on ship)

pour downpour (se downpour)

pouring pouring rain local residents had gathered in the

outpouring (see outpouring)

poverty poverty level both states have similar s
poverty line the minimum wage is below the ;

living below the
poverty program supplanted the old --s
poverty rate the reached a record low in the South;

the overall for children was down

poverty-stricken (see poverty-stricken)

poverty and chaos shattered by (Russia)
poverty and squalor the country's

child poverty
family poverty

the continuing problem of
and school quality

deep-seated poverty Nigeria's

urban poverty some of the worst in Western Europe

elimination of poverty the is its declared mission
vow of poverty we took a and moved here (rural area)

poverty-stricken poverty-stricken people a ' dominated for centuries by outsiders
poverty-stricken youngsters

powder

poverty-stricken hinterland a neglected,

powder-blue (see powder-blue)

flea powder the insecticide is also used in , lawn treatments
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powder-blue

powdered

power (magnify)

power (energy)

power (other)

gunpowder
uranium powder

baking powder

powder-blue ski suit

powdered form

eight-power

power company
power distribution
power failure

power generator
power grid
powerhouse
power line
power outage

power plant

power supply

power transmission line

wind power

electric power
electrical power
electrical-power (m)
full (electrical) power
nuclear power (m)
reliable power
shuttle power
solar power

hydropower

the smell of still hung in the air
trainloads of dusty

, soda, and salt

his

the pesticide in its granular and

(see eight-power)

(see power company)
smarter (in Navy ships)
plagued by s;
the observatory suffered a after launch
a
feed electricity into the utility's
walked to the
(see power line)
a 20-minute in one neighborhood;
's, water shutdowns, phone disruptions
aging, coal-fired s;
seek a license renewal for its
the on-board (spacecraft)

high-voltage s

(see wind power)

the demand for will jump
the space station was restored to full
the industry and toxic emissions
the space station was restored to
the Indian Point plant

at cheap prices (public utilities)
and communications
and communications;

analysts who study

free-flowing rivers versus

demand for (electric) power the will jump

powerboat
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power broker

power dynamics
power-play (m)
power punch
power relations
power struggle

power-thirsty

power of (DNA) proof
powers of recall

s and decision makers;
arranged a deal with s from other states
the of their alliances (Hollywood)
took the lead on a goal (hockey)
he puts more leverage into s (boxing)
the between slaves and their masters
a protracted between...;
turn into a j;
an attempt to quell a military

(see power-thirsty)

the mesmerizing
his (ability to remember films)

powers of recovery increasing your endurance and (cycling)
power of (traditional) roles the (gender)

power of the high heel the sexual

power of his kingship

air power
black power
combat power

enforcement power
hockey power
lightning's power
manpower (m)
market power
money power
monopoly power
music's power
space power
union power
star power

brand-name power
law-enforcement power

buying power
computing power

attempting to use the

(see air power)
hearing the message of
enhance the unit's on the modern battlefield;
apply to restore order, separate factions;
concentrate at the decisive place and time;
interdicting enemy before it can be employed
lost its funding and
the Soviet Union as a
we have a greater understanding of
an assessment of requirements
the company's prodigious , profits
universities reconfigured by raw
by the degree of they possess

to shape our emotions
Russia's effort to retain its image as a leading
at the height of in the 1960s
the film hardly lacks for

companies with
abuses of

their collective can drive prices down
more than the I.B.M. mainframe that...
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negotiating power
punching power

colonial power
low-power
reliable power
sexual power

an equal partner with some (relationships)
he believes is mostly a gift (boxing)

standing up to the former
(see low-power)

at cheap prices (public utilities)
the of the high heel

application of (combat) power ROE guide the tactical
balance of power there's a shift in the (relationships)

power company power company

powered

powerful

power company workers

battery-powered
coal-powered
diesel-powered
gas-powered
jet-powered
motor-powered
nuclear-powered
oar-powered
water-powered

fuel-cell-powered

5 continued to struggle

5
(see battery-powered)
(see coal-powered)
(see diesel-powered)
(see gas-powered)
(see jet-powered)
(see motor-powered)
(see nuclear-powered)
(see oar-powered)
(see water-powered)

(see fuel-cell-powered)

gasoline-and-electricity-powered
(see gasoline-and-electricity-powered)

high-powered
low-powered
solar-powered

(see high-powered)
(see low-powered)
(see solar-powered)

powerful (car) bomb a -- that exploded...
powerful (marketing) effort the tobacco industry's
powerful influence a person's personality profile is a
powerful (entrenched) interests will thwart him
powerful (assessment) methodology there are a lot more s out there
powerful (onscreen) performance their
powerful (running) style his quick, (football)
powerful tool password systems give merchants s
powerful weapon this small but -- (hand grenade)
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power line

power-thirsty

pox

practical

powerful windstorm

all-powerful
super-powerful

ever-more-powerful

power line

two powerful 's uprooted 100,000 trees

(see all-powerful)
(see super-powerful)

(see ever -more powerful)

under a tangle of s

power line transmission tower a toppled by vandals

transformers and power lines acres of

power-thirsty duo

smallpox

practical difficulties
practical tips

practical-minded

a

(see smallpox)

this would raise
women share about artificial insemination

(see practical-minded)

practical-minded practical-minded city a
practical-minded obsession a with failure

practice
(business)

practice
(way of
doing sth)

thriving practice

private practice

business practices

industry practices
labor practices
law practice
news practices
police practices
privacy practices
safety practices
sanitation practices
taboo practice
trial practice
work practices

he had built up a (dentist)

an OB-GYN with a thriving ;
when he was admitted to the bar, he went into

the company's were not to be trusted;
illegal monopolistic
improve customer choices and
stop any exploitative
developing its own Native American
ABC's carefully codified
a Justice Department investigation of
laws that dictate the government's (Net)
officials defended past
egg farmers must adhere to strict
s tend to grow in popularity
having read books on
inappropriate and unacceptable
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practice
(for performance)

malpractice (see malpractice)

inventory-management practices
meat-inspection practices
timber management practices

longtime practice

anti-competitive practices

accounting practices
breeding practices
building practices
farming practices
fishing practices
grazing practices
hiring practices
machining practices
selling practices

ticket-pricing practices
tuna-fishing practices

long-standing practice

accepted practice

common practice
medical practice
regional practice
risky practice
standard practice

of numerous companies
and European standards

scaled-down

this is being challenged

the company used

misleading in the marketplace
poor (overbred dogs)
more efficient
those who are too poor to use sound
protested the of foreign vessels
rangeland has recovered due to better
I met with Freeh to discuss (FBI)
blamed the metal fatigue on poor
questionable take on a new urgency

disclosure of (of airlines)
killed dolphins

his of accepting lavish gifts

dodging photos has become an ;
he did something outside (police)

it's a at the hospital (medical malpractice)
the H.M.O.s have ruined his
the of eating squirrel brains
that is a j (unscreened sperm donations)
it was not the hospital's (medical malpractice)

standard (public-health) practice
strict (sanitation) practices egg farmers adhere to
traditional practice taking part in the s (tribal)
usual practice that is a of theirs (leaving work together)

practice facility
practice field
practice grenade
practice habits
practice lap

the Raven's and stadium (football)
on the
soldiers can practice these throws with s
a good team player with strong
killed in a crash on a (motor sports)
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practiced

practitioner

practitioner-oriented

prairie

practice mission
practice schedule
practice session
practice test

band practice
soccer practice

basketball practice

flying jets on s
submit to some of...
begins today's (rowing)
a

I see kids across the road at
after each

her parents pick her up after

batting practice a Toronto Blue Jays ;
shagging flies, taking

practiced eye watches with a (an anthropologist)

practitioner-oriented (see practitioner-oriented)

fellow-practitioners his

"practitioner-oriented research" what it calls ""

prairie dog
prairie ecology

tallgrass prairie

s are crucial to the Great Plains ecosystem
the natural

the of 12,000 years ago

praise praise for (women's) contributions ' to society (Japan)

high praise that's considering that... (basketball)

praised highly praised (see highly praised)

prank kid's prank it was a (anti-school web site)

high-school prank a with tragic consequences

cyberprank viruses can perform annoying s

prayer prayer circle a high school in Paducah
prayer mat as he placed his on a road (Muslim)
prayer request did she have any special 's
prayer rug next to the bed was a green fringed ;

a from the nearby mountains;
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pre

prayer service
prayer vigil

prayer meeting

an eighteenth-century Mudjur
Sunday morning there is a
neighbors held candlelight s

a in the lobby of the school

prayers for salvation and forgiveness (Haj)

sunset prayer

chanted prayers

abortion and prayer
thoughts and prayers

pre-casino
pre-Christmas
predawn
preexposure
pre-fall
prefight
preflight
pre-game
pre-holiday
prenuptial
preschool
pre-tax
preteen
pretrial
prewar
pre-wedding

pre-headache

pre-Civil War

preceremonial
pre-Columbian
pre-emptive
preindustrial
pre-Islamic
premed
prenatal
prerevolutionary

the group knelt for their

the of the Muslims

issues like in the schools
our are with...(condolence)

(see pre-casino)
(see pre-Christmas)
(see predawn)
(see preexposure)
(see pre-fall)
(see prefight)
(see preflight)
(see pre-game)
(see pre-holiday)
(see prenuptial)
(see preschool)
(see pre-tax)
(see preteen)
(see pretrial)
(see prewar)
(see pre-wedding)

(see pre-headache)

(see pre-Civil War)

(see preceremonial)
(see pre-Columbian)
(see pre-emptive)
(see preindustrial)
(see pre-Islamic)
(see premed)
(see prenatal)
(see prerevolutionary)
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preacher

prearranged

pre-casino

precaution

precautionary

precedent

pre-existing

pre-sentencing

prearranged
pre-faded
premeditated
prepaid

country preacher

jailhouse preacher

prearranged location
prearranged signal

pre-casino days

extra precautions

(see pre-existing)

(see pre-sentencing)

(see prearranged)
(see pre faded)
(see premeditated)
(see prepaid)

sounded like a

he had become something a

Mir will be downed in a in the Pacific Ocean
the to a teammate (climbing)

the

the homeless are taking (after attacks)

importance of these precautions

precautionary measures

precedent-setting

historical precedent

the

the government is taking (virus outbreak)

(see precedent-setting)

they can look to at least one (elections)

precedent-setting precedent-setting decisioncourts are handing down s

preceremonial preceremonial meeting the

pre-Christmas pre-Christmas season during the

precise precise alignment a direct line of sight for (space station)
precise dose your doctor can prescribe the
precise location Congress would approve a for the monument
precise (pharmacological) manipulation of body weight

precisely precisely calibrated
precisely executed
precisely groomed
precisely timed

(see precisely calibrated)
(see precisely executed)
(see precisely groomed)
(see precisely timed)
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precisely calibrated

precisely executed

precisely groomed

precisely timed

precision

precision-guided

pre-Civil War

pre-Columbian

predator

predatory

predawn

predict

precisely calibrated force

precisely executed battle

precisely groomed

precisely timed sequence

precision landings
precision munitions
precision ordnance

precision-guided

arithmetical precision
high-precision

a

and Armani-clad,...

the Army parachutists perform
dump bombs versus
Americans supplied the aircraft and

(see precision-guided)

educated guesswork rather than
(see high-precision)

precision-guided missile the long-term development of s

pre-Civil War homestead

pre-Columbian pots
pre-Columbian times

a

the

pre-Columbian arrowhead

far-ranging predator

natural predators
sexual predator
sexual-predator (m)
top predator

predator and prey

predatory expression
predatory strategy

pre-dawn ambush
predawn attack

hard-to-predict

polar bears are --s

a snake's
dealing with --s (pedophile)
six states have laws
the lion is a

the snake is both

the young men blocking the road wore --s
its hasn't changed (shark)

three were killed in the
a

(see hard-to-predict)
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0

predictable unpredictable

predicted

prediction

predictor

pre-emptive

pre-existing

preexposure

pre-faded

pre-fall

preference

preferential

preferred

predicted consequence
predicted spot

long-predicted

doctor's predictions
weather prediction

alarming prediction

(see unpredictable)

s of global warming
Pluto happened to be at the

(see long-predicted)

defying his , he started playing sports
short- and long-term

the is striking because...

dire predictions the company's official response to these is to
environmental predictionsdoom-and-gloom
wild predictions let's avoid making (boxing)

doom-and-globm (environmental) predictions

predictor of injury

pre-emptive certainty
preemptive strike

sex as a

their that...
a

pre-existing (medical) condition

preexposure prophylaxis

pre-faded blue jeans

pre-fall weekend

preference data

teacher preference

viewing preference

preferential treatment

preferred customer
preferred method

preferred option
preferred route

a contributed to his death

consists of IM vaccine (for rabies)

a

demographic data can't compete with

, school policy, state law

that fit your --s

he gets

cultivate long-term relationships with --s
e-recruiting is our of first contact;
electrocution became the of execution
acquisition is our (land for park)
the of administration is IV (drug)
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prefight

preflight

pre-game

pregnancy

pre-headache

pre-holiday

preindustrial

pre-Islamic

prejudice

preferred system

most preferred

prefight excitement

preflight jitters

the metric system is the

(see most preferred)

adding to the excitement

pre-game (beery) multitudes the

pregame warmups

pregnancy sickness

home-pregnancy (m)
teen pregnancy

teen pregnancy (m)

unintended pregnancy
unwanted pregnancy

accidental pregnancy

signs of pregnancy
trimester of pregnancy

during (football)

the explanation for

bought a kit
Europe has fewer s;

is way down
rates are among the state's highest

condoms greatly lower the risk of
birth control and pregnancies;
protect women against pregnancy

the fear of

include morning sickness
entering the last

pre-headache warning sign

pre-holiday Saturday

preindustrial conditions

a-

--s include seeing lines...

work in

pre-Islamic (historical) monuments

prejudice and stereotyping

race prejudice

racial prejudice
religious prejudice

lack of prejudice

destroy (Afghanistan)

a blatant appeal to racial

the relative lack of in Cuba

a blatant appeal to -- and stereotyping
has never been weaker

the relative in Cuba
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prejudiced prejudiced speech punishment by employers discredits

preliminary preliminary bout the 1995 case was a (antitrust)
preliminary investigation launched s into the disaster
preliminary results the show nothing unusual (public health)
preliminary (environmental-impact) study a for the road
preliminary test the oil company will conduct js
preliminary trial it is only a safety test, a

premed premed major a sophomore

premeditated premeditated murder he pleaded guilty to of an 11-year-old girl

premier movie premier a at the Fox Theater in Atlanta
movie-premier (m)' the recent party for... (a film)

prenatal prenatal-care a measure

prenuptial pre-nup the represents...

prenuptial agreement a

prep (see preparation)

prepaid prepaid phone card buy js at newsstands

prepaid calling card a js and a pay phone

preparation preparations for combat plans and
preparation for a (bioterror) event

college prep (m) students must take 19 courses
test preparation (m) Kaplan Educational Centers, a company

SAT prep (m) students take expensive courses

launching preparations could fall behind (space shuttle)

methodical preparation went into the crime

prepared prepared food
prepared remarks he delivered his (Greenpeace conference)
prepared statement in a , he said...
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prerevolutionary

preschool

prescribed

prescription

prescription drug

presence

easily prepared
ill prepared
meticulously prepared
poorly prepared
well prepared

(see easily prepared)
(see ill prepared)
(see meticulously prepared)
(see poorly prepared)
(see well prepared)

prerevolutionary (brick) structure a handsome

preschool

preschool program

commonly prescribed
widely prescribed

prescription drug

she missed her friends from

a

(see commonly prescribed)
(see widely prescribed)

(see prescription drug)

prescription for sleeping pills gave her a

prescription for antibiotics get a (urinary tract infection)

doctor's prescription
heroin prescription

non-prescription

prescription drug

can only be bought with a (medicine)
s for addicts became legal

(see non-prescription)

help seniors buy s;
increased demand for s;
Coumadin, a blood-thinning

prescription-drug costs are rising;
prescription-drug sales $16 billion in annual

presence of fever exercise caution in the (prescribing drug)
presence of mines/UXOs trip wires may indicated the
presence of pain the should not persuade the doctor to...

presence of (GI) bleeding rectal examination determines the

presence and extent determines the of bleeding

command presence cited his
human presence no sign of on the upper ridge
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ii

1/'

present (here)

present (now)

present (gift)

presentation

present day

online presence

diplomatic presence

ever-present

present danger
present day
present troubles
present wrongs

ever present

past and present (m)

Christmas presents
wedding present

businesses trying to expand their

some sort of low-level for the U.S.

(see ever-present)

past attacks indicate the degree of (abuse)
(see present day)
he blames the Soviets for Angola's
remedying past and (affirmative action)

(see ever present)

remedying wrongs

laden with
we have s we haven't used

presentation of appendicitis the clinical is notoriously inconsistent

sales presentation

DNA presentation

slide-show presentation

clinical presentation

js and strategy meetings

their job was to attack the

his (a mountain climber)

the of appendicitis is notoriously inconsistent

radio and television presentation information in the form of

present day in the ; on up to the

present-day followers
present-day relations
present-day story
present-day Turkey
present-day usage

many

a
the region from to China

pre-sentencing pre-sentencing statement his

preservation preservation effort raised money for js at the Capitol

preservation of the (open) range and buffalo hunting
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preserve

preserved

preserver

president

presidential

presiding

press (news)

landmarks-preservation (m) protected by the city's law

historic-preservation (m) the city's establishment

appeals for their preservation (statues in Afghanistan)

archaeological preserve the nation's largest (Mesa Verde Park)

hunting preserve

best-preserved
well preserved

life preserver

college president
studio president
university president

a Tito-era

(see best-preserved)
(see well preserved)

a self-inflating kept him afloat

more js
every has a list of directors (films)
his letter to the

student-government president

democratically elected president

presidential election

a

in the just-finished ;
a swing state in js;
whatever the outcome of the

presidential campaign trail the 2000

presiding judge

press accounts
press accreditation
press attention

press box

press briefing
press conference

press corps

the was African-American

letters and
he produced a from...
there will be constant j;
the unwelcome flurry of
the glassed-in ;
luxury suites, the , broadcast booth, dugout
in js all week...
the governor had called a ;
at the postfight S;
in a post-expedition
President, his traveling party, and the ;
the President and members of the ;
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1

press (other)

pressed

pressed-metal

pressing

press freedom

press inquiries

press office (n)
Press Office (m)
press packet
press pass
press plane
press pool
press reception
press release

press reports

press room
press secretary
press statement
press story

business press
university press

Afrikaans-language press

printing press

negative press

bench press (v)

pressed-metal

hard pressed

pressed-metal façade

pressing problem
pressing question

pressure (body) bladder pressure
blood pressure

permanent members of the Supreme Court
the issue of in Croatia;
countries without

about private lives;
assisting us in responding to
the principal deputy in the
they should contact the staff
there are that have the highlights
allow you guys with your s to use...
fly the to Miami
and as the left the room
for the four that are occurring tonight
a five-page ;
yesterday there was a on this
despite earlier ;
Israeli say they had a conversation
through the windows here in the
Tony Blair's chief
so please refer to the
we've all seen s about the proposed...

if you read the
I worked at a

the has been sympathetic to...

cameras and high-speed s (publishing)

a lot of the that it receives (company)

how many pounds can you ?

(see pressed-metal)

(see hard pressed)

the

this looks like a
answer the most s about cancer;
a more may be whether...

a pressure transducer to monitor (body)
(see blood pressure)
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pressure (weather)

pressure (other)

pressure-activated

pressure-filled

pressure sensitive

pressurization

low-pressure
high pressure

pressure drop

pressure-activated
pressure-filled
pressure-triggered

pressure sensitive

air pressure
family pressure
government pressure
immigration pressure
job pressure
peer pressure

population pressure
settlement pressure
target pressure
tire pressure
ventilator pressures

sustained pressure

academic pressure
high-pressure
intense pressure

political pressure

(see low-pressure)
(see high pressure (weather))

monitoring systems detected a

(see pressure-activated)
(see pressure- filled)
(see pressure-triggered)

(see pressure sensitive)

the changed so rapidly
they face strong to be dutiful sons

kept the book under wraps
on Germany or even Italy

freedom from s
the he felt (at university);
changed her vote as a result of

on arable land
increasing in the Alps and avalanche...
pop-off valves set to the (hyperbaric chamber)
adjust s to different terrain
the high blew small holes in his lungs

from the European imperialist powers

and peer pressure in schools
(see high-pressure (other))
she was under to join the boycott (Olympics);
teenagers will be under to (early puberty)
because of from Moscow

pressure-activated (AT) mines

pressure-filled environment

pressure-filled meeting room

pressure sensitive device
pressure-sensitive mine

pressurization failure

minefields that contain

this

in a

look under the seat for s (car bomb)
detonate s by rigging an A-frame...

the plane may have suffered a
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depressurization (see depressurization)

pressurized pressurized (space) suit insulated in a (high-altitude parachute jump)
pressurized water shot a stream of across the room

pre-tax pre-tax profits

preteen preteen began fiddling with computers as a

pretrial pretrial hearing a

pretrial release program a

pretty (adv) pretty crafty
pretty dull
pretty strict

(see pretty crafty)
(see pretty dull)
(see pretty strict)

pretty well (see pretty well)

pretty crafty pretty crafty he's on the bowling lanes

pretty dull pretty dull field they held university appointments in 's

prettying prettying-up (see prettying-up)

prettying-up prettying-up a of the slaughter

pretty strict pretty strict the zoning regulations are

pretty well pretty well known he's

preventable preventable (waterborne) disease children die of s
preventable (boxing) tragedy Carver's death was a

prevention prevention approach
prevention effort
prevention initiatives
prevention studies

must take a to underage hackers
Chicago's aggressive water-loss s
a flurry of (teen suicide)

with healthy patients

prevention of infection the --s from second- or third-degree burns
prevention of transmission guidelines for of HIV and hepatitis

AIDS prevention the classroom as a tool for
AIDS prevention (m) setting up an center in Moscow
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previous

conflict-prevention (m)
crime prevention
crime-prevention (m)

disease-prevention (m)

missions
and community policing
measures;
responsibilities

cooperate in efforts;
the measures of traditional public health

flood-prevention (m) a project in North Dakota
pollution-prevention (m) companies save money with projects
suicide prevention everybody can play a role in
suicide prevention (m) all of the services have programs
transmission prevention (m) more money for programs (AIDS)
violence prevention , violence avoidance
violence-prevention (m) programs; a guide for schools

child-abuse-prevention (m) establishing aggressive programs

previous assault
previous claims
previous conviction
previous efforts
previous expedition
previous explosion
previous visit
previous week

previously previously missing

89% of victims reported s (domestic violence)
tests strongly back (archaeology)
he also had a for a violent crime

have failed
during the two s
linking this explosion to the s in Riyadh
the memorial had double in size since my
but the he had...

(see previously missing)

previously contradictory-seeming (see previously contradictory-seeming)

previously surveyed
previously unclimbed
previously unknown
previously unpublished
previously unreleased

(see previously surveyed)
(see previously unclimbed)
(see previously unknown)
(see previously unpublished)
(see previously unreleased)

previously missing previously missing ballots discovered in a locked box (elections)

previously contradictory-seeming
previously contradictory-seeming observations

previously surveyed
previously surveyed passage

previously unclimbed

we reconnect to a (caving)
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previously unknown

previously unclimbed route he tacked a in Yosemite

previously unknown information the (murder trial)

previously unpublished
previously unpublished love poem two s

previously unreleased
previously unreleased data implicated the drug on...
previously unreleased material includes (cassette tape)

prewar

pre-wedding pre-wedding photographs the

price (of the thing)

prewar (brick) apartment buildings

price of gold the has fluctuated in the ten past years
price of (property) insurance the
price of a (first-class) stamp the will rise to 34 cents
price of a ticket the in the same for a hit or flop (movies)
price of (admission) tickets the will help...

prices of e-tailer

prices for electricity
prices for sugar

coffee price
computer price
drug price
fuel prices
gasoline prices
gold prices
heater prices
marijuana prices
oil price
stock's price
stock price

tent prices
ticket price

wine prices
water price

stock have plummeted

rising
world

when are high
with s plunging
s are lower in Canada, Europe, Japan
the Arab oil embargo and rising
as continued to climb last week
putting downward pressure on

have doubled
the huge rise in
s had plummeted
the when the options were granted
inflated s;
a screen on his desk that flashed s

have risen 50 percent
high (train) s;
s that families can afford (sports)
a consumer boom is sending up
domestic s higher than today's
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price (other)

heating-oil prices

price advantage
price comparison
price competition
price control
price freeze
price increase

price inflation
price range
price study
price supports
price tag
price war

priceless

price of freedom

price-gouge (v)

price fixing

bid price
commission price
list price

purchase price
share price

sticker price
street price
world prices

dairy-price (m)

bargain-basement price
fire-sale price
rock-bottom price

wholesale price

the poor hurt by high

any of a Web-only machine vanished
(see price comparison)
hospitals are able to avoid
government-mandated s
a until 2002 (public utilities)
the 333 percent ;
risks of vaccine shortages and further s
and the resulting
not in your
we conducted a ' of several drugs
by establishing for soybeans
a of several thousand dollars
fierce --s have reduced profits

(see priceless)

"the is eternal vigilance"

that store s people

an investigation into alleged

the includes no medical costs
s are likely to continue falling
a book at 55% off ;
70 to 80 percent off
the
low sales growth and falling s;
the decline of the firm's
horrified when he saw the (new car)
costs went up, and so did s

for sugar

supports

at a
snapped up at s
rented at s

the of natural gas is...;
rising s for electricity
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asking price

offering price

rising prices

reduced prices

affordable price
heavy price
low prices
lower-prices
reasonable price

near-astronomical price

by-the-pound price

less-than-desirable price

price comparison price comparison engine
price-comparison service

priced

pricing

bargain-priced
high-priced
highest-priced
lowest-priced

overpriced

highly priced

pricing plan
pricing scheme

oil pricing
ticket-pricing (m)

differential pricing

the of $145 million;
he can't afford Randy's
those allowed to buy shares at the

, control of finite resources

available free or at

pants, skirts and jackets at s
fame came with a
j, farm-fresh produce, best meat in town (store)
(see lower-prices)
it is for sale at a

Mars rocks can fetch s

the is steep

peach growers receive 's for...

a to find the lowest price
I log on to the ;
a that surveys online bookstores;
s called shopping bots (robots);
a proprietary online (Web)

(see bargain-priced)
(see high-priced)
(see highest-priced)
(see lowest-priced)

(see overpriced)

(see highly priced)

a where users pay to receive a call
a new with volume discounts

the intricacies of
disclosure of practices (of airlines)

movie theaters could try
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priceless

pride

pried

priest

priesthood

primary

prime

prime time

priceless (13th-and-14-century) frescoes
priceless statues Taleban leaders destroying (Afghanistan)

pride of authorship the

civic pride
Gay Pride (m)

sense of pride
source of pride

pried-up

priesthood

priesthood

primary-level (m)
primary motive
primary route
primary-school (m)
primary sources
primary target

primary and alternate (m)

city residents have
the annual parade (New York City)

it gave me a
their house is a ;
breasts can be a (for young girls)

the edge of South America...

(see priesthood)

he viewed his as a means to...;
he left the

all students
he admits his in buying it was...
select s to and from the objective (military)
the country's children

such as trial transcripts
know where your is located (grenade team)

routes to and from the objective (military)

prime spot Cardenas is a for escaping Cuba
prime (espionage) suspect he is the government's
prime time (see prime time)

prime deer range 2,000 acres of
prime hurricane zone Miamians living in this

prime real estate the islands are for development

prime diving conditions during

climbing prime

prime time

prime-time interview

he was past his

Dorenko brought the tape to

a with Barbara Walters
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primitive

Princeton

prime-time television
prime-time viewership

primitive shelters

Princeton-trained

the show changed the face of
was off 18 percent

52,000 people are living in (volcano)

(see Princeton-trained)

Princeton-trained Princeton-trained historian the

principal

principle

print (type)

principal's office

high-school principal

key principle
suspect principle

guiding principle

print advertisements

printout

out-of-print

print (of sth) fingerprint
footprint
palm print

printed printed books
printed form
printed forms
printed information
printed materials
printed matter
Printed Name
printed version
printed word

reprinted

handsomely printed

floral-printed

often being turned in to the

she's like a

the in the court case
this, too, seems a

the of journalism is accuracy

the book had been promoted in

(see printout)

(see out-of-print)

(see fingerprint)
(see footprint)
s, fingerprints and DNA evidence

versus e-books
books in their heavy,
the evenly stacked (post office)
you just asked if there was
give Sharon any you want distributed
projects onto a screen

(must be legible) (form)
the in front of you
the would be dispatched electronically;
the , bound books, and e-books

(see reprinted)

(see handsomely printed)

(see floral-printed)
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printer

printing

printout

prior

priority

prison

laser printer

ink jet printer

printing plant
printing press
printing shop

computer printout

prior approval
prior (flight) clearance
prior incident
prior level
prior occasions
prior violence

priority attention
priority list
priority mail
priority target

number one priority

low-priority
lower-priority
main priority
tactical priority
top priority

list of priorities

prison authorities
prison band
prison cell

prison chaplain
prison's chapel
prison complex
prison conditions
prison construction
prison doctor
prison dormitory

a fancy

a scanner and s

the New York Times and its s
cameras and high-speed s (publishing)
ran his own

he handed me a

no is needed to write to a prisoner
it had received for a business jet
there was a
10 to 30 percent below js
he'd worn the same cap on (investigation)
a man with no that we know of

other symptoms that deserve are...
ideas or js for others to see
delivery confirmation for (post office)
command-and-control centers and other s

our is customer service (airport taxis)

(see low-priority)
(see lower-priority)
maintenance of airway is the in...
units with the highest receive support first
(see top priority)

money is way down on my

judges, , drug-abuse experts
on a makeshift stage, the plays
criminal defendants and available 5;
in a maximum-security
the
in a recent interview inside the
more than family housing
suffered harsh and torture
nearly all the has been outside the city
the ' told me I had cancer
a 92-inmate
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prison education
prison-education (m)
prison employee
prison escape
prison experience
prison farm
prison fence
prison food
prison gang
prison gate
prison grounds

prison guard

prison gym
prison hospital
prison inmate
prison job
prison labor

prison library
prison memorabilia
prison ministry
prison number
prison physician
prison population

prison program
prison quarries
prison resources
prison riot
prison rules
prison system
prison term

prison time
prison uniform
prison walls

prison conference room
prison hallways
prison road gangs
prison sports leagues

programs
present with the s
a daring
one of my worst js was when...

wait outside the
he refused to eat
a racist white
hurrying to the ; approached the
a nearby house on the ;
confined to the by a perimeter fence
repairman, tool salesman, ;
as a called the roll
families could spend the day in the
taken to the
the testimony of s
he refused to perform js
limiting S;
the use of for public-works projects
a small prison
old newspaper clippings and
had started a
every inmate has a
the
the New York State S;
the huge U.S.
js of every sort

or factories
caring for the elderly consumes
a over living conditions
beards and mustaches were against
many others in the
given Oct. 18 to begin his ;
serving lengthy --s for offenses;
he sentenced them to maximum js
he always brought up her
prison programs, prison jobs, s
those outside the (inmate's point of view)

in a
the group walks down long
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prison overcrowding attempts to reduce dangerous

prison-educated (see prison-educated)

adult prisons
nation's prisons
state prison
state-prison (m)
women's prison

put offenders as young as 14 in
people incarcerated in the
a maximum-security

inmates
an officer's life at a

"big house" prison one of 30 s (1870-1930)
maximum-security prison s, like Sing Sing and Attica

ex-prison (see ex-prison)

privately run prison a in Arizona

federal prison

federal-prison (m)

people in s for marijuana crimes;
the super-maximum-security (Marion)

inmates;
triple the size of the population

the chain gang of a state prison on
the shock of prison after the wears off (inmate)

prison-educated prison-educated college graduate s
prisoner prisoners' rights (m)

prisoner status

prisoner of war

model prisoner

sentenced prisoners

military prisoner
political prisoner

take-no-prisoners

his job was to work on cases
separate prisoners by , custody grade, sex, rank

(see Pik)

a nonviolent offender or

awaiting transfer (military)

after trial, convicted are moved
PEN and writers who are 's

(see take-no-prisoners)

casualties, prisoners, or captured equipment may slow the patrol
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pristine

privacy

care and treatment of prisoners procedures for the (military)

pristine waters

once-pristine

privacy abuses
Privacy Act
privacy advocate
privacy concerns

privacy issues
privacy practices
privacy rights
privacy violation
privacy worries

the off San Cristobal Island

(see once-pristine)

abound on the Internet
(see Privacy Act)
Internet s
citing , refuses to provide details;

in the information age;.
are losing out and something needs to be done

a Web site devoted to
laws that dictate the government's (Net)

are suffering (from telemarketers)
the company acknowledged a
creative ways to ease

privacy-friendly computer systems are not inherently

children's privacy steps to maintain online
consumer privacy less concerned with guarding

individual privacy the essential need of protection of
more privacy as kids get older they demand a little

invasion of privacy they were furious at the
protection of (individual) privacy the essential need of
protection-of-privacy (m) freedom-of-information and laws

right to privacy there is no in the Constitution

Privacy Act Privacy Act Statement the is on the back of the application card

private private (around-the-clock) access easy,
private affair they consider family violence a
private burial a at the family farm
private business working with government resources
private care high-quality
private cemetery a state-certified
private club he invited them to attend a lunch at a
private (rear) deck a overlooking the forest (lodge)
private (scientific-research) facility a leading
private hospital a children's unit in a (mentally ill)
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privately

privately financed

private industry
private-industry (m)
private life
private message
private parts
private porch
private practice

private-prison (m)
private room
private school
private-sector
private setting
private word
private world

private data repository
private game ranch
private homeowners
private ranchland

private boardinghouse

private boating

public-private

semi-private

privately financed
privately held
privately owned
privately run

high pay scales offered by
jobs

press inquiries about
chat rooms and s (Internet)
every once in a while, my itch like crazy
each guest room has a (inn)
an OB-GYN with a thriving ;
when he was admitted to the bar, he went into
consulting fees from the industry
airport officials led him to a
country clubs, --s, summer cottages
(see private-sector)
chat with him in a comfy but (sex)
I had a with him
it's a behind closed doors

one of the largest s in the world
a where he hunted
one-or two-dozen
animals winter on s

placed in a

commercial rafting versus

(see public-private)

(see semi-private)

(see privately financed)
(see privately held)
(see privately owned)
(see privately run)

privately financed organization a

privately held privately held apartment s
privately held conglomerate

privately owned privately owned apartment s
privately owned press outlet s

privately run privately run prison a in Arizona
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1

private-sector private-sector employees
private-sector employment
private-sector salaries
private-sector sources

privatized

privilege

more lucrative

privatized world in today's

adult privileges
male privilege
television privilege

teenagers and (sex, drink, etc.)
a bastion of southern
having the teen's taken away

attorney-client privilege he cites in refusing to discuss...
physician-patient privilege the

medical privileges both men still had full (medical malpractice)

privileged privileged information he seemed to have about the crime

prize prizefighter a
prize money pledged half his to...;

races don't interest her, nor does ;
the biggest bass wins the

prizewinning (m)

booby prize
cash-prize (m)
consolation prize
Peace Prize

Nobel Prize
Pulitzer Prize

game-show prize

best-actress prize

second prize
second-prize (m)

pro (professional) professional

acclaimed and composers (music)

a
a promotion called Wingo
a
shared a Nobel

(see Nobel Prize)
(see Pulitzer Prize)

the largest single in TV history

Cannes's

she won
our winner...

(see professional)
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pro (for)

probability

probable

probation

probe

probing

problem

pro-bono

pro-death-penalty

pro-Nazi

pros and cons

probability calculations
probability of kill

low probability

probable cause
probable scenario

probation officer

academic probation

probe pole

espionage probe
space probe

domestic-terrorism probe

height of the probe

probing eyes

problem behavior
problem client
problem kid
problem solver

problem-solving

(see pro-bono)

(see pro-death-penalty)

(see pro-Nazi)

(see pros and cons)

the took just seconds (computer)
the is measured by...(minefields)

(see low probability)

there is to believe...(police)
a was that...(disaster)

the found a halfway house;
parents, caseworkers, s

dropped out after being placed on

s to locate avalanche victims

the ignited a furor
a $125 million Mars

targets of a by the FBI

50 investigators at the

the of students about to take a test

a program to modify (in dogs)
what do we do with a
she did not have truly s
likes to describe himself as a

(see problem-solving)

the problem came to light the two years ago

problem for investors that creates a vexing
problem for (immigrant) women the law is a particular
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problem of urban sprawl

adjustment problem
alcohol problem
algebra problem
back problem

boss' problem
car problem
cholera problem
communication problem
comprehension problem
computer problem
congestion problem
corruption problem
debt problems
design problem
discipline problem
division problem
drug problem
erosion problem
family problem
food problem

gang problem
geometry problem
health problem
homeless problem
immigration problem
inflation problem
infrastructure problems
intelligence problem
language problem
liability problem
logistics problem
maintenance problem
management problem
marriage problem
math problem
memory problems
money problem

multiplication problem
name problem

the (Austin)

70% of children have s at school
a parent or other adult who has an
it's like an
I had s and car problems;
treatments for common s
which meant that it was my
I had back problems and s
Red Cross equipment to deal with the
then, we have a
it's a real
Y2K --s are likely
address --s on the Internet
democratic government recognize the
address the of developing countries
substantial s were resolved
he has never been a
and this is a
Velma's
development has accelerated --s
needed to attend to s;
the insoluble in this region;
the is a mismanagement problem
cities that have major s
that's a good example of a
she had no s
New York confronts the stubborn
a solution to the
so that we don't have an
the are significant
solve the nation's coming s
there is a
the which you mentioned

heavy use, design flaws and s
the ongoing s
had come to her with his s
the only thing I can't do are s

and joint pain
rumors about --s;
s caused bickering
how to determine the answer to s
Crayola crayons encountered s
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oxygen problem
personnel problem

production problem
refugee problem
salary problem
sewage problem
silt problem
sinus problem
sleep problem

story problem
succession problems
water problem
world's problems
Y2K problem

cash-flow problem
crop failure problem
homework problem
jet ski problem
gun-violence problem

mental-health problems
multiple choice problem
oral health problem
stray dog problem
real-world problem

worldwide problem

number-one problem

challenging problem
continuing problem
developing problem
emerging problems
impending problem
pressing problem
vexing problem

breathing problem
crowding problem
drinking problem

the they've had on MIR
which is a , granted;
s and technological ones
he has lick most of the s
in order to solve the
addressing the
pollution and --s
are studying the lake's
js and respiratory infections
in search of answers to their kids' s;
s like insomnia and narcolepsy
math students do poorly with s

of family-run businesses
Venice's s keep getting worse
a cure for the
the

he may have a
the food problems was not just a
she needed help with a
reacting to the
the

js (bipolar disorder, depression)
it's a
preventing s
Istanbul's
small --s

this would be a

it will be our (addressing defense needs)

I think that that was a fairly
the of child poverty
nip a in the bud
group able to address ' (toxic emissions)
the marks warn the Army of s
this looks like a
that creates a for investors

developed s
mitigating s in the fall
had overcome his
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engineering problems
hearing problem
learning problem
parking problem
reading problem
scheduling problem

scientific and that occur in frigid climes
--s increased 26 percent
kids' underlying s were overlooked
s will be addressed
a
it was a

fossil-smuggling problem China's growing

associated problem
complicated problem
recognized problem

clock-related problem
date-related problem

if you don't want to deal with the s
an interesting,
cases involving a

(computer) --s
(computer) s

widely recognized problem this is a

additional problem an . is that...
apparent (medical) problem there was no
attendant problems the industry, and its , will grow
circulatory problems made it hard for her to walk
disciplinary problems and incidents of malpractice (doctors)
domestic problem in 1987, there were s (marital problems)
emotional problems those teens report fewer
environmental problems explore the relative importance of
ethical problems have arisen (clinical trials)
fundamental problem the is...(stock market)
grave problems despite that persist...
major problem the plane's elevators were uneven, indicating a
medical problem
mental problems
obvious problem
particular problem

personal problem
potential problem
psychological problem
real problem

recent problem
same problem

serious problem

there was no apparent
family members said he had other
see the doctor if you have an
the law is a for immigrant women;
if you don't have a
if you two have --s, solve them
it raises s

underlying s
this is a very ;
but the was that she... (dating)
s the couple had faced
people who have the exact ;
back in the same neighborhood, with the s
we have a
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sexual problem a you might have

physical and emotional problem some of them have s (foster kids)
political and financial (m)the project ran into problems (museum)

bowel or bladder problem

all-too-common problem

assessment of the problem

5
itchy privates is an

provide an
root of the problem once you find out the
severity of their problem depending on the s (breathing)

security lapses, reports of abuse and other problems

(see also woe)

problem-solving problem-solving and organizing can wait;
a form of creative ;
subjects such as science, math and

involving language and logic

pro-bono

procedural

problem-solving manual s
problem-solving methods s
problem-solving protocols

pro-bono work

procedural hurdles
procedural maneuver

procedure (med) abortion procedures
circumcision procedure

procedure (other)

abdominal procedure
experimental procedure
routine procedure
surgical procedure

put in the way of...
after a flurry of s

the most common and safest
in a

any emergency carries a risk of infection
an
her minor surgery was considered a
a opponents call "partial-birth abortion"

commonly performed procedure Adhesiolysis is the most

ammunition procedures
notification procedure
research procedures

supply points are set up using authorized
a doctor-coroner permits investigation
a look at the it renewed
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security procedures conduct internal reviews of their
selection procedure an IQ test is part of the

operating procedure coercion was standard

agreed-upon procedure departures from s

proper procedure the officers followed
standard procedure for an officer involved in a deadly shooting

rules and procedures self-defense takes precedence over (military)

P proceeding annulment proceeding the bride has begun s
court proceedings police and for protective orders
discharge proceeding he faces a (military)
divorce proceeding until the --s on May 14;

a client in a
extradition proceedings he has faced since 1996
foreclosure proceedings money trouble led to on their house
police proceedings were brought against him (sexual assault)

P

1

post-conviction proceeding a right to counsel in s;
a state

legal proceedings careful documentation will help in subsequent

transcripts of the proceedings (murder trial)

proceeds tax proceeds

process (life) process of dying

process

aging process
dying process
education process

grieving process
healing process

where the are going;

many bankrupt their families in the

as the catches up with baby boomers
he finds a drawn-out meaningless
getting parents involved in the

experiencing the
the (after death of son);
an important step in the ;
I was only beginning the

natural process lightning fires are part of the

design process his
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(commercial)
software development process

editing process
manufacturing process
roasting process

industrial process

process (military) targeting process
promotion process

process (other) appeals process

the

an inordinately protracted (movie)
the steam engine mechanized s
the (for coffee)

a mundane

couldn't get their information in to the
wants an investigation of the (Army)

1

application process
approval process
budget process
due process
election process
execution process
fulfillment process
impeachment process
negotiation process
notification process
peace process

promotion process
reconciliation process
repatriation process
selection process
verification process

ongoing process

hazing process
negotiating process

thinking process

decontamination process
diplomatic process
gradual process

the kept grinding onward;
the is becoming more difficult;
there is no formal in cases like his
the
creeping quietly through the
we'll do that through the
you get a measure of (getting fired from job)
such things as the
a member of the tie-down team during the
the gets the order to the customer
bungling the
throughout the
consultation, inventory and
the most thorny issues of the ;
rekindling the Middle East
wants an investigation of the ' (Army)
it helps the (Clinton's visit to Vietnam)
attempts by immigrants to delay the
the (basketball team)
the U.N. completed the (Middle East)

this is going to be an

the B-school
undermine the U.N. S;
the long, complicated
I disagree and don't understand your

left without going through a
the focus now is to get the ' reinvigorated
it has been a
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processed

processing

procession

processor

procurement

pro-death-penalty

prodigy

judicial process
slow process

advantage of the process
end of the process

processed food

processing costs
processing plants
processing point

processing of pain

credit processing
food-processing (m)

statement processing
word-processing (m)

anyone authorized by law to serve
it is a (rebuilding after a flood)

the is that...
and that's the (an execution)

and nutritional labeling

you may incur a handling charge to cover our
, hatcheries, rendering plants (poultry)
the for the evacuation...

there is a psychological component in the

incomplete information may delay
the multinational firm;
laws protect companies from criticism
check returns slow down (banking)
in today's programs (computers)

procession and memorial service a for the firefighters

funeral procession

dancing procession

food processor

procurement program

the flashing lights of the ;
the stretched as far as he could see;
large crowds marched in 's (Palestine);
gunmen escort the of... (Palestine)

the annual in Echternach

Pet, Inc., a major

the Army will kill several 's

procurement of (land) mines (military explosives)

government procurement in the area of

pro-death-penalty lawyer a conservative Republican ;
pro-death-penalty state in a strong -- state

child prodigy
chess prodigy

the 11-year-old is a on the violin
being a
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produce

produced

producer

producing

product

produce stand

produce shoppers

farm-fresh produce

mass-produced

unproduced

a near the corner of...

as buy apples nearby

, low prices, best meat in town (store)

(see mass-produced)

(see unproduced)

commercially produced (see commercially produced)

chicken producer
movie producer
oil-producer

the country's second-largest
pitching concepts to s
the world's seventh largest

documentary-film producer

Broadway producer

a

the

Hollywood hairdresser-turned-producer

cancer-producing
drug-producing
food producing
honey-producing
noise-producing
revenue-producing
smog-producing
steel-producing

product's creator
product cycle
product defect
product design
product distribution
product endorsement
product insight
product launch
product liability
product line

product noise (m)

the who...

(see cancer-producing)
(see drug-producing)
(see food producing)
(see honey-producing)
(see noise-producing)
(see revenue-producing)
(see smog-producing)
(see steel-producing)

a system that returns money to the (music)
Microsoft's short s
a that could cause injury or death
has an inherent respect for
a system that simplifies (music)
make more through s
comparison shopping vs. (Web site)
the event was more fashion show than
(see product liability)
the company's oldest is books;
shoppers' ratings of major --s (Web)
governments have passed directives;
innovative ' research
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product's page
product registration (m)
product selection
product standards

product planning

products of combustion

adult product
baby product
beauty products
blood product
consumer product

core product
dairy product
end product
farm products
food product

forest-products
infant products
lead products
waste product

(m)

brand-name product
hair care products

oral care products
personal care products
software products

non-prescription products

by-product

ground beef products

stand-alone product

finished product

links to the (Web)
surveys, cards
the company has streamlined its
promulgating

sales, marketing, contracts and

a burn victim who has inhaled

shopping for sexy js online is easy, discreet
(see baby product)
drugs, vitamins, and health and
the supply of s
designed to look like other 's;
consumers and s
one of Microsoft's s
high- and low-fat js
so this is just the
export subsidies for
demands that engineered js be labeled;
American --s in Europe
chemical, oil and companies
, a 4.42 billion market in 1997
the distribution of in Rhode Island
furniture, appliances, tires or other (sign)

a generic medication and a
such as shampoo

such as mouthwash, toothpaste
Unilever markets foods, home and

become obsolete quickly

most contain pyrethrins (head lice)

a of her power;
a -- of the cultivated milieu

contaminated ground beef and

s
under pressure to hand over a
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production

gene-altered product mandatory labeling of s

American-made product s

marketable product work on creating s

hard-to-get product find s online

state-of-the-art product a

closely monitored producttoys are one of the most s on the market
closely regulated product toys are one of the most s on the market

life of a product the shelf

noise standards for products the U.S. sets few
site for 350 products an expert-opinion (Web site)

production company
production costs
production credits
production line

production methods
production model
production people
production problem
production quotas
production records
production royalties
production schedule
production team

production value

a camera crew from a
high for console games
editing rhythms, , sound effects (films)
companies closed down their s;
a future ' at this particular facility
efficient kept prices low
designing a
I'm going to put some directions to the
he has lick most of the s
soaring oil prices caused by
independent access to all s and practices
he could live comfortably on his
rigid s
s schedule their own work;
put back the for the B-2
the of the state's peach crops is $3.6 million

production sharing (m) agreements for oil

production of products end not seen as market leaders
production of (land) mines ban the (explosives)

charcoal production and child labor (Brazil)
poultry production a drop in the state's ; grew
tobacco production subsidize
tree production commercial and natural forests
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wool production it's the breed which matters most in

assembly-line production - of hogs and turkeys

large-scale production - of dangerous drugs (warfare)
white-cell production try to boost his

antipersonnel mine production (see antipersonnel mine production)

productive productive land United Fruit owned most of the

counterproductive (see counterproductive)

productivity productivity gains America's recent

productivity software Web-based

productivity-improving (see productivity-improving)

food productivity
labor productivity
worker productivity

unless - is increased
maintaining
perks can increase

productivity-improving
productivity-improving perks inexpensive,

product liability product liability looking again at the whole issue of

product-liability argument-,
product-liability bill the -
product liability case punitive damages in a
product-liability claim
product liability law - with regard to vaccines
product-liability legislation

profanity student profanity crack down on -

profession intelligence profession media criticism of the

legal profession representatives of the - agree...

professional professional a - in the dive industry;
(and pro) the non-cooking, hungry young -s
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professional
professional
Pro Bowl
professional
professional
professional
professional
professional
professional

arsonist paid a to burn down the restaurant
audience the paper is intended for a narrow

the National Football League's
career retiring after a 13-year (tennis)
competition he resumed in 1998 (bicycling)
confidentiality doctors, police and
consequences social and of psychiatric hospitalization
entertainment high-quality,
(bee) farmer he's a

professional jealousy
professional job
professional help
professional-level (m)
professional musician
professional-quality
pro shop
professional soldier
professional sports
pro-style

is the only motive he can come up with
we did a
it was time to seek (from psychiatrists)
develop skills for games
the life of a
(see professional-quality)
the (at a golf course)
well-armed js
our three major (US)
(see professional-style)

professional capture teams dart animals
professional basketball term "Showtime" in
pro football (see professional football)
professional fund-raiser he's a
professional snowboarder a

professional sailing community the

professional boxing (m)

health professional
investment professional

professional football

the end of his career

he lectures to 5 at hospitals (on dying)
brokers, fund managers and js

eye care professional make an appointment with your local

whitewater professional as js, we are dedicated to what we do...
foreign-policy professional a
mental-health professional psychiatrists and other s

highly paid professionals

social and professional (m) the consequences of mental illness
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pro football career during a 13-year
professional football coach s

professionally maintained
professionally maintained tapes

professional-quality
professional-quality kitchen a large

professional-style professional-style range s are for serious cooks

professor professor emeritus of creative writing
professorship (see professorship)

professor-entrepreneurs the new generation of

professor of computer science a

humanities professors earn less
star professor js move from one university to the other
university professor complains one

environmental-studies professor the

visiting professor a from...

professorship professorship holds js in anthropology and biology

proficiency English proficiency without the to enter college

proficient limited-English-proficient (m) classes

profile profile of the killer he created a

consumer profile portal sites are doing a lot with
flight profile the dangerous potential of the (aircraft crash)
personality profile a person's is a powerful influence

detailed profile 's that include the donors' health history

high-profile (see high-profile)
highest-profile (see highest-profile)
homicidal profile he appears to fit a different
low profile (see low profile)
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profiled

profiling

profit

profitable

profit-driven

profiteer

profit margin

reproductive profile

much-profiled

racial profiling

profit margin
profit projection
profit share

profit-driven
profit-oriented

profit-sharing

casino's profits
movie profits
oil profits

after-tax profits

nonprofit

operating profits

big profits
gross profits
slim profits

ten-per-cent profit

fraction of any profits

profitable business

less-profitable

profit-driven radio

war profiteer

profit margin

construct a of the women in the tribe

(see much profiled)

, shoplifters and security guards

(see profit margin)
when the other side gave its s
300 dollars a week and no (movie)

(see profit-driven)
(see profit-oriented)

the introduction of

$180 million of the
book or
want a share of the

(see nonprofit)

generated a hundred million dollars in

the firm could earn
40 percent of their
they're in businesses with

I try to make a

the artist makes only a tiny

a

(see less-profitable)

turned a blind eye to s

the drug industry's ;
has cut s for the family farmer;
the for snack foods is over 80%
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profit-oriented

profound

profuse

prognosis

profit margin for (snack) foodthe is over 80%
profit margins for the (family) farmerhas cut

paper-thin profit margin s

profit-oriented insurance company
profit-oriented Ridder papers

these s
the more

profound effect rulings sure to have a (Supreme Court)
profound weakness mental status changes such as confusion,

profuse diarrhea sudden onset of nausea, vomiting and

profuse (vaginal) bleeding

poor prognosis inhalational anthrax has a very

program (computer) program code defects in have to be cleaned up

program (sports)

computer program (m)
encryption program
installation program

a writer
devices that override s
the looked for... (computers)

anti-virus program update and run your regularly

information-retrieval program devise software and write s

word-processing program in today's --s (computers)

exercise program
fitness program
soccer program

tennis program
weight program

basketball program

conditioning program
rowing program

program (school) degree program
education program

fitness trainers and their s
develop a based on your life circumstances
Culmore's ;
hosting s for their children
the local Arthur Ashe
put on muscle with a

he ran one of the best --s in the state

the team's (basketball)
an elite

s in classics, Russian were eliminated
fund an antihacking
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master's program
math program
tuition program

the in psychology at...
a controversial new
almost every state has a

black-studies program
character education programs
condom availability program
English-language program
sex-education program

after-school program s

the blossoming of s
, honor codes
schools with
s for limited-English students
a

free-lunch program the federal
major-college program play for a program (basketball)

Afro-American studies program Harvard's

Ph.D. program js in English

reading program
tutoring program
writing program

a used in 100,000 schools
a ; developed an after-school
the most expensive in the country

pilot-training program the Air Force's undergraduate s

neurosurgery-training program fired from s

bilingual program older students who went through s (Spanish)

program (health) diet program
intervention program
rehabilitation program
vaccination program

anti-alcohol program

the FTC's effort to make 's safe
in an early (HIV treatment)
drug-and-alcohol
a government-sponsored ;
the Defense Department's

heads the tribe's program

anthrax vaccination program
alcohol-treatment program
malaria-eradication program
mosquito control program
needle-exchange program
partner-notification program
tobacco control program

the Pentagon's mandatory
an
a rigorous
5
the city's only
js (infectious diseases)
tobacco taxes fund the
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transmission prevention program more money for s (AIDS)

drug-abuse-treatment program s
drug-and-alcohol-treatment program a faith-based

clinical-trials program directs the (at a cancer center)

testing program an initial cardiovascular

infant-testing program a national for HIV;
the anonymous in New York

ten-year program World Health Assembly proposed a

effectiveness of her program no figures about the (weight loss)
head of the (heart-transplant) program chief cardiologist and

program (space) program manager Ron Dittemore, space shuttle

satellite program
space program

the 's second consecutive mission failure
Mars should be the goal of our ;
the leadership of Russian's

debris-research program NASA has a
space shuttle program the 100th launch of the

scientific satellite program Germany's small

program (military) procurement program
vaccination program

mine awareness program

nuclear-weapons program

the Army will kill several s
objects to the mandatory anthrax

an effective normally requires...

Peres is the father of Israel's

biowarfare program Iraq had a
cyberwarfare program the U.S. military's offensive s

chemical- and biological-warfare program a top-secret (South Africa)

effective (mine awareness) program an normally requires...
sustainable program help establish a long-term (demining)
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program (court)

counterintelligence program compromised highly sensitive s (spy)

prison program
release program

s of every sort pilot program
pretrial

witness-protection program placed in the federal

anti-crime program Giuliani's

program (print) funeral program on the front of the

program (animals) beaver control program put $1 million into a

breeding program a for camels

program avalanche-control program military ordinance in s
(environment) avalanche education program supports a variety of

habitat restoration program the primary for the river

program (social)

antiblight program big-city --s and abandoned buildings
anti-litter program initiated an

entitlement program
literacy program
youth program

s such as Social Security
support s across the country
more funding for s

child-abuse-prevention program establishing aggressive s

social-security program health, education, and --s

family-planning program helped establish --s across the globe

faith-based program

social-program (m) faith-based literature

program (energy) nuclear-energy program the director of Cuba's
renewable-energy program s in developing countries

program (TV) program's host they were quizzed by the (TV)

next-highest-rated (PBS) program the registers a three (rating)

regularly scheduled program
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program (other)

programmer

programming

progress

program manager
program requirement
program review

pilot program

Ron Dittemore, space shuttle
his main
based on a next year

the three-year starts in April;
construct buildings under a ;
by the end of the year-long

zero-tolerance program a

training program need the

government-financed program a long-running

heavily promoted program a
poorly run programs

ten-year program the Assembly proposed a

director of the (state's mosquito control) program
end of (the year-long pilot) program by the
graduate of (Julliard's playwriting) program a recent
head of the (African-American) program
suspension of the program the is an interim measure
variety of (avalanche education) programs supports a

computer programmer

programming genius

computer programming

a

a self-taught

his considerable knowledge of

reality-based programming

disease's progress
student progress (m)

download progress

install progress

environmental progress
insufficient progress

on Fox (TV)

halting the
weekly reports

(computer)

(computer)

America's record of
he made as a graduate student
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progression

prohibited

prohibitive

project

the progression of a war

prohibited activities
prohibited items
prohibited route

prohibitive costs

project's chances
project manager
project office
project's (top) scientists

art project
book project
construction project
dam project
demolition project
film project
future project

honors project
irrigation project
pet project
pilot project
renovation project
research project

restoration project
school project
science project
secret project
space projects
student project
water project

a logic to

detained for involvement in
(traps, weapons, chainsaws) (National Park)

no traffic is allowed on a (military)

in the real world, have restricted their use

a negative vote would have hurt the
a
the LOSAT was closed
some of the testified

students work on an every day
a consultant on the
working on a
protest against major js across the world
the largest in public-housing history
hired him to develop their js
began to muse about js;
design features for s (planes)
she presented her (to the department)
the design and implementation of s
a of Navy Secretary Danzig
s we've undertaken
a three-phase
you may be doing a , for example;
a on biorhythms in mice;
a to study acid rain
when he started his (a house)
working on 's
sophisticated sixth-grade s
a
cost overruns are common in
's and collaboration
s from San Juan to the Nile

flood-prevention project a in North Dakota
home renovation project undertake a project
pollution-prevention project companies save money with js
public works projects big
public-works projects the use of prison labor for gigantic
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projected

projection

space station project
wind power project

highway project
oral-history project
shade-coffee project

hydroelectric project

overseas project

pending projects

building project

housing project

mining project

unfinished project

urgently needed projects

latest project
sophisticated (sixth-grade

the 16-nation
the world's largest single

the cost of the will be borne...
New Deal
the World Bank is financing a

a World Bank-sponsored

s are to be reviewed

and unfinished projects

the average S;
banks are pulling the plug on major s
grew up in the s of Yonkers;
installing surveillance cameras around s;
s plagued by drugs, racial isolation;
cities are tearing down troubled s
financing for s

pending projects and s

criteria for selecting the most

in this, his
science) projects

two-hundred-million-dollar project the (a planetarium)

scope of the project security became a problem as the grew

labor for (gigantic public-works) projects the use of prison

projected effects
projected route

the of AIDS
tracing our on the map

projected (first-round) draft pick a (football)
projected launch date with a of 2020, NASA is planning...

projected superhighway the will spur development

projection room the cramped and musty (movie theater)
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projector

proliferation

prolonged

prominent

promiscuity

promise

promised

promising

promoted

promoter

promotion

budget projections
population projection
profit projection
slide projection

the need to meet
revised its year 2050 to 8.9 billion
when the other side gave its s
music and giant 's of waterfalls

overhead projector he snapped on an

proliferation of weapons groups working to halt the of mass destruction

prolonged exposure thousands might die with (arsenic in water)
prolonged (heat-stopping) gasp the

prolonged viewing j of violence and emotional desensitization

prolonged or excessive (m) exposure to noise and hearing impairment

prominent people
prominent terrain

sometimes lie (politics)
along the route to be flown (pilots);

on the crests of (best observation)

sexual promiscuity is not a mental illness

campaign promise
past promise
therapy's promise

broken promise

promised land

long-promised

promising climber
promising start

despite a
reflects on the of Democracy
the rests on the notion that...

the Lakers' to Rice (basketball)

he sets off to find the

(see long-promised)

s such as...
the tournament got off to a strange, ;
it fizzled after a (new doll for girls)

heavily promoted (see heavily promoted)

animal-growth promoters

promotion board
promotion list
promotion orders
promotion process

hormones used as

a general officer
he wants the to be held by the Army
the Silver Star citation and
wants an investigation of the (Army)
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promoter

prompt

pro-Nazi

prone (tendency)

prone (other)

prong

prong-activated

pronouncements

proof (resistant)

promotion requirement

cash-prize promotion

on-line promotion

animal-growth promoter

boxing promoter

proper and prompt (m)

the military tightened s

a called Wingo

providing extensive for Toysmart

hormones used as s

the famous , Don King

forensic and medical examination (rape)

aggressive and prompt (m) intervention (medical patients)

pro-Nazi speech his notorious

prone to (separation) anxiety dogs left alone are
prone to depression kids who are
prone to (bizarre conspiracy) theories a man

accident-prone
disaster-prone
disease-prone
earthquake-prone
error-prone
hurricane-prone
violence-prone

(see accident-prone)
(see disaster-prone)
(see disease-prone)
(see earthquake-prone)
(see error-prone)
(see hurricane-prone)
(violence-prone)

landslide-prone (see landslide-prone)

flood- and earthquake-prone (see flood- and earthquake-prone)

prone position he assumed a and continued firing (battle)

prong-activated (see prong-activated)

prong-activated (AP) mine a

public pronouncement he is more cautious in his s (politician)

bulletproof
bombproof
childproof
crashproof

(see bulletproof)

(see childproof)
the computer had better be
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cycleproof
disaster-proof
escape-proof
fireproof
flat-proof
foolproof
moisture-proof (v)
rainproof
shatterproof (m)
snag-proof
soundproof (m)

stab-proof (m)
thornproof (m)
waterproof
weatherproof

earthquake-proof

proof (corroborate) proof of death
proof of delivery
proof of (her) love
proof of payment

proof (other)

proofing

prop

propaganda

DNA proof

burden of proof
power of (DNA) proof

the business was
coloring your hair is not a event
it was designed to be
(see fireproof)
(see flat proof)
(see foolproof)
we'll this with a spray lacquer
(see rainproof)
(see shatterproof)
ponytail holders should be of elastic
plastic to make barriers;
the glass of the interview booth (jail)
helmets, vests, heavy gloves (prison)

yellow overalls
(see waterproof)
modern tents are more ...

(see earthquake-proof)

S, such as a newspaper obituary
should be requested (store-delivered gifts)

it was (gave up child for adoption)
what if you need a check as

the mesmerizing power of

the is on the FDA to show...
the mesmerizing

clear and convincing proof there is no that...

galley proofs

soundproofing
waterproofing

prop plane

turboprop

propaganda campaign
propaganda weapons

anti-drug propaganda

his penciled comments on

(see soundproofing)
(see waterproofing)

small s fly to the nearby island

(see turboprop)

are now waging a , claiming that...
video images are powerful

simplistic
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propane

propelled

propeller

proper

hostile propaganda

propane fuel
propane heater
propane storage (m)

rocket-propelled

propeller blades
propeller shaft
propeller speed

proper adjustment
proper care

will exploit the presence of foreign troops

the facility stores liquefied
a
a huge facility

(see rocket-propelled)

gigantic (on wind towers)
huge reduction gears and s
a ship's

of restrains in motor vehicles
getting can be difficult (rural health care);

of the remains of deceased soldiers
proper determination the Chief of Staff would make the
proper diagnosis knowledge is required for and treatment
proper disposal of corpses is essential (anthrax)
proper dosage provided that the is administered
proper dose determine the and route of administration
proper (learning) environment despite his lack of a
proper (waste-treatment) facility --s would cost...

using the , arm the grenade...
a for the archive
systemic support may include , nutrition

in crutch-walking is required (patient ed)

it is our job to turn them over in ' (documents)
people we felt were the to work on this project

proper gnp
proper (final) home
proper hydration
proper instruction
proper nutrition
proper order
proper people
proper perspective put things in their
proper procedure the officers followed
proper protocols prompt initiation of (terrorist act)
proper steps we will assure that are taken
proper (swimming) stroke demonstrate --s
proper (casting) techniquewe'll help you develop the (fly fishing)
proper terminology use of prevents confusion
proper treatment very ill patients may die even with
proper use the of hand grenades (manual);

provide crutches and instructions on their

proper functioning preparation will ensure -- of the mine (military)

proper and prompt (m) -- forensic and medical examination (rape)
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properly properly fitted

improperly

(see properly fitted)

(see improperly)

properly fitted properly fitted mouth guard mouth and jaw injuries and s (sports)

property property damage
property development
property dispute
property insurance
property investments
property law
property line (n)
property-line (m)
property loss
property offenses
property records
property tax
property owner
property value

property-related

country property
family's property
state property

Internet property

confiscated property

intellectual property
intellectual-property (m)

property-related property-related

property tax property tax

property-tax cut
property-tax rate
property-tax reform

resulting in
banks tripled their loans for
the coastline is the focus of a
the price of
loans to finance the family's
constitutional law, contract law,
the eccentric angle of the ;
turned a dispute into an open feud
the potential for catastrophic
, like burglary and theft
bank files and
(see property tax)
--s along the river
s fall there in consequence of...

(see property-related)

owning
protect her (from wildfires)
Fidel's birthplace is ;
privatize

oversees Disney's s

disputes over (Cuba)

rights;
an expert on law

most of the crime is

has to raise s even higher

New Jersey plans a $1 billion
the has to rise

reform
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property-tax revenues revenues
property-tax revolt s

prophesied long-prophesied (see long-prophesied)

prophylaxis prophylaxis of gonorrhea provides broad-spectrum and syphilis (drug)

prophylaxis for hepatitis B (exposure to contaminated blood)

prophylaxis and treatment CDC recommendations for (malaria)
prophylaxis and vaccination s confer good protection (anthrax)

antibiotic prophylaxis
exposure prophylaxis
malaria prophylaxis
seizure prophylaxis
tetanus prophylaxis

patients with chronic illness should receive
recommendations for continue to evolve (TB)
CDC recommendations for and treatment
magnesium sulfate is given for
administer antibiotics and for open fractures

wound infection prophylaxis antibiotics are used for

postexposure prophylaxis can be withheld in certain cases (rabies);
following an anthrax attack

preexposure prophylaxis consists of IM vaccine (for rabies)

HIV prophylaxis for health care workers (contaminated blood)
STD prophylaxis date rape victims should receive

antiviral prophylaxis triple is indicated (possible HIV infection)
bacterial prophylaxis irrigation, debridement, , and wound closure

dose for prophylaxis adult : 250-500 U IM (tetanus);
pediatric : 250 U IM (tetanus)

recommendations for (exposure) prophylaxis (TB)

proponent proponents of abortion the

proportion

proponents of all-girls schools

epidemic proportions diarrheal diseases can quickly reach ;
toluene glue sniffing has reached

alarming proportions the sex trade has reached

ever-increasing proportion an of cancer patients
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proposal

proposed

proposition

propulsion

pros

pros and cons

prosecution

prosecutor

Whitmanesque proportions it was a list of such

proposal for a (television) pilot

budget proposal
marriage proposal

a

the administration's for the next fiscal year
his was spurned by a young woman;
the lottery winner received 40 s

on-again, off-again proposal

proposed budget
proposed design
proposed experiment
proposed fix
proposed site

win-win proposition

hit-or-miss proposition

propulsion system

pros and cons

his

its of...
a city board approved the for a Wal-Mart
he finished describing his
they are wary of the
the project's

this is a

oil exploration used to be a

a valve problem in the shuttle's main

(see pros and cons)

pros and cons of bachelorhood the

prosecution arguments
prosecution's evidence
prosecution's position
prosecution table
prosecution's task
prosecution theory

gang prosecution (m)
rape prosecution

to support
the is overwhelming
DNA testing will validate the
turned back to the
it was the to convince the jury that...
the that death was caused by...

chief of the section
limiting s to cases involving force

criminal prosecution no longer risk

witness for the prosecution the key

prosecutor's budget
prosecutor's case

the
disputed the
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prospective

prospect

prosperity

prosperous

prosperous-looking

prostate

prostitution

prospective customer
prospective juror

career prospects
employment prospects
job prospects

top prospect

business prosperity

growing prosperity

prosperous-looking

prosperous-looking

prostate cancer

prostitution ring

prostitution-related

child prostitution
street prostitution

s fill out a brief form (buying a car)
he asks all during the voir dire

his
uncertainty about
a generation saddled with bleak

their two --s for the job got hurt (punt returns)

the Republicans and

those who don't share in America's

(see prosperous-looking)

he is sincere and

to try to cure

Interpol rescued girls from s;
the s found across Europe

(see prostitution-related)

in Costa Rica; and pornography
the victims were associated with

prostitution-related prostitution-related activity s at the huge market

protected

protection

constitutionally protected (see constitutionally protected)

unprotected

protection measure

protection racket

protection of (individual)
protection-of-privacy

(see unprotected)

issuing gas masks is a ;
implement new s (against avalanches)
gangs compete to control a in the market

privacy the essential need of
freedom-of-information and laws

protections for (poor) people

animal-protection (m) groups

welfare-state
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protective

bankruptcy protection
flank protection
consumer protection
patent protection
patient protection
police protection
skin protection
sun protection
sun protection (m)
train protection (m)
witness-protection (m)

air defense protection
welfare-state protection

filed for from creditors
minefields are ideal for of advancing forces
a way to provide
delaying the date when it loses

(in clinical trials) has increased
have heavy
gloves and other forms of
there are two types of
sunscreens with an adequate factor (SPF)
a warning system in response to a crash
placed in the federal program

must be provided
s for poor people

air and missile defense protection maneuver affords a measure of

public-health protection the EPA's goal for (arsenic levels in water)
wet-weather protection the rain suit will give better
short-term protection an oral vaccine is safe and provides rapid

biological warfare protection the vaccine is used for

hearing protection requires that be worn by workers

Environmental Protection (m) the Agency (EPA)
immediate protection it provides (rabies immunization)
maximum protection and minimum exposure (sun bathing)
rapid (short-term) protection an oral vaccine provides

NBC protection the crew is not afforded (military)

measure of protection maneuver provides a from missile, planes

gloves and other forms of (skin) protection should be worn (hospital)

protective clothing

protective custody
protective dam
protective efficacy
protective equipment
protective garment
protective gear

wear , including hats or sun visors;
for hazardous lab work (viruses)

releasing the patient in the of the family
a above the village (landslide)
agents may reduce of vaccine
use personal (PPE) (chemical warfare agents)
standard s are inadequate (chemical warfare)
health care providers should wear full j;
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protector

protein

protest

protestor

protocol

protective gowns
protective masks
protective measures
protective order
protective shelters
protective suit
protective wire

protective minefield

issue NBC to captives (military police)
use , eyewear, and masks (body fluids)
, gowns and gloves are necessary (cyanide)

can be taken against biological warfare agents
the need for an emergency (battered women)

are used as command and observation posts...
clad in a (bomb-disposal officer)
enemy soldiers who are stopped at the

s are employed to protect soldiers, ...

tactical and protective (m) an obstacle can serve both functions
tactical, nuisance, and protective (m) minefields

chest protector

hearing protector

protein levels
blood protein

source of protein

the catcher's (baseball)

effective s (earplugs, acoustic earmuffs)

the -- in his urine were dangerously high
scarce s

wildlife is the primary (sub-Saharan Africa)

protest letter he wrote a to the company
protest movement children are at the front of the

graduation protest
street protest

student protest

antiwar protest

peaceful protest

another erupted (university)
a veteran of 5;
Protestants mounted mass s
the s

an

despite calls for s, trouble broke out

letter of protest the proposal triggered 275,000 s
organizer of the (Seattle) protests Beck was a key

abortion protesters free-speech rights of

antiwar protestor s
protocol for the assessment they offer a ' for domestic violence
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prototype

protracted

proud

proudest

proved

proven

provenience

provided

coma protocols
treatment protocols
trial protocol

in conjunction with
a restricts a doctor's freedom

gene-therapy protocol voted to support the
mail transfer protocol S.M.T.P. stands for simple
pain-management protocols clinical trials to evaluate
post office protocol POP stands for " "

screening protocols

accepted protocols
established protocols
written protocols

appropriate protocols
proper protocols
standard protocols

current (for vaccines)

use one of the for oral tapering (medication)
treatment of the patient should follow

exist for transferring critically ill patients

with rape, follow on physical examination
prompt initiation of (terrorist act)
follow for airway obstruction

initiation of (proper) protocols prompt (terrorist act)

prototype's development

working prototype

protracted pain

once-proud

proudest moment

unproved

proven benefit
proven efficacy

unproven

well proven

letter's provenience

government-provided

delays in the

developing a

j, nausea, respirator distress (spider bite)

(see once-proud)

the of my life was when...(auto racer)

(see unproved)

to day, no to these agents has been seen
its in monkey studies (an antibiotic)

(see unproven)

(see well proven)

the writer's identity and the

(see government-provided)
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provider abortion provider

province

provision

provocation

provoking

prowess

Prozac

pseudo

pseudo-scientific

psychiatric

electricity provider
test provider
transportation provider

mobile-service provider

internet provider

leading provider

wildlife-rich province

80 percent of U.S. counties have no ;
a militant organization that targets s
forcing s to compete
the --s assigned monitors
the taxi industry versus other s

the largest (mobile phones)

AOL remains the largest

the of images on the Internet

the of Mpumalanga

ethnically divided province the mission in the (Kosovo)

provision of the law

little-known provision

level of provocation

anxiety-provoking
giggle-provoking
thought-provoking

a little-known

a of the law

response options appropriate to the

(see anxiety-provoking)
(see giggle-provoking)
(see thought-provoking)

track-laying prowess the of John Henry

Prozac or other antidepressants

pseudo-scientific (see pseudo-scientific)

pseudo-scientific incantations the

psychiatric care
psychiatric evaluation
psychiatric facility
psychiatric history
psychiatric hospital
psychiatric hospitalization they don't need

a Federal judge committed him to
was sent to a hospital for
children admitted to a
the medical and --s of the very violent
state s versus residential centers

psychiatric illness
psychiatric treatment
psychiatric records
psychiatric ward

companies with medical coverage for
the judge ordered her to undergo
the -- describing his mental illness
the children's ;
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psychiatrist

psychiatry

psychological psychological abuse is conduct that causes mental anguish
psychological advantage attacking downhill may give the enemy a

the time I spent on a

forensic psychiatrist a nationally known

the field of psychiatry new findings in

psychologist

psychotic

pub

puberty

psychological assessment
psychological component
psychological consequences
psychological effects
psychological examinations
psychological help
psychological injury
psychological problem
psychological test
psychological torture

psychological fallout

I was there for (psychiatric hospital)
there is a in the processing of pain
child abuse has devastating
the (of early puberty in girls)

of torture victims
her son needed
long-term (PTSD)
underlying s
performed a battery of s
specific cases of physical and

the to those who served in Vietnam

psychological or strategic (m) using biological weapons for effect

child psychologist
sales psychologists
sports psychologist

she thought of becoming a
have concluded that...

called in a

Viennese-trained psychologist

psychotic symptoms

anti-psychotic

near-psychotic

local pub

puberty-triggering (m)

changes of puberty

an elegant,

evaluation may be needed for persistent

(see anti-psychotic)

(see near-psychotic)

five band members visited a

(see puberty-triggering)

the

puberty-triggering puberty-triggering hormones glands produce

pubic pubic hair budding breasts and
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public

pubic louse

public acceptance
public access
public acknowledgement
public address
public-affairs (m)
public-aid
public anxiety
public's anxiety
public appearance
public argument
public awareness
public building
public ceremony
public charity
public concern
public confidence
public criticism
public defender
public demand
public entertainment
public event
public's exposure
public eye
public figure
public garden
public-health
public-housing (m)

public image
public imagination
public-information
public institution
public interest
public-key (m)
public key (m)
public knowledge
public life
public's mind
public money
public notice
public notification (m)
public nudity

the crab or (Pthirus pubis)

the question is of the idea
(see public access)

of slavery in the past
(see public address)
the officer; a firm
(see public-aid)

has taken a firm hold (mad-cow disease)
politicians rushed to allay the
she looks amazing at every (film star)
he had an ugly, with his father
(see public awareness)
invasion of s by armed individuals
the President may attend the
a established to promote literacy

has been sparked (vaccinations)
eroded in aviation safety

of food-processing companies
a urged him not to talk
inflation created by rising
in an era of trials as a form of
a
reduce the to lead and other toxins
boost their image in the (celebrities)
--s try to protect their children
lovely s
(see public-health)
a project;
3.3 million residents
tobacco companies, stock prices and
the last candidate to capture the
a officer
as a , the University of Michigan is subject...
serve the

cryptography uses two algorithms
has become known as cryptography
if it became that...
her ambivalence toward
link the two in the
schools that accept
he came to in 1997, when he was arrested
a when beaches are polluted

is illegal in Hawaii
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public access

public address

public opinion
public-opinion (m)
public outrage
public place
public-policy (m)
public pronouncement
public record
public-relations
public road
public safety
public-school
public-sector (m)
public service
public speech
public square
public support
public testimony
public transportation (m)
public utility (m)

public view

public water
public works

public Internet Access

public beheading

public-spirited

public-private

public access

public-access TV
public access television

the pressure of international
polls; polling
was intense

surveillance cameras in s
tricky questions
he is more cautious in his s (politician)
(see public record)
(see public relations)
s, parking areas and designated routes
(see public safety)
(see public-school)
the costs of immigration
(see public service)
during his marathon s
executions carried out with a sword in a

for higher education
the State Legislature began hearing
a group that tracks use
complaints to regulators;
the state's s commission
wall off some things from ;
he dropped out of (a politician)
(see public water)
(see public works)

(computer terminal at airport)

the Kingdom executes murderers, often by

(see public-spirited)

(see public-private)

prevent to encryption techniques;
guarantee to the outdoors

a call-in show on New York

public address announcer the (at a college-basketball game)
P.A. announcer the at the Dream Classic (basketball)
public address system announced over the (plane)
P.A. system a
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public-aid public-aid lawyer

public awareness public awareness campaign

publication publication date

pet publication

a

public-health

publicist

publicity

s (child prostitution)

she declined to predict a

s like Dog Fancy (a magazine)

military-related publication

books and other publications

public-health approach
public-health official
public health official
public-health practices

public-health protection
public-health response
public health risk

public-health horror show

expedition publicist

publicity campaign
publicity photos
publicity seeker
publicity stunt
publicity tour

publicity-minded

bad publicity

publicity-minded publicity-minded Reagan

publicized highly publicized
least publicized
lavishly publicized
much-publicized
well-publicized
widely publicized

s
printed (versus e-books)

a to combating AIDS
5
5
state mandate...
standard
the EPA's goal for (arsenic levels in water)
warrants a significant
a potentially larger

a

she was acting as

books announced with huge s
while he was signing
he was a
he called the press release a
on talk shows and during --s

(see publicity-minded)

in an ill-fated attempt to avoid (bribe)

with the

(see highly publicized)
(see least publicized)
(see lavishly publicized)
(see much-publicized)
(see well-publicized)
(see widely publicized)
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publicly

publicly filed

publicly funded

publicly owned

publicly reported

publicly shown

public-private

public record

public relations

public safety

public-school

public service

publicly filed
publicly funded
publicly owned
publicly reported
publicly shown

(see publicly filed)
(see publicly funded)
(see publicly owned)
(see publicly reported)
(see publicly shown)

publicly filed memorandum

publicly funded research

publicly owned manufacturer

publicly owned rail trails

publicly reported figures

publicly shown film

public-private partnership

repository for public records
searches for public records

public-relations agent
public-relations assistant
public relations disaster
public-relations expert
public-relations firm
public-relations officer
public relations war

public safety

public safety crisis
public-safety purposes

public-school librarian
public-school student
public-school system

public service

aj

grant companies the rights to

a

a

provide a secure
slow, grueling

s
a
a ; the deaths were a
a
a
a

in the interest of ...(airport announcement);
a threat to (juvenile crime)

calling the murders a
video technology for

she used to be a
every in the country
fixing California's

giving their lives to

public-service announcements touting the military
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public-spirited

public water

public works

publishable

published

publisher

publishing

puck

puddle

public-service broadcasting the BBC and

public-spirited citizen s
public-spirited journalist s

public water system the

public-works program
public-works projects
public works projects

publishable research

published rate

unpublished

custom-published
Soviet-published

frequently published
just-published
newly published
recently published
widely published

e-publisher

publishing deal
publishing empire
publishing house
publishing industry

music-publishing

online publishing

electronic publishing (m)

puck control
puck pursuit

mud puddle

a
the use of prison labor for gigantic
big

basic research,

the for a ski trip

(see unpublished)

(see custom-published)
(see Soviet-published)

(see frequently published)
(see just-published)
(see newly published)
(see recently published)
(see widely published)

Joyce and other s are wary (e-books)

a spot on TV and a
its vast
a small has translated her work
worked in the entertainment and s

BMG's arm

through the technology of

the fledgling market

stresses and puck pursuit (hockey)
stresses puck control and (hockey)

the two girls pushed him into a
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pug pug nose plastic surgery and the

Pulitzer Prize Pulitzer Prize-winning (m) (see Pulitzer Prize-winning)

Pulitzer Prize-winning
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel
Pulitzer Prize-winning play

pull

pull-up

puller

pulley

pulmonary

pulse

pulse-quickening

pump

pumped

pumping

pull-up

1,000 pull-ups

hair puller

pulley system

pulmonary edema

pulmonary infection

pulse rate

pulse-quickening

irregular pulse
sound pulse
strong pulse
weak pulse

pulse-quickening charge

balloon pump
breast pump
water pump

toothpaste pump

manually operated pump

hand-pumped

pumping ability

the
a-
the

(see pull-up)

doing as many as s a day

a nursery-school

they rigged up a with ropes and carabiners

acute j;
early recognition of high altitude (HAPE)
the patient has evidence of a

beta-blockade decreases blood pressure,

(see pulse-quickening)

tachycardia, j, and a gallop rhythm
sonar sends out s that reflect back
alternating weak and
this patient arrived with a

I feel the

angioplasty, coronary bypass, or intraaortic
she wheeled in a (maternity)
the village

a-

the bag is inflated with a (Gamow bag)

(see hand-pumped)

an inflatable balloon to support her heart's
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punch

puncher

punch-filled

punching

punctuation

punctured

punishment

punk

punt

purchase

pumping station

adrenaline-pumping

punch line

punch-filled

body punch
rabbit punch
rabbit punch (v)
power punch

one-punch
three-punch

bodypuncher

punch-filled affair

punching power

combination punching

punctuation mark

star-punctured

appropriate punishment

canals, levees, s

(see adrenaline-pumping)

she was the to a joke

(see punch- filled)

he threw hard 5
s are very dangerous
clinching, mauling, and ing
he puts more leverage into s (boxing)

(see one-punch)
(see three-punch)

he's boxing's best

an entertaining, (boxing)

he believes is mostly a gift (boxing)

a dazzling display of ;
he never mastered the art of

numbers and s

(see star-punctured)

counseling along with (teens)

fear of (judgement and) punishment

punk rock

street punk

punt return

purchase order
purchase price

advanced purchases
government purchases

the

the rise of in the 1970s

a from my neighborhood

a 67-yard (American football)

memoranda, requisition forms, 's
the

getting discount rates for
this bill focuses on the
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purchased

purchasing

pure

purebred

purple

purported

purpose

land purchases

flea-market purchase

online purchases

newly purchased

purchasing decision

supply purchasing

county funding for

filling his apartment with s

totaled $170 million

(see newly purchased)

helping customers make s

on-line through an Internet portal

business-to-business purchasing

purebred

purebred dog

Purple Heart

purported efficacy

purpose-built

business purposes

public-safety purposes

all-purpose
cross-purposes

multipurpose

intended purpose
stated purpose

dual-purpose
experimental purposes
medical purposes
nonmilitary purposes
unlawful purpose
useful purpose

(see purebred)

--s can cost $500 to $1,000

the Congressional Medal of Honor, the

the of theophylline is thought to be due to...

(see purpose-built)

a Japanese man visiting Maryland for

video technology for

(see all-purpose)
(see cross-purposes)

(see multipurpose)

use the test only for its
the of the 90-minute meeting was...

(see dual-purpose)
the aircraft was to be used for only
the use of animal tissues for

terminate service if used for any (post box)
served no

purpose-built purpose-built (park-like) haven a
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purring purring noise my girlfriend makes a sweet

purse change purse a filled with pennies

pursuit pursuit of knowledge men swear off women in the

police pursuit
puck pursuit

hot pursuit (m)
noble pursuit

high-speed
stresses puck control and

attacks across the border
working for the homeless or some other

push pushup doing one-handed s

push-up (see push-up)

summit push in anticipation of a the next day (K2)

push-up (lift it) push-up bra s and silicone inserts

pushup (exercise) one-handed pushup doing --s

pushy pushy parents the problem of in public schools
pushy people don't let affect your decisions

put put-down (see put-down)
put-in (see put-in)

output (see output)

put-down put-down sits in the back shouting s

harsh put-down a

put-in put-in the near Summersville (kayaking)

whitewater put-in one of our most spectacular s

putt 10-foot putt sinking a (golf)

putting putting stroke she went to the cross-handed (golf)

puzzle puzzle game an online
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puzzling

PW

puzzle-solving

crossword puzzle

pieces of the puzzle

puzzling disease

prisoner of war

there is in all technical climbing

she was good at s

gather as many as possible (investigation)

making some sense of this

he was a (PW)

prisoner-of-war camp its s were overcrowded
prisoner of war interrogation (IPW)

enemy prisoner of war (EPW) (see EPW)

pyramid pyramid scheme

pyramid (peak) summit pyramid

unnamed pyramid

pyre funeral pyre

quail

quake

qualified

quality

quail season

earthquake

qualified bidder

death-qualified

unqualified

quality-assurance (m)
quality control
quality control (m)
quality service

advertisements, chain letters, --s

the 65-degree ridge of the

we climbed an 5,000-foot (peak)

sat on the and was burned to death

during they hunted together

(see earthquake)

the state had two --s to create the system

(see death-qualified)

(see unqualified)

the hospital was conducting a thorough review
worry about
47 checks (ad)
improve customer satisfaction and provide
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0

quality of care
quality of life

quality of dying

air quality
gem-quality
museum-quality
recruit quality
school quality
star quality

water quality

fine-quality
high-quality
low-quality
professional-quality

quality of life quality of life

quantity

quarantine

quarrel

quarry

quarter (area)

quality-of-life issues

mix and quantity
type and quantity

quarantine rule

six-month quarantine

lovers' quarrel

limestone quarry
marble quarry
prison quarry

Muslim Quarter

quarter (fraction) quarter-century
quarter-finals

the at the end of life
(see quality of life)

the quality of life versus the

concern about the park's
(see gem-quality)
(see museum-quality)
to ensure necessary
family poverty and
youth, and idealism;
the that very few people have
(see water quality)

(see fine-quality)
(see high-quality)
(see low-quality)
(see professional-quality)

a better ;
extending life, enhancing the ;
physical well-being contributes to the

so-called ; housing and other ;
such as crime and education

providing the right of ammunition
the of hand grenades needed

Britain's 100-year-old for pets

pets face a in Britain

after a

a dynamite shooter in a
found work as a day laborer, in the --s
--s or factories

the main entrance to the of the Old City

(see quarter-century)
to see who would go to the
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quarter-inch
quarter-miler
quarter turn

three-quarter

three-quarters

three-quarter-size

quarter (sports) quarterback

fourth-quarter

quarterback quarterback

third-string quarterback

starting quarterback

quarter-century quarter-century
quarter century

quarter-inch

quarters (place)

quartet

quasi

quarter-inch incision

crew quarters
headquarters

unexpected quarters

living quarters

jazz quartet

quasi-friendship

quasi-permanent

(see quarter-inch)
a by the name of Arnold Stotz
turn it counterclockwise a

(see three-quarter)

(see three-quarters)

(see three-quarter-size)

(see quarterback)

(see fourth-quarter)

the on the football team

who a year ago was the (American football)

he became the (football)

a ago...
throughout the next ,
after a of standing by...

the doctor sutured the

the space station's
(see headquarters)

has gained support in some

the for the astronauts;
on the submarine

Ps, klezmer bands and other acts

a with Michael

(see quasi-permanent)

quasi-permanent quasi-permanent baggagetrain a of civilian supporters

queen queen bees
queen-size

selecting from the most productive colonies
(see queen-size)
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Queens

Queens-bound

queen-size

query

quest

question

beauty queen
drag queen
opera queen

soap-opera queen

homecoming queen

King and Queen

Queens-bound

Queens-bound traffic

queen-size bed

international query

who was herself a
s at the annual Gay Pride parade
gimlet-eyed s

the Susan Lucci

she was her senior year (high school)

the Swedish led the Nobel laureates

(see Queens-bound)

a side table, a

an into Israel's actions

quest for peace the deal was a necessary concession in the
quest for (some elusive underlying) unity our

quest for love, lust, adventure one woman's

never-ending quest

personal quest

three-year quest

question-and-answer

audience questions
bunch of questions
essay question
reporters' questions
research question

sex questions
tag question
test question
trivia questions

in our to be more, and do more

he was on a to...

their to impose dosage restrictions

(see question-and-answer)

their replies to
that person asked me a
50 minutes to answer two js
he declined to answer about...
I think that's a that we need to address;
what kinds of s are being raised
send in your most pressing
teaching js (English as a Foreign Language)
different parts of the s
we ask each other

college application questions used to be dull
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public-policy question

disturbing question
embarrassing question
insulting question

intriguing question
lingering questions
nagging question
pressing question

pointed question
related question

unanswered question

unasked question
unresolved question

seldom-asked question

open-ended question

tricky s

raise s about...
a never-ending string of s
had to endure several s;
parried s with vacuous answers
he has also raised an
the judge cited the as he ruled...
still, there was the
answer the most js about cancer;
a more may be whether...

he sometimes bristled at s
struggled to answer this and js;
the of what would happen if...
there are still many s (medicine);
js about the vaccine's safety
the
raising s about race;
perhaps the biggest concerning him is

the article gives voice to js

answer js

carefully worded questions about student behavior

additional question
alarming question
angry question
basic question
concrete question
ethical question

fundamental question
further questions
good question
hypothetical question
important question
insane question
legal question
methodological question
obvious question

an important is whether...
this may raise plenty of s
a volley of s
he's driven to answer one about...
unable to answer s about...
the s that arise...;
children's studies broach new s (drug testing)
an answer to that
she declined to answer
Can I sell myself? This was a
these are far from s
getting answers to s (cancer trials)
this is going to sound like an
cyberwar raises a host of s
an important
his response to the ;
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questionable

only question
pertinent question
provocative question
real question
reasonable question
serious question
specific question
spiritual question
stupid question
tough question
troublesome question
unanswerable question

host of questions
list of questions
string of questions

questionable benefit
questionable past

at that point, I asked him an
You must tell him. How you tell him is the
a is whether...
raised an even more
the is this...
it's a
the new data raises s about how...
he poses s (book on law)
death makes us ask s
that is not a at all (about sex)
the kids asked him s
the most in American history (racism)
asked the same

this raises a
he phoned him with a (medical malpractice)
a never-ending

s, a pension plan
a corporation with a (bid rigging)

questionable selling practices take on a new urgency

question-and-answer
question-and-answer format the book engages the reader with its
question-and-answer session a

questioned

questionnaire

questioned

questioning

quick

unquestioned (see unquestioned)

medical-history questionnaire

unquestioned

police questioning

suggestive questioning

line of questioning

quick answer
quick end
quick-glance
quick sex

a

(see unquestioned)

after two days of

vulnerability to (police interrogation)

they expanded that (murder trial)

it's the , but not for the long term (shortage)
hopes for a to the fighting
(see quick-glance)
paid him $20 for
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quick-drying

quickening

quickest

quick-glance

quick-eyed

quick-tempered

quick-witted

quiet

quiet-spoken

quit

quitting

quiz

quiz-game

quick-drying

quick-eyed
quick-tempered
quick-witted

get-famous-quick

quick-drying fabric

pulse-quickening

quickest path

quick-glance ratings

quick-eyed Gerry

quick-tempered

quick-witted

quiet moment
quiet hours

quiet-spoken

quiet-spoken

quit rate

quitting time

quiz answers
quiz-game (m)
quiz show
quiz show (m)

online quiz

quiz-game show

(see quick-drying)

(see quick-eyed)
(see quick-tempered)
(see quick-witted)

(see get-famous-quick)

a lightweight,

(see pulse-quickening)

the is not always obvious

and in-depth reviews (Web)

and compulsive,...

, she has been...

he took advantage of a to talk to his mother
are in effect from 10 pm to...(National Park)

(see quiet-spoken)

he had been intelligent and

the s in some industries are very high

lunch, tea breaks, and ;
was upon us (day fishing)

cheaters transmit via pager
(see quiz-game)
the golden age of s of the 1950s
most viewers didn't suspect anything;

ratings plunged after the scandal

let our reveal if you're too sensitive

one of the old TV s
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quota production quotas soaring oil prices caused by
refugee quota the country's total annual of 12,000
sugar quotas as the U.S. tightened

quota of 12,000 the country's annual refugee

quotable quotable speaker he is a inspiring and

quotation quotation marks use the patient's own words in

quote following quote the from Margaret Mead: (quote)

. quoted often-quoted (see often-quoted)

widely quoted (see widely quoted)

quoting bible-quoting (see bible-quoting)

K

R

rabbit

rabid

rabies

R-rated (see R-rated)

rabbit punch s are very dangerous

rabbit punch (v) clinching, mauling, and ing (boxing)

rabid animal
rabid bat
rabid raccoon

rabies antibodies
rabies cases

rabies diagnosis
rabies epidemic
rabies infection
rabies treatment
rabies vaccination
rabies vaccine
rabies viruses

exposure to brain tissue or CFS of a (rabies)
he received vaccination shots after a bit him
9,495 cases of s reported in 1993

can be detected (from previous vaccination)
bats are responsible for most in the US;
dog-related ; bat-related
symptoms which raise the red flag of a
the city faces a potential
dog bites carry a high risk of (third world)
evaluation for
animals with s
three s are currently available in the US
most belong to genus Lyssavirus
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rabies-free

raccoon

race (sporting)

race (color)

rabies-free

rabies or other infections

animal rabies
canine rabies
human rabies

human rabies (m)

incidence of rabies
signs of rabies
source of (human) rabies
transmission of rabies

rabies-free nations

rabid raccoon

race car
race-car (m)
racecourse
race day
race doctor
racehorse
racetrack (m)

adventure race
lap race

dragon boat race (m)

rowing race

consecutive races

25-lap race

trouble-free race

race factor
race prejudice
race relations

(see rabies-free)

if the cat is healthy (no ) (animal bites)

60% of all documented occurs in raccoons
worldwide, is still epidemic
canine rabies is a major source of ;
cases of bat-related
bats cause the majority of cases in the US;
the first fatality involving this kind of bat

in endemic species
if occur, the animal should be sacrificed

canine rabies is a major
direct human-to-human is not documented

including Australia, Japan

9,495 cases of s reported in 1993

drove a
a driver; a crash
an iceboat has two orange markers
on js (rowing)
made his statement to the (bicycling)
camels are not as fast as 's

regulars; the finish line

the Raid Gauloises, the granddaddy of s
a through city streets

a festival

200 years after the first js

extended his winning streak to six

after 24 laps of the

the track had run years of s (auto racing)

when the was introduced
the relative lack of in Cuba

in the military
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race (politics)

race (other)

race-based

race-free

racial

race riot

race war

race relationships

race-based

race-free

master race

all-race
mixed-race

basis of their race

class, race and education

s and protests against the Vietnam War;
s, draft riots, labor violence
preparing for a

the depiction of in movies

(see race-based)

(see race-free)

Hitler's vision of a

(see all-race)
(see mixed-race)

consideration on the (affirmative action)

domestic violence crosses all lines of

age, income, race, and other sociodemographic factors

closely fought race
closely watched race

arms race

other 's just outside Washington
in the most in Virginia (politics)

the and mutual misunderstanding

race-based voting traditions die hard here

race-free excuse

racial bias
racial difference
racial discrimination
racial distribution
racial environment
racial equality
racial exclusivity
racial groups

racial harmony
racial prejudice
racial slurs
racial tension

a'
allegation of (police)
no --s in the incidence or severity of... (medical)

and the sorority system
the following among elder abuse victims
the in the city

has not yet been achieved (affirmative action)
the sorority is a bastion of
blacks and other minority ;
sexual assault victimizes members of all
Michigan's gestures toward
a blatant appeal to and stereotyping
made a phone call filled with
in a case that heightened ;
in a society bedeviled by (US)
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racially

racially balanced

racially charged

racially integrated

racially mixed

racially motivated

racing

racial unrest
racial variation

racial nightmare

racial background
racial overtones

the of the mid-sixties (US)
there appears to be no in susceptibility to...

turning the trial into a

among members of all 's
activists charged the confrontation had

racial profiling , shoplifters and security guards

racial understanding affirmative action promotes (universities)

racial, socioeconomic, and religious (m) members of all backgrounds

interracial (see interracial)

racially balanced
racially charged
racially integrated
racially mixed
racially motivated

(see racially balanced)
(see racially charged)
(see racially integrated)
(see racially mixed)
(see racially motivated)

racially insensitive speech code restricting remarks deemed

racially balanced cast a (theater)

racially charged trial the

racially integrated school a

racially mixed boomtown
racially mixed community
racially mixed neighborhood

racially motivated searches

s-
had lived in the for years
a

racially motivated lynch mob a
racially motivated hate crime police are unsure it was a

racing camel
racing career
racing game

racing life

sheikhs pay $1 million for a
ending his
in the driver's seat of a (computer) ;
a track-based ' (computer)
a camel's extends for many years
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racist

rack

racket (plan)

racket (sports)

racking

radar

racing tire

auto racing
camel racing

horse racing
motor racing

dragon boat racing
stock car racing

racist comments
racist pamphlets
racist views

racist handbill
racist phone call
racist (white) prison

a from the Charlotte track

their love of
the ancient sport of ;

is a popular sport
a force in the world of
tragedy struck hard in 1999

(see dragon boat racing)
the best driver had seen (Dale Earnhardt)

he made to friends
the gunman left behind a packet of

have influenced his decisions (politics)

arrested for illegal distribution of --s
a to a local television station

gang

racists and lawbreakers

gun rack
launcher rack
rifle rack

off-the-rack

protection racket

tennis racket

nerve-racking

radar coverage
radar records
radar screen
radar signal
radar station

radar-seeking

radar and other guiding

Doppler radar

such features as a
the is a carrier and platform (landmines)
s on the walls

(see off -the-rack)

gangs compete to control a in the market

his first cost 50 cents

(see nerve-racking)

to fill a gap in its
a 22-minute gap in
the missiles flew across Pakistan's
--s from local airports
--s noted traces of three aircraft

(see radar-seeking)

devices submarines use

you can trace a blizzard on
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radar-seeking

radiating

radiation

radiation-measuring

ground radar
Patriot radars

microwave radar

counterfire radar

surface-detection radar

missile-tracking radar

airborne radar

the airport does not have
allows to operate in passive modes

a heat-seeking sensor and

friendly zones for

the need for at airports

help Russia complete a large

forward-looking and sidelooking

ultraviolet, infrared, radar, seismic, and other sensors

radar-seeking missile

radiating pain

radiation area
radiation belt
radiation contamination
radiation dosimeter

radiation emissions
radiation exposure
radiation leak
radiation monitor

radiation-measuring
radiation monitoring
radiation-monitoring (m)
radiation poisoning
radiation specialist
radiation treatment

cell-phone radiation

deep-space radiation
mobile phone radiation

the couldn't find their targets

consistent with nerve root irritation (spine)

(sign on submarine)
the s of earth
covering up widespread

is used to detect radiation;
a Geiger counter or other detects radiation
potentially harmful from mobile phones
many died later from
he said there were no s (on submarine)
a showed dangerous levels

(see radiation-measuring)
deficiencies in
a dosimeter, a badge
no one believed he had
s, military personnel and health workers
a targeted (for breast cancer)

reduce your exposure to

long-term exposure to
worries about the hazards of

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy treatment with (cancer)
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radio

radiation-measuring equipment

radio ad

radio address
radio broadcast
radio bulletin
radio call

radiocarbon
radio channel
radio collar
radio conversation
radio frequency
radio legend
radio listeners
radio listings
radiomen
radio personality
radio set
radio show
radio signal
radio silence
radio station

radio tower

radio traffic

radio talk show

radioactive

radio-playing
radio tracking (m)

radio and television (m)

car radio
shock radio

World Service radio

short-wave radio

made a TV appearance plus s;
heard a for a local boxing tournament
Clinton said in his weekly
they listened to the
she heard about it in a
made no s in the final minutes;
when he heard the "shots fired"
(see radiocarbon)
special police- and fire-department js
a monitors the movements of lynx
everybody could listen to our -js
(see radio frequency)

Howard Stern
in the city

newspapers bury
Air Force
the , who worked as a disc jockey...
the major seated himself at a
almost no one reviews js
still sending out s
we maintained
two New York s;
classical-music --s
three former Navy js;
the felling of the 300-foot js

between the two FBI agents

callers to the s

(see radioactive)

violations such as loud
animals fitted with collars

information in the form of presentations

I listened to him on the
the beginning of the end for

listen to the BBC

hand-held s
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radioactive

radiocarbon

radio frequency

radiologist

radiology

raft

rafter

rafting

all-news radio

dismounted radios

profit-driven radio

car-to-car radio

radioactive contaminants
radioactive exposure
radioactive fallout
radioactive materials

radioactive pollution
radioactive-waste (m)
radioactive waste (m)

radioactive rubble pile

radiocarbon dating

an item on WCBS

visual devices, , or messengers (military)

a

monitor the site for (military)
cancers related to
areas contaminated by (military)
the release of toxic and / or (terrorists);
HAZMAT, , or chemical agents
Norway fears from Russia

dumps and safety violations;
empty containers

two dozen js

places their origin between...

radio frequency (RF) warhead

radiologist's report

radiology department

raft trip

life rafts

rubber raft

25-man raft

whitewater rafter

avid (whitewater) rafter

rafting guide
rafting trip

passive infrared (IR) or (MLRs)

and now you view the

staff members

(see raft trip)

tried to make it to the j;
life jackets, js and fragments of...
evacuated on js

a

an avid from California

an from California

a from New Zealand
rafting trip the was a huge success;
in the afterglow of our
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raft trip

rag

rage

raging

raid

raider

raiding

rail

white-water rafting
whitewater rafting (m)

company raft trip

guided raft trip

self-guided raft trip

rag doll

fashion rage
road rage

parental rage

raging fever

raids and ambushes

air raid
dawn raid
drug raid
panty raid
police raid
slave raid (ma)
surprise raid

cross-border raid

ambush and raid

slave raider

raiding (or attack) party

railbed
rail car

rail corridor
rail line
rail-line (m)
railroad

swear off
join us for another trip on the Nantahala

the on the New River

on a you will have a guide in the raft

a is an option

like a thrown into a hurricane

the shawls have become a
(see road rage)

at youth sporting events

he developed a

special-purpose attacks include (military)

(see air raid)
he set out on a to capture...
during a
Friday night mixers, even s
a spooked investors
resumed the
last week's ;
confiscating weapons in five s

extremist groups threatening s

the two types of combat patrol missions are

a magnet for s

air-defense support for the

disused s converted to hiking trails
s carry corn to feed more chickens;
a flatbed
convert cast-off s into public trails
Russia's --s stretched eastward
in general, grades are two percent
(see railroad)
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railroad

rail route controlled every into the city
rail station (m) locations (MARTA / Atlanta) (map)
rail trail (see rail trail)
railway (see railway)
rail yards rundown warehouses and j;

built on platforms over the

rail crossing the accident at a
railroading (see railroading)

guardrail (see guardrail)
handrail skateboarders streaking down s;

escalator steps and s
hand rail the escalator's s

split-rail (see split-rail)

railroad boom the
railroad bridge linked by s to the mainland
railroad conductor a
railroad-corridor (m) ownership
railroad depot the old on Exchange Avenue
railroad mileage American has declined
railroad station a tiny in Bad Kleinen
railroad ties contaminated ties
railroad track a disused narrow-gauge
railroad trestle I noticed a half a mile ahead
railroad tunnel a side trip to a

railroad repair shop
railroad storage shed

we passed the
a

railroad crosstie an unmarked pile of s

railroad-based (see railroad-based)

Underground Railroad (see Underground Railroad)

rights-of-way for railroads keeps intact

(see also railway)

railroad-based railroad-based trail the longest in the country
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railroading railroading inheritance

rail trail

railway

rain

rail trail

rail-trail advocates
rail-trail corridor

success of rail trails

railway bridge
railway station
railway system
railway workers

(see also railroad)

rainbow
rain cloud
raindeer
rainfall
rainforest
rain gauge
rain gear
rain gutter
rainstorm
rain suit
rainwater

rainproof

rain-forested
rain-soaked

acid rain
monsoon rain

spring rain

yellow rain

afternoon rain

our national

600 miles of s in the country;
publicly owned and fully open 5;
s through cities, suburbs, and farm belts

a corridor almost thirty miles long

the rapid s

a single-track across the river
at a in...
the is showing signs of decay;
military personnel, and

(see rainbow)
dark s hovered over the site...
(see raindeer)
(see rainfall)
(see rainforest)
a registered...
new to replace "the pickle suit"
clogged s
a forced us to take refuge in a cafe
the Army's outdated, wet-weather
the tends to run off

(see rainproof)

(see rain-forested)
(see rain-soaked)

(see acid rain)
blinding sheets of s;
s turned rivers into raging torrents
when s begin in April;
waiting for the to soften the soil
tricothecenes ("") used for biological warfare;
patients reported a -- or smoke attack (warfare)

the arrival of the s
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rainbow

raindeer

driving rain
freezing rain
pouring rain

wind-driven rain

light rain
steady rain

below-normal rain

sheets of (monsoon) rain

wild-rainbow-trout

raindeer herders
raindeer hides
raindeer meat
raindeer milk
raindeer skins

raindeer herding

raindeer-drawn

raindeer-drawn raindeer-drawn sleighs

rainfall

rainforest

rainfall patterns
rainfall trends

ample rainfall
erratic rainfall

below-normal rainfall

lack of rainfall

rain-forest viruses

huddled under an umbrella in a
sleet, and possible power outages
local residents had gathered in the

the was worse

as a fell
standing under an umbrella in a

above-average temperatures and

blinding

(see wild-rainbow-trout)

spotted the remains (mammoth)
the Dolgans' houses are made of
they hunt and herd raindeer and eat
they drink
clothes and shoes made of

and ice fishing (Dolgans)

(see raindeer-drawn)

they drive

altered , heat waves...
has studied dating back 35 years

the area has had
farmers in areas of

a year of

the during past growing seasons

old-growth (tropical) rainforest active volcanoes, (Dominica)

tropical rainforest active volcanoes, old-growth
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rain-forested

rainproof

rain-soaked

rainy

rainy-day

raise

raised

raiser

raising

rake

raking

rally

rain-forested central coast

rainproof coat
rainproof hat

rain-soaked fields
rain-soaked game
rain-soaked wind

rainy-day
rainy season

rainy-day activities

merit raise
pay raise
percentage raise

20 percent raise

city raised
farm-raised
Florida-raised (m)

American-raised

fund-raiser
hell-raiser
poultry raisers

consciousness-raising
fund raising
hair-raising
revenue-raising
tax-raising

mine rake

raking light

anarchist rally

the

a -,
a

(see rainy-day)
the - lasts from... in the north

4 percent annual -s for salaried workers
chasing --s; --s in January
give a big - to a low-wage worker;
the older the worker, the smaller the -

offering job hoppers -s

(see city raised)
(see farm-raised)
the Orlando, - actress loves...

(see American-raised)

(see fund-raiser)
he admits he was a - as a young man
- sell chickens at eight weeks

(see consciousness-raising)
(see fund raising)
(see hair-raising)
(see revenue-raising)
(see tax-raising)

an armored dozer with a - (mine clearing);
the - or plow (mine clearing)

when you look at his paintings in a

at an -- in Portland
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rallying

Ramadan

ramifications

ramp

rampage

ranch

ranching

motorcycle rally

anti-violence rally

get-out-the-vote rally

rallying cry

Ramadan nights

month of Ramadan

legal ramifications

entrance ramp

off-ramp
on-ramp

vert ramp

shooting rampage

ranch hand
ranchland
ranch work

ranch foreman

ranch-style

cattle ranch
dude ranch
game ranch
game ranch (m)
guest ranch

ranching town

ranching and mining

at a in Daytona Beach

organizers of an in Birmingham

s in the Bronx, Harlem and Brooklyn

the in education has been...;
"Total onslaught" was a popularized by...

spent with family, friends

the holy ' on the Islamic calendar

it became a matter of dispute with

highway bottlenecks begin at the s

on-ramps are better than s
stopping on the shoulder of the ;
an that's on a downslope;
cars driving the begin to merge

(see vert-ramp)

one after another

he took a job as a in Montana
animals winter on private 's
strong and tough from years of hard

found by a

(see ranch-style)

the big s in the area
one of the first s in the country
a private where he hunted

workers load a rhino
dude ranches, s

a small in Nebraska

are major industries (Nevada)
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ranch-style

random

randomized

randomly

randomly scattered

random-patterned

range (time)

range (number)

range (place)

ranch-style home

random act
random order
random sample
random search

random locker search

random (drug) testing

random-patterned

randomized study

randomly scattered

randomly scattered mines

random-patterned mosaic

long-range

brightness range
price range

ten-million-to-one range

range land
rangeland

range of mountains

deer range
missile range
mountain range

bombing range
driving range
firing range
shooting range

open range

a

controlling the s of violence
versus ascending and descending order

they'll ask a of voters (exit polls)
s for weapons and drugs (homeless people)

's at schools (for drugs, guns etc.)

has been upheld in the federal courts

(see random-patterned)

further s (of new drug) may be needed

(see randomly scattered)

the couldn't be mapped (dropped from air)

a

(see long-range)

a print with a hundred-to-one
not in your

an incredible

northern Nevada
these s have improved

a seemingly endless

2,000 acres of prime
a submarine base, a
there was a between...

his plane crashed on a
practicing on the (golf)
a live-fire test at a remote
on the

preservation of the and buffalo hunting
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range (appliance)

range (distance)

range (variety)

ranger

preservation of the (open) range and buffalo hunting

electric range
gas range

an ; a coil-burner
's and exhaust fans

pro-style range s are for serious cooks

range advantage exploit our over the enemy (military)
rangefinder studded with sensors for s
range finder the OICW features a laser

range of detectors dogs can locate mines beyond the

ranges of weapon systems the maximum

range, caliber, accuracy and variety the of warheads for rocket systems
range and precision as the of weapon systems increase...

range of common weapons the (table)

artillery range
combat range
sensor range

hand grenade range

live within of the North Koreans
temperature and humidity can affect (aircraft)
precipitation reduces air-defense-artillery

as the soldier closes to

point blank range he directed fire at against the enemy

effective range the of the overwatching weapon system
intermediate range (see intermediate range)
maximum range the s of weapon systems
medium-range (see medium-range)
short-range (see short-range)

sensor-to-target range the PEWS has a limited (a motion sensor)

range of (human sexual) behavior within the normal
range of options we parents have a (monitoring kids on Net)
range of topics sat in a conference room and discussed a

normal range within the of human sexual development

ranger station Glacier's Goat Haunt
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ranging

rank

ranked

ranking

park ranger

far-ranging
free-ranging
wide-ranging

rank and file
rank-and-file (m)

executive rank

account-executive ranks

inter-rank

enlisted ranks

higher rank

No. 1-ranked

top-ranked

highly ranked

highest-ranked

third-ranked
fourth-ranked
seventeenth-ranked

poll rankings

top-ranking

high-ranking
higher-ranking
highest-ranking
low-ranking
lower-ranking

third-ranking

a was the first to arrive;
drowned while fleeing s (Yosemite)

(see far-ranging)
(see free-ranging)
(see wide-ranging)

NASA's
officers

from entry-level jobs to the senior --s

the

(see inter-rank)

all of the dead were from the

EPWs of s (enemy prisoners of war)

(see number one-ranked)

(see top-ranked)

(see highly ranked)

(see highest-ranked)

(see third-ranked)
(see fourth-ranked)
the squash player in the world

won-lost records and (college basketball)

(see top-ranking)

(see high-ranking)
(see higher-ranking)
(see highest-ranking)
(see low-ranking)
(see lower-ranking)

(see third-ranking)
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ransom

rap

rape

second-highest-ranking

on-time ranking

ransom demand
ransom note
ransom talks

rap group
rap music
rap poetry
rap singer
rap star
rap video

gangsta-rap (m)

rape charge
rape conviction
rape kit
rape law

rape-law (m)
rape prosecution
rape suspect
rape victim

rape-murder

rape-and-murder

gang-rape (m)

gang-rape (v)

anti-rape

statutory-rape (m)

rape-and-murder rape-and-murder case

rape-murder rape-murder

(see second-highest-ranking)

of airlines aids travelers

a
the found in the house

the gangster tales of the
the $1.3 billion market for
two CDs of her and music
the has been arraigned on gun charges
one of the first female s
buying cars and jewelry and making s

he is better known as the star DMX

the authorities arrested him on a
life in prison for the
cotton-swab sticks from the ""
critics of existing s;
s have moved far since the days...;
s offer no help in these situations;
critics of existing s
some supporters of reform
limiting 's to cases involving force
they thought he resembled a
encourage s to speak out

(see rape-murder)

(see rape-and-murder)

the reports

was ed

(see anti-rape)

he was convicted on a charge

5
convicted of the of...
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rapid rapid burst the rifleman fires s (trench)
rapid deployment (see rapid deployment)
rapid-eye (see rapid-eye)
rapid-fire (m) a cancellation
rapid (short-term) protection an oral vaccine provides
rapid-reaction (m) other battalions;

developed a new targeting system
rapid response certain kinds of injuries require to prevent...
rapid transport of tactical forces (military)
rapid (medical) transport transfer patient if can be assured

rapid-eye-movement (see rapid-eye-movement)

once-rapid (see once-rapid)
too-rapid (see too-rapid)

rapid deployment rapid deployment brigade the Army's new

rapid deployment relief force the need for an international (disaster)

rapid-eye rapid-eye-movement (see rapid-eye-movement)

rapid-eye-movement
rapid-eye-movement phase of sleep the so-called

rapidly rapidly changing
rapidly growing
rapidly shrinking
rapidly spreading

(see rapidly changing)
(see rapidly growing)
(see rapidly shrinking)
(see rapidly spreading)

rapidly changing rapidly changing bank scene
rapidly changing Internet age

in the
in the

rapidly growing rapidly growing demand the world's for food
rapidly growing trend it's a (electronic, paperless exchanges)
rapidly growing (elderly inmate) population the

rapidly shrinking rapidly shrinking community how to keep a alive

rapidly spreading rapidly spreading blaze the park was closed by a (wildfire)
rapidly spreading epidemic Britain struggled to contain the (FMD)

rappelling climbing and rappelling youth camps have used the area to teach
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rare rare antiques
rare book
rare (heart) condition
rare (black-necked) crane
rare (blood) disorder
rare (liver) disorder
rare event
rare example
rare injury
rare lichen
rare plant

rare plant (m)
rare sighting
rare species
rare virus

rare plants and animals

extremely rare
relatively rare

rare book rare-book dealer

rarely rarely traveled

rarely traveled rarely traveled road

rash (skin) rose-colored rash

rash (other) rash of cases
rash of crimes

rat

rat-bitten

rat bite (m)
rat cells
rat poison

rat-bitten
rat-infested

rat-bitten carpet

at an auction hall
(see rare book)
his death was attributed to a

Bhutan's
the
he had a
10 years ago, it would have been a
in a
a photograph of an extremely
a , 10 rare plants, saw-whet owls (park)
s that occur naturally in North Carolina;
reintroducing s into natural areas;
common plants versus s
our conservation activity includes...
there was a of a turkey vulture
the park's desire to protect (plants, animals)
officials linked the unexplained deaths to a

the at Devil's Courthouse (rock formation)

(see extremely rare)
(see relatively rare)

(see rarely traveled)

a

he has developed a on his cheeks

a occurred in Puerto Rico (early puberty)
gun sales up after a ;
a against women

fever (streptococcus moniliformis)
and cancer cells

fed to the pigeons

(see rat-bitten)
(see rat-infested)

the
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rate (birth, life,
(injury, sickness
death)

rate (crime)

rate of infections
rate of infertility

rate of bleeding

abortion rate
accident rate
birthrate
casualty rate
cure rates
death rate
efficacy rates
fatality rate
illness rate
infection rate

injury rate

mortality rate

pulse rate
suicide rate
survival rate
transmission rate

breast-cancer rate
cancer incidence rate
infant-mortality rate
measles-vaccination rate
teen pregnancy rate

good (efficacy) rate

acquittal rate
closure rate
crime rate
homicide rate
murder rate

drug-arrest rate

the ' has risen
the is very low

identify the

5 in Japan are half that of the U.S.
jet skis have resulted in an alarming
(see birthrate)
Kosovo's from mines
those cancers have considerably higher
(see death rate)
antibiotic agents are available with good
the most severe form has a of 30%
injury and s in construction jobs
the rising HIV ;
hand washing reduces 5;
the of those who refused the HIV test
health care workers' s have doubled;
accident, fatality and s are down
cancer s peaked in 1990;

cancer --s will continue downward;
show increased --s
beta-blockade decreases blood pressure,
the among children 10 to 14
(survival rate)
0.3% from needle sticks, fluid splashes (HIV)

Japanese women and s
the has declined
high s
when the -- dropped in 1989...

--s are among the state's highest

antibiotics are available with s

--s are not noticeably lower (for rape)
the for murder cases
s are cyclical
with the down sharply
the goes down;
the reached an all-time high in 1980

the -- is higher in the West
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rate (money)

juvenile arrest rates
police-error rate
youth-crime rate

hung jury rate

rate increase
Rate Information
rate request
rate structure

flat-rate (m)
default rate
discount rates
Group Rates
interest rates

package rate
phone rates
room rate
Single Rate

are misleading
s in criminal investigations
the two state's rates are the same

the is increasing

a request by the Postal Service for a
, 2001 Season (lodge brochure)
hearings on the utilities' s (electricity)
--s for prison phone calls

the simple, plan
this lower student loan
getting for advanced purchases

Available (at an inn)
at prevailing ;
lower-than-expected ;
if there was an increase in short-term
30 percent off the for a ski trip
the local
the for one night (at an inn)
: 75% of above rates (lodge)

income-tax rate he would cut the top
income tax rate federal --s vary by income bracket

cut-rate (see cut-rate)

billing rates business consulting and

Postal Rates Consumer's Guide to and Fees (post office)

schedule of rates (for an Inn)

rate (marriage) divorce rate (see divorce rate)
marriage rate soaring divorce rates, declining --s

rate (school) graduation rate lower --s
literacy rate as abysmal as Sudan's ;

high s, low birth rates

dropout rate the is .3 percent;
significant reductions in s (teens)
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rate (economy)
(business)

high-school-dropout rate

rate of growth

growth rate

piece-rate (m)
poverty rate

resignation rate

unemployment rate

customer retention rate

turnover rate

quit rate

rate (military) rate of fire

deployment rate

re-enlistment rate

sustained rate

rate (other) rate for children

breakage rate
deforestation rate
error rate
heart rate
heart-rate (m)
mutation rate
response rate
success rate

transfer rate

water loss rate

a fifty-per-cent

Moore's Law and the of computer chips

the GDP , at 4.8 percent;
the average in the economy
to be produced on a plan
the reached a record low in the South;
the overall for children was down
the increasing among the brightest;
officials downplay the rising ;
based on a survey of s

its is 12.8 percent

improving the by 5%

nursing aides and their high

the s in some industries are very high

(see rate of fire)

military pilots complain of high s

they had sluggish

fires must be well-aimed and continue at a

the poverty was down

the for condoms is low if used properly
some of the world's highest s
because of the high
, pulse, and oxygen level
hooked up to a monitor
HIV has an extremely high
the survey's low , about 27 percent
the left many wondering;
the abysmal
: 3.68 KB/Sec (computer download)

Cleveland has a higher
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rated

rate of fire

rat-infested

rating

alarming rate

declining rates
spiraling (suicide) rates

published rate

first-rate
second-rate
third-rate

second- or third-rate

rated capacity

instrument-rated
top-rated

No. 1-rated

X-rated
R-rated

highest-rated

next-highest-rated

rate of fire

sustained rate of fire

rat-infested hotel

ratings spike
rating system

rating for flying

approval ratings
bond rating (m)
credit rating
disability rating

bad service drives away diners at an

despite of many major cancers
sound a warning bell

the for a ski trip

(see first rate)
(see second-rate)
suspected of being

the directors

prisons are operating above their

(see instrument-rated)
(see top-rated)

(see number one-rated)

(se X-rated)
(see R-rated)

(see highest-rated)

(see next-highest-rated)

suppress enemy with ;
reloading in order to sustain their

squad leaders work to achieve a

homeless families in s

storms caused a (Weather Channel)
a for the recording industry

the FAA has no special in mountainous areas

the president's have dipped
firms

threatened to destroy his
she has a 50 percent j;
a 100 percent service-connected
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ratio

ration

instrument rating
monster ratings
popularity ratings
shoppers' ratings
television rating
television rating (m)

the pilot's certification and
the game show's
his fell to single digits

of major product lines
the women's s have rivaled the men's
an electronically coded system

customer-satisfaction ratings
job-approval rating s
noise-reduction rating
quiz show ratings

network's ratings

quick-glance ratings

age-based ratings

special rating

three-star rating

combat ratio

student-teacher ratio

knockout ratio

staffing ratio

favorable (combat) ratio

staff -to-patient ratio
teacher-to-student ratio

emergency rations
enemy rations
field rations
food rations

MRE rations

fresh rations

online marketplaces and

a
plunged after the scandal

the are up thirty-five per cent

and in-depth reviews (Web)

networks use letter notations or ' (TV)

the FAA has no for flying in mountain areas

a

commanders should try to secure a favorable

favorable s and superior facilities

Mosley's exceptional (boxing)

s of 5 residents per nursing aide;
18 states have adopted s

commanders should try to secure a

the hospital's
reduced s

subsisting on
try and secure captured for the captives
, rucksacks, sleeping bags

that barely sustained life

store on combat vehicles

the host country may be able to supply
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rationing

rattle

rattlesnake

rattling

ravaged

rave (positive)

rave (party)

raven

raven-haired

raven-black

raw

razor

hot rations supply from mess trucks (military)

ammunition, rations, water, and communications gear

water rationing

rattlesnake

rattlesnake roundups

saber-rattling

flood-ravaged
locust-ravaged
storm-ravaged

rave review

rave world

raves and other parties

raven-black

raven-haired

raven-haired witness

raven-black hair

raw data
raw materials

raw sewage

raw seafood

razor blade

razor wire
razor-wire (m)

razor-clawed
razor-tipped

forest fires and

(see rattlesnake)

attract huge crowds

the result of in Washington

(see flood- ravaged)
(see locust-ravaged)
(see storm-ravaged)

the product received s

opened the door to the for us

drugs at

(see raven-black)

(see raven-haired)

a certain

with little interpretation
oil wells, refineries, factories, ;
trade in consumer goods and
cities still discharge into rivers and...

runny eggs, pink meat and (dangerous foods)

the stainless-steel ;
give them the razor, sell them the (business)
chain-link fences topped with (jail)
a 15-foot fence surrounding...

(see razor-clawed)
(see razor-tipped)
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razor-clawed

razorlike

razor-sharp

razor-thin

razor-tipped

re

razorlike

razor-sharp
razor-thin

razor-clawed beast

razorlike slice

razor-sharp machete

razor-thin lead
razor-thin opening

razor-tipped barbed wire

re-cover (v)
recreate (v)
re-create (v)
re-defect (v)
re-elect (v)
reelect (v)
re-erect (v)
re-establish (v)
re-evaluate (v)
re-examine (v)

re-form (v)
re-ignite (v)
reinvent (v)
rekindle (v)

recount
re-election
re-employment
re-enlistment
rehydration
rematch
re-regulation
resupply

reawakening
recycling

(see razorlike)

(see razor-sharp)
(see razor-thin)

a
s of rock

a

the apparent of Bush over Gore (elections)
a

she puts her onto the bed and s her

ing that morning of the massacre

crews have ed a transmission tower

caused us to ourselves;
a task force is ing the policy
the band recently ed

the delivery business
ing the Middle East peace process

(see recount)
(see re-election)
(see re-employment)
(see re-enlistment)
(see rehydration)
(see rematch)
(see re-regulation)
(see resupply)

(see reawakening)
(see recycling)
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reach

reaches

reach-in

reaching

reaction

refueling
repositioning

redesigned
recharged
reprinted
revamped

reach-in

reaches

(see refueling)
(see repositioning)

(see redesigned)
(see recharged)
(see reprinted)
(see revamped)

(see reach-in)

(see reaches)

reach of (shuttle repair) crewsbeyond the

reaches of the entertainment world at the stratospheric

airless reaches
stratospheric reaches

reach-in cooler

far-reaching

reaction time

audience reaction
chain reaction

drug reaction
embarrassed reaction
investors' reaction
startle reaction
voter reaction

immune-system reaction

knee-jerk reaction

generalized reaction

acute (allergic) reaction
adverse reaction
allergic reaction

the of space (outer space)
at the of the entertainment world

the s (restaurant)

(see far-reaching)

trigger a (nuclear bomb);
an accidental uncontrolled nuclear
s are a leading cause of death
his deeply

may have made sense
an exaggerated
needn't worry about

died of an apparent

s to the shootings (calls for gun control);
the has been to...

the first might be an allergic reaction

probable cause of death was an
(see adverse reaction)
(see allergic reaction)
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reactor

read

readable

reader

readership

readily

readily available

readiness

fatal reaction
local reaction
minor (allergic) reaction
rapid-reaction (m)

severe reaction
slow reaction
toxic reaction

nuclear reactor
nuclear reactor (m)

must-read

proofread

readable

readership

diverse readership
educated readership

readily available

s from bee strings
to bee stings

antihistamines may be used to treat s
other battalions;
developed a new targeting system
anaphylaxis refers to a in which...
concern about the to send relief supplies
anaphylactic and s (bee stings)

the sub was forced to shut down its
recycle used fuel

(see must-read)

helped him

make electronic books more

(see readership)

appeals to a younger, more ;
the Washington Post's

(see readily available)

readily available technology that can block pornography

readiness level
readiness posture
readiness status

battle readiness (m)
combat readiness

individual readiness
unit readiness

peacetime readiness

military readiness
operational readiness

levels of readiness
states of readiness

back to their pre-war s
the of ADA units (military)
an increase in the (show of force operations)

this requires a plan
enhance individual and unit ;
realistic training to ensure
in-country training contributes to unit and
a briefing to discuss (military)

combat and (military)

resupply to sustain the of the squadron

fire units at specified (military)
fire units at various (SOR) (military)
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reading (words)

reading (gauge)

reading (other)

ready

ready-made

reading ability
reading comprehension
reading difficulty
reading disorder
reading exam
reading glasses

reading instruction

reading level

reading program
reading room

reading scores

reading skills
reading specialist

reading speed
reading teacher

extensive reading

compass reading
ozone reading

improve their
(m) you needn't read all of a selection

found to have dyslexia or other s
s such as dyslexia
state-required standardized 's
handed him his ;
his hang on a braided strap;
he peered over the top of his
"whole language" ;
a program of tightly controlled
workbooks written at a fifth-grade ;
reading teachers who can determine s
a used in 100,000 schools
In Baker Library, the immense ;
in the of the British Museum

released earlier this year;
the school's dropped drastically
build up the of American children
a well-known j;
one of my tasks as a

is 25% lower on a screen (vs printed page)
s who can determine reading levels

from my on the subject

takes a so she can head in the right direction
an high enough to trigger a smog alert

latitude-longitude readings GPS receivers provide

map reading
map reading (m)
weather-reading (m)

ready-made

ready-to-eat
ready-to-laugh

combat ready
patient-ready

ready-made

training students in (military)
skills (military)
skills for mountain terrain (mountaineering)

(see ready-made)

(see ready-to-eat)
(see ready-to-laugh)

not enough time to be
(see patient-ready)

It's for people who...;
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ready-made chunk

ready-to-eat ready-to-eat food

Meals Ready to Eat

ready-to-laugh ready-to-laugh voice

real

real estate

real age
real concern
real danger
real estate
real-life
real people
real problem

real-time
real trouble
real world

real-estate agent
real estate agent
real-estate brokers
real-estate developer
real-estate market
real estate records
real estate transaction

real-estate-industry (m)

prime real estate

realistic realistic policy

realistic-looking

unrealistic

realistic-looking realistic-looking fish

reality reality show

lifts them from television

his s of...

(see MRE)

a direct,

she lied about her
the is the fear that...
the only is when...
(see real estate)
(see real-life)

with real lives and real unhappiness (lawyer)
this is a very ;
but the was that she...(dating)
(see real-time)
I didn't think we were in (cavers)
(see real world)

s
a

one of the city's leading
the
something fishy in
fees paid on s

at a dinner

the islands are for development

this is a , but a difficult and frustrating one

(see realistic-looking)

(see unrealistic)

a few highly

s and sitcoms;
producers of the new s;
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reality-based

real-life

realm

real-time

real world

rear

"reality" television

reality-based

the web site for the heavily promoted ""
trashy

(see reality-based)

reality-based programming

real-life consequences
real-life journey
real-life parents
real-life relationships
real-life risks
real-life wife
real-life violence

realm of design
realm of cardiology

realm of human relations

on Fox (TV)

the book tells the story of her mother's from...

his
television violence and

the
the male-oriented

scientific inquiry into the

realm of nuclear weapons design

realm of myth and music

secret realm

real-time chat session

theatrical dream time, a

the of nuclear weapons design

--s

real-time targeting sensors and data links provide

real-time viewing and analysis

real world

real-world examples
real-world missions
real world observations
real-world operations
real-world problems

rear-end (v)

rear area (m)

relays data for

school versus the j;
they were returning to the (psychiatric ward)

(military)
this view finds support in
increased Guard role in
small problems

her car ed a pickup truck

move from a base (military)
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rear-echelon

rearing

rearview

reason

rear deck
rear-echelon
rear guard
rear security
rearview
rear window

left rear window

front, flank and rear
flank and rear (m)

rear-echelon nonsense

child rearing

rearview mirror

a private overlooking the forest (lodge)
(see rear-echelon)
platoons may act as the advance, flank or
one buddy team provides for the squad
(see rearview)
through the I could see... (ambulance)

with the dealer sticker still pasted to the

aggressive reconnaissance to the
deploy the last squad to provide security

(see child rearing)

glanced at me in the

reason for concern he saw no
reasons for (flight) delays or cancellations
reason for hope there is
reasons for (more) tests treatment options and the

health reasons

security reasons

number-one reason

unexplained reasons
unrelated reasons

apparent reason

common reason
complex reasons
good reason
humanitarian reasons
major reason
obvious reason

simple reason
spurious reason

he resigned for ;
announced his retirement for (coach)
for the Department of Corrections...;
for , unattended vehicles will be ticketed

the people are leaving the military is...

he dropped out for
the explosion could have happened for

they were murdered for no ;
he punched him for no
diarrhea is the most for missing work
supported the conclusion that, for
they had to believe that...
they made their decision for
a for that victory...
the rule is there for s (football);
for less s
s lie behind the drug's popularity (ecstasy)
declare all sorts of for not...
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reasonable

substantive reason

part of the reason
variety of reasons

reasonable cost
reasonable dose
reasonable doubt
reasonable excuse
reasonable question

reasonable-sounding

reasonableness reasonableness standard

reasonable-sounding
reasonable-sounding plan that

reasoning skills in math

reawakening capable of one day

cash rebate has offered s to new subscribers

his boss had no to fire him

maybe he flipped was...(dating)
coaches are leaving sports for a

provide good health care at
supplements can be safe it taken in s
they have about the defendant's guilt
he will accept any
it's a

(see reasonable-sounding)

s are common in law

reasoning

reawakening

rebate

rebel

rebel-held

rebel advance
rebel attempt
rebel group
rebel movement
rebel resistance
rebel territory

rebel stronghold
rebel terror campaign

rebel-held

family rebel
slave rebel

damage caused by the
a to break out of Grozny
one of four --s
senior figures in the

was taking a heavy toll
peacekeepers to deploy in

s and arms caches
in a horrific (Sierra Leone)

(see rebel-held)

Sergio was the
s to lionize

angry, out-of-control rebel

rebel-held town
rebel-held zone

a key
in s

an
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rebellion separatist rebellion a that brought about ethnic cleansing
slave rebellion the lingering mystery of the

teenage rebellion the music of

rebound rebound headache it sounds like you're experiencing s;
drugs can cause s

rec (see recreation)

recall powers of recall his (ability to remember films)

recalled suddenly recalled (see suddenly recalled)

recantation letter of recantation a would disgrace me

receding receding hairline Sinatra's

fast-receding (see fast-receding)

receipt gate receipts and sponsorship revenues (golf)

original receipts include (expense report)

received well received (see well received)

receiver pass receiver the leading in NFL history (football)

receiving receiving line 2 hours for all to pass through the

recent recent events his thoughts on in his life
recent immigrants some of the new workers are
recent memory the most serious hate crime in
recent study in a ...; a has shown that...

most recent (see most recent)

recently

not-so-recent (see not-so-recent)

recently deceased
recently discovered
recently divorced
recently launched
recently published

(see recently deceased)
(see recently discovered)
(see recently divorced)
(see recently launched)
(see recently published)
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recently deceased

recently discovered

recently divorced

recently launched

recently published

recently released

recently retired

recently uncovered

reception (meet)

receptionist

receptor

recess

recession

recession-battered

recently released
recently retired
recently uncovered

(see recently released)
(see recently retired)
(see recently uncovered)

recently deceased worker a

recently discovered notes the of one of the survivors

recently divorced mom a

recently launched magazine a

recently published book s
recently released cable s
recently released convict a

recently retired player a

recently uncovered (Army) report a from 1972

reception center
reception desk

receptions for graduates

press reception

wedding reception

friendly reception

behind the
at the , I was given a key to a room...

and their families will be held in...

for the four that are occurring tonight

parties and s

he got a from the musicians he talked to

rehearsal, ceremony, and reception the (a wedding)

receptionist's desk

pain receptors

August recess
summer recess

recession-battered

as I stood by the

targeting specific (pain relief)

as the approaches on Capitol Hill
the three-month (the Supreme Court)

(see recession-battered)

recession-battered New York
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recharged

recipe

recipient

reciprocity

reckless

recharged

chili recipes

chocolate-cake recipe

organ recipient
welfare recipient

egg-donor recipient

Social Security recipient

intended recipient

reciprocity agreement

reckless driving

take an afternoon nap to get

, spaghetti sauces, turkey stuffings

asked for her

s and those awaiting transplants
requirements for s

s
retirees, veterans and s

e-mail for your

a plan to work out s

(see reckless driving)

reckless, aggressive, deceitful, and impulsive (m) behavior

reckless driving reckless driving

reckless driving charge
reckless-driving ticket

reckoning day of reckoning

reclamation reclamation effort

recognition recognition skills
recognition task

charged with

he will be tried on speeding and s
two s

(see day of reckoning)

s have improved waterways

expand the computer's by teaching it
s even a baby can perform

recognition and neutralizationunexploded ordinance (military)

brand recognition

face-recognition (m)
mine recognition
plant recognition
star recognition
voice recognition

Amazon's and customer base grow;
stores which lack

technology (for video archive)
and disposal skills (military)

backcountry skills like
skills like plant recognition and
, games, Web music players
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recognized

formal recognition the tribe won from the federal government

recognized problem cases involving a

federally recognized (see federally recognized)
internationally recognized(see internationally recognized)
well recognized (see well recognized)

recoilless recoilless rifle

recoilless rifle recoilless rifle fire

90mm recoilless rifle
105mm recoilless rifle

recollection soldiers' recollections

recommendation recommendation engine

recommendation letter

recommended

recon

reconciliation

reconnaissance
(and recon)

(see recoilless rifle)

heavy automatic weapons and

the was not functioning;
a used in avalanche control

and war records

information you get from a ;
s using collaborative filtering
he forged transcripts and s (college)

recommendations for (exposure) prophylaxis (TB)
recommendations for (specific research) studies

duration recommendations dosage and (drugs)
dosage recommendations and duration recommendations (drugs)
fashion recommendation they made fun of these

customized recommendations when are available...

series of recommendations the inspectors made a

recommended amount
recommended dosage

(see reconnaissance)

reconciliation process

reconnaissance party
reconnaissance patrol
reconnaissance platoon
recon route
reconnaissance team

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

taking five times the (sports)
safe as along as s are followed

it helps the (Clinton's visit to Vietnam)

as the returns to the platoon
while on a in Tinh Phuoc Thanh Province
the received a heavy volume of fire
select --s out from and back to the ORP
5 had entered a district;
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flank reconnaissance
map recon
route recon
route recon (m)

route reconnaissance
zone-reconnaissance

counterreconnaissance

dismounted recon

Pfc. Jenkins' 12-man (Vietnam)

supplement and security forces to protect...
make a quick while waiting...
ensure a is done (tactical road march);
a patrol seeks info about enemy activities;
analyze the information for likely ambushes
a results in detailed information (military)
a is a directed effort to obtain information

(see counterreconnaissance)

have the recon element make a

aerial reconnaissance battlefield air interdiction, , and airlift
aggressive reconnaissanceactive and to the front, flanks, and rear

NBC reconnaissance

reconstruction reconstruction effort

facial reconstruction

record (super) record book
record crowd
record demand
record heat
record high
record margin
record number
record time

an j locates the boundaries of contamination

managing a gigantic peace and

the was done by a forensic artist

s of big-game trophies (animals)
museums drew s in 1999

nearly brought down the (power) grid
the Northeast swelters in
more 's expected in some areas (weather)
he wins by --s (Tiger Woods) (golfing)
with s of people in the backcountry
the project was completed in

record snowfall created a series of avalanches;
residents are digging out from a

record-breaking
record-setting
record-tying

Olympic record
state record
world record

(see record-breaking)
(see record-setting)
(see record-tying)

he beat the ' (swimming)
(see state record)
(see world record)

land-speed record set a for transmitting data on the Internet
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record (vinyl)

then-record

collecting record

near-record

(see then-record)

the one-day of 507 species of butterflies

(see near-record)

four-hundred-metre record the existing

century-old record

record collection
record industry
record label

record (won-lost) road record

won-lost record

record (document) record-keeping

record of a transaction

Army records
arrest record

birth record
college records
court record

credit record
death record
deed record
driver records
felony record
fossil record

land records
marriage records
performance record
phone records
plant records
police records

a scorching heat wave is breaking s (Europe)

their parents'
technology to protect the
in his decades running a ' (Arista)

one of 6 teams with a winning (hockey)

he never judged himself by his (coach);
s and poll rankings (college basketball)

(see record-keeping)

a check is a physical

cited indicating...
a former Marine with no ;
the detectives reviewed his
property records, marriage and s
a look at his
according to s;
who has studied the
academic records, work experience, s
Social Security s
poring over state archives and --s
many states sell to marketers
when she leaves prison she'll have a
finding evidence in the is tricky;
gaps in the -
-, taxation documents
property records, , birth records
that company hasn't had that good a
he subpoenaed the Smith-family
court documents, s, and interviews
examined at the Post's request
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property records
radar records
safety record
service record

temperature records
tenant record
track record
war records

health department record

military service record
real estate records

non-current record
on-time records

driving record
flying record
voting record

mixed record

computerized records

heavily edited records
minutely detailed record

academic record
confidential records
exceptional record
financial records

fragmentary records
public record
vital records (m)

good record
medical records
physical record
psychiatric records

bank files and
a 22-minute gap in
the club's is superb (tree climbing)
discharged in spite of his ;
a fire destroyed s of many Korean War vets

suggest...
searching 's
given the s of these methods
soldiers' recollections and

s show...

the police asked to look at the of...
something fishy in

repository of s of the Indian government
airlines must release

your and other factors
his satisfactory
the claim is supported by his

a of success as a democracy

the city released

a good
from the psychiatric hospital

that's an (no chopper crash in 23 years)
examined his for tax fraud;
legal and

contain such items as a list of...
(see public record)
head of D.C.'s agency

he's a good driver with a
the nurse made sure her were in order
checks are s of each transaction
the describing his mental illness

repository of (non-current) records of the Indian government
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recordable

record-breaking

recorded

recording

record-keeping

record-setting

record-tying

recorded

recorder

recording

house logs and other records (a group home)

set the record straight just to

recordable DVD player s (digital video discs)

record-breaking (air) journey
record-breaking performance

he made a
the (of a film)

record-breaking score a of nineteen under par (golf)

unrecorded

911 recordings

record-keeping

required record-keeping

extensive record-keeping
statistical record keeping

record-setting career

record-tying run

recorded conversation
recorded interview
recorded use

tape-recorded

secretly recorded

tape recorder
voice recorder

flight-data recorder

recording artist
recording deal
recording equipment
recording-industry (m)

(see unrecorded)

examined leads, , and ballistic reports

good at

the for one patient in one study

standardize on sex crimes

a-

a of 15 victories

a between two FBI agents
in the forty-minute (with police)
5,000 years of (marijuana)

(see tape-recorded)

(see secretly recorded)

she speaks into a every night
deactivating the cockpit ;
crashes solved by flight and s

a night-club performer and
offered her the that changed her life
no was allowed inside
trophies and awards;
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record-setting

recount

recovered

recovery

recreation
(and rec)

recording session
recording studio

record-setting career

automatic recount

newly recovered

recovery dive
recovery period

recovery room

body recovery
body-recovery (m)
oil recovery (m)
resource recovery

lasting recovery

search-and-recovery

launching and recovery

emotional recovery
full recovery

road to recovery

powers of recovery

rec center
recreation destination
recreation opportunities
rec room

backcountry recreation

whitewater recreation

warned by a insider
the long 1967 s with Dylan
we were at a in Toronto

a (basketball)

an under Florida law (elections)

(see newly recovered)

a for the body of a woman
the starts the next day (earthquakes);
the following a big breakup (couples)
every bed in the S;
state-of-the-art operating and s

they felt they were on a (cave rescue)
avalanche rescues and searches

boats were sent to the area (a spill)
new methods greatly increase

could improve the odds of a

(see search-and-recovery)

of boats (boating access area at park)

my would be the biggest hurdle
he has made a (from a virus);
timely treatment is essential for a

she is well on the

increasing your endurance and (cycling)

in the
a sanctuary for wildlife and a
more parks mean improved
the TV in the (jail)

the Forest Service and

gets bigger every year (railing / kayaking)
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recreational recreational drugs U.S. users of
recreational opportunities enjoy its (a state park)

recruit

recruit-age

recruiter

recruiting

recruitment

rectal

recreational fishermen

recruit-age
recruit quality

army recruits
government recruit
officer recruit

military recruits

class of recruits

male and female recruits

recruit-age youths

Air Force recruiter

recruiting advertising
recruiting drive
recruiting effort
recruiting goal
recruiting information
recruiting results
recruiting season
recruiting sergeant
recruiting shortage
recruiting tool
recruiting trip

e-recruiting

recruitment brochures
recruitment center
recruitment effort

agent recruitment

rectal area
rectal examination

Cape May attracts beachgoers, sailors, and

(see recruit-age)
to ensure necessary

a new study found that ...
unsmiling 's with Kalashnikov rifles
js at the training academy (corrections)

basic training for

deliver a welcome address to a new

(military)

reach

an had sex with high school students

$300 million it spends on
military js will enlist celebrities
bolster 's
the Navy fell 7,000 short of its
e-mailed
disastrous ' during the past two years
during his first full he signed...(sports)
a silver-tongued
offset serious js
the parachutists are deployed as a
returned from a

is our preferred method of first contact

according to its (FBI)
an Army
despite the school's 's

chances of success in (CIA)

blood vessels in the (hemorrhoids)
head, neck, pelvic, perineum, and js
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rectangle

recurrent

recurring

recycled

recycling

red

rectal temperature

rectal bleeding

rectangle of meatloaf

recurrent infection
recurrent injuries
recurrent pain

recurring dream

recurring nightmare

recycled materials

recycling campaign
recycling center

red blood
red-brick
red enamel
red-eye
redhead
red-hot
red-light
red-rock
red tape

redness

reddish

red-hot

red-blooded
red-bordered
red-cheeked
red-eyed
red-haired
redheaded
red-ribboned

a is necessary to check for hypothermia;
s are more reliable than oral temperatures

causes of

on waxed paper, pat out a

post-intercourse voiding may reduce
training can significantly reduce
severe or may indicate...

for years, he was visited by a

s and flashbacks

the creative use of for new products

a citizen-based
cans to be redeemed at s;
other waste product must be taken to the

(see red blood)
(see red-brick)
(see red enamel)
(see red-eye)
(see redhead)
(see red-hot)
(see red-light)
(see red-rock)
rescue efforts got bogged down by (Kobe)

(see redness)

(see reddish)

(see red-hot)

(see red-blooded)
(see red-bordered)
(see red-cheeked)
(see red-eyed)
(see red-haired)
(see redheaded)
(see red-ribboned)
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red-and-black

red-and-green

red-and-green-clad

red-and-white

red blood

red blood cell

red-tiled
red-wheeled

red-and-black
red-and-white
red-and-green

red-white-and-blue

blood-red
code red (m)

screaming-red

bright-red
brilliant-red
electric-red
ginger-red
oxblood-red

black and red

red-and-black plaid shirt

red-and-green-clad

(see red-tiled)
(see red-wheeled)

(see red-and-black)
(see red-and-white)
(see red-and-green)

(see red-white-and-blue)

(see blood-red)
declared a state of emergency (volcano).

(see screaming-red)

(see bright-red)
(see brilliant-red)
(see electric-red)
(see ginger-red)
(see oxblood-red)

(see black and red)

Alexander's

(see red-and-green-clad)

red-and-green-clad faithful the faithful (basketball)

red-and-white booklet

red blood cell

red-blood-cell count

red-blooded red-blooded patriot
red-blooded widower

red-bordered

red-brick

red-cheeked

a tiny

(see red blood cell)

it's function is to raise the ;
his s and platelet counts plummeted

s
a

red- bordered certificate a

red-brick schoolhouse

red-cheeked man

the

a skinny,
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reddened sun-reddened (see sun-reddened)

reddish reddish-blond (see reddish-blond)

reddish-blond reddish-blond hair

redeemer slave redeemer s, raiders, owners and traders

redemption slave redemption (see slave redemption)

red enamel red-enamel-painted (see red-enamel-painted)

red-enamel-painted
red-enamel-painted fireplace a

redesigned much-redesigned (see much redesigned)

red-eye red-eye left on the (an early flight)

red-eye-reduction (see red-eye-reduction)

red-eyed red-eyed symbol a

red-eye-reduction red-eye-reduction flash the camera has a

red-haired red-haired young woman a

redhead redhead I was destined to be a

red-headed red-headed fellow a chubby
red-headed woman a

red-headed woodpecker a

red-hot red-hot while a movie is

red-hot duel two athletes are fighting a

red-light

redness

red-light district
red light zone
red-light zone

the city's informal (Budapest)
some cities create a for sex shops;
a kind of Internet ' (proposed .xxx domains)

redness of your eyes contact a physician if you have
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red-ribboned

red-rock

red-tiled

reduced

reduced-fee

reducing

reduction

redness or swelling

red-ribboned pine wreath

red-rock desert

red-tiled roof

reduced fare
reduced-fee
reduced prices
reduced sentence
reduced-shade (m)
reduced visibility

sharply reduced

reduced-fee course

noise-reducing
traffic-reducing

reduction gear

reduction of the budget
reduction of fever

- of your eyes or eyelids

-'S

the - of southern Utah

-s

seats in economy are sold at a
(see reduced-fee)
available free or at
in exchange for a
converted to - systems (growing coffee)

is caused by fine sulfur particles

(see sharply reduced)

offers -s to minority students

(see noise-reducing)
(see traffic-reducing)

huge --s and propeller shafts

a -
NSAIDs indicated for -

reduction of the minefieldprevent '- by enemy dismounts

reduction or clearance

breast reduction
emission-reduction (m)
debt reduction

fertilizer reduction
noise reduction (m)
pollution reductions
sentence reduction
wage reduction
weight-reduction (m)

elbow joint reduction

clear snipers before beginning obstacle

breast augmentation,
states to revise their - plans
devoted to - and Social Security;

and campaign finance
mandatory --s on farms
a - rating
set their own timetables for
a 10-percent - for good behavior
arbitrary --s and firings are common
counseling centers and - clubs;
runs a -- clinic

-s (dislocated elbow)
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minefield reduction

nuclear-arms reduction
red-eye-reduction

significant reductions

diminished the minefield's original effect

(see red-eye-reduction)

in dropout rates (teens)

timetable for (pollution) reductions set their own

red-wheeled rd-wheeled locomotive pulled by a

red-white-and-blue

reed

reed-thin

reef

reel

re-election

re-employment

re-enlistment

referee

referral

red-white-and-blue uniform s

reed-thin

reed-thin

reef breaks

barrier reef
coral reef

oyster reef

artificial reef
natural reef
serpentine (barrier) reefs

ultra-light reel

re-election campaign

re-employment

re-enlistment rates

referee abuse

referral line

job referral

immediate referral

(see reed-thin)

tall, blond, and elegant

a series of (surfing)

the ship threaded her way through the
pollution affecting marine wildlife and s;
loss of the s would be a devastating blow
build s to replenish oyster populations

s versus natural reefs
--s are disappearing all over the world
sailboarding between islands or along the

four-pound line and an (fishing)

his

they had sluggish

I hope that will be taken more seriously

the American Psychological Association

the community group offers --s

an orthopedic surgeon should be available for
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reference

referenced

referral

refining

reflected

reflecting

reflex

reform

reference book
reference library
reference materials
reference site
reference work

cross-reference (v)

employment reference

it is between a and travel guide
visit our sales area, art exhibit and
CD-ROM
a growing number of Internet s
encyclopedias and s on CD-ROM;
Encyclopedia Britannica's venerable

use it to claims

phony s and pay stubs

phony (employment) references

not-so-veiled reference

standards-referenced

word-of-mouth referrals

sugar-refining

snow-reflected

reflecting pool

shivering reflex

(see also response)

reform effort
reform school

reform-minded

alphabet reform
campaign-reform (m)
caste reform
curriculum-reform (m)
education-reform (m)
property-tax reform
rape-law reform
school reform
tax-reform (m)

and pay stubs

a to his homosexuality

(see standards-referenced)

the bulk of his work comes through (lawyer)

(see sugar-refining)

(see snow-reflected)

a in a deserted temple garden

restart the (hypothermia)

a panel monitoring Ps
from relatives to foster homes to s

(see reform-minded)

the underway in Azerbaijan
coverage of the saga
women's rights and

documents
all those years of efforts

some supporters of
voucher programs and other types of s
a act
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reform-minded

refresher

refrigerated

refrigerator

refueling

refuge

refugee

welfare reform

campaign-finance reform

suggested reforms

reform-minded leadership

refresher training

nonrefrigerated

refrigerator door
refrigerator room
refrigerator truck

walk-in refrigerator

aerial refueling

refuge for drug traffickers

wildlife refuge

refugee camp
refugee children
refugee-classification (m)
refugee encampment
refugee quota
refugee status

refugee childhood

refugee-bloated

war refugee
world's refugees

escape route for refugees
permanent-resident status

poverty, , reproductive rights

sways few voters

some of the have already been made

China's

demining dog teams require periodic

(see nonrefrigerated)

open the
they came to a
a

put the food into the ;
the , the reach-in coolers (restaurant)

when required, aircrews will conduct

Darien is an attractive and guerrillas

a off the coast of Puerto Rico;
--s at Chitwan and Kosi Tappu;
national parks, s, wilderness areas

volunteer his services in the --s
the needs of immigrant, migrant and

Australia's lenient policy
--s in a dozen countries
the country's total annual of 12,000
abusing asylum laws by seeking ;
denied in Canada

his friendless, despairing

(see refugee-bloated)

Austria has taken in Bosnian s
Africa, with the largest share of the

cutting off an
for refugees
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refugee-bloated refugee-bloated population a

refurbished

refuse

regard

regarded

regatta

reggae

region

regional

refurbished park

construction refuse

piles of refuse

disregard

high regard

highly regarded
well-regarded

iceboat regatta

reggae club

ankle region
drought region

oil-rich region

let people start using the s

shacks made from

walking among and human waste

(see disregard)

he is held in (a coach)

(see highly regarded)
(see well-regarded)

an

the was known as a chill lounge

pain in the
Midwest s include Nebraska, ...

the s of Saudi Arabia

flood- and earthquake-prone region

food-producing region

unspoiled region

drought-parched region

similar-sized region

geographic region
vast region

regional adversaries
regional agency
regional center
regional power
regional practice
regional security

s
water scarcity is spreading to major 's

an of Bali

s of Africa

the Boston Globe serves a

the three s of North Carolina
cooler-than-normal temperatures in a

missiles give Libya the capability to reach
state and s (conservation)
a (for forecasting avalanches)
water reserves and Turkey's position as a
the of eating squirrel brains
we share a common concern for
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regional championships she set her mark at the (gymnastics)

Regional and Local Visitors Center Information (sign at airport)

register register of (sex) offenders a central (England)

cash register (see cash register)

registered registered camper entry to the campground at night is limited to s
registered vehicle the number of s has surged 87%
registered gun 10 million s in Germany
registered members iVillage now has 2.1 million
registered user the Web site has one million s

registration

registry

regret

regular

U.S.-registered (see United States-registered)

unregistered (see unregistered)

registration book
registration desk
registration fee

the ranger station's
seated behind the is...
money raised through s

appliance-registration (see appliance-registration)
product registration (m) surveys, cards
school registration (m) forms
voter-registration (m) compared with those listed in records

registry of (Holocaust) victims an international
registry of the boat the was not immediately known

check-registry (m) improve slapdash habits (checkbook)

sex-offender registry California's

bridal registry was a means to acquire the basics
international registry an of Holocaust victims

regret for the loss of life an official expressed

big regrets do you have any about your life

regular employment (see regular employment)
regular season (see regular season)
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regular employment

regular season

regular-size

regularly

regularly scheduled

regulated

regulation

regular-size

irregular

regular employment

regular season

regular-season games

regular-size six-pounder

regularly scheduled

irregularly

regularly scheduled
regularly scheduled
regularly scheduled

carefully regulated
closely regulated

deregulated
unregulated

regulations for toys

(see regular-size)

(see irregular)

disdaining , he drifted about the country

they finish their this Sunday (football)

(basketball)

it's a

(see regularly scheduled)

(see irregularly)

dives there are to such wrecks as...(scuba)
program a
service refer to the timetable for (MARTA)

dosage regulations
government regulation
safety regulations
zoning regulations

rules and regulations

(see carefully regulated)
(see closely regulated)

(see deregulated)
(see unregulated)

develop and enforce safety

attempts to impose on ephedra products
they are subject to
develop and enforce for toys
violated ;
the are pretty strict

checkpoints are set up to enforce (military);
enforcing the for the taxi industry

catch-and-release regulations (for fishing)

federal regulation
postal regulations
strict regulations

exempts supplement companies from
for any purposes prohibited by law or
online drugstores must meet
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regulator

rehabilitation

rehearsal

rehearsed

rehydration

reign

reigning

rejection

related

re-regulation

government regulator
speed regulator

(see re-regulation)

complaints to industry monitors and s
a and motor propels the escalator's steps

public utility regulator complaints to s

workplace safety regulator s
federal regulators complaints to industry monitors and

rehabilitation facility
rehabilitation period
rehabilitation program

he moved to a (alcoholism)
has gotten better after a long
drug-and-alcohol

rehabilitation for (adult) offenders soured on the idea of

inmate-rehabilitation (m) successful programs

aggressive rehabilitation helps reduce morbidity (ankle fractures)

rehearsal room
rehearsal hall

located beneath one of the s
he sat outside the (play)

rehearsal, ceremony, and reception the (a wedding)

well-rehearsed (see well-rehearsed)

standardized and rehearsed (m) staff drills (military)

oral rehydration
oral rehydration (m)

reign of terror

reigning champs
reigning wisdom

feelings of rejection

related point
related question

and early appropriate feeding (gastroenteritis)
therapy (ORT)

a savage by indigenous Dayaks (Indonesia)

we're the (basketball)
this has become the of the nineties

his history of drug abuse and

he makes a
struggled to answer this and s;
the of what would happen if...
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unrelated (see unrelated)

abortion-related (see abortion-related)
age-related (see age-related)
alcohol-related (see alcohol-related)
altercation-related (see altercation-related)
automobile-related (see car-related)
blast-related (see blast-related)
business-related (see business-related)
caste-related (see caste-related)
cavity-related (see cavity-related)
clock-related (see clock-related)
cold-related (see cold-related)
church-related (see church-related)
computer-related (see computer-related)
date-related (see date-related)
drug-related (see drug-related)
f-related (see f-related)
golf-related (see golf-related)
gun-related (see gun-related)
health-related (m) (see health-related)
heat-related (see heat-related)
Holocaust-related (see Holocaust-related)
Internet-related (see Internet-related)
job-related (see job-related)
marijuana-related (see marijuana-related)
military-related (see military-related)
movie-related (see movie-related)
noise-related (see noise-related)
pain-related (see pain-related)
property-related (see property-related)
prostitution-related (see prostitution-related)
safety-related (see safety-related)
school-related (see school-related)
sex-related (see sex-related)
sleep-related (see sleep-related)
storm-related (see storm-related)
stress-related (see stress-related)
tobacco-related (see tobacco-related)
"toy-related" (see toy-related)
treatment-related (see treatment-related)
vaccine-related (see vaccine-related)
vengeance-related (see vengeance-related)
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relational

relation

relationship

violence-related
weather-related
work-related

snowmobile-related

Agent Orange-related
fireworks-related
housework-related

GHB-related

aging-related
hacking-related
smoking-related

iceboating-related

biometric-related
reproductive-related

relational database (m)

relationship

gender relations
human relations
media relations
power relations
race relations

(see violence-related)
(see weather-related)
(see work-related)

(see snowmobile-related)

(see Agent Orange-related)
(see fireworks-related)
(see housework-related)

(see GHB-related)

(see aging-related)
(see hacking-related)
(see smoking-related)

(see iceboating-related)

(see biometric-related)
(see reproductive-related)

the company specializes in software

(see relationship)

our notion of should not be imposed
scientific inquiry into the realm of
vice president of (for a bank)
the between slaves and their masters

in the military

father-son relations
master-slave relations
university-industry relations

landowner-hunter relations

Freud's theory of
in Mauritania

aren't always good

grandparent-grandchild relations

diplomatic relations
good relations
public relations

business relationship

were restored in 1995 (Vietnam-US)
maintain with Russia
(see public relations)

he had a with the company
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community relationship
family relationships
gay relationship
parents' relationship

race relationships
security relationship
step relationship

build s
a description of and family affairs
recognition of committed 's

o the family won't last if the doesn't;
describe your in the present
the depiction of in movies
the longstanding between the two countries
anyone in any kind of

long-distance relationship I wasn't cut out for a
oddball relationship the between...

coach-player relationship
employer-employee relationship
love-hate relationship
parent-child relationship
pathogen-host relationship
wage-labor relationship

splits are natural in s
the
the ongoing between...
the
the is coexistence
an exploitative

long-term relationship cultivate s with preferred customers

on-again, off -again relationship

caring relationship
enduring relationship
lasting relationship

dating relationship

strained relationship

abusive relationship
brief relationship
complex relationship
difficult relationship
long relationship
personal relationship

sexual relationship
strong relationship
stormy relationship
successful relationship
turbulent relationship
wonderful relationship

an with his ex-wife

a between doctor and patient
a close, with her stepson
incapable of establishing any

she has ended her with him

improve his with his father

this was not an
a left her pregnant
the between fathers and daughters
who has your most been with (family)
the breakup of a
he had a with all of the employees (owner);
business depended on backroom deals and s
they may or may not have had a
a based upon mutual respect (diplomacy)
she divorced and began a with...
who has your most -- been with (family)
told him about her with...
you may end up having a (dating advice)
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relative (adj)

relative (person)

relatively

relatively rare

relaxed

relaxation

relaxing

relay

release

eight-month relationship throughout our

beginning of our relationship he cheated on me at the
crux of a relationship that's the (a desire to make things work)

breakup of a (long) relationship the

relative importance explore the of environmental problems
relative safety he left the of his fighting hole (battle)

blood relative
father's relatives

grandparents and other --s
the next day his took the boy

close relative she has a with depression

care of relatives the children are in the

support group for relatives a of homicide victims

relatively rare

relatively rare injury

relaxed approach

relaxation technique

muscle-relaxing

satellite relay

release date

release levels
release program

release hearing

(see relatively rare)

knee dislocation is a

he's taking a (to his new coaching job)

s can decrease headaches;
as you practice s;
s such as meditation and yoga

(see muscle-relaxing)

the took just seconds

their was set for Oct. 22;
the movie's
companies must report annual of toxins
pretrial

scheduled to have a in July (patient)

release of anthrax an intentional by a bioterrorist in a US city;
an accidental in Sverdlovsk, Soviet Union

release of the information force the (government documents)
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released

relentless

reliability

reliable

reliably shared

reliance

relief

dam release
dam-release (m)
news release

press release

work-release (m)

accidental release
early release
intentional release

catch-and-release

released inmate

unreleased

soon-to-be-released

newly released
recently released

relentless rise

s transform the Upper Gauley (kayaking)
whitewater runs (kayaking)

the latest ;
according to a from the Army
a five-page ;
yesterday there was a on this
a facility (prison)

an of anthrax in Sverdlovsk in 1979
she prayed for an (from prison)
an of anthrax by a bioterrorist in a US city

(see catch-and-release)

violent crimes s commit

(see unreleased)

(see soon-to-be-released)

(see newly released)
(see recently released)

the in consumer debt

reliability of (eyewitness) evidence further experiments on the

reliable information

reliable method
reliable power
reliable sources

most reliable

capitalism requires ;
the people have little (military disaster)
checking for nits is the most (head lice)

at cheap prices (public utilities)
conflicting information I'd received from two

(see most reliable)

reliably shared information

growing reliance

relief aid
relief effort
relief flight
relief force

the on informers

truck convoys of
managed a multinational in...
s from Australia will begin (volcanic eruption)
an international rapid deployment (disasters)
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/

0;

0

reliever

religion

religious

relief items
relief measures
relief shelter
relief specialist
relief supplies
relief worker

desperately needed
coordination of was in disorder (earthquake)
ash poses a threat to downwind s (volcano)
foreign s led rescue operations

began flowing
s and government officials

relief of pain it is used for the symptomatic
relief of (allergic) symptoms it is used for the symptomatic (a drug)

relief for (lower back) pain offer

debt relief
disaster-relief (m)

drought relief
emergency relief
pain relief

short-term relief

the countries that will get
efforts;

rising costs to governments
Florida would have some with seasonal rains
effective to deal with disasters
drugs for ; assess the impact of --;
patients need better

steroid injection may bring significant

significant (short-term) relief steroid injection may bring

sigh of relief
surge of relief

pain reliever

religion reporter

religious baggage
religious conservatives
religious diversity
religious duties
religious gathering
religious leader
religious life
religious preference
religious prejudice
religious rules
religious shows
religious uniformity
religious wars

breathe a
I felt a

s found at drugstores

a former for the paper

the historical, cultural and (of marriage)
gays versus
ethnic and
he always performed his (a Muslim)
the Haj is the largest in the world
few 5 would share this view
wars and persecutions at the center of
home schooling was inspired by

has never been weaker
that demand privacy and modesty (Jews)

Sunday-morning on television
is an evil
and persecutions
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religiously

religiously inspired

reluctant

remaining

remains

remark

religious landscape

religious background

antireligious

part of the

members of all racial, socioeconomic, and s

(see antirelious)

racial, socioeconomic, and religious (m) all backgrounds
ethnic and religious (m) diversity

religiously inspired (see religiously inspired)

religiously inspired group s
reluctant mother she had sometimes been a to her kids

remaining enemy
remaining option
remaining shots

remains of the dead
remains of their home

driving the from their positions
his only was to...
the rifleman distributes his over that part...

the delicate operation to recover the (sub)
next to the (wildfire)

remains of (deceased) soldiers proper care of the
remains of (their) soldiers tagging, securing, and evacuating the

remains or personal effects handle or process of US personnel

remains and feces exposure to their (insects and public health)

chicken remains
human remains

soldier remains

to be used for fertilizer
dogs search for the scent of ;
artifacts and at American Indian sites
when are not under US control (casualties)

chemically contaminated remains

skeletal remains

identification of remains

opening remarks

prepared remarks

decontaminate if possible (human)

the man, whose were found by hunters

the when they are disinterred (military)

in her (at the conference)

he delivered his (Greenpeace conference)
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remarkable

rematch

remedy

remember

remembrance

remission

remnants

remorse

remote

suggestive remarks
vulgar remark

remarkable ability
remarkable achievement
remarkable career
remarkable finding
remarkable performance
remarkable sight

touching themselves and making
he yelled a (sporting event)

she has shown a to...
the land-mine treaty was a
after a (a football coach)
this is a truly
it was a (a politician)
it was a (flower in quake-devastated zone)

remarkable business success --s

rematch

cold remedy

new-age remedy

De La Hoya would win a (boxing)

a popular

a

popular (unproven) remedies
unproven remedies

easy-to-remember

the use of (cancer treatment)
the use of popular, (cancer)

(see easy-to-remember)

Holocaust remembrance (m) speaking at a ceremony

cancer remission a--

remnants of the platoon were located in a trench line

signs of remorse

remote area
remote-control
remote-delivery
remote draw
remote gorge
remote locations
remote possibility
remote sensor

remote village

remote backwater

I have not seen him exhibit any

warn tourists to be careful in s
(see remote-control)
(see remote-delivery)
a (gully)
a
U.S. service members stationed in
left open the that he could...
--s and other military intelligence assets;

like PEWS (platoon early warning system)
a small and

Darien remained a
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remote desert area explore backcountry trails in a
remote (New Mexico) foothills

remote firing range
remote fishing village

remote-controlled
remote-operated

a live-fire test at a
little processing plants in s

(see remote-controlled)
(see remote-operated)

remote from the mainstream of city life

remote-control remote-control bomb
remote-control device
remote-control gadget
remote-control ignition

detonated a that set the vehicle on fire
aj
aj
a

remote-controlled remote-controlled antenna a huge

remote-delivery remote-delivery system a

remotely remotely operated (see remotely operated)

remotely operated remotely operated submarine a retrieved the recorders

remote-operated remote-operated vehicle explores the sea floor

removal removal or neutralization the UN has made the of mines a priority

remover

renal

rendering

rendezvous

dam removal

garbage-removal
mine removal

mountaintop removal

spot remover

renal injuries

rendering plant

rendezvous point

the new era of ;
the volatile politics of
the largest company
activities such as humanitarian (military)

repeaters;
a mining technique known as " "

Dow Chemical's K2r

hepatic, splenic, and

processing plants, hatcheries, --s (poultry)

dates, times, s
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renegade outlaws and renegades freedom-loving

renewable renewable-energy
renewables industry
renewables technologies

(see renewable-energy)
the today (energy)
the transfer of to the poor world

non-renewable (see non-renewable)

renewable-energy renewable-energy program s in developing countries

renewal

renewed

renowned

renovated

renovation

renowned

rent

renewal for its (power) plant seek a license

license renewal seek a for its power plant

renewed attention
renewed effort
renewed interest
renewed violence

renewed fighting

world-renowned

renovated escalator

handsomely renovated

renovation project

home renovation
home renovation (m)
kitchen renovation

on the fifth anniversary of the murder
part of a to solve old civil rights murders
the stems from...
after reports of

the came as... (Israel / Palestinians)

(see world-renowned)

a can last 10 to 15 years

(see handsomely renovated)

the department's three-phase

the recent boom in
undertake a project
a typical

hundred-and-fifty-million-dollar renovation

renowned teacher

world-renowned

long-renowned

rent dispute
rent payment

a (British Museum)

a child prodigy and a

(see world-renowned)

(see long-renowned)

landlords and s
clothing and s for her home
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rental

rental car

rental-car-return

rent-controlled

rented

repair

repatriation

repeat

rent-controlled

low-rent

escalating rents

money for rent

rental agreement
rental car

apartment-rental
car-rental

rental car

rental-car company

rental-car-return

rental-car-return area

rent-controlled (v)

rented house
rented room

rented formal wear

repair crew
repair kit
repair log
repairman
repair schedule
repair shop
repair yard

car repairs
car-repair (m)
home-repair (m)

repatriation process

repeat examination

(see rent-controlled)

(see low-rent)

concerns about displacing small businesses

he wasn't chipping in any

thereby ending your
(se rental car)

(see apartment-rental)
(see car-rental)

tour buses and s come and go

s
(see rental-car-return)

the

the apartment had been for decades

they moved into a on a cul-de-sac in...
in a on Second Avenue

wedding gowns and for men (weddings)

beyond the reach of shuttle s
s for plugging holes in the space shuttle
the had 110 cases (city water)
a telephone
to speed the
we passed the railroad
a (for large ships)

dentist visits and
a bill
investigating -- fraud against the elderly

attempts by immigrants to delay the

close follow-up, including a -- (medical)
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repeated

repellent

repercussions

repetition

replacement

report

repeat offender

repeated attempts
repeated calls
repeated chances
repeated efforts
repeated requests

repeated warnings

repeated phone calls

bear repellent
deer repellent
insect repellent

whether an accused youth is a

more aggressive and at reduction (dislocation)
also did not return
they've been given to reform (juveniles)

to contact him were unsuccessful
the patient must make for euthanasia;
he declined for an interview
the military has given that...

he failed to return

the uses pungent pepper spray (Canada)
600 gallons of
bottles of Off! and other s

international repercussions the murder may have

fear of repercussion inmates don't ask for

mind-numbing repetition the (Weather Channel)

replacement housing was scant (slum clearance)
replacement schedule the that is right for you (contact lenses)

estrogen-replacement (m) therapy
hip replacement he had a and two knee surgeries

back-up replacement a

report card

report's findings
report's numbers

reports of abuse
reports of damage
reports of fatalities
reports of injuries
reports of (police) misconduct
reports of (renewed) violence

parents will get their that show...;
he brought home a B-average
the were no surprise to environmentalists
officials have disputed the

and other problems
there were no or injuries (mild earthquake)
while do exist (stonefish envenomation)
there were no immediate (quake)

many
troops were called in after

reports of funnel clouds heavy rains, hail,
reports of Neo-Nazi groups
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reports of slavery's return

reports of damage or injuries there were no (mild earthquake)

autopsy report

book report
case report
claim reports
commission's report
draft report
employment report
engineer's report
expense report
forensics report
implementation report
incident reports
inspection report
intelligence report

news reports
police report
press reports

radiologist's report
scout's report
snow report
trip report

weather report

falsified s;
's and photos of crime scenes;
lighting, bullet trajectories, s
s, short stories, other English projects
the reliability of its s (drug reactions)
insurance-company
the
in a released last week
if you look at the numbers in this
the
when submitting j, please type or print legibly
a from a crime scene
make its within 180 days (Mine Ban Treaty)
police are now writing
facts and figures in the
more than a thousand 's a day;
the C.I.A. issued a series of s
according to
according to a
despite earlier ;
Israeli say they had a conversation
and now you review the
according to the (pro football)
up-to-the-minute s (online for skiers)
uses his Web site to give s;
the government scientist filed false s
(see weather report)

campus police report
escalator inspection report
student progress report

a
mechanics falsified
weekly s

adverse-reaction reports
clandestine-intelligence reports
medical examiner's report

self-report

after-action report
wire service report

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary
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reported

conflicting reports there have been about whether...

debriefing report
scouting report

written after-action s of the officers
football teams and --s

baggage-handling reports on-time records and (airlines)

abridged report each gave her an
declassified (State Department) report a
unconfirmed reports other , however, say...;

there are that... (volcanic eruption)
unpublished report in an
written (after-action debriefing) report s of the officers

highly publicized report a from a researcher at Cornell (biotechnology)
recently uncovered (Army) report a from 1972

annual report
contradictory reports
full report
immediate reports
initial report

internal report
tactical reports

NBC reports

3,500-page report

(see annual report)
officials have given -- (military disaster)
we are waiting for the (volcanic eruption)
there were no of injuries (earthquake)
following the s;
he disputed s that shots were fired
it took an in 1994 to persuade the Army that...
the intelligence specialist receives incoming

send through operational channels (military)

a

soon-to-be-released released

up-to-the-minute report

reported brutality
reported case
reported incident
reported sightings

an

a report...

hearings on the (in boot camp)
the --s have involved babies...
88,000 s
a wave of in 1993 (UFOs)

reported (crude-oil) reserves

much-reported
publicly reported

(see much-reported)
(see publicly reported)
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reporter

well reported (see well reported)

reporters' questions he declined to answer about...

reporter for the Post a police
reporter for the paper a former religion

reporters, fans, well-wishers and family members (football game)

court reporter he was a for four and a half year;
s use a special, unmarked keyboard

police reporter a for the Post
religion reporter a former for the paper
sports reporter as a , I shouldn't say it
staff reporter stories written by s

general-assignment reporter a ' for the Arkansas Gazette

investigative reporter an on the metro desk (newspaper)

reporting reporting requirements reducing his from 20 forms to 1 form;
the reduction in record keeping and ;
tightening the s for industries

reporting of abuse due to greater by women

foreign-intelligence reporting

HIV reporting establish confidential ' nationwide

investigative reporting awarded a Pulitzer Prize for
investigative-reporting (m) taking a class

repositioning repositioning of forces plans requiring any tactical

repository

tactical repositioning plans requiring any of forces

repository of data about Yellowstone's geysers
repository of documents a from the Reagan Administration
repository of (over 1,800) images a
repository of (important) information a ' relating (women's health)
repository of links a to Web resources (Internet)
repository of (clinical) literature the National Library of Medicine, a
repository of (aerial) photographs a huge and satellite images
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P'

representation

representative

repressed

reprinted

repressed

reprinted

reprisal

reproach

reproduction

reproductive

repository of (non-current) records of the Indian government

collection repository claim sacred objects from s
data repository one of the largest private s in the world

nuclear waste repository the proposed

international repository an and resource center on...(Internet)
national repository the for geophysical data
non-commercial repository a of Sybase tools
official (central) repository the for genomic mapping data
secure repository provide a for public records
virtual repository a of health-related information (Internet)

representation deal contacted her about a

union representation sparked a labor war over

diplomatic representation there'd be some kind of

union representative a (correction officers)

customer-service representative talk to a

authorized representative

local representative

deeply repressed

oft-reprinted

deeply repressed
long-repressed

oft-reprinted

reprisal attack

term of reproach

assisted reproduction (m)

reproductive age

only you or your listed may...(post office)

she is a for the North Carolina chapter of...

(see deeply repressed)

(see oft -reprinted)

(see deeply repressed)
(see long-repressed)

(see oft-reprinted)

s on one group by the other

methods of

women of and abortion
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reproductive decision
reproductive health
reproductive profile
reproductive rights
reproductive system

reproductive-related

reproductive-related

the Pill, abortion and s
your future husband and your
construct a of the women in the tribe
the battle over (abortion)
a woman's body and the ;
substances toxic to the (humans)

(see reproductive-related)

reproductive-related costs for women (birth control)

Republican Republican Party the members of the (US)

Republican-controlled (see Republican-controlled)

Republican-controlled
Republican-controlled legislature the

Republican-leaning

reputation

request

Republican-leaning

reputation for integrity
reputation for leadership

company's reputation
school's reputation
team's reputation

worldwide reputation

growing reputation

well-deserved reputation

bad reputation
solid reputation

requests for euthanasia
requests for information
request for money she was beginning a
requests for (search) orders and restraining orders

the vote is

he had a
she has developed a j, innovative thinking

the , hard to build, easy to destroy
the , already high, was enhanced...
the protests are hurting the (soccer)

a
his as an expert (a doctor)

a

psychiatric hospitals acquired an unjustly
the group has a on the club scene (music)

the factors driving
had not been answered

requests for (more) firefighters and planes (wildfires)
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1.

required

requirement

abortion request
budget request
defense requests
interview request
patient request
prayer request
rate request

repeated requests

special request

required course
required permit

state-required

federally required

committees to rule on s
$37 million to fight computer crime
judges routinely reject
showered with job offers and --s
s for euthanasia
did she have any special --s
hearings on the utilities' s (electricity)

the patient must make for euthanasia;
he declined for an interview

ask him if he has any --s (sex)

versus elective courses (vet school)
failed to secure them the s (Haj)

(see state-required)

(see federally required)

requirements for welfare recipients

ammunition requirements

admissions requirement
application requirement
attendance requirement
certification requirement
course requirements
disclosure requirements
eligibility requirements
force requirements
graduate requirements
graduation requirement

law's requirements
literacy requirement

coordination of
identify normal daily

the S.A.T. as an
--s and procedures
never imposed an on the orchestra
(for pharmaceuticals, medical devices)

(see disclosure requirements)
(see eligibility requirements)
until we know the overall (military)
computer literacy as part of their
raise s even higher in high schools;
do community service to fulfill s
confusion about the

mission requirements 5,000 more soldiers than
performance requirements change the in this test
program requirement his main --s
promotion requirement the military tightened --s
residence requirement a (new students must live in coed dorms)
security requirements try to accommodate U.S. in the region
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time requirement
visa requirement
work requirement

we applaud the absence of a
js might have to be reintroduced
from welfare to work, through the

manpower requirements an assessment of
minimum order requirement some companies have a

air and missile defense requirements corps (military)

electronic disclosure requirement the nation's first
full-disclosure requirement Florida's unusual s

continuing-education requirements

licensing requirements state for doctors
reporting requirements reducing his from 20 forms to 1 form;

the reduction in record keeping and ;
tightening the js for industries

sentencing requirements forcing states to redo their whole

need-based (eligibility) requirement s
logistical requirements brigade (military)
strict (disclosure) requirements and rules regarding contributions

time-in-grade requirements an officer's

absence of a (time) requirement we applaud the

(see also bar)

requisition requisition form memoranda, js, purchase orders

re-regulation period of re-regulation a

rescue rescue attempts severe storms which have hampered
rescue capsule a tried to reach the submarine
rescue craft the U.S. Coast Guard and Russian
rescue effort the government focused s on Puebla;

raging waves hampered js
rescue equipment blocking ambulances and ;

specialized deep sea (for saving sub crews)
rescue gear skiing with
rescue hatch help the crew escape through 's (submarine)
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M

rescue operation

rescuer

research

rescue helicopter
rescue operation
rescue party
rescue plan
rescue squad
rescue submarine
rescue swimmer
rescue team
rescue vessel
rescue worker

it took 2 hours for a to reach him
(see rescue operation)
he led a to recover the dead and wounded
a for Venice
she called the
a deep-diving
a helicopter dropped a
an air-sea (helicopter and divers)
the U.S. has a (to save submarine crews)
's dug out bodies;
s were able to reach disaster areas;
5 cut the tops off the cars

avalanche rescue s and body-recovery searches
cave rescue a (trapped in a flooding cave)
helicopter rescue a high-altitude ' on the mountain
hostage rescue (m) The FBI's team;

a member of the team
water rescue trains police in

whitewater rescue read up on and take a course (kayaking)

search and rescue (see search and rescue)

rescue operation before the closed;
take the lead in s;
leading the ;
how to proceed with the (submarine);
officials said the s would continue (sub)

slave rescuer wants to put --s on salary

research activities
research agenda

research animals
research area
research article
research assistant
research balloon
research base
research base
research capability
research career

grants are crucial for of many faculty
a presentation of a ;
the --s of universities and corporations

all too often live under cruel conditions
this is the
had published s
some of his s
NASA rejoiced at the launch of a giant
is there a behind this that tells us why...
a South Pole
25 faculty we've hired for their
started her a decade ago
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Research Center
research center
research clinic

research committee
research community
research component

research contract
Research Council
research credentials
research data
research design
research dollars
research effort

research expedition
research fellow
research finding

research firm

research focus
research funds

research grant

research initiatives
research institution

research issue

research library
research material
research mathematician
research methodology
research mission
research opportunities
research organization
research paper

the National on English Learning
the late Dian Fossey's
the modern AIDS research clinic;
AIDS testing at the
meet with the
people in the AIDS
a to the testing program;
there will be an ongoing
the announcement of the supercomputer
operate like the National
stellar teaching credentials plus their
if you're talking about
now, you can handle that in a
in order to bring in more
coordinated with other s;
believes a major is unnecessary
monthlong s to the South Pacific
when I was a in the lab
Our ' indicate that...;
a meeting of experts to discuss
the Saratoga Institute, a work-force ;
the Marketdata Enterprises;
a for-profit in Washington, D.C.
a principal of the company is...
this problem of shrinking ;
investing in a disease
who award the s;
fully funded by --s
undertaking crucial
major s;
understanding what we mean by a j;
Berkeley's status as a top-flight
it's an intriguing ;
if you identify it as a
to help us maintain a superb here
the library is short on
you're a at a major university
knew everything possible about
do now contribute or our teaching or
an office to promote
IRL is an independent that studies...
or I'm doing a on something for science;
many peer-reviewed s;
he reviewed some old s
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research phase
research plan

research priority
research procedures
research program
research project

research question

research responsibility
research results
research scientist

research scholar
research ship
research skills
research study
research subject

research team
research techniques
research topic

research university

research breakthrough

research-intensive

research funding

research-based

we need to enter into the of this
s approved last year;
the for the test
an important sort of
a look at the it renewed
benefit the and the teaching program
you may be doing a , for example;
a on biorhythms in mice;
a to study acid rain
I think that's a that we need to address;
what kinds of s are being raised
and carry out the s
sometimes best for
many --s defended the (drug) trials;
I'm a at the Institute...
a senior at Stanford
aboard a
oral-interview skills and writing and
recommendations for specific js
the handful of s; potential s;
collect information from js
an Italian , led by...
failure to follow accepted
we will be looking at different s;
his current was considered "hot"
like most other major --s

s have reduced the cost of wind power

(see research-intensive)

the comes from drug companies;
that will come from other sources

(see research-based)

research-and-development a budget

research to date

avalanche research
cancer research
debris-research (m)
faculty research

the hasn't quelled his doubts

carrying out and education efforts
(see cancer research)
NASA has a program

is all about learning
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field research
future research
health-research (m)
market research

market-research (m)
pain research
software research
space research
thesis research
university research

vaccine research

breast cancer research
focus-group research
product-noise research
snow science research

life-sciences research

go to the Bahamas and do for a week
we must await
warrants a significant initiative

is cited at every opportunity;
we do every other year
the company
efforts to advance

it was doing
commercialization of (outer space)
seniors engaged in undergrad honors

is a significant part of the budget;
investment in j;
growing corporate influence on

as another neglected area;
pioneered major advances in (Walter Reed)

$1 million to research
after conducting extensive
innovative

has been crippled

the chief of at NASA

groundbreaking research her
painstaking research his work was based on
pathbreaking research their research on...

cutting-edge research knowledge through ;
the competitive chase to produce

corporate-sponsored research

United States-financed (medical) research

industry-sponsored research scientists who perform

AIDS research put more money into
AIDS research (m) some people in the community

accumulated research
confirmed research
sponsored research

the of the past thirty years reveals...
in addition to the
scientists doing
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I federally funded research universities patent the results of
publicly funded research grant companies the rights to

academic research
archival research
basic research
contraceptive researcher
extensive research
medical research

publishable research
scientific research
scientific-research (m)
secret research
subsequent research

body of research
lines of research
years of research

corporations now invest in
painstaking
a growing appreciation for
the world's most prominent s
after
United States-financed ;
the use of animals for
basic research,
funding for
a leading private -- facility
he was doing some

has allayed the worry

the on juveniles in adult prisons
commercially promising
the conclusion is based on 30

direction of (scientific) research determining the
gold mine of research it was a (Lyme disease hotspot)

appreciation for basic research a growing
funding for scientific research--

research-based research-based teaching

researched

researcher

impeccably researched
intensely researched

0

avalanche researcher
back researcher
cancer researcher
elephant researcher
industry researcher
lead researcher
pain researcher
sleep researcher

use

(see impeccably researched)
(see intensely researched)

he told s
leading Gunnar Andersson
12,000 s across the country
a pioneering in Nairobi
s are frequently cited authors
a in the project
many --s believe...
a famous in Chicago

research-intensive research-intensive industry analysts who follow --s

resemblance striking resemblance it bore a to....
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resented

resentment

reservation
(booking)

reservation
(nation)

reserve

reserved

much-resented

class resentment

long-held resentments

(see much-resented)

, violence...

deaths and resentments and heartache

reservation book
reservations desk

dinner reservation
group reservations
party reservation

airline reservation

reservation accent
reservation life

home reservation

land for a reservation

reserve duty
reserve status

reserves of oil

budget reserve
cash reserve
coal reserves
game reserve
gold reserves
oil reserves
petroleum reserves
water reserves

crude-oil reserves

Reserved Parking
reserved route

I check the for tonight (restaurant)
the (at a steakhouse)

a is an unwritten contract
for of 20 or more adults, call...(state park)
the number of s (for New Year's Eve)

to make --s

a heavy, singsong accent
(Oglala Sioux)

his (Coeur d'Alene)

the tribe can seek (American Indians)

on
when the brigade is in or being reconsituted

Azerbaijan has one of the world' great

states with the largest --s in 20 years
it had $41 million in s
energy contained in domestic
his own private

at central banks
the world's largest know (Saudi Arabia)
Azerbaijan has bountiful
Turkey has huge (drinking water)

reported

(sign)
--s are set aside for sole use of... (military)
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resettlement

residence

residency

resident

residential

resettlement plan

residence hall

residence requirement

residency permit

residency requirement

permanent residency

resident adviser
resident population

proponents of the

student health facilities, libraries, 5;
she was murdered in a (at college)
a (new students must live in coed dorms)

allowing immigrants to acquire s;
the sale of Argentine s to the Nazis
are there any s

bears won't take up in the Piedmont

a entered her room (college)
the in the Alps versus visitors

resident of the community he's a lifelong

area resident
county's residents
dorm resident
shelter resident

space station residents
Tucson-area resident

non-resident

local resident

permanent resident
permanent-resident (m)

lifelong resident
year-round residents

over-60 resident

group of (battle-weary)
number of residents

residential center
residential complex
residential customer

s are told to conserve water
five children were born to the
s put up with occasional annoyances (Yale)
homeless advocates and s;
s would have to work

visiting shuttle crews versus
the vast majority of s

(see non-resident)

's have only to look to...;
5 in their teens or early 20s
s (of a place) versus tourists

status for refugees

he is a of the community
the county has fewer than 110,000

an of Tenleytown

residents a
an undetermined were evacuated

state psychiatric hospitals versus s
a shooting incident at a (Saudi Arabia)
s and commercial customers (power industry)
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resignation resignation agreement
resignation rate

resistance

resistant

surprise resignation

letter of resignation

resistance campaign
resistance group

insecticide resistance
rebel resistance

organized resistance

blast-resistant
decay-resistant
drought-resistant
drug-resistant
fire-resistant
impact-resistant

earthquake-resistant

antibiotic-resistant

resister war resister

resolution (idea) budget resolution

an attorney negotiated the for him
the increasing among the brightest;
officials downplay the rising ;
based on a survey of s

Boris Yeltsin's

he has submitted a

led a 10-year, nonviolent
weapons and funds to Afghan s;
in the mountains with the s

monitor insect populations for
was taking a heavy toll

there was widespread to slavery

(see blast-resistant)
(see decay-resistant)
(see drought-resistant)
(see drug-resistant)
(see fire-resistant)
(see impact-resistant)

(see earthquake-resistant)

(see antibiotic-resistant)

a Quaker

the Senate has passed the

Security Council resolution we should stick by the

New Year's resolution

cease-fire resolution

amended resolution

U.N. resolution

5
inspections ordered by the

so we'll vote on the

we have been operating under 836;
there is an existing which allows
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resolution (view) high-resolution

resolved unresolved

resort (place) resort-hotel (m)
resort island

resort (other)

resource

dive resort
ski resort
ski-resort (m)
tourist-resort (m)

alpine resort

last resort

resource allocations
resource collection
resource consumption

resource exploitation
resource inequities
resource recovery
resource scarcity

resource network

resource over-utilization

human-resources (m)
human resources (m)
mineral resources
prison resources
water resources

subsoil resources

(see high-resolution)

(see unresolved)

companies
we were on a

Sales and Marketing Directors for s
at his home in the of Aspen
bookings are up, operators say
the peninsula of Varadero (Cuba)

the of Davos (Switzerland)

he advocates spanking only as a

might have implications as well as to
a great of different books
wasteful ;
reducing , energy use, emissions, wastes
moving into space (mining asteroids)
there are tremendous between schools
new methods greatly increase
predictions of

I try to build a

is a threat to marine wildlife

a administrator
director

s, including iron and coal
caring for the elderly consumes
scarce s in the Sea of Galilee

with regard to

non-renewable resource renewable versus s

Web resource

adequate resources
finite resource

a user-friendly

he pledged they will get (firefighters)
oil is a
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respect

respected

respectful

respiratory

responder

response

natural resources
valuable resources

are a limiting factor to growth
wasting , space, and effort (a monument)

waste of resources I think the monument is a

respect for (product) design he has an inherent
respect for detail he has a scholar's
respect for law Americans' and the Constitution
respect for the traditions no of the game

respect and approval

peers' respect
scholar's respect

mutual respect

level of respect

respected figure

disrespectful

respiratory aerosol
respiratory depression
respiratory disease
respiratory distress
respiratory illnesses

respiratory infection
respiratory route
respiratory system

earning their (child speaking of parents)

hard for him to earn his (baseball player)
he has a for detail

a strong relationship based upon (diplomacy);
and common interests (diplomacy)

a decline in the given to customers

Abdul was a in the neighborhood

(see disrespectful)

the virus is transmitted by or direct contact
coma or death due to , cardiovascular collapse
the virus causes a rare, but often fatal
hospitalized with fever and
people with and smog;
chronic such as asthma, emphysema
signs and symptoms of upper
human-to-human spread by the (plague)
the smoke may harm the

respiratory or gastrointestinal (m) the cutaneous route vs the route

lower respiratory (see lower respiratory)
upper respiratory (see upper respiratory)

emergency responders

response option
response rate
response team

the police department and other

s appropriate to the
the survey's low , about 27 percent
get everyone in the together
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response time

response of physicians

community's response
crisis response (m)
disaster response
emergency response

government's response
grief response
immune response
majority response
patient response
police response
snow-response (m)
startle response
stress response

lawyer-like response

earthquake response
health-research response
opinion-page response
public-health response

confused response
heated response
limited response
written response

could mean longer ambulance js

the and medical personnel...

the to hate crimes
strategies need some work

in charge of
guard-rail openings aid to wrecks;

to bioterrorism
are you satisfied with the Russian (diplomacy)
an unhealthy 'may lead to...(health)
eliciting an in the cows
the is that such views are homophobic
discontinue the drug depending on
the initial, restrained
the District government's team
the shoulder shrug is part of the
(see stress response)

a

prevent delays in
warrants a significant
the paper printed an
warrants a significant

the government's slow and
their story drew a
other companies offered the
in js to questions

politically motivated response
sharply worded response

allergic response
appropriate response
early response
effective response
fast response
federal response
formal response
full response
further response
immediate response

to the disaster

service but with

true js to gamma globulin are extremely rare
be ready with the
a poor is associated with death (treatment)

to a terrorist incident hinges on...
a is needed to keep traffic moving (roads)
a coordinated to attack homelessness
Mr. President, has there been any (diplomacy)

to a terrorist incident requires...
a freeze until we have from the Russians
he had no to the statement (politics);
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responsible

responsibility

initial response
instinctive response
optimal response
passionate response
physiologic response
poor response
positive response

rapid response
sane response
satisfactory response
slow response
systemic response
violent response

lack of response
line of response
series of responses
severity of response

(see also reflex)

reaction to an enemy ambush requires an
the may be limited to local pain (insect bite)
running away was an
increase dosage until the is obtained
she delivered a
the normal of the body to stress and anxiety
if there is to treatment
we need to have a to this;
requires a to 1 of the following 2 questions;
once a is achieved (treatment of anaphylaxis)
certain kinds of injuries require to prevent...
the only to that is "So what?"
if a is not seen, administer an additional dose
the has brought a wave of criticism (disaster)
a to an envenomation and bee-sting kits
an ambush requires an immediate, rapid, and

if there is a to antibiotics, check for parasites
Disaster & Emergency Services are the first
downsizing as part of a by business to...
the (to a virus) is highly dependent upon...

responsible action reducing the budget was a very
responsible (U.S. government) agency check with the

responsible decision-maker a
responsible policymaker how is a to proceed

responsible gun handling promote

responsible for the elephants the forestry department is
responsible for (attorney) errors the government is not

responsible for (grocery) shopping decide who will be

irresponsible (see irresponsible)

responsibility for (poor police) planning taking

research responsibilities and carry out the

civic responsibility in the cyber age
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rest (relax)

rest (remainder)

restaurant

full responsibility
individual responsibility
main responsibility

claims of responsibility
level of responsibility

rest area
restroom
rest stop

bed rest
headrest

rest of us
rest of his career
rest of my life
rest of his life
rest of the world

restaurant business
restaurant car
restaurant business
restaurant industry
restaurant kitchen
restaurant meal
restaurant menu
restaurant owner
restaurant tip
restaurant trade

barbecue restaurant
curly restaurant

cafeteria-style restaurant
restaurant horror story
soul-food restaurant

full-service restaurant

ethnic restaurant
Mexican restaurant
trendy restaurant

we accept (airplane crash)
versus individual satisfaction

the emergency physician's is to diagnose...

there have been no for the blast (terrorism)
how well teens handle this

the last before the Ohio line
(see restroom)
we pulled over at a deserted highway

on complete
check under the , sun visors (car bomb)

persuade the not to go
for the
being with somebody for the ;
he plans to stay there for the
why hasn't the caught on (to a good idea)

both had found success in the
the director of the (train)
as most of us in the know
the
roach-infested s
taxes, child care, commuting, s
5
the
news, weather, traffic info, hotel and s
in construction or in the

a fight outside a 24-hour
s are a popular late-night destination

a
s are on the increase
the black-owned-and-operated

airport services include s

there's a huge variety of s (Chicago)
having dinner at a
she works as a waitress at a
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resting

restoration

restored

restraining

restraint

restricted

restriction

ultra-expensive restaurant

resting place

sleeping or resting (m)

restoration project

habitat restoration (m)

s like Le Cirque

wave action gouged away his (body);
a final (cemetery)

supply and ammunition shelters, shelters

when he started his (a house)

legislation expanding efforts;
the primary program for the river

early and aggressive restoration

restored hotel
restored original

lovingly restored

restraining order

operational restraints

Restricted Area
restricted data
restricted zone

unrestricted

age-restricted

bank restrictions
code restrictions
dosage restrictions
import restrictions
water restrictions

air-cargo restrictions
land-use restrictions
water-usage restrictions

parking restrictions
zoning restrictions

of blood, oxygen (hospital)

a lovingly
a can cost $3,000 (toy car)

(see lovingly restored)

obtained a to keep him away;
asked for a domestic-violence

do not necessarily impede...

Stop Do Not Enter (sign)
he allegedly downloaded (government)
the city is in this (Kosovo)

(see unrestricted)

(see age-restricted)

the act scaled back some
prohibit more than three stories

their three-year quest to impose
the relaxation of on American movies
mandatory

mandatory

add on the weekend
on property
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restrictive

restroom

result

dietary restrictions

restrictive terrain

restroom
Rest Rooms

rest-room facility
rest-room mirror

presented the restaurant with a list of

the effect of on the ability to maneuver

5, water fountain, and beverage machine
(Atlanta Airport Directory)

a

bus terminal restroom a

results-oriented describes its approach as

result of this discovery the special hearings were a direct
results of a (newly released) survey the
results of those talks we'll see what the are over the next few days

as a result of abuse anti-social behavior
as a result of an assault injury
as a result of the (beer) bash $21,000 in damages (college)

election result
end result
lab results
net result
research results
sales results
study results

test result

trial results

bar-exam results

encouraging results
recruiting results

desired result

guaranteed result

the
likely, the would be...
scientists e-mailing back and forth
the wold be that...
sometimes best for
when thy got the early
a heated discussion about the ;
his draft manuscript summarizing the
awaiting s from the hospital;
methods of ensuring a clear (doping)
doctors using

called for the

some , but still preliminary
disastrous during the past two years

interested only in the at the lowest cost;
decide what plan is needed to achieve --s
but they wouldn't get a
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resulting

resupply

resuscitation

retail

retailer

retailing

retainer

retention

retired

direct result
earlier result
final result
good results
perverse result
preliminary results

all-to-foreseeable result

resulting decline

ammunition resupply

aerial resupply

aggressive resuscitation

the hearings were a of this discovery
produce more-conclusive and s
whatever the (of the election)
pest management is getting
another perverse result of the plan is...
the show nothing unusual (public health)

the

with no in our living standards

the platoon sergeant begins coordination for

emergency of fuel is accomplished using....

and transfer to an ICU

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation

retail business
retail outlet
retail value

apparel retailer
Web retailers

electronic retailing

family retainer

retention bonus
retention costs
retention incentive
retention initiative
retention woes

customer retention (m)
personnel retention

retired (Army) general
retired (four-star) general

now-retired
recently retired

got her into the boat and began

the city's oldest (a particular store)
Tucson's s give way to chain stores

versus wholesale

the world's largest on-line
are so easy for business

I'm still bullish on

parents and s

s versus hiring bonuses
recruitment and
re-enlistment bonuses are s
recruiting and s
helping the military solve its

improving the rate by 5%
led the Army in

a group of s
a

(see now-retired)
(see recently retired)
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retiree military retirees

retirement

retractable

retreat

retreating

retrieval

return

retirement age

retirement benefit
retirement check
retirement community
retirement home
retirement incentives
retirement income (m)

retirement money
retirement party
retirement pay
retirement plan
retirement years

disability retirement

early retirement

early retirement (m)

retractable-roof (m)

vacation retreat

secluded retreat

ever-retreating

will receive a 3.5% COLA adjustment

reaching ;
only five years away from ;
an increase in the
better s
military retirees will see an increase in their s
Green Valley, a high-income
Americans face eviction from their s
something about
ensure folks have adequate security;

programs, like 401 K programs
this is my
he missed his dad's to go to the wedding
would receive $6,250 a month in
a more flexible
spend my sitting in a little chair

we're talking about

a longtime schoolteacher, she took ;
he was forced into from the military
voluntary plans

the plan calls for a stadium

built the Blue Boar Lodge as a

the elegant (an inn in Appalachia)

(see ever-retreating)

information-retrieval (m) devise software and write programs

return address
return echoes
return fire
return journey
return ride
return route
return signature
return trip
return visit

the on one of the packages
these from sonar are recorded
gunmen fired on a tiny enclave, drawing
on the from the South Pole
a to the Park-Ride Lots (airport)
the platoon should use a different (military)
a that indicates a mine (mine detector)
a to Biscayne Bay
I made my first ;
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returned

reunion

reusable

revamped

revelation

reveler

revenge

the thugs made a to his house and...

return of cold temperatures the led to an ice age

punt return
tax return

safe return

place of no return
point of no return

a 67-yard (American football)
getting refunds on phony s;
his disinclination to file s

they prayed for her (abduction)

a canyon Apaches believed was a
I reached the

eighteen-hundred-per-cent return an

returned travelers

reunion crowd
reunion party
reunion tour

college reunion
family reunion

high school reunion

55th reunion

reusable lenses

reusable launch vehicle

newly revamped

life-changing revelation

Carnival revelers

revenge attacks
revenge motive

revenge killing

intestinal parasites in (to the US)

as I scanned the
as I stood at the (high school)
an Osmond Family

ten years later, I returned for my
at our annual

my

the 100 Airborne will hold its

should I choose or disposable lenses

the development of a

(see newly revamped)

he had a

as jammed Rio de Janeiro

Serbs fled in the face of by Albanians
he had a

officials say it may have been a
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revenue

revenge and violence tribal

tribal revenge and violence

calls for revenge rival families would issue

revenue estimates
revenue line
revenue source
revenue stream

didn't believe his
it may not enhance the of their balance sheet
sales taxes are a significant
ecommerce is tomorrow's ;
advertising is yesterday's

revenue-producing (see revenue-producing)
revenue-raising (see revenue-raising)

government revenue accounting for 60 percent of
school revenue increases
tax revenues higher due to the booming economy
tourism revenue $80 million in lost S;

a 25 % drop in
tourist revenue dependent on snowfall for

box office revenue a 2% increase in (movies)

sponsorship revenue gate receipts and (golf)

advertising revenue brought in $2 million in
shipping revenues

source of revenue Nigeria's main is oil

revenue-producing revenue-producing prison s
revenue-producing stadium s

revenue-raising revenue-raising measure a

reversal reversal of fortune she suffered a

reversible irreversible (see irreversible)

revetment rock revetment lined riverbanks with s

review review board the at Cornell;
a special of experts;
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review committee

book-review (m)
expert reviews
hospital's review
peer review

program review
rave review
user reviews

land-use review
quality-assurance review

after action review (m)

mixed reviews

careful review
internal review

top-to-bottom review

reviewed peer-reviewed
physician-reviewed

reviewer movie reviewer
music reviewer

revised revised version

newly revised

revival revival meeting

revolt

church revival
community revival (m)
disco revival

slave revolt

hotbed of revolt

complains to a civilian about police
two s have been formed to investigate...

the Los Angeles Times' section
the Web site offers and user opinions
the found nobody at fault (malpractice)
sent the article to three scientists for ;
teachers would be subject to annual
based on a next year
the product received s

are quite skimpy (a Web site)

the hospital was conducting a thorough

the (AAR) process and unit training

the play received from critics

the issue of... deserves
(see internal review)

a

(see peer-reviewed)
(see physician-reviewed)

rely on the advice of a single
an aspiring

under the of the bill;
a of the amendment

(see newly revised)

a gathering like a

part , part rock show
projects

the brief in the 1990s

Nat Turner's

the region has been a
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revolution communications revolution
information revolution
Internet revolution

the -- that is the Web
the impact of the
helped propel the

sexual revolution living in a country that went through the (US)

aftermath of the (sexual) revolution in the

revolutionary revolutionary-turned-mystic (see revolutionary-turned-mystic)

prerevolutionary (see prerevolutionary)

revolutionary-turned-mystic
revolutionary-turned-mystic Sri Awami the friend of

revolver 38-caliber revolver hollow-point rounds for a

revolving revolving door hurried on toward the --s

reward reward offers little success in catching rustlers, despite

cash reward the new software is delivering --s

rewarding rewarding experience it's the most I've ever had (adoption)
rewarding thing it's the most I've ever done (adoption)

rheumatic rheumatic fever sequelae such as may ensue

rhinestone rhinestone-studded (see rhinestone-studded)

rhinestone-studded rhinestone-studded Wonderbra a

rhythm rhythm-and-blues jazz, rap, disco,

rib

heart rhythm
sleep rhythms

rib cage
rib cage (m)
rib injuries

a deadly known as ventricular fibrillation
he became interested in

a spear through the (animals)
he suffered a injury in training (boxing)
patients with

riblike (see riblike)
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ribbed

ribbon

ribboned

riblike

rice

rich

ribbed condom

ribbon-cutting

victory ribbon

Vietnam-era ribbon

red-ribboned

riblike supports

rice basket
rice field
rice yield

rich country

rich-poor

rich and poor

communications-rich
feature-rich
fiber-rich
fossil-rich
oil-rich
oxygen-rich
salt-rich
target-rich

wildlife-rich

get-rich

get-rich-quick

richest richest-looking

next-richest

richest-looking richest-looking ensemble

richly richly deserved

s for greater sensation during lovemaking

at the ceremony

tying a around his head

for soldiers' dress uniforms

(see red-ribboned)

the Mekong Delta, Vietnam's rice basket
the Ps of rural Louisiana
increased s by 52 percent

key meetings held privately by the s

(see rich-poor)

the widening gulf between

(see communications-rich)
(see feature-rich)
(see fiber-rich)
(see fossil-rich)
(see oil-rich)
(see oxygen-rich)
(see salt-rich)
(see target-rich)

(see wildlife-rich)

(see get-rich)

(see get-rich-quick)

(see richest-looking)

(see next-richest)

the

(see richly deserved)
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richly deserved

richly detailed

richly grained

rich-poor

ridden

riddled

ride

richly detailed
richly grained

(see richly detailed)
(see richly grained)

richly deserved obscurity

richly detailed argument s
richly grained wood

rich-poor gap

angst-ridden
bedridden
cliche-ridden
conflict-ridden
crime-ridden
drug-ridden
fault-ridden
strife-ridden

crevasse-riddled
guilt-riddled

30-minute (metro) ride

bicycle ride
boat ride
bus ride
car ride
carnival ride
elephant ride
freedom ride
helicopter ride
return ride
shuttle ride
taxi ride

horseback ride
roller-coaster ride

subway ride

override (v)
Park-Ride

the is increasing

(see angst-ridden)
(see bedridden)
(see cliché-ridden)
(see conflict-ridden)
(see crime-ridden)
(see drug-ridden)
(see fault-ridden)
(see strife-ridden)

(see crevasse-riddled)
(see guilt-riddled)

a

a short along the Cowboy Trail
a 20-minute from Key Largo
he was tired from his long
their first
s and live entertainment
an
participated in s
a around Manhattan
a to the Park-Ride Lots (airport)
a five-minute to the lot (Atlanta Airport)
followed by a forty-five-minute

take off together on these long --s
it's been a for stock-market investors

the from Brooklyn to Penn Station

devices that encryption programs
Lots (at the airport) avoid congestion;
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rider

ridicule

riding

ridge

ridgetop

riding

rifle

cross-country ride
twice-daily ride

bicycle riders
camel rider

object of ridicule

freeriding
overriding

ridge line
ridgetop

ridge of high pressure

spur ridge

skyline ridge

submarine ridge

wind-swept ridge

rocky ridgetop

riding mower
riding saddle

trail riding

horseback-riding (m)

rifle butt
rifle fire
rifleman
rifle pit
rifle rack
rifle shot

rifle and grenades

ride the vans (airport)

they head off on a (motorcycles)
a ride to and from school

must comply will all traffic regulations
three s

an apron-wearing

(see freeriding)
(see overriding)

on a distant to the east
(see ridgetop)

this (weather report)

as we snowshoed up a

he stared at the (Everest)

the islands are peaks of a

headed along a

on a miles from the road

sales of and string trimmers are up
s were big, tough, and plain

training horses for

a biking, hiking and trail

they shoved s in our backs
killing the enemy with accurate
observing another fallen lying exposed (war)
he stood up in his and was killed
s on the walls
signals include pyrotechnics and s (battlefield)

he attacked the Viet Cong with his
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assault rifle (n)
infantry rifle
sniper's rifle

an , a pistol, and 1,000 rounds of ammo
the OICW, a new
guys who knew their way around a

hunting rifle five s and shotguns

high-powered rifle opened fired with a

recoilless rifle (see recoilless rifle)

M-16 rifle armed with only an and a pistol (war)

rift Rift Valley (m) an outbreak of fever in Saudi Arabia

rig drill rig the was being towed to a new location

tractor-trailer rig a hauling produce

drilling rig a in the Gulf of Mexico

rigged jury-rigged (see jury-rigged)

right (politics) right-wing (m) a newspaper; extremists

far-right (see far- right)

right (direction) rightfield poked a bloop RBI single into (baseball)
right hand (see right hand)
right lane the is called the "granny"

right-left (see right-left)

rightward (see rightward)

right uppercut clipped him with a (boxing)

far-right-hand (see far- right -hand)

right-center-field (see right-center- field)

right (legal) right-to-carry (see right-to-carry)
right-to-die (see right-to-die)
right to exist the group denies Israel's
right to know the consumer's
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right (other)

right-to-life
right to privacy

rights of criminals
rights-of-way

abortion-rights
animal rights
children's-rights (m)
gay rights
gay rights (m)
human rights
movie rights

photo rights
prisoners' rights (m)
privacy rights
student-rights (m)
victims' rights

victims'-rights (m)

visitation rights
water rights

First Amendment rights

fishing rights
visiting rights

civil rights
constitutional rights

fundamental rights
parental rights

reproductive rights

"bill of rights"

right color
right decision
right direction

(see right-to-life)
there is no in the Constitution

defending the constitutional
(see right-of-way)

(see abortion-rights)
(see animal rights)
where advocates were heading
a group that advocates for

advocates say...
(see human rights)
Twentieth Century Fox acquired the ;
after selling the (to his book)
cash coming in for the
his job was to work on cases

are suffering (from telemarketers)
advocates

the cause of ;
strong laws and the protection of
threw his energies into the movement;
30 states have amendments
a child's grandparents are suing for
negotiating the s for the aqueduct

it is a violation of my

disputes over led to naval warfare
without any to her two sons

(see civil rights)
and the rights of individuals;

defending the of heinous criminals
the trials are violating
these parents could lose their j;
they relinquished their (adoption)
the battle over (abortion)

a proposed passenger (airlines)

how do I choose the (for color contacts)
I have to make the
can be steered in the ;
she uses a compass to head in the
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right flank
right guy
right path
right place
right strategy
right thing
right time
right words

right and wrong
right from wrong

outright

get things right

reenters the patrol base at the of the sector
if you're determined to find the
so the economy's on the
in the at the right time (cameraman)
having the at the right time (corporations)
can't decide what is "the " to do if...
in the right place at the
finding the to describe your pain

the sense of ; your views of
knowing

(see outright)

the careful efforts taken to

right-center-field right-center-field bleachers into the

righteousness truth, justice and righteousness fighting for (politics)

right hand right-hand corner in the top of the front page
right-hand man his is...
right-hand pocket the
right-hand screw a
right-hand window out of the (on a plane)

right-left right-left combo a thudding combo (boxing)

right-of-way rights-of-way keeps intact for railroads

right-to-carry right-to-carry weapons laws

right-to-die right-to-die dispute in her

right-to-life right-to-life movement the

rightward rightward shift the party's

rigid

rigidity

rigid rules he has relaxed some ' (coach)
rigid (production) schedule s
rigid sequence steps 3 through 8 many not follow a

rigidity of (facial) muscles is a symptom of the disease (Parkinson's)
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rigors

rim

rimmed

ring (group)

ring (boxing)

ring (wearing)

muscular rigidity

rigors of battle
rigors of (jet) school

and / or spasms (tetanus)

the tank must hold up to the
the

rigors of (Army) boot camp

rigors that lie ahead

wire-rim

black-rimmed
horn-rimmed
silver-rimmed
wire-rimmed

ringleader

drug ring
espionage ring
heroin ring
prostitution ring

spy ring

poaching ring

secret (poaching) ring

member of a (spy) ring

ring doctor
ring fatality
ringside

ring finger

championship ring
engagement ring

nose ring

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

the

the kits must be fully prepared for the (winter)

(see wire-rim)

(see black-rimmed)
(see horn-rimmed)
(see silver-rimmed)
(see wire-rimmed)

and followers;
snatch the , leave the crowd leaderless

when the was busted...
he recruited an
the New York "pizza connection"
Interpol rescued girls from s;
the 's found across Europe
a confessed member of a ;
the uncovering of the

a secret

a

a confessed

the stopped the fight
the history of s clearly shows
(see ringside)

the is next to the little finger

wears a
took off her ; a diamond ;
selecting an
removing her ;
dreadlocks, purple nail polish, and a
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tongue ring I've had a since I was 14

belly button ring I've had a since I was 15

Super Bowl ring he sold his two for drugs

ring (other) ring of keys she held a (prison)

age ring js on a tree
tree-ring (m) data from the Southwest

magical ring those three letters have a (BBC)

ringside ringside Trinidad was (boxing);
reporters and photographers at (boxing)

ringside seat as if they had a at the Oval Office

rink roller rink visited a

ice-skating rink a sculpture park, and an rink

riot riot baton carrying a
riot control military police are experts at
riot-control (m) hand grenades are used to control crowds
riot gear officers in
riot police watched as... (a demonstration)
riot shield the lead officer carried a clear (prison)

draft riot race riots, s, labor violence
prison riot a over living conditions
race riot s and protests against the Vietnam War;

s, draft riots, labor violence

riotous near-riotous (see near-riotous)

rip rip current js caused problems for swimmers;
the storm will produce heavy surf and s

rip-off (see rip-off)

ripening late-ripening (see late-ripening)

rip-off telemarketing rip-off tips on avoiding s
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ripple

rise

rising

risk

ripple effect

rise of disco
rise of movies

rise of punk rock
rise of the tax specialist

every new infection adds to the (AIDS);
that move, in turn, has had a on...

the in the '70s
the as an art form

the in the 1970s;
the

rise of broadcast television

rise of electronic dance music the

earthri se
moonrise
sunrise

huge rise
sharp rise
relentless rise

the

NASA photos of (from the moon)
viewing will be best before
(see sunrise)

the in marijuana prices
s in test scores for Latino children
the in consumer debt

hundred-and-twenty-per-cent rise a

rising concern
rising demand
rising incomes
rising prices
rising sun
rising temperatures
rising tide

rising resignation rate

uprising

fast-rising
swift-rising

risk assessment

risk factors

risk-taker

over the risks of intermarriage
to cope with ; to meet
wives' are affecting relationships
, control of finite resources
the

produce more extreme weather
of Arab and Islam bashing in America

officials downplay the

(see uprising)

(see fast-rising)
(see swift-rising)

the public's s are badly skewed;
they compute a series of s

for suicide;
stress, overwork, problems are key s
(see risk-taker)
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risk vocabulary

risk-sharing
risk-taking

risk-averse
risk-free

risk of abuse
risks of his behavior
risk of a (catastrophic)
risk of depression
risk of infection

risk of injury
risk of miscarriage
risk of tetanus
risk of transmission

risk of bleeding

risk for abuse
risk for infection
risk for suicide

risk and excitement

avalanche risk
cancer risk
escape risk
security risk

public health risk

at-risk

over-all risk
overall risk

calculated risk
increased risk

develop a uniform that clarifies...

we need partners for
(see risk-taking)

(see risk-averse)
(see risk-free)

those with disabilities are at an increased
he was aware of the (asking questions)

collision citing the (earth-asteroid)
they face an increased
male semen carries a high ;
the elderly have the greatest (for a virus)
young males are at increased from fireworks
age and increased parity affect a woman's
blacks from the rural south have greater
the by contact with rodent excreta (HCPS)

an increased

women are at a greater when...
family members are at (rotavirus)
substance abuse is highly associated with

the need for (extreme sports, etc.)

has been minimized in ski areas
the increased lifetime for astronauts
he's considered an (prison)
heightened s posed by...;
Italian Americans were arrested as s

a potentially larger

(see at-risk)

an idea of the risks they are taking
the

firefighters learn to take s
they face an of depression;
those with disabilities are at of abuse
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risk-averse

risk-free

risk-taker

risk-taking

risky

rite

acceptable risk (m)

greater risk
high risk
immediate risks
low-risk
minimal risk
objective risks
potential risks
serious (medical) risk
serious risk
tactical risk

degree of risk
exposure to risk
level of risk

need for risk

risk-averse

risk-averse nation

risk-free offering
risk-free victory

risk-taker
risk taker

risk-taking

risk taking

risk-taking behavior
risk-taking officials

risky practice

rite of passage

commanders and staffs define levels;
the distance is 235 meters (antitank mine)
blacks in the south have a of tetanus
(see high risk)
trying to assess the
(see low-risk)
there are ways to reveal fantasies with
js are outside of anticipation or control

must be given more weight (biotechnology)
pose s
this man was a (mentally ill man)
linkup operations also entail some (military)

executed with an acceptable (a mission)
teens' is higher today
measure the over-all

the and excitement (extreme sports, etc.)

small-scale farmers are understandably

s like Japan

deliver a

agencies that once prized s
they were the 's;
sophisticates and js;
America was founded by s;
athletes, day traders and other s

his was compulsive;
athleticism and
to explain her ;
a national orgy of thrill seeking and -S;
day traders make careers of

some

that is a (unscreened sperm donations)

Sing Sing is a for correction officers
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ritual

rival

rivalry

river

last rites

dance ritual

personal finance ritual

rival communities
rival family
rival gang

rival tribe

age-old rivalry

cliques and rivalries

river access
riverbank
river bank
river's bank
riverbed
riverbend
river blindness
riverboat
riverboat (m)
river bottom
river canyons
river community
river current
riverfront
riverfront (m)
river guide
river levee
river mouths
river navigation
river runner
river sand
riverscape
river sediment
riverside (m)
river system
river valley

he administered to the dying (military)

the sequence of a

recording checks is a

the in Kosovo
s would issue calls for revenge
two --s still want my head;
firing at members of a
an armed clash between s (Peshawar)

the s between local neighborhoods

we don't have (basketball team)

promote conservation, and boating safety
on the
soil samples from the
drew everyone to the
stones rolling down the
50 miles of serpentine s
malaria, , dengue fever
traveled upriver o,n a
six flashy new casinos (Shreveport)
a section of
rugged mountains, desert badlands and (US)
the attention of Ps
the cold
development has returned to the
a redevelopment
trained as a
endless s
sea snakes can be found near
federally subsidized channels
non-commercial s
warm on my bare feet
a white of rock and plunge pools
iron deposits in the
a hotel
the Mississippi is the largest in the U.S.
thermals rising from the wide
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river's flood plain the lake lies in the
river's navigation channel the
river's (extraordinarily high) pollution level the
river's (heavy) silt load the

river crossing
river mining

river or fortifications

movement through a breach, or at a (military)
M l 9 AT mines are used for streambed and

the corps passes through an obstacle, such as

rivers, lakes, streams, or other bodies of water

desert rivers
earth's rivers
home river

cross-river
upriver
downriver

crocodiles are common in some
, lakes and aquifers
American shad return to their s

(see cross-river)
(see upriver)
(see downriver)

wild-rainbow-trout river the Delaware is the premier

canoeing river a good

fast-moving river --s
free-flowing river a in the Southwest;

a is better than a dammed one

boulder-choked Cheoah River the
ice-clogged river the magnificent,
ice-dotted rivers
lake-fed Rifle River the
spring-fed river a

undammed river

frozen river
major river
natural river
navigable river
permanent river
sacred river
wild river

an in the Southwest

s used as truckways (Siberia)
an undammed, free-flowing
s are turbulent and complex
s must be calm, simple, static
--s in deserts, such as the Nile and Kuiseb
the Ganges River is sacred to Hindus
(see wild river)
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roach

waist-deep river singletrack across js (biking)

program for the river the primary habitat restoration

bend of a river
edge of the river
side of a river

the patrol came under fire as it rounded the
we walked to the
we had a nice picnic on the

streams or rivers when emplacing mines in
streambed or river emplacing mines in a (military)
rivers, wetlands, floodplains
cliffs, swamps, rivers or even towns obstacles like (military)

roach-infested (see roach-infested)

roach-infested roach-infested (restaurant) kitchen s
roach-infested (student) housing

road roadbed in the grass beside the
(transportation) roadblock stopped at a S; at the ;

manning js
road blockade a set up by farmers
road capacity traffic exceeds in many urban areas
road conditions finding out and weather information
road construction
road intersection key bridges, s, and mountain passes (military)
road map the following list should serve as a to resolve
road march all units should be trained in tactical s
road noise many municipalities want to stop
road rage (see road rage)
road repairs
road safety their job is to ensure
roadside (see roadside)
road test I took a for a (trucking) company
road traffic air and are on the rise
road trip a to New York City
road wars
roadway (see roadway)
roadwork more is being done
road work seems to drag

roadless (see roadless)
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road network a through the Amazon

road building j, logging and commercial agriculture;
a ban on in the national forest

road-killed (see road-killed)

road to recovery she is well on the

roads and trails removal of mines along preexisting

access road a parks-department vehicle pulls up on an
coast road drove to her house along the winding
country road on a near St. Pauls
county road curving little s
crossroads he'd reached a gloomy in his life
dirt road a well-maintained
fire road a ski area j;
Fire Road Do Not Block Gate (National Park)
gravel road we turned north on a j;

the only way in is along a
ice road except in winter, on js
mud road explorations on js
nation's roads aggressive driving on our
railroad (see railroad)

two-lane road a ; further lies a

off-road (see off -road)

washboard road driving down a

existing road a proposal to upgrade the
winding road the offered views of mountains

logging road tracks of a deer not far from a

blocked road battling bad weather and s
congested road she is fed up with 5
deserted road he had pulled off onto a
paved road I was far from the nearest
planned road the size and impact of the

potholed road farm animals wandered across the
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1

1

road (sports)

road (other)

road course

traffic-clogged road

washed-out road

public road
rural road

at the intersection of s

a-

s, parking areas and designated routes
riding her bike on a

environmental-impact statement for the road a preliminary

infrastructure, roads, bridges restore some of the (Bosnia)
bridges, roads, and airfields restoring or building (military)

road course
road record
road victory
road win

(see road course)
one of 6 teams with a winning (hockey)
a streak of 10 consecutive s (hockey)
overcoming deficits in s (basketball)

troubled road it was one more turn in a (personal problems)

tough road it's been a for everybody

road course we have won the last five s

road-course car
road course specialist
road course streak
road course victory

with his new Ford
Rusty Wallace, a (auto racing)
Gordon started his record at...(auto racing)
only 4 racers have had six s (auto racing)

1 road course winning streak extended his to six consecutive races

roader middle-of-the-roader (see middle-of-the-roader)

roading railroading (see railroading)

road-killed road-killed guinea hen a

roadless roadless area millions of acres of s

road rage road rage , aggression behind a steering wheel;
the causes of ;

is a media invention

road-rage casualties increases in
road rage altercation a ended in one death
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roadside roadside

roadway

roaming

roast

roasting

robber

robbery

robed

robot

rock (music)

roadside attraction
roadside marker

dusty roadside

roadway

dangerous roadway

traces of a roadway

roaming agreements
roaming charges

roast chicken

venison roast

roasting process

bank robber
grave robber

robbery attempt
robbery incident

liquor-store robbery

attempted robbery

white-robed

robot arm (m)

rock band
rock club

rock critic
rock dream
rock lyrics

wondered along the
the s were covered with pieces of crap

a
the that tells of the revolt

on the

traffic was snarled on the s

aging, overused, extremely s

no ' (driving off-road)

it has with 66 countries (phone)
for cell-phone users

try the goat-cheese appetizer and the

larger cuts, such as s

the (for coffee)

police are on the lookout for a
compared salvagers to s

the assault began as a
murdered in separate s

the getaway driver during a

shot to death during an

(see white-robed)

the shuttle's operator

British 's of the Thatcher era
find a local S;
s, bars, dance clubs (Manchester)
a pioneering
he realized he wouldn't be living the
the violent and sexual nature of some
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rock musician at that hour, s are usually waking up
rock show part church revival, part
rock star (n) s, movie moguls
rock-star (m) standard behavior
rock video shot a in Los Angeles

rock-and-roll (see rock-and-roll)

punk rock the rise of in the 1970s

classic rock the DJ is playing

rise of (punk) rock the in the 1970s

rock (geology) rock bottom he was a person who had hit
rock climber he's also an avid
rock club find a local
rock collector I am a
rock face he also mountain bikes and climbs s;

she uses ropes to climb a
rockface we eagerly rappel down s
rock formations the river passes between complex
rock revetment lined riverbanks with --s
rock slide avalanches, 's and landslides (Alps)

rock-climbing he liked
rock climbing technical
rock hunting fertile territory for hours of

rock-bottom (see rock-bottom)

rock-hard (see rock-hard)
rock-solid (see rock-solid)

bedrock the of safety
Mars rock established as a -- in 1995
moon rock s returned to earth

red-rock (see red-rock)
sedimentary rocks they might be

mud and rock the avalanche of swept away... (landslide)

rock-and-roll rock-and-roll listens to
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rock-bottom

rocket

rock-and-roll show it's her first show (attendee)
rock-and-roll station a station

sex, drugs and rock-and-roll

rock bottom livestock prices are hitting

rock-bottom price rented at s

rocket attack
rocket booster
rocket launcher

rocket-assisted
rocket-propelled

the camp came under a heavy enemy
solid-fueled rocket boosters
a costs $1,000 at the arms market;
a , hand grenades, rifles, handguns

(see rocket-assisted)
(see rocket-propelled)

cannons, rockets, and missiles can provide fires... (military)

rocket-assisted rocket-assisted (aircraft) ejection seata

rocket-propelled rocket-propelled grenade in the act of firing a at them

rocket-propelled grenade launcher a

rock-hard rock-hard block a ' of frozen soil

rock-solid rock-solid his loyalty is

rocky rocky start his NFL career got off to a
rocky terrain well-concealed positions in the (military);

as in the Golan Heights
rocky year it was a for the newspaper (criticism)

rodent

rodeo

rogue

barren and rocky (m) the plain at sunrise

breeding ground for rodents the houses are a

rodeo cowboy world-champion js

whitewater rodeo (m) professional paddlers participated

rogue state attacks from js such as Iraq
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role (part)

roll (list)

role model

role player

role-playing (m)

role of government
role of (fighter) jock
role of the sophisticate
role of the virus

he's got responsibilities as a ;
an amazing ; he's a great (a coach)
he had devolved from star to (hockey)

garners love the new game

the debate about the
he played the
brunettes take on the
the in human infections

role of (chief) breadwinner

role of number one

gender role

lead role
movie role
snake's role
title role

multi-role

battlefield role

starring role

guest-starring role

star-making role

active role
traditional role

less-than-glorious role

behind-the-scenes role

attendance rolls
honor roll

the chief breadwinner

Alabama is embracing the (football)

js have become less traditional;
socialized into their s;
a commitment to traditional s;
s prevalent in the 1950s
the NTSB has the in the inquiry
her first major
the in the environment
danced the

(see multi-role)

the Saudi's (in Afghanistan)

she recently wrapped two js (films)

landing s on series like...(TV)

in her in the Oscar-winning film

take an in maintaining your health
the power of s (gender)

its in World War II

his

as high school swelled
on its annual of worthy Canadians
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roll (rock)

roll (turn over)

rolled

rolled-up

roller

roller coaster

roly

roly-poly

romance

romantic

honor-roll (m)
payroll

payroll (m)
personnel rolls

membership rolls

rock-and-roll

rollover

rolled condom

rolled-up

hand-rolled

rolled-up newspaper

roller-blade(v)

roller coaster
roller rink
roller skates

mine roller

roller-coaster ride

emotional roller coaster

roly-poly

roly-poly figure

fairy-tale romance
teenage romance

cyber-romance

interracial romance

romantic feelings

the student logged on
the opening-day ; software for s;
tripling the number of workers on its
it's a deduction that can be stopped
the colonel has been dropped from Army

from the union local

(see rock-and-roll)

the likelihood of --s (cars)

place the over the tip of the hard penis

(see rolled-up)

(see hand-rolled)

bash your opponent with a

as he ed through Central Park

(see roller coaster)
visited a
her mother had started her on

s can effectively detect mines in the path

it's been a for stock-market investors

it's frustrating, an

(see roly-poly)

a with a bulldog face

a
the abrupt ending of a

unlike most s

their story of

it's possible she has for him
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romanticized

roof

roofed

rooftop

rookie

room (space)

romantic hero
romantic image
romantic interest
romantic love
romantic meals
romantic novel
romantic story
romantic turn

romantic come-ons

ultra-romantic

wildly romanticized

roof damage
rooftop

tin roof

tar-paper roof
warehouse roof

thatched roof

sharply pitched roof

retractable-roof (m)

flat-roofed

rooftop

rooftop shootout

domes and rooftops

rookie officer

room for wasted space
room for a dart game

legroom

the Asian male as
s of the West
he had a new -- (girlfriend)
give every chance to blossom
cooking for her
pick up a favorite and reread...
writing s for women's magazines
their friendship took a

s
(see ultra-romantic)

(see wildly romanticized)

winds caused some in Georgia
(see rooftop)

cement-block houses with s, outhouses

a three-room shack with a
buried when a collapsed

mud huts with conical --s

the plan calls for a stadium

(see flat- roofed)

jumped onto the ;
others waited on --s to be rescued (flood)

a--

church

new guys, s like me (prison)

no in the apartment
a few pool tables and

new seats are raised, allowing more
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room (time)

sea room for a ship with adequate speed and

breathing room provide to consider the options

room (house) bathroom (see bathroom)
bedroom (see bedroom)
children's room beyond the into the adult world
family room joined his wife in the ;

we settled into easy chairs in the
guest room to reach the three back s
dining-room (m) a table; at the table;

the ceiling
living room (see living room)

room (school)

room (hospital)

dimly lit room a

art room the was turned into a computer lab
classroom (see classroom)
homeroom (m) a teacher stays with a class for a year
locker room (see locker room)

delivery room a newborn child in the
emergency room (see emergency room)
examination room in the , he undressed
hospital room a well-appointed
recovery room every bed in the ;

state-of-the-art operating and s

operating room surgeons in an

MOM ballroom (see ballroom)
(country club) banquet room in the great of Stockholm's Town Hall

billiard room a third-floor
clubroom
locker room (see locker room)

room (online) chat room
voice room

room greenroom
(performance) rehearsal room

dressing room

(see chat room)
s can be X-rated

a reporter and producer were in the
located beneath one of the s

a small on the theatre's sixth floor;
the s backstage at the Beacon
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room exercise room worked out in the (of a hotel)
(workout) locker room (see locker room)

weight room he hit the (basketball)

room (court) courtroom the
courtroom (m) a lawyer;

reporting pays sixty thousand a year
jury room when you go to the

room (prison) rec room the TV in the (jail)

room (other)

control room the glass-enclosed (prison);
the guard in the

conference room (see conference room)

visiting room the glass-enclosed ;
the was light and airy (prison)

room-key (m) her card was in his pocket
roommate and they became s (at Yale);

his dormitory
room rate the for one night (at an inn)
room service he called for a pot of coffee
room-service (m) a waiter
room temperature a dish best eaten at ;

serve slightly warm or at

room for improvement there was in his shooting (basketball)

roomful (see roomful)

boardroom (see boardroom)
conference room (see conference room)
control room (see control room)
crafts room a
darkroom
day room a TV had been brought into the
dorm room it was a room, just like a
engine room the chief engineer was below in the ;

sailors in steamy s;
a fire broke out in the ship's (oil tanker)

game room hang out in the
ladies' room
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mailroom
men's room
necropsy room
newsroom

newsroom (m)
press room
projection room
rec room
refrigerator room
restroom
seminar room
showroom
sickroom
storage room
storeroom

throne room
torture room
TV room
washroom (m)

drygoods-storage room

TV room

briefing room
changing room
dressing room
editing room

meeting room

negotiating room
reading room

screening room

sitting room
staging room
standing room
visiting room
waiting room

taken to the

went into the
petition the j;
the Post's huge fifth-floor (newspaper)
he sent a memo to the staff
through the windows here in the
the cramped and musty (movie theater)
the TV in the (jail)
they came to a
(see restroom)
upstairs are js offering evening courses
(see showroom)
adolescence is a
in js; an empty
the door led to a S;
farmers use natural caves as 's
the ' of the palace
it was their
I was in the of a truck stop
a condom machine

the (at a restaurant)

I was in the of a truck stop

in secure s at SHAPE headquarters
trying on a T-shirt in the
(see dressing room)
the (television);
in the trailer, in the (film)
a hotel ;
in the basement of a church
how much is there on the part of...
In Baker Library, the immense ;
in the of the British Museum
watching dailies in the ;
an art gallery and a seventy-two-seat
led us to a with an antique sofa
the (for a military-style operation)
(see standing room)
the glass-enclosed (prison)
the of the Randolph Street Station
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roomful

root

rope

rented room

auditorium-sized room

dimly lit room
frequently used room
low-ceilinged room

clean room
private room

all-black room

54-room

in a on Second Avenue

much bigger,

a with a decaying roof
in s, install a ceiling fan
one big, ;
the cows' bodies heat the room

in a Class 5000 (manufacturing)
airport officials led him to a

an

a town house in Manhattan

roomful of (media and show-business) people a

root cause

root of the problem

roots of the disorder

grassroots
nerve root
nerve root (m)
tree root

military-school roots

biological roots

tree branches and roots

ropes course

rope marks
rope work

rope-soled

fixed ropes

the of those problems...;
nobody is looking at the s

once you find out the

there is little info about the

(see grassroots)
herniated discs and s;

irritation versus impingement
ancient-looking s

the university's

little info about the of the disorder

trust-building exercises at a ;
s, bonding rituals
bruises, welts, lacerations, , burns (abuse)
most routes don't require (canyoneering)

(see rope-soled)

the ladder and on the Second Step
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roped roped-off (see roped-off)

roped-off roped-off area a in the middle of the ballroom

rope-soled rope-soled shoes the

rose rose garden with a tiny in front
rose petal they sprinkled s on her grave

rose-colored (see rose-colored)

roses and other flowers

rose-colored rose-colored glass a
rose-colored glasses
rose-colored rash he has developed a on his cheeks

roster roster spot fill a when a player is injured (sports)

All-Star roster replaced Mike Piazza on the (baseball)

rotor ground, rotor, or fixed wing (m) transfer the patient via transport

rotary rotary-wing (see rotary-wing)

rotary-wing rotary-wing flight I really enjoy (helicopter)

rotation crop rotation planting observes the rules of

rotten rotten-egg (see rotten-egg)
rotten mood most of the time he's in a

rotten egg rotten-egg odor alarm over the
rotten-egg smell the assailing them

rotting rotting garbage mounds of along the roadside

rough rough terrain the trailer limits the MICLIC's mobility in

rough-edged (see rough-edged)
rough-hewn (see rough-hewn)

rough-and-tumble (see rough-and-tumble)
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rough-and-tumble rough-and-tumble competition it encourages

rough-edged rough-edged industry the

rough-hewn rough-hewn (matter-of-fact) guy
rough-hewn pole a
rough-hewn walls its

round (shape) round-table (m)
round-trip (m)

roundabout

round-faced

round-the-clock
round-the-world

round (boxing) round-card (m)

late-round

10-round (m)

round (ammo)

second-round
fourth-round (m)
ninth-round
10th-round (m)

participate in a discussion
raising the price $3 for a fare

(see

(see

(see
(see

roundabout)

round-faced)

round-the-clock)
round-the-world)

strippers moonlighting as girls (boxing)

(see late-round)

(see ten-round)

(see second-round)
(see fourth-round)
(see ninth-round)
(see tenth-round)

rounds of ammo an assault rifle, a pistol, and 1,000

enemy round
fragmentation round
mortar round
sabot round

high-explosive round
hollow-point round
main gun round

full metal jacket round

hostile rounds

he was knocked to the ground by an
detonating s over targets behind cover
(see mortar round)
the uses kinetic energy (tanks)

a 20 mm
s for a .38-caliber revolver
enter a building using a tank

46 5 (ammo)

ignoring the impacting near him, he...
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round (draft)

round (other)

roundabout

rounded

round-faced

short round refraction may result in a (military)

20 mm (high-explosive) round

flight of the round

first-round

roundup

year-round

medical rounds

roundabout route

well-rounded

round-faced woman

a

lead aircraft by observing the s (tracers)

(see first-round)

(see roundup)

(see year-round)

conduct

he had come to painting by a

(see well-rounded)

a

round-the-clock round-the-clock format

round-the-clock care facility

round-the-clock phone lobbying

round-the-world

roundup

route (land)

round-the-world flight
round-the-world tour

roundup

rattlesnake roundup

route conditions
route's crux
route detour
route feature
route marker
route numbers
route recon
route recon (m)

route reconnaissance
route security

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

her

CNN's

5

a

participated in every

s attract huge crowds

currents maps and the (military convoys)
the is the climb's conclusion
mark s with countdown signs (military)
bridges, tunnels, and other s
cairns (piles of stones) are the only --s
start points, , place names (military map)
ensure a -- is done (tactical road march);
a -- patrol seeks info about enemy activities;
analyze the information for likely ambushes
a -- results in detailed information (military)
enemy situations that could affect
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route signs and road markings (for military convoys)

route-find (v) Mallory and Irvine had to on their own

routes of march rally points, checkpoints and (military)

access route lines of communication and s
alternate route use the if patrol makes contact with enemy
approach route have riflemen and grenadiers cover enemy --s
bike route miles of s, from paved roads to goat paths
convoy's route set up checkpoints to limit traffic on the
delivery route on my (interoffice mail)
dispatch route control of movement on a is intense (military)
enemy's route the and direction of movement
escape route cutting off an for refugees
evacuation route play your route recon of the (military)
exit route the position needs more than one (military)
feeder route s to the start point (of a military convoy)
infiltration route a position astride a suspected enemy
mail route people on his
night route use more signs on s (military convoys)
paper route when I was a boy, I had a (newspaper)
parade route two million people lined the
patrol's route have one person in the plane track the
rail route controlled every into the city
recon route select s out from and back to the ORP
return route the platoon should use a different (military)
sea route the Inside Passage is a complicated
supply route Military Police on main --s (MSRs)
trade route the s of antiquity;

the town is situated where three s meet;
a centuries-old (the Volga)

winter route classic alpine (climbing)

air or ground route an avenue of approach is an (attacking force)

airplane route new --s hai,e been established
daylight route night routes versus --s (military convoys)
pipeline's route the , safeguards, revenue
slave-trade route along the main --s

subway route what's the best from X to Y

all-weather route an
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canyoneering route
trucking route

converging route (m)

classified routes
concealed route
controlled route
covered route
designated route
planned route
posted route
prohibited route
projected route
reserved route
signed route
specified route
supervised route

fan-shaped route

heavily affected route
heavily traveled route
least expected route

s that can be done
along the continent's major s

the platoon used the method to reconnoiter

ensure carry only authorized traffic (military)
soldiers can move by a covered and
set up the checkpoint at the entrance to the
he uses a to move toward the bunker
bike riders are restricted to s (National Park)
fire support along the (military)
boats were following the
no traffic is allowed on a (military)
tracing our on the map
s are set aside for sole use of...(military)
indicate where vehicles leave a (military)
each recon and security team moves along a
control on a (military)

reconnaissance teams move along a

a (tunnel through Alps)
avoid detection by moving along the (military)

poorly marked route congested areas or s (military convoys)
previously unclimbed route he tackled a in Yosemite
well-defined route ambush sites along a (military)

best route
correct route
critical route
difficult route
link route
military route
new routes
open route
original route
primary route
roundabout route
safest route
same route
separate route
unfamiliar route

selecting the (military)
make sure convoy is on the at the correct time
this keeps s open for resupply operations
avoid detection by moving along the most
the point where a meets the circuit (military)
signed system (vs signed US highway system)
he is a climbing legend who has put up
control on an is slight (military convoys).
signs show how to return to the (after detour)
select s to and from the objective (military)
he had come to painting by a
which I think is the (mountain climbing)
leave the fallout area by the used to enter it
move them together or along s (military units)
help a convoy on an (military)
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route (into body)

usual route
wrong route

the Suez Canal is the from...
help drivers who have taken a (convoys)

primary and alternate route s to and from the objective (military)

condition of the route
knowledge of the route
usability of routes

checks the for vehicle travel (military)
the driver's , speed (military convoys)
confirm the 's (military convoys)

destination and route know his team's , possible enemy locations
area, zone, and route the three types of reconnaissance patrols are
enemy, terrain, and routes obtain information on (reconnaissance)
times of departure and return, and routes (patrols)

route of administration
route of exposure
route of infection

route of ingestion
route of intubation
route of transmission
routes of transmission

route for medications

aerosol route

preferred route

common route
effective route
intramuscular route
intradermal route
intravenous route
nasotracheal route
oral route
parenteral route
respiratory route
secure route
sublingual routes
usual route

determine the proper dose and
illness varies with and dose received
apparent aerosol (biological warfare agents);
a less common is through blood transfusion
the usual is as a tea (datura seeds)
avoid nasotracheal
the influences presentation (tularensis)
provide non judgmental info on the (HIV)

start an intravenous line as a

all agents are highly infectious via the (virus)

the of administration is IV (drug)

other less s of infection are through...
the most of administration (a drug)
dose via an intravenous or
the vaccine is for use only by the
via the oral, intradermal, subcutaneous, or
avoid of intubation because of...
when intubation by is impossible
thrombophlebitis associated with the
human-to-human spread by the (plague)
the only of nutritional supplementation (TPN)
inhaled or vs oral administration (of a drug)
the of ingestion is as a tea (datura seeds)

respiratory or gastrointestinal route the cutaneous route versus the
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routine

roving

TOW

rowing

royal

fecal-oral route

variety of routes

dosage and route
dose and route

routine business
routine examination
routine maintenance
routine procedure
routine step
routine surgery

routine lab tests

routine testing

workout routine

positive routine

roving guard

row minefield

corn-row (m)
cornrows
death row

death-row (m)
front-row
mine rows

rowing coach
rowing machine
rowing program
rowing races
rowing scholarship
rowing style

royal box
royal connections

infections via the (children using day care)

chemical agents can be delivered by a (CWA)

there is some variation due to ' (medicine)
depending on the of exposure (mycotoxin)

the next two calls were (sheriff)
during a , two spots were discovered (medical)
doing inside the wing of the plane
her minor surgery was considered a
public release of reports is a (air crash)
admitted to Water Reed hospital for

a nurse drew her blood for

no for HIV;
the of people for various diseases

his includes jogs, yoga...

settle down and find a (routine)

tall fences and s

emplacing a hasty protective

she wears eleven braids
braiding into the hair of a student
the charge that put him on j;
the nation's s

correspondences; inmates
(see front-row)
mine spacing and the number of (military)

considered by s
sessions at the
an elite
200 years after the first
he accepted a
his may be part of the problem

the Duke was in the (Wimbledon)
people with tribal, personal or (Saudi Arabia)
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royalty (money)

R-rated

rubber

rubber coated

rubber-legged

rubber-soled

rubbing

rubble

royal family

royal wedding

Royal Air Force

royalty earnings
royalty income

author's royalties
book royalties
director's royalty
production royalties

R-rated movie

rubber band
rubber belt
rubber boom
rubber boot
rubber bullet
rubber glove
rubber raft

rubber-coated
rubber-legged
rubber-soled

rubber-coated bullet

rubber-legged

rubber-soled boots

rubbing alcohol

rubble pile

rubble-strewn

rubble of their homes

concrete rubble

a member of the Saudi ;
the doings of the British
a

(Britain)

controversial ways to raise their
keeps coming in

the and the director's royalty
money from freelance work and
the author's royalties and the
he could live comfortably on his

steamy 's;
teens who try to get into s

secure it with a
s can be replaced by chain belts
Brazil's
pulled on s
tear gas and s
put on s
evacuated on s

(see rubber-coated)
(see rubber-legged)
(see rubber-soled)

soldiers who used teargas, s and live rounds

retreating, hastily and (boxing)

dab on your pimples

two dozen radioactive s

(see rubble-strewn)

residents sifted through the

a pile of
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rubble-strewn

ruddy

ruddy-cheeked

rug

rugby

rugby-like

rugged

rugged-looking

ruining

rule (over)

rule (other)

radioactive rubble

pile of (concrete) rubble

rubble-strewn lot
rubble-strewn streets

ruddy-cheeked

ruddy-cheeked Mr. Allen

(see carpet)

rugby club
rugby match
rugby team

rugby-like

rugby-like game

rugged cliff
rugged coast
rugged mountain
rugged terrain
steep terrain

rugged-looking

rugged-looking

career-ruining

white-minority rule

authoritarian rule

rule book

rules change

rules violations

rules and procedures

a

a cleared for new development
a shattered city of

(see ruddy-cheeked)

the ...

the group that governs js
a Six Nations between Wales and Ireland
the women's

(see rugby-like)

a

pine-covered peaks and s
with its
s, desert badlands
200,000 acres of steep,

(see rugged-looking)

he was tall, rough and

(see career-ruining)

the end of (South Africa)

he is trying to impose

I looked deep into the js;
s (for football)
tactics to exploit the s (basketball);
the excitement came thanks to a (auto racing)

and the aviation industry

self-defense takes precedence over (military)
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rules and regulations

rules of (polite) behavior
rules of engagement
rules of etiquette
rules of evidence

rules of the game
rule of law

Rule of Nines
rules of society

Rule of Thumb

rules of crop rotation

rules for pets

golf rules
government rules
ground rules

prison rules
quarantine rule
safety rules

school rules
security rules
"silence rule"
survival rules
team rules
traffic rules

common-sense rules

disc football's rules

existing rules

checkpoints are set up to enforce (military);
enforcing the for the taxi industry

the and cell phones, beepers, etc.
(ROE) can prohibit the use of certain weapons

ignoring
under the (court case);

are slightly more relaxed (sentencing hearing)
our understanding of the (diplomacy)
his challenge to the ;
his failure to uphold the ;
a nation built on the (USA)
use the to calculate extent of burn injury
their ability to play by the (crime);
children, playing and learning the
(In English common law, a man could beat
his wife if the stick he used was not greater
in diameter than his thumb.)

planting observes the crop rotation;

Britain's quarantine

football, baseball, basketball and
can slow the free market

the new post-Cold War j;
new might help
beards and mustaches were against
Britain's 100-year-old for pets
violated (aviation industry);
neglect of and mine disasters

allows a suspension of 80 days
taking home classified files is against
the applies at all times (no talking to guards)

for operating in mined areas (military mines)
dismissed from the squad for violating
the highway system has

follow training and (working around mines)

are a combination

under the j, boxers...(weigh-in rules)
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ruled

ruling

run (sports)

run (course)

spending rules

fixed rules
set rules

unspoken rules

aviation rules
basic rule

put in new

these are guidelines, not
there are no (in the publishing industry)

Washington's

two planes impounded for violating
there is one ; don't touch anything (SCUBA);
remember this for telling east from west

federal rules stiff penalties associated with new
general rule the (for tipping)
new rules approve for distributing organs (transplants);

the for the workplace (sexual harassment)
new (federal) rules stiff penalties associated with
religious rules that demand privacy and modesty (Jews)
rigid rules he has relaxed some (coach)
strict (disclosure requirements and) rules regarding contributions

law or rule is there any that says that people cannot...

hard-and-fast rule but such a seems ill-suited...

list of rules the play area had a detailed ;
she shouted out a (prison)

set of rules his returned father enforced a strict new
understanding of the rules brush up on their (baseball umpires)

exceptions to the rule
play by the rules

white-ruled

judge's ruling

legislative ruling

home run

three-run

dog run
salmon run

they are
their ability to of society (criminals)

(see white-ruled)

the ' didn't settle the case

a in favor of gay marriage

(see home run)

(see three-run)

the in the middle of the park
demolish dams to restore ;
dwindling 's in the Pacific Northwest
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run (press)

run (by)

whitewater run

bombing run
spawning run

marked run

days run

family-run
government-run
staff-run
state-run
volunteer-run

carefully run
poorly run
privately run
well run

run (performance) film's run
trial run

three-week run

run (jog) morning run

crawl, walk, run (m)

run (other) runaway

runway

run-down
run-in
runoff
run-on
runout
runup

run-of-the-mill

dam-release s;
the river is a world-class

likened the devastation to a B-52
shat eat nothing on the

skiing off s can be dangerous

a comes off the presses (newspaper)

(see family-run)
(see government-run)
(see staff run)
(see state-run)
(see volunteer-run)

(see carefully run)
(see poorly run)
(see privately run)
(see well run)

the length of a (in a theatre)
she believed the campaign could be a

"Oklahoma" opens a at...(musical)

embarked on his

instruction should follow a sequence(military)

(see runaway)

(see runway)

(see run-down)
(see run-in)
(see runoff)
(see run-on)
(see runout)
(see runup)

(see run-of-the-mill)
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runaway

run-down

rung

runner

run-in

running

run of (15) victories

overrun

long run

hit-and-run

runaway

runaway juveniles
runaway slaves

runaway success

run-down

run-down (rural) bar
run-down school
rundown suburb

run-down movie theater
run-down playgrounds
rundown warehouse

a record-tying

(see overrun)

(see long run)

(see hit-and-run)

s or battered wives

one of the turned himself in
patrols for were stepped up;
a from Mauritania
the of the building

it's as as schools come (a high school)

run-down shopping centera

bottom-rung

drug runner
front-runner

gunrunner
river runner

run-in with the law
run-ins with panhandlers

running mate
running style
running water

running gun battle

in a
it's just another (high school)
a

a

s and rail yards

(see bottom-rung)

smugglers and s
He is the ;
there are two s for the job

non-commercial s

a

Al Gore's
his quick, powerful (football)

is unavailable in the affected area

there was a
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runny

runoff (water)

runoff (other)

cleaner-running
long-running
longest-running

cycling and running

runny eggs
runny eggs

farm runoff

agricultural runoff

run-off year

run-off area

run-of-the-mill run-of-the-mill politician
run-of-the-mill sinner
run-of-the-mill store

run-on

runout

runup

run-on sentence

runout zone

runup
run-up

runway (planes) runway

runway incursion

runway overrun zone

closed runway

correct runway
main runway
wrong runway

end of the runway

(see cleaner-running)
(see long-running)
(see longest-running)

going through a regimen of Tae Bo,

public health warnings against , pink meat
a low-grade fever, , and headache

pollution, and over-fishing

an unusually high (rivers) (kayaking)

grass and gravel traps in the s (motor racing)

your
a
a

s
the of an avalanche path

the to the Olympics
in the to the Dayton accords;
in the to the congressional elections

crashed onto the ;
at the end of its main (airport)

airport signage and s
the problem of at airports

construction of the

the pilot mistakenly took off on a

the crew believed they were on the (crash)
at the end of its (airport)
the pilot turned onto the

his chartered jet neared the ;
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runway (models)

ruptured

rural

rush

rush hour

Russian

runway model
runway show
runway work

ruptured appendix

ruptured pipeline

rural development
rural development (m)
rural people
rural road
Rural Route

rural Louisiana

rural backwater

urban or rural (m)

rush hour
rush meeting

Christmas rush

gold rush

short rushes

rush hour

rush-hour I.R.T.
rush-hour period
rush-hour traffic

average rush hour

Russian-bound

firefighters waiting at the

the hip-swinging slouch of s
"This is my last ," she said (model)
the stressful, frenetic pace of (models)

he died of a

the continued to spew flames

broadbased (Africa)
as part of this agenda
gossiping is a trait of everywhere
riding her bike on a
owns a hardware store on 7

the rice fields of

Darien remained a ;
in long-ignored s

in areas

(see rush hour)
the annual at Delta Kappa Epsilon

the problem of the (for e-tailers);
at the height of the
a latter-day ;
Wall Street's dot-com ;
start-ups and the Internet

advance by to avoid enemy fire

the Lexington Avenue express at

the
7 to 9:30 a.m. & 4 to 6:30 p.m. s;
battling all the way

an

(see Russian-bound)
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Russian-bound

rustle

rustler

rut

rhythm

5
S-turn

sabot

sabotage

sack (actual)

sack (other)

sacred

Russian-bound freighter

rustle of (tall) grass

band of rustlers

tire ruts

body rhythms

(see S-turn)

sabot round

sabotage mission

burlap sack

fifty-pound sack
hundred-pound sack

kill sack

sacred cave
sacred ceremony
sacred duty
sacred forest
sacred ground
sacred grove
sacred hymn
sacred journey
sacred mountain
sacred objects
sacred place
sacred river
sacred shape
sacred shrine
sacred springs

a
the as the lion stalks...

a in the badlands (cattle) (North Dakota)

two sets of run through the land

vary from person to person

the -- uses kinetic energy (tanks)

a gone awry

he wrapped a around my head

with its massive of animal feed
a of oats

bypassing may lead the force to the enemy's

Greece has many s
the spiritual atmosphere of such s (Wicca)
they regard hospitality as a (Appalachia)
s exist in India and on Bali
every year they return to this (Nez Perce)
churches were built in s

s to sacred places
s are often the site of pilgrimages
ceremonial and (American Indians)
caste, cow worship, s (India)
the Ganges River is sacred to Hindus
the cross is a to Christians
a major Buddhist (Bodh Gaya)

and wells are often thought to heal
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sacrifice

sacrificial

sad

saddle

sad-faced

sad-looking

safari

safe (adjective)

sacred tree

sacrifice of an animal

self sacrifice

sacrificial animal

sad facts
sad state
sad thing

sad-looking

sad-faced

sad and tragic (m)

saddle shop
saddlemaker

silver-bedecked saddle

riding saddle

empty saddle (m)

sad-faced Sara

sad-looking

dart safari

safe dose
safe-dosage
safe haven
safe house
safe-house (m)
safe level
safe location
safe place

a (Siberia)

the is a tradition (for Eid Al-Adha)

(see self sacrifice)

the , known as "odhiya" (Eid Al-Adha)

the speak for themselves
the sad of our military (not enough funding)
it was a very (group divided)

(see sad-looking)

(see sad-faced)

his homecoming marked the end of a saga

the is no longer in business
the s of Sheridan, Wyoming;
Bohlin was America's most famous

the js used by Tom Mix

js were big, tough, and plain

the ceremony (Nez Perce)

an old man,

her five-day ;
promoting and offering s to hunters;
abuses and dangers in s

establish a maximum (cancer drug)
(see safe-dosage)
Yemen denies it's a for terrorists
in a Vienna
in the garden
fecal coliform counts were above the
residents are urged to move to a (volcano)
a to live
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safe (vault)

safe-deposit

safe-dosage

safest

safety

safe return
safe (firearm) storage
safe toy
safe (effective) vaccine
safe visit
safe way
safe zone

safe for fishing

safe and effective

"dolphin-safe"
dishwasher-safe

microwave-safe

less-safe
once-safe

fail-safe

safe-deposit

gun safe

safe-deposit box

safe-dosage level

safest place
safest route

safety advantage
safety awareness
safety barrier

safety board
safety-board (m)
safety concerns

they prayed for her (abduction)
trigger locks, action locks and

design and produce s
take many years to develop a

please enjoy a (to the Botanical Gardens)
it's the only to avoid damaging...
the troops withdrew to a -S;
remove artillery from Sarajevo to create a ;
the 20-kilometer around Sarajevo

most of the nation's waters are

prove it (a drug)

a two-year tuna boycott led to tuna
(see dishwasher-safe)

(see microwave-safe)

(see less-safe)
(see once-safe)

(see fail-safe)

(see safe-deposit)

the best place for a firearm is in a

secured in a bank

information on s for a reagent

the to be
which I think is the (mountain climbing)

the of better brakes
heads-up planning and constant
install median js on dangerous highways;
styrofoam js for every track (auto racing)
the has determined the flight's altitude

investigators pore over records
raised by passengers and train drivers;
about the vaccine;

coal mining, funding cuts, and
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safety conditions
safety device
safety diver
safety fence
safety features
safety goggles
safety information
safety inspection
safety issue
safety margin
safety measure

safety pin
safety poster
safety practices
safety record
safety rules

safety standard

safety suit
safety test

safety violation
safety zone

safety backup

safety-related

safety-conscious

safety point of view

safety of vaccinations

safety and efficacy

avalanche safety
aviation safety
blood safety
child-safety
crib safety
drug's safety

anonymous complaints about
escalators are equipped with many s
two breath-hold 's descend
his airborne car hurtled along the (racing)
buildings retrofitted with modern
the need for
airlines must release
the plane had passed two
a discussion of s
bottled oxygen gave us an added
the true cost of any ;
the report recommended several s
remove the grenade's , release the safety lever
old-fashioned s adorn the walls
officials defended past
the club's is superb (tree climbing)
violated (aviation industry);
neglect of and mine disasters
seven times the EPA for sea life;
in compliance with federal workplace 's
he wears a with a respirator
it is only a , a preliminary trial;
a (child's) toy may go through over 100 s
radioactive-waste dumps and s
add s at the ends of its main runways

there are so many 5

(see safety-related)

(see safety-conscious)

improve things from a (motor racing)

parents have serious concerns over the

this trial demonstrated the of the antitoxin

(see avalanche safety)
(see aviation safety)

and supply
(see child-safety)
an organization dedicated to
to assess the ;
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food safety
gun safety (m)
passenger safety
pedestrian safety
public safety
road safety
toy safety
tunnel safety
vaccine safety

cell-phone safety
workplace safety (m)

whitewater safety

boating safety

personal safety
personal safety (m)

interest of safety
level of safety

interest of public safety

disregard for his safety

safety-conscious safety conscious
safety-conscious

safety-related deficiencies

saffron-colored

saffron-colored robes

campaign-reform saga

true-life saga

continuing saga

safety-related

saffron

saffron-colored

saga

there were no concerns about the ;
testify before the F.D.A. about the
the fragility of
complete a course
in the interest of (planes)
San Francisco and
(see public safety)
their job is to ensure
the toy industry, government, and
questions about
convene hearings on

concern about (brain tumors)
most federal laws; regulators

Slim Ray writes books on (kayaking)

promote conservation, river access and

he acted with complete disregard for his
devices such as mace, guns (airport)

in the
assuring a reasonable

in the , all items must remain... (airport)

and with complete (battle)

those people are usually (kayakers)
the association is extremely (NASCAR)

(aircraft)

(see saffron-colored)

clad in traditional

coverage of the

an "underdog"

in the of...
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sagging

Sahara

sail

sailboard

sailboat

sailing

saint

sainthood

salad

salaried

salary

sale

sad and tragic saga

sagging lines

sub-Sahara

sailboard
sailboat

sailboard

sailboat

sailing accident
sailing career
sailing club
sailing community
sailing ships
sailing vessel

smooth sailing

sainthood

sainthood

Ceasar salad
potato salad

salaried worker

teacher salaries

private-sector salaries

sales area
salesclerk
sales figures
sales force
sales goal
sales growth
salesman
sales meeting

his homecoming marked the end of a

clothes drying on

(see sub-Sahara)

(see sailboard)
(see sailboat)

a but stocked with 30 new s

s heel with the wind

the Atlantic's worst in forty years
one of the surest ways to end a
the commodore of a
the professional
launched the largest fleet of
one of the largest s in the world

after that, it's (job)

(see sainthood)

the Pontiff put him on the path to

seafood chowder, grilled halibut,
cole slaw and

4 percent annual merit raises for s

average $67,000

more lucrative

step inside and visit our
ask

his 500-member
if his ambitious s are met
low and falling share prices
(see salesman)
an eleven-day series of s
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sales pattern
sales pitch
sales presentation
sales psychologists
sales results
sales staff
sales tax

sales trip

each of his novels follows the same
despite a good
s and strategy meetings

have concluded that...
when thy got the early
sending the scurrying
s are a significant revenue source
E-commerce undermines the system
a successful six-week through Europe

salesmanship (see salesmanship)

sales of (hardback) books
sale of (U.S.-registered) cars
sales of (mainframe) computers
sales of (N.F.L.-licensed) goods
sale of ivory
sale of (land) mines
sales of (riding) mowers

sales of $26.7 million

sales and inventory (m)

sales and marketing (m)

alcohol sales

apple sales
arms sales
August sales
bankruptcy sale
book sales
Christmas sales
clearance sale
consumer sales
drug sales
garage sale
fire-sale (m)
supplement sales
ticket sales

tobacco sales

first-day by...
illegal in Mexico

enacted a ban on the
the (military / explosives)

and string trimmers

from its concession stands

up-to-the-minute figures

the departments

should be limited at games;
the Yakimas forbid (American Indians)

collapsed overnight
a comprehensive look at U.S.
Sears had lower-than-expected
he bought the newspaper at a

nearly doubled
were lower than expected (retail)

the first wave of s (Internet companies)
a fraction of
open, illegal in his club
flea markets, s, and antique shows
snapped up at prices

have grown (herbs, vitamins, etc.)
$100 million in (from a $35,000 movie);
organizers announced disappointing ;
the No. 1 movie studio in box office
if slide
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salesman

salesmanship

salination

salmon

water sales

newsstand sales

bake sale

E-commerce sales
personal computer sales

Internet sales

could boost Turkeys position in the region

the magazine's and circulation dropped

a fourth -grade

accounted for ten per cent
stagnant

are expected to double

after-Christmas (clearance) sale

disappointing sales

pending sale

wholesale

point-of-sale (m)

close of a sale

salesman

salesmanship

car salesman
carpet salesmen

natural-born salesmen

salesmanship

desalination

salmon run

salmon-colored

an (store)

retailers reported in June

the of the company

(see wholesale)

retail systems

move the customer towards the

, entrepreneur, civic leader

(see salesmanship)

I was training to be a
the streets were filled with

there are no

through masterly ;
the of Buffalo Bill Cody

(see desalination)

demolish dams to restore ;
dwindling 's in the Pacific Northwest

(see salmon-colored)

salmon-colored salmon-colored paycheck the
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Salon

salt

Hair Salon
Nail Salon

salt flat
salt marsh (m)
salt tablets
salt water

salt-rich
salt-tolerant

salt-encrusted

salt-and-pepper

salt-and-pepper salt-and-pepper beard
salt-and-pepper hair

salt-encrusted salt-encrusted

salt-rich

salt-stained

salt-tolerant

salute

salvage

salvager

salvation

same

salt-rich offerings

salt-stained reel

salt-tolerant crops

21-gun salute

salvage crew

treasure salvager

salvation and forgiveness

(sign at airport)
(sign at airport)

a bone-white
(sebkha) terrain is impassable when wet
and water to replace lost fluid

corroded by

(see salt-rich)
(see salt-tolerant)

(see salt-encrusted)

(see salt-and-pepper)

a -
with

the boxes were

in the snack-food aisle

a - of recording tape

develop water-efficient and -

the crack of a - rent the air

-'5

archaeologists and --s

prayers for - (Haj)

prayers for salvation and forgiveness (Haj)

same feelings
same neighborhood
same opportunities
same problem

same route
same-sex
same thing

I went through some of the - she did (cancer)
back in the -, with the same problems (jail)
we would love to have the
people who have the exact -;
back in the same neighborhood, with the -s
leave the fallout area by the - used to enter it
(see same-sex)
a second team of world experts said the -
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same-sex

sample

sanction

sanctioned

sanctuary

sand

same story

exact same

same-sex couple
same-sex group
same sex marriage

sample cup

sample of voters

beef sample
blood sample
carpet sample
control sample
soil sample

sperm sample
urine sample

masked samples

random sample

insider-trading sanctions

economic sanctions

sanctioned euthanasia

sanctuary for wildlife

marine sanctuary

sandbag
sandbar
sand dune
sand flies
sandlot
sand (and dust)
sandstone (m)
sandstorms
sandwich

he repeated the (confession to police)

(see exact same)

the number of s living together
s of teenagers
those in favor of

he left the empty (sports doping)

they'll ask a random (exit polls)

tests found a contaminated with E.coli
23 percent of the --s they tested
we sat on --s
each laboratory's s tested negative
s from the river bank;
90 percent of s tested by...
45 percent of the --s they tested
he took --s from the women

from the same tumor tissue

they'll ask a of voters (exit polls)

ease the half-century-old

Holland has experience with

a

home to one of the largest s

(see sandbag)
--s in the Red River
the largest complex of s
a bone disease caused by (Kenya)
playing ball on a bumpy

signatures movement is detected by -- (military)
led me 300 feet up a wall
gales and in the winter can be bitterly cold
(see sandwich)
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sand-cast
sand-colored

(see sand-cast)
(see sand-colored)

sand-and-gravel (see sand-and-gravel)

river sand warm on my bare feet

white-sand (see white-sand)

sandal leather sandal shell necklaces, s

sand-and-gravel sand-and-gravel mesopotamia it has formed a

sandbag sandbag filling s for the new bunkers

ten-pound sandbag a

sandbag wall watched him over the low

sand-cast sand-cast silver some

sand-colored sand-colored his hair is

sandy sandy-colored (see sandy-colored)
sandy-haired (see sandy-haired)

sandy-colored sandy-colored hair thick

sandy-haired sandy-haired lieutenant a

sandy-haired Irishman a lank,

sane insane (see insane)

sanity insanity (see insanity)

sandwich sandwich shop sitting in a in his hometown of Yakima

bologna sandwich he had a and water for dinner (jail)
chicken sandwich a lunch consisting of a and a fruit plate

meat-loaf sandwich s
peanut-butter sandwich eating
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sandy

sandy-colored

sandy-haired

sane

sanitation

sapper

SAT

satellite

peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich s
many-layered sandwich a

sandy-colored
sandy-haired

sandy-colored hair

sandy-haired supervisor

sane response

sanitation practices

sapper squad

enemy sappers

SAT prep (m)
SAT scores
S.A.T. scores

satellite data
satellite dish

satellite image
satellite intelligence (m)
satellite link
satellite phone
satellite picture
satellite program
satellite relay
satellite signal
satellite-telephone (m)
satellite-television (m)
satellite trajectory

satellite-based
satellite-guided

(see sandy-colored)
(see sandy-haired)

thick

the

the only to that is "So what?"

egg farmers must adhere to strict

an enemy which had infiltrated the camp

launched a grenade attack

students take expensive courses
college-entrance
high-school grades and

new suggest... (weather)
TV trucks with s;
s sprout from balconies
aerial photographs and s
information from a major network
all coordinated by js
he called the ship on the
the National Weather Service's js
the 's second consecutive mission failure
the j took just seconds
the GPS receiver captures 's
daily calls in the Arab world
he is developing systems in Europe
shaping s

(see satellite-based)
(see satellite-guided)

satellite and other interception devices (spying)
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satellite-based

satellite-guided

satisfaction

satin

satisfaction

satisfactory

saturation

Saturday

Saturday-night

Saturn

Saturn-bound

sauce

communications satellite
spy satellite

spy satellite (m)
weather satellite

G.P.S. satellite

commercial
an American ; the military's s;
Soviet nuclear-powered s
decades of imagery
that day, the was malfunctioning

the first s were launched in 1978

scientific satellite (m) Germanys small program

two-way-communications satellite the

satellite-based intelligence system

satellite-based yardage-measurement system

satellite-guided missile

sexual satisfaction

satin dress

a

a-S

s
if you define frigidity as a lack of

the strapless , designed by...

customer satisfaction improve and provide quality service
customer-satisfaction (m) online marketplaces and ratings
individual satisfaction individual responsibility versus

satisfactory response

saturation point

Saturday-night

Saturday-night Atlanta
Saturday-night party

if a is not seen, administer an additional dose

before we reach the

(see Saturday-night)

went to a

Saturday-night street party s (Paducah, KY)

Saturn-bound (see Saturn-bound)

Saturn-bound Cassini mission NASA's

Saturn-bound Cassini spacecraft the

saucepan in a large bring 4 cups water to boiling
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saucer

savage

saved

savers

saving

savings

savings-and-loan

savvy

saw

applesauce
cranberry sauce
spaghetti sauce

flying saucer

savage assault

saved messages

lifesaver
time savers

labor-saving
lifesaving
water-saving

face-saving

savings-and-loan

energy savings
life savings

huge savings

natural, no-sugar-added
turkey, mashed potatoes, and
getting scalded by spilled ;
chili recipes, s, turkey stuffings

people believe in s

led his men in a against enemy emplacements

wiped out 1,500 of his own

combat --s provided patients with... (military)
computers are

(see labor-saving)
(see lifesaving)
(see water-saving)

(see face-saving)

(see savings-and-loan)

are available in many appliances
homes in which they invested their

get by axing customer-service costs

savings-and-loan industry the

computer-savvy
cyber-savvy
media-savvy
street savvy
style-savvy
tech-savvy

Internet-savvy

sawdust
sawmill

chain saw

(see computer-savvy)
(see cyber-savvy)
(see media-savvy)
armed with a lifetime's worth of
(see style-savvy)
(see technical-savvy)

(see Internet-savvy)

there was on the floor
the dam powered seven s

using a or driving a snowmobile
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0

sawed

sawed-off

say

saying

say-so

scald

scale

scaled

scaled-back

scaled-down

sawed-off

sawed-off shotgun

say-so

old saying

say-so

scald injuries

scale model

scale of this disaster
scale of maps
scale of pay

difficulty scale
income scale
kitchen scale
pay scale

time scale
union scale
union-scale (m)

big-scale
fine-scale
full-scale
large-scale
small-scale

scaled-back
scaled-down

(see sawed-of))

a twelve-gauge

(see say-so)

you know the , "the Captain always..."

we had no

are more common in young children

simulators versus s (ships);
it's only been tested in s

as the grows (volcanic eruption)
Corps MCCs do not normally use the same
a sharply reduced

rates its trips on a of 1 to 5
Cubans at the bottom end of the
a is essential for home canning
the crewman's ;
higher s offered by private industry;
New York law firms set the
a wide range of space and s
provides waiters at
worked for salary (films)

(see big-scale)
(see fine-scale)
(see full-scale)
(see large-scale)
(see small-scale)

(see scaled-back)
(see scaled-down)

scaled-back plan a

scaled-down version s
scaled-down armed forces the
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scam

scan

scandal

scandal-loving

scandalmonger

scanner

scanning

scape

scam artist

Internet scam

bone scan
brain scan

scandalmonger

scandal-loving

arms scandal
bribery scandal
sex scandal

cheating scandal

point-shaving scandal

scandal-loving papers

scandalmonger

police scanner

brain-scanning (m)

cellscape
cityscape

ice scape
landscape
moonscape

mountainscape
riverscape
skyscape
streetscape

s on the phone, muggers on the street

The FTC has moved to quash an

a helps determine this diagnosis
s of children who have been neglected

(see scandalmonger)

(see scandal-loving)

accusations about his role in the
a
a series of in the military

two major s in two years

s have racked college basketball

(newspapers)

Washington s

a ten-channel ;
he checked his ' (in his car);
at home, awake, and monitoring his portable j;
a ten-channel

modern technologies such as MRIs

staring at 's through his microscope
the unique relation of city to ;
a grotesque of dark streets and...;
the glittering at night;
the is rapidly changing (Manhattan)
a Himalayan
(see landscape)
the desert was a ;
elephants turn woodland into a barren ;
the craters look like a
otherworldliness of the
a white of rock and plunge pools
the awe-striking New Mexico
the tower will change the of the area
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scaped

scaper

scaping

scar

scarcity

scare

land- and seascapes (m)

landscaped

landscaper

landscaping

scar tissue

scars and markings

apple-size scar

resource scarcity
water scarcity

severe (water) scarcity

luxury and scarcity

scare tactic

cancer scare
contamination scare
health scare

she is a painter of

(see landscaped)

(see landscaper)

(see landscaping)

a minor operation to remove some

the of individual sharks

a terrible,

predictions of
and major food-producing regions;

20 countries face severe

20 counties face

the juxtaposition of was ever present

s, lies, and hypocrisy

dealing with a (cluster at public school)
at the time of the
js including mad cow disease

scared scared-looking (see scared-looking)

scared-looking scared-looking young men sweating,

scatterable scatterable mine SCATMINE ()

scatterable minefield js reduce the enemy's ability to maneuver;
the boundary of a is not clearly marked

scattered

scavenger

scattered sightings

randomly scattered

scavenger hunt (m)

there had been (Loch Ness monster)

(see randomly scattered)

a list of clues
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scenario nightmare scenario

scene

best-case scenario
cheap-fix scenario
worst-case scenario

muddle-through scenario

common scenario
likely scenario

possible scenario

probable scenario

scene's (desired) impact

scene of an accident
scene-of-the-crime

scene of (heavy) fighting

accident scene

chess scene
club scene
crime scene
death scene

drug scene
murder scene
nude scene
topless scene

folk-music scene

acoustic music scene

banking scene

changing (banking) scene
passing scene

emotional scenes

the for NATO

then the is...
a
the

a assumes...

the more is...
a was that... (submarine disaster);
military officials claim the most is that...
a collision with a mine was a (sub sinking);
he presented another to explain her death
a was that...(disaster)

the (film scriptwriting)

pleading no contest to leaving the
(see scene-of-the-crime)

Dagestan was the last year

s tend to be initially chaotic;
pronounced dead at the
disappeared from the international
the online
(see crime scene)
reciting the (from the play);
the from "Camille"
the in Manchester today (England)
the first detective at the
she'll do a again (movies)
her climactic (in the film)

earned him a cult following in the

she's a fast-rising star on the

in the rapidly changing

in the rapidly
observing the

today I have witnessed many (Haj)
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horrible scenes
horrific scene
wrenching scene

behind-the-scenes

grimness of the scene

a survivor described as...(fire in tunnel)
the (road accident)
in the film's most

(see behind-the-scenes)

due to the , rescue workers... (tunnel fire)

scene-of-the-crime scene-of-the-crime photograph lurid s

scenic

scent

scented

schedule

scenic vista s unimpeded by smog and air pollution

natural, scenic or historic (m) areas with value

scent trail

scented candles

incense-scented
talc-scented

schedule of rates

bus schedule
class schedule
delivery schedule
husband's schedule
payment schedule
practice schedule
production schedule
repair schedule
replacement schedule
shot schedule
train schedule
work schedule

tennis-court schedule

launching schedules
shooting schedule
speaking schedule
training schedule

fixed schedule

bloodhounds found no (abduction)

she's really into

(see incense-scented)
(see talc-scented)

(for an Inn)

a
s, notes and assignment
software for s
her was unpredictable
the is pegged to stages of the job
submit to some of...
rigid s
to speed the
the that is right for you (contact lenses)
the FDA-approved (anthrax)
they had misread the
flexible

look at the and decide...(space station)
the for Ally McBeal (TV show)
he maintained a busy
a grueling for the lacrosse team

because they have no , they stay up late
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scheduling

scheduled

scene

scheme

scholar

daily schedule also on her are piano lessons
grueling (training) schedule a for the lacrosse team
hectic schedule if you're feeling worn-down from a
rigid (production) schedule s

dawn-to-dusk schedule he kept a

scheduling nightmare family events can become a

scheduled arrival half an hour before the train's
scheduled break quick rests during their 's
scheduled execution Velma's
scheduled maintenance some car owners don't do the
scheduled (ammunition) shipment adjustments to s
scheduled trip cancelled a abroad

regularly scheduled

scene of the accident

crash scene
crime scene

crime-scene (m)
music scene
sex scene
theater scene

scheme of things

government scheme
pyramid scheme

funding scheme
pricing scheme

(see regularly scheduled)

at the j, workers removed bodies (plane crash)

the Transport Minister visited the (plane)
police were securing the S;
tire tracks at the
allowed her past the yellow tape
the local
skipped from one in the book to the next
the latest dispute in New York's

where we stand in the overall ;
in the grand

implementing an ambitious
advertisements, chain letters, s

long-term s that avoid new taxes
a new with volume discounts

income-generating scheme education, health and s

get-famous-quick scheme a
get-rich-quick scheme a scheme; his

scholar-athlete won the trophy as the college's top
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scholarship
(uncount)

scholarship
(offer)

school

scholar's respect

scholarship

celebrity-scholar
research scholar
theater scholar

group of scholars

scholarship

scholarship

scholarship offer

track scholarship
university scholarship

football scholarship

rowing scholarship

merit-based scholarships

four-year scholarship

school administration
school-age
school attendance
school's beginnings
school bell
school board

schoolbooks
schoolboy
school bureaucracy
school bus

schoolchildren
school colors
school construction

he has a for detail

(see scholarship)

he has become a
a senior at Stanford
the Laurence Senelick

the Modern Language Association, a

serious and broad appeal (book);
a valuable introduction to the

diplomas, s, grants

Alabama made a (basketball)

he took a to Oklahoma State
we both won s but delayed taking them

attended college on a football

he accepted a rowing

(college)

each will get a

a letter to the
(see school-age)

has dropped
the as a military academy
at the ring of the 3 p.m.
a meeting of the ; the ;
policies set by states or local --s
forgot his
He's a
paralyzing
on his children's ;
seat belts on s
(see schoolchildren)
the of navy, burgundy and white
controlling ;
his commitment to
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school's critics
school day

school dean
school decision
school district
school employee
school's endowment
school forum
school function
school furniture
schoolgirl
school grounds
school gymnasium
school-holiday (m)
schoolhouse
school lunch
school-lunch (m)
schoolmate
school massacre
schoolmaster
schoolmate
school night
school official

school paper
school performance
school play
school population
school project
school quality
school reform
school registration (m)
school's reputation
school revenue
schoolroom
school rules
school size
school spirit
school stage
school superintendent
school supplies
school system

satisfy most of the
spend most of his s in...;
It was a ;
a drinker since his s
the department chairmen and s
teachers & parents must be involved in
in one
insurance coverage for s
mismanaging the (Boston University)
parents attend s on parenting
had to attend a

and other materials
She's a ; giggling like 5
find refuge on or in churches
it's always a full house in the tiny
teachers on breaks
a ; the red-brick
free or reduced-price s
his money
making it harder for their s to learn
the in Littleton
a ; this English
a of Andy Chase
Halloween fell on a

across Washington;
s say...
the editor of the (high school)
s were joy
attending s
the grows every year
working on s
family poverty and
voucher programs and other types of s

forms
the , already high, was enhanced...
increases
in the ; the contributions

allows a suspension of 80 days
a tournament based on
bonfire, and the it inspires...
an audition on the
named new last week
(see school supplies)
the ; afford to spend on their 's;
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school task
schoolteacher

school-teachers
school uniform
schoolwork
schoolyard
school yard
schoolyard (m)
school year

school's honor system
school newspaper
school talent show

school cheating
school shooting
schoolteaching

school-educated
school-related

home-school (v)
homeschool (v)

preschool

art school
business school
business-school (m)

Catholic school
Catholic-school (m)
charm school
city school
flight school

girls' school
grade-school (m)
graduate school
graduate school (m)
jet school

educators in s
trying extra hard helps with some s
s are poorly paid; a ;
a or an academic
among
kids in green-and-white s
calculators to help with
cluster bombs in a
portable classrooms set up in a
a broken arm or some injury
during the ;
shopping for the upcoming

the
wrote a weekly column for the
Blige sang in 's

the spread of and binge drinking
after a 1997

was an option for unmarried females

(see school-educated)
(see school-related)

she was Sing her 12-year-old son
he --s some of his children

(see preschool)

occurred to him to go to
resistance to the idea of a
a boarding-school boy turned student;
a case study
like all s in Northern Ireland

enrollment is 2.5 million
beauty pageants and charm schools
s such as Columbia
commercial s;
he attended officer-training school, then
s and women's colleges
in the -- talent show; a -- kid

at the University of Tennessee
entrance exams

the rigors of --
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law school
magnet school

neighborhood school
nursery school
obedience school
pharmacy-school (m)
reform school
summer school
Sunday school
wilderness school

after-school

all-girls school
big-city school

low-performing school
worst-performing school

boarding school
driving-school (m)
engineering school
nursing school (m)
training school
trucking school

officer-training school

run-down school

poorly run schools
racially integrated school

dental school
elementary-school
high school
medical-school (m)
military school (m)
military-school (m)
primary-school
public-school (m)
top (training) school

(see law school)
the 21-year-old ;
a countywide
at each
(see nursery school)
an for dogs

enrollment isn't keeping pace
from relatives to foster homes to s
mandatory in Chicago
(see Sunday school)
Outward Bound, the nonprofit

(see after-school)

proponents of ss
persistently --s
the --s

(see boarding school)
his car
first-rate --s in India
recent graduates
one of the military's top s for senior officers
I had gone to and found a job;

would cost about $3,800

he attended , then flight school

it's just another (high school)

attended at Tufts
(see elementary school)
(see high school)

graduates
children

the university's roots
the country's children
(see public-school)
one of the military's 's for senior officers
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school-age

schoolchildren

schooled

school-educated

schooler

schooling

school-related

school supplies

schooner

sci

vet school
veterinary school
veterinary school (m)

rigors of jet school

first-year physiology classes at its
s and animal-rights activists

deans and professors

the

violence-prevention guide for schools a

school-age child
school-age children
school-age set the

schoolchildren entrusted with j;
a 1992 study of found...

inner-city schoolchildren prevent from failing

uniformed schoolchildren with backpacks

limited-English schoolchildren parents of

home-schooled (see home-schooled)

well schooled (see well schooled)

school-educated young southerners

grade-schooler

high schooler

home schooling

school-related violence

moved with Tim, then a , to...

(see high schooler)

was inspired by religious preference

how to handle

school supplies such as a ruler, a protractor...;
link with television and movies;
, clothing and shoes;

name-brand school supplies -- (for students)

four-masted schooner two-hundred-and-eighty-two-foot-long

sci-fi (see science- fiction)
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science

science fiction

scientific

science club
science curriculum
science fair
science-fair
science fiction
science magazine
science project

science team

science classroom

animal science
computer science

computer-science (m)
computer science (m)
life sciences
life-sciences (m)
snow science
snow science (m)

biosciences

applied science

social science (m)

science fiction

sci-fi speculation

a high-school
part of the sixth-grade
support groups and s
a project
(see science fiction)
general-interest s
sophisticated sixth-grade s;
a hands-on
the Chandra

upstairs in a

earned a degree in
a graduate student in j;
a professor of ;
has a doctorate in
David Andre, a student

courses teach skills
the at NASA
the chief of research at NASA
a basic assumption of was wrong

research has been crippled

(see biosciences)

as the line between basic and dissolves

standard techniques

I used to read

machine-age science fiction a celebration of

celebration of (machine-age) science fiction

scientific evidence
scientific fact
scientific-research (m)
scientific satellite (m)
scientific scrutiny

anti-scientific

a

public criticism not supported by
misconceptions that have no basis in
a leading private -- facility
Germany's small ' program
she has no figures which would stand up to

(see anti-scientific)
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scientist army scientist
climate scientist
fellow scientist
laboratory scientist
project's (top) scientists
research scientist
sleep scientist

biomedical scientists
brilliant scientist
top scientist

team of scientists

scope (object) gyroscope
telescope

scope (range)

scorch

scorched

scorched-earth

score (grade) test score

night-vision scope

scope of the project
scope of the search

scorch mark

scorched-earth

heat-scorched
sun-scorched

scorched-earth operation
scorched-earth tactics

SAT score
S.A.T. score

reading scores

5 are working on...
the idea is well accepted b most s
telephoned a at the lab
University of Virginia 's and others
some of the testified
many s defended the (drug) trials
an eminent French ;
recently published books by s

and animal welfare activists
she's a who...
some of the project's s testified

a from the Hong Kong University of...

(see gyroscope)
(see telescope)

trained their s on a familiar sight

security became a problem as the -- grew
depending on the -- (online investigations)

s on the skin (evidence of torture)

(see scorched-earth)

(see heat-scorched)
(see sun-scorched)

a

raising s;
he had high grades and top-percentile --s

college-entrance s
high-school grades and s

released earlier this year;
the school's dropped drastically

standardized-test score lower s
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score (music) film score

feature-length score

score (sports) sports scores

record-breaking score

final score

scorer

scoring

scorpion

scotch

scourge

scout

star scorer
top scorer

leading scorer

scoring average
scoring chance

high-scoring
highest-scoring
low-scoring

scorpion bite
scorpion sting

hopscotch

single-malt scotch

mosquito scourge

scout dog
scout dog (m)
scoutmaster
scout's report

Boy Scout
Girl Scout

baseball scout

NBA scouts

began writing s in the 1950s

write a

getting from the Internet

a of nineteen under par (golf)

the of the game was 122-66 (basketball)

she was a (basketball)
the team's and unquestioned leader (sports)

the state's all-time (sports)

his has jumped 10.9 points to...(basketball)
the two teams exchanged --s (hockey)

(see high-scoring)
(see highest-scoring)
(see low-scoring)

used it to counteract s
call the poison center about 5;
classic symptoms of a

(see hopscotch)

oysters on the half shell and s

as the seemed to ease

the enemy might have s
soldiers with special skills such as teams
pedophiles who are or coaches
according to the (pro football)

(see Boy Scout)
(see Girl Scout)

a for the Colorado Rockies

he has drawn the attention of (basketball)
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scouting

scrambled

scrap

scraper

scratch

screaming

screaming-red

screech

screeching

screen (mesh)

screen (movies)

NFL scouts

scouting report

scrambled eggs

scrapbook
scrap leather
scrap yard

skyscraper

bite and scratch

screaming-red

are watching (a college football game)

football teams and s

a box of cornflakes and

looking through his
turned into wallets and belts
ditches that flow past outdoor js

(see skyscraper)

(see bite and scratch)

(see screaming-red)

screaming-red Chevrolet Camaro a

screech of tires

screeching halt

screen door

screen chemistry
screen debut
screen name
screenplay

screenplay (m)
screen test
screen treatment
screenwriter

screenwriter (m)

screenwriting

offscreen

(see also movie)

screen (display) screen name

heard a (bank robbery)

thirty-some ships came to a

from behind the my mother heard that

the two actors have so much (movie)
Paul Newman made his (films)
people hide behind Ps
a copy of the of...(movie);
unproduced s, screenplay treatments
unproduced screenplays, treatments
appeared for Vogue and appeared in a
trying to develop a of...

Don Roos;
highly paid js
the 's term, "petting the dog"

(see screenwriting)

(see offscreen)

inventive s and e-mail addresses (Internet);
people hide behind js (Internet)
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screen (other)

screened

screening

screenwriting

computer screen

movie screen
radar screen
television screen
TV screen
video screen

wide-screen

offscreen
onscreen

viewing screen

big-screen
large-screen

flank screen (m)
sunscreen

aerial screen

screened porch

screening cycle
screening examination
screening protocols
screening room

screening test
screening tool

screenings for diabetes

depression screening
health screening
lead screening
vaccine-screening (m)

screenwriting class
screenwriting community

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

staring at s;
on a big, high-resolution
returning to js across the USA
the missiles flew across Pakistan's
looking at a
sits in a hypnotic state before a
monitored a live feed from their console 's

(see wide-screen)

you feel his presence even when he's
(see onscreen)

there was a

(see big-screen)
(see large-screen)

a moving mission (military)
my runs and burns my eyes;
reapply every couple of hours

rotating aircraft to sustain an (military)

watch from a on June evenings

fourteen-day js (for vaccines)
this is an exceedingly useful (medical)
current (for vaccines)
watching dailies in the ;
an art gallery and a seventy-two-seat
js have found no evidence of...
there is a need for better s for depression

free health and blood pressure

schools will offer "s" (teen suicide)
free js for diabetes and blood pressure

for children living in older homes
federally mandated tests for viruses

a at Columbia University
he provokes envy in the
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screw

screwtop

screw-up

scribbled

scrimmage

script

scripted

scrub

scrub-covered

scrubbed

scruffy

scruffy-looking

scrutiny

scuba

screenwriting credits
screenwriting myths

screwtop

screw-up

screwtop lid

day-to-day screw-ups

scribbled notes

line of scrimmage

script form

script doctoring

movie script

shooting script

current script

his other included...(movies)
certain core

(see screwtop)

(see screw-up)

a stainless-steel cylinder with a

the small s

fours pages of

the (football)

a writer to put it into (screenplay)

a screenwriter who did

s are likened to blueprints

there had been no (movie)

brainstorm ideas for his

ideas for his (current) script

scripted text

scrub-covered

scrub-covered hillside

well scrubbed

scruffy-looking

scruffy-looking wino

scientific scrutiny

scuba destination
scuba enthusiast
scuba gear

brainstorm

she usually doesn't follow a (speaking)

(see scrub-covered)

a

(see well scrubbed)

(see scruffy looking)

a

she has no figures which would stand up to

Florida is a popular
for the , this is quite a dive package
wearing ;
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scuba diving

sculpted

sculptor

sculpture

SD

sea (actual)

Scuba Unit

scuba diving

scuba diving

scuba-diving accident
scuba diving instruction

beautifully sculpted

ice sculptor

sculpture gallery
sculpture hall
sculpture park

clay sculpture
ice sculpture
marble sculpture

monumental sculpture

pieces of (monumental)

(see self-destruct)

seabag
seabed
sea bird
sea breeze
sea captain
sea change

sea floor
seafood

sea grass
sea-grass (m)
seagull

sea ice
sea lane

cave divers must haul
the New York City Police Department's

(see scuba diving)

mountain biking, skateboarding,

a
the dive center offers

(see beautifully sculpted)

where 's get their ice

the greatest in America
a vaulted, Beaux-Arts
sitting in a in Long Island City

a of the victim's head (reconstruction)
an of two swans
the monumental s

space punctuated by pieces of (museum)

sculpture space punctuated by

put it in his
the geologically active Mediterranean
oil has killed more than 6,000 s
--s kept its summer weather temperate
straits named after s
a national ;
testament to a among researchers
remote-operated vehicle explores the
the chef orders his on Thursday night;
runny eggs, pink meat and (dangerous foods)
--s that are vital habitat

beds
--s hovered rigidly in the air...;
s circle overhead
grinding glaciers and groaning
patrolling the --s
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sea (other)

seal (barrier)

sea level

sea life
sealift
sea lion
seaman
seamount
seaport
sea room
sea route
seascape
seasickness
seaside
sea snake (m)
sea-surface (m)
sea traffic
sea turtle
sea wall
seawall

seawater
seaweed

sea kayak (v)

sea-launched

air-sea

overseas

deep-sea
open sea
stormy seas
treacherous seas

sea of (unfamiliar) faces
sea of humanity
sea of pilgrims

airtight seal

the around Venice has risen...;
rising s could affect many areas;
at 14,000 feet above (plane)
the EPA safety standard for
deploy by strategic airlift or
halibut, s, cormorants, octopi
(see seaman)
s dot the Mediterranean floor
the fourth-largest in the United States
for a ship with adequate speed and
the Inside Passage is a complicated
a painter of land- and s

has been a military concern
the villages of Schull, Golleen...
80% of bites fail to produce envenomation

temperatures in the Pacific
the accident posed no threat to in the area
children dressed as s and butterflies
a jet ski forced a sea kayaker into a
a that stretched across the beach;
a was finally built;
along the just across the road

raging up the beach
the buoyant , called sargassum...

she was 'ing when a jet ski...

(see sea-launched)

(see air-sea)

(see overseas)

(see deep-sea)
the trip can be a rough one, across

prevented divers from entering the sub
93 days in some of the world's most (yacht)

all I saw was a
the pilgrims formed a (Haj)
a seemingly endless (Haj)

an
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seal (animal) seal hunt

seal (other)

elephant seal

the size of next winter's

sea lions and s

migration patterns of seals

seal of approval

sealant dental sealant

sea-launched sea-launched missile

sealed sealed lawsuit

imperfectly sealed

seam coal seam

seaman seamanship

able-bodied seaman

seamanship seamanship

search (computer) search engine

search-engine (m)

search methods

computer search

Internet search

keyword search

scope of the search

search (other) search area
search drill
search party

search position

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

climate change has altered

a kiss on the cheek was the mob's ;
he gave me that grin of his, and that was his

s can prevent cavities in children

Syria has a variety of Russian s

whistleblowers, in a ...

(see imperfectly sealed)

methane seeps out of s

(see seamanship)

he was an

he teaches courses in

Brazil's hottest ;
the AltaVista
its technology;
an Internet Web site
(see search methods)

his first gave him the titles of...

perform an

zero in by using a (computer)

depending on the ' (online investigations)

headed south and west in the
establish a suitable for buildings (booby traps)
four other members of the ;
the organized into five groups
sent him 330 feet down from his
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search team
search warrant
search zone

search and destroy
search-and-recovery
search and rescue

search of the area

s looking for the bodies
requests for s and restraining orders
a thousand feet below the

(see search and destroy)
(see search-and-recovery)
(see search and rescue)

police conducted an intensive

search for answers the should start with...
search for the truth in the unrelenting

search for the (lost) climbers a fruitless the lost climbers;
search for a (missing) person join a a missing person
search for (and development of) talent the (the new economy)

genealogy search
locker search
periscope search
strip search
volunteer search

body-cavity search
body-recovery search
shipwreck search

fruitless search
intensive search
random search
systematic search

begin a worldwide
random s at schools
officers missed the trawler during the
carried him upstairs to do a forcible
he organized the (for missing woman)

a hand scanner versus a (prison)
avalanche rescues and s
devices used in a

conducted a for the lost climbers
police conducted an of the area
s for weapons and drugs (homeless people)
I didn't make a

house-to-house search police conducted a

searchable text-searchable (see text-searchable)

search and destroy search and destroy mission his unit was engaged in a

search-and-recovery
search-and-recovery mission a

search and rescue search-and-rescue mission a
search-and-rescue worker 250 s
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combat search and rescue (CSAR)

searched strip-searched stories of being

searching soul-searching after much we decided...;
he did some career-oriented

search method image-based search methods a video archive with

searing searing pain she woke to

season (hunting) bow season the start of
deer season the
quail season during they hunted together

season (sports)

fishing season for the term of a

honey-hunting season during
squirrel-hunting season opens this month

commercial fishing season the in Alaska

off season
off-season (m)

in the ...(fishing)
my mission

season's end atop the division at (sports)
season ticket held s (basketball)
season-ticket a
season ticket (m) he's a huge fan and a holder

season-ending (see season-ending)

basketball season

hockey season
home season
ski season

during the height of the ;
the end of a dominated by...;
her final

lasts until the end of June
the opening of the -- (basketball)
high hopes for a strong

postseason (see postseason)

early-season (see early-season)
late-season (see late-season)
regular-season (see regular season)
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season (animals)

season (farm)

season (nature)

season
(commercial)

climbing season

injury-plagued season

one of the mildest 's in memory

at the end of an

end of a (basketball) season the dominated by...
his job was on the line at the (coach)

the (home season) (basketball)

the is just starting
no plans to spray because it is late in the

start of the season

opening of the season

malaria season
mosquito season

mating season
swarming season

honey-hunting season

picking season
planting season
plowing season

avalanche season
hurricane season

fire season

dry season
dry-season (m)
rainy season

terrain and season

fashion season
holiday season
TV season
television season
tourist season
travel season

Christmas season

October through November is the deer
in termite country during

during

at the height of the various s
is just around the corner

had helped him during

one of the deadliest js on record
the long of 1999;
the 6-month saw five Category 4 storms;
we rely on his forecasts during

the worst in 30 years (wildfires);
the nation's worst in more than a decade

watering holes during the
a offensive
the lasts from... in the north

camouflage must be appropriate to the

between js
the (Thanksgiving to New Year's)
the most talked-about show of the new
with the new two months old
the height of the summer
Thanksgiving marks the final of the year

the weekend that precedes the
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season (other)

seasonal

season-ending

season-long

seat

holiday travel season

selling season

season pass

season-long

admissions season
flu season

arrive early at the airport during the

caused us to miss the holiday

s for a ski lift

(see season-long)

the most competitive college ever
runs from December to April;
normally peaks in January

this year's (summer concert) season

off season

hiring season
marching season

cockfighting season

opening of the season
peak of the season
end of a season
end-of-season (m)

seasonal convergence
seasonal increase

(see off season)

the peak of the
in the annual Protestant (North Ireland)

during the (November through July)

the (home season) (basketball)
the (hiring season)
the (basketball) dominated by...
an jamboree

a of high- and low-altitude winds
experience a in passenger volume (airport)

seasonal (breeding) pattern human beings once had

seasonal thunderstorms Texas should benefit from (drought)

season-ending loss

season-long escapade

the (basketball)

the whole

season-long accumulation of snow a

seatbelt
seat pocket

aisle seat
back seat

(see seatbelt)
magazines in the 's of airplanes

relaxing in his (plane flight)
(see back seat)
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seatbelt

seated

seating

county seat

ejection seat
passenger seat

in the of Standish;
all the s across the country
a rocket-assisted aircraft
the ; he sat in the front

child-safety seat

front-row seat he got us s to the concert

assigned seat we took --s in the grandstand

single-seat (see single-seat)

seven-hundred-seat (m) the auditorium

seatbelt didn't use his
seat belt fight for the right to drive without --s;

the greater use of s and air bags;
the use of s saves lives

seat belt law
seat-belt sign the --s blinked off;

the airline failed to turn on the sign
seat belt use
seat belt utilization for children and adults

use of seat belts the saves lives

deep-seated (see deep-seated)

seating areas
seating chart

bleacher seating

for families
a of who sat next to whom (test)

the studio has for 200 along one wall

secluded secluded area the three went jogging in a ;
the attack occurred in a dark,

secluded land owns the where the body was found
secluded place he would drive to a (serial killer)
secluded retreat the elegant (an inn in Appalachia)
secluded spot find a of sand and get entangled
secluded village female infanticide in one (India)

second (ordinal) second-act (see second-act)
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second (time)

second attempt a at circumnavigating the Earth (balloon)
second avalanche rescue workers were hit by a
second chance everyone deserves a
second-class (see second-class)
second-day (see second-day)
second-degree (see second-degree)
second-generation (see second-generation)
second grader (see second grader)
secondhand (see secondhand)
second-home (see second-home)
second line (see second line)
second opinion the family came to him for a (psychologist)
second place (see second place)
second-rate (see second-rate)
second-round (see second-round)
second string (see second string)

secondary (see secondary)

second-guessing if you start your youth...

second-most (see second-most)

second straight (see second straight)

second-best (see second-best)
second-biggest (see second-biggest)
second-busiest (see second-busiest)
second-deepest (see second-deepest)
second-fastest (see second-fastest)
second-greatest (see second-greatest)
second-highest (see second-highest)
second-largest (see second-largest)
second-lowest (see second-lowest)
second-mildest (see second-mildest)
second-oldest (see second-oldest)
second-smallest (see second-smallest)

second or third
second and third

(see second or third)
(see second and third)

first, second and third (see first, second and third)

last second (see last second)
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second-act

two-second

split second

second-by-second

fraction-of-a-second

second-act duet

(see two-second)

(see split second)

(see second-by-second)

(see fraction-of-a-second)

a

second and third second- and third-year (see second- and third-year)

second- and

secondary

third-year
second- and third-year classesthe (law school)

second-best

second-biggest

second-busiest

second-by-second

second-class

second-day

second-deepest

second-degree

second-fastest

secondary (sexual) characteristics the onset of (breast buds)
secondary infections this will help to prevent
secondary source they rely in large measure on s
secondary use personal info sold for without one's consent

post-secondary (see post-secondary)

second-best squash player the in college

second-biggest automaker the world's ' (Ford Motor)

second-busiest air route the

second-by-second recording a of a plane's location

second-class citizen they no longer want to be treated like --s

second-day air with U.P.S. she'd get it by Tuesday
second-day delivery

second-deepest known cave the

second-degree burns
second-degree murder

second-degree attempted murder

second-fastest ascent then the (of a mountain) ever
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second-fastest-growing (see second-fastest-growing)

second-fastest-growing
second-fastest-growing company the in the United States

second-generation second-generation family
second-generation helicopter

a
the

second grader second grader among s

second-greatest second-greatest cause of death the

secondhand secondhand cars at an Acura dealership
second-hand clothes
secondhand experience officers with are handling the case (police)
second-hand smoke
secondhand smoke a major study about and cancer

secondhand bookstores I buy in

second-highest second-highest advance the in publishing
second-highest mountain K2, the in the world

second-highest payroll the (basketball)

second-highest-grossing (see second-highest-grossing)
second-highest-ranking (see second-highest-ranking)

second-highest-grossing
second highest - grossing film the of all time

second-highest-ranking
second-highest-ranking office
second highest ranking official

second-home second-home market the

he holds the city's
the

second-largest second-largest brokerage making it the
second-largest city the county's ;

Barcelona, Spain's city
second-largest island the Caribbean's (Hispaniola)

second-largest chicken producer the country's
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second-largest school system the

second-largest nonfarm source the

second line (text) second line in the third paragraph in the

second line (other) second line therapy Sodium thiosulfate is

second-lowest second-lowest test scores has Maryland's

second-mildest second-mildest form of punishment the

second-most second most frequent the cause is lacerations of the cervix
second-most important the nation's newspaper

second most frequent
second most frequent cause the is lacerations of the cervix

second-most important
second-most important newspaper the nation's

second-oldest second-oldest child Tommy, who was the

second or third second- or third-degree (see second- or third-degree)
second- or third-grade (see second- or third-grade)

second- or third-degree
second- or third-degree burns preventing infections in

second- or third-grade
second- or third-grade level students who read at a

second place second-place finish three district titles and one in four seasons

second-rate second-rate a piece of his life felt hopelessly ;
Leicester looked distinctly

second-round second-round blitz Floyd's

second-smallest second-smallest TV market the

second straight second straight year she led her team to the title for the

second string second string ' on the varsity (high-school sports)
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secret

secretly

secretly recorded

secretary

sect

secret address
secret code
secret dream
secret ingredient
secret life
secret project
secret realm
secret research
secret-service (m)
secret talks
secret tunnel
secret weapon

company's secrets
family secret
state secret
style secrets
top secret
trade secret

still secret

best-kept secret

closely guarded secret

corporate secret
darkest secrets
guilty secret
highly secret
nuclear secrets
painful secret
shameful secret

secretly recorded

he was hiding with friends at a
the to Windows operating system
the of any woman...

if they develop a
a
the of nuclear weapons design
he was doing some
accomplices of foreign organizations
reports of between...
a under the Soviet Embassy in Washington
technology has been the group's

deal makers with access to a
revealed what could be considered 's
charged with gathering 's
here she shares some
(see top secret)
the dispute over s

(see still secret)

one of the city's 's;
the corporate secret
the letter became a

the best-kept s
revealing her
are you harboring a (questionnaire)
(see highly secret)
pleaded guilty to mishandling
she kept a from her mother (peer abuse)
each has a

(see secretly recorded)

secretly recorded conversation

press secretary

high-school secretary

sect's compound

s
Tony Blair's chief --

the accepted the collect call

a fire consumed the
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section (of paper) section of the newspaper

sports section
Style section
weather section

book-review section

section (other) section of the freighter
section of the test

sector

bow section
stem section
vocabulary section

a -,

the - of the Washington Post
the - of the Washington Post
the - (of a newspaper)

the Los Angeles Times'

the beached stem
the vocabulary

the freighter's - was towed out to sea
the beached - of the freighter
the - of the test

bioweapons-analysis section

upstream section

cross-section (m)

diseased section

less-visited section

300-square-foot section

sectors of fire

civilian sector
growth sector
service-sector (m)

health-care sector

private-sector
public-sector (m)

manufacturing sector

British-assigned sector
state-owned sector

the C.I.A.'s -

the - of the river

a - of blacks;
a - of communities nationwide

-.s of the autopsied brains

a - of the park

a - of river bottom

the squad leader assigns - (machine guns)

the benefits would spill over into the
information technology is the big

companies

the continued expansion of the

(see private-sector)
the - costs of immigration

shake up the entire American -

the
the ailing
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secure

secured

security

ailing (state-owned) sector the

secure area
secure (storage) area
secure repository
secure route

secure briefing rooms

the drives were found in a of the lab
the test booklets are kept in a
provide a for public records
the only of nutritional supplementation (TPN)

in at SHAPE headquarters

secure (digitized) computer network

unsecured

security announcement
security arrangements
security barrier
security breach

security briefing
security cabinet
security camera
security card
security clearance

security conditions
security detail

security fears
security fence

security force
security guarantee
security guard

security incident
security information
security interests
security lapse
security measure

security office
security officer

(see unsecured)

this is a (airport)
ensure ongoing are appropriate
a pop-up (antiterrorism)
a series of js on the Internet;
the CIA's handling of the
coordinate for a thorough by the US Embassy
gun vaults and js
four js placed in the cafeteria
a and sensor
government employees seeking s;
used their s to move contraband
improved in Bosnia
the Governor's j;
as his and other aides waited;
President Clinton's Secret Service
Fidel's are probably justified
inside the plant's ;
a (at an oil terminal)
s would prevent any protest
Israel needs --s for giving up the Golan
pays the js; teacher or ;
the store
a number of s in southern Lebanon
worldwide country specific ' is available
areas where we have no vital
js, reports of abuse and other problems
the new s that were being taken;
despite the intense js
the holding cell at the Amtrak
s inspect locks at apartments
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security patrol
security posture
security procedures
security reasons

security risk

security rules
security service
security situation
security violation
security woes
security zone

security checkpoint

security relationship

security of their position

s continue as usual (Kosovo)
the force has increased it on the border
conduct internal reviews of their
for the Department of Corrections...;
for , unattended vehicles will be ticketed
heightened 's posed by...;
Italian Americans were arrested as s
taking home classified files is against
the People's Armed Police and other --s
the overall remains unchanged (Saudi Arabia)
fired from Los Alamos for --s
the dot-corn mania and
events in the in Southern Lebanon;
Israel's self-declared in south Lebanon

slowly proceeding through s;
an X-ray machine at a

the longstanding between the two countries

the left the to aid the wounded man (war)

security for the ammunition providing during ground movement
security for the (dismounted) team provide overwatch (military)

base security
border security
campus security
computer security (m)
cybersecurity
flank security
job security

rear security
route security
stadium security
test security

courthouse security

online security

overwatch security

help you predict threats to
place minefields should be threatened
Florida has been a leader in
the field
the need for
provide rear and (military)
anxiety about has eased a bit;
increased and satisfaction;
working days and nights with little
one buddy team provides for the squad
enemy situations that could affect
major sports need to improve
the director of -- for ETS

a comprehensive study of

and privacy

provide for the dismounted team (military)
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extra security deputies provided
high-security (m) in the same cellblock;

firewalls that protect secret data
internal-security (m) Fidel Castro's network
lax security a key finding was (prison escape)
maximum security (see maximum security)
medium-security (see medium-security)
minimum-security a facility (women's prison)
national security (see national security)
operational security concerns about (an evacuation);

(OPSEC) and force protection
personal security exercise caution in matters concerning
regional security we share a common concern for
Social Security (see Social Security)
tight security the investigation was taking place under

position of (relative) security he moved from his (battle)
sense of security his growing , confidence, promise

sedation short-term sedation patients requiring (less than 24 hours)

sedative muscle-relaxing sedative an injection of a

sediment sediment layer pollen trapped in s

sediment buildup the lake suffers from

river sediment iron deposits in the

sedimentary sedimentary rocks they might be

see must-see (see must-see)

wait-and-see (see wait-and-see)

foreseeable (see foreseeable)

seed seed money iVillage's initial ran out in April

bird seed a bag of

genetically engineered seeds
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seeing

seek

seeker

seeking

seeming

seemingly

sightseeing

far-seeing

hide-and-seek

asylum seeker
autograph-seeker
autograph seeker
curiosity seeker
job-seeker

job seeker

pleasure seeker
publicity seeker
thrill seeker
truth-seeker
warmth-seeker

knowledge-seeking
radar-seeking
thrill-seeking
work-seeking

contradictory-seeming
innocent-seeming

seemingly endless

(see sightseeing)

(see far-seeing)

(see hide-and-seek)

visitors, refugees, s
there weren't many s out
s stopped him on the street
eighty thousand s
300,000 new s;
's and those who are already employed
nearly three quarters of s;
s can negotiate
a nation of s
he was a
a bunch of s or treasure hunters
professors' image as unbiased --s
besieged by s because of the cold

history is full of withdrawals from
(see radar-seeking)
(see thrill-seeking)
the peoples of Mexico

(see contradictory-seeming)
(see innocent-seeming)

(see seemingly endless)

seemingly endless seemingly endless range of mountains
seemingly endless sea of pilgrims

seen

seep

seepage

segment

never-before-seen

commonly seen

seepage

seepage

a
a (Haj)

(see never-before-seen)

(see commonly seen)

(see seepage)

look for seepage (volcanism)

segments of the community different
segment of the market the fastest-growing
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segregated

seismo

seismograph

seizure

seizure-free

seldom

seldom-asked

seldom-mentioned

seldom-visited

selected

selection

industry segment

fastest-growing segment

sex-segregated

seismograph

seismograph needles

seizure prophylaxis

seizure-free

seizure, coma, and death

grand mal seizure

in the js

the of the market

(see sex-segregated)

(see seismograph)

are jumping (Ecuador)

magnesium sulfate is given for

(see seizure-free)

may result in

she was in the middle of a

nerve agent-induced seizures these actions may mediate

seizures, chest pain, and other symptoms

seizure-free he has been for 2 '/2 years

seldom-asked
seldom-mentioned
seldom-visited

(see seldom-asked)
(see seldom-mentioned)
(see seldom-visited)

seldom-asked question the article gives voice to js

seldom-mentioned charm a charm

seldom-visited corner of the world this

customer-selected (see customer-selected)

selection board
selection committee
selection procedure
selection process

jury selection
jury-selection (m)
product selection

policies that have governed Army 5
one member of the (Nobel prize)
an IQ test is part of the
the (basketball team)

for the trial began...
the phase
the company has streamlined its
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selector

self

self-absorbed

self-abortion

self-arrest

brand-name selection (on shopping bag for Ingles Food Store)

reading comprehension selection

wide selection

selector switch

self-abortion
self-arrest
self-criticism
self-esteem
self-help
self-improvement (m)
self-knowledge
self sacrifice
self-service

selfless

self-destruct
self-report

self-cleaning
self-defeating

self-absorbed
self-created
self-described
self-disciplined
self-imposed
self-induced
self-inflicted
self-made
self-styled

self-destructive

self-absorbed woman

self-abortion

self-arrest

you needn't read all of a

the store offers a of items for kids

flipping a

(see self-abortion)
(see self-arrest)
(see self-criticism)
(see self-esteem)
(see self-help)
(see self-improvement)
(see self-knowledge)
(see self sacrifice)
(see self-service)

(see selfless)

(see self-destruct)
(see self-report)

(see self-cleaning)
(see self-defeating)

(see self-absorbed)
(see self-created)
(see self-described)
(see self-disciplined)
(see self-imposed)
(see self-induced)
(see self-inflicted)
(see self-made)
(see self-styled)

(see self-destructive)

a cold and

attempts at , the most dangerous method

(mountaineering)
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self-cleaning

self-created

self-criticism

self-defeating

self-described

self-destruct

self-destructive

self-disciplined

self-esteem

self-help

self-imposed

self-improvement

self-induced

self-inflicted

selfish

self-knowledge

selfless

self-cleaning oven a

self-created visionary a

wave of self-criticism

self-defeating machinations

self-described distinction

a swept through the press

feuds and

its distinction

self-described football geek but other than being a j, his talents...

SD sequence an hour before the is initiated (minefield)

self-destructive behavior getting them to give up ;
self-destructive habits her dangerous, (promiscuity)

self-disciplined executive

low self-esteem

self-help

self-help books
self-help celebrities
self-help seminars

a serious,

stuck in the mud of

has long been ridiculed as too simple

an opportunist band of
are populated by all

self-imposed mission Campbell's

self-improvement Web site a

self-induced abortion historical findings may include miscarriage,

self-inflicted injury depression and s
self-inflicted (gunshot) wound died from a

self-inflicted shooting died in what police call a

selfish act he would perform another (suicide)

comic self-knowledge

selfless devotion his courage, spirit and -- to duty
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selflessness (see selflessness)

selflessness act of selflessness his (threw himself onto a grenade)

self-made self-made billionaire a
self-made man the

self-report self-report studies indicate...

self sacrifice act of (complete) self sacrifice in a valiant , he jumped on grenade

self-service Self-Service Pay Station (National Forest Campground)

self-styled self-styled psychologists the

sell sell date ground beef with a Dec. 28

sellout (see sellout)

direct-sell (see direct-sell)

seller seller's name make sure the title is in the

bookseller the nation's biggest ;
the history lists of trade s;
on-line s could not meet the demand;
NetLibrary, an electronic

panic seller s and panic buyers (stocks)
slave-seller slaves and s
street seller a wizened

best-seller (see best-seller)

selling selling point design and image are important --s;
he touts his experience as a (elections)

selling practices questionable take on a new urgency
selling season the holiday

bookselling (see bookselling)
panic selling why the
kidney-selling is just another way to make a peso

best-selling (see best-selling)
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sellout

semen

semen-stained

semester

fastest-selling
top-selling
million-selling

sellout

sellout crowd

semen stain

semen-stained

semen-stained dress

fall semester
spring semester

semester-by-semester

(see fastest-selling)
(see top-selling)
(see million-selling)

the first night was a (Falstaff)

his slide-show presentation draws a

s on her petticoat (rape)

(see semen-stained)

the

for the
of senior year

(see semester-by-semester)

semester-by-semester
semester-by-semester fluctuations in enrollment

semi

semi-arid

semiautomatic

semiconductor
semi-consciousness
semidarkness
semi-heretic

semi-skilled

semi-arid
semiautomatic
semi-independent
semi-mystical
semi-nomadic
semi-obscure
semi-poignant
semi-private

semi-arid countryside

semiautomatic pistol
semiautomatic weapons

semi-automatic handgun

(see semiconductor)
(see semi-consciousness)
(see semidarkness)
(see semi-heretic)

(see semi-skilled)

(see semi-arid)
(see semiautomatic)
(see semi-independent)
(see semi-mystical)
(see semi-nomadic)
(see semi-obscure)
(see semi-poignant)
(see semi-private)

the

a j; a 9mm TEC-DC9

a
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semi-consciousness semi-consciousness

semiconductor

semidarkness

semi-heretic

semi-independent

semi-mystical

seminar

seminary

semi-nomadic

semi-obscure

semi-poignant

semi-private

semi-skilled

sending

senior

semiconductor field

semidarkness

semi-heretic

semi-independent unit

semi-mystical theme

seminar room
seminar table

ethics seminar

poetry-writing seminar

self-help seminar

seminary student

semi-nomadic Turkana

beaten into

in the

in the

he's considered a

affinity groups are small, s

his

upstairs are s offering evening courses
teachers assembled around a

must attend a seven-week

a

are populated by all

a
the

semi-obscure company a then

semi-poignant

semi-private bedroom

semi-skilled taxidermist

E-mail-sending

senior advisers
senior-citizen (m)
senior-level (m)

senior officer
senior staff
senior year
senior-year (m)

fast, and filled with great action

a

a

(see E-mail-sending)

national security meetings with his (President)
the lobby, labor unions...
the loss of the executive leadership;
C.E.O.s or other executives
the military's top training schools for s
the members of his
until just before his (high school)
my -- photo
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seniority

seniority-based

sensation

sense

senseless

sensible

high school seniors
high-school senior

seniority list

seniority-based

you'll only be a once in your life

I was 12 on the

(see seniority-based)

seniority-based waiting lists for up to several years

sensation of (bladder) fullness

senseless

sense
sense
sense
sense
sense
sense
sense

of community
of direction
of drama
of (civic) duty
of embarrassment
of fear
of humor

sense of mission
sense of pride
sense of security
sense of urgency
sense of wonder

sense of rebirth

business sense

highly developed sense

common sense
good (business) sense
perfect sense

senseless killing
senseless tragedy

sensible thing

sensible-sounding

a or lower abdominal discomfort

(see senseless)

you lay a foundation for a
he has no
such a high-flung
he had an unblinking (restaurateur)
I felt an overwhelming and guilt (rescued)
the murder trial has brought back a
he had a ribald S;
I couldn't stand his
his fervent (hunt for Loch Ness monster)
it gave me a
his growing , confidence, promise
there is a about getting rid of the bombs
I retrieve my childlike

their visit left him with a

environmental consciousness and good

(see common-sense)
environmental consciousness and
her new job made

a drinking binge led to the
an effort to make sense of the (hate crime)

it seemed like a to do

(see sensible-sounding)
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sensible-sounding sensible-sounding

sensitive sensitive borders
sensitive operations
sensitive teeth

insensitive

pressure sensitive
temperature-sensitive

highly sensitive
most sensitive

sensitivity sensitivity training

sensitivity of detectors

high-sensitivity

sense sense of helplessness
sense of humor

sense of humor ribald sense of humor

sensor sensor

sensor capabilities
sensor data
sensor devices
sensor location
sensor range
sensor surveillance

his voice remains cordial and

keep him away from (Saddam Hussein)
compartmentalization protects the most
taking care of

(see insensitive)

(see pressure sensitive)
(see temperature-sensitive)

(see highly sensitive)
(see most sensitive)

he was ordered to undergo

wet conditions can change the (minefields)

(see high-sensitivity)

the was tremendous (trapped in flooding cave)
(see sense of humor)

he had a

s that permit and aid in terrain-masking flight;
when the detects vibrations or movement

the robust of the OH-58D KW (aircraft)
powerful computers for analyzing
acquisition / surveillance (military)
PEWS detect motion up to 15 meters from
precipitation reduces air-defense-artillery
air defense and intelligence reporting

sensor's ground swath the is 215 feet wide (mines from aircraft)

sensor-to-target (see sensor-to-target)

sensors and decoys mission control manages the employment of

sensors for rangefinders, motion detectors and position trackers (PSA)
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sensor-to-target

sensory

sentence (words)

ground sensor
heat sensor
motion sensor
skin sensor
space sensors
television sensor

air defense sensors

onboard sensors

PEWS sensors

airborne and s (military)
the fire extinguisher system is triggered by js
s in the inner ear
s to detect space sickness
weather can affect ability of to acquire info

(TVS) (military)

data from intelligence and

their (TIS, FUR, FCR, and video recorder)

for out-of-sight areas and dead space

thermal imaging sensor (TIS)

airborne (and ground) sensors (military)
mast-mounted sensor the contains the RFI (Apache helicopter)

acoustic sensor
infrared sensor
magnetic sensor
remote sensor

the must be above ground (Hornet mine)
passive (PIRS)
the SLAM has a built-in (antitank mine)
js and other military intelligence assets;
s like PEWS (platoon early warning system)

visual and sensor (m) the army has target acquisition

state-of-the-art sensors and data links provide real-time targeting

effectiveness of sensors precipitation reduces the
employment of sensors mission control manages the and decoys

vehicles, aircraft, sensors, and weapons are affected (desert sand)

ultraviolet, infrared, radar, seismic, and other sensors

sensor-to-target range the PEWS has a limited (a motion sensor)

sensory deprivation
sensory loss

one-sentence

mid-sentence

was beginning to affect them (trapped cavers)
about the knee (herniated-disc location)

(see one-sentence)

(see mid-sentence)
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sentence (time) sentence reduction a 10-percent for good behavior

sentenced

sentencing

sentiment

sentry

separate

separation

death sentence

jail sentence
life sentence

maximum sentence

reduced sentence
suspended sentence

those words were a ;
drug trafficking can draw a
bullets and long s
who is serving a for...;
serving a at Walla Walla prison
the charges carry a of one year

in exchange for a
a nine-month

mandatory-minimum sentence s do not allow for parole

harsh sentence
lenient sentence

criminals should get js
in exchange for a

eight-year sentence he began serving an

one- to three-year sentence a

in exchange for a lenient sentence
in exchange for a reduced sentence

sentenced prisoners awaiting transfer (military)

sentencing hearing during the

sentencing guidelines judges rely on experience, ;
give him a range of punishments

pre-sentencing (see pre-sentencing)

anti-government sentiment anti-tax and in the U.S.
anti-noise sentiment is growing

anti-Western sentiment

sentry duty

separate route

separation anxiety
separation payment

runs high in the Arab world

pulling limits a soldier's activity

move them together or along js (military units)

dogs left alone are prone to
cash s (for military members)
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separatist

septic

sequence

sergeant

serial

separation of church and state the

fear of separation
pain of separation

the
the

separatist rebellion a that brought about ethnic cleansing

septic abortion potential complications include

sequence of actions a
sequence of events police are not so sure about the ;

the that doomed the airplane (crash);
the tragic began when... (motor racing)

sequence of (climbing) moves a difficult
sequence of a (dance) ritual the
sequence of tasks each with an assigned task or (security teams)

dream sequence
engagement sequence

aftershock sequence

SD sequence

arming sequence
clearing sequence
planning sequence
training sequence

precisely timed sequence

correct sequence
difficult sequence
exact sequence
logical sequence
rigid sequence
standard sequence

crawl, walk, run sequence

platoon sergeant

serial killer

part of a
temporarily halt the (air defense)

an from this event... (earthquake)

an hour before the is initiated (minefield)

the and the delivery speed selection (mines)
the is the method used to disarm a trap
early in the (flight planning for special ops)
after completing their respective s (units)

this is the in which to resuscitate the patient
a of climbing moves
I can't remember the
the Battlefield Operating System provides a
steps 3 through 8 many not follow a
the of actions are... (defensive operations)

instruction should follow a (military)

she was raped by her

neighbors feared a might be on the loose
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series

serious

serial number

series of accusations
series of bombings
series of crimes
series of deaths
series of episodes
series of eruptions

he filed the off his rifle

following a earlier this year
received orders to carry out a
he confessed to a
a in Bob's family added to their seclusion
the latest in a (gunmen in public buildings)
seeing a underneath the sea (volcano)

series of events the climax to a (Hollywood)
series of jobs he then drifted through a
series of mistakes a brought about her death (malpractice)
series of recommendations the inspectors made a
series of responses downsizing as part of a by business to...
series of (farewell) speeches the President is making a

series of security breaches a on the Internet
series of earthquakes Japan has been jolted by a

series of (astronomy) textbooks a

series of one-night stands

television series

TV series

cooking series

serious accident
serious burns
serious clout
serious complications
serious concerns
serious consideration
serious cook
serious crimes
serious depression
serious discussion
serious disease
serious doubts
serious harm
serious infection
serious injury

a (sexual behavior)

a new fall ;
the longest-running American ever;
wrote the theme music for seven s
the and the book

a 22-part for public television

injuries from a
lightning injuries seldom have

sepsis or other
parents have over the safety of vaccinations
refuse to take into other evidence
pro-style ranges for 's
juveniles who commit very
the boy suffered from
it's time to have a with your spouse
flu symptoms can mask more --s
she has (about getting married to him)
remedy problems before they cause
the drug of choice for a

or death
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seriously

seriously injured

serious-minded

sermon

serpentine

serious issues joking can be a way of avoiding
serious mistake I knew I'd made a (climbing)
serious (medical) mistake national disclosure of s
serious offender s as young as 14 in adult prisons
serious problem we have a
serious question the new data raises s about how...
serious (medical) risk pose s
serious risk this man was a (mentally ill man)
serious time getting (in jail) for gun violations
serious wound in spite of a , he crawled to help a comrade

serious scholarship

serious back ailment
serious fan club
serious gang problem
serious subject matter

serious and broad appeal (book)

s in the future
team's most (soccer)
s have returned
its underlying

serious workplace assault s in private industry

serious recruiting shortage offset 's

serious-minded

serious sit-down

serious and difficult

more serious
potentially serious

dead-serious

seriously injured

(see serious-minded)

have a (talk) with the child

we face a very firefighting situation (wildfire)

(see more serious)
(see potentially serious)

(see dead-serious)

(see seriously injured)

seriously injured (trauma) patient the requires a...

serious-minded perceptive, and diligent

serious-minded coverage

Christmas sermon 's this week

serpentine (barrier) reefs sailboarding between islands or along the
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served

server

serpentine track

first-come, first-served

underserved

computer server

main server

POP server

service (military) service member

service obligation
service record

service support

service-connected

war service

service (Internet)

military service
military service (m)
Naval Service

cable service
directory service
information service
mobile-service (m)

price-comparison service

the most wins on --s (auto racing)

(see first-come, first-served)

(see underserved)

fifty-some js;
--s and router systems

the at its headquarters (computers)

few Americans ever visit their (computers)

1.37 million active-duty --s;
protect s against anthrax
their active-duty --s
discharged in spite of his ;
a fire destroyed --s of many Korean War vets
combat (CSS) is primarily logistical, admin

(see service-connected)

his as a B-17 navigator

a veteran of 35 years of
the police asked to look at the record of...
upheld the finest traditions of the U.S.

I won't be changing my existing
the Yahoo!
marketers and 's
the largest provider

I log on to the ;
a that surveys online bookstores;
js called shopping bots (robots);
a proprietary online (Web site)

intrusion-detection service s and security solutions (Internet)

"broadband" service
e-commerce service

on-line service

to provide
there is a significant demand for --s

the No. 1 in Britain;
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service
(other)

booking service

unified messaging service

denial-of-service

pay-to-play service

service center
service elevator
service job
service levels
service period
service road
service-sector (m)

ambulance service
community service

customer service
emergency-services (m)
escort service
food service
food-service (m)

funeral service
government service
intelligence services
laundry service
memorial service
prayer service
quality service
room service
room-service (m)
security service
ship's service
telephone service
victim-services (m)
weather-service (m)
wire service (m)
worship service

and e-banking

the online charges commissions (hotels)

s (Web)

(see denial-of-service)

premium (Internet gaming)

Federal Express has fourteen hundred s
we were in the
low-paying s
call for updates on (MARTA / Atlanta)
maintenance during evening --s (MARTA)
six interchanges, 20 overpasses and --s

companies

the reservation has no
do more ;
drug treatment, drug education and ;

instead of prison terms
(see customer service)
an medical technician
ads for --s (sex industry)
provides good

workers;
jobs in high-school cafeterias

a is tentatively set for 11 a.m. Saturday
resign from
the nation's
the
(see memorial service)
Sunday morning there is a
improve customer satisfaction and provide
he called for a pot of coffee
a waiter
the People's Armed Police and other s
the in the slave trade
electricity, and the water supply
the newly revamped department
university researchers and officials

reports
those few who make it to
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I)

self-service

telemedicine services

airport services
airport service (m)
shuttle bus service

next-day service

full-service
twice-daily service

coaching service
dating service

firefighting service

(see self-service)

the hospital provides

include an executive conference center
airlines, concessionaires and companies

to and from the stadium

pay extra for the premium,

(see full-service)
the airline began nonstop Boeing 757

kids pay s to beat standardized tests
Internet s and village matchmakers;
new --s guarantee a dream guy

his family has 200 years of

regularly scheduled service refer to the timetable for (MARTA)

bad service
daily service
financial-services (m)
good (food) service
public service
secret-service (m)
social services
social-services (m)
social services (m)
World Service

drives away diners
the airline launched
the Internet is transforming the industry
provides
(see public service)
accomplices of foreign organizations
provides to...
in the field

workers
listen to the BBC radio

end of service trains operate every 15 minutes until the
fee-for-service (see fee-for-service)
level of (customer) service in an effort to lift our (taxi industry)
termination of service failure to...may result in a (post office)
terms of service (for a post office box)

goods and services a value-added tax on

shelters, support groups and other services (abused women)

service-connected service-connected the government denied the illnesses were
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services

serving

session

service-connected disability rating she has a 100 percent

(see service)

serving platter

longest-serving (see longest-serving)

session of torture

transfer meat, apples and apricots to a

autograph session
court session
discussion session
mediation session
practice session
sex session
strategy session
work session
winter session

focus-group session

all-night session

half-hour sessions

afternoon session

workout session

physical-therapy session

hour-long session

a man describing a (Vietnam War)

have to drag her away from s
Judge Braswell continued the
it will be a (diplomacy)
their next
begins today's (rowing)
outdoor s have their perils
in s with his senior managers
got together for --s every few months
Parliament begins its Monday (Israel)

s
an

his with a psychiatrist

put in an of trading;
at the of the conference

take batting practice at the end of a

her

her twice-weekly, s (gym)

twice-weekly (hour-long) session her s (gym)

negotiating session
planning session
recording session
training session

legislative session

prepare for the in Bonn
visited a for a required course
the long 1967 s with Dylan
at --s (rowing)

we will deal with health care in this
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I)

45-minute session
90-minute session

I would like to see the test divided into two
a session is too long (test for children)

question-and-answer session

set (theater/ film) set change

stage set

closed set

set (object)

set (group)

archery set
chess set
handset
headset
radio set
TV set
television set

set of headphones

set of demands
set of initials
set of plans
set of rules
set of (outdoor) skills

set of guidelines

sets of grandparents

data set
school-age set

fresh set
solid set

set (established) set age
set number
set rules
set time

mindset

a

smoothly executed 's (opera)

he wanted to design s

the actor had insisted on a

his fifteenth-century
new and antique s; Staunton s
js and transmission stations (mobiles)
(see headset)
the major seated himself at a
remove js from children's bedrooms
watched on a wide-screen

he put on a to talk to the pilot

they weighed in with a fresh
a (BBC, SS, KGB, CIA, FBI, etc.)
the company must now change its
his returned father enforced a strict new
a solid

he was given a clear (to govern his behavior)

both were at the hospital

js on group-home mortality are small
the

they weighed in with a of demands
a of outdoor skills

there is no when children are old enough to...
navigate a of checkpoints
there are no (in the publishing industry)
after a destroy all copies

(see mindset)
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set (go down) sunset (see sunset)

set (position) deep-set (see deep-set)
high-set (see high-set)

set (other) outset (see outset)

setting (other) setting party s transport explosives (booby traps)

date settings on computers

setting (place)

settled

settlement (agree)

precedent-setting (see precedent-setting)
record-setting (see record-setting)
standard-setting (see standard-setting)
trend-setting (see trend-setting)

business setting
dormitory setting
hospital setting
university setting

controlled settings
dignified setting
isolated setting
private setting
supervised setting

mobile phones in s
talking in an informal
behavior in the
his productions were mostly in 5

in the safety of these
in order to create a
startled by a stranger in an
chat with him in a comfy but (sex)
she needed a structured,

natural setting tourists enjoy the (Appalachia)

long-settled
well settled

settlement agreement
settlement demand
settlement installment
settlement package

(see long-settled)
(see well settled)

the senior executive negotiated a
dispatched a before the trial
$20 million of its first
the company's (death of employee)

peace settlement accepted a ; there is no
tobacco settlement the gargantuan size of the

lawsuit settlement malpractice awards and s of doctors
tobacco-litigation settlement its share of a multi-state
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imposed settlement
negotiated settlement

out-of-court settlement

settlement (place) settlement pattern
settlement pressure

mining settlement

seven seven-figure

7.62 mm (m)

seven-figure seven-figure barrier

seven-figure payday

seventeenth seventeenth-century

waiting for an
attitude regarding a

information on (doctors)

intricate s evolved over the centuries
increasing in the Alps and avalanche...

the of Oymyakon (Siberia)

(see seven-figure)

16 crates of ammunition

the

first

(see seventeenth-century)

seventeenth-century
seventeenth-century dwellings a courtyard surrounded by
seventeenth-century epidemic a of syphilis

seventh

seventeenth-century farmhouse
seventeenth-century Coverdale Bible

a
a

seventeenth-century Buddhist moral doctrine

seventh grade (see seventh grade)

seventh-busiest (see seventh-busiest)
seventh largest (see seventh largest)

seventh-busiest seventh-busiest station the

seventh grade seventh-grade boys and girls

seventh largest seventh largest the nation's

seventh largest oil-producer the world's

seventies seventies-style (see seventies-style)
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seventies-style seventies-style sexual visionary any

severe severe (coronary-artery) blockage because of
severe burns (i.e., third-degree burns)
severe (liver) damage numerous cases of
severe diarrhea patients with or dehydration
severe drought sweltering heat, s, brownouts
severe form the most s of child labor
severe (alcohol) impairment in cases of
severe infections multiple complications, including
severe injury
severe malaria
severe pain
severe punishment
severe reaction
severe storm
severe-weather
severe wounds

severe brain drain
severe headache

severe head injury
severe motion sickness
severe thunderstorm
severe water scarcity

severe spending limits

severe-looking

severe itching

more severe

moderate-to-severe

frequent and severe (m)

severe-looking severe-looking waiter

severely severely injured
severely toxic

burn wounds and other s
a greater tendency to develop (gravid women)
mild, moderate and
humiliation can be
anaphylaxis refers to a in which...
s and missing ships
(see severe-weather)
a grenade inflicted further s

the agency has suffered a
those with frequent and s;
symptoms, such as s, fatigue, and...
was hospitalized with s (boxing)
tilting her head brought on
s bring heavy rain
20 countries face

imposed by the budget deal

(see severe-looking)

head lice can cause

(see more severe)

(see moderate-to-severe)

those with headaches

a

(see severely injured)
(see severely toxic)
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1

p

0

severely injured

severely toxic

severe-weather

severity

sewage

severely injured soldiers improve the outcome of

severely toxic substances legislation against

severe-weather warning s and the Weather Channel

severity of pain
severity of infection
severity of injury

due to the , narcotics are often required
condition of patient, , and...
determining the

severity of their problem depending on the s (breathing)
severity of response the (to a virus) is highly dependent upon...
severity of their symptoms patients were asked to rate the

sewage problem
sewage sludge
sewage spill
sewage stench
sewage treatment

pollution and s
moving on barges
there have been 343 s this year (beaches)
charcoal smoke, flies and
(see sewage treatment)

raw sewage cities still discharge into rivers and...

sewage treatment sewage treatment plant pollution sources like js

sewage treatment plant (see sewage treatment plant)

sewage treatment plant
sewage treatment plant failure pipeline breaks or s (beaches)

sewer

sewing

sex

sewer line

open sewer

sewing machine

sewing-machine (m)

sex act
sex advice
sex appeal
sex change
sex-change (m)
sex charges
sex client
sex counselor

waste leaked from a ruptured

urban waterways became js

s and cutting tables;
men worked the s (coat factory)

operators

during the
online sites offer expert
her girl-next-door
wants the state to pay for a
she had a operation
win a conviction on the
a she knew only as "Mark"
a certified
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sex crime
sex crime (m)

sex discrimination
sex drive
sex education
sex-education (m)
sex games
sex god
sex goddess
sex hormones
sex industry
sex life
sex manual
sex movie
sex object
sex offender
sex organ
sex partner
sexpot
sex questions
sex scandal
sex scene
sex session
sex site
sex slave
sex symbol
sex talk
sex therapist
sex tourism (m)
sex toy
sex workers

sex-crazed
sex-obsessed
sex-related
sex-segregated

sex and drugs
sex and violence
sex, drugs and rock-and-roll

investigate and solve js
military investigations;
investigators assigned to cases

in the state law (gay marriage)
asking your doctor questions about your
birth control and more

program
arrested for having with teens
he felt like a
Marilyn Monroe was a
the pituitary gland and
women in the
the details of his
an abundance of js for women
I watched this steamy
(see sex object)
(see sex offender)
the male comes in many versions
(see sex partner)
s like Brigitte Bardot and Laetitia Casta
send in your most pressing
a series of s in the military
skipped from one in the book to the next
outdoor --s have their perils
the charges $24.95 a month
Nepali girls are virtual s in India
she considered herself a
parents think they've had the (but haven't)
a and professor of psychiatry
the trade in Thailand
(see sex toy)
sexually transmitted infections among ;

in thirty-four brothels (Thailand)

(see sex-crazed)
(see sex-obsessed)
(see sex-related)
(see sex-segregated)

(see sex and drugs)
the level of in movies, videos and TV shows

sex on the brain not that men need help getting
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sex and drugs

sex-and-drug-filled

sex-crazed

sex object

sex-obsessed

sex offender

group sex
opposite sex
opposite-sex (m)
phone-sex (m)
same sex (m)

unprotected sex

unwanted sex

mutually desired sex

casual sex
good sex
oral sex

quick sex
same-sex (m)
single-sex

no-strings-attached sex

sex-and-drug-filled

sex-and-drug-filled world

sex-crazed fiend

sex object

sex-object stereotypes

sex-obsessed

sex offender

sex-offender registry

juvenile sex offender

harsh with several of the men
someone of the
covertly eyed their counterparts
a infomercial
putting marriage to a public vote

continued to have ;
a lot of them are having (teens)
freedom from

the freedom to seek

having with them
having has become a status symbol
solicited him for nude photos and ;
performing in customers' cars for $15
paid him $20 for
(see same-sex)
(see single-sex)

we were both looking for

(see sex-and-drug- filled)

the of rock and roll

s
a

The Irish are

warning signs outside of homes of s

California's

four s in a mental health facility

convicted sex offender find out if the coach is a
known sex offender publish the names of all --s
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sex partner

sex-related

sex-segregated

sex toy

sexual

register of sex offenders

sex partner

exposed sex partner

sex-related issues

sex-segregated dorm

sex toy

a central (England)

a study of s;
contact the scores of s;
people use cyberspace to find s

contact all the s

slept in s

my man is my ;
you can use s as a special treat

vibrators and other sex toys

sexual abstinence
sexual abuse
sexual acts
sexual activity
sexual appetite
sexual arousal
sexual assault
sexual attraction
sexual behavior
sexual characteristics
sexual contact
sexual conquest
sexual desires
sexual development
sexual difficulty
sexual dysfunction
sexual encounter
sexual enjoyment
sexual exploitation
sexual fantasy
sexual favor
sexual frustration
sexual function
sexual gratification
sexual-harassment
sexual health
sexual history

eJ

sexual intercourse versus
is defined as nonconsensual intimate contact

consensual between lesbians
(see sexual activity)
my boyfriend has a very low
when takes place, the labia...
(see sexual assault)
the eyes are central to
the brain and
the onset of secondary (breast buds)
HIV is transmitted primarily through
he lied about his 's
if you're shy about expressing your
the signs of in girls (puberty)
a couple experiencing
a treatment for
she described four s she had with him (trial)
, including masturbation

and physical brutalization (prison)
daydreaming and --s
obtain secrets by offering --s
a married life of
the placebo improved over base line

through masturbation
(see sexual-harassment)
details about your
dreaming of a scorching episode in your
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sexual activity

sexual images
sexual invitation
sexual hypocrisy
sexual intercourse
sexual jokes
sexual looks
sexual needs
sexual maturity

sexual misconduct
sexual needs

sexual orientation
sexual partner
sexual past
sexual performance
sexual perversion
sexual position
sexual practices
sexual predator
sexual-predator (m)
sexual promiscuity
sexual relations
sexual relationship
sexual responsibility
sexual revolution
sexual problem
sexual satisfaction
sexual seductiveness
sexual slavery

-sexual trauma
sexual violence
sexual way

sexual side effect

sexual functioning

homosexual

sexual activity

Warning: this gallery contains explicit
I interpreted it as a
moralists and

versus sexual abstinence
ban offensive

such as leering or ogling
he is becoming aware of his
given the drug to forestall ;
girls showing signs of by age 8 (puberty)
the military and cases of
the fulfillment of
meeting her
discrimination based on
discovering how to really please a
how much I really knew about his
give him input about his in a positive way
cultural norms and
certain s--girl on top, doggy style...

can vary from culture to culture
dealing with --s (pedophile)
six states have laws

is not a mental illness
he had with...
they may or may not have had a
the boy as well as the girl must show
living in a country that went through the (US)
a you might have
if you define frigidity as a lack of
inappropriate
a piece of legislation about traffic in
revealing past to a new boyfriend
homosexual men experience high levels of
touched in a without permission

users report at least one (antidepressants)

overall improvement in their

(see homosexual)

between consenting adults;
outside of marriage;

engaging in while driving
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sexual assault

pre-marital sexual activity

sexual assault prosecutors charged him with

sexual-assault charge a requires proof that...
sexual assault victim s
causes of sexual assault
cases of sexual assault
evidence of sexual assault
impact of sexual assault
suspicion of sexual assault
victims of sexual assault

the are not rooted in sexuality
medical interventions in are focused on...
examine the patient for
the long-term emotional upon the victim
raise
men also may present as victims of

sexual-harassment sexual harassment case asking for a delay of the case
sexual harassment incident related to the
sexual-harassment law s extend protection
sexual-harassment penalties applied against...
sexual-harassment suit s

sexually

sexual-harassment complaint form a

sexually oriented
sexually transmitted

sexually active
sexually explicit

sexually active sexually active women

sexually explicit sexually explicit material
sexually explicit movies

(see sexually oriented)
(see sexually transmitted)

(see sexually active)
(see sexually explicit)

half of all don't have orgasms

use the Net to distribute
, rock lyrics;
selling to underage kids

sexually oriented sexually oriented chat room he is forbidden from visiting s (computer)

sexually transmitted

shack

sexually transmitted disease (see STD)

mountain shack
tin shack

three-room shack

they found him in his
the dirt floor of a

a with a tar-paper roof
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shade (of color)

shade (from sun)

shaded

wood-framed shack a

shades of green enjoy the many (ferns)

shade coffee viewed as important habitat
shade-coffee (m) World Bank is financing a project
shade tree s, virgin forest;

under a canopy of s;
bulldozers tear down 's to widen roads

shade-loving (see shade-loving)

shade-grown (see shade-grown)

shade of a tree I found a chair for her under the

reduced-shade (m) converted to systems (growing coffee)

dense shade -' from canopy trees

poplar-shaded (see poplar-shaded)
tree-shaded (see tree-shaded)
willow-shaded (see willow-shaded)

oak- and palmetto-shaded (see oak- and palmetto-shaded)

deeply shaded
well-shaded

shade-grown shade-grown coffee

(see deeply shaded)
(see well-shaded)

shade-loving shade-loving coffee varieties

shadow

shade-loving woodland wildflowers and ferns

shadow of a doubt convince you beyond any (trial)
shadows of (large) structures aircraft hidden behind or in the

eye shadow lipstick and

tree lines, vegetation, shadows, terrain folds, reverse slopes (masking)
vegetation or shadow stop the vehicle in j, if possible (military)
movement, color, shadow, and deception (concealment from air)
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shady

shaft

shafted

shake

shaken

shaken-baby

shake-up

shaking

shallow

shallow water

shallow-chested

shame

shameful

shampoo

shanty

shady canopy

drive shaft
mine shaft
propeller shaft

short-shafted

shake-up

handshake

shaken-baby

shaken-baby syndrome

shake-up

staff shakeup

shaking chills

hand-shaking

shallow-water

shallow-chested

shallow water blackout

shallow-chested fighter

shame and guilt

shameful secret

shampoo bottle

lice shampoo

shantytown

shanty-covered

under a of oak and cypress trees

the gears, and generator
methane in poorly ventilated js
huge reduction gears and js

(see short-shafted)

(see shake-up)

(see handshake)

(see shaken-baby)

educate people about

the left a deep rift;
a stuffy organization in need of a

numerous stories about s

fever, s, and sweats (malaria)

a blur of last-minute

(see shallow-water)

(see shallow-chested)

(breath-hold diving)

a

thoughts of suicide can lead to

each has a

s, toothpaste tubes, yogurt cartons

over-the-counter

a Kingston ; js and violent crime

(see shanty-covered)
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shanty-covered

shape (condition)

shape (other)

shape-changing

shaped (letters)

shaped (objects)

shantytowns and violent crime

shanty-covered hill

best shape
great shape

shape-changing

shape and size

pear shape

sacred shape

(see also shaped)

shape-changing villain

L-shaped
V-shaped
Z-shaped

arrow-shaped
bell-shaped
boat-shaped
bowl-shaped
butt-shaped
clam-shaped
crescent-shaped
diamond-shaped
egg-shaped
fan-shaped
heart-shaped (m)
kidney-shaped
lyre-shaped
megaphone-shaped
oval-shaped
square-shaped
star-shaped

hourglass-shaped
surfboard-shaped

the spreading radius of s

she is in the of her life (a tennis player)
New York City is in today (crime)

(see shape-changing)

the of the bladder, uterus, vagina, cervix

a bacterium with a peculiar

the cross is a to Christians

's

(see L-shaped)
(see V-shaped)
(see Z-shaped)

(see arrow-shaped)
(see bell-shaped)
(see boat-shaped)
(see bowl-shaped)
(see butt-shaped)
(see clam-shaped)
(see crescent-shaped)
(see diamond-shaped)
(see egg-shaped)
(see fan-shaped)
(see heart-shaped)
(see kidney-shaped)
(see lyre-shaped)
(see megaphone-shaped)
(see oval-shaped)
(see square-shaped)
(see star-shaped)

(see hourglass-shaped)
(see surfboard-shaped)
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share

shared

sharing

shark

tear drop shaped

flying-saucer-shaped

irregularly shaped
oddly shaped

share price

(see tear drop shaped)

(see flying- saucer shaped)

(see irregularly shaped)
(see oddly shaped)

low sales growth and falling s;
the decline of the firm's

share of the credit he serves the lion's (coach)
share of the (personal-computer) market its has...
share of the (oil) money a the oil money;
share of the (oil) profits want a the oil profits;
share of the (world's) refugees Africa, with the largest
share of the rewards they reap the lion's
share of travelers the taxi industry must keep its

lion's share

market share
profit share

shared experience
shared interests
shared knowledge

they reap the of the rewards;
he deserves the of the credit (coach)
(see market share)
300 dollars a week and no (movie)

the sense of that ritual brings
in the Gulf (Saudi Arabia and the U.S.A.)

our major source of

reliably shared (see reliably shared)

intelligence sharing
profit-sharing
risk-sharing

shark attack
shark cage
shark teeth

shark-infested

fossil sharks
nurse shark

magnet for sharks

increased among jurisdictions
the introduction of
we need partners for

waters in which there are more --s
she would not use a -- (marathon swim)
hunting for (fossils)

(see shark-infested)

versus modern sharks
I saw lots of sharks - -reef and s

the seals are a
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shark-infested

sharp

sharp-edged

sharpener

sharp-featured

sharply

sharply inflated

sharply pitched

sharply reduced

sharply worded

sharp-nosed

shatter

shark-infested seas she swims often in ;
shark-infested water a body of

sharp angle
sharp bend
sharp coral
sharp cramps
sharp curve
sharp drop
sharp increase
sharp rise
sharp stab

sharp-edged
sharp-featured
sharp-nosed

razor-sharp

sharp-edged vista

pencil sharpener

sharp-featured man

sharply inflated
sharply pitched
sharply reduced
sharply worded

the submarine is lying at a
a in a trail, road or stream
the just below the surface (sailboarding)
I often get between periods
bridges, tunnels, steep grades, s (military)
a in spending
this was a (productivity measure)
s in test scores for Latino children
feeling a of pain (insect bite)

(see sharp-edged)
(see sharp-featured)
(see sharp-nosed)

(see razor-sharp)

a

(see pencil sharpener)

a-

(see sharply inflated)
(see sharply pitched)
(see sharply reduced)
(see sharply worded)

sharply inflated wage s
sharply pitched roof

sharply reduced scale of pay

sharply worded description
sharply worded letter
sharply worded response

sharp-nosed creature a

a

shatterproof (see shatterproof)
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shattered shattered community rebuilding a
shattered city a of rubble-strewn streets

war-shattered (see war-shattered)

shattering confidence-shattering trying to overcome a rookie year (basketball)

shatterproof shatterproof glass a 4-by-8-foot window with

shatterproof face shield a

shaven clean shaven (see clean shaven)

shaving shaving cream a razor and

point-shaving (m) scandals have racked college basketball

sheaf . sheaf of papers pulled a from her briefcase

sheathed limestone-sheathed (see limestone-sheathed)

shed garden shed his office is as cluttered as a
goat shed cow shed, field shed,
storage shed a railroad ;

a winter for apples and pears (France)
tool shed the size of a
watershed in the where they live
watershed (m) it was a event for the company

sheep sheep farmer this French

sheepskin (see sheepskin)

sheep grazing reductions in cattle and

sheep and goats imported versus local ones

sheep, goats, cattle and camels are sacrificed at Eid Al-Adha

Naimi sheep
Najdi sheep

from northern Saudi Arabia
from Qaseem, Buraidah and Hail

Hari or Baladi sheep from areas around Jeddah and Madinah
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black sheep (see black sheep)

cattle, sheep, goats and other ruminants

sheepskin sheepskin no or quilt can protect you

sheepskin coat a large

sheepskin-lined (see sheepskin-lined)

sheepskin-lined sheepskin-lined jacket a

sheer sheer magnitude the of the Super Bowl

sheet (paper) ballot sheets recounts of (election)
cheat sheet his years of making s
fact sheet according to a government ;

--s on the land mine issue
time sheet the clerk checks the computerized

signup sheet a was circulated

sheet (other)

sheeting

shelf

shell

sheets of paper three boxes of note cards and 2

cotton sheet
ice sheet
plastic sheet

crisp s
within the --s of Greenland
under a propped up by bamboo poles

sheets of (monsoon) rain blinding

plastic sheeting medicines, blankets,

shelf life extend the ;

ice shelf
metal shelf

shell casing

shell-pocked
shellshocked

tank shells

the of a product

mountains, glaciers and --s
on s

--s where the snipers were stationed

(see shell-pocked)
(see shellshocked)

witnesses said two slammed into a restaurant
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shelled

shell-pocked

shellshocked

shelter

unexploded shell

hard-shelled

shell-pocked bell tower

shellshocked

shelter bed
shelter resident

shelter building

an buried just beneath the surface

(see hard-shelled)

by a

described as ;
the men, already by the turmoil...

the city's 1,300 s are almost always full
homeless advocates and js;
js would have to work

backcountry skills like fire building,

shelters for golf tournaments or other outdoor activities (lightning)

shelters, support groups and other services (abused women)

ammunition shelters
animal shelter
bus shelter
dog shelter
emergency shelter
homeless shelter
picnic shelter
relief shelter
supply (and ammunition)
tarp shelter

supply and , sleeping or resting shelters
4 million dogs end up in js
vandalism to s
New York's s, dog runs, dog laws
spent the night in an (earthquake)
New York City's s
golf structures, and small sheds (lightning)
ash poses a threat to downwind s (volcano)
shelters , sleeping or resting shelters
how to build a

air-raid shelter s
bad-weather (emergency) shelter s
battered-women's shelter a rape-crisis and

sleeping or resting shelters supply and ammunition shelters,

makeshift shelters people are staying in (volcanic eruption)

inflatable (medical NBC) shelter s (military)
medical (NBC) shelter inflatable s (military)
primitive shelters 52,000 people are living in (volcano)
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protective shelters are used as command and observation posts...

NBC shelters inflatable medical

food, water, clothing, and shelter you may need for stragglers (MP)
homes, shelters, hotels I done been through (juvenile offender)

sheltered sheltered place refer to s like this as "hurricane holes"

shepherd Bedouin shepherd a Jordanian offers his livestock for sale
Kuwaiti shepherd a checks the tongue of a sheep

shield Desert Shield during Operation , the coalition faced...
face shield helmets with clear s (prison)
missile shield the first step in deploying a
riot shield the lead officer carried a clear (prison)
windshield running a squeegee across a ;

left a threatening note on her car

shielding shielding position a (protecting soldier with own body)

shift (change) climate shift
mood shifts
weather shift

shift (job)

shift (other)

shifting

rightward shift

the data portend a
abdominal pain, s, migraines
last week's abrupt (on the East Coast)

the party's

shift work j, 24 hours a day, seven days a week

day shift
morning shift
night shift

backbreaking shift

10-hour shift
24-hour shift

the arrived at the station (police)
the whistles announcing the
contract nurses worked the Friday

after a (at a nursing home)

routine things that fill a
a busy at the park's clinic

makeshift (see makeshift)

shifting values that have trapped men

ever-shifting (see ever-shifting)
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shin

shin-deep

ship (air)

ship (water)

shin-deep

shin-deep mud

gunship
spaceship
supply ship

shipbuilder
ship captain
ship channel
ship's (ill-fated) departure
ship lengths
shipmate
shipowners
ship pilot
ship's service
shipwreck
shipwreck (m)
shipyard

shipboard (m)

ship's engine room
ship's waterline

ship handling

shipwrecked

cargo ship
combat ship
cruise ship
dream ship
flagship
model ship
mother ship
pirate ship
research ship
merchant ship
slave ship
steamship
surface ship

(see shin-deep)

a downpour turns the trail to

(see gunship)
(see spaceship)
a is docked to the space station

s could design stealthier ships
js and ship pilots
a year-round

the
(see ship lengths)
shipboard life and his s
alien
ship captains and js
the in the slave trade
where js could rest for thousands of years
devices used in a search
(see shipyard)

pictures of -- life and his shipmates;
AEGIS is a totally integrated ' weapon system

a fire broke out in the (oil tanker)
the blast tore a huge hole at the

a course in

(see shipwrecked)

a crew member on a Colombian
the assignment of women to s
(see cruise ship)
a fantastic
(see flagship)
s (for training) behave like big ones
divers on tethers to their
the famed Whydah
aboard a
s moored in Boston Harbor
the captain of a --
sailing vessels and s
naval may be assigned fire support missions
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ship (suffix)

transport ship
warship

troop-transport ship

cargo and s
named a in his honor

an American , the Dorchester

electronic surveillance ship a U.S. Navy was operating...

dredging ship
sailing ship

oil-drilling ship

missing ships

close-passing ship

stricken ship

technologically advanced
tightly packed ship

thirty-some ships

fleet of ships

(see also boat, freighter)

authorship
censorship
championship
citizenship
companionship
courtship
dealership
dictatorship
editorship
entrepreneurship
fellowship
friendship
governorship
hardship
internship
kinship
kingship

a couple of s are in port
launched the largest fleet of s

an

severe storms and

a

sailors who were onboard the

ship among the Navy's most s
a nonrefrigerated container on the

came to a screeching halt

a

(see authorship)
(see censorship)
(see championship)
(see citizenship)
(see companionship)
(see courtship)
(see dealership)
(see dictatorship)
(see editorship)
(see entrepreneurship)
(see fellowship)
(see friendship)
(see governorship)
(see hardship)
(see internship)
(see kinship)
(see kingship)
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ship lengths

shipment

leadership
membership
ownership
partnership
professorship
readership
relationship
scholarship
sponsorship
stewardship
township
viewership

warlordship

craftsmanship
marksmanship
penmanship
salesmanship
seamanship
showmanship
sportsmanship
statesmanship
workmanship

ship lengths

ammunition shipments

animal shipment
drug shipment

transshipment

shipping (moving) shipping agent
shipping company
shipping cost
shipping date
shipping document
shipping revenues

container shipping (m)
mine-shipping

(see leadership)
(see membership)
(see ownership)
(see partnership)
(see professorship)
(see readership)
(see relationship)
(see scholarship)
(see sponsorship)
(see stewardship)
(see township)
(see viewership)

(see warlordship)

(see craftsmanship)
(see marksmanship)
(see penmanship)
(see salesmanship)
(see seamanship)
(see showmanship)
(see sportsmanship)
(see statesmanship)
(see workmanship)

thinking at least five ahead

ammunition officers for into division sectors;
adjustments to scheduled
labs that have received s
stash houses for js

(see transshipment)

a at a firm in Oak Creek, Wisconsin
American farmers and js
high s
the publisher didn't make good on its
falsifying the s

the industry in the city (docks)
(see mine-shipping)
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I

transshipping (see transshipping)

shipping (boat) shipping canal a disused
shipping channel dredge silt from --s (leading to the city)
shipping dispute js with their Mediterranean neighbors

shipwrecked shipwrecked tanker spilled fuel oil from a

shipyard shipyard crushed to death in the

Navy shipyard (m) a electrician

shirt shirt pocket gold pens peeked out of his

shit

plaid shirt Alexander's red-and-black
work shirt he was wearing a plaid

sweat-soaked shirt my

long-sleeved shirts wear and full-length trousers (desert warfare)

black-and-red-plaid (logger's) shirt
blue-and-white-striped shirt

shithouse
shit job

a
a

when the hit the fan
I get all the s

shit-faced (see shit-faced)

hot-shit (see hot-shit)

shit-faced shit-faced guys sprawled

shivering shivering reflex restart the (hypothermia)

shock shock absorber your knees are your js
shock radio the beginning of the end for
shock wave s from underground nuclear explosions;

s to pulverize kidney stones

shock-absorbing (see shock-absorbing)

shock of prison after the wears off
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shock-absorbing

shocked

shocking shocking crime
shocking news

combat shock
family's shock

aftershock

anaphylactic shock
electric-shock
toxic shock (m)

signs of shock

shock-absorbing disks

shell-shocked

shoe shoe box
shoemaker

shoe shop
shoestring

shoemaking
shoe-making (m)

gym shoe
horseshoe (m)
saddle shoe
skate shoe
snowshoe

high-heeled shoe

rope-soled shoe
Vibram-soled shoe

highly polished shoes

size-12 shoe

pair of shoes

(see combat shock)
she recalls the when her mother was arrested

a small shook dust into the sky

a violent systemic shutdown known as
(see electric-shock)

syndrome

the patient exhibits and needs to be stabilized

(in the spine)

(see shell-shocked)

it was a (a murder)
the is...

(see shoebox)
it's like the 's kids going barefoot;
the barber, the , the tailor
s, jewelry stores, and art galleries
(see shoestring)

, charcoal production, fruit-picking
a machine

put on his
satellite images show a pattern
in white-and-black --s
thick-soled, black (skateboarding)
(see snowshoe)

--s

the --s
S

wears --s

a at the mall
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spray for shoes a waterproofing

shoe box shoe box hands his girlfriend two s;
canceled checks in a in the closet

shoebox-sized (see shoebox-sized)

shoebox-sized shoebox-sized birdcage s

shoeing snowshoeing (see snowshoeing)

shoestring shoestring budget with only a

shoot shoot-around in pre-game s (basketball)
shootdown the Soviet side of the
shootout (see shootout)

shooting (weapon)

shooting (sports)

offshoot (see offshoot)

shooting incident
shooting rampage
shooting range
shooting spree
shooting victim

a at a residential complex (Saudi Arabia)
one after another
on the
went on a in a small Alpine village
I talked to a recently

school shooting after a 1997

classroom shooting the gun used in the of...
workplace shooting s
drive-by shooting the of a black teen-ager

self-inflicted shooting died in what police call a

time of the shooting where he was a the

shooting hand
shooting stroke
shooting technique
shooting touch

broke a thumb on his (basketball)
he had a better (basketball)
his (basketball)
lost his (basketball)

shooting, cutting and ball movement the arts of (basketball)

foul shooting he has worked to improve his (basketball)
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shooting (film)

shooting (other)

shootout

shop (food)

shop (retail)

shop
(labor)

shooting schedule
shooting script

shooting pain

shootout
shoot-out

bagel shop
candy shop
coffee shop
doughnut shop
grocery shop
pastry shop

sandwich shop
snack shop
wineshop

bike shop
crafts shop
dive shop
flower shop
gift shop

golf shop
gun shop
pro shop
rug shop
saddle shop
shoe shop
skate shop
souvenir shop
tire shop

climbing shop

abandoned shops

cult-owned shop

machine shop
repair shop

the for Ally Mc Beal (a TV show)
there had been no (movie)

down leg with leg raising

a with police
killed in a j; had been killed in the

I made out for a
like kids in a
he was then a waiter at a
a
at the little s
a top-flight Italian and café;
the other half of the is the wife
sitting in a in his hometown of Yakima
a
a Rockefeller Center

train stations and s
accent liners are available from s
in a
stopped at a and ordered...
the in the lobby (of the hotel);
the cash registers in the

he obtained his weapons at local s
the (at a golf course)
a visit to a (oriental carpets)
the is no longer in business
--s, jewelry stores, and art galleries
the doors of s opened (skateboarding)
a (in the lobby of a hotel)
s, auto-transmission stores

guidebooks available in local --s

food left behind in (volcanic eruption)

s have made millions

the dam powered a
we passed the railroad
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shop (service)

shop (educational)

shop (general)

shopper

shopping

sweatshop

sweat shop
workshop
printing shop
welding shop

barber shop
betting shop
body shop
consignment shop

pawn shop

workshop

shop awnings
shop class
shopkeeper
shop owner
shoptalk
shop window

shoplifting

comparison-shop (v)
grocery-shop (v)

shoppers' ratings

produce shoppers

impulse shopper
window-shopper

out-of-control shopper

E-shopper
frequent-shopper (m)
minority shoppers

shopping arcade
shopping area

what is a ;
New York City s
overcrowded s
on the farm and in the artisan's
ran his own
a located in a garage

movie theaters and s will close
the smaller s along the Vegas strip

when people bring clothes to a S;
my wife had a for twenty years
a flea market or

a on emergency management;
in numerous conferences and s

beneath
replaced s with computer classes
for s downtown
5
enthusiastic about (car) design
many s were smashed

burglaries, , and car thefts

he ed and found...
forgotten how to

of major product lines

as buy apples nearby

a big-time
online s

an-

Microsoft hopes to attract s
the discount that a card offers
, shoplifting and racial profiling

the of his hotel
in a crowded Tokyo
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shore

short (film)

short (other)

shopping bag

shopping behavior
shopping cart

shopping-center (m)
shopping district
shopping experience
shopping hours

shopping mall

shopping spree

Christmas shopping
comparison shopping

consumer shopping
grocery shopping

holiday shopping
home-shopping (m)

window shopping

online shopping

e-shopping

shore leave
shoreline

south-facing shore

live-action shorts

animated short

short-circuit (v)

short bursts
short circuit
short course

three big coolers and two s;
buttercup-yellow s
tools to record our
in a ;
s from local grocery stores
the parking lot
Manhattan's premier (Fifth Avenue)
helped define the online
within the normal ;
take advantage of the late (Christmas)
buildings, s and city parks;
virtual s like Catelog City
his is far from complete

spent the day in Kansas City
cut costs by ;

vs. product insight (Web sites)
ways to protect in cyberspace
on-line has taken root;
decide who would be responsible for
putting off until the very last minute
Barry Diller, chairman of the channel;
through outlets
allowing for

has come a long way

a new study on international

sailors love
dredge the lake and stabilize its

seaweed is accumulating on the

and animated shorts (short films)

live-action and Ps (short films)

he ed the process

the soldier enters the bunker, firing
a failed antenna and a -- (space shuttle)
a single burst or of oral steroids;
a -- of narcotics can be used for pain control
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shortcut
short disruption
short distance
short duration
short grass
short halt
short list
shortlist
short memory
short notice
short period
short range
short round
short rushes
short story
short supply

short term
short walk
short-wave

short-back-and-sides

shortness

short-cut
shortfall

short stopover

shortcomings

short-acting
short-lasting

short-barreled
short-handed
short-horned
short-lived
short-shafted
shortsighted
short-sleeved
short-tempered

took a on his way to work
power was restored after a (oil tanker)
(see short distance)
special operations will be of long or
dry, hard ground with
during s, soldiers spread out...
this (of candidates) eliminates...;
almost all of the books on the
they have 's (of when they were young)
protective minefields are laid on
(see short period)
(see short range)
refraction may result in a (military)
advance by to avoid enemy fire
(see short story)
anti-malarial drugs have been in ;
nitrogen is in in desert soils
(see short term)
I took a to the memorial playground
(see short-wave)

an old-fashioned haircut

(see shortness)

(see short-cut)
(see shortfall)

a very in the Ukraine

(see shortcoming)

(see short-acting)
(see short-lasting)

(see short-barreled)
(see short-handed)
(see short-horned)
(see short-lived)
(see short-shafted)
(see shortsighted)
(see short-sleeved)
(see short-tempered)
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short-acting

shortage

short and long (see short and long)

cash-short (see cash-short)
worker-short (see worker-short)

long or short (see long or short)

short-acting agent barbiturates are grouped into long-acting and s

shortage of ammunition if an emergency occurs, the corps can use...
shortage of blood a for critically ill animals
shortage of (drinking) water the may become severe

shortage of firefighters high fire danger and a (wildfires)
shortage of street names a in developments

energy shortage s will be with us
food shortage predicts energy shortages and s
labor shortage headlines about a
personnel shortages the 82nd Airborne has suffered
pilot shortage the
teacher shortage a national
vaccine shortages risks of and further price increases
water shortage a

affordable housing shortage an (Austin)
spare parts shortages inadequate testing,

recruiting shortage offset serious 's (the military)

short- and intermediate-term
short- and intermediate-term memorydifficulties with

short and long short- and long-term (see short- and long-term)

short- and long-term
short- and long-term effects intentional violence results in many
short- and long-term complications
short- and long-term (weather) predictions
short- and long-term variable s

short-barreled short-barreled shotgun a

shortcoming shortcoming whatever the 's

(severe sunburn)
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short-cut short-cut hair

short distance short distance

shortened

shortfall

short-handed

short-horned

short-lasting

short-lived

shortness

short period

short range

her curled...

it's a very from here

short-distance swimmer marathon swimmers vs.

shortened version

war-shortened

drastically shortened

budget shortfall

short-handed

short-handed crew

short-horned cattle

cluster attacks

short-lived

shortlived

short-lived vegetation

prepared a of the first movement

(see war-shortened)

(see drastically shortened)

in a time of --s

inspectors say they are

a

it should be used for (headaches)

his tenure was ;
most attacks are (asthma)
the relief would be

there may be (desert warfare)

short-lived celebrity status
short-lived human beings

shortness of breath

achieved

patients often complain of ;
and wheezing

short period terrain that can be defended for a

short period of euphoria the patient experiences a
short period of improvement there may be a
short period of observation physically occupy them for a
short period of time condition should improve within a relatively

short-range missiles defense against
short-range (air defense) weapons centralized control over
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short-shafted

shortsighted

short-sleeved

short story

short range air defense (SHORAD) is a family of weapon systems

short-range ballistic missile s (SRBMs) with ranges up to 1,000 km

short-shafted golf club
short-shafted ice ax

shortsighted
short-sighted

shortsighted man

a
a

criticized it as
it would be to...

a

shortsighted and dangerous it would be both to allow...

short-sleeved jacket
short-sleeved shirt

short story

short-story collection
short-story writer

a --
a

wrote a
a collection of s, essays, journalism

a --
a

collection of short stories a , essays, journalism

short-tempered short-tempered I grow when...

short term short term problems in the ;
the goals may not be achievable in the

short-term(day-to-day) changes
short-term exposure
short-term hospitalization
short-term memory
short-term mission
short-term objective
short-term (military) objectives
short-term operations
short-term pressures
short-term programs
short-term protection
short-term relief
short-term sedation

to ordinary disinfectants
interventions should include
stress wipes out
it's a relatively (an op in Bosnia)
what's the enemy's
from to long-term sustainment
conduct (military)
distracting,

an oral vaccine is safe and provides rapid
steroid injection may bring significant
patients requiring -- (less than 24 hours)
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short-wave

short-term use of corticosteroids (vs chronic use)

short-term interest rates if there was an increase in
short-term memory loss suffering from

short term ups and downs the (economy)

short-term training vs long-term training (social welfare)

short- and long-term (see short- and long-term)

short- and intermediate-term (see short- and intermediate-term)

short-wave radio hand-held s

shot (injection) shot schedule

flu shot
tetanus shot
vaccination shots

(see also injection)

the FDA-approved (anthrax)

urged to get a every year
received a
he started receiving after a rabid bat bit him

shot (weapons) shotgun (see shotgun)

shot (photo)

flank shot achieve 's against enemy vehicles (antiarmor)
gunshot (see gunshot)
rifle shot signals include pyrotechnics and s (battlefield)

parting shot
remaining shots
warning shot

as a , he announced that...
the rifleman distributes his over that part...
he fires a before going to bed (wolves);
the soldier had fired s first

best shot position weapons to ensure the (antiarmor)
big shot (see big shot)
difficult shot at that range, it was a
first shot a rifleman fires his on that part of the target...
long-shot (see long-shot)
single-shot (see single-shot)

well-aimed shots firing controlled, at enemy positions

lingerie shot s of Mary Kennedy
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shot (chance)

shot (sports)

shot (punch)

shotgun

shoulder

mug shot
photo shot

photo-agency shot

full body shot
slow-motion shot

opening shot

title shot

best shot
good shot

approach shot

missed shots

cheap shot

bodyshot (m)

shotgun

shotgun death
shotgun marriage

sawed-off shotgun

short-barreled shotgun

20-gauge shotgun
twelve-gauge shotgun

shoulder holster
shoulder pain
shoulder shrug
shoulder strap

shoulder-length

shoulder-fired

police released s of the three men
a lull in the eruption allowed for some good s

sometimes runs a small of a star

one of the photos should be a (hospital ER)
a hypnotic, (films)

the long in "Carnal Knowledge"

give Tyson a (boxing)

the guys have given it their
I thought I had a at the job (interview)

he hit an over the green (golf)

he is consumed with thoughts of (basketball)

an 11-game ban for his on... (hockey)

a brutal one-punch stoppage

the of an elderly man;
birth control and the number of s

a twelve-gauge

a

a .
a

wears his gun in a
causing headaches and
the is part of the startle response
it has two water tanks and a

(see shoulder-length)

(see shoulder-fired)
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shouldered

shoulder-fired

broad-shouldered
soft-shouldered
slump-shouldered
square-shouldered
stoop-shouldered

shoulder-fired missile

shoulder-length shoulder-length bob
shoulder-length curls

shouting

shovel

(see broad-shouldered)
(see soft -shouldered)
(see slump-shouldered)
(see square-shouldered)
(see stoop-shouldered)

s
she had a (hair)

shoulder-length blond hair
shoulder-length brown hair

shouting match

shovelful

shovel-equipped

ended up embroiled in s

(see shovelful)

(see shovel-equipped)

stoves, tents, shovels and cooking gear

shovel-equipped shovel-equipped neighbor his

shovelful shovelful of...

show (TV) game show
reality show

television show
talk show

talk-show (m)

network-news show

call-in show

wrestling show

final show
late-show

the major had never lifted a dirt

(see game show)
s and sitcoms;
producers of the new s;
the web site for the heavily promoted " j"
a v-chip can block objectionable s
on s and during publicity tours;
turn on a daytime
the usual guests appear;
the presentation followed a format

ABC News and other --s

a on New York public access television

saw Ventura on a

the ' ends Thursday (TV series on dying)
(see late-show)
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show (other)

objectionable (television)
popular show

show business
show dog
showman
showroom

showroom (m)
Showtime

showtime

showdown

showoff

show of force
show of support

show the v-chip can block s
CBS' wildly (television)

(see show business)
s with extreme dominance aggression
(see showman)
Fiat has a on the promenade;
I walked through the G.M.
the car was siting out on the floor
term "," in professional basketball...;
'Come on, , tell me something.'
as approached (a movie)

the Thanksgiving weekend football

(see showoff)

criticized the raid as an excessive
we appreciate the from...(hospital visits)

show for the eyes and ears it's a (gambling at casino)

showmanship

air show
antique show
auto show
awards show
award shows
cop show
dog show
fashion show
gun show
gun-show
horse show
radio show
rock show
slide show
stadium show
talent show

talk show
trade show

(see showmanship)

the Army parachutists perform at s
flea markets, garage sales, and s
this year's Detroit
the March 27 (Academy Awards)
picking out designer dresses for
television s like "Homicide"
the kennel club held its annual
she was working the s
the crackdown against s

operators
a highlight of the horse show will be...
almost no one reviews s
part church revival, part
(see slide show)
canceled 16 sold-out s (Celine Dion)
in the grade-school ;
Blige sang in school s
callers to the radio s;
buyers and journalists at (auto) s;
Comdex, the world's largest computer
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show business

shower (bath)

variety show

arrowhead show
fireworks show
quiz-game show

runway show

year-end show

one-man show

Broadway show

boxing show

no-show

gem-and-mineral show
rock-and-roll show

"Star Wars"-like show

show business

show business aspects
show-business people
show-biz surface

shower assault
shower cap
shower chair
shower stall

shower time
shower water

hot shower

steaming-hot shower

30-minute hot showers

(see variety show)

collectors and dealers at js
watched the Macy's
one of the old TV s

"This is my last '," she said (model)

s by students at the college

nobody offered him a

in their brilliant

Radio City Music Hall's first

(see no-show)

a Tucson show
it's her first

most planetariums feature js

got his start in as a circus acrobat;
half a century in

the aspects of a boxing match
a roomful of media and
his essence rather than his

s were a daily occurrence (prison)
a plastic
the broke and the patient fell
the ;
decontaminated in 's set up on the street
family battles for
the extra tank for

they want decent food and a

taking 30-minute, 's

taking
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shower (other) baby showers birthday parties, and christenings
chemical shower pulled the chain in the
meteor shower the Perseid

showman showmanship (see showmanship)

showmanship showmanship and performance

shown publicly shown (see publicly shown)

showoff show off (v) it's an opportunity to (trial lawyer)

showoff I'm a , you know (trial lawyer)

showroom showroom Fiat has a on the promenade

showroom floor the car was sitting out on the

G.M. showroom I walked through the

shrapnel shrapnel wounds secondary blast injuries include

forms of shrapnel bomb casing materials and other

bomb casing materials and other forms of shrapnel (blast)

shred shred of evidence investigators looking for any

shredded shredded wreckage the of the Boeing 767

shrewdly shrewdly paced (see shrewdly-paced)

shrewdly paced shrewdly paced beginning a

shrimp shrimp boat (m) a worker killed his captain;
a janitor hired for a weekend trip

shrine holiest shrine Islam's (the Grand Mosque in Makkah)
sacred shrine a major Buddhist (Bodh Gaya)

shrink

statues and shrines the destruction of in Afghanistan

shrink-wrapped (see shrink-wrapped)
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shrink-wrapped

shrinking

shrouded

shrub

shrubbery

shrug

shut

shut-in

shuttered

shuttle (space)

shrink-wrapped box
shrink-wrapped look

shrinking labor pool
shrinking research funds

rapidly shrinking

exhaust-shrouded
fog-shrouded
snow-shrouded

shrublands

s
the

the will slow growth
this problem of

(see rapidly shrinking)

(see exhaust-shrouded)
(see fog-shrouded)
(see snow-shrouded)

grasslands and

carefully groomed shrubbery

shoulder shrug

shutdown

shut-in

open-and-shut

shut-in

long-shuttered

shuttle commander
shuttle crew
shuttle history
shuttle pilot
shuttle power
shuttle ride

the is part of the startle response

tripped safety devices cause escalator s;
power outages and water 's;
the of the mine
(see shut-in)

(see open-and-shut)

he was a (had asthma as a child)

(see long-shuttered)

the
the and control-room teams
the heaviest payload in
the third woman to serve as a (space)

and communications
a five-minute (at Atlanta Airport)

shuttle's (main) propulsion system a valve problem in the
shuttle repair crew beyond the reach of s

space shuttle (see space shuttle)

assembly of a shuttle
launching of the shuttle space station assembly resumes with ' Atlantis
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shuttle (other) shuttle bus (m)
shuttle diplomacy
shuttle ride

sick (physical) sick day
sickroom

sick (mental)

sickle

sickle cell

sicklelike

sickness

sickness

sick and wounded (m)

airsick
carsick

sick individuals

sickle cell (m)

sicklelike

sickle cell anemia
sickle-cell carrier

sicklelike lines

sickness and death

sickness and dying

altitude sickness
cinerama sickness
cybersickness
decompression sickness
homesickness
morning sickness
motion sickness
pregnancy sickness
seasickness
space sickness

service to and from the stadium
in February, he turned to
a five-minute to the lot (Atlanta Airport)

s due to back problem
adolescence is a

(see sickness)

EPWs (enemy prisoners of war)

these are (man impersonated doctor)

(see sickle cell)

(see sicklelike)

she had
he wasn't a

curving

associated with dietary supplements

her study of

pills to prevent (Ladakh)
from watching wide-screen movies

scuba divers sometimes suffer
(see homesickness)
pregnant women experience
tilting her head brought on severe
the explanation for

has been a military concern
had used sensors to detect j;

in astronauts

severe (motion) sickness tilting her head brought on

explanation for (pregnancy) sickness
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side sidearm
side door
side effect
sidewalk

side by side

sides of buildings
sides of the debate
side of the chin
sides of the mine
side of (man's) nature
side of a river
side of the street

side of the highway

bedside
canyonside
countryside
curbside (m)
demand side
dockside
driver's-side (m)

graveside
graveside (m)
hillside
lakeside (m)
mountainside
passenger-side (m)
passenger side (m)
poolside
port side
ringside
roadside
seaside

downside
outside
underside
upside

the lieutenant wore a
the club had a
(see side effect)
(see sidewalk)

(see side by side)

murals covering the
everyone on both
a left uppercut to the
press the soil firmly around the (military)
the spiritual
we had a nice picnic on the
no double parking on either

a historical marker by the

(see bedside)
(see canyonside)
(see countryside)
(see curbside)
the
To the came a line of children...
the front door;
the ' door (car)
they would meet around the
a brief, ceremony
(see hillside)
Trona, a town
on a
a air bag
unlock the door (vehicle)
he enjoyed lounging with a drink
keep four red buoys on our
(see ringside)
(see roadside)
the villages of Schull, Golleen...

(see downside)
(see outside)
(see underside)
(see upside)
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side by side

sided

side effect

sider

sidewalk

west side

losing side

alternate-side
blind side
both sides
dark side
either side
spiritual side

side by side

one-sided
open-sided

five-sided
16-sided

side effect

side effect of drugs

on the of its wraparound porch

on the of development battles

(see alternate-side)
fire team approaches the bunker from its
everyone on of the debate
people soon realized he had a (bad temper)
no double parking on of the street
the of man's nature

there are two cave systems

(see one-sided)
(see open-sided)

the building (Pentagon)
a , multicolored building

suffered from s

a typical

antidepressant side effects include nausea, nervousness...

long-term (or delayed) side effects

delayed side effects long-term or

serious (toxic) side
toxic side effects
typical side effect

outsider

sidewalk

sidewalk table

sidewalk upgrade

dirt sidewalk

effects (a drug)
serious (a drug)
a of drugs

(see outsider)

on a

a couple lounges at a

s in Los Angeles

step from the into the clinic
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sigh

sight

sighted

sighting

sightseeing

sign (literal)

sigh of relief

sightline
sight line

sightseeing

eyesight

startling sight

common sight
horrific sight
remarkable sight

line of sight

in plain sight

nearsighted
shortsighted

breathe a

the audience has improved s
the made the office tower disappear

(see sightseeing)

most need time to mourn their

to an outsider, it was a (North Korea)

mastodons were a in the north
it was quite a to see the flames (wildfire)
it was a (flower in quake-devastated zone)

a direct for precise alignment (space station)

main argument against him is hiding

(see nearsighted)
(see shortsighted)

sighting of the (Loch Ness) monster a does not gain a person...

bear sightings
celebrity sighting
monster sightings

black bear sightings

reported sightings
scattered sightings

rare sighting

have become more common
a trendy restaurant where s are commonplace

and the issue of eyewitness testimony

record numbers of

a wave of in 1993 (UFOs)
there had been (Loch Ness monster)

there was a of a turkey vulture

numbers of (black bear) sightings record
wave of (reported) sightings a in 1993 (UFOs)

sightseeing helicopter after their crashed
sightseeing tour the flight itinerary began with a

signpost few detailed maps and fewer s

signage (see signage)
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sign (signature)

sign (other)

exit sign
mine signs
picket sign
route signs
stop sign
trail signs

he moved towards the
construct the perimeter fence and emplace
she walked and carried a

and road markings (for military convoys)
he ran a
no j, no restrooms, no water spigots

Neighborhood Watch sign
seat-belt sign

Soviet-era signs

winding streets with s
the airline failed to turn on the

faded in Cyrillic

deer crossing sign s mark collision sites
MOOSE CROSSING sign where the roads have (Maine)

"do not disturb" sign

sign-off
signup

despite hanging a on her door

gain a full on an agreement
(see signup)

sign language seventh graders learned
signpost I pass the s of my childhood

signs of abuse may be blatant or subtle (elder abuse)
signs of age
signs of his (advancing) age
signs of an ambush watch for (military)
sign of danger paralyzing terror at the first (domestic abuse)
signs of decay the railway system is showing
signs of dehydration watch for (dark urine, etc.) (soldiers/marines)
signs of depression include preoccupation, poor concentration
signs of (sexual) development the in girls (puberty)
signs of distress unless the fetus is showing (birth)
signs of disturbance check for (interior of car, car bomb)
sign of (forced) entry there was no ;
signs of (forced) entry look at doors, windows, trunks and hood for
signs of hope they look for
signs of hunger I didn't notice any (N. Korea)
signs of impairment check for
signs of (frontal-lobe) impairment check for
signs of improvement patients showed (new treatment)
sign of infection enlarged lymph nodes may be the only
signs of injury external
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signage

signal

signs of intoxication include pinpoint pupils (heroin)
signs of life he could detect no on the mountain;

but never showed any (trauma victim)
signs of (sexual) maturity girls showing by age 8
signs of pregnancy
signs of rabies
signs of remorse
signs of shock
signs of suicide
signs of torture
sign of trouble
signs of trouble
signs of womanhood

include morning sickness
if occur, the animal should be sacrificed
I have not seen him exhibit any
the patient exhibits and needs to be stabilized
public education about the warning
physical may disappear
he will return to her at the first ;
there are some (morale in the military)
she tried to repress all in the girl

signs of the missing woman looking for

sign of human presence no on the upper ridge

signs of tampering look for (bomb on vehicle)
sign of (lead) poisoning eating dirt is a

telltale signs

warning sign

danger sign
gang sign

other (of skin cancer) include...

(see warning sign)

should we save Ron or heed the s
flashed a

clear sign take it as a he's not interested
common sign another of head lice is a red scalp
first sign paralyzing terror at the of danger (abuse)
good sign he chose a nice restaurant, which I took as a
main (and often first) sign the of the disease is...
neurological signs
physical signs
subconscious sign
tantalizing signs
vital signs

the nurses didn't check his after surgery
of torture may disappear

it's a that he's unhappy
of a tiny particle (physics)

nurses checked his every 30 minutes;
the driver, displaying no (car crash)

airport signage and runway incursions

signal equipment
signals intelligence

he monitors the maintenance of (military)
(SIGINT) is in a crisis
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signals-intelligence (m)
signalmen
signal strength

distress signal
guidance signal
radar signal
radio signal
satellite signal
smoke signal

go signal

prearranged signal

stream of (radio) signals

signaling signaling equipment

signature (writing) signature block

signature of the MP

petition signatures

signature
(indication)

experts with the N.S.A.
Navy worked hectic shifts
don't use your phone when the is weak

unable to send out a
gave the final s to Lunar Prospector
js from local airports
still sending out s
the GPS receiver captures ss
then I had the (motor sports)

the to a teammate (climbing)

the satellites send out a constant (GPS)

improvements to after the train crash

sign and date in the (form)

the who accepts custody of the captive

when I was trying to gather

dust signatures rapid movement causes dramatic (military)
heat signature stationary aircraft have a considerable ;

screen exhaust systems to reduce (trucks)
lane signature increase the to aid passage of larger forces
return signature a that indicates a mine (mine detector)
sand (and dust) signatures movement is detected by (military)

aircraft signature ensure that the will be minimized

firing signature the field artillery's makes it vulnerable

acoustic signature
chemical signature
electronic signature

infrared signature
metallic signature
thermal signature
track signature

reducing the of our submarines
searching for the of water
it has no (an air-defense weapon);
the Tactical Operations Center has little
reducing s is a passive anti-air consideration
locate mines by a slight (AN/PSS-12)
the small js of unmanned aerial vehicles
the smaller the width or of the vehicle
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signature (other)

signed

significance

significant

visual signature markers provide commanders with a

thermal and optical signatures friendly and enemy

signature board
signature boogie
signature move
signature song

signed form
signed route

significance of that

in 1991 Burt got his first (snowboarding)
as he broke into his (sports victory)
his , the reverse body lift (wrestling)
Freedom became his (Richie Havens)

federal officials required a (death certificate)
indicate where vehicles leave a (military)

the would be that...(trial)

undue significance no should be attached to that...

significant (teen-age) audience the show has a
significant burns victims with
significant changes to force structure (military)
significant demand there is a for e-commerce services
significant (cultural) events a compilation of
significant (global) events a compilation of
significant factor the more , he says, are things like...
significant improvement women saw in their skin
significant increase a in hung juries
significant (health-research) initiative a
significant leaps in bike design
significant pain femoral shaft fractures produce
significant part university research is a of the budget
significant reductions in dropout rates (teens)
significant (short-term) relief steroid injection may bring
significant (public-health) response warrants a
significant (revenue) source sales taxes are a
significant step the most she took was to...
significant (trade) threat a

insignificant (see insignificant)

most significant (see most significant)
once-significant (see once-significant)
statistically significant (see statistically significant)

significantly significantly contaminated (see significantly contaminated)
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significantly contaminated
significantly contaminated area s

signing

signup

silence

signing bonus Ps and more vacation time;
recruiters offering big s

signing bonus (m) millions of dollars in money

bill - signing (m) a ceremony
book signing (see book signing)

signup sheet a was circulated

"silence rule" the applies at all times (no talking to guards)

night silence an eerie
radio silence we maintained

code of silence they broke their
he didn't feel bound by the military's

suffer in silence many immigrant women

silencer silencer-equipped (see silencer-equipped)

silencer-equipped silencer-equipped gun the

silent silent era (see silent era)
silent film (see silent film)

silent era silent era the took its final bow (films)

silent film silent film a in a theater with live music;

silent film buff the theater is run by a buff

demise of silent films the 's

silicon silicon chip s double in complexity every two years
Silicon Valley

silicone silicone implants models with

silicone-coated (see silicone-coated)
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silicone-coated

sill

silo

silt

silted

silver

silicone-coated ironing board a

windowsill

missile silo

silt load
silt problem

silted lake

silver dollar (m)
silver frame

silver-mining (m)

silver- and lead-bearing

silver-bedecked
silver-haired
silver-plated
silver-rimmed
silver-tongued

a worker scrapes lead paint from a

an abandoned Atlas F

the river's heavy
are studying the lake's

the s lie in the watershed...

a 1994 coin
the family portraits in s

Shaffer, a mostly abandoned town

(see silver- and lead-bearing)

(see silver-bedecked)
(see silver-haired)
(see silver-plated)
(see silver-rimmed)
(see silver-tongued)

silver- and lead-bearing
silver- and lead-bearing ore

silver-bedecked

silver-haired

silver-plated

silver-rimmed

silvi

silviculture

similar

the

silver-bedecked saddle the s used by Tom Mix

silver-haired man a

silver-plated toast rack a

silver-rimmed glasses

silviculture

plantation silviculture

similar experiences
similar pattern
similar project
similar step
similar story

(see silviculture)

investing in

they describe (forced confessions)
researchers found a
s (architectural) in urban areas
Stanford took a
there's a for Berlin (weather report)
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similarity

similar-sized

simmering

simple

simple-to-state

simulated

simulation

sin

sincere

similar study
similar version

the NCI is conducting s
the House has approved a of the proposal

similar poverty levels both states have

similar advertising slogans "Ford tough" and
similar sparkling wines champagne or

similar-sized (see similar-sized)

similarities and differences the within each family (plants)

similar-sized region the Boston Globe serves a

long-simmering (see long-simmering)

simple answer there is not one to solving the problem
simple ceremony attended the in a pine grove (funeral)
simple fact the is...
simple (hardworking, God-fearing) people
simple (flat-rate) plan
simple reason js lie behind the drug's popularity (ecstasy)
simple steps to protect your computer from viruses
simple (intrusion) technique computer vandals used js
simple way a to know your package got there (post office)

simple-to-state

simple-to-state problem

simulated terror exercises

simulation game

(see simple-to-state)

s
staging

a called SimLife

simulation of (Pacific) storms

climate simulations
computer simulation

war-simulation (m)

atonement for their sins

sincere appreciation

in a recent computer

scientists do
perhaps js will tell us;
in a recent of western Pacific storms
a game (console game)

seeking (Haj)

words cannot express our to...
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sing

sing-along

singer

single
(and singles)

sincere wish

sing-along

Thanksgiving sing-along

singer-actress

country singer
folk singer
lead singer
opera singer
rap singer

celebrated singer

siren-voiced singer

singles bar
single burst
single-class
single digit
single-engine
single-family
single line
single-malt
single-mindedness
single mother
single-parent
single people
Single Rate
single-seat
single-sex
single-shot
single stage
singletrack

single-track (m)
single-vehicle

single-earringed
single-minded
single-spaced

my that he be better than I (son)

(see sing-along)

during the --s

a named...

headliners include up-and-coming Anita...
some of the city's best s (Asheville)
the of the Rolling Stones
one current student is an
the has been arraigned on gun charges

his new life as a

a

the or the church social
a or short course of oral steroids
(see single-class)
(see single digit)
(see single-engine)
(see single-family)
they formed a
(see single-malt)
(see single-mindedness)
s struggling to raise children
(see single-parent)

and dating services
: 75% of above rates (lodge)
(see single-seat)
(see single-sex)
(see single-shot)
(see single stage)
150 miles of and dirt roads (biking);
a soft forest (biking)
highly technical across waist-deep rivers
a railway bridge across the river
(see single-vehicle)

(see single-earringed)
(see single-minded)
(see single-spaced)
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single-class

single digit

single-engine

single-earringed

single-family

single-handedly

single-malt

single-minded

singlemindedly

single-mindedness

single-parent

singles

single-seat

single-sex

single-handedly
single-mindedly

single-class tournament

single digits

mid-single-digit

(see single-handedly)
(see single-mindedly)

the (basketball)

his popularity ratings fell to

(see mid-single-digit)

single-engine monoplane a

single-earringed d.j. a young,

single-family neighborhood stable, s

single-handedly

single-malt scotch

single-minded

single-minded hunger
single-minded woman

singlemindedly

single-mindedness

single-parent family
single-parent home
single-parent kid

she has rewritten the rules;
fashioned a transracial style;

has built up the division almost ;
ran the division

oysters on the half shell and s

he looked as as a child

the
a

he has pursued a career...

her tenacity, her ;
such is a virtue

s
a
stepchildren do as well as s

single-parent household boyfriends in a

(see single)

single-seat F15 fighter jet the

single-sex college graduate from --s
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single-shot

single-spaced

single stage

single-vehicle

sinister

sinister-sounding

sink

sinking

sinus

siren

siren-voiced

sister

sisterhood

single-sex dormitory
single-sex education

single-shot Marlin rifle

single-spaced document
single-spaced page

single-stage missile

single-vehicle wreck

sinister person

sinister-sounding

sinister-sounding name

sinkhole

sinking feeling

sinus cavity
sinus infection
sinus pain
sinus problems

sinus headache

siren-voiced

siren-voiced singer

sisterhood

sorority sister

half sister

adopted sister

spirit of sisterhood

a dormitory
justifying for females;
the debate over

and achievement

a

a three-page,
three s

most theater ballistic missiles are s

the motorcyclist died following the on...

he never struck me as a

(see sinister-sounding)

S

crevices, --s, boulders, sand dunes

I had a -- (on a date)

the puck fractured his (hockey)
her s were treated with antibiotics
earache, sore throat, or congestion

and respiratory infections

migraine, tension and s

(see siren-voiced)

a

(see sisterhood)

my s didn't like my boyfriend

his thirty s (Saudis)

her

encourage the true -- (sorority)
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sit

sit-down

site (Web)

site (other)

sit-down

sit-down

auction site
health site
reference site
sex site
suck site
taboo site
Web site

adult-content site
expert-opinion site

Internet site

meta-site
supersite

World Wide Web site

E-commerce site
e-commerce site
E-porn site
French-language site

online auction site

unified messaging site

easy-to-navigate site

site tour

site of the blast
site of the explosion
site of the infection
sites of injury
site of pain

site of bleeding

(see sit-down)

have a serious (talk) with the child

(see auction site)
the Austin, Texas-based online
a growing number of Internet s
the charges $24.95 a month
a related to their product
block access to js (Internet)
(see Web site)

js (E-porn on the Internet)
an for 350 products (Web site)

the nation's avalanche warning ;
technology can block objectionable s

this houses 17 separate sites (Web)
a with user opinions (Web)

(see Web site)

its flagship
the biggest s on the Net
the top (Internet)
a will be coming soon

started his own

services known as s (Web)

the includes... (festival Web site)

a (of a proposed building site)

the memorial at the
police officers examine the
syphilis causes lesions at the
the are often covered by clothing (abuse)
the patient presses on the , screaming...

identify the
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accident site

ambush site
artillery site
battle's site
burial sites
campsite
construction site

crash site
dig site
dive site
drill site
dump site

dumpster site
event site
excavation site
future site
gravesite
hate site
impact site
injection site
interment site
job site

missile site
obstacle site
storage site

test site
tourism site
tourist site
Web site

air defense sites
enemy ambush site
mass burial sites

American Indian site
nuclear waste site

at the (sunken submarine);
when he reached the (car crash)
the patrol got to the
they targeted anti-aircraft s
the hundreds of acres of the
the desert environment can affect s
140 s; makeshift s
lived in a shack on a ;
crushed to death at a
at the counseling families of the victims
the (for a frozen mammoth)
70 s to choose from
protests at the (crude oil)
alarm as s fill up and overflow;
the capital's only ;
a military
use of this is restricted by local ordinance
areas around each (Winter Olympics)
an where family members were buried
the college's
s and services
increasing number of s on the Internet
Lunar Prospector made it to the
localized pain and swelling at the
caskets and the cost of the
to and from s;
lumber delivered to a
communication nodes, depots, airfields, s
the emplacing platoon at the (military)
one of several s he was using;
land-based s
sand from the (nuclear bomb)
turn the town into a heritage
attacks against Biblical and 's
(see Web site)

U.S. attacks on Iraqi
analyze route recon info for likely sites
dig and fill (military)

anthropologists have excavated s
s are more carefully regulated
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siting

sitter

sitting

situation

on-site (see on-site)

bypass site bridge, fording site, (military)

fording site bridge, , bypass site (key terrain features)

proposed site the project's

chemically contaminated site a

holy sites development projects at around Makkah

fossil-rich site at the in China

command-and-control site hitting power, telephone and s

competition for the site an international design

siting party the places boundary stakes (minefield)

babysitter (see babysitter)

sitting room led us to a with an antique sofa

pet-sitting
tree-sitting (m)

some companies pay workers for
Julia "Butterfly" Hill, the activist

situation map maintain a with graphics overlay (military)

combat situation in the swiftly changing s on a battlefield
emergency situation the air-sea rescue team and s
hostage situation a in Idaho;

special skills such as handling s
security situation the overall remains unchanged (Saudi Arabia)

win-win situation this is a

firefighting situation we face a very serious and difficult (wildfire)

changing (combat) situation in the swiftly on a battlefield
deteriorating situation officials warned of a in Kosovo

complicated situation it's usually a very
dangerous situation we realized we were in a (flooding cave)
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six

six-alarm

six-day

six-figure

six-month

six-month-old

six-pack

sixteen

different situation

difficult situation
social situations
sticky situation
tactical situation

traumatic situation

people deal with -s in different ways;
how to handle yourself in -s
withdrawal from the - (stress)
he is not naturally at ease in -
even the most independent women face -s
sometimes retirement can improve a -S;
monitor the radio to keep abreast of the -;
commander should be constantly updated on -;
constant awareness of the - to the flanks
a police officer involved in a - (shooting)

tactical and logistical situation

do-or-die situation

load and go situation

gravity of the situation

six-alarm
six-day
six-figure
six-month
six-pack
six-week

six-alarm fire

six-day cruise

six-figure sum

six figure Boulle desk

six-month-old

six-month-old

six-pack of Budweiser
six-pack of soda

six-pack of Coca-Cola

sixteen-bullet

when the - permits (evac of dead)

it's such a - (Olympic qualifications)

it was a - (paramedics at car crash)

realizing the -, he jumped on the grenade

(see six-alarm)
(see six-day)
(see six-figure)
(see six-month)
(see six-pack)
(see six-week)

after a - ravaged stores

passengers who booked for the

-'5

-5

(see six-month-old)

mother brought the - to a pediatrician

they stopped for a -
he would drink a -

a--

(see sixteen-bullet)
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sixteen-bullet

sixteen-sided

sixteenth

sixteenth-century

sixth

sixth-century-B.C.

sixth-generation

sixth grade

sixth-largest

sixth straight

sixty

sixties

six-week

sixteen-sided (see sixteen-sided)

sixteen-bullet clip the two officers emptied their s

16-sided, multicolored building a (Holland)

sixteenth-century (see sixteenth-century)

sixteenth-century dwelling a courtyard surrounded by s

sixteenth-century Coverdale Bible a

sixteenth-century epidemic of syphilis a

mid sixteenth century (see mid sixteenth century)

sixth-century-B.C.
sixth-generation
sixth grade

(see sixth-century-B.C.)
(see sixth-generation)
(see sixth grade)

sixth-largest (see sixth-largest)
sixth straight (see sixth straight)

sixth-century-B.C. statue a

sixth-generation descendant s

sixth grade Kaitlin attends

sixth-grade math class
sixth-grade science project

his
sophisticated s

sixth-largest (communications) company the world's

sixth straight win

over-sixty

nineteen-sixties

mid-sixties

six-week trip

they almost had their (women's bobsled)

(see over-sixty)

(see nineteen-sixties)

(see mid-sixties)

a
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six-week-long

size

six-week-long

six-week-long campaign

size-12

size of (an acorn) crop
size of government
size of the (deer) herd
size of (next winter's) (se

size and location

adult size
apple-size
bra size
business-size
class size
economy-size
file size
handkerchief-size
life-size
palm-size
party's size
pocket-size
portion size

queen-size
school size

full-size

golf-ball-size

softball-size

Manhattan Project-size

midsize

legal-size
medium-size
regular-size

(see six-week-long)

a of air strikes

(see size-twelve)

the
cutting the
the statewide

al) hunt the

minefield (military)

about 75% (an animal)
(see apple-size)
women in Chicago require bigger s
(see business-size)
lobbying for smaller s
(see economy-size)
: 3.64 MB (computer download)
(see handkerchief-size)
(see life-size)
(see palm-size)
call the restaurant if your changes
(see pocket-size)

and dieting;
the increase in s (restaurants)
(see queen-size)
a tournament based on (basketball)

(see full-size)

(see golf-ball-size)

(see softball-size)

(see Manhattan Project-size)

(see midsize)

(see legal-size)
(see medium-size)
(see regular-size)
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sized

size-twelve

skate

small- and medium-size (see small- and medium-size)

three-quarter-size

composition and size
density and size
shape and size
type and size

(see three-quarter-size)

minefield (military)
minefield (military)
the of the bladder, uterus, vagina, cervix
warhead (military)

type, location, size, color and apparent age document (bruises)

(see also sized)

auditorium-sized
average-sized
bite-sized
body-sized
door-sized
family-sized
palm-sized
squad-sized
stadium-sized
wall-sized

shoebox-sized

World War II-sized

decent-sized
full-sized
good-sized
medium-sized
midsized
similar-sized

oversized

(see also size)

size-12 shoes

skateboard
skateboarder

(see auditorium-sized)
(see average-sized)
(see bite-sized)
(see body-sized)
(see door-sized)
(see family-sized)
(see palm-sized)
(see squad-sized)
(see stadium-sized)
(see wall-sized)

(see shoebox-sized)

(see World War II-sized)

(see decent-sized)
(see full-sized)
(see good-sized)
(see medium-sized)
(see midsized)
(see similar-sized)

(see oversized)

wears

(see skateboard)
(see skateboarder)
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0

I

skateboard

skateboarder

skateboarding

skater

skating

skate magazine
skate park
skate shoes
skate shop

skateboarding

roller skates

skateboard

skateboard culture
skateboard lore
skateboard park

fast-moving skateboard

skateboarder

skateboarder's paradise

skateboarding

one of the popular s (skateboarding)
a small public (skateboarding)
thick-soled, black s (skateboarding)
the doors of s opened (skateboarding)

(see skateboarding)

her mother had started her on

a fast-moving

there are some in who feel...

the country's first s opened in 1976

a
surfers and s;
9 Y2 million s in the U.S.

the park is a

the local appetite for ;
snowboarding, ice climbing,

skateboarding competition s
skateboarding contest she has won every
skateboarding craze a few years later the was over
skateboarding event s
skateboarding magazine one of the leading s
skateboarding triumph celebrating his s

vert ramp skateboarding

appetite for skateboarding the local

figure skater
ice-skater
street skater

figure skating
figure-skating (m)
ice-skating
street skating

champion Rudy Galindo
a panorama of --s
renegade s (skateboarding)

, tap dancing and tennis
the national championships
(see ice-skating)
a superstars of (skateboarding)
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skeletal

sketch

ski

ski-equipped

skid

skier

skeletal remains

sketch of the minefield

ski club
ski descent
ski journey
ski lift
ski mask
ski patrol (m)
ski resort
ski-resort (m)
ski season
ski slope
ski suit
ski trip
ski tube

ski-equipped

jet ski

ski-equipped airplane

skid marks

the man, whose were found by hunters

the OIC gives the siting party a

a military (Europe)
the first of an 8,000-meter peak
on his across the Arctic ice
season passes for a
the men wore s
his partner triggered an avalanche
at his home in the of Aspen
bookings are up, operators say
high hopes for a strong
Alpine s
his powder-blue
booked a to Utah
water-skis, kneeboards, wakeboards and s

(see ski-equipped)

(see jet ski)

s
the two cars left no (accident)

skiers and snowboarders a cable car crammed with

jet skier

water-skiers

backcountry skier

skiing skiing accident
skiing lessons
skiing trail

skills (athletic) open-court skills

boxing skills
passing skills

s harassing loons and destroying nests;
s arrested for running down swimmers;
's buzzing dive buoys
the looked tanned

s and climbers

a 1997 ; died in a
gave him
former cross-country s

the of Hardaway (basketball)

Loi Chow showed virtually no s
Magic had great (basketball)
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skills (outdoors)

ballhandling skill

declining skills
deteriorating skills

compass skills
map (and compass) skills
wilderness skills

outdoor skills

exploring skills
hunting skills

map reading skills
weather-reading skills

skills (language) communications skills
English skills
language skills

skills
(school)

skill (other)

computer skills

math skills
technology skills

reading skills
reasoning skills
writing skills

skill level

combat skills
job skills

management skills
recognition skills
research skills

used their s to deceive (basketball)

despite his age and (basketball player)
Ruiz exposed Holyfield's (boxing)

are necessary
teach (military)

increase self-esteem

a solid set of ;
comfortable with your

hiking, rock climbing and
our ancestor's were better than ours

(military)
for mountain terrain (mountaineering)

are important to parenting
learning problems and limited
the work visa and the ;
children often lack to express grief

(see computer skills)
learning must be a priority
the normal gain in
liberal arts education reinforced by

build up the ' of American children
in math

a national test of children's ;
lack solid

go where your matches the terrain;
know your before attempting rapids

units must practice constantly during training
their lack of and social skills;
learning practical
his blend of leadership skills, and...
expand the computer's by teaching it
oral-interview skills and writing and
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skilled

skin (human)

leadership skills

paddling skills
parenting skills
people skills
police skills

customer-service skills

his blend of , management skills and...

hone your (kayaking)
confident of her daughter's
her awesome
soldiers with training in standard ;
, such as traffic control, patrolling

a program to enhance of employees

battlefield-survival skills training in

oral-interview skills
SO skills
urban combat skills

leather-carving skill

learned skill
unmatched skill

social skills
surgical skills

and writing and research skills
training in advanced specialized
many and tasks can be taught in garrison

he keeps up his s

surgery is a
with and extraordinary courage (pilot)

grow as the child plays
every veterinarian is expected to have

technical and tactical skills the basic required for desert warfare

blend of (leadership) skills his , management skills, and know-how

skilled hunter
skilled jobs
skilled labor
skilled negotiator
skilled worker

semi-skilled

unskilled

skin cancer
skin-cancer (m)
skin color

skin nodule

he and other s (tribe)
competence for higher education and
hampered by a lack of --
he is a
engineers and s

(see semi-skilled)

(see unskilled)

melanoma, the most lethal form of
the sun and cases
tension that revolves around ;
job discrimination because of ;
everyone blushes, regardless of
low-grade fevers and --s
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skin oil
skin sensor
skin tone

skin-damaging

skin-to-skin

medium-dark skin

exposed skin

pockmarked skin

dark skin
fair skin
medium skin
oily skin

coal-black skin
paper-white skin

and blood cells
s to detect space sickness
no matter what your (cosmetics)

(see skin-damaging)

(see skin-to-skin)

the cold attacks

, medium skin, fair skin and tanning
if you have , you shouldn't sun bathe

and sun bathing
if you have , use witch hazel

aquiline features, , a tall bony build

color of his skin they killed him solely because of the

skin (animal) goatskin (see goatskin)
ostrich-skin (see ostrich-skin)
sheepskin (see sheepskin)
snakeskin (see snakeskin)

raindeer skins clothes and shoes made of

skin-damaging skin-damaging varieties of sunlight UVB is one of the

skinned aluminum-skinned (see aluminum-skinned)

brown-skinned (see brown-skinned)
brownish-skinned (see brownish-skinned)
dark-skinned (see dark-skinned)
ebony-skinned (see ebony-skinned)
fair-skinned (see fair-skinned)
light-skinned (see light-skinned)
olive-skinned (see olive-skinned)
smooth-skinned (see smooth-skinned)
thin-skinned (see thin-skinned)
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skinny skinny-dip (v) boys slipped away to in the water

skinny-limbed (see skinny-limbed)

skinny-limbed skinny-limbed six-year-old a

skin-to-skin skin-to-skin contact the virus is spread by

skirmish skirmish line men kneeling and firing along a

budget skirmish subject to annual s

skirt calf-length skirt a blouse with a

skull skull fracture s
skull measurements ran his s through a data base

fossil skull a of a giant cave bear

skunk bats, skunks, foxes and dogs can be sources of rabies

sky skydive a friend went in on a (killed)
sky diver the s on board
skyline (see skyline)
skylight its 's blacked out during the war
skyscraper (see skyscraper)

sky-blue (see sky-blue)
sky-high (see sky-high)

skydiving (see skydiving)
sky surfing

skyscape the awe-striking New Mexico

city sky , suburb sky, rural sky (meteor watching)
night sky the stars rotate through the

midday sky in the

late-autumn sky crops growing beneath the

moonlit sky gathered under a
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sky-blue

skydiving

sky-high

skyline

skyscraper

slack

slam

slam-bang

slamming

slang

slap

slash

slash-and-burn

slasher

all-sky
northern sky

(see all-sky)
stars in the

sky-blue sateen guayaberaa

skydiving group
sky-diving instructor
sky-diving team

sky-high
sky high

sky-high costs

Chicago's skyline

skyline ridge

skyline of Manhattan

nine members of a
the
a high altitude in the US

fans were after the win
costs are

he stared at the (mountaineering)

the

earthquake-resistant skyscraper architects design s

slack man

slam-bang

slam-bang style

slamming of doors

up-to-the-minute slang

slap marks

backslap

slash-and-burn

slash-and-burn farming

slasher film
slasher movie

the is second behind the point man

(see slam-bang)

the of tabloid news coverage

the and the flushing of toilets (prison)

with delineation of the digits may be noted

he was welcomed with a

(see slash-and burn)

by displaced peasants

the and the nonfiction murder tale
they'd rented a pair of s
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slate slate-blue (see slate-blue)
slate gray (see slate gray)

slate-blue slate-blue field a

slate-gray slate -gray it comes in

slaughter slaughterhouse hauling live birds to s;
it sounded like a

slaughter plant the failed salmonella tests

slaughter of cats the law prohibits the (Taiwan)

Slav Slav-dominated (see Slav-dominated)

Slav-dominated Slav-dominated government a

slave slave artifacts , like leg shackles and wrist irons
slave business kept the afloat
slave caravan the last big trans-Saharan arrived...
slave catcher rescued from s
slave colony Haiti's experience as a French
slave conspiracy a rash of suspected s were uncovered
slaves' desire a bracing account of for freedom
slave history groups nationally work to better document
slaveholder s and abolitionists;

upheld the property rights of s
slave-labor (m) survivors of the Nazi camps
slave life in the city (Mauritania)
slave market the government allowed s to open
slave master a drunken and sadistic
slave narrative oral histories and s
slave owner ordered compensation to s
slave population the size of the
slave rebellion the lingering mystery of the
slave redeemer 's, raiders, owners and traders
slave redemption (see slave redemption)
slave raid resumed the s
slave raider a magnet for s
slave rebel s to lionize
slave rescuer wants to put --s on salary
slave revolt Nat Turner's
slave-seller slaves and --s
slave ship the captain of a
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slave station
slave trade
slave trader
slave unrest

slave offspring

the Royal Navy destroyed 's (1807)
(see slave trade)
redemption rewards s
rumor and panic over

Thomas Jefferson's

slavelike (see slavelike)

slave-owning (m) his grandmother
slaveholding (see slaveholding)
slave taking redemption would encourage ;

the increase in ; is on the rise

ex-slave s or escaped slaves

sex slave Nepali girls are virtual s in India

master-slave (see master-slave)

runaway slave patrols for 's were stepped up;
a from Mauritania

escaped slave ex-slaves or s

white-slave (see white-slave)

patrols for (runaway) slaves were stepped up

slave-holding slave-holding caste the s

slavelike slavelike labor getting rich on their s

slave redemption slave redemption raise money for s;
strongly support ;

and its unintended consequences

slavery

slave-redemption efforts
slave-redemption hoaxes
slave-redemption proponents

money for slave redemptions raise

slavery issue Negro Africans' neutrality on the
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slave trade

slayer

slaying

sled

sledding

sleep

slavery's return
slavery system

plantation slavery

anti-slavery

classic slavery
economic slavery
sexual slavery

reports of
the in Mauritania

versus other forms of slavery

(see anti-slavery)

sexual exploitation, economic slavery and
sexual exploitation, and classic slavery
a piece of legislation about traffic in

acknowledgments of slavery public in the past
definitions of slavery
forms of slavery plantation slavery versus other ;

today's new

slave trade

slave-trade route

dragon slayer

night of the slayings

bobsled

bobsledding

sleepwalk (v)

sleep aid
sleep break
sleep center
sleep cycle
sleep deprivation
sleep-deprivation (m)
sleep disorders
sleep disturbances
sleep lab
sleep life
sleep medication

document the ;
war is the context for the ;
forsook the for the ministry;
the ship's service in the

along the main 5

the

what he saw the

(see bobsled)

(see bobsledding)

it's like they're ing

adverse reactions to melatonin, a
s of as long as 45 minutes
s that prescribe medicine
have similar s
staggering with

experiments on animals
apathy, depression, lethargy, anxiety and
symptoms were , irritability, anxiety
wired up in the
a lot happens in their

is prescribed more often
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sleep pattern

sleep phase
sleep problem

sleep researcher
sleep rhythms
sleep scientist

sleepless

sleepover

sleep-inducing

sleep-deprived
sleep-related

good night's sleep

adequate sleep
deep sleep
good (night's) sleep
sound sleep
unbroken sleep

lack of sleep

sleep-deprived sleep-deprived

sleep-deprived worker

sleeper car

sleep-inducing bout

sleeper

sleep-inducing

sleeping sleeping area
sleeping bag
sleeping habit
sleeping pill

sleeping or resting

their s may be radically altered;
studies adolescent s
the baby's four-hour s
in search of answers to their kids' s;
s like insomnia and narcolepsy
a famous in Chicago
he became interested in
an eminent French j;
recently published books by js

(see sleepless)

she hosted js and birthday parties (mom)

(see sleep-inducing)

(see sleep-deprived)
(see sleep-related)

get a

exercise, balanced meals, and
he fell into a
get a
dietary supplements promise a
a night of

compounded by the

when you're

accidents caused by --s

the on the train

a (boxing)

don't cook near the (camping)
(see sleeping bag)
my child's early 5
gave her a prescription for s;
the demand for tranquilizers and s

supply and ammunition shelters, -- shelters
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sleeping bag

sleepless

sleep-related

sleet

sleeve

sleeved

sleeveless

sleigh

slice

sliced

slick

slicked

slicked-back

slide (terrain)

slide (other)

co-sleeping

sleeping bag

either or putting him in his crib

s and camping jackets

sleeping bags, stoves and other overnight gear

sleepless night

sleep-related error

sleet storm

sleeveless

long-sleeved
short-sleeved

they spent a at Camp V (Mt. Everest)

s and accidents cost $56 billion

in mid-December, in the wake of a

(see sleeveless)

(see long-sleeved)
(see short-sleeved)

sleeveless (Hepburn-like) sheathe s
raindeer-drawn sleighs they drive

slice of (her birthday) cake a
slice of pizza grabbing a at the food court

sliced fruit

oil slick

slicked-back

slicked-back hair

landslide
mudslide
rock slide

rock- and snowslide

further slides

slide projection
slide show

, cold cuts and bread for brunch

s and bilge (in the water)

(see slicked-back)

the

there was a ahead; heavy rains and s
lost three children in the
avalanches, 5 and landslides (Alps)

the s prevalent on the north face

rescuers left due to the danger of (landslides)

music and giant s of waterfalls
(see slide show)
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slide show

sliding

slight

slightest

slim

slim-hipped

slime

slime-dripping

slip

slo

slogan

slope

glass slide

water slide

slide show

slide-show tour
slide-show presentation

Sliding Door

sliding glass door

slight damage

slightest doubt

slim profits

slim-hipped

slim-hipped

slime-dripping

slime-dripping beast

slip-up

slip of paper

permission slip

slo-mo

campaign slogan
Nazi slogans

advertising slogan

slope angle

pressed them on s;
s bearing specimens
a river is not an amusement park ;
a swimming pool with a

I met Alex Lowe at a he gave

his of shacks and slums
his (a mountain climber)

Automatic (sign on door at airport)

a tile floor, a window, and a

causing to both vessels (sub collision)

if there was the

they're in businesses with

(see slim-hipped)

Tracy was and flat-assed

(see slime-dripping)

a

little chance of a

a tiny

field trip s (schools)

(see slow-motion)

wrote a for herself
block as German Web addresses

"Ford Tough" and similar s

and avalanche danger

slopes of these mountains the northern (North Caucasus)
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sloping

slot

slow

grass slope
mountain slope
ski slope
snow slope

landslide-prone slope

closed slope

snow-dusted slope

well-watered slope

northern slopes
steep slope
upper slopes

forward-sloping

slot canyon
slot machine

time slot

slow-motion
slow process
slow reaction
slow response
slow start

slow-go

slow-developing
slow-growing
slow-moving
slow-moving
slow-speaking

molasses-slow

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

a herd of eland high on the s
a road will lead up the steep
Alpine s
the steep at the base of a gully;
predicting what a will do;
the puzzle of why a avalanches

fault-ridden, s

some disregard the risk and ski on s

the gray skies and --s

the eastern s of the Appalachians

the of these mountains (North Caucasus)
the footing was difficult up the
the weather changed quickly on the

(see forward-sloping)

the --s of the Southwest (canyoneering)
two or three men were playing s;
s and card games

the class is relegated to a shorter, later

(see slow-motion)
it is a (rebuilding after a flood)
concern about the to send relief supplies
the has brought a wave of criticism (disaster)
he got off to a (a football player)

(see slow-go)

(see slow-developing)
(see slow-growing)
(see slow-moving)
(see slow-moving)
(see slow-speaking)

(see molasses-slow)
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slow-developing

slow-growing

slow-go

slowing

slow motion

slow-moving

slow-speaking

sludge

sluice

slum

slumber

slump

slump-shouldered

slung

slur

slurred

slush

go-slow

slow-developing cancers

slow-growing job market

slow-go (and no-go) terrain

(see go-slow)

slowing economy
slowing effect

certain

in a relatively

relative to the type of enemy force

the layoffs are due to a
shifting the rudder has considerable

slo-mo seen it in real time, in , in film clips

slow-motion job
slow-motion sequence
slow-motion shot

slow-moving

slow-moving ship

slow-speaking dignity

sewage sludge

sluice gate

slum-clearance (m)
slum conditions

slumber party

slump-shouldered

slump-shouldered

low-slung

racial slurs

slurred speech

slush pools

that
a
a hypnotic, (films)

which is notoriously bureaucratic and

the Fantome was a

with their

moving on barges

canal locks are concrete troughs with

the ill-fated campaigns of the 1950s
and housing shortages

organize a

(see slump-shouldered)

he leaned against the wall, alone, , quiet

(see low-slung)

made a phone call filled with

, drowsiness, stupor, or coma (ethanol)

wading knee-deep through
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small small animal
small arms
small-business
small-city
small government
small-plane
smallpox
small-scale
small talk
small-time
small-town

small-headed

small-is-beautiful

small and medium

great and small

small and medium small- and medium-size

small- and medium-size
small- and medium-size

small arms small arms

small-city small-city orchestra

smaller smaller-than-life-size

small arms ammunition
small-arms fire

birds and s find food and cover
(see small arms)
the city's owners
(see small-city)
as a libertarian who promotes

pilots and aviation experts
(see smallpox)
(see small-scale)
the weather had been the topic of
a operator
(see small-town)

(see small-headed)

(see small-is-beautiful)

(see small and medium)

identify all creatures living in the park

(see small- and medium-size)

businesses

carrying only

(for individual weapons)
the clatter of

a

(see smaller-than-life-size)

smaller-than-life-size
smaller-than-life-size version including of telephones...

smallest second-smallest (see second-smallest)

small-headed small-headed clubs (golf)

small-is-beautiful small-is-beautiful type a

small-scale small-scale farmer s are understandably risk-averse
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smallpox

small-town

smart

smart-gun

smart-assed

smeared

smell

smelling

smelly

smelter

smithing

smog

small-scale neighborhood gang a

smallpox

small-town life
small-town paper
small-town hands

small-town home life

is thought to have been defeated

a in small-town hands
a small-town paper in

small-town general practitioner a

smartass
smart decision
smart growth
smart-gun

smart-assed

don't be a
it's the right decision, the
the concept of (cities and urban sprawl)
(see smart-gun)

(see smart-assed)

smart-gun technology

smart-assed notes

dirt-smeared
mud-smeared

(see dirt-smeared)
(see mud-smeared)

blood-and-tissue-smeared (m)

rotten egg smell

sour-smelling (m)
sweet-smelling
watermelon-smelling

smelly feet

uranium smelter

blacksmithing

smog alert

smog capital

(m)

in the train

the assailing them

a room
(see sweet-smelling)
chewing gum

you have

slag from s

(see blacksmithing)

the ozone reading triggered a j;
LA suffered through 120 days of s
the EPA rates Houston as the nation's
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smog emergency serious 's require a "Stage 3" alert

smog-causing
smog-producing

killer smogs
vehicular smog

(see smog-causing)
(see smog-producing)

blanketing downtowns
rid traffic-choked cities of

people with respiratory illnesses and smog

smog-causing smog-causing chemicals reduce

smog-producing smog-producing auto emissions

smoke smoke-cure (v) which had been d

smoke alarm they were awakened by a at 4:30 a.m.
smoke detector requiring s on all aircraft
smoke grenades marking the positions with
smoke inhalation treated for ;

suffered the effects of
smoke signal --s

smoke-free (see smoke-free)

smoke-choked (see smoke-choked)
smoke-filled (see smoke- filled)

smoke and dust the of combat can create limited visibility

chain-smoke (v) he d and hawked

birch smoke blue-gray clouds of hang in the icy air
charcoal smoke , flies and sewage stench
coal smoke hangs in the air
marijuana smoke hung in the air

choking smoke veiled homes and businesses (wildfires)

colored smoke (m) fragmentation and grenades are required

acrid smoke most of the victims were killed by
dense smoke from fires south of the city (wildfires)
heavy smoke stay indoors because of the (wildfires)
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clouds of (birch) smoke blue-gray hang in the icy air

smoke-choked smoke-choked stairway a

smoker smokers toothpastes remove tobacco stains

chronic smokers
heavy smoker

may have mildly elevated CO levels
he was a

smoke-filled smoke-filled bar the
smoke-filled plane the

smoke-free

smoking

smoke-free the home has been since 1947;
the hospital, which has been since...

Smoke-Free Building
smoke-free environment

This is a (airport sign)
taxi riders are entitled to a j;
provide a for workers

smoke-free airport Logan is a (sticker at airport)

smoking area designated s are located outside (airport sign)
Smoking Lounge (Atlanta Airport)

smoking-related (see smoking-related)

pot-smoking talk to the press about their
teen smoking is finally going down
youth smoking efforts to curb ;

campaigns against

under-age smoking concerns about

hard-smoking (see hard-smoking)

antismoking (m) (see antismoking)

smoking-related smoking-related illness cigarette manufacturers and s

smoldering long-smoldering (see long-smoldering)

smooth smooth sailing after that, it's (job)
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smooth-faced

smoothly

smoothly executed

smooth-skinned

smudge

smuggled

smuggler

smuggling

snack

snacking

snag

snail

smooth-faced
smooth-skinned

baby smooth

smooth-faced man

smoothly executed

(see smooth-faced)
(see smooth-skinned)

creamy cleansers that keep skin

a tall,

(see smoothly executed)

smoothly executed set changes

smooth-skinned girl

smudge mark

smuggled merchandise

smugglers' trails

smuggling activity

(opera)

s
check car for signs of fingerprints or (bomb)

counterfeit CDs and other

the are distinctive (drugs)

an increase in (the Coast Guard)

drug smuggling fight from Columbia
fossil-smuggling (m) China's growing problem
immigrant-smuggling (m) charges
people smuggling is a lucrative business
tea-smuggling (m) the fraternity

snack bar
snack food

snack-food (m)

snack shop
snack times

snack vending machine

late-night snacking

snag-proof

"snail" mail
snail's pace

found a , ordered a large soda
left in the kitchen;
the profit margin for is over 80%
salt-rich offerings in the -- aisle;
formulated flavors for Frito-Lay
a
children's should be limited

a

low-fat meals and no

ponytail holders should be of -- elastic

electronic mail versus
the of the investigation (murder)
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snake

snakebite

snakebite (see snakebite)
snake's habitat the is being overrun by development
snake pit jump into the media
snake's role the in the environment
snakeskin (see snakeskin)

rattlesnake (see rattlesnake)
sea snake (m) 80% of bites fail to produce envenomation

snake-bite suffered from
snakebite in this terrible state because of the

snakebite treatment the history of
snakebite victim the typical male

snakeskin snakeskin boots

snakeskin-covered (see snakeskin-covered)

snakeskin-covered snakeskin-covered walking stick a

snap

snapping

sneaker

sniffing

sniper

snap judgment

cold snap

neck-snapping

sneaker-wearing (m)

platform sneakers

high-top sneakers

bomb-sniffing
cadaver-sniffing
coke-sniffing
drug-sniffing
explosive-sniffing
mine-sniffing

sniper fire
sniper position
sniper post
sniper's rifle

average cops make --s

heat waves, s

(see neck-snapping)

the boyishly buzz-cut, Jack

sprained ankles from

wearing a pair of black

(see bomb-sniffing)
(see cadaver-sniffing)
(see cocaine-sniffing)
(see drug-sniffing)
(see explosive-sniffing)
(see mine-sniffing)

they met heavy automatic weapons and
the was 200 yards from the cabin
the Sierra at Waco
guys who knew their way around a
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snippet

snitch

snooping

snorting

snot

snot-nosed

snout

snow

snipers' weapons

enemy sniper

well camouflaged snipers

snippets of information
snippets of video

jailhouse snitch

government snooping

fire-snorting

snot-nosed

an inspection turned up

he moved to the front and spotted an in a tree

they received fire from

a shadowy figure with (a private investigator)
an antenna to relay occasional (space shuttle)

the use of s must be curtailed

intrusive

(see fire-snorting)

(see snot-nosed)

snot-nosed Internet entrepreneurs a bunch of

doglike snout

snowball
snowbank
snowboard
snowboarder
snow blindness
snow bridge
snow cave

snow crystals

snow depth
snowdrift
snow emergency
snowfall
snowfield

snowflake
snow ledge
snowman
snowmen
snowmobile
snowmobiler

a

attacked him with s
on the street, in a
(see snowboard)
(see snowboarder)
he got a terrible attack of
I stepped over a fragile
the advance team had dug a j;
in a for five days on Annapurna IV
he examines through a magnifying lens;
the shape of -- and the snowpack's strength

and weather (avalanche research)
three-foot-high s
city workers ran through a simulated
(see snowfall)
the coyotes howl from the back s;
at the foot of a S;
cannons fired onto s above the ski area
the first accurate drawings of s
on a small , I coiled rope...
the boys built a
(see snowman)
(see snowmobile)
(see snowmobiler)
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snowpack (see snowpack)
snow pit digging s (avalanche research)
snowplow (m) a driver
snow report up-to-the-minute s (online for skiers)
snow-response (m) the District government's team
snow science (n) a basic assumptions of was wrong
snow science (m) research has been crippled
snowshoe (see snowshoe)
snowslide the rock- and s on the north face
snow slope the steep at the base of a gully;

predicting what a will do;
the puzzle of why a avalanches

snow squall an afternoon cleared
snowstorm (see snowstorm)

snowboarding (see snowboarding)
snowmobiling (see snowmobiling)
snowshoeing , skiing, snowmobiling

snow-borne (see snow-borne)
snowbound (see snowbound)
snow-clogged (see snow-clogged)
snow-covered (see snow covered)
snow-dusted (see snow-dusted)
snow-filled (see snow- filled)
snow-reflected (see snow-reflected)
snow-shrouded (see snow-shrouded)
snow-topped (see snow-topped)

early-morning snow an

lightly packed snow

accumulation of snow a season-long
layer of snow a thick covers the ground

snowboard snowboard champ X Games Shaun Palmer
snowboard mountaineering he has defined (Tom Burt)

snowboarder elite (young) snowboarders the sunglasses wear
professional snowboarder a

skiers and snowboarders a cable car crammed with
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snowboarding snowboarding BASE jumping, , ice climbing;
has grown 113% in five years;

's inauguration at the Nagano Olympics

snowboarding accident a broken wrist suffered in a
snowboarding community the
snowboarding competition attended the sold-out s
snowboarding events World Cup
snowboarding history he rode the steepest descent in
snowboarding magazine their expeditions were featured in s

snowboarding half-pipe she finished fourth on the

snowboarding's ground zero Lake Tahoe is

annals of snowboarding a landmark feat in the (Mt. McKinley)

snow-borne snow-borne tragedy another round of (avalanches)

snowbound snowbound you're going to be j;
we were

snow-clogged snow-clogged mountain pass a

snow-covered snow-covered ground the
snow-covered field s
snow-covered hills the swarmed with troops (Korea)
snow-covered peak s
snow-covered (Sar) mountain range the

snow-dusted snow-dusted slopes the gray skies and

snow-filled snow-filled black-and-white print a

snowfall snowfall in low-elevation places;
dependent on for tourist revenue;
residents were digging out from a

first snowfall
record snowfall

the of the season;
created a series of avalanches

snowmobile snowmobile using a chain saw or driving a S;
supplies moved by helicopter or
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snowmobile injuries more than 10,000 were treated nationwide

snowmobile-related (see snowmobile-related)

snowmobile-related
snowmobile-related accident between 1992 and 1997

snowmobiler snowmobiler skiers and s

snowmobiling snowmobiling snowshoeing, skiing,

snowpack snowpack he needed to know about the mountain's

heavy snowpack on a steep slope

strength of the snowpack ice crystals' shapes and the

snow-reflected snow-reflected sunlight the

snowshoe snowshoe hare (m) Colorado's population

snowshoeing snowshoeing , skiing, snowmobiling

snow-shrouded snow-shrouded field s
snow-shrouded Fifth Avenue

snowstorm snowstorm the day after a

major snowstorm a is making travel treacherous

back-to-back snowstorms crippled by

one-a-day snowstorms

snow-topped snow-topped mountain a

snub snub-nosed (see snub-nosed)

snub-nosed snub-nosed man a

SO special operations (see special operations)
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SO

soaked

so-and-so

soap (cleanser)

soap (opera)

sobering

soberly

soberly dressed

sobriety

so-called

so-called

so-so

so-and-so

say-so

eight-or-so

not-so-gorgeous
not-so-obvious
not-so-recent

not-so-veiled

blood-soaked
oil-soaked
rain-soaked
sweat-soaked

heartless so-and-so

soap dish

liquid-soap (m)

antibacterial soap

soap opera
soap-opera (m)

sobering effect

soberly dressed

soberly dressed man

sobriety test

sobriety checkpoint

so-called Golden Age
so-called tough guys

(see so-called)

(see so-so)

(see so-and-so)

(see say-so)

(see eight-or-so)

(see not-so-gorgeous)
(see not-so-obvious)
(see not-so-recent)

(see not-so-veiled)

(see blood-soaked)
(see oil-soaked)
(see rain-soaked)
(see sweat-soaked)

he's a cool, who...

sunglasses, s and scissors

a dispenser (discount store)

scrub your feet with (smelly feet)

he watches the same s she does
the queen Susan Lucci

the accident had a on the team

(see soberly dressed)

a

she failed a

a car stopped at a

the
numerous

I
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soccer

social

so-called democratic reforms "Western"

soccer coach
soccer fan
soccer field
soccer game
soccer history
soccer instructor
soccer league
soccer legend
soccer loyalties
soccer player

soccer practice
soccer program

soccer star

soccer team
soccer tournament
soccer writer

social acceptance
social activity
social anxiety
social consequences
social (and professional)
social event

social life
social order

social policy
social program
social-program (m)
Social Security
social science (m)
social services
social-services (m)
social services (m)
social situations
social skills
social stigma

How much can a do...
as a
on the
they were on their way to a
the most expensive player in
a
she participates in a weekend

Majid Abdullah (Saudi Arabia)
that divide people

the U.S. women's s;
white, suburban, ponytailed --s
after each
Culmore's ;
hosting s for their children
a at J.E.B. Stuart High School;
David. Beckham, the
a first-rate
the World Cup
the for the newspaper

lying about one's background and
a room for meetings and
the emotional vulnerability and (weddings)
the of hearing impairment

consequences the of mental illness
PTA meetings were a real ;
opening night at La Scala is an important
I had friends and an active
a person who didn't fit in to the ;
the is breaking down (volcanic eruption)
the disastrous consequences of court-ordered
faith-based --s
faith-based literature
(see Social Security)
standard techniques
provides to...
in the field

workers
he is not naturally at ease in

grow as the child plays
there is a severe attached to depression
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Socialist

Socialist-era

socialist-style

socially

socially concerned

Social Security

social welfare

society

social (and political) tensions growth intensifies
social welfare (see social welfare)

social handicap hearing impairment is considered a severe

social and political (m)
social and professional (m)

church social

antisocial

Socialist-era
socialist-style

economic growth intensifies tensions
the consequences of mental illness

the singles bar or

(see antisocial)

(see Socialist-era)
(see socialist-style)

Socialist-era cement-block buildings ugly buildings

socialist-style hotel a decrepit,

socially concerned (see socially concerned)

socially concerned engineer

Social Security number
social-security programs
Social Security recipients

a

the is the de facto national ID number
health, education, and
retirees, veterans and

social-welfare dependency gangs, drugs, and
social-welfare system the

social welfare networks education and

society's (dangerous) dependence on fossil fuels
society's discrimination on the basis of appearance
society figures
society's margins
society wedding

high-powered world of
indigenous groups pushed to
a of the twenties (US)

society, the government, and the military attack sites essential to

caste society America as a
Hemlock Society Final Exit, the suicide manual

Telemedicine Society the American
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closed society

male-dominated societies
weight-obsessed society

open society

take-or-be-taken society

rules of society

the CIA is a

the status of Arab women in their
in our

in an , speech is free

a

their ability to play by the (crime)

contributions to (Japanese) society... women's

socio socioeconomic (see socioeconomic)

socioeconomic racial, socioeconomic, and religious members of all backgrounds

sociology sociology class researching a paper for

sock cotton sock s versus wool socks
wool sock Army-issue s

soda

sodium

sodium-loaded

sodomy

soft

moisture-wicking sock

soda bottle
soda pop

sodas, beer, and milk

orange-soda (m)

large soda

six-pack of soda

sodium-loaded

sodium-loaded pork fat

aggravated-sodomy

softball
soft-core

wearing wool or s

a two-litre
drinking was his substitute addiction

are not good substitutes for water

I landed an can, full of silt and sand

found a snack bar, ordered a

he would drink a

(see sodium-loaded)

(see aggravated-sodomy)

(see softball)
(see soft -core)
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softball

softball-size

soft-bodied

soft-core

soft-drink

softener

soft-featured

soft-shouldered

soft-spoken

soft-tissue

soft-voiced

software

soft-drink
soft target
soft-tissue
software

soft-bodied
soft-featured
soft-shouldered
soft-spoken
soft-voiced

softball-size

(see soft-drink)
the police force has become a (Kashmir)
(see soft-tissue)
(see software)

(see soft -bodied)
(see soft -featured)
(see soft -shouldered)
(see soft -spoken)
(see soft -voiced)

(see softball-size)

softball-size sensor device

soft-bodied organism

soft-core porn

soft-drink bottling plant

stool softener

soft-featured face

soft-shouldered

soft-spoken coach
soft-spoken façade
soft-spoken man
soft-spoken scientist

soft-spoken businessman

soft-tissue infection

soft-voiced

software

software billionaire

s
a

a new had opened

s and fiber supplements

a

rangy, , handsome, he...;
they are rounded and

the
behind a
he is a large, thoughtful,
a

a slim,

treatment of skin and s;
bone and --s

, he looks like a minister

deleting and reinstalling ;
the that runs the hardware

thirty-year-old --s
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1

soil

software code a bug in the caused the problem
software company s
software developer js are faced with short deadlines;

js protest changes in patent law
software development the next big wave in
software development (m) the process
software filters that can block certain Web sites
software firm
software giant
software guru
software industry
software maker
software products
software research

software update
software upgrade

a three-year-old Internet
the Microsoft
a popular named Tim O'Reilly
a career in the
Oracle Corp., the

become obsolete quickly
it was doing

a critical
delayed js;
the need for constant s

software for inventory control

computer-software (m)
consumer software
productivity software

the industry
No. 1 in
Web-based

customer management software cuts costs
decision-support software he produces for companies

voice-chat software

feature-rich software

Internet connection software

data-mining software

how to install

sorts information

content-blocking software can be downloaded for free

corporate software the more lucrative business of

soil ecologist
soil erosion
soil-fertility (m)
soil moisture

js, environmental historians
reduced , water pollution
attention must be paid to management
forecasters predicted improving
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soil sample s from the river bank;
90 percent of s tested by...

soil and the mine mine detectors detect a contrast between the

subsoil (see subsoil)

desert soil nitrogen is in short supply in --s;
the arid

topsoil (see topsoil)

frozen soil a rock-hard block of

flood-eroded soil banks of

newly exposed soil begin planting in the

soiled soiled beaches clean up the (after an oil spill)

solar solar panel
solar power

solar system (m)

solar-generated
solar-powered

an electricity-producing
and communications;

analysts who study
science director for exploration

(see solar-generated)
(see solar-powered)

solar-generated solar-generated electricity

solar-powered solar-powered cell phone a

sold sold-out (see sold-out)

sold-out sold-out Coliseum in the
sold-out performance ovations at all 12 s (opera)
sold-out tour platinum records, s

solder lead solder in pipes;
elimination of from cans

soldier soldier's family the shock of the upon hearing...
soldier's pension she married him for his
soldiers' recollections and war records
soldier remains when are not under US control (casualties)
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soled

soldier-statesman

soldiers and marines

army soldiers
combat soldier
Confederated Soldiers
enemy soldier
fellow soldiers
field soldier
infantry soldier

a New England breed of

techniques to assist during desert operations

raided a militant hideout
provide the with...

(m) a nearby Monument
he was mortally wounded by an
he rallied his against the hostile troops
we asked experienced s how...
each should receive...

air and missile defense soldiers

Special Forces soldier

captured soldier
deceased soldiers
wounded soldiers

special training programs to train

a unit of elite --s

exchanged for the s
proper care of the remains of
he carried other on a death march (POWs)

severely injured soldiers improve the outcome of
well-trained soldier he is a
well-armed soldiers

occupying soldiers women hoping to attract the

hostile soldiers heavily outnumbered, the awaited the
individual soldiers weapons of warfare for the
friendly (dismounted) soldiers in close contact with.

technologically savvy soldier

one-hundred-per-cent soldier

help educate the more s (military)

a pure,

fate of the (Israeli) soldiers he will discuss the (captured)
remains of (deceased) soldiers proper care of the
remains of (their) soldiers tagging, securing, and evacuating the

(see also troops)

crepe-soled
rope-soled
rubber-soled

(see crepe-soled)
(see rope-soled)
(see rubber-soled)
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solemn

solid

solidarity

solid-fueled

solidly

solidly constructed

solitary

solo

solstice

solution

Vibram-soled

thick-soled

solemn act

solid business
solid foundation
solid growth
solid reputation
solid set
solid student

solid writing skills

solid-fueled

rock-solid

company solidarity

feeling of solidarity

(see Vibram-soled)

(see thick-soled)

in a of atonement

a
a in native-language literacy

and good employment gains (economy)
the group has a on the club scene (music)
a of outdoor skills
a and basketball team captain

lack

(see solid-fueled)

(see rock-solid)

he pays for Caribbean cruises to build

we get together to promote a (female senators)

solid-fueled rocket boosters

solidly constructed (see solidly constructed)

solidly constructed handle a

solitary confinement

solitary childhood

solo flight
solo trekkers
solo voyage

summer-solstice (m)

math solutions

negotiated solution

acceptable solutions

he will be placed in (death-row inmate)

I had a

this was only his second (helicopter)
free-climbers, and extreme skiers
completed a around the Antarctic (yacht)

enact a Dionysiac ceremony

students swap science projects and

that could be a reasonable, acceptable

to ground tactical problems (air commander)
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tried-and-tested solution --s

solved unsolved (see unsolved)

solvent solvent abuse suspected of ;
is a popular practice around the world

solver problem solver likes to describe himself as a

solving problem-solving (see problem-solving)
puzzle-solving there is in all technical climbing

some (suffix) awesome (see awesome)
burdensome (see burdensome)
troublesome (see troublesome)

some (other) some point most women have at clashed with...
something (see something)

something

something-or-other

son

thirty-some (see thirty-some)

forty-some (see forty-some)

something wrong I did (against the rules, law)

something-or-other (see something-or-other)

twentysomething (see twentysomething)
thirtysomething (see thirtysomething)
fortysomething (see fortysomething)
50-something (see fifty-something)

something-or-other they were interested in

gay son her hand-lettered "I love my " sign

father-son (see father-son)

surviving son the youngest of some twenty s;
the white-bearded man clung to his only

devoted son the takes care of his mother
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sonar

song

sonic

sono

sonogram

sons

soon

grown son

newborn son

thirty-something son

father-and-son

from father to son

sonar data
sonar sweeps
sonar target
sonar technician

songbird
song's message

fight song

folk song
gospel song
hit song
love song
signature song
theme song

Christmas song

hymn-like song

mourning song

sonic boom

supersonic

sonogram

sonogram

sons of bitches

soon-to-be-homeless

their and daughter

her brain-damaged

his moved in to care for him

(see father-and-son)

passed down the mask-making tradition

during a later review of the sub's
had the submarine taken more time doing
a tracked by the submarine
served as a on a submarine

large flights of s across the Gulf
the

the team's s (football);
s and war hymns (sports)
the old "Chisholm Trail"
the grace we feel listening to a
recorded a , toured England
she heard the you first sang to her
Freedom became his (Richie Havens)
the for the evening news

we all have our favorite s

knew s (Native American)

window glass shattered by a

(see supersonic)

(see sonogram)

the first of many s of the new baby

all you are collaborators

(see soon-to-be-homeless)
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soon-to-be-demolished (see soon-to-be-demolished)
soon-to-be-filled (see soon-to-be- filled)
soon-to-be-married (see soon-to-be-married)
soon-to-be-released (see soon-to-be-released)

soothing soothing mood set a with candles, wine

soothing sponge bath she gave me s

soon-to-be-demolished
soon-to-be-demolished housing complex the

soon-to-be-filled soon-to-be-filled job the of Commissioner

soon-to-be-homeless
soon-to-be-homeless we must help the

soon-to-be-married
soon-to-be married college couple a

soon-to-be-released
soon-to-be-released film
soon-to-be-released report

in the Black and White
a confirms...

sophisticated sophisticated (bar) code a you print on envelopes
sophisticated (navigation) equipment the boat had
sophisticated (performance) facility the s of the Studio Theatre
sophisticated missile nations interested in acquiring its
sophisticated (sixth-grade science) projects
sophisticated systems monitoring pollutants with

highly sophisticated (see highly sophisticated)

soot-stained soot-stained brick building a

sore (body)

sore (other)

sore back
sore eyes
sore throat

bedsore

sore subject

Sampras has a (tennis)
headaches, and wrist pain
a runny nose, headache, and

suffered from s

money can be a in any relationship
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sorely

sorely needed

sorority

sorrow

sorrowful

sorrowful-eyed

so-so

sought

soul

sound

sorely needed

sorely needed break

sorority sister

childhood sorrows

sorrowful-eyed

sorrowful-eyed

so-so houses
so-so year

highly sought
long-sought

soul-food (m)
soul mate

soul-searching

heart and soul

sound barrier
sound bite

sound card
sound effects
sound level
sound patterns
sound pulse
sound stage
sound system

sound technician
sound tower

soundproof (m)

sound-absorbing

(see sorely needed)

a

my s didn't like my boyfriend

he left no memoir of his

(see sorrowful-eyed)

and soft-voiced

the nice houses and the ;
she finished a ranked 14th (a tennis player)

(see highly sought)
(see long-sought)

black-owned-and-operated restaurant
they were js, due to be married

after much , she decided...;
he did some career-oriented

racing has lost its (death of popular driver)

plans to build a next to the projects
the perfectly provocative ;
declaiming well-rehearsed js
a , plug-ins, a CD-ROM
books don't have
a reduction in js for commercial airliners
explosives leave distinctive
sonar sends out js that reflect back
his trailer is parked opposite the (film)
the band had to turn off the ;
we sat as far from the 's speakers as possible
the js were working (in the ballroom)
fans destroyed a barricade around the

plastic to make barriers;
the glass of the interview booth (jail)

(see sound-absorbing)
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sound-absorbing

sound-deadening

sounding

soundproofing

soup

souped

souped-up

source

sound-deadening
soundproofing

sounds of war

(see sound-deadening)
(see soundproofing)

the city rang to the (Bujumbura)

sound-absorbing ceiling a

sound-deadening window install s

sounding board

authentic-sounding
clinical-sounding
conspiratorial-sounding
grand-sounding
high-sounding
mature-sounding
negative-sounding
official-sounding
ominous-sounding
reasonable-sounding
sensible-sounding
sinister-sounding

soundproofing

soup kitchen

chicken-vegetable soup

souped-up

she is his most important

(see authentic-sounding)
(see clinical-sounding)
(see conspiratorial-sounding)
(see grand-sounding)
(see high-sounding)
(see mature-sounding)
(see negative-sounding)
(see official-sounding)
(see ominous-sounding)
(see reasonable-sounding)
(see sensible-sounding)
(see sinister-sounding)

thick acoustic foam, for

veterans at shelters and s

some stir -fry or

(see souped-up)

souped-up (Gateway) desktop computer three

source address
source material

source of the burn
source of conflict
source of fever
sources of funds
source of guidance
source of income
sources of income

the s of the incoming data packets
when he began to delve into the

remove victim from the
a versus a source of strength (diversity)
identifying the and infection
seeking extragovernmental
cited his Christianity as a
woodcutting is his only
find alternative
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sources of infection the potential
source of (shared) knowledge our major
source of the outbreak she believed she'd found the
source of pain these ulcers are a j, disability, infection
sources of pollution the major are from Mexico (national park)
source of pride their house is a ;

breasts can be a (for young girls)
source of protein wildlife is the primary (sub-Saharan Africa)
source of (human) rabies canine rabies is a major
source of revenue Nigeria's main is oil
source of strength diversity can be a not of conflict
sources of water wells and other

source of bleeding identifying the
source of (transportation) funding a sustainable

sources close to the investigation

energy sources

light source
pollution source
revenue source
water source

funding source

suspected sources

such as coal, natural gas, nuclear power;
renewable, climate-friendly
head lamps and two reserve 's (caving)
s like sewage treatment plants
sales taxes are a significant
bury human waste away from a

the questions of a reliable ;
developing a steady

two power plants are (of pollution)

traditionally neglected source s, such as the journal of...
highly placed sources

alternative source
main source

major source
potential source
primary sources
reliable sources
secondary source
unfamiliar sources

find s of income
among the s consulted;
tourism is Cuba's of hard currency
canine rabies is a of human rabies
the of infection

such as trial transcripts
conflicting information I'd received from two
they rely in large measure on --s
treat mail from with suspicion (terrorism)

network of sources professional investigators have a
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south

southbound

Southern

Southernish

south-facing

souvenir

Soviet

Soviet-built

Soviet-era

Soviet-published

soy

soybean

spa

southbound

south-facing

southbound entrance

Southern hospitality

Southernish

Southernish twang

south-facing shore

souvenir hunter
souvenir shop
souvenir store

popular souvenir

Soviet-era

Soviet-built
Soviet-published

Soviet-built T-72 tank

Soviet-era signs

Soviet-published edition

soybean

soybean

soybean crop

(see southbound)

(see south-facing)

the

a charming little town full of -;
you hear about -j, and it's true

(see Southernish)

its

seaweed is accumulating on the

-s elbowing each other aside
a - (in the lobby of a hotel)
owns the biggest - in West Virginia

T-shirts and posters are -s (city festival)

(see Soviet-era)

(see Soviet-built)
(see Soviet-published)

a-

faded - in Cyrillic

-s

(see soybean)

cotton, -s, corn

this year's

price supports for soybeans

spa town

dog spa

establishing -s

they ran an inn in the - of Calistoga

folks who send pets off to -s, acupuncturists
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space (outer) space-age gear
space agency the as well as dozens of scientists
Space Agency members of the European ;

an astronaut from the Japanese ;
NASA and the Russian

space camera the new wave of commercial s
space center the Baikonur in Kazakhstan
Space Center the Johnson in Houston;

the Kennedy in Florida
space commerce a new era in
spacecraft satellites and manned ;

the Saturn-bound Cassini
spacecraft (m) designers and launchers
space debris the dangers of
space enthusiasts the can-do mentality of ;

investors, NASA officials, and
space environment long-term exposure to the external
space exploration is not just about spaceships;

the kind of he envisions
space flight cut the cost of
space history the first female commander in
space junk a piece of orbiting ;

the long-term hazards of
space launch 46 more planned s
space life study effects of on human health
space memorabilia he's an avid collector of
space mission --s between 1988 and 1995

space official Russian s have calculated a cost...
space platform the next generation of s
space port states competing to serve as the
spaceport at the Florida , she lauded the launching team
space power Russia's effort to retain its image as a leading
space probe a $125 million Mars
space program Mars should be the goal of the ;

the leadership of Russia's
space projects cost overruns are common in
space research commercialization of (outer space)
space sensors weather can affect ability of to acquire info
spaceship (see spaceship)
space shuttle (see space shuttle)
space sickness used skin sensors to detect
space station (see space station)
space suit wearing s; insulated in a pressurized
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space (area)

Space Telescope
space travel

space traveler
spacewalk
space walker
spacewalker

space partnership

space-walking (m)

aerospace

deep-space
outer space

edge of space
environment of space
exploration of space
reaches of space
vacuum of space
weightlessness of space

Aeronautics and Space

space-available

space for storage

airspace
air space
college space
crawl space
cyberspace
disk space
dormitory space
exhibition space
floor space
freezer space
green spaces
parking space
performance space
stage space

critical repairs to the Hubble
human biology and S;
Mars is the next destination of manned
hazards that a faces
(see spacewalk)

the s performed a number of jobs

a major success for American-Russian

the astronauts

(see aerospace)

(see deep-space)
long-term human exploration of

a world record parachute jump from the
the unforgiving
the
the airless (outer space)
the astronauts will spend 6 hours in the
trying to get leverage in the

(m) the National Administration

(see space-available)

freezer

closed the over the area
the is under FAA control
competition for
buried her body in the of his home
(see cyberspace)
download music using half the
fluctuations in enrollment and
it could be used as extra
not much in the bedroom

for storage (animal cadavers)
avoid cutting down trees or destroying
's filled early
a featuring jazz quartets and other acts
her brilliant physical use of
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storage space
trunk space
workspace
work space

cramped space
designated space
wasted space

valuable space

augment your with bins, baskets (closets)
taxicabs should have adequate
corridors and two-store s
provide the astronauts with an air-filled

a clinic exam room: a
park only in s (National Park)
there is no room for

wasting , resources, and effort (a monument)

space-available space-available military flightwho gets priority on s

spaced

spaced-out

spaceship

space shuttle

space station

spaced-out

single-spaced
well-spaced

spaced-out Carla

spaceship

space shuttle

space shuttle Atlantis
space shuttle Challenger
space shuttle Columbia
space shuttle Discovery
space shuttle Endeavor

(see spaced-out)

(see single-spaced)
(see well-spaced)

the

space exploration is not just about s

crew compartments on the

lift off aboard on Monday

lift off aboard the
thundered into orbit Wednesday evening

the

space shuttle crew a
space shuttle fleet the
space shuttle flight this 100th is a crucial construction mission
space shuttle launch in honor of the 100th
space shuttle program the 100th launch of the
space shuttle (program) manager Ron Dittemore,
space shuttle mission a total of 37 s are scheduled to assemble...

next-generation space shuttle assembly of a

assembly of a (next-generation) space shuttle

space station's altitude equipment to control the , power...
space station assembly would resume
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spacing

spacewalk

spaghetti

span

space station astronauts
space station coalition
space station components
space station construction
space station construction (m)
space station mission

report illnesses
soothing tensions in the

more time to test
started in November 1998

a mission
spacewalks on a

space station partners an emergency meeting of all
space station project the 16-nation
space station residents visiting shuttle crews versus
space station segment installation of another , a docking port
space station's (thermal and communications) systems the

for...

space station's crew quarters difficulties in launching the
space station flight director the lead at the Johnson Space Center

installing thespace station's (main) oxygen generator
space station porthole a

Mir space station the launched in 1986

international space station the new

orbiting space station the longest-manned

batteries for space station
plans for a space station

mine spacing

spacewalk

emergency space walk

action-filled space walk

first space walk

new

the and the number of mine rows

a is planned

astronauts will take an

an
the

seven-hour 55-minute space walk two astronauts made

spaghetti sauce getting scalded by spilled ;
chili recipes, s, turkey stuffings

spaghetti straps ultrathin on swimsuits and bras

attention span students exhibit unusually long s;
are our s shriveling;
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Spanish

Spanish-accented

Spanish-language

Spanish-speaking

spanking

spare

sparked

sparkling

sparse-haired

sparsely

sparsely furnished

life span

life-span

Spanish-language
Spanish-speaker

Spanish-speaking

Spanish-accented

limited s
the of the flea;
depending on age and ;
those who test positive have a shorter

(see Spanish-language)
immigrant children, but especially s

Miami's neighborhoods;
attract visitors to the city;
address the needs of children

(see Spanish-accented)

Spanish-accented English in her husky,

Spanish-language
Spanish-language
Spanish-language

Spanish-speaking
Spanish-speaking
Spanish-speaking

daily
instruction
supplement

a leading
laws limiting to one year (schools)
the

children address the needs of
neighborhood Miami's s
visitors attract to the city

spanking-new

spare hour

spare parts

spare parts (m)

spare housekey

lightning-sparked

sparkling wine

sparse-haired

sparsely furnished
sparsely inhabited

(see spanking-new)

a before a flight;
fill every in your day with things to do

and maintenance troops;
munitions and (for helicopters)
inadequate testing, shortages

I took her that she had given me

(see lightning-sparked)

champagne or similar s

Father is

(see sparsely furnished)
(see sparsely inhabited)

sparsely furnished studio a
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sparsely inhabited sparsely inhabited area

spasm

spattered

spawning

speaker (device)

spasms of the bladder

muscle spasm

mud-spattered (m)

paint-spattered (m)

(see also splattered)

spawning run

speaker phone
speakerphone

sound system's speakers

speaker (words) Arabic-speaker
computer speaker
dinner speaker
English speaker
Spanish-speaker

speaking

French- or Italian-speaker

inspiring speaker

polished speaker

speaking engagement
speaking schedule

Cantonese-speaking
Creole-speaking
Dinka-speaking
English-speaking
Spanish-speaking

non-English-speaking

a

urinary analgesics relieve pain, discomfort,

's, tendon tears, bone degeneration;
s, weakness, and other symptoms

a four-wheel-drive vehicle;
signs
dungarees

shad eat nothing on the

a hands-free device like a
heard over a

we sat as far from the as possible (café)

the instructor, an ...

the hotel where he was going to be the
(see English speaker)
immigrant children, but especially s

the ears and tongues of s

he is a quotable and

she was not a

telethons, tours, s
he maintained a busy

(see Cantonese-speaking)
(see Creole-speaking)
(see Dinka-speaking)
(see English-speaking)
(see Spanish-speaking)

(see non-English-speaking)
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spear

spec

special

spear gun
spearhead (v)
spearhead

spearfishing

(see specification)

special arrangement

special attention
special circumstances
special-education
special-effects (m)

special events
special forces
Special Forces (m)
special occasions
special operations
special order
special place
special rating
special request
special treat
special way
special-needs
special operations (m)

TV special
television special

special-education special-education student

special events special events

special-events manager

specialist back specialist
burn specialists
cancer specialist
contract specialist
data specialist

with his he shot groupers
Trinity has ed a reinvestment
the W.T.O. is the of globalization

helped support the family by ;
has become a sport for thousands

you can make a with the postmaster;
's may be made for group meals (Inn)
he started to pay to her (wallflower)

that could lead to the death penalty
(see special-education)
computer-generated technologies;

theme park
(see special events)
support for fighting behind enemy lines
a unit of elite soldiers
he plans to wear the coat and suit for
(see special operations)
s (book buying)
the cave is a for botanists and biologists
the FAA has no for flying in mountain areas
ask him if he has any s (sex)
you can use sex toys as a
each one relates to me in her own
(see special-needs)
the elite unit known as "Delta Force"

back pain is the subject of s
a 25th-anniversary

S
works at Disney in

a
Richard Deyo

electrical burns require treatment by
breast cancer and s
salesmen, s, finance specialists (planes)
s fed targets into the system
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specialized

specially

specially fitted

special-needs

defense specialist
finance specialist
infertility specialist
poison specialist
radiation specialist
relief specialist
tax specialist

other s
salesmen, contract specialists, s (planes)
s deplored the Web site
s answer 250 calls a day
s, military personnel and health workers
foreign s led rescue operations
the rise of the

computer crime specialist the SBI has one
pain-management specialist effective practices from s

reading specialist a well-known ;
one of my tasks as a

rise of the (tax) specialist the

specialized equipment supplies and

specially fitted (see specially fitted)

specially fitted plane a

special-needs counselors

special operations special operations
(SO)

special operations
special operations
special operations
SO commander
special operations

SO forces
special operations
SO mission

SO skills

activities
aviation
aviators

forces

are high-value, high-payoff missions;
are inherently joint operations;
can be conducted during the day or at night;
often take place in situations short of war

directed by Presidential authority
is an integral part of special operations

Army aviators who have qualified as
the senior in a joint organization

are units of the Army, Navy, Air Force;
are excellent force multipliers;
are constantly exposed to capture;
work behind enemy lines

the unique characteristics of
mission ensure unity of effort to accomplish 's;

state-of-the-art equipment designed for s;
s in the Kuwait theater of operations;
operational security is essential to every S;
typically, s have a specific time-on-target
training in advanced specialized
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species

SO targets
special operations team
special operations unit

are strategic, operational, or tactical
infiltrate s directly onto the objective or...

the elite known as "Delta Force";
s from more than one Service

special operations planning is a joint effort (military)

SO planning and rehearsal extensive are required (military)

planning and execution of SO security is paramount throughout

species diversity how influences ecosystem stability

species-threatening (see species-threatening)

plant species cold-weather ;
protect the environment and preserve

cross-species (see cross-species)

endangered species

endangered-species (m)

the study and preservation of ;
researchers who work with ;
the protection and cultivation of
obtain designations for many species

rare species the park's desire to protect (plants, animals)

diversity of (plant) species North Carolina's great and natural habitats

species-threatening species-threatening event

specific

specification
(and spec)

specified

specific explanation
specific genes
specific points
specific question
specific target

nonspecific

bomb-building specs

specified period
specified route

a

nor have they offered any of how...
the effects of on the brain's functioning
he used stories to illustrate (Harvard)
he poses s (book on law)
the of the threats was not clear (terrorism)

(see nonspecific)

a military-training manual with

high returns over a of time
each recon and security team moves along a
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specimen

spectacle

spectator

spectrum

speech

specified minimum wage

bird specimen
evidence specimen

media spectacle

spectator sport

broad spectrum
full spectrum

speech characteristics
speech coach
speech code
speech impediment
speech therapist
speechwriter

speechless

acceptance speech

concession speech
graduation speech
hate speech
public speech
stump speech
victory speech

pro-Nazi speech

farewell speech

keynote speech

locker-room speech
Monday-night speech
Veteran's Day speech

domestic-policy speech

maximum hours per week

the number of s he collected
the from the rape kit

the case became an embarrassing

it's not a (iceboating);
football is America's favorite

(see broad spectrum)
the pictures reflect the of human sexuality

investigators used to gauge crew's stress
has consulted s
the first university to institute a
he had a
psychologists, s, social workers
an unemployed ; didn't hire a

(see speechless)

a humble ;
her 1993 Nobel Prize ;
the at the Academy Awards
in his (politics)
a to new police officers
his violence-inciting "s"
during his marathon 's
he says in his that...
Gore's (Iowa caucus)

his notorious

the President is making a series of s

the speech was given by...;
during his speech at a computer show

the
in a at Arlington National Cemetery

two important s
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speechless

speed

economic-justice speech delivered his
free-speech issues; controversies;

rights of abortion protesters

after-dinner speech

wedding speech

prejudiced speech
slurred speech

cliché-ridden speech

carefully written speech
locally televised speech

dangerous speech
free speech
free-speech

hateful speech
impromptu speech

the annual round of s (politics)

make a

punishment by employers discredits
, drowsiness, stupor, or coma (ethanol)

a

a
a

attempts to stop
does mean anything goes

issues; controversies;
rights of abortion protesters

dangerous or
he was moved to give an to his companions

freedom-of-speech (m) issues; rights

series of (farewell) speeches the President is making a

near-speechless

speed bump

speed limit
speed regulator
speed trap
speedway

speedometer

speed of execution
speed of impact
speed of sound

speed and altitude

(see near-speechless)

recycled plastic for park benches and s;
s on winding streets
the was lowered to fifty-five
a and motor propels the escalator's steps
stores, a truck dealership, and a
Winston Cup circuit s

(see speedometer)

clearing an enemy bunker requires (grenades)
shape of striking object, (penetrating injuries)
Discovery orbits the Earth at 25 times the

causing it gradually to lose (space station)
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speeded

speeding

speedometer

spell

speed, position and direction guide the of the units (space station)

airspeed
exposure speed
hand speed
land-speed
lightning speed

propeller speed
top speed
wind speed

aircraft speed

highway speed

climbing speed
cruising speed
reading speed

breathtaking speed

high-speed

strength and speed
altitude, speed and path

speeded-up (m)

speeding car
speeding laws
speeding ticket

speedometer

magic spell

coughing spell

dizzy spell
dry spell

parameters such as and altitude
lenses, film stocks, s (films)
Sugar Shane boasts the best (boxing)
(see land-speed)
the catastrophe developed at (submarine);
color graphics downloaded at
a ship's
it had a of... (military tank)
the average annual ;
aircraft speed, outside

, outside wind speed

at 's, or during acceleration (car)

bottled oxygen and (mountaineering)
normal (planes)

is 25% lower on a screen (vs printed page)

with

(see high-speed)

he possesses the (football player)
the mission profile includes (helicopter)

discourse

threw an illegal firearm from the
states use aircraft to enforce
I've gotten two s in 20 years

a tachometer alongside the

sorcerers, witches and their 's

heaves and s

she had a during choir practice
having been in a six-month -- (dating);
the lingering and crops (weather);
throughout that he showed composure (golfer)
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spelling

spending

sperm

spermicide

sphere

spiced

spider

spike

spill

spelling error
spelling test

spending bill
spending limit
spending money
spending plan
spending rule

spending for abortion

campaign spending
construction spending
consumer spending
intelligence-spending (m) an bill
transportation spending ways to boost

the most famous in French criminal history
glancing at a neighbor's

s to pay for government operations
severe js imposed by the budget deal
provided him enough to buy...
proposed for fiscal 2000
put in new js

he opposed federal

set records in fund-raising and
fell by 0.6% in November (US)
and business investment

indigent-defense spending increase

free-spending
federal spending

sperm cell
sperm sample

spermicide

sphere of influence

biosphere

Southwestern-spiced (m)

spider bite
spider hole (m)

fear of spiders

fever spike
ratings spike

spill drill

(see free-spending)
on drug control;

he opposed for abortions

the freezing of js
45 percent of the js they tested

it didn't kill the sperm, like a

an Ottoman Turkish

(see biosphere)

showed clothes

prescribed aspirin for a
he spotted an enemy ' emplacement

is one of our most common fears

patients may have several small daily
storms caused a (Weather Channel)

a hazardous material (HM) or waste (HW)
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spillage

spin

spinal

spinal cord

spiral

spiraling

spirit

spillage

spillage of pus

spin control

spinal cord
spinal fluid

spinal-cord damage
spinal-cord injury

spiral of depression

spiraling out of control

avalanche death spiral

graveyard spiral

downward spiral

inner spiral

spiraling (suicide) rates

spirit of adventure

spirit of sisterhood

community spirit
holiday spirit
human spirit
pioneer spirit
school spirit
team spirit

cowboy spirit

start-up spirit

(see spillage)

perforation and into peritoneal cavity

official attempts at international

(see spinal cord)
screening the child's blood and ;
exposure to cerebral of a rabid animal

halting the progression of
anyone with a

the downward j, which can lead to death

in danger of

the is likely to continue

pilots call this the (flying)

(sexual) addiction is an ugly

its coral-pink

sound a warning bell

the

encourage the true (sorority)

unprecedented level of (after tragedy)
share some
realities in life that almost crush the
the , the cowboy spirit
bonfire, and the it inspires...

(sports)

a latter-day extension of the ;
names that evoked the

a corporate culture that maintains the
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spirited

spiritual

spirits

splash

splattered

splint

splinter

splintered

split

split-level

fighting spirit

adventurous spirit
competitive spirit
high spirits
true spirit

spirited competition

free-spirited
high-spirited
mean-spirited
public-spirited

spiritual experience
spiritual journey
spiritual kin
spiritual leader
spiritual nature
spiritual need
spiritual question
spiritual side
spiritual traditions

(see spirit)

splash zone

mud-splattered

(see also spattered)

ankle splints

glass splinter

splintered family

split-level
split-rail
split second

split-level

no one questions the company's

she's an
the (Ping-Pong players)
she was in (on her birthday)
encourage the of sisterhood (sorority)

aS

(see free-spirited)
(see high-spirited)
(see mean-spirited)
(see public-spirited)

it was quite a (sighting a UFO)
it is the story of a

to Jim Bridger (a mountain man)
he is a
he was also drawn to his
they fulfill a
death makes us ask s
the of man's nature
humanity's

seaweed in the between high and low tide

(see mud-splattered)

are commercially available

the danger of s

in an era of s

(see split-level)
(see split-rail)
(see split second)

the house was
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split-rail

split second

splitting

spoiled

spoken

spokesman

sponge

sponsor

sponsored

split-level house

split-rail fence

split second

split-second decision

face-splitting
ear-splitting

unspoiled

unspoken

plain-spoken
quiet-spoken
soft-spoken
well spoken

movement spokesman
cult spokesman

sponge bath

sponge diver

oil-soaked sponge

sponsors' names

sponsorship

Internet sponsor

corporate sponsor

sponsored climber
sponsored research

American-sponsored
Army-sponsored
city-sponsored
government-sponsored

a

a

it was visible for only a (periscope search)

a

(see face-splitting)
(see ear-splitting)

(see unspoiled)

(see unspoken)

(see plain-spoken)
(see quiet-spoken)
(see soft-spoken)
(see well spoken)

his future as a

gave s and spooned applesauce;
she gave me soothing s
a Greek dove to 200 feet

a giant,

stages are listed by (city festival)

(see sponsorship)

the name of his , Expedia.com (a climber)

s and marketing partners include...

North Face signed him as a
scientists doing

(see American-sponsored)
(see Army-sponsored)
(see city-sponsored)
(see government-sponsored)
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sponsorship

spontaneous

sporadic

spore

sport

industry-sponsored (see industry-sponsored)
state-sponsored a program aimed...

student-government-sponsored (see student-government-sponsored)

NIH-sponsored patients in trials

corporate-sponsored (see corporate-sponsored)

sponsorship generates revenue through ads, s

sponsorship dollars more made available
sponsorship revenues gate receipts and (golf)

corporate sponsorship fan support and

spontaneous abortion syphilis can cause s and stillbirths;
the most common complication is

sporadic meteor s aren't associated with meteor shower

sporadic outbreaks have occurred (anthrax)

tetanus spores wounds that may be contaminated with

sports activity
sports arena

sports bar
sports book
sports bra
sports-bra (m)
sports camp
sports celebrities
sports complex
sports construction
sports culture
sports fan

sports fanatic
sports figure
sports gear
sports heroes

glasses limited her
the new Staples Center j;
new s are dens of luxury;
a luxury suite at a
a
the s at major casinos
stripping down to her
she appeared in a series of ads
a six-week
the company enlisted
the Chelsea Piers in Manhattan
1999 has been a record year for
in the nation's
s expect more;
s are a passionate lot
she describes herself as a (Miss USA)
Mike Tyson, Tiger Woods and other --s
bicycles, fishing rods, and other
identification with
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sports injury
sportsman
sports map
sport's popularity
sports psychologist
sports reporter
sports scores
sports section
sports story
sports-talk (m)
sport-utility
sports violence

sportswriter

sports chat room
sports websites

sportscasting
sports-loving
sports-marketing

s and falls from trees
(see sportsman)
put women's basketball on the
as the has grown
called in a
as a , I shouldn't say it
getting from the Internet
the of the Washington Post
one of the greatest s in the world
twenty-four-hour-a-day radio
(see sport-utility)
treat as a crime;

deemed to be criminal
s and broadcasters

AOL's --s
the increase in (on the Internet)

(see sportscasting)
(see sports-loving)
(see sports-marketing)

sport of (technical) tree climbing

adventure sports
board-sport (m)
contact sport
demonstration sport
disc sports
fledgling sport
paddle sports (m)
spectator sport

spring sport

unforgiving sport

extreme-action sports
high-school sports

three-sport (m)

Cruel Sports
extreme sports

the

adrenaline-pumping
in the universe
violent behavior during s
make iceboating a at the Olympics
, like Ultimate Frisbee and Frisbee golf
if the can take off (snowkiting)
the boom of recent years
it's not a (iceboating);
football is America's favorite
disc football is a favorite

his cautious approach to this (climbing)

such as mountain biking
one in twenty-seven girls played

a letterman with high grades

the League against opposed fox hunting
(see extreme sports)
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sporting

sportscasting

sports-loving

sportsman

sportsmanlike

sportsmanship

sports-marketing

sport-utility

spot (stain)

spot (light)

spot (place)

professional sports our three major (US)

ninth-grade sports eliminate

bible of sports the on the Internet (Internet site)
growth of the sport the has been phenomenal (dragon boat racing)
history of the sport one of the largest prize purses in the
tragedies of (a dangerous) sport dealing with the (auto racing)

killing for sport

sporting event

sporting goods (m)

sportscasting world

sports-loving attitude

sportsmanship

sportsmanlike

unsportsmanlike

sportsmanship

eco-hunting versus

sex is a gift, a joy, a need - -not a j;
famous js and sportsmen
an area store

opening up the for women

the outdoorsy,

(see sportsmanship)

(see sportsmanlike)

(see unsportsmanlike)

there's a lot of between teams

sports-marketing perspective

sport-utility vehicle

spot remover

spotless

spotlight

trouble spot

vacation spot

diving spot

from a modern

a successful, oversized

Dow Chemical's 1(2r

(see spotless)

out of the public ;
they had been dragged into the by...;
he flashed the of his patrol car

quickly dispatched to world js;
units deploy to s more quickly
photos of rooms, yards and

a popular
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fishing spot a popular
gathering spot a family
hiding spot they kept the gun in a backyard
parking spot between and automatic doors;

protecting s for bank customers

predicted spot Pluto happened to be at the

secluded spot find a of sand and get entangled

blind spot a caused by macular degeneration;
deserts can produce s (radio signal strength)

favorite spot they arrived early to stake out their (festival)
hotspot the epidemic's js;

she stays clear of Hollywood js
prime spot Cardenas is a for escaping Cuba

spot (other) roster spot fill a when a player is injured (sports)
sunspot (see sunspot)

spotless spotless (physician's) coat wearing a

sprain ankle sprain s are classified into 3 grades
wrist sprain 's and bruised tailbones (snowboarding

fractures, dislocations, sprains

sprained sprained ankle wrapping a

sprawl urban sprawl , lost of habitat, global warming

out-of-control (urban) sprawl (Austin)

problems of (urban) sprawl lack of zoning compounds the

spray spray-paint (v) you might ' something;
Thugs ed it with swastikas

spray can paint from a
spray paint he used to paint the wall

hair spray set the style with
pepper spray a Coast Guard crew used -- on them
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spraying

spread

waterproofing spray a for shoes

neighborhood spraying nighttime (for mosquitoes)
pesticide spraying New York City continued (West Nile Virus)

spread of cancer
spread of disease
spread of the disease
spread of infection
spread of the virus

there was no obvious distant
soldiers spread chemicals to halt the
the was under control (measles outbreak)
prevent (infectious diarrhea)
in an effort to halt the (West Nile Virus)

spread of cheating the and binge drinking (college)
spread of (binge) drinking the spread of cheating and (college)

bedspread
photo spread

tablecloths, napkins, and s
a Vogue

far-spread (see far-spread)
further spread the threat of a of the disease (hoof-and-mouth)
widespread (see widespread)

extent and spread radiographs can indicate the of infection

spread (land) 500-acre spread a

spreading rapidly spreading (see rapidly spreading)

spree hacking spree he embarked on a prodigious
killing spree a number of well-publicized s
shopping spree his is far from complete
shooting spree went on a in a small Alpine village

spring (season) spring admission
spring afternoon
spring day
spring flora
spring rain

spring semester
spring sport
spring term
spring weather

the university has offered to students
on a chilly
on this
the heavenly scents of
when s begin in April;
waiting for the to soften the soil

of senior year
disc football is a favorite
slots would become open in the
moderate drought conditions, warm

coming spring this , he will return to...
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spring (water)

early-spring
late-spring

spring-fed

hot spring
natural spring
sacred springs

springs and wells

spring (other) offspring (n)

spring-fed

sprinkler

spur

spurious

spurt

spy

spring-fed river

sprinkler system

fire sprinkler
lawn sprinkler

spur ridge

spur-of-the-moment (m)

spurious reason

growth spurt

spy agency
spy hysteria
spy plane (m)
spy ring

spy satellite

spy satellite (m)

spy network

cyberspy

physicist-spy

(see early-spring)
(see late-spring)

(see spring-fed)

s steam up through faults and fissures
two large --s (sources for water)

and wells are often thought to heal

sacred are often thought to heal

transmitted from mother to ;
Thomas Jefferson's slave

a
the has been acting up

the s in the building went off
the whirring of the --s on the golf course

as we snowshoed up a

the brawl

declare all sorts of for not...

At fourteen, I was experiencing my

America's largest
a victim of
the infamous U-2 incident in 1960
a confessed member of a ;
the uncovering of the
an American ; the military's --s;
Soviet nuclear-powered --s
decades of imagery

maintains an elaborate and successful

the longer a conceals his presence...

Klaus Fuchs, the
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network of spies a global , ex-soldiers, smugglers

spying spying devices satellites and ships carrying

squad squad leader as a of the 2nd Platoon
squad's weapons the firing ports for the (vehicle)

squad-sized (see squad-sized)

assassination squad
bomb squad
death squad

execution squad
rescue squad

a member of an that targets...
a member of the
prosecution of state-backed s (South Africa);
s and assassins (South Africa);
Basques killed by government-sponsored 5
threatened with death by an IRA
she called the

firing squad he was shot by a five-man

cheerleading squad the J.V.

dismounted squad giving fire support to the

firmly entrenched squad a of North Vietnamese Army regulars

member of the (bomb) squad
member of an (assassination) squad

a
a

squad-sized squad-sized ambush the platoon leader may establish a

squall snow squall an afternoon cleared

squalor poverty and squalor the country's

square (measure) mile-square (see mile-square)

square (other)

square foot
square kilometer
square mile

square dance
square mile

(see square foot)
(see square kilometer)
(see square mile)

fiddle players perform at --s
ninety-one people per
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square jawed

square kilometer

square mile

square-shaped

square-shouldered

squash

squatter

squatting

squeaky

squeal

squeeze

squeezed

squirrel

square jawed
square-shaped
square-shouldered

village square

public square

square-jawed face
square jawed writer

125-square-kilometer

per square mile

three-square-mile (m)
1,600-square-mile (m)

square-shaped mine

square-shouldered

squash player

cybersquatter

cybersquatting

(Note:

(see square-jawed)
(see square-shaped)
(see square-shouldered)

as we left the

executions carried out with a sword in a

his face
a writer

a strip of jungle

ninety-one people

a swatch of land
the estuary

the M19 AT mine is a low-metallic,

--a man built strong and , with...

the second-best in college;
the seventeenth-ranked in the world

s have eagerly bought up domain names

legislation to combat

Cybersquatting is the bad-faith registration or use of Internet
addresses)

a background

the (train)

the city is feeling the

(see easy-to-squeeze)

(see fresh-squeezed)

the regional practice of eating

squeaky-clean (m)

squeal of brakes

financial squeeze

easy-to-squeeze

fresh-squeezed

squirrel brains
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squirrel-hunting (m) season opens this month

squirt squirt boat rafts, canoes and (kayaks)

stab stab wounds the were not the cause of death

stab-proof (see stab-proof)

stab of pain feeling a sharp in the lower leg (insect bite)

sharp stab feeling a of pain (insect bite)

stabbing stabbing death the s of two men outside a nightclub

stabbing pain attacks of

stability climate stability an unprecedented period of
joint stability assess

stabilization immediate stabilization injuries that require

stable (shed) stable cat make sure your is wormed regularly

livery stable the owner of a

stable (other) stable condition he was in at a Manhattan hospital

stab-proof stab-proof vest helmets, s, heavy gloves (prison)

stack stack of (hundred-dollar) bills a
stack of (computer) chips a

stadium stadium lot
stadium plans
stadium security
stadium show

rerouting traffic flow into js
call for a retractable roof

major sports need to improve
canceled 16 sold-out s (Celine Dion)

stadium-sized (see stadium-sized)

football stadium crumbling early-twentieth-century js

retractable-roof stadium the plan calls for a

stadium-sized stadium-sized building labored in hot, --s
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staff

staffer

staffing

staff-run

staff dispute s, dismissals, resignations
staff loyalty is a problem in Silicon Valley
staff meeting at a July 15
staff member faculty and s;

inmates and s;
radiology department js

staff reporter stories written by s

staff shakeup numerous stories about js

staff-run (see staff-run)

staff-to-patient (see staff -to-patient)

bank staff
campaign staff
hotel staff

kitchen staff
library staff
senior staff
sales staff
support staff
support staff (m)
wait staff

tech-support staff

coaching staff
nursing staff (m)

no need for , no need for paper
the came to realize...

called the police;
s are stretched thin
she shook hands with the
together with the
the members of his
sending the scurrying
the crew in space and the on the ground
hire 80 new attorneys and members
the or manager (restaurant)

the at the call center

the basketball at the school
turnover has been harmful

members of his (senior) staff

physicians and other staff must deal with death and dying

hospital staffer I cared more than any ever could

staffing level
staffing ratio

the hospital is at an appropriate
s of 5 residents per nursing aide;
18 states have adopted s

staff-run bingo game a
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staff-to-patient staff-to-patient ratio

stage (perform)

stage (other)

stage actor
stage business
stage direction
stage director
stage door
stage fright
stagehand
stage lights
stage mother
stage set
stage space

stage-managed

center stage
school stage
sound stage
world stage

backstage
onstage
upstage

the hospital's

he was both a film and a
his and his contributions to scripts
his scriptswith no js
as a he had a string of commercial hits
at the , a small crowd of reporters gathered
overcoming and performance anxiety
actors and js (theater)
the reflected off rows of spectacles
I'm not a pushy
he wanted to design s
her brilliant physical use of

(see stage-managed)

Clinton's next opportunity to take
an audition on the
his trailer is parked opposite the (film)
plucked him from the ;
China is returning to the

(see backstage)
(see onstage)
(see upstage)

"Stage 3" (see Stage Three)

stages of (childhood) development the and puberty
stage of the disease a more advanced
stage of (a cave's) evolution during any
stage of life childhood is a distinct (juveniles and law)

stages of the job the payment schedule is pegged to

flood stage
trial stage

the river was in its
competent counsel provided at the

advanced stage a more of the disease (melanoma)

single-stage (see single-stage)

getting-to-know-you-stage this was only the
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Stage Three "Stage 3" alert smog emergencies require a

state-managed stage-managed kitsch

staging staging area a Level 3 ;
Peshawar served as the key ;
the bombing of barracks and s

staging base a training or for extremist elements;
the area is used as a for extremists;
an intermediate or a forward staging base

staging room the

stain stainless (see stainless)

bloodstain found a
blood stain --s in the office
semen stain s on her petticoat (India)

stained stained-glass (see stained-glass)

bloodstained (see bloodstained)
grease-stained (see grease-stained)
ink-stained (see ink-stained)
salt-stained (see salt-stained)
semen-stained (see semen-stained)
soot-stained (see soot-stained)
sweat-stained (see sweat-stained)
tan-stained (see tan-stained)
tear-stained (see tear-stained)
water-stained (see water-stained)

stained-glass stained-glass window ' windows; a window

stainless stainless-steel (see stainless-steel)

stainless-steel stainless steel bowl in a , combine...

stainless-steel examination table a
stainless-steel razor blade the

stair stairway
stairwell

(see stairway)
I stopped to greet her in the

upstairs (see upstairs)
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stairway

stakes

stalk

stall (place)

stall (engine)

stalling

stamp

stamped

stampede

stand

stairway

stairway landing

high-stakes

cornstalk

cow's stall
fish stall
noodle stall
shower stall

stall alarm

aircraft stall

engine stalling

food stamp
postage-stamp (m)
trout stamp

first-class stamp

e-stamp (m)

price of a (first-class)

gold-stamped

mob stampede

stand-alone
standby
standstill

standoff

standpoint

concession stand

creaking , crooked floors

a pool of blood on the

(see high-stakes)

buffalo grass and tall s

hygiene in the
the s, with their iced displays...
karaoke halls, s and brothels
the j;
decontaminated in s set up on the street

clear air turbulence set off a (plane)

early-warning systems and s

the plane has had problems with

the flow of s and welfare checks
yards

a fishing license with a is necessary

the price of a will rise to 34 cents

Internet postage

stamp the will rise to 34 cents

(see gold-stamped)

's have killed thousands (concerts, etc.)

(see stand-alone)
(see standby)
(see standstill)

(see standoff)

from the of design

sales of $26.7 million from its s
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stand-alone

standard (adj)

food stand
fruit stand
grandstand
lemonade stand
magazine stand
music stand
newsstand

newsstand (m)
produce stand
Taxi Stand
vegetable stand
witness stand

heroic (last) stand
last stand

one-night stand
two-night stand

stand of (infested) trees

stand-alone company
stand-alone product

the pier has s, clubs and a small park
dusty garages, rickety 's
look down from the rickety wooden
the kid who had the
at a off Hollywood Boulevard
a
bought it at a ; a ;
on the Ps
the magazine's sales and circulation
a near the corner of ...

this way (sign at airport)
s sell pumpkins
with the FBI special agent on the

a (battle)
a heroic (battle)

from s to happy-ever-after marriages
she'll play a at...(music)

cut down to disorient the bugs

they are s;
a

standard (rock-star) behavior
standard (lunch-table) chat (at work)
standard (neurological) examination give them a
standard-pattern (see standard-pattern)
standard (four-by-four-inch) pieces
standard practice it was not the hospital's (medical malpractice)
standard (public-health) practice
standard procedure for an officer involved in a deadly shooting
standard protocols follow for airway obstruction
standard sequence the of actions are... (defensive operations)
standard tactic there was to...(pro-cockfighting supporters)
standard (social science) techniques
standard (archaeological) test dates were established by s
standard treatment the (for cancer) vs. NIH trials

standard police skills soldiers with training in
standard test items , such as analogies

standard operating procedure coercion was
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standard teaching tool adopted as a

standard (noun) standard-setting (see standard-setting)

standards-driven have a assessment
standards-referenced (see standards-referenced)

standards for (cleaner diesel) engines strict new and fuel

standards for ozone levels meet current

standards for melting point , tensile strength

standards for blood alcohol levels set a national

standards among the (teacher) corps

standard of excellence our goal is to set a in serving the public
standards of honor West Point and Annapolis have

assessment standard
baseline standard
beauty standards
behavior standard
curriculum standards
disability standard
fitness standard
group's standard
industry standard
minimum standards
noise standards

product standard
performance standard

reasonableness standard
safety standard

technology standard
test standard
today's standards
weight standard

world standards

the for mathematics
ensure there is a employed worldwide
by today's
several schools have strict s

and state tests
I believe it's a 30-percent
discharged for failing to meet s
a statement that didn't meet the for wit
the

for court interpreters
to reach European ;
the U.S. sets few for products
promulgating
have a simple for bulletproof vests;
growing emphasis on national 's
s are common in law
seven times the EPA for sea life;
in compliance with federal workplace s
there's no agreement on a
that's part of the
they are too small by
failed to meet the Navy's stringent -'s;
failed to meet new s
the rate is considered high by
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standardized

citywide standards

fuel-economy standards
fuel-efficiency standards
water quality standards

implicit-threat standard
physical fitness standard

Internet standard

hiring standards
living standards

standards imposed on cars
Congress passed (cars)

the (law)
the military toughened s;
meet our high moral and s

open js will make Windows obsolete

tougher
hardly the improvement in ;
the town has witnessed a tragic drop in ;
a nation's j;
with no resulting decline in our

American standards Georgia is a small country by
current standards meet for ozone levels
European standards meat-inspection practices and
moral (and physical fitness) standards meet our high
national standard set a for blood-alcohol levels at .08%
new standards strict for cleaner diesel engines and fuel
strict (behavior) standard several schools have s
stringent (weight) standard meet the Navy's js
tough standards subjecting others to the I set for myself

less-strict standards

back-to-basics standards rigorous new

by today's standards they are too small by

standardized assessment when they came out with the
standardized (field-tested) curriculum a
standardized test sit down to take a difficult ;

this kind of question will be on the ;
kids pay coaching services to beat s

standardized-test (m) lower scores; performance

standardized crash test how cars perform in
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standardized reading exam
standardized writing exam

state-required s
a new

standardized testing want to get rid of national j;
the debate about

standardized and rehearsed (m) staff drills (military)

standard-pattern standard-pattern minefield scatterable, row, and s

standard-setting standard-setting production a

standards-referenced
standards-referenced assessment system s

standby standby passengers or your seats will be given to (airport)

standing (rep) international standing the BBC's was hard-earned

standing (mod) standing army why the nation needs a large
standing Buddha the world's tallest (Afghanistan)
standing order an infusion may be started by
standing ovation gliding onto a stage, to a
standing room (see standing room)
standing water control mosquitoes by getting rid of

long-standing (see long-standing)

understanding (see understanding)

standing room standing-room-only (see standing-room-only)

standing-room-only
standing-room-only bar the smoke-filled, bar
standing-room-only crowd it was a crowd (basketball game);

the band is sure to pull a (at the bar)
standing-room-only event at her memorial service--a

standoff hostage standoff a ended early yesterday

75-minute standoff after a

standstill standstill traffic spends 10 minutes on average in
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staph staph infection (see staph infection)

staph infection antibiotic-resistant staph infection a type of

staples incision staples were pinching my stomach

star (symbol) Stars and Stripes Memorial Day and the

Bronze Star he earned a with the 10th Mountain Division

three-star (see three-star)

star (sky) star chart celestial mapping and js
star cluster a jewel-box ;

galaxies, s, and nebulae
starlight the eyes can adjust from sunlight to
star map when we look at a and see where earth is
star recognition skills like plant recognition and
star wars (see star wars)

star-shaped (see star-shaped)

north star a runaway slave who followed the to freedom

star (person) star athlete a top student, a , and a caring girlfriend
star's ego massaging a is a necessary indignity
star performer recognize our js (customer service)
star power the film hardly lacks for

I star professor 5 move from one university to the other
star quality youth, and idealism;

the that very few people have
star scorer she was a (basketball)
star turn the case was full of dramatic s

star case agent js fabricated reports (CIA)

star-making in her role in the Oscar-winning film

i star-crossed (see star-crossed)
star-punctured (see star-punctured)
star-shaped (m) the hole
starstruck (m) (see starstruck)
star-studded (see star-studded)
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star-crossed

stardom

stark

starkly

starkly carved

star-punctured

starring

stardom

movie star
movie-star (m)
pop star
rap star
rock star
rock-star (m)
soccer star

television star

basketball star

country-music star
gangsta-rap star

all-star

three-star
four-star

superstar
superstar (m)

nationally famous star

star-crossed lovers
star-crossed romance

stardom

NBA stardom

stark choice

starkly carved

starkly carved face

star-punctured sky

starring role

(see stardom)

Will Smith, the ;
legs

he loved being a
one of the first female s
s, movie moguls
standard behavior
a at J.E.B. Stuart High School;
David Beckham, the
writers, politicians, s...

Len Bias was a ;
the Michael Jordan
a guitar signed by various s
he is better known as the DMX

(see all-star)

(see three-star)
(see four-star)

Wilson is one of those s (doctor)
one of the most popular authors

from local acts to 's (music)

a

requires virtuosity and presence;
I wasn't given , I had to work for it

a young player is approaching

the candidates offer a (abortion)

(see starkly carved)

a

the

she recently wrapped two s (films)
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star-shaped

starstruck

star-studded

start

start-and-stop

starter

starting

guest-starring

star-shaped hole
star-shaped (hot) tub

starstruck fans

star-studded cast
star-studded drawings
star-studded night

start date
start point

start-up

start-and-stop

start of the eruption
start of the season

head start

promising start

late start
rocky start
slow start

start-and-stop breathing

starter battery

starting pay
starting place
starting player
starting point

starting position
starting zone

starting lineup

roles on series like...(TV)

the
a vast

a

the

no has been set
I was out of our

(see start-up)

(see start-and-stop)

great deformation since the (volcano)
his job was on the line at the (coach)

he had a

the tournament got off to a strange, ;
it fizzled after a (new doll for girls)

he got a for the stadium
his NFL career got off to a
he got off to a (a football player)

this , called sleep apnea...

able to operate using the (spacecraft)

law firms are raising for associates
back to its
I was a on the varsity lacrosse team
the for...;
miles from her (marathon swimming)
then rise to (an exercise)
in potential avalanche s

the Liberty's at home games
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startle

startling

starting quarterback

startle reaction
startle response

startling sight

start-up (business) start-up
startup

start-up factory
start-up staff
start-up spirit

Internet start-up
Internet startup

start-up (computer) start-up floppy disk

starvation starvation budget

starvation and exposure

bouts of starvation

starved

star wars

stash

state (express)

state (country)

cash-starved
love-starved

"Star Wars"-like (m)

stash house

stash of cocaine

simple-to-state

state dinner

statesman
state property

state secret
state visit

he became the (football)

an exaggerated
the shoulder shrug is part of the

to an outsider, it was a (North Korea)

the of the magazine
typical of the dozens of s

a
the paper's
a corporate culture that keeps the spirit

an called...
hundreds of s

inserting the

scientific agencies on s

many died of (in the mountains)

alternated eating binges with

(see cash-starved)
(see love-starved)

most planetariums feature shows

--s for drug shipments

he found her and love letters

(see simple-to-state)

a at the White House;
a in honor of President Clinton (Nigeria)
(see statesman)
Fidel's birthplace is ;
privatize
charged with gathering s
President Clinton's to Nigeria
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11

island state global warming could wipe out s
police state and the state becomes a j;

with the fall of the
rogue state attacks from s such as Iraq

state-backed (see state-backed)
state-subsidized (see state-subsidized)
state-supported (see state-supported)

highly centralized state

heads of state the biannual gathering of

enemies of the state putting away s (South Africa)

church and state the separation of

state (of U.S.) state aid New Jersey cut to school districts
state archives poring over and deed records
state authority send data back to s
state average its unemployment rate is 12.8, twice the
state champion we're going to be s this year
state compensation for crime victims
state employee another
state's evidence fearing she would turn
state examiner out on a test drive with the
state fair take the children to the
state finals he qualified for the in track
state forest 60 percent of the county is
state hospital the in Fulton
state (psychiatric) hospital 's versus residential centers
statehouse forward revenues to the
state land s outside the plant
state law requires that warning signs be placed
state license the hospital's is in good standing
state line track parents across s;

charged with carrying a gun across s
statesman (see statesman)
state official a high-ranking S; --s gather data
state-police a lawyer and former chief
state politics underdogs in
state prison (n) a maximum-security
state-prison (m) inmates
state record (see state record)
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state subsidy
state (mental-health)
state tests
state tournament
state trooper
state university
state university (m)

state highway
state highway (m)

statewide

state-certified
state-financed
state-funded
state-mandated
state-owned
state-required
state-run

state-by-state

interstate
multistate
non-state

massive s of farming
system the takes over (the child)

curriculum standards and
he was MVP of the (basketball)
a
Texas' s

campuses; big systems

bottlenecks on interstates and s
a patrolman

(see statewide)

(see state-certified)
(see state-financed)
(see state-funded)
(see state-mandated)
(see state-owned)
(see state-required)
(see state-run)

(see state-by-state)

(see interstate)
(see multistate)
(see non-state)

upstate (see upstate)

home state

swing state
welfare state

welfare-state (m)

death-penalty state

lower forty-eight states

peach-growing state

marginally affected state

in the heart of my ;
reminiscing about their
a in presidential elections
the , family breakdown, and crime;
the and unemployment insurance

protections for poor people

two s

16 percent of the

Virginia ranked 15th among 30 states
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state (condition)

state-backed

state-by-state

state-certified

stated

state-financed

state-funded

state-mandated

statement

out-of-state (see out-of-state)

state of affairs this was an odd
state of alert a heightened
state of (extreme) anxiety found him in a
state of (drug-expanded) consciousness a
state of (growing) depression spent days watching TV, in a
state of emergency the governor declared a (wildfires);

declared a code red (volcanic eruption)
whipped her friends into a
fire units at various (SOR) (military)
let's discuss your parent's (interrogation)

state of frenzy
states of readiness
state of mind

state of near-hysteria

state-of-the-art
state of the economy
state of our military

heightened state

wound-up state

sad state

state-backed death squad

state-by-state comparisons

he whipped them into a

(see state-of-the-art)
the at the local level
the sad (not enough funding)

a of alert

in a

the of our military (not enough funding)

prosecutions of the (South Africa)

reading too much into

state-certified private cemetery a

stated purpose

unstated

oft-stated

state-financed group

the of the 90-minute meeting was...

(see unstated)

(see oft -stated)

the

state-funded attorney compensation the state limits

state-mandated oversight panel the

statement processing check returns slow down (banking)
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bank statement

blanket statement
condolence statement
earnings statement
fashion statement
mission statement

press statement
witness statement

Privacy Act Statement

conflicting statement

incriminating statement
misleading statement
opening statement

when his came;
canceled checks with each month's
it is a that is just not right
the Vice-President released a
the company's most recent
body art is a--
a drawn up by faculty members;

(U.S. embassy in Saudi Arabia)
so please refer to the
s from a fellow soldier (medal)

the is on the back of the application card

had made numerous s;
witnesses have given
based on this , police arrested...
s have been made
his at the trial

highly incriminating statement suppressing reliable and s

detailed statement
prepared statement
sworn statement
written statement

he gave a about the crime
in a , he said...
in a for the investigation
her remarks were confirmed in a

tape-recorded statement a the prosecution had played

accurate statement
bizarre statements
final statement

joint statement
subsequent statement

one-paragraph statement

state-of-the-art state-of-the-art camera
state-of-the-art computer
state-of-the-art drugs
state-of-the-art equipment
state-of-the-art gear
state-of-the-art product

it wasn't an
his and beliefs (at a trial)
in a lengthy (condemned man);
his handwritten (condemned man)
the by the four health organizations
in s, he has claimed (murder trial)

his campaign director issued a

new, s

designed for SO missions (military)
with their
a
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state-owned

state-of-the-art sensors and data links provide real-time targeting
state-of-the-art (alarm) system s
state-of-the-art (Intranet) network an 11-million-dollar,

state-owned sector the ailing

state-owned apartment complex
state-owned wildlife area

giant s
a

state record state-record (66-pound) catfish a

state-required state-required (standardized) reading exams

state-run state-run course a

statesman soldier-statesman a New England breed of

statesmanship (see statesmanship)

statesmanship task of statesmanship the real is not to...

state-subsidized state-subsidized theatre s

state-supported state-supported social critic a

statewide statewide size the of the deer herd

static static base platoon HQ can operate from a or vehicles

station station chief the C.I.A. in Pakistan
station wagon your father's

bus station
duty station
gas station
gas station (m)
news station
Pay Station
police station

radar station
radio station

near the
before leaving a
the region's sole
two attendants were robbed
coverage has increased on the cable s
Self-Service (campground in park)
's, churches and mosques;
he'd never been in a before
s noted traces of three aircraft
two New York 's;
classical-music s
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stationary

stationery

statistic

statistical

rail station (m)
ranger station
space station
television station
train station
way station

railroad station
railway station
subway station

locations (MARTA / Atlanta) (map)
Glacier's Goat Haunt
(see space station)
radio and s
the 's parking lot
a on their trip from...,
use the moon as a to more distant bodies

a tiny in Bad Kleinen
at a in...
an escalator in a Metro

early avalanche warning station

changing station
gauging station
nursing station
pumping station
testing station

rock-and-roll station

stationary bike

stationery store

biostatistics
crime statistics
government statistics
labor statistics

basketball statistics

oft-cited statistic

encouraging statistics
national statistics
official statistics
reliable statistics

statistical comparisons
statistical data
statistical information
statistical model

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

15 new were installed

Koala Bear Baby (airport restroom)
water-flow data from USGS js
eight bays around a
canals, levees, s
return to the (driver school)

a

he spends hours riding a

js versus free electronic greeting cards

a professor of epidemiology and
make sense of
a closer look at shows...
according to

get during the game

the that 1 in 3 kids is...

there are other (teen dropout rates)
comparisons between local and
according to , unemployment has...
although there are no

are made between the local area and...
where the organization is getting its
the in the booklet
a to calculate breast-cancer risk
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statistically statistically significant

statistically significant

statistician

statue

statistically significant

medical statistician

statues and shrines

ancient statues
Buddhist statues
historic statues
priceless statues

destruction of statues

statuette Oscar statuette

status status light
status symbol

status-conscious
status-mad

status of operations
status of women

(see statistically significant)

relationship a between...

a at the University of...

the destruction of in Afghanistan

the destruction of in Afghanistan
the destruction of in Afghanistan
destruction of the country's (Afghanistan)
Taleban leaders destroying (Afghanistan)

the Taleban militia's (Afghanistan)

received an for...

verify functionality via a solid (Hornet mine)
having good sex has become a

(see status-conscious)
(see status-mad)

brief the leader on the current (military)
the varies among Arab countries

status of equipment and supplies the (military operations)

status and location

captive status
celebrity status
delivery status
duty status
hero status
immigration status
maintenance status
prisoner status
readiness status
refugee status

reserve status

report your (military)

report and request transport, rations (EPWs)
few get and this kind of money
easy-to-access , by phone or Web (post office)
their at the time they fall ill
they're not entitled to (criminals)
her while seeking political asylum
he monitors the of signal equipment (military)
separate prisoners by , custody grade, rank
an increase in the (show of force operations)
abusing asylum laws by seeking ;
denied -- in Canada
when the brigade is in -- or being reconstituted
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status-conscious

status-mad

statutory

stay

strategic status ballistic missiles confer to countries
tetanus status confirm that the patient's is current
unit status

should be displayed in terms of combat effectiveness ratings
(RED, AMBER, GREEN, BLACK)

weapons status (air defense)

tetanus vaccination status

tax-exempt status

outlaw status

permanent-resident status
youthful-offender status

cardiovascular status
current status
emotional status
logistical status
marital status

strategic status

physical and emotional

location and status

status-conscious

status-mad consumer

statutory-rape (m)

stay-behind

stay-at-home

hospital stay
summer stay

extended stay

review vaccination history, update

the group was denied by the IRS

skateboarding's

for refugees
she was granted

depending on their
brief the leader on the of operations (military)
evaluate and treat the emotional injury (abuse)
he maintains info on of the brigade
(single, engaged, married, separated, divorced,
widowed);
parents' (questionnaire)
these weapons confer (ballistic missiles)

status a captive's and willingness to...

verify the squadron's

flat and

S

he was convicted on a charge

(see stay-behind)

(see stay-at-home)

s are shorter and less frequent
their record of a among poor farmers

her first in San Francisco
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stay-at-home

stay-behind

STD

stead

steadily

steadily widening

steady

steak

stealer

stealth

steam

drastically shortened (hospital) stay managed care and s

lengthy stay

nine-day stay

length of stay

stay-at-home mom

stay-behind ambush

put in a psychiatric hospital for a

released from hospital after a

your is limited to 7 days (National Park)

a working dad, a

squads for flank guards, s, rear security

sexually transmitted diseases

STD prophylaxis

homestead

steadily widening

steadily widening gap

steady income
steady job
steady rain

steady girlfriend

steak house
steakhouse
steak knife

T-bone steak

36-ounce steak

husband-stealer

stealth technology

steamboat
steam burns
steam engine

date rape victims should receive

(see homestead)

(see steadily widening)

a (between haves, have-nots)

working at the plant gave me a
he hadn't held a since...
standing under an umbrella in a

he had a

a waitress at a ; a New York
we went to a for a late dinner
a

s and the mad-cow disease,

a

a

advanced and highly secret ;
the new lighter tank will have improved

(see steamboat)
most often occur in industrial accidents

(see steam engine)
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steam heat they've had some leaks in the
steam pipe a
steam-pipe (m) a explosion
steamship sailing vessels and

steam-driven (see steam-driven)

steamboat steamboat s couldn't compete with trains

steamboat era (see steamboat era)

steamboat era steamboat era since the

steam-driven steam-driven production became j;
the making of guns was

steam-driven pressers (garment industry)

steam engine steam engine James Watt's improved S;
the in the mid-1800s

steam-engine-based (see steam-engine-based)

steam-engine-based
steam-engine-based textile industry the

steaming steaming-hot (see steaming-hot)

steaming-hot steaming-hot shower taking 30-minute, s

steel steel band Jamaican s
steel cot a was attached to one wall
steel desk two gray s pushed together
steelmaker lobbyists for s
steel mill came from Poland to work in the s
steel mill (m) a coal miner or worker

steel-producing (see steel-producing)

steel-and-glass the vaulted train concourse

stainless-steel (m) a examination table
stainless steel (m) in a bowl, combine...
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steel-producing steel-producing plant

steep (angle)

steep (expensive)

steeply

steeply pitched

steering

stem

stench

steep grade
steep hill
steep slope

steep (mountain) slope
steep (rugged) terrain

steep snow slope

steep

steeply pitched

steeply pitched seat

steering wheel

brain stem
brain stem (m)
pipe stem

sewage stench

step (family) stepchild
stepdaughter
stepfamily

stepkid
stepmom
stepmother
stepparent
step relationship

stepparenting

step (physical) step landing

escalator steps
escalator's steps
monument's steps

courthouse steps

a mammoth

bridges, tunnels, s, sharp curves (military)
carried his photo gear down a
the footing was difficult up the ;
heavy snowpack on a ;
a road will lead up the
200,000 acres of

the at the base of a gully

the by-the-pound price is

(see steeply pitched)

S

behind the

the nerve damage began in the
cerebellar as well as atrophy (toluene abuse)
two bore traces of cocaine

charcoal smoke, flies and

(see stepchild)
trying to bet her to do chores
s will outnumber nuclear families;
5.5 million American s
s are more apt to repeat a grade
the girls'
children raised in families with s
(see stepparent)
anyone in any kind of

the low regard accorded

ghats, or s, on the riverbank

water, salt and debris seep into
a speed regulator and motor propels the
tourists traipsing up and down the

on the
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step (with foot) dance step
footsteps
half step

step (abstract) step-by-step

step-by-step

stepchild

stepparent

enforcement steps

the s now practiced
he was going to follow in his father's
he took a forward

(see step-by-step)

further had not been ruled out

environment-friendly step take other s

following steps

appropriate steps
controversial step
diplomatic steps
final step
important step
next step

proper steps
routine step
significant step
similar step
simple steps

twelve-step (m)

step-by-step account
step-by-step defense
step-by-step directions
step-by-step procedure

stepchild
stepchildren

stepparent-stepchild

stepparent

the may seem like a lot of trouble

take to reduce your vulnerability (terrorism)
she has taken the of...
the ' under discussion
the of canonization could come soon
an in the healing process
this in the jury trial (argument);
I was ready to take the (marriage)
we will assure that are taken
public release of reports is a (air crash)
the most she took was to...
Stanford took a

to protect your computer from viruses

a program

he gave a of what had happened

a

the stepparent and
biological children and ;

do as well as single-parent kids;
are less likely to be provided for

(see stepparent-stepchild)

American children living with a

rights and responsibilities of stepparents the
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stepparent-stepchild

stepped

stepping

stereotype

stereotyping

sterilized

stern (not bow)

stern (strict)

stern-looking

steroid

stew

steward

stewardship

stick

stepparent-stepchild

stepparent-stepchild bond

stepped-up (m)

stepping stone

gender stereotype

sex-object stereotypes

(see stepparent-stepchild)

bolster the

attention to

characterized the deal as a "" (to peace)

separating the sexes reinforces s

prejudice and stereotyping

heat-sterilized

stern section

stern-looking

stern-looking sister

steroid use
steroid-user

anabolic steroids

chicken stew
lamb stew

stewardship

hands-on stewardship

stick-on

stick-wielding (m)

hockey stick
incense stick
joystick
lipstick
needlestick

a blatant appeal to racial

they can't be

the beached of the freighter

(see stern-looking)

his s

a no-tolerance policy regarding
the learns...

possession of and hypodermic needles (sports)

bowls of
ordered

(see stewardship)

(see stick-on)

organized mobs of vigilantes

smacked him in the back with a
they prayed and burned s (India)
a video-game
slick on a warm bronze
contracting HIV from -- injuries (hospitals)
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nightstick carries a gun and a ; blows inflicted with a

walking stick a snakeskin-covered ;
carrying a

cotton-swab stick s from the "rape kit"

sticker sticker price horrified when he saw the (new car) 1

bumper sticker display a ; I saw a that read...
dealer sticker with the still pasted to the left rear window

stick-on stick-on label a in Spanish

sticky sticky situation even the most independent women face 5

stiff stiff -legged (see stiff - legged)

stiffening joint stiffening immobilization should be brief to prevent

stiff-legged stiff-legged gait

stiffness joint stiffness ' and decreased range of motion

stigma stigma of abortion the abortion pill may lesson the
stigma of suicide the

social stigma there is a severe attached to depression

still still-life (see still-life)

still-deep (see still-deep)
still-dominant (see still-dominant)
still secret (see still secret)

still-missing (see still-missing)
still-worsening (see still-worsening)
still-unfolding (see still-unfolding)

standstill (see standstill)

stock-still (see stock-still)

still-deep still-deep love their of auto racing
I
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still-dominant still-dominant black phone the

still-life still-life cluttered s (painting)

still-missing still-missing women they reported the

still secret still secret declaration his

still-unfolding still-unfolding story a chapter in the

still-worsening still-worsening conditions despite the , they finished the climb

stilt stilt home wood-framed s stood in the bay

sting bee sting he had over 200 s
scorpion sting call the poison center about s;

classic symptoms of a

sting (other) sting operation they have done a on me

drug sting a police officer who participated in the

stinger stinger of the bee the barbed

bee stinger a should be removed immediately

barbed stinger the of the bee

stinging stinging pain he felt a (bee sting);
burning and over exposed areas (mustard gas)

stint one-night stint a as a go-go dancer

stipend government stipend relying on s

stir stir-fry (see stir-fry)

stir -fry stir -fry a nice meal, some or chicken-vegetable soup

stirring crowd-stirring (see crowd-stirring)

stock (bonds) stock bonanza the s handed to American CEOs
stock debut spectacular s in this bull market
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stockholder
stock market
stock-market (m)

stock options

stock-option (m)
stock portfolio

stock's price
stock price

stock swap
stock symbol
stock ticker
stock valuation
stock value

stock ownership

stock offering
stock trading

growth stock

blue-chip stock

bargain-priced stock

stock (supply) stockpile

stocks of supply

fish stock
oil stock
vaccine stocks

livestock

breeding stock
existing stocks
housing stock

in its most recent annual report to
the 's dive proved temporary
the crash; value;
it's been a roller-coaster ride for investors
potentially lucrative S;

for executives;
companies lure recruits with
the tax rate on earnings
he manages his on Yahoo!;
executives, stock options, and their s
the when the options were granted
inflated s;
a screen on his desk that flashed s
in the form of a
its shot across the ticker
the bar has a running during the day
in a time of near-ludicrous s

reflects the company's worth

has increased

one of last year's hot js was...
changes that are transforming

Alan Greenspan and js (stock market)

js sank Friday (stock market)

5
(see stockpile)

units maintain and use operational

should we expect --s to collapse
he sold the last of his
he sought to examine the old ;

were disappearing (smallpox)

(see livestock)

looked on his wife merely as good
they never recalled -- of the vaccine
a third of Kosovo's -- was damaged
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stock (other)

stockage

stocked

stock car

stocking

stockpile

stockpiled

stock-still

stolen

stomach

operational stocks

out-of-stock

stock car

stock-still

film stocks

color-film stock

stockage list
stockage level

units maintain and use of supplies

(see out-of-stock)

(see stock car)

(see stock-still)

data about lenses, 's, exposure speeds

Kodak, the leading manufacturer of

the authorized (ASL) (military)
maintain prescribed s (military)

stockage of (air and missile defense (AMD)) ammunition

well stocked

stock car racing

Christmas stocking

(see well stocked)

the best driver had seen (Dale Earnhardt)

they would hang her

stockpile of (antipersonnel) mines Ukraine's

government stockpile
vaccine stockpile

existing stockpile

military stockpile

stockpiled mines

stock-still

stolen assets
stolen car
stolen-car (m)
stolen goods

stomach acid
stomach cramp

s of elephant tusks (Zimbabwe)
supplemental testing of the

destroying the s (of land mines)

antipersonnel mines in s

they will destroy their (military)

they froze j; he stood

billions of dollars in
driving a
a ring
get a crack fiend to pay you with

your stomach and intestine linings and
s and vomiting
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stomach lining
stomach pain

stomach-churning

empty stomach
upset stomach

inflammation of the
after complaining of s;
complained of searing s and collapsed

(see stomach-churning)

a prelunch
she had a bit of an early in the week

stomach-churning stomach-churning (amusement-park) ride loved s

stomping stomping ground his former New York

stone stone bridge an old
stone floor no bed, no chair, just the (cell)
stone lion with a crouching in front
stone marker a small marks her grave
stone monument a
stone tools tests on and burned animal bones
stone wall forty feet from a

stone farmhouse lived in a
stone fireplace with cathedral ceilings and a big

stone-cold (see stone-cold)

stone-hearted (see stone-hearted)

gravestone I like the look of the cemetery, the js
headstone he bought a for his ancestor's grave;

their graves and js awash in flowers
kidney stone the treatment of s;

shock waves to pulverize s
limestone (see limestone)
sandstone (m) led me 300 feet up a wall
tombstone under a red granite

gem-quality stone a

stepping stone characterized the deal as a "" (to peace)

stone-cold stone-cold Georgia Cracker a

stone-hearted stone-hearted world the
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stony-eyed

stool

stoop

stooped

stooped-over

stoop-shouldered

stop

stony-eyed

stool examination
stool pigeon
stool softener

stoop-shouldered

stooped-over

stooped-over man

stoop-shouldered man

stoppage

stoplight
stop sign

stop-off
stopover

stop-and-go
stop-and-frisk

nonstop

bus stop
campaign stop

express stop
lunch stop
rest stop
truck stop

truck stop (m)

subway stop

overnight stop

planned stop
unexpected (sudden) stop

the family, which is sitting ...

can diagnose giardiasis
the mob got a new identity
s and fiber supplements

(see stoop-shouldered)

(see stooped-over)

an oddly

a tall,

(see stoppage)

(see stoplight)
he ran a

during a in Italy
(see stopover)

(see stop-and-go)
(see stop-and-frisk)

(see nonstop)

bars, s, and shopping malls
more questions at every ;
cancelled his s
on a long stretch between s (subway train)
at the first (rafting)
we pulled over at a deserted highway
met him at a in Mansfield;
I was in the TV room of a
waited on tables at an all-night

high-density housing around 's

he planned s in Florida (elections)

with a in London (airplane)
skiers coming to an and victims of free fall
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final stop

full stop
immediate stop
sudden stop

start-and-stop

stop-and-frisk stop-and-frisk

stop-and-go

stoplight

stopover

stoppage

stopping

storage

stop-and-frisk policy

stop-and-go traffic

stoplight

one- or no-stoplight

backcountry stopover

cruise-ship stopover

short stopover

work stoppage

body-shot stoppage

10th-round stoppage

stopping distance
stopping times

heart-stopping

storage area
storage battery
storage building
storage cabinet

a by the town cemetery;
as we prepared to sail to Grenada, our
it can go to a in ten feet (tank)
put an to capital punishment
skiers coming toan unexpected,

(see start-and-stop)

the officers had made two s;
a nighttime

the N.Y.P.D.'s --s

heavy mileage in

crashes at s increased by 14 percent;
cities are installing cameras at --s;
the car in the next lane at the

(see one- or no-stoplight)

a for hikers

in Havana on a

a very in the Ukraine

money is not an issue at this

a brutal one-punch (boxing)

a stirring, come-from-behind (boxing)

the of a big ship
brakes have improved, shortening

(see heart-stopping)

specimen and evidence s
the spacecraft's main
a school
a gun safe or a locked ;
house keys versus the key to a
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storage capacity
storage locker
storage room
storage shed

storage site
storage space
storage tanks

storage and use

for intercepted Internet traffic
a on the warehouse's third floor
in s; an empty
a railroad j;
a winter for apples and pears (France)
one of seven s he was using
augment your with bins, baskets (closets)
four circular (an oil terminal)

careful of pesticides deters toxic exposure

storage of equipment and supplies make arrangements for the

ammunition storage (m)
food storage (m)
fuel-storage (m)
gun storage
monkey-storage
oil storage
propane storage (m)
water-storage (m)

firearm storage

drygoods-storage

space for storage

store (commercial) store bag
store cashier
store clerk
storefront

storehouse
storekeeper
store owner

storeroom
store's window

store security guard

in-store

fuel-storage tanks and facilities
a government center
small tanks (less than 10,000-gallon)
secure is a political issue

facility
his tanks, his petroleum and depots
a huge facility
a two-gallon, backpack

trigger locks, actions locks and safe

the room (at a restaurant)

freezer

clutching the
she is a
s often cannot answer your questions
a trashed j;
setting up a virtual on the Web;
at a with no name on the door
a for great artifacts (British Museum)
he's a
the now pays himself...;
a survey of 114 s
the door led to a
a flyer of the missing girl is displayed on the

the

(see in-store)
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superstore

antiques store
bookstore
candy store

carpet store
chain store
clothing store
consignment store
convenience store
crafts store
department store (n)
department store (m)
dime store
dime-store (m)
discount store
dive store
dollar store

dream store
drugstore
family store
furniture store
grocery store
jewelry store
lingerie store
liquor store
neighborhood store
paint store
pet store

pet store (m)
souvenir store
stationery store
thrift store
toy store
vitamin store

hardware store

CompUSA, the computer S;
the Internet Buy.com

the where I had bought the rug
(see bookstore)
a stocked with Fizzing Whizzbees;
the racks;
like a kid in a
owner of a
Tucson's retail outlets give way to s
a dozen other 's
everything I wear is from that old
(see convenience store)
purchase materials at a
went to work in a
Marshall Field's empire
buy cheap calculators at the
a knife
s sell an assortment of items
consumers, travel agents and s
surprises that await at the ;
rapid turnover of merchandise at the ;
's, pizza joints
invited her to help him open his
(see drugstore)
the gave him a sharp business acumen
established a well-known
every time we go to the
shoe shops, s, and art galleries
sometimes I take my boyfriend to s
(see liquor store)
their
at most s and many home centers
the channel will include an on-line ;
commercial breeders and s
a owner
owns the biggest in West Virginia
s versus free electronic greeting cards
a beauty shop here, a ' there
F.A.O. Schwarz, the posh
I wandered in search of a

owns a on Rural Route 7
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animal-feed store
automobile-parts (m)
auto parts store
health-food shop
office-furniture store
office-supply store

to the
a supervisor in an store
an
--s and vitamin outlets on every block
we ended up at an
Office Depot will close 70 s

sporting goods store an area

on-line store iVillage's iBaby

competing store a across town

less-profitable store the company is closing 72 of its s

beer-and-wine store
mom-and-pop store

store (deposits) storage

a
many of these s bit the dust (stationery)

(see storage)

storeroom the door led to a j;
farmers use natural caves as s

fat stores calorie needs supplied by the mother's

storing storing of (hand) grenadesthe on ammunition pouches

storm storm activity
storm clouds
storm drain
storm-drain (m)
storm formation
storm's peak
storm system
storm window

storm-ravaged
storm-related

storm chasing

Desert Storm
dust storm

a period of increased along the coast
dark were pouring over the mountains
polluted water, s, sewage
a system designed to prevent floods
ocean temperatures and
at the
this was a peculiar
a policeman removed the

(see storm-ravaged)
(see storm-related)

my whole life revolves around

the force that prevailed in Operation
huge s ravaged the plains;
vehicle pileups during a blinding ;
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storm-eroded

storm-ravaged

storm-related

duststorm
firestorm
freak storm
ice storm

killer storm
meteor storm
rainstorm
sandstorms
sleet storm
snowstorm
thunderstorm
windstorm

winter storm

late-summer storm

brainstorm (v)

all-obliterating storm

swift-rising storm

lightning-packed storm

huge (dust) storm
severe storm

1-in-100-year storm

aftermath of a storm
height of the storm
line of storms
wake of a (sleet) storm

storm-eroded tower

storm-ravaged area

storm-related death

heat mirages and s
(see firestorm)
a hit a Cape Town suburb
January brought a debilitating ;
the north face had been glazed over by a ;
Sunday's caused $55 million in damage
the 1926
the great Leonid of 1833
a forced us to take refuge in a café
gales and in the winter can be bitterly cold
in mid-December, in the wake of a
(see snowstorm)
(see thunderstorm)
two powerful s uprooted 100,000 trees;
s can reveal previously buried mines (desert)
the second in a week

a

to ideas for his current script

an

s on the Great Lakes

s moving into the area

--s ravaged the plains
s and missing ships

a

newscasters covering the
at the , authorities ordered evacuations
this very active (weather report)

in Mid-December, in the

the --s

looting has plagued --s

five s were reported

storm-related cause of death the second highest (lightning)
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0

stormy stormy seas

stormy relationship

story (account) story line

story problem
storyteller

story tip
story's title
storywriter

story-telling

story of my wanderings

atrocity story
bear story
Christmas story
conspiracy story
cover story
crime story
detective story
disaster story
ghost story
growth story
horror story
human story
journey story
life story

love story

newspaper story
press story
short story
sports story
success story
war story
weather story

bedtime story

prevented divers from entering the sub

she divorced and began a with...

a and effects (console game);
the movie's is simplistic
math students do poorly with --s
a good ;
a and inventor
a hot
the comes true
novelists, poets and s

(see story-telling)

I told him the

js during the First World War
Ray always had a to tell
the familiar reminds us...
spawning a number of s
the magazine published a on computers
tabloids use s to lure readers
Edgar Allen Poe invented the
a hot market for weather-related s
stands up and delivers a
the technology-driven has a downside
(see horror story)
sad s
It's a
pieces of her own ;
Jesus'
a classic ;
a between two brothers (Rain Man)
who read s
we've all seen s about the proposed...
(see short story)
one of the greatest js in the world
(see success story)
as he recounts his s (film industry)
the greatest (Global Warming)

a
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campfire story

front-page story

groundbreaking story

carefully worded story
intensely researched story

amazing story
basic story
different story

full story
funny story
long story
personal story
real story
same story
similar story
straight story
top stories
tragic story
true story
whole story

coming-of-age story
force-of-nature story

story (building) three-story (m)

one- and two-story (m)

10-story-high (m)

storytelling

stove

story-telling
storytelling

storytelling festival
storytelling tradition

wood stove

-s, hunting tales, mountain lore

she wrote a - (newspaper)

the magazine has published many -s

a-j
an -

some of the most -s (told by veterans)
the - of the movie is...
Limon's mother tells a -;
it's a - (help for mentally vs. physically ill)
the - has remained untold (a battle)
but he also told -s
Why am I leaving? It's a
get serious by sharing a
did some sleuthing to get to the
he repeated the - (confession to police)
there's a similar story for Berlin (weather)
give us the - on how common they are
I read the days - (newspaper on an e-book)
another less of this - is...(history)
the - of one woman's quest for love
they didn't know the -

a-j
-s

a - building

a suburb with - buildings

a 12.5-million-gallon, - tank

good at -
poetry, dance, -, and celebrations

an annual Irish
the -- in the South

put a log in the -;
purchased a $600
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stowage

straddling

straight

straight-A

straight-ahead

straight-backed

straight-talking

strain

strained

strait

cast-iron stove a , the only heat

sleeping bags, stoves and other overnight gear

stowage places equipment dislodged from (sub)

fence-straddling (see fence straddling)

straight arrow
straightaway
straight hair
straight line
straight story

straight-A

straight-ahead

straight-talking

straight-backed

second straight
third straight
sixth straight
thirteenth-straight

straight-A student

straight-ahead fight

straight-backed chair

she didn't drink or do drugs, she was a
skids the length of the front
how to make curly
unable to walk heel-toe in a
give us the on how common they are

(see straight-A)

(see straight-ahead)

(see straight-talking)

(see straight-backed)

(see second straight)
(see third straight)
(see sixth straight)
(see thirteenth-straight)

he was a

a no-nonsense, fight (boxing)

a

straight-talking outsider he was a

strain of (flu) virus

drug-resistant strain

naturally occurring strain

research on a

s of malaria

most s of anthrax are sensitive to penicillin

strained relationship improve his with his father

strait's narrowest point the
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stand

strange

strange-looking

strangle

stranglehold

strangulation

strap

strapless

strapped

strategic

strands of hair

strange crafts
strange lights
strange occurrences

strange-looking

(see also mysterious)

strange-looking object

stranglehold

stranglehold

strangulation assault
strangulation injuries

strapless

canvas strap
shoulder strap
spaghetti straps

strapless dress

cash strapped
debt-strapped

financially strapped

strategic advantage
strategic aims
strategic corridor
strategic decision
strategic deployment
strategic deterrent
strategic direction
strategic effects
strategic failure
strategic impact
strategic implications

she collects (of famous people)

newspapers ran stories about and lights
she has seen in the sky
he has documented the area's (UFOs)

(see strange-looking)

a large,

(see stranglehold)

a virtual on ...

women are victims of more frequently than...
many different causes can lead to

(see strapless)

a hanging off the back of a dump truck
it has two water tanks and a
ultrathin on swimsuits and bras

the , designed by...

(see cash-strapped)
(see debt-strapped)

(see financially strapped)

opponents exaggerate an incident to get a
application of military capability in support of
the country is a for Western oil companies
the council made a about how to...
a headquarters capable of conducting
a or an actual weapon (chemical warheads)
the of all US military operations
tactical and individual actions can have
avoid and achieve tactical success
terrorism against US forces may have a
actions of very small units may have (SOF)
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strategist

strategy

strategic importance
strategic intelligence
strategic location
strategic level
strategic lift
strategic mobility
strategic objectives
strategic obstacles
strategic partnership
strategic status

pipelines, refineries, quarries may be of
report on enemy locations, intentions, actions
it was a (for a restaurant)
the operational, tactical and s of war (logistics)
deploy by tactical lift or (brigade)
the squadron is structured light to possess
peacekeeping operations to support
maintain an unbroken line between
established a with Lucent (industry)
ballistic missiles confer to countries

strategic airlift or sealift the proficiency to deploy by

strategic and tactical (m) aircraft
strategic or tactical (m) operations against targets
strategic, operational, and tactical (m) the major objectives of...

operational and strategic (m) understand the context (of the mission);
supports operations at the level

operational or strategic (m) accomplish the goals;
attacks will be undertaken for objectives

psychological or strategic (m) using biological weapons for effect
tactical and strategic (m) Russia has nuclear weapons

behind-the-scenes strategist

strategy documents
strategy meeting

strategy session

that were later exposed in the press
at a in 1995 (politics);
sales presentations and s (business)
in 's with his senior managers

strategies for the (early) detection and treatment of...

strategies and tactics

business strategy
chess strategy
drug strategy
exit strategy
media strategy
survival strategy
yesterday's strategy

common-sense strategies

the rhetorical that lawyers use

the key to his
studying
pursued a ' of "zero tolerance"
an (merger)
she wrote speeches and mapped out s
depression may be a
cling too long to

(to deal with stress)
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economic development strategy --s for the 21st century

licensing strategy
lighting strategy
marketing strategy
winning strategy

Sony has adjusted its
camera angles, 's (films)
s are ingenious
map out a in this market

test-taking strategy teach their students s and tricks

concerted strategy clearly part of a

time-honored strategy it's a

best strategy the is to approach the problem directly;
his would have been to withdraw

effective strategy an
nuclear-strategy (m) a analyst
popular strategy one is to...
predatory strategy its hasn't changed (shark)
right strategy having the at the right time (corporations)

straw straw mask dance with two men in s

straw-hatted (see straw-hatted)

drinking straw a fire hose versus a

last straw the came when... (coach who gave up)

straw-hatted straw-hatted behind him is a man, and dressed in...

stray

stray animal

streak

stray animal (see stray animal)
stray bullet a neighbor who had been hit by a
stray dog residents attacked by 's
stray dog (m) the destruction of the city's population;

Istanbul's problem
stray (or outlying) mine an area where a has a chance of landing

stray animal population Istanbul's exploding

streaks of light eyewitness reports of on the night of the crash
streak of (10 consecutive road) victories a

winning streak UCLA's NCAA-record 88-game
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streaked

stream (water)

stream (other)

streaming

streaming media

mean streak
wild streak

lime-streaked

stream

stream bank
streambed

streams and rivers

downstream
upstream

paddling stream

free-flowing stream

rivers, lakes, streams,

she had a
he must have brought out some in me

(see lime-streaked)

emplacing mines in s and river (military)

meadows, or lake shores
the dry ;
emplacing mines in a or a river (military)

emplacing mines in (military)

the project will have no impact
(see upstream)

Big Creek, a popular

miles of s

or other bodies of water

stream of casualties
stream of data
stream of fire
stream of preachers
stream of (radio) signals
stream of tips

bloodstream
revenue stream

mainstream

constant stream
steady stream

streaming media
streaming technology

streaming media

the attacks are causing a steady
drove a single across the county in 6 seconds
he continued his deadly until... (battle)
the issue brought a to the mike
the satellites send out a constant (GPS)
police are following up on the steady

drift through the
ecommerce is tomorrow's

(see mainstream)

the satellites send out a of radio signals (GPS)
police are following up on the of tips;
the attacks are causing a of casualties

(see streaming media)
as improves

delivers audio & video over the Internet;
use for video conferences & meetings
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street

streaming-media division
streaming-media player
streaming-media traffic

street accent
Street Address
street car
street children

street clothes
street corner (n)
street-corner (m)
street course

street crime
street demonstration
street fair

street festival
street fighter
street gang
street hustler
street lamp
street level (n)
street-level (m)

street life
street merchant
street names

street noise
street party
street people
street price
street prostitution
street protest

street punk
street savior
street savvy
streetscape
street seller

the Microsoft Corp. division
ever improving s

is of growing concern

she's got this heavy (female in jail)
(on a form)

s and race cars
deemed to be public nuisances;

alleged abuses of in Guatemala
walked down to the water in our
standing on various 's

drug markets; discussions
the park has a vert ramp and j;
she warms up on the (skateboarding)
a tragic but largely ordinary
leaders of the s
attended a in Bayonne;
handing out handbills at s
Bele Chere is Asheville's largest
She's a
joined a
a with a drug habit
black ribbons still wrap s
escalators at suffer from the rain

drug dealers;
rain can cause escalators to shut down
twilight world of & women for hire
a selling software in Beijing
the of this neighborhood;
a shortage of s in developments;
bucolic s like Babbling Brook
room has no windows and there is no
Saturday-night 5 (Paducah, KY)
killing sprees against
costs went up, and so did s
the victims were associated with
a veteran of 5;
Protestants mounted mass s
a from my neighborhood
equal parts coach and
armed with a lifetime's worth of
the tower will change the of the area
a wizened
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street-tough

streetwise

strength

street skaters
street skating
street slang
street-slang (m)
street surface
street thug
street vendor

street drug buy

street closings
street-fighting (m)

street-tough
streetwise

city streets

neighborhood street

winding street

garbage-strewn streets
poplar-shaded street
palm-lined (side) street
rubble-strewn streets
tree-lined street
willow-shaded street

back streets
side street

street-tough

streetwise cop

strength training

renegade (skateboarding)
a superstars of (skateboarding)

nickname
radiation on --s
the tattoo-covered, reformed
buy counterfeit versions from s

a crack pipe, a , a motel crack party

reading about the in the paper
the cost in casualties

(see street-tough)
(see streetwise)

a lap race through ;
use instead of the interstates
overloaded s

there were no s to confuse me;
speed bumps on s

barefoot children, , cracked sidewalks
s lined with apartment blocks
the s of San Marino
a shattered city of
a
narrow, s

(see back streets)
the palm-lined s of San Marino

he is--

he felt at ease among the older, s

if you're , do fewer reps

strength of (organized hate) groups the

strength and endurance
strength and speed

exercises to build up
he possesses the -- (football player)
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strengthened

strengthening

stress

combat strength
signal strength

snowpack's strength

full strength
muscular strength
tensile strength

straggler control operations help maintain
don't use your phone when the is weak

the shape of snow crystals and the

the space station was running at
restoring
standards for melting point, ...

size, strength and fighting ability disparity in
troop deployments, strength and capability info about

source of strength

dung-strengthened
ice-strengthened

newly strengthened

family-strengthening

stressful

stress crack
stress disorder
stress fracture
stress indicators
stress level
stress-management (m)
stress response
stress test
stress ulceration

stress-free

stress-induced
stress-related

stress of abuse

combat stress

heat stress

diversity can be a not of conflict

(see dung-strengthened)
(see ice-strengthened)

(see newly strengthened)

(see family- strengthening)

(see stressful)

s allowed hydraulic fluid to leak
post-traumatic (PTSD)
sidelined by a in his right foot (basketball)
all the are up
the is high for troops

classes
(see stress response)
on his way to his doctor's office for a
patients with

(see stress-free)

(see stress-induced)
(see stress-related)

crisis counseling to deal with the

blame their drinking and drug use on ;
Army doctrine acknowledges the threat of
died of
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stressed

stressed-out

stress-free

post-traumatic stress (see post-traumatic stress)

work-related stress he was under considerable

stressed-out (see stressed-out)

stressed-out city slickers

stressed-out upper middle class the

stress-free frame of mind get into a before you see your lover

0 stressful stressful day I've had a really
stressful event s or situations can bring on headaches
stressful moments keep a sense of humor during

0

stress-induced stress-induced breakdown a

stress-related stress-related health problems,

stress response body's stress response beta-blockers can blunt the
person's stress response PTSD and a person's

stretch (expanse)

heightened stress response the is destructive

normal stress response kids with a

stretch of land
stretch of street
stretch of the river

this has been so fought over
industrial-looking
researchers will examine an entire

stretch of shoreline a crescent-shaped

stretch of Interstate a brushfire closed a 12-mile 8

crescent-shaped stretch a of shoreline

industrial-looking stretch an of street
long stretch on a between express stops (subway)
vast stretches preserve of undeveloped land

12-mile stretch a brushfire closed a of Interstate 8

stretch (elongate) stretch limousine they drove off in a white
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strewn

stricken

strict

stretch marks make unsightly a faint memory

. error-strewn (see error-strewn)
garbage-strewn (see garbage-strewn)
island-strewn (see island-strewn)
leaf-strewn (see leaf-strewn)
rubble-strewn (see rubble-strewn)

stricken ship
stricken vessel

sailors who were onboard the
a diving bell has been lowered to the (sub)

conscience-stricken (see conscience-stricken)
grief-stricken (see grief-stricken)
drought-stricken (see drought-stricken)
panic-stricken (see panic-stricken)
poverty-stricken (see poverty-stricken)
terror-stricken (see terror-stricken)

strict (dress) code the school has a
strict compliance of...will be enforced (airport announcement)
strict discipline , pushups, laps (boot camp for delinquents)
strict (new gun-control) laws
strict (weight and altitude) limit s
strict (academic integrity) policy s
strict (new homeless) policy s in New York City
strict (academic integrity) policy s
strict (sanitation) practices egg farmers adhere to
strict regulations online drugstores must meet
strict (disclosure) requirements and rules regarding contributions
strict (disclosure requirements and) rules regarding contributions
strict (behavior) standard several schools have s

strict (new) set of rules his returned father enforced a

less-strict (see less-strict)

strife strife-ridden (see strife-ridden)

labor strife the recent history of

strife-ridden strife-ridden black township in the s

strike (weather) cloud-to-ground strike strikes (lightning)
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strike (attack) strike aircraft the key j, the B-2 bomber
strike target American s and intentions

air strike ordered up an S;
call in s on ground targets

airstrike Indian s
helicopter strikes the left 17 people injured
mine strike towing a vehicle after a (military)

strike (protest) strike-truncated (see strike-truncated)

hunger strike
mine strike

a by foreigners awaiting deportation
bloody in Harlan County, Kentucky

threatened strike averting a by thousands of workers

bloody (mine) strike in Harlan County, Kentucky

strike (baseball) strike zone some people want a smaller (baseball);
the ball must cross the plate within the

one-strike-and-you're-out (see one-strike-and-you're-out)

strike-truncated strike-truncated regular season during the (basketball)

striking striking resemblance it bore a to....

string (level) second string (see second string)
third string (see third string)

string (rope) string trimmer

shoestring (see shoestring)

no-strings-attached (see no-strings-attached)

string (series) string of accidents subs have been involved in a
string of (terrorist) acts a
string of bars on Saturday night, we hit a
string of (crushing) blows a to this community
string of (commercial) hits he had a ' (theater)
string of (unsolved) murders there has been a
string of (embarrassing) questions never-ending
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stringent

strip

never-ending string a of embarrassing questions

stringent (time) limit states place s on appeals
stringent (weight) standards failed to meet the Navy's

strip club

strip mall

strip map
strip search

strip-mine (v)
strip-search (v)

strip mining
strip-mining

airstrip
comic strip
mine strip
tourist strip

minefield strips

landing strip

spending too much time at s;
he went from the to his motel
s lining the way;
one corner of an ugly
the shows start and release points (convoy)
carried him upstairs to do a forcible

stories of being --ed

control
the land was ruined by the greed of

in a town where there was an
pulps, movies, --s and comic books
two parallel rows form a (military)
a hotel just off the

the space between

the lights are off on the carrier's

125-square-kilometer strip a ' of jungle

stripe Stars and Stripes

striped zebra-striped

blue-and-white-striped
green-and-white-striped

stroke (medical) stroke symptoms

stroke's warning signs

heatstroke
heat stroke

full-fledged stroke

Memorial Day and the

(see zebra-striped)

(see blue-and-white-striped)
(see green-and-white-striped)

if I'd known what were...

recognize

, malaria, dysentery
heat exhaustion and

people who have had --s
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stroke (sports)

stroll

stroller

strong

minor stroke she may have suffered a

putting stroke
shooting stroke
swimming strokes

she went to the cross-handed (golf)
he had a better (basketball)
demonstrate proper

sunset stroll I took solitary s

baby stroller people with s can shop easily in the store

strong assertion
strong base
strong case
strong condom
strong-defense (m)
strong desire

the source for this (of innocence) is a...
develop a of users for its products (AOL)
the government had a -- (espionage arrest)
--s for maximum security
the lobby
you have a to make things work

strong draft smoke being blown upward by s
strong evidence supporting the jury's verdict
strong feelings there are still about the event (battle)
strong following the TV show continues to command a
strong (central) government a
stronghold (see stronghold)
strong language the use of that may be offensive (film)
strong market hand-held computers have a
strong pulse alternating weak and
strong relationship a -- based upon mutual respect (diplomacy)
strong suspicion I have a that this is why...
strong (decay-resistant) teeth
strong views
strong winds

strong family pressure
strong heartbeat
strong job growth
strong practice habits
strong ski season

this article includes some
the typhoon brought and heavy rain

they face to be dutiful sons
a
we continue to see
a good team player with
hopes for a

strong pro-death-penalty state

strong-jawed
strong-minded
strong-voiced
strong-willed

in a

(see strong-jawed)
(see strong-minded)
(see strong-voiced)
(see strong-willed)
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stronger

stronger
strongest

1,000-strong
7,000-strong

stronger-than-anticipated

(see stronger)
(see strongest)

a observer mission
the U.S. contingent

(see stronger-than-anticipated)

stronger-than-anticipated
stronger-than-anticipated growth somewhat

strongest

stronghold

strong-jawed

strongly

strongly entrenched

strongly muscled

strongly unionized

strongly worded

strong-minded

strong-voiced

strong-willed

struck

strongest evidence the in its favor is... (economic theory)
strongest suit his is fearless truth-telling

enemy stronghold the company was inserted into the
rebel stronghold s and arms caches

strong-jawed Ellen the (TV show)

strongly entrenched
strongly muscled
strongly unionized
strongly worded

(see strongly entrenched)
(see strongly muscled)
(see strongly unionized)
(see strongly worded)

strongly entrenched enemy force in the assault against the

strongly muscled legs

strongly unionized field a

strongly worded warning in a ' (contraceptive recall from company)

strong-minded (editorial-page) editor the

strong-voiced

strong-willed

strong-willed patriarch

awestruck
starstruck

she was clear-eyed and

both are

a

(see awestruck)
(see starstruck)
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structural structural changes working to initiate
structural damage 150 buildings sustained (earthquake)

structure brick structure a handsome prerevolutionary
family structure welfare's impact on
force structure significant changes to (military)
rate structure s for prison phone calls

all-purpose structure an

existing structures retrofitted in (buildings)

carefully engineered structure a

shadows of (large) structures aircraft hidden behind or in the

structured structured environment the halfway house would be a

struggle

struggling

finely structured (see finely structured)
highly structured (see highly structured)

struggle for control a by two people

class struggle have cast the debate as a ;
trying to revive the

power struggle a protracted between...;
turn into a ;
an attempt to quell a military

uphill struggle a difficult and

long-term struggle this is a

continuing struggle the to wipe out homelessness

constant struggle it was a (fatherless home)
desperate struggle a to stay alive
financial struggle the Caffe faced s in the '70s

seven-year struggle after a in Congress, the Brady

struggling actress a 30-year-old
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strung strung-together

high-strung

strung-together strung-together set pieces

stub pay stub

ticket stub

stubble leg stubble

stuck stuck-up

stuck-up stuck-up

stud stud farm

studded

student

brass-studded
diamond-studded
rhinestone-studded
star-studded

student achievement
student activist
student activities
student-affairs (m)
student assessment
student behavior
student body

student-body (m)
student driver
student government
students' grievance
students' interest
student leader
student loan
student magazine
student's motivation
student needs
student performance
student pilot
student politics

(see strung-together)

(see high-strung)

a series of

employment references and s;
gets a good look at this
they've got their s in their pockets

your flirty skirt is showing off some

(see stuck-up)

he's

s, pastures, white fencing

(see brass-studded)
(see diamond-studded)
(see rhinestone-studded)
(see star-studded)

recording evidence of
workers told s
(see student activities)
(see student-affairs)
(see student assessment)
disagreed over whether is improving
she is president of the (high school);
racial hostility within the
the secretary (high school)
a
(see student government)
the appears to be...
he has some ideas for sparking
the democracy movement's s
(see student loan)
we started publishing our work in s
strengthening a
curriculum is retooled to meet
stronger
the helicopter, with a at the controls
he's relatively new to
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student profanity
student progress (m)
student project
student protest
student-rights (m)
student union
student voucher

student-teacher

student funding
student housing
students' writing

crack down on
weekly - reports
-'s and collaboration
the -s

advocates
a spacious, well-lit room in the
in the form of -s

(see student-teacher)

for campus groups
roach-infested
organization and focus in

student-government-sponsored

art student
college student
film student
law student
music student
seminary student

business-school student
computer-science student
honor-roll student

(see student-government-sponsored)

two -s
postal workers, -, housewives
a-
indigents defended by -s
Juilliard --s
a

a boarding-school boy turned
David Andre, a -
the - logged on to her computer

high school student college-bound --s
special-education student -s

limited-English student

driving student

lagging students
law-abiding student

best-behaved student

wait-listed student

medical-student (m)
solid student
top student

self-esteem and --s

his wayward -s

summer classes for
-S

the -s

600

during my - days
a - and basketball team captain
a -, a star athlete, and a caring girlfriend
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first-, second-, and third-year student s
235-student (m) a high school
20,000-student the district

1,900-plus students the high school's

teacher-to-student (m) reduced ratios

behavior of her students classroom
group of (journalism) students a

student activities student activities

student affairs

student activity fees universities collect
student-activities coordinator

student affairs office the at the high school

student assessment student assessment concerns related to

student assessment program I direct s for them

student government
student-government election students vote in the s
student-government president

student-government-sponsored (see student-government-sponsored)

student-government-sponsored
student-government-sponsored event this month's s

student loan student loan the direct ;
s were low-interest, long-term

student loan fee the new s on colleges

student loan default rate
student loan grace period
student loan interest rates

this lower default rate
the elimination of the
the increase in on parents

student-teacher student-teacher he's a
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studied

studies

studio

study

student-teacher ratio

long-studied

(see study)

studio album
studio analyst
studio apartment
studio audience
studio president

art studio
dance studio

design studio
exercise studio
movie studio
photography studio

martial arts studio

recording studio

sparsely furnished studio

study data
study design
study results

animal studies
bible study
black-studies (m)
case study

dive study
government study
graduate studies
pilot study
prevention studies
price study
surveillance study

favorable s and superior facilities

(see long-studied)

his previous sold 60,000 copies (music)
the for ESPN2's Friday Night Fights
living in a basement in Brooklyn
interviewing dieters in front of a
every has a list of directors (films)

an
a ballroom S;
the complex contains four js
help start a new in Simi Valley
movie theaters, js, video-game parlors
the No. 1 in ticket sales
worked at a commercial

arrested outside a

we were at a in Toronto

we stay in a in Washington (D.C.)

the and patient safety
s and outcomes (drug trials)
a heated discussion about the ;
his draft manuscript summarizing the

the will be conducted on dogs
(see bible study)
the blossoming of programs
a in business-administration courses;
a business-school
home-based with video tapes
s detail the effects
he did his in London
a to compare...

with healthy patients
we conducted a of several drugs
an anonymous
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stuff

baseline study
bear-density study
gene-therapy study

(see baseline study)
a conducted last month
a groundbreaking

self-report studies indicate...

environmental-impact study a preliminary j for the road

understudy

follow-up study

multi-laboratory study

ongoing studies

controlled studies
randomized study

newly published study

conclusive study
crucial study
empirical study

(see understudy)

they are doing s

the design and administration of a

a number of recent and

success rates documented through
further --s (of new drug) may be needed

physicians' refusal to accept even s
a (epidemiological study)
this has never been the subject of

environmental-studies (m) the professor
epidemiological study a crucial 1963
independent-study (m) an course
individual studies making it impossible to compare
medical study stem cells were injected in a
new study a conducted at...found that...
preliminary (environmental-impact) study a for the road
recent study in a ...; a has shown that...
Russian-studies (m)
similar study
timely study

five-year study

a major
the NCI is conducting 's
large, representative, and --s

launched an ambitious

design of a study
implementation of a studythe

kid stuff

outdoor stuff

the

his feats are

he loved tennis, sailing,
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movie-related stuff

day-to-day stuff

stuffed stuffed animal
stuffed mastodons

stuffed-together

stuffed-together stuffed together fans

stuffing pocket-stuffing (m)

turkey stuffings

stuffy stuffy organization

stump stump speech

tree stump

stun stun grenade

stunning stunning news

stunt

stupid

stupor

S-turn

stunt girl
stunt plane

publicity stunt

childhood stunt

stupid question
stupid things

money-stupid

half stupor

the way you talk about the simple

scooped up an armful of s
museumgoers taking in the

(see stuffed-together)

forward-leaning, (sports)

crooks

chili recipes, spaghetti sauces,

a in need of a shake-up

he says in his that...

on a at the edge of the meadow

tear gas and s

his arrest was in the NHL (hockey);
he summoned his staff and delivered the

a
in a built to withstand such stresses

he called the press release a

a characteristic at the beach

that is not a at all (about sex)
he did some

(see money-stupid)

a patient who was tranquilized into a

slurred speech, drowsiness, stupor or coma (ethanol poisoning)

S-turns steep grades and numerous (road)
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style style guru
Style section

style secrets

style-savvy

Adirondack-style
army-style
button-style
cafeteria-style
Chicago style
design style
doggie style
dress style

execution-style
50's-style
Geometric-style
hair style
Hitler-style
Hollywood-style
life style
management style
man's-style
mission-style
mob-style
ranch-style
seventies-style
Style section
twenties-style

Big Band-style

coffee-shop-style
gangland-style

My Lai style

slam-bang style

haunted-house-style

Cosmo's Elaine Farley
the of the Washington Post

here she shares some

(see style - savvy)

(see Adirondack-style)
(see army-style)
(see button-style)
(see cafeteria-style)
(see Chicago style)
associated with a particular
certain sexual positions--girl on top,
musical tastes or s as warning flags;
what band or a student prefers
(see execution-style)
a mom
(see Geometric-style)
(see hair style)
(see Hitler-style)
(see Hollywood-style)
(see life style)
(see management style)
(see man's-style)
(see mission-style)
(see mob-style)
(see ranch-style)
(see seventies-style)
(see Style section)
(see twenties-style)

(see Big Band-style)

(see coffee-shop-style)
(see gangland-style)

(see My Lai style)

(see slam-bang style)

(see haunted-house-style)
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styled

style-savvy

sub

sub-basement

drawing style
learning style

playing style
rowing style
running style

crowd-pleasing style

American-style
Bavarian-style
freestyle
graceful style
old-style
pro-style
socialist-style
Tibetan-style

temperament and style

his does undergo a noticeable shift
different s that exist among students;
your child's
his distinctive
his may be part of the problem
his quick, powerful (football)

winning games and playing with a (basketball)

(see American-style)
(see Bavarian-style)
(see freestyle)
with a (snowboard mountaineering)
(see old-style)
(see professional-style)
(see socialist-style)
(see Tibetan-style)

he's the opposite in

command-and-control style the j of management

boot-camp-style

in-your-face style

self-styled

style-savvy culture

submarine
sub-basement
subculture
sub-Sahara
subsoil
subsurface
subtext
subway
sub-zero

subconscious

sub-basement

(see boot-camp-style)

the has proven effective

(see self-styled)

ours is a

(see submarine)
(see sub-basement)
(see subculture)
(see sub-Sahara)
(see subsoil)
(see subsurface)
(see subtext)
(see subway)
(see sub-zero)

(see subconscious)

a basement and a
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subconscious

subculture

subject

subconscious sign

cockfighting subculture

subject area
subject line
subject matter

it's a that he's unhappy

students of the (Oklahoma)

a detailed analysis of a
s sent to my e-mail accounts
the of the book;
its underlying serious

subject of a (legal) dispute the images have become the

unrelated subjects

sore subject

submarine (boat) submarine
(and sub)

seemingly

money can be a in any relationship

a

submarine accident the USS Thresher , in the North Atlantic
submarine base guarding nuclear weapons at the
submarine commander a retired
submarine incident back to the for a second

sub's control room crowding in the
submarine's (internal) escape capsule the
sub's sonar data during a later review of the

submarine's conning tower the was damaged

attack submarine
rescue submarine

a nuclear-powered
a deep-diving

mini-submarine the British LR5 (for rescues)

diesel-powered submarine a Soviet
nuclear-armed submarine the s
nuclear-powered submarine the Soviet Union's first

highly sophisticated submarine a
remotely operated submarine a retrieved the recorders

nuclear submarine a Soviet sank off north Norway

acoustic signature of our submarines reducing the
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submarine (other) submarine ridge

submariner

sub-Sahara

subscription

subsequent

subsidized

subsidy

subsistence

the islands are peaks of a

brotherhood of submariners

sub-Sahara Africa

subscription form
subscription model

magazine subscription
magazine's subscriptions

basic subscription (m)

subsequent behavior
subsequent infection
subsequent lie
subsequent pain
subsequent research
subsequent statement
subsequent victims

the

fill out a for a magazine
shifting from a to an ad strategy

spend less on 5
the had dropped

the charge (mobile phone)

his reinforced the tags (cocky, disrespectful)
the major concern in all bite wounds is
the first lie is compounded by s
mild may persist for days to weeks

has allayed the worry
in s, he has claimed (murder trial)
as were found (serial killings)

subsequent phone calls did not return

subsequent legal proceedings careful documentation may help in

subsidized housing guaranteed the right to return to

Government-subsidized (see Government-subsidized)
state-subsidized (see state-subsidized)

federally subsidized (see federally subsidized)
heavily subsidized (see heavily subsidized)

subsidies for farm products

export subsidy
government subsidy
state subsidy
transport subsidy

housing subsidy

subsistence level

for farm products
for fossil fuels and nuclear energy

massive 's of farming
eliminate food, energy, and s

offer s to displaced tenants

raise wages to a ;
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subsoil

substance

lived at or below the
subsistence villagers and urban dwellers (Africa)

subsoil resources with regard to

substance abuse

substances of abuse a screen for may be considered (hospital)

cancer-producing substance s
performance-enhancing substance athletes use s

contaminated substance s were dumped into the environment
controlled substance unlawful possession of a (crack)

toxic substances ingestion of

severely toxic substances legislation against

substance abuse substance abuse rumors about ;
depression, phobias,

substance-abuse treatment versus imprisonment

substantial substantial blockage tests showed in a main coronary artery
substantial (legal) fees he had paid
substantial (water) loss cause substantial
substantial (design) problems were resolved
substantial progress is being made

substantial weight loss cause

substantiated unsubstantiated (see unsubstantiated)

substantive substantive reason his boss had no to fire him

substitute substitute addiction drinking soda pop was his (alcohol)
substitute teacher she worked as a ;

he has all the authority of a (slur)

subsurface subsurface

subtext subtext

the mines are

knows her
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subtle

suburb

suburban

subtle way

subtle marketing tool

outlying suburbs

suburb-to-suburb

suburban flight
suburban home
suburban neighborhood

suburban soccer players
suburban tract home

suburban and urban (m)

it's a to get both of you thinking...

a to get out the message

can afford to live in the new

(see suburb-to-suburb)

the flow of decades-old
his outside New York City
a mixture of freestanding towns and s

buyers line up to bid on s

drugs and alcohol powerfully impact violence

suburb-to-suburb suburb-to-suburb commuting the explosive growth of

subway

sub-zero

succeeding

success

subway

subway car
subway entrance
subway exit
subway line
subway platform

subway ride
subway route
subway station
subway stop
subway system

sub-zero temperatures

succeeding generation

success rate

success story

success or failure

gets up early and takes the the work

the new s (New York City)
the at Fiftieth and Broadway
a cluster of vendors stood around the
today there are 24 subway lines (NYC)
the poster has gone up on s;
he was spotted standing on a
the from Brooklyn to Penn Station
what's the best from X to Y
an escalator in a Metro
high-density housing around s
the area's will stay open;
an escalator-dependent

in and gale-force winds (yacht)

move your genes into s

the left many wondering;
the abysmal
(see success story)

measure the of the deregulation efforts
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successful

success of his ambush
success of his kids
success of the mission

battlefield success
business success

runaway success

fund-raising success

continued success
limited success
unprecedented success
unqualified success

hard-won success

apparent success
big success
financial success
great success
good success
huge success
major success
tactical success

foundation for success

chances of success

how dismounted enemy will affect the
he could exult in the
the fate of the soldier or the

remarkable s; a taste of

the of the new building

his enormous sent a signal

our ' and the value of our brand name
the Patriot had downing incoming missiles
the of the football team
this was not an

5

given your in this...(foreign affairs)
the new sports section became a
the Post's (newspaper)
it was a (military tank)
radiologists have had achieving...
given the of her first CD
called it a for space partnership
avoid strategic failure and achieve

brand loyalty is the

in agent recruitment (CIA);
he was more confident about the ' (rescue)

fantasies of success preoccupation with , beauty, love (narcissist)
taste of (business) successa

fast track to success bickering is not a (academia)

successful business her dad owned a
successful (anti-cockfighting) crusade s in Missouri and Arizona
successful effort in a to keep the blaze from spreading
successful (small) enterprise --s were often family enterprises
successful (inmate-rehabilitation) program s
successful relationship who has your most -- been with (questionnaire)
successful suicide recent bereavement is a risk factor for
successful vehicle it was a -- for the company (auto manufacturing)
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succession

success story

suckle

suction

sudden

sudden-infant-death

suddenly

suddenly recalled

suffer

successful (spy) network maintains an elaborate and
successful sales trip a through Europe

successful Broadway director
successful Internet mogul a
successful opera composer the most since Puccini

the most since...

successful counterattack

successful launching

unsuccessful

already-successful
most successful
wildly successful

less-than-successful

succession problems

Internet success story

the villagers mounted a

a of Zvezda (space station)

(see unsuccessful)

(see already-successful)
(see most successful)
(see wildly successful)

(see less-than-successful)

of family-run businesses

the company was an

inspiring success story an

up-from-nowhere success story he was an (said of a businessman)

honeysuckle

suction apparatus

sudden death

sudden-infant-death

(see honeysuckle)

a with a plastic nozzle

adverse reactions from sweaty palms to

(see sudden-infant-death)

sudden-infant-death syndrome

suddenly recalled

suddenly recalled incest

suffer in silence

(see suddenly recalled)

many immigrant women
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sufferer

suffering

sufficient

sugar

sugar-refining

suggested

suggestion

suggestive

back sufferer

motion-sickness sufferer

suffering and pain

human suffering

patient's suffering

long-suffering

pain and suffering

sufficient evidence
sufficient (trial) period

insufficient

sugar bowl
sugar cane (m)
sugarcane (m)
sugar content
sugar cube
sugar grower
sugar industry
sugar quotas

sugar-refining

blood-sugar

no-sugar-added

sugar-refining plant

suggested reforms

policy suggestions

suggestive questioning
suggestive remarks

while a exercises...

pregnant women and s

is necessary for development (psychiatry)

unnecessary in those parts of the world;
his utter indifference to
to relieve the

(see long-suffering)

he apologized for the he'd caused (murderer)
compensation for (medical malpractice)

there was to bring murder charges
bilingual education has had a

(see insufficient)

the at the bar
their wheat and fields flattened
fertilizer from the fields
grapes with an extremely high
with water and a added
s import Caribbean laborers
the in Florida
as the U.S. tightened

(see sugar-refining)

(see blood-sugar)

(see no-sugar-added)

a

some of the have already been made

he has contributed

vulnerability to ' (police interrogation)
touching themselves and making
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suicidal

suicide

suicidal behavior
suicidal ideation
suicidal individual
suicidal patient

near-suicidal

suicide attack

suicide attempt

suicide bomber
suicide manual
suicide message
suicide mission
suicide note
suicide pact
suicide prevention
suicide prevention (m)
suicide rate
suicide theory
suicide threat

suicide watch

intentional violence can result in depression,
a patient with homicidal or
a
obtain psychiatric consultation for s

(see near-suicidal)

the Israeli army, on alert for s in Israel...;
he'll receive a martyr's burial for his
never recovered from his ;
last year, 500,000 people made js;
ingesting liquid lye in a
an LTTE detonated explosives
Final Exit, the Hemlock Society
in his last videotaped
on a to wipe out their school
it reads like a
are there any reports about the
everybody can play a role in
all of the services have programs
the among children 10 to 14
the whole looks dubious
js should be taken very seriously;
the bridge was closed because of a
she was taken off (jailed woman)

suicide by law enforcement is when someone can't pull the trigger

career suicide
collective suicide
mass suicide
murder-suicide
pilot suicide
teen suicide

murder-suicide

assisted suicide
attempted suicide
completed suicide

doctor-assisted suicide
officer-assisted suicide

they have decided to risk
the U'wa community's threat to commit
protesters have threatened to commit
shot to death in an apparent
35 cases of apparent (planes)

has been declining since 1994

it was a double suicide or

(see assisted suicide)
an estimated 4-12 per cent of s are successful
attempted as well as s are highly underreported

the shooting appears to be a case of
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suicidal

suit (clothing)

physician-assisted suicide

double suicide
successful suicide

means of suicide
stigma of suicide
thoughts of suicide
threats of suicide

risk for suicide

risk factors for suicide

depression and suicide

suicidal hanging

suitcase

business suit
down suit
G-suit
pants suit
rain suit
safety suit
ski suit
space suit
swimsuit
swimsuit (m)
track suit

bathing suit

jogging suit

jump suit
jumpsuit

pressurized (space) suit

Oregon's law permitting ;
and voluntary euthanasia

it was a or murder-suicide
recent bereavement is a risk factor for

cyanide ingestion is an efficacious
the
ceaseless (OCD)
depression and

substance abuse is highly associated with

f

in victims of sexual assault

judicial hangings, s and spinal cord injury

a beat-up ;
a large, soft-sided, wheeled

a conservative and a tie
our s (mountaineering)
(see gravity suit)
she wore a with a long flared jacket
the Army's outdated, wet-weather
he wears a with a respirator
his powder-blue
wearing s; insulated in a pressurized
her only protection was her
a former model
crew-cut young men wearing s

wet s;
laying out clothes and shopping for
cheap Chinese-made s

wearing a
clad in a yellow prison ;
an orange with short sleeves (prison)

insulated in a (high-altitude parachute jump)
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0

handmade suit

protective suit
wetsuit

off-the-rack suit

(see also suited)

suit (lawsuit) lawsuit

suitability

suite

discrimination suit
liability suit
paternity suit

a was better than an off-the-rack suit

clad in a (bomb-disposal officer)
strolling in s with their boards

a handmade suit was better than an

(see lawsuit)

employees filed a (racial bias)
a federal class-action
she had named him in a

class-action suit a federal

sexual-harassment suit --s

suitability of the terrain consider the (military operations)

executive suite
luxury suite

suited (clothes) Armani-suited

factory floors and --s
a at a sports arena;
a , the press box, broadcast booth, dugout

(see Armani-suited)
dark-suited (see dark-suited)

suited (useful) ill suited (see ill suited)

sulfur sulfur emissions declines in ;
mandating steeper cuts in

high-sulfur (see high-sulfur)
low-sulfur (see low-sulfur)

sum lump sum (m) a payment of $100,000 (radiation sickness)

summary summary form in

summer summerlong (see summerlong)

summer admission sees advantages to
summer camp attended ; at ;
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summerlong

summit

summer-camp (m)

summer class

summer concert
summer concert (m)
summer dress
summer heat

summer home

summer house
summer job
summer months
summer night
summer party
summer picnic
summer pleasure
summer recess
summer school
summer stay
summer-solstice (m)
summer sun
summer toy
summer trip
summer vacation
summer visit
summer wind

summer thunderstorm
summer tourist season
summer weekend

summer afternoon

early-summer
late-summer
midsummer

summerlong binge

summit attempt
summit bid

selecting a for kids
a scene;
camp officials and consultants
a major expansion of s;
s for lagging students
s, arts festivals, holiday celebrations
this year's (rock music)
girls walking bare-armed in their s
in the damp ;
a way to escape the
from his in Laguna Beach;
some families keep s in the mountains
all have s in West Cork (Ireland)
s at federal agencies
its oppressive heat during the
it was a hot
the nation's premier ' (Reno)

and mosquito bites
swimming and fishing were our s
the three-month (the Supreme Court)
mandatory in Chicago
their record of a among poor farmers
enact a Dionysiac j ceremony
willing to stand out in the
the Super Soaker is the top-selling
plan a

begins...
during a to Spokane
the first rippled through the hay

a
the height of the
on s

a brisk stroll on a

(see early-summer)
(see late-summer)
(see midsummer)

a

the team was preparing for its
a blizzard-wracked ;
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SUMO

sun

10 days later, on the brink of another
summit day they made it to 28,700 feet late on
summit push in anticipation of a ' the next day (K2)
summit pyramid the 65-degree ridge of the

summit of Lhotse a rapid three-day ascent to the

peace summit two days before a major

true summit he declined to attempt the (Shishapangma)

sumo insider
sumo wrestler

world of sumo

few s expected him to...
a sensitivity rarely seen in s

a rare event in the staid

sunblock sandwiches, and water;
use a strong on lips, eyes, ears, nose

sunburst (see sunburst)
sun coffee 's high yields; questions about ;

requires more agro-chemicals
Sunday (see Sunday)
sundown just before
sundress her long white translucent
sun exposure avoid further
sun farm s have just a tenth as many bird species
sunglasses fancy
sunlight (see sunlight)
sun plantation s hold little appeal for wildlife
sun protection there are two types of
sun protection (m) sunscreens with an adequate factor (SPF)
sunrise (see sunrise)
sunscreen my runs and burns my eyes;

reapply every couple of hours
sunset (see sunset)
sunspot (see sunspot)
sun visor the headrest, s, glove box, ashtrays, floor mats;

wear protective clothing, including hats or
sun worshiper stretching out among the --s (nude sunbathing)

sun- and windburn he suffered from (on the climb)

sunbathing discretion and nude
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sunburst

sunburst-patterned

Sunday

Sunday afternoon

Sunday morning

Sunday school

sun-drenched

sun-drenched
sunlit
sun-reddened
sun-scorched
sun-tinged

summer sun
winter sun

noonday sun

rising sun
setting sun

open-to-the-sun

sunburst-patterned

sunburst-patterned disc

Sunday dinner
Sunday school

Sunday afternoon
Sunday morning

(see sun-drenched)
(see sunlit)
(see sun-reddened)
(see sun-scorched)
(see sun-tinged)

willing to stand out in the
on a snowy field

beneath the hot ;
the was warm

the
the

(see open-to-the-sun)

(see sunburst-patterned)

a

the obligatory
(see Sunday school)

(see Sunday afternoon)
(see Sunday morning)

Super Bowl Sunday on

Sunday afternoon on

Sunday-afternoon target shoot for a

Sunday morning on

Sunday-morning religious shows

Sunday school

Sunday-school teacher
Sunday school teacher a

sun-drenched skyscrapers

on television

attended

s; a Methodist
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sunlight

sunlit

sun-reddened

sunrise

sun-scorched

sunset

sunspot

sun-tinged

super

sunlight

intense sunlight

lack of sunlight

sunlit yard

sun-reddened face

sunrise

sunrise and sunset

Martian sunrise

sun-scorched hillsides

sunset stroll
sunset prayer

sunrise and sunset

Martian sunset

sunspot cycle

sun-tinged jet

Super Bowl
"super car"
supercenter
Superdome
superhero
supermarket
supermodels
supersite
super-stadium
superstar
superstar (m)
superstore

supervillain

the eyes can adjust from to starlight

and plant species

he is ashen from (prison)

the ' outside

a friendly young man with a

before

shoot pictures of the Martian

shoot pictures of the and sunset

denuded,

I took solitary s
the group knelt for their

shoot pictures of the Martian

the

the sun's 11-year

the s flying overhead

(see Super Bowl)
design a
(see supercenter)
a sellout crowd at the (football)
a
(see supermarket)
with fellow
the has user opinions (Web)
a new, third-millennium
Wilson is one of those s (doctor);
one of the most popular authors
CompUSA, the computer ;
the Internet Buy.com
a cartoon
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superbly

superbly edited

Super Bowl

Supercenter

superficial

superheated

super high

superheated

super-high
super-maximum
supernatural
supernormal
super-powerful
supersonic
super-sweet

superbly edited

superbly edited book

Super Bowl ring
Super Bowl Sunday

(see superheated)

(see super-high)
(see super-maximum)
(see supernatural)
(see supernormal)
(see super-powerful)
(see supersonic)
(see super-sweet)

(see superbly edited)

a

he sold his two for drugs
on

magnitude of the Super Bowl the sheer

Wal-Mart

superficial burns
superficial lacerations
superficial wound

superheated gas

super-high-profile

superhighway

a 220,125-square-foot

a burst of s

(see super-high-profile)

(see superhighway)

super-high-profile super-high-profile company I landed a job interview at a

superhighway superhighway drove west on the

information superhighway (see information superhighway)

projected superhighway the will spur development

superintendent building superintendent a let the cops into the apartment
school superintendent name new last week

superiority fire superiority enabled his comrades to maintain their
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supermarket

air of superiority he detected an

supermarket the individual

supermarket chain
supermarket items
supermarket shelves

the
ranging from cola to detergent

; missing from

virtual supermarket s sold $148 million last year

super maximum super-maximum-security (see super-maximum-security)

super-maximum-security
super-maximum-security federal prison the in Marion

supernatural encounter people who feel they have had a

supernormal clean and

super-powerful (World War II) bomb a

supernatural

supernormal

super-powerful

supersonic

super-sweet

supervised

supervising

supervision

supper

supper-club

supplement

supersonic (surface-to-air)

super-sweet peaches

supervised environment
supervised route
supervised setting

closely supervised
poorly supervised

the Patriot is a missile

genetically altered

keep in a structured,
control on a (military)
she needed a structured,

(see closely supervised)
(see poorly supervised)

supervising anesthesiologist the at the operation

adult supervision

supper-club

supper-club gig

supplement abuse
supplement bottle
supplement company
supplements industry

no ; the importance of proper ' (of kids)

(see supper-club)

a in Hot Springs

(see supplement abuse)
s often don't have child-proof caps
exempts s from federal regulation
the and lack of regulation
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supplement abuse

supplemental

supplied

supplier

supply

supplement ingredients dangerous contaminants in
supplements manufacturers and distributors
supplement sales have grown nearly 80 percent

calcium supplements
energy supplement
fiber supplement
vitamin supplements

producers of
the weight-loss and ma huang
stool softeners or s like Metamucil
she thinks that are unnecessary

weight-loss supplement the ma huang

bodybuilding supplement abuse of the GHB

unregulated supplements the danger of

andro-based supplement
GHB-related supplement

dietary supplement

herbal supplement

nutritional supplement

the makers of (sports)
he took a and nearly died

falling ill or dying after taking --s;
s promise greater energy, sounder sleep
s are not regulated or tested;
adverse reactions to --s
andro is classified as a

children are becoming victims of

supplement-abuse incidents data understate

supplemental oxygen climbed Everest without

best supplied (see best supplied)
foreign-supplied (see foreign-supplied)

building-materials supplier a

supply point
supply route
supply ship
supply trail

supply purchasing

supply-driven

ammunition (ASP)
Military Police on main s (MSRs)
a is docked to the space station
near a VC and rumored tunnel complex

on-line through an Internet portal

(see supply-driven)
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supplies of ammunition
supply of food
supply of grenades

supply and ammunition
supply and demand

air supply
art supplies
blood supply

emergency supply
food supply

gas supply
home-supply (m)
office-supply (m)
power supply
relief supplies
school supplies
water supply

water supply (m)
wine supply
year's supply

dwindling supply

plumbing-supply (m)

limited supply

medical-supply (m)
short supply

one-day supply

may become depleted
he got a every month (prison)
the company expended its

(m) shelters, sleeping or resting shelters
the inplacability of the law of

cutting off their with tape
spend money on
the usable will drop;
shuts off the
didn't bother stocking up on js
prevent hormones from entering the ;
heavy trunks containing his js
domestic oil and s
went to a center to buy mulch
Office Depot will close 70 stores
the on-board (spacecraft)

began flowing
(see school supplies)
cut off s to a village;
cut off the town's ;
programs to clean up s

needs
bankrupt growers and decrease the
costs $7,000 for a (of a drug)

a prompted innovations

her dad owned a successful s business;
manufacturers and lead-free faucets

rising demand and a very

a company
anti-malarial drugs have been in ;
nitrogen is in in desert soils

a of ammunition and missiles

equipment and supplies make arrangements for the storage of
personnel, ammunition, supplies, and essential equipment status of

stocks of supply units maintain and use operational
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supply-driven supply-driven

support support base
support group

support payments
support staff
support staff (m)
support team

the phenomenon is

convoys from the to the combat forces
a for relatives of homicide victims;
shelters, and other services (abused women)
resume sending (child support)
the crew in space and the on the ground
hire 80 new attorneys and members
an Army

support for higher education public

support of the people

air support

ammunition support
artillery support
business support
child support (n)
combat support
combat support (m)
customer support
decision-support (m)
fan support
fire support
Fire Support (m)
helicopter support
life support
porch supports
price supports
public support

air and gunfire support

riblike supports

planning support

aggressive (airway and
full support

he expressed the of the United States;
he's not going to have the full (politician)

calling in is not an option;
land forces' requests for

for corps units
he requested tactical air support and
might scare away
(see child support)
the helicopters were designed for

hospitals (military)
there's the problem of
he produces software for companies

and corporate sponsorship
from helicopter gunships was requested
Base Ripcord, Republic of Vietnam

heavy-lift
(see life support)
sagging
by establishing for soybeans

for higher education

request both naval

Army forces provide liaison elements, j;
j, advisors, and technical experts (military)

ventilatory) support is important
he doesn't have the of the people (politician)
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supported

supporter

supporting

logistical support is always a challenge
military support a unit that gave medical and to special forces
naval (air and gunfire) support request at the tactical level
parental support teachers complain about no
philanthropic support strong (for the arts, museums, etc.)
strong (philanthropic) support (for the arts, museums, etc.)
technical-support (m) calling phone numbers
tech-support (m) the staff at the call center

medical and military support a unit that gave -- to special forces

letters of support
message of support
show of support

send or holiday greetings (to troopS overseas)
his for Nigerian democracy
we appreciate the from...(hospital visits)

treatment and support of victims of torture
command, control, and support (m) a base (special forces)

state-supported (see state-supported)

unsupported (see unsupported)

like-minded supporters of capital punishment

supporting arms (see supporting arms)
supporting documentation is required (for Purple Heart medal)
supporting example a striking analysis with s
supporting performance good --s by... (film)

mutually supporting (see mutually supporting)

supporting arms supporting arms fire while adjusting , he... (battle)

supportive supportive atmosphere this (psychiatric hospital)

suppressant appetite suppressant Reductil is an ;
the was pulled off the market;
the health dangers of the

suppression bone marrow suppression concern about GI bleeding, anemia,

suppressive suppressive fire he began to provide a base of (battle)

supremacist white-supremacist (see white-supremacist)
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sur

sure

sure-fire

surf

surface

surname

sure thing

sure-fire

sure-fire investment
sure-fire way

surfboard
surf conditions

surf and rip currents

heavy surf
high surf

surface current
surface-detection
surface fire
surface layer
surface markings
surface ship
surface temperature
surface water

surface warfare

surface-laid
surface-launched

surface-to-air
surface-to-surface

surface of the ocean

earth's surface

lake surface
ocean's surface
sea-surface (m)
street surface
water's surface

(see surname)

there's no such thing as a

(see sure-fire)

a
a

(see surfboard)
the Website shows at 40 beaches

the storm will produce

the storm will produce and rip currents
and flooding is expected (storm)

the boat was riding on the fast
(see surface-detection)
like field artillery, naval is requested at the...
the brackish of an estuary

signage and runway incursions
naval may be assigned fire support missions
they predict increased global s
contaminated groundwater and

the Navy's director of

(see surface-laid)
(see surface-launched)

(see surface-to-air)
(see surface-to-surface)

what's under the

part of a deep rift in the ;
40,000 meters above the ' (parachute jump)
a cooling down in the autumn
the luxury liner slipped below the

temperatures in the Pacific
radiation on s
250 feet below the
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surface-detection

surface-laid

surface-launched

surface-to-air

surface-to-surface

surfacing

surfboard

surfboard-shaped

surfer (computer)

surfer (other)

surfing

surge

subsurface (see subsurface)

underwater-to-surface (see underwater-to-surface)

surface-detection radar the need for at airports

surface-laid mine blowing sand may cover s

surface-laid minefield it is difficult to fake a

surface-launched (cruise) missile most s are terrain following

surface-to-air missile the Patriot is a guided supersonic

surface-to-air weapon systems aircraft must find protection from

surface-to-surface missile Iraq may fire s at Israel

emergency surfacing (m) during an drill (submarine)

surfboard-shaped (see surfboard-shaped)

surfboard-shaped deck a (skate)board with a

Web surfer

wind surfer
windsurfer

sky surfing
windsurfing

surge in business
surge in demand

surge of relief

adrenaline surge
crime surge

pyroclastic surges

millions of s;
s were greeted with error messages

fishermen, s, swimmers, divers;
Canadian and Swiss s started showing up

Alaska's Tumagain Arm;
15 years of all over the world

the drug dealers enjoyed the
livestock markets braced to meet the (Eid)

I felt a

they experience the
attributes a to unemployment

collapse of the column produced (eruption)
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surgeon

surgery

surgical

burn surgeon
plastic surgeon
transplant surgeon
tree surgeon

surgery patient

iI

burns evaluated by a or plastic surgeon
burns evaluated by a burn surgeon or a
the 's, team doctors, and his family
a and rock climber

among s

surgery for blocked (carotid) artery neck

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy treatment with (cancer)

bowel surgery
brain surgery
emergency surgery
eye surgery
heart surgery

hip surgery
knee surgery
laser surgery

neck surgery
plastic-surgery (m)
routine surgery
transplant surgery

by-pass surgery

adults with a recent history of
in the course of three s
rushed to the hospital for

is winning converts
the operating rooms where took place;
he underwent emergency ;
only weeks after triple-bypass
a woman recovering from
he had a hip replacement and two 's
come to think of war as ;
getting contacts or having on his eyes

for a blocked carotid artery
65 percent of patients
admitted to Water Reed hospital for
a London hospital which conducts

many Americans undergo

double-bypass surgery a vertical scar from
triple-bypass (heart) surgery only weeks after undergoing

cosmetic surgery
minor surgery

s were up 16 percent
died while she was being prepared for

permission form for surgery

surgical abortions
surgical chart
surgical field
surgical microscope
surgical procedure
surgical skills

sign a

versus drug-induced abortions
the , a nurse's notes, and summaries
a one centimetre in diameter
manipulating a with a foot pedal
a opponents call "partial-birth abortion"
every veterinarian is expected to have
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surplus

surprise

surprising

surrogate

surrounding

surveillance

surgical techniques

nonsurgical
post surgical

traditional surname

surplus electricity

army surplus
budget surplus

trade surplus

huge (trade) surplus

surprise announcement
surprise attack
surprise deal
surprise (birthday) party
surprise raid

surprise resignation
surprise visit

tactical surprise
unpleasant surprise

advantage of surprise
element of surprise

surprising number

surrogate kin

surrounding jungle
surrounding mountains
surrounding terrain
surrounding villages

familiar surroundings

surveillance activities
surveillance camera

learn s on cadavers (vet school)

(see nonsurgical)
(see post surgical)

relatively few s (Denmark)

power lines that carry

there is plenty of (tanks)
s and other general treasury money

the U.S. runs huge agricultural s

the U.S. runs s

after Fidel's
a on an unsuspecting victim
in a with prosecutors

she threw a for him
last week's ;
confiscating weapons in five --s
Boris Yeltsin's
a

find, fix, maneuver and achieve
insurance against s

despite the (a battle)
the is a major tactical advantage

a of kids end up there after...(jail)

extended families and

well-concealed emplacements in the
the and clean air
gather information about the enemy and the
Grozny and some 17

locked up, away from ' (psychiatric ward)

mail interception, wiretaps, and
capture it on a ;
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survey

surveillance equipment
surveillance flight
surveillance gear
surveillance mission
surveillance operations
surveillance plane
surveillance study
surveillance system

surveillance network

company surveillance
data surveillance
disease surveillance
sensor surveillance
video surveillance (m)

countersurveillance

installing s around housing projects;
s in public places
reasonably priced
more than two thousand s a year
soldiers helped the FBI with
on an apparent
long-range in the desert
anything about --s that might help you
an anonymous

on global economies and currency

a worldwide run by the NSA

their activities have been under
by using computers to cross-reference

the head of at the C.D.C.
air defense and intelligence reporting
the FBI put a camera in his backyard

(see countersurveillance)

mounted or dismounted surveillance conduct with stealth

constant surveillance he was placed under
electronic surveillance (m) a U.S. Navy ship was operating...;

revealing US methods to Moscow (spy)

24-hour surveillance

surveys age
survey data

survey expedition
survey form

survey findings

they set up on him and his associates

the data is valid despite the
based on misinterpretations of ;
an accurate characterization of the ;

indicate that people...
Fremont's in the Sierra Nevadas
use a to note water conditions

the will be released -

survey of (114 store) owners a

drug survey
faculty survey
mosquito survey
telephone survey

s show much use of illegal drugs
the results of a newly released
the state's annual
a of 800 business owners
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voter survey according to s

minefield survey a precise will identify the extent of...

updated survey an is being prepared

newly released survey the results of a

annual survey conducts an (of the snowpack)

results of a (newly released) survey the

surveyed previously surveyed (see previously surveyed)

surveying surveying expedition cosponsoring a

survival survival advantage those arriving at the ER the fastest enjoy a
survival plan he has a for family stores
survival rate (see survival rate)
survival rules for operating in mined areas (military mines)
survival strategy depression may be a
survival trait pass their highly desirable s on

survival rate

survival ESL a student took and failed

survival, evasion and escape in the desert

avalanche survival depends on the efforts of survivors
community's survival a direct threat to the

battlefield-survival (m) training in skills

political survival fighting for his own

chances of survival gave a bleak assessment of the crew's (sub)

chance for survival the only is by air ambulance
fight for survival he rallied the platoon in a desperate

survival rate I would say the is probably 1 in 4;
s for fish

survival rate for (childhood) cancer the
survival rates for fish
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surviving

survivor

suspect

suspected

ten-year survival rate

long-term survival rate

surviving children
surviving son

surviving member
surviving sons
surviving victims

survivor's grief
survivor guilt
survivor testimonies

the will be 52 percent

the for childhood cancer

letting their four stay with grandparents
the youngest of some twenty 's;
the white-bearded man clung to his only
the last of the Three Stooges
the youngest of some twenty
the dwindling number of

the persistence of a
extreme may lead to a suicide attempt
she taped (Holocaust)

survivors of (last month's) earthquake

explosion survivors
fire survivors
torture survivor
victims' survivors

landmine survivor

suspect's guilt
suspect principle

black suspect
espionage suspect
murder suspect
rape suspect

are suffering

eardrum perforation in
cyanide levels in
rehabilitation centers for --s

seek comfort from one another

provide assistance to s

police have already determined the
this, too, seems a

the treatment of s and white suspects
he is the government's prime
the armed held three hostages
they thought he resembled a

main suspect the case is open despite the death of the

witnesses, suspects and evidence in the investigation

suspected abuse
suspected appendicitis
suspected mine

victims of alleged or
patients referred for
action to be taken when a is found

suspected (mine) location probe the (military)
suspected sources two power plants are (of pollution)
suspected targets gunships bombed and rocketed
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suspended

suspension (time)

suspected (enemy) infiltration route a position astride a
suspected minefields along routes or in areas of interest

long-suspected

suspended license
suspended sentence

10-day suspension

suspension (bridge) suspension bridge

suspicion

suspicious

suspicious-looking

sustainability

sustainable

suspicion of abuse
suspicion of arson

(see long-suspected)

four months in jail for driving with a
a nine-month

a (from school) for a fight

a

venereal disease in the elderly raises
four teenagers arrested on

suspicion of sexual assault raise

strong suspicion

suspicious activity
suspicious individual
suspicious injury
suspicious noises
suspicious package

suspicious vehicle

suspicious outbreaks

suspicious-looking

I have a that this is why...

report any , individuals or vehicles (terrorism)
report s to the authorities (terrorism)
s and child abuse
call the police if you hear (family violence)
bomb-disposal experts investigated 5;
remain alert for --s that may be a second bomb
noticed a outside the perimeter

criteria for of disease (biological weapons)

(see suspicious-looking)

suspicious-looking man a

capability or sustainability changes that affect his operational

sustainable agriculture help farmers move towards (Africa)
sustainable development we share a common concern for
sustainable program help establish a long-term (demining)
sustainable source provide a of transportation funding

unsustainable demands on the biosphere

sustainable, (year-after-year) funding
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sustained

sustaining

swab

swamp

swampy

swap

swapping

swarm

swarming

SWAT

swath

swearing

sustainable carrying capacity the park's for elephants is...

sustained (human) exploration begins with the space station
sustained fires
sustained growth

sustained operations
sustained period
sustained pressure
sustained rate
sustained winds

provide effective, on the enemy position
this amazing period of ;
after years of
ARSOA units can perform (military)
ability to handle more flight for a (shuttle)

from the European imperialist powers
fires must be well-aimed and continue at a

of 60 miles per hour
I

sustained combat operations conduct against a determined enemy

sustained training

sustained rate of fire

life-sustaining

cotton-swab

swampland

mangrove swamp

the team develops a concept for

squad leaders work to achieve a

(see life-sustaining)

(see cotton-swab)

the vast White Nile

a near Palembang

cliffs, swamps, rivers or even towns

swampy land

stock swap

wife-swapping

swarm of bees

swarming season

SWAT team (m)

ground swath

swearing-in

obstacles like (military)

the city was founded on low,

in the form of a

, couples therapy...

a

in termite country during

the members finally reached the library

the sensor's is 215 feet wide (mines/aircraft)

(see swearing-in)
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swearing-in

sweat

swearing-in ceremony he takes office following a (Syria)

sweatshop What is a ?;
New York City s

sweat shop overcrowded s

sweat-stained
sweat-soaked

sweat-damp

night sweats

(see sweat-stained)
(see sweat-soaked)

(see sweat-damp)

history of fever or weight loss

fever, sweats, fatigue, and aches (Brucellosis)

sweat-damp sweat-damp she stands by, her hair

sweat-soaked sweat-soaked shirt my

sweat-stained sweat-stained bandanna a tattered,

sweep sweep operation depending on the type of s (mine clearing)
sweep team minimize the risk to the --s (mine clearing);

a is a trained detection team (mines, etc.)

sweet

bomb sweep ID checks, police checkpoints and s

sonar sweeps had the submarine taken more time doing

sweetheart the tender kiss of my on my cheek;
she wed high school Bobby;
they had been high-school s

sweet-charactered (see sweet-charactered)
sweet-faced (see sweet-faced)
sweet-tempered (see sweet-tempered)

sweet-smelling (see sweet-smelling)

honey-sweet (see honey-sweet)

super-sweet (see super-sweet)
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sweet-charactered

sweetened

sweet-faced

sweet-smelling

sweet-tempered

swelling

swept

swift

swiftly

swiftly changing

swift-rising

swilling

swim

swimmer

swimming

sweet-charactered girl

sweetened (ice tea) mix

sweet-faced young men

sweet-smelling altar room

sweet-tempered

sweet-tempered boy a

swelling and pain

a suitable and

featuring (TV show)

the dim,

he's

fire-swept
wind-swept

swift-rising

swiftly changing

elevate injured ankle to reduce

(see fire-swept)
(see wind-swept)

(see swift-rising)

(see swiftly changing)

swiftly changing (combat) situation in the s on a battlefield

swift-rising storm

beer-swilling

swim coach
swimsuit
swimsuit (m)

marathon swimmer
rescue swimmer

long-distance swimmer
short-distance swimmer

open-water swimmer

swimming pool
swimming strokes

distance swimming
marathon swimming

s on the Great Lakes

(see beer-swilling)

he became a respected
her only protection was her
a former model

a 30-year-old
a helicopter dropped a

fourteen s
marathon swimmers vs. s

one of the greatest s in the world

(see swimming pool)
demonstrate proper

and the English Channel
the history of
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p
long-distance swimming swimming, particularly

aboveground swimming pool s
synchronized swimming (m) established the country's first program

fishing and swimming the water is safe for

swimming pool swimming pool drowning in --s

heated swimming pool the living room opened onto a

swing swing-era (see swing-era)

swing state a in presidential elections

swing dancing the same culture that resurrected

mood swings his work-induced

full swing relief effort gets into (volcanic eruption)

swing-era swing-era Sinatra dance to

swinging hip-swinging (see hip-swinging)

switch switchboard (see switchboard)

selector switch flipping a

motion-detector switch a turns the fan on

electronic switch a high-precision

on-and-off switch an

switchboard main switchboard (m) the White House number

swollen

sword

swollen gums red, tender, bleeding or

swollen lymph gland nasal congestion, s

sword fight how to win a
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sworn

symbol

symbolic

sympathetic

sympathy

symphony

symptom

sworn obligation
sworn statement
sworn testimony

the doctor's to treat all people
in a for the investigation
he kept changing his

symbols of capitalism May Day and attacks on the

symbol of Valentine's Day the heart-shaped

sex symbol
stock symbol
status symbol

crescent-shaped symbols

symbolic act

sympathetic ear

sympathy card
sympathy letter

she considered herself a
its shot across the ticker
having good sex has become a

its (Georgian alphabet)

a simple, (raising flag on Iwo Jima)

offers a to kids (juvenile offenders)

he brought her a rose and a
he wrote a to the victim's family

sympathy for the (orphan) child

symphony orchestra a chamber ensemble or a great

symptom management at different points in the dying trajectory

symptom checklist diagnoses based on s

symptoms of depression include: tearfulness, memory loss...
symptoms of the disease rigidity of facial muscles is a
symptom of infertility irregular periods can be a
symptoms of pain too many patients experience the
symptoms of a (scorpion) sting classic

symptom of lung inflammation asthma attacks are a

symptom of changing times another

flu symptoms
stroke symptoms
withdrawal symptoms

can mask more serious diseases
if I'd known what were...
dealing with (tobacco)
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synchronized

syndicated

syndrome

flulike symptoms
flu-like symptoms

advanced symptoms

, such as a low-grade fever
set in (Ebola virus)

admission to a hospital with

commonly seen symptoms

allergic symptoms
classic symptoms
common symptoms
malarial symptoms
multiple symptoms
nonspecific symptoms
psychotic symptoms

other include diarrhea, abdominal pain...

it is used for the symptomatic relief of (drug)
of a scorpion sting
of LaCrosse encephalitis are...

patients exhibiting with a history of travel
patients with advanced disease experience
gastrointestinal anthrax begins with of...
evaluation may be needed for persistent

constellation of symptoms
relief of (allergic) symptoms
severity of their symptoms

the at the end of life
it is used for the symptomatic (a drug)
patients were asked to rate the

muscle spasm, weakness, and other symptoms
nausea, headaches and other symptoms astronauts suffered
seizures, chest pain, and other symptoms
shortness of breath, abdominal pain, vomiting or other symptoms

synchronized swimming (m) established the country's first program

syndicated column

nationally syndicated

Fraser-syndrome

Gulf War syndrome

her appears in 233 newspapers

(see nationally syndicated)

(see Fraser-syndrome)

carpal-tunnel syndrome suffering from
toxic shock syndrome

sudden-infant-death syndrome

post-concussion syndrome

shaken-baby syndrome educate people about

potentially lethal syndrome prevent this (tetanus)
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syphilis

lights-and-siren syndrome the (law enforcement)

syphilis outbreak a of 20 or so teens

syphilis-infected (see syphilis-infected)

gonorrhea and syphilis broad-spectrum prophylaxis of (a drug)

plague, anthrax, syphilis, and other agents exposed victims to

syphilis-infected syphilis-infected men some of the

system (computer) systems administrators as sift through the traffic (Internet)
system penetrations by outsiders (computers)

computer system hacked into the agency's main
vision system the computerized was crucial (space station)

intrusion-detection system

on-line system

operating system

data-monitoring system

s (computer security)

has an whereby...

(see operating system)

a vast computerized

collaborative-filtering system a (computers)

vast (computerized data-monitoring) system

system (body) life-support system

system (environ)

system
(education)

immune system
reproductive system

respiratory system

cave system
ecosystem

admission system
education system

aj

technology versus natural --s

(see immune system)
a woman's body and the ;
substances toxic to the (humans)
the smoke may harm the

there are two s side by side
(see ecosystem)

colleges have adopted new s
few --s in this country
challenges and opportunities for our
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honor system
school system

the school's
afford to spend on their s; the ;
educators in s

state university system big s such as in Texas or California

public-school system fixing California's

Learning Assessment System the California

system (phone) phone system residents are now hooked up to the
telephone system a world-class at reasonable cost

mobile-telephone system the used by Saddam Hussein

system (waste) waste system in search of high-tech s

waste disposal system antiquated s

system (water) canal system
drainage system
river system

storm-drain system
water-delivery system

waterway system

public water system

system (transport) transit system

railway system

subway system

interstate-highway system

warning system

system (business)
(economy)

factory system
market system
tax system

Mexico has both s and pyramids
discharges waste into the
the Mississippi is the largest in the U.S.

a designed to prevent floods
installing better s (agriculture)

the 11,000-mile inland

the

the Washington, D.C.

the is showing signs of decay

the area's will stay open;
an escalator-dependent

the

a train protection in response to a crash

the Industrial Revolution and the
Russia's fledgling
our -- frustrates and distorts;
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customer contact system
sales tax system

accounting system
banking system
billing system

s
E-commerce undermines the

instituted a centralized
restore health to the
a new was brought on line

market-based (economic) system

point-of-sale system

economic system
global system

system (military) acquisition systems

system (space)

camouflage system
intelligence system
mine system
missile system
target system
weapon system
weapons systems

antimissile system

air defense system
fire control system
mine-delivery systems

retail s

moved towards a

move towards a market-based
weak economies integrated into the

airborne jammers can degrade (military);
particular attention is given to avoiding enemy
improvising versus the use of s
a satellite-based
the Volcano multiple-delivery
the trend in modern s is solid propellants...
the computerized
the grenade is the soldier's indirect-fire
(see weapon system)

Israel is developing a more advanced

the entire
the rifle's
technical info on mines, minefields and

air and missile defense systems jamming and degrading

early-warning system
early warning system

targeting system

s and aircraft stalls
remote sensors like PEWS (platoon j)

developed a new rapid-reaction

acquisition and tracking system frequencies of enemy js
command-and-control system tapping into an adversary's

propulsion system a valve problem in the shuttle's main

satellite-television system he is developing js in Europe
space station's (thermal and communications) systems the
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launching system NASA decided to go for a reusable

Global Positioning System (See GPS)

satellite-based (yardage measurement) system

solar system (m)

system court system
(criminal justice) penitentiary system

prison system

criminal justice system

Pennsylvania-system

system (weather) storm system

low-pressure system

system (buildings) sprinkler system
ventilation system

air-handling system

system (social mental health system
services) social-welfare system

system (other) system accident
system failure
system's failure

systemwide

accountability system
belief system
buddy system
communications systems
data system
detoxification system
filter system
guidance system

a

science director for exploration

the District of Columbia
report on American s
many others in the

the

convicts

this was a peculiar

a spinning with winds...

the has been acting up
installing a new

the building's

the state takes over
the

contributing to an eventual ""
we see the (train) crash as a
criticized the to implement...

(see systemwide)

he has supported this
their --s are no less valid
in remote areas, use to prevent cold injury

the broadband of the future
a compilation better than any
elaborate s
we installed a special
its is not affected by clouds;
early s for nuclear weapons
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systematic

honor system

honor system (m)
but system
pulley system
slavery system
sound system

surveillance system
value system
vision system

public address system
warning-label system

metric system

old-boy system

reduced-shade system

braking system
functioning system
monitoring system
rating system

television rating system

early-warning system

flawed system
preferred system

the school's ;
(for buying books at airport)
payment- -see posted instructions

one of the nation's backcountry s
they rigged up a with ropes and carabiners
the in Mauritania
the band had to turn off the j;
we sat as far from the 's speakers as possible

on global economies and currency
she hadn't accepted the place's
the computerized ' was crucial (space station)

announced over the (plane)
a using a secret code

the world standardized on the j;
America's reluctance to embrace the

the had its problems

converted to 's (growing coffee)

the train didn't have an automatic
the appearance of a
s detected a pressure drop
a for the recording industry

an electronically coded (the v-chip)

s and aircraft stalls

a grave injustice wrought by a
the metric system is the

granular-activated (carbon) system a

three-tier system

current system
sophisticated systems

systemic infection
systemic response
systematic search

a

under the , patients...(transplants)
monitoring pollutants with

inhalational anthrax, and its subsequent
a to an envenomation and bee-sting kits
I didn't make a
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systemwide systemwide 30 escalators can be down

T

T-bone (see T-bone)

table (furniture) table-dance (v)

tablecloth

table grape
table manners

banquet table
buffet table
coffee table

conference table
defense table
examination table
kitchen table
lunch-table (m)

patient table
picnic table
pool table
prosecution table
seminar table
window table

bedside table

I am ing

s, napkins, and bedspreads;
waiters will quickly unfurl a
growers of s
eating with your mouth open is bad

a long
I sidled over to the
the nut bowls on the ;
seated around a green-veined marble
at the
at the
a metal on wheels
sitting around somebody's
a diversion;
standard chat (at work)
a cold padded
sat at a long
a few s and room for a dart game
turned back to the
teachers assembled around a
sat at the small (restaurant)

on the

sidewalk table a couple lounges at a

dining-table (m)
drawing table
negotiating table

the Danish chair
dragging his into the bathroom
get Milosevic back to the ;
drive them back to the ;
get the parties back to the
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table (info)

table (other)

tablet

tabloid

taboo

taboo-free

taboo laden

tachometer

tactic

glass-topped table

adjoining table
round-table (m)

under-the-table

tide table
timetable

water table

tablet form

malaria tablets
salt tablets

tabloid television

taboo practice
taboo site

taboo laden

taboo-free

taboo-free lover

taboo laden

tachometer

battle tactics
chess tactics
infantry tactics
interrogation tactics
scare tactic
trial tactics

scorched-earth tactics

bullying tactics

a

talking to people at the s
participate in a discussion

(see under-the-table)

faster than the s said
(see timetable)

wells and s

a powder compressed into

began taking his
and water to replace lost fluid

like "Hard Copy" and "Jerry Springer"

s tend to grow in popularity
block access to s (Internet)

(see taboo laden)

(see taboo-free)

his

titillating, , private

a alongside the speedometer

logistics,
for the tournament player

teaching Colombian military units
and mentally retarded people (police)

s, lies, and hypocrisy
jumped to the subject of

superior marketing and ;
standing up to these
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tactical

delaying tactics

aggressive tactics
deceptive tactics
standard tactic

strategies and tactics

tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical
tactical

action
advantage
agility
application
commanders
communications
concerns
considerations
deception
director
effect
effectiveness
employment
experience
intelligence
lift
limitation
maneuver
map
missile
missile (m)
mobility
movements
obstacles

tactical operations

tactical opportunities
tactical options
tactical plan
tactical priority
tactical reports
tactical risk
tactical situation

file suit against Maryland for its

annoying venders with
interrogations that involve
there was to...(pro-cockfighting supporters)

the rhetorical that lawyers use

stop firing and all
the element of surprise is a major

is first of all a mental state (military)
ROE guide the of combat power

must deal with large numbers of captives
the key to is simplicity
allow crew rest among other

such as location, size, security (landing zone)
and surprise

the monitor and control the air battle
phony minefields produce considerable s
a unit's in the desert depends on...
responsibility for the of the troop lies with...
team leader selection should be based on
mission planning based on accurate
deploy by or strategic lift (brigade)
inability to fly nap of the earth is a (copter)
the mobility and freedom of are tied to...
a that shows...(military)
short-range ballistic missiles and other s
the Army system, naval surface fire...

is the key to successful desert operations
dust signatures can reveal

attack enemy maneuver (mines);
and protective obstacles (different purposes);
make attacker conform to defender's plan

conducting sustained (Army corps);
tactical operations in urbanized terrain
air mobility helps create for commanders
man-made construction may affect
good training and good s (military)
units with the highest receive support first
the intelligence specialist receives incoming
linkup operations also entail some (military)
sometimes retirement can improve a j;
monitor the radio to keep abreast of the ;
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tag

tactical success
tactical surprise
tactical techniques
tactical value

tactical airlift
tactical air mobility
tactical aircraft

tactical air support
tactical command post
tactical road march
tactical minefield

commander should be constantly updated on ;
constant awareness of the to the flanks
avoid strategic failure and achieve
find, fix, maneuver and achieve
the unit can refine its MOUT and SOPs
captives may have info of immediate

MAC provides in support of the force
provide of supplies, personnel
emplace minefields anywhere by ;
enhance the survivability of (in combat);

may be used to suppress or destroy targets
land forces' requests for
a corps' is small and mobile
all units should be trained in s
--s can disrupt the enemy's combat formations;
the air Volcano can emplace s (military);
s directly attack enemy maneuver

tactical ballistic missile Iraq used --s to intimidate its neighbors

tactical planning the , preparation, execution of an operation
tactical repositioning plans requiring any of forces

tactical and logistical (m) use the capabilities of other services;
when the situation permits

tactical and operational (m) achieve momentum with light forces
tactical and protective (m) an obstacle can serve both functions
tactical and strategic (m) Russia has nuclear weapons
tactical and technical (m) the manual provides information (mines)
tactical, nuisance, and protective (m) minefields

operational and tactical (m)
strategic or tactical (m)
strategic and tactical (m)
technical and tactical (m)

obstacles as pivots for maneuver
operations against targets

aircraft
the basic skills required for desert warfare

strategic, operational, and tactical (m) the major objectives of...

tag question

luggage tag
price tag
toe tag

teaching --s (English as a Foreign Language)

the on the garment bag
a of several thousand dollars
photocopies of their --s from the morgue
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tail tail end catch the of a green light;
when we reach the of the bus

tailgate (see tailgate)
tail lamp signature headlamps and s
tail number the aircraft's as registered with the FAA
tail winds were over a hundred knots (flying)

cocktail (see cocktail)
ponytail (m) holders should be of snag-proof elastic

long tail their which ends in a sharp stinger (scorpion)

tailed ponytailed (see ponytailed)

curly-tailed (see curly-tailed)

tailgate tailgate (v) a pickup truck began to the car

tailgate party the wild s outside Arrowhead Stadium

tailored impeccably tailored (see impeccably tailored)
well tailored (see well tailored)

tainted arsenic-tainted (see arsenic-tainted)

take take-charge (see take-charge)
take-home (see take-home)

take-charge

take-home

takeoff (see takeoff)

takeout (see takeout)
takeover (see takeover)

take-no-prisoners (see take-no-prisoners)

intake (see intake)

give and take (see give and take)

take-charge attitude her boss was impressed with her

$200 take-home $200 a night
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take-home pay decent ; his ;
of CEOs

take-no-prisoners take-no-prisoners approach the to justice

taken take-or-be-taken (see take-or-be-taken)

takeoff takeoff the process of (plane)

takeout takeout gorging on

takeout-coffee (m) he spied an empty cup and handed it to her
takeout restaurant a

takeover takeover the game of high-stakes corporate s

takeover target smaller companies are easy s

corporate takeover the game of high-stakes s

taker

taking

caretaker (see caretaker)
census taker the attacker has posed as a
drug taker pinkos, longhairs, --s
hostage takers the are becoming increasingly nervous
undertaker (see undertaker)
risk-taker (see risk-taker)
test taker a few s each year;

the pool of s has grown larger

breathtaking (see breathtaking)
chance-taking reward instead of excellence
drug-taking manage and effectively regulate ;

his and womanizing
drug taking and despondency
hostage-taking surrendered after a at ...;

gunfire that preceded the
leave-taking Ritter's caused displeasure...
painstaking (see painstaking)
perspective-taking a technique
risk-taking (see risk-taking)
slave taking redemption would encourage ;

the increase in ; -- is on the rise
test-taking (m) teach their students strategies and tricks
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talc-scented

tale

talent

talented

undertaking

talc-scented great-aunts

tale of betrayal and loss

fairy-tale (m)
locker-room tale

tattletale
telltale

never-ending tale

harrowing tale

hunting tales

tall tale

talent agency
talent competition
talent contestant
talent hunt
talent pool
talent show

talent for creating

business talent

basketball talent

acting talent

athletic talent
diverse talent

(see undertaking)

a never-ending

a romance
guys swapping s

(see tattletale)
(see telltale)

a of betrayal and loss

survivors told s (plane crash)

campfire stories, , mountain lore

he can tell a better than just about anyone

opened a new last year
the is about to begin
s are allowed three minutes onstage
the (to fuel the new economy)
the company's is remarkable
in the grade-school ;
Blige sang in school s

the British popular music

he traces his to...

whose

I would use all my s

this is a team with a lot of
her ability to draw (coffee-house owner)

development of talent the search for and (the new economy)
search for (and development of) talent the (the new economy)

talented people and their companies
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talk

multitalented

talk show

talk-versus-action

baby talk
immigration talks
peace talks

pep talk
pillow talk
ransom talks
secret talks
sex talk
shoptalk
sports-talk (m)
trade talks

trash talk
trade talks
trip talk

Middle East talks

follow-up talks

closely guarded talks

further talks
idle talk
long talk
small talk

eight days of talks

heart-to-heart talk
man-to-man talk

walk-and-talk

(see multitalented)

(see talk show)

(see talk-versus-action)

spoke to him in
with Cuba

a date for the s; interested in ;
had agreed to resume ;
a co-sponsor of the Middle East
he gave an informal to the crowd
in bed exchanging

reports of between...
parents think they've had the (but haven't)
enthusiastic about (car) design
twenty-four-hour-a-day radio
a new global round of ;
responding to where we are in with Japan
the escalated to violence
a new global round of
a will be given to ensure that...(rafting)

do you have any comments on the

he has ruled out unless...(diplomacy)
the caller isn't interested in
we had a about this last night
the weather had been the topic of

during the (government negotiations)

a
a

a scene

co-sponsor of these talks they were a (Russians)
logistics of the talks the PLO will send an envoy to discuss the
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results of those talks we'll see what the are over the next few days

date for (peace) talks a

talked talked-about (see talked-about)

talked-about talked-about candidate the most s (politics)
talked-about (young) economist one of the most s
talked-about show the most of the new TV season
talked-about woman the most in Great Britain

talking

talk show

most-talked-about (see most-talked-about)

talking pictures silent films vanished to ;
we never thought wouldn't last

blunt-talking (see blunt-talking)
fast-talking (see fast-talking)
straight-talking (see straight-talking)
tough-talking (see tough-talking)

talk show on s and during publicity tours

talk-show guests the usual s appear;
talk-show format the presentation followed a

radio talk show callers to the s

daytime talk show turn on a

bad-talk-show (see bad-talk-show)

talk-versus-action talk-versus-action issue this whole

tall tall building
tall (wire) fence
tall grass
tallgrass (m)
tall (thin) men
tall object
tall tale

construction workers framing a
a customs building with a j, guarded by...
the rustle of as the lion stalks
the prairie of 12,000 years ago

around or near a , such as a tree (lightning)
he can tell a better than just about anyone

foot tall (see foot tall)
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talus

tamper

tampering

tan

tandem

tangible

tank (container)

talus field

antitamper

signs of tampering

tan-stained

all-over tan

natural-looking tan

tandem flights

tandem hang gliding

intangible

ballast tank
fish tank

fuel tank
oil tank
storage tanks
water tank
toilet tank

spray tanks

fuel-storage tank

external tank

tank (weapon) tank (and artillery)
tank assets
tank cannon
tank commander
tank crews
tank force
tank gunnery (m)
tank hull
tank movement
tank shells
tank trap

a descends into beech trees

(see antitamper)

look for (bomb on vehicle)

(see tan-stained)

an
foam formula gives you a

over San Francisco Bay (hang gliding)

a friend turned me on to

(see intangible)

use the sub's to refloat it
the restaurant had a j;
js, snakes and mice to feed the snakes
(see fuel tank)
new s hold a 10-day backup
four circular (an oil terminal)
it has two 's and a shoulder strap
check js before flushing (booby traps)

fitted to aircraft can distribute biotoxins

small s (less than 10,000-gallons tanks)

looking for any ice on the (space shuttle)

ammunition the expenditure of in the desert
attached infantry or (military)
weapon systems such as the are affected
drivers and s
refraction may cause problems for (desert)
a is the greatest threat to an infantry defense
during exercises, soldiers practice...
rollers attached to the front of a (mines)
the most likely avenues for
witnesses said two slammed into a restaurant
js and other deadly battlefield obstacles
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tank unit s on the other side

tank weapon system affects the accuracy of a

tank main gun (m) enter a building using a round

tank-mounted (see tank-mounted)

tank and artillery (m) expenditure of ammunition rises in the desert

antitank (see antitank)

battle tank
enemy tank

heavy tank
newer tanks

belly of a tank
path of the tank
top of a tank

it has the longest gun of any
slug it out with 5

the M21 produces a K-Kill against s
have been fitted with explosive reactive armor

the slug punches a hole in the
remove mines from the
a socket that has been welded onto the

tank (other) tank top wears baggy jeans and a pink

tank-mounted tank-mounted (mine-clearing) blades (MCBs) or rollers

tanker tanker truck a releasing water onto the track

oil tanker s loom in the harbor (Baku)

shipwrecked tanker spilled fuel oil from a

tanned tanned hide the sweet, earthy aroma of

tanning tanning addicts tanning beds spawned a generation of
tanning beds the advent of in the 1980s

tan-stained tan-stained thumb with his

tantalizing tantalizing signs of a tiny particle (physics)

tap tap water Manila's is no longer potable;
the cities will treat with a disinfectant
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tape

taped

tape-recorded

tapestry

tapestry-festooned

tar

tap dancing

phone tap
wiretap

tape player
tape recorder

tape-recorded

duct tape

police tape
red tape
ticker tape (m)
ticker-tape (m)
videotape

crime scene tape

fire-resistant tape

measuring tape

roll of duct tape

videotaped

tape-recorded statement

tapestry-festooned

figure skating, , tennis

electronic monitoring, video surveillance, a
domestic mail interception, 's

a borrowed
she speaks into a every night

(see tape-recorded)

, rope, a knife, and a gun;
rolls of
cordoned off the area with yellow
rescue efforts got bogged down by (Kobe)
a parade in New York City
a parade down Broadway
schedules, team yearbooks, instructional s

allowed her past the yellow

install to protect insulation (planes)

a compass, an inclinometer and a

(see videotaped)

a the prosecution had played

(see tapestry-festooned)

tapestry-festooned cushion a round cherry-colored,

tar-paper (m)

target (military) target acquisition

target area

target designation

a three-room shack with a roof

, area assessment, and poststrike recon;
fix enemy to enhance by attack helicopters;
visual and sensor
reconnaissance, surveillance, and
your throwing position and the (grenade);
use terrain to mask approach to the ;
approach, deliver munitions, and exit the
question the accuracy of
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target distance
target engagement

target identification
target list
target location
target position

and missile mass, shape and drag (bullet)
normal methods of (military);
bad weather can hinder (air defense)
training should include (fratricide prevention)
it is added to the and assigned a priority (war)
heat haze can mislead gunners as to
face sideways toward the (grenade throw)

target-development-and-review the process (military)

target-rich (see target-rich)

target of the attack
targets of opportunity
target of the threats

the
the engagement of (military)
the specific was not clear (terrorism)

target of (intense) hostile fire his aircraft was the -- (Vietnam)

target for (air) attack supply points can expect to be a
target for terrorists the MP in the road is an easy and agents

targets and coordinates the exact (close-air support)

'air target
civilian targets
enemy target

ground target

point target
priority target
sonar target
strike target

aircraft's target

weapons fire only at 's identified as hostile
using weapons of mass destruction against
the ability to defeat --s;
fire units may engage s at will
call in air strikes onto s;
precision-guided munitions to strike s
the third soldiers provides fire on s
command-and-control centers and other s
a tracked by the submarine
American --s and intentions

the vehicle may be the (military)

high-priority target support units are --s for any desert enemy
high-profile target the US is a -- (terrorism)
high-value target precision strikes against
special operations (SO) targets -- are strategic, operational, tactical

pop-up target he aims at a -- 150 meters down range

moving target fire live rounds at both stationary and s
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tempting target such places provide (terrorism)

designated target
fixed target
intended target

suspected targets

easy target
hard target
hostile target
ideal target
likely target
multiple targets
obvious target
potential target

primary target
soft target
specific target
vital target
vulnerable target

direct units to fire on a
cruise missiles can be used against almost any
the missiles hit their s;
chemical agents quickly incapacitate their s
gunships bombed and rocketed

the MP in the road is an for terrorist, agents
targeting of both soft and js (cruise missiles)
air strikes against 's close to friendly forces
soldiers and families are s for terrorists
bridges and overpasses are s (war)
the Patriot can track and engage (military)
search the area for js (military)
terrorist activities and s;
determine the s as friendly or threat
know where your is located (grenade team)
the police force has become a (Kashmir)
the of the threats was not clear (terrorism)
the enemy will strike directly at s if...
disabled vehicles are --s (war)

close-in target use .50 cal machine gun to engage

sensor-to-target (see sensor-to-target)

strategic or tactical targetsoperations against

target (other) target audience the
target demographic its of Jews in their twenties
target disease tetanus is one of the --s of the WHO (neonatal)
target genes he's focusing on for schizophrenia
target populations such as school-age children (public health)
target pressure pop-off valves set to the (hyperbaric chamber)
target system the computerized
target zone exercising in a "" for your heart rate

enlistment target the Navy fell short of its

takeover target smaller companies are easy

on-target (see on-target)
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targeting

target-rich

tarp

task

task force

easy target
main target
numerical target

targeting information
targeting process
targeting system
targeting team

real-time targeting

target-rich environment

tarp shelter

task force
taskmaster

task of statesmanship

prosecution's task
recognition task
school task

countermobility task

daunting task

easily accomplished task

main task
thankless task

the elderly are - for violent perpetrators
their -s were...(looters following eruption)
we are not setting --s for what they should buy

intelligence and
get their message in to the
developed a new rapid-reaction
two completely different -s, called cells

sensors and data links provide

s-

how to build a

(see task force)
Gilmore, a - with a degree...

the real - is not to...

it was the - to convince the jury that...
-s even a baby can perform
trying extra hard helps with some --s

the - is to disrupt enemy attackers or turn them

it is a - to...;
guarding the nation's nuclear secrets is a

an

the - of Discovery is to...
it's a -

most frequent (NBC reconnaissance) task
chemical agent detection will probably be the - required of air cavalry

sequence of tasks

task force

task-force members

each with an assigned task or - (security teams)

the - investigated 834 church arsons;
the - increased its security posture;
a - is re-examining the policy

asked the
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taste

tastefully

tastefully dressed

tasting

tattle

tattletale

tattoo

academic task force
task force
mayoral task force

taste buds
tastemaker
taste pattern
taste products

taste of (goat's) milk
taste of (cowboy) life

a new on education
a naval at sea
a appointed to assess the crisis

add more wine if your tell you to
her authority as a
someone's : what he finds interesting
: books, plays, movies...

the characteristic goat's milk
Americans seeking a

taste of (business) successa

consumer tastes
movie tastes

tastefully dressed

tastefully dressed matron

wine tasting

tattletale

tattletale

tattoo art
tattoo artist
tattoo parlor

tattoo-covered

tattoos and piercings

tattoo-covered tattoo-covered thug

tax tax audit
tax base

tax benefit
tax bracket
tax break

a new trend in
software to track (Blockbuster)

(see tastefully dressed)

5
there was a in the afternoon

(see tattletale)

don't run to the boss and be a

and sign painting
a in Elizabeth, New Jersey
she had it done in a on Avenue C

(see tattoo-covered)

more and more teens are getting

a legal dispute or a
shifting the ;
the needed to improve roads;
contribute to the nation's

one got for giving money to charities
lower the family
their owners can qualify for s
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tax burden the local on...
tax code a that is neutral
tax collector the county notified him
tax credit a for wind power development
tax cut was not a tax increase but a ;

a major ;
GOP plans for a massive

tax dispute he has had js in at least three counties
tax evasion charges of money laundering and
tax-exempt (m) the group was denied status by the IRS
tax fraud examined his financial records for
tax increase was not a but a tax cut;
tax man yields revenue to the
taxpayer (see taxpayer)
tax policy contemporary
tax proceeds where the are going
tax return getting refunds on phony js;

his disinclination to file --s
tax revenues higher due to the booming economy
tax specialist the rise of the
tax system our frustrates and distorts...;

tax-deductible (see tax-deductible)
tax-reform (m) the 1986 act

tax-free (see tax-free)

tax-raising (see tax-raising)

hotel tax a of 13.25 percent (New York City)
income-tax (m) forms and instructions;

he would cut the top rate
income tax (m) federal rates vary by income bracket
inheritance tax in favor of abolishing --s
property tax (see property tax)
sales tax s are a significant revenue source
sales tax (m) E-commerce undermines the system
tobacco taxes fund the tobacco control program

back tax (see back tax)
federal-tax (m) the share of the burden would rise...
flat tax committed to a
high-tax (see high-tax)
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taxation

tax-deductible

tax-free

taxi (car for hire)

taxi (other)

taxi-driving

taxpayer

low-tax

after-tax
anti-tax
pre-tax

personal-income-tax

fifty-cent-per-pack tax

value-added tax

taxation documents

tax-deductible vacation

tax-free subsidy

taxi-driver
taxi driver

taxi industry
taxi operator
taxi ride
Taxi Stand

taxi-driving

gathering area for taxis

Limos and Taxis

train, bus, and taxi

taxiway

taxi-driving mother

taxpayer

taxpayer dollars
taxpayer's dollars
taxpayer's money

(see low-tax)

(see after-tax)
(see anti-tax)
(see pre-tax)

(see personal-income-tax)

a on cigarettes

a on goods and services

land records,

a

s
a told her; paying the
a filling up at a gas station;
beyond the gate I met a gang of s (border)
the versus other transportation providers
a knowledgeable, courteous
followed by a forty-five-minute

this way (sign at airport)

(see taxi-driving)

the West Curb is the main

No Parking Anytime (airport sign)

a thousand-mile journey by across Turkey

the plane was instructed to turn onto a

his

s rebelled; for s,

children attending private schools on
the apartment was not paid for with
not waste
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taxpayer-financed (see taxpayer- financed)

tax-payer financed tax-payer financed counsel counsel (legal)

tax-raising

T-bone

tea

teach

teach-in

teacher

tax-raising Democrat

T-bone steak

tea brand
tea break
teakettle
tea monopoly
tea party
teapot

tea-smuggling

ice tea (m)

teach-in

series of teach-ins

teacher's aid
teacher's assistant
teacher corps
teacher's lounge
teacher's pet
teacher preference
teacher salaries
teacher shortage
teachers' union

teachers' lesson plan

teacher turnover

teacher training

teacher-to-student

art teacher
class teacher
English teacher

a-

--s and the mad-cow disease

--s like Lipton and Brooke Bond
lunch, s, and quitting time
he designed a
expand its
a seaside
a box of tissues and a

the fraternity

sweetened mix

(see teach-in)

students held a on the subject

a -- and mother of four
I became friendly with the
standards among the
conversations in the
I was the
, school policy, state law

average $67,000
a national
s make schools less productive

5
has also been high

the need for constant

(see teacher-to-student)

I think he'd make an excellent
you see the imprint of the
a twenty-two-year-old
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teacher-to-student

teaching

history teacher
math teacher
mentor teacher
physics teacher
schoolteacher

school-teachers
student-teacher
substitute teacher

tennis teacher

his
middle school s
he works closely with a (student teacher)
a twenty-four-year-old
s are poorly paid; a ;
a or an academic
among
(see student-teacher)
she worked as a j;
he has all the authority of a (slur)
js are offering advice

homeroom teacher a stays with a class for a year
kindergarten teacher a

elementary-school teacheran
foreign-language teacher s were being laid off (early 1970s)
middle school teacher s
reading teacher

tree climbing teacher

renowned teacher
uncertified teacher

s who can determine reading levels

one of the few certified js

a child prodigy and a
classes led by long-term substitutes, s

closely supervised teachera
poorly paid teachers

favorite teacher who he said was his

authority of a (substitute) teacher has all the (slur)

teacher-to-student ratio reduced s

teaching assistant
teaching certificate
teaching degree
teaching institution
teaching job
teaching method
teaching position
teaching technique
teaching tool

s are often grad students
she wanted to get her but dropped out
I've been after him to get his
major s
got her first in 1968
differences in schools' s
distance learning will eliminate 's
unusual mixture of s
adopted as a standard ;
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teak

schoolteaching
team-teaching

as a he had a chart made

was an option for unmarried females
, open classrooms...

community-college teaching supplement my income from
English-language teaching in kindergarten through...

research-based teaching use

teak deck the yacht has a

team (sports) team bench sitting behind the (basketball)
team chemistry his top priority is to improve (sports)
team's coaches the were unaware of the plan
team doctor s told him not to return
team effort their drive for the title was a
team's failures the in the playoffs (basketball)
team's games school officials called off the
teammate my , Naif Mohammed Al-Jaser;

his friend and (basketball);
his college at Arizona (basketball)

team meeting they assembled for a
team photo stripped off their jerseys for a (soccer)
team photograph a with Larry Bird in it (basketball)
team play a greater commitment to
team player a good (basketball)
team's reputation the protests are hurting the (soccer)
team rules dismissed from the squad for violating

team yearbook schedules, s, instructional videotapes

team building
team-leading

team-high (m)

promotes athleticism, competition and
his 12 rebounds (basketball)

his 19 points (basketball)

double-team (v) when we got ed

baseball team
basketball team
drill team
football team

a from a Catholic university
(see basketball team)
cheerleaders, a band, the high-stepped
FSU's No. 1-ranked ;
the quarterback on the
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hockey team
lacrosse team
rugby team
soccer team

bobsled team
ice hockey team

the U.S. women's
I was a starting player on the varsity
the women's
a first-rate

the U.S. men's
its (Czech Republic)

championship-caliber team they will once again be a (basketball)

triple-A team (see triple-A team)

cross-country team he started a in 1961 (college)

all-tournament team he was named to the (basketball)

gold-medal-winning (Czech) team the of 1998 (Olympic hockey)

No. 1- ranked (football) team
third-ranked team

highly ranked team a

national-team (m) coach

first-team its soccer players

FSU's
the in the state

team team of law-enforcement agents a heavily armed
(law enforcement,
corrections) extraction team the sergeant spoke to the (prison)

team (rescue)

team (military,

cell-extraction team the removed their armor (prison)
hostage rescue team The FBI's ; a member of the

SWAT team (m) the ' members finally reached the library

heavily armed team a of law-enforcement agents

ambulance team
rescue team
search team
transport team

team leader

members of the
an air-sea ' (copter and divers)
s looking for the bodies
a dedicated pediatric can transfer patient

we rotated roles as ;
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mines, biohazard)

team (legal)

team (other)

team's position
team system

ambush team
buddy team
demolition team
fire team (m)
Parachute Team
reconnaissance team

support team
sweep team

mine-clearance team
scout dog teams
Stinger missile team

biohazard team

EPW teams

targeting team

mine-clearing team
mine-laying team

dismounted team

serving as a with the 1 st Platoon
when an enemy grenade landed in his , he...
use the buddy or

having the forward s hold their fire until...
(see buddy team)
an enemy infiltrated the unit quarters area
while serving as a leader with Company G
the Golden Knights Army
s had entered a district;
Pfc. Jenkins' 12-man (Vietnam)
an Army
minimize the risk to the s (mine clearing);
a is a trained detection team (mines, etc.)

a
soldiers with special skills such as
incorporate s into the support force

lead a

control prisoners (enemy prisoner of war)

two different s, called cells (war)

a
5
provide overwatch security for the

mounted and dismounted (MP) teams take action to...

security for the (dismounted) team provide overwatch (military)

dream team

dream-team (m)
defense team
trial team

team effort

team leader
teammate

O.J. Simpson's "";
energy, direction and a "" of scholars
the defense's mission was not to...
told lawyers on his
needed him for their

their drive for the title was a ;
quality service is a (taxi industry)
we rotated roles as
my , Naif Mohammed Al-Jaser
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team spirit
teamwork

team-high

team's findings
team-teaching

team of scientists

advance team

assessment team
audit team
capture team

comedy team
espionage team
inspection team
news team
production team
research team
response team
science team

leadership team

metal-detector team
snow-response team

foreign-policy team
internal review team
special operations team

working dog team

all-female team

climbing team
de-mining team
demining team
launching team
negotiating team

(sports)
demanding and communication;
a growing number of schools stress

(see team-high)

he summarized his to the executives
S, open classrooms...

a from the Hong Kong University of...

an made up of...;
--s had set up two tents (climbing)
(see assessment team)
the said...
professional s dart animals;
the rhino led the on a 3-mile chase
the of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
the breakup of the general's
a United Nations arms-control
the started filming
--s schedule their own work
an Italian , led by...
get everyone in the together
the Chandra

creating his own small

a
the District government's

a
an at Jet Propulsion Laboratories

infiltrate --s directly onto the objective or...

military --s (MWD)

an
he put together a
a for Handicap International
a
at the Florida spaceport, she lauded the
with the assistance of our able
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1

0

0

team-high

tear (eyes)

tear (rip)

nursing team start rotating s in neurosurgery

sky-diving team a high altitude in the US

high-powered team a

hand-picked team he formed a

highly trained team

four-man team the crashed out

father-and-son team I met several s (stock exchange)
husband-and-wife team a Finnish (scientists);

a team named... (truckers)

design-and-management teamwork on his (spacecraft)

member of the (hostage rescue) team a
members of the (ambulance) team
part of the (whole) team you feel like a

(compare with party)

team-high his 19 points (basketball)

tear drop (see tear drop)
tear gas in case deputies need to use j;

and stun grenades
tear gas (m) federal agents fired canisters

tear-stained (see tear-stained)

tears of joy their ;
shrieks of glee and

verge of tears he seemed on the as the verdict was read

tear-out (see tear-out)

tendon tear muscle spasms, s, bone degeneration

wear and tear off-lease vehicles have less
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tear drop

tear drop shaped

tearing

tear-out

tear-stained

teary-eyed

tech

technical

technician

technique

tear drop shaped (see tear drop shaped)

tear drop shaped appearance the full bladder has a

flesh-tearing

tear-out card

tear-stained cheeks

teary-eyed (m)

teary-eyed Susan

(see flesh- tearing)

just fill in the two-part on the following page

a woman with

I would get
she became j;
she ran from the room

a

(see technology / technical)

technical advisor
technical experts
technical-support (m)
tech-support (m)

technical know-how

he is the before and during the mission
Army forces proved advisors and
calling phone numbers
the staff at the call center

leadership and management skills, and

technical and tactical (m) the basic skills required for desert warfare

tactical and technical (m) the manual provides information (mines)

liaison elements, planning support, advisors, and technical experts

field technician
sonar technician
sound technician

ambush technique
camouflage technique
encryption technique
exploration techniques
intrusion technique
key technique
relaxation technique

Bob is a j; small teams of s
served as a on a submarine
the s were working (in the ballroom)

squads use appropriate js
platoons use proper and move with stealth
prevent public access to s

(for finding shipwrecks) vary greatly
computer vandals used simple s
mastered the to create a nuclear bomb
s can decrease headaches;
as you practice s;
js such as meditation and yoga
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technician

technological

research techniques failure to follow accepted

farming techniques
mining technique
shooting technique
teaching technique
torture techniques

introducing high-yield to Africa
a known as "mountaintop removal"
his (basketball)
unusual mixture of s
allegations instructors teach

hand grenade throwing techniques the three basic

avalanche-control techniques tried-and-true --s
emergency-room technique trained in general surgery and
homicide-investigation techniques a working knowledge of
mine destruction techniques techniques (land mines)

social science technique standard s

casting technique we'll help you develop the proper --s (fly fishing)
kissing technique how do I get him to improve his

urban fighting techniques have been developed (military)

ice-climbing techniques the different
life-saving technique s such as tracheotomies
water harvesting techniques and water conservation

freediving techniques

main technique two --s exist for reducing the dislocation...
proper (camouflage) technique platoons use , move with stealth
surgical techniques learn --s on cadavers (vet school)

evidence technician they'll send an out to look at it

technological advance
technological advantage
technological age
technological terms

such --s are being retrofitted
despite the s our armed forces might have...
the future of the emerging
finding common definitions for

technological landscape adapted to the new

technologically technologically advanced among the Navy's more ships

technologically savvy (see technologically savvy)
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technologically savvy
more technologically savvy

technology
(and tech)

technology advocate
technology area
tech boom
technology center
technology company
technology's complexity
technology corridor
technology firm
technology industry
technology skills
technology standard
technology transfer

technology-transfer (m)

technology-conscious
tech-savvy

technology licensing
technology-licensing (m)

technology-based
technology-driven
technology-oriented

computer technology
encryption technology
filter technology
graphics technology
information technology

mine technology
renewables technologies
stealth technology

weapons technology

optical fiber technology

(see more technologically savvy)

questioned the 's claims
joint projects and investments in key s
the impact of the
one of the country's leading s (Austin)
s and the Internet
confront
they live and work in Virginia's
established s like Lucent
Virginia's booming
liberal arts education reinforced by
there's no agreement on a
the from fossil fuels to renewables;
financing the

activities at universities

(see technology-conscious)
(see technology-savvy)

the director of at MIT
universities now have offices

(see technology-based)
(see technology-driven)
(see technology-oriented)

advances in
the proliferation of

to block Internet pornography
the explosion in
increasing investment in j;
degree programs in , computer science;

is creating more work, not less
advanced rapidly (land mines / military)

the transfer of to the poor world
advanced and highly secret ;
the new lighter tank will have improved
this leap in

the new (Internet)
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face-recognition technology
life-support technology
search-engine technology
special-effects technologies

changing technology
emerging technology

drilling technology
forecasting technology
streaming technology

(for video archive) (computers)
a patient's refusal of
its
computer-generated

because of the computer industry...
biometrics is clearly a hot

geothermal energy accessible through
expand its (avalanches)
as improves

brain-scanning technology
life-sustaining technology
water-saving technologies

modern such as MRIs
s keeping the patient alive
developing improved , reduce waste

digital-imaging technology is evolving rapidly

tested technology older,

high-tech (see high-tech)
hot (emerging) technology biometrics is clearly a
low-tech (see low-tech)

biotechnology (see biotechnology)

DNA technology a news article about (crime)

readily available technology that can block pornography

technology-based technology-based "revolution" several earlier s

technology-conscious
technology-conscious San Francisco in

technology-driven technology-driven growth story

technology-oriented

the has a downside (new economy)

technology-oriented high school a

technology-savvy tech-savvy audience CNET's (Web)

teddy

tech-savvy consumer --s

teddy bear a on the pillow
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teen

teenage

teenage
teenager
teen crime
teen deaths
teen-exploitation (m)
teen pregnancy

teen pregnancy (m)
teen suicide

teen smoking

teen-aged

weight-obsessed teen

mid-teens
preteen

depressed teens

weight-wary teens

majority of teens
minority of teens

teen-age audience
teenage behavior
teen-age boy
teenage cliques
teenage fans
teen-age girls
teenage rebellion
teenage romance
teen-age suicide
teen-age years
teenage years

teenage marijuana use
teen-age surf movies

teenage driving (m)

(see teenage)
(see teenager)

is down overall
from drunk-driving accidents
movies

Europe has fewer s;
is way down
rates are among the state's highest
has been declining since 1994

is finally going down

(see teen-aged)

(see mid-teens)
(see preteen)

therapy for

a report feeling bored at school
a report feeling ignored and lonely

the show has a significant
current statistics about
a
the town had its
his (male film star)
two
the music of
the abrupt ending of a

my

has grown

Maryland strengthened its law
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teen-aged

teenager

teeth

teflon

teflon-coated

tel(e)

telecommunications

telemarketer

teen-aged entrepreneur the

teen-ager
teenager

normal s
marijuana use among s

teenagers and 20somethings

teenagers driving their parents' car

black teen-ager

normal teen-ager

groups of teenagers
life of a teenager

children and teen-agers

(see tooth)

teflon-coated

teflon-coated bullet

telecommunications
televangelist
television
telemarketer
telemedicine
telephone
telephony
telescope
telethon
television

telemarketing

televised

the drive-by shooting of a

same-sex
it isn't the regular

(see teflon-coated)

a

(see telecommunications)
(see televangelist)
(see television)
(see telemarketer)
(see telemedicine)
(see phone)
(see telephony)
(see telescope)
(see telethon)
(see television)

(see telemarketing)

(see televised)

telecommunications industry the will be reformed

telemarketer fraudulent and legitimate s
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telemarketing telemarketing fraud a campaign to thwart ;
victims of

telemedicine

telephony

telescope

telethon

televangelist

televised

television
(and TV)

telemarketing rip-offs tips on avoiding

telemedicine provides health services from a distance

Telemedicine Association the director of the American
Telemedicine Center the Medical College of Georgia's
telemedicine claims Medicare reimburses very few
telemedicine services the hospital provides
Telemedicine Society the American

Internet telephony

observatory telescope
Space Telescope

lower-orbiting telescope

lets you make calls

--s focused on the moon's south pole
critical repairs to the Hubble

s
aluminum-skinned telescope an eye-catching

balloon-borne telescope a for observing microwaves

12-ton telescope

Jerry Lewis's telethon

the

--s have raised $1.8 billion

gay-bashing televangelist . the

internationally televised
locally televised
nationally televised

TV addict
television appeal
TV appearance
television audience

television camera
TV camera
television commentator
television commercial
television coverage

Mr. Stockdale's Dictionary

an draw
a speech
a debate

I love TV, I'm a total
--s for their daughter's return
Tic Price made a
marketing expertise, and a national ;
a national watched the siege unfold
mothers screaming at the
before --s and newspaper photographers
the --s described him...
the spokesman for Nissan's --s
a master at commanding
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television crew

TV crew
television exposure
TV hit
television industry
television interview
television movie
television-news (m)

television picture
television pilot
television personality
television privilege
television rating
television rating (m)
TV room
television screen
TV screen
TV season
television season
television sensor
television series

TV series
TV set
television set
television show
TV special
television special
television star
television station
TV truck
television video
television violence

TV watcher

television cop show
television-network
television-network (m)
television news magazine

if any s arrived there;
reporters and s descended on the place
the was finishing up...
WTA events get less than the men's
it was a smash from 1959 to 1963
plays to pressure the
he acknowledged in a that...
he has five s to his credit
a van;
a crew shot footage of the house
a soccer player dominated the
a proposal for a
Vanna White, the
having the teen's taken away
the women's s have rivaled the men's
an electronically coded system
I was in the of a truck stop
looking at a
sits in a hypnotic state before a
the most talked-about show of the new
with the new two months old

(TVS) (military)
a new fall ;
the longest-running American ever;
wrote the theme music for seven s
the and the book
remove s from children's bedrooms
watched on a wide-screen
a v-chip can block objectionable s
back pain is the subject of s
a 25111-anniversary
writers, politicians, js
radio and js
's with satellite dishes
three images from the shown on...
links between and real-life violence;
a White House conference on
s younger than 2

s like "Homicide"
the js have shied away from...;
a owner
's grilled him about his ethics
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tell

tell-all

teller

telling

telltale

television watching
TV-watching (m)

cable TV
"reality" television
satellite-television (m)
tabloid television

big-screen television
large-screen TV
prime-time television
public access television

interactive television

broadcast television

made-for-TV
made-for-cable-TV

and aggression
children and their habits

(see cable TV)
trashy
he is developing systems in Europe

like "Hard Copy" and "Jerry Springer"

closed captions on their s
cozy lounge chairs and a
the show changed the face of
a call-in show on New York

and Internet programming;
a million homes now have

the rise of

(see made-for-television)
(see made-for-cable-TV)

rise of (broadcast) television

radio and television (m)

telltale

tell-all

tell-all book
tell-all memoir

bank teller

automated teller

automatic teller

storytelling
truth-telling

truthtelling

telltale signs

the

information in the form of presentations

(see telltale)

(see tell-all)

a
a

the looked up

(see automated teller)

(see automatic teller)

(see storytelling)
his strongest suit is fearless ;
the art of
a tradition of

other (of skin cancer) include...
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temperament

temperate

temperature

temperament and style

temperate zone

temperature forecast
temperature records
temperature variation

temperature-sensitive

body temperature
night temperatures
ocean temperatures
room temperature

surface temperature
water-temperature (m)
winter temperatures

he's the opposite in

s extend from latitude 23 1/2 degrees to...

three-day s are quite accurate
suggest...

the greatest known s are in Siberia

(see temperature-sensitive)

breathing, blood pressure and
when the drop below freezing
climate and flip-flops in
a dish best eaten at ;
serve slightly warm or at
they predict increased global 's

measurements from the Sargasso Sea
La Nina can cause to swing wildly

triple-digit temperatures

ice-age temperatures
nighttime temperatures
sea-surface temperatures

below-zero temperatures
sub-zero temperatures

freezing temperatures
rising temperatures

cold temperatures
highest-temperature
low-temperature
oral temperature
rectal temperature

we could go back to
if drop

in the Pacific

are unusual in November
in and gale-force winds (yacht)

, blistering winds
produce more extreme weather

the return of led to an ice age
(see highest-temperature)
(see low-temperature)
rectal temperatures are more reliable than s
a is necessary to check for hypothermia;
s are more reliable than oral temperatures

above-normal temperatures more and below-normal rains

cooler-than-normal temperatures in a vast region
warmer-than-normal temperatures in the Pacific
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temperature-sensitive
temperature-sensitive molecules

tempered

temple

temporarily

temporarily lost

temporary

tempting

ten

tenant

ten-day

bad-tempered
evil-tempered
foul-tempered
ill-tempered
mean-tempered
short-tempered
sweet-tempered
quick-tempered

temple garden

temporarily lost

temporarily lost ballots

temporary address
temporary custody
temporary employee
temporary help (m)

tempting target

ten-day
ten-round

ten-o'clock

ten-year-old

top-ten

five to ten

tenant farmer
tenant records

displaced tenants

10-day backup
10-day suspension
ten-day (bird-watching)

s
(see bad-tempered)
(see evil-tempered)
(see foul-tempered)
(see ill-tempered)
(see mean-tempered)
(see short-tempered)
(see sweet-tempered)
(see quick-tempered)

a reflecting pool in a deserted

(see temporarily lost)

legal action because of the (election)

we can mail the notice to your (post office)
children linger for years in
he began as a and became a full-time one
the U.S. industry is growing fast

such places provide (terrorism)

(see ten-day)
(see ten-round)

(see ten-o'clock)

(see ten-year-old)

(see top-ten)

(see five to ten)

his father was a
searching

offer housing subsidies to

new oil tanks hold a
a for a fight (at school)

tour a
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tender

tenderly

tenderly observed

tenderness

tending

tendon

tenement

tennis

ten-o'clock

ten-round

tension

tent

bartender

tenderly observed

(see bartender)

(see tenderly observed)

tenderly observed details

abdominal tenderness

goaltending

tendon tear

tenement apartment
tenement building
tenement window

tennis camp
tennis club
tennis-court (m)
tennis instructor
tennis program
tennis racket
tennis teacher

tennis burnout

ten-o'clock forecast

ten-round decision

tension headache

muscle tension

escalating tension

political tension
racial tension

patients with tetanus may present with

(see goaltending)

muscle spasms, s, bone degeneration

her mother's fifth-floor on Tremont
js in the shadows of skyscrapers
gossip from s

sending a ten-year-old to
he joined three js

schedule
the
the local Arthur Ashe
his first cost 50 cents
--s are offering advice

and teenage rebellion

the indicated that...

a (boxing)

some people get s daily;
the frequency and severity of --s

a monitor records

between the two groups

growth intensifies social and --s
in a case that heightened ;
in a society bedeviled by (US)

growth intensifies ssocial (and political) tension

tent compound we spent the night in a
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tentage

tentative

tenth

tenth-round

tenure

tenure-track

ten-year-old

tera

terabyte

term (time)

tent platform
tent prices
tent city

tentage

bivouac tent

fireproof tents

outdoor party tent

government-issue tent

misting tent

tentage

tentative conclusion

tenth-round

10th-round stoppage

tenure-track

tenure-track faculty

the portaledge is an artificial
have risen 50 percent

s rose in the desert to house inmates;
a giant near the town of Mina (Saudi)

(see tentage)

a tiny pitched on an airy ledge

40,000 outside of Mina (Saudi Arabia)

s
the camp is a welter of s

a 50-foot-long (at an outdoor festival)

soldier uniforms, camouflage and

they began to draw some s (scientists)

(see tenth-round)

a come-from-behind, (boxing)

(see tenure-track)

tenured or

ten-year-old cockpit conversation

terabyte

terabyte of storage

term limits
term paper

term-paper (m)

term of a (fishing) season

fall term
life term

a

(see terabyte)

a computer with a

voter initiatives that imposed
he was working on a (high school);
cheaters buy s from Web sites
online mills

for the

spending the at ...
he was already in prison, serving a
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prison term

spring term

late-term
long term
near term
short term

midterm

long term

short- and long-term

term (language) term of reproach
terms of service

lease terms

widely used terms

harsh terms
technological terms

terminal (place) Terminal Directory

air terminal
bus terminal (m)

air-conditioned terminal

terminal (machine) computer terminal

online lottery terminal

terminal (end) terminal illness

terminally terminally ill

terminally ill terminally ill

given Oct. 18 to begin his ;
serving lengthy s for offenses;
he sentenced them to maximum --s
slots would become open in the

(see late-term)
(see long term)
in the , he has begun marketing...
(see short term)

(see midterm)

(see long term)

(see short- and long-term)

(for a post office box)

ensure that the are being maintained

other in our profession...

the of that long-ago divorce
finding common definitions for

(map at airport)

any small in the United States
restroom

entered the (airport)

at a

the

the emotional impact of itself

(see terminally ill)

concern for and treatment of the
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termination

terminology

termite

terraced

terrain

termination letter

termination of service

lease terminology

proper terminology

termite mound
termite nest

terraced hills

terrain analysis
terrain barriers
terrain conditions
terrain considerations
terrain constraints
terrain feature

terrain folds
terrain map
terrain obstacles

terrain footprint

terrain masking

terrain dependent

terrain and season
terrain and weather

avalanche terrain
desert terrain

dune terrain
key terrain

when I got the (jobs)

failure to...may result in a (post office)

overly complex

use of prevents confusion

a
collected termites from s

layers of that surround the valley

for ground operations (military)
Army aviation can overcome

at the laying site (minefield)
weather or js (military operations)

in seeking and destroying the enemy
wadis or other js (desert warfare);
easily recognizable s such as roads, streams
, reverse slopes can mask operations (military)
a (military)
the squad can overcome , but the weather...

the Stinger missile has a small

(cover and concealment)

ballistic missiles are not

camouflage must be appropriate to the
the effect of on friendly and enemy forces

exceedingly dangerous
trucks adapted for roadless ;
the high ground in is usually key terrain
mountain, rocky plateau, and sandy or (desert)
the target may be , a farm, a ridgeline;
seize or hold and counterattack the enemy;
the high ground in desert terrain is usually

minefield terrain the selected (siting and emplacing mines)
salt marsh (sebkha) terrain is impassible to vehicles when wet
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all-terrain (see all-terrain)

roadless (desert) terrain trucks adapted for

no-go terrain slow-go and relative to the enemy force
slow-go (and no-go) terrain relative to the type of enemy force

intervening terrain
masking terrain
surrounding terrain
undulating terrain

elevated firing positions 10 meters about the
combat trains are normally positioned behind
gather information about the enemy and the
a reverse slope or provides natural cover

uniformly sloping terrain when firing over level or (grazing fire)

constricted terrain along the enemy's avenue of approach (AA)
contested terrain ventured close to
wooded (or hilly) terrain the enemy's logistics transport in

fire-swept terrain he raced across the to assist the marine

adjacent terrain
broken terrain
close terrain
defensible terrain
difficult terrain

information about the designated route and all
in

like dense woods or jungle
ensure the platoon halts on (during long halts)
the only available passes in ;
land navigation is often complicated by

featureless (desert) terrain combat in
flat terrain
hilly terrain
local terrain
open terrain

prominent terrain

restrictive terrain
rocky terrain

rough terrain
rugged terrain
unfamiliar terrain
urban terrain

mountainous terrain

heat haze on during midday heat
dispensing mines over (military)
material that harmonizes with (camouflage)

offers excellent long-range visibility;
the associated with the desert environment

along the route to be flown (pilots);
on the crests of (best observation)
the effect of on the ability to maneuver
well-concealed positions in the (military);

as in the Golan Heights
the trailer limits the MICLIC's mobility in
200,000 acres of steep,
designed to draw the enemy into
emplacing mines in rivers and ;
military operations in (MOUT)
the shelters tribal worlds (Caucasus)
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terrain dependent

terrible

territorial

territory

terror

assessment of the terrain
description of terrain
effects of terrain
impact of terrain
knowledge of the terrain
possession of terrain
suitability of the terrain
type of terrain
use of terrain

likely avenue of approach based on his
detailed and enemy positions
the and weather on the enemy, friendly forces
highlight the on vehicular trafficability
the distance between elements is based on

versus destruction of the enemy
consider the (military operations)
troops must be thoroughly briefed on the
best for routes, rally points, and patrol bases

enemy, terrain, and routes obtain information on (reconnaissance)
enemy, weather, and terrain the S2 (intelligence) is the expert on the
mission, enemy, terrain, and troops and time available (METT-T)

terrain dependent ballistic missiles are not

terrible loss
terrible lover
terrible tortures
terrible tragedy

terrible car accident

territorial dispute

enemy territory
home territory

rebel territory

enemy held territory

fertile territory

food, territory and mates

terror campaign

terror exercises

terror-stricken

bioterror

this is a terrible, (death of auto racer)
don't accuse him of being a
he was subjected to the most
this is a

my sister was in a

wars and continuing s

they parachute into
a bear's ;
cell-phone users outside their s
peacekeepers to deploy in

he volunteered to rescue wounded men in

for rock hunting,

bears in search of

during their three-month ;
extremists have waged a ruthless ;
a horrific rebel
staging simulated

(see terror-stricken)

(see bioterror)
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terrorism

reign of terror
use of terror

terrorism capital
terrorism expert
terrorism investigation

a savage by indigenous Dayaks (Indonesia)
the monumental (Stalin)

made Khartoum the of the Arab world
government officials and s
the largest since 1988

terrorism counteraction operations other than war include

biological terrorism the threat of
domestic terrorism (see domestic terrorism)

bioterrorism (see bioterrorism)

counterterrorism (see counterterrorism)

threat of (biological) terrorism preparing to meet the

terrorist terrorist act a string of s;
an apparent that killed...

terrorist actions individuals may be planning against...
terrorist's bomb 168 people were killed by a
terrorist camp .s in southern Afghanistan
terrorist cell s on the move
terrorist conspiracy the leader of a
terrorist group labeled a
terrorist nation a country the U.S. labels a
terrorist plot foiling other s in the last year
terrorist ties people with were arrested

terrorist network bin Laden's loose

antiterrorist (see antiterrorist)

haven for terrorists Yemen denies it's a safe
target for terrorists the MP in the road is an easy and agents

terror-stricken terror-stricken consciousness his

terry terry-cloth (see terry-cloth)

terry-cloth terry-cloth towel a ton of s
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test (school) test activity
test booklet
test center
test day
test drive
test's flaws
test item
test maker
test preparation (m)
test provider
test question
test results
test score

test security
test taker

test version
test-taking (m)

entrance exam

equivalency test
intelligence test

math test
practice test
state tests

multiple-choice test
Scholastic Aptitude Test

wandering eyes and other suspicious
the s are kept in a secure storage area
a high school
feign illness on
would you like to come in for a (car)
inability to work around the anymore
standard s, such as analogies
the 's desire for reliability
Kaplan Educational Centers, a company
the s assigned monitors
different parts of the 's
awaiting from the hospital
raising 's;
he had high grades and top-percentile 's
the director of for ETS
a few s each year;
the pool of s has grown larger
they have s, Spanish versions of the test
teach their students strategies and tricks

graduate school 5;
pass City University's language ;
took and passed the police-academy
her high school
early s had their critics;
are --s biased
national and international s
a
curriculum standards and

a
(see SAT)

high-school-equivalency exam

makeup exam

spelling test

standardized test

standardized-test (m)

fifth-grade-level test

a

the G.E.D., the

glancing at a neighbor's

sit down to take a difficult
this kind of question will be on the
lower scores; performance

could read a
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1

1,>

0

1

test (medical)

paper-and-pencil test --s

reading exam
writing exam

state-required standardized s
a new standardized

final exams at the Catholic seminary

test tube create life in a

test for the (disease-causing) a gene
tests for viruses vaccine-screening

blood test
breast examinations
eye exam
key test
lab test

ovulation test
paternity test
stress test
urine test
HIV test
DNA test

show up in his s
including pelvic and
have a basic
the will involve...(gene therapy)
a with ominous results;
a nurse drew her blood for routine --s
an over-the-counter to check...
a -- proved he fathered a love child
on his way to his doctor's office for a
two positive s (pregnancy)
restrict how the could be used
a helped to establish his innocence

certifying exam the American Board of Anesthesiology

hearing test regular --s for workers in noisy industries

vaccine-screening test federally mandated s for viruses

federally mandated test --s for viruses
widely utilized (medical) test a known as the MRI

medical test
positive (urine) test
toxicology test

a widely utilized known as the MRI
two s (pregnancy)
--s and determining the cause of death

battery of tests the doctor will give him a ;
I was given a (psychiatric ward)

widely utilized test a
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test (legal)

(see also examination (medical))

bar exam (see bar exam)

test (psychological) assessment test

test (physical)

test (law
enforcement,
sports)

competency test

an to actually measure...;
in the top half of our mental ability
regular medical checks and s

aptitude-measurement test an

psychological test performed a battery of s

battery of tests the doctor will give him a ;
I was given a (psychiatric ward)

endurance test days spent doing s (rowing)
fitness test then there's a (to join Scuba Unit)

test result methods of ensuring a clear (doping)

blood test four (bicycle) riders failed a
urine test a required of all winners (bicycling)
breath test he declined the
drug test accused of failing a
sobriety test she failed a

lie-detector test she declined to take a

polygraph test allowed him to take a

doping test using existing s (sports)

test (environment) ground-water test 's turned up technetium

test (weapons) test ban (see test ban)
test launch another is expected (antimissile system)
test site sand from the (nuclear bomb)

test fire (v) the system hasn't been 'ed in 3 years;
ready to a missile

test firing
test-launching

additional s; a boost in s
ready to follow up its of a missile
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test (license)

missile test
weapons tests

live-fire tests
nuclear-bomb test

anti-missile test

nuclear tests

test drive
certification exam
road test

driver's license test

North Korea intends to conduct a
night maneuvers, , intercept training

soldiers participated in
s conducted by the Pentagon

the has drawn close attention

conducted in the 1940s

out on a with the state examiner;
hasn't passed her (court translator)
I took a for a (trucking) company

pass a

test (science) light-microscope examinationrely on ordinary
radiocarbon test a

test (other)

archaeological test dates were established by standard s
intensive test s of air and sea (for nuclear radiation)

test audience
test basis
test drive
test flight
test version
test well

women in s loved him (films)
bonuses were introduced on a last year
come in for a (buying a car)
delaying the prototype's first
the of Windows 2000 (software)
the site for the (crude oil)

test of time standards of honor that have stood the

crash test how cars perform in standardized s
flight test 40 more s
loyalty test the Truman Administration instituted "s"
safety test it is only a , a preliminary trial;

a (child's) toy may go through over 100 s
screen test appeared for Vogue and appeared in a

common-sense test doesn't pass the

field-test (v) the time to ' a new technique

driving test had failed her
screening test s have found no evidence of...
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test ban

tested

testicular

testimony

testing

preliminary test

uses of the test

test-ban treaty

tested technology

field-tested

tried-and-tested

testicular atrophy

customer testimony
expert testimony
police testimony
public testimony
survivor testimonies
victims' testimony

eyewitness testimony

grand jury testimony

damaging testimony

sworn testimony

graphic testimony
grisly testimony
medical testimony
original testimony

testing center
testing failure
testing ground
testing program
testing station

consumer testing
drug testing
home-testing (m)

the oil company will conduct s

the intended are different than...;

the Senate rejected the nuclear

older,

(see field-tested)

(see tried-and-tested)

is common in chronic alcoholics

some e-vendors post --s
questions about the admissibility of
the judge convicted her based on
the State Legislature began hearing
she taped (Holocaust)
the had been compelling

the issue of

according to ...

the most came from...(medical malpractice)

he kept changing his

it's tough to listen to the (murder trial)
(murder trial)

the established that...(murder trial)
he changed his

(see testing center)
the munition has suffered countless s
Los Angeles is eBay's for local auctions
an initial cardiovascular
return to the

Gillette's massive of its new razor
(see drug testing)
HIV kits now on the market
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testing center

testimony

testosterone

tetanus

identity testing
infant-testing (m)

intelligence testing

DNA testing

LabCorp is engaged in (forensics)
a national program for HIV;
the anonymous -- program in New York
the instrumentation of

routine must be made available;
exonerate, through , people who...

DNA-evidence testing he had heard about

standardized testing want to get rid of national ;
the debate about

further (laboratory) testing will be needed (medicine)
genetic testing is moving mainstream;

oversight of
nuclear testing aboveground
random (drug) testing has been upheld in the federal courts
routine testing no for HIV;

the of people for various diseases

computer-based testing centerETS's

expert testimony fabricated lab evidence or
witness testimony according to

perjured testimony presenting at the trail
written testimony

videotaped testimony

testosterone level

tetanus immunity
tetanus immunization
tetanus infection
tetanus prophylaxis
tetanus shot
tetanus spores
tetanus status
tetanus toxoid
tetanus vaccination (m)

his

from Holocaust survivors

andro raised the body's above normal;
high s are linked to liver dysfunction

booster doses to maintain -- throughout life
administer antibiotics and
it should never be used to treat actual s
administer antibiotics and for open fractures
received a
wounds that may be contaminated with
confirm that the patient's is current
with open fractures, administer
review vaccination history, update status
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text

textbook

generalized tetanus

neonatal tetanus

incidence of tetanus
risk of tetanus

textbook
text file

text-message (v)

text-based

text-searchable

subtext

full text

scripted text

textbook example

textbooks for students

astronomy textbook
medical textbook
popular textbook

patients with often present with lockjaw

infants with are often unable to suck

reported has declined since the mid 1940s
blacks from the rural south have greater

(see textbook)
small s called "cookies" (Internet)

schoolkids endlessly each other

(see text-based)

(see text-searchable)

(see subtext)

the of the statute can be found...

she usually doesn't follow a (speaking)

the of what can go wrong....;
this is a of panic

a series of s
pathologies listed in s
a

a

4

series of (astronomy) textbooks a

text-based text-based chat room '-5
.1

textile textile industry the explosive growth of the ;
the steam-engine-based

text-searchable text-searchable video archive Yahoo's growing (online)
4

textured carefully textured (see carefully textured)

Thai Thai-operated (see Thai-operated)

4
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Thai-operated

than

Thai-operated girls' school the first

larger-than-life

smaller-than-life-size

longer-than-usual
lower-than-normal
cooler-than-normal
warmer-than-normal

higher-than-expected
larger-than-expected
longer-than-expected)
lower-than-expected
stronger-than-anticipated

less-than-desirable
less-than-glorious
less-than-helpful
less-than-marvelous
less-than-successful

ours-is-better-than-yours

thank thank-you

Thanksgiving

thankless

thankless thankless task

Thanksgiving Thanksgiving Day
Thanksgiving gathering

Thanksgiving weekend

(see larger than life)

including versions of telephones...

(see longer-than-usual)
(see lower-than-normal)
(see cooler-than-normal)
(see warmer-than-normal)

(see higher-than-expected)
(see larger-than-expected)
(see longer-than-expected)
(see lower-than-expected)

(see stronger-than-anticipated)

(see less-than-desirable)
(see less-than-glorious)
(see less-than-helpful)
(see less-than-marvelous)
(see less-than-successful)

(see ours-is-better-than-yours)

(see thank-you)

(see Thanksgiving)

(see thankless)

it's a

1966
she hosts a large every year

(see Thanksgiving weekend)

Thanksgiving sing-alongs during the

nontraditional Thanksgiving a

Thanksgiving weekend
Thanksgiving weekend celebration the annual
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thank-you

thatch

thatched

theater (movies)

Thanksgiving weekend football showdown its annual

thank-you card
thank-you letter
thank-you note

thank-you phone call

mud-and-thatch (m)

thatched roof

theatre chain
theatre department
theater owners
theater owner's (m)

movie theater

neighborhood theatre
porno theatre

multiplex theatre

she did receive a
got a
a ;
handwritten s

from his government office

chief of this hamlet (Chad)

mud huts with conical 's

consolidate two of the largest s
the
local charities selected by

problems (movie theaters)

s, exercise studios, video-game parlors;
attending the local
it didn't turn up in many s
massage parlors and s

the back row of a (movies)

massage parlors and porno theatres a neighborhood of

theater (stage) theatre basement
theatre community
theatre director
theatre festival
theater scene
theater scholar

theater (other)

theatre

theft

musical theatre

theater missiles

Theater Missile Defense

(see theater)

theft conviction

in the
the news flashed through the
Sam Mendes, the British
at a Vancouver
the latest dispute in New York's
the -- Laurence Senelick

four decades' worth of work in

aerial attack by (population centers)

executes the four pillars of (TMD)

a previous murder conviction and a
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theme

themed

then

then emerging

then-record

then-unknown

theory

car theft
data theft
identity theft
water theft

antitheft

theme music
theme park
theme party
theme song

adult themes

underlying theme

astronomy-themed

then-assemblyman
then-boyfriend
then-WBC
then-record

then emerging

then-unknown

now-and-then

then emerging Internet

then-record crowd

then-unknowns

burglaries, shoplifting, and s
and the Web
is increasing

cracking down on or waste

(see antitheft)

wrote the for seven television series
special-effects
masked balls, s, parades
the for the evening news

, strong language or violence (TV warning)

CBS stuck to the of the report (expose)

(see astronomy-themed)

when Zalenski decided...
with her , Gerald

champion
(see then-record)

(see then emerging)

(see then-unknown)

(see now-and-then)

the

a

offered an open mike to such as Bob Dylan

theory of electromagnetism Maxwell's

conspiracy theory
contamination theory
prosecution theory
suicide theory

spy-flight theory

a man prone to bizarre s
scientists say the is a red herring
the that death was caused by...
the whole looks dubious

the
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therapist

therapeutic

therapy

thermal

gene therapist
massage therapist
sex therapist
speech therapist

therapeutic abortion
therapeutic combination

therapy's promise

called a few of the on his list
she visits a twice weekly
a and professor of psychiatry
psychologists, s, social workers

may be indicated in cases of fetal demise
they may be a better (2 drugs)

the rests on the notion that...

therapy for (depressed) teens

anticonvulsant therapy
aromatherapy
cancer therapy

combination therapy
dance therapy
dream therapy
drug therapy
fluid therapy
gene therapy
gene-therapy (m)

group therapy
group therapy (m)
visualization therapy
wilderness therapy (n)
wilderness therapy (m)

oral rehydration therapy
second line therapy

repeated or prolonged seizures indicate
(see aromatherapy)
surgical procedures and 's;
the advancement of
patients may require
attend a conference on
undergoes Jungian

is less costly than surgery
early and aggressive in the unstable patient

hasn't produced a single cure so far
a groundbreaking study;
an experimental treatment;
voted to support the protocol
each kid participates in ;
having to attend meetings
a counselor taught him (terminally ill)
he is one of the pioneers of
a licensed program

(ORT)
Sodium thiosulfate is

acceptable therapy orogastric lavage is (hospital)
aggressive (crystalloid) therapy administer to patients with...
aggressive (fluid) therapy early and in the unstable patient
behavioral therapy medication versus (psychiatric disorders)
physical-therapy (m) her session

thermal burns
thermal signature

thermal imaging

resulting from electrical flashes
the small s of unmanned aerial vehicles

sensor (TIS)
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thermometer

thesis

thick (noun)

thick (adj)

thickness

thick-soled

thick-framed

thief

thigh

thigh-deep

thin

thermal and optical (m)

geothermal

meat thermometer
mercury thermometer

honor theses
master's thesis

thick of the fighting

thick layer

thickness

thick-framed
thick-soled

thickness of the armor

full-thickness

distinguish friendly and enemy signatures

(see geothermal)

insert a
the effort to ban the sale of s

a professor with to monitor
the basis for a

tanks were involved in the

a of snow covers the ground

(see thickness)

(see thick-framed)
(see thick-soled)

the ' (tank)

(see full-thickness)

thick-soled Vans sneakers Vans sneakers

thick-framed glasses

car thief
cyber thieves

twice-convicted thief

thigh-deep

jeans-clad thigh

thigh-deep

thin-lipped
thin-skinned

blade-thin
hair-thin

wearing

he was a runaway and a
have many tools

a and crack user

(see thigh-deep)

a

the muck had risen in the field

(see thin- lipped)
(see thin-skinned)

(see blade-thin)
(see hair-thin)
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thing

paper-thin (see paper-thin)
pencil-thin (see pencil-thin)
razor-thin (see razor-thin)
reed-thin (see reed-thin)
whip-thin (see whip-thin)
whippet-thin (see whippet-thin)

ultrathin (see ultrathin)

plaything
something

shaving things

amazing thing
puzzling thing
rewarding things

awful thing
bad things
big thing
crucial thing
curious thing
different things
first thing
furthest thing
hard thing
important thing
last thing
main thing
negative things
positive thing
right thing
sad thing
same thing
scariest thing
sensible thing
stupid things
such things
sure thing
these things
useful thing
usual thing
whole thing

a he had once loved
(see something)

a cigar box containing his

ant that's the ...
the is...
it's the most I've ever done (adoption)

I did the most ...
if we made lists about the we've done
that was a for us (brother's happiness)
the was...(trapped in a flooding cave)
the was that...
the memorial means to different people
the s you notice upon entering...
he is the from a combative intellectual
it was a to do (mountain climbing)
the for us to remember now is...
that was the I wanted to do (disappoint them)
so I think the we need to do now is to...
he says ' about his wife
it was such a for him (karate)
can't decide what is " the " to do if...
it was a very (group divided)
a second team of world experts said the
that was the ever, worrying that...
it seemed like a to do
he did some

as the election process
there's no such thing as a

are done under controlled conditions
she was knowledgeable about s like...
it is the ' for men and boys to...(Appalachia)
the is like a bad dream;
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p
thinking

thin-lipped

thinly thinly veiled

thinly veiled thinly veiled contempt

wrong thing

most awful thing
most encouraging thing
most important thing

scheme of things

variety of things

get things right

off-and-on thing

once-in-a-lifetime thing

thinking pattern
thinking process

mainstream thinking

I felt embarrassed about the
you have done the (relationship);
I did the , hung with the wrong crowd...

I did the ...
but I think that the to me was that...
and the there is disclosure

where we stand in the overall ;
in the grand
I've always been good at a

the careful efforts taken to

gang trouble has been an

this is a (climbing Mt. Everest)

our --s and behavior
I disagree and don't understand your

it seeped into

post-structuralist thinking

innovative thinking
nonlinear thinking
wishful thinking

she has a reputation for

it was just (thinking she was attracted to him)

thin-lipped reformist rhetoric a

thinner blood thinner
blood-thinner

thin-skinned

third

thin-skinned

third straight

third-act
third-base

(see thinly veiled)

we put him on a to prevent more clots
Ginkgo is a

no one is more than journalists

(see third straight)

(see third-act)
(see third-base)
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third-act

third-and-four

third-base

third-country

third-degree

third-floor

third bride
third-country
third-degree
third-floor
third-generation
third-millennium
third-party
third-person
third place
third-rate
third string
third world
third-year

third-ranking

third-ranked

third-highest
third-largest

third-and-four

one-third

two-thirds

second or third
second and third

first, second and third

third-act conflict

third-and-four

third-base coach

third-country funding

third-degree assault
third-degree bums

third-floor apartment

a 70-year-old Emirati took a
(see third-country)
(see third-degree)
(see third-floor)
(see third-generation)
(see third-millennium)
(see third-party)
(see third-person)
(see third place)
(see third-rate)
(see third string)
(see third world)
(see third-year)

(see third-ranking)

(see third-ranked)

(see third-highest)
(see third-largest)

(see third-and-four)

(see one-third)

(see two-thirds)

(see second or third)
(see second and third)

(see first, second and third)

introduced the crucial

he faced a at the Indy 14 (football)

a

obtain

disorderly conduct and

a
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third-generation third-generation farmer

third-generation Japanese-American a

third-highest third-highest mountain Kangchenjunga, the world's

third-largest third-largest city California's
third-largest nuclear arsenal the world's
third largest carmaker Chrysler, America's
third largest (Native American) gambling facility

third-millennium third-millennium super-stadium a new,

third-party third-party payers health-care costs paid for by

third-party-liability
third-party-liability theory his

third-person third-person section the
third-person voice

third place third-place finish a in the Democratic primary

third-ranked third-ranked team the in the state

third-ranking third-ranking official the

third-rate third-rate suspected of being

third straight third straight year it was the that he... (motor racing)

third-string third-string quarterback who a year ago was the (American football)

third world third-world communities
Third World countries important figures in business in
Third World elites big business, , and the world's poor

third-year

thirsty

third-world drinking water

third-year student 28 --s were expelled for cheating

bloodthirsty
power-thirsty

(see bloodthirsty)
(see power-thirsty)
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thirteenth thirteenth-century (see thirteenth-century)

thirteenth-straight (see thirteenth-straight)

13th- and 14-century (see thirteenth- and fourteenth-century)

thirteenth- and fourteenth-century
13th- and 14-century frescoes priceless

thirteenth-century thirteenth-century castle a

thirteenth-century glassworks the

thirteenth-straight thirteenth-straight victory rally to a (basketball)

thirtieth thirtieth-anniversary (see thirtieth-anniversary)

thirtieth-anniversary
thirtieth-anniversary celebration the festival's upcoming

thirty thirty-day (see thirty-day)
thirty-fold (see thirty-fold)
thirty-odd (see thirty-odd)
thirty-some (see thirty-some)

thirtysomething (see thirtysomething)

thirtysomethings-and-under (see thirtysomethings-and-under)

thirty-minute
thirty-day

(see thirty-minute)
(see thirty-day)

thirtyish (see thirtyish)

20- and 30-something (see twenty- and thirty-something)

.32-caliber (see thirty-two-caliber)

.38-caliber (see thirty-eight caliber)

thirty-day thirty-day continuance the judge granted a

thirty-eight caliber .38-caliber revolver hollow-point rounds for a
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V

thirty-fold thirty-fold likely to swell

thirtyish thirtyish women two who were eating soup

thirty-minute thirty-minute meeting a

thirty-odd thirty-odd years ago

thirty-some thirty-some ships came to a screeching halt

thirtysomething thirtysomething sort of a flaxen-haired Ross Perot;
the Yale grad

thirty-something pal two ;
thirty-something son his moved in to care for him

thirtysomethings-and-under
thirtysomethings-and-under today's

thirty-two-caliber .32-caliber pistol a cheap

this this year's (see this year's)

this coming (see this coming)

this coming this coming spring j, he will return to...

this year's this year's (Detroit) auto show
this year's corn crop
this year's grape harvest towards the end of

this year's soy bean crop

this year's summer concert season

this year's (full-moon) garden party

thorn thorn tree leopard and its kill in

thorough thorough examination is necessary (medical)
thorough inspection a final decision will be made after a
thorough job we did a
thorough (quality-assurance) review the hospital was conducting a
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thorough engine inspection grounded the airplane for a

thoroughbred (see thoroughbred)

thoroughbred thoroughbred mare s and stallions

thoroughly investigated
(see thoroughly investigated)

thoroughly planned (see thoroughly planned)

thoroughly investigated
thoroughly investigated case s

thoroughly planned
thoroughly planned case --s
thoroughly planned operation a

thought thoughts and prayers our ' are with... (condolence)

thought-provoking (see thought-provoking)

thoughts of suicide ceaseless (OCD)

closing thoughts Thanks for joining us. Any --?

ill-thought-out (see ill-thought-out)

final thoughts
only thought

some about speech and liberty (TV show)
my was to get out (fire in tunnel)

thought-provoking thought-provoking entertaining and

thousand thousand-dollar (see thousand-dollar)

thousands of pages they pored over of documents

thousand-dollar thousand-dollar-a-night (see thousand-dollar-a-night)

two-thousand-dollar (m) a price tag
five-thousand-dollar (m) a reward
forty-thousand-dollar (m) a golf simulator
forty-one-thousand-dollar (m)a fine
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thousand-dollar-a-night
thousand-dollar-a-night hooker a

threat threat level the high in South Korea

threat of a (blood) deficit the (blood banks)
threats of suicide depression and
threat of (biological) terrorism preparing to meet the
threat of torture confessions obtained under the
threat of violence nightlife tinged with the

threat of losing... the her best friend

threat of chemical and biological warfare the looming

threats of (tomorrow's) battlefield ever-changing

anthrax threat Fairfax man accused of
bomb threat the newspaper received a
cyber threats a company that specializes in
death threat angry calls and --s;

the newspaper received --s
health threat a common chemical may pose a
mine threat a country's specific and terrain (military)
suicide threat --s should be taken very seriously;

the bridge was closed because of a
trade threat a significant

looming threat the of chemical and biological warfare

ever-changing threat the s of tomorrow's battlefield

armed threat protect the Canal from any kind of

obscenity-laced threats and ethnic slurs

unstated threat amounts to an

aerial threat
daily threat
domestic threats
explosive threats
immediate threat
imminent threat

all-altitude protection from (military)
terrorism is no longer a (Georgia)

to cherished values
sweep and clear the area of mine and
the troop movements don't seem to pose an
no evidence of an against Israel (Iraq)
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implicit-threat (see implicit-threat)

mine and explosive threats sweep and clear the area of

NBC threats dealing with (military)

indications of (terrorist) threats intelligence
target of the threats the specific was not clear (terrorism)

threatened threatened strike averting a by thousands of workers

threatening threatening letter he received s
threatening e-mail make it a crime to send harassing or

three

threatening telephone call a misdemeanor count of making a

death-threatening (see death-threatening)
life-threatening (see life-threatening)
species-threatening (see species-threatening)

three-alarm (see three-alarm)
three-day (see three-day)
three-decade (see three-decade)
threefold (see threefold)
three judge (see three-judge)
three-part (see three-part)
three-person (see three-person)
three-phase (see three-phase)
three-pointer (see three-pointer)
three-punch (see three-punch)
three-quarter (see three-quarter)
three-quarters (see three-quarters)
three-run (see three-run)
three-star (see three-star)
three-tier (see three-tier)
three-time (see three-time)
three-way (see three-way)
three-week (see three-week)

three-quarter-size (see three-quarter-size)

three-dimensional (see three-dimensional)

three-on-three (see three-on-three)
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three fifths (see three fifths)

three-wheeled (see three-wheeled)

3-year-old (see three-year-old)

two-, three-, and four- (see two-, three-, and four-)

"Stage 3" (see Stage Three)

top three (see top three)

three-alarm three-alarm fire a

three-day three-day temperature forecast s are accurate

three-decade three-decade odyssey a

three-dimensional three-dimensional more detailed and
(and 3-D)

3-D graphics
3-D world

ever-more-powerful chips for
players roam around a

three fifths three fifths three fifths of the way through;
roughly of the total

three-fifths of property-tax revenues

threefold threefold increased

threefold clip at a

three judge three judge panel the

three-on-three three-on-three basketball lace up his high-top sneakers for some
three-on-three tournamentrve played s in Dallas (basketball)

three-part thee-part miniseries a

three-person three-person cell work in s (ETA / Basques)

three-phase thee-phase renovation project the department's

three-pointer buzzer-beating three-pointer another (basketball)
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three-punch

three-quarter

three-quarters

three-quarter-size

three-run

three-star

three-tier

three-time

three-way

three-week

three-wheeled

three-year-old

threshold

thrice

thrice-weekly

thrift

thrill

three-punch combination Hamed hit him with a (boxing)

three-quarter moon a

three-quarters

three quarters

three-quarter-size Rocca

three-run homer

thee-star general

three-star rating

three-tier system

of all Russians; of them were children;
earns of its income from fishing

of college students have cheated;
declined by more than

a (a violin)

a (baseball)

a

a

a

three-time heavyweight champion a (boxing)

three-way conversation we were having a

three-week delay
three-week run

a
"Oklahoma" opens a at...(musical)

three-wheeled pedicab a

three-wheeled All Terrain Vehicle 's (ATVs)

three-year-old daughter my

pain threshold

thrice-weekly (see thrice-weekly)

twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly
(see twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly)

thrift store

thrill kill

a beauty shop here, a there

24 years in jail for a 1997
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thrill seeker

thrill seeking

thrills of my career

biggest thrills

thriller comedy-thriller

thrill-seeking thrill-seeking

thriving

throat

throated

throb

throne

through
(and thru)

a bunch of s or treasure hunters

(see thrill seeking)

one of the biggest was...(auto racing)

one of the of my career was... (auto racing)

(see comedy-thriller)

a national orgy of and risk taking

thrill-seeking characteristic

thrill-seeking girlfriend

thrill-seeking 15-year-old

thriving economy
thriving practice

thriving ecosystem

sore throat

cutthroat

manifestations of the

his taboo-free,

a

the price paid to have a
he had built up a (dentist)

the health of a

a runny nose, headache, and

(see cutthroat)

eyes, nose, mouth, throat, lungs, ears and hair sand gets into the

full-throated

heartthrob

throne room

through-hike
Thru Lane
thruway

breakthrough

drive-through (m)

(see full-throated)

(see heartthrob)

the of the palace

their of the Pacific Crest Trail
No Stopping Anytime (airport sign)

a truck streaked up the

research --s have reduced the cost;
might lead to --s in medicine;
hoping for a in the murder case
a pharmacy window;
a liquor store
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throw

muddle-through (see muddle-through)

kindergarten through -12`h -grade what - should accomplish

October-through-December (m) occurred in the - period

throw rug cheap made-in-Mexico -s

free-throw (m) she hit seven of eight from the - line

throwing bomb-throwing (see bomb-throwing)

hand grenade throwing (m) the three basic - techniques

hard-throwing (see hard-throwing)

thrown thrown grenade the path of the

thru (see through)

thug gun-toting thug held hostage by -s
knife-wielding thug attacked by -Ps in Jamaica

thumb thumbs-up (see thumbs-up)

thumbs-up thumbs-up the spectacle gets a

thunder thunderclap (see thunderclap)
thunderstorm (see thunderstorm)

thunderclap legal thunderclap a

thunderstorm thunderstorm when -s do come;
tornadoes, floods, hurricanes, -s;

summer thunderstorm a

fast-moving thunderstorm Wyoming got some rain from --s

localized thunderstorms the weather report called for

seasonal thunderstorms Texas should benefit from - (drought)
severe thunderstorm -s bring heavy rain
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Thursday

Thursday-night

thwarted

Tibetan

Tibetan-style

tick

tick-infested

ticker

ticket

Thursday-night

Thursday-night dances

half-thwarted

Tibetan-style

see Thursday-night)

(see half-thwarted)

(see Tibetan-style)

Tibetan-style beamed roof

tick bites
tick fevers

tick-infested

tick-infested meadow

ticker tape (m)
ticker-tape (m)

news ticker
stock ticker

ticket counter
ticket holder
ticket line
ticket price

ticket sales

ticket stub
ticket window

ticket-pricing (m)

a traditional

and tularemia
fever-causing illnesses such as typhus,

(see tick-infested)

walk through the

a parade in New York City
a parade down Broadway

a at the top provides information (TV)
the bar has a running during the day

please check in at the (airport announcement)
one ...
as he waited in a long
higher --s (train);
's that families can afford (sports)
$100 million in (from a $35,000 movie);
organizers announced disappointing ;
the No. 1 movie studio in box office
they've got their s in their pockets
the at New Castle

disclosure of practices (of airlines)

tickets (are required) for admission no

admission ticket
lottery ticket
movie ticket
season ticket
season-ticket
season ticket (m)

the price of s will help the organization
sells s
money spent on js
held js (basketball)
a
he's a huge fan and a holder
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Ticketing

tidal

tidal energy

tide

tie (neck)

tie

traffic ticket

traffic ticket (m)

online ticket (m)

winning (lottery) ticket

parking ticket
speeding ticket

complementary tickets
e-ticket

fifty-dollar ticket

eight-dollar-ticket (m)

price of a ticket

Ticketing Check-In

tidal creek
tidal energy

tidal energy

tideline
tide table

ebbing tide
rising tide

black-tie

coat-and-tie

tie-in

tie-up

community ties
family ties
terrorist ties

issuing around 3,000 js annually;
handing out js
Wisconsin banned quotas

Germany's leading vendor

he bought a but forgot to check the number

issuing js
I've gotten two 5 in 20 years

he got us for front-row seats (concert)
Web sites where travelers buy s

slapped with a

the typical buyer (Friday-night film)

the ' in the same for a hit or flop (movies)

(sign at airport)

a that feeds the Pocomoke
(see tidal energy)

is also promising

drag the boats above the
faster than the s said

the threatened to capsize the freighter
of Arab and Islam bashing in America

(see black-tie)

(see coat-and-tie)

(see tie-in)

(see tie-up)

people don't stay long enough to build
and neighborhood bonds (S. Boston)

people with were arrested
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tie-in

university-industry ties laws to bolster

merchandising tie-in the s with Kmart and...

promotional tie-in arrangements (movies)

tie-in arrangements promotional (movies)

tier three-tier (see three-tier)
top-tier (see top-tier)

tiered triple-tiered (see triple-tiered)
two-tiered (see two-tiered)

tie-up tie-ups Los Angeles leads in

traffic tieups there were in Dallas that night

tight tight game the final seconds of a (basketball)
tight hug Sara gave me a
tight security the investigation was taking place under

tight-fisted (see tight-fisted)
tight-knit (see tight-knit)
tight-lipped (see tight-lipped)

airtight (see airtight)

tightening belt-tightening in an age of fiscal

ever-tightening (see ever-tightening)

tight-fisted tightfisted Congress-- and skeptical--cut back...

tight-fisted man a

tight-knit tight-knit community the (NY)

tight-lipped tight-lipped military representatives the

tightly tightly controlled (see tightly controlled)
tightly defined (see tightly defined)
tightly packed (see tightly packed)
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tightly controlled

tightly defined

tightly packed

tightly pulled back

tightly woven

tile

tiled

till

tilt

tiltmeter

timber

time

tightly woven

tightly pulled back

(see tightly woven)

(see tightly pulled back)

tightly controlled reading instruction

tightly defined category s

tightly packed ship

a program of

a nonrefrigerated container on the

tightly pulled back hair

tightly woven hair

tile floor

red-tiled
white-tiled

hand-till (v)

tiltmeter

tiltmeter

timber companies
timber industry
timber management

time bomb
time capsule
time card
time delay
time difference
time estimate
time frame
time lapse
time limit

time line
time period
time savers
time scale

on their knees on the j;
a , a window, and a sliding glass door

(see red-tiled)
(see white-tiled)

ing their fields

(see tiltmeter)

--s measure change in a volcano's shape

virgin forest laid to waste by giant
the $100 billion ' is out of control
scaled-down practices

the exploded
a containing items...
--s were not being kept
the long between Mars and the Earth-
aided by a three-hour
I wish I could give you a (for final arguments)
if the weather is a factor during that (launch)
the between injury and hospitalization
exceeding the may cost points;
states place stringent js on appeals
(see time line)
--s when the utility needs electricity most
computers, the ultimate
a wide range of space and js
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time sheet the clerk checks the computerized
time slot the class is relegated to a shorter, later
timetable (see timetable)
time wasters (see time waster)
time zone had traveled from cities in four s;

six s east of Moscow

time-honored (see time-honored)

time-consuming (see time-consuming)

time-in-grade (see time-in-grade)

time for lights-out it was

time of the accident a U.S. Navy ship was nearby at the
time of the assault male partners intoxicated at the
time of day cops, weather conditions and ;
times of the day parents are home at key
times of the day parents are home at key
time of death the warden repeats the (execution)
time of the eruption at the (a volcano)
time of injury 6 hours from the
time of his life he seemed to be having the
time of (the contamination) scare at the

time of (the first) Earth Day at the
time of (budget) shortfallsin a (universities)
time of (near-ludicrous) stock valuations in a

time of near-full employment a in our economy

time of the shooting where he was a the
time of the uprising at the

time and energy you can spend a lot of trying to change him
time and location the of the event (animal bite)
time and money were wasted by workers who...
time and patience establishing democracy will take
time, expense and training the of learning how to fly

bedtime (m) reading them a story
Christmastime at and on birthdays
Christmas time -- was approaching
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company time you're supposed to be working on
crunch time its in the fields (harvesting Christmas trees);

its in college football
daytime (m) tasks; turn on a talk show
delivery time the promised when the order is placed
departure time at the exact
dream time theatrical , a realm of myth and music
election time it's
family time sleep, leisure and
Father Time
flight time s, weather reports;

a 5-minute to the target (missile)
government time conducted lobbying activities on
half-time (see half-time)
halftime (see halftime)
harvesttime (m) on a recent trip to California
jury's time you do not waste the
key time their parents are home at s of the day
leisure-time (m) the ten highest-ranked activities
lifetime (see lifetime)
lunchtime
mealtimes on the ship
mirror time family battles for shower and
naptime
nighttime (see nighttime)
part time (see part time)
pastime self-improvement is our national
peacetime (see peacetime)
performance time a conductor at
playtime hit other children during S;

ensure safe and fun (kids)
prayer time closed for
prime time (se prime time)
prison time he always brought up her
reaction time
record time the project was completed in
Showtime the term "" in professional basketball;

'Come on, j, tell me something.'
showtime as approached (a movie)
snack time at
transport time if is longer than a few minutes (ambulance)
transaction time (between ordering and delivery)
vacation time signing bonuses and more
wartime (see wartime)
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Internet connection time

download time

Check-in time
Check-out time

on-time
overtime

changing times

advertising time
closing time

cooking time

flying time
planting time
quitting time

stopping time
training time
visiting time

allotted time
appointed time
borrowed time
set time
troubled times

all-time
appropriate time
approximate time
auspicious time
Biblical times
big time
consecutive times
considerable time
correct time
countless times
dangerous time
difficult time

during the

(computer)

: 3:30 to 8:00 pm (at an inn)
10:30 am (at an inn)

(see on-time)
(see overtime)

another symptom of

buying for the 2000 Olympics
move the of the city's bars to 4 a.m.;
boisterous young men leave pubs at
during the last 25 minutes of ,...;
he altered the recipe by reducing the
he lacked the required 500 hours of
risks farmers take at
lunch, tea breaks, and ;

was upon us (day fishing)
brakes have improved, shortening s
increase the for incoming pilots

at the prison

he rarely took all of his
arriving at the
we're living on (a space project)
after a destroy all copies
during these

(see all-time)
we will contact them at the
establish the the injury was sustained
she found her interest at an
just as he did in
(see big time)
continue isolation until sputum is negative 3
the plane had spent on the runway
make sure convoy is on correct route at the
he shows me he loves me -- every day
this is the most -- for battered women
he had a at school (writing, spelling);
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exact (departure) time
full time
free time
geological time
good times

great time
hard time

last time
local time
longtime
opportune time
personal time
real-time
right place
serious time
valuable time
worse time
wrong time

onetime (former)
one-time (one)
two-time
three-time
five-time

first-time

ten years' time

just-in-time

date and time

bulk of your time
lengths of time
passage of time
period of time
plenty of time
test of time

in s like these;
it was a in his life
a the
(see full time)
teens have little
through
there were so many (speaking of family);
I remember the (stock market)
she told her parents she was having a
it was a for everybody;
he was having a coming to grips with...;
he had a getting back into shape (boxing)
you and he are together for the (execution)
the hijacked plane landed at 8 p.m.
(see longtime)
waiting and watching for an to act (kidnapper)
donated a lot of and money to...
(see real-time)
in the at the right time (cameraman)
nobody's getting for gun violations
she saves by...
the bad news couldn't have come at a
in the wrong place at the

(see onetime)
(see one-time)
(see two-time)
(see three-time)
(see five-time)

(see first time)

within

(see just-in-time)

the of arrest

why do you spend the freaking out
for various and a variety of reasons
we could monitor the (caving)
over a long
you will have for boyfriends later
standards of honor that have stood the
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0

waste of time you will realize what a it was

mission, enemy, terrain, and troops and time available (METT-T)

for days at a time she brooded

in a few day's time before she left, , for Washington

time-consuming time-consuming laying mines is j;
such experiments are ;
it was too

timed

time-honored

time-in-grade

time line

timely

times

time-consuming operation a

time-consuming background check s

timed period withheld light for a (photo print)

deliberately timed
precisely timed
well timed

time-honored practice
time-honored ritual
time-honored strategy
time-honored way

time-in-grade requirement

time line

time line of events

thirty-minute time line

timely information

ever-timely

untimely

forty-times-normal

(see deliberately timed)
(see precisely timed)
(see well timed)

a
a
it's a strategy
called out for the cows in the

an officer's s

archaeologist to reconstruct the
a describes a cadet's day

a thirty-minute (medical operation)

a of events (medical operation)

computers give companies

(see ever-timely)

(see untimely)

(see forty-times-normal)
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timer old-timer

timetable timetable

time waster

tin

tinder

tinder-dry

tinged

tinned

tinted

tiny

tip (money)

timetable for (pollution)

disarmament timetable

enforceable timetable

time waster

tin roof
tin shack

tinder-dry

tinder-dry ground cover

gray-tinged
sun-tinged

tinned goods

green-tinted

dark-tinted

(see old-timer)

looked at the ; set a ;
refer to the below (MARTA / Atlanta)

reductions set their own

an enforceable

an of 10 to 15 years

computers have turned out to be

cement-block houses with s, outhouses
the dirt floor of a

(see tinder-dry)

flames raced through the

(see gray-tinged)
(see sun-tinged)

bottled water, kitchenware,

(see green-tinted)

(see dark-tinted)

tiny (coral) atoll Kitawa is a
tiny (red-and-white) booklet a
tiny fraction the artist gets only a of any profits
tiny (rose) garden with a in front
tiny (diamond-bright) gem a
tiny (volcanic) island s between Alaska and Siberia
tiny particle tantalizing signs of a (physics)
tiny (railroad) station a in Bad Kleinen
tiny (bivouac) tent a pitched on an airy ledge

tiny (flesh-colored) hearing aid a in his right ear

restaurant tip news, weather, traffic info, hotel and s

seven-dollar tip a on a three-dollar cab fare
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tip (info)

tip (end)

tipped

tire

tired

business tip
citizen's tip
fabric tips
love tips
story tip

customer service tips

makeup tip

cheating tips
cooking tip
driving tips
dating tips

"unsubstantiated" tip

false tips
practical tips

stream of tips

how-to-talk-to-him tip

fingertip

hollow-tipped
razor-tipped

tire pressure
tire ruts
tire shop
tire tracks
tire tread

racing tire

flat-proof tire

screech of tires

tired-looking

how to build up your client base and other s
the FBI received a
color and

from around the world
a hot

(for taxi drivers)

what's the most useful you've learned

he is an encyclopedia of
the Web site has recipes and s
(for taxi drivers)
offers makeup, fashion and

the FBI, acting on an

phoned in about the missing woman
women share about artificial insemination

police are following up on the steady

read on for s that will bring you closer

you can roll them between your --s

(see hollow-tipped)
(see razor-tipped)

adjust s to different terrain
two sets of run through the land
s, auto-transmission stores

at the crime scene
a in the road

a from the Charlotte track

tubeless, s (bicycle)

heard a (bank robbery)

(see tired-looking)
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dog-tired

now-tired

tired-looking tired-looking

tissue

title (champion)

title (other)

to

tobacco

tissue culture
tissue injury

animal tissue
animal tissue (m)
brain tissue
breast tissue
scar tissue
human tissue
tumor tissue

coronary-artery tissue

title defense
title fight
title game
title role
title shot

world title

half-pipe title

NBA titles

courtesy titles
job title
story's title

everyone comes home (working parents)

(see now-tired)

she came in, but cheerful

after fourteen-day cycles in
caustics cause by a chemical reaction

the use of for medical purposes
plastic and condoms aren't recommended
sent samples of human ' to a lab
in normal
a minor operation to remove some
the detection of the virus in
he had meticulously saved ;
masked samples from the same

examining at autopsy

his WBC against Mosely (boxing)
an upcoming (boxing)
scored 19 points in the NIT (basketball)
dance the
give Tyson a (boxing)

seeking the (boxing)

won the 1998 Winter X Games

he helped the Celtics win seven (basketball)

schoolkids must use like "ma'am"
his j, his responsibilities, his salary
the comes true

electronic titles can be downloaded (e-books)

(for a selection of collocations with to, see Appendix 3)

tobacco abuse
tobacco's appeal
tobacco bed
tobacco company

COPD is often secondary to
the ad actually enhance
check their s
trying to put s out of business
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1

0

tobacco's consequences
tobacco control (m)
tobacco critic
tobacco farm
tobacco foes
tobacco industry (m)
tobacco interests
tobacco-litigation (m)
tobacco lobbyist
tobacco plantation
tobacco production
tobacco sales
tobacco settlement
tobacco taxes

tobacco-related

antitobacco

alcohol and tobacco

bales of (burley) tobacco

tobacco-related tobacco-related disease
tobacco-related illness

today

toddler

to-do

today's car
today's eruption
today's idea
today's paper
today's standards
today's world

today's beauty standards
today's buzzword

vivid illustrations of
tobacco taxes fund the program
in the view of s
grown upon a

maintain that the youth market...
another appeal to the young
when ' object...
its share of a multi-state settlement
money from alcohol and --s
the former in Maryland
subsidize
if slide
the gargantuan size of the

fund the tobacco control program

(see tobacco-related)

(see antitobacco)

eBay has banned sale of (Web auction site)

moving 70-pound

died from a
the cost of treating s

--s versus projected models
was preceded by earthquakes
about what tomorrow's jobs will be

only is on the newsstands
they are too small by
it is risky, in , to go to work

by
is accountability

today's (new) forms of slavery

today's privatized world

infants and toddlers

to-do list

in

coos, giggles and shrieks of 20

a giant
on their daily --s
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toe toe tag photocopies of their s from the morgue

head-to-toe (see head-to-toe)

toed pigeon-toed (see pigeon-toed)

together get-together we had a

pieced-together (see pieced-together)
strung-together (see strung-together)
stuffed-together (see stuffed-together)

toilet toilet bowl (see toilet bowl)
toilet paper (see toilet paper)
toilet tank check s before flushing (booby traps)

flushing of toilets the slamming of doors and the (prison)

toilet bowl toilet bowl rim snap Flush 'n Fresh on

toiletry toiletry items such as shaving cream, razors

toilet paper toilet paper bathroom floors littered with

rolls of toilet paper dozens of

tolerable intolerable (see intolerable)

tolerance language tolerance Switzerland and
pain tolerance his is low

no-tolerance (see no-tolerance)
zero tolerance (see zero tolerance)

tolerant salt-tolerant (see salt-tolerant)

toll (money) tollbooth a is called a "cashbox" (trucker's lingo)
toll booth working in a on a Manhattan bridge

toll-free (see toll-free)

tunnel tolls
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toll (people) death toll

toll-free

tomb

tomorrow

ton (weight)

ton (other)

tonal

tone

human toll

the increased to 285;
the avalanche in the U.S. was 32

the was high

toll-free telephone number

tombstone

tomorrow's jobs

tomorrow's battlefield

five-ton truck
12-ton telescope
30,000-ton factory

tons of friends

tonal language

tone of voice

dial tone
skin tone

world-weary tone

toned high-toned

toner alcohol-free toners

tongue (mouth) tongue ring

tongue-twisting

tongue (language) native tongue

tongued honey-tongued
silver-tongued

tongue-twisting tongue-twisting name

tonight tonight's party

a

under a red granite

today's idea about what will be

the ever-changing threats of

a
the
a

I know people with

one third of the world speaks a

facial expressions, body language,

(see dial tone)
no matter what your (cosmetics)

in a

(see high-toned)

(cosmetics)

I've had a since I was 14

(see tongue-twisting)

he no longer understands the

(see honey-tongued)
(see silver-tongued)

the eosiniphilic esophagitis

she start calling around to find
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tonnage

too

too-broad

too-high

tool (physical)

tool (other)

tonnage

high tonnage

too-high
too-broad
too-rapid

all-too-brief
all-too-common (m)
all-too-familiar
all-too-foreseeable (m)
all-too-obvious
all-too-perfect

not-too-distant

not-too-far-off

too-broad definition

too-high dome

toolbox
tool kit
tool shed

garden tools
stone tools

to be handled

Patriot ammunition will normally be stocked;
delivery of a ammunition shipment

(see too-high)
(see too-broad)
(see too-rapid)

(see all-too-brief)
(see all-too-common)
(see all-too-familiar)
(see all-too-foreseeable)
(see all-too-obvious)
(see all-too-perfect)

(see not-too-distant)

(see not-too-far-oft)

a of rape

a building with a

he located the
had with him a
the size of a

bikes, trikes, and toys
tests on and burned animal bones

tool for (AIDS) prevention the classroom as a

tools for (consumer) advertising magazines are

hacker tools Web sites specializing in
management tool wilderness bonding as a

cancer-research tool the virus became a widely used

learning tool
marketing tool

computers are kid's toys and s
a subtle to get out the message

2 -> 4, 4.
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too-rapid

tooth
(and teeth)

toothbrush

toothed

recruiting tool
screening tool
teaching tool

political tool

too rapid administration
too-rapid approach
too-rapid plunge

toothbrush
tooth enamel
toothpaste

teeth and gums

baby teeth
children's teeth
shark teeth
victims' teeth

chipped tooth
unfixed teeth

fine-tooth
loose teeth
permanent teeth
sensitive teeth

base of tooth
base of teeth

electric toothbrush
manual toothbrush

worn-out toothbrush

the parachutists are deployed as a
there is a need for better s for depression
adopted as a standard ;
as a he had a chart made

forswore the use of violence as a

she might have died from a of clindamycin
the of the Osprey caused the crash (aircraft)
the

(see toothbrush)
fluoride incorporates itself into
(see toothpaste)

reduce brushing damage to

versus permanent teeth
protect your
hunting for (fossils)
the and other pieces of evidence (murder)

he has a
his as yet

(see fine-tooth)
may indicate periodontal disease

baby teeth versus
taking care of

gingival bleeding at suggests fracture
bleeding from the gum at suggests fracture

manual toothbrushes versus s
s versus electric toothbrushes

a

combs, toothbrushes and other personal belongings

buck-toothed
horse-toothed
yellow-toothed

(see buck-toothed)
(see horse-toothed)
(see yellow-toothed)
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toothpaste toothpaste

top

toothpaste tube
toothpaste pump

smokers toothpastes

whitening toothpastes

empty s
a

remove tobacco stains

some contain harmful abrasives

ADA-approved toothpaste

top-access
top aides
top athletes
top diplomat
top executives
top (medical) facility

an

(see top-access)
have been subpoenaed (president)

the world's
our in Moscow
you had the of both companies here
Walter Reed is one of the s (military)

top (venture capital) firm a
top-flight (see top-flight)
top-grade (see top-grade)
top-level (see top-level)
top (astronomy) magazine Sky and Telescope, a
top-percentile (see top-percentile)
top player
top predator
top priority
top prospect
top-quality
top (Internet) scam
top (training) school
top scientist
top scorer
top secret
topsoil
top speed
top stories
top student
top-tier

topless

top-ten
top three
top 800

he once threw his off the team (a coach)
the lion is a
(see top priority)
(see top prospect)
(see top-quality)
the s
one of the military's s for senior officers
some of the project's s testified
the team's and unquestioned leader
(see top secret)
(see topsoil)
it had a of...(military tank)
I read the day's (newspaper on an e-book)
a , a star athlete, and a caring girlfriend
(see top-tier)

(see topless)

(see top-ten)
(see top three)
C.E.O.'s of the companies
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top-ranking (see top-ranking)
top-selling (see top-selling)

top-hatted (see top-hatted)
top-ranked (see top-ranked)
top-rated (see top-rated)

top-to-bottom (see top-to-bottom)

top-of-the-line
top of the mine

(see top-of-the-line)
until the soil is level with the

bikini top girls in s and cutoffs
countertop (see countertop)
desktop (see desktop)
drink top plastic s, fan belts, cigarette butts
hilltop (see hilltop)
laptop (see laptop)
mountaintop (see mountaintop)
ridgetop (see ridgetop)
rooftop (see rooftop)
tank top wears baggy jeans and a pink
treetop (see treetop)
tube top a tank top, , or an A-line skirt

screwtop (see screwtop)

high-top (see high-top)

over-the-top (see over-the-top)

top-access top-access bin 5
top-flight top-flight players attracted (sports)

top-flight research institution Berkeley is a

top-grade top-grade political dirt

top-hatted top-hatted driver a nervous,

topic conversation topic s I can relate to
essay topic s on college applications
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topical

topless

top-level

'topo

top-of-the-line

topographical

topped

top-percentile

top priority

top prospect

top-quality

top-ranked

top-ranking

research topic

top-ten topics

dry topic
hot topic

range of topics

oral or topical (m)

topless scene

top-level research

topographical

we will be looking at different 5;
his current was considered "hot"

the on the nightly network news

a potentially ---the law
her marriage was a (star)

sat in a conference room and discussed a

a brief course of antibiotics

her climactic (in the film)

the Web is making possible

(see topographical)

top-of-the-line equipment new, equipment

top-of-the-line troubleshooter

topographical map
topo map

glass-topped
snow-topped
yellow-topped

barbed-wire-topped

top-percentile test score

top priority

top prospect

top-quality brand

top-ranked contender

top-ranking office

a

know how to use a and a compass
we unroll our s

(see glass-topped)
(see snow-topped)
(see yellow-topped)

(see barbed-wire-topped)

he had high grades and s

good customer service is the (taxi operators);
his is to improve team chemistry (coach)

their two for the job got hurt (punt returns)

S
the IBF's (boxing)

the occupant of the (mayor)

4

4

I
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top-rated

top secret

top-rated opponent

top secret

top-secret clearance
top-secret material

defended his titles against s (boxing)

eligible for a security clearance up to

ss
top-secret Government project

top-secret-level

s
(see top-secret-level)

top-secret-level top-secret-level (national-security) clearance

top-selling

topsoil

top-ten

top three

top-tier

top-to-bottom

torch

torn

tornado

top-selling artist

top-selling antidepressant

topsoil

precious topsoil

top 10 list
top-ten topics

top-ten money-maker

top 3 causes

top-tier practitioner

he has a

the s

Lilly's

, fertilizer, animal waste

has been carried to the sea

tuberculosis is on the (worldwide mortality)
the on the nightly network news

the film is one of the s

lighting is one of the of death (environment)

a few other s

top-tier cosmetics company the leading s

top-to-bottom review

torch-lighting (m)

torn-up

violence-torn

war-torn

tornado alley

a

the Olympic ceremony

(see torn-up)

(see violence-torn)

(see war-torn)

spring in (U.S.)
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tom-up

torpedo

torso

torture

total (adj)

torn-up trees

nuclear torpedo the submarine carried s

neoprene-clad torso his (breath-hold diving)

torture chamber
torture claim
torture room
torture survivor
torture techniques
torture victims

it's almost like a (murder site)
a victim's
it was their
rehabilitation centers for s
allegations instructors teach
strengthen support for

torture and death the prison had become a place of
torture and organized violence used to coerce people

police torture injuries sustained as a result of

physical torture
psychological torture
terrible tortures

allegations of torture
bout of torture
claims of torture

we'll be able to see the evidence of
specific cases of physical and
he was subjected to the most

when defendants make
after experiencing another -- (Vietnam War)
investigating in many different countries

consequence of (the) torture suicidal leaps that were a
evidence of (physical) torture we'll be able to see the
guilty of torture the officers were found
implements of torture such as whips, needles and pliers
infliction of torture
session of torture
signs of torture
threat of torture
use of torture
victims of torture

human rights and torture

the to persuade people
a man describing a (Vietnam War)
physical may disappear
confessions obtained under torture or the
doctors are diagnosing the in many cases
treatment and support of

physical and psychological torture specific cases of

[Collocations dedicated to Steve Biko and Nelson Mandela]

total darkness
total destruction

in (cavers trapped in flooding cave)
to about 25% of structures (volcanic eruption)

I

I
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total (noun)

toting

touch

touchdown
(football)

touching

tough

total failure

near-total

homicide total
point total

fund-raising total

one-year total

balloon-toting
banjo-toting
gun-toting

machine-gun-toting

touchdown
touchdown
touchpad

shooting touch

final touches
human touch

touchdown pass

glove-touching (m)

inappropriate touching

tough act
tough decision
tough guy
tough love
tough moment
tough question
tough road
tough standards

tough-talking

a of engine No. 2 (plane crash)

(see near-total)

the District's annual has plunged
she set the girls' record for (gymnastics)

his stood at sixty-three million dollars

a

(see balloon-toting)
(see banjo-toting)
(see gun-toting)

(see machine-gun-toting)

turned off after
(see touchdown)
the computer's keyboard and

lost his (basketball)

putting the on some of the festival features
the comes naturally (a lawyer)

his 27-yard (football)

the traditional ritual (boxing)

videos telling about (school)

their father is a to follow
provide leadership and make the s
then there were the s
they were giving him
this was a in a way (final game for coach)
the kids asked him 5
it's been a -- for all of us
subjecting others to the -- I set for myself

(see tough-talking)
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tough-minded

tough-on-crime

tough-talking

tour

tough-minded

tough-on-crime

get-tough

tough-minded

tough-minded journalism

tough-on-crime advocate
tough-on-crime legislator

tough-talking doctor
tough-talking Miss - --
tough- talking woman

tour bus

tour flight
tour group
tour guide
tour leader

tour of our collection

tour of some clear-cuts

tour of shacks and slums

air tour
bus tour
concert tour
group tour
inspection tour
jeep tour
lecture tour
orientation tour
publicity tour
reunion tour
site tour

nationwide tour

(see tough-minded)

(see tough-on-crime)

(see get-tough)

and loyal, he...

S
S

the
the ---...
a

from the windows of the ;
s and rental cars come and go
s over the Grand Canyon
Thomas Cook introduced organized s
escorted by Pentagon s
the qualities we want in a

a s... (Botanical Garden)

after an air (logging)

his slide-show shacks and slums

after an of some clear-cuts (logging)
a one-hour
has managed many of Elton John's s
membership, programs, --s (Botanical Garden)
his regular weekly
a with an experiences birder
the s around the country
during an (for freshmen at Yale)
on talk shows and during s
an Osmond Family
a (of a proposed building site)

join her on a (music acts)
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P

touring

tourism

tourist

tournament

crime scene tour

biking tour
walking tour

bird-watching tour
sightseeing tour

touring bus

tourism boycott

tourism revenue

tourism site

sex tourism (m)

ecotourism

tourist attraction

tourist brochure

tourist concessions
tourist dollars
tourist industry
tourist map
tourist mecca
tourist-resort (m)
tourist revenue
tourist season
tourist site
tourist strip
tourist trade

tourist visa

tourist guidebook

tournament triumph

bridge tournament
chess tournament

the murderer guided officers on a

a of Vietnam (bicycle)
devoting several days to s of Paris

a ten-day
The flight itinerary began with a

in the converted

the NAACP approved a j;
the NAACP-led of South Carolina
$80 million in lost ;
a 25% drop in
turn the town into a heritage

the trade in Thailand

adventure sports and

walks past major s;
hotels, restaurants, s, roads
a new, Spanish-language ;
British s
controls most around Machu Picchu
the influx of
the world's
s, phone booths, and a bank
the of Waikiki (Hawaii)
the peninsula of Varadero (Cuba)
dependent on snowfall for
the height of the summer
attacks against Biblical and s
a hotel just off the
could ruin the j;
locals involved in the
they obtained and left the Soviet Union

most Washington s

the win was his sixth consecutive

earned extra money by playing in 's
won a
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tow

Tow Away

towel

towelette

tower

golf tournament lightning and js or other outdoor activities
soccer tournament the World Cup
state tournament he was MVP of the (basketball)

high school tournament the first all-corner

all-tournament (see all-tournament)

all-corner (high school) tournament the first (basketball)

boxing tournament heard a radio ad for a local

bass-fishing tournament a on the Red River

four-week tournament winning the (basketball)

three-on-three tournament I've played js in Dallas (basketball)

shelters for (golf) tournaments and outdoor activities (lightning)

towpath old canal js
tow truck he had a modest fleet of s
Tow Zone No Parking (airport sign)

Tow Away (see Tow Away)

Tow Away Zone No Parking (sign)

bath towel a fluffy white
beach towel an American-flag
kitchen towel place on a clean
paper towel seat aside on s; pat dry with js;

drain on js

terry-cloth towel a ton of s

50-towel canister Lava heavy-duty hand cleaner towels come in

towelette hand cleaner towels are stronger than s

tower guard part of our duties as

bell tower
Eiffel Tower

by a shell-pocked
the , the Champs Elysee and the Louvre
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guard tower the prison had no s;
s punctuate the fences

gun tower the s at the state prison;
stormed the and escaped a prison

observation tower s on the border (Kosovo)
office tower the sight line made the disappear
sound tower fans destroyed a barricade around the
transmission tower crews have re-erected a ;

a power line toppled by vandals
watchtower a border guarded by troops in s
water tower Ft. Detrick's j;

a concrete loomed ahead
wind tower hundreds of s dotting the landscape;

California leads in the number of s

lookout tower watch for forest fires from a

conning tower the submarine's was damaged

storm-eroded tower the s

base of the tower explosives at the were detonated

towered double-towered (see double-towered)

towing towing line the (water skiing)

town town bank as I came out of the
town cemetery a final stop by the
town's decline local government presides over the
town elder being a concerned for civility
town hall a , school, firehouse...
town hall (m) at a meeting (university)
town's history ensure that the is not lost
town house a
townspeople the turned against them
town pier he liked to go fishing off the

town bookstore Mary Gay Shipley ran the

township (see township)

towns and villages the postcard-perfect of New England
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boom town
border town
casino town
Chinatown
college town
company town
cow town
factory town
farm town

garrison town
ghost town
hometown
party town
shantytown
spa town
university town

high-desert town

cross-town
downtown
uptown

midtown

lakeside town

fishing town
logging town
ranching town

gold-mining town
silver-mining town

medium-sized town
rebel-held town

small-town

out-of-town
out-of-towners

one- or no-stoplight town

in that Silicon Valley
the sleazy aspect of Mexico's s
Reno, a
the city now has a large (Manchester)
s are insulated from the economy
Blairtown was a
Sheridan was a dirt-street
this midsize
raised in a small ;
a sleepy little
Batticaloa is a tense
communities will turn into s
(see hometown)
Prague is renowned as a
a Kingston ; s and violent crime
they ran an inn in the of Calistoga
Austin is a highly eclectic

the town of Mojave

(see cross-town)
(see downtown)
(see uptown)

(see midtown)

Trona, a

once-thriving s
a onetime
a small in Nebraska

a
Shafter, a mostly abandoned

a just outside the national forest
a key

(see small-town)

(see out of town)
(see out-of-towners)

They'd put up for the night in s
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township

toxic

toxicity

demise of the town the (a particular town in North Dakota)

cliffs, swamps, rivers or even towns obstacles like (military)

black township

toxic compounds
toxic chemicals
toxic dose
toxic effects
toxic emissions
toxic exposure
toxic fumes
toxic hazards
toxic ingestions
toxic inhalation
toxic (drug) level
toxic (heavy) metal
toxic mushroom
toxic plant
toxic pollution
toxic product
toxic reaction
toxic shock (m)
toxic substances
toxic-waste (m)

toxic side effects

toxic or ineffective (m)
allergic and toxic (m)

highly toxic
less toxic
more toxic
most toxic
potentially toxic
severely toxic

drug's toxicity
liver toxicity

nerve agent toxicity

in the strife-ridden black s

mycotoxins are highly (biological warfare)
the presence and health effects of
a mouthful of methanol is a potentially

produced by nerve agents
the electrical-power industry and
careful storage and use of pesticides deters
removal of patient from area where are

associated with extended use (a drug)
patients with suspected
signs of may not be apparent for several hours
impaired liver function may result in s
thallium, a
occasionally, --s are mistaken for edible species
native, exotic, rare, common, edible and --s
Du Pont, 3M and
a burn victim who has inhaled --s of combustion
anaphylactic and s (bee stings)

syndrome
ingestion of
the plant was its own dump

frequent abuse and serious (a drug)

treatments
responses to arthropods

(see highly toxic)
(see less toxic)
(see more toxic)
(see most toxic)
(see potentially toxic)
(see severely toxic)

first warned of the (ecstasy)
higher doses may cause

identity, dose and type of exposure determine
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toxicology

toxin

toxoid

toxicology test

anthrax toxin

biotoxin

lethal toxin

lead and other toxins

tetanus toxoid

toy (children) toy's design
toy industry
toy life
toy market
toy's material
toy noise
toy safety
toy store

toy (adults)

toy-caused

toy-caused
toy-related

crib toy
summer toy

childhood toys

battery-powered toy
lead-painted toy

safe toy

kinds of toys

regulations for toys

sex toy

toy-caused accident

s and determining the cause of death

the s, like many bacterial and plant toxins

(see biotoxin)

botulinum toxins are the most known

reduce the public's exposure to

with open fractures, administer

a fault in the
the , government, and toy safety
read the directions for safer play and longer
the $23 billion
the , content, construction or performance
there are no limits placed on
the toy industry, government, and
F.A.O. Schwarz, the posh

(see toy-caused)
(see toy-related)

's such as stuffed animals, rattles and beads
the Super Soaker is the top-selling

fond memories of

the s are a fire hazard
s could be harmful to children

design and produce s

there are so many different

develop and enforce safety

my man is my ;
you can use s as a special treat

5 are due to a fault in the toy
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Toyota

toy-related

trace

tracer

tracheal

tracing

track (rail)

track (racing)

four-wheel-drive

toy-related accident

traces of amphetamines
traces of water
traces of urine

traces of (three) aircraft

tracer ammunition

nasotracheal

contact tracing

track-laying (m)

railroad track

existing tracks

single-track (m)

track operator
track record
track scholarship
track suit

track-based

track-and-field

camel track

dirt track

serpentine track

easy-to-navigate track

track (left by...) bear tracks
deer tracks
tire tracks

white, Toyota Land Cruisers

s are not due to product flaws

were found in his body
in a vapor plume

garments revealed (murder victim)

radar stations noted

he fired through the jungle canopy

(see nasotracheal)

(see contact tracing)

the prowess of John Henry

a disused narrow-gauge

trains that would run on

a railway bridge across the river

says the (auto racing)
given the s of these methods
he took a to Oklahoma State
crew-cut young men wearing 5

(see track-based)

(see track-and- field)

on the --s of the Arab world;
the lies on the outskirts of Dubai
Cherokee Speedway, a (stock cars)

the most wins on --s (auto racing)

the flat, ' (bobsledding)

there are all over the place
scuffed the road
at the crime scene
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track (path) dirt track (path)

singletrack

beaten track

track (sequence) career track
tenure-track

fast-track

track (vehicle) track signature

tracks and wheels

bullet track

track-and-field event

track-based racing game

tracked vehicles

position tracker

track (path)

track-and-field

track-based

tracked

tracker

tracking

tract

missile-tracking (m)
radio tracking (m)

countertracking

electronic tracking (m)
mobile tracking (m)

separated by only a ;
driving on s in the desert

150 miles of and dirt roads (biking);
a soft forest (biking)
highly technical across waist-deep rivers

he doesn't hesitate to go off the

I didn't take the traditional
(see tenure-track)

(see fast-track)

the smaller the width or of the vehicle

wet salt marsh (sebkha) is impassible to

injuries may extend a distance from the

the major s

a (computer)

wheeled vehicles and

studded with sensors for s

help Russia complete a large radar
animals fitted with collars

(see countertracking)

he was wearing an bracelet
a device was placed on his car (by FBI)

acquisition and tracking (m) frequencies of enemy systems

tract home
tract house

digestive tract

buyers line up to bid on suburban s
the with its bare-dirt yard

when the lining of your is damaged

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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traction countertraction (see countertraction)

tractor tractor-trailer (see tractor-trailer)

tractor-drawn (see tractor-drawn)

tractor-drawn tractor-drawn cart civilian s

tractor-trailer tractor-trailer drivers of s;
s loaded with excavation equipment

tractor trailer s rush by

trade

tractor-trailer rig a hauling produce

trade balance
trade ban
trade embargo
trade fair
trademark (m)

trade route

trade secret
trade show

trade surplus
trade talks

trade threat
trade union (m)
trade zone

trade booksellers

trade-off

diamond trade
drug trade

garment trade
narcotics trade
restaurant trade

control the
since the on ivory was implemented
lifted key parts of the
organizes major Internet s

and copyright violations;
allow owners to sue
the s of antiquity;
the town is situated where three s meet;
a centuries-old (the Volga)
the dispute over Ps
buyers and journalists at (auto) s;
Comdex, the world's largest computer
the U.S. runs huge agricultural s
a new global round of ;
responding to where we are in with Japan
a significant
the Solidarity movement (Poland)
offshore banking system, duty-free

the history lists of

questions and s go on...;
a between security and rights

the fuels the war machine (Angola)
fighting the ;
the neighborhood was booming
a good time for the
the multibillion-dollar in Mexico
in construction or in the
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trader

trading

tradition

slave trade
tourist trade

(se slave trade)
could ruin the j;
locals involved in the

sex tourism trade the in Thailand

institutional trades deals in large (stock exchange)

free trade global promotes economic growth

slave trader redemption rewards s
weapons trader a named Akhmed

livestock traders

trading cards
trading center
trading floor

trading house
trading nation
trading partner
trading post

say that this year... (prices)

comic books and
a major during the Bronze Age
NASDAQ doesn't have a ;
the ' at Salomon Brothers
the biggest on Wall Street
ministers from 25 key s
the U.S. is Saudi Arabia's largest
a on the Kennebec;
Yaviza is still only a (Panama)

day-trading his hobby of
day-trading (m) a Texas firm
fur-trading (m) a network
insider trading suspected of engaging in
insider-trading (m) an conspiracy; sanctions
stock trading changes that are transforming

online trading (see online trading)

computerized trading the exchange is moving toward more

tradition-bound (see tradition-bound)

tradition of dragon boat racing the

traditions of the game young golfers with no respect for the

campus tradition
folk traditions

a 90-year (bonfire)
Black culture's music, language and
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frontier tradition

hunting tradition
voting traditions
wedding traditions

mask-making tradition
storytelling tradition

long-held tradition

ancient (British) tradition
cultural traditions

oral tradition
spiritual traditions

respect for tradition

culture and traditions

tradition-bound tradition-bound

tradition-bound captains

traditional traditional belief
traditional book
traditional marriage
traditional people
traditional practice
traditional roles
traditional ways
traditional wedding

America has the

continuing a
race-based die hard here

passed down the from father to son
the in the South

abandoning such a is heresy

an is under fire (fox hunting)
alien to our thinking and ;
significant meaning to the of a tribe
Navajo tells of...
humanity's

young golfers with no

tribal members struggle to keep their

the Marines are the most of the services

their is that the bones...(Dolgans)
js versus e-books
federal benefits that come with
a practical wisdom that lives among
taking part in the js (tribal)
the power of (gender)
he did not understand
a

traditional homelands the flow of settlers into their (Nez Perce)

nontraditional (see nontraditional)

traditionally traditionally Democratic-voting (see traditionally Democratic-voting)

traditionally neglected (see traditionally neglected)

traditionally Democratic-voting
traditionally Democratic-voting urban areas
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traditionally neglected
traditionally neglected sources

traffic (roads) traffic accident

traffic barrier
traffic congestion

traffic congestion (m)
traffic control
traffic data
traffic's din
traffic disruptions
traffic fatality
traffic fines
traffic flow
traffic island
traffic jam

traffic light
traffic patterns
traffic pollution
traffic regulations
traffic rules
traffic ticket

traffic ticket (m)
traffic violation
traffic woes

traffic nightmare

traffic pileup
traffic tie-ups

traffic tieups

traffic hearing

traffic-reducing

traffic-choked
traffic-clogged

died in a ;
s remain a leading cause of death
no s or flashing lights (train crossing)
, pedestrian numbers;
relieving the region's

solutions for Northern Virginia
police skills, such as , patrolling

from U.S. Department of Transportation
you strain to hear her over the
minimize (road construction)
42,000 js in 1996 (US)
the proceeds from
solutions include rerouting
public bathroom on a in the city center
in the chaotic ;
the nation's worst chronic --s
(see traffic light)
agreed to change the to the garage

includes not only exhaust emissions but...
bicycle riders must comply with all
the highway system has
issuing around 3,000 Ps annually;
handing out 5
Wisconsin banned quotas
he was charged with several js
no long-term fixes for Virginia's

the city festival will cause a

s dotted the wintry landscape
holiday ;
Los Angeles leads in ;
there were in Dallas that evening

as he waits for his

(see traffic-reducing)

(see traffic-choked)
(see traffic-clogged)
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traffic (other)

commuter traffic
morning traffic
road traffic
sea traffic
truck traffic

standstill traffic

interstate traffic

Mercedes-clogged traffic

heavy traffic
light traffic

stop-and-go traffic

hum of traffic

air traffic (m)
air-traffic (m)
barge traffic
drug traffic
foot traffic
passenger traffic
pedestrian traffic
radio traffic

data-packet traffic

streaming-media traffic

multimedia traffic

diplomatic traffic

traffic-choked traffic-choked city

traffic-choked rush hour

traffic-clogged traffic-clogged road

trafficker

urban sprawl resulting in heavy
the frantic rush of
air and are on the rise
the accident posed no threat to in the area
the on Interstate 15

spends 10 minutes on average in

the was sparse

snaked its way through

heavy mileage in

the quiet broken only by the

repeated inquiries from controllers
controllers had cleared the skies
on the Red River

growing from South America
versus regular customers (city store)

trains carry half of all
the flow of can be regulated

between the two FBI agents

conventional (on the Internet)

is of growing concern (Internet)

is turning out to be a cyber road hog

including the to Moscow

rid s of vehicular smog

an average, Los Angeles

at the intersection of s

traffickers and guerrillas Darien is a refuge for drug
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trafficking

traffic light

drug traffickers
gun trafficker
marijuana trafficker

Darien is an attractive refuge for , guerrillas
's loaded their car trunks with guns
a Rastafarian

refuge for (drug) traffickers

baby trafficking
cocaine-trafficking (m)
drug trafficking
drug trafficking (m)
drug-trafficking (m)
ecstasy trafficking

traffic light

synchronized traffic light

Darien is an attractive and guerrillas

involved in
a rap
to stand trial for and conspiracy
rival gangs
he built a empire in the Caribbean
organized crime is involved in

growth has resulted in more s;
the car stopped at the

traffic-reducing traffic-reducing car poolers

tragic

tragedy

tragic coincidence
tragic drop
tragic mistake
tragic story

better intersections and synchronized s

he called the deaths a (auto racing)
the town saw a in living standards
work supervisors made a
another less of this is...(history)

tragic (but largely ordinary) street crime a

tragic sequence of events the began when... (motor racing)

sad and tragic his homecoming marked the end of a saga

tragedies of a (dangerous) sport

family tragedy

snow-borne tragedy

boxing tragedy

5-act tragedy

senseless tragedy

dealing with the (car racing)

a history of ;
his life has been marked by and mental illness

another round of (avalanches)

Carver's death was a preventable

the whole

an effort to make sense of the (hate crime)
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trail (path)

terrible tragedy

extent of the tragedy

trail conditions
trail corridor
trail entrance
trail junction
trailhead
trailhead (m)
trail maps
trail signs

trail network

trail riding

trail of blood
trail of deceit
Trail of Tears

trail of blood drops

trails or paths

accelerant trail
buffalo trail
deer trail
expert trail
jungle trail
mountain trail
nature trail

rail trail

scent trail
smugglers' trails
supply trail

this is a

only then did they realize the full

check on weather and
a coast-to-coast
trail maps are available at the (gardens)
I arrived at the in early evening
at the just outside the town of Pine
we pull into a parking lot on Mount Tam
interpretive brochures and (Botanical gardens)
no , no restrooms, no water spigots

connect js, protect stream beds

training horses for

officers followed a to a vacant house
this industry has left a (tobacco)
the Cherokee and the

a led away from the bodies

old may cross the marsh

the led into her bedroom (arson)
s crossed the human trail
heavily used s; a maze of s
his favorite (at a ski resort)
booby-trapped s
he enjoys running s
s and archaeological sites;
the s (North Carolina Botanical Garden)
(see rail trail)
a corridor almost thirty miles long
bloodhounds found no (abduction)
the are distinctive (drugs)
near a VC and rumored tunnel complex

double-black-diamond trail a (at a ski resort)

backcountry trail

ATV trail

explore js in a remote desert area

I stayed close to the s
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Appalachian Trail
Chisholm Trail
Ho Chi Minh trail
Inca Trail
Oregon Trail
Pacific Crest Trail

marked trails

booby-trapped trail

railroad-based trail

hiking trail
skiing trail

walked the 2,100-mile
the old in Central Texas
Americans digging along the old
hike the 25-mile across three passes
the old
their through-hike of the

stay on and off unauthorized paths

5
the longest in the country

a well-worn
former cross-county s

walking and running trails (Austin)

horseback-riding trail

hikable trails
wrong trail

a biking, hiking and

more than 300 miles of
I swerved to the (Appalachia)

heavily used (deer) trail s
minimally improved trail s
more developed trail visit s and recreation areas

900 miles of trails

hardships of the trail
head of the (nature) trail

bend in a trail

roads and trails

trail (metaphor) trailblazing

campaign trail
meteor trail
money trail
paper trail

some thread the park

they suffered from the (Nez Perce)
check the information boards at the

a sharp , road, or stream (ambushes)

removal of mines along preexisting

(see trailblazing)

the 2000 presidential
s can be miles long
they are following the
officials follow extensive --s
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trailblazing trailblazing research

trailer (home) trailer home

trailer park
trailer trash

double-wide trailer

air-conditioned trailer

trailer (truck) tractor-trailer

horse trailer

train

trained

train's (scheduled) arrival
train conductor
train crash
train driver
train fare
trainload
train platform
train protection (m)
train schedule
train station
train travel
train tunnel
train trip

train, bus, and taxi

commuter train

passenger train

elevated train

American-trained
naval-trained
Princeton-trained

in capital punishment

the double-wide ;
in their on a desolate plain
moved into a
went from to rich as sin and back

at his

at his

(see tractor-trailer)

when the last pulls out of town (horse show)

half an hour before the
a Union Pacific railroad
the fiery that killed 30 people
safety concerns raised by s
raise to rejoin her mother
s of dusty uranium powder
as he walked to the
a warning system in response to a crash
they had misread the
the 's parking lot
Russian
a nexus of s runs under the area
after a two-hour from London

a thousand-mile journey by across Turkey

a ran through a red stop signal;
the three-car ;
a slammed into a van
the decline of s passing through...;
a Los Angeles-bound ;
a bridge used by s

the on River Avenue;
a People Mover's in downtown Detroit

(see American-trained)
(see naval-trained)
(see Princeton-trained)
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trainer

training

university-trained
Viennese-trained

highly trained
ill trained
well trained

fitness trainer
horse trainer

(see university-trained)
(see Viennese-trained)

(see highly trained)
(see ill trained)
(see well trained)

he is a personal
a seasoned

certified (personal) trainera who owns a gym

personal trainer

training base
training budget
training camp

training center
training conference
training course
training exercise

training funds
training grounds
training mission
training opportunity
training plane
training program
training schedule
training school
training sequence
training session
training time

training for journalist

training for the workplace

training and equipment

art training
combat training
dive training

a certified who owns a gym

returning to their in Houston (astronauts)
has increased its
three weeks of (football);
terrorist s in Afghanistan
a
attending the battalion's annual
a week-long
on a march that was part of a j;
the sub was on s in the Barents Sea
eliminate $2 million in
the Army used Panamanian jungles as
a Special Forces squad prepares for a
the age limit was changed to improve
its T-3A Firefly s
need the
a grueling for the lacrosse team
one of the military's top s for senior officers
after completing their respective s (units)
at s (rowing)
increase the for incoming pilots

US advisors supply (military)

his formal consisted of...
maintain preparedness by conducting
people seeking
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diversity training
dog training
fitness training
infantry training
job training
mine training
officer-training (m)
pilot training (m)
refresher training
sensitivity training
strength training
teacher training
weight training

sensitivity training or
consists of two 10-week sessions (demining)

guide the unfit through
he was in my platoon during at Camp Geiger
(see job training)

is inherently dangerous (military)
he attended school, then flight school
the Air Force's undergraduate programs
demining dog teams require periodic
he was ordered to undergo
if you're , do fewer reps
the need for constant
delay kid's until puberty begins;

is not fun

hand grenade training we must conduct (manual);
conduct in a safe manner

biological warfare training
high-intensity training
long-term training
short-term training

the need for
vs long-term training (social welfare)

neurosurgery-training (m) fired from programs
nonviolence training (for demonstrations)

battlefield training
boot-camp training

advanced training
sustained training

basic training
basic training (m)
military-training (m)
physical training

for war correspondents
eleven weeks of

have come to the school for
the team develops a concept for

for military recruits
female recruits in a company
a manual with bomb-building specs
several years of arduous (military)

five days training after about , they will depart

triumph of training the ' over instinct

intensity, duration and frequency of training the (childhood sports)
time, expense and training the of learning how to fly
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trait traits like hotheadedness or dishonesty personality

trajectory

tramp

tranquility

tranquilizer

trans

transaction

character trait
personality trait

survival trait

leadership trait

positive trait

trajectory and path

bullet trajectory
satellite trajectory

dying trajectory

tramp freighter

domestic tranquility

different aspects of the same
link specific sections of DNA with s;
js like hotheadedness or dishonesty
pass their highly desirable js on

what js do you admire

your --s, such as kindness, generosity

the of the injuring object (penetrating trauma)

lighting conditions, s, autopsy reports
shaping js

pain management at different points in the

a packed with Haitian migrants

the joys of new fatherhood,

tranquilizers and sleeping pills the demand for

tranquilizers or other sedating medications

trans-Atlantic
transshipment

transshipping

transaction time

drug transaction
information transaction

credit-card transaction

on-line transactions

real estate transactions

e-business transactions

(see trans-Atlantic)
(see transshipment)

(see transshipping)

(between ordering and delivery)

involved in an altercation over a
the cost of js

analyzed all your s

people distrust

fees paid on

commissions for
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trans-Atlantic

transcript

transfer

transfusion

transit

translation

transmission
(disease, etc.)

record of a transaction a check is a physical

trans-Atlantic flight a
transatlantic migration evidence of s (to Americas)

transcript of his confession
transcripts of the meetings the and the summaries and the minutes
transcripts of the proceedings (murder trial)

college transcript
court transcripts
trial transcript

the of ...
details gleaned from
s, news reports, letters

high-school transcript he would need a copy of his

newly released transcripts

transfer point
transfer rate

transfer of (land) mines
transfer of (renewables)

population transfer
technology transfer

technology-transfer (m)

immediate transfer

transfusion medicine

blood transfusion

transit system

translation agency

transmission rate

Class V issue by the ammunition
: 3.68 KB/Sec (computer download)

the (military / explosives)
technology the --s to the poor world

massive s
the from fossil fuels to renewables;
financing the

activities at universities

patients may need to the nearest burn center

the chief of

reliant on --s;
the hardships of his regular s

the Washington, D.C. system

she even set up a to support her boys

0.3% from needle sticks, fluid splashes (HIV)
transmission prevention (m) more money for programs (AIDS)

transmission of (viral and bacterial) diseases a vector for
transmission of HIV the most common mode of is hetero sex
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transmission
(other)

transmitted

transplant

transmission of malaria the Anopheles mosquito is responsible for the
transmission of rabies direct human-to-human is not documented
transmission of (multidrug-resistant) tuberculosis

disease transmission
virus transmission

HIV transmission

from livestock
method of in these cases is unclear (rabies)

from mothers to their infants

direct (human-to-human) transmission of rabies is not documented
venereal transmission reduce the risk of

fecal-oral transmission infections from (giardiasis)

human-to-human transmission a result of
person-to-person transmission and poor hygiene (giardiasis)

ease of transmission the by aerosol suggests that Brucella might...
mechanism of transmission understanding of the (rabies)
method of (virus) transmission in these cases is unclear (rabies)
mode of transmission heterosexual sex is the most common of HIV
prevention of transmission guidelines for of HIV and hepatitis
risk of transmission the by contact with rodent excreta (HCPS)
route of transmission the influences presentation (tularensis)
routes of transmission provide non judgmental info on the (HIV)

vector for transmission

transmission tower

power transmission (m)

mosquito-transmitted

sexually transmitted

transplant surgeon
transplant surgery

heart transplant
heart-transplant (m)
kidney transplant

cockroaches can be a of viral diseases;
insect bites serve as the

crews have re-erected a ;
a power line toppled by vandals

high-voltage lines

(see mosquito-transmitted)

(see sexually transmitted)

the s, team doctors, and his family
a London hospital which conducts

hoping for a
chief cardiologist and head of the program
five months after undergoing a
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transponder G.P.S. transponder

transport

transportation

transport crews
transport plane
transport ship
transport subsidy
transport team
transport time

transport of contraband
transport of the patient

transport for captives

a can inform the police where you are

should prevent patient from... (ambulance)
arrived in an unmarked military
cargo and s
eliminate food, energy, and s
a dedicated pediatric can transfer patient
if is longer than a few minutes (ambulance)

help stop the black market
if EMS is involved in , their focus should be...

arrange -- through company HQ

air transport consider -- if trauma center is distant;
the copters can be configured for (military)

cargo (and troop) transport provide
freight transport barges are a heavily subsidized form of
ground transport
logistics transport the enemy's
patient transport never delay while IV lines are inserted
troop transport provide cargo and
troop-transport (m) an American ship, the Dorchester

air ambulance transport patients may require

available transport
medical transport
military-transport (m)
rapid transport
rapid (medical) transport

try to use unless there are many captives
transfer patient if rapid ' can be assured
accompanied by two -- planes

of tactical forces (military)
transfer patient if can be assured

aeromedical transport consider -- if trauma center is distant

ground or aeromedical transport (for severely injured victim)

ground, rotor, or fixed wing transport transfer the patient via

transportation commission the governor's special
transportation delay
transportation dollars
transportation expert
transportation policy

hampered by limited supplies, 's
divvying up -- across the state
in a June meeting of s
arguments over
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transshipping

transshipment

trap

trapped

trash

trauma

transportation provider the taxi industry versus other s

transportation funding
transportation planning
transportation spending

provide a sustainable source of
and land-use planning

ways to boost

transportation headache the daily s faced by many

bus transportation
ground transportation
ground transportation (m)

for students
information and (Atlanta Airport)
proceed to the area (airport)

public transportation (m) a group that tracks use

Department of Transportation traffic data from the U.S.
modes of transportation the taxi industry and competing

transshipping

narcotics-transshipment

trapdoor

booby trap
speed trap
tank trap

booby-trapped

trash bag
trash can
trash talk

trailer trash

trauma center

trauma counseling
trauma unit

head trauma

abdominal trauma
blunt (abdominal) trauma

by through Asia

geography makes it an ideal point

a in the courtyard

(see booby trap)
stores, a truck dealership, and a
s and other deadly battlefield obstacles

(see booby-trapped)

a plastic
set fire to a
the escalated to violence

went from to rich as sin and back

emergency transport to a or other facility;
urban s versus suburban or rural ones
the police officers will receive (shooting)
transferred to and discharged from the

any can kill you

common causes of blunt are car accidents
common causes of are car accidents
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traumatic

travel

sexual trauma

traumatic death
traumatic dislocation
traumatic event
traumatic experience
traumatic injuries
traumatic situation
traumatic wounds

post-traumatic

travel advisory
travel agent
travel arrangements
travel business
travel deal
travel document
travel expenses
travel grant
travel guide
travel information
travel market
travel mate
travel sales
travel season
travel site
travel writer

travel writing

adventure travel
air travel

dive travel
emergency travel
glacier travel
holiday travel (m)
mass travel
space travel

train travel

overseas travel

revealing past to a new boyfriend

the high incidence of of its users (toluene)
techniques to reduce of the hip
being bitten by a dog was a
the of being arrested
patients who have sustained
a police officer involved in a (shooting)
complications of

(see post-traumatic)

the State Department has issued s
I call Sara, my

had yet to be made
the hottest company in the
my favorite
Red Cross for Josef Mengele
pay out of his owri pocket
specialists with generous 's
it is between a reference book and a
and other
adventure travel and the
Andreas and his
online will continue to race ahead
Thanksgiving marks the last of the year
an Internet that launched last June
the right

of his caliber is rare

(see adventure travel)
advice on ;
ease fears about the safety of
the world of
space-available military flights and
rock climbing, and
arrive at the airport early during the season
the organized tour group and
human biology and ;
Mars is the next destination of manned
Russian

I have not spent money on
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traveled

traveler

trawler

tray

treacherous

tread

treasure

heavily traveled
rarely traveled
well-traveled

travelers' advisory
travelers diarrhea

business travelers
holiday traveler
mountain traveler
space traveler

off-road traveler

experienced traveler
returned travelers

international traveler

(see heavily traveled)
(see rarely traveled)
(see well-traveled)

display some sort of
ciprofloxacin for and respiratory infections

roaming charges and (cell phones)
s faced increased security measures
the Inn welcomes (Appalachia)
hazards that a faces

hikers and other --s

he was an
intestinal parasites in (to the US)

health for the

destination of the traveler the and the traveler's health
killer of travelers auto accidents are the number one worldwide

treatment for the traveler emergency medical

hikers and other off-road travelers

fishing trawler

ashtray
food tray

treacherous seas

most treacherous

tread mark
treadmill

tire tread

treasure hunt
treasure hunter

a Japanese that sank

cigarette butts and --s
washing --s behind the mess hall

93 days in some of the world's most (yacht)

(see most treacherous)

the frozen s of the tractors
stepped onto a and began walking

a in the road

most s are scams
ship's loot unearthed by s;
historical researchers and s
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treasury

treat

treating

treatment

treasure salvager
treasure trove

bowling treasures

buried treasure

archaeological treasure

campaign treasury

special treat

trick or treat

trick-or-treating

treatment center
treatment option

treatment plan
treatment protocols

treatment-related

treatment of appendicitis
treatment of burns
treatment of infections
treatment of injuries
treatment of pain

archaeologists and js
a of pilfered U.S. military items;
the Appalachians are a of plant life

the Webers' home is a trove of

the 's beneath Rome's streets

the fire spared s (wildfire in park)

Gore will have exhausted his by then

you can use sex toys as a

(see trick or treat)

(see trick-or-treating)

Americans entering s for heroin
information on js (for nausea);
s and reasons for more tests;
discussed js for breast cancer;
weigh the js properly
the doctor's recommendations and
in conjunction with

(see treatment-related)

nonsurgical
1 million Americans seek ED
used in caused by...

anti-inflammatory agents for the ;
the effective

treatment for anthrax penicillin is the first-line , unless...
treatments for (his kidney) disease
treatment for depression
treatment for the traveler emergency medical
treatment for victims of torture doctors who provide

treatment and support of victims of torture

alcohol treatment (see alcohol treatment)
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cancer treatment
drug treatment
drug-treatment (m)
fertility treatment
rabies treatment
radiation treatment
screen treatment
sewage treatment
waste-treatment (m)
wound treatment

foolproof treatment

the best approaches to
, drug education and community service
a program
many foreigners seeking s
evaluation for
a targeted -- (for breast cancer)
trying to develop a of...
(see sewage treatment)
proper facilities would cost...
advances in surgery, drugs and (military)

no one has a
I

antibiotic treatments

drug-abuse-treatment (m)
gene-therapy treatment
snakebite treatment
substance-abuse treatment

for syphilis and gonorrhea

programs
an experimental
the history of

versus imprisonment

life-saving treatments development of s (cancer)

accepted treatment the (for breast cancer) since 1890

drug-and-alcohol-treatment a faith-based program

aggressive treatment even minor illness deserves (psychiatry)
effective treatment research is ongoing to find other s (virus)
emergency (medical) treatment for the traveler
experimental treatment 20 percent of s are successful
favorable treatment athletes receive (high school)
further treatment I wouldn't need any (breast cancer)
humane treatment the safe and of captives is essential (EPWs)
immediate treatment patients require with atropine (nerve gas)
ineffective treatment toxic or s
intensive treatment mentally ill children who need
malaria treatment CDC recommendations concerning
medical treatment emergency for the traveler
nonsurgical treatment of appendicitis
preferential treatment he gets
proper treatment very ill patients may die even with
psychiatric treatment the judge ordered her to undergo
standard treatment the (for cancer) vs. NIH trials
unjust treatment he appears to be a victim of
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treatment-related

treaty

tree

more-lenient treatment in exchange for

toxic or ineffective treatments

need for treatment his mental illness and his

care and treatment procedures for the of prisoners (military)
detection and treatment strategies for the early of...
diagnosis and treatment knowledge of the hand is required for proper
evaluation and treatment patient should return for further
prophylaxis and treatment CDC recommendations for (malaria)

treatment-related pain many cancer patients experience disease- or

treaty's opponents the will attack it

conservation treaty international s

landmine treaty (m)
Mine Ban Treaty
test-ban treaty

tree branch

tree climber
tree gear
tree limb
tree line

treeline
tree plantation

tree production
tree-ring (m)
tree roots
tree stump
tree surgeon
treetop
tree trimmer
tree trunk

tree-filled
tree-lined

the campaign (to ban land mines)
135 countries have signed the
the Senate rejected the nuclear

--s snapped and flew through the air;
--s and roots
--s can buy gear from New Tribe
arboreal hammocks and other
looked at some s
a in the distance;
where the runs out (a mountain)
they sprinted from the (soldiers)
the timber industry has invested in 's;
--s in the Southern Hemisphere
commercial and natural forests

data from the Southwest
ancient-looking
on a at the edge of the meadow
a and rock climber
(see treetop)
his job as a
as flames raced up s (wildfire)

(see tree- filled)
(see tree-lined)
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tree (name)

tree (other)

tree-shaded (see tree-shaded)

tree climbing (see tree climbing)
tree farming logging and j;

the expansion of fish and
tree-sitting (m) Julia "Butterfly" Hill, the activist

trees of life sacred trees, or

canopy trees dense shade from

infested trees cut down stands of

oldest (living) tree the world's (redwood, 7,000 years)
sacred tree a (Siberia)

blossoms of the (fruit) trees the unfolding
shade of a tree I found a chair for her under the
stand of (infested) trees cut down to disorient the bugs

almond tree
apple tree
avocado tree
cherry tree
chestnut tree
cypress tree

fir tree
mahogany tree
mango tree
oak tree
palm tree
pecan tree
pine tree
pomegranate tree
thorn tree

under an
on the ground under an
s in El Choco National Park
dogwood and 's were starting to bloom
a that was planted in front of his house
groves of chestnut, birch and s;
a lovely landscaped park with s
poplar, cedar, chestnut and js
cash in on a felled (Panama)
s and palms
an
s, sunshine and balmy breezes
sat in lawn chairs under the
a public garden with js, bushes, lawns
willows, cottonwoods, and a
leopard and its kill in

cottonwood tree the plight of s;
avenues of palm and js

Christmas tree
family tree
home tree
fruit tree

(see Christmas tree)
their
the (monkey) troop's
put in s
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tree climbing

tree-filled

tree-lined

tree-shaded

treetop

trekker

trekking

tremendous

trench

trend

shade tree

flowering tree

tree climbing

tree-climbing harness
tree-climbing teacher

s, virgin forest;
under a canopy of s;
bulldozers tear down s to widen roads

put in s

a course in ;
the sport of technical

recreational s and saddles;
one of the few certified s

sport of (technical) tree climbing

tree-filled town

tree-lined street
tree-lined suburb

tree-shaded suburb

treetop

solo trekkers

high-altitude trekking

tremendous amount
tremendous challenge

the

a
extended s

the

s
swinging in the s;
a pendulum swing from to (tree climbing)

free-climbers, and extreme skiers

off to Tibet for some

a of diplomatic activity on Bosnia
it's a (renovating a store)

tremendous competition there's for defense dollars
tremendous effort they gave a (football game)
tremendous (information) explosion there is a today
tremendous (population) growth
tremendous (resource) inequities

a to the entire golfing community
there are between schools

tremendous loss

trench line he lay wounded in front of the enemy ;
he raced across the paddy to an enemy

enemy trench (m) Figure 3-9, assault

trend line the --s point in the wrong direction
trendsetter She's a
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trend-setting

trendy

trespassing

trestle

trial (legal)

trend-setting

design trend
exercise trend
rainfall trends

makeup trends

warming trend

global-warming trend

rapidly growing trend

current trends

nationwide trend

trend-setting designer
trend-setting kids

trendy restaurant

first-degree trespassing

railroad trestle

trial attendees
trial attorney
trial calendar
trial lawyer
trial practice
trial stage
trial tactics
trial team
trial transcript
trial's witnesses

trial for (drug) trafficking

honor trial
murder trial

(see trend-setting)

part of a series on s
that's what happens with s
has studied dating back 35 years

experiment with the latest

the present

our current j;
theorists have predicted...

it's a (electronic, paperless exchanges)

if continue...

part of a disturbing ...

the most s

she works as a waitress at a

charged with in the case

I notice a half a mile ahead

when the lunch break came, streamed out
North Carolina 's; the defendant's
the case was put on the
what it is to be a
having read books on
competent counsel provided at the
jumped to the subject of
needed him for their
s, news reports, letters
many of the are...

to stand and...

expelled after an
they attend s
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trial (science)

trial (other)

trial and error

triangle

pretrial

wrongful-death trial

racially charged trial

jury selection for the trial

trial period
trial protocol
trial results

trial-and-error

animal trial
cancer trial
drug trial

lung-cancer trail

nationwide trial

NIH-sponsored trials
peer-reviewed trial

(see pretrial)

the

began...

bilingual education has had a sufficient
a restricts a doctor's freedom
doctors using

(see trial-and-error)

high does killed baboons in s
the NCI lists 1,500 active js
research scientists defended the s;
conducting clinical s

a fifty-year-old man in a

researchers want to launch a (drug)

patients in
js conducted by the NCI

ethically executed (clinical) trial well-designed and s

available trials
clinical trial

trial balloon
trial run

preliminary trial

trial and error

make doctors more aware of
(see clinical trial)

his office floated a flurry of s (baseball)
she believed the campaign could be a

it is only a safety test, a

the process continues to be one of

trial-and-error experimentation fast-paced

love triangle the twisted tale of a violent between...

three-and-a-half-acre triangle a
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tribal

tribe

tribesman

tribal area

tribal chiefs
tribal connections
tribal gathering
tribal insurgency
tribal land
tribal language
tribal member
tribal mores
tribal revenge
tribal (revenge and) violence
tribal worlds the mountains shelter lost in time (Caucasus)

on the Pakistani-Afghan frontier
s (North West Frontier Province of Pakistan)
told to surrender their weapons (Pakistan)
people with (Saudi Arabia)
stories told at s

has resulted in some 25,000 deaths (India)
the Yakimas forbid alcohol sales on
he didn't speak his own
s struggle to keep their culture and traditions
those loyal to

and violence

tribal homeland
tribal warfare

the NLFT is fighting for a separate (India)
poverty, crime, and savage ;
a famine caused by

tribal revenge and violence

intra-tribal
intertribal

(see intra-tribal)
(see intertribal)

tribe's (original) home 75 miles north of the (American Indian)
tribesman (see tribesman)
tribe's (anti-alcohol) program heads the tribe's (Yakima Indians)

tribe and clan

enemy tribe
Indian tribe

rival tribe

federally recognized tribe

blood and tribe

tribesmen

Dayak tribesmen
Yakut tribesman
Toposa tribesmen

are the key to politics in the Caucasus

some were killed by s
the 556 s in the USA;
s who don't want to integrate (Panama)
an armed clash between --s (Peshawar)

s (American Indians)

organized along the principles of

in the Amazon rain forest;

(Indonesia)
a hunting elk (Russia)
armed
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Berber tribesmen Arab

armed (Toposa) tribesmen

tribunal war crimes tribunal the international in the Hague
war-crimes tribunal the

trick trick-or-treating (see trick-or-treating)
trick or treat (see trick or treat)

ingenious trick
old tricks

an to fool the camel
but now she's up to her

tricked tricked-out (see tricked-out)

tricked-out tricked-out 1978 Lincoln Continental a

trick or treat trick or treat 'Hey,

trick-or-treating trick-or-treating he had gone ; after a night of

trick-or-treating age every child of

night of trick-or-treating after a

tried tried-and-true (see tried-and-true)

tried-and-tested (see tried-and-tested)

tried-and-tested tried-and-tested old solutions

tried-and-true tried-and-true (avalanche control) techniques

trigger (gun) trigger guard a trigger lock encloses a firearm's
trigger lock make gun dealers sell weapons with 's

trigger (other) trigger for abuse low income or stress may be a

allergy trigger asthma and the effect of pets or other s

triggered pressure-triggered (see pressure-triggered)

triggering avalanche-triggering (m) (see avalanche-triggering)
puberty-triggering (m) (see puberty-triggering)
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trimester first-trimester
last trimester

(see first-trimester)
entering the of pregnancy

trimmed (border) feather-trimmed (see feather-trimmed)
lace-trimmed (see lace-trimmed)
leather-trimmed (see leather-trimmed)

trimmed (cut)

trimmer

trip (voyage)

carefully trimmed
neatly trimmed

string trimmer
tree trimmer

trip participant
trip report

trip talk

(see carefully trimmed)
(see neatly trimmed)

his job as a

s must sign waivers (whitewater rafting)
uses his Web site to give s;
the government scientist filed false s
a will be given to ensure that...(rafting)

bus trip after their long
business trip he was on a
canoe trip remembering a he made with his father
car trip the Palm III is good for long s
choir trip returning from a
day trip --s to the beaches or mountains
family trip the kid who, on s, tended to go off...
field trip (see field trip)
float trip an annual
golf trip whose son packages s
raft trip (see raft trip)
return trip a to Biscayne Bay
road trip a ' to New York City
sales trip a successful six-week through Europe
ski trip booked a to Utah
summer trip plan a
train trip after a two-hour from London
wilderness trip s for troubled teenagers

biking trip
camping trip
canyoneering trip
canyoning trip
fishing trip
hiking trip

on a
the school had a
a technical
a two-hour
an afternoon
they visited a waterfall on the
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kayaking trip s in Canada's far north
mountaineering trip a big with Sherpas and tons of gear
rafting trip rafting trip the was a huge success;

in the afterglow of our
recruiting trip returned from a

twice-yearly trips his back home

backpacking trip join a with the Sierra Club
extended s with his family

deer-hunting trip a
hair-raising trip a

round-trip (m) raising the price $3 for a fare

late-night trip a
long-distance trip went out in the car for local and s

cross-river trip a
overnight trip went on an with her ex-boyfriend

planned trips future will be considered
scheduled trip cancelled a abroad

hastily arranged (business) trip, during a to Tokyo

enjoyable trip
historic trip
local trip

two- and three-hour trips

we hope you have an (rafting)
his to Vietnam
local trips (car) vs long-distance trips

six-week trip a

all-expenses-paid trip an to Microsoft headquarters;
an to Israel

logistics of the trip they discussed the

trip (other) trip wire (see trip wire)

triple triple-canopy (see triple-canopy)
triple-digit (see triple-digit)

triple-bypass (see triple-bypass)
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triple-A

triple-bypass

triple-canopied

triple-canopy

triple-digit

triple-hooked

triple-tiered

triple-X

trip wire

trip-wire-activated

triumph

trivia

trodden

Trojan

troop (military)

triple-A
triple-X

triple-canopied
triple-hooked

triple-A team

(see triple-A)
(see triple-X)

(see triple-canopied)
(see triple-hooked)

a in baseball

triple-bypass (heart) surgery only weeks after undergoing

triple-canopied jungle

triple-canopy jungle a rescue hoist down through

triple-digit temperatures

triple-hooked lure

triple-tiered shingle roof

triple-X width

trip-wire-activated

our s

a

its

(see trip-wire-activated)

trip-wire-activated fragmentation mine a

triumph of (Internet) capitalism the
triumph of training the over instinct

skateboarding triumph

trivia questions

downtrodden

Trojan horse

troop deployments
troop locations
troop movements
troop transport
troop-transport (m)

celebrating his s

we ask each other

(see downtrodden)

viruses, worms and s (computers)

info about , strength and capability
and battlefield conditions

poor roads would make difficult
provide cargo and
an American ship, the Dorchester
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troop-enforced (see troop-enforced)

combat troops American ; front-line ;
using as peacekeepers

government troops evading
ground troops positioned in Macedonia;

sending in;
assaults with mounted and dismounted

maintenance troops spare parts and

air assault troops a brigade of

active-duty troops medical care for , their families, and retirees

armed troops ' lined the road

airborne troops the ability of threat air to deliver

dismounted troops assaults with mounted and s;
mortars are the ideal weapon against ;

in the open

hostile troops he began placing suppressive fire on the
overweight (or unfit) troops dismiss

brigade of troops a
morale of (U.S.) troops boosting the involved in operations

donations for troops the Red Cross needs

mission, enemy, terrain, and troops and time available (METT-T)

(see also soldiers)

troop (other) troop meetings going to with her sister (Girl Scouts)

troop-enforced troop-enforced peace agreement a

trooper state trooper a

paratrooper (see paratrooper)

trophy trophy case down a tiled hall from the gym is a ' (school)
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tropical

trouble

trophy boyfriend

Heisman Trophy

big-game trophy

mounted trophy

tropical cruise
tropical fever
tropical fish
tropical forest
tropical paradise
tropical storm (m)

tropical rainforest

troublemaker

trouble-shooter
trouble spot

trouble-free

troublesome

trouble-shooting (m)

back trouble
car trouble
engine trouble
gang trouble
labor trouble

present troubles
real trouble

off-the-field troubles

sign of trouble
signs of trouble

Asian boyfriends are the next "-s"

(see Heisman Trophy)

record books of -s (animals)

once hunters needed a

my uncle took me on a
see a doctor upon contracting any

middle-altitude -,s
in theory this place should be a
issued a - warning;
a - watch was issued

old-growth - (Dominica)

called them -'s; that kid is a -;
urged -s to stay away;
an institution for -s
the chief of the KGB
quickly dispatched to world -s;
units deploy to --s more quickly

(see trouble-free)

(see troublesome)

advice

the puzzle of
these fellows here are having
drifted out to sea after developing -
- has been an off -and-on thing
recent -s

he blames the Soviets for Angola's -
I didn't think we were in - (cavers)

the team survived a barrage of (football)

he will return to her at the first -;
there are some -' (morale in the military)
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troubled

trouble-free

troublesome

troubling

trousers

trout

trove

truce

truck

troubled girls
troubled history
troubled marriage
troubled path
troubled road
troubled times

troubled childhood

the group provides training to
maintenance also has a
help to escape a
when someone you love is on a
it was one more turn in a (personal problems)
during these

his attorneys recounted his (murder trial)

troubled housing projects cities are tearing down

financially troubled
long-troubled

trouble-free city
trouble-free Haj
trouble-free race

troublesome question

troubling news

wool trousers

trout pond
trout river
trout stamp

wild-rainbow-trout

(see financially troubled)
(see long-troubled)

a
Saudi authorities work hard for a
the track had run years of races (auto racing)

the most in American history (racism)

she got some later that day

lightweight dark-brown

a well-stocked
a decent good-sized
a fishing license with a is necessary

(see wild-rainbow-trout)

twenty-ounce midget grayling trout a

a trove of bowling treasures the Webers' home is a

treasure trove

truce meeting

truck bomb (m)
truck convoy

truck driver

a of pilfered U.S. military items;
the Appalachians are a of plant life

did not attend the

a 1996 explosion in Saudi Arabia
they had blockaded s;
s of relief aid
a ; s entering the country;
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trucking

the bar was full of s
truck expedition a across central Africa
truckmaker (m) Swedish Volvo
truck market the European Union's total
truck payments he could barely make his
truck stop met him at a in Mansfield;

I was in the TV room of a
truck stop (m) waited on tables at an all-night
truck traffic the on Interstate 15
truckway frozen rivers used as s (Siberia)

truck-loading (m) a dock

Trucks and Buses All Keep Left (sign)

bakery truck he was struck by a
cement truck pickup trucks, s, flatbed trailers
delivery truck a UPS
delivery-truck (m) a driver
dump truck a overturned on his car;

cement mixers and s
firetruck dozens of s
fire truck on the back of a j; js roared forth
garbage truck prevented s from entering the site;

in a
refrigerator truck a
tanker truck a releasing water onto the track
tow truck he had a modest fleet of s
TV truck s with satellite dishes

pickup truck killed when his struck a tree;
her car rear-ended a

flatbed truck a

double-parked truck behind js

deicing truck the broke down while the plane was waiting

five-ton truck a

trucking company a dispatcher with a
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true

trucking industry
trucking route
trucking school

the pays a percentage of highway costs
along the continent's major s
I had gone to and found a job;

would cost about $3,800

true colors you'll be able to relax and show your
true-crime (see true-crime)
true efficacy many questions exist as to its (a drug)
true intentions we saw their
true-life (m) an "underdog" saga
true love made Pinocchio a real boy
true picture disclosure will give a (toxic emissions)
true story the of one woman's quest for love
true summit he declined to attempt the (Shishapangma)

tried-and-true (see tried-and-true)

true-crime true-crime magazine she became obsessed with s
true-crime writer Ann Rule is a popular

truncated strike-truncated (see strike-truncated)

trunk (car) trunk space taxicabs should have adequate

trunk of the car the child was found dead inside the

car trunk s crammed with supplies

trunk (tree) tree trunk as flames raced up s (wildfire)

trust trust-building (m) exercises at a ropes course

truth truth-seeker professors' image as unbiased s

truth-telling his strongest suit is fearless ;
the art of

truthtelling a tradition of

truthful (see truthful)

truth, justice and righteousness fighting for (politics)

hard truth the is, she has cause for concern
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search for the truth in the unrelenting

truthful truthful confessions from guilty criminals

try tryout (see tryout)

tryout tryout provides them with a

tryouts for "Barefoot in the Park" during the

variety show tryout she took the stage for the

T-shirt T-shirt in jeans and a ; my T-shirt

wet-T-shirt contests

astronomy-themed T-shirt s and caps

tub tub of (warm) water sit in a (hemorrhoids)

bathtub (see bathtub)

hot tub an open-air bar and a vast, star-shaped

tube tube top
tube well

a tank top, , or an A-line skirt
UNICEF helped construct over a million js

tubeless (see tubeless)

tube-launched (see tube-launched)

blood tube
chest tube
mortar tube
ski tube
test tube

toothpaste tube

breathing tube
mailing tube

inner tube

slides and js
leaving a rubber to reinflate his lung
two s, 28 hand grenades
water-skis, kneeboards, wakeboards and js
create life in a

empty s;
shampoo bottles, js, yogurt cartons

take the out of his mouth
smacking it with a

he was found clinging to an in the sea
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tube-launched tube-launched , optically tacked, wire-guided (TOW)

tubeless tubeless (flat-proof) tires (bicycle)

tuberculosis transmission of tuberculosis resistant to isoniazid and rifampin

Tucson Tucson-area (see Tucson-area)

Tucson-area Tucson-area residents the vast majority of

Tuesday Tuesday-night (see Tuesday-night)

Tuesday-night Tuesday-night niche a

tug

tug-of-war

tuition

tugboat
tug boats two from the port of Rabigh were dispatched

tug-of-war (see tug-of-war)

tug-of-war a

tuition breaks
tuition costs
tuition program

college tuition

food discounts and
receive a voucher to cover
almost every state has a

career programs pay

tumble rough-and-tumble (see rough-and-tumble)

tumor

tuna

tumor assay
tumor biology
tumor development
tumor formation
tumor growth
tumor tissue

bone tumor
brain tumor

tuna boycott

labs involved with s
recent advances in
molecular pathways which lead to
whether the virus is involved in

or recurrence
he had meticulously saved ;
masked samples from the same

brain tumors and s
s have become more common

a two-year led to "dolphin-safe" tuna

tuna-fishing (m) practices killed dolphins
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tune

tuned

tunnel

turbine

"dolphin-safe" tuna

can of tuna

fine-tune (v)

finely tuned

tunnel complex
tunnel fire
tunnel safety
tunnel tolls
tunnel vision
tunnel wall

ice tunnel
train tunnel

Lincoln Tunnel
Mont Blanc tunnel
mountain tunnel
wind tunnel

railroad tunnel

eavesdropping tunnel

carpal tunnel
secret tunnel

end of the tunnel

a two-year tuna boycott led to

a

expert at 'ing a script;
together they --ed the work in progress

(see finely tuned)

near a rumored VC
s are extremely dangerous
questions about

a kind of dominates his perspective
they've reinforced the s with bolts

techniques to build s at the South Pole
a nexus of s runs under the area

we headed into the
the that connects France and Italy
the accident in the (fire)
testing model planes in a

a side trip to a

an under the Russian Embassy

(see carpal tunnel)
a under the Soviet Embassy in Washington

light at the

cave and tunnel (m) military operations against the complex
bridges, tunnels, and the like danger areas, such as (military)
bridges, tunnels, steep grades, sharp curves, defiles (military)
bridges, tunnels, and other route features (military)

wind turbine highly efficient s in Europe;
the 259 s at the Storm Lake facility;
a field of s hums in the wind

50-kilowatt turbine windmills have small, s
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turbo

turboprop

turbulent

turf

turkey

turn

turboprop

turboprop plane

turbulent relationship

turbulent childhood

enemy turf
home turf

cyberturf

turkey-calling (m)

turnstile

turn minefield

turnabout
turnaround
turnout
turnover

Turn 4

turn of the century
turns of events

overturn (v)

plot turn
quarter turn
star turn

hairpin turns

S-turns
U-turn

180-degree turn

(see turboprop)

the C-23 was carrying 18 passengers

told him about her with...

he emerged from a emotionally brittle

treading on
bring it to his

inability of law enforcement to guard

a contest

(see turnstile)

s are extremely lethal;
a manipulates maneuver in a desired direction

(see turnabout)
(see turnaround)
(see turnout)
(see turnover)

at Daytona International Speedway (racing)

(see turn of the century)
stunned by you never saw coming

a court fight to have the ban --ed

s, notable scenes, acting performances
turn it counterclockwise a
the case was full of dramatic --s

fans lined the (Tour de France)

steep grades and numerous (road)
made a

make a gentle
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banked turn 36-degree 's (auto racing)

dramatic turn
final turn
romantic turn

the case took another when... (murder)
a dramatic crash in the of the Daytona 500
their friendship took a

twists and turns on the of the raceway (auto racing)

turnabout turnabout for the computer industry this is a

turnaround turn-around opening s in the guardrails (on interstate roads)

dramatic turnaround in another (football coach's fortunes)

turned

turning

overturned (see overturned)
upturned (see upturned)

guerrillas-turned-politicians the generals and the struggled...
hairdresser-turned-producer the Hollywood who...
model-turned-actress (m) Mil la Jovovich
revolutionary-turned-mystic the friend of -- Sri Awami

turning point (wee turning point)

turning point turning point marked the ; that was the ;
this was the in my life

turning point of her career it was the

turn of the century turn of the century first appeared at the ;
by the Baku had become...

turn-of-the-century mansion a

turn-of-the-century office building a converted
turn-of-the-century yacht cluba

turn-of-the-century New York in

turnout (people) voter turnout was less than 20 percent

turnout (road) turnout stopped at the on Route 9 to look

turnover (sports) turnovers committed 15 s
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turnover (work) turnover rate

teacher turnover

nursing staff turnover

turnstile turnstile jumping

turret gun turret

turtle sea turtle

tusk ivory tusks

tutoring tutoring program

TV (see television)

twelfth twelfth-century

twelfth-busiest

twelfth-busiest twelfth-busiest airport

nursing aides and their high - rate

- has also been high

- has been harmful

minor offenses, like - (subway)

an electric

children dressed as '-s and butterflies

poachers slaughter elephants for their -1

a -; developed an after-school

(see twelfth-century)

(see twelfth-busiest)

the nation's

twelfth-century twelfth-century military hero

twelve

twelve-gauge

twelve-gauge
twelve-volume

the - Salah al-Din

(see twelve-gauge)
(see twelve-volume)

12-, 13-, and 14-year-old (see twelve-, thirteen-, and fourteen -year-old)

twelve-gauge (sawed-off) shotgun

twelve-, thirteen-, and fourteen-year-old
twelve-, thirteen-, and fourteen-year-old kids

twelve-volume

twenties

twenties-style

twentieth

twelve-volume memoir a

twenties-style

twenties-style hat

twentieth-century

a-

(see twenties-style)

a -

(see twentieth-century)
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twentieth-century twentieth-century China
twentieth-century choreography
twentieth-century rebel

twenty

set in
Martha Graham's influence on
the fiery

20th-century First Lady among s

early-twentieth-century (see early-twentieth-century)

late-20th-century (see late-twentieth-century)

early- and mid-twentieth-century (see early- and mid-twentieth century)

twenty-first
twenty-four
twenty-five
.20-gauge

20-20

twentysomething

20- and 30-something

21

(see twenty- first)
(see twenty-four)
(see twenty-five)
(see twenty-gauge)

(see twenty-twenty)

(see twentysomething)

(see twenty- and thirty-something)

(see twenty-one)

twenty- and thirty-something
20- and 30-something Wall Streeters

twenty-fifth 25th-anniversary (see 25th-anniversary)

twenty-fifth-anniversary
25th-anniversary television special a

twenty-first

twenty-first century

twenty-five

twenty-first century (m) (see twenty-first century)

twenty-first century in the

twenty-first-century economy the

.25-caliber (m)

under-twenty-five

a Lorcin pistol

(see under-twenty-five)
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twenty-four

twenty-four-hour

twenty-four-hour
twenty-four-karat

24 hour access
twenty-four-hour care
24 hours' notice
24-hour shift
24-hour surveillance

(see twenty-four-hour)
(see twenty-four-karat)

to account information

random inspections on ' (N. Korea)
a busy at the park's clinic;
they set up on him

twenty-four-hour weather channel watch a (TV)

twenty-four-hour-a-day (see twenty-four-our-a-day)

twenty-four-hour-a-day
twenty-four-hour-a-day job a

twenty-four-hour-a-day sports-talk radio

twenty-four-karat twenty-four-karat-gold (see twenty-four-karat-gold)

twenty-four-karat-gold
twenty-four-karat-gold (second-lieutenant's) bar the

twenty-gauge .20-gauge shotgun

twenty-one twenty-one-gun

twenty-one-gun 21-gun salute

twentysomething 20something teenagers and js;
js like me

a

(see twenty-one-gun)

the crack of a rent the air

twenty-twenty

twenty-two

twice

wide-eyed twentysomething
single twentysomething

life is sweet for js;
Dublin and --s

twenty-something stars the teen-age and ...

20-20 hindsight

bolt-action .22

twice-convicted
twice-divorced

armchair generals with

our guide's old

(see twice-convicted)
(see twice-divorced)
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twice-postponed (see twice-postponed)

twice-daily
twice-weekly
twice-yearly

(see twice-daily)
(see twice-weekly)
(see twice-yearly)

twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly
(see twice-and sometimes thrice-weekly)

twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly
twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly encounters our

twice-convicted twice-convicted kidnapper a ;
twice-convicted thief a and crack user

twice-daily twice-daily ride a to and from school
twice-daily service the airline began

twice-divorced

twice-postponed

twice-weekly

twice-yearly

twin (people)

twin (other)

twin-engine

twinkly-eyed

twist

twice-divorced woman

twice-postponed fight

a

his (boxing)

twice-weekly (hour-long) sessions

twice-weekly phone calls

twice-yearly trips his back home

twin (16-year-old) sons his Mike and Joe

identical (6'3" redheaded) twins Steve and Bob Stockwell,

twin-engine (see twin-engine)

twin-engine plane a small,

twin-engine, eight-passenger plane a

her (gym)

twinkly-eyed principal

twist-off

twists and turns

a

(see twist-off)

on the of the raceway (auto racing)
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twisted

twisted-metal

twisting

twist-off

two

two-bedroom

two-block

plot twist

twisted-metal

twisted-metal sculpture

tongue-twisting

twist-off bottle cap

two-block
two-day
two-decade
two-door
two-lane
two-layer
two-letter
two-litre
two-night
two-paragraph
two-part
two-second
two-time
two-way

two-bedroom

two-thirds

two-fisted
two-legged

two-by-four

two to four

two, three and four

one or two

two-bedroom apartment

two-block area

the play is full of coincidence and

(see twisted-metal)

the s

(see tongue-twisting)

the

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

two-block)
two-day)
two-decade)
two-door)
two-lane)
two-layer)
two-letter)
two-liter)
two-night)
two-paragraph)
two-part)
two-second)
two-time)
two-way)

(see two-bedroom)

(see two-thirds)

(see two- fisted)
(see two-legged)

(see two-by-four)

(see two to four)

(see two, three and four)

(see one or two)

the key to a

in a
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two-by-four two-by-four s and cinder blocks

two-day two-day blizzard a dropped 38 inches of snow

two-decade two-decades-old (see two-decade-old)

two-decades-old two-decades-old system the

two-door two-door car a

two-fisted two-fisted flurries his fiery, (boxing)
two-fisted slugger a (boxing)

I

two-lane two-lane road a
further lies a

two-layer two-layer bulletproof glass

two-legged two-legged nut case s
two-letter two-letter code special s assigned to countries (Internet)

two-liter two-litre soda bottle a

two-night two-night stand She'll play a at...(music)

two-paragraph two-paragraph cover letter a

two-part two-part film a
two-part series a

two-part tear-out card just fill in the on the next page (post office)

two-second two-second spike a

two-thirds two-thirds of all enterprises; of them;
a good into the book;

drawn from Hong Kong;
the theatre was only about full;
Chee had sipped of his coffee;
the coffeepot was about full;
requires a vote

two thirds of American households;
of the population;
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two, three and four

we don't know which won't benefit

two-, three-, and four-year-old (see two-, three-, and four-year-old)

two-, three-, and four-year-old
two-, three-, and four-year-old used cars the pool of

two-tiered two-tiered parking lot a

two-time two-time former champion (boxing)

two to four two-to-four-year-old (see two-to-four-year-old)

two-to-four-year-old

two-way

two-to-four-year-old car well-maintained s

two-way trade

two-way-communications (see two-way-communications)

two-way-communications
two-way-communications satellite the

two-wheeled two-wheeled transport

tying record-tying (see record-tying)

type (kind) type of (late-term) abortion a
types of ammunition firing of certain may be restricted by supply
types of (hand) grenades different are required on all missions
type of (antibiotic-resistant staph) infection a
type of the infection depending on the
types of injuries both are easily prevented (burns from water)
type of mines the method used to lay and conceal each
types of pain the incidence and at the end of life
type of (golf-related) product every
type of terrain troops must be thoroughly briefed on the
type of work the attracts certain...

types of minefields the and the means of emplacement

type and location
type and quantity

the mechanism of injury, of pain
the of hand grenades needed
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type (print)

typewriter

typing

tyrant

type and size warhead (military)

type, location, size, color and apparent age document (bruises)

body type
bunker-type
camper-type
key-type
mine type
personality type

combination lock-type
disaster-movie type
warhead type

Grace Kelly-type

both types
jealous type
main type
modern-type

small-is-beautiful type

all-too-familiar type

most common type

typewriter

a link between and fertility
(see bunker-type)
brought them and their van from...
(see key-type)
remove enough soil to show the
the type of work attracts certain s

(see combination lock-type)
I'm not the
reload and refire time, , and guidance type

White roses and gowns...

of injuries are easily prevented
who knew he was the
there are 2 s of calcaneal fractures
(see modern-type)

a

an

melanoma is the (of cancer) in...

(see typewriter)

I.B.M Selectric typewriterworked on s

Latin-alphabet typewriter

blood typing

household tyrant

s and textbooks

conventional serology, or

he as a terrible
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U U-turn (see U-turn)

U-shaped (see U-shaped)

UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle)

ugly ugly (Socialist-era cement-block) buildings
ugly picture she painted an of him as a drug user (trial)
ugly (downward) spiral addiction is an

ugly strip mall one corner of an

ulterior ulterior motive his suspicion of

ultra ultra-marathon (see ultra-marathon)

ultra-motivated (ultra-motivated)

ultra-brisk (see ultra-brisk)
ultra-cool (see ultra-cool)
ultra-corporate (see ultra-corporate)
ultra-expensive (see ultra-expensive)
ultrafast (see ultrafast)
ultra feminine (see ultra feminine)
ultra fine (see ultra fine)
ultrahigh (see ultrahigh)
ultralight (see ultralight)
ultra-romantic (see ultra-romantic)
ultrathin (see ultrathin)
ultraviolet (see ultraviolet)
ultravolatile (see ultravolatile)

ultra-brisk ultra-brisk chief of staff his

ultra-cool ultra-cool a man who is j; great looking and

ultra-corporate ultra-corporate chief of staff his

ultra-expensive ultra-expensive restaurant s like Le Cirque

ultrafast ultrafast (broadband Internet) connection bring to your home

ultra feminine ultra feminine the clothes are
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ultra fine

ultrahigh

ultralight

ultra-marathon

ultra-motivated

ultra-romantic

ultrathin

ultraviolet

ultravalotile

umbrella (person)

umbrella (other)

umpire

ultra fine condom

ultrahigh-altitude (m)
ultra-high-energy (m)

ultralight

ultralight product
ultralight reel

s for enhanced sensitivity

a long-range, interceptor
look for neutrinos

s are for everyone (flying)

an or "micronotebook";
four-pound line and an (fishing)

hundred-mile ultra-marathonsmarathons and s

ultra-motivated Vargas

ultra-romantic plot

ultrathin model

ultraviolet radiation

the (boxing)

its

s
the ozone layer and

ultravolatile (deregulated international) capital

beach umbrella

air defense umbrella

umpire's call

home-plate umpire

un uncertainty
unconsciousness
unemployment

unfolding
unforgiving
unremitting

unairconditioned
unanswered
unasked
unattended
unauthorized

people passed by with s

air cover or an is necessary

parents began brawling over an (T-ball)

the manager argued vehemently with the

(see uncertainty)
(see unconsciousness)
(see unemployment)

(see unfolding)
(see unforgiving)
(see unremitting)

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

unairconditioned)
unanswered)
unasked)
unattended)
unauthorized)
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uncertified (see uncertified)
uncharted (see uncharted)
unclassified (see unclassified)
unclimbed (see unclimbed)
uncomplicated (see uncomplicated)
unconfirmed (see unconfirmed)
uncontrolled (see uncontrolled)
uncovered (see uncovered)
undammed (see undammed)
undeclared (see undeclared)
undetermined (see undetermined)
undeveloped (see undeveloped)
undocumented (see undocumented)
unexpected (see unexpected)
unexplained (see unexplained)
unexploded (see unexploded)
unfettered (see unfettered)
unfinished (see unfinished)
unfixed (see unfixed)
unforced (see unforced)
unfounded (see unfounded)
unfulfilled (see unfulfilled)
ungrazed (see ungrazed)
unguarded (see unguarded)
unhorned (see unhorned)
unimpeded (see unimpeded)
uninfected (see uninfected)
uninhabited (see uninhabited)
unintended (see unintended)
unknown (see unknown)
unleashed (see unleashed)
unlisted (see unlisted)
unlit (see unlit)
unlocked (see unlocked)
unmanned (see unmanned)
unmarked (see unmarked)
unmarried (see unmarried)
unmatched (see unmatched)
unnamed (see unnamed)
unneeded (see unneeded)
unobstructed (see unobstructed)
unpaid (see unpaid)
unplowed (see unplowed)
unprecedented (see unprecedented)
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unproduced (see unproduced)
unprotected (see unprotected)
unproved (see unproved)
unproven (see unproven)
unpublished (see unpublished)
unqualified (see unqualified)
unquestioned (see unquestioned)
unrecorded (see unrecorded)
unregistered (see unregistered)
unregulated (see unregulated)
unrelated (see unrelated)
unreleased (see unreleased)
unresolved (see unresolved)
unrestricted (see unrestricted)
unsecured (see unsecured)
unskilled (see unskilled)
unsolved (see unsolved)
unspoiled (see unspoiled)
unspoken (see unspoken)
unstated (see unstated)
unsubstantiated (see unsubstantiated)
unsupported (see unsupported)
untapped (see untapped)
untold (see untold)
untrained (see untrained)
unwanted (see unwanted)
unwritten (see unwritten)

unacceptable (see unacceptable)
un-American (m) (see un-American)
unavailable (see unavailable)
unconditional (see unconditional)
undetectable (see undetectable)
undue (see undue)
unfair (see unfair)
unfamiliar (see unfamiliar)
unimportant (see unimportant)
unintentional (see unintentional)
unjust (see unjust)
unlawful (see unlawful)
unnecessary (see unnecessary)
unofficial (see unofficial)
unpleasant (see unpleasant)
unpopular (see unpopular)
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0

unacceptable

unpredictable
unreliable
unrealistic
unreasonable
unshakable
unsportsmanlike
unsuccessful
untimely
unusual

(see unpredictable)
(see unreliable)
(see unrealistic)
(see unreasonable)
(see unshakable)
(see unsportsmanlike)
(see unsuccessful)
(see untimely)
(see unusual)

unacceptable behaviors

unacceptable work practices

inappropriate and unacceptable (m)

a laundry list of

inappropriate and

work practices

unairconditioned un-air-conditioned apartment I sat in an
unairconditioned (cinder-block) motel s
unairconditioned offices the windows in

un-American

unanimous

unanswered

unasked

unattended

unauthorized

unavailable

uncertainty

uncertified

un-American activities

unanimous decision
unanimous opinion
unanimous vote

near-unanimous

unanswered questions

unasked question

unattended baggage
Unattended Parking
unattended vehicles

unauthorized use

unavailable

data uncertainty

uncertified teacher

accusing him of

the was inevitable (boxing)
in a written by the judge
the Senate approved the legislation on a

(see near-unanimous)

there are still many (medicine);
abdut the vaccine's safety

the

will be removed (airport)
No (airport sign)
for security reasons, will be ticketed

accidental or of nuclear weapons

running water is in the affected area

explore the degree of data

classes led by long-term substitutes, s
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uncharted

unclassified

unclimbed

uncomplicated

unconditional

unconfirmed

unconsciousness

uncontrolled

uncovered

undammed

undeclared

under

uncharted waters the NCAA is wading into

unclassified maps (military)

previously unclimbed (see previously unclimbed)

uncomplicated malaria resolution of fever in is 4 days

unconditional love they were giving him

unconfirmed reports other , however, say...;
there are that...(volcanic eruption)

period of unconsciousness patients who have suffered a long

uncontrolled immigration thwart from Morocco

uncontrolled grazing years of denuded the West

recently uncovered (see recently uncovered)

undammed (free-flowing major) river an

undeclared (bush) war the fierce that South Africa was fighting

underage
undercard
undercover
underdog
undergarments
undergraduate
underground
underpass
underside
undertaker
underwater
underworld

understand

understudy
underwear

(see underage)
(see undercard)
(see undercover)
(see underdog)
(see undergarments)
(see undergraduate)
(see underground)
(see underpass)
(see underside)
(see undertaker)
(see underwater)
(see underworld)

(see understand)

(see understudy)
(see underwear)
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underage

little-understood (see little-understood)

underdeveloped (see underdeveloped)
underserved (see underserved)

underlying (see underlying)
understanding (see understanding)
undertaking (see undertaking)

under-25 (see under-twenty-five)

under-the-table (see under-the-table)

underhandedly (see underhandedly)

courage under fire displaying tremendous , he...

underage girl convicted for having sex with an
underage kids selling sexually explicit and violent films to
underage person possession / consumption of alcohol by an

underage drinking and traffic accidents, crime
under-age smoking concerns about

undercard undercard local up-and-corners on the (boxing)

undercover undercover operation a three-year

undercover customs agents

underdeveloped underdeveloped country it's an

underdog front-runners and underdogs loved him (a race car driver)

undergarment victim's undergarment a stain on the

underground underground
(literal)

underground cable avoid damaging and disrupting phone service
underground environments are extremely fragile
underground garage a labyrinthine

underground (natural gas) pipeline an exploded, killing 12 people
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underground
(other)

undergraduate

underground parking a waterfront park and

underground market drugs available on the
underground (anti-slavery) movement an
underground music acid-house was

Underground Railroad (see Underground Railroad)

cyber underground the was abuzz with rumors

undergraduate admissions the director of
undergraduate degree he had neither a medical license nor an

Underground Railroad
Underground Railroad the and slave history;

work to preserve sites along the

underhandedly underhandedly

underlying

underpass

underserved

underside

understand

understanding

underlying causes
underlying condition
underlying explanation
underlying felony
underlying injuries
underlying theme
underlying unity

who have tried to profit

an understanding of the
does not help the
no on challenged the for the sudden death
armed robbery was the in the murders
the diagnosis of
CBS stuck to the of the report (expose)
our quest for some elusive

underlying medical condition

freeway underpass

regardless of their

abandoned warehouses and s

bridges, overpasses, underpasses, culverts inspect all (military)

underserved populations providing health care to

underside

underside of the mine

easy-to-understand

understanding

on the ;
it has a few openings on the

fasten the limbs to the (military)

(see easy-to-understand)

his limited of himself
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understanding of the rules brush up on their (baseball umpires)

misunderstanding (see misunderstanding)

interracial understanding universities as sites of
racial understanding affirmative action promotes (universities)

memorandum of understanding (see memorandum of understanding)

wisdom, patience and understanding

understood little-understood (see little-understood)

understudy Broadway understudy a

undertaker third-generation undertaker he is a

undertaking dangerous undertaking enabling him to continue his (military)

under-the-table under-the-table deal an

under-twenty-five under-25 crowd
under-25 generation

underwater underwater camera
underwater microphone
underwater pipeline

underwater-to-surface

an
members of the

the would be watching for the monster
install an in the loch (Loch Ness monster)
an was ruptured (crude oil)

(see underwater-to-surface)

underwater-to-surface
underwater-to-surface guided missile Shipwreck s (on sub)

underwear

underworld

undetectable

undetermined

underwear

lace-trimmed underwear

underworld

underworld figures

undetectable levels

undetermined number

lying in his

doomed souls in the

Russian

reduced HIV to

an of residents were evacuated
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undeveloped undeveloped land preserve vast stretches of

undocumented undocumented immigrants are expelled

undue undue significance no should be attached to that...

undulating undulating terrain a reverse slope or provides natural cover

unemployment unemployment insurance the welfare state, and free medicine
unemployment rate its is 12.8, twice the state average

unexpected

unexplained

unexploded

unfair

unfamiliar

unfettered

unfinished

unfixed

unexpected advantage never let the enemy gain an (military)
unexpected news there was ' from America
unexpected quarters has gained support in some
unexpected (sudden) stop skiers coming to an and victims of free fall
unexpected turn events took an
unexpected ways brought us together in

unexpected buildups

unexplained death
unexplained fever
unexplained reasons

unexploded (land) mine
unexploded ordinance
unexploded shell

unfair advantage
unfair agreement
unfair manner

unfamiliar route
unfamiliar sources
unfamiliar terrain

of carbon dioxide (space station)

officials linked three recent --s to a rare virus
infection in adults with acute
he dropped out for

60 million --s lie in the ground
(see UXO)
an buried just beneath the surface

athletes who take steroids have an
can a court refuse to enforce an
I apologize for the in which you were held...

help a convoy on an (military)
treat mail from with suspicion (terrorism)
designed to draw the enemy into

unfettered construction years of

unfinished book
unfinished projects

unfixed teeth

a note he wrote for an
pending projects and

his as yet
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unfolding unfolding blossoms
unfolding disaster

still-unfolding

unforced errorsunforced

unforgiving

unfounded

unfulfilled

ungrazed

unguarded

unhorned

uni

unicycle

unification

unified

uniform

uniformed

uniformity

unimpeded

the of the fruit trees
a Greek chorus comments on the

(see still-unfolding)

he committed several (squash)

unforgiving environment the of space
unforgiving sport his cautious approach to this (climbing)

unfounded fear

unfulfilled desire

ungrazed land

unguarded flank

unhorned goat

unicycle

unicycle

world unification

unified messaging (m)

chefs uniform
dress uniform
nurse's uniform
prison uniform
school uniform

un-uniform

uniformed schoolchildren

imposed uniformity

religious uniformity

unimpeded passage

your article will cause

it's been my (to be a teacher)

she compares grazed land with

find the other force's first

horned goats versus s

(see unicycle)

he has spent $2,000 on his current

steps towards

services known as sites (Web)
services (Web)

he works in a
Vietnam-era ribbons for soldiers' s
in her
prison programs, prison jobs, s
kids in green-and-white s

(see un-uniform)

with backpacks

an

is an evil

to Spain or another EU country
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unimportant

uninfected

uninhabited

unintended

unintentional

union (group)

union (other)

unimpeded view

unimportant

uninfected controls

uninhabited beaches
uninhabited land
uninhabited valley

unintended pregnancy

unintentional injury

union-card (m)
union hall

union membership
union power
union representation
union representative
union scale
union-scale (m)
union violence
union wages

labor union

labor union (m)
pilots' union
players' union
student union
teachers' union
trade union (m)

correction officers' union

nonunion

civil union

malunion
nonunion

customers have an of the screen

and trivial

fed the same diet

hundreds of miles of
when the settlers swept across this
an circled by arid mountains

condoms greatly lower the risk of

death from (fires)

names, Social Security and numbers
at a in Memphis;
he would go to a looking for work
his played a role in his conviction
at the height of in the 1960s
sparked a labor war over
a (correction officers)
provides waiters at
worked for salary (films)
called in federal troops to quell
earning high as an ironworker

s and environmentalists;
students, churches, s

activists argue that...
a spokesman for the (United Airlines)
Major League Baseball and the
a spacious, well-lit room in the
s make schools less productive
the Solidarity movement (Poland)

a steward of the

(see nonunion)

allows s between homosexuals

nonunion, , or delayed union (bone fractures)
malunion, or delayed union (bone fractures)
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unionized

unique

unit

delayed union

strongly unionized

unique ability
unique aspect
unique challenge
unique needs
unique place
unique relation
unique users
unique visitor
unique way

nonunion, malunion, or (bone fractures)

(see strongly unionized)

this of dogs (to sniff out explosives)
a of GHB-induced coma is violent agitation
they all face s (editors of magazines)
the of customers (airport)
It's really quite a (Los Angeles)
the of city to cityscape
the Web site draws three million per month
1.4 million s (Internet site)
that's her of asking me if...

unit readiness a briefing to discuss (military)
unit status

should be displayed in terms of combat effectiveness ratings
(RED, AMBER, GREEN, BLACK)

army unit
burn unit
children's unit
combat unit
crime unit
police unit
tank unit
trauma unit

anti-gang unit

air defense units

s loyal to him
transfer to a is indicated
a in a private hospital (mentally ill)
destroy enemy s and disrupt enemy's rear
the opened an investigation
have ambushed s
--s on the other side
transferred to and discharged from the

prevent attack by friendly

air and missile defense units

EPW units
G.P.S. unit

Scuba Unit

the will not be using its equipment

that operate internment facilities
for about a hundred dollars, you can find a ;
archeologists, fishermen and farmers rely on s
the New York City Police Department's

domestic terrorism unit the bureau's
hazardous materials unit the department's was called in
intensive-care unit they admitted her to the ;
intensive care unit wheeled out of the unit
medium-weight unit s can deploy more quickly
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United

military-action unit
military police unit
National Guard units
special operations unit

fighting unit

airborne unit

he needed to form a
no new funds to expand s

from across the country
the elite known as "Delta Force";
s from more than one Service

the Army's front-line s

it has been designated as an (military)

enemy obstacles, units, weak points, flanks

United Nations
United States

United Nations United Nations-funded
UN-led

(see United Nations)
(see United States)

locate and identify

(see United Nations-funded)
(see UN-led)

United Nations-funded
United Nations-funded program a

United Nations-led
UN-led coalition

United States United States Army
(and U.S.)

United States Army

a US unilateral operation or a

(see United States Army)

United States Postal Service (see United States Postal Service)

United States-backed
United States-financed
U.S.-registered

U.S. Army Band

(see United States-backed)
(see United-States- financed)
(see United States-registered)

the played "In the Mood" (ceremony)

United States-backed
United States-backed radio broadcasts the

United States-financed
United States-financed medical research

United States Postal Service
United States Postal Service Delivery Confirmation
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United States-registered
U. S .-registered cars

unity unity of effort

universal

universe

university

university-affiliated

underlying unity

near-universal

board-sport universe

university admission
university campus
university culture
university's mission
university official
university's (admissions)
university president
university press
university professor
university research
university setting
university town

university scholarship

university-affiliated
university-trained

university-industry

state university
state university (m)

land-grant university

the illegal sale of in Mexico

promote within the theater (military)

our quest for some elusive

(see near-universal)

in the

abolish affirmative action in s
on s
the traditional
out of keeping with the
s say...

policies the and affirmative action
his letter to the
I worked at a
complains one
growing corporate influence on
his productions were mostly in
Austin is a highly eclectic

we both won s but delayed taking them

(see university-affiliated)
(see university-trained)

(see university-industry)

Texas' s
campuses; big systems

America's public universities

university-affiliated hospital

university-industry university-industry alliances
university-industry collaborations
university-industry relations
university-industry ties

hospitals

and conflicts of interest
and new products

laws to bolster
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university-trained

unjust

unknown

unlawful

unleashed

unlisted

unlit

unlocked

unmanned

unmarked

unmarried

unmatched

unnamed

university-trained engineer

unjust treatment

unknown callers
unknown cause
unknown details
unknown object
unknown person

previously unknown
then-unknown

fear of the unknown

unlawful purpose
unlawful possession

unleashed dog

unlisted number

the

he appears to be a victim of

avoid giving information
algae, chemicals or s (beach closings)

of Chekhov's love life
a collision with an (sub)
do not accept items from js (airport)

(see previously unknown)
(see then-unknown)

the

terminate service if used for any (post box)
the of a controlled substance (crack)

the problems of dog waste and js

she had to get an (harassing phone calls)
unlisted (telephone) number they won't give out js

unlit lane
unlit lobby

unlocked ward

unmanned aerial vehicle

unmarked grave

shot as they sat in a parked car on an
the cavernous, (Intourist hotel)

an with about twenty beds (psychiatric ward)

an (UAV), helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft

he was buried in an (psychiatric hospital)

unmarked (and unrecorded) minefields

unmarked and unrecorded (m) minefields

unmarried couples
unmarried females
unmarried partner

unmatched skill

Sweden and its
an option for
the category (census)

with and extraordinary courage (pilot)

unnamed (5,000-foot) pyramid we climbed an
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unnecessary

unneeded

unobstructed

unofficial

unpaid

unpleasant

unplowed

unpopular

unprecedented

unpredictable

unproduced

unprotected

unproved

unnecessary appeal
unnecessary noise

s and overturned convictions
charged with creating (loud protest)

unnecessary human suffering in those parts of the world

unneeded bases

unobstructed view

unofficial currency

unpaid fines
unpaid leave

unpleasant experience
unpleasant fact
unpleasant surprises

unplowed ground

unpopular views

unprecedented act
unprecedented degree
unprecedented event
unprecedented extent
unprecedented level

unprecedented measures
unprecedented move in an
unprecedented opportunity scientist will gain an
unprecedented period an of climate stability
unprecedented success the of the football team

the closing of (military)

an of all routes into the base

the dollar is well established as an (Georgia)

$50 million a year in
he is on from the school

they has some s
flies to arms at the first mention of an
insurance against

when we got onto (interview)

speakers with

in an j of diplomatic defiance
an of influence
it was an (the cause of a plane crash)
to an
an of community spirit (after tragedy);
dissent mounting to s (Vietnam War)
he had taken to...

unpredictable changes in behavior (dogs around babies)

completely unpredictable (see completely unpredictable)

unproduced screenplay s, screenplay treatments

unprotected sex continued to have ;
a lot of them are having (teens)

unproved hypothesis an
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unproven

unpublished

unqualified

unquestioned

unrealistic

unreasonable

unrecorded

unregistered

unregulated

unrelated

unreleased

unreliable

unremitting

unresolved

unrest

unproven remedies

unpublished report

previously unpublished

unqualified success

unquestioned leader

unrealistic expectations

unreasonable noise

unrecorded minefields

the use of popular, (cancer)

in an

(see previously unpublished)

this was not an

he emerged as the of the group;
the team's top scorer and (basketball)

he would try to deflate

is prohibited at any time (National Park)

unmarked and

unmarked and unrecorded (m) minefields

unregistered weapons illicit and

unregulated supplements the danger of

unregulated (Internet) gambling is widespread

unrelated development
unrelated reasons
unrelated subjects

in an , he said... (coach)
the explosion happened for ;
seemingly

previously unreleased (see previously unreleased)

unreliable census figures in Mauritania

unremitting pain patients experiencing

unresolved issue
unresolved question

labor unrest
slave unrest
worker unrest

about who knew what
raising s about race;
perhaps the biggest concerning...

unemployment and
rumor and panic over
student protest and
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racial unrest the of the mid-sixties (US)

unrestricted unrestricted view $80 for a seat giving an ;
s over vast distances (desert warfare)

unsecured unsecured area if you leave a vehicle in an (car bombs)
unsecured computers kept classified papers on

unshakable unshakable confidence he had (a boxer)

unsolved unsolved crime demanded he confess to some other s
unsolved homicides the city's
unsolved murders eighteen in our neighborhood

unspoiled unspoiled region an of Bali

unspoken unspoken rules Washington's

unsportsmanlike unsportsmanlike conduct

unstated unstated objective the clear but was to...
unstated threat amounts to an

unsubstantiated "unsubstantiated" tip the FBI, action on an

unsuccessful unsuccessful (landing) approach made an

unsupported unsupported format some of the streams are in an (computers)

unsustainable unsustainable demands on the biosphere

untapped untapped market deciding that women were an

untimely untimely death my own brother's (climbing accident)

untold untold number in addition to an of tourists...

untrained untrained observers it wasn't visible to (courtroom)

un-uniform un-uniform response the military's to adultery

unusual unusual (animal) deaths if any occur
unusual ideas she has some (diet author)
unusual mixture an of teaching techniques
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unusual (full-disclosure) requirements

unusual-looking

unusual-looking unusual-looking object

unwanted unwanted child
unwanted pregnancy

unwanted sex

unwitnessed

unwritten

up

unwitnessed injury

unwritten contract

ups and downs

upcurrent
update
updated
updraft
upgrade
uphill
upland
upriver
upside
upstage
upstairs
upstate
upstream
uptown

upward
upwardly

upcoming
uprising
upsetting

updated
upset
upturned

up-to-the-minute

Florida's

(see unusual-looking)

this (a football)

another in an overpopulated world
birth control and js;
protect women against
freedom from

js to children and child abuse

a dinner reservation is an

the short-term (economy)

(see upcurrent)
(see update)
(see updated)
(see updraft)
(see upgrade)
(see uphill)
(see upland)
(see upriver)
(see upside)
(see upstage)
(see upstairs)
(see upstate)
(see upstream)
(see uptown)

(see upward)
(see upwardly)

(see upcoming)
(see uprising)
(see upsetting)

(see updated)
(see upset)
(see upturned)

(see up-to-the-minute)
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up-to-date (see up-to-date)

up-and-coming (see up-and-coming)

up-from-nowhere (see up-from-nowhere)

upside-down (see upside-down)

agreed-upon (see agreed-upon)

belly-up (see belly-up)
face-up (see face-up)
heads-up (see heads-up)
thumbs-up (see thumbs-up)

backup (see backup)
beat-up (see beat-up)
blowup (see blowup)
breakup (see breakup)
buildup (see buildup)
call-up (see call-up)
changeup (see changeup)
checkup (see checkup)
cleanup (see cleanup)
cover-up (see cover-up)
flare-up (see flare -up)
follow up (see follow up)
lineup (see lineup)
layup (see layup)
makeup (see makeup)
pickup (see pickup)
pileup (see pileup)
pop-up (see pop-up)
pull-up (see pull-up)
pushup (see pushup)
push-up (see push-up)
roundup (see roundup)
runup (see runup)
screw-up (see screw-up)
signup (see signup)
warm-up (see warm-up)
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write-up
shake-up
start-up
tie-up
wake-up
warm-up

(see write-up)
(see shake-up)
(see start-up)
(see tie-up)
(see wake-up)
(see warm-up)

prettying-up (see prettying-up)

banged-up
blown-up
boarded-up (m)
built-up
bundled-up
fucked-up
grown-up
made-up
mixed-up
mobbed-up
painted up
pent-up
rolled-up
stuck-up
souped-up
torn-up

closeup

(see banged-up)
(see blown-up)
(see boarded-up)
(see built-up)
(see bundled-up)
(see fucked-up)
(see grown-up)
(see made-up)
(see mixed-up)
(see mobbed-up)
(see painted up)
(see pent-up)
(see rolled-up)
(see stuck-up)
(see souped-up)
(see torn-up)

(see closeup)

up-and-coming up-and-coming country singer
up-and-coming media executive
up-and-coming undefeated fighter

upcoming

upcurrent

headliners include Anita...s
matched against an (boxing)

upcoming changes if the prove too burdensome
upcoming films releasing and marketing
upcoming issue findings will be published in the of...(mag)
upcoming (overseas) mission an (military)
upcoming wedding to save money for his

upcoming school year
upcoming title fight

upcurrent

shopping for the
an (boxing)

(the motor) shoves them
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update

updated

update briefing

critical update

recommended update

critical software update

updated graph
updated survey
updated version

updraft updraft

up-from-nowhere up-from-nowhere success

upgrade software upgrade

upgrade (other)

uphill

upholstered

upland

upper

upper-class

upper left

sidewalk upgrade

uphill struggle

kilim-upholstered
leather-upholstered

upland meadow

upper-class
upper left
upper slopes

uppercut

upper middle

upper respiratory

upper-class life

upper-left-hand

a key event for the information flow is the

(computer)

(computer)

a

an of his blood counts
an is being prepared
an of the T72 (a military tank)

5, downdrafts, fog (flying a helicopter)

story the ' (said of an businessman)

delayed s;
the need for constant s

s in Los Angeles

a difficult and

(see kilim-upholstered)
(see leather-upholstered)

in an above the city

(see upper-class)
(see upper left)
the weather changed quickly on the

a left to the side of the chin;
clipped him with a right -- (boxing)

(see upper middle)

(see upper respiratory)

(see upper-left -hand)
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upper-left-hand upper-left-hand corner in the

upper middle upper middle class (see upper middle class)

upper middle class upper middle class the stressed-out

upper-middle-class family an energetic, thriving,
upper-middle-class life an

upper respiratory upper respiratory infection signs and symptoms of

uprising uprising at the time of the

upriver upriver a trip to...

upset upset stomach she had a bit of an early in the week

upsetting upsetting event talk about s in each other's lives

upside upside the is it gives her one last chance;
if there's an to the fiasco, it's that...

upside-down upside-down maneuvers

upside-down fruit bats

upstage upstage door appears from behind an

upstairs upstairs bedroom an

upstate upstate in jail

upstream upstream we prepare once more to go

upstream section the of the river

up-to-date up-to-date make sure their immunizations are
her mother is

up-to-date information the most
up-to-date intelligence
up-to-date maps preparing, printing, and distributing (military)
up-to-date photo an
up-to-date report an
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up-to-date incentive program s
up-to-date video-display card a computer without an

up-to-the-minute up-to-the-minute (sales and inventory) figures
up-to-the-minute information
up-to-the-minute report an
up-to-the-minute slang

up-to-the-minute snow reports (online for skiers)

uptown uptown a venture

upturned upturned nose a man with a neatly trimmed beard, an

upward upward mobility productivity and ;
living standards stagnate, and disappears

upwardly (see upwardly)

upwardly upwardly mobile (see upwardly mobile)

upwardly mobile upwardly mobile family raised in Cape Town in an

uranium uranium compound handled a called greensalt
uranium fuel began enriching in 1952
uranium mine carting ore from s
uranium ore was scarce
uranium powder trainloads of dusty
uranium smelter slag from --s
uranium worker thousands of s were exposed to...

urban

weapons-grade uranium enough for warheads

depleted uranium cylinders of were piling up

urban area similar (architectural) projects in --s;
misery and deprivation in --s;
combat in --s breaks into small-unit battles

urban assaults 5-10% of involve strangulation or ligatures
urban battle the location and status of tunnels in s
urban center an -- once famous for... (Manchester);

autoerotic injuries are becoming prevalent in --s
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urge

urgency

urgent

urgently

urgently needed

urging

urine

urban combat

urban combat (m)
urban environment
urban epidemics
urban navigation
urban poverty
urban sprawl

urban terrain

urban victims
urban youth

urban trauma center
urban waterways

urban marksmanship (m)

urban fighting
urban fighting (m)

urban or rural (m)

suburban and urban (m)

lesbian urges

lack of urgency
sense of urgency

urgent call

urgent phone call

urgently needed

urgently needed project

doctor's urging

urine samples
urine test

versus conventional field conditions;
the stress and requirements of
many skills can be taught in garrison
close quarters combat in an
the persistence and spread of plague in
dismounted and mounted (military)
some of the worst in Western Europe
, lost of habitat, global warming;
out-of-control (Austin)
emplacing mines in rivers and ;
military operations in (MOUT)

of penetrating trauma (ER)
the lives of and young adults

's versus suburban or rural ones
became open sewers

skills include...(military)

tasks unique to (military)
techniques have been developed (military)

in areas

drugs and alcohol powerfully impact violence

wrestled with since puberty

its monopoly status accounts for its
there is a about getting rid of the bombs

I'm expecting an

tell him you got an (bad date)

(see urgently needed)

criteria for selecting s

at the

he took from the women
a required of all daily winners;
two positive s (pregnancy)
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traces of urine garments revealed (murder victim)

urinary urinary tract maintaining a healthy
urinary tract infection solutions for s

us rest of us persuade the not to go

U.S. (see United States)

usability usability of routes confirm the s (military convoys)

usable usable blood supply the will drop

reusable (see reusable)

usage language usage governments' attempts to change

online usage was low (e-banking)

use (noun)

current usage
chronic usage

the (of words)
there are multiple adverse effects from (drug)

usage (see usage)

useful (see useful)
useless (see useless)

usefulness (see usefulness)

use of (chemical and biological) agents the first (warfare)
use of anthrax as a biological warfare agent
uses of the (office) computer extracurricular
use of condoms the incorrect can result in breakage
use of dogs the for demining
use of force Israel's
uses of (native) herbs research and writing on native herbs
use of terrain best for routes, rally points, and patrol bases
use of terror the monumental ' (Stalin)
use of torture doctors diagnose the in many cases
use of violence forswore the as a political tool

use of animal tissue the for medical purposes
use of cell phones the law bans while driving
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use of hand grenades the proper (manual)
use of land mines we must ban the

use of recycled materials the for new products

use of seat belts and air bags the greater

use of air conditioning greater

alcohol use
adult-use
cocaine use

condom use

drug use
energy use
fertilizer use
heroin use

human use
insecticide use
land-use (m)
marijuana use
secondary use
steroid use

Internet use

illegal-drug use

jet ski use
seat belt use

outdoor use

long-term use
public transportation use
short-term use

calculated use

intended use
mixed-use (m)

their opinions on and abuse
(see adult-use)

in Britain trebled;
with falling the United States
the benefits of ;

among sexually active students
her
reducing resource consumption,
reducing will be difficult
says a man about his ;
Europe's has fallen
water suitable for
plague control includes , public education

planning; review; restrictions
among teenagers

personal info sold for without one's consent
a no-tolerance policy regarding

as grows

the level of is low

setting restrictions on

the CD player is designed for

in children is not recommended (a drug)
a group that tracks

of corticosteroids (vs chronic use)

the regime's of...;
terrorism is the of unlawful violence
the 's of the test are different from...
a development
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use

used

useful

recorded use
unauthorized use

greater use
effective use
first use
incorrect use
indiscriminate use
maximum use
medicinal use
monumental use
other uses
proper use

5,000 years of (marijuana)
accidental or of nuclear weapons

the of seat belts and air bags
make of simple software
it is hard to detect the of biological agents
the of condoms can result in breakage

of weapons systems results in rapid depletion
making of on-farm organic sources
the of marijuana
the of terror (Stalin)
all of this area are prohibited (boating access)
the of hand grenades (manual);
provide crutches and instructions on their

pay-per-use (see pay-per-use)

benefits of (condom) use the
(5,000) years of (recorded) use (marijuana)

storage and use

easy-to-use

used-book (m)
used car

careful of pesticides deters toxic exposure

(see easy-to-use)

a store
two-, three-, and four-year-old s;
the latest model 5

used-car (m) independent lots
used fuel (nuclear reactors)
used (nuclear reactor) fuel
Used Needles Danger Contaminated Biohazard (clinic)

frequently used (see frequently used)
heavily used (see heavily used)
little-used (see little-used)
well used (see well used)
widely used (see widely used)

disused (see disused)

useful conclusions
useful purpose
useful thing
useful (makeup) tip

sort information, draw (data mining)
the intended effect of the ban served no
she was knowledgeable about 's like...
what's the most you've learned (fashion)
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usefulness

useless

user

usefulness

dams' usefulness

useless effort

user base
user directory
user error
user-friendliness
user groups
user's (browsing
user name

user opinion
user reviews

(see usefulness)

silt will drastically reduce the

it was a

he built Hotmail's
check its to find friends and relatives
a virus, bad hardware or ' (computers)

comes at a price
battles between jet skiers and other

habits and ) identity information about the
multiple s and passwords;
his computer password and
Web sites offer expert reviews and s

are quite skimpy (a Web site)

user's browsing habits

user-friendly

crack user
dumpster user
mobile user
steroid-user
water user

Windows users

cell-phone user
chat-room user
dance-drug user

Internet user

intravenous-drug user

given user's
registered user

unique users

base of users

information about a given and identity

(see user-friendly)

a twice-convicted thief and
Notice to Dumpster Users
s will be connected to the Internet
the learns...
for Barcelona s;
recreational -js such as fishermen

get a stock-report-style ticker (computers)

roaming charges for js
get the word out to s
when a takes ecstasy

the number of s will triple

s

info about a browsing habits and identity
the Web site has one million js

the Web site draws three million per month

develop a strong for its products (AOL)
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user-friendly

U-shaped

using

usual

utility (power)

user-friendly

U-shaped

drug-using
phone-using

usual (talk-show) guests
usual practice
usual route

usual thing

usual news circle

longer-than-usual

unusual

business as usual

continue as usual

utility company
utility crews
utility firm
utility pole

utility's power grid
utilities' rate requests

its products were not always

pregnant women
telephone company customers' habits

the appear
that is a of theirs (leaving work together)
the Suez Canal is the from...;
the of ingestion is as a tea (datura seeds)
it is the for men and boys to...(Appalachia)

people outside the

(see longer-than-usual)

(see unusual)

advertisers insist it will be

security patrols ' (Kosovo)

(see utility company)
are trying to restore power (storm)

profit-minded s
ran a stop sign and crashed into a

feed electricity into the
hearings on the

financially strapped utilities are threatening blackouts (California)

public utility (m)

water utilities

utility (use) sport-utility

utility company utility company

complaints to regulators;
the state's s commission
a think tank funded largely by

(see sport-utility)

only one ' per region

debt-strapped utility companya
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utilization

utilized

utter

U-turn

utmost

UXO

monopolistic utility company s
seat belt utilization

over-utilization

widely utilized

utter indifference

U-turn

utmost importance

(unexploded ordinance)

unexploded ordinance

UXO problem
UXO removal (m)

for children and adults

(see over-utilization)

(see widely utilized)

his to human suffering

made a

sacred objects are of the to the tribe;
this is a matter of the

from W.W.I still kills and maims

an enormous exists
train personnel in procedures

UXO recognition and neutralization

UXO/mine awareness (m) national campaign

UXOs, mines, and minefields identify, mark, and avoid

mine/UXO awareness (military)
mine and UXO destruction charge placement for
mine and UXO strikes risk management reduces the frequency of
mine and UXO threat vehicles are extremely vulnerable to ;

protection against j (convoys)

demining/UXO operations thoroughly trained in

mined/UXO environment basic survival in a (military)

location of UXOs
neutralization of UXOs
presence of mines/UXOs

mine or UXO
mines and UXO

information on the , mines, and minefields
the and land mines
trip wires may indicated the

if it is a suspected (unexploded ordinance)
demining is the complete removal of all ;
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V

vacancy

vacation

vaccination

removal of all to safeguard civilians
mine, UXO, or booby trap unplanned activity involving a
ambushes, UXO, and minefields confirm the presence of
land mines and UXOs kill or wound 150 people every week

mines/UXOs and their neutralization

(see also mines, land mines)

v-chip

V-shaped

hotel vacancy

vacation accessory
vacation directory
vacation retreat
vacation spot
vacation time

beach vacation
dive vacation
dream vacation
winter vacation
winter-vacation (m)

working vacation

tax-deductible vacation

weddings, vacations, or

vaccination campaign
vaccination history
vaccination program

vaccination shots

(see v-chip)

(see V-shaped)

there are no s

cameras are an essential
a complete listing all places to stay...
built the Blue Boar Lodge as a
photos of rooms, yards and
signing bonuses and more

spring-break s
arrange s
s and weekend getaways
had never taken a
Aspen, where he keeps a lavish home

a

a

other outdoor events (weather)

a by UNICEF
review patient's
a government-sponsored ;
the Defense Department's
he started receiving after a rabid bat bit him
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vaccine

anthrax vaccination
measles-vaccination (m)
rabies vaccination
tetanus vaccination (m)

(see anthrax vaccination)
when the rate dropped in 1989...
animals with s
review vaccination history, update status

childhood vaccination s are the most effective

safety of vaccinations parents have serious concerns over the

prophylaxis and vaccination s confer good protection (anthrax)

vaccine contaminant the all-but-forgotten
vaccine's developer who are among the s
vaccine's (long-term) effect a study on the s
vaccine's effectiveness questions about the in combat;

the hasn't been proven
vaccine efficacy tests measuring
vaccine improvements $20 million to research (anthrax)
vaccine manufacturer ordered s to screen for the virus
vaccine opponents imperil the population
vaccine research as another neglected area;

pioneered major advances in (Walter Reed)
convene hearings on
risks of and further price increases
he sought to examine the old ;

were disappearing (smallpox)

vaccine safety
vaccine shortages
vaccine stocks

vaccine stockpile

vaccine-related

vaccine-screening (m)

anthrax vaccine
flu vaccine

polio vaccine
rabies vaccine

whooping-cough vaccine

contaminated vaccine

injected vaccine

supplemental testing of the

(see vaccine-related)

federally mandated tests for viruses

questions about the
production of the ' has been delayed this year;
of the 75 million doses of usually given
early doses of the
three s are currently available in the US

a reaction to a defective

children inoculated with ;
continued exposure to
s versus oral vaccines
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vaccine-related

vacuum

effective vaccine
new vaccine
oral vaccine
safe (effective) vaccine

doses of vaccine
number of vaccines

vaccine-related

vacuum cleaner

vacuum-packed

vacuum of space

take many years to develop a safe,
a is still years away
injected vaccines versus s
take many years to develop a

of the 75 million usually given in the US
the rapidly rising

whether an ailment is

a

(see vacuum-packed)

the astronauts will spend 6 hours in the

vacuum packed vacuum-packed can of coffee

vaginal

vague

Valentine

Valentine's Day

valet

valid

vaginal examination
vaginal birth
vaginal creams
vaginal discharge
vaginal intercourse

vaginal bleeding

vague weaknesses

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day bouquet

Valet Parking

Curbside Valet

a

several items may be felt on the initial
Caesarians versus a

can cause condom failure
, itching, and burning

versus anal or oral intercourse

profuse ; episodes of abnormal

patients may complain of , difficulty walking

(see Valentine's Day)

the familiar heart-shaped symbol of

send a to his girlfriend

(sign at airport)

PCV Premier (sign at airport)

valid data
valid (driver's) license three credit cards, and a
valid (legitimate, rational government) objective serve some

valid belief system a
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Valium

valley

valor

valorous

valuable

valuation

invalid

Valium addiction

valley floor
valley's floor

desert valley
river valley

A Shau Valley
Loire Valley
Rift Valley (m)
Silicon Valley
Simi Valley

downval ley

misted-over valley

uninhabited valley

fog-shrouded valley

(see invalid)

recovering from both alcoholism and

below, among the --s
masses of debris covered the

the long, low (Death Valley)
thermals rising from the wide

during combat operations in the
the and its chateau gardens
an outbreak of fever in Saudi Arabia

help start a new design studio in

a mile from the ranch

deep --s

an circled by arid mountains

the view across the

valor, leadership, and courageous efforts by his (war)

extraordinary valor he performed numerous acts of (war)

skill and valor he displayed great throughout the battle

acts of (extraordinary) valor he performed numerous acts of (war)

valorous act this saved the life of the radio operator (war)

valuable effort
valuable introduction
valuable lesson
valuable resources
valuable space
valuable time

stock valuation

a to the scholarship (book)
I've learned a
wasting , space, and effort (a monument)

she saves by...

in a time of near-ludicrous s
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value (beliefs) value system she hadn't accepted the place's

family values
intelligence value
market values

lack of
EPWs of high (enemy prisoners of war)
universities are embracing

shifting values that have trapped men

cherished values domestic threats to

new-fashioned values old-fashioned know-how with

high (intelligence) value EPWs of (enemy prisoners of war)

clash of values there was this basic (relationship)

value (worth) value-added (see value-added)

value of education he understands the

face value
market value

production value
property value
retail value
stock value

coins prices well above their
increased their ;
the of AOL's stock;
the of insured properties is $2 trillion
the of the state's peach crops is $3.6 million
s fall there

versus wholesale
reflects the company's worth

stock-market value

limited value the flight data recorder was of

historic value areas having natural, scenic or
natural value areas with
scenic value areas with
tactical value captives may have info of immediate

value-added value-added tax a on goods and services

valued valued customer for American farmers, Libya is a

valve heart valve to have a replaced;
heart valve (m) cardiothoracic surgery for possible surgery
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van

vanishing

vandal

vandalism

vane

vanished

vantage

vantage point

vapor

van driver

church van
family van

group home van
television-news van

Park-Ride van

gas-guzzling vans

the first to be killed

the came on Sundays
put the children in the

he was left for hours in the
a

ride the s (at Atlanta Airport)

and sport utility vehicles

passenger area of our (blue) van

vanishing point

vandalism

computer vandal

cybervandalism

acts of vandalism

arson and vandalism

weathervane

long-vanished

vantage point

vantage point

in the

railroad tracks converge at the

(see vandalism)

the Web site was attacked by s

the recent rash of

please report (public lands)

the of three luxury homes

a , turning into a shifting wind

(see long-vanished)

(see vantage point)

a that gave him a direct view of...;
Makalu is prominent from this ;
it's difficult to believe from our (now)

vantage point of the victims

vapor plume

nerve agent vapors

from the

traces of water in a

surgical masks are inadequate against ;
are heavier than air and tend to sink
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variable

variation

clouds of vapor his breath forming (a cold night)

variable efficacy though it has (inhaled nitrous oxide sedation)

short- and long-term variable

temperature variation the greatest known s are in Siberia

racial variation there appears to be no in susceptibility to...

variety (kind) varieties of (gene-altered) corn seven
variety of (genetically altered super-sweet) peach a new
variety of routes chemical agents can be delivered by a (CWA)

variety (number)

variety (other)

variety show

various

varieties of (native) honeysuckle several

varieties of sunlight UVB is one of the skin-damaging

barnyard-variety (see barnyard-variety)

skin-damaging varieties UVB is one of the of sunlight

range, caliber, accuracy and variety the of warheads for rocket systems

variety of films multiplexes show a greater
variety of (plant and animal) life the is incredible
variety of (avalanche education) programs a
variety of plants enjoy the enormous in the herb garden
variety of reasons coaches are leaving sports for a
variety of things I've always been good at a

variety of (sensory) pathways a

huge variety

variety show

Park School variety show
TV variety show

variety show tryout

various diseases
various explanations

there's a of ethnic restaurants (Chicago)

(see variety show)

taking part in the j;
in 1965 he started a smash

she took the stage for the

the routing testing of people for
officials have offered (for disaster)
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varsity

varying

vascular

vase

vast

various items she goes to Kmart and purchases
various kinds of biometric devices
various (blood-pressure) medications the I was taking
various (country-music) stars a guitar signed by

various civic organizations run the festivals

various (state) assessment programs
various door policies the at local nightclubs
various street corners standing on

various picking seasons

varsity lacrosse team

junior varsity

varying dose

vascular examination
vascular injury

vase painter

Geometric-style vase

vast areas

vast array

vast (light-level) changes
vast clouds
vast distances
vast (publishing) empire
vast majority
vast (gravel) plain
vast potential

at the height of the

I was a starting player on the

the versus the varsity (high-school sports)

two dozen people take 5 (of the drug)

a careful is essential (knee dislocation)
femoral fractures with

the great s and their schools

s
controlling passes closes off to an attacker;

of virgin forest have been penetrated
Russia exhibits a of weapons systems;
there's a of networking opportunities (MIT)
the eyes can adjust through

of multimillion-degree gas (galaxy clusters)
unrestricted views over (desert warfare)
its
the of heavy weapons have been removed
a grey horse on a
the in selling to online customers

vast region cooler-than-normal temperatures in a
vast stretches preserve of undeveloped land
vast (computerized data-monitoring) system a

vast (open) desert areas lack of terrain features in
vast marshland the beyond the River Oredezh
vast (White Nile) swampland the
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vault

v-chip

veal

veal-colored

vector

vegetable

vegetation

vehicle

vast (star-shaped) hot tub

bank vault
evidence vault

gun vault

v-chip

v-chip or other device

veal-colored

veal-colored strap

a'
walking into a
evidence bags from the (crime);
the box was removed from the ;
the eleven years it spent in an
gun vaults (safes) vs. security cabinets

a can block objectionable shows (TV)

a that can block programs

(see veal-colored)

s
vector for transmission cockroaches can be a of viral diseases;

insect bites serve as the

vegetable bed
vegetable garden
vegetable market
vegetable stand

the four acres of s
I put in a
three barbershops and no s
s sell pumpkins

chicken-vegetable (m) some stir-fry or soup

farm-fresh vegetable where vendors sell s

fruits and vegetables

vegetation or shadow

jungle vegetation

freshly harvested

stop the vehicle in , if possible (military)

terrain covered with dense

vehicle crash s are the leading cause of death
vehicle identification (m) a car's 17-digit number
vehicle mile (see vehicle mile)

vehicle's weapon system the is destroyed (K-Kill)

vehicles, aircraft, sensors, and weapons

ammunition vehicle

are affected (desert sand)

captives can be evacuated on empty s;
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vehicle mile

vehicular

combat vehicle

combat vehicle (m)
launch vehicle
motor vehicles

mine-detection vehicle
sport-utility vehicle

all-terrain vehicle

space s at 100-meter intervals
5 must be lighter;
a 10-foot sand dune will cover and conceal a
each member of the future family
the development of a reusable
(see motor vehicle)

a (MDV)
a successful, oversized

5
off -lease vehicle s usually have less wear and tear

armored vehicle (see armored vehicle)
registered vehicle the number of s has surged 87%
tracked vehicles wheeled vehicles and
unattended vehicles for security reasons, will be ticketed
unmanned (aerial) vehicle an (UAV), copter or fixed-wing aircraft
wheeled vehicles and tracked vehicles
wheeled vehicle (m) advances in technology

a family of lighter s

aerial vehicle
logistical vehicles
long vehicle
single-vehicle
suspicious vehicle

four-wheel-drive vehicle

an unmanned (UAV)
heavily loaded with supplies

ensure s are able to negotiate turns (roads)
(see single-vehicle)
noticed a outside the perimeter

in a convoy of s

Department of Motor Vehicles (see Department of Motor Vehicles)
Division of Motor Vehicles North Carolina (sticker)

be-on-the-lookout alert for the vehicle

death by vehicle (m)

vehicle mile

per vehicle mile

vehicular smog

a

she is facing a misdemeanor charge

death rates have fallen per driven

(see per vehicle mile)

rid traffic-choked cities of
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veil veil of darkness the rustlers steal cattle under the (Dakota)

black veil clad in a black head-to-toe dress and a

veiled thinly veiled (see thinly veiled)

not-so-veiled (see not-so-veiled)

vein heart, arteries and veins how the work

veined green-veined (see green-veined)

velocity wind velocity an increase in air pressure and s (blast)

velvet velvet jacket a wine-colored

vending vending machine (see vending machine)

vending machine vending machine slips two quarters into the (newspaper)

vending machine repair

vending machine sales, leasing and maintenance

coffee vending machine
condom vending machine
food vending machine
snack vending machine

a
a
a --
a

washroom vending machine a

cold drink vending machine
hot drink vending machine
hot food vending machine a
live bait vending machine

a

a ' (fishing)

popcorn vending machine a

coin-operated vending machine

coin- or bill-operated vending machine

candy, mint and gum'vending machine

a

a

a
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vendor food vendor
street vendor

e-vendor

online ticket vendor

vengeance vengeance killings

vengeance-related

vengeance-related vengeance-related

venison

venom

venous

ventilated

ventilation

ventilator

venture

venue

venison roast

farm-raised venison

bee venom

venous injuries

intravenous

poorly ventilated

ventilation pipe
ventilation system

ventilator pressures

venture-capital (m)

ecommerce venture

Internet venture

joint venture

conference venue

legendary venue

change of venue

s at last year's festival
buy counterfeit versions from s

some s post customer testimonies

Germany's leading

(see vengeance-related)

the killings may be

larger cuts, such as s

has become popular

major arterial and

(see intravenous)

(see poorly ventilated)

sounds amplified by s
installing a new

the high blew small holes in his lungs

a veteran of the business;
firms

5
how to run an

at last count there were 240 s (Cuba)

security was tight at the

the ' (Caffe Lena)

the prosecution asked for a (trial)
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verbal

verdict

verification

verge

version

verbal abuse

nonverbal

jury's verdict

guilty verdict

verification process

verge of tears

version of his death
version of events

version of the amendment
version of the bill

versions of the guidelines

draft version
book version
movie version
pilot version
police version
test version

live-action version

on-line version

Internet version

abbreviated version
corrected version
modified version
printed version
revised version

shortened version

charged with - of a university lawyer

(see nonverbal)

strong evidence supporting the

an appeal to overturn the

the U.N. completed the - (Middle East)

he seemed on the - as the verdict was read

the police -
this is the - that police told;
the - he gave when he took the stand (trial);
he admitted his original - was wrong (hospital)

a revised - the amendment
under the revised

draft

-s of the guidelines
the - vs the online guide
his stage business went into -s
which items to put in the -s
the - of his death
they have -s, Spanish versions of the test;
the - of Windows 2000 (software)

a-

the - of the Oxford English Dictionary

the - of my article

in some - in the report
there was a - on the side table
so you're sending me a - of that
the - in front of you
under the - of the bill;
a - of the amendment
prepared a - of the first movement
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versus

vert

vert ramp

vessel

vest

updated version
written version

pared down version

final version
physical version
similar version

almost-final version

do-it-yourself version

an of the T72 (a military tank)
we've got the of that statement

a of the list

my experience with s (Windows 2000)
a of I.Q.
the House has approved a of the proposal

we're frantically handing out s

making available a

smaller-than-life-size version

graft-versus-host
talk-versus-action

vert ramp

vert ramp contest

vert ramp skateboarding

blood vessel
rescue vessel

sailing vessel

flooded vessel
stricken vessel

naval vessel

life vest

bulletproof vest
stab-proof vest

multipocketed vest

down-filled vest

including of telephones...

(see graft-versus-host)
(see talk-versus-action)

(see vert ramp)

pro-level s for guys

(see blood vessel)
the U.S. has a (to save submarine crews)

one of the largest s in the world

all crew members perished in the (sub)
a diving bell has been lowered to the (sub)

he flew to a Russian at the scene

don 's;
jumped into the frigid sea wearing s

police wore 5
helmets, s, heavy gloves (prison)

a

the
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vested

vet

vet

veteran
(and vet)

veterinary
(and vet)

Veterans Day

vexing

vial

vested interest

(see veterinary)

(see veteran)

Veterans Day
veterans' groups
veterans' organizations

veteran firefighters

veteran of 35 years

Vietnam veteran
war veteran

Vietnam-era veteran
Vietnam-era vets

companies have a in...

(see Veterans Day)
a fierce debate among some
had drawn criticism from some

who have "crawled the halls"

a of military service

(see Vietnam veteran)
turned a blind eye to s

a
hepatitis C and

post-Vietnam-era veterans

gulf-war veteran
Korean War veterans

decorated veteran

three-year veteran

benefits for veterans

veterinary education
veterinary medicine
vet school
veterinary school
veterinary school (m)

Veterans Day Parade
Veteran's Day speech

vexing problem

plastic vial

baffling illnesses among s
the personal experiences of s

he was a of the Persian Gulf War

a

education

killing animals as part of a
advances in
first-year physiology classes at its
s and animal-rights activists

deans and professors

the start of the Saturday in Boise
in a at Arlington National Cemetery

that creates a for investors

two-milliliter s
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Vibram

Vibram-soled

vibration

vice

vicinity

vicious

viciousness

viselike

victim

Vibram-soled

Vibram-soled shoes

high-frequency vibration

viselike

immediate vicinity

vicious attack

viciousness of the attack

viselike grip

victim's body
victim's family

victims' families
victim's head
victim's identification
victim's perspective
victims' rights

victims'-rights (m)

victim-services (m)
victims' survivors
victims' teeth
victims' testimony

victim's personal life

victim-plaintiff

victimhood

victims of abuse
victims of (violent) crime
victim of a conspiracy
victim of entrapment
victims of war
victims of torture

(see Vibram-soled)

a

(see viselike)

a danger to themselves and others in the

a Viet Cong element launched a which...

police were shocked by the (hate crime)

the police are still searching for the
donations to each of the s;
how a homicide affects a
, survivors, rescue workers
a clay sculpture of the (reconstruction)
the of her attacker
murder from the
the cause of ;
strong laws and the protection of
threw his energies into the movement;
30 states have amendments
the newly revamped department

seek comfort from one another
the and other pieces of evidence (murder)
the had been compelling

evidence about the (rape cases)

(see victim plaintiff)

(see victimhood)

children are becoming
justice for
the

he resigned, claiming that he was the
limbless
treatment and support of

4
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0

victims of sexual assault men also may present as victims of

victims of (catastrophic) illness and injury

accident victim cancer patients and --s
avalanche victim probe poles to locate the s
burn victim a who has inhaled toxic fumes
crash victim huddled in tents with the --s (helicopter);

weeping relatives of the s (plane)
flood victim the volunteer effort to help --s continues
hurricane victim s
mine victim rushing to help a may be dangerous (military)
mob victims a series of
rape victim encourage s to speak out
subsequent victims as were found (serial killings)
torture victims strengthen support for

sexual assault victim --s

limbless victim --s of war

hate-crime victim the families of --s
snakebite victim the typical male

multiple-victim (see multiple-victim)

surviving victims the dwindling number of

apparent victim an was...(cancer from radiation tests)
urban victims -- of penetrating trauma

examinations of (torture) victims psychological
identity of (murder) victim still unknown

support for (torture) victims strengthen
treatment for victims doctors who provide of torture

victimhood victimhood -- is a state he understands

victim-plaintiff victim-plaintiff hundreds of --s

Victorian Victorian-vintage (see Victorian-vintage)
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Victorian-vintage Victorian-vintage message

victory (sports)

victory (other)

video

victory celebration
victory lap
victory podium
victory ribbon

road victory

comeback victory

double-overtime victory

a

a
the players took a , (Olympics)
on the (Tour de France)
tying a around his head

a streak of 10 consecutive s (hockey)

35 fourth-quarter s (football)

a thrilling (college basketball)

thirteenth-straight victory rally to a (basketball)

margin of victory his score gave them the final (soccer game)
run of (15) victories a record-tying
streak of (10 consecutive road) victories a

victory party
victory speech

risk-free victory

narrow victory
naval victory

reason for victory

defeat and victory

video archive
video camera
video-cassette (m)
video-display (m)
video-game
video parlor
video poker
video screen
video surveillance (m)
videotape

video-guided
videotaped

the occurred at a restaurant (lawyers)
Gore's (Iowa caucus/politics)

deliver a (warfare)

he appears to have a (elections)
Hannibal won a over King Eumenes II

a major ...

listening to news of on the BBC at 9:00 P.M.

(see video archive)
a high-definition
a player
a computer with an up-to-date card
(see video-game)
aerobics centers, s, music clubs
(see video poker)
monitored a live feed from their console s
the FBI put a camera in his backyard
schedules, team yearbooks, instructional s

(see video-guided)
(see videotaped)
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video archive

video-game

video-guided

video poker

videotaped

home video
instructional video
movie video
rap video
rock video
television video

film-and-video-editing

freeriding videos

aerial video
erotic video
live (continuous) video
pornographic videos

high quality video

snippets of video

film and video

video archive

a taken during the baseball game
get a free (language instruction)
several s are stacked on the dresser
buying cars and jewelry and making js
shot a in Los Angeles
three images from the shown on...

a fully equipped facility (at home)

many people buy (snowboard mountaineering)

shot by a PNG TV station shows...(volcano)
sensual products, including js
beaming down (space shuttle)
sells on eBay

Australian Channel 9 showed of the eruption

an antenna to relay occasional (space shuttle)

(see film and video)

a with image-based search methods

text-searchable video-archive

video-game console
video-game machine
video-game parlor

video-game joystick

video-guided missile

Video Poker

video-poker machine
video-poker players

videotaped confession
videotaped deposition
videotaped interview
videotaped testimony

Yahoo's growing

Microsoft has a --s console
across the lobby was a (hotel)
movie theaters, exercise studios, 's

a
5
, Video Blackjack and Video Craps (casino)

--s in the local taverns, bowling alleys;
tavern owners pay winnings to

in a
Gates's
in a chilling

from Holocaust survivors
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Viennese

Viennese-trained

Vietnam

Vietnam-era

Vietnamese

videotaped suicide message in his last

Viennese-trained (see Viennese-trained)

Viennese-trained psychologist an elegant,

Vietnam veteran
Vietnam War

Vietnam-era

anti-Vietnam

Vietnam-era ribbon
Vietnam-era veteran
Vietnam-era vets

Vietnamese language

(see Vietnam veteran)
during the

(see Vietnam-era)

(see anti-Vietnam)

for soldiers' dress uniforms
a
hepatitis C and

(see Vietnamese language)

Vietnamese language
Vietnamese-language (instruction) manual
Vietnamese-language movie a

a for Windows 95

Vietnam veteran Vietnam veteran his fellow --s

view (sight)

Vietnam Veterans Memorial the in Washington, D.C.

view-impeding

view of the mountains

rearview

bird's-eye view
outsider's view

breathtaking view

obstructed view
plain view
unimpeded view
unobstructed view
unrestricted view

(see view-impeding)

a front porch with a breathtaking

(see rearview)

a from the plane
an 's

a front porch with a of the mountains

record crowds and --s at museums
he placed his rifle in
all customers have an of the screen
an of all routes into the base
$80 for a seat giving an ;
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view (watch)

beautiful view
public view

pay-per-view
pay-to-view

view (opinion) viewpoint

viewer

viewership

consensus view
establishment view
minority view
world view

anti-establishment view

outsider's view

widely held view

dim view
racist views
strong views
unpopular views

point of view

in the view of...
in view of...

viewer hits

viewership

quiz show viewer

prime-time viewership

erosion of viewership

's over vast distances (desert warfare)

a into the valley below
wall off some things from ;
he dropped out of (a politician)

(see pay-per-view)
(se pay-to-view)

such sharply contrasting --s

the on Wall Street is...
the BBC tended to take an
the Hippocratic Oath represented the
two s were in collision;
their language, -- and customs differ;
visual expression of the community's j;
the passage from life to death in their

prison terms strengthen s

an

the books debunk the that...

lawmakers took a -- of people who...
have influenced his decisions (politics)

this article includes some
speakers with

(see point of view)

tobacco critics
the defendant's advanced age

5 million on the erotic Web site

(see viewership)

most 's didn't suspect anything

was off 18 percent

broadcasters alarmed at the
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view-impeding view-impeding beam

viewing

vigil

vigilantes

vigorously

vigorously enforced

villa

village

viewing gallery
viewing preference
viewing screen
viewing window

TV-viewing (m)

real-time viewing

prolonged viewing

prayer vigil

bedside vigil

all-night vigil

stick-wielding vigilantes

vigorously enforced

vigorously enforced law

luxury villa

village assembly
village chief
village council
village drains
village elder
village funds
village life
village men
village mourner
village square
village well
village women

village matchmaker
village water pump

its s

the N.Y.S.E.'s glassed-in
that fit your s
there was a
a drive-through (at a funeral home)

patterns

relays data for and analysis

of violence and emotional desensitization

neighbors held candlelight s

kept a despondent

an

organized mobs of

(see vigorously enforced)

5
--s and luxury cars

at the first after my election
stand for the post of the
s, or panchayats (India)

posed acute health hazards
eventually, a appeared
the embezzlement of
in a ritual of
outraged stormed the liquor shop
led the --s to the funeral pyre
as we left the
barefoot women walking to the

in Rajasthan (India)

Internet dating services and --s
the
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villagers

vine

vintage

violation

East Village
mountain village

hillside village
seaside village

fishing village

heavily fortified village
long-abandoned village
long-depopulated village

Alpine village
remote village
secluded village
surrounding villages

towns and villages

subsistence villagers

vineyard

grapevine

Victorian-vintage

195 Os-vintage

in New York's hyperhip
protect s (from avalanches)

the remote (Italy)
the s of Schull, Golleen...

little processing plants in remote s

an assault on the of Dai Do (Vietnam)

went on a shooting spree in a small
a small and
female infanticide in one (India)
Grozny and some 17

the postcard-perfect of New England

and urban dwellers (Africa)

a puzzling new disease plaguing s;
s in Europe, Australia, New Zealand

millions of dollars worth of s

(see Victorian-vintage)

(see 1950s-vintage)

violations of (medical) ethics

game violation

gun violation
honor violation
immigration violation
parole violation

privacy violation
rules violations
safety violation
security violation

their work's manifest (biowar)

in most states, --s are minor offenses;
judges take --s too lightly
nobody's getting serious time for --s
expelled for --s
arrests were made for s
drug possession and 5;
in jail for
the company acknowledged a

and the aviation industry
radioactive-waste dumps and --s
fired from Los Alamos for --s
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violator

violence

traffic violation
visa violation

expense account violation
health-code violation
honor code violation
noise ordinance violation

he was charged with several
he has been held by the INS on a

s
he'd never been cited for a
a suspected
he was found guilty of a

copyright violation trademark and

housing-code violation --s

civil rights violation the FBI is investigating for possible s
hazardous-cargo violations cracking down on (planes)

human-rights violator Mauritania as a major -- (slavery)

violence avoidance
violence prevention
violence-prevention (m)

violence-prone

violence-inciting

violence-related
violence-torn

caste violence
entertainment violence
family violence
gun violence

gun-violence (m)
juvenile violence
labor violence
media violence

sports violence

television violence

union violence

violence prevention,
violence avoidance

programs; a -- guide for schools

(see violence-prone)

(see violence-inciting)

(see violence-related)
(see violence-torn)

in India leaves 34 people dead
a turning point in the battle against
they consider a private affair
rising alarm over ;
sue gunmakers to recover the cost of
the problem
the perception that ' is out of control
race riots, draft riots,
prolonged viewing of can lead to...;
something has to be done about
treat as a crime;

deemed to be criminal
links between -- and real-life violence;
a White House conference on
called in federal troops to quell
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workplace violence

real-life violence

anti-violence
nonviolence

neo-Nazi violence

antiabortion violence

television violence and violence

(see anti-violence)
(see nonviolence)

officials worried about concede...

escalating

methanol poisoning epidemic a in Atlanta in 1951 killed 41...

organized violence
renewed violence
unprovoked violence

gender-based violence
school-related violence

caste-related violence

torture and used to coerce people
after reports of
nothing prepared him for such

the victims of
how to handle

often flares in Bihar State (India)

politically motivated violence

domestic violence

domestic-violence (m)
prior violence
sexual violence

, stalking, child abuse;
88,000 estimated incidents of
asked for a restraining order
a man with no that we know of
homosexual men experience high levels of

suburban and urban violence drugs and alcohol powerfully impact

act of violence
acts of violence
aftermath of violence
culture of violence
cycle of violence

employment of violence
epidemic of violence
eruption of violence
explosion of violence
history of violence
level of violence

the act of love looks a lot like an
controlling the random
management of the immediate (hospital)
hockey's -- (on-ice assaults)
the ' that began with crack (cocaine);
it's a not likely to end (Palestine)

the for political ends
an which is rapidly spreading
the -- has dashed hopes (Middle East)
both sides shared the blame for the
an electrician with a -- and mental illness
hope that the -- will decline (Palestine)
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outbreak of violence
scenes of violence
threat of violence
use of violence
viewing of violence

the showed that...
neighborhood kids acting out
nightlife tinged with the
forswore the as a political tool
prolonged and emotional desensitization

wave of (neo-Nazi) violence ways to combat a (Germany)

revenge and violence tribal
sex and violence the level of in movies, videos and TV shows

flashpoint for violence a

violence-inciting violence-inciting "hate speech" his s

violence-prone violence-prone youths talking and listening to

violence-tom violence-torn East Timor

violent (adj) violent behavior

violent confrontation
violent crime

violent (person)

violent encounter
violent individuals
violent injury
violent lyrics
violent nature
violent offense
violent offenders
violent perpetrators
violent response

violent outbursts

nonviolent

less violent
most violent

during contact sports;
17 warning signs for
the 's of the last few days (Arab / Israelis)
arrests for --s dropped 19 percent;
s released inmates commit
she survived a with the killer
government agencies are often targets for
reduce the incidence of in our society
gays have protested his (rap music)
the of some rock lyrics
juveniles charged with --s
drug offenders and
the elderly are easy targets for
an ambush requires an immediate, rapid, and

he was capable of

(see nonviolent)

(see less violent)
(see most violent)

histories of the very violent the medical and psychiatric

the dangerous, the violent, the career offenders
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violet

violin

violinist

viral

virgin

virtual

virus (biology)

ultraviolet

violin lessons

concert violinist

gifted (young) violinist

(see ultraviolet)

take her 12-year-old son to

to become a

a

viral (and bacterial) disease transmission of s
viral (hemorrhagic) fever

antiviral

virgin forest
virgin passage

virtual bondage
virtual repository
virtual university
virtual worlds

virtual storefront

virtual shopping mall

virtual supermarket

virtual stranglehold

virus transmission
virus weapon

virus-killing

flu virus
insect virus
laboratory virus
passenger virus
rabies viruses

making the diagnosis of

(see antiviral)

vast areas of have been penetrated
we find no in the cave (caving)

guest workers held in
a of health-related information
distance learning and s
computer games that create onscreen

setting up a on the Web

s like Catelog City

s sold $148 million last year

a on...

method of in these cases is unclear (rabies)
used the research for s

(see virus-killing)

research on a strain of
an expert on --s
100 researchers using s
SV40 may not be simply a
most belong to genus Lyssavirus

hemorrhagic-fever virus the Ebola, Marburg, and Rift Valley s

hemorrhagic virus the (Ebola virus)
rare virus officials linked the unexplained deaths to a
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potentially deadly virus

role of the virus
spread of the virus
strain of (flu) virus

contracted the (West Nile virus)

the in human infections
in an effort to halt the (West Nile Virus)
research on a

breeding ground for viruses

virus (computer) virus creator

Love Bug virus

anti-virus (m)

virus-killing

visa

visibility

vision

puddles are a for mosquitoes

the FBI is closing in on the

people whose computers were infected by the

update and run your program regularly

breeding ground for viruses

virus-killing liquid

visa applicant
visa requirement
visa violation

entry visa
exit visa
immigrant visa
tourist visa
work visa

multiple-entry visa

visibility advantage

long-range visibility

reduced visibility

low visibility
poor visibility

vision correction
vision loss
vision system

the Internet is a

evaluations of the --s
s might have to be reintroduced
he has been held by the INS on a

an exit visa, an
an , an entry visa
a lottery for six thousand --s
they obtained and left the Soviet Union
the and the language skills

he was issued a

use of night vision devices to gain a

the desert generally offers excellent (warfare)

is caused by fine sulfur particles

(see low visibility)
the pilot had to pull up because of

a revolution in
the leading cause of
the computerized was crucial (space station)
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visit

night-vision (m)
tunnel vision

off -center vision

television

double vision
perfect vision
peripheral vision

dimness of vision
loss of vision

(see also eye)

campus visit
contact visits
dentist visits
doctor visits
doctor's visit
gallery visits
home visit

hospital visit
neighbor's visit
return visit

state visit
summer visit
surprise visit

emergency room visit
weekend visit

dental visits
official visit
previous visit
safe visit

once-a-month visit

parade of visits

trained their scopes on a familiar sight
a kind of dominates his perspective

the eye's more sensitive

(see television)

contact a physician if you have
color contacts for people with
the blind spot doesn't destroy

or loss of vision
dimness or

s by Lady Bird Johnson elicited protests
versus window visits (state prison)
and car repairs

regular
he never left my side through every
joining friends for and entertaining
after 5 (human services);
police made five s in 4 years
Texas recorded 86 s involving...
would she have welcomed a
I made my first ;
the thugs made a to his house and...
President Clinton's to Nigeria
during a to Spokane
a

middle-of-the-night s
an entire every other week

cavity-related
a two-day -- to Nigeria
the memorial had double in size since my
please enjoy a -- (to the Botanical Gardens)

the judge allowed a

a never-ending
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visitation

visited

visiting

visitor

visor

vista

visual

visitation battles
visitation cubicle
visitation rights

grandparent-visitation

less-visited
seldom-visited

visiting area
visiting day
visiting hour

visiting professor
visiting rights
visiting room

visiting time

visitor area
visitor's book
visitors center
visitors' center
Visitor Information

convention visitor
festival visitor

chat-room visitor
Web site visitors

Spanish-speaking visitor

unique visitor

sun visor

scenic vista

visual arts
visual check
visual signature

involving grandparents
the s at the county jail
a child's grandparents are suing for

laws in 49 other states

(see less-visited)
(see seldom visited)

she was in the
at Robeson County Jail

it's (at a prison);
during evening s (psychiatric ward)
a ' from...
without any to her two sons
the glass-enclosed ;
the was light and airy (prison)

at the prison

arriving at the spacious
I signed the (Kamikaze memorial)
a long-promised on Capitol Hill
create a historic site and a

(sign in National Forest)

cities with the most s
the average local spends $93 per day

divulge the identities of s
and "cookies"

attract s to the city

1.4 million s (Internet site)

the headrest, s, glove box, ashtrays, floor mats;
wear protective clothing, including hats or

's unimpeded by smog and air pollution

philanthropic support for the
conduct a for tampering (car bomb)
markers provide commanders with a
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p

I

110

p

11.

visualization

vital

vitamin

vitamin-enriched

vitro

vivid

vocabulary

vodka

voice

visual and sensor (m)

visualization therapy

vital importance
vital records (m)
vital signs

vital target

vitamin store
vitamin supplements

vitamin outlets

vitamin-enriched

the army has target acquisition

a counselor taught him (terminally ill)

issues of to our community
head of D.C.'s agency
nurses checked his every 30 minutes;
the driver, displaying no (car crash)
the enemy will strike directly at --s if...

I wandered in search of a
she thinks that are unnecessary

health-food shops and on every block

(see vitamin-enriched)

vitamin-enriched supplements high-calorie,

in-vitro

vivid account

vocabulary section

risk vocabulary

vodka bottle

voice chat
voice-chat (m)
voice command

voice mail

voice recognition
voice recorder

voice room
voice vote

(see in-vitro)

a of the battle (Iwo Jima)

the of the test

develop a uniform that clarifies...

--s and car parts littered the yard

making possible
software; systems

robots responding to s;
operate by a series of s
I have three s to check;
all your faxes, E-mails, and s
, games, Web music players
deactivating the cockpit ;
the cockpit survived;
crashes solved by flight and --s
--s can be X-rated
passed in the Senate by a

voice-over in a at the start of the first episode;
there are no explanatory 5
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voiced

voice-chatting
voice coaching

voice of reason

radio-announcer voice

mature-sounding voice

electronic voice
inner voice
low voice

out-of-tune voice

tone of voice

husky-voiced
pert-voiced
siren-voiced
soft-voiced
strong-voiced

volatile volatile behavior

ultravolatile

volcanic volcanic eruption
volcanic island

volcano (actual) volcano's destruction

active volcano

eruption of the volcano

volcano (other) Volcano minefields

Volcano-dispensed

Volcano-dispensed Volcano-dispensed mines

areas in which has an impact
the actors came to him for

I was in no reason to listen to the

with a

in a

the said, "Leave your message"
just follow your
we were talking in s

we heard the s

facial expressions, body language,

(see husky-voiced)
(see pert-voiced)
(see siren-voiced)
(see soft -voiced)
(see strong-voiced)

despite his on the court (basketball)

(see ultravolatile)

recent s have left 5-7 cm of ash in town
tiny s between Alaska and Siberia

the is all around (Mount St. Helens)

s, old-growth tropical rainforest (Dominica)

the

are ideal for providing flank protection;
if air are emplaced in friendly areas;
ground are marked according to...

(see Volcano-dispensed)

are emplaced quickly (from air)
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I

volley volleyball

volleyball

volt

voltage

volume (noise)

volume (amount)

volleyball player
volleyball court

voltage

high-voltage

volume control

volume of diarrhea
volume of (enemy) fire

passenger volume

heavy volume
high-volume

duration or volume

volume (book) twelve-volume

volunteer

volunteer-run

vomiting

volunteer activity
volunteer coach
volunteer effort
volunteer search
volunteer work

volunteer blood donor

volunteer-run

adult volunteer
festival volunteer

all-volunteer

volunteer-run thrift shop

(see volleyball)

a nationally ranked -;
he was a regular on the

(see voltage)

(see high-voltage)

the microphone has no -

the duration or
disregarding the heavy -

a seasonal increase in - (airport)

disregarding the - of enemy fire
(see high-volume)

the - of diarrhea

(see twelve-volume)

do religious or -'s
as a longtime
the - to help flood victims continues
he organized the - (for missing woman)
he did -;
her - took her away from home

-s

(see volunteer-run)

finding -s is a challenge (Girl Scouts)
hundreds of city workers, -s and vendors

(see all-volunteer)

a - (proceeds help a hospital)

bloody diarrhea, vomiting, cramps and fever - (Brucellosis)
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vote

voter

voting

vote count
vote-getter

election vote
military vote
voice vote

mail-in vote

heavy (military) vote
popular vote

popular-vote (m)
unanimous vote

get-out-the-vote

voter apathy
voter clout
voter initiative
voter reaction
voter-registration (m)
voter survey

voter turnout

after a that stretched into the morning
the leading

the election campaign and the
a heavy maintains Bush's lead (election)
passed in the Senate by a

voters can cast their ballots by

a maintains Bush's lead (election)
came in second in s;
his goal of receiving 5% of the
his lead (elections)
the Senate approved the legislation on a

(see get-out-the-vote)

the park has no economic clout or
s that imposed term limits
needn't worry about
compared with those listed in records
according to s

was less than 20 percent

non-Internet-connected voter s (Arizona)

sample of voters

voting-age
voting district
voting irregularities
voting record
voting traditions

Democratic-voting

on-line voting
online voting

computerized voting

habit of voting

they'll ask a random (exit polls)

(see voting-age)
in a
state officials overlook
the claim is supported by his
race-based die hard here

(see Democratic-voting)

the Justice Department approved -S;
the future of

from home

young people have yet to get into the
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voting age

voucher

VOW

voyage

V-shaped

vulgar

vulnerability

vulnerable

VW

wadi

voting age population

student voucher

housing voucher

vow of poverty

celibacy vow
wedding vows

voyages of exploration

maiden voyage

solo voyage

V-shaped opening
V-shaped trough

vulgar remark

emotional vulnerability

pockets of vulnerability

vulnerable flank
vulnerable target

Volkswagen

wadi

less than half of the

in the form of s

the flow of food stamps and s

we took a and moved here (rural area)

sexuality, s and the priesthood
she'll renew her

extensive ' (to the Americas)

on his he ran aground (ship captain)

completed a around the Antarctic (yacht)

a big
a

he yelled a -- (sporting event)

the and social anxiety (planning a wedding)

(areas in world without vaccines)

maneuver to a -- (attack)
disabled vehicles are --s (war)

dry, steep-walled eroded canyons, known as --s;
s, or dried water courses, vary from wide...;
s have a potential for flash floods

wadis and other terrain features (desert)
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wading

wage

dried wadi

deep wadi

a passable route through the bottom of a

the landscape undulates, with s

sand dunes, escarpments, wadis (desert)
sandy dunes, rocky plateaus, mountains, and wadis (desert)

wading pool

wage increase
wage-labor (m)
wage reduction

wage-dependent

wage-earning

union wages

sharply inflated wages

high-wage
low-wage
lost wages
minimum wage

drowning in 's; a tranquil

the could cost $250 million a year
an exploitative relationship
arbitrary Ps and firings are common

(see wage-dependent)

(see wage-earning)

earning high as an ironworker

must pay to employees

(see high-wage)
(see low-wage)
allows for pain, suffering and
(see minimum wage)

wage-dependent wage-dependent working class

wage-earning

wagon

waist

waist-deep

waist-high

wage-earning adults

station wagon

horse-drawn wagon

waist-length
waistline

waist-deep
waist-high

waist-deep river
waist-deep water

waist-high bushes

the creation of a

adults

your father's

the s rolled by

(see waist-length)
(see waistline)

(see waist-deep)
(see waist-high)

singletrack across s (biking)
they fled the town in (flood)
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waist-length

waistline

wait

wait-and-see

waiting

waiting list

waist-high walls

waist-length hair

waistline

wait staff

wait-listed

wait-and-see

long wait

two-hour wait

wait-and-see approach

wait-and-see attitude

wait-and-see position

waiting area
waiting game
waiting list
waiting period
waiting room

waiting list

our faces grow older, our js expand

the or manager (restaurant)

(see wait-listed)

(see wait-and-see)

travelers faced s (at airports)

we will have a

doctors advocated a ;
baseball's approach is irresponsible
a prevails;
with large buyers taking a
a dodgy

he sat in the clinic
they played a (with the weather)
(see waiting list)
(see waiting period)
the of the Randolph Street Station

stuck on the ; stranded on s;
ask to be put on the (restaurant);
I'm on the to see the doctor (prison)

seniority-based waiting list js of up to several years

waiting period waiting period

wait-listed

3-year waiting period

five-day-waiting-period

wait-listed applicants
wait-listed students

resubmitted the plans after a j;
gun ownership should require a

inducted without a

(see five-day-waiting-period)

600
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waitress

wake (water)

wake (other)

wakeboard

waking

wake-up

walk

cocktail waitress

wakeboard

wake-up

bouncers, bartenders, Ps

(see wakeboard)

(see wake-up)

wake of the (merger) announcement in the
wake of the (Arab oil) embargo in the
wake of a (sleet) storm in Mid-December, in the

wakeboard

waking lives

wake-up call this death is a ;
the hotel failed to give him a

water-skis, kneeboards, s and ski tubes

such an important part of our

walk-in
walkover
walkway

walk-and-talk

sleepwalk (v)

catwalk
crosswalk
Crosswalk
day's walk

sidewalk
spacewalk

nighttime walk

few minutes' walk

short walk

crawl, walk, run (m)

walk-and-talk walk-and-talk scene

(see walk-in)
(see walkover)
(see walkway)

(see walk-and-talk)

it's like they're ing

moving on the beneath the roadway
she fell at the (street)

to Delta, TWA (elevated between buildings)
was it more than a ;
these areas could only be reached after a
(see sidewalk)
(see spacewalk)

how my led to trouble

a from the main base gate;
a ride on a twenty-five-cent tram

I took a to the memorial playground

instruction should follow a sequence(military)

a
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I

I

I

I

it

I

I

walker

walk-in

walking

walkover

walkway

wall

space walker
spacewalker

walk-in cage
walk-in closet
walk-in refrigerator

walking distance
walking guide
walking stick

walking tour
walking wounded

walking and running (m)

space-walking (m)

walkover

Walkway

outdoor walkway

gravel walkway

wallchart
wall clock
wallflower
wallpaper

wall hanging

wall-mounted
wall-sized

wall-to-wall

cave walls
club's walls
firewall
flood walls
prison walls

the s performed a number of jobs

a tawny eagle in a
a
put the food into the ;
the , the reach-in coolers (restaurant)

within easy
the s I took with me to France (books)
a snakeskin-covered ;
carrying a
devoting several days to --s of Paris

temporarily excused from duty

trails (Austin)

the pair; the astronauts

the campaign won't be a

to Terminal B (sign at airport)

led me along an

s
designed a
the big
she's a (uncomfortable around guys)
(see wallpaper)

framed posters and other s

(see wall-mounted)
(see wall-sized)

(see wall-to-wall)

they painted them on (mammoths)
photos line the
high-security s that protect secret data
the city's (Paducah, KY)
those outside the (inmate's point of view)
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walled

sea wall a jet ski forced a sea kayaker into a
seawall a that stretched across the beach;

a was finally built;
along the just across the road

stone wall forty feet from a
tunnel wall they've reinforced the s with bolts

sandstone wall led me 300 feet up a

high-altitude wall js (climbing)

overhanging wall at the foot of an

climbing wall our 35-foot provides a controlled environment

whitewashed wall bunk beds against the s

graffiti-covered wall dank buildings with s
ivy-covered wall s
abdominal wall
artificial wall

walled banks
walled compound

the distance between the and steering wheel
giving a climbing demonstration on an

the river won't overflow its
families often live in s (India)

concrete-walled (see concrete-walled)

bare-walled (see bare-walled) 1

high-walled (see high-walled)

wallet checkbook and wallet inside her purse were her

wall-mounted wall-mounted case js hold...

wallpaper green-and-white-striped wallpaper

wall-sized wall-sized poster a

wall-to-wall wall-to-wall carpet
wall-to-wall carpeting

walnut walnut-brown (see walnut-brown)
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walnut-brown

walrus

wandering

waning

wanna

wanna-be

want

want ad

wanted

WAP

WAP-enabled

war

walnut-brown face

walrus mustache

wandering eyes

waning days
waning years

wanna-be

wanna-be hair stylist

Jack Kerouac wanna-be

want ad

wants and needs

want ads

want-ad Web site

help-wanted

most-wanted

unwanted

WAP-enabled

WAP-enabled phone

war chant
war correspondent
war crimes
war criminal
war effort
warfare
war game
warhead
war hero
war hymn
warlord

a small boy with an angelic,

a heavyset man with a

and other suspicious test activity

the of 1999
in the of the British Raj

(see wanna-be)

a

a pot-smoking

(see want ad)

the big picture instead of my little

checked job listings, read the

s
(see help-wanted)

(see most-wanted)

(see unwanted)

(see WAP-enabled)

shipping the first s to Europeans

fans and players intoned their (football)
kidnappers, mines, s
(see war crimes)
Nazi s like Hermann Goering
to keep them from deserting the
(see warfare)
during aerial --s
(see warhead)
many people think he was a
fight songs and s (sports)
(see warlord)
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war's lessons are so brutal, and seem so obvious
warlord (see warlord)
war machine factory workers for the ;

the diamond trade fuels the (Angola)
war memorial the USS Arizona is a
war memories that have been repressed
warplane js would keep the skies clear
war plans under current Pentagon
war profiteer turned a blind eye to s
war records soldiers' recollections and
war refugee Austria has taken in Bosnian js
war resister a Quaker
war service his as a B-17 navigator
warship named a in his honor
war-simulation (m) a game (console game)
war story as he recounts his s (film industry)
wartime (see wartime)
war veteran the views of ordinary s
war years during the
war zone trained people in the 5;

a trip to the

war-damaged (see war-damaged)
war-destroyed (see war-destroyed)
war-displaced (see war-displaced)
war-shattered (see war-shattered)
war-shortened (see war-shortened)
war-torn (see war-torn)

war-gaming civilian spread...

war-fighting (m) a review of strategy;
capacity

war-weary

war of words

war on cancer

air war
air-war (m)
bush war
culture war

(see war-weary)

an interesting develops between... (politics)

Richard Nixon began America's

the against Serbia
had to radio in to the headquarters
the fierce, undeclared -- (South Africa)
"s" that have wracked universities
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drug war

flame war
gear woes
ground war
Gulf War
labor war
people's war
diplomatic war
race war
star wars
Vietnam War
World War

Persian Gulf war

error-free war

tug-of-war

antiwar
prewar
postwar

bidding war

undeclared (bush) war

best-covered war

civil war
civil-war (m)
clandestine wars
cold war
cyberwar
diplomatic war
dirty war
holy war
Korean War
religious wars
wider war

end of the war
horrors of war

Columbia's ;
the became a bipartisan effort
spam, s, dumb jokes
Irvine tended to the (mountaineering)
he couldn't win without a
(see Gulf War)
a over union representation
fighting their " j"
he has won the
preparing for a
(see star wars)
during the
(see World War)

the 9991

the myth of

a

(see antiwar)
(see prewar)
(see postwar)

a had begun for exclusive photo rights

the fierece that South Africa was fighting

the in history

the Angolan
history

the South Africa waged (Angola, etc.)
(see cold war)

raises a host of legal questions
he has won the
state terrorism in the country's (South Africa)
a for holy land (Muslims)
(see Korean War)

and persecutions
we seek no

since the , there have been several alerts
the
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war crimes

levels of war the strategic, operations and tactical
onset of the (Trojan) War at the
pity of war the (Kamikaze memorial)
prisoner of war (see prisoner of war)
progression of a war a logic to the
sounds of war the city rang to the (Bujumbura)

ebb and flow of the war the (Angola)

early days of the (Korean) War the

mobilization for war full-scale

war crimes indicted for

war-crimes investigator
war crimes tribunal
war-crimes tribunal

he became a (W.W.II)
the international j in the Hague
the

ward (suffix) coastward (see coastward)
landward (see landward)

eastward (see eastward)
rightward (see rightward)

downward (see downward)
upward (see upward)

ward (place) hospital ward we stopped to visit a dimly lighted
maternity ward rush to the

psychiatric ward the children's ;
the time I spent on a

war-damaged war-damaged house rebuild --s

warden game warden the who patrolled the region

Warden Message a from the US Embassy in Riyadh

war-destroyed war-destroyed bridge the s

war-displaced war-displaced Serbs thousands of
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wardrobe

ware

warfare

warhead

wardrobe expenses

warehouse

dinnerware
hardware
ironware
kitchenware
software

taxes, child care, commuting,

(see warehouse)

for school and office cafeterias
(see hardware)
iron and --for example, wire
bottled water, , tinned goods
(see software)

warfare, anarchy, and ethnic cleansing that engulfed the region

caste warfare
class warfare
chemical-warfare (m)
chemical warfare (m)
computer warfare
guerrilla warfare
mine warfare

surface warfare

biowarfare (m)
cyberwarfare (m)

anti-air warfare

biological warfare
chemical warfare
ethnic warfare
naval warfare
tribal warfare

S, lawlessness, vendettas, blood feuds
the kind of common 100 years ago
atropine, a antidote

injuries
the U.S. conducted against Yugoslavia
the of the Viet Cong
the horrors of --;

in an urban environment;
aerial (mines laid from helicopter)
the Navy's director of

Iraq had a program
the U.S. military's offensive programs

(AAW)

(see biological warfare)
(see chemical warfare)
three years of ravaged Sarajevo
disputes over fishing rights led to
poverty, crime, and savage ;
a famine caused by

chemical and biological warfare
(see chemical and biological warfare)

nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare GPS may be used during

weapons of warfare basic for the individual soldier

warhead initiation manual (command-detonated AT mine)
warhead options their range and (theater ballistic missiles)
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warehouse

warhead type reload and refire time, , and guidance type

warhead or other lethal payload carry a (missile)

enemy warhead home in on s
fragmentation warhead it uses a self-forging (antitank mine)

blast-fragmentation warhead AP SCATMINEs utilize a
radio frequency (RF) warheads passive infrared (IR) or (MLRs)

direct-energy (shaped charge) warhead it uses a (antitank mine)
direct-fragmentation warhead a (antipersonnel mine)

EFP warhead
SFF warhead

chemical warheads
conventional warhead
multiple warhead (m)
nuclear warhead

the (explosive-formed penetrating)
the mine uses an (self-forging fragmentation)

Syria may have available for its TBMs
torpedoes or missiles with nuclear or js
the high volume of fire and capabilities
missiles with s

chemical and biological warheads for long-range missiles
chemical or biological warhead the development of a isn't difficult

difficult-to-kill warheads a variety of (theater ballistic missiles)

WMD/WME warhead js (weapons of mass destruction)

range, caliber, accuracy and variety of warheads increased the

warehouse

warehouse fire
warehouse roof

warehouse's third floor

airport warehouse

rundown warehouse

abandoned warehouse
automated warehouse

six firefighters killed in a huge
buried when a collapsed

a storage locker on the

his job, at an

and rail yards

an
a modern, ;
$1 billion on vans and s
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warehousing data warehousing and consumer information
data-warehousing (m) develop its software

warlord warlord

warlordship (see warlordship)

warlordship criminal warlordship a run by...(Central Asia)

warm warm period the previous started 130,000 years ago

warm-up (see warm-up)

warmblooded (see warmblooded)

warmblooded warmblooded animals have one aorta

warmer warmer-than-normal (see warmer-than-normal)

warmer-than-normal

warming

warm-up

warning

warmer-than-normal temperatures in the Pacific

warming cycle
warming trend

climate warming
global warming

warm-up
warmup

warm-up jacket

it's not clear how long the will last
the present

overfishing, loss of habitat
(see global warming)

they were a for...;
in -js, he retrieved the ball (basketball)

wear js;
in yellow Notre Dame s

pregame warmups during (football)

warning bell
warning flag
warning label

warning-label (m)
warning letter
warning light

spiraling suicide rates sound a
musical tastes or dress styles as js
s on cigarette packs and liquor bottles;
the call for s on credit cards
a system using a secret code
s and fines
cockpit s
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warning shot

warning sign
warning system

avalanche warning
avalanche warning (m)
clear warnings
dais warning
earnings warning
hurricane warning
intelligence warnings

he fires a before going to bed (wolves);
the soldier had fired s first
(see warning sign)
a train protection in response to a crash

weather forecasters issued an
the nation's Internet site was revamped
the pilot missed and crashed (airport)
a to prepare for...
the company posted an
s for South Florida
other American came and went

4

warning sign

warrant

early-warning (see early-warning)

early avalanche warning (m)
severe-weather warning
tropical storm warning

15 new stations were installed
s and the Weather Channel
issued a

strongly worded warning in a (contraceptive recall from company)

repeated warnings the military has given that...

warning sign s have been posted;
they missed the s (son's breakdown)

warning sign of problems
warning signs of psychosis
warning signs of suicide

a problems ahead
spotted the in himself
public education about the

warning signs for violent behavior 17

warning signs that...

stroke's warning signs

ample warning signs

warrant for his arrest

arrest warrant
death warrant
execution warrant
fugitive warrant

your child may be doing drugs

recognize

there were (psychotic breakdown)

the FBI issued a federal fugitive

issued an for Miller
Crouse read the
the governor signed five s
the FBI issued a federal for his arrest
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warranty

warring

war-shattered

war-shortened

wartime

war-torn

war-weary

wary

wash (clean)

wash (terrain)

washed

search warrant requests for -js and restraining orders

requests for search warrants and restraining orders

powertrain warranty a

extended warranty the protection of an

bumper-to-bumper warranty a

warring parents

war-shattered Germany

war-shortened career

wartime advance
wartime devastation
wartime initiative
wartime service

war-torn area
war-torn Bosnia

war-torn backwater

war-weary civilians
war-weary nation

weight-wary

washboard (m)
washroom (m)

body wash
mouthwash
car wash

dry wash

washed-out

acid-washed

trapped in the battle between his

after a as an editor at... (W.W.II)

s
Poland's (W.W.II)
the Manhattan Project and js

drilling for oil in this (Colombia)

this poor, hungry,

suffering, ;
a

(see weight-wary)

driving down a road
a condom machine

eau de parfum, a body lotion, and
chlorine dioxide in s attack bad breath
the DeVille was still dripping from the

a leading to a 300-foot drop

(see washed-out)

(see acid-washed)
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washed-out

washer

washing

wasp

waste

whitewashed

washed-out road

dishwasher

washing machine

hand washing

hand washing (m)

bees and wasps

wastage

wasteful

waste disposal

waste disposal (m)
waste dump
waste incineration
wasteland
waste management
waste management (m)
waste pit
waste product
waste system
waste-treatment (m)
wastewater

waste of resources
waste of time

chicken waste
dog waste
hog-waste (m)
pet waste
poultry waste

(see whitewashed)

a

(see dishwasher)

when her Sears broke down

guidelines for infection control include ;
reduces infection rates;

hospital workers are too casual about ;
dozens to hundreds of s a day
studied practices at hospitals;
inadequate compliance with guidelines

the venom of

(see wastage)

(see wasteful)

inadequate controls over ;
incinerators for
antiquated systems
unsanitary s

and pesticide manufacturing
an industrial (Manchester)
reaching the crisis point in
develop facilities
s that the hog industry calls lagoons
furniture, appliances, tires or other (sign)
in search of high-tech 's
proper facilities would cost...
remove ammonia from

I think the monument is a
you will realize what a it was

that seeps into groundwater
the problems of and unleashed dogs
North Carolina's 4,000 lagoons
properly dispose of (National Park)

has been spread as fertilizer
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wastage

wasted

wasteful

waster time wasters

watch (timepiece) gold watch
pocket watch

watch (other) watchful

hazardous wastes
nuclear waste
radioactive-waste (m)
radioactive waste
toxic-waste (m)

garbage or other waste

water wastage

wasted space

not-to-be-wasted

industry dumped millions of tons of
(see nuclear waste)

dumps and safety violations
empty containers
the plant was its own dump

may not be put on ground around dumpsters

reduce

there is no room for

(see not-to-be-wasted)

wasteful (resource) consumption

watched

watcher

watchdog (m)
watchman
watchtower
watchword

hurricane watch
suicide watch

flash flood watch
tropical storm watch

Neighborhood Watch

half watch (v)

closely watched
most watched

bird watcher
bird-watchers
Kennedy-watcher

(see time waster)

a
clocks and s

(see watchful)

a national organization
an Arab lent me his cell phone
a border guarded by troops in s
comfort and convenience are his s

a was extended
she was taken off (jailed woman)

s were posted for...
a was issued

winding streets with signs

one of those airplane movies you

(see closely watched)
(see most watched)

my fellow s
, cyclists, horse riders and canoeists
s say John Jr
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TV watcher s younger than 2

CEO-watchers ON,

watchful watchful eyes under the of security officers

watching bird watching (see bird watching)
meteor watching takes patience
people-watching plenty of (at a city festival)
television watching and aggression
TV-watching (m) children and their habits

water water aerobics I take two days a week
water authority local s must report contaminants
water bed with its shag carpets, , and...
water bill pay for the project with higher s
water bottle they grab for js
water bowl the cat's
water chemistry lakes are regaining their normal
water column fish in the middle of the
water conservation leak detection is critical to ;

water harvesting techniques and
water consumption was rising
water cooler the office
watercraft jet skis, or personal (PWC);

ban personal
water-delivery (m) installing better systems (agriculture)
water dragon the care and feeding of s (reptiles)
water droplet the
water's edge at the
water enthusiasts fishermen, divers and other
waterfall (see waterfall)
water filter the ash provides a natural
waterflow (m) those who depend on data;

data from USGS gauging stations
water fountain the bulletin board by the
waterfowl American coots, low-flying
water-front (m) expensive homes
waterfront (m) a park and underground parking;

Havana's boulevard
water line (see water line)
water loss how to minimize j;

large js in the District
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water loss (m)
water main
water mill
water pipe
waterpipe
water pistol
water pollution
water problem
waterproof
water price
water project
water pump
water quality
water reserves
water rescue
water resources
water restrictions
water rights
water sales
water scarcity

watershed
watershed (m)
water shortage
water-skier
water slide

water source
water-storage (m)
water supply

water supply (m)
water's surface
water table
water tank
water-temperature (m)
water theft
water tower

water-usage (m)
water user

water utilities

Cleveland has a higher rate
(see water main)
an old , built in 1744
smoke cigarettes or s;
Youssef Habib, who was smoking a
a garden hose and

has grown worse
Venice's s keep getting worse
(see waterproof)
domestic s higher than today's
s from San Juan to the Nile
the village
(see water quality)
Turkey has huge (drinking water)
trains police in
scarce --s in the Sea of Galilee
mandatory
negotiating the for the aqueduct

could boost Turkey's position in the region
and major food-producing regions;

20 countries face severe
in the where they live
it was a event for the company
a
the --s looked tanned
a river is not an amusement park ;
a swimming pool with a
bury human waste away from a
a two-gallon, backpack
cut off s to a village;
cut off the town's ;
programs to clean up --s

needs
250 feet below the
wells and --s
it has two --s and a shoulder strap

measurements from the Sargasso Sea
cracking down on -- or waste
Ft. Detrick's ;
a concrete loomed ahead
mandatory restrictions
for Barcelona s;
recreational such as fishermen
a think tank funded largely by
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water wastage reduce
waterway Venetians must rescue their fetid s;

on the edge of a quiet (Venice);
urban s became open sewers

waterway (m) the 11,000-mile inland system

water shutdown power outages, s and phone disruptions

water harvesting techniques and water conservation
waterproofing (see waterproofing)
water rationing forest fires and
water-saving (see water-saving)

water-based (see water-based)
waterborne (see waterborne)
water-damaged (see water-damaged)
water-filled (see water- filled)
water-powered (see water-powered)
water-stained (see water-stained)

water-efficient (see water-efficient)
watertight (see watertight)
waterproof (see waterproof)

backwater Darien remained a remote ;
in 1831, Southhampton County was a ;
in long-ignored rural s;
guides his boat into a swampy

bath water let's not throw the baby out with the
canteen water they drank the last of their
flood water as s receded;

people left homeless by the js;
flood water as js receded;

people left homeless by the s
floodwater people bailed from homes and businesses
ground water (see ground water)
headwaters at the of Kings Creek
home waters the Captain showed me his
ice water (see ice water)
meltwater coming in behind the dam
nation's waters battles over jet skis on the is still going
ocean waters the EPA has set pollution limits for
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rain water
salt water
seawater
shower water
surface water
tap water

wastewater

backwater
underwater

boiling water
drinking water
running water
standing water

bottled water
contaminated water
piped water
pressurized water
uncharted waters

arsenic-contaminated
shark-infested water

deep water
freshwater
high-water
hot-water
muddy water
open-water
pristine waters
public water
shallow-water
whitewater

ankle-deep water
oxygen-rich water
waist-deep water

body of water
can of water
force of the water

the tends to run off
corroded by

raging up the beach
the extra tank for
contaminated groundwater and
Manila's is no longer potable;
the cities will treat with a disinfectant
remove ammonia from

(see backwater)
(see underwater)

pour enough over figs to cover
the shortage of may become severe

is unavailable in the affected area
control mosquitoes by getting rid of

the lack of fluoride in
garbage, sewage,
a total loss of and electricity
shot a stream of across the room
the NCAA is wading into

water
a body of

(see deep water)
(see freshwater)
(see high-water)
(see hot-water)
residential areas were submerged in (flood)
(see open-water)
the off San Cristobal Island
(see public water)
(see shallow-water)
(see whitewater)

in
kills fish that need to survive
they fled the town in (flood)

between these two (Black, Caspian Seas)
a can and a paintbrush;
the -- was quite awesome (flash floods)
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sources of water
traces of water
tub of (warm) water

wells and other
in a vapor plume

sit in a tub (hemorrhoids)

chemical signature of water searching for the

food, water, clothing, and shelter you may need for stragglers (MP)
ammunition, food, water, and medical supplies be sure the platoon has
ammunition, rations, water, and communications gear

water-based water-based astringent s (cosmetics)
water-based paint conventional s

waterborne waterborne cholera is generally

waterborne disease a
3 million children die from s

waterborne escape

waterborne outbreaks Giardia was implicated in 90 in the US

water-damaged water-damaged equipment to be hauled away

watered well watered (see well watered)

water-efficient water-efficient crops develop

waterfall waterfall a swimming pool with a

waterfall injuries and lost hikers (outdoor accidents)

base of the waterfall the pool of water at the
crest of a waterfall a slip around the can be fatal

water-filled water-filled (bomb) crater a
water-filled ditches barbed wire and

watering watering hole the s during the dry season
watering party the platoon sergeant organizes a (canteens)

water line (pipe) city water line a leaking

16-inch water line a
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miles of water lines

waterline (other) ship's waterline

water main water main

water main break

water-powered water-powered mills

waterproof

waterproofing

water quality

water-saving

water-stained

watertight

watt

wave (water)

wave (other)

waterproof boots
waterproof camera
waterproof feature

waterproof ammunition

waterproofing spray

water quality

water quality data
water quality expert
water quality standards

New York City has 6,600

the blast tore a huge hole at the

a new section of the ;
sediment was allowed to build in s;
service lines link js to homes

a ; s skyrocketed

the that had nurtured their towns

a padded jacket, cap, and
s that are fit for kayaking;

the js (of the camera)

can 5

a for shoes

monitors

water-saving technology

water-stained ceiling

watertight

million-watt

wave maker

crashing of the waves

wave action
wavelength

wave of the future

have collected
a

develop improved s

stared up at the

so clever and a film...

(see million-watt)

a $400,000 (on a man-made lake)

the howl of the wind and the

gouged away his resting place
(see wavelength)

online banking is the

wave of (cigarette) advertising the new
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wave of (commercial space) cameras the new
wave of criticism the slow response has brought a
waves of grief the wreck is sending across the mountains
wave of self-criticism a swept the press
wave of (reported) sightings a in 1993 (UFOs)

airwave rudeness has polluted s;
a license to use the public s

attack wave the main
blast wave the effects of a on human tissue
blast wave (m) shock after injury is caused by...
crime wave another consequence of the
heat wave during last week's -S;

a stubborn gripping much of the U.S.
human wave (see human wave)
murder wave a engulfed the U.S. around 1960
shock wave s from underground nuclear explosions;

s to pulverize kidney stones

new wave the of commercial space cameras;
the of cigarette advertising

short-wave (see short-wave)

chest-high waves shredding (surfing)

microwave (see microwave)

wavelength wavelength of light high-energy

waving flag-waving (see flag- waving)
gun-waving (see gun-waving)

wax wax-coated (see wax-coated)

car wax and carburetor cleaner

wax-coated wax-coated fruit

waxed waxed paper on j, pat out a rectangle of meatloaf

way (path) way station a on their trip from...;
use the moon as a to more distant bodies

airway the doctors could traumatize the
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alleyway clogged with rubbish
archway the graceful s and terraces
bargeway the crusade for a on the Red River
Broadway (see Broadway)
byway public js
beltway six growth corridors and three s
causeway just over the j from the mainland
companionway the now open (boat)
doorway (see doorway)
driveway he ran out to the ;

kept his truck in the
entranceway the to the Grand Theater
entryway lining the
expressway the is blocked
fairway the first (golf)
freeway industrial parks, s, office complexes...,
freeway (m) abandoned warehouses and underpasses
gangway the captain stood by the
gateway the to the East;

a direct into dream life
halfway (see halfway)
hallway (see hallway)
harm's way climbing into in the backcountry
highway (see highway)
jetway the humid outside the terminal
passageway guided us through several narrow js
pathway a variety of sensory s;

an interconnected network of similar 5;
complex molecular --s

railway (see railway)
roadway (see roadway)
runway (see runway)
speedway Winston Cup circuit --s
stairway (see stairway)
subway (see subway)
taxiway the plane was instructed to turn onto a
thruway a truck streaked up the
truckway frozen rivers used as s (Siberia)
walkway followed the ;

led me along an outdoor
waterway Venetians must rescue their fetid s;

on the edge of a quiet -- (Venice);
urban s became open sewers

waterway (m) the 11,000-mile inland system
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fairway the first (golf);
walking down the (golf)

rights-of-way (see right-of-way)

out-of-the-way (see out-of-the-way)

way (direction) opposite way survivors ran the (fire in tunnel)

one-way (see one-way)
two-way (see two-way)
three-way (see three-way)

way (traditions) way of life (see, way of life)

mountain ways the family demonstrates to others the old ;
insight into and character (Appalachia)

old-fashioned way win the : by being the best
time-honored way called out for the cows in the
traditional ways he did not understand

way (other) way of eating a distinctive ; marriage customs
way of avoiding joking can be a serious issues
way of living rather than affirm celibacy as an acceptable

God's way may be of testing her

halfway (see halfway)
midway (see midway)

sure-fire way a

unquestioning way you live life in a simple,

unexpected ways brought the community together in

acceptable way rather than affirm celibacy as an of living
best way the to follow your natural...;

botanical gardens offer one of the js to...
convenient way a flexible and to get your college degree
different way people deal with different situations in js
easier way he tried to find an
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way of life

weak

effective way
efficient way
fun way
helpful way
humane way
ingenious way
long way

only (possible) way
possible way
positive way
safe way
sexual way
special way
simple way
subtle way
unique way
wrong way

less-dangerous way

error of his ways
list of ways
number of ways

way of life

dying way of life

way of life of the people

weak case
weak (Australian) dollar
weak economies
weak point
weak pulse

weak-kneed

weak and dizzy

pale and weak

a sexy E-mail is an especially to...
the most to buy or sell...(ad)
find s to teach children math
serving in a friendly, informative and
the most to carry out an execution
it struck me as an of...
we've got a to go, but we've had some success;
American dollars go a in Canada;
we've come a towards meeting that goal
we felt this was the only
we felt this was the only
given him input in a gentle, (sex)
it's the only to avoid damaging...
touched in a without permission
each one relates to me in her own
a to know your package got there (post office)
it's a to get both of you thinking...
that's her of asking me if...
not risk some sicko taking it the

s to get rid of crop pests

he now saw the
whip up a to reward yourself
there are a you can convince us

oil will destroy their

their

films depicted the

they had a (prosecution in murder trial)
Americans will get a boost from the

integrated into the global system
find and identify enemy obstacles, units, s
this patient arrived with a

(see weak-kneed)

complains of feeling -- at home

he was (auto racer)
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weak-kneed weak-kneed man

weakness (body) weakness or fatigue

bone weakness
motor weakness
muscle weakness

a

light-headedness or dizziness,

from osteoporosis
and reflex loss (herniated disc)

paralysis or gross

lower extremity weakness bilateral leg pain, (back pain)

generalized weakness diplopia, dysarthria, dry mouth and (botulism)

muscular weakness
profound weakness
vague weaknesses

protracted pain, nausea, respiratory distress
mental status changes such as confusion,
patients may complain of , difficulty walking

pain and weakness fighting from loss of blood, he...(soldier)
malaise, weakness, and weight loss illness characterized by (tularemia)

degree of weakness the present preoperatively
duration of weakness paralysis from spinal abscess is related to

weakness (other) enemy weakness combat power is directed against

wealth

weapon

exploitable weakness a vulnerable flank or (military)
personal weakness depression is a treatable illness, not a

wealth gap

wealth of experience

newfound wealth

mineral wealth

coping with the growing

he's bringing a into the classroom

share in the

the in Madinah (Saudi Arabia)

weapons charges three Americans convicted of
weapons-concealment (m) Saddam's techniques
weapons-grade (m) enough uranium for warheads
weapons lab scientists from federal s
weapons law right-to-carry --s
weapons-possession (m) indicted last week on charges
weapons status (air defense)
weapon system (see weapon system)
weapons technology this leap in
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weapons tests
weapons trader

weapon-free

weapon-launched

night maneuvers, , intercept training
a named Akhmed

(see weapon-free)

(see weapon-launched)

weapons and ammunition decide what are needed

weapons of warfare basic for the individual soldier
weapons of mass destruction groups working to halt the proliferation of

assault weapon
chemical weapons
enemy weapon
individual weapons
infantry weapon
laser weapon
murder weapon

police weapon
propaganda weapons
secret weapon
snipers' weapons
squad's weapons
virus weapon

air defense weapon

(see assault weapon)
management of injuries due to
he used the captured until it too was empty
small arms ammunition (for )
current s
s require huge bursts of electricity
arsenic as a ;
police found the ' and the getaway car
the fatal shot didn't come from a
video images are powerful
technology has been the group's
an inspection turned up
the firing ports for the (vehicle)
research into s

the Stinger man-portable

direct-fire weapon s, such as rifle and machine gun fire and...
short-range (air defense) weapons centralized control over

antitank weapon

antiaircraft weapon

advanced weapons
concealed weapon
loaded weapon

unregistered weapon

air-launched weapons
crew-served weapons

small arms, --s, Claymore mines, grenades...

an

radar, jet planes and other
(see concealed weapon)
a concealed in a public place

illicit and --s

will probably be fired at maximum range
use hand grenades to clear first
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G.P.S.-guided weapons

atomic weapons
automatic weapons
basic weapons
biological weapons
nuclear weapons
powerful weapon
lethal weapons

there were no aboard (submarine)
(see automatic weapons)

of warfare for the individual soldier
(see biological weapons)
(see nuclear weapons)
this small but (hand grenade)
the soldier's basic (rifle, bayonet, grenade)

nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons the proliferation of
NBC weapons the use of is a likely condition of future wars

bioweapons (see bioweapons)

arsenal of weapons the killer carried an
hoards of weapons troops confiscated similar
proliferation of weapons groups working to halt the of mass destruction
range of common weapons the (table)
use of NBC weapons the is a likely condition of future wars

development or acquisition of weapons the of mass destruction

food, medicine, weapons, ammunition, or other items of military use

radar, jet planes and other (advanced) weapons
firearm or other weapon does he have access to a (domestic abuse)
vehicles, aircraft, sensors, and weapons are affected (desert sand)

(See also NBC)

weapon-free weapons free zone s are air defense zones to protect key assets

weapon-launched weapon-launched grapnel hook a j (WLGH) for clearing minefields

weaponry weaponry collection police are examining a knife and his

development of (increasingly lethal) weaponry spurred the

weapon system weapon system the grenade is the soldier's indirect-fire ;
defeat, deceive, or disrupt hostile air defense s;
the soldier as an integral component of a ;
's such as the tank cannon are affected by...
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weapons systems to enhance the unit's combat power

weapon system engagement
weapons-system officer

full (military)
the

weapon system maintenance technicians ADA battalians have

weapon system and the crew the are not destroyed in an M-Kill
weapon system or the crew a K-Kill results when the is destroyed

enemy weapon system
Patriot weapon system
tank weapon system
vehicle's weapon system

theater ballistic missiles will be the of choice
Theater High Altitude Area Defense and the s
affects the accuracy of a

the is destroyed (K-Kill)

antiarmor weapons systems place tanks and on avenues of approach
multi-role weapon systems fixed-wing aircraft are evolving

air defense weapon systems disrupt hostile (military)
offensive-support weapon system emplaced as an (Hornet mines)
shipboard weapon system AEGIS is a totally integrated

air and missile defense weapon system all s may be involved

direct fire weapon systems enemy are less effective at night;
terrain can provide protection against

indirect-fire weapons system the grenade is the soldier's
long-range weapon systems take advantage of their

overwatching weapon system the effective range of the

advanced weapons system s are not necessary for biological warfare
friendly weapon systems
hostile (acquisition and air defense) weapon systems disrupt
ideal weapon system they are an for fire support missions (MLRs)
modern weapon systems are especially lethal in desert warfare

accuracy of a (tank) weapon system can reduce the
array of weapons systems Russia exhibits a vast
effectiveness of (the division's) weapons systems the and its soldiers
location of (enemy) weapon systems determine the exact
ranges of weapon systems the maximum
use of weapon systems indiscriminate
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wear

wearing

weary

weather

range and precision of weapon systems

maintenance for weapon systems

as the increase...

j, radio systems, electronics

conventional munitions and weapon systems

surface-to-air weapon systems

wear and tear

women's-wear (m)

underwear

Western-wear-only

formal wear

apron-wearing (m)
sneaker-wearing (m)

battle-weary
crime-weary
noise-weary
war-weary
weather-weary
winter-weary
world-weary

weather agency
weathercaster
Weather Channel
weather companies
weather conditions

weather coverage
weather-data (m)
weather emergencies
weather extremes
weather forecaster

weather information
weather map

aircraft must find protection from

off-lease vehicles have less

a purse from Chaiken, a designer

lying in his

(see Western-wear-only)

rented for men (weddings)

an object of ridicule
the boyishly buzz-cut, Jack

(see battle-weary)
(see crime-weary)
(see noise-weary)
(see war-weary)
(see weather-weary)
(see winter-weary)
(see world-weary)

the NWS, the federal government's
(see weathercaster)
Steve Lyons at the (TV)
more than a hundred private
cops, and time of day;

are ripe for avalanches
on the nightly network news

since widespread collection began
the Weather Channel and (TV)
a wide range of
s held out hope for some relief;
s issued an avalanche warning
had access to better
a ;
his interest in the on television
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weather-beaten

weathercaster

weather-related

weather model
weather pattern

weather prediction
weather report
weather satellite
weather section
weather-service (m)
weather shift
weather story
weathervane
weather warnings

weather-weary

weather forecasting
weather-reading (m)

weather-beaten
weather-related

spring weather
winter weather

fast-changing weather

all-weather
bad weather
cold weather
dry weather
extreme weather
foul-weather
severe-weather
wet-weather

computers running more complex --s
sea-surface temperatures influence s;
a computer model of --s;
the Earth's s
short- and long-term
(see weather report)
that day, the was malfunctioning
the (of a newspaper)
university researchers and officials
last week's abrupt (on the East Coast)
the greatest (Global Warming)
a , turning into a shifting wind
they ignored the and went anyway

(see weather-weary)

long-range is a growing business
skills for mountain terrain (mountaineering)

(see weather-beaten)
(see weather-related)

moderate drought conditions, warm
knew the moods of (climbing)

(flying a helicopter in mountain area)

(see all-weather)
(see bad weather)
(see cold weather)
(see dry weather)
(see extreme weather)
(see foul-weather)
(see severe-weather)
(see wet-weather)

enemy, weather, and terrain the S2 (intelligence) is the expert on the

weather-beaten man

weathercaster

weather-related story

a small, of seventy

John Coleman, a on...(TV)

the news includes more s
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weather report

weather-related disaster story a hot market for

weather report

weather-weary weather-weary

web (WWW) web application
Web brokers
webcast
Web library
webmaster
Web merchant

web (other)

Web-based

web page
Web resource
Web retailers
Web site
Web surfer

Web music player

Web e-mail

Web browsing

Web-based
Web-connected
Web-hosted

Web-friendly

Web-only machine

web belt

web of lawsuits

Web-based applications
Web-based lessons

I glance at the ;
the called for localized thunderstorms;
the from the newspaper;
accurate forecasting is the goal of the

as the dug out from the snow

a good mobile
it maintains the top spot among
(see webcast)
s lie at our fingertips
js attract 2 million surfers
connections between js and shoppers;
s have only themselves to blame
Boeing's online parts-distribution
a user-friendly

are so easy for business
(see Web site)
millions of s;
s were greeted with error messages

voice recognition, games, s

, a free service...;
is safe

develop software for mobile

(see Web-based)
(see Web-connected)
(see Web-hosted)

(see Web-friendly)

any price advantage of a vanished

with a serving as a tourniquet (military)

a thick

if take off...
design
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webcast

Web-connected

Web-friendly

Web-hosted

Web site

Web-based e-mail

Web-based email

he doesn't trust ;
is sent in HTML format;

Hotmail provides free

Web-based productivity software

live webcast

Web-connected browser

Web-friendly

Web-hosted application

Web site
website

World Wide Web site

Web site pages
Web site visitors

Web site job listings

Web-site-design

bank's Web site
ecstasy Web site
festival's Web site
government Web sites
Haj website
sports websites

adult-entertainment Web
search-engine Web site
want-ad Web site

Microsoft web site

direct-sell Web site

iceboat-related Web site

click here for s (boxing)

any on any computer

its small screen hardly makes it

what kids are saying on their own 's

available on a

downloaded dozens of
and "cookies"

(see Web-site-design)

by computer from your
s are populated by young users
for questions, you can get the answer at the

track users with cookies
launched the on the Internet (Saudi Arabia)
the increase in (on the Internet)

site the company's
an Internet
(see want ad)

get help on this problem from the

s
21 different s
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Web-site-design

wed

wedding

self-improvement Web site

antigay Web site

Web-site-design firm

newlywed

wedding anniversary
wedding band
wedding ceremony
wedding date
wedding day

wedding gift
wedding gown
wedding industry
wedding invitation
wedding night
wedding pictures
wedding plans
wedding present
wedding reception
wedding speech
wedding traditions
wedding vows

a

a minister runs a virulently

a

(see newlywed)

asked her the date of their
took off her
music from the floats through her room
set Feb. 9 as their
on his ;
the belongs to the bride and groom
a for Princess Grace
her choice of a
the $70-billion-a-year
so Onassis never got a
on his
, graduation pictures
cancelled his
we have 's we haven't used
parties and --s
make a

she'll renew her

weddings, vacations, or other outdoor events (weather)

church wedding
daughter's wedding
dream wedding
society wedding

upcoming wedding

formal wedding
Italian wedding
royal wedding
traditional wedding
white wedding

date of her wedding

a in her village
his
the fairy-tale star of her
a of the twenties (US)

to save money for his

every aspect of a
a Long Island of the fifties (US)
a
a
a formal

when my sister announced the
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wedlock

weed

weed-choked

week

weekday

money for his (upcoming) wedding to save

out-of-wedlock

weed-choked

seaweed

weed-choked garden
weed-choked stream

weekday
weekend
week's end
week's events
weeknight
weeks' notice

weeklong

workweek

coming weeks
ensuing weeks

last week's
midweek
previous week

three-week
four-week
six-week

sixty-hour week

once-a-week

end of the week

weekday admission
weekday morning

(see out-of-wedlock)

(see weed-choked)

the buoyant , called sargassum...

s
low concrete bridges over s

(see weekday)
(see weekend)
at , two officials resigned
he seemed overwhelmed by the
a typical for a high schooler
the regime now demands a (N. Korea)

(see weeklong)

increase the ;
took most of the ;
whiz kids working 60-hour s

in
in the

(see last week's)
(see midweek)
but the he had...

(see three-week)
(see four-week)
(see six-week)

he had always worked s

(see once-a-week)

I would get my allowance at the

will be $5 for adults
on a given j, I will watch CNBC;
for two hours each
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weekend

weeklong

weekly

weigh

weigh-in

weight

weekend barbecue
weekend grosses
weekend hike
weekend house
weekend nights
weekend outing
weekend plans
weekend shoppers
weekend visit

weekend getaway

weekend soccer league

summer weekend

holiday weekend

Thanksgiving weekend

opening weekend (n)
opening-weekend (m)

week-long festival
weeklong hearing

6-week-long (m)

twice-weekly

Ps on their front lawns
the of new movies are scrutinized
joining friends for s
they had just bought a
it's worth it to be in the city on
a diverting
chat about or what you want for dinner

and diners
an entire every other week

dream vacations and s

she participates in a

on --s

33.8 million Americans will travel this

(m) the annual celebration;
its annual football showdown

a film's crucial
their audiences (movies)

a
a

a campaign of air strikes

(see twice-weekly)

twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly
(see twice- and sometimes thrice-weekly)

weigh-in

weigh-in

weightless

weight class
weight limit

(see weigh-in)

at the the day before the fight (boxing)

(see weightless)

the No. 1 contender in his (boxing)
lost his title after failing to make the ;
a minimum of 60 pounds for kids (rafting)
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weight-bearing

weightless

weightlessness

weight loss

weight loss
weight program
weight-reduction (m)

weight room
weight standard

weight-bearing
weight-lifting (m)
weight training

weight-obsessed

weight-wary

body weight
package weight

weight-obsessed

constant-weight
heavyweight (boxing)
medium-weight

overweight

weight-bearing ability

weightlessness

weightlessness of space

weight loss

(see weight loss)
put on muscle with a
counseling centers and clubs;
runs a clinic
he hit the (basketball)
failed to meet the Navy's stringent js;
failed to meet new js

(see weight-bearing)
in his days
delay kid's until puberty begins;

is not fun

(see weight-obsessed)

(see weight-wary)

precise pharmacological manipulation of
base fees on

(see weight-obsessed)

(see
(see
(see

constant-weight)
heavyweight)
medium-weight)

(see overweight)

assess range of motion as well as (ankle)

(see weightlessness)

trying to get leverage in the

both drugs produce j;
leptin's ability to induce

weight-loss diet patients were given a diet;
weight-loss (and energy) supplement the ma huang

substantial weight loss cause substantial

malaise, weakness and weight loss (tularemia)
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weight-obsessed weight-obsessed society in our
weight-obsessed teens

weight-wary

welcome

welcoming

welding

welfare

weight-wary teens

welcome address deliver a to a new class of recruits
Welcome (and Information) Center (sign at airport)
welcome change it would be a
welcome mat Australia is yanking the (for refugees)

hero's welcome she was accorded a (in New York City)

welcoming address
welcoming committee

welding equipment
welding shop

welfare check
welfare mother
welfare payment
welfare recipient
welfare reform
welfare state

welfare-state (m)

welfare spending

welfare-dependent

welfare-to-work

animal welfare (m)
animal-welfare (m)

social-welfare

welfare-to-work welfare-to-work program

well (noun) well driller

the mayor will give the conference's
a was waiting to receive her

tools and
a located in a garage

the flow of food stamps and s
the trial of a
ended the federal guarantee of s
requirements for s
poverty, , reproductive rights
the , family breakdown, and crime;
the and unemployment insurance

protections for poor people

cut down

(see welfare-dependent)

(see welfare-to-work)

biomedical scientists and activists
an coalition

(see social welfare)

a

a

wells and other sources of water contaminated
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well (good)

tube well
stairwell
test well
village well
wheel well

arsenic-tainted wells

well-wishers
well-wishings

well-being

well-meaning

well-adjusted
well-aimed
well-appointed
well-armed
well-behaved
well-born
well-concealed
well-cultivated

well-brought-up

well-calculated
well camouflaged
well-cared-for
well concealed
well-crafted
well-cultivated
well-cut

well-defined
well-deserved
well-demarcated
well-developed
well-documented
well done
well-dressed

well educated
well-entrenched

UNICEF helped construct over a million s
I stopped to greet her in the
the site for the (crude oil)
barefoot women walking to the
look under and around the (for a car bomb)

villagers who drew water from

(see well-wishers)
(see well-wishings)

(see well-being)

(see well-meaning)

(see well-adjusted)
(see well-aimed)
(see well-appointed)
(see well-armed)
(see well-behaved)
(see well-born)
(see well-concealed)
(see well-cultivated)

(see well-brought-up)

(see well-calculated)
(see well camouflaged)
(see well-cared-for)
(see well concealed)
(see well-crafted)
(see well-cultivated)
(see well-cut)

(see well-defined)
(see well-deserved)
(see well-demarcated)
(see well-developed)
(see well-documented)
(see well done)
(see well-dressed)

(see well educated)
(see well-entrenched)
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well-established (see well-established)

well fed (see well fed)
well fortified (see well fortified)
well-founded (see well-founded)

well-guarded (see well-guarded)
well groomed (see well groomed)

well-heeled (see well-heeled)

well informed (see well informed)
well intended (see well intended)
well-intentioned (see well-intentioned)

well-kept (see well-kept)
well known (see well known)

well learned (see well learned)
well lighted (see well lighted)
well liked (see well liked)
well located (see well located)

well maintained (see well maintained)
well manicured (see well manicured)
well-meaning (see well-meaning)
well-muscled (see well-muscled)

well nourished (see well nourished)

well-organized (see well-organized)

well placed (see well placed)
well-planned (see well-planned)
well positioned (see well positioned)
well prepared (see well prepared)
well preserved (see well preserved)
well proven (see well proven)
well-publicized (see well-publicized)

well read (see well read)
well received (see well received)
well recognized (see well recognized)
well-regarded (see well-regarded)
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well-rehearsed (see well-rehearsed)
well reported (see well reported)
well-rounded (see well-rounded)
well run (see well run)

well schooled (see well schooled)
well scrubbed (see well scrubbed)
well settled (see well settled)
well-shaded (see well-shaded)
well shaped (see well shaped)
well spaced (see well spaced)
well spoken (see well-spoken)
well stocked (see well stocked)

well tailored (see well tailored)
well timed (see well timed)
well-to-do (see well-to-do)
well trained (see well trained)
well-traveled (see well-traveled)
well tuned (see well tuned)

well used (see well used)

well watered (see well watered)
well worn (see well worn)
well written (see well written)

well aware (see well aware)

well-to-do (see well-to-do)

well-off (see well-off)

farewell (see farewell)

pretty well (see pretty well)

well (food) medium-well (see medium-well)

well (health) get-well (see get-well)

well-adjusted well-adjusted kid he is a

well-aimed well-aimed shots firing controlled, at enemy positions
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well-appointed

well-armed

well aware

well-behaved

well-being

well-born

well-brought-up

well-calculated

well camouflaged

well-cared-for

well concealed

well-crafted

well-cultivated

well-cut

well-defined

well-appointed hospital room a

well-armed men

well-armed professional soldiers

well aware She's of the cost; they're of it

well-behaved character reliable, s

well-being to check on my

well-being of humans the
well-being of the (bowhead-whale) population the

human well-being

sense of well being

well-born

well-brought-up boy

well-calculated guess

well camouflaged snipers

well-cared-for woman a

human

his ; a

the may succeed...

these s

with a

they received fire from

well-concealed emplacements an enemy force occupying
well concealed (enemy) force a numerically superior and

well-crafted attack

well-cultivated sense

well-cut suit

well-defined rate
well-defined route

a few s

a

in a

at a
ambush sites along a (military)

well-demarcated well-demarcated mine field s
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I

well-deserved

well-developed

well-documented

well done (good)

well done (food)

well-dressed

well educated

well-deserved reputation a

well-developed inferiority complex a

well-documented tissue bank a

well done

well-done

well-dressed young men

well educated

well-educated workers
well-educated readers

well-entrenched well-entrenched

well-established

well fed

well fortified

well-founded

well groomed

well-guarded

well-heeled

well informed

well intended

well-intentioned

rewarded for a job

who orders his food

in earnings among the

Wal-Mart's reputation is

well-entrenched bunker complex an enemy force located in a

well-established intelligence operation a

well fed they looked ;
they were big men, ,...

well fortified bunker positions entrenched in s

well-founded (but misdirected) anxiety s
well-founded beliefs your

well groomed

well-guarded doors

well-heeled house guest

well informed

the youngsters would be

behind

his s

the French are

well-informed correspondent s
well-intended homage the

well-intentioned failure a
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well-kept

well-intentioned governess a

well-kept house
well-kept lawn
well-kept neighborhood

well known well known

in s
5

the ' where they once lived

he's ' to the FBI
he was to have ...;
he was pretty

well-known figure s
well-known phrase a
well-known writer s

well learned well-learned work habits

well lighted well lighted the stores are clean and

well-lighted place a

well liked well liked she was intelligent, high-spirited, and

well liked program a little understood and not program

well located well-located apartment a sunny, snug,

well maintained well maintained the hotel is

well-maintained dirt road a

well manicured well-manicured hands with chubby,

well-meaning well-meaning commentary
well-meaning educator s
well-meaning message E-mailed a to her
well-meaning people

well-muscled well-muscled man a trim,

well nourished well-nourished academic s
well-off well-off favors the over the needy;

only the can afford a house
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well-organized well-organized group new, s

well placed well-placed buddies his
well placed fire his eliminated 4 of the enemy soldiers
well place (hand) grenades he silenced the bunker with

well-planned well-planned ambush a
well-planned execution a

well positioned well-positioned soldier the

well prepared well-prepared children

well preserved well-preserved bomb crater a

well proven well proven seat belts are

well-publicized well-publicized layoffs

well read well read she was sweet, worldly, and devout.

well received well-received collection a of short stories

well recognized well-recognized problem the

well-regarded well-regarded expert a
well-regarded school a

well-rehearsed well-rehearsed (evacuation) drills to extract units (minefields)

well reported well-reported as as it is...

well-rounded well-rounded education providing a

well run well run the school is orderly and

well schooled well schooled he was in defense

well scrubbed well-scrubbed child a

well settled well settled that much had been

well-shaded well-shaded farm species diversity on s
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well shaped well-shaped progressive mindset an already

well spaced well-spaced interval set at s

well-spoken well spoken an old man, , sad-looking...
well-spoken knowledgeable and , he draws listeners...

4

well-spoken man a 4

well stocked well-stocked trout pond a

well tailored well tailored his appearance---, tidy, trim---

well timed well-timed bit of empathy a

well-to-do well-to-do a physician to the

well-to-do family a

well-to-do private school a

well trained well trained She is really

well-trained soldier he is a

well-traveled well-traveled Smith, , says that...

well-traveled highway a

well tuned well-tuned process a

well used well-used cassette one
well-used trampoline a

well watered well watered the land is and fertile

well-watered eastern slope the s of the Appalachians

well-wisher well-wisher thanked the --s

reporters, fans, well-wishers and family members (football game)

well-wishings well-wishings greetings, questions and erupted
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0

well worn well-worn path she followed a to the top (iguana)

well written well-written book a

west westbound (see westbound)
west-facing (see west-facing)
westward (see westward)

Midwest (see Midwest)

Midwestern (see Midwestern)

westbound westbound aircraft a

western Western culture great artifacts of (British Museum)

Western-influenced (see Western-influenced)

Western-wear-only (see Western-wear-only)

Midwestern (see Midwestern)

anti-Western (see anti-Western)

Western-influenced
Western-influenced intellectuals for other

Western-wear-only Western-wear-only affair tickets to the are $100 a head

west-facing west-facing slope a
west-facing window a

westward westward-bound (see westward-bound)

westward-bound westward-bound aboard ship and

wet Wet Floor Caution, (sign)
wetlands declines in habitats such as ;

return 5 million acres of farmland to
wet-nose (see wet-nose)
wetsuit strolling in s with their boards
wet-weather (see wet-weather)

wet nursing the sharing of breast milk and
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wet-nose

wetting

wet-T-shirt

wet-weather

whale

whaling

what

what-ifs

wheat

wheel

wet-T-shirt

cold and wet

wet-nose calf

bed-wetting

wet-T-shirt contest

wet-weather protection

wet-weather rain suit

bowhead-whale (m)

whaling port

what-ifs

what-ifs

wheat country
wheat field
wheat yield

durum wheat
whole-wheat
winter wheat

wheelchair
wheelman
wheel well

steering wheel

four-wheel

four-wheel-drive

tracks and wheels

(see wet-T-shirt)

their smiling endurance of (Appalachia)

one

drugs used to treat

s
it will give better protection

the Army's outdated,

the well-being of the population

when Hobart was a

(see what-ifs)

those calls, those funerals, those

the rolling of eastern Washington
across beautiful s; stared at the s
increased s per acre by 100 percent

ship 20,000 tons of to...
on a bun
the fields were planted with ;
he grew in Kansas

(see wheelchair)
our was Karl "The Arabian" Schoeller
look under and around the (for a car bomb)

behind the

(see four-wheel)

(see four-wheel-drive)

wet salt marsh (sebkha) is impassible to
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wheelchair wheelchair

wheelchair access

wheelchair-bound

wheelchair-friendly

wheelchair-bound wheelchair-bound author

wheelchair-friendly

wheeled

wheeler

wheeling

where

where-to-buy

whip

wheelchair-friendly

wheeled vehicles

wheeled vehicle (m)

wheeled suitcase

red-wheeled

two-wheeled
three-wheeled

eighteen-wheeler

freewheeling

whereabouts

where-to-buy

nowhere

"where-to-buy" link

whip-thin

whiplike

pistol-whip (v)

in a

sued for not offering ;
the auditorium has improved access

(see wheelchair-bound)

(see wheelchair-friendly)

the

the school isn't

and tracked vehicles;
a family of lighter s
advances in technology

a large, soft-sided,

(see red-wheeled)

(see two-wheeled)
(see three-wheeled)

(see eighteen-wheeler)

(see freewheeling)

unknown

(see where-to-buy)

(see nowhere)

a handy to the product's page

(see whip-thin)

(see whiplike)

rushed the stage and 'ed the ballerina;
two life terms for ing Shepard
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whiplike

whippet

whippet-thin

whip-thin

whirl

whiplike tail

whippet-thin

whippet-thin young man

whip-thin

whirlpool
whirlpool (m)

whiskered wispy-whiskered

whiskey whiskeymaker

whiskey-fueled

whiskey-fueled whiskey-fueled high

whistle whistle-blower

four-o'clock whistle

white (color) whiteboard
white cell
white-collar
white knight
white phosphorous (m)
white-sand
whitewater
white wedding

white-blood-cell

white-hot

white-coated
white-fenced
white-painted
white-robed
white-tiled
whitewashed

whiteout

s
(see whippet-thin)

a

if he'd been heavy instead of

crags, precipices, cascades, s
a bath

(see wispy-whiskered)

as s... (Jack Daniel's ad)

(see whiskey-fueled)

a

He's a

when that blows (factory)

meetings around a (at work)
(see white cell)
(see white-collar)
they needed a to save the hospital
fragmentation or hand grenades
(see white-sand)
(see whitewater)
a formal

(see white-blood-cell)

(see white-hot)

(see white-coated)
(see white-fenced)
(see white-painted)
(see white-robed)
(see white-tiled)
(see whitewashed)

(see whiteout)
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white (person)

white-and-black

white-blood-cell

white cell

white-coated

white-collar

white-fenced

white-hot

white-and-black

bone-white
lily-white
paper-white

milky-white

black-and-white
blue-and-white
green-and-white
red-and-white

red-white-and-blue

white majority
white minority
white-slave
white - supremacist

white-ruled

all-white
nonwhite

black-white

white-and-black saddle

white-blood-cell count

white-cell production

white-coated doctor

white-collar crime
white-collar worker

(see white-and-black)

(see bone-white)
(see lily-white)
(see paper-white)

(see milky-white)

(see black-and-white)
(see blue-and-white)
(see green-and-white)
(see red-and-white)

(see red-white-and-blue)

(see white majority)
(see white minority)
(see white-slave)
(see white-supremacist)

(see white-ruled)

(see all-white)
(see nonwhite)

(see black-white)

shoes in

boost your

try to boost his

a

crimes
white-fenced (empty) meadow

white-hot sun the

through s

white-hot reformer zeal a reformer zeal
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white majority

white minority

whitening

whiteout

white-painted

white-robed

white-ruled

white-sand

white-slave

white-supremacist

white-tiled

whitewashed

whitewater

white-hot new

white-majority city

white-minority rule

whitening toothpastes

whiteout

white-painted box

white-robed choir

white-ruled country

white-sand beach

white-slave trade

the imagery is

--s that have elected black mayors

the end of (South Africa)

some contain harmful abrasives

a blizzard-induced ;
caught in a (blinding snow)

s
a--

s
a thin band of s

the

white-supremacist group Idaho's s

white-tiled surgery

whitewashed wall

dangerous whitewater

torrent of whitewater

whitewater canoe
whitewater enthusiast
whitewater instructor
whitewater professional
whitewater rafter

whitewater recreation
whitewater rodeo (m)
whitewater run

whitewater rescue
whitewater safety

a

bunk beds against the 's

slow-moving water and dangerous

a

Nolan Whitesell pioneered the design of s
the river is a favorite of s (kayaking) (rafting)
Ken Kastorff, one the best s in the world
as s, we are dedicated to what we do...
an avid from California;
s, skydivers, or just sightseers

gets bigger every year (rafting / kayaking)
professional paddlers participated
dam-release 's;
the river is a world-class
read up on and take a course (kayaking)
Slim Ray writes books on (kayaking)
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whiz

who

whole

wholesale

whopping

whore

who's-who

wicking

wide

whitewater put-in one of our most spectacular s;

whitewater boating dam releases to assess potential for
whitewater rafting (m) join us for another trip on the Nantahala

whiz kid

computer whiz

who's-who

s working 60-hour workweeks

the reigning

(see who's-who)

whole issue looking again at the of product liability
whole (talk-versus-action) issue this
whole language "" reading instruction
whole life prepared for the film his (filmmaker) ;

caste determines her status her ;

whole package
whole picture
whole story
whole thing

whole (5-act) tragedy
whole-wheat (m)

wholesale price

whooping-cough (m)

whorehouse

who's-who list

moisture-wicking (m)

wide eyes
wide margin
wide range
wide selection
wide-screen
wide (river) valley

my revolves around storm chasing
the ----you and the way you look
you have to look at the
they didn't know the
the is like a bad dream;
I felt embarrassed about the
the
on a bun

the of natural gas is...;
rising s for electricity

a reaction to a defective vaccine

outside a

others on the of war criminals

wearing wool or socks

a heart-shaped face,
the proposition passed by a (California)
a of weather extremes
the store offers a of items for kids
(see wide-screen)
thermals rising from the
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wide-eyed

widely

widely accepted

wide-open

wide-ranging

wide-eyed
widespread

buildingwide
citywide
countrywide
department-wide
districtwide
industry-wide
nationwide
statewide
systemwide
worldwide

inch wide
meter wide
foot wide
mile wide

double-wide

wide-eyed American
wide-eyed look

widely accepted
widely acclaimed
widely awaited
widely dispersed
widely expected
widely held
widely noticed
widely prescribed
widely publicized
widely published
widely recognized
widely quoted
widely used
widely utilized

widely accepted attempt

(see wide-open)

(see wide-ranging)

(see wide-eyed)
(see widespread)

(see buildingwide)
(see citywide)
(see countrywide)
(see department-wide)
(see districtwide)
(see industry-wide)
(see nationwide)
(see statewide)
(see systemwide)
(see worldwide)

(see inch wide)
(see meter wide)
(see foot wide)
(see mile wide)

(see double-wide)

a
gave him a

(see widely accepted)
(see widely acclaimed)
(see widely awaited)
(see widely dispersed)
(see widely expected)
(see widely held)
(see widely noticed)
(see widely prescribed)
(see widely publicized)
(see widely published)
(see widely recognized)
(see widely quoted)
(see widely used)
(see widely utilized)

4

1
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widely acclaimed

widely awaited

widely dispersed

widely expected

widely held

widely noticed

widely prescribed

widely publicized

widely published

widely quoted

widely recognized

widely used

widely utilized

widening

wide-open

widely accepted principles

widely acclaimed dancer

widely awaited novel

widely dispersed groups

widely expected decision the

a dancer

widely held view the books debunk the view that...

widely noticed event
widely noticed incident a

widely prescribed drug a

widely publicized incident a
widely publicized contest the (a screenwriting contest)

widely published writer a

widely quoted line a

widely recognized problem this is a

widely used terms other in our profession...
widely used (cancer-research) tool the virus became a

widely utilized medical test a known as the MRI

widening gap
widening gulf

the between the military and civilians
the between rich and poor

widening outbreak a of foot-and-mouth disease

steadily widening (see steadily widening)

wide-open
wide-open

wide-open eyes
wide-open spaces

his mouth was
going to blow

his eyes
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wider

wide-ranging

wide-screen

widespread

widowed

width

wielding

wide-open desert geography

wider gap
wider investigation
wider war

a between the college educated and...
the need for a (medical malpractice)
we seek no

wide-ranging book his book
wide-ranging negotiations could complicate the

wide-ranging fishing expedition a fishing expedition

wide-screen television set watched on a

widespread her fame was ;
with violence

widespread agreement there is that...
widespread belief a
widespread (weather-data) collection since began
widespread nostalgia there is still for the old order (South Africa)
widespread perception despite a perception to the contrary
widespread (organized) resistance there was to slavery
widespread rumors rumors

widespread doping
widespread looting
widespread poaching

widowed father
widowed mother

bandwidth
finger-width
nozzle width

minefield width

triple-X width

flash-wielding
knife-wielding (m)

scissors-wielding
shotgun-wielding

officials covered up by...(sports)
and civil disorder (India)
poaching of abalone

a boy and his
he was 10 when his remarried

(see bandwidth)
situated three s from the wrist crease
four adjustable s

the emplacing unit can vary

its

a photographer
sought shelter from intruders;
attacked by thugs in Jamaica

fanatics
his father
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weird

wife
(and wives)

wild

stick-wielding (m)

weird feeling

weird ice pinnacles

wife beater
wives' (rising) incomes

wife-beating
wife-swapping

ex-wife

friend's wife
housewife

future wife

husband-and-wife

wives and mothers

wild boar
wild card
wild dog
wild-dog (m)
wildfire

wildflower

wildlife
wild places
wild river
wild streak

wild-rainbow-trout

wild-eyed

wild and crazy

call of the wild

organized mobs of vigilantes

that's kind of a (watching man executed)

the , called nieves penitentes

s, child abusers and others...
are affecting relationships

drunken husbands, and the
, couples therapy...

his said he'd beaten her

he was wrong to fool around with his
postal workers, college students, s

only his would get him to change

(see husband-and-wife)

the of the men waited anxiously (military)

the area was crisscrossed by paths
Saddam Hussein is a
, hyenas, wolves
his eyes
lightning-sparked s;
12 firefighters died in the Colorado
cacti and s generally bloom in March;
shade-loving woodland s and ferns;
native s and woody plants
(see wildlife)
Redwood National Park and other
(see wild river)
he must have brought out some in me

(see wild-rainbow-trout)

(see wild-eyed)

he was , young and dumb

the
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wilderness wilderness advocate
wilderness area

wild-eyed

wildlife

wilderness consciousness
wilderness instructor
wilderness school
wilderness skills
wilderness therapy
wilderness therapy (m)
wilderness trip

wilderness bonding

Aldo Leopold's career as a
raising awareness for a local ;
national parks, wildlife refuges, s

there's a new
a at the University of Colorado

Outward Bound, the nonprofit
increase self-esteem

he is one of the pioneers of
a licensed program
--s for troubled teenagers

as a management tool

officially designated wilderness

complete wilderness

wild-eyed radical

wildlife

wildlife area
wildlife biologist
wildlife drama
wildlife film
wildlife habitat
wildlife manager
wildlife official
wildlife photography
wildlife refuge

wildlife-rich

marine wildlife

beyond this point it is (Mongolia)

a

a sanctuary for ;
pollution affecting marine and reefs

a state-owned
a ; --s approached the island
a compelling (mountain pond)
in making s, I am fortunate...
jet skiers have destroyed
conservationists and --s
--s said...(about black bears)
the in films, books, periodicals
a off the coast of Puerto Rico;
s at Chitwan and Kosi Tappu;
national parks, s, wilderness areas

(see wildlife-rich)

pollution affecting and coral reefs;
resource over-utilization is a threat to

marine wildlife and coral reefs pollution affecting

wildlife-rich wildlife-rich province the of Mpumalanga

4
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wildly

wildly popular

wildly romanticized

wildly successful

wild-rainbow-trout

wild river

will (document)

will (other)

willed

willing

willow-shaded

win

wind

wildly popular
wildly successful

wildly romanticized

wildly popular show

wildly romanticized film

(see wildly popular)
(see wildly successful)

(see wildly romanticized)

CBS' (television)

a

wildly successful writing career a live chat show about her

wild-rainbow-trout river the Delaware is the premier

wild river

wild-river proposal

living will

God's will

good will

strong-willed

willing partner

willow-shaded street

win-win

road win

consecutive wins

sixth straight win

windburn
wind current
wind energy
wind erosion
windfall

designated a

a-

the was written to prevent overtreatment

submitting to

building up in the Congress (politics)

(see strong-willed)

sexual fulfillment with s

narrow, s

(see win-win)

overcoming deficits in s (basketball)

he's the only one with (auto racing)

they almost had their (women's bobsled)

he suffered from (on the climb)
float on thermal --s
breakthroughs have reduced the cost of
the cryptobiotic crusts reduced
(see windfall)
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windmill old --s drawing water from wells
wind patterns ' from the Gulf coast, Mexico and...
wind power (see wind power)
windshield running a squeegee across a ;

left a threatening note on her car
windshield (m) the (on a car)
wind speed the average annual ;

aircraft speed, outside
windstorm two powerful s uprooted 100,000 trees;

--s can reveal previously buried mines (desert)
wind surfer fishermen, s, swimmers, divers;
windsurfer Canadian and Swiss s started showing up
wind tower hundreds of s dotting the landscape;

California leads in the number of s
wind tunnel testing model planes in a
wind turbine highly efficient s in Europe;

the 259 --s at the Storm Lake facility;
a field of s hums in the wind

wind velocity an increase in air pressure and s (blast)

windsurfing Alaska's Turnagain Arm;
15 years of all over the world

windblown (see windblown)
wind-driven (see wind-driven)
wind-swept (see wind-swept)

wind of change but the is blowing (rural areas)

desert wind as the turned chilly
summer wind the first rippled through the hay
tail winds were over a hundred knots (flying)
winter wind a howled outside;

--s can kick up dust

gale-force wind in sub-zero temperatures and (yacht)

high- and low-altitude winds a seasonal convergence of

sustained winds of 60 miles per hour

bitter winds
high winds
strong winds

from Manchuria
little relief from is expected (forest fires)
the typhoon brought and heavy rain

I
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0

0

windblown

wind-driven

winded

windfall

winding

howl of the wind

windblown prairie

wind-driven flames
wind-driven rain

long-winded

financial windfall

winding ascent
winding road
winding street

window (actual) windowpane

window-shopper
windowsill
window table
window unit (m)

window shopping

windowless

dorm window
kitchen window
pharmacy window
picture window
shop window
store's window
storm window
tenement window
ticket window

bedroom window
bulletproof window
passenger-side window
plate glass window
plate-glass window
police-car window

the and the crashing of the waves

on a

roaring drew close (wildfire)
the was worse

(see long-winded)

rising oil prices have brought them a

a of the Col de Marie-Blanque (bicycling)
the offered views of mountains
there were no s to confuse me;
speed bumps on js

trying to replace the s;
s were rattling during the shelling
online js
a worker scrapes lead paint from a
sat at the small (restaurant)
sold out of air conditioners

allowing for

(see windowless)

he could see Mt. Rainier from his ' (college)
she watched from the
a drive-through
through the wide s
many s were smashed
a flyer of the missing girl is displayed on the
a policeman removed the
gossip from s
the at New Castle

tapping on my woke me up
a
thes

5
he kicked out a
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stained-glass window

back-seat window
right-hand window

left rear window

living-room window

fourth-floor window

betting window
viewing window

sound-deadening window
west-facing window

5
the
out of the (on a plane)

with the dealer sticker still pasted to the

looking out he toward the river

a
a sign posted near the s (sports book)
a drive-through (at a funeral home)

install s
a

boarded-up window 's

diamond-shaped window through the

dark-tinted window
double-hung windows
high-set window

5
5
5

imperfectly sealed window ---s

rear window

floor-to-ceiling windows

window (metaphor) window of opportunity

application window

window (computer) Windows

pop-up window

windowless

Windows
(computer)

through the I could see... (ambulance)

we've missed our

a second will be opened

(see Windows)

a personalized (on a computer)

windowless (bare-walled) conference room a

Windows users get a stock-report-style ticker
Windows users (m) Microsoft and its base
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0

Windows-equipped

wind power

wind-swept

wine

Windows 95 a Vietnamese-language instruction manual for

Windows operating system a laptop with a

Windows-equipped (see Windows-equipped)

Windows and other platforms Acrobat will be available on

Windows-equipped PCs on

wind power electricity needs being filled by

wind power project the world's largest single ;
wind power development a production tax credit for

cost of wind power lowering the

research and development of wind power

renewable energy such as wind power

wind-swept ridge

wine cellar
wine country

wine grapes
wine magnate
winemaker

wine prices
wineshop
wine supply

wine tasting

wine-colored

dessert wine

fortified wine

headed along a

a private patio, a fireplace, a
the island's northern j;
the hills of Northern California's
California's 900,000 acres of
the California Joseph Gallo

are being hurt by the blight;
one of the great --s in the room
a consumer boom is sending up
a Rockefeller Center
bankrupt growers and decrease the

there was a in the afternoon

(see wine-colored)

one of the many --s made from muscats

s can be potent
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wine-colored

wing

winner

winning

sparkling wine

beer-and-wine

champagne or similar s

(see beer-and-wine)

champagne or similar (sparkling) wines

wine-colored velvet jacket a

jump wings

fixed wing (m)

rotary-wing

winners and losers

breadwinner
Grammy winner
lottery winner
Oscar-winner (m)

beauty-pageant winner

Nobel Prize winner
Pulitzer Prize winner

Cy Young winner

second-prize winner

one-time winner

non-winner

past winner

winning goal
winning strategy
winning streak
winning (lottery) ticket

award-winning
career winnings
game-winning

a chance to earn German (parachuting)

ground, rotor, or transport (trauma victim)

(see rotary-wing)

globalization creates

(see breadwinner)
the five-time (music)
the received 40 marriage proposals
the Philip Yordan (films)

a disgruntled

Linus Pau ling
Natalie Angier (

the five-time (baseball)

our

a (=won it once)

(see non-winner)

s include such writers as...

after scoring the (hockey)
map out a in this market
UCLA's NCAA-record 88-game
he bought a but forgot to check the number

(see award-winning)
he has set the record for (golf)
(see game-winning)
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winter

prizewinning (m)

Grammy-winning
Oscar-winning

Academy Award-winning
Nobel Prize-winning
Pulitzer Prize-winning

gold-medal-winning

acclaimed and composers (music)

(see Grammy-winning)
(see Oscar-winning)

(see Academy Award-winning)
(see Nobel Prize-winning)
(see Pulitzer Prize-winning)

(see gold-medal-winning)

American Book Award-winning (see American Book Award-winning)

winter anchorage
winter coat
winter-coat (m)
winter conditions

winter crops
winter day
winter gales
Winter Olympics
winter route
winter session
winter storm
winter sun
winter temperatures
winter vacation
winter-vacation (m)
winter weather
winter wheat

winter wind

winter storage shed

winter-driving (m)
winter mountaineering

winter-weary

fast-approaching winter

here was a favorite
thick woolen s
cutting layers of material (factory)
the are ideal;
the climb in is hard;

are notoriously unpredictable (climbing)
just as the were coming ripe in Florida
the kind of winter day when...
the that rake the Irish coast
the 1984 in Sarajevo
classic alpine (climbing)
Parliament begins its Monday (Israel)
the second in a week

on a snowy field
La Nina can cause to swing wildly
had never taken a
Aspen, where he keeps a lavish home
knew the moods of (climbing)
the fields were planted with j;
he grew in Kansas
a howled outside;
--s can kick up dust

a for apples and pears (France)

she had plenty of experience
recognized as an expert in

(see winter-weary)

the
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bitter (Balkan) winter the
late-winter (see late-winter)
midwinter (see midwinter)

wintering overwintering the virus may not be successful at

winter-weary winter-weary New Yorkers

win-win win-win proposition this is a
win-win situation this is a

wiper

wire

windshield wiper the (car)

wire fence a customs building with a tall , guarded by...
wire-mesh (see wire-mesh)
wire-rim (see wire-rim)
wire service (m) reports
wiretap domestic mail interception, s

wireless (see wireless)

wire-guided (see wire-guided)
wire-haired (see wire-haired)
wire-rimmed (see wire-rimmed)

wires for the landing gear

razor wire
razor-wire (m)

chain-link fences topped with (jail);
a 15-foot fence surrounding...

barbed wire (see barbed wire)

defensive wire
protective wire

the enemy had breached the of the position
enemy soldiers who are stopped at the

defensive wire of the position the enemy had breached the

wired wired workplace life in the

wire-guided wire-guided missile a (anti-tank missile)

wire-haired wire-haired dog a
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wireless wireless access
wireless communications
wireless data
wireless microphone
wireless network
wireless peripherals

wire-mesh

wire-rim

wire-rimmed

wisdom

wise (smart)

wise (suffix)

wise-ass

wireless Internet access

wire-mesh elevator cage

wire-rim glasses

wire-rimmed glasses

folk Wisdom

reigning wisdom

accepted wisdom
accumulated wisdom

conventional wisdom

to the Internet is the future
he is a leader of the paradigm

is beaming into our lives
s and boom microphones
exchange information on a (space station)

use radio signals (computers)

as becomes commonplace

in a

with

big blue

the accuracy of

this has become the of the nineties

the regarding his career is that...
can be lost in a few decades;

the of expects in disaster-related fields

has it that...;
the about race and juries...

book knowledge, wison and experience
wisdom, patience and understanding

wise-ass
wise choice
wisecrack

wisecracking

careerwise
coastwise
education-wise
streetwise

counterclockwise

wise-ass boyfriend

(see wise-ass)
that's a
always ready with a and a smirk

(see wisecracking)

(see careerwise)
(see coastwise)
(see education-wise)
(see streetwise)

(see counterclockwise)

her
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wisecracking wisecracking fun lover ever the

wish

wisher

wishful

wishings

wispy-whiskered

witch

withdrawal

withering

witness

wish list

wishful

death wish
family's wishes
husband's wishes

get-well wishes

last wish
sincere wish

well-wishers

wishful thinking

well-wishings

a of characteristics;
a of features

(see wishful)

a suicide attempt failed to fulfill his
acceding to his he pleaded guilty
against her , she took classes

she has e-mailed her from Texas

her was to die at home
my that he be better than I (son)

(see well-wishers)

it was just (thinking she was attracted to him)

(see well-wishings)

wispy-whiskered revolutionary the

witch hunt

withdrawal symptoms

drug withdrawal
nicotine withdrawal

withering fire

witness error
witness phase
witness-protection (m)
witness stand
witness statement
witness testimony

the campaign has sparked a (for pedophiles)

dealing with (tobacco)

diagnosed with acute
deficits in concentration from

they maneuvered through the

corruption, , or racism
the of the trial
placed in the federal program
with the FBI special agent on the
s from a fellow soldier (medal)
according to

witness for the prosecution the key

witnesses, suspects and evidence in the investigation
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witnessed

witted

wives

wizard

woe

woman
(and women)

alibi witness
expert witness
eyewitness
key witness

trial's witnesses

unwitnessed

quick-witted

(see wife)

dot-corn wizard
pinball wizard

escalator woes
retention woes
security woes
traffic woes
work woes

(see also problem)

women's advances
women athletes
women's bodies
women's bowling

women's clothes
women's college
women's contributions
women's facility
woman friend
women's literacy
women's magazine
women's movement
women's prison
women's-wear (m)

womanhood

women's bathroom

twelve 's
was a frequent S; access to s
(see eyewitness)
police didn't interview s;
the for the prosecution
many of the are...

(see unwitnessed)

(see quick-witted)

s becoming billionaires
a

management mistakes added to the
helping the military solve its
the dot-corn mania and
no long-term fixes for Virginia's
if you're feeling ornery over

in the 1980s
of the nineties

plastic surgery and
promote ;
hoped that would take off
the way to tell the from the men's
girls' schools and s
praise for j to Japanese society
a medium-security (prison)
he'd gone in one night with a
the state's rate of was higher than...
romantic stories for
the nineteenth-century
an officer's life at a
a purse from Chaiken, a designer

(see womanhood)

in the of a casino
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women

woman-hating

womanhood

won

wonder

woman-hating

women's bobsledding

women and children

churchwoman
horsewoman
village women

abused women
married woman
battered women
battered-women (m)

talked-about woman

cleaning woman

high-striving woman

Arab women
pregnant women
missing woman

status of women

costs for women

(see woman)

woman-hating kid

budding womanhood

cusp of womanhood
signs of womanhood

won-lost

hard-won

Wonderbra
wonder drug

(see woman-hating)

they are among the youngest duos in

forcing the to flee (army)

a known as Ma Green
an enthusiastic all her life

in Rajasthan (India)

local programs for
a whose husband...
advocates for
a rape-crisis and 's shelter

the most in Great Britain

a -- tapped the window

a

problems -- share
French law and the rights of
looking for signs of the (Jill Behrman)

the -- varies among Arab countries

reproductive-related (birth control)

this foulmouthed,

the delights of her

on the
she tried to repress all in the girl

(see won-lost)

(see hard-won)

(see Wonderbra)
Viagra, the male impotence
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wonderful

Wonderbra

won-lost

wood

wonders of nature

boy wonder
boy wonder (m)

sense of wonder

that gift for putting words to the

installed as a
the programmer who founded Netscape

I retrieve my childlike

wonderful (newspaper) article a
wonderful experience it was a (scuba diving for first time)
wonderful place what a to come and visit (waterfall)
wonderful product drug companies are producing s
wonderful relationship you may end up having a (dating advice)

rhinestone-studded Wonderbra a

won-lost record

wood ash
wood-block (m)
woodland
woodsman
woodcutter

wood stove

wood-framed
wood-paneled

wood- and-rock-colored

wood-burning (m)
woodcutting

cottonwood (m)
driftwood
firewood
plywood

backwoods

he never judged himself by his (coach);
s and poll rankings (college basketball)

they were smeared with
printed with traditional designs
(see woodland)
he became an accomplished
hunters and s;
a 1s frame house;
two s killed by police
put a log in the ;
purchased a $600

(see wood-framed)
(see wood-paneled)

(see wood- and rock-colored)

a fireplace; fireplaces
is his only source of income

the plight of trees
a stone, a feather, a piece of
as they gathered
(see plywood)

(see backwoods)
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fog-shrouded woods

hardwood
native wood

plastic or wood (m)

(see hardwood)
crafted of by local craftsmen

hangers (for clothes)

wood- and-rock-colored
wood- and rock-colored wall behind s

wooded wooded area
wooded path
wooded (or hilly) terrain

near 5
we were led down a

the enemy's logistics transport in

wood-framed wood-framed (stilt) home s stood in the bay
wood-framed shack a

woodland woodland activities
woodland beauty
woodland camouflage

outdoor adventures and
Cumberland County's primal
the coloring of the ETLBV is

woodland wildflowers and ferns shade-loving ,

leafy woodlands a stretch of s

stretches of woodland

wood-paneled wood-paneled auditorium
wood-paneled kitchen
wood-paneled office
wood-paneled rectory
wood-paneled room

wool

word

wool production
wool sock
wool trousers

his
the
in his
in the
a--

it's the breed which matters most in
Army-issue s
dark-brown

wordlist Doctor Minor's s
word lover s await the online OED

word of casualties there was no immediate
word of caution a final
words of encouragement he moved from man to man shouting
word of God the is misrepresented
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worded

word of the (police) investigation when leaked
word of mouth (see word of mouth)

words of (one of the conference) documents in the

word-processing (m)

buzzword
byword
crossword
keyword
keyword (m)
password
watchword

household word

high-frequency words

fighting words

printed word

written word

crossed out words

final word

harsh word
immediate word
last word

own words
private word
right words

four-letter word

war of words

bitterly worded

in today's programs (computers)

today's is accountability
Siberia became a for cruelty
(see crossword)
searches based on typing in 's (computer)
zero in by using a search (computer)
(see password)
comfort and convenience are his s

before the Internet became a ;
made the National Enquirer a

so-called are illegal (inciting to violence)

the would be dispatched electronically;
the , bound books, and e-books
the in a paperless format (e-books)

the note was filled with misspellings and

a of caution;
the boss still gets the (on firing someone)
resist saying a S against her (mother-in-law)
there was.no of casualties
the pilot's js were...(plane crash);
his on the subject;
do you have any js (execution)
used the man's to link him to...(trial)
I had a with him
finding the to describe your pain

firefighters are mentioning a (rain)

an interesting develops between... (politics)

(see bitterly worded)
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word of mouth

work

carefully worded
sharply worded
strongly worded

word of mouth

(see carefully worded)
(see sharply worded)
(see strongly worded)

propelled by

word-of-mouth campaign
word-of-mouth communications
word-of-mouth referrals

word-of-mouth network

work area
work assignment
work atmosphere
workbench
work climate
work clothes
workday
work-day
work environment
work ethic

work expenses
work force
workforce
work-force (m)
work habits

workhorse
workload

workmate
workman
work pants
work permit
work philosophy
workplace
work practices
work-release (m)
work schedule
work session

the bulk of his work comes through (lawyer)

the "coconut wireless"--a (Hawaii)

contamination spread through s
class schedules and s
in a notorious for backbiting
sitting at a wooden (rug weavers)
a negative is created
wearing
a 16-hour ; a normal
your is hectic
the new ; a hostile
the and the will to succeed;
an eight-day-a-week ;
people question her (a tennis player)
child care and other
men are 55% of the
the city's ; its full-time
the Saratoga Institute, a research firm
improve his (basketball);
the of the Japanese
the loss of another
doubled his j;
take on more and more of the ;
despite his , he took on the project
facing a you passed over for your party list
(see workman)
he reached into his for some change
s are good for a year
the photographer's
(see workplace)
inappropriate and unacceptable
a facility (prison)
flexible
four- or five-day s every few months
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work shirt he was wearing a plaid
workshop on the farm and in the artisan's
workshop a on emergency management;

in numerous conferences and s
workspace corridors and two-store s
work space provide the astronauts with an air-filled
work stoppage money is not an issue at this
work visa the and the language skills
workweek increase the ;

took most of the j;
whiz kids working 60-hour s

work woes if you're feeling ornery over
work zone (sign on a highway)

workout (see workout)

workaday (m) the details

work-seeking (m) the peoples of Mexico

work-induced (see work-induced)
work-related (see work-related)

workmanship (see workmanship)

community work teenagers do
construction work would continue as planned;

he drifted into
course work they should focus on their
coursework students fired up by their
earth works great water and in India, China, Mexico
fireworks (see fireworks)
glassworks the thirteenth-century
graduate work after he finished his at Columbia
grillwork in a grapevine theme
group work combine j, internships...
grunt work a young astronomer did the
guerrilla work before resuming his
guesswork educated vs. arithmetical precision;

a world in which the is eliminated
homework (see homework)
housework (see housework)
ironworks a defunct on the James River
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leatherwork
legwork
life's work
masterwork
network
paperwork
piecework
police work

public works
ranch work
reference work

rope work
schoolwork
shift work
space work
teamwork

volunteer work

evening-length work

runway work

he still does for pleasure
paperwork and went hand in hand
the research was his
Neff s
(see network)
(see paperwork)
the cutters were on (coat factory)

is routine...;
under fire for sloppy
(see public works)
strong and tough from years of hard
encyclopedias and s on CD-ROM;
Encyclopedia Britannica's venerable
most routes don't require (canyoneering)
calculators to help with

24 hours a day, seven days a week
is difficult

demanding and communication;
a growing number of schools stress
he did j;
her took her away from home

a (ballet)

the stressful, frenetic pace of (models)

half year's (energetic) work

ongoing work

busywork
busy work
hard work
steady work

out-of-work

bring-your-pet-to-work

amount of work
decades' worth of work
type of work

hard work and dedication

a

researchers and their work

with most of the gone
he didn't believe in
thanks for your and dedication (rafting trip)

and more money

(see out-of-work)

(see bring-your-pet-to-work)

an ever-multiplying
four in musical theatre;
the attracts certain personalities

thanks for your (rafting trip)
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worked

worker

overworked (see overworked)

worker exposure to contaminated dust
worker's compensation and general liability insurance
workers'-compensation (m) the state's system
worker productivity perks can increase
workers' rights a labor law specified

worker unrest

worker-short

caseworker

campaign worker
coal workers
construction worker
emergency worker
factory worker
field worker
guest worker

health worker
lumber worker
maintenance worker
monkey worker
rescue worker

relief worker
sex workers

uranium worker

assembly-line worker
cruise-ship worker
disaster agency worker
game ranch worker
health care worker
minimum wage (n)
minimum-wage (m)
pizza parlor worker
power company worker

student protest and

(see worker-short)

her ;
parents, s, probation officers
the party's candidates and 5
the blast killed 63

--s move toward the car
a
his family and other s
Chinese s held in virtual bondage;
Spain needs --s to harvest its crops
a team of doctors and s
police units and --s
--s blame the original design
no s had become sick
--s dug out bodies;
--s were able to reach disaster areas;
--s cut the tops off the cars
--s and government officials
sexually transmitted infections among ;

in thirty-four brothels (Thailand)
thousands of s were exposed to...

an
5
firefighters and --s
s load a rhino
's injury rates have doubled
no increase in the

workers in San Francisco
5s
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worker-short

work-induced

working

railway worker
sweatshop worker

adult factory workers
child factory workers

bottom-rung workers
low-wage worker
mental-health workers

injured worker
salaried worker
skilled worker

unskilled worker

sleep-deprived worker

co-worker

number of workers

worker-short field

military personnel, and ss
spouses of
parents of

toiling in plants, behind counters
a young,

he and other

s are simply replaced
4 percent annual merit raises for s
engineers and s

the best-paid s in the nation

accidents caused by s

an angry employee fatally shooting s

tripling the on its payroll

in lucrative and s

work-induced mood swings

working adult
working age
working class
working condition
working conditions

working dog
working dog (m)
working hour
working kitchen
working knowledge
working life

working mothers
working order
working party

his

wages of every in the U.S.
raised the minimum to 16 (Brazil)
(see working class)
it's not known if they are in or damaged
improvement in ;
encourage better s;
more control over their ;
benefits and
stamps dedicated to military s;
military (MWD) teams
how we spend our s
meals are prepared in the club's full
she has a of investigation techniques
during his j;
a great part of a detective's is spent...
the good news for is...
officials said everything was in (space station)
each must develop its own drill (military)
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working class

workman

workmanship

workout

workplace

working people

working poor
working prototype
working vacation

working cowhand

hard-working
hardest-working

working class

working-class community
working-class family
working-class opinion
working-class parents
working-class roots

just regular ;
low- and moderate-income
the plight of the
developing a
a

a

(see hard-working)
(see hardest-working)

a member of the

a struggling white
5
surveys of

wage-dependent working class

member of the working class

workman

workmanship

workmanship

workout routine
workout session

real workout

the creation of a

the lime-streaked

(see workmanship)

the greatest and artistry (Kiton suits)

his includes jogs, yoga...
take batting practice at the end of a

had a

ninety-minute workout a

repetitions of the (entire) workout do three three times a week

workplace

workplace assaults
workplace deaths
workplace injuries

in bedrooms, bathrooms, or even s;
workers' stealing from their s

serious in private industry

the emerging boom in ;
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work-related

world

workplace noise
workplace safety (m)
workplace violence

workplace shootings

workplace back injury

wired workplace

work-related issues
work-related meals
work-related stress

world's (14) alphabets
world's (top) athletes
world attention
world's attention
World Bank
world champion
world championship
world-class
world community
World Cup
world's (rapidly growing)
world domination
world economy
world expert
world's food

exposure to is regulated by OSHA
most federal laws; regulators

how s occur

life in the

he was under considerable

the Georgians created one of the
the
focus on family planning
the is focused on the plight of...
(see World Bank)
Mexico is famous for its s (boxing)
a shot at the (boxing)
(see world-class)
the has pledged money
(see World Cup)
demand the for food
intent on
a shift in the
a second team of s said the same thing
much of the comes from irrigated land

world's governments regulation by the
world's heritage Afghanistan's monuments are part of the
world history the war changed the direction of (W.W.II)
world leader the names of s
world map a ' dating from 1482
world market knowledge of s
world's (third-highest) mountain Kangchenjunga, the
world's (highest) mountains he has spent his life climbing the
world's oceans
world politics
world's poor
world population
world premiere
world prices
world's problems

the are being deplete
in the twenty-first century

big business, Third World elites, the
in this century has exploded

this month's of A View from the Bridge
for sugar

a cure for the
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world record
world's refugees
World Service
world stage

world standards
world title
world unification
world view

World War

world coffee market
world's coral reefs
world's landmass
world oil market

World Wide Web

World War I

World War II

(see world record)
Africa, with the largest share of the
listen to the BBC radio
plucked him from the ;
China is returning to the
the rate is considered high by
seeking the (boxing)
steps towards
two s were in collision;
their language, and customs differ;
visual expression of the community's ;
the passage from life to death in their
(see World War)

the is volatile
the effects of pollution on the
one-sixth of the
the

(see Web)

(see World War 1)

(see World War 11)

world economic growth soaring oil prices may jeopardize

worldwide

worldly

world-renowned

world-famous
world-weary

world of difference
world of (branded) goods
world of (midtown) Manh
world of sumo
world of (dive) travel
world of Washington

world of street life

(see worldwide)

(see worldly)

(see world-renowned)

(see world-famous)
(see world-weary)

listening can make a
the competitive

attan the
a rare event in the staid

the
the and the business world

the twilight and girls for hire
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world of cyberdrugstores the new

world of (horse) racing a force in the

world of haves and have-nots a Dickensian
world of rock and roll the sex-and-drug-filled

art world
art-world (m)
business world

chess world
design world

dream world
entertainment world
fantasy world

hockey world
Islamic world
magazine world
Muslim world
rave world
today's world
twilight world

the
a comment on politics
does the really need Harvard;
become a menace to the ;
the world of Washington and the ;
the he inhabits
young Soviet-trained players dazzled the
people in the think...;
the rest of the
it was her
the stratospheric reaches of the
outside his ;
people think I live in a
the news of his arrest shocked the
the Jews who came to Israel from the
the New York
little understood outside the
opened the door to the for us
it is risky, in , to go to work
the of street life and women for hire

music-business world the of midtown Manhattan

Internet world in this new

outside world (see outside world)
underworld (see underworld)

third world (see third world)

high-tech world he's striking alliances throughout the

celebrity-mad world a

3-D world players roam around a
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world-class

bowling world
collecting world

English-speaking world
sportscasting world

developed world
industrialized world
privatized world

sex-and-drug-filled world

Arab world
different world

literary world
natural world
new world
perfect world
real world
tribal worlds
virtual worlds

non-Christian world

dog-eat-dog world

round-the-world

rest of the world

in the P, he is perceived as a...
the (artifacts of pop culture)

the OED is known throughout the
opening up the for women

in the rest of the
the U.S. has the highest rate of syphilis in the
in today's

the of rock and roll

known as Ali to his friends in the
experimentalists and theorists live in s;
it was a when he started (coaching)
the of Belfast
people and the are on a collision course
the of cyberdrugstores
in a we would be able to...
(see real world)
the mountains shelter lost in time (Caucasus)
computer games that create onscreen

in much of the

in a

(see round-the-world)

why hasn't the caught on (to a good idea)

world-class athlete
world-class collection
world-class (whitewater) run

5
a
the river is a

World Bank World Bank-sponsored (see World Bank-sponsored)

World Bank-sponsored
World Bank-sponsored hydroelectric project

World Cup World Cup (snowboarding) events
World Cup showing Chile's best-ever
World Cup (soccer) tournament the
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world-famous

worldly

world record

world-famous beer
world-famous surgeon

worldly possessions

world record

world-record attempt
world-record time

This (Budweiser)
a

the entire of this family

geography, literature and s

in his most recent
in

world record parachute jump attempt a from the edge of space

world-renowned world-renowned psychiatrist
world-renowned surgeon

World War II World War Thera

World War II-sized

post-W.W.II

World War Thera World War Thera mine

World War I

World War II-sized

world-weary

worldwide

worn

a
a

(see World War II-era)

(see World War II-sized)

(see post-World War II)

the sub may have hit a

World War Thera hydropower dam s are coming up for relicensing

World War II-sized battlefield a

world-weary

world-weary tone

worldwide bank
worldwide problem
worldwide reputation

utterly by the age of sixteen

in a

a
this would be a
a

world-wide advertising agency a

worn-out

careworn

(see worn-out)

(see careworn)
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worn-out

worry

worse

worsening

worship

worshiper

worshiping

worst

well worn

worn-out

worn-out look

worn-out toothbrush
worn-out Army jacket

money worries
privacy worries

worse time

(see well worn)

his T-shirt was

a

a
a

temporarily relieved of
creative ways to ease

the bad news couldn't have come at a

worsening (lung) damage chest X-rays showed

still-worsening

worship service

cow worship
hero worship

place of worship

moon worshiper
sun worshiper

gridiron-worshiping (m)

worst-case
worst enemy
worst fears
worst moment

worst-off

worst-performing

worst-covered
worst-dressed
worst-hit

(see still-worsening)

those few who make it to

caste, , sacred places (India)
amounts to ;
a lecture on heroes and

they are building a new

Cassandra Lathan, a local nurse and
stretching out among the s (nude sunbathing)

in Alabama

(see worst-case)
women can be their own --s
what he saw confirmed his
he said it was the of his life

(see worst-off)

(see worst performing)

(see
(see
(see

worst-covered)
worst-dressed)
worst-hit)
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worst-case

worst-covered

worst-dressed

worst-hit

worst-off

worst-performing

worth

worthiness

worthy

would

would-be

wound (wind)

worst-case scenario the

worst-case safety aspect the of the failure

worst-covered war

worst-dressed list

worst-hit area

worst-off cases

the in history

the

in the (flooding)

those

worst-performing concealers
worst-performing disclosers
worst-performing schools

the
the
the

worst-performing dishwashers among the we've tested

company's worth
money's worth

crashworthiness

noteworthy

would-be

would-be assassin
would-be president
would-be robbers

would-be mass murderer
would-be nation-builder

wound-up

wound (injury) wound infection (m)
wound treatment

wound healing

blast wounds
bullet wound
burn wounds

stock value reflects the
getting their

(see crashworthiness)

(see noteworthy)

(see would-be)

a

ss
(see wound-up)

antibiotics are used for prophylaxis
advances in surgery, drugs and (military)

blood flow, , and anesthesia

hospitalized with shrapnel and
a in a man's skull
many will be nursing
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wounded

wound-up

chest wound
combat wounds
fragmentation wounds
hatchet wound
head wound
knife wounds
shrapnel wounds
spear wound
stab wounds

dog bite wounds
gunshot wound

childhood wound

penetrating wounds

blood gurgled out of my
he was the first to die of (Kosovo)
bleeding profusely from bullet and
a
it seemed easy to get a
the victim had died from three
secondary blast injuries include
a in the hip
the were not the cause of death

patients with
suffered a while on guard duty

real healing of our 5

secondary blast injuries often include

self-inflicted (gunshot) wound died from a

badly healed wounds

fatal wound
mortal wounds
painful wound
serious wound
severe wounds
superficial wound
traumatic wounds

bite and scratch wounds

he suffered a fourth and (Medal of Honor)
despite his , he continued to direct fire (battle)
despite his s, he...(Vietnam War)
in spite of a , he crawled to help a comrade
a grenade inflicted further s

complications of

thoroughly wash all

complications of (traumatic) wounds

wounded soldiers

war-wounded

walking wounded

sick and wounded (m)

he carried other on a death march (POWs)

the care of the

temporarily excused from duty

EPWs (enemy prisoners of war)

evacuation of (many) wounded the

wound-up state in a
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woven

wracked

wrap

wraparound

wrapped

wrapper

wrath

wreath

wreck

wreckage

tightly woven

blizzard-wracked

wraparound

wraparound porch
wraparound (double) deck

(see tightly woven)

(see blizzard-wracked)

overwrap (v)

shrink-wrapped

beautifully wrapped
individually wrapped

candy wrapper
gum wrapper

beef-jerky wrapper

nature's wrath

Christmas wreath

wreckage

wreck diver
wreck site

wreck diving

shipwreck
shipwreck (m)

single-vehicle wreck

coke-sniffing wreck

nervous wreck

mangled wreckage
shredded wreckage

(see wraparound)

on the west side of its porch
its of stands

the cast is ed with an elastic bandage

(see shrink-wrapped)

(see beautifully wrapped)
(see individually wrapped)

the crackling noise of a
nails, tampons, lug nuts, fan belts

throwing js on the floor

suffering

he stole a

(see wreckage)

s operating in deep water
detailed information about a

underwater photography,

where js could rest for thousands of years
devices used in a search

the motorcyclist died following the on...

he was a

I was a at the job interview

rescuers cut bodies from the (cars)
the of the Boeing 767
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wrecked wrecked car a junk yard of s

shipwrecked (see shipwrecked)

wrecker wrecker driver the split up the truck and trailer

wrecking wrecking ball taking a to abandoned properties

wrenching wrenching change the sort of he is attempting

heart-wrenching (see heart-wrenching)

most wrenching (see most wrenching)

wrestle arm-wrestle (v) did he a rival...;
his brother loved to

wrestler champion wrestler a at Yale
sumo wrestler a sensitivity rarely seen in 5

wrestling wrestling coach a high school
wrestling festival a 3-day in the Nuba Mountains
wrestling show saw Ventura on a

arm wrestling beat him at
arm-wrestling (m) challenge him to an match

wright playwright Clifford Odets, the --

wrist wristband acupressure s that apply pressure
wrist guard wear s while in-line skating, skateboarding
wrist pain headaches, sore eyes and
wrist sprain s and bruised tailbones (snowboarding)
wristwatch wears a

write write-up (see write-up)

write-up write-up quite a

writer writer's identity efforts to conceal the (letter)

copywriter they were brilliant --s
ghostwriter he has worked as an unofficial
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writing

screenwriter Don Roos;
highly paid js;

screenwriter (m) the 's term, "petting the dog"
soccer writer the for the newspaper
speechwriter an unemployed ; didn't hire a
sportswriter s and broadcasters
storywriter novelists, poets and s
travel writer the right
typewriter (see typewriter)

basketball writer
blockbuster writer

one of the js for the Times
such s as...

true-crime writer Ann Rule is a popular

Academy Award-winning writer the

well-known writer s
frequently published writer a
widely published writer a

(see also author)

writing exam
writing career
writing course
writing credit
writing materials
writing program
writing skills

a new standardized
a live chat about her wildly successful
he took every he could find
he shared the with... (screenplay)
she had asked for her
the most expensive in the country
a national test of children's S;
lack solid

letter-writing (see letter-writing)
playwriting who taught
playwriting (m) a recent graduate of Julliard's program
poetry writing (see poetry writing)
screenwriting (m) (see screenwriting)
students' writing organization and focus in
travel writing of his caliber is rare

creative writing (see creative writing)

test of (children's) writing a national
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written

wrong

written contract
written estimate
written evaluation
written form
written instructions
written objection
written order
written policy
written protocols
written (after-action
written response
written statement
written testimony
written version
written word

handwritten

unwritten

beautifully written
carefully written
crisply written
newly written

wrong choices
wrong crowd

wrong guy
wrong hands
wrong location
wrong path
wrong place
wrong route
wrong thing

wrong time
wrong trail
wrong way

wrong runway

wrongdoing

he wouldn't proceed without a
car mechanics must provide Ps
the psychologist's (of a patient)
testimony be submitted in
follow
submit a to the postmaster (post office)
disobeying a (military)
the police have no regarding...

exist for transferring critically ill patients
debriefing) report s of the officers

in s to questions...
her remarks were confirmed in a
his
we've got the of that statement
the in a paperless format (e-books)

(see handwritten)

(see unwritten)

(see beautifully written)
(see carefully written)
(see crisply written)
(see newly written)

hung with the wrong crowd, made the
people get bored and join the (teens);
I did the wrong thing, hung with the
women often date the
if the information fell into the
marked the for the gas line
it has taken us down the (antiterrorism)
in the at the wrong time
help drivers who have taken a (convoys)
you have done the (relationship);
I did the , hung with the wrong crowd...
in the wrong place at the
I swerved to the (Appalachia)
not risk some sicko taking it the

the pilot turned onto the

(see wrongdoing)
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wrongdoing

wrongheaded (see wrongheaded)

wrongful (see wrongful)

perceived wrong seeking to right a with a firearm

dead wrong I was just ;
the story turned out to be (newspaper)

past (and present) wrongs remedying (affirmative action)
present wrongs remedying past and (affirmative action)

right and wrong
right from wrong

something wrong

wrongdoing

the sense of ; your views of
knowing

I did (against the rules, law)

wasn't charged with any S;
while admitting no

criminal wrongdoing figure out if it involved

evidence of wrongdoing looking for

wrongful wrongful death (see wrongful death)
wrongful conviction --s from eyewitness misidentifications

wrongful death wrongful death suing the government for
the of his daughter (medical malpractice)

wrongfully

wrongful-death trial the

wrongful-death (civil) lawsuitin a

wrongfully convicted (see wrongfully convicted)

wrongfully convicted
wrongfully convicted people DNA exonerations of

wrongheaded wrongheaded I was obstinate, even , at times;
that is altogether and immature

wrongly wrongly accused (see wrongly accused)
wrongly convicted (see wrongly convicted)
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wrongly accused wrongly accused

wrongly convicted wrongly convicted man

wrought ill wrought

X

clear the in long-closed cases

(see ill wrought)

X-ray (see X-ray)

X-rated (see X-rated)

X-ray X-ray took an

X-ray machine an at a security checkpoint

chest X-ray s showed worsening lung damage
1

X-rated X-rated video store an

Y

yacht

yard (area)

yacht club a turn-of-the-century

pleasure yacht turned the ship into a

backyard (see backyard)

barnyard moved the goslings to the ;
walk across the frozen

barnyard (m) (see barnyard)

boatyard their hulls are made in s
courtyard led into a narrow ;

I would be sweeping 5;
a small, flower-filled

drill yard classrooms and the -- (Chicago Fire Academy)
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front yard
graveyard
graveyard (m)
junkyard
lumber yard
lumberyard
rail yards

repair yard
sales yard
schoolyard
school yard
schoolyard (m)
scrap yard
shipyard
vineyard

bare-dirt yard

sunlit yard

yard (measure) yardage

yardage

yaw

year

in the
the hospital, the or jail
pilots call this the spiral (flying)
(see junkyard)

a blacksmith shop and a
rundown warehouses and j;
built on platforms over the
a (for large ships)
went to the to look at cattle
cluster bombs in a
portable classrooms set up in a
a broken arm or some injury
ditches that flow past outdoor s
(see shipyard)
a puzzling new disease plaguing s;
s in Europe, Australia, New Zealand

72-yard (m)
52-yard (m)
forty-nine-and-a-half-yard

yardage measurement

pitch and yaw

yearbook

year-end
year-end (m)
year's end
year's supply

yearlong
years-long
year-old

years away

the tract house with its

the outside

(see yardage)

a touchdown pass
a field goal
(m) the line (football)

satellite-based systems

controlling (planes)

picture is missing from the ;
schedules, team s, instructional videotapes
quality streaming video by the ;
his press conference
back in school by
costs $7,000 for a (of a drug)

(see yearlong)
(see years-long)
(see year-old)

a new vaccine is still
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year-round

year-after-year

year 2000

years of research

acorn year
election year
freshman year
fugitive years
half year's (m)
high school year
junior year
New Year
retirement years
school year

senior year
senior-year (m)
war years

teen-age years
teenage years

run-off year

midyear
late-year

ten years' (m)

16-plus years
40-odd years

intervening years
passing years
waning years
upcoming (school) year

childbearing years

epochal year

(see year-round)

(see year -after year)

long-prophesied computer glitches

the conclusion is based on 30

1994 was a really good
the political process each
in his at college
he was a contract killer during his
a energetic work
his s had been spent in Kansas
at the end of their (high school)
(see New Year)
spend my sitting in a chair
during the ;
shopping for the upcoming
until just before his (high school)
my photo
during the

my

an unusually high

(see midyear)
(see late-year)

within time

the of the bull market
of driving

seemed to erase the
however, with the
in the of the British Raj

shopping for the

reaching their peak

an in the history of...
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last year's
rocky year
so-so year
this year's

once-a-year

(see last year's)
it was a for the newspaper (criticism)
she finished a ranked 14th (a tennis player)
(see this year's)

(see once-a-year)

second straight year she led her team to the title for the
third straight year it was the that he... (motor racing)

$130,000-a-year (m) a contract

1-in-100-year (m) a storm

beginning of the year at the

forecast for the year our growth

one-year (m)

two-year (m)
three-year (m)
four-year (m)
five-year (m)
eight-year (m)
ten-year (m)
14-year (m)
30-year (m)
fifty-six-year (m)
100,000-year (m)

a total; a suspension;
Saturday's anniversary of the bombings
a ban
a veteran
a college
the board's plan; his ' reign
he began serving an sentence
the Assembly proposed a program
his war
a sentence
in the history of...
changing in a slow, cycle

one- to three-year (m) a sentence

first-year (m)
third-year (m)
twenty-sixth year (m)

a language course; a student
28 students were expelled for cheating
my

first-, second-, and third-year (m) students
second- and third-year (m) the classes (law school)

year-after-year year-after-year funding sustainable,

year-long year-long course a
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year-old

(to)

(or)

(and)

(or)

(to)

yearly

twenty-four-year-long (m)Coles' marriage

4-year-old
15-year-old
18-year-old
twenty-year-old
twenty-two-year-old
thirty-seven-year-old

forty-some-year-old
fifty-some-year-old

at a party for a
a was gunned down...
the death penalty against two s
restless s
a gauche and insecure
a stocky, cheerful

(see forty-some-year-old)
(see fifty-some-year-old)

two- to four-year-old the behavior in s
twelve-to-seventeen-year-old among s

three- or four-year-old the voice of a

3-year-old (m)
five-year-old (m)
ten-year-old (m)
fourteen-year-old (m)
15-year-old (m)
thirty-three-year-old (m)
thirty-five-year-old (m)
forty-one-year-old (m)
41-year-old (m)
forty-one-year-old (m)
seventy-nine-year-old (m) the Freud
hundred-and-fifteen-year-old (m)
thousand-year-old (m) the capital

my daughter
their marriage
a cockpit conversation
a daughter
two boys
its outspoken and combative editor;
a stockbroker
a named Bill Hong

Louis
the Princeton-trained historian

the private school

two-, three-, and four-year-old (m) the pool of used cars
12-, 13-, and 14-year-old (m) kids

thirty-five- or forty-year-old (m) a person
fifty-or-sixty-year-old (m) a Filipino

two-to-four-year-old (m)
25- to 59-year-old (m)

twice-yearly

well-maintained cars
large numbers of males

(see twice-yearly)
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year-round

yearned

yearned-for

years-long

yeast

yellow

yellow-painted

yellow-toothed

yellow-topped

yesterday

yet

yield

yielding

year-round average
year-round residents

year-round ship channel

yearned-for (m)

yearned for rule book

years-long effort

yeast infection

yellow fever
yellow rain

yellow-painted
yellow-toothed
yellow-topped

canary-yellow
code yellow (m)

bright-yellow

yellow-painted clinic

yellow-toothed grins

yellow-topped stalk

yesterday's strategy

as-yet

corn yield
crop yield
wheat yield

high-yield

high-yielding
lower-yielding

the of._
the county has fewer than 110,000

a

(see yearned-for)

a

the to._

from a to the flu

black vomit in common in patients with
tricothecenes ("") used for biological warfare;
patients reported a or smoke attack (warfare)

(see yellow-painted)
(see yellow-toothed)
(see yellow-topped)

(see canary-yellow)
alerts (school drill for shots fired)

(see bright-yellow)

a

with 's

cling too long to

(see as-yet)

increased s by 72 percent
reducing s
increased s per acre by 100 percent

(see high-yield)

(see high-yielding)
(see lower-yielding)
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I

I

I

p

b

II

I

1

yo-yo

yoga

you

young

younger

youngest

your

yourself

youth

yo-yo

yoga class

thank-you

get-to-know-you

all-you-can-eat

young associates
young astronomer
young animal
young economist
young man
young offenders
young people
young users
young woman

young granddaughter

young computer jocks

young and dumb

much younger

youngest child

yourself

in-your-face

ours-is-better-than-yours

do-it-yourself

youth center
youth-crime (m)
youth culture
youth group
youth minister

David put down his

s keep him flexible

(see thank-you)

(see get-to-know-you)

(see all-you-can-eat)

vie for partnerships (law firms)
a did the grunt work
a strayed from its family group
a
boisterous young men leave pubs
harsher sentences for
the current generation of British
ecstasy websites are populated by
a in the cosmetics department

they doted on their s

he was wild and crazy,

(see much younger)

are you the oldest, middle, (questionnaire)

(see yourself)

(see in-your-face)

(see ours-is-better-than-yours)

(see do-it-yourself)

got an internship at a
the two state's rates are the same
British ; changes rapidly
helped with s
a Sunday school teacher studying to be a
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youthful

youth-oriented

Z

zeal

zealot

zealous

zebra

zebra-striped

Zen

zenlike

youth program
youth violence

youth-oriented

youth smoking

youthful

recruit-age youths

urban youth

violence-prone youths

fountain of youth

youthful angst
youthful-offender (m)

youth-oriented brand

Z-shaped

bloodthirsty zeal

anti-abortion zealot

over-zealous

zebra-striped

zebra-striped

zenlike

zenlike aura

more funding for s
blaming society for

(see youth-oriented)

efforts to curb ;
campaigns against

(see youthful)

reach

the lives of and young adults

talking and listening to

the

midlifers are past
she was granted status

the new, from L'Oreal

(see Z-shaped)

the of revisionist history

's have committed murder

(see over-zealous)

(see zebra-striped)

their bodies were in black and white...

(see zenlike)

aura
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zero

zero tolerance

Zen-like strength elegant,

Zero g
zero gravity
zero luck
zero tolerance

ground zero

" is kind of magical."
deep-space radiation and
we had (getting tickets to concert)
(see zero tolerance)

Austin is in the New Economy;
Lake Tahoe is snowboarding's

below-zero (see below-zero)
near-zero (see near-zero)
sub-zero (see sub-zero)

zero tolerance pursued a drug strategy of " S"

zero-tolerance concept the requires a suspension
zero-tolerance program a

zig zigzag (v) he Wed across the field

Ziploc Zip loc bag we put each artifact in a

zipper front zipper the of the suit

zone zone reconnaissance a is a directed effort to obtain information

zone of an avalanche path the runout

ambush zone
battle zone
blast zone
buffer zone

Canal Zone

combat zone

comfort zone

conflict zone
construction zone

streets can be highly effective js (warfare)
the world's many js
the of Mount St. Helens (a volcano)
he proposed a j;
proposed a or a fence
crossing from Panama City into the ;
live-fire training in the jungles of the
deploy 5 divisions to a in 30 days;
supplies may be scarce in a desert ;
escorting enemy prisoners of war from the ;
evacuation from the
and that should lead them to some S;
staying in the
the world's s and the landmine crisis
minor accidents and s
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danger zone
deposition zone
disaster zone
drop zone
earthquake zone
empowerment zone
end zone
engagement zone
entertainment zone
eruption zone
exclusion zone
flood zone
hurricane zone
identification zone
kill zone

mountain zone
opportunity zone
safety zone
search zone
security zone

splash zone
strike zone

target zone
time zone

Tow Zone
trade zone
war zone

work zone

air defense zones
airport zone

free-fire zone
red light zone
red-light zone

overrun zone
pickup zone

overseas U.S. facilities in s
run-out tracks and s (avalanches)
military personnel deployed to the
they survey the (BASE jumping)
in many towns in the
kind of enterprise zone concept
an interception in the (U.S. football)
(see engagement zone)
Manchester as a postindustrial
ash dumped within 10-20 km of the (volcano)
weapons withdrawn from the Sarajevo
two thirds of the population lives in s
Miamians living in this prime
air defense (ADIZ) is the airspace...
don't leave tracks in the for an ambush;
in the ambush j;
as the enemy moves into the choke point or
a
the concept of educational s
add s at the ends of its main runways
a thousand feet below the
events in the in Southern Lebanon;
Israel's self-declared in south Lebanon
seaweed in the between high and low tide
some people want a smaller (baseball);
the ball must cross the plate within the
exercising in a " j" for your heart rate
had traveled from cities in four s;
six s east of Moscow
No Parking (airport sign)
offshore banking system, duty-free
trained people in the s;
a trip to the

(sign on a highway)

established for the protection of key assets
planes keep a distance of 3 miles in s

in a
some cities create a for sex shops;
a kind of Internet (proposed .xxx domains)

construction of the runway
rendezvous with aircraft at a pre-designated
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runout zone
Tow Away Zone

no-drive zone
no-flight zone
no-fly zone
no-go zone

landing zone

starting zone

avalanche starting zone in potential s
oil-drilling zone an

conflict-ridden zone the in northeast Columbia
crime-ridden (combat) zone a
rebel-held zone in s

the of an avalanche path
No Parking (sign)

impose a between the two parallels
the plane was hit in a
expanding the
enforce a declaration of a

our was in a mile-high meadow;
emplacing mines at s (LZs), drop zones (DZs)
in potential avalanche s

Demilitarized Zone
demilitarized zone

restricted zone

climactic zone
dead zone
hot zone

safe zone

temperate zone

crime-free zone
drug-free zones
mine-free zone
nuclear-free zone
weapons free zone

55 mph zone

area, zone, and route

the on the Golan Heights;
a five-kilometer (Kosovo);
armed aggression across the Korean
the city is in this (Kosovo)

ordered to deploy to a different (military)
the in the Gulf of Mexico
exposure within the contaminated ;
first responders working inside the ;
medical personnel working outside the
the troops withdrew to a S;
remove artillery from Sarajevo to create a ;
the 20-kilometer around Sarajevo
s extend from latitude 23 1/2 degrees to...

a

several countries want to create s (military)
support for the in the South Pacific
s are air defense zones to protect key assets

driving 97 mph in a

the three types of reconnaissance patrols are
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zoning

ZOO

Z-shaped

part of the zone

zoning board
zoning commission
zoning law

zoning ordinance
zoning regulations

zoning restrictions

zoo official

Z-shaped trench lines

located in the most dangerous (military)

the approved the plans
the city's
changes in city s;
a Massachusetts
Macon County has no
violated ;
the are pretty strict

on property

s are negotiating

Appendix 1: and / or Collocations (a selection)

(nouns) abortion and prayer issues like in the schools
abuse or neglect victims of
acquisition and engagement target by popping up in altitude
activities and locations injuries specific to certain (rappelling, kayak)

an avenue of approach is an route
eBay has banned sale of (Web auction site)
(see all-or-nothing)
the two types of combat patrol missions are
we have so much (a native Hawaiian)
information leading to the of the person
the of three luxury homes
booths with vendors selling
an case
owns a inn
a store
thoroughly wash all j wounds

problems
seventh-grade
the middle-aged types
the company's model
their competitors
the wedding day belongs to the

air or ground (m)
alcohol and tobacco
all-or-nothing
ambush and raid
anger and frustration
arrest and conviction
arson and vandalism
arts and crafts
assault-and-robbery
bed-and-breakfast
beer-and-wine (m)
bite and scratch (m)
bowel or bladder (m)
boys and girls
bratwurst-and-beer
bread-and-butter
brick-and-mortar
bride and groom
bridges and tunnels
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care and treatment
cat-and-mouse
cave and tunnel (m)
children and adults
church and state
cliques and rivalries
cloak-and-dagger
closeness and intimacy

procedures for the of prisoners (military)
the game with the virus writers
military operations against the complex
seat belt utilization for
the separation of
we don't have (basketball team)
elaborate precautions
hugs and kisses create

coat-and-tie there were still dress codes at dinner
cold and wet their smiling endurance of (Appalachia)
command-and-control the style of management
composition and size minefield (military)
courage and determination the of their ancestors (Nez Perce)
cries and moans small communicate excitement (human sex)
culture and history the of Appalachian families
culture and traditions tribal members struggle to keep their
cuts and bruises fourteen people were treated for (tornado)
damage or injury there were no reports of (mild earthquake)
date and time the of arrest
David-and-Goliath the aspect
day and night the bombing continued,
defeat and victory listening to news of on the BBC at 9:00 P.M.
delays and cancellations record rainfall forced flight
depression and anxiety they feel all year long
depression and suicide in victims of sexual assault
design and implementation the of irrigation projects
design-and-management work on his team (spacecraft)
destination and route know his team's , possible enemy locations
detecting and monitoring (m) NBC equipment (military)
detection and treatment strategies for the early of...
development or acquisition the of weapons of mass destruction
diagnosis and treatment knowledge of the hand is required for proper
doom-and-gloom environmental predictions
dosage and route there is some variation due to (medicine)
drug-and-alcohol rehabilitation programs
dusk and dawn mosquitoes tend to bite only between
Dungeons and Dragons races, classes, weapons and equipment for
embarrassment and guilt I felt an overwhelming sense of
equipment and supplies make arrangements for the storage of
evaluation and treatment patient should return for further
events and activities check the Web site for -- (city festival)
experience and knowledge his -- of government (a politician)
extent and depth based upon burn
extent and nature the -- of the infection
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extent and spread
eyes and ears
eyes or eyelids
family and friends
fathers and daughters
father-and-son
fear and anxiety
fever and infection
fires and burns
fire and maneuver
fitness and nutrition (m)
flank and rear (m)
flesh and blood
flooding and landslides
food and cover
foot-and-mouth (m)
fraud and corruption
friend or foe
front and flanks
fruits and vegetables
fuel and ammunition
gangs and guns
gay and lesbian (m)
gem-and-mineral
gonorrhea and syphilis
goods and services
gravel-and-asphalt
grief and anger
heart-and-lung
heart and soul
hopes and dreams
hugs and kisses
husband-and-wife
identity and motive
illness and death
illness and injury
income and asset (m)
infants and toddlers
initiation and conduct
injury or death
injuries and fatalities
injury or illness

radiographs can indicate the of infection
it's a show for the (gambling at casino)
redness or swelling of your
his
the complex relationship between
I met several teams (stock exchange)
reduce the (buying a car)
identifying the source of
deaths from have declined since the 1960s
close with the enemy by means of
he's a expert
deploy the last squad to provide security
when he discusses a film, it becomes

have killed six
birds and small animals find among...
confirmed cases of disease
he has been linked to (politics)
identification of is a major concern (military)
provide security for the tracking team to the
freshly harvested

for the employment of aviation units
a juvenile-crime bill must crack down on
the nation's largest advocacy organization
a Tucson show
broad-spectrum prophylaxis of (a drug)
a value-added tax on
a solid business
the still runs strong (murder)
a ' machine
racing has lost its (death of popular driver)
do you have beyond tomorrow morning

create closeness and intimacy
a Finnish team (scientists)
information about the of the hijackers
after the extended of his mother
victims of catastrophic

guidelines must be met in order to qualify
coos, giggles and shrieks of 20
instructions concerning the of the ambush
serious

the presence of any potentially serious
kidnapping or assassination (m) a attempt by...
kindness and hospitality thanks so much for the you showed (rafting)
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King and Queen
knife-and-fork
Ladies and Gentlemen
lake-and-stream
launching and recovery
law and order
law or rule
lawyers and judges
length and cost
life and death
life-or-death
life and limb
lights-and-sirens
Limos and Taxis
location and character
lock and key
Lost and Found
love and compassion
make and model
male and female (m)
map and compass
maps and overlays
mind and body
mix and quantity
mother and child
mud and rock
mud-and-thatch (m)
nerve and muscle
nickel-and-dime (v)
nurses and aides
nuts-and-bolts
pain and inflammation
pain and suffering
pale and weak
paper-and-pencil
past and present (m)
people and places
pitch and yaw
plants and animals

the Swedish led the Nobel laureates
the camera zoomed in on the bit
, the attorneys and I...(judge at trail)
I was fishing in country

of boats (boating access area at park)
those who have to keep and maintain
is there any that says that people cannot...
the restaurant enjoys a brisk traffic of
due to the of the investigation
his story about the of....
(see life-or-death)
adrenaline junkies who risk (sports)
the syndrome

No Parking Anytime (airport sign)
the of pain may be indicative of...
information that used to be kept under
I'll put it in
he showed through many acts of kindness
the radio is the same as...

recruits (military)
a are essential

(military)
laughter is great therapy for the
providing the right of ammunition
the bracelet numbers (hospital)
the avalanche of swept away... (landslide)
chief of this hamlet (Chad)
massive destruction of (burn victim)
they her
the (at a psychiatric hospital)

courses
ibuprofen may be taken for (shoulder)
he apologized for the he'd caused (murderer)
he was (auto racing)

tests
remedying wrongs
his upbringing exposed him to a wide range of
controlling (planes)
the park has a diverse collection of ;
the area's unique communities of

plus or minus phrases like "" and "margin of error"
poverty and squalor the country's
predator and prey the snake is both
prejudice and stereotyping a blatant appeal to racial
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presence and extent determines the of bleeding
prophylaxis and treatment CDC recommendations for (malaria)
pros and cons the of bachelorhood
question-and-answer a session
radio and television (m) information in the form of presentations
raids and ambushes special-purpose attacks include (military)
rank-and-file officers
redness or swelling of your eyes or eyelids
reduction or clearance clear snipers before beginning obstacle
research-and-development a budget
respect and approval earning their (child speaking of parents)
revenge and violence
rhythm-and-blues
rifle and grenades
risk and excitement
roads and trails
rock-and-roll
rules and procedures
rules and regulations

scars and markings
sex and violence
safe and effective
safety and efficacy
sales and inventory (m)
sales and marketing
salt-and-pepper
sand-and-gravel
savings-and-loan
search and rescue
sex and drugs
shame and guilt
shape and size
sheep and goats
sick and wounded (m)
sick or injured
sickness and death
sickness and dying
size and location
skill and valor
smoke and dust
soldiers and marines
speed and altitude
springs and wells

tribal
jazz, rap, disco,
he attacked the Viet Cong with his
the need for (extreme sports, etc.)
removal of mines along preexisting
sex, drugs and
self-defense takes precedence over (military)
checkpoints are set up to enforce (military);
enforcing the for the taxi industry
the of individual sharks
the level of in movies, videos and TV shows
prove it (a drug)
this trial demonstrated the of the antitoxin
up-to-the-minute figures
the departments
with hair and beard
it has formed a mesopotamia
the industry
combat (CSAR)
(see sex and drugs)
thoughts of suicide can lead to
the of the bladder, uterus, vagina, cervix
imported versus local ones

EPWs (enemy prisoners of war)
refusing help when (domestic violence)

associated with dietary supplements
her study of
minefield (military)
he displayed great throughout the battle
the of combat can create limited visibility
techniques to assist during desert operations
causing it gradually to lose (space station)
sacred are often thought to heal
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Stars and Stripes
starvation and exposure
status and location
steel-and-glass
storage and use
strength and endurance
strength and speed
success or failure
suffering and pain

Memorial Day and the
many died of (in the mountains)
report your (military)
the vaulted train concourse
careful of pesticides deters toxic exposure
exercises to build up
he possesses the (football player)
measure the of the deregulation efforts

is necessary for development (psychiatry)
supply and ammunition (m) shelters, sleeping or resting shelters
supply and demand
tank and artillery (m)
tattoos and piercings
teeth and gums
thoughts and prayers
time and energy
time and location
time and money
time and patience
towns and villages
track-and-field
treatment and support
trial-and-error
tribe and clan
Trucks and Buses
twists and turns
type and location
type and quantity
type and size
use and abuse
wants and needs
weakness or fatigue
wear and tear
winners and losers
wives and mothers
women and children

the inplacability of the law of
expenditure of ammunition rises in the desert
more and more teens are getting
reduce brushing damage to
our are with...(condolence)
you can spend a lot of trying to change him
the of the event (animal bite)

were wasted by workers who...
establishing democracy will take
the postcard-perfect of New England
the major events

of victims of torture
experimentation
are the key to politics in the Caucasus

All Keep Left (sign)
on the of the raceway (auto racing)
the mechanism of injury, of pain
the of hand grenades needed
warhead (military)
the of alcohol
the big picture instead of my little
light-headedness or dizziness,
off-lease vehicles have less
globalization creates
the of the men waited anxiously (military)
forcing the to flee (army)

target-development-and-review a process
temperament and style he's the opposite in
peanut-butter-and-jelly (m) sandwiches
massage parlors and porno theatres a neighborhood of

sex, drugs and rock-and-roll
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(pronouns)

(gerunds)

(opposites)

(verbs)

flood- and earthquake-prone (m) regions

drug-and-alcohol-treatment a faith-based program

something-or-other

camping and fishing
comings and goings
cycling and running
climbing and rappelling
fishing and swimming
ranching and mining
sleeping or resting (m)
walking and running (m)

(see something-or-other)

spending the weekend along the river
one's are a matter of public record (cameras)
going through a regimen of Tae Bo,

youth camps have used the area to teach
the water is safe for

are major industries (Nevada)
supply and ammunition shelters, shelters

trails (Austin)

boom-and-bust this cycle;
military-aircraft industries

ebb and flow the of the war (Angola)
front-runners and underdogs loved him (auto racer)
haves and have-nots a Dickensian of -
home and away the team plays the same game at
life-and-death (m) a game
luxury and scarcity the juxtaposition of was ever present
military and civilians the widening gap between the
off-and-on gang trouble has been an thing
on-and-off an switch
open-and-shut affairs; it wasn't an case
pros and cons the of bachelorhood
rich and poor the widening gulf between
right and wrong the sense of ; your views of
similarities and differences the within each family (plants)
start-and-stop this breathing, called sleep apnea...
trick or treat (see trick or treat)
ups and downs the short-term (economy)
urban or rural (m) in areas
winners and losers globalization creates

catch-and-release
do-or-die
choose-and-cut (m)
fight-or-flight
give and take
grip-and-grin
hide-and-seek

regulations (for fishing)
(see do-or-die)
Christmas trees from local farms
(see fight-or- flight)
there has been a lot of (coach / player)
"" photographs in Washington
they might play tag or
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(2 adjectives)

hit-and-run
hit-or-miss
load and go (m)
make-or-break
rape-and-murder (m)
search and destroy
search-and-recovery
search-and-rescue
slash-and-burn (m)
stop-and-frisk
stop-and-frisk (m)
stop-and-go
tried-and-tested
trick-or-treating
wait-and-see

cut-and-dried

hit-or-be-hit
take-or-be-taken

(see hit-and-run)
(see hit-or-miss)
it was a situation (paramedics at car crash)
(see make-or-break)

cases
his unit was engaged in a mission
a mission
250 workers; a mission

farming by displaced peasants
the officers had made two s
the N.Y.P.D.'s policies
heavy mileage in traffic

old solutions
(see trick-or-treating)
(see wait-and-see)

described by such measures...

(see hit-or-be-hit)
(see take-or-be-taken)

abandoned and abused (m) rescuing farm animals
acute and delayed (m) management of allergic reactions
aggressive and prompt (m) intervention (medical patients)
allergic and toxic (m) responses to arthropods
coastal and marine (m) a deterioration of areas
chemical and biological (m) medical aspects of warfare;

the looming threat of warfare
clear and convincing (m) there is no proof that...
ethnic and religious (m) diversity
fanatic and determined (m) facing imminent death from a enemy
flexible and convenient (m) a way to get your college degree
frequent and severe (m) those with headaches
hard-and-fast such a rule seems ill-suited...
immediate or delayed presence of pain, swelling...
inappropriate and unacceptable (m) work practices
long and bloody the Angolan conflict has a history
long or short (m) special operations will be of duration
medical and military (m) a unit that gave support to guerrillas
operational or strategic (m) accomplish the goals
oral or topical a brief course of antibiotics
physical and emotional (m)
primary and alternate (m)
prolonged or excessive (m)

some of them have problems (foster kids)
routes to and from the objective (military)
exposure to noise and hearing impairment
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proper and prompt forensic and medical examination (rape)
respiratory or gastrointestinal (m) the cutaneous route vs the route
rough-and-tumble it encourages competition
sad and tragic (m) his homecoming marked the end of a saga
safe and effective prove it (a drug)
serious and difficult we face a very firefighting situation (wildfire)
short and long (see short and long)
small and medium (see small and medium)
social and political economic growth intensifies tensions
social and professional (m) the consequences of mental illness
tactical and strategic (m) nuclear weapons
thermal and optical (m) distinguish friendly and enemy signatures
weak and dizzy complains of feeling at home
wild and crazy he was j, young and dumb
young and dumb he was wild and crazy,

(n + part + part.) black-owned-and-operated the great soul-food restaurant

(n + n + part) blood-and-tissue-smeared
drug- and guerrilla-infested
gasoline-and-electricity-powered
diet- and exercise-crazed
interior- and exterior-mounted (m)
sex-and-drug-filled

in the train
in the j southwestern jungle
a hybrid car
America, a land

cameras
the world of rock and roll

olive- or brownish-skinned (see olive- or brownish-skinned)

film-and-video-editing

and (directions) back-and-forth

down-and-in

up-and-coming

(numbers) one- or two-dozen

eight-or-so

forty- or fiftysomething

one- or no-stoplight

a fully equipped facility (at home)

flights; high-scoring games;
after some about why...
a pass

media executives;
matched against an undefeated fighter

(see one- or two-dozen)

(see eight-or-so)

(see forty- or fiftysomething)

(see one- or no-stoplight)
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(prepositions)

(miscellaneous)

first, second and third
second or third
second and third

two-, three-, and four-

above and beyond
before-and-after (m)

now-and-then (m)
out-and-out
so-and-so
tried-and-true (m)

(see first, second and third)
(see second or third)
(see second and third)

(see two-, three-, and four-)

(see above and beyond)
among the pictures

tension headaches are annoyances
an crook
he's a cool, heartless who...

avalanche control techniques

Appenclix 2.: of Collocations (a selection)

of abuse of authority
act of courage
act of defiance
act of God
acts of kindness
act of love
act of selflessness
act of violence
advantage of surprise
age of consent
air of authority
angle of flight
annals of exploration
arrival of rain
avenue of approach
badge of honor
balance of power
ball of flames
band of rustlers
battery of tests
beasts of burden
"bill of rights"
blaze of glory
body of knowledge
body of law

there is no evidence of on my park
upon seeing his
in an
her death wasn't an "" (medical malpractice)
he showed love and compassion through many
the looks a lot like an act of violence
his (threw himself onto a grenade)
the at of love looks a lot like an
despite the (a battle)
the for intercourse in Mississippi
you'll carry an
insects constantly alter their
the most haunting story in the

position guns on the most likely dismounted
she wore his scorn as a
there's a shift in the (relationships)
a Concorde airliner crashed in a
a in the badlands (cattle) (North Dakota)
the doctor will give him a
goats are used as in the Himalayas
a proposed passenger (airlines)
he went out in a (Custer)
Catholics and a new (science)
a to deal with cyberspace
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body of literature
body of research
body of water
book of essays
bottle of champagne
bouquet of flowers
bouts of starvation
bridge of nose
brigade of troops
brink of disaster

a growing suggests that...(psychology)
the on juveniles in adult prisons
between these two (Black, Caspian Seas)
his most recent
my mom wanted to open a
she was presented with a
alternated eating binges with
your hairline, , and chin

had them on the
brink of extinction brought many animals back from the
brotherhood of firefighters the
brunt of the damage Nagoya bore the (flooding)
bunch of questions that person asked me a
bundles of cash
burden of proof
burst of fire
bushel of apples
call of duty
call of the wild
causes of crime
cause of death
cause of freedom
center of attention
chain of command
chain of events
chain of evidence
chamber-of-commerce
change of address
change of heart
change of venue
clash of cultures
clash of values
class of recruits
cloud of dust
code of conduct
comedy of errors
code of honor
conflicts of interest

counts of murder
country of origin
course of action
course of justice

cops found in the truck (bank robbery)
the is on the FDA to show...
he was hit by a from an enemy bunker
helped himself to an apple from a
above and beyond the (customer service)
the
the
the second-greatest
he gave his life in the (military)
he enjoys being the
the program's
the fatal began at 10:04 (car wreck)
the tying him to...
leaving to speak at a dinner
please complete a form (post office)
well, why the belated
the prosecution asked for a (trial)
the between scientists and the military
there was this basic (relationship)
deliver a welcome address to a new
we left him in a (motorcycle)
the entertainment industry needs a
a wearying (getting phone connected)
a true convict lives by a (prison)
university-industry alliances and ;
growing concerns about potential
two
an immigrant's
we thought the best was to...
charged with perverting the
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court of inquiry
chronology of events
crack of dawn
crux of the climb
culture of arrogance
culture of violence
cuts of meat
cycle of violence
day of reckoning
dean of admissions

three admirals presiding over the
the
you wake up at the
the (Second Step) (mountaineering)
managerial neglect, a (federal agency)
hockey's (on-ice assaults)
identifying various
the that began with crack (cocaine)
the has arrived (tobacco companies)
the waived the application fee

declaration of independence supports a from...
degree of certainty the doctor can often determine with a
degree of danger
degree of risk
denial-of-service

development of empathy
differences of opinion
director of operations
element of surprise
end of an era
end-of-season
end of service
epitome of elegance
error of judgment
evidence of abuse

clarify the (toxic emissions)
executed with an acceptable (a mission)
a method known as a attack (Web);
computer vandals launched attacks

obvious among them
he was ' for the past two years (training center)
the is a major tactical advantage
it's the
an jamboree
trains operate every 15 minutes until the
she is known as the
I made an
the search for

evidence of wrongdoing looking for
expenditure of ammunition the will vary far more (desert warfare)
expression of grief
fact of life
failure of command
family of ducks
fear of abandonment
fear of judgement
fears of loss
fear of punishment
feelings of guilt
feelings of inadequacy
feelings of rejection
feeling of solidarity
field of endeavor
fields of fire
fit of jealousy
flash of light

mourning is a culturally-based
car-jacking is a bitter
a (military hospital)
a got a few bread crumbs
soothing the child's
the and punishment
deep-seated cause these men to lash out
the

can develop (survivors dealing with death)
, low self-esteem, or a poor body image
his history of drug abuse and
we get together to promote a (female senators)
pioneers in their particular
direct-fire
strangled his wife in a
meteors create a
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fleet of ships
flock of geese
flood of memories
flow of blood
flow of information
flurry of activity
force-of-nature
form of punishment
fountain of youth
Fourth of July
frame of mind
freedom of assembly
Freedom of Information
freedom-of-speech
friend-of-the-court (m)
gesture of confidence
grain of truth
group of individuals
Gulf of Mexico
hail of fire
Hall of Fame
hard-of-hearing
heads of state
height of the season
history of violence
hoards of weapons
horrors of war
host of questions
hotbed of revolt
hum of traffic
impact of computers
interest of safety
invasion of privacy

-labor of love
lack of attention
lack of confidence
lack of control
lack of cooperation
lack of evidence
lack of experience
lack of focus
lack of sleep
lack of urgency
law of physics

a
the hilltop was home to a
the trial has brought back a (murder)
the around blocked arteries in the heart
get control of the (politics)
hearing a in the next room

stories
the second-mildest
the
every year we throw a huge barbecue
get into a stress-free
freedom of speech,
the Act of 1974

issues; rights
briefs written by Ivy League universities

he took the flight as a in the aircraft
there is a to reports of what happened
a very diverse (taxi operators)
huge algae blooms in the
in the initial , 2 soldiers were wounded
the Baseball
deaf and ' children
the biannual gathering of
during the (basketball);
an electrician with a and mental illness
troops confiscated similar
the
this raises a
the region has been a
the quiet broken only by the

studying the
in the
they were furious at the
this film was a

to detail (personal appearance)
in the United Nations

sent to the minor leagues because of his
he has behaved with an overall (firing)
prosecutors dropped charges, citing a
a loss many attributed to his (boxing)
his mother, worried about his
compounded by the
its monopoly status accounts for its
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left-of-center
legacy of love
letter of amendment
letter of apology
letter of protest
letter of resignation
level of certainty
level of empathy
level of provocation
level of respect
level of safety

a author
they left a wherever they went (eulogy)
he presented a to his agency's contract
an elaborate was written
the proposal triggered 275,000 s
he has submitted a
with every day the decreases
kids naturally exhibit high a
response options appropriate to the
a decline in the given to customers
assuring a reasonable

level of (customer) service in an effort to lift our (taxi industry)
life of crime they often return to a (juveniles in prison)
limits of (acceptable) behavior children learn the
lines of communication
line of duty
line of flight
lines of research
list of rules
loaf of bread
loss of companionship
loss of control
loss of habitat
loss of innocence
loss of life
maid of honor
manner of death
margin of error
margin of victory
master of ceremonies
matter of dispute
matter-of-fact
measure of protection

and access routes
firefighters who have died in the
with your body parallel to the grenade's
commercially promising
the play area had a detailed
a
pain, suffering and
unpredictability, stress and the
urban sprawl, , global warming
we talked about the (crime and its effects)
a hurricane can cause serious damage and
bridesmaids and the
his knowledge of the (murder trial)
phrases like "plus or minus" and " j"
his score gave them the final (soccer game)
Harry Belafonte was (inauguration of mayor)
it would become a with legal ramifications
in a way; same way
maneuver provides a from missile, planes

Medal of Honor his platoon mates fought to get him
memorandum of understanding signing a to join the partnership
messages of condolence from friends and relatives
method of payment credit cards are one (cabs)
miscarriages of justice how can such be accurately identified
mode of acquisition botulism is grouped according to the
modes of transportation the taxi industry and competing
model of diplomacy a woman who had been a began to cry
moment of truth this will be the for him
mother of three a twice-divorced
mountains of data sift through
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needs of others
number of choices
oath of office
object of ridicule
obstruction of justice
order of business
outbreak of disease
pain of separation
pair of shoes
parade of floats
path of peace
peak of the season
people of color
phase of life
piece of clothing
piece of evidence
pieces of information
plan of action
point of explosion
point of entry
point-of-sale (m)
point of view
pool of blood
position of advantage
powers of recall
price of freedom
pride of authorship
products of combustion
progression of a war
proof of death
proof of delivery
proof of payment
protection-of-privacy
pursuit of knowledge
quality of life
range of mountains
range of options
rash of cases
rash of crimes

rate of growth
rate of infection
realm of design
reign of terror

a capacity to respond to the
the menu offers a
he took his last week (Russia)
an apron-wearing
a prominent attorney was convicted of
their spacewalk was the top
preventing an
the
a at the mall
the celebration featured a
the is still the right path
the (hiring season)
Federal drug officers tend to target
during this important (the end of life)
has to take off a (strip poker)
her bike in now a (abduction)
their account number and other
he'll outline a
within several hundred feet of the
if Ceuta no longer offers a
retail systems
she has a very clear
a on the stairway landing
use maneuver to achieve a (military)
his (ability to remember films)
"the is eternal vigilance"
the

a burn victim who has inhaled
a logic to the
j, such as a newspaper obituary

should be requested (store-delivered gifts)
what if you need a check as

(m) freedom-of-information and laws
men swear off women in the
(see quality of life)
a seemingly endless range of mountains
we parents have a (monitoring kids on Net)
a occurred in Puerto Rico (early puberty)
gun sales up after a j;
a against women
Moore's Law and the , of computer chips
the has risen
the
a savage by indigenous Dayaks (Indonesia)
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repository of data
rights-of-way (n)
rigors of (jet) school
ring of keys
rite of passage
rounds of ammo
route of administration
rules of engagement
rules of evidence
rule of law
rules of society
sack of feed
sack of oats
scale of pay
scheme of things
screech of tires
seal of approval
sense of community
sense of fear
sense of humor
sense of wonder
sequence of events
series of accusations
series of events
set of guidelines
set of plans
set of rules
sheaf of papers
sheets of paper
shortness of breath
show of force
show of support
shred of evidence
signs of age
signs of decay
signs of hunger
signs of life
sign of trouble
signs of womanhood
slice of cake
source of funding
source of income
source of pride
speed of execution

about Yellowstone's geysers
keeps intact for railroads
the
she held a (prison)
Sing Sing is a for correction officers
an assault rifle, a pistol, and 1,000
determine the proper dose and

(ROE) (military)
under the (court case)
his challenge to the ;
their ability to play by the (crime)
a fifty-pound
a hundred-pound
a sharply reduced
where we stand in the overall
heard a (bank robbery)
a kiss on the cheek was the mob's
you lay a foundation for a
the murder trial has brought back a
he had a ribald
I retrieve my childlike
police are not so sure about the
following a earlier this year
the climax to a (Hollywood)
he was given a clear (to govern his behavior)
the company must now change its
his returned father enforced a strict new
pulled a from her briefcase
three boxes of note cards and 2
patients often complain of
criticized the raid as an excessive
we appreciate the from...(hospital visits)
investigators looking for any

the railway system is showing
I didn't notice any (N. Korea)
I could detect no on the mountain
he will return to her at the first
she tried to repress all -- in the girl
a--
provide a sustainable
woodcutting is his only
their house is a
clearing an enemy bunker requires (grenades)
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speed of impact
speed of sound
sphere of influence
stage of life
stand of (infested) trees
standard of excellence
stash of cocaine
state of affairs
state of alert
state of (drug-expanded)
state of emergency
state of frenzy
state of near-hysteria
state of mind
target of the attack
targets of opportunity
tears of joy

shape of striking object, (penetrating injuries)
Discovery orbits the Earth at 25 times the
an Ottoman Turkish
childhood is a distinct (juveniles and law)
cut down to disorient the bugs
our goal is to set a in serving the public
he found her and love letters
this was an odd
a heightened

consciousness a
the governor declared a (wildfires)
whipped her friends into a
he whipped them into a
let's discuss your parent's (interrogation)

the engagement of (military)
their

termination of service failure to...may result in a (post office)
terms of service (for a post office box)
test of time standards of honor that have stood the
theory of electromagnetism Maxwell's
thick of the fighting tanks were involved in the
thoughts of suicide ceaseless (OCD)
threat of violence nightlife tinged with the
tone of voice facial expressions, body language,
trail of blood officers followed a to a vacant house
trail of deceit this industry has left a (tobacco)
triumph of capitalism the
tug-of-war a
use of violence forswore the as a political tool
unity of effort promote within the theater (military)
veil of darkness the rustlers steal cattle under the (Dakota)
version of events this is the that police told
victims of abuse children are becoming
victim of entrapment he resigned, claiming that he was the
vow of poverty we took a and moved here (rural area)
voyages of exploration extensive (to the Americas)
waste of time you will realize what a it was
waves of grief the wreck is sending ' across the mountains
way of life oil will destroy their
wealth of experience he's bringing a into the classroom
window of opportunity we've missed our
words of encouragement he moved from man to man shouting
word-of-mouth (m) communications;
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word of mouth
world of difference
world of sumo

aftermath of the storm
beginning of the year
benefit of the doubt
cause of the crash
course of the disease
close of a sale
course of the disease
Employee of the Month
fraction-of-a-second
gravity of the situation
heart of the matter
leader of the group
life of a teenager
members of a gang
opening of the season
owner of the company
pastry-of-the-month (m)
pieces of the puzzle
players-of-the-year
roll of the favorite
root of the problem
run-of-the-mill
scene of an accident
scene-of-the-crime (m)
shadow of a doubt
state-of-the-art
top-of-the-line
traditions of the game
turn of the century
voice of reason
wave of the future

propelled by
listening can make a
a rare event in the staid

newscasters covering the
at the
I decided to give him the ;
the that killed 229 people (plane)
can sometimes slow the
move the customer towards the
can sometimes slow the
I was
that difference in the way she reacts
realizing the , he jumped on the grenade
how important it is to get to the
he emerged as the unquestioned
it isn't the regular
firing at
the (home season) (basketball)

you can join a club
gather as many as possible (investigation)
had been national in college
Alabama is embracing the (football)
once you find out the
a sinner; a store;
pleading no contest to leaving the
lurid photographs
convince you beyond any (trial)
(see state-of-the-art)
new, equipment; a troubleshooter
young golfers with no respect for the
(see turn of the century)
I was in no reason to listen to the
online banking is the

Department of Motor Vehicles (m) records indicated the car was a gift

man of (one's) dreams

coming of age
coming-of-age (m)

find the man of your dreams

it was she who oversaw the girl's
a story; ceremonies
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habit of voting

next of kin

six-pack of soda
six-pack of Coca-Cola
six-pack of Budweiser

matter-of-factly

back-of-the-envelope
middle-of-the-night
middle-of-the-roader

one-of-a-kind

out-of-body
out-of-bounds
out of control
out-of-court (m)
out-of-date
out-of-pocket
out-of-print
out-of-state
out-of-stock
out-of-town
out-of-towners
out-of-tune
out-of-wedlock
out-of-work

out-of-the-way
out-of-this-world

young people have yet to get into the

police were trying to reach the

he would drink a
a
they stopped for two 's

(see matter-of-factly)

calculations
a rare landing
they are s

events; items; a workshop

it was an experience
the mark
(see out of control)
information on settlements (doctors)
an country boy; an version;

expenses would run to...
they sell , rare and used books
an online booking agency (for hotels)
provided medicine faster
(see out of town)
when arrive;
we heard the voices

births;
an man

in places
an conversation piece (meteorite)

Appendix 3: to Collocations (a selection)

noun-to-noun (both nouns the same)

air-to-air
back-to-back

an missile
(see back to back)
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blood-to-blood
bumper-to-bumper (m)
bumper to bumper
business-to-business
car-to-car
coast-to-coast (m)
coast-to-coast
day-to-day operation
door to door (adv)
door-to-door (adv)
door-to-door (m)
face-to-face (m)

transmitting Hepatitis C through contact
a or powertrain warranty
the traffic became

purchasing; commerce;
a radio
a trail corridor;
going (basketball)
Sister Luke, who ran the P (home for dying)
lugged them ;
she had gone collecting signatures
the killings
(see face to face)

floor to floor firefighters went
government-to- government with some sort of involvement
ground -to- ground recordings
hand-to-hand
head-to-head
heart-to-heart
hour-to-hour
house-to-house
human-to-human (m)
man-to-man
moment-to-moment
mouth-to-mouth
person-to-person
skin-to-skin
suburb-to-suburb (m)
surface-to-surface
toe-to-toe
wall-to-wall

can be passed through contact
head lice are spread mainly by contact
a talk
his -- whereabouts

fighting;
a result of transmission
a -- talk; pressing defense

strategies; flow;
resuscitation
transmission and poor hygiene (giardiasis)

the virus is spread by contact
the explosive growth of commuting
Iraq may fire missiles at Israel
love to see her with...;

carpet; carpeting

noun-to-noun (second noun different from first noun)

(place-to-place) cloud-to-ground (m)
floor-to-ceiling
ground-to-air
head-to-toe
sensor-to-target
surface-to-air
top-to-bottom
underwater-to-surface

(journey) rags-to-riches-to-rags
welfare-to-work

strikes (lightning)
bookshelves; j windows;
recordings

bikers in leather
the PEWS has a limited range (motion)
the Patriot is a guided supersonic missile
a review
24 Shipwreck guided missiles (on sub)

her career
a program
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(time-to-time) dawn-to-dusk
dusk-to-dawn

late-fall-to-early-winter

10-to-30-year (m)

(person-to-person) business-to-consumer
staff -to-patient
teacher-to-student

(other) attention to detail
call to arms
devotion to duty
exposure to lead
exposure to risk
right to privacy

means to the end

right-to-life
right to know

he kept a schedule
after the bombardment

the courtship season

hepatitis C has a latency

the model
the hospital's ratio
reduced ratios

how to pay close
he answered his (war)
his extraordinary courage and exemplary
reduce the public's and other toxins
teens' is higher today
there is no in the Constitution

a of victory

the movement
the consumer's

adjective + to + adjective (+ noun)

mild-to-moderate
moderate-to-severe

the treatment of pain
indicated for the relief of pain

high-to-medium-altitude (m) air defense (HIMAD)

adjective + to + verb

difficult-to-detect
difficult-to-kill
easy-to-access
easy-to-find
easier-to-find
easy-to-abandon
easy-to-navigate
easy-to-understand
easy-to-use
easy-to-remember
easy-to-squeeze

transporter erector launchers (missile)
warheads (theater ballistic missiles)
delivery status, by phone or Web (post office)

the site provides information (online)
in search of other, celestial objects
his preference for used cars
the site includes a schedule (festival Website)
in terms
a free, j browser

promises
a bottle made from soft ' plastic
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hard-to-calculate
hard-to-fill
hard-to-find (m)
hard-to-fit
hard-to-get
hard-to-predict
open-to-the-sun
ready-to-eat
ready-to-laugh
simple-to-state

verb + to

go-to

not + to + verb + verb 3

not-to-be-missed
not-to-be-wasted

implications for...
areas such as math
items, online or off
adults & younger children (gas masks)

find products online
the movements of traffic cops
a verdant coffee plantation

food
a direct, voice

problems

(see go-to)

samples
dining out is a opportunity (for flirting)

verb + to + verb (+ noun)

consent-to-adopt (m)
made-to-order
need-to-know
pay-to-play
pay-to-view
pay-to-view

get-to-know-you (m)

(noun) + to + verb

to-do

husband-to-be

soon + to + be + V3

soon-to-be-demolished
soon-to-be-filled
soon-to-be-married
soon-to-be-released

the couple signed forms
personal computers;

on a basis
premium services (gaming)
adult material and (Internet E-porn)
the $1.4 billion market (Net E-porn)

the initial interview

a giant list; on their daily lists

(see husband-to-be)

the housing complex
the job
a college couple
a report confirms...
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soon + to + be + adj

soon-to-be-homeless

noun + to + V

mom-to-be
right-to-carry
right to exist

adverb / preposition

back-to-basics

back-to-nature

down-to-earth

up-to-date

well-to-do
well-to-do

up-to-the-minute

numbers

two to four
five to ten
9-to-5
eleven to one

miscellaneous

honest-to-God
how-to
where-to-buy

we must help the

Sam's
weapons laws

the group denies Israel's

+ to + noun

rigorous new standards

a prodigious movement

a approach;
she is and unpretentious
(see up-to-date)

a physician to the
a private school; a family

an report; slang; information

(see two to four)
(see five to ten)
clear-cut career paths, jobs
the jury was hung,

an test
(see how-to)
a handy " S" link to the product's page

Appendix +: for Collocations (a selection)

admission for treatment of GI bleeding
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advocates for (battered) women
ammunition for critics provide
amnesty for terrorists there would be no held in Britain
appetite for skateboarding the local
appreciation for (basic) research an
attention for a (pet) cause seeking
base for extremists a staging
battle for answers the one last battle, the (Agent Orange)
battle for the championship their (basketball)
benefit for (cancer) research attend a
benefits for veterans education
calls for democracy universal and human rights
call for help that night they got a (climbing)
call for jihad his out-and-out
calls for revenge rival families would issue
capacity for labor a coal miner's
ceremony for the monument a
chance for survival the only is by air ambulance
charges for users
clearance for a (business) jet flight
compass for (backcountry) navigation
competition for (defense) dollars
competition for jobs plenty of
competition for (college) space
cry for help
demand for bushmeat
drive for the title
education for females
fee-for-service
fight for survival
forecast for the year
form for surgery
foundation for success
head for business

a heartbreaking

a

driving the (African wild game)
their was a team effort
justifying single-sex
(see fee-for-service)
he rallied the platoon in a desperate
our growth
sign a permission
brand loyalty is the
he didn't have much of a

helicopters for (combat) support in a ground invasion
home for the archive a proper final
hungry for attention parents or sympathy abuse their kids
incinerators for (waste) disposal
love for family
land-for-peace (m)
love for athletics
mania for efficiency
mobilization for war
need for food

his often-expressed
negotiations

he recalled his sister's
his -- and employee performance
full-scale
there is still a crying , clothes
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paper for a class
passport-for-dollars (m)
prescriptions for addicts
quest for love
relief for pain
reputation for leadership
respect for tradition
risk for abuse
room for improvement
route for refugees
sandbags for bunkers

a
a immigration policy
heroin became legal
the true story of one woman's
surgery offers

she has developed a , innovative thinking
young golfers with no
women are at a greater when...
there was in his shooting (basketball)
cutting off an escape
filling

scout for the (baseball) team a
search for answers the should start with...
search for evidence the of childhood abuse
sneakers for (hiking) boots swapping
struggle for control a by two people
telescope for observing a
tickets (are required) for admission no
treatment for diabetes
trigger for abuse low income or stress may be a
warrant for his arrest the FBI issued a federal fugitive

flashpoint for violence a
headstone for his (ancestor's) grave he bought a
manhunt for the murderer a massive police
sandbags for bunkers
storehouse for (great) artifacts a of Western culture (museum)

byword for cruelty Siberia is a

frontrunners for the job there are two

breeding grounds for mosquitoes
breeding ground for viruses
clearinghouse for information a
parking spots for customers

the puddles are
a

hungry for attention parents or sympathy abuse their kids
overdue for a (battery) change she was (pacemaker)

warrant for his arrest the FBI issued a federal fugitive
witness for the prosecution the key

age of consent for intercourse the in Mississippi
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drilling for oil in this war-torn area
killing for sport eco-hunting versus
spending for abortion he opposed federal
training for (military) recruits basic
training for journalists

made-for-TV (see made-for-TV)
made-for-cable-TV (see made-for-cable-TV)

pound-for-pound (see pound-for-pound)

free-for-all (see free-for-all)

go-for-broke (see go-for-broke)

go-for-it (see go-for-it)

for hire (see for hire)
for-profit (see for-profit)

for the year our growth forecast

END END END
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